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U,S,A,: business or central administration of the corporation
immediately prior to the filing of the certificate of

New DelawareLaw
domestication. After filing the certificates of domesti-
cation and incorporation, the foreign entity is domesti-

Facilitates
cated in Delaware and subject thereafter to all the

provisions of the Delaware Corporation Law.

Failsafe Planning Change of domicile

By William S. Conely and William G. Dodge The change of domicile provisionscontained in section
389 of the Delaware Corporation Law provide a less
permanent response to unsettled conditions abroad

Mr. Conely is parlnero Deloilte Haskins & Se, nlernationalTax Cient than does domestication. A transfer of domicile into
ServicesGroup, ExecutiveOffice (NewYork) and Mr. Dodge is manager Delaware may only occur in the event of an emergency
o Deloitte Haskins & Sells, United States Corporate Tax Consultancy condition in the jurisdiction, the law of which governsGroup (London).

the internal affairs of the corporation (the governing
jurisdiction) and may continue only so long as the

The combination of attractive profit. yields in Unted emergency conditions require. The term emergency
States operations and concern over political stability conditionencompasseswar, revolution, invasion, and
and protection of property abroad has contributed to extended rioting; expropriation, nationalization or

a continuing high level of investment in the United confiscation of a material part of the assets of the
States. Legislationwhich was recentlyenacted in Dela- corporation; impairment of the institution of private
ware may also enhance the use of the United States in property; the taking of any action under the laws of the
failsafe planning, even for assets located outside of United States whereby persons resident in the govern-
the United States. ing jurisdiction might be treated as enemies or other-

wise restricted under the laws of the United States
Failsafe planning refers to strategies adopted to relating to trading with enemies; or the immediate
minimize an international investor's risk of loss of an threat of any of the above. Any corporationwhich has
asset through actions taken by his home government, transferred its domicile to Delaware may voluntarily
by that of a country serving an intermediary holding return to the governing jurisdiction merely by filing
function (e.g. the Netherlands Antilles, Cayman Is- with the Secretary of State an appropriate application
lands), or by the United States blocking transactions to withdraw.
or vesting assets in reaction to developments abroad. To temporarily migrate, or transfer its domicile, the
A number of approaches have been developed as fail-

foreign corporation should submit to the Secretary of
safe mechanisms including the transfer of assets pur- State, at least 30 days prior to the proposed transfer,
suant to debt foreclosure, exercise of an otion or the following documents:
redemption of stock, or changing the domici e of the 1 a certified copy of its certificate of incorporation
corporation holding the assets. It is this last device to

.

and bylaws;
which the Delaware law is addressed. 2. a certficate evidencing its corporate existence is-

sued by an authorizedofficerof the governingjuris-
diction;

THE NEW DELAWARELAW 3. a list of personsauthorized to serve as directorsand
officers in the event of a transfer; and

The new Delaware statute provides that a non-United 4. a signed certificate setting forth, among other
States corporationt may change its status through ei- tiems, (i) the name and addressof the corporation's
ther domesticationor change of domicile. registered agent in Delaware, (i) a description of

its business; and (iii) an affirmation that the trans-

Domestication fer is not expressly prohibited under the law by
which the corporation's internal affairs are gov-

Under section 388(b) of the Delaware Corporation erned.

Law, a non-United States corporation may become Thus, a foreign corporation may prepare in advance /

domesticatedin Delaware by filing with the Secretary for a temporary transfer to Delaware, including reserv-
of State (i) a certificateof domesticationsigned by any ng a name, so that on the occurrenceof an emergency
authorized corporation officer, director, trustee, man- condition, the corporation may transfer its domicile
ager, partner or other equivalent person and (ii a merely by means of a written communication to such
certificate of incorporation. effect by an authorized person (certainly one of the

The certificate of domestication must certify (i) the more efficent discretonary triggeringactions avail-
date on which, and jurisdictionwhere, the corporation
was first formed or incorporated, (ii) the name of the

corporation immediately prior to the filing of the cer-
I. Although thisarticle limitsitsdiscussionof sections 338 and 389 of the
Delaware Corporation Law to matters that apply to use of the provisions

tificate of domestication,and (iii) the jurisdiction that by a corporate entity, the provisions are available for use by partnerships,
constituted the seat, sige social, or principal place of trusts, and foundationsas weil.

1986 InternationalBureauo Fiscal Documentation
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able). If the emergency conditions affect ordinary tions. If not engaged in a United States trade or busi-
means of communication, such notification may be ness, it would be subject to withholding tax at the
made by telegram, telex, or telecopy provided a duly- statutory 30% rate (or lower treaty rate, if applicable)
signed duplicate is filed within 30 days. Following the on income from United States sources. However, if it
transfer of domicile, the corporation retains all of its were engaged in a United States trade or business, for
powers and may be managed in accordance with the example, because of active United States management
laws of the governingjurisdiction in effect immediately or other activity in the United States, it would be
prior to the transferof domicile. subject tot United States tax at regularcorporate rates

on incomeeffectivelyconnectedwith the United States
business. Non-effectively connected United States-

U.S. TAX CONSEQUENCES source income would remain subject to the gross with-
holding tax. If engaged in a United States trade or

business a portion, if not all, of dividends and interestDomestication
paid outside the United States by the temporarily

A domesticated foreign corporation becomes a Dela- domiciledcorporationwould be subject to withholding
ware corporation and, as such, is subject to United at a rate of 30% (or lower treaty rate).
States tax on its world-wideincome. The actual domes-
tication of the foreign corporationshould be a tax-free
reorganization (a mere change in identity, form, or

BLOCKINGTRANSACTIONSAND VESTING

place of organization) for United States tax purposes.
ASSETS BY THE UNITED STATES

However, the transfer of the assets of the foreign As mentioned earlier, investors undertake failsafe
corporation to the domesticatedcorporationwould be planning not only to counteract risk in their home
subject to the Foreign Investment in Real PropertY country or intermediate countries, but also because of
Tax Act (FIRPTA), section 897, IRC, and the as- the risk that the United States will respond to develop-
sociated withholding rules under section 1445, IRC. ments abroad by vesting, or confiscating, foreign-
That is, if the foreign corporation holds United States owned assets or by blockingtransactionsinvolvingsuch
real property interests when it is domesticated, the assets. Under the Tradingwith the EnemyAct (TEA),
transfer of those interests would be subject to United the United States may, in time of war, vest in the
States tax unless protected by the tax-free reorganiza- United States property of designated enemies and
tion provisions. Although such a transaction would block any transaction with respect to such property.
appear to be tax-free under section 897(e), IRC, the Similarly, the International Emergency Economic
IRS is empowered to issue regulations which could Powers Act of 1977 (IEEPA) allows the President to
restrict the scope of this protection. Such regulations block or freeze assets in the event of a national
have not yet been issued. Until issued, the FIRPTA emergency. For instance, Iranian assets were frozen
treatment of a domesticating foreign corporation will under the IEEPA during the hostage crisis.
be uncertain unless confirmed by the IRSin a private
ruling prior to the domestication. In many instances, domestication or change of

domicile under Delaware law alone will probably notThe transfer of United States real property interests
provide complete protection from the TEA and thefrom the foreigncorporationto the domesticatedDela- IEEPA. Although the change of domicile provisionsware corporation, even in a tax-free reorganization, specifically provide that the domiciled corporationwould be subject to withholding tax under section
shall not be deemed to be entity1445, IRC, pursuant to Temp. Reg. 1.445- an enemy person or
for any purpose, it is uncertainwhat effect this prov-2T(d)(2)(ii)(A).This anomalywill probablyexist until sion would have under federal law. In it

regulationsare issuedundersection897(e), IRC. How- some cases,
be advisable supplement a change of domicile

ever, the IRS could also be asked to address this point may to
with a substantive shift of management to the United

if a ruling were requested as above. States and to take other steps to further shield the
ultimate foreign owners from the TEA and the

Change in domicile IEEPA. Nevertheless, the new Delaware laws are sig-
nificant factors in failsafe planning, particularly given

A foreign corporationwhich has temporarily transfer- Delaware'simportanceas a state of incorporation,and
red its domicile to Delawareshould be subject to Unit- they may serve a vital role in a foreign investor'soverall
ed States tax under rules applicable to foreigncorpora- failsafe strategy.
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NIGERIA:

ReformingSales Tax in DevelopingCountries
A Study of the Nigerian Sales Tax System
By Dr. Mahesh C. Purohit

Marketing Boards8 and the Nigerian Produce Market-
Dr. Purohit is a Proessor at the National Institute o Public Finance ing Company Limited (which had, until now, adminis-
and Policy, New Delhi (India) tered the produce sales tax legislations) and replaced
Most of this work was done by the aulhor when he was a facully them with CommodityBoards for each important item
member of Ihe Department of Accounting, Ahmadu Bello Univer- of produce exported.
sity, Zaria, Nigeria. The author is thankful to Mr. John Shagbaor
Hiangyaand the Chief Inspectorof Taxes, Departmentof Revenue, The Constitution of 197910 which heralded the execu-

Governmentof Kaduna, for supplying useful information. tive presidential form of government,omitted item 38
in its entirety as set out in both th 1960 and 1963
Constitutions. Though this omission did not show any

The objectives of this paper are to present the salient intention to regard the imposition of a sales tax as a

features of the sales tax system in Nigeria and to residual subject, it was interpreted to mean that the

suggest reforms that could be attempted, keeping in States did have the competenceunder the Constitution

mind the state of economic development of the coun- to legislate and impose tax on the supply of goods and

try. services within the States.

The 1979 Constitution was in force for only four years
when the armed forces replaced the government n a

EVOLUTIONOF SALES TAX military coup on 31 December 1983. The new Federal

Military Government promulgated the Constitution
The history of sales tax in Nigeria dates back to 1953, (Suspension and Modifications) Decree 19841 giving
when the Sales of Produce Taxation Act was enacted' itself limtless powers to make laws for the peace,
and the government was empowered to impose a tax order and good government of Nigeria or any part
on the sale of specifiedcommoditiesmade to a Market- thereof with respect to any matter whatsoever. The

ing Board or to a licensed buying agent, 2 However, the Military Governorof a State, who is the sole legislator
1954 Constitution, for the first time, gave the regions in the State, now exercises delegated authority. How-
a semi-autonomousexistence and made specific provi- ever, the Governor must seek the consent of the Fed-
sions for them to impose a sales tax. The regions then
assumed the 1953 enactment to have taken effect as a

law of their respective regional assemblies.They abro- 1. Ordinance No. 12 of 1953.

gated and replaced the Act with their own separateand 2. Williams, F.R.A., Submissions to Federal Court of Appeal Ibadan,

regional Produce Sales Tax Laws.3 Alhaji Ayinke Aberuagbe et al. vs Ogun State, FCA/134/83/(1983).
3. For example, the Western Region passed the Procedure Sales Tax

The Federal Governmentenacted the SalesofProduce Law (No. 14 of 1957) afterabrogatingthe Act. See Cap. 99 LawsofWestern

(Taxation) Act, 1957, to replace the Sales of Produce
'

Region of Nigeria (1959)
4. Cap. 184, Vol. VI, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 1958.

Taxation Act, 1953, and provided for a tax in the 5. Introduced as a new Item 35A.
Federal Territory of Lagos, on sales of produce to the 6. Item 38.

Western Region Marketing Board or any of the 7 See Constitution of the Federation, 1963, Exclusive Legislative List,

licensed buing agents.4 The commodities taxed were Item 38.

cocoa, palm kernel and palm oil.
8. The State Boards affected were the Northern States MarketingBoard;
the Western Nigeria Marketing Board; The East Central State Marketing

The Nigerian (Constitution) (Amendment) Order, Board, The Lagos State Marketing Board, the River State Marketing

1959, introduced Taxes on amount paid or payable on Board; The Benue-Plateau Marketing Board; and the Cross River State
new

the sale or purchase of commoditiesas an item on the Marketing Board. The Boards had exclusive rights of purchase of

exclusive legislative list.5 Some of the commodities
produce for export. Their exclusive rights did not extend to the domestic
market. They could not therefore collect any produce sales tax. See Com-

were, however, excepted: These were produce, hides modity Boards Act, 1977, 5 &6. See also, Alhaja Aberuagbaand 7others

and skins, petrol, and diesel oil. These exceptionsgave v Attorney General Ogun State, FCA/1/34/83, Court of Appeal, Ibadan,

the regions a share in the proceeds of taxation ot the 13/9/83.

excepted commodities.6Item 35A of the 1959 Amend-
9. The Board were - the Nigerian Cocoa Board with headquarters at

Ibadan; the Nigerian Groundnut Board with headquarters at Kano; the

ment was re-enacted as item 38 of the exclusive list of Nigerian Cotton Board with headquarters at Funtua; the Nigerian Palm

the Constitutionof the Federationof Nigeria, 1960. As Produce Board with headquarters at Calabar; the Nigerian Rubber Board

the tax on items, as listed above, was not specifically with headquartersn Benin; the Nigerian Grains Board with headquarters

placed on the concurrent list, it found a place on the
at Minna; and the NigerianTuberand Root Crops Board with headquarters
in Makurd.

residual list in respect of which the regions could legis- 10. The Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1979.

late.7 The CommodityBoards Act, 1977, dissolved the li. Decree No. 1 of 1984.
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eral military Governmentbefore makingany law, even however, varies from 2% to 10%. The low rate of 2%
with respect to matters on the concurrent legislative is levied only in Cross River. Three of the States, viz.
list. Anambra, Oyo and. Plateau, tax commodities at the
The effect of the above Decree is to give the Federal rate of 5%.
Governmentlegislativepowersover all matters includ- The tax is levied only on a few select commodities.
ing State sales taxation, and when a Military Governor These are generally luxury articles or addiction items
is desirousof enactingany law on sales taxation,he will (e.g. beer, liquor and tobacco). In addition, the tax is
first seek clearance from the Federal Military Govern- levied on petroleum products in three States, namely
ment. The Governor is, however, not likely to en- Ogu, Ondo and Oyo. The sales tax structure of these
counter any problem as the Federal Military Govern- three States is likely to be more productiveand income-
ment has made it clear that the States have to intensify elastc as the consumption of petroleum products is
their efforts to generate more internal revenue in light very high. The coverage of the tax has been further
of the gloomy market for Nigerian crude oil. increased by including a tax on advertisements and

services. Whereas Anambra is the only State which
levies a tax on advertisementsand other mass media,

Existing structure most of the States have attempted to levy a tax on

services. All ten States resorting to a sales tax are

Notwithstandingthe jurisdictionalproblems of States' levying a tax on hotels and cateringservices. However,
rights to levy sales tax, ten of the Nigerian States, viz.
Anambra, Bendel, Benue, Cross River, Kaduna,
Lagos, Ogun, Ondo, Oyo and Plateau, are presently 12. While no formal exclusion is provided in typical retail sales taxes in

levying sales tax. The tax structure of all the States is developed countries, exclusion is common in all forms of sales taxes in
a

almost similar (Table 1). All of them impose a retail developing contries. Exemption of firms below specified figure iS the
most cornmon approach. See, Due, John F

, The Exclusion of Small Firms
sales tax with no exemption limit.12 The rate of tax, from Sales and Related Taxes, Public Finance, No. 2, 202-212 (1984).

TABLEI

SALES TAX RATES IN NIGERIA
(As of 1 April 1985)

Cross
Commoditiesandservices Anambra' Bendel Benue River3 Kaduna Lagos4 Ogun5 Ondo6 Oyo Plateau

Flour - - 2 ......

Sort driinks 5 10 10 2 10 10 - 10 5 5
Beerandliquor 5 10 10 2 15 10 10 10 5 5,-
Cigarettesand tobacco 5 10 10 2 15 10 10 10 5 5
Perumeandcosmetics 5 5 - - 10 10 - 10 - 5
Foam - - 2 ......

,

Plasticproducts - - 2 ....

Paints 5 2 .... 5 10 - -

Cements 5 2 - 2 ......
CeramicProducts - 22 .....

(including loortiles)
Motorcycles - - 2 ....

Cars 8. othervehicles - - 2 ....

Carpetsand rugs - - 2 - - - 5
Fans 5 2 - 2 - - 10 - -

Tape recorders 5 2 -

' 2 10 - - 10 - -

Cameras - 2 10 .....

Refrigeratorsand deep-freezers 5 2 - 2 10 - - 10 - -

Upholsterproducts - 2 ....

Televisionsets 5 2 - 2 10 - - 10 - 5
Videosets 5 2 - 2 10 - - 10 - 5
Air-conditioners 5 2 - 2 - - 10 - 5
Jewelley 5 5 - - 10 - 10 - 5
Cnema ........ 5
Petrol - - - 1K/P.Lit 10 1 K/P.Lit -

Dieseloil ..... 1 K/P.Lit 10 1P.Lit -

Otherpetroleumproducts - - - 1K/P.Lit 10 1K/P.Lil -

Advertissementsin the press, radio, T.V. 10 .......

othermass media
Hotels and cateringservices 5 5 10 2 10 10 10 10 5 5
Laundry,otherancillaryservices 5 .......

Notes: K/P. refers to a specific rate of Kobo per litre.
1. Anambra State also taxes 5% of turnover on other sales and services, e.g. sales and service of motor vehicles. This kind of taxation has a negative effect,

as consumers will prefer patronising dealers in nearby Stares wherc the sale of such items and services are nol taxed. Electricity is also taxed under the
Anambra State Law and this will no doubt affect industries that have very high rates of electricity consumption.

2. Indicates tax levy on all items referred to as building material.
3. Reference period 1 Jan. 1982, as given in the Sales Tax Law. 1982 (Bill No. 23 (81-82)). Cross River State.
4. Reference period 19.7.82, as given in Law No. 7 of 1982 of Lagos State.
5. Reference period 25.2.82, as shown in the sales tax law, 1982 (No. 2,1982) Ogun State, House of Assembly
6. The rates are for the period 1983-84, as given in the Sales Tax Law, 1982.
7. The tax on the item is not being collected so far, the rate however, exists.
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Anambra is the only State which levies a tax on laundry
and other ancillary services. TABLE 11
The majority of the States have one single rate of tax
which is levied on all the taxable commodities. The Fiscal importance of sales tax in Plateau State
rate of tax is 5% in half of the States levying a sales tax.
Some of the States have higher rates of 7 and 10%.

Year Yieldsfrom Salestaxas a

As opposed to a single rate of tax, some of the States Month salestax percentageof
have resorted to rate differentialsaccording to the type (N 000's) Equivalent

State'stax

of commodity. These States are Anambra, Bendel and to$000's
revenue

Kaduna. In Anambra advertisements in the press and
the mass media have been excluded for taxation at the 1983

June 20 22.60 2.07
higher rate of 10% (when the general rate is 5% on all July 14 15.82 1.53
the taxable commodities). In Bendel there are three August 4 4.52 0.47
rate categories: 2% on raw materials and electronic September 14 15.82 1.40
items; 5% on services; and 10% on soft-drinks and October 22 24.86 2.24
addiction items. In Kaduna beer and liquor, as well as November 20 22.60 1.78

cigarettes and tobacco, have been singled out for taxa- December 13 14.69 1.41

tion at 15% (whereas, the general rate is 10% in this Average 13.37 15.11 1.36
State). (June-December)
All States levying a sales tax have adopted an ad vai-
orem levy. Only two of the States, namely, Ogun and 1984

Oyo have decided to levy a specific tax on petroleum
Jaury 9 10.17 0.68

products. Ondo, which levies a tax on petrol and petro-
February 17 19.21 1.49
March 31 35.03 2.75

leum products, has adopted an ad valorem levy. There- April 17 19.21 1.93
fore, ts tax yield would be elastic as compared to the May 39 44.07 3.19
other two Stateswhich levy tax on petroleumproducts. June 20 22.60 1.53

Although the States levy a retail sales tax, many of the Average 20.16 22.78 1.93

Nigerian States have devised their operations in such (Januar-June)

a way that, in effect, the tax structure is working like Source: Hiangya, John Shagboar, Sales Tax in Plateau State,
a tax on wholesale sales only. This is due to the fact MBA Dissertation, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria,
that the structure of markets in Nigeria presents a 1985.

typical dualistic economy. On the one hand, we find
very big departmental stores and five-star hotels, on revenue has increased from 1.36% in June-December,
the other hand, there are unorganized markets full of 1983 (average), to 1.93% in January-June, 1984 (aver-
small roadsideshops, inns and kiosks. It is very difficult age). The above data indicates that the importance of
to administer a retail sales tax under such a market the tax is bound to grow in Nigeria in times to come.

structure. Obviously, many of the Statescollect the tax

from big department stores, hotels and gas stations,
and have levied the tax on wholesalers.The tax is also Administrationof the tax

levied on nianufacturers. In practice, therefore, the
tax is collected on the first sale of the commodity in the Administrationof a sales tax in Nigeria is done either
State. In fact, in some of the States, cooperation is through the State Tax Boards or through the Inland

being sought from the manufacturers residing in other Revenue Boards. Some of the States, like Bendel and
States to supply them with the information and, if Ogun, are using the State Tax Boards and some of
possible, to collect the tax from them as exportersof them, such as Lagos, use Inland Revenue Boards to

the goods to their State. administer the sales tax. As the structure of these
Boards is vertical and the involvement of the local
bodies is insignificant, given the market structure, it is

Revenue importance possible for the Boards to collect sales taxes from big
departments stores, as well as big hotels and gas sta-

Sales tax as a fiscal measure is a relatively new instru- tions, only. Even in these cases the experience in many
ment in the fiscal armory of the Nigerian States. Be- of the States shows that the rate of non-compliance is
sides, as is the case with most of the economicstatistics very high. Very recently, in Lagos State, the govern-
in Nigeria, data relating to sales tax yield are not avail- ment used police and armed soldiers to seal up hotels
able n any published form. However, to illustrate the to compel them to remit the tax collected to govern-
possible growth in revenue from sales tax, I present its ment.'3 Similarly, in Kaduna State the Governorhim-
revenue in Plateau State in Table II. The yield from a self visited the shops and made many of them close
sales tax in this State shows that, within one year, the until the tax was paid. Such instances do show the
tax has increased from N 20,000 in June 1983 to ineffectivenessof the existing administrativeorganiza-
N 39,000. This represents an increase of more than
50%. Also, the tax as a percentage of a State'S tax 13. See Evening Times, 19 November 1984, 1.
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tion and lack of compliance. Further, it would be very clearly shown that prescribedpenaltiesand methodsof
difficult to collect the taxes from small shops, hotels enforcing compliance with the law, as provided in the
and inns. law, is of little or no effect. The States should treat the

To ensure proper compliance, therefore, it will be tax offenses as offensesconstitutingeconomicsabotage
necessary to involve the local government councils in and, thus, attractingserious penalties.
the administration and the enforcement of the sales
tax.

Cost of collection
The close association with the consumers and the re-

tailers will help induce compliance with the tax. As the tax has not been operative for a long time, and
With a view toward having effective administration, as no data are available on the operation of the tax, it
tax penalties have been prescribed for offenses against is not possible to analyze the cost-trend of collection.
the various State sales tax laws. Some of the offenses However, the data availablefor Plateau State, as given
for which penalties have been prescribed are: contra- in Table III, show that the expenditurehas been to the
vention or failure to comply with the provisionsof the tune of N 2,564 (about 12.52% of the sales tax yield),
law;14 unlawfulcollectionof tax from purchaser;15 eva- in the first month of its operation. Over a period the
sion of tax; 16 failure to apply for registration; submis- cost has declined to a greater extent. In fact, by May
sion of incorrect returns or accounts; non-payment of 1984, the cost was as low as 2.75% of the sales tax

tax collected;17 and refusal to answer any queston put yield. It is important to note that with some additional
by the Chairman of the Board of Inland Revenue, or expenditure towards proper enforcementof the tax the
failure to produce for inspection any relevant docu- cost of collection in the initial state may increase, but
ment. 18 Prescribed penalties range from N 1,000 would bring a greater yield in later periods.
($ 1,290), for contravention or failure to comply with
the law in States such as Lagos, Ogun, Bendel and
Cross River, to N 500 ($ 645) or imprisonment for a Objectives of tax reform

period of not less than two years in States such as

Ondo. Similarly, in Cross River the evasion of tax, or The above analysis of the structure of the sales tax in

attempt to evade tax, attracts imprisonment for two Nigeria suggests that the evolution of the tax is still in

years or a fine of N 2,000 ($ 2,580)or both. the preliminary stage. As the financial requirements
In the States ofBendel and Ogun, the penalty is impris- and the urge for financialautonomywill apoly pressure
onment for one year and forfeiture of an amount dou- to the States, this source could be usec to further

ble the amount of the tax. 19 mobilize the resources. However, we have to view the
sales tax structure in a specific setting that would be

The penalties prescribed in the various sales tax laws relevant for the States' taxation policy in a Nigerian
are not likely to deter offenders, as they are not strin- context and, for that matter, in any developingcountry
gent enough. Experience in many of the States has having a federation. First, the tax system of a State is

a sub-set of the country. Hence, it is restricted to ac-

tivities and transactions that take place within its bor-
TABLE 111 ders. Also there are significant differences between

building a regional tax system (the sub-set) and guiding
Cost of sales tax collection in Plateau State the overall national tax policy. In the regional tax sys-

tem, we must always keep in mind the possibility of
diversionof trade and investment.This may sometimes

Costof Costasa lead us to follow the average policy of the neighboringcollection Equivalent percentageof
States. 2o Accordingly, could keep the followingMonth/Year (N 000's) to $ 000's salestaxyield

we

criteria in mind, while referring to the tax structure.
1983
Jue 2,564 3,330.64 12.52 a. Growth objectives. The tax policy should be able to

July 1,064 1,382.14 7.43 raise enough resources for the development of the
August 1,058 1,374.34 26.37 State. Accordingly, it should aim at having a tax struc-
September ,065 1,383.44 7.38 ture that would be more income-elastic.
October ,070 1,389.93 4.86
November ,085 1,409.42 5.52 14. Sales Tax Law, No. 7 of Lagos State, 1982, 10; Petroleum Tax Law,
December 1,058 1,374.34 8.39 Oyo State 10(1); Sales Tax Law, No. 9 of Bendel State, 1982, 14(1);

Sales Tax Law No. 2 of Ogun State, 1982, 14(1); Purchase Tax Law, No.
1984 4 Ondo State, 1982, 10(e); Finance Law (Cap. 53) Laws of Eastern

January 1,080 1,402.92 12.20 Nigerian, 1963, 62, as amended by Finance Law (Amendment) Law No.

February 1,064 1,382.14 6.12 1, 1983, Anambra State.

March 1,065 1,383.44 3.46 15. Sales Tax Law, Ogun State and Sales Tax Law, Bendel, 15(1)
April 1,070 1,389.93 6.28 16. Id. 20, Sales Tax Law No. 7 of 1982, Cross River State, 23.

May 1,085 1,409.42 2.75 17. Sales Tax Law, 1982, 19, Cross River, Purchase Tax Law, 1982,

June 1,064 1,382.14 5.20 Ondo State 10(a)-(d). See also Cross River State 20 on False Returns.
18. Sales Tax Law, 1981, 18, Cross River State.

Source: As given in Table II.
19. See, for examplew, Sales Tax Law, 1982, 25, Cross River State.
20. See, for example, NIPFP (1981), Sales Tax System in Bihar, Somaiya
Publications, Bombay.
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b. Equity consideration. The structure should fulfill unity of the country demands that the inter-state trade
the criteria of both the horizontal and vertical equity. should not be left free of tax.22 If no taxes are levied
It should thus be casting proportionately larger bur- on inter-state trade, the consumer would get out-of-
dens on the better-offsectons of the population, and state goods more cheaply than local goods, and local
should not be taking more than a token contribution dealers would suffer a competitive disadvantage as

from the poorer sections of the society. compared to outside dealers. Consequentlv, the im-
munty of inter-state trade would create artificial chan-

c. Administrativeexpediency.It should be so adminis- nels of trade by putting local businesses at a disadvan-
tered as to cause the least harassmentof the taxpayers tage and would encourageeconomicwaste in transpor-
and to result in low compliancecosts. tation by inducing persons to make their purchases

out-of-state, tax-free. In an attempt to avoid these
d. Coordination. It should follow the national objec- problems the tax should be levied on inter-state sales
tives of the overall tax policy and should be in conso- n such a way that they do not bear a heavier burden

nance, in essential respects,with the structuresprevail- than the local products, and that the local products
ing in the neighboring States. should not bear a heavierburden than the commodities

from the other states of the federation.

Suggested reforms
Point of levy and exemption limit

Keeping in view the above objectives,2' the existing
structureof the sales tax could be reformedon the lines An analysis of the sales tax systems prevalent in the

suggested below: developngcountries reveals that when the federal gov-
ernment is empowered to levy the tax, the manufactur-
ers' form of sales tax is levied by most of the African

Uniformity in the tax structure countries.23 However, when the States are empowered
to levy the tax, the different forms in use are: value-

One of the problemsconfronting the existing structure added tax (VAT), multi-point turnover tax and a

of the sales tax in Nigerian States relates to the lack of single-point tax. In spite of the economic arguments
uniformityof rates. The diversityof rates causes diver- for adopting VAT and retail sales tax, it is important
sion of trade, as well as shiftingof manufacturingactiv- to note that a very efficient tax administration and a

ity from one State to another. It is important, there- high level of tax compliance on the part of the dealers

fore, that some attempt be made to bring uniformity are prerequisitesfor the effective operationof a VAT,
in the rate structure of the sales tax. One such possibil- as well as a retail sales tax. The multi-point turnover

ity is to prepare a model sales tax structure for the tax is easiest to administer, but it is wellknown for its
federation as a whole. This could be adopted by the adverse economic effects.
States with State-specificvariations. The administratorspoint out two importantdrawbacks

in the last-point tax as compared to the first-point tax.24
First, it is said to be inconvenientto administerbecause

Levy of a central sales tax the numberof dealers that have to be registered is very
large under this system of sales taxation. And second,

A second important reform in the sales tax structureof
Nigeria would relate to the taxation of inter-statesales.
This is important because, in a federal set-up, sales tax

does not remain a purely intra-state problem. A com-

modity may undergo several sales in more than one
21. For comparison of the criteria set out by Prof. Due, see Due, J.F.,a

State before it reaches the hands of a consumer. Taxa- (1960), State Sales Tax Administration, Public Administration Service, Il-

tion or non-taxationof an intra-state sale effects inter- linois, 136; and Due, J.F., (1950), Retail Sales Taxation n Theory and

state movementsofcommodities.With a view to ensur- Practice, NationalTax Journal, December, 318.

ing free flow of goods, avoiding unnecessary and un- 22. It is ueful to note that in the Indian Federation there is a Central Sales

economic movement of goods, and checking dis-
Tax Act which levies tax on such transactions. It prescribes two different
rates of tax for inter-state transactions: 4% on inter-state transactions to

crminatory taxation, the followng problems must be registered dealers who would once more pay the State Sales Tax and a

solved for the Nigerian sales tax system: higher rate of 10% on inter-state sales to unregistered dealers. The higher
i. defining an inter-state sale; rate chargeable to sales to unregistered dealers is because of the face that

ii. taxation of inter-state sales to avoid multiple taxa-
no tax is charged by the importingState on the non-registereddealer. The

rate,
tion and to deny it a privileged position; and higher therefore, deprives the unregistered dealer from entering into

inter-state trade foranycompetitiveadvantage; the discriminationbetween
iii. avoidingmultiple taxation ofcommoditiesentering the registered and unregistered dealer makes them at par. See Purohit,

into inter-state trade or commerce. Mahesh C., Structure of Sales Taxes in India, Economc and Political

Under the federal system it is important that all the Weekly, 21 August 1982,1365-1375.
23. Cnossen, Sijbren, Sales and Excise System of the World, Finanzar-

above aspects are carefully reviewedand the States are chiv, Vol. 33, (1975), 177-236.

prohibited from levyingany tax on inter-statesubjects. 24 When the tax s imposed on the sale by the first registered dealer in

Here it is pertinent to note that, although the flow of the State, it is known as the first-point tax and when the last registered
dealer sells commodities either to the consumers or to the unregistered

inter-state commerce would be at its maximum if such dealers, any tax on the sale by this last registered dealer is called the

commerce were immune from taxation, the economic last-point tax.
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the last-point tax is often evaded through the creation that the tax avoidance increases if the declarationsare

of bogus registereddealers to whom sales vouchersare not cross-verified.It is, therefore,extremelyimportant
made out. to evolve requisite procedures for verification of the

These arguments are, however, not very convincing. documents issued by the first dealer to the other deal-

In fact, it is a mistaken notion that the number of ers.

dealers is reduced under the first-point tax. As the
number of registered dealers depends upon the pre- Managementinformationsystem
scriptionof an exem-tion-limit,all those with turnover
above that limitwillllave to be registeredand assessed. Sales tax departments in most of the States in Nigeria
The number of dealers would be exactly the same do not have even preliminary information available to

under the two types of sales taxes. Further, the argu- the tax administrators. In fact, it would not be an

ment of less evasion of tax under the first-point tax is exaggerationto say that these departmentsdo not have
also not tenable. In fact, the system of bogusdealers any management information system; data are not

in the last-point and the bill trading under the first- being collected in a systematicmanneror regularly. In

point tax are similar in nature. the absence of an adequate information system any

In contrast to the above, in modern economic theory, evaluationof the existingstructureof tax or an estimate

it is well accepted that the last-point tax is clearly of the impact of any policy changes becomes impossi-
preferablebecause (a) this tax doesnot cause cascading ble. It is, therefore, important that steps should be

and at the same time (b) covers value-addedup to the taken to evolve some management information sys-

final stage, in contrast to first-point tax.
tem. To begin with, the department should collect
information at least on the following aspects:

In view of the above economic arguments against the (i) commodity-wiseturnover;
first-point tax and the administrative arguments (ii) tax yield by commodities;
against the last-point tax, it is recommended that we (iii)Distributionof dealers by size and tax yield; and
should have an admixtureof the two systems. In regard (iv)yearly assessments, collection and information on

to those commoditiesthat (i) have no fixed trade chan- the flow of goods across State borders.
nels, (ii) have difficult traceability after the first-point The information on the above aspects is necessary for
and (iii) do not have a very large value-addedafter the the proper enforcement of the tax and for the evalua-
manufacturingstage, it may be administrativelyconve- tion of the administration as well as the effect of the
nient to levy a tax at the manufacturer's level. But, in tax.
all other cases the point of levy should be shifted as far
away as possible from the manufacturingstage to the Conclusion
retail stage. Under the present state of economic de-
velopment in Nigeria, it would be useful to tax the An analysis of the different systems of sales tax preva-
commodities at the level of wholesalers and/or the lent in developing countries suggests that most of the
level of departmentstores. This could be done by fixing African countries have adopted manufacturers' form
the exemption-limit of registration of dealers at a of sales tax. Such a tax could be effectively im-
higher level of say, N 100,000 per annum. The tax plementedbya unitaryform ofgovernment.This could
should be levied at this point. If the dealer at this level be properly administered even when the tax is levied
has bought goods which have already borne the tax, by the Union (Federal) Government. In Nigeria, how-
(becausesome commoditiescould be taxed at the first- ever, sales tax is a State subject. When States are

point) no tax need be levied for that part of the turn- empowered to levy a sales tax it is administratively
over. convenient and economically rational to have a sales

tax at the manufacturers'or wholesalers' level. With a
Basic procedures for enforcement view to avoiding the defects of this system, it is useful

to have a higher turnover exemption for the dealers
The proper enforcement of taxes requires evolving who bear the impact of the tax.
basic procedures related to the structure of tax. With As the existing structure of the sales tax in Nigeria is
regard to the sales tax, there are some important pro- of recent origin, the analysis of the structurepresentedcedural regulations that have to be formulated before
the tax is levied. As the experience of most of the

n the above paragraphs suggests that, from the point
of view of objectives of growth, equity, administrativecountries suggests, lack of proper enforcementcreates
expediency and co-ordination, it is essential: to haveserious problems in the implementationof the tax. It a

federal sales tax on the inter-state transactions to
causes a large amount of evasion of the tax which achieve uniformity in the rate structure; to levyaffects the elasticity of conscience of the taxpayer and an

admixture of the first- and last-point tax; to evolveultimately increases the evasion of tax to a greater proper procedures for enforcement of the tax; and to
extent, 25

have properly designeda management information
The enforcementof the first-pointsales tax is based on system.
the information received from the importingports/sta-
tions and the declarations (or certificates)given by the

25. it is important to note that the evasion of sales tax in India varies from
first dealer to the next. The latterdealeron the strength 5/ to 85'o; the magnitudevaries with the type ofcomrnodity.See Chelliah,
of this document (declarations or certificates) claims R.J.,Purohit,M.C., InformationSystem and EvasionofSales Tax in Tamil

exemption from tax liability. The experience shows Nadu, NIPFP, New Delhi, (1985).
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By Parmal M Parikh *.*

1

INTRODUCTION

A five member constitution bench of the Supreme Court of India in a Mr. Parimal M. Parikh is practicingChar-a
second McDowell and Co. Ltd. case (hereinafter McDowell), on 17 tered Accountantbased n Bombay, India

April 1985, dismissed the appeal. This judgment reported in (1985) 154 Heobtainedhis Bachelor'sdegreein Com-

ITR148 has highlighted the changing judicial attitude to the concept of merce from the University of Bombay and
was admitted as an Associate Member of

tax avoidance and put at par with tax evasion. the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
India where he was awarded a fellowship

According to this judgment, tax planning may be legitimate provided it is in 1974.
within the framework of the law. Colorable devices cannot be part of tax Mr. Parikh started his career as a Char-
planning and it is wrong to encourage or entertain the belief that it is tered Accountant and developed a keen

honorable to avoid the payment of tax by dubious methods. It is the interest in the fields of internatioraltaxation

obligation of every citizen to .pay taxes honestly without resorting to
and the working of tax havens. Proes-
sional assignments took him beyond na-

subterfuges. tiona boundaries. He has contributed arti-
cles to,inte:national tax magazines and is
widly connected with various cohtem-

THE FIRST CASE poraries in the field in the U.K. and the U.S.

He is associated as a professionaldirector

The issues in McDowelldid not relate to directtaxes; they were concerned in India with several corporations having
offices worldwide.

with sales tax, which i an indirect, tax. In India, among various other
He has written book entitled India-Taxesa

taxes, sales tax is payable by the seller of certain items.on the gross value and InvestmentOpportunitiespublished in
of the turnover. The excise duty'is payable by the manufacturer of a June 1984 by InternationalTax and Invest-

producton the goods manufacturedand cleared through his factory. Thus, ment Center Inc., New York, U.S.A.

excise duty payable by the mnufacturer is includabl in the term turn- *,#*

over for the purpose of calculating sales tax. Mr. Parikh'sarticle depictsa major change
in the Supreme Court of India's attitude
concerning tax avoidance.

THE FACTS Beginningwith the taxpayer'svictory in the
first McDowell case, and the subsequent

,,

legislative response, the reader is pre-
The facts of McDowell are summarized as follows: pared for the decisive break with tradition
McDowell was a licensed manufacturerof liquor. Excise duty under the in the second McDowell case.

State Excise Act and its sister enactments is leviable on the manufacture Thereafter, Mr Parikh sets forth the

of liquor and the manufacturercannot remove the same from the dstillery specific holding in the second Mc Dowell

unless the duty imposed under the Excise Act is paid. The purchasers of case.

the liquor from McDowell'sdistilleryobtained distillerypasses for release With the pronouncement of the second
case the Supreme Court soundsa bell that

of liquor and, after the payment of excise duty by the purchaser, the bill continues to reverberateand cause pause
ofsale or invoice was preparedby the distilleryshowing the price of liqor, for thought throughout this rapidly chang-
but excluding excise duty. The books of account of McDowell did not ing country

contain any reference to excise duty paid by the purchaser. It pad sales In summation, a cohcise, yet complete,

tax on the basis of its turnoverexcludingexcise duty. Later, the Commer- history of the court's evolution concerning
tax avoidance is provided. The Westmins-

cial Tax Officer sought to reassess McDowell on the ground that excise terdecision is presented, interpreted, and

duty was not included in the turnoverfor computationofsales tax liability. finally discardedwith the cases of Ramsay
This action of the CommercialTax Officer was challenged,by McDowell Ltd., Burmah Oil Company Ltd., Furniss;

and the controlling second McDowell and
before the High Court which dismissed the petition. Co. Ltd..case.
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The matter was appealed to the Supreme Court which manufacturer and if payment has been made under a

held in favor of McDowell that on the facts of the case contract or arrangementby any other person, it would
the intending purchasers of the liquor who seek to amount to the meeting of the obligation of the manu-

obtain distillery passes are also legally responsible for facturer and nothing more.

the payment of excise duty which is collected from Payment of excise duty is a condition precedent to the
them by the authoritiesof the Excise Department.The removal of the liquor from the distillery, and payment
SupremeCourt came to the conclusion that exciseduty by the purchaser of the liquor should be treated as

did not go into the common till of McDowell and did having been made by or on behalfof the manufacturer.

not become a part of the circulatingcapital. Therefore, According to normal commercial practice, excise duty
should have been reflected in McDowell'sbill either asthe sales tax authoritieswere not competent to include

or
in the turnover of McDowell excise duty which was merged in the price separately. In the hands of the

purchaser, the cost of the liquor is what s charged bycharged by it, but which was paid directly to the excise McDowell under its bill together with the excise duty
authorities by the purchasers of the liquor. This judg- which the purchaser has directly paid on the seller's
ment was delivered on 25 October 1976. account. The considerationfor the sale of the liquor by

McDowell is the total amount of sale price and excise
duty and not merely what is reflected in the bill. Excise

THE SECOND CASE duty, though paid by thepurchaserto meet the liability
of McDowell is a part of the consideration for he sale

Subsequent to the above judgement, Rules 76 and 79 and is includable in McDowell's turnover. The pur-
of the Distillery Rules were amended with effect from chaser has paid excise duty only on behalfof the manu-

4 August 1981. Rule 76(a) now provides that no spirit facturer. Turnover includes any sum charged or paid
or liquor manufactured or stored shall be removed at the time of or before the delivery of goods and any
from the distillery unless excise duty, as specified in sum charged by the dealer, whatever be the descrip-
Rule 6, has been paid by a holderof a D-2 license prior tion, name or object thereof. Therefore, it is only the
to said removal. total consideration for the sale that is to be taken into

It was not disputed that McDowellwas the holder of a
account for determining the turnover. If, pursuant to

D-2 license under the Law. Rule 79(1) of the Distillery a prior agreement, the legalliabilityof the manufactur-

Rules provides that on payment of excise duty by the er for the payment of excise duty is satisfied by the

holder of a D-2license, a distillerypass for the removal purchaser by direct ayment to the excise authorities

of the spirit fit for human consumptionmay be granted or to the State Excaequer, excise duty should form

in favor of the specified persons. part of the turnover for the purpose of sales tax.

On the basis of the amended Rules 76 and 79 of the
Distillery Rules, the CommercialTax Officer issued a COMMENTS
notice to McDowell proposing inclusion of a sum of
approximately 45 million rupees representing excise In McDowell, their lordships have rebutted the argu-duty paid directly by the purchasers of the liquor for a ments on behalf of the taxpayer that it is open to
part of the year. This action was challenged in a writ

everyone to so arrangehis affairs as to reduce the brunt
petition by McDowell before the High Court which of taxation to the minimum and such a process does
held that excise duty formed part of the turnover and not constitute tax evasion. In support of such a submis--
that the primary liability to ay excise duty was that of sion, taxpayers have been relying upon the judgementMcDowell. It further founc that the turnover related of the Supreme Court of India in the case of Raman &
to liquor; excise duty which was payableby McDowell, Co. (1968) 67 ITR 11, where it was held:
but had by an amicable arrangementbeen paid by the
purchaser, was actually a part of the turnover of The law does not oblige a trader to make the maximum

McDowell and was therefore liable to be so included profit that he can out of his trading transactions. Income

for determining liability for sales tax. The matter then
which accrues to a trader is not made taxable as income
accrued to him. Avoidanceof tax liability by so arrang-

came up again on appeal to the Supreme Court which ing commercial affairs that charge of tax is distributed
doubted the correctness of its earlier decision in the is not prohibited. A taxpayer may resort to a device to
case ofMcDowelland placed the matterbefore a larger divert the income before it accrues or arises to him.
bench. Effectivenessof the device depends not upon consider-

ations of morality, but on the operation of the Income-
tax Act. Legislative injunction in taxing statutes may

THE DECISION OF THE SUPREME COURT not, except on peril of penalty, be violated, but it may
lawfully be circumvented.

After hearing both parties and referring to a number Justice Reddy in this historic judgment of McDowell
of authorities, the Supreme Court observed that, observed that the shortest definition of tax avoidance
though excise duty does not go into the common till, it is the art of dodging tax without breaking the law.
iS not correct to say that it does not become a part of He further observed, that during the period between
the turnover. There is nothing in the Distillery Rules the two World Wars a theory came to be propounded
to detract from the position that payment of excise and developed that it was prefectlyopen for persons to

duty is the primary and exclusive obligation of the evade (avoid) income tax if they could do so legally.
1986InternationalBureauof FiscalDocumentation
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For some time it looked as if tax voidance was even continued and has achieved a significant departure
viewed with affection by the judiciarywhich also refer- from the Westminsterand the Fisher Executors princi-
red to Lord Summer's observation in Fisher's ple. In Ramsay Ltd. (1982) AC 300, the House of
Executors: Lords had to consider a schemeof tax avoidancewhich

My Lords, the hghest authortes have always recog- consisted of a series or a combination of transactions

nised that the subject is entitled so to arrange his affairs each of which was individuallygenuine, but the result

as not to attract taxes imposed by the Crown, so far as of all was the avoidance of tax. Lord Wilberforce ob-
he can do so within the law, and that he may legitimately served:
claim the advantageof any expressed terms or any omis- Given that a document or transaction is genuine, the
sions that he can find in his favour in taxing Acts. In so

doing, he neithercomesunderliabilitynorincursblame.
court cannot go behind it to some supposed underlying
substance. This iS the well known principle of Inland

Lord Tomlin, echoing what Lord Summer had said,
Revenue Commissionersv. Duke ofWestminster (1936)
AC 1. This is a cardinal principle, but it must not be

observed in Westminster, (1936) AC 1, typifying the overstated or overextended.While obliging the court to

prevalent attitude towards tax avoidance at that time: accept documentsor transactions, found to be genuine,
Every man is entitled if he can to order his affairs so that as such, it does not compel the court to look at a docu-

the tax attaching under the appropriateActs is less than ment or a transaction in blinkers, isolated from any

it otherwise would be. If he succeeds in ordering them context to which it properly belongs. If it can be seen

so as to secure this result, then, however unappreciative that a document or transacton was intended to have

the Commissionersof Inland Revenue or his fellow tax- effect as part of a nexus or series of transactions,or as

gatherers may be of his ingenuity, he cannot be compel- an ingredientof a wider transactionintended as a whole,

led to pay an increased tax. there is nothing in the doctrine to prevent it being so

regarded; to do so is not to prefer form to substance, or

substance to form. It is the task of the court to ascertain
After the Second World War the attitude of the courts the legal nature of any transaction to which it is sought
toward avoidance of tax perceptibly changed and har- to attach a tax or a tax consequenceand.if that emerges
dened as we find from observationsof Lord Greene in from a series or combination of transactions, intended

Lord Howard de Walden, (1942) 1KB 389, where, to operate as such, it is that series or combinationwhich

dealing with the constructionof an anti-avoidancesec- may be regarded.
tion, he said: He further said:

For years a battle of manoeuvre has been waged be- While the techniquesof tax avoidance progress and are

tween the legislatureand those who are minded to throw technically improved, the courts are not obliged to stand
the burden of taxation off their own shoulders on to still. Such immobility must result either in loss of tax, to
those of their fellow subjects. In that battle, the Legisla- the prejudice of other taxpayers, or to Parliamentary
ture has often been worsted by the skill, determination congestion or (most likely) to both. To force the courts
and resourcefulnessof its opponents, of whom the pre- to adopt, in relation to closely integrated situations, a

sent appellant has not been the least successful. It would step by step, dissecting, approach which the parties
not shock us in the least to find that the Legislature has themselves may have negated, would be a denial rather
determined to put an end to the struggle by imposing than an affirmation of the true judicial process.
the severest of penalties. It scarcely lies in the month of
the taxpayer who plays with fire to complain of burnt The significance of Ramsay as a turning point in the

fingers. interpretationof tax laws in England and the departure
from the strings of Westminsterwas exlained in Bur-

Expressing the same sentiment and dissertatingon the mah Oil Company Ltd., (1982) STC 3O, where Lord

moral aspects of tax avoidance, Lord Simon in Latilla, Diplock said:

(1943) AC 377, said: It would be disingenuous to suggest, and dangerous on

My Lords, of recent years much ingenuity has been
the part of those who advise on elaborate tax-avoidance

expended in certain quarters in attempting to devise schemes to assume, that Ramsay's case did not mark a

methods of disposition of income by which those who significant change in the approach adopted by this

were prepared to adopt them might enjoy the benefts House in its judicial role to a pre-ordained series of

of residence in this country while receiving the equiva-
transactions (whether or not they include the achieve-

lent of such income, without sharing in the appropriate
ment of a legitimate commercial end) into which there

burden of British taxation. Judicial dicta may be cited
are inserted steps that have no commercial purpose

which point out that, however elaborate and artificial apart from the avoidance of a liability to tax, which in

such methods may be, those who adopt them are enti-
the absence of those particular steps would have been

tled to do so. There is, of course, no doubt that they payable. The difference is in approach. It does not

are within their legal rights, but that is no reason why
necessitate the overrulingof any earlier decisionsof this

their efforts, or those of the professionalgentlemenwho House; but it does involve recognising that Lord Tom-

assist them in the matter, should be regarded as a com-
lin's oft-quoted dictum in IRC v. Duke ofWestminster

mendable exercise of ingenuity or as a discharge of the (1936) AC 1 at 19 (1935), All ER Rep 259, at 267,

duties of good citizenship. On the contrary, one result Every man is entitled if he can to order his affairs so

of such methods, if they succeed, is, of course, to in- that the tax attaching under the appropriate Acts is less
than it otherwise would be, tells us little or nothing as

crease pro tanto the load of tax on the shoulders of the

great body of good citizens who do not desire, or do not
to what methods of ordering one's affairs will be recog-

know how, to adopt these manoeuvres.
nsed by the courts as effective to lessen the tax that
would attach to them if business transactionswere con-

The march of the law against tax avoidance schemes ducted in a straight forward way.
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Lord Scarman said: greatly influenced by the departure from principle of

First, it is of the utmost importance that the business Westminsterin Ramsay's case, observed:
community (and others, including their advisers) should We now live in a welfare State whose financial needs, if
appreciate, as my noble and learned friend Lord Dip- backed by the law, have to be respected and met. We
lock has emphasised, that Ramsay's case marks a sig- must recognise that there is, behind taxation laws, as
nificant change in the approach adopted by this House much moral sanction as behind any other welfare legis-
in its judicial role towards tax avoidance schemes. Sec- lation and it is a pretence to say that avoidance of taxa-

ondly, it is now crucial when considering any such tion is not unethical and that it stands on no less moral
scheme to take the analysis far enough to determine plane than honest payment of taxation. In our view, the
where the profit, gain or loss is really to be found. proper way to construe a taxing statute, while consider-

The winds of change continued to blow and Lord ing a device to avoid tax is not to ask whether the

Brightman in Furnissv. Dawson, (1984) 1 All ER 530, provisions should be construed literally or liberally, nor

reiterating Ramsay, observed:
whether the transaction is not unreal and not prohibited
by the statute, but whether the transaction is a device to

The fact that the court accepted that each step in a avoid tax, and whether the transaction is such that the
transaction was a genuine step producing its intended judicial process may accord its approval to it.
legal result did not confine the court to consideringeach

Going further still, he observed:
step in isolation for the purpose of assessing the fiscal
result. It is neither fair nor desirable to expect the legislature

He further said:
to intervene and take care of every device and scheme
to avoid taxation. It is upto the court to take stock to

My Lords, in my opinion, the rationale of the new ap- determine the nature of the new and sophisticated legal
proach is this. In a preplanned tax-saving scheme, no devices to avoid tax and consider whether the situation
distinction is to be drawn for fiscal purposes, because created by the devices could be related to the existing
none exists in reality, between (i) a series of steps which legislation with the aid of emerging techniques of
are followed through by virtue of an arrangementwhich interpretation to expose the devices for what they really
falls short of a binding contract, and (ii) a like sries of are and to refuse to give judicial benediction.
steps which are followed through because the partici- The rationale for such a stand, Justice Reddy said,pants are contractuallybound to take each step seriatim.

stemmed from the realizationof the manifoldevilIn a contractualcase, the fiscal consequenceswill natur-
con-

ally fall to be assessed in the light ot the contractually sequences of tax avoidance. In his own words:

agreed results. The evil consequences of tax avoidance are manifold.

In Furniss v. Dawson, Lord Fraser explained the prin- First, there is substantial loss of much needed public
ciple of Ramsay as follows: revenue, particularly in a welfare State like ours. Next,

there is the serious disturbance caused to the economy
The true principle of the decision in Ramsay was that of the country by the piling up of mountains of black
the fiscal consequencesof a preordainedseries of trans- money*, directly causing inflation. Then there is the
actions, intended to operate as such, are generally to be large hidden loss to the community as pointed out by
ascertained by considering the result of the series as a Master Sheatcraft in 18 Modern Law Review 209 by
whole, and not by dissectingthe scheme and considering some of the best brains in the country being involved in
each individual transaction separately. the perpetual war waged between the tax avoider and

his expert team of advisers, lawyers and accountantson

one side and the taxgatherer and his perhaps not-so-

CONCLUDINGREMARKS skillful advisers on the other side. Then again there is
the sense of injustice and inequality which tax avoid-

Thus, the principle of Westminster has been given a ance arouses in the breasts of those who are unwilling
decent burial in that very country where the phrase or unable to profit by it. Last, but not the least is the

tax avoidance had originated. The judicial attitude
ethics (to be precise, the lack of it) of transferring the
burden of tax liability to the shoulders of the guileless,towards tax avoidancehas changed and the smile, cyn- good citizens from those of the artful dodgers.ical or even affectionate though it might have been at

one time, has now frozen into a deep frown. The courts The above account clearly establishes that tax avoid-

are now concerning themselves not merely with the ance schemes which strike at the spirit of the law would

genuineness of a transaction, but with the intended now be stuck down by the courts of law in India. But,
effect of it on fiscal purposes. No one can now get away

the million dollar question which remains to be

with a tax avoidance project with the mere statement answered is, will this approach solve the problem of

that there is nothing illegal about it. black money Only time will tell!

Justice Reddy, while delivering McDowell, being * Unreportedor undeclared money.
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KOREAN PEODLE'S DEMOCRA-IC REPUBLIC:

ExecutiveDecree Concerningthe Joint
VentureAct

: eso u-ion oy --e Counci o- Vinis.ers o: 20 Varca 985
Unofficial translation. Translation provided by Dr. Tibor Nagy, correspondentfor Hungary

joint venture and the profits accruing in the nor-

Contents mal courseof business operations.
(7) The joint ventures shall conduct independent ac-

I. Generalprovisions tivities, based upon the laws of the Korean
I. The establishmentof a joint venture People's Democratic Republic, pursuant to the

III. Investmentofcapital contracts concluded by the participants and the
articles of association.

IV Board ofdirectorsandmanagement
V Purchaseof materalsand sale of products (8) All activities of a joint venture shall conform to

the laws and regulations of the Korean People's
VI Labor force economics Democratic Republic.
Vil. Currencyeconomics (9) Korean industrialists living in Japan and other
Vll. Settlementsof accountsand distribution compatriotsoverseas may also participate in such
IX Licludatonof ajontventure cooperative undertakings.
X Settlementofdisputedmatters

II. THE ESTABLISHMENTOF A JOINTVENTURE

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS (10) Foreign companies, firms and private entrepre-
neurs intending to produce cooperatively must

(1) The purpose of this Executive Decree is to pro- conclude a businesscontractwith a domesticcom-

mote economic development and technological pany, in agreement with the Ministry of Foreign
cooperation as well as increase trade with other Trade, in advance.
countries through the -precise execution of the (11) After signing a cooperationcontract the contract-
Act on Joint Ventures of the Korean People's ing parties must apply for approval from the
Democratic Republic. Ministry of Foreign Trade.

(2) The Korean People's Democratic Republic sup- (12) The joint venture agreement must contain:
ports the establishmentof joint venturesbetween - the names of the contractingparties;
foreign companies, enterprises, and other - the name of the joint venture;
economic entities or individuals and domestic - the duration of the joint venture;
companies and enterprises in the territory of the - the amount of investment capital;
Republic based on the principle of equality and - the parties' shares;
mutual benefit. - the structure of the board of directors;

(3) In the Korean People'sDemocraticRepublicsuch - the number of employees;
a cooperation could be established in such fields - the salary of the employees;
of the national economy as electronics,automati- - the expected working conditions;
zation, metallurgy, resource development, - the insurance program; and

machinery, chemistry, food-processing, textiles, - any other factors of importance to the ac-

consumer goods, construction, transportation, tivities of the joint venture.

tourism, etc. (13) The joint venture must be registered with the

(4) The joint ventures established in the Korean People'sCommitteein the district where the com-

People's Democratic Republic shall serve to im- pany is located. Upon registration the parties
port the most advanced technological and scien- must submit, along with the certificateapproving
tific achievements for the improvement of the the cooperation agreement, the articlesof associ-

quality of products and the increase of exports. ation for the joint venture and a document verify-
(5) The joint ventures operating within the territory ing the capital investment. The joint venture

of the Korean People'sDemocraticRepublicshall exists as a legal entity from the minute of registra-
take the form of a limited liability company. tion.

(6) The State protects, by the legislation in force, the (14) If a joint venture wants to modify the materials
resources invested by a foreign participant in a submitted for registration,it must obtain approval
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from the Ministry of Foreign Trade, after which (27) The board of directorsshall discuss and pass reso-

it must inform the Bureau of CorporateRegistra- lutions on the adoption of the articles of associa-
tion. tion, their modificationand suoplementation,the

(15) The joint venture must have articles of associa- increase of investment capita., the extension of

tion. The articles must contain the name of the the duration of the company, the dissolution of

company, the seat of local headquarters, the pur- the company, expansion projects and business

pose of the company, the amount of investment programs, the settlement of accounts, the dis-

capital, the shares held by the parties; the dura- tribution of profits, the appointmentof the chair-

tion of the company, and all other items of impor- man of the board and vice-chairman and their

tance. dismissal, the appointment of financial super-
visors and other matters of importance arising in
the course of business.III. INVESTMENT

(28) Resolutions concerning the problems discussed

(16) The joint venture determines the amount of cap- by the board of directorsmust be passed by unani-

ital and the shares of the parties, in accordance mous decision.
with the business agreement. (29) The joint venture employs a president, a vice-

(17) The parties may invest money, buildings, raw president and the necessary staff of senior aides.

materiais, machinery and equipment, patent (30) The president of the joint venture organizes the

rights, technicaldocumentation,the buildingsite, economicactivities in conformancewith the busi-
etc., for use by the joint venture. ness agreement which established the entity, the

(18) The species of the currency invested is to be deter- articles of association and the resolutions passed
mined by the contractingparties. by the board. The activities of the president are

(19) In the event buildings, raw materials, machinery subject to review by the board of directors.

and equipment, patent rights, or technological
documents are used, their value will be deter- V. PURCHASINGOF MATERIALSAND SELLING
mined in consideration of international market OF PRODUCTS
prices.

(20) In the event the site is not considered an invested (31) The joint venture should purchase the raw mate-

asset, rent must be paid. The rent shall be deter- rials needed for production,semi-processedprod-
mined by the National Price Office. ucts and equipment, i.e., materials, in the Ko-

(21) The joint venture may not reduce ts registered rean People's DemocraticRepublic. The compe-

capital. tent companies and government departments
(22) The parties participating in the joint venture are

shall endeavor to ensure the delivery of materials
ordered by the joint venture. The joint venture

liable for the debts incurred in the course of busi-
ness in proportion to their contributions to the must purchase materials unavailable in the Ko-

registered capital.
rean People's DemocraticRepublic abroad.

(23) If one party of the joint venture wants to grant a (32) The joint venture may purchasepatentson inven-

part or all of its capital to a third party, it must tions, technical documentation,know-how,more

obtain the consent of the other party(ies). sophisticated technology, etc., from other coun-

tries.

(33) The goods produced by the joint venture are in-

IV. BOARDOF DIRECTORSAND MANAGEMENT tended mainly for export.
(34) The joint venture may arrange to purchase

(24) The joint ventureestablishesa board of directors. needed materials or sell produced goods in the
The board of directors is the supreme organ for Korean People's Democratic Republic, only
decision in the company. through the competent trade organisation. The

(25) The board of directorsconsists of the appropriate price is adjusted to the world market price. The

number of members. The board of directors has Joint venture may purchase a certain proportion
a chairman and a vice-chairman. The number of of materials for its economic activities directly
directors on the board representing the contract- from the trade network.

ing parties, and the choice of chairman and vice- (35) The joint venture may arrange the export of pro-
chairman shall be set forth in the business agree- duced goods and the mport of materiais neces-

ment. sary for production, directly or through the trade

(26) The board of directors shall meet one or more organizationsof the Korean People'sDemocratic

times a year, as determinedby the chairman. Act- Republic.
ing under the authorization of the chairman, the (36) The joint venture needs no import-exportpermit
vice-chairman may also call for a meeting of the to import materialsnecessaryfor productionor to

board of directors. Prior to convening a meeting export produced goods.
of the board of directors, the directors must be (37) The joint venture need not pay any customsduties
informed of the time, place and agenda of the when importing necessary materials for produc-
meeting. tion.
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(38) The joint venture must pay fees for the utilization rency at the rate of exchange determined by the
of water, electricity, heating, telephone, etc. Foreign Trade Bank.

(39) It is an importantprinciple that the joint venture's (51) The joint venture shall determine the profit share

property be insured. to be remitted by the foreign party abroad. In the
event of remittance to a foreign country, a docu-
ment for control shall be submitted to the bank.

VI. LABOR FORCE ECONOMICSAND (52) A foreign employeeworking for the joint venture
MANAGEMENT transfer maximum of 60% of his salarymay a

abroad.
(40) The employment and dismissal of the domestic

labor force by joint ventures is arranged through
the Labor Office. The Labor Office must ensure VIII. SETTLEMENTOF ACCOUNTSAND
the necessary labor force for the joint venture. DISTRIBUTIONS

(41) The joint venture organizes the worktime, rest

hours and labor protection of its employees ac- (53) The joint venture must undertake a settlement of

cording to the labor law of the Korean People's accounts every year. The fiscal year of the joint
Democratic Republic. venture lasts from 1 January till 31 December.

(42) The joint venture may employ the citizens of (54) The settlement of accounts by the joint venture

other countries as weil. occurs by subtracting total prime costs from total

(43) The joint venture must increase the technological annual income and arriving at the net income.

standard of the employeesand give training to the (55) The financial supervisor must control the annual
skilled workers. accounts of the joint venture and must take re-

(44) The employees of the joint venture receive all sponsibility for its precision before the commit-
benefits of the social security and social provision tee.

systems of the Korean People's Democratic Re- (56) The financial supervisor may control the

public. The joint venture must pay a fee of 7% on economic situation of the joint venture. The fi-
the employees' payroll for social security, while nancial supervisor has access to the documenta-
the employee shall contribute an additional 1%. tion, contracts and other materials of the joint

venture which is necessary for the financialsuper-
vision.

VII.CURRENCYECONOMICS/MANAGEMENT (57) According to the joint venture tax law of the
Korean People's Democratic Republic, the joint

(45) The joint venture maintainsan account in foreign venture must pay profits tax from ts net income.

currency and in Korean currency at the Foreign (58) The joint venture must establish a reserve fund.
Trade Bank of the Korean People's Democratic The reserve fund is formed by the deduction of

Republic or in another bank assigned by the 5% of net income each year until the fund equals
Foreign Trade Bank. All income anc expenditure 25% of registered capital. The reserve fund is
of the joint venture goes through their currency used for makingup the deficitof the joint venture.
account with the bank. (59) The joint venture must establish funds to increase

(46) The joint venture receives interest according to production and technological development, to
the official rate set by the Foreign Trade Bank on provide an employee bonus and to supplement
all deposits with the bank. cultural events. The board ofdirectorsshall deter-

(47) The joint venture may open an account with the mine the types of funds to be formed and their
banks of other countries upon approval of the magnitude.
parties. (60) The dstribution of profits to the partes of the

(48) When acting through a foreign trade agency, lo- joint venture occurs as follows:
cated in the Korean People's DemocraticRepub- - the profits tax is deducted from profits;
lic, the joint venture must pay and receive foreign - the deduction for the reserve fund is also de-

currency for all goods purchased and sold as well ducted from net profits;
as any connected costs. All goods and services - arriving at net profits, which is divided in pro-
purchased directly through the domestic trade portion to the net share of each party.
network will be paid for in Korean currency. The distributed profits may be reinvested.

(49) In the event there is a shortage of operatingcapi-
tal, the joint venture may request financingn the
form of loans from the banks of the Korean IX. DISSOLUTIONOF THE JOINT VENTURE
People'sDemocraticRepublicorothercountries.

(50) The settlement of accounts of the joint venture (61) The joint venture is dissolvedon the dte set forth
will occur mainly in Korean currency, but, with in the business agreement for termination. In the
the consent of the parties, it may also occur in event the joint venture is to continue activities

foreign currency. Income and expendituresof the after the termination date, 6 months prior to ter-

joint venture will be converted nto Korean cur- mination, the board of directorsmust approve the
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decision, receive permission of the Ministry of tors and report the completion to the Registry of
ForeignTrade to continueand notify the Registry Joint Ventures.
for Joint Ventures.

(62) The joint venture may be dissolved/liquidatedbe- X. SETTLEMENTOF DISPUTED MATTERS
fore the deadline after a decision is taken by the
board of directors in the following cases: (68) Disagreements arising in the course of cooper-if the joint venture operates with a loss for

venture are
-

tion of the joint settled by negotia-more than five continuousyears; tion. If a disagreement cannot be settled byif one of the parties participating in the joint-

negotiation, it is turned of the
venture has neglected its obligationsand seri-

over to a court
Korean People's DemocraticRepublic or a com-

ous damage has resulted; mercial arbitration court to settle the dispute.if due to uncontrollable circumstances the-

joint venture can no longer operate. (69) The role of arbiter is fulfilled according to the
articles of associationor the rules of the commer-

(63) To liquidate the joint venture, the council must cial arbitration courts of the Korean People'sappoint a liquidator, to whom the presidenthands Democratic Republic. The plaintiff and the de-
over the business. fendant may appoint such person as arbter as

(64) The liquidator must report, prior to the com- they prefer, even if he is not listed among the
mencement of liquidation procedures, to the Re- arbiters.
gistry of Joint Ventures. (70) The court operates according to the rules of civil

(65) After concluding the liquidation of the joint ven- procedure as set forth in the laws of the Korean
ture, the liquidatormust distribute the remaining People's DemocraticRepublic. The foreign party
property among the parties in their respective participating in the joint venture receives the
proportion. same rights and protections under the law as the

(66) The liquidator's actions are subject to review by Korean party.
the board of directors. (71) Upon agreement by the parties, the negotiation

(67) After completing the liquidation, the liquidator of the disputed matter may be assigned to the
must acquire the approval of the board of direc- commercial arbitration court of a third country.

TAWAN:

AnOutlineof theProposedValueAddedTaxSystem
By Jap Kim Siong

INTRODUCTION If a taxpayer is subject to business tax, then he is not

In an interviewheld recently in Taipeiwith the General subject to the commodity tax and vice versa.

Director of the Department of Taxation, Ministry of The key difference between the existing business tax
Finance of the Republic of China, Mr. Hsueh Chia- and the VAT system is that business tax is levied on

Chuen, it appeared that the introduction of a value the total value of each transaction. VAT, on the other
added tax system in Taiwan is being seriously con- hand, is calculated only on the value added in the
templated. The Draft legislation will be submitted at transaction.
the end of 1985 or beginning of 1986 for approval by At present, in the Asian-Pacific region, the countriesthe ExecutiveYuan, and ratificationby the Legislative
Yuan is expected by early 1986. The likely date for levying a consumption type value added tax are: the

implementationof the system will then be mid 1986. People's Republic of China (1 October 1984), In-
donesia (l April 1985) and the Republic of Korea (1

The government has been considering introducing a July 1977).*VAT system for over 15 years with a view toward
making revenue collection more efficient and toward VAT TAXPAYERS
streamlining the tax system.
The VAT will partly replace the currnt business tax,

Article 2 of the Draft Act provides that VAT taxpayers
also called the gross business receipt tax, and will also

shall be:

replace the stamp duty payable on unified invoices and
- those who sell goods or provide services;

certain commodity taxes.
- importers of goods, or holders of imported goods;

and
In Taiwan there is no general sales tax. Taiwan imposes
only the business tax, which is in fact a turnover tax of * See Jap KimSiong, Taxation in the Asian-PacificRegion A
the cascade type, and the commodity tax, a kind of

- country-
by-country survey. 1nd revised edition. Asian-PacificTax and Investment

excise tax. Research Centre, Singapore, 1985.
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those paying for services performed in Taiwan by - authorized textbooks and officially supported
foreign enterprises as well as agents of foreign academic writings issued by the publishing indus-
transportation companies with no permanent es- try; and
tablishment in Taiwan. - sale of meat on which slaughtertaxhas been paid.

BUSINESSESNOT SUBJECT TO VAT Approximately20 othercategoriesofsalesand services
will also be exempted.

The following businesses, which remain subject to the
business tax, will not be charged VAT: VAT RATE

banking, insurance, trust and investmentsecurities The rate of VAT will not be lower than 5% nor higher-

brokers; than 10%. It is intended that, at the initial stage, a

bars, restaurants and entertainment businesses; uniform rate of 5% will be applied. Transitional mea--

and sures in the Draft legislation allow business tax, stamp
small-scale businesses. duty and commodity tax, included in inventoriesat the-

Other businesses which pay a high commodity tax may
time of implementation of the VAT system, to be

remain subject to this tax and may thus be excluded credited against VAT subsequently paid.
from VAT in the initial stage to prevent a drop in tax

COLLECTIONPROCEDURES
revenue.

Businesses within the VAT system will be obliged to

EXEMPTIONSAND ZERO-RATING issue uniform invoices to their customers. The new

uniform invoices will be modified to show the sales
As is the case in most countries adopting a VAT svs- amount and the VAT amountseparately. Computeror

tem, the Taiwan authoritieswish to eliminate VAT on machine generated uniform invoices will be permitted
the final sale of certain goods or services. This objec- subject to case-by-caseapproval.
tive is achieved through a series of exemptions and Each business will file a monthly return by the 15th of
zero-ratings.The crucial difference between the two is the following month, reporting sales and tax payable
that the final seller of zero-rated goods can recover all or refundable. Tax payable should have been paid
VAT paid on purchases. Thus, the price paid by the before filing the return, which rnust be accompanied
purchaserof zero-ratedgoods will not reflect any VAT by a receipt. If the tax paid on purchases exceeds the
imposed in prior stages. By contrast, if the good is tax paid on sales, the overpaidanount will be refunded
exempted, no credit for VAT previously paid can be in certain circumstances (i.e., if it results from invest-
clained. A zero-rating is therefore more beneficial rnent in capital assets). Otherwise, the overpaymentthan an exempton. will be carried forward and offset against future VAT
The Draft Act proposes that the following sales of payable.
goods and services be zero-rated: In addition, there are provisions in the Draft legislation

exports; for the authorities carry inspections impose
-

to out and
services relating to exports, services performed penalties. Various articles and books are circulating in-

overseas or performed in Taiwan for use overseas, Taiwan, at present, explaining the principles, nature
provided foreign exchange is earned; and characteristicsof the VAT system. The VAT will
goods sold by tax-free shops; probably be called the Value Added Business Tax.-

goods sold to enterpriseswithin the Export Proces--

sing Zones and the science-based industrial park LATEST DEVELOPMENT
Hsinchu;
international transport, provided reciprocal cus- On 5 November 1985, the Legislative Yuan approved-

toms duty treatment is granted by the home coun- a completely revised Business Tax Law introducing a

try of the international transportationcompany; value added tax to be put into force on 1 March 1986

vessels, aircraft and deep sea fishingboats for inter- by Presidential Decree.-

national transportation;and The text of the Revised Business Tax Bill was pub-
sales of goods and services to vessels, aircraft and-

lished for general information by the tax journal
deep sea fishing boats used in international trans- Shuiwu (Tax Affairs) No. 1228, at 29-34. Initially the
portation. tax rate will be fixed at 5% to prevent possible fluctu-

Sales of goods and services that will be exempt from ations of commodityprices. The new business tax rates
VAT include: for different categories of businesses under the VAT

sale of land; system, to be applied later, will be as follows:-

water used in farming; small-scale enterprises: 1% ,
- -

health services, medicine, lodging and meals pro- profit-seekingenterprises,banking institutions, in-- -

vided by hospitals, clinics and sanatoriums; surance companies, trusts and investment com-

care-taking services, meals and lodging provided panies: 5%;-

by kindergartensand sanatoriums; - clubs and restaurantswith entertainmentfacilities:
education services offered by schools, kindergar- 15%; and
tens and other educational and cultural institu- - restaurants,coffee shops and bars with special hos-

tions; tesses: 25%.
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BANGLADESH:

DepreciationAllowancesunder the
Income-taxOrdinance, 1984 - A Summary
By K.A. Gofran

or -rofit from such a source. This allowance is specifi-
Mr. K.A. Gofran, B.A., LL.B. is the Editorof BangladeshTax Decisibns cal y designed for irrigation or protective work. The
(a journal of tax cases). following is the summaryof the depreciationallowance

for major items:

Classificationofirrigation Rate/percentageof theWDV
1. The conceptof depreciationin business orprotectiveworkorother (writtendown value) except

capitalassets as otherwise indicated
The term depreciation refers to the loss of value 1. Pucca2buildings 21h%
sustained by fixed assets such as buildings, plant and 2. Kutcha3andpucca
machinery, furniture and fixtures used by a business. buildings 5%
In order to put the business on a sound financial basis, 3. Kutchabuildings 12th%
the loss must be estimated and charged against profits 4 Temporarystructures 4

before arrivingat net profit. Depreciationis essentially 5. Puccawalls 2h%

a cost of conductinga business and the total cost must 6. Tube-wells 10%

include an allowance for depreciation if the profits or
7. Tanks 5%
8. Pucc irrigationchannel 10%

losses are to be shown accurately, throughout the use 9. Kutcha irrigationchannel 20%
of the asset. For these reasons the conceptof deprecia- 10. Kutchairrigationwells 33h%
tion is important in modern business practice. By pro- 11. Tractors,oil enginesand
viding for depreciation,business firms are in a position theirimplements 12'h%
to replace the fixed assets when these becomeobsolete. 12. Powerpumpingmachinery 12'h%
If no depreciationwas chargedagainst profit earned by 13. Steam engines 5%
use of these assets, fresh capital would then have to be 14. Workshoptools 10%
raised for acquiringsuch assets. Chargingdepreciation 15. General machinery,not

dispenses with this necessity. providedfor above

specifically 5%

2. The tax laws of Bangladeshrelating 4. Normal depreciationto depreciationallowances

The Bangladesh tax laws are adequate in the area of A depreciation allowance is permissible in respect of

depreciationallowances. The allowancesfor deprecia- buildings, machinery or plant, or furniturefor the pur-
tion cover all types of business and industry and ensure pose of computingprofits and gains from a business or

replacement or renewal in most cases. Under the re- profession.The law provides that a depreciationallow-

pealed I.T. Act of 1922 depreciation was allowable in
ance will be proportionate to use, if the machinery or

terms of sections 9A(2)(xiii), 10(2)(va), 10(2)(vi), plant are not wholly used. It is further provided that

10(2)(via) and 10(2)(vib) read with Rules framed by
the Deputy Commissioner may request information

the National Board of Revenue (NBR) prescribingthe
and documents to prove that the assets where used and

rate(s). Under the Income-taxOrdinance, 1984, which determine whether or not the depreciation allowance

replaces the old Act, provisionshave been made in the iS permitted.
Ordinance for various depreciation allowances and This may be termed normal allowance. The rate per
these are contained in the Third Schedule to the Ordi- item as per the Third Schedule is:
nance. The salient features of the provisions are dis-
cussed in the present article per item. Rate/percentageofWDV

Class of assets except as otherwise indicated

1. Buildings(general) 10%
3. Depreciationallowancefor agricultural 2. Factorybuildings 20%

equipment and works 3. Furnitureand fittings 10%

Bangladesh, being a predominantlyagricultural coun- 1. E.g. a protective wall for protecting paddy land.

try with 56% of the nation's GDP coming from the 2 Pucca = permanent.

agricultural sector, deemed it appropriate to provide,
3. Kutcha = temporary. Item 3 refers to buildings which have the
characteristicsof both types of buildingsin the law, proper depreciation allowances on assets 4. Renewal will be allowed as revenue expenditure (e g labor sheds or

used for agriculturalpurposeswhen calculatingincome tea gardens).
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Rate/percentageof WDV 5. Inital depreciationallowance
Class ofassets except as otherwise indicated

4. Macnnery ana plant:
Provision is made for an initial depreciationallowance

Special rates- for newly erected buildings or newly installed machin-

(a) Ships: ery or plant in respect of the year of erection or instal-
(i) Ocean-goingships lation or the year in which such building, machineryor

(new) 10% plant is used, or the year in which commercial produc-
(ii) Ocean-goingships tion is commenced, whichever is later. The rate pre-

(second-hand), age scribed is as follows:
at the time of purchase:5
a) lessthan 10years 10% (a) inthecaseofbuildings 10% of the cost thereof

b) 10 years or more 20% to the assessee;

(iii) Inland ships including (b) in thecaseof machineryor 25% of thecost thereof

steamers, motor vessels, plant, other than shipsor to the assessee;

sails, tugboats, iron motorvehiclesnot plying
or steel fiats for cargo,

for hire

wooden cargo ships, (c) in the caseofshipswhose 30% ofthecost thereof

motor launches and port of registry is to the asessee.

speed boats 20% Bangladesh
(b) Batteries, X-ray and The above depreciation is not permitted for any motor

electro-therapeutic vehicle not plying for hire or for any machinery or

apparatus and accessories machine which has previously been used in Bangla-
thereto; 20% desh.
(i) Machinery used in the

production and exhi-
bition of cinemato- 6. Accelerateddepreciation
graphic films; 20%

(ii) Motor vehicles, Bangladesh, being a developing country, urgentlyall sorts 20%
(c) (i) Professional and needs an industrial base for the productionof essential

referencebooks 30% consumer and capital goods and, therefore, the tax

(ii) Aircraft, aero-engines laws of Bangladeshmust take into account these needs.
and aerial photographic With this end in view provision is made to allow accel-

apparatus 30% erated depreciation in respect of machinery or plant
(iii) Moulds used in the (other than office equipment and road transport)

manufactureof glass, which, not having been used in Bangladesh, has been
plastic goods or or is used in an industrial undertakingset up in Bangla-
concretepipes 30% desh between 1 July 1977 and 30 June 1987 with the

(d) Mineral oil concerns- following rates of allowance:
(i) Below ground

installations 100% (a) iftheindustrialundertaking 100% oftheactualcostof

(ii) Above ground is set up in areas specified the machineryorplant
installations, that is to by the Board for the year in to the assessee;

say, portable boilers, which the undertakingstarts
drilling tools, weil- commercialproduction
headtanksandrigs 30% (b) ifthe industrialundertaking

The above rates of depreciation are subject to amend-
is set up elsewherethan in

thespecifiedareas:
ment by the NBR by notifications in the Official (i) for the year in which the 80% oftheactualcostof
Gazette. Further, notwithstandingthe rate prescribed, undertakingstarts the machineryorplant
the NBR may, by notification in the Official Gazette, commercialproduction to the assessee;
allow depreciation at such rate or rates as it may (ii) for the next 20% of the actualcostof

specify. Provision is also made for an extra deprecia- followingyear themachineryorplant
tion allowance for plant and machineryused in double to the assessee.

and triple shift working, subject to the approval of the The above depreciation allowance is subject to the
Deputy Commissioner of Taxes regarding the claim. condition that (a) the industrial undertaking is owned
The requirements for normal depreciaton must also and managed by a Bangladesh company or a body
be met for this allowance (extra shift allowance) to be corporate formed in pursuance of an Act of Parlia-
applicable. ment, (b) that it belongs to such class of industries as

The provision relating to depreciationallowancestipu- the NBR may specify by notification in the Official
lates that no depreciation is allowable for assets clas- Gazette and (c) that the prescribed particulars have

sified as Machineryand plant unless the normal use- been furnished. Further, the application for allowance

ful life of the same exceeds one year, but in that case, of this depreciation is required to be made within 4

cost of renewal or replacement s allowable as a reve- months from the end of the month of commencement

nue expenditure. of commercialproductionand is to be accompaniedby
a declaration in writing that it is not a tax-holiday

5. Thc allowance is to be calculated on the original cost. concern. No normal depreciation is admissible for an
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industrial undertaking qualifying for depreciation The law relating to depreciation stipulates that the
under this paragraph. aggregate of depreciation allowances under the New

Ordinance (I.T. Ordinance, 1984) or the I.T. Act,
1922, shall in no case exceed the original cost to the

7. Special depreciation assessee and no allowance for depreciation shall be

permitted in respect of the year of disposal of the
Bangladesh,being a countrysituated in a deltaicregion assets. The law also provides for the computation of
with a network of rivers and wanting to strengthenher profits from the sale of these capital assets by determin-
merchant navy, provides a liberal depreciation allow- ing the difference between the sale proceeds and the
ance for ships and fishing trawlers. The law states that WDV or the loss from the sale of these assets as deter-
a passengership plying ordinarily on inland waters, or mined by deducting the expenditure from the profits
a fishing trawler registered in Bangladesh, which has in the year of disposal. It is also provided that unab-
been or is brought into Bangladeshfor the first time on sorbed depreciation, if any, is to be carried forward till
any day between 1 July 1982 and 30 June 1987, and is it is entirely adjusted.
the property of the assessee, or a ship registered in

Bangladesh, not being a ship ordinarily plying on in-
land waters, which has been or is used in Bangladesh 8. Concluding remarks
for the first time on any day between 1 July 1982 and
30 June 1987 and is the property of the assessee, will The new provisionsrelatingto depreciationallowances
qualify for depreciationat the following rates: for computationof profit from a business or profession
i) for the 1st year - 40% of the original cost; are embodied in the relevant Schedule and are also

ii) for the 2nd year - 30% of the original cost; clear and precise. The ambiguity of the older provi-
iii)for the 3rd year - 30% of the original cost. sions no longer exists. The policy makers have made

The above depreciation allowance is permitted if the enough provisions both for the sake of fairness and

ship in questionconforms to such specifications,as the practicability by taking into consideration modern

Government may set forth by notification in the Offi- technology and the changing economic needs of soci-

cial Gazette, and if the prescribed particlars have ety. It can be said of the provisions that these are in

been furnished. No other type of depreciationis admis- conformity with the tax laws of other countries of the

sible for any ship or fishing trawler which qualifies for
world and are progressive in nature.

this special depreciation.
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The Zimbabwe1985 Budget
By D.G. Murphy

Mr. Murphy is Lecturer in taxation at the University of Zimbabwe taxpayer may carry forward for set-off against future

and tax consultant to Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co, Harare, Zim- taxable income.

babwe The tax chargeable on the taxable income at the rates

set out above is reduced by the sum of the tax equiva-
lent of the taxpayer's abatements - no abatement is

The Minister of Finance and Economic Planning and allowable to a company - and in the case of a family
Development, Dr. Bernard Chidzero, announced his taxpayer whose wife has earned income, the tax equi-
proposed taxaton measures to the House of Assembly valent of the married woman's earnings allowance. '

on 30 July 1985. These measures were enacted in the The reduced - unreduced in the case of a company -

Finance Act 1985 which was promulgated as Act No. tax chargeable is subject to the followingsurcharge for
19 of 1985 on 30 October 1985. the 1984/85 tax year -

Mr. Murphy's last article appeared in the July 1984 Companies: 171/2%
issue of the Bulletin (Vol. 38, No. 7) under the heading The effective rate of tax is therefore 52.875%. The
The Zimbabwe 1983 Budget which dealt with new surchargefor 1983/84 was 25% and thus there has been

legislation enacted up to 23 March 1984. In his current a reduction in company income tax for 1984/85 from
article he has taken the opportunity to interpose infor- the 1983/84 effective rate of 56.25%.
mation as to changes announcedin the 1984 Budget on

Foreign companiesare subject to a further tax of 8.4%
27 July 1984 and enacted in the Finance (No. 2) Act of their Zimbabwean taxable income. This rate is re-

1984, which was promulgated on 28 September 1984. duced to 2.5% in the case of a company resident and
No new taxes were introduced in the 1985 Budget. subject to tax in the U.K. which operates through a

permanent establishment in the U.K. This further tax

is Branch Profits Tax.
RATES OF INCOME TAX Under current legislation the 1985/86 rate of surcharge

is 15% (giving an effective rate for income tax and
Income tax comprises tax at basic rates of tax and

surcharge of 51.75%). However, the trend in the past
surcharge. has been to review the rate of company tax for the
No change was made to the rates of basic tax charge- statutory tax year to 31 March (for which a substituted
able on taxable income, first introduced for 1978/79, accounting year may, wth the approval of the Tax
which are as follows: Department, be submitted) at the time of the Budget
Companies- 45% in the following August. The 1985/86 rate of company

tax will therefore only become certain when the 1986
Other taxpayers- Budget is announced.
Taxable income Basicincometaxchargeable Individuals:

Familytaxpayer Singletaxpayer There are two separate surcharges for 1984/85. The
Z$ Z$ Z$ Z$

0- 1,000 10% 14% first is a flat 2.5% and is referred to as the drought
1,001 - 2,000 100+ 12%01 excessover 1.000 140 + 16% relief surcharge. This was first levied for 1984/85.
2,001 - 3,000 220+ 14%ofexcessover 2.000 300 + 18%

3,001- 4,000 360 + 16% 0l excessover 3,000 480 + 20% The second is levied on the following sliding scale -

4,001- 5,000 520 + 18% of excessover 4.000 680 + 22%
5.001 - 6,000 700 + 20%ol excessover 5,000 900 + 24% Incometaxchargeable Surcharge
6.001- 7.000 900 + 22%ol excessover 6,000 1,140 + 26% z$ z$ z$
7.001- 8,000 1,120 + 24%olexcessover 7,000 1,400 + 28% 0- 4,000 15%
8,001 - 9,000 1,360 + 26% ol excessover 8.000 1.680 + 30% 4,001 5,000 600 + 16% o excessover 4,000-

9,001 - 10.000 1.620 + 28% of excessover 9,000 1,980 + 32% 5,001 6,000 760 17% 5,000+ o excessover
10,001-11,000 1.900 + 30% of excessover 10,000 2,300 + 34%

-

+ o excessover
11,001 - 12,000 2.200 + 32% of excessover 11,000 2.,640 + 36% 6,001 - 7,000 930 18% 6,000

12,001 - 13,000 2,520 + 34% of excessover 12,000 3.000 + 38% 7,001 - 8,000 1,110 + 20% of excessover 7,000

13,001-14,000 2,860 + 36% of excessover 13,000 3,380 + 40% 8,001 - 9,000 1,310 + 22% of excessover 8,000

14,001 - 15,000 3.220 + 38% o excessover 14,000 3.780 + 4272% 9,001-10,000 1,530 + 24% o excessover 9,000
15.001 - 16,000 3.600 + 40% ot excessover 15,000 4,205 + 45% 10,001-11,000 1,770 + 27% of excessover 10,000
16,001-17,000 4.000 + 42'/2% of excessover 16.000 4.655 + 45% 11,001-12,000 2,040 + 30% of excessover 11,000
17,001 andover 4,425 + 45%ofexcessover 17,000 5,105 + 45% Over 12,000 2,340 + 33.33% of excessover 12,000

Residentsof Zimbabwe are taxable on foreign interest The maximum combined surcharge is therefore
and dividendswhether these are remitted to Zimbabwe 35.83% and the top rate of income and surcharge is
or not. However, foreign dividends, other than those 61.125% for 1984/85. For 1983/84 the surcharge was
from building societies, are taxed differently in that levied as above, but the scale ran from 20o to 40%
they are taxed gross (i.e. without any deduction for the which gave a higher top rate of 63% for that year.
cost of earning them) and at the flat rate of 20% with-
out the addition of any surcharge. Furthermore, they I. For further explanationsee Zimbabwe: A Surveyof its Tax System
cannot be applied to reduce an assessed loss which the in 37 Bulletin (1983) at 28 and 29.
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Under existing legislation the 1985/86 surcharges are (iii)The Finance (No. 2) Act 1984, promulgatedon 28
identical to those for 1984/85. The existenceof a PAYE September 1984 as Act No. 24 of 1984, introduced
system, which requiressome certainty in tax rates from minimum statutory values in order to assess the
April 1985, makes it less likely that there will be a taxable value of loans granted to employees in-
retroactive change to these 1985/86 rates than is the terest-freeor at low rates of interest andalso intro-
case with the company rate of tax. duced statutory rates of valuation in respect of the

use of vehicles by employees. This Act specified 1
CHANGES IN ABATEMENTS October 1984 as the date of operation in relation

to loans in existenceon or after this date. The date
The following increases were made to the abatements of operation of the new provisions concerning the
for 1985/86 and subsequent tax years: use of vehicles was badly worded and has now been
Childabatement - from Z$ 500 to Z$ 600 clarified as the first day of the 1984/85 tax year.

per child (iv)The deduction allowable for voluntary paymentsMaxima for total to retired employees and partners is reduced byof primary, any payments to the employee or partner from a
child and pension or benefit fund to which the employer or
dependant partnershipcontributedin respect of the employeeabatements - family taxpayers from partner.or With effect from 1 April 1985 the de-

Z$ 6,000 to Z$ 6,600 duction allowable will be reduced by any paymentother taxpayers from from a foreign, as well as a local, fund.
-

Z$ 3,600 to Z$ 3,800 (v) The 15% investmentallowance, on certain capitalInsuranceabatement - from Z$ 360 to Z$ 600 expenditure incurred for commercial industrialor
From 1986/87 the child abatement will cease to be operations in a specified growth-point area, has
available in respect of a child who turns 18, or more, been extended to the end of the 1986/87 tax year.
during the tax year. Previously the age was 21. The (vi)Representationand entertainmentallowancespaid
reduction in the age from 21 to 18 is n line with the to full-time State employees were exempted from
Legal Age of Majority Act which came into operation income tax.
on 10 December 1982, but did not directly amend the (vii)Provincialgovernorshave been placed on the same
income tax laws. footing as Ministers and Deputy Ministers in rela-
The following table shows income tax payable by indi- tion to tax-free allowances.
viduals at selected levels of taxable income:

INCOME TAX PAYABLE (INCLUDING SURCHARGE) WITHHOLDINGTAXES
Marriedpersonwith Marriedpersonwith

Singleperson nochildren twochildren No changes were made in the 1985 Budget to the rates
Taxable 1984/85+ 1984/85+ of the withholding taxes which remain as follows -

income 1983/84 1985/86 1983/84 1985/86 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86
Z$ Z$ Z$ Z$ Z$ Z$ Z$ Z$ Resident shareholders' tax (RST) 20%

4,000 494 484 192 188 NIL NIL NIL Non-residentshareholders' tax (NRST) 20%
12,000 3,278 3,210 2,592 2,538 2,400 2,350 2,308 Non-residents' tax on interest (NRTI) 10%20,000 7,462 7,305 6,516 6,381 6,321 6,190 6,147
32,000 14,464 14,093 13,412 13,075 13,198 12,868 12,822 Non-residents' tax on fees (NRTF) 20%
40,000 19,492 18,969 18,411 17,920 18,187 17,703 17,654 Non-residents' tax on remittances (NRTR) 20%
50,000 25,792 25,082 24,711 24,033 24,487 23,816 23,767 Non-residents' tax on royalties (NRTROY) 20%60,000 32,092 31,194 31,011 30,145 30,787 29,928 29,879
70,000 38,392 37,307 37,311 36,258 37,087 36,041 35,992
80,000 44,692 43,419 43,611 42,370 43,387 42,153 42,104 NRTROY was introduced with effect from 27 July
90,000 50,992 49,532 49,911 48,483 49,687 48,266 48,217 1984 by Act No. 24 of 1984 which was promulgatedon

100,000 57,292 55,644 56,211 54,595 55,987 54,378 54,329 28 September 1984.
(No reductionhas been made for tax that may be applicable to the married woman's
earnings allowance.) In terms of the double taxation agreement with the

U.K., Zimbabwe's right to tax certain income is li-
mited. The term tax is used here in the sense of all

OTHER INCOME TAX AMENDMENTS Zimbabwean taxes on income as set out in the agree-
ment. The incomemust not be attributable to, or effec-

(i) The legislation contains specific provisions to tively connected with, a permanent establishment in
counter tax avoidance by effecting a diversion of Zimbabwe. The limitations imposed on Zimbabwean
taxable income to minorchildren. Theseprovisions tax are that it shall not exceed: 5% of gross dividends
will cease to operate when the child turns 18 in received by a company which is resident in the U.K.
1986/87 (previously 21). and which controls directly or indirectly at least 25%

(ii) The single parent who was previously treated as a of the voting power in the Zimbabwean company
family taxpayerbecause he/she had custody of and which paid the dividends;and 10% of the gross amount

partiallymaintaineda lawful minorchild may, from of interest, royalties or technical fees arising in Zim-
1986/87, suffer the loss of the family taxpayer's babwe which are received by a resident of the U.K. It
abatement and of the family taxpayer's rates of tax is also mentioned that, in terms of the agreement, the
at an earlier date due to the reduction made in the U.K. grants relief in respect of its tax on dividends
age of a minor child from 21 to 18. from a Zimbabweancompany for the underlyingZim-
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babwean company tax, as well as for the NRST, in the specified growth pont areas, by persons who carry on

case of dividends received by a U.K. company which agricultural,hotel, industrial,manufacturingormining
controls directly or indirectly at least 10% of the voting operations,was introduced to encourage investmentin

power in the Zimbabwean company which paid the these areas.

dividends. As was pointed out in an earlier article2
there is doubt whether NRTR is leviable in respect of
the remittances of expenditure allocated by a U.K. CUSTOMSAND EXCISE DUTIES

enterprise to its Zimbabwean permanent establish-
ment or by a U.K. resident to his/her fixed base in The increase on motor spirit from 55 to 62'h cents per
Zimbabwe. In the case of NRTF it must be remem- litre made on 27 July 1984, which brought the pump
bered that the maximum of 10% referred to earlier price of blend to 103.8 cents per litre, was followed on

applies to technical fees. 31 July 1985 by an increase of 3 cents in the duty on

diesel fuel to 11.8 cents per litre, and on the same date

computer spares and equipment became subject to
CAPITAL GAINS TAX duty based on 20%, ad valorem, with specially-ecuip-

ped motor vehicles for the disabled becoming cuty-
The rate of tax remains unchanged at 30%. free.
In Act No. 24 of 1984 exemption from tax was confer- The 15% excise duty on vehicles locally assembled was
red on compensation paid by Government for its ex- cancelled on 27 July 1984 and on 31 July 1985 small
propriationof externally quoted marketablesecurities increaseswere made in respect of items which included
held internally in the name of nominee companies as beer (1 per bottle) andcigarettes(1 perpackof 10).
required by exchange control regulations. On 31 July 1985 the duty-free allowance forcustoms
However, in Act No. 19 of 1985 this exemption was passengers' baggage was increased from Z$ 100 to
restricted to holders of these expropriated securities Z$150 per passenger with a further Z$ 50 of imports
who did not contest the amount of compensationpaid being allowed without the requirenent of an import
under the regulationswhich authorized the expropria- license.
tion. Taxpayerswho contested the paymentwill there-
fore lose the benefit of the exemption,but any of these
who realize a loss, instead of a capital gain, on the MISCELLANEOUS
expropriationwill gain the advantageof having the loss
established for set-off against future capital gains; an - On 27 July 1984 a tax of 20% became leviable on

advantage which is not available to those who remain foreign currency made available locally for holi-
unaffected by Act No. 19 of 1985. days taken externallyand a withholding tax of 20%

Capital gains tax paid on the disposal by a taxpayer of was imposedon royaltiespayable to non-residents;
chargeable assets has been made allowable as a credit - on 1 August 1984 company registration fees were

against estate duty payable on the same assets in the increased to 16 per Z$ 100 of nominal capital,
estate of that taxpayer. with a minimum of Z$ 50 for a private company

and Z$ 200 for a publiccompany,while other com-

pany fees rose by approximately25%;
SALES TAX AND IMPORTS TAX also on 1 August 1984 the two rates of 7% and 5%-

previously used in calculating payments to encour-
The rates of 18% on general goods and 23% on listed
higher-rate goods effective on 1 August 1983 were

age exportswere collapsed into a single rate of 9% ;
on 1 October 1984 increases were made in the-

reduced to 15% and 20%, respectively,on 27 July 1984 stamp duty leviable on chargeable items and a
and no further changes were made to the rates. Z$10 airport departure tax was introduced;
On 27 July 1984 beers, most manufactured tobacco - on 1 August 1985 the amount of foreign currency
products and aerated non-alcoholic beverages were which could be purchased locally for external holi-
removed from all liability to these taxes with Govern- days was increased from Z$ 360 to Z$ 450 per
ment making up the loss of revenue by increased cus- annum;
toms and excise duties on these goods. - in hs Budget speech on 30 July 1985 the Minister

With effect from 1 August 1985: registered operators
reassured married couples that the complaints of

may apply for permission to quote sales tax separately married women, who suffer income tax at the

as a departure from the normal requirement to quote higher rates because of the aggregationof spouses'
only the selling price, inclusive of sales tax; the figure

taxable incomes, were under consideration and

of annual turnoverat which a trader has to register was
were being viewed with the seriousness they de-

increased from Z$ 20,000 to Z$ 50,000;exemptionwas served, but the Minister also said that only when

granted in respect of a number of orthopaedic and the final recommendations of the Income Tax

other appliances, including spectacles, false teeth and Commission - rumored as expected around June

braille items, which compensate for a defect or disabil- 1986 - were known would the full impact of the

ity; the procedure to protect a right of appeal was options available to Government be calculable.

clarified; and a system for obtaining refundsof tax paid
on goods of a capital nature acquired for use in 2. The Zimbabwe 1983 Budget, 38 Bulletin 7 at 305.
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Background exchange controls. At the same time Capital gains 29 - 30

international trade and the raising of
1. The House of Lords decision of De- funds in foreign currencies have ex- there is considerable uncertainty bothcember 1983 in the case of Pattison panded. What was once a minor ac- to the taxpaver and the Revenue to(Inspector of Taxes) v. Marine Mid- counting matter has now become an the be applied in determining

as

land Ltd. (Marine Midland) which was tests to

heard by the General Commissioners
area of considerableimportancewhich whether a borrowing is on revenue or
is evidenced by the issue of SSAP 20 capital account.in 1978 relates to accounting periods (Foreign currency translation) in Aprilgoing back to 1972, and illustrates the 1983 following exposure drafts in 1977 13. The need to distinguishbetween a cap-

uncertaintywhich has existed for many and 1980. ital and revenue borrowing is also dif-
years. ficult to justify in relation to exchange8. Financial transactions are now often differences, which in2. An Inland Revenueconsultativedocu- some measure

ment (Borrowingin ForeignCurrency) very sophisticatedand the matchingof represent the differential in interest
foreign currency positions, which can costs. The change introduced bywas issued in October 1976 to which be effected in a variety of wys, may Schedule 13, FinanceAct 1969 overrul-we (as a constituent member of the well be covered on a group basis, ing the decision in European Invest-Consultative Committee of Accoun- rather than within a single company. ment Trust Co. Ltd Jackson andtancy Bodies) responded in December v. re-

1976 (published as TR 209). 9. The present proposals should, there- cent changes in law (section 38, Fi-
fore, be seen against this background nance Act 1980 and section 43, Finance

3. We thereforewelcome the issue of and Act 1984) allow of obtainingand should be developed with a view to costs
the opportunity to comment on the achieving commercial reality in the loan finance rightly recognize the neea
Provisional Statement of Practice (the

to
tax treatmentof profits and losses aris- to give relief for business costs and this

S/p), which goes some way towards ing on exchange rate fluctuations. In principle should be applied to ex-

clarifying the tax treatment of ex- particular we would favour con- change differences on borrowings.
change rate fluctuations, a subject between profits and
which has, because of its complexity vergence accounts 14. Thus we would favour a tax regime

taxable profits in the area of exchange which effectively dealt with alland uncertainty, caused considerable differences.
ex-

concernt taxpayers and the Revenue change differences, regardless of their
alike. Further issues

character, as being either within the

charge to tax or as tax deductible. We

Basis of comments 10. The S/P sets out general rules, and the recognize this as a major step but we

believe it useful raise the issue
4. Our comments are set out under two principles which it establishes, includ- to on

main headings: mg the examples given, deal with rela- which we consider there should be

tively straightforward situations. In further consideration in due course
(a) the general issues involved, and practice the position is far more com- having regard to the interaction with
(b) the specific issues raised by the plicated, especially in the case of finan- the chargeable gains regime including

Sp. the impact of indexation.cial institutions. The examples relate
only to two currencies, U.S. dollars 15. Under present law and practice, for
and sterling, and assume that the appli-GENERALISSUES INVOLVED many taxpayers a distinction remains
cation of funds borrowed to capital as- between revenue and capital in the
sets is readily identified. In practice foreign exchange In recent years,Background borrowings may comprise a series of particularly for financial

area.

institutions,
5. We welcome the S/P as a practical step loans maae in differing currencies and the Inland Revenue has been prepared

forward which should assist taxpayers the related assets acquired may also be to agree that funds may be round-
to establish the taxation position on in various currencies. abouted to achieve a matched reve-
foreign currency translation adjust- 11. There are a number of identification nue basis. We believe it important to
ments, not only for the future but also problems with the general rules in the know the Inland Revenue's views on
in relation to assessmentsfor past years S/P. The identification of liabilities in this approach and would welcomecon-
which remain to be determined. firmation thatroundaboutsa currency with assets in the same cur- maycon-

6. The S/P gives a general guide as to the rency may cause problems for the tinue to be effective.
basis for settlement but emphasizes reasons set out above. Furthermore it 16. Clarification is needed as to how the
that it may need to be modified in the iS not clear what would constitute a S/P will apply to the taxation of foreign
way in which it iS to be applied in par- currency liability or, more impor-
ticular circumstances. We look for tantly, a currency asset.
reasonable flexibility from inspectors 12. A major problem which emerges from 1. Reproduced by kind permission of The In-
of taxes in reachingagreement in com- the S/P is the explicit desire to seek to stituteof CharteredAccountants.Seefor the text

plex cases stretchingover a long period maintain a rigid distinction between
of the Provisional Statement of Practice SP 3/85

of time. of 25 January 1985, 39 Bulletin for nternational
capital and revenue. In practice this fscal documentation819 (1985) at 383. See also

7. The post war years have seen an distinctionoften cannot be made, espe- the article by Jill C. Pagan, U.K. Taxation and
enormous change in the status of ster- cially with regard to borrowingswhere CurrencyFluctuations,in the same issue at 379.
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branches, especially where the branch Capital and current liabilities £ £

books are kept in foreign currencyand (paragraph 6) Capital loan Current assets

there areperiodicremittances to Head ($ 150,000) 100,000 ($ 150,000) 100,000
Office. he profits of an overseas 21. The distinction between capital and Overdraft
branch have been tradtttonally taxed current liabilities seems to dominate ($ 300.000)200,000 Cash 200,000
either under the profit and loss or bal- the theme of the S/P. Assuggestedear-

300.000 300,000
ance sheet method. Whtlst tn both lier, this distrnction Is in most cases d

cases the profit for the accounting difficult to justify; indeed, it is espe-

period is determined by reference to cially difficult to do so in the contextof At balance sheet date, $ 1.25 =£1
the average rate of exchange, on the financial institutions.Ourcommentsin

£ £
former basis no other adjustments are paragraph 12 above also apply here.

Capitalloan Current assets
made, except as regards remittances; ($ 150,000) 120,000 ($ 150,000) 120,000
on the balance sheet basis, current as- Overdraft
sets and liabilities are translated at the
year-end rates, the differencebeing n- Matched assets and liabilities ($ 300,000)240,000 Cash 200,000

cluded in the Case 1 computations, (paragraphs 7-9) P&L-

exchangewhile fixed assets and capital liabilities 22. Where currency borrowings are difference 40,000
are excluded. It is unclear as to how matched with currency assets, there
these methods are to apply in the con- can be no commercial profits or losses 360,000 360,000
text of the S/P. and therefore any translation differ-

17. Finally, under this general section, it is ences, whether reflected in the profit 27. The loss attributable to capital borrow-

necessary, as indicated above, to rec- and loss account/reserves or not, ing is £20,000 (£ 120,000 - £ 100,000)
ognize the range, number and com- should be completely ignored for tax Under the S/P, the loss of £ 20,000
p exity of transactions which give rise purposes. would be disallowed; however, the
to exchange differencesor to other dif- 23. The definitionof matchingasproposed capital loan may in practicebe matched
ferences, such as premiums and dis- in paragraph 9 is appropriate only in with the currency assets and there
counts on forward contracts,which are certain simplesituations.Matchingcan would be no justification in disallowing
tantamount to exchange differences. be effected in a number of ways, in- any part of the loss of £ 40,000.
The S/P makes no detailed reference cluding forward purchase or sale of
to these areas and it will be essential currencies. For instance, a financiai in- Assets held on the realization basis
that its development should have re- stitution may be regarded as matched 28. Where a financiai institution is taxed
gard to their special characteristics. in respect of a currency where the sum under the principle established in the

of assets in that currency plus any out- Willingale case in respect of currency
Further considerationof the wider standing forward purchases equals the assets, the taxpayer should be givenissues sum of liabilities and forward sales. the option under the S/P to adjust the
18. We strongly support the statement n The S/P definition of matching will accounts for any translation differ-

paragraph 1 of the S/P that the general need to be expanded to cover such ences in respect of these items so that
rules may need modification. We have cases. any exchange differences are taxed
drawn attention above and in our de- 24. Clarification is also required on such only when the related assets are

tailed comments below to a number of questions as to whether matching iS to realized.
issues which require further considera- be by reference to an individual cur-

tion and we trust that these matters rency, a company or a U.K. group Capital gains (paragraph 13)
will be the subject of further discus- The S/P assumes that the exercise of 29. The decision in the case of Bentley v
sion. matching assets and liabilities is under- Pike involved the inheritance of prop-taken foran accountingperiod,and we erty situated in Germany in whtch it

suggest that further clarification is re- was held that the gains should be com-

quired as to the time in an accounting puted by reference tothesterlingtrans-
SPECLFIC ISSUES RAISED period when matching has to be lation of the foreign currency at the

achieved. rates ruling at the time of inheritance
19. The following comments are made in and at the time of sale respectively. It

relation to paragraphs 5 to 13 of the has little, if any, relevance to normal
S/P. business transactions and application

Assets and liabilities not matched of such principles in a situation with
Translationadjustments (paragraph 5) (paragraphs 10-11) matched currency assets and liabilities

20. We welcome the general approach to 25. The comments made in paragraphs 23 could result in double taxation or dou-

tax profits by reference to the accounts and 24 above also apply here. ble relief for losses. It is hard to believe
the currentview of the courts would beprofits. Although the taxation of pro- 26. Where there s overall excessof such illogical result.fits which are not yet realized is not

an cur- to support an

strictly in accordance with case law, rency liabilities over currency assets, 30. Clearly the Marine Midland case does
e g. Willingale v. International Com- an exchange difference adjustment to

not deal with the problem arising from
mercial Bank, the approach suggested the accounts profit or loss should not the decision in Bentley v. Pike. How-
will in practice avoid substantial prob-

be necessary for tax purposes unless
ever, because the interaction of the

the currency liabilities on capital ac-lems of identification and is accepta- proposals n the S/P for taxing ex-
ble. However, where the principle es-

count exceed the total currency assets; change differences and the rue in
tablished in Willingale is applied to the any adjustment should only be by ref- Bentley v. Pike can result in taxing the
taxation of items giving rise to ex-

erence to that excess.
same amount twice, t is suggested that

change differences, the taxpayer the problem may be resolved by apply-
should have the option under the S/P ing section 31, Capital Gains Tax Act
to defer the taxation of the related ex- 1979, under which any amount taxed
change differences until realized, pro- Example: as income is excluded from the consid-
vided this basisisconsistentlyapplied. At beginning of period, $ 1.5 =£1 eration of the disposal.
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EU ROPEAN COIV VIUI\ T ES: ified majority, revise the Commission's
decision.

Financing the Community
Articles 1 and 2 unchanged.

A. MOTIONFOR A RESOLUTION

In the July 1985 issue of the Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentationtwo Embodyingthe opinion of the European
important documents of the Commission of the European Communities were Parliamenton the

reproduced on the replacement of financial contributionsof the Member States

by the Communities' own resources.2
- proposal from the Commission of the

European Parliament to the Council
On 21 October 1985 the Committeeon Budgetspublished its report on the above (Doc. C2-33/85 - COM(85) 170 final)
documents.3 for a regulation extending the term of

validity of Regulation (EEC,
Finances are for the Communityof crucial importanceand this is the reason that EURATOM, ECSC) No. 2892/77 im-
the Report of the Committee on the Budget is reproduced in its etirety plementingin respect of own resources

accruing from value added tax the De-
cision of 21 April 1970 on the replace-

Arndt), Mr. von der Vring, Mr. van der ment of financial contributions from
Contents Waal (deputizing for Mr. Cicciomessere). Member States by the Communities'
I. Introduction *** own resources

ll. Amendmentsto the Commission's The Committee on Economic and Monet- and

proposals ary Affairs and Industrial Policy has de- on the report from the Commission on

A. Motion for a resolution cided not to deliver an opinion. the implementationof Council Rezula-
B. Explanatorystatement The opinion of the Committee on Budget- tions (EEC, EURATOM, ECSC)

Nos. 2891/77 and 2892/77 of 19 De-
II. Opinion of the Committee on ary Control is attached.

cember 1977 implementing the Deci-
BudgetaryControl The reportwas tabledon 18 October 1985. sion of 21 April 1970 on the replace-

The deadline for tabling amendments to ment of financial contributions from
this report will be indicated in the draft Member States by the Communities'

agenda for the part-session at which it will own resources

I. INTRODUCTION4 be debated.
The European Parliament

By letter of 15 May 1985 the President of
the Council of the European Communities II. AMENDMENTSTO THE

- having regard to the Council Decision

requested the European Parliament for an COMMISSION'SPROPOSAL
of 21 April 1970 on the replacementof

opinion on the proposal for a Council regu-
financial contributions from Member
States by the Communities' own re-

lation (ECSC, EEC, EURATOM)extend- The Committeeon Budgets hereby submits
ing Regulation (EEC, EURATOM, to the European Parliament the following

sources,
to

ECSC) No. 2892/77 implementing in re- amendments and motions for a resolution
- having regard the Council Decision

of 11 May 1985 on the Communities'
spect of own resourcesaccrung from value together with explanatorystatement: system of resources,9added tax the Decision of 21 April 1970 on

own

the replacement of financial contributions Proposal for a Council Regulation (ECSC, - having regard to the proposal from the

from Member States by the Communities' EEC, EURATOM) extending the term of Commisson to the Council,j
-

own resources. validity of Regulation (EEC, EURATOM, having been consulted by the Council

ECSC) No. 2892/77 implementing in re- (Doc. (2-33/85) COM(85) 170 final),
On 10 June 1985 the President of the Euro- of own resources accruing from value - tospect having regard the opinion delivered
pean Parliament referred this proposal to added tax the Decision of 21 April 1970 on
the Committee on Budgets as the commit- the replacement of financial contributions
tee responsible and to the Committee on from Member States bythe Communities' 1. At 315.
Economicand MonetaryAffairs and Indus- own resources (COM(85) 170 final - Doc. 2. Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC,
trial Policy for their opinions. C 2-33/85) Euratom, ECSC) extending the term of validity
On 20 June 1985 the Committeeon Budgets of Regulation(EEC, Euratom, ECSC) No..2892/

appointed Mr. P.A.M. Cornelissen rappor-
6 Amendments tabled by 77 implementing, in respect of own resources

teur. the Committeeon Budgetse accruing from value added tax, the Decision of
21 April 1970 on the replacement of financial

It considered the proposal and the draft Preamble and recitals unchanged contributions from Member States by the Com-

report at its meetings of 18 September and munities' own resources.

16 October 1985. AmendmentNo. 17 Report from the Commissionon the implementa-
tion of Council Regulations (EEC, Euratom,

At the latter meeting the committee de- Insert the following new article before ECSC) Nos. 2891/77 and 2892/77of 19 December

cided, with 13 votes in favour, to recom- Article 1 1977 implementingtheDecision of 21 April 1970

mend to Parliament that it approve the In Article 13(2) and (3), after: on the replacement of financial contributions

Commission's proposal, subject to the fol- from Member States by the Communities' own

lowing amendment.
no later than 30 days following the ap- resources.

proval of this report of this report, the 3. Rapporteur Mr. Petrus A.M. Cornelissen,
The motion for a resolution as a whole was Commission shall adopt a decision P.E. Document 126/85.

adopted with 11 votes in favour and three which it shall communicate to the 4. Heading added by the Editors.

abstentions. Member States 5. Id. See also note 2.
6. A column titled Text proposed by the

Present: Mr. Cot, chairman, Mr. Ryan, delete the text that follows, viz. Commission of Euroaean Communities was

vice-chairman, Mr. Cornelissen, rappor- and which shall apply after a period of printed in the original text. However, as there

teur, Mr. Abens, Mr. Bardong, Mrs. Fuil- 30 days if durng ths period no was no proposal reproducedit has been omitted.

let, Mr. Fich, Mrs. Hoff, Mr. Mertens (de- Member State has referred the matter 7. There are no further amendments.

putizing for Mr. Pfennig), Mr. Langes, Mr. to the Council. 8. OfficialJournal of the EuropeanCommuni-
ties (OJ) L 94, 28.4.1970, p 19.

Louwes, Mr. Price (deputizingfor Mr. Nor- The Counciil may, at the request of a 9. OJ L 128/15, 14.5.1985.
manton), Mr. Scheiber (deputizing for Mr. Member State and acting by a qual- 10. OJ C 125,22.5.1985, p.16.
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by Parliament on the previous amend- nancially more advantageous tor the This document is oneofa serieofdocu-
ment and extension of Regulation No. Member States than the returns ments to the system of own resources

2892/77, method; which began in 1982.

having regard to the report oftheCom- 9. Proposes in particular that the esti- 2. The idea of own resources is closely-

mittee on Budgets and the opinion of mated assessments should be included linked to the very nature of the Euro-
the Committec on Budgetary Control more quickly in the calculation of the pean Communities.The ECSC has had

(Doc. ), VAT base and that the information such resources since its inception, in

having regard to the outcome of the available to the Commission regarding the form of levies on the productionof-

votes on the Commission proposal, the collection of VAT should be im- coal and steel. The High Authority of
A. whereas improvements to the imple- proved; the ECSC was also empowered to con-

menting regulations in respect of the 10. Reiterates its view that the manage- tract loans (Article 49 ECSC)
own resources system are necessary, ment committeeprocedureunderArti- Unlike the ECSC, the EEC was ini-
not least because of the increasing cle 13 of Regulation 2892/77 is at var- tiallyfinanced by contributions from
number of violationsof the Communi- iance with the purely advisory powers the Member States (Article 200 EEC)
ty's financial autonomy in recent years, of the Committee on Own Resources, Article 201 EEC did however require

B. whereas proposals for the revision of particularly as each Member State has the Commission to examine the condi-

Regulation No. 2891/77 on own re- the option of having a Commissionde- tions under which the financial con-

sources have been before the Council cision amended by the Council; tributions of Member States could be
since 1982 and whereas Parliament has 11. Requests the Commission, in the re- replaced by own resources, in particu-
repeatedly urged that they be dealt 9ort it has promised to submit one year lar by revenue accruing from the com-

with rapidly, efore the new own resources ceiling mon customs tariff when it had been
1. Takes note of the Commission'sreport has been reached, to include a proposal finally introduced.

on implementing Regulations No. that would permit a rapid transition to 3. This gave rise to the Decision of 21

2891/77 and No. 2892/77 in respect of the returns method as the uniform April 1970a4 replacing the financial
the Community's own resources sys- method forestablishingthe VATbase; contributions from Member States by
tem; 12. Urges the Council to speed up its work the Communities'own resources. This

2. Regrets that a majority of Member with regard to: decision has ust been replaced by the
States still record the Community's - the revision of Regulation 2891/ Decision of 7 May 198515 raising the
own resources in nationalbudgetdocu- 77; maximum rate of mobilizationof VAT
ments as national revenue to De trans- - the 18th VAT Directive'2 con- to 1.4%, and allowing compensation
ferred subsequently to the Communi- cerning the gradual abolition of to be paid to certain MemberStates by
ty; derogations from the common deduction from their VAT iayments.

3. Requests the Commissiontotakesteps VAT system; 4. The Decision of 21 April l70 was ini-

to induce the Member States that have - the Commission's proposals re- tially implementedby Regulation2/7'6
not alreadydone so to record the Com- garding measures to be taken in of 2 January 1971. Following the 1975

munity's own resources in national the event of irregularities which Treaty widening Parliament's budget-
budgets and national accounts in a have consequences for own re- ary powers and the agreements on the
mannerwhich is in conformitywith the sources; basis of assessment for a common sys-
Community nature of these resources; 13. Draws the Council's attention n this tem of value added tax (6th VATdirec-
considers that the Commission should connection to the amendmentadopted tive of 17 May 1977)17 this regulation
devise a Community model on the by Parliament to the 1985 draft budget, was replaced on 19 December 1977 by
basis of which the entries concerned pursuant to which 30 m ECU in reve- two new regulations:
could be harmonized; nue from interest on the Commission's - Regulation 2891/77, laying down

4. Supports the Commission'spreference own resources accounts with the na- general provisions for own re-

for the returns method with regard to tional treasuries were included in the sources and specific provisions
the calculation of the base for own re- budget; concerning the traditionalown re-

sources accruing from VAT; reiterates 14. Is aware of the fact that such inclusion sources: customs duties, agricul-
that only a method based on the re- in the budget recuires the amendment tural levies, and sugar levies;
turns by taxable persons is compatible of Regulation 2891/77, pursuant to - Regulation 2892/77 dealing more

with the basic idea that the Communi- paragraph IV, 3(c) of the joint declara- specificallywith own resourcesac-

ty's own resources flow from European tion of 30 June 1982,3 reminds the cruing from VAT.
taxation rather than from national fi- Council however that pursuant to that 5. Regulation 2892/77 left it up to the

nancial contributions; same paragraph it is required to use Member States to choose between two

5. Approves a further extension of Regu- (its) best endeavours to adopt the reg- methods for determining the basis of
laton No. 2892/77 n respect of own ulation bytheendofMayat the latest; assessment for VAT: the returns

resources accruing from VAT until 31 15. Instructs its President to forward to the method and the revenue method, also
December 1988; hopes, however, that Council and Commission, as Parlia- known as the statistical method. The

the extension of Regulation 2892/77 ment's opinion, the Commission'spro- intention was to go over to a uniform
will be used to encourage the Member posal as voted by Parliament and the system for collecting VAT resources

States which have hitherto been using corresponding resolution. by the end of 1982. Regulation 2892/77
the statistical revenue method for the was therefore scheduled to expire on

calculation of the VAT base hence- 31.12.1982. Because of the delay in in-
forth to apply the returns method; B. EXPLANATORYSTATEMENT troducing VAT in the Member States,

6. Requests the Commission to investi- the Commissionwas unable to propose
gate ways of dealing with the genuine Introduction a uniform system in 1982. It did how-
difficultiesencountered in the Member ever propose changes in several other
Statesin applyingthereturns method; 1. This Commission document aspects of Regulations 2891 and 2892/

7. Requests the Commission to devclop (COM(85) 170 of 19.4.1985) is in two 77.
and mprove the returns method and, parts:
in so doing, to restrict to a minimum - a report on the implementationof
the additional administrative for- Regulations 2891/77 and 2892/77
malities which the returns method which govern the system of own

11. OJC 13.17.l.1983,p.218.

might entail, particularly for small resources, and
12. See 25 European Taxation 5 C 1985) at 140.
13. OJ C 194, 28.2.1982.

businesses; - a proposal to extend the term of 14. OJ L 94, 28.4.1970, p.19
8. Believes that the revenue method must validity of Regulation 2892/77, 15. OJ L 128,14.5.1985, p.15.

be corrected in order to prevent this which s to expire on 31 De- 16. OJ L 3,5.1.1971, p.l.
method being, even temporarily, fi- cember. 17. OJ L 145, 13.6.1977, p.I.
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Consultation in the past June 1985. Parliament did however that the VAT base should be deter-

urge that the regulation includegreater mined by reference to the returnsmade
6. Parliament was therefore consultedon powers for the Commission in respect by taxablepersons. Regulation2892/77

the following proposals: of corrections to the VAT base. described this as the returnsmethod.
B2. The Commissionadopted Parliament's However, the Council established a

A. Regarding Regulation 2891/77: opinion, except that part of it relating second method, the revenue
to the management committee method, in which the VAT base is de-

Al . COM(82) 316 of 20 July 1982-OJ No. on

dividing the total net
C 231, 4.9.1982. This proposal made a

own resources, and submitted an termined by reve-

large number of technical improve- amendment to its initial 9roposal, nue collected by an average weighted
ments and amendments to bringRegu- COM(83) 101, 1.3.1983-OJNo. C67, rate representingthe VAT rates apply-
lation 2891/77 into line with the pro-

12.3.1983. ing in the Member State concerned.

posais for amendment of the general B3. In the meantime, the Council had The Member States could choose

Financiai Regulation. There were also adopted Regulation 3350/82, freely between the two methods until

more fundamental matters such as in- 28.12.1982, OJ No. L373, 31.12.1982, 31.12.1982,when a uniform and defini-

dependent powers of verification for to extend the validity of Regulation tive method would be adopted.
the Commission and to enable Com- 2892/77 until 31.12.1985. 11. Seven Member States opted for the

B4. One year later, on 19 December 1983, revenue method from the start: Bel-
mission accounts with the national
treasuries to bear interest. the Council adopted Regulation 3635/ gium, Germany,France, Italy, Luxem-

A2. Following Parliament's opinion (Doc. 83, OJ No. L 360, 23.12.1983, incor- bourg, the Netherlandsand the United
not yet1-1006/82 - OJ No. C 13, 17.1.1983), porating the main points of the other Kingdom. Greece bas intro-

the Commission tabled a first amend- Commission proposals. duced VAT. Denmarkoriginallychose
ment to its proposal; COM(83) 254, of B5. The present proposal, COM(85) 170, the returns method, but since 1983 has

10 May 1983-OJNo. C 146, 4.6.1983. will again extend Regulation 2892/77, used the revenue method. At present,

The Commission thus adopted Parlia- until 31 December 1988. only Ireland is still using the returns

ment's wishes as regards the bodies to
method.

which the Commission's accounts are
12. Despite claims to the contrary, the re-

The extensionof Regulation 2892/77 turns method does not requireall taxa-
open, the calculation of moratory in- ble persons to show Community and
terest, the rules for making own re- 7 In respect of Regulation 2892/77, national VAT separatelv their in-
sources available in the absence of a

on

budget, etc.
which expires on 31 December 1985, voices and returns. Nor does it require
the following questions are still out- complicated calculations by those re-

A3. In October 1983 the Commissionintro-
duced a secondamendmentto its initial standing: quired to make the returns. The main

the definition of the definitivesys- difficulty in applying the returns
proposal: COM(83) 621, 21.10.1983-

-

OJ No. C 303, 10.11.1983, adding to it tem for establishing the VAT base method seems to lie in the models used

a section which was still being consi- (see point 8 of this document) in the national VAT systems for the

dered in 1982 concerningthe basic con-
- Parliament's amendment on the periodic returns. Hitherto transactions

cept of establishingown resources. powersof the AdvisoryCommittee have had to be broken down by VAT

This proposal was critically received by
on Own Resources, in particular rate for SALES alone. The VAT paid

the Committee on Budgets. After it to remove the Council's ability to on PURCHASESmay generallybe de-

had been referred to that committee
overturn the decisionsofthe Com- ducted as a whole item. For a correct

mission at the request of a application of the returns method
under Rule 36 of Parliament'sRulesof
Procedure, a text was drawn up as a

Member State (see points 9-20); PURCHASES must, according to the

compromise between the Commission
- abolishing the exemptions to the Commission, also be broken down per

and Parliament in respect of: common system of VAT (see VAT rate. For both methods the na-

tional administrations responsiblethe definition of the concept of problemsofcontrol (see point22). for calculation and verification.
are

-

point 21);
establishment and the concept

-

8. Parliament's amendment on the pow- 13. In the revenue method, calculation of
of own resources;
the scop for delaying the making

ers on the average rate which
-

of the Advisory Committee Own weighted (by
Resources was based on constitutional the total revenue is divided to obtain

available of resources to the Com-
mission or of waiving them; arguments. By their very nature, the the VAT base) is a complex operation

Communities' own resources can no involving various non-fiscal data. The
renewed progress towards har-

longer fall under the control of the advantageof this method, according
-

to
monization of national provisions Member States, which makes it dif- its when VAT in-was, was
in respect of own resources. ficult to accept each Membe State's troduced,

supporters,
that needed be made

A4. Parliament ratified this compromise
use to

text (Doc. OJ No. C 172, 2.7.1984), right to approach the Council to over- only of figures already available to the

which was then adopted by the Com-
turn a decision of the Commission. various national authorities.This argu-
An advisory committee holding pow- ment was largely disproved by the

mission in the third amendment to the

proposal amending Regulation 2891/ ers of this nature is also an infringe- facts. The figures in the national ac-

ment of the divisionof powersbetween needed analyse the total
7: COM(84) 465, 31.7.1984- OJ No. counts to rev-

C 219, 21.8.1984.
the institutionsunder the Treaties.The enue by the VAT rates in force were

None of these Commission proposais
committee is in fact required to not designed from a fiscal point of view

has yet resulted in a council regulation.
examine problems arising out of ap- and frequentlyshowinsufficientdetail.

plication of this regulation, which is Estimatesfrom othersourcestherefore
tself a regulation implementing the have to be made. These are compli-

B. Regarding Regulation 2892/77: basic legislative decision. It is difficult cated still further by differences be-
Bl. COM(82) 412, 9.7.1982 - OJ No. C to see how Article 155 of the EEC tween the national accounting systems

200, 4.8.1982, was the initial proposal Treaty, which lays down the powers of of the Member States and by the fact
to amend Regulation 2892/77 andwas the Commission, can be interpreted in that there is a considerable time lag
submittedat the same time as the initial such a way as to deprive it of the power between the period for which

proposal to amend Regulation2891/77 of taking, on its own responsibility, economic data are available and the

(see Al above). measures to implementing a basic financial year for which the VAT base

In its opinion (Doc. 1-1006/83 - OJ legislative act. is calculated. Since the estimated as-

No. C 13, 17.1.1983), Parliament 9. Thechoiceof theuniformanddefinitive sessmentsare not incorporatedinto the

largely supported the Commission's methodfor determiningthe basis of as- VAT base until they are actually col-

proposals, including the postponement sessment for VAT resources gives rise lected and not at the time of the levy
of a decision on the definitive proce- to more complex problems. itself it is distinctly possible that the

dure for calculatingthe VATbase until 10. The Commission originally proposed revenue method could lead to an
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under-assessment of the VAT base, of 7 May 1985 not only strictly limited assessment basis, to detertine the
i.e. deferment to the following year. the increase in the VAT ceiling, it also weighted average rate and the total net

14. The commission has, moreover, not introduced a graduation of the VAT VAT revenue collected. This article
found any great differences between rate, for certain Member States, in ac- does not authorizechecks on any fraud
the two methodsasregardsthe reliabil- cordancewith a method closely related in individual returns; we would refer
ity of the final result of the calculations to the idea of juste retour. It is no here to the Commssion Proposal of
or their respective costs. longer exceptional for plans for March 1979 on the measures to be

15. There thus remains only the funda- Europe's further development to be taken in the event of irregularities af-
mental political question: based on intergovernmental rather fecting own resources and the organi-

Can Parliament tolerate the fact than Community financing zation of an informationsystem for the-

that revenue from VAT is being If Parliament and the Commission are Commission in this field. 1n February
increasinglywatereddown toa na- serious in calling for the Community's 1984 the Commission asked the Coun-
tional financial contribution fol- financial autonomy and the Communi- cil to resume considerationof this pro-
lowing the necessary abandon- ty nature of own resources to be posal. 2o

ment of the principle of the uni- safeguarded, they must establish con- Pending the adoption of the proposed
form VAT rate and can t accept ditions encouragingthe transitionfrom improvements, the Commttee on

that the establishment of the uni- the revenue method to the returns Budgetary Control, in its opinion on

form VAT base is ultimately re- method. this proposal (PE. 99.612), calls on the
duced to a statistical calculation 20. For this purpose it is essential, firstly, Commission to initiate an independent
Or must every effort be made in that any possibilityof under-estimation inquiry into VAT fraud.-

connection with the calculation of of the VAT base should be removed 24. The text of Articles 12 and lOb of Reg-
the VAT base to revive the Com- from the revenue method in order to ulation 2892/77 which was amended by
munity's own resources system avoid MemberStatesgivingpreference the Council in 1983 does not accord
and the financial autonomy of the to this method for financiai reasons, with the text proposed by Parliament.
Community's which is dependent even temporarily However, the present text of Article
thereuon Secondly, the returns method must lOb enables the Commission, on cor-

16. VAT, unli e the ECSC levy or the also be further developed and im- rection of VAT summary accounts re-

traditionalown resources is not a Com- proved, in particular in order to pre- lating to previous years, to take the

munity tax. It is rather the first exam- vent an excessive administrative bur- steps it considers necessary to ensure

ple of harmonized taxation at Commu- den being placed on small businesses. the correct a plicaton of this Regula-
nity level. This harmonization is far At the same time the Commission's in- tion, even i the Member State does
from being complete, as the variety of formation system in respect of VAT not agree. If the Commission assumes

rates applied in the Member States must be improved in such a way that its responsibities in this respect, it
shows. Its yield goes largely into the the data which are necessary for the would not seem necessary for Parlia-
national coffers. application of the returns methods ment to insist on a new amendment.

17. Nevertheless, the Decisionsof 21 April gradually become available. A first
1970 and 7 May 1985 make VAT part step in that direction has been made Current amendments to Regulationof the Community'sownresourcesand with the Commission's proposals re-

distinguish between VAT resources garding the measurestobe taken in the 2891/77

and national contributions. It would event of irregularitieswhich have con-

therefore be desirable to assimilate the sequences for own resources (see pont
25. The Council is not showing much in-

financial arrangements for VAT as far 22 below). This first step should be fol-
terest in pushing ahead with the

as possible to the other own resources lowed by more specific proposals
amendment of this regulation. The

and the provisions of the VAT direc- which will make it possible, when new
Commission's initial proposals date

tives, especially those of the Sixth di- own resources above the present 1.4% back to 1982. They have been

rective on the uniform basis of assess- VAT ceiling are introduced, for a uni- supplemented and improved in several

ment for VAT. Although the lack of form returns method to be determined subsequent amendment (see point 6)
Two points in particular seem to be

harmonization in national VAT rates for the calculation of the VAT base.
would make it difficult to collect Com- 21. In its opinion No. 2/85 of 3 July 1985 causing the Council difficulties, and

munity VAT directly, it is necessary to of the Court of Auditors was stated both are related to the very essence of

ensure that the Community's budget that the technical arguments put for-
own resources:

the proposal to give the Commis-
does not become even more remote ward by the Commission in favour of

-

sion independent powers of con-
from its citizens. extending Regulation2892/77 were not

18. The Commission still favours the re- convincing. The Court also points out
trol (see point 2)
interest on Commission accounts

turns method. Although there has that the continual existence of transi-
-

with the national treasuries (seebeen de facto harmonization in favour tional arrangements over an exces- points 25 to 28)of the revenue method, the Commis- sively long period may also raise prob- Parliament also urged the Commission
sion is not proposing to make the latter lems.
the uniform and definitive method. However, for the reasons set out

to produce a paper showing how own

The Commissionprefersto extend the above, the rapporteur cannot endorse
resources are presented in the national

transitional periodduringwhich either the Court of Auditors' conclusion that budgets (see point 29)
26. On the first point, Parliament and its

method can be chosen. Barring any the definitive method must be estab- Committee on Budgetary Control in
hope of a future upsurge of Communi- lished immediately particular have on several occasions
ty spirit among the national experts, 22. Another major problem in respect of

urged that the Commission be giventhis attitude does nothing to romote VAT is the number of possible exemp- control The opinion of
the returns method. The use othe rev- tions to the common VAT system,

greater powers.
the Committee on Budgetary Control

enue method has encouraged the na- which the sixth VAT directive permit- (PE 99.612) demands the early adop-tional administrations, and the Com- ted for a transitional period. The
mission, to develop a specific and com- gradual abolition of many of these tion of the amendments to Regulation

2891/77 to this effect proposec in Sep-
plex system of calculations and esti- exemptions was the subject of a pro- tember 1982.
mates. If this system is allowed to con- posal for an eighteenth VAT directive 27. On thc second, the systemsetup under
tinue and be extended, thc chances for of 4 Deccnibcr 1984. m

Artcle 9 of Regulation 2891/77 under
a readoptionof the returns method will 23. Finally, thcrc is the problem of check-
hardly improve ing the data forwarded by the Member

19. In recent years thc Community's own States. Article 12 of Regulation2892/77 18. COM(84) 689, Doc. 2- 1352/84.
resources system has suffered a confines these checks to the correct- 19. OJ C 88.4.4.1979, p.4.
number of severe blows. The decision ness of the operations to centralize the 20. Com(84) 54.10.2.1984.
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whch own resources are entered in ac- sion report). They were Belgium, Ger- attaches great importance to own re-

counts with the national treasuries
rather than being transferred direct to

many,
Although
Luxembourg and the Nether- sources

which
and it is vital

due
that
to the

all
Commu-
own re-

lands. own resources are still sources are

the Commissiondates back to the time mentioned in budget documents, there nity are collected and made available
when the budget was financed from is no doubt as to their significance, in full. In so far as possible, procedures
contributions by the Member States. which is for information only for collection should be harmonized
Exchange rate risks were borne by the 33. In Denmark and France, own re- and fraudsand irregularities which di-
Member State. In those circumstances sources are still included in national vert the Community's own resources

there could be no question of interest revenue and are then deducted in the should be eliminated.
accruing to the Community. form of negative revenue in the case 2. It was for these reasons that the intro-

28. With the introduction of own re- of Denmarkand 'aayments from State duction to the discharge resolution for
sources, the Commissionhad proposed revenue to the uropean communi- 198322 called attention to certain weak-
retainingentry in accountswith the na- ties in France. In the four other nesses in the own resourcessystem and
tional treasuries, but in return, and in Member States, Greece, Ireland, Italy asked the Courtof Auditors to prepare
accordance with the rinciple of own and the United Kingdom, the situation a special report on the customs duties
resources,providingt aat it could freely is even worse; they include own re- and levies area of the own resources

use the amounts entered, which were sources in the revenue side of their system.23 The resolution also included
no longer protected against exchange budgets before entering transfers to a statement regretting the fact that
rate risks, but would yield interest. the Communitybudgeton the expendi- there is no regular, obligatory trans-

The Council took up the Commission's ture side. Greece and the United King- mission of information to the Commis-
proposal in that the Community now dom providenotes and tables explain- sion on frauds and irregularities con-

bears the exchange rate risk; however ing all financiai relationswith the Com- cerning own resources.

the sums do not bear interest and are munities (last sentence of section 3. The Committeeon BudgetaryControl
available to the Commission only for A(1) of Annex II, Commission re- had already stressed this later point in
its immediate financial needs. From port). the Gabert report; the resolution
this point of view, the Community is 34. In their national accounts eight which accompanied this report was

worse off under the own resources sys- Member States treat own resources in adopted by Parliamentin April 1984.24
tems than it was under the previous accordance with ESA (European Sys- 4. The Commission's report on the im-

system of national contributions. tem of integratedaccounts) principles, plementation of Regulations Nos.
29. Logically, in 1982 the Commission which take into account the Communi- 2891/77 and 2892/77 concerning own

again pressed its previous proposal re- ty nature of own resources. Germany resources is provided for by Article 22

garding interest. Nevertheless it aban- continues to ignore the ESA in this of Regulation No. 2891/77.25 Parlia-
doned its demand for free access to the respect. Details for Greece are not yet ment requested this report in April
sums due. Parliament fully supported available. 1982 in the context of the 1980 dis-
this proposal. It also proposed that 35. The Commission's conclusion that charge resolution26 and in April 1983
those Member States which so desired this situation could be improved in the context of the 1981 discharge27
might credit the amount of own re- (section 2.4. of the report) would seem resolution. Parliament also requested
sources to an account with a financial to be rather an understatement. Fresh the report in resolutions of December
institution in the MemberState, so that action by the Commissionseems neces- 198228 and June 19842' on proposed
the National Treasurywould no longer sary, in order to compel the Member amendments to the Regulations. Such
have to bear the interest. States that have not yet done so to re- a report is indispensablefor Parliament

30. Parliament also used its budgetary cord the Community's own resources which must, on the one hand, exercise
powers to strengthen the Community in the national budgets and national its control over the proper functioning
nature of own resources along the lines accounts in a manner which is in con- of the own resources system and, on

proposed by the Commission. formity with the Communitynature of the other, give its opinion on the regu-
In the 1984 budget, Parliament made a these resources. It would also seem ap- lations proposed in this area.

token entry for interest on revenue. In propriate for the the Commission to 5. From the point of view of the Commit-
the 1985 budget, Parliament entered draw up a Community model in order tee on Budgetary Control, the Com-
the sum of 30 m ECU against this item, to harmonize the entries concerned. mission's report gives a comprehensive
as proposed by the Commission in its review of the functioning of the own

preliminary draft budget. In its initial resources system. It is important to re-

proposals to amend Regulation 2891/ III. OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE call that the system chosen in 1979 to

77, the Commissionestimated the total ON BUDGETARYCONTROL21 ensure the Community's financial au-

interest involved at 140 m ECU. This On 20 November 1984, the Committee on tonomy, the aim of which was to cover

entry in the budgetwill force the Coun- Budgetary Control appointed Mr. R. Ryan all expenditurearising from Communi-
cil to give its views on the Commission as member responsible for own resources. ty activitity by resources determined
proposal, both on legal groundsas pro- and controlledby the Community,did
vided for in the Joint Declarationof 30 The Committee considered and adopted not become completely operational
June 1982 (OJ No. C 194, 28.7.1982) the draft opinion at its meeting of 19 Sep- until 1980 and had, by 1983, reached
and on grounds of balancing the tember 1985 by fourteen votes to three with its limits. An appreciationof the func-

budget, with a view to financing the one abstention. tioning of the system must equally take
1985 budget. The following took part in the vote:- Mr. into account the fact that, since 1983,

31. Another point arising from the Com- Aigner, Chairman; Mrs. Boserup, vice- the Community has been dependent
munity nature of own resources is the chairman; Mr. Battersby, vice-chairman; on decisions taken by Member States
way in which these resourcesare shown Mr. Ryan, draftsman; Mr. Alber (deputiz- for securing the resources it requires
in the nationalbudgets. Asthe Commu- ing for Mrs. Lentz-Cornette);Mr. Anastas- and that it is not yet clear when this

nity's own resources, they should not sopoulos (deputizing for Mr. Marck); Mr. state of affairs will come to an end.

appear at all in national budgets and Dimitriadis, Mr. Frh (deputizing for Mr.
accounts. Annex 1I to the Commission Bardong); Mr. Guermeur; Mrs. Hoff; Mr.
report accompanying the proposal to Papoutsis; Mr. Pitt; Mr. Price, Mr. Schn; 21. Rule 101 of the Rules of Procedure.

extend Regulation 2892/77 describes Mr. Schreiber, Mrs. Scrivener; Mr. Sim- 22. Draftsman Mr. Richie Ryan.
the practice in each Member State. monds and Mr. Tomlinson (deputizing for 23. OJ C 122, 20.5.85, p.35.

32. This shows that in national budget Mr. Wettig)
24. OJ C 127, 14.5.84, p.52.

documents only four Member States
25. OJ L 336, 27.12.1977, p.7.
26. OJ L 46, 18.2.1983.

have a method of presentation any Introduction 27. OJ L 174, 30.6.1983.
where near in keeping with the nature 28. OJ C 13, 17. 1.1983, p.218.
of own resources (para. 31, Commis- 1. The Committee on BudgetaryControl 29. OJ C 172,2.7.1984, p.145.
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6. From the Budgetary Control view- concept of establishment be clarified 14. Member States receive compensa-
point there are two broad areas to be by rcference to entry in accounts. tions for transactions which continue
considered. These are the control and Thus, own resources would be estab- to be taxed although they should be

functioningofthe system and the iden- lished with the entry into the accounts exempt and authorizationsfor trans-

tification and pursut of frauds and ir- arising from the chargeable event. If actions which continue to be exempt
regularities. entry into accounts is used to define although they should be taxed. These

establishment, a degree of harmoniza- mechanismshave to be retained as long
CONTROLAND FUNCTIONINGOF tion which is lacking at the moment as the derogations in the sixth VAT

THE SYSTEM will be achieved. Directive are retained. The Commis-
11. Amendments proposed by the Com- sion has suggested that most of these

Treatmentof own resourcesin MemberStates' mission and approved by Parliament derogations be phased out in the

Budgets and National Accounts specifying the conditions under which period to 1 January 1988. Again, the

7. In its resolution on proposed amend- Member States may defer or be re- proposal is still with the Council for

ments to Regulations nos. 2891/77 and leased from the obligation of making decision and the Committee on Budg-
2892/77 of 17 December 1982,' Parlia- established entitlements available also etary Control would ask that the Coun-

ment asked that a report be submitted await adoption by the Council. These cil be urged to accept the timetable

on the treatment of own resources in amendments have been proposed be- proposed for the termination of these

national budgetary documents and ac-
cause the concept of force majeure, derogations.

counts and on the compatibilityof this notwithstanding Court of Justice rul-

treatment with Community's financiai ings on its interpretation,continues to Method for determining the VAT base

autonomy. As own resources have be applied in different ways by diffe- 15. Regulation No. 2892/77 of December
been allocated once andfor all to the rent Member States. 197733 allowed Member States to

Community and control over these re-
12. Until the concept of establishment s choose between the returns method

sources should be exercised by the clarified by reference to entry in ac- and the revenue method for determin-

Community's Budgetary Authority, counts and force majeure is replaced ng the VAT assessment basis for a

they should not be entered in national by a precise set of rules on when estab- period subseauentlyextended by Reg-
budgets to receive national legislative lished entitlements need not be made ulation No. 3550/8234 to the end of

available, the situation will remain un-
authorisation . Nevertheless, as the

satisfactorvbecause will
1985. The returns method is based on

Commission report makes clear, only own resources tax returns while the revenue method
four Member States present their not be defined and made available in

applies the VAT rate rates in forceor

budgets in such a way as to respect this the same way in all Member States.
during theyear to the total revenue

principle. The failure of most Member The Council should therefore be urged collected. The returns method there-

States to recognise the logic of own
to adopt the appropriate legislation fore establishes a direct link between

resources in budgetary presentation is without further delay the Community and the taxpayer
to be regretted, not least because the whereas the revenue method is based

presentation adopted tends to suggest Control and correction of the VAT base on a statistical calculation using na-

that own resources are a kind of na- 13. Control and correction of the VAT tional data. The Commissionnow pro-
tional contribution to theCommunity's base hinges on the annual statement of poses an extensionof the period of val-

budget - chargeable transactions submit- idity of Regulation No. 2892/77 on

8. Although the Commission describes
tax VAT 31 December 1988. Not-
ted by Member States by 1 July of the to

this situation in its report, it makes no withstanding the late implementation
proposals on how it might be im- year following the calendar year con-

of Regulation No. 2892/77, the Com-
cerned. This forms the basis forcorrec-

proved. The Committeeon Budgetary tions made to the VAT base including
mittee on Budgetary Control deplores

Control's view is that the Cormission the fact that the Commissionis not now

should make representations to the
those arising from the control visits un-

in position recommend that thea to

Member States concerned (Denmark,
dertaken by the Commission in con-

returns method be adopted in all

Greece, France, Ireland, Italy and the junction with the Member States. Cur-
Member States. In the Committee's

rent arrangements build into the sys-
United Kingdom) in order to secure a delay in final establishment of view, the transitional period allowed
more Iogicalandcoherentpresentation

tem a
to the end of 1985 should have been

the VAT base for any year and, in the
of own resource in their budgets. used by the Commission to encourage

9. As regards national accounts, which
event of unresolved disagreement be-

harmonization the basis of the
tween the Commission and a Member on re-

are accounting and statistical docu- State, the Commission' s final recourse
turns method which takes full account

ments and which show how own re- is invocationof Article 169 of the EEC of the desirability of establishing a di-

sources are considered by national ad- rect link between the taxpayer and the

ministrations, all Member States, with treaty against the Member State. Dif-
Communityficulties in estimating the amounts in-

the exception of Germany and, for the volved make it more important that 16. There is little evidence in the report
moment, Greece, treat own resources the Commissionacts speedily to secure

that the Commission has, n fact, done
in accordance with Community rules.

own resources which are not made this. Noris there an explanationof why
The Commission should make rep- available while disagreements are un-

one MemberState, Denmark,changed
resentation to the Member States con- resolved. In its annual report for the from the returns to the revenue

cerned. method despite the fact that Article 3
1983 financial year32 the Court of Au-
ditors notes that the Commission has of Regulation No. 2892/77 requires

Establishmentand making available of been tardy in initiating recovery action Member States to inform the Commis-
own resources sion of underlying reasons for such

through the Court ot Justice. Given a

10. Article 1 of Regulation No. 2891/77' the time lags which are in any case in- change.
allows the establishment of own re- herent in the control system this is to

17. In fact, only one Member State now

sources to be determined by reference be regretted. The Commission should uses the returns method, Ireland, and

to the national provisions of each now examineallpossibilitiesforearlier t is difficult to envisage the remaining
Member State. This means that there correction of the VAT base including Member States changing to it before

is no common definition or har- correction before submissionof the an-
the end of 1988 unless required to do

monized application of the concept of nual statement by Member States. For SO.

establishment of own resources. To example, there may be possibilities for 30. OJ C 13, 17.1.1983, p.21.
overcome this difficulty, Parliament makingcorrectionsduringthefinancial 31. OJ C 336,27.12.1977..
and the Commissionhave proposed, in year concerned on the basis of the 32. OJ C 348, 31.12.1984, p.27
amendments to the Regulation still t0 monthly statements of accounts for- 33. OJ L1- 336, 27.12.1977, p 9.

be adopted by the Council, that the warded by Member States. 34. OJ L 373, 21.12.1982, p.l.
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18. The view of the CommitteeonBudget- these losses. The Committeeon Budg- base as the method which establishes a

ary Control is that the Commission etary Control considers therefore that direct link between the Community
should now bring forward a firm pro- Regulations No. 2891/77 should be and the tax payable and is most clearly
posal for the adoption of the returns amended to require Member States to compatible with the principle of the
method and use any transitionalperiod report on a regular basis all own re- Community's financiai autonomy;
in order to ensure, in conjunctionwith sources frauds and irregularities in- - Urges the Commission to propose a

Member States, that the returns volving sums over an agreed threshold Regulation which would require
method is properly implemented in such a way as to permit analysis of Member States to adopt the returns

throughout the Community. Such a these frauds, includinganalysisof their method over an appropriate period;
course of action would also give clear duplicability. The Commission's pro- - Notes and deplores the fact that the
guidance to Spain and Portugal posal for a Regulation establishing an practical application of the legislation

information system in this field should establishing the own resourcessystem,
IDENTIFICATION,COMMUNICATIONAND be adopted by the Council without a system which did not become opera-
PURSUITOF FRAUDS AND IRREGULARITIES further delay. Theproposal was sub- tional until 1980 and had reached its

mitted in March 1979. limits by 1983, has had the effect of
Inspection and control of traditional making own resources increasingly re-

own resources Frauds and irregularitiesconcerning semble a form of national contribution

19. In accordancewith Article 18 of Regu- VAT own resources to the Community'sbudget;
lation No. 2891/7735 Member States 22. The Commission is considering

- Is deeply concerned that the tendency
carry out verifications and enquiries whether it can investigate VAT frauds to treat and regard own resources as a

concerning the establishment of own in Member States as requested by Par- form of national contribution is under-

resources. Additional inspections are liament in the Gabert resolution37 mining the Community's financial au-

carried out with the Commissionat the which wassubmittedbytheCommittee tonomy which is a fundamental pre-
Commission's reasoned request. The on Budgetary Control. The Gabert re-

condition of its existence;
Commissioncannot carry out indepen- port considered that the information

- While noting that the erosion of finan-

dent inspections nor can it control tax- obtained could be used to revise the cial autonomy is not solely due to

payers directly. The joint inspections Community'sshare of the proceeds of methods of budgetarypresentationde-

carried out, with the exceptionof those VAT in each Member State. It is dif- plores the inclusion, in some Member

concerning sugar levies, are in effect ficult to see how astute use of this infor- States, of own resources in budgetary
inspections of administrations. The mation would undermine the fiscal na-

documents ratified by national au-

view of the Committee on Budgetary ture of Community VAT as the Com- thorities and calls upon the Commis-

Control is that the Commission'spow- mission suggests in its report; the Com- sion to urge those Member States

ers of inspection in the area of own mittee on Budgetary Control would whose budgetary presentation and ac-

resources remain inadequate and that ask that Parliament calls upon the counting proceduresdo not respect the

the Council should be urged to adopt Commission to begin investigation of Community nature of own resources

without further delay the Commis- VAT frauds in Member States forth- to change their presentation accord-

sion's proposals for strengthening with. ingly;
these powers including provision for Deplores the fact that frauds and ir--

independent inspection. CONCLUSION regularities concerning the Communi-
ty's own resources are inadequate;

23. There is an approach to the questionof Insists that frauds and irregularitiesaf-Communicationof frauds and irregularities own resources which, since 1980, has
-

fecting uncoveredown resources are
20. It is a deplorable state of affairs that tended to raise doubtsaboutthe princi- and pursued and calls upon the Council

the Commission's information on ple of financial autonomyby emphasis- to adopt the proposed amendments to
frauds and irregularities is, as the re- ing the nationalcontributionsaspect Regulation No. 2891/77 which would
port admits, far from being as com- of certain own resources and, with in- allow the Commission to carry out in-
plete as it should be.36 The report creasing frequency, submitting the de- dependent inspectionsof irregularities
makes clear that there is no systematic cision to raise resources to ratification affecting traditional own resources;
procedure for the regular communica- by national authorities. - Deplores the fact that the Commission
tion from MemberStates of frauds and 24. The extension of the period of validity does not receive regular and com-

irregularities concerning own re- of Regulation No. 2892/77 must not be prehensive information on own re-
sources. The Commission does not an occasion for the consolidation of sources, frauds and irregularities from
have information for detailed analysis this development. Parliament can only Member States and calls upon the
of individual cases of frauds and ir- accept this extension if, at the same Council to adopt without further delay
regularitiesand the implicationsof this time, measures toconsolidatefinancial the Commission'sproposed regulation
go beyond the recovery of sums in the autonomy are taken. for MemberStates to report frauds and
individual cases concerned. Without irreularitieson a regulare basis;
this informationitis difficult tosee how The Committee on Budgetary Control -- Cal s upon the Commission to begin
the Commission can become aware of therefore requests the Committee on independent investigationand analysis
loopholes in present procedureswhich Budgets to include the following para- of VAT frauds;
may be exploited on more than one graphs in the motion for a resolutionon the - In view of the importance of the sub-
occasion or can bring forward propos- Commission's report on the implementa- ject requests that a conciliation proce-
als for closing these loopholes. tion of Council Regulations Nos. 2891/77 dure between Parliament and the

21. Moreover, without adequate informa- and 2892/77 concerning own resources and Council be opened.
tion the Commission cannot estimate the Proposal for a Regulationextending the
the sums lost to the Community term of validity of Regulation No. 2892/77
through fraud in own resources or dis- concerningvalue added tax; j5. OJ L 336, 27.12.1977, p.8.
cuss with Member States their respon- - Reiterates its preference for the re- 36. COM(85) 170 final. p.ll.
sibilities for recoveringor makinggood turns method for determiningthe VAT 37. OJ C 127,14.5.1984, p.53
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technologytransferbetween the developed Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc. 1985. ExecutiveOffice of the President Office of

countriesand the Asian-Pacificregion. 576 pp.,$13. Managementand Budget.
EditorAhmad Khan. Guide featuring tax changes that affect 1984 Washington,U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,
Singapore,Asian-PacificTaxand Investment income tax returns. 1985.81 pp
Research Centre, 1985. 261 pp. (B. 106.483) (B. 106.523)
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A Survey of Taxes on the Individual in Ghana*
An emerging principle of modern income taxation is top rate of 60% on the comparatively low amount of
that the individual should be taxed on the basis of his 30,600 (see Table 1). Provisions exist in the legisla-
ability fo pay. The difficulty, however, is to design a tion for marginal relief and a number of personal re-
tax system that reflects the individual'sability, particu- liefs are available to individuals (e.g., 5,000 for a

larly in less developed nations where there are wide married man, 3,600 for a single person and an addi-
gaps between rich and poor. A wealth tax, an estate tional 2,000 for individualswith yearly incomeunder
tax, a succession tax, or a capital gains tax can be a 12,000 ). Relief is also given, in the form of a deduc-
useful supplement to the income tax in aiding to define tion, for contributions made or premiums paid in re-
the individual's ability to pay. spect of life insurance, pensions and social security.

The aggregate amount of reliefs for life insurance,In Ghana, a capital gains tax, a donations tax, a wealth
pension and social security contributions nottax, and an estate tax have all been employed, at one may ex-

time, in addition to the income taxes payable by the
ceed 4,000 .

individual. However, the estate tax was repealed in Dividends, interest, royalties, and fees are considered
1969 and the wealth tax, which was introduced in 1984, part of taxable income. Tax is withheld at source on
has since been suspended. paymentsof dividendsby Ghanaiancompanies to indi-

Currently, in Ghana, the most important form of di- viduals, resident or non-resident, at a rate of 30%.
Interest payable to resident individuals is liable torect taxation on the individual is the income tax levied deduction at source at a rate of 30%. Interest andin terms of the provisions of the Income Tax Decree royalties payable to non-resident individuals liable1975 (as amended). Generally, residents are taxed on

are
to tax deductionat source at the appropriateindividualincome accruing in, derived from, brought into or

received in Ghana; non-residents, only to the extent
rate of tax provided that the amount of tax payable by
the non-resident individual is not less than 35% of histhat the income is derived from Ghana. Income in- total income derived from Ghana. Although notcludes gains or profits from any business, trade or
specified in the legislation, any taxes so withheld atprofession, royalties, interest, dividends, annuities,

and any gains or profits from employment including
source are considered a prepaymentof tax and set off

any allowances or non-cash benefits. With respect to against the taxpayer's final tax liability. Foreign divi-

benefits in kind, the employee's taxable income is dends, interest, and royalties payable to residents are

increased, according to tables in the Income Tax De-
included in taxable income. No credit is available for

tax on pro-cree, where he has the use of a motor vehicle, accom- foreign paid the income, however, unless

modation or furnishings provided by the employer.
vided for by a double taxation agreement.

These increases are, in effect, nominal, but are in- Income by way of rent is computed and taxed sepa-
tended to reflect, in some measure, the gain derived rately from other income under the Rent Tax Law
by the taxpayer from such non-cash benefits. 1984 and, in the case of non-residents, the tax is with-

Exemptions from taxable income include: wound and
disability pensions; severancepay; a rent allowanceof Table 1
not more than 20% of the employee's basic annual Individual income tax
salary; income from scholarships or similar educa-
tional endowments;any benefits received under social Individuals are subject to tax at the following rates:

securit legislation; interest by a non-residenton Gov-
ernment bonds and bonds of a registeredco-operative

Taxable income() Rate of tax
First 1,000 1%

society or statutory corporation; and investment in- next 1,000 1.5%
come of an approved pension or provident society or next 1,000 2.5%
fund. next 1,000 4%

In the determinationof taxable income, any expendi-
next 1,000 7.5%

ture which is wholly, exclusivelyand necessarily incur-
next 1,000 10 %
next 1,000 15 %

red in the production of the income, except expendi- next 1,200 20 %
ture of a capital nature, is deductible from gross in- next 1,200 25 %
come. Bad and doubtful debts are specificallydeducti- next 1,800 30 %
ble, but income tax, profits tax or other similar taxes next 1,800 35 %

charged within or outside Ghana, travel expenses be- next 2,400 40 %
tween an individual's residence and place of business, next 2,400 45 %

and any sums recoverable under an insurance or next 3,,000 50 %

indemnity contract are, among others, specificallydis- next 4,800 55 %

allowed. No general provision for the set-offand carry
next 30,600 60 %

forward of losses exists in the Income Tax Decree.
* This note was written by Ms. Beatrice Sergiovanni and Prof. JohnThe rates of personal taxation are graduated into 16 Mills with the assistance of the staff of the International Bureau of Fiscal

rate brackets from 1% on the first 1,000 cedis to the Documentation
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held at source, again, provided that the amount of tax

payable bythe non-residentindividual isnet less than Table 3
35% of his total income derived from Ghana. A tax- Gift tax

payer with no other source of income is granted an

exemption of the first 3,000 of rental income. In Valueofgft () Rate of tax

addition,an allowanceof30% is dedutiblefrom gross
rental income. Rental income is taxed at rates varyng

0 - 2,000 Nil
2,001- 4,000 5%

from 5% on the first480 to 60% on amountsreceived
.

4,001 - 10,000 7.5%
over 13,500 . 10,001 - 20,000 10 %

A capital gains tax was introduced in Ghana by the 20,001 - 50,000 12.5%

Capital GainsTax Decree 1975. Capitalgains accruing
over 50,000 15 %

to a taxpayer from the disposal of chargeable assets
are computedseparatelfrom other income and taxed (Repeal) Decree in 1969. Unde the Gifts Tax Decree
at rates that vary from 15% to 55%, according,to the 1975, a tax is levied on all transfers of assets by way of
length of the period of ownership (see Table 2). nter vivos gift. The gift tax applie's to the transfer of

land, buildings, stocks, bonds and other securities,
Table 2 and money. Gifts made by one spouse to the other, by

Capital gains tax a parent to child or child to parent, and for charitable
or educational purposes are exempt from tax. Gifts

Period of ownership Rate of tax which have a value of less than 2,000 are also

up to 5 years 55% exempt. The gift tax is levied on the mrket value of

5 - 10 years 45% the asset at the time the gift was made at the rates-

10-15 years 35% . shown.in Table 3. Where a donee receives more than

15 - 20 years 25% one gift in any tax ear, and the value of each gift
over 20 years 15% exceeds 2,000 , tax at the appropriate rate is levied

on the aggregatevalue of all gifts received. Ifthe value
of any gft does not exceed 2,000 , tax may neverthe-

Chargeable assets are defined as buildingsof a perma-
less be payable if the aggregatevalue of gifts received

nent or temporary nature, business assets including by the donee over any period of 5 consecutive tax
is than 2,000

goodwill, land, and ny right or interest in stocks and years more .

shares. There are no exemptions rovided for in the Because of the absencef estate and succession taxes

legislation. However, the capital gains realied on the in Ghana and the limited scope.of the gift tax, a wealth

sale of a dwellinghouse are not taxable if they are used tax was viewed as an alternate means to assess the

to. acquire another dwelling housewithin 1 year of the individual.onthe basis ofhis ability to pay nd to effect

disposal and the taxpayerdoes not disposeof the dwel-' a redistribution of wealth. In Ghana, as in other de-

ling house so acquired within 5 years. The amount of veloping nations., the benefits to be derived from the

gain is calculated as the proceeds realized from the imposition of a wealth tax can be limited. Since these

disposal (in cash or in kind) less allovable deductions dation 'have been seriousl crippled by the high rates

and annual depreciationat spefied rates (e.g., 7.5% of inflationof the l'ast dcad,'a wealth tax may create

for furniture, fixtures'and fittings, 3% for land). De- more:problem than'itcouldbe xpected to solve. The

ductions are allowed for the acquisition cost of the timingof the impositionfth law; swell as its scope,

asset, expenses incdental to the sale'of the asset, and are important factors'tobe cohsidered before a wealth

expendituresincurredon alterationsand improvement tax is introduced. '
.... '

:

of the asset by the person disposing of the asset.
. ; , . ,

.

In the following article, the author presents some..of.
No death duties are c urrently levied in Ghana since the issues to be considered before the wealth tax, as it

the estate tax was repealed by the Estate Duty Act is piesently formulated, is reintroduced in Ghana.
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Ghana'sWealthTax

Some Issues and Problems

By J.E.A. Mills
-

A law imposing a tax on net wealth was passed by the --

- Dr. Mills is presently a Senior Lec-

government of the Provisional National Defence turer in Law at the University of

Council on 15 September 1984 for the first tme in Ghana, Legon. He received his

Ghana's history,l Since then many views have been
LL.B. from the Universityof Ghana
in 1966. Thereafter he studied for

expressed concerning the desirabihty of such a tax n an LL.M. at London School of
Ghana. This debate, which has reportedly forced the Economics and Political Science.

government to take the unprecedented step of tem- Dr. Mills earned his Ph.D. in Law at

porarily suspending the tax, should continue for some
the School of Oriental and African
Studies, London, in 1971. He con-

time and this article, which examines some legal and tinued his studies, as a Fulbright
non-legal issues likely to arise from the implementa- scholar, at Stanford Law School in
tion of the tax,.willhopefullycontribute to thys debate. 1971. In 1978 he was a Visiting

Professor in Lawat Temple Univer-
sity, Philadelphia, U.S.A. prior to
resuming his duties at the Univer-
sity of Ghana.

SUMMARYOF THE WEALTHTAX

The wealth tax is to be imposed annually on the net
wealth of any individual, computedon the basis of the sessment does not exceed 500,000 cedis, attracts no

value of any and all assets specified in the first schedule tax.7

to the law, owned by that individual as determinedon
the valuation date.2

WHY A WEALTHTAX
The specified chargeable assets are:

{:) buildings; The introduction of a wealth tax at this point in

ii) undeveloped urban building plots;
Ghana's history is hardly surprising. Indeea, many
economists strongly believe that one of the principal

) uncultivated arable land lying within five kilome- (if the main one) for the slow of
ters radius of any trunk road or all-weather feeder

reasons not pace
economic development in many developingnations is

roads;
(iv)motor vehicles other than commercial vehicles; theirinabilityor failure to impose the right taxes.8 The

and imposition of a wealth tax is one of the measures

recommended. The arguments in favor of such a tax
(v) pleasure boats, yachts and personal or private air- convincing that developing nationscraft.3 appear so many

searching for appropriate of acceleratingtheirmeans

Not all assets falling within the above-mentioned rates of economicgrowth find the adoption of tne tax

categories are, however, taxed. The following assets
are specificallyexempted:

1. Wealth Tax Law, 1984, P.N.D.C.L. 93. Even though the law exists

(a) stool property; on the statute books, there are unofficial reports that the implementation
(b) one owner-occupieddwelling house, the assessed of the law has been temporarily suspended to enable the appropriate

value ofwhichdoes not exceed500,000cedis; and authorities to take a second look at t. These reports, unconfirmedas they
true to

(c) a farm building, situated on a farm, which is used are, might very well be because, the best of the writer's knowledge,
no such tax has been levied on any taxpayersince the law was passed. The

to provide accommodationfor farm workers, stor- suspensionof a tax, albeit tenporary, is unprecedentedin Ghana'smodern

age for farm produce or shelter for livestock.4 history
2. Id., SA(I).

The tax is not imposed on gross wealth, but rather 3. Id., first schedule.
on net wealth which is to be ascertained by deduct- 4. Id., s.4.

ing from the value of the chargeable asset any debt 5. Id., S.3(1)
owed on that date and which has been incurred by the 6. Id., second schedule.

7. Id., S. 1(2)
taxpayer, for the purpose of acquiring,maintainingor 8. See, for example, Nicholas Kaldor Will under-developedcountries

improving the value of such asset.5 The tax rates6 learn to tax Essays on Economic Policy (London, Gerald Duckworth &

range from 0.25% on net wealth exceeding 500,000 Co. Ltd, 1964) Vol. 1,255-265; Reproduced in, Readings on Taxation in

cedis (90 cedis = $ 1), but not exceeding 1,000,000 Developing Countries: Richard M. Bird and Oliver Oldman eds. 3rd ed.

cedis, to a maximum of 5% on net wealth exceeding (The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimoreand London), 29-37. See
also J.F. Due Taxation and Econornic Development in Tropical Africa

5,000,000 cedis. Net wealth, which in any year of as- (The M. I.T. Press, Cambridge Mass. 1963, 161-164).
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irresistible. Ghana is not the first, nor will it be the last form which normallygives rise to problemsof identifi-

developingnation to adopt this tax.9 In the absence of cation and discovery. Apart from the obvious inequity
any memorandum on the Wealth Tax Law giving the inherent in the system, the exclusion of these items
aims and objectives of the Law it is difficult to deter- will tend to discourageinvestmentin chargeable assets

mine which specificconsiderationsmotivated the gov- and encourage the conversion of wealtn nto such
ernment to aaopt the tax. Neverthelessit can be safely items as cash, gold, jewelry, etc. This trend, if un-

assumed that the Ghanaian government must have checked, may eventually lead to a further erosion of
been influenced by the advantages that are associated the tax base.
with this tax. Though the advantagesdiffer from coun-

try to country,1o they generally include the following: Secondly,also excludedfrom the tax base are commer-

the tax helps to achieve equity in taxation by pro-
cial vehicles.12 This be for the following two

-

may
publicviding a more realistic defniton of taxable capac-

reasons: (a) to encourage investmentsin trans-

ity; portation and (b) the owners of such vehicles already
it helps to achieve certain desired economic ef- bear their fair share of the existing tax burden in the

-

fects;
form of income taxes on their pro-ts from the opera-

it enhances efficiency in income tax administra- tion of these vehicles and, therefore, there is no need
-

tion; and
to impose an additional burden. If either or both of

it provides revenue.
these conditions led to the exclusion, then it is arguable

-

that real estate should also have been excluded. In the
first place, as indicated under Ghana's recently

A. Evaluationof Ghana's tax enacted Investment Code, real estate development is

one of the priority areas of investment for which spe-
Having stated the main advantages generally derived cial incentives are to be provided.13 Furthermore, the
from the imposition of the tax, I now propose to owners of real estate also bear their fair share of the
evaluate Ghana's tax in light of these advantages and tax burden in the form of property taxes, capital gains
to determine the extent to which the wealth tax can taxes and income taxes on rental income derived from

help achieve these. their buildings, whether domestic or industrial.

(i) Tax equity However, there are exemptionswhich are understand-
able and defensible on grounds of equity e.g. the

Equity is an important objective of taxation. An in- exemption of stool property from the tax. he reason

come tax by itself, the advocates of the wealth tax

argue, is incapableof achieving tax equity. Not only is
income considered to be an inappropriate yardstick 9. India and Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) adopted the tax, reportedlyon the

for determining a person's taxable capacity, but also recommendation of Nicholas Kaldor. See Nicholas Kaldor, Indian Tax

by taxing income, as opposed to capital, ncome tax Reform, Department of Economic Affairs (New Delhi) 1956, 19-28, and

discriminatesagainst those who are yet to accumulate SuggestionsforaComprehensiveReform of Direct Taxation,Government

wealth. Moreover, income tax is said to impose a
of Ceylon (Colombo, 1960) 13-14. The Santiago Conference on fiscal

heavier tax burden on the holders of high-yield sec-
policy for economic growth in Latin America held in Santiago, Chile in

December, 1962 also recommended the introduction of the tax. See Re-

urities and risky investments which produce income port of the Conference issued by the Joint Tax Program of the Organiza-
regularly, than on holders of low yield or no yield tion of American States, Inter American Development Bank and

investments. A wealth tax, on the otfer hand, is based Economic Commission for Latin America (Baltimore, 1965), 421. Even

on a person's total wealth which is the proper measure among developed nations, the attraction of the tax appears to be equally

of taxablecapacityand does not suffer from the above- strong. In a survey conducted in 1976 by the O.E.C.D., of the 21 countries
which responded to the questionnaire 10 had a net wealth tax while 11 did

mentioned defects of the icome tax. Consequently, not. Those who had the tax at the time were: Austria, Denmark, Finland,

as a supplement to the income tax, the wealth tax may Germany, Ireland, Sweden, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway and

help to remove the inequalities in the income tax sys-
Switzerland. See The Taxation of Net Wealth, Capital Transfers and

Capital Gains of Individuals Report of the O.E.C.D. Committee on

tem. Fiscal Affairs (Paris, 1979), 25.
10. See O.E.C.D. Report, op. cit., 25-26.

Does Ghana's tax, as presently formulated, help t0 See also, Noboru Tanabe Taxationof Net Wealth International Monet-

achieve tax equity A critical examination of the tax ary Fund. Staff Papers, XIV (March, 1967), 124-125, 142-156, reproduced
base suggests that the achievement of equity was in Bird & Oldman eds., op. cit., 256-270.

perhaps not one of the reasons behind the adoption of 11. One of the main reasons for the repeal of the tax n Japan was

reportedly the sharp imbalance of its burden, between those who owned
the tax, because the tax base is too narrow and selec- cash, jewelry, bank deposits and the like - which were very difficult for

tive. Firstly, excluded from the tax base are such forms authorities to trace - and those with real property that was relatively easy

of wealth as cash, gold, diamonds, jewelry, bonds, to identify. Other reasonswhich accountedfor the repeal ofthe lawwere:

shares and the like. However, in view of serious prob- (1) The valuation of assets and liabilities presenteddifficulties for the tax

lems of discovery and identification of these forms of
administration.

(2) The tax produced only a small part of total revenue, compared with

wealth, as experienced in countries such as Japan,t it its costly administration.

is not difficult to appreciate why, in choosing the tax (3) Although the tax aimed at encouragingwealth toshift to more produc-

base, the equity principle was sacrified in favor of tive uses, the result was quite beyond that expected, because such a

practicality. The fact still remains that the tax imposes shift required so many considerations in addition to the form of
tax was

a heavy burden on owners of chargeable assets, while
taxation, and the adopted under unsatisfactoryconditionsfor
investment after the war. See, Noboru Tanabe, op. cit., 260-261.

persons with smilar taxable capacity are left un- 12. P.N.D.C.L.,93, first schedule.

touched for the sole reason that their wealth is in a 13. See Investment Code, 1985, S. 12(1)
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is that stool propertydoes not belong to any particular the burden is considered heavv. It is not impossible to
individual. It belongs to the whole clan, family or imagine owners of buildings,fr example, shifting the
village and the chief or occupant of the stool is only a tax burden to their tenants. 16 While this is not a unique
trustee or caretaker of the communal property. Con- result, the net effect would be that the tax would be
sequently, since the tax is imposed on the wealth of effectively borne by a class altogether different from
the individual it stands to reason that no individualcan that for which it was meant.
be made to pay a wealth tax on stool property. Also
reasonable, but perhaps not justifiable on equity (iii) Adrninistrativeefficiency
grounds, is the exclusion of farm buildings from the The widely held view that the existenceof a wealth taxtax base. However, given the nature of the type of enhances efficiency in income tax administration byfarm buildings exempted one can appreciate the need providing information, which can be used for cross-and justification for sacrificing tax equity in order to checking and thereby help to detect inconsistencies, isencourage investment n agriculture, which is, above
all, one of the priority areas of the economy.

14 questionable. As Tanabe7 explains, an examination
of a man's property ownership (if disclosed) usually
leads to the discovery of concealed income just as an(ii) Economic effects'5 examinationof his income receipts (if disclosed) leads

It cannot be denied that there are certain desired to the discovery of conceivable property. The exist-
economiceffects that the tax will hel to achieve. One ence of a tax on both property and income, he con-

is that it can produce a shift in the behaviour of tax- cludes, should improve the administrativeefficiency
payers and thereby stimulate the desired economic of the system and provide a better check on evasion
activity. The imposition of the tax and the need to and concealment than a tax on either alone. 18 While
avoid payment of the tax are factors which are likely it is true that certain countries j9 have found that the
to force the owners of such assets to put them to introductionof the wealth tax has enhanced efficiency
productive use. In Ghana's case, it could be argued in their income tax administration, it should be ob-
that the owner of uncultivated arable land might be served that it is not the mere imposition of the tax
forced to cultivate it in order to be able to pay the tax. which promotes efficiency. As the Santiago confer-
Another desired economic effect of the tax is that, ence recognized, in 1962, this benefit can only be ob-
since it is imposed on the total sum accumulatedby the tained where there is already in existence a highlv
taxpayer regardlessof the extent of the incomeor gain efficient ncome tax administration. If the existing ad-
derived from it (unlike the income tax, which levies its ministration is inefficient or weak, the introductionof
toll on realized gains and profits), it is unlikely to the tax can only create more administrativeDroblems.
constitute a disincentivefor hard work. Further, while It is no wonder that the conference resolvedthat in-
the inclusion of undevelopedurban buildingsplots will troduction of this tax in the near future may be advis-
have the desired economic effect of discouraging land able only in countries possessing these administrative
speculation in the urban areas, it will also create prerequsites 2(,

hardships for two classes of urban plot owners, manY Two questions need to be posed here. First, doesof whom are allottees of government plots who are Ghana currently have a highly efficient income tax
clearly liable to the tax. These are: administrationAnd second, if it does, to what extent
(a) the many owners of partially developed urban will the tax enhance efficiency in the existing income

plots who have been forced by the ever-risingcosts tax administration It would be dishonest to answer
of building materials to abandon the development the first question in the affirmative. That all develop-of their plots; and ing nations, including Ghana, are yet to attain an op-(b) owners of urban plots who have not even started timum level of efficiency in income tax administration
developing their plots because they lack the re- s one common finding of studies undertaken in this
sources to do so. area.2' Given the usual constraints of lack of proper

To such owners, who are clearly non-speculators, the 14. Id., S. 12(I)
15 For a fuller discussion, see, Richard Goode, The Individual Incometax poses a serious dilemma. So long as their plots Tax (The Brookings Institution, Washington, 1964), 13.

remain undeveloped or partially developed, they will 16. It may be argued that as far as domestic buildings are concerned,
be forced to use what ; ittle resources they possess, this s unlikely to happen since rents are currently controlled under the
which they could otherwise have accumulated to de- Rent laws However, it s also well known that most landlords find the

velop their plots, to pay the wealth tax. What is worse,
controlled rents unrealistic in view of present day costs and have been

their plots, when eventually developed, might attract agitating for either a revision of rents or the repeal of the law. Whatever
the case, it is clear that the government cannot control rents indefinitely

an even heavier tax! Certain undesirable economic and that when the lid is taken off, one can only expect an escalation n
effects may result from the tax. The first of these is the rents, which will be partly due to the effect of the wealth tax.

possibleconversionof expendituresfrom durablesand 17. Noboru Tanabe, op. cit., 264-265.

real estate development to non-durables and invest- 18. Id., p 265.
19. See, O.E.C.D. Report, op. cit., 121-128.

ment in such non-chargeable assets as cash, gold 20. See, N. Tanabe, op. cit 266,

jewelry and the like. This development would cer- 21. See, Milton C. Taylor The Relationship between Income Tax Ad-

tainly defeat one of the main objectives of the Invest- ministration and Income Tax Policy in Nigeria, Nigerian Journal of
ment Code, i.e. the encouragementof investments in Economic and Social Studies 9 (July 1967) 203-15 reproduced in Bird &

real estate development. The second economicdisad-
Oldman op. cit., 528-540. See also, Stanley S. Surrey, Tax Administration
in UnderdevelopedCountries, University of Miami Law Review XII 158-

vantage is that the tax may be shifted, especiallywhen 188, (1958), reproduced in Bird & Oldman, op. cit., 479-499.
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and adequatepersonnel and resources, the present wealth but on net wealth of any individual com-

income tax administration can be said to be only puted on the basis of the value of any or all of the

reasonablyefficient. It follows, therefore, that Ghana assets (as specified in the first schedule) owned by
cannot expect any dramatic improvement in income that individual as determined on the valuation date.25
tax adminstration through the imposition of a wealth The law then goes on to explain that, in levying the tax

tax. Since the present level of income tax administra- there shall be deducted from the value or the aggre-
tion is reasonable at best, the tax will onlv succeed in gate value of any or all of the assets specified in the

helping to create more administrativeproblems. Even irst schedule to this law ownedby him on the valuation
where there exists an efficient income tax administra- date, any debt owed on that date and which has been

tion, one author has warned that the possibilities of incurred by him for the purpose of acquiring, main-
such administrativeimprovementare limited and can- taining or improving the value of such asset.26 Thus,
not be attainedwithoutconsiderableeffort and costs.n22 there are three main conditionswhich must be satisfied
The tvpe of information that the introduction of the before a debt can be deducted. First, it must be seen

wealti tax is to help provide can easily be gathered, to be a debt; second, the debt must have been out-

given the uncomplicated nature of Ghana's current standing on the valuation date; and finally, the debt

income tax system, without the aid of a wealth tax. must have been incurred for the purpose of either
The following observation by Surrey, while it under- acquiring, maintainingor improving the value of such

scores the points so far made,shouldalso serve as both asset. While the second and third conditions should
a lesson and a warning. not present many problemsof legal interpretation, the

Much of tax policy is being directed to obtaining in-
same cannot be said for the first condition. Even

creased revenues to enable governments to carry out though the whole provision on deductibiltyseems to

their economic planning. The search is for additional revolvearound the word debt, the law unfortunately
taxes, for new sources of revenue. Yet it is true in many

fails to provide us with any definition. The only gul-
countries that the successful administrationof some of dance offered under the Law is in the form of a caveat

the existing taxes would provide a considerable part of that, in defining the word, no account shall be taken
the needed additional revenue. The diligent execution of the amount of any tax or penalty chargeable under
of existing taxes may well make unnecessary,or at least this law, the Income Tax Decree, 1975 (S.M.C.D.5)
reduce, the multiplicationof taxes in search of revenue. The Rent Tax Law, 1984 (PN.D.C.L.82) or any rates,
It should be noted that this multiplicationof taxes can, charges or tax imposed on property by any local gov-
through a dispersion of administrativeresources, result ernment authority.''27

in a weakening of the entire tax structure. Moreover,
the adoption ot new taxes to compensate for the failure The word debt does not lend itself tO easy interpreta-
to enforce existing taxes may distort the equity of the tion. It appears to encompass a number of transac-

system, for soon the rationale of the structure is lost in tions. This is evident from Webster's New Twentieth
a complex maze of one set of taxes imposed to adjust Century Dictionarywhich defines it as either an obli-
for the defect in another set.23 gation or liability to pay or return somethingor that

which is due from one person to another or others
(iv) Revenue yield whether goods, money or services, or something
Even though most advocates of the tax would readily owed.
concede that a high revenue yield is not one of its main A statutory definition would have helped to throw
attractions24, this is perhaps the greatest advantage light on this dark corner of the law and also clearlythat Ghana can expect from the tax. As is explained indicated its exact parameters. As things are, the re-

later, thanks to a combination of such factors as the sponsibilityof offering guidance on the exact scope of
method of valuation of assets, the assets chargeable, the word seems to have been placed on the courts and
and the effect of almost a decade of serious inflation Commissioners,and their task will be an

immediately preceding the introduction of the tax,
the Revenue

there is the potential for a high revenue yield. How-
onerous one.

ever, as we have argued elsewnere, while government Even apart from this problem of interpretation, there
will find such high revenue yields most welcome, it is are other undesirableeffects from the implementation
likely to bring in its wake dissatisfaction, and create of the provision. The first is that taxpayers may feel

problems of payment. encouraged, if not compelled, to borrow rather than
use their own resources or to re-invest the income

B. Other ssues and problems generated from their assets to acquire, maintain or

improve chargeable assets, even when they have the

Apart from those identified in the foregoing discus-
resources to do so. Even if the financial institutions
would be in a position to meet the demand for such

sion, there are certain issues which make the introduc- facilities, it is doubted that in this period of Ghana's
tion of a wealth tax in Ghana, at this point in its economicreconstruction,borrowingor lendingfor the
history, undesirable. These generally relate to the de-
termination of the tax chargeable, valuation of assets
and payment of the tax.

22. Noboru Tanabe, op. cit., 265.
23. Stanley S. Surrey, op. cit., 480.
24. See, O.E.C.D. Report, op. cit., 21-24.

(i) Determinationof the tax chargeable 25. P.N.D.C.L.,93S. 1(1)
26. Id., S.3(1).

As already indicated, the tax is not levied on gross 27. Id., S.3(2)
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acquisition, maintenance or improvement of such as- or, at least, periodically.33Considering the number of
sets as non-commercial motor cars, pleasure boats, chargeableassets which need to be valued and also the
yachts and personal aircraft is the type of economic fact that the tax is a national one, such official valua-
activity that should be encouraged. tions are bound to be time-consumingand expensive.
Anotherpossible effect of the rovision is the discour- Ths is one problem that Ghana must deal with and it

agement of wealthy taxpayers rom settling their debts is doubted whethershe has the requisiteadministrative

or at least slowing down repayments as the valuation machinery and the resources to undertake such

date, the 1st of January, draws near.28 It may, how- periodic official valuations. The adoption of the self-

ever, be argued that this practice can be checked assessment system under the law can only minimize,
through the imposition of default charges by financial but not completely, remove the need for the periodic
institutions and other lendng agencies on defaulting

official valuations. It is true that under this system,
which has also been adopted in the Netherlands anddebtors. While this measure would ensure that the

creditor does not lose through debt defaults, there is Ireland,34 the primary responsibilityfor asset valuation

still the question of how such situations are to be is that of the taxpayer. The taxpayer is expected to
forward his figure, which is then subject to reviewand,considered for the purposes of the tax.
if challenged by the authorities. How-necessary, tax

ever, since the value given by the taxpayer is not final
and may be subject to challenge by the tax au-(ii) Valuation of assets
thorities,35 there would still be the need for official

Two problems that can complicate the implementation valuations if this cross-checking is to be done effec-
of the tax relate to:

(a) the question of what particular assets should be
taken into considerationin computingthetax;and 28. The foregoing discussion is not meant to suggest that the allowance

(b) the actual valuation of the assets. of debts as a deductible expenditure is unique to Ghana's tax law. On
the contrary, it appears to be a common feature of many wealth tax laws.
But in many such countries the scope of debts is much wider and a premium

(a) Assets to be valuedfor wealth tax does not appear to be placed on whether or not the debt was outstanding
on the valuation date.

Since the tax is to be based on the value of any or all See, O.E.C.D. Report, op. cit., 34-35.
of assets owned by that individual as determined on 29. P.N.D.C.L., 93 S. 1(1)
the valuation date,29 the law would appear to encour- 30. Id., S 6(2)
age taxpayers to employ such avoidance devices as 31. This approach, which was rejected, was recommended by Kaldor to

would enable them to legally disose of such assets
the Government of India. The importance of this method iS that all assets

would be valued at cost and they would continue to be so valued (subject
before the valuation date, but at tae same time retain to depreciation)until the assets passed out of the account through sale, gift
defacto control over and derive every possible benefit or bequest. The asset would, therefore, have to be valued (I) when the tax

from the asset. This particularproblem seems to have is initially introduced, and (2) subsequently,only when the property was

been expertly solved through the adoption of two transferred to a different owner other than through sale. This approach is,

specific anti-avoidanceprovisionsaimed at countering
however, criticized by Goode as follows: If items are assessed at book
value or original cost until a transactionoccurred.., the wealth tax would

the effect of such dispositions.The first such provision lose much of its advantageas a supplementarymeasureof economiccapac-
is Section 6(1) which disregards, for tax purposes, any ity. Failure to take account of unrealized appreciationor decreases in the

transfer of an asset that is not made for valuable con- value of assets would be a more serious defect in a wealth tax than in an

sideration. The second is a provision which empowers
income tax. Any particular gain or loss affects wealth in all subsequent

but it affects income ofonly hence later actual construc-
the tax authorities to disregard, for tax purposes, anY

years, one year; or

tive realizationwill do more to make up for the earlier omission of accrued
transfer made to: gains and losses under the income tax than under the wealth tax. A wealth

(a) an infant; tax on book value, like a tax on realized income, imposes an additional

(b) a voluntary or charitable organization that is not liability when appreciated assets are sold and may defer economically,
absolute and vested in and controlled by its trus-

desirable switchesof investments.
See, Richard Goode, op. cit., 32, and also, Tanabe, op. cit., 267.

tees; 32. Section 5 of P.N.D.C.L., 93 provides as follows:

(c) a company wholly owned by the taxpayer; and ..The value of any asset for the purposes of this Law shall -

(d) a company the shares of which are jointly owned (a) in the case of land without building, be the current market value;

by the taxpayer and a member of his family.30 (b) in the case of land with building, be the replacement cost or current

market value whichever is higher;
(c) in any other case, be the cost or current market value whichever is

(b) Actualvaluationofassets higher.
33. In countries with the wealth tax. three main procedures have been

One problem that is likely to arise and thereby give adopted.. The first is that the value of the taxpayer's total net wealth, as

cause for considerable dissatisfaction amOng tax- fixed for a particular year may be treated as remaining unchanged for a

payers, lowering taxpayer morale, and consequently number of years. Secondly, the values of particularclasses of assets (espe-

affecting compliance with the tax, is the troublesome cially real estate) may be fixed by an official valuation which then remains
in force at the same figure for several years. Thirdly, set rules or formulae

one of actual valuation of assets. There appear to be for valuation of particularclasses may be laid down. While most countries
two main options available in this area: first, the cur- reassess the taxpayer's total wealth every year, there are differences. In

rent market value; and second, the book value. How- Denmark, the official valuation of immovable property remains in force

ever, the book value approach is considered unrealis- for 4 years; Sweden for 5 years; Germany it is revalued every 6 years; and

tic3t and consequently many countries, like Ghana,32 Austria revalues every 9 years.

have adopted the market value option. The adoption
Fur a fuller discussion, see, O.E.C.D. Report, op. cit., 48-49.
34. Id.,49-55.

of this option requires that assets be valued annually 35. P.N.D.C.L.,93 S.(9)
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tively. While the adootionof a self-enforcingdevice,36 CONCLUSIONS
as advocated by Kaldor and Strasma,37 and the rigor-
ous enforcement of the penalty provisions under the It cannot be denied that a wealth tax has many advan-
law would check under-valuation by taxpayers, these tages over other forms of tax. As our discussion has
measures will not completely obviate the need for shown, the tax, if properly structured, is capable of
comprehensive, official valuation records. A much ensuring tax equity, enhancing administrative effici-
more serious problem is the high property values that ency, serving as an instrumentof economicreform and
may be assessed. As has been very well documented providing revenue. In Ghana's case the greatest bene-
in various I.M.F. and World Bank reports on Ghana, fit to be expected from the tax is a high revenue yield.
and also evidenced by the massive devaluation of the But, even this advantage is offset by the problems of
cedi from an exchange rate of 1.15 cedi to the dollar payment that are likely to arise. Perhaps this consider-
in 1976 to 60 cedis to the dollar as of 8 October 1985. ation influenced the decision to temporarily suspend
Ghana has been rav.asedo- by serious inflation over the the tax. It is not being suggested, however, that a

past decade or so, wit_ the result that valuesofproper- wealth tax can never be appropriate for Ghana. It is
ties acquiredprior to and during this period have risen my belief that the right conditions for the imposition
dramatically. In spite of continuing efforts to control of the tax do not currently exist in Ghana. For exam-

inflation and reduce prices to realistic levels, they still ple, it appears unduly burdensome to impose such a

remain extremely high. It is no exaggeration to say tax so soon after almost a decade of serious inflation.
that a modest three bedroom house acquired at a cost I share Surrey'sview that the advantagesto be derived
of about 100,000 cedis between 1974 and 1979 would from this new tax can be obtained through a vigorous
be currently valued at not less than 2.5 million cedis. im-9lementationof the existing taxes; income tax, cap-
The current high cost of buildingmaterials,which is in ita

i

gains tax, gift tax and the property rates. Ability
itself a reflection of the current high property values, of taxpayers to pay their taxes is one important factor
has, as already indicated, contributed to the abandon- to be considered when a tax is being proposed. It
ment of partially developed plots, scattered all over serves no useful purpose if taxpayers come to regard
the urban areas. The wealth tax, coming at the end of a tax as a sword of Damocles hanging precariously
this long period of inflation, and based as it is on the over their heads. Japan, by abolishing her wealth tax,
current market values of assets, can only be expected has already blazed the trail. Ghana only needs to take
to impose a heavy burden on all taxpayers affected by the first step.
it. Given current real estate values, the benefit that the
taxpayer is expected to derive from the exemption
from the tax ofone owner-occupieddwelling house,
the assessed value of which does not exceed five
hundred thousand cedis38 is likely to be more illusory
than real. The resultant high wealth taxes are bound
to create dissatisfaction, lower taxpayer morale and 36. This device is a provision entitling the government to buy the asset at

lead to serious problems of payment. Since the tax is the value placed on it by the taxpayer or at a certain percentage above it.

based neither on realized capital gain nor income, but This would enable the government, where the asset is undevalued, to buy

on unrealized capital gain, the taxpayer who has the asset and sell no asset at a profit. Fear of this action might prevent
under-assessment. It is, however, argued by some economists, notably,

property, but little or no current income, might be Noburu Tanabe that such self-enforcingprocedures are questionable and
orced to either borrow to settle the tax (for which he arbitrary, which would of necessity be limited to real estate and could

gets no deduction),sell part ofhis assets to pay the tax, create serious legal problems and problems of equity
or simply refuse to honor his tax obligations. 37. See, Nicolas Kaldor, op. cit., (1956), 25-26, and John Strasma, Mar-

Whicheveroption the taxpayer is forced to adopt can
ket Enforced Self-Assessmentfor Real Estate Taxes 19 Bulletin for Inter-
national Fiscal Documentation(1965), 354-363 and 397-414.

only create problems. 38. P.N.D.C.L.,93 S.4(b)
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The Measurementof Business Income
By R Mansury

Part I
Mr. Mansury has written a comprehensivearticle concern-

ing the measurement of business income. This month we

The Concepts of are presenting the first in a two part article. As per the title,
this first article will concern general accounting theories.

the 1VIeasurernent Next month, in Part II,-Mr. Mansury will explain the method
chosen by Indonesia under the Income Tax Law 1984 and

in Theory
his opinions thereon.

I. INTRODUCTION Hicks developed a general theory of economic income

by defining income as the maximum value one was

When income is looked at as flows of incomings it able to consume during a particular period, while still
can be classified as expecting to be as well-off at the end of the period as

income from labor or wages or employment in- at the beginning.6The purposeofsuch a definitionwas-

come; to serve as a guade for prudent conduct. Hicks with his
business income or profits; well-offness concept of income was anticipated by-

income from capital, such as interestand rent; and Adam Smith, who also suggested the capital mainte--

social security payments or transfers. '
nance concept of income.-

Business income together with income from labor are Adam Smith wrote as follows:
the most important kinds of income as far as tax reve- The gross revenueof all the inhabitantsof a great coun-

nues are concerned. In this essay I would like to deal try comprehendsthe whole annual produceof their land

with the concepts of business income measurements. and labour; the neat revenue, what remains free to

A sound concept of business income measurement, in them after deducting the expense of maintaining; first

any income taxation system, is essential when equity their fixed; and, secondly, their circulating capital; or

in distributing the tax burden is sought.2 what, without encroaching upon their capital, they can

place in their stock reserved for immediate consump-
I shall deal with the concepts of measurementof busi- tion, or spend upon their subsistence, conveniences,
ness income in theory. and amusements.Their real wealth too is in proportion,

not to their gross, but to their neat revenue,7

Adam Smith's concept of income is especially related
II. THE CONCEPTS OF MEASUREMENTOF to business income, as the capital that should be main-

BUSINESS INCOME IN THEORY tained is fixed as well as circulating capital. Only net

income, after deducting expenses for maintaining the
1. Micro-economicincome measurement capital, is available for immediateconsumption,when

According to Irving Fisher, income consists of remu- it s expected not to encroach upon the capital.
neration for services, including benefits from a prop-
erty right (such as the interestyield ofa bond), benefits
from objective instruments (such as the shelter af-
forded by an office), or benefits from the cooperation 1 Compare:

of individualswith such instruments (such as transpor-
Cnossen, Sijbren, Agenda for Income Tax Reform in the Netherlands
in Public Finance/Finances Publiques, The Hague: Stichting Tijdschrift

tation service), and the services rendered by individu- voor Openbare Financien, Volume XXVII No. 2/1982, 206,
als, both laborers and professionals.3 The income is and:

measured for practical purposes in terms of money; it Marshall, Alfred, Principlesof Economics, An IntroductoryVolume, Lon-

is the sum of all money receipts minus the invested
don: McMillan & Co., 1952, 60-69.

portion.4
2. Edwards, Edgar O. and Philip W. Bell, The Theoryand Measurement

olBusiness Income, Berkely: University of California Press, 1961, VIII.
3. Fishcr, Irving, Income in Encyclopaediaof the Social Sciences. New

Fisher described income as a series of psychic experi- York: The MacMillanCompany, MCMLXIi,Volumes 7-8,622-625. Also,
ences called enjoyment coming from consumption of The Theory ofInterest,New York: Kelley & Millman, Inc., 1954,3-35.

goods and services, and he did not recognize increases 4. Id

in capital as income, because such savings were only 5 Lee. T.A , Income and Measurement.Theory and Practice, London:

potential consumption, as no psychic enjoyment was
Thomas Nelson and sons Ltd., 1982, 7.
6. Hicks, J.R., Value and Capital, An Inquiry into some Fundamental

derived from it. Principles of Economic Theory, London: Oxford University Press, 1957,

More recently, economistshave not followed Fisher's 172.
1. Smith. Adam, An Inquiry nto the Nature and Causes of the Wealth

concept, but have preferred to identify personal in- of Nations, Volume I, Book II, Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, Oxford
come as consumption plus savings.5 University Press, 1976, 286-288.
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Adam Smith elaborated on the profit or business in- - consumption is measured on the basis of predic-
come by differentiatingit from interest as a return on tions of future cash flows; and

capital and by arguing that it was not a return for the - in computing capital or wealth, the discount rate

work of inspection and direction, but rather for the which is appliedis the time-preference rate that
risks in combining the factors of production.8 the manageris willing to invest at the present time.

Alfred MarshalldeveloedSmith'sconceptof income. In a world of certainty it is not very difficult to antici-
Marshall'sconcept can e summarizedto include these pate future cash flows. But our world is not a very easy
notions: world in which to make predictions, as our world is a

A businessman would not be willing to continue world of uncertainty. Thus it is not easy to make accu--

his business unless he expected his total net gains rate predictions, which makes it very difficult to mea-

to exceed intereston his capital at the currentrate. sure income accurately using this model.

The businessman'sprofits for the year are the ex- rate vary one manager to
-

The discount will also from
cess of his receipts from his business during the another, so that the capital and income computed
year over his outlay for his business. under this model can be far from accurate.
The difference between the value of his stock of-

plant, material, etc., at the end and at.the begin- Also, this model could lead to an impracticablemea-

ning of the year, is a part of his receiptswhen there surement of income for tax purposes, as this is very
is an increase, and is a part of his outlaywhen there much dependentupon future expectationsof each tax-

is a decrease of value respectively. payer and it is hard to envisage the tax inspectoragree-
What remainsof his profits after deductinginterest ng with the expectations of each taxpayer, tS This

-

on his capital at the current rate and allowing for means that ths model cannot be used to measure

insurance, where necessary, is called earnings of income for tax purposes.
the undertaking. However, the micro-economicmodel of income mea-
The money value of the things which constitutehis-

surement is useful in analyzing the economic be-
capital has to be estimated and such an estimate is very

havior of individuals or individual firms and com-
often found to involve great difficulties.9 panies, this be used guide for their prudentas can as a

E. Lindahl introducedthe notion of incomeas interest, conduct. This model will be useful for such a purpose,

referring to the continuous appreciation of capital because, under the model, income is measured by
goods over time,lo and, according to him, capital or taking into considerationthe value of the capital at the

wealth was the present value oi future anticipated end of the period, which should not be less than it was

benefits. This view is also in line with the concepts of at the beginning level.

income and capital of Fisher.11 Their concepts of cap- When the measurement of income to be used as a

ital are representedby the equation: 12 guide for prudent conduct is not suitable to measure

n taxable income, we must find a measurement of in-
Ko=

--

Ct (1 i) -t+ come that meets our needs to measure such income.
t=1

Where Ko = capital at a point of time, which is 0; C =
There is no single perfect measurementof income that

anticipated future consumption in terms of predicted is applicable for all purposes.
16

cash flows; and i = the subjective personal rate of Sidney Alexander demonstrates that there are four
interest. major types of income as the outcome of four ap-

While the income concept can be identified by the proaches, as follows: 17

following formula.13 1. The Comprehensive Equity Change Approachre-

sults in mixed economic income. This approach mea-

Ye -C+= (Kt - Kt_l) sures income as an increase in economiccapital or net
worth of the

Where Ye = economicincome; C = anticipatedfuture company.

consumption in terms of predicted cash flows; Kt =
- 2. The Tangible Equity Change Approach measures

capital at the point of time t (capital at the end of the income by computing the change of tangible equity
period); and Kt-1 = capital at the point of time t-1

(capital at the beginningof the period).
8. Id. at 26, and Volume !, Book I, 103-117.

The generally accepted micro-economic concept of 9. Marshall, Alfred, supra note 1, at 60-69.

business income measures income as an expired por. 10. Belkaoui, Ahrned, Accounting Theory, New York: Harcourt Brace

tion of capital, while the capital is computed as a Jovanovich, Inc., 1981, 144.
11. Fisher, Irving, supra note 3, at 3-35.

discounted future stream of income. 14 The capital at a 12. Lee, T.A., supra note 5, at 9.

certain point will be measured as the present value of 13. Belkaoui, loc. cit.

the anticipated flows of cash to be derived from the 14. Lee, T.A., supra note 5, at 10,13.

capital source. By predicting the future flows of cash 15. Meade, J.E., The Structureand Reform of Direct Taxation, London:

we can compute their present value, using fundamen- George Allen & Unwin, 1978,31-32.

tal discountingprinciples.
16. Hendriksen, Eldon S., Accounting Theory, Homewood Illinois:

Richard D. Irwin, inc., 3d ed. 1977,140.
17. Alexander, Sidney S., Income Measurement in a Dynamic

The micro-economicmodel of income is based on sub- Economyn Five Monographson Business Income (Sidney S. Alexander

jective predictions, because: ed. 1973), Houston: Scholars Book Co., 18-25.
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value including tinished goods valued at cost or valued be unsatisfactory to postpone the determination of
at market prices minus expected selling cost. income until after liquidation, the accounting income
3. The Operating Profit Approach measures mixed is based on the perod postulate. In traditional ac-

profit of sales by deducting rom the proceeds of sales counting, income is measured for a given period, gen-
the total cost of goods sold. The mixed profit of sales erally a fiscal year.
is also called accountant's income by Alexander. 18

4. The OperatingProfits Approachto measure Mixed (3) The Historical Cost Principle
Profits of Production. The mixed profit of production
can be computed as the difference between the value The historical cost principle dominates the measure-

of goods produced and the total cost of production. ment of traditional accounting income, as this mea-

The price gain is the difference between the current surement requires the measurement of expenses in

value of the cost of productionand the actual historical terms of past acquisition costs. Assets are accounted

cost of production. for at their acquisition cost until a sale is realized, at
which time a change in value is recognized. Expenses

As Alexander has stressed, none of the four measure- are expired assets or expired acquisition costs.
ments is the true measurement of income. Which of
the measurements is the true one depends on the pur- (4) The Realization Criterion
pose of the measurement to be performed. '9

A logical consequence of the historical cost principle
The four foregoing approaches are based on two main is the adoptionof the realizationprinciple. Traditional

concepts: the micro-economicconcept and the tradi- accounting requires the definition, measurementand
tional accounting concept of income. Before describ- recognitionof revenues. Realization is the text for the

ing the traditonal accounting concept, it should be recognition of revenues, and, consequently, for the
mentioned that the micro-economicconcept is so sub- recognition of income.

jective and impractical, that it gives rise to criticism,
especially as it is not an ideal one for reporting pur- (5) The Matching Principle
poses. The measurement of traditional accounting income

adopts the matching principle requiring that realized

2. Traditionalaccountingincomemeasurement revenues of the period be related to appropriate rele-
vant historical costs. The past is examined to deter-

Accounting income is the income measured by an ac- mine which service potential of the historical cost has

countingprocess, and is used, not to make a valuation, expired. When the service potential of the cost has

but to record and report the facts.20 expired, then this cost is allocatedor matchedwith the

correspondingrevenues of the period.
The traditional accounting concept is based on facts
and past transactions, as it s aimed at reaching objec- Proponentsof the measurementof incomeon the basis

tivity and verifiability.2' In traditional accounting, in- of the accounting incomeconcept argue that it is based

come is the difference between the realized revenues on actual past transactions, so that the accounting
arising from the transactionsof a particularperiod and income is measured objectively, and t is also verifi-

the correspondinghistorical cost, so that this concept able. As this measurementis also based on realization,
involves the following characteristics:22 it, additionally, meets cautionary measurement re-

quirements.
(1) Actual transactions An argument in favor of the traditional accounting
Income is traditionallymeasuredon the basis of actual income measurement is that since it has been used for

transactions entered into by the business entity. The so many years, it must be useful to its users, otherwise

transactions are related to revenues from the sale of it would not have survived so long. 23

goods and/or services minus the costs necessary to Another argument for traditional accounting income
produce the goods. The transactions may be explicit measurement is that this measurementdiscloses what
or external when they occur with other entities. The the management has done so that it can be used to
transactions are implcit or internal when they occur evaluate past decisions for better use of the resources
within the firm itself. External transactions are based entrusted to the management.
on objective evidence, while internal transactions are

based on less objective evidence, such as the use or The last importantargumentfor traditionalaccounting
passage of time. income measurement is that the historical cost basis is

the least costly. This is because it is less open to dispute
(2) The Period Postulate than any other measurementsas a result of its objectiv-

ity and reliability, and also because it is the easiest for
The true measurementof incomeof any businessoper- preparing the information.
ation cannot be determineduntil the ownershipof the
business has been fully terminated and all assets are 18. Id. at 24.

converted to cash. The net income for the entire life 19. Id. at 25.

of the entity would be the excess received by the own-
20. Lee, T.A., supra note 5 at 47.
21. Lee, T.A., supra note 5, at 55,57,65.

ers, including that received upon liquidation, over 22 Belkaoui, Ahmed, supra note 10, at 141-142.
their investment in the business. As it obviouslywould 23. Belkaoui, Ahmed, loc.cit.
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In contrast to these positive arguments for the tradi- still performed on the basis of past transactions has

tional accounting income measurement, there are also produced new methods which try to retain the advan-
several negative arguments. tages and to eliminate the disadvantagesof the micro-

economic measurementof income and the traditional
The first criticism of the traditionalaccounting income accounting income measurement. These methods are
measurement is that it does not recognize as income called the current value measurements because they
gains that are already accrued, but unrealized in the

period in question. In other words: the traditional measure past actual transactionson the basisofcurrent

accounting income measurementdoes not measure all
values.

the income accumulated over the period. Also those These methods retain the past transactionsvalues, but

parts of income that have already accrued during the they do not ignore value changes. The income under

prior period and realized during the reported period these measurements s distinguished by two

are considered as income during the reported period, categories: current operating income and holding
so that this measurement adds up income items that gains. Current operating income.is determinedby de-

are actually not homogenous, and does not make any ducting the current cost of related inputs from sales,
distinctionbetween income items gained from produc- while holding gains are measured by deducting histor-

tion activities and that from mere holding activities. ical cost from the current cost of the sale-related in-

This can be demonstratedby a simple example, as puts.
follows: The core of the current value income measurement is

In 1984 the proceeds of the sales of Company A that a past transaction is recorded, but when the value
were 150,000,000. The total cost of goods sold, at of the asset transacted is out of date, because of a

the price at the time of acquisition, was change in price, the correct value s incorporated in

100,000,000.When the cost was based on the prices the measurement. The value changes are taken into
at the tine ofsales, the total cost was 120,000,000. consideration, so that unrealized value changes are

measured in determining income.
Traditionalaccountingincome is measuredby deduct-
ing the historical cost of 100,000,000from 150,000,000 While the traditional accounting ircome consists of

which equals 50,000,000. Under. the traditional ac-
two realized income items, both accrued in the re-

countingmeasurement,there is no distinctionbetween ported and prior periods, the current value income

actual sales income of 150,000,000minus 120,000,000, only includes income items accrued in the current

which is 30,000,000 and the price gain of 120,000,000 period whetherrealized in the reportedperiod or later.

minus 100,000,000.The 30,000,000 is the incomefrom Income items accrued last year are measured as cur-

the sales, while the 20,000,000 is the gain of holding rent income of the last year.

the asset, due to an increase in the price of the asset By beginningwith accounting income and ending with

by the passage of time. current value income, the relationshipof the two mea-

The opponents to the traditional accounting income surementscan be summarized as follows:

measurement also argue that the application of the Accounting income
matching principle requires subjective judgments, as + Unrealized income, but accrued in the reported
the use of a fiscal year becomes mandatory,24 For period
instance, to allocate the costs to acquire fixed assets - Realized income, but accrued in a prior period
havingservice potential for several fiscal years, subjec- = Current value income.
tive judgments are needed. Also, to be able to match
the costs against proper correspondingrevenues, wise What are the current values that can be used

jugdments are needed to estimate the useful lives of There are two main market prices that are commonly
assets and an advance knowledge of the extent and suggested:26
value of their use in the future is required,25 Another a. Entry prices or current acquiston values are

area in which subjective judgments are needed is in- prices in the markets at which the business firm

ventory valuation. From this, we conclude that the could buy the asset in its specifiedform at a particu-
traditional accounting income measurement is not al- lar time.

together objective and verifiable. b. Exit prices or realizable market values or current

realization values are prices in the markets at

Taking into consideration the respective advantages which the business firm could sell the asset in its
and disadvantages of the micro-economic measure- specified form at a particular time.
ment of income and the traditionalaccountingincome
measurement, efforts are being made to measure in- One of the current value income measurements that

come by combining the advantages of the two mea-
bases its measurement on entry price is the so-called

surements, while eliminating their disadvantages. Business Income Measurement. Business income in
this context is used in a very specific manner, and not

its general meaning as income which is derived from

3. The measurementof current value income

24. Edwards and Bell, supra note 2, at 8-9.
The combinationof the measurementof income based 25. Id.

on current market value and the measurement that is 26. Id. at 75-81.
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business activitiesperformed through a businessentity be used are the selling market prices at the time of
or a firm or an enterprise. measurement under conditions of orderly, rather

than forced, realization,32n

The business income measurement, in its specific
meaning (which is also termed money income mea- As mentionedearlier, the currentvalue measurements

surement27) involves the following characteristics: try to find measurements that are superior to both the
(1) Adopting the realization criterion as far as operat- micro-economicmeasurement and the traditional ac-

ing income is concerned. No current operation counting measurement.
income is recognizeduntil a final sale has occurred. However, there is important criticism directedCurrent operatngncome is obtained by matching

some

current exit values with current entry costs. against the current value measurements:

(2) Applying the realization principle with respect to
1. When an income measurement is based upon a

capital gains obtained from mere holding. So, in
valuation rather than upon past transactions in terms
of values at the time of transactions, the outcome willrelation to holding gains, income is recognized in hide the stewardship informationbehind value adjust-a reported period before a final sale has occurred.

A recognition of income is given when an increase
ments.
2. An income measurement that is based upon a val-in current value has occurred. There are three

kinds of holding gains: inventory holding gains,
uation is also less objective and less verifiable, as a

depreciable fixed asset cost savingand capital gains
valuation always involves personal judgments.

of undepreciated fixed assets.28 The holding gains
3 It is not always easy to find a second-handmarket
for assets similar to those of the business firm con-

are gains due to increases in current values during cerned.the reported year. An increase in the current cost 4. This measurement is costly and time-of a depreciableasset over its original cost is called
more more

cost savngs, a savings that is produced from the consuming, compared with the traditional accounting
difference between the current cost and the origi-

income measurement.

nal purchase price.29
5. None of the current value measurements takes

(3) Using replacement costs as entry costs. Replace-
into consideration the general price level changes.

ment costs are the sum of current costs of the It should be noted that the current values are very
inputs contained in a particular asset.3o The basis different from the general price-adjustedvalues. With
of the replacement cost is the market price which current valuation, the historical values are not used at
is also objective in nature. all. They are altogetherchanged and replaced by new

or net
The market price can be obtainedfrom the commodity values, replacement values, realizable values.

With the general price-level adjustment the historical
markets or dealers' catalogues for inventory and values are not abandoned, but the values are onlyequipment, from the stock exchanges for stocks and adjusted to the changes in the purchasingpowerof the
bonds, and from the real estate markets for land and
buildings, etc. 3, currency. In measuring income, the current value

methods do not make any adjustment to the changes
The RealizableIncomeMeasurementis one of the mea- in the purchasing power of the money.
surements that bases its computationon exit prices or Could the currentvalue measurementsbe used to mea-
realizable market values, and can be explained as fol-
lows: sure business income (in general terms) for tax pur-

poses
(1) This measurementabandons completely the reali- There are two arguments against the current value

zation criterion. Operating income results from
measurements that are relevant to a refusal to use

business activities involvingassets that are held for these measurements for tax purposes. These are: (1)resale, while non-operating income is obtained the measurementsare too costly and time consuming,from assets that are held for use. The incomeunder and (2) they are less objective and less verifiable.
this measurement is also segregated between
realized and unrealized income. The realized in- There are two methods of assessment available in
come are the exit value increases that are realized every tax system, the official assessment method and

during the reportedperiod. The unrealizedincome the self-assessmentmethod. Under the official assess-

are exit value increases that are not realizedduring ment method, the tax due is determined through an

the measured period, but that have already ac- issuance of an assessment notice by the tax inspector
crued during the prior period. and the assessment by the inspector is based upon the

(2) The essential difference between the Business In- tax return of a particulartaxpayer.Whenthe particular
come Measurement and the Realizable Income
Measurement is that their respective computation 27. Lee, T.A., 5,75.note
is based upon different values. The Realizable In- supra

28. Id. at 77-78.
come Measurement bases itS computationon cur- 29. Edwards and Bell, supra note 2, at 93.
rent exit values or net realizable values, while the 30. Id. at 91.

Business Income Measurementbases its computa- 31. Revsine, Lawrence, 'On the CorrespondenceBetween Replacement
tion in current entry values or replacementvalues. Cost Income and Economic Income, Accounting Theory & Policy: A

Reader, (Robert Bloom and Pieter T. Elgers ed. 1981) New York: Har-
It is generally agreed by the advocatesof this mea- court Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 253.
surement that the current exit values that should 32. Belkaoui, Ahmed, supra note 10, at 160.
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taxpayer has income from business activities, he must and the inspector, and such disputes will make the

attach, to the return, the annual financial statements measurementsmore costly in social terms.

of the taxable year concerned. If the taxable income is And yet another argument against the current value
to be based on the current value, the taxpayer must

spend more money and more time to prepare the in- ncome measurementsis that these measurementswill
make it extremely difficult for the tax administration

come statement for the year. Under the self-assess-
ment method the amount of the tax due is determined to check whether the current values used by the tax-

by the taxpayerby submittinga proper and correct tax payers are the correct values. As current values are

based on market prices, the tax administration must
return. produce a daily list of prices of all assets of the enter-

Under the self-assessmentmethod, the taxpayerderiv- prises and all goods that are traded in the society.
ing income from business activities must also prepare
an income statement (in some jurisdictionswith more

detailed information) as, in principle, no assessment
CONCLUSION

by an inspector is needed. Under both assessment

methods, the current value income measurements Therefore, depending upon the quality of the tax ad-
ministrationand its ability to properlyassess the values

should not be used for tax purposes, as these will add
by the the choice of

heavy compliance costs to taxpayers.
set taxpayer, means to measure

income will be made. In a developing society, where
Another argument against using the current value in- the tax system is not fully matured, the traditional
come measurements is that these measurements will accounting measurement will often be the method
create more social costs. To measure current value most easily applied and controlled. The advantages
income an assessmentmust be made. Every valuation and disadvantages of the various methods must be
involves personal judgments of the assessor. So there viewed togetherwith the societywhich is to implement
is always a possibility of disputes between taxpayers the policy.
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dealing with the boycott (Seminar). New York
man Federal Republic, Belgium, France, Italy, United

San Francisco (U.S.A.), 22 and 23 May (English)
(U.S.A.), 13 and 14 March (English). Kingdom. The Netherlands, Luxembourg and Spain).

The Commissionof the European EconomicCommuni- The World Trade Institute: Update on current issues in

MnchnerSteuerfachtagung:Taxconferencein Munich. ty will deliver a report. Brussels (Belgium), 25 and 26 international taxation (Seminar). New York (U.S.A.).
Munich (German Federal Republic), 19 and 20 March April (English and French). 29 and 30 May (English).
(German) The World Trade Institute:Corporate tax developments
The World Trade Institute: Expatriate tax policies and (including: fringe benefits) (Seminar). New York JUNE 1986

planning (Seminar). San Francisco (U.S.A.), 19-21 (U.S.A.). 28 and 29 April (English). The WorW Trade Instittite: Legal and tax aspects of

March (English) foreign investment in U.S. real property (Seminar).
The World Trade Institute: Allocation and apportion- MAY 1986

New York (U.S.A.), 9 and 10 June (English)
ment of deductions under Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.861-8 The WorlTrade Institute:Tax planningunder Subpart F

(Seminar) New York (U.S.A.), 20 and 21 March (Eng- The WorldTrade Institute: Introduction to international (Seminar). New York (U.S.A.), 12 and 13 June (Eng-
lish) taxation (Seminar). Boston (U.S.A.), 5 and 6 May lish).

(English)
The World Trade Institute: Foreign sales corporations The World Trade Institute: Legal and tax aspects of

(Seminar). San Franciso (U.S.A.), 17 and 18 March British Branch of I.F.A. Recent tax cases. London
compensating foreign nationals in the United States

(English) (United Kingdom), 6 May (English) (Seminar). New York (U.S.A.), 16 and 17 June (Eng-

The WorldTrade Institute: Introduction to international The World Trade Institute: U.S. and international tax lish).
taxation (Seminar). San Francisco (U..S.A.), 17 and 18 Planning for high technology ve,ntures (Seminar).. Bos- The Wor/d Trade Iistitute: Tax aspects of international

March (English). ton (U.S.A.), 5 and 6 May (English). treaties (Seminar). New York (U.S.A.), 16 and 17 June

The WorldTrade Institute: Intermedateseminar on in- InternationalTax PlanningAssociation:Annual Confer- (English).
ternational taxation. San Francisco (U.S.A., 19-21 ence (including: the RA/NDA: U.S. tax planning for

March (English) the non-domiciled resident alien; minimising FIRPTA Icontinuedonp. 70]
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\ DIA:

Aspectsof the Black Economy
Report of a Study

By Kailash C. Khanna

INTRODUCTION prices; and, secondly, by vastly augmenting the discre-
tionary authority of functionariesat all levels of Gov-

The National Institute of Public Finance and Policy is ernment. In fact, the Report says that the use ofdiscre-
an autonomous non-profit organization whose major tionary authority to extract or levy illegal tolls has
functions are to carry out research, undertake consul- spread far beyond the area of economiccontrols. Par-
tancy work and impart training in the area of public ticularly, at the lower levels of the State apparatus, it
finance and policy. About two years ago, the Institute has become quite common for illegal payments to be
was asked by the Central Board of Direct Taxes, demanded in return for regular public services, such
Ministry of Finance, Government of India, to carry as the registrationof documents, repairofa telephone,
out a study which would identify the importantsectors the issue of a tax assessmentorder, the admission of a
of the economy in which black money is generated; student to an educational institution or decisions on
examine the causes that lead to the generationof black postings and transfers in the public services.
money; study the methodsemployed to generateblack Moreover, the absolute and relative scale of Govern-
money and the channels through which concealed in- ment spending has increased dramatically, thereby in-
come is invested or spent; examine the means to con- creasing considerably the scope for making black in-
vert black money into white money; and, finally, at- comes through kickbacks, cuts and commissions on

tempt a broad estimate of the volume of black money Government projects, programs and purchases.
generated. A voluminous report, covering over 600 Further, there are strong indications that political in-
pages and including numerous tables and charts was volvement in such transactionshas grown enormously.
submittedby the Institute to the Governmentof India. As per the Report, a great deal ot political costs are
This has been recently published for public debate and financed from purchases, sales, and contractsawarded
an attempt is made here to summarize its salient fea- by different levels of Governmentand public agencies,
tures. with orders placed abroad being particularly lucrative

The Report makes a distinctionbetweenblack income propositions. In terms of the Report, making of black

and black wealth, the former representinga flow con- income has become a very integral, even routine,
cept, that is, somethingwhich accrues over a period of dimensionof Indian society, encompassingtax evasion

time and is therefore measured as a quantity per unit on legal source economic activities and wide-spread
of time, and the latter a stock concept, that is, sorne- corruption and abuse of all forms of public discretion-

thing which has a physical existence and is therefore ary authority.
measureableat any given point of time. The important
sectors generating black money have been identified 1. CAUSES OF BLACK INCOME GENERATION
as real estate transaction, construction activity, film
industry, large-scale manufacturing, and the profes- The Report lists the main causes of black income gen-
sions. eration as follows:

The Report deals mainly with tax evasion arising out (i) the level and structure of taxation;
of legal economic activities as, in the Institute's vew, (ii) controls on economic activity;
this probably constitutes the most importantsource of (iii)general laws and regulations;
black income. Pervasive and detailed regulation of (iv)financingof political activities;
economic activity through industrial licensing, import (v) governmentspending; its scale and accountability;
licensing, controls on prices and distributionof goods (vi)standardsof public morality; and
and services, and various other similar means are (vii)inflation.
another major source of black income generation.
Such economic regulations have been a permanent

It is emphasized that these causes operate together,
feature of post 1950 Indian economic history, but, not as isolated elements.

according to the Report, there is every indication that
the opportunities provided by the regulations have (i) The level and structure of taxation

vastly increased. Generally,controlshave given a fillip As regards the level and structure of taxation, the
to black incomes in two distinctways: first, by creating Report opines that the composition of taxes has a

(illegal) scarcity premiums between the controlled bearing on the extent of evasion. It is generally be-
prices of the goods, services or assets and the market lieved that indirect taxes on commodities are more
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difficult to evade than direct taxes on income and business is a significant rationale for enterprises to

wealth. Over the past three decades, the percentage keep some of their income of the books. And this
of direct taxes in India has come down from 37% of need is high because the speed, complexity,and discre-
the total revenue of the Center, States and Union tionary content of the control system is great.
territories in 1950-51 to 17% in 1982-83. Such an atyp-
ical trend suggests that the problems of evasion of (iii) General laws and regulations
direct taxes have been unusually severe in India and Laws and regulations grant a certain amount of
have militated against the normal growth in the share monopolypower and capacity for harassment to those
of these taxes in total revenue. Most of the debate, responsible for interpreting and administering them.
regarding the relationshipbetween the level and struc- The discretion is intended to service public interest.
ture of tax rates and evasion, relates to taxes on in- All too often it is used to enhanceprivate(and illegal)
come, especiallynon-corporateincome, and the focus profit. In effect, in the hands of the unscrupulous,is on tax rates, to the exclusion of other characteristics regulatory authority is transformed into levies of pri-of tax, such as provisions for exemptions and deduc-
tions. We side with those who believe that high effec- vate taxation through which tolls are levied on the

tive rates of taxation are a major contributory factor public. The bribesconstituteblack incomein the hands

to tax evasion and black income generation in India.
of the recipients and this act encourages donors to

Improved tax compliance can result from significant generate black income.

and sustained reductions in the effective tax burdens (iv) Financing of political activities
of those who are liable to tax.

Political contributionsare raised from a wide range of

(ii) Controls on economic activities
sources of which industry and trade are believed to be
the principal ones. Black incomes, made through tax

The range and complexity of controls over economic evasion of income from legal sources along with black

activity in India is impressive. There are several di- incomes from illegal sources, provide the base for
mensions to the manner in which controls contribute the political contribution.Political dominationover

to the generation of black income. First, and most the apparatus for licenses and permits and over public
obviously, in areas such as import licensing, foreign expenditure ensures means by which this base can be

exchange control, rent control and commodity price enhancedand individualenterprisesinduced to contri-
controls, the institution and operation of controls bute at will.

spawns scarcity premiums over an above the official
controlled prices, and these are usually reaped by (v) The scale of Governmentspending
operators in the black market for the relevant items. Government spending be potent of
Since the transactions in violation of statutory restric-

can a source

economic patronage. In the past three decades, Gov-
tions have to be entered secretly, these must necessar- spending in India has increased nearly fiftyily be kept from the tax authorities. Thus, in conse-

ernment
times in absolute nominal terms. Even as a ratio of

quence, evasion of tax on income made illegally is GNP, Government spending has increased from 9%
inevitable. Informed sources attribute great signif- in 1950-51 to 27% in 1982-83. There is to
cance to controls as the cause of black incomes. Some

no reason

believe that these expenditures are more readily ac-
of these sources have concluded that the aggregateof countable merely because of the of time. In
illegally based black incomes generated by controls is fact, have worsened considerably,

passage
especiallylarger than that of income from tax evasion in India.

matters
with the reported growth of political fund raisingAny one setting up a new activity has to get approval through Government contracts. Furthermore, this

from a number of different agencies and departments. period also rapid increase in the operationsThere is no doubt that at each stage where approval is
saw a very

and turnover of public sector enterprises, some of
required there is potential for graft, and this exists at which also offer substantial opportunity for makingthe different levels. The Report quotes the remarks of illicit commission. Thus, it is difficult to resist the
an experienced Union Cabinet Minister: 'We have conclusion that rapid increase in public spending has
allowed a huge bureaucraticnetwork to develop as a been a significant factor behind the growth of black
constraint on them (trade and industry). This ap- incomes.The most method of makingblack
paratus exists only to say 'yes' or 'no' to a project

common

income from Governmentspending is to siphonoff
whose file has to pass from the lowest section officer
to the highest ministerial office... This merry-go-

a chunk of the reported expenditure and diminish the
actual materials supplied and work performed by a

roud goes on not only for months, but for years. The
correspondingamount.

only way to expedite mattersand to obtain a 'no objec-
tion' certificate is to resort to the lubricant of unac-

counted money, which is used at every decison mak- (vi) Standards of public morality

ing point, from the lowest to the highest level. This is Everyone we interviewed agreed that the standards
how corruption becomes the rule rather than the ex- in public life have declined rapidly over the last three

ception. The need to pay regular bribes to different decades. Among the reasons cited for this steep drop
elements of the control apparatusprovides productive in public morality are the relative decline of old elites

enterprises with a good reason to generate black in- and their established values and the rise of new,
come in their operations. Greasin the wheels of moneyedelites with little to offer except their example
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of material success; the example set by political rulers little and returns are attractive. As regards forms in
in using public office to advance party and private which black wealth is held, the most importantvehicle
interest and their apparent ability to flout the rule of is provided by undervalued real estate, both residen-
the law with substantial impunity; the sharp decline in tial and commercial. Next is undervalued stocks in
real incomes of Government servants coupled with business, followed by gold, silver and other precious
growing opportunities for deploying their discretion- metals; undeclared holdings of foreign assets and
ary authority for personal profit; the cumulative diamonds and other gems come next. Cash is consi-
character of corruption; and the growing weakness of dered to be a very minor holdingof black wealth. This
established institutionsand source of authority. What- is consonant both with our interviewsand information
ever the reason, the effect on tax compliance cannot and common sense. Unlike all other asset forms, cash
be anything but adverse. The process has been has- yields no return. Furthermore, large quantitiesofcash
tened by two other factors; the growing role of are vulnerable to detecton in the raids by tax au-

specialized middlemen who mediate between the citi- thorities whereas in the case of most of the other
zen and the revenueor other authority; and the virtual assets, problems of establishingownership and valua-
universality of black transactions in certain markets tion serve as effective lines of defense.
(such as urban real estate) which obliges otherwise
honest citizens toflout tax statutes if they are to partici-
pate in these markets at all. Some tax advisers do not 4. METHODSOF CONVERTINGBLACK
hesitate to lend their support in shielding and in even INCOMEINTO WHITE

assisting tax dodgers. By all accounts, this practice has
become more prevalent. The assessee does not bribe There is a bewilderingarray of methods for converting
the revenue official, he shifts the burden of the act and black into white, with the different techniques
the associatedguilt to the intermediarytax consultant. catering to the varied situationsand needs of individu-
A similar role is played by clearing agents with respect als. A widespread technique is through the use of
to customs authorities. fictitious bills. The seller sells only the bill to a

buyer, there being no correspondingdelivery of goods
(vii) Inflation

or services. Manipulations of stock market transac-
tions constituteanothersignificantavenue for convert-

Inflation, when it is prolonged and severe, increases ing black into white.
the incentive to succumb to temptations,such as mak- Generally speaking, anyone with business or profes-ing windfall gains, which are unlikely to be fully de- sional income can always inflate sales and profitsclared to the revenue authority. Moreover, with a (against fictitious receipts, where necessary) to bringprogressive income and wealth tax structure defined income on to the books, that is, to convertwith respect to nominal values, inflation results in

more

black to white. The.trick lies in doing it in a mannerbracket creep which increases the effective burden which minimizes the incremental tax liabilities.of taxation at any given level of real income or wealth
and provides incentive to evade. The transformationof black to white via foreign

exchange (sometimesdescribed as the black to green
to white route) is gaining rapidly in importancewith

2. METHODS OF BLACK INCOME the Government's desire to attract investments and
GENERATION remittances from non-resident Indians. Finally, there

is the obvious method by which black wealth can be
The methods of black income generation are enorm- converted into white, namely, through the medium of
ously diverse and vary tremendously across income consumption.
generating activities. The most common method of
generating income from tax evasion is a complete or

partial suppression of gross receipts. Another signifi- 5. IMPACT ON FISCAL SYSTEM
cant device is the exaggeration of expenses. Under-
valuation of assets and Benami (fictitious name) Widespread tax evasion has serious consequencesfor
businesses are other methods. It is difficult to list all the economic fiscal system. The most obvious conse-
the methods because of their variety. quence is the loss of revenue. The long run conse-

quence of such loss is to reduce the built-in elasticity
of the tax system. Large scale tax evasion also under-

3. FORMS IN WHICH BLACK WEALTH IS HELD mines the equityof the tax system; horizontalequity
is breached since the effective burden of taxation dif-

When we turn to the uses of black income, it is impor- fers widely between assessees with comparable levels
tant to appreciate that a very substantial portion is of income. Vertical equity also becomes a casualty
spent on consumption of goods and services. Thus when an assessee's tax liability has less to do with this
salary earners and self-employed professionals are ability to pay and more to do with his ability to evade.
much more likely to have a hgh propensityto consume Evasion also blunts the allocational signals of the tax
out of tax-evaded income than business men, who system. In a longer view, widespread tax evasion re-
have typicallygreater access to methodsof reinvesting stricts the scope for tax reform. Finally, to the extent
black income n areas where the fear of detection is 66black incomes are reaped through siphoning off
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from public programs and projects, the expenditure and power (on the part of the incumbents) at the

side oi the fiscal system is also affected. expense of long-range public interest.

One fundamental question is whether tax evasion, il-

legal incomes, corruption and other phenomena as-

sociated with the black economy lead to more or less
7. A GLOBAL ESTIMATEOF BLACK INCOME

output and growth than would have been the case in GENERATED

their absence. The issues involved are complex. One
view emphasized that in many instances, where a According to the Report, the global estimate of black

transaction generates black income, economic effi- income generation in the Indian economy ranges from

ciency is improved and national welfare enhanced. Rs. 9,958 crore to Rs. 11,870 crore in 1975-76 and

For example, it was argued, that strict compliance
from Rs. 20,508 crore to Rs. 23,678 crore in 1980-81

with onerous tax laws could lead to sharp reduction in (one
.

crore = ten million). In terms of percentage of

work effort, enterprise and savings. Evasion reduces GDP, these estimatesrange from 15% to 18% in 1975-
76 and from 18% to 21% in 1980-81. Assuming that

the effective burden of taxation to levels where disin-
centives to work and save are contained and the loss the same percentageof GDP were generated as black

of potential output reduced. Smugglingof goods sub- income in these sectors in 1983-84, the absolute

ject to quantitative restrictions can augment national amount of black income generatedcould be estimated

welfare. As for corruption,speedmoney can reduce to range from Rs. 31,216 crores to Rs. 36,418 crore.

delays and costs and improve economic efficiency.
We would say with some degree of confidence that

We readily concede that given the present structure
black income generation in the Indian economy in

of taxationand economicregulationsmany institutions 1983-84 cannot be placed below 18% of GDP at factor

can be found where black transactions improve cost, or 16% at market price. It must be noted that

economicefficiency. But we would be loathe to accept
the above estimate excludes black income that is gen-

any general proposition based on such examples.
erated through smuggling, black market transactions,
acceptance of bribes, kickbacks of some kind, and

Bribes can be seen as taxes collected by the officials prostitution. However, if the amount of black income
who wield the effective monopoly for their private estimatedto be generated in relation to import licenses

gain. L.K. Jha, at present Economie Adviser to the (Rs. 118 crore) and that generated through smuggling
Prime Minister, once stated: Today there is hardly a of gold (Rs. 250 crore) is taken into account, the pro-
single transaction left between the ordinary citizen portion of black income generated in 1983-84 to GDP
and a governmentservant from which the latter does at factor cost was probably in the region of 18% to

not extract rent. The term private taxation seems 21%. Furtherstudy would be required to get sufficient

particularlyappositehere since the tolls certainlyhave evidence to say that it might even range up to 30% of
a mandatory aspect to them and they are quite obvi- GDP at factorcost. It would be instructive to note that

ously for private gain. Smuggling,black marketing in a recent IMF study is reported to have placed the

foreign exchange and invoice manipulationsof trade percentage figure at 50.
are an integral part of the black economy.

8. MEASURESRECOMMENDEDFOR
6. SOME WIDER ISSUES REDUCINGBLACK INCOME GENERATION

The consequences of the black economy are not li- The first requirementfor tackling the problemof black
mited to the economicdomain, they extend far beyond income generation is clean administration,at least at

into politics, administration,social values and so forth. the level of political authority and the top civil ser-

The non-economic consequences of a burgeoning vants. Given this desideratum, a package of effective
black economy and cumulative corruption include: measures would include: (i) change in economic and

growing arbitrariness in public policy which can be related policies; (ii) measures designed to bring down

increasingly manipulated by money power; the pro- the amount of black wealth currently held; and (iii)
gressive substitution of professionally trained and policies relating to administrationand enforcementof
oriented techno-managerial elites by new clasess of taxes.

fixers and manipulators (and even criminals) who
thrive on the symbiosis between complex and corrup-

Direct taxes are levied on a number of bases and the

tible systems of taxation and rent-generatingcontrols cumulative burden of taxation works out to be quite
and corrupt politics; the associated decline of old high. We recommend that tax on company profits,
values of honesty, thrift, cooperation and diligence

the personal income tax, the wealth tax, stamp duty,
and the rise of a far more amoral (if not immoral!) and the estate duty all be reduced substantially.There

culturewhich defines the individualpursuitof material iS also need to scale down excise duties and sales

wealth, irrespectiveof the meansemployed; the steady taxes. The reduction in the rates of excise and cus-

erosion of public institutions as these are increasingly toms duties could, while improving tax compliance,
subverted to partisan or private profit; and, finally, also be expected to bring down the volume of smuggl-
the cumulative weakening of the entire politico-ad- ing.
ministrative system, as it becomes progressively un- The results contained in the Report indicate a positive
dermined by the short-term pursuit of private profit link between the levels of black income and the aggre-
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gatc tax ratio of thc cconomy. This would suggcst that
the tax ratio should not be increased any further if

EUROPEANblack income generation is to be controlled. However,
with the development of the economy, a rise in the
ratio brought about through an automatic increase in
revenue derived from a moderately rogressive, sta-

TAXATIONble, and uncomplicatedtaxstructures aould not contri-
bute to an increase in the relative magnitude of tax
evasion. The more complicated the tax structure and
the larger the number of deductions, exemptions and
concessions, the more difficult it is to enforce the taxes Articlesby theBureau'steamof intemationaltax specialists,

concerned. There is therefore a greater scope for col- and its networkof local tax experts.

lusion between tax authorities and the taxpayers. A Developmentsand trends in European tax law
country like India needs the simplest tax structure that
can be constructedconsistentwith the requirementsof News in brief, court rulings, case notes
revenue and equity. Moderate rates combined with
broad bases without too many deductionsand conces- EEC tax developments
sions are preferable to a regime of high rates moder-
ated with a plethora of concessions. The Report esti- Furtherdetailsand free samplesfrom:
mates that income that has evaded taxation rose to
between 74.21% and 76.99% in 1980-81. In other INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL

wordss, not more than 25% of the income liable to tax m DOCUMENTATION

iS actually taxed! Reforms in the tax structure, by SarphHatEisAtrmaastterdamP-.124- BNoextherlands20237-

1000
itself, are unlikely to have much influence on black Tel.: 020 26 77 26 Telex: 13217 intax nl-

income from illegal sources. Consequently, the Iilllil Cables: Forintax
economic case for substantial deregulation is strong,
particularly, as controls, permits, and licenses play an

important part in spawning illegal source black in-
come. Suitable adjustments should be made in the and having given an opportunity to those who have
exchange value of the rupee and exchange controls erred in the past, Governmentwould deal harshlywith
should be eased. tax evaders in the future. Accordingly, steps must be
Since politicians have to depend to a considerable initiated to bring about substantial improvementin tax

extent on funds to be supplied by businesses for meet- administrationand to tightenand strengthen the provi-
ing election expenses, one of the important measures sions relating to punishment of tax evaders.
to be undertaken to remove a majorsource of demand Finally, effective administrationof tax codes requiresfor black money would be to permit companies and integrity and probity among revenue officials at all
businesses to make donations to recognized political levels. Much will depend on the integrty of the polit-parties out of after-tax profits. Further, state funding ical leadership, including its willingness to abstain
of election expenses within specified limits and condi- from using the fiscal administrationfor narrow politi-tions should be undertaken. cal ends.
Two major requirementsfor promotinghigh standards
of honesty among senior officials are: (i) a system of 10. GOVERNMENTS'SREACTIONAND ACTION
rewards and punishments; and (ii) significantlyhigher
levels of remuneration than existing at present. The Report is being studied by officialsof the Finance

Ministry and the Government'sdetailed reactions are

awaited. In the meanwhile, personal tax rates were

9. MEASURESTO BRING DOWN THE reduced in the last Budget and companies have been
BLACK WEALTH CURRENTLYHELD permitted to make contributons to recognized politi-

cal parties out of taxed profits, subject to specified
Certain measurescan be initiated to induce the conver- regulations. The tax administration is being tightened
sion of black wealth into white money. To achieve this and a few top tax officials have been removed from

purpose, a two pronged approach is needed. First, the service. Search and seizure have been intensified and
Government should devise a scheme or schemes to tax raids carried out at several places, including the
induce the black wealth holders to bring the wealth out business and residential premises of some eminent

in the open. For instance, it is possible that society industrialists. Committees have been set up to

may not seriouslyobject if black money is obtained by examine the feasibilityof a tax on expenditure and to

Government,while giving immunity to those who are suggest a reform of the direct tax structure. A modified

giving it, for achieving a noble social objective. The value added tax has been proposed,and customstariffs
clearance of slums is one such objective. Simultane- and excise classification may be simplified. A long
ously, with the announcementof a schemeor schemes, term fiscal policy has recently been announcedby the
it should be made clear to those liable to taxation that Finance Minister, the main points of which have al-

having brought down the tax rates to reasonable levels ready been published in Tax News Service.
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-AWAN: The profit-seekingenterprise income tax rates (corpo-

Tax Changes for 1986
rate income tax) have also been substantiallyreduced.
The new maximumrate is 25% and is leviedon taxable

profits exceeding NT$ 100,000 (previously 30% on

By K.S. Jap more than NT$ 500,000).

The LegislativeYuan has set out the following income The profit-seekingenterprise income tax rates
tax changes for 1986. The standard deduction for per-
sonal allowancesper year are in NT$: Taxableprofits in NT$ Tax rate

For a single taxpayer 30,000 (unchanged Less than 50,000 Exempt
For a married taxpayer 60,000 (unchanged Between50,000 to 100,000 15% total taxable profit,
For each dependent 26,000 (was 24,000

on

but the tax shall not exceed

The individual income tax rates have been reduced by 50% of the excessof taxable

increasing the taxable income brackets as hereunder profit over 50,000 NT$

and reducing the maximum rate from 60% to 50%. More than 100,000 25%

Consolidated income tax rates (individual income tax) It should be noted that the Statute for Encouragement
Taxableincome(NT$) Tax rate of Investment sets the maximum rate of the profit-
lessthan 80,000 6 seeking enterprise income tax levied on a productive

enterprise and a big trading company as follows:
80,001 - 160,000 8

160,001 - 260,000 10 productive enterprises in general, as defined in-

260,001 - 380,000 12 Article 3 of the Statute for Encouragementof In-
380,001 - 550,000 15 vestment,big tradingcompaniesand VentureCap-
550,001 - 730,000 18 ital Investment Enterprise: 25%;
730,001 -1,000,000 22 - productive enterprises engaged in basic metal

1,000,001 -1,400,000 26 manufacturing, heavy machinery manufacturing',
1,400,001 -1,800,000 30 petrochemical industries, or other capital-inten-
1,800,001 -2,300,000 34 sive or technology-intensiveindustries which con-

2,300,001 -2,800,000 39 tribute to the national defense or economic de-

2,800,001-3,500,000 44 velopment as prescribed by the Executive Yuan:
morethan 3,500,000 50 22%.

-IJ: land Revenue 45%. Following the program an-

nounced by the Minister of Income, customs and ex-

An Outlineof the Budget
cise duties will contribute 43% of General Revenue,
with 38% coming from Inland Revenue. A proper
review of these changes is necessary to keep abreastof

Tax Proposals for 1986 the plans in this dynamic nation.

By Dennis J. Olmstead DIRECT TAXES

In a speech on 8 November 1985 dominated by mixed
projections concerning the developmentof the world The following tax changes are effectivefrom l January

1986.
economy, the Minister of Finance, the Honorable
Mosese Qionibaravi outlined the Budget for Fiji for 1. Income tax threshold increased
1986. In marked contrast to the pessimistic forecasts
of other nations, the Ministerexhibited hope evolving In order to offset the shift of the burden to the lower
out of the decline in the foreign exchange rate of the income levels, people on fixed income and the un-

dollar and a steady erosion of the commodity employed, which generally arises when indirect taxes

stockpiles which could result in a slow increase in are implemented, the Government has increased the

commodity prices. current threshold of FS 1,500, at which tax becomes

With plans to stimulate investment activity, raise the payable, to FS 2,000. Any individual earning under

standard of living, re-train the jobless, develop
this amount is exempt from income tax.

tourism, continue the freeze on wages and salaries in
the governmentsector, and aid agriculturalefficiency, 2. Individual income tax rate changed
the Governmentpresented substantial changes in the
tax system with an overall shift from direct taxation to An across the board reduction of the tax applicable to

indirect taxation. From 1983-85 customs and excise individuals will be implemented to lessen the burden
duties contributed35% of General Revenue, and In- of direct taxation. The maximum rate of tax will apply
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to chargeable income of FS 40,001 and above,ascom- 6. Taxation of fringe benefits
pared with the existing level of FS 20,001 and above.
The new schedule is as follows: In an attempt to achieve greater ecuity among tax-

When the taxable payers, amendments have been mace to the Income
incomeis- Tax on taxable income Tax Act which will tax all fringe benefits.
notover 1,500 5 % of taxable income This will include:
over 1,500- 3,000 75.OOplus 10 % oftaxable incomeover 1,500 - subsidized interest rates on loans to employees;
over 3,000- 4,000 225.OOplus 18 % oftaxableincomeover 3,000 free or discount air or sea passages provided to-

over 4,000- 5,500 405.OOplus27.5% oftaxable incomeover 4,000
over 5,500- 7,000 817.50plus32.5%oftaxable incomeover 5,500 airline or shippingemployeesand those associated
over 7,000- 9,000 1,305.00plus37.5%oftaxable income over 7,000 with the travel industry;
over 9,000-15,000 2,055.OOp us 42.5% oftaxable incomeover 9,000 - discountsgranted to employees in respectof goods
over 15,000-25,000 4,605.OOp us 45 % of taxableincomeover15,000 purchased from the employer;over25,000-40,000 9,105.OOp us 47.5% of taxable incomeover25,000
over40,000 16,230.00 plus 50 % of taxable income

- perquisitesarisingfrom any businessdealings;and
contributions to a retirement or superannuation-

fund exceeding the minimum statutory contribu-
3. Wife's investment income tion required to be made by the employer or any

amount ofcontributionwhich the employer is enti-
As women assume a more active role in the market, it tled to recover and which is not recovered.
has become apparent that they must be granted inde-

pendent status in regard to their income.
7. Exemption to pensioners

Therefore, when a wife's income arises from her own

savings, or from her own assets acquired from her own To alleviate the burden of taxation on resident pen-
savings, or from inheritance, such income may be sioners, in addition to the age allowancerelief, pension
separately assessed for tax purposes. income to the extent of $ 1,000 will be exempted from

tax.

4. Donations deduction increased 8. Exemptionof reinsurancepremiums

The maximum deduction for donations is increased To assist the insurance industry in seeking overseas

from FS 50 to FS 100. reinsurance cover, tax payable on reinsurance pre-
miums remitted overseas will be exempt for one year
effective as of today.

5. Non-residentcompany tax rate is increased

The tax rates for non-resident companies conducting II. INDIRECT TAXES
business in Fiji or operating in Fiji as branch opera-
tions of foreign companies, are increased as follows: 1. Excise duties and import duties
(i) Non-resident companies carrying on

business in Fiji (other than non-Fiji A comprehensive list of increases in excise duties was

shippng companies, in respect of all also presented in the annual Budget Speech. Major
outgoing business from Fiji, whether increases have been noted in regard to tobacco and
freight or passengers, non-Fiji mutual alcoholic beverages.
insurance companies in respect of life
insurance business and non-Fiji prop-

These same items, along with oil and motor fuels are

rietary or non-mutualunsurancecom- being subjected to increased import duties. Import
panies to the extent that the income of duties on productswhich are produced locally are also

life insurance business is deemed to be being increased to rates as high as 100%.

mutual under subsection (1) of section
37) 45% 2. Extensionof services and turnover covered

(ii) Non-resident mutual insurance com- by miscellaneousservices
panies in respectof life insurance busi-
ness 30% The existing range of items liable to the 5% turnover

(iii) Non-residentor non-mutual insurance tax will be extended to include:
companies to the extent that the in- - admission charge in respect of live entertainment
come of their life insurance businesses provided by local and.overseasartists;
is deemed to be mutual under subsec- - tickets purchased in respect of sea or air travel
tion (1) of section 37 30% outside Fiji;

(iv)Non-resident shipping companies in - payments for servicesof advertisingagents and for

respect of all outgoing business from commercial advertising in press, magazine, radio,
Fiji, whether freight or passengers 2% theatre, T.V., billboard, etc.;

(v) Every other company 35% - retail sales of alcoholic beverages;
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payment for charter of yacht for recreational pur- encouragement for the utilization of import sub--

poses; stitutions.
payment for the purchase of lottery tickets in re- (iv)Revenuegeneration through removalofanomalies-

spect of local and overseas run lotteries. and alignmentof rates disparitydue to the increase
and diversificationof import substitution.

3. Increase in airport departure tax

CONCLUSION
Airport departure tax is increased from $ 5 to $10
with effect from 1 January 1986. The Minister noted that, by way of a mixed blessing,
Increases in customs and excse duties are broadly the cyclones which caused considerabledamage to the

categorized as follows: islands resulted in a surplus in accounts for 1985, be-

(i) Revenuegenerationby duty increaseson excisable cause of the insurance payments made to cover the

goods and expansion of the excise base. damages.
(ii) Revenue generation by duty increases on non-es-

sential items and through revenue generation In order to be successful in 1986 Fiji must see some

areas. positive results arising out of the shift to indirect taxa-

(iii)Revenue generation through protective rates of tion. It can only be hoped that this will be the first year
duties as assistance to local industries and as an in a seriesofyearswhichdevelop this new tax scheme.

MA_AYSIA: 1985 is up from $ 3.7 billion for 1984. To diminish this
outflow of foreign exchange the Ministerhas given top
priority to the improvement and expansion of tourist

An Outline of the 1985 facilities. The decision to stimulateprivate sector busi-

Budget Tax Proposals
ness activity and to restrain public sector expenditures
has resulted in the following plans.

By Dennis J. Olmstead
II. LIMITINGPUBLIC EXPENDITURES

The freeze on the fitting of vacant posts and the crea-
I. INTRODUCTION tion of new posts, whenever possible, in the Govern-

ment shall continue. To further aid in this contraction
On 25 October 1985, the Ministerof Income, the Hon- of public employees, the Minister announced that
orable Encik Dain Zainddin, delivered his Federal sectors
Budget Speech to the House of Representatives. ways by which varous of public service can be

privatized are being reviewed. Mr. Zainddin noted
Opening his speech with an overview of the status of that only 1 in 84 persons in Great Britain is employed
the international economy, the Minister stressed the by the government, the Malaysian government, as of
need for open markets and rejected the short-sighted 1983, employed 1 in every 17 of the population. Salary
implementationofprotectionism.Remindinghis audi- ncreaseswill also be restricted in order to keep gener-
ence that the industrial countries are Malaysia'smajor al expendituresdown.
trading partners and that these nations are facing
slowed growth, expected to be 2.8% in 1985 as op-
posed to 4.9% in 1984, and high unemploymentwhich III. SPECIFIC CHANGES IN TAXATION
increase the pressure to interfere with free trade.

Under these conditions Malaysia must continue: Direct taxes

Firstly: to strengthen the Balance of Payments [Tax changes effective from the year of assess-

and the Budget, through further restraintson pub- ment, 1986]
lic sector expenditures;and
Secondly: to further stimulate private sector busi- 1. Tax exemption on profits earned abroad
ness activity. On the belief that there are substantial funds abroad

The Malaysianeconomyexperiencedstronggrowth of owned by Malaysians, the Governmentwould like to

7.6% in 1984 while only 5.2% in 1985. The Minister encourage the remittance of these funds to help fi-
attributed this decline to weak external demand, nance the country's growth.
higher interest ayments, and cutback in our crude
petroleum prouction. Malaysia's growth still re- Therefore, the Government is grantingan amnesty on

mains high above the averageof 2.7% for Asean coun-
all commission income paid to Malaysians abroad for

tries and 3.6% for all developingcountries. services performed in Malaysia. This is applicable to
commissionsreceived prior to the year of assessment,

The deficit in Balance of Payment of $ 5.3 billion for 1986.
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Furthermore, the Government proposes to exempt likely to be utilized wthin a perod of 5 years. The
50% of this income from taxation. To enjoy this am- relevant dividend income is exempted from tax.

nesty and exemption taxpayers must declare these
commissons in their 1986 tax returns. c. Touristgroup tax abatement

Income earned outside the countrywill receive a 100% Each tour operator, registered and approved by the
tax exemption if it is brought into Malaysia between Tourist Development Corporation, who brings in at

25 October 1985 and 31 December 1986. This income least 500 tourists through group inclusive tours will be

may be declared as earned in the relevant years of given a 10% abatement on income derived from the
assessment. The income must be in Malaysia prior to business of bringing in the foreign tourists.
the filing of the returns for the relevant year of assess- The above proposals will take effect from the
ment. Incomeof banks, airlines, and shipping lines are 1986.

year

ineligible for this exemption.
c. Service tax

2. Tax exemption on approved and long-term loans Service tax in the hotel and restaurant industry will be

Currently, interest paid to non-residentsfor approved reduced from 10% to 5% in an attempt to further
and long-term loans is exempt from the 15% withhold- encourage the tourist industry.
ing tax. It is felt that this encouragesforeignborrowing This proposal is effective 1 January 1986.
in the private sector.

In an attempt to curb this activity, the exemption for

long-term loans is withdrawn and the 15% withholding 5. Manufacturing incentives

tax applicable thereon is increased to 20%. However, In an attempt to simplify the present incentives for the
since the country continues to need foreign loans, tax manufacturingsector, which were formulatedin 1968,
exemption on interest payments accruing to approved the Minister has proposed:
loans will be retained. In lne with the Government's
austerity plans, approved loans will be restricted to a. Pioneer status be granted on the basis of priorities
loans obtained by the Federal Government,State and as determined by the Government, regardless of

statutory bodies, and loans and credit guaranteed by the size of the investment. As in the tourismsector,

the Government. the incentiveshall be for 5 years commencingfrom
the productiondate as set by the MinistryofTrade

Loan agreements for the above purposes must be exe- and Industry.
cuted in Malaysia unless approved by the Minister to

be executedoutside the country. This proposal is effec- b. ITC shall be retained with a maximum rate of

tive as of 25 October 1985. 100%.

c. The accelerated depreciation allowance (ADA)
3. Withholding tax on interest payments

and reinvestment allowance (RA) are to be ex-

tended for another 3 years, that is, up to the year
Presently, interest paid by commercial banks and fi- 1988. The extended ADA is in the form of an

nancial institutions on fixed deposits of less than 12 initial allowance of 20% and an annual allowance
months and saving depositsabove certain amountsare of 40%. This proposal will take effect from 1

subject to tax. January 1986.

In order to more easily collect this tax, the Minister d. Existing export incentives and double deduction
has proposed a withholding tax on non-exemptsavings for exportpromotionexpensesare to be abolished.
of 5%, to be collected by banks and financiai institu- In their place an abatement of adjusted income is
tions on behalf of the Revenue Department. It is introduced. The abatement will be based on the

hoped this low rate of tax will encourage savings on a manufacturer's actual performance at the rates

longer term. This is a final tax and individuals will not stipulated below:
be taxed again on their interest income. The proposal
is effective as of 1 January 1986. (i) Abatement of adjusted income equivalent to

10% of the value added in exports.
(ii) Abatementof adjusted income of 5% for loca-

4. Tourism incentives tion.

a. Pioneerstatus (iii)Abatement of adjusted income of 5% of the
value of local materials used in exports. Such

Pioneer status incentives will be granted for a fixed materialsshould be manufacturedin this coun-

period of 5 years. Its commencementis from the date try.
of production as determined by the Ministry of Trade (iv)Abatement of adjusted income of 5% of the
and Industry. value of approved indigenous local materials

used in the manufactureofexports. Indigenous
b. Investment tax credit local material means materia s that are grown,

The investment tax credit will be granted up to a
reared or extracted locally.

maximum of 100% on capital expenditures that are e. Small scale manufacturersare to be given a special
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abatement of 5% of adjusted income for a period will continue to be completely exempted from all im-
of 5 years. Another 5% abatement is to be given port duties.
if the small scale manufacturercomplies with the In view of the frequent complaints about delays inNew Economic Policy. Small scale manufacturer
means a manufacturerwith a shareholder'sfund of getting approvals for duty exemptions or duty draw-

not more than $ 200,000 and fixed assets of not backs, manufacturerswill now be allowed to use bank

more than $1 million. Together with this special guarantees in lieu of paymentof import duties. Manu-

incentive, small scale manufacturersare also given
facturers are to contact the Customs Department for

the opportunity to enjoy abatement of adjusted
furtherdetailson the use ofbankguaranteesin import-

income as in paragraph (d) above. ng raw materials.

8. Excess profits tax6. The following incentives are to be abolished

i) Labor utilization relief. The existing excess profits tax, tin profits tax and

ii) Locational incentive. timber profits tax are all supplementary taxes on the

iii)Export allowance (except for agricultural prod-
incomesof companies.But, they are levied in different

ucts). ways. It is therefore proposed that these supplemen-
(iv) Increased capital allowance. tary taxes should be rationalizedand standardizedinto

(v) Industrial building allowance. one excess profits tax. The rate of the new excess

profits tax will be 3% and the current franking limits
New manufacturerswill be given an option to choose of $ 200,000 or 25% of shareholders funds will be
between abatement of tax or pioneer status/invest- changed to $ 2 million. This excess profits tax will
ment tax credit. Existing manufacturers, on comple- apply equally to both resident and non-residentcom-

tion of their incentives, are eligible to enjoy the abate- panies. The existing tin andtimber profits tax will be
ment of adjustment income incentive. abolished and will be replaced with the new excess

This proposal is effectivefrom the basis year 1986. The profits tax.

bill to implement this proposal will be tabled at the
next session of Parliament. Manufacturers currently IV. CONCLUSION
enjoying or those who have been approved tax incen-
tives before this new proposal is implemented will Beyond these majorplans to stimulate the economyof
continue to enjoy the said incentive as provided under Malaysia during the expected period of international
the present Act. recession, the Minister has proposed tax incentives

and allotted large amountsof the budget for infrastruc-
7. Import duty on raw materials ture development.
The manufacturingsector will be further assisted by a The result of Mr. Zainddin'sproposals will be seen in
reductionof the import duties on raw materialswhich future months or years, but it is obvious he has taken
are not produced in the country. Most of these duties an aggressive stand in attempting to keep Malaysia
presently vary from 2% to 5%. These duties on raw competitive in the world market place as well as to
materialswill now be reduced to a uniform rate of 2%. develop his nation and increase the standard of living
Manufacturerswho are engaged in export.production for all its citizens.
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ARGE\- \A:

CompulsoryLoan Based on

Savings Capacity
By M. Ga Caballero

Within the context of the tax reform undertaken by from the obligation to make compulsory loans, in re-

Argentina' a mandatory 2-year savings scheme in the spect of both income and net wealth, when they are
form of a compulsory loan to the Argentine Govern- either incapacitated,unemployed,or have lost 80% or

ment has been introduced.2The amount of the loan is more of their income-generating capital when com-
determined on the basis of each taxpayer's pre- pared with 1984.
sumed savings capacity, by reference to the years
1984 and 1985, instead of on the amountof income tax (b) Corporations, partnerships limited by shares,
and net wealth/worth tax actually paid for such years. limited liability companies and permanent
The following is a discussion of this subject. establishments

Resident corporations,partnershipslimited by shares,
limited liability companies and permanent establish-A. TAXPAYERS
ments are exempt from the obligation to make compul-

Qualifying lenders for compulsory loan purposes are, sory loans, in respect of both ncome and net worth,
in princip.e, all resident individuals,undividedestates,

when they have either been declared bankrupt (under
companies, permanent establishments of foreign en-

court order) or they have lost more than 60% of their

terprises, and individual firms subject to income tax income-generatingcapital in comparison with 1984.

(impuesto a las ganancias) and net wealth tax (im-
puesto al patrimonioneto) or net worth tax (impuesto (c) Other types of legal entities, sole proprietorships
sobre los capitales) in respect of the taxable periods

and individual undertakings
1984 and 1985 (assessmentperiodsof 1985 and 1986). Other types of resident legal entities (e.g. general and

limited partnerships,civil companies, foundationsand
cooperativesocieties) and individual firms are exempt

B. SAVINGS CAPACITY from the obligation to make compulsory loans only in
respect of net worth (thus, they are liable to make this

The amount of the loan of each resident taxpayer is loan in respect of income) when they have either been
established by taking a percentage of the taxpayer's declared bankrupt (under court order) or they have
presumed taxable capacity in respect of the net in- lost more than 60% of their income-generatingcapital
come derived and net capital held, as shown in the in comparison with 1984.
1984 and 1985 tax returns. However, as the taxable
capacity of a lender is based on a presumption, iuris
tantum (i.e. it is rebuttable by the taxpayers on the (2) Proportionaladjustmentof the loan

basis of substantiated evidence), it is provided that,
under given circumstances, taxpayers are either The savings capacity for compulsory loan purposes is

exempted from the obligation of making this compul-
reduced in proportion to the capital loss incurred

sory loan for the wo mandatoryyears, or such obhga-
under the following circumstances:

tion is adjusted proportionately. (a) Individualsand undivided estates

(1) Exempt taxpayers
Where an individual (including undivided estates)
loses more than 20% of his income-generatingcapital

For compulsory loan purposes, taxpayers are exemot- (without exemptions) when compared with 1984, the
ed from the obligation to make compulsory loans for amount of the compulsory loan for either year, in

both of the two mandatory years, in respect of their respect of both income and net wealth, is reduced

taxablecapacity for 1984 and 1985, under the following proportionately to the amount of such loss.

circumstances:

(a) Individuals and undivided estates 1. An avalanche of tax reform bills was submitted by the Government
to the Congress in April 1985. Most of these bills have been passed and

Resident individualsand undividedestates are exempt enacted by law. The tax reform undertaken by Argentina affects direct
taxes (on income and capital) and indirect taxes (on transactions).
2. This compulsory loan was introduced by Law 23,256/85, which was

Mr. Caballero is Principal Research Associate at the International enacted through Decree 1,889 of 2 October 1985 and implemented by
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,Amsterdam. Decrees 2,073 of 29 October and 2,164 of 8 November 1985 and Resolu-

tions 2,575 and 2,576 of 7 November 1985.
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(b) Any type of company, permanentestablishment
or individual firm Table I

Income Tax Table
Where a company (includingpartnerships,permanent
establishments and individual firms) loses more than Taxable year 1984
20% of its income-generatingcapital (without exemp- (Assessmentyear 1985)
tions) when compared with 1984, the amount of the Fixedamount+ percentage
compulsory loan for either year, in respect of both Taxablebases(pesos) onexcess
income and net worth, is reduced proportionately to
the amount of such loss. -- - 65,413 0+ 7

65,413- 152,662 4,579 + 8

152,662- 239,879 11,559 + 9

C. PAYMENT/REPAYMENTOF THE LOAN 239,879- 348,933 19,409 + 10
348,933- 479,759 30,314 + 11

The loan must be deposited in two annual installments 479,759- 654,225 44,705 + 12

with the National Savings and Investment Bank 654,225- 828,691 65,641 + 13

(CNAS) through any authorized local bank. The dead- 828,691 -1,090,406 88,322 + 15

lines are: 1,090,406-1,417,503 127,579+ 17

15 November 1985 (22 November for companies 1,417,503-1,744,632 183,185 + 19
-

and permanentestablishments) in respect of 1984 1,744.632-2,071,760 245,340 + 21

savings capacity; and 2,071,760-2,507,910 314,037 + 23

15 November 1986, in respect of 1985 savings 2,507,910-3,053,113 414,351 + 26
-

capacity. 3,053,113-3,598,285 556,104 + 29

3,598,285-4,143,488 714,204+ 32
Where the amountof the first loan installment is equal 4,143,488-4,797,744 888,669 + 35
to or exceeds 100,000australes (USS 1 = 0.80 austral) 4,797,744-5,451,970 1,117,659+38
the amount may be deposited in two equal and con- 5,451,970-6,542,345 1,366,265 + 41
secutive monthly installments (i.e. 15/22 November 6,542,345- 1,813,319+45--

and 16/23 December 1985). Interest (at prevailing
rates for savingsdepositswith the CNAS) is capitalized
(i.e. added to the princial) on a yearly basis. The variation in the country's general wholesale price
amount lent, as increased ythe interest,will be repaid index for the period November 1984 October 1985).-

by the Government5 years after the date on which the The resultingamount (convertedinto Australesat par-
yearly installment was made (i.e. 15/22 November ity of 1,000 pesos : 1 austral) is the taxable capacity,
1990 and 1991) without attracting any tax. in respect of income. The amount of the loan, in re-

spect of income, is 40% of such taxable capacity for
individual taxpayers and 30% for corporate taxpayers

D. AMOUNT OF THE COMPULSORYLOAN (this being the savings capacity).
The taxpayer's saving and lending capacity is calcu- The net wealth tax liability (which is the second

lated through a sort of exemption with progression amount on which the compulsory loan is calculated)is
method. In accordance with this method, the amount assessed by applying the progressive rates applicable
of the yearly loan to the Governmentis determinedby in the year in question to the taxable net wealth for

taking into account elements of income and capital comoulsory loan purposes. Accordingly, where the

which are otherwiseexcluded from the basis on which taxable amount of the net wealth in respect of 19843 is

the Argentine income tax and net wealth/worthtax are more than 11,237,426 pesos (i.e. 50% of the 1984 net

assessed for the year concerned (i.e. the method aims wealth tax-free limit), then the net wealth tax liability
at establishing the combined amount of income tax for 1985 compulsory loan purposes is assessed in ac-

and net wealth/worth tax which the taxpayer would cordance with the progressive rates indicated in Table
have to pay in 1985 and 1986 - by reference to the II. If such amount is equal to or less than 11,237,426
precedingyears- if certain items of incomeand capital pesos, the person concerned is exempt from the com-

wouldnot have beenexcludedfrom the pertinenttax). pulsory loan obligation in respect of his 1984 net

wealth. Where the taxable amount of net wealth in

The income tax liability (which is the first amount on respect of 19854 is more than 60,000 australes (which
which the compulsory loan is calculated) is assessed by
applying the appropriate income tax rates to the taxa- 3. For compulsory loan purposes, the 1984 income tax paid is deductible

be income for compulsory loan purposes. For the first in computing the net wealth taxable base, whereas property which was

loan installment, individual taxpayers must assess the exempt from net wealth tax in 1984 (e.g fixed term deposits- in local or

-with Argentine banks and qualifyingsecurities) must be

income tax liability in accordancewith theprogressive
foreign currency
included in such taxable base.

tax rates applicable in 1984 (see Table I). At the same 4. Law 23,297 of 31 October 1985 has eliminated all former exemptions

time, companies must assess their income tax liability from net wealth tax (with the only exception for Treasury and other

at 33% and permanent establishments at 45%. This qualifying central and local government bonds) with effect as from 31

December 1985. The net wealth tax (whose application ended on 31 De-
income tax liability in pesos must be adjusted, multi- cember 1985) has been extended to 31 December 1995 by Law 23,285 of

plying it by a coefficientof 5.58 (i.e. the coefficientof 30 October 1985.
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is the tax-free limit for 1985), then the net wealth tax

liability for compulsory loan purposes is assessed in Table Il

accordance with the progressive rates indicated in Net wealth tax table

Table III.5 (For compulsory loan purposes) for 1984

Tax rateon
Tax due theThe net worth tax liability for corporate compulsory Taxablenetwealthbrackets lower limit

on

lower
excess

limit
over

loan purposes is assessed at 1.5% of the equity capital (inpesos) (inpesos) (in %)of the company, permanent establishment, or indi-
vidual firm concerned. -- - 11,237,426 -- nil

11,237,427- 44,949,707 nil 0.5
44,949,708- 67,424,560 168,561 0.75

The resulting tax liability in pesos, in respect of the net 67,424,561 - 89,899,414 337,122 1
wealth/worth for 1984, must also be adjusted (multi- 89,899,415-134,849,120 561,871 1 25

plying it by the 5.58 coefficient referred to above) and 134,849,121- -- 1,123,742 1.5

the balance, converted into australes, is the taxable
capacity in respect of net wealth/worth. The amount Table Ill

of the loan in respect of net wealth/worth is 40% of Net wealth tax table for 1985

such taxable capacity for individuals and 30% for cor- Tax rateon

porate taxpayersand firms (which is the savingscapac- Taxdueon the excessover

ity). Taxablenetwealthbrackets lower limit lower limit
(inaustrales) (inaustrales) (in %)

60,000 nil-- - --

60,001- 90,000 nil 0.5
90,001 - 135,000 150 0.75

135,001-200,000 487.5 1
200,001 -300,000 1,137.5 1.25
300,001 -450,000 2,387.5 1.5

5. This new net wealth tax rates table (in australes) was introduced by 450,001 -675,000 4,637.5 1.75
Law 23,297 of 31 October 1985. 675,001 - -- 8,575 2

E. ILLUSTRATIVEEXAMPLES ON (2) Resident individual taxpayers
CALCULATIONOF THE COMPULSORYLOAN

A. Assuming that a resident individual declared, in

(1) Resident company and permanent
his income tax return for 1984, 10,000,000pesos taxa-
ble income and 800,000 pesos exempt income and wasestablishment
entitled to the deductible allowances indicated in the

The compulsory (savings) loan for a resident sub- example below, the amount to be lent to the Govern-

sidiary corporation and a permanent establishmentof ment in respect of his income tax capacity for 1984
a foreign entrepreneur can be quite substantial. As- would be 6,979.37 australes in accordance with the

suming that for compulsory loan purposes the taxable calculation in Table B.

profits of a subsidiaryand permanent establishment is
100,000,000 pesos and their taxable net worth is B. Assuming that the same taxpayer, as referred to in
500,000,000pesos, the amount to be saved (lent to the A. above, declared in his net wealth tax return for
Government) in respect of their taxable capacity for 1984 250,000,000 pesos and, as exempt property,
1984 would be 90,396 australes (1 USS = 0.80 austral) 10,500,000 (fixed term deposit), the amount to be lent
for the subsidiaryand 117,180 australes for the perma- to the Government in respect of his net wealth tax
nent establishment, in accordancewith the calculation capacity for 1984 would be 7,062.21 australes in ac-

in Table A. cordance with the calculation in Table C.

TABLE A

Adjustedamount Taxable income Adjusledamount Taxabte net worth Combined taxable
Income lax of rncome tax capacity Net worth tax of ner worth tax capacity capacity Amountofthe loan
(in pesos) (in pesos) (in australes) (in pesos) (n pesos) (in australes) (inauslrales) (n austrates)

Subsidiary 33.000,000 184,140,000 184,140 7,500,000 41,850,000 41,850 225,990 67,797
Permanent

eslablishment 45,000,000 251,100,000 251,100 7,500,000 41,850,000 41,850 292.950 87,885

Where such subsidiary of permanent estabishment lost in 1985, e.g., 25% of their 1984 income-generatingcapital, the amount o the compulsory loan would be
reduced by 16,949 25 and 21,971,25 respectively (Le 25% ot 30% ol 225,990 and 292,950 australes respectively)
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TABLE B

Taxable income Compulsoryloan
Taxableincome Deductible for compulsory Tax liability for compulsoryloan purposes based on income
1984 allowances Taxablebase Taxdue loan purposes (i.e. taxableincomecapacity) capacity1984

In pesos Adjustedamount In australes.

10,000,000 1,618,400' 8,381,600 2,640,9842 9,461,5483 3,126,9604 17,448,4365 17,448.43 6,979.376

1. i.e.(a) medical insurance: 100,000 (assumed cost)
(b) life insurance: 100,000 (assumed cost)
(c) specialonearned income: 559,896
(d) tax-freeincome: 497,676
(e) spouse: 155,532
(f) 2 children: 205,296

2. I.e. 1,813,319on first 6,542,345 + 827,665 on the excess (i.e. 45% of 1,839,255).
3. I.e. taxable income 1984 + 800,000 exempt income + 50% of the special allowanceon earned income (i.e., of 559,896).
4. I.e. 1,813,319 on first 6,542,245 + 1,313,641 on the excess (i.e. 45% of 2,919,203).
5. I.e. taxable income capacity in pesos x 5.58 coefficient of variation in the general wholesale price index.
6. I.e. 40% of the 1984 income tax capacity.

TABLE C
Taxable net wealth Compulsoryloan based

Taxable net wealth Deductiblencometax for compulsory Tax liability forcompulsoryloan purposes on netwealth
1984 due 1984 loan purposes (i.e. taxablenetwealthcapacity): capacity1984

In pesos Ajustedamount In australes
250,000,000' 2,640,9842 262,859,0163 3,143,8914 17,542,9115 17,542.91 7,017.166

1. I.e. excluding inter alia: fixed term deposits in Argentina, securities issued by Argentine central and local governments, corporate bonds/debenturesissued at less

than 3 years maturity which are treated as exempt property for net wealth tax purposes. However, Law 23,297 of 31 October 1985 has eliminated most of these

exemptions, remaining applicable (as of 31 December 1985) only to Treasury and other public bonds.
2. I.e. the amount of income tax liability or 1984.
3. I.e. the amount of taxable net wealth (less income tax) + 10,500,000 (fixed term deposit).
4. I.e. 1,123,742on first 134,849,120 + 2,020,149on the excess (i.e. 1.5% of 128,009,896).
5. I.e. taxable net wealth capacity in pesos x 5.58 coefficient of variation in the general wholesale price index.
6. I.e. 40% of the 1984 taxable net wealth capacity.

The first compulsory loan installmentof such taxpayer (in respect of his income tax and net wealth tax capacity 1984) would be 13,996.53 australes. But if he lost in 1985,
e.g., 25% of his income-generatingcapital, then his loan would be reduced by 3,499.13 australes (i.e., 25% of 40% of 34,991.34).

EUROPEANTAXATIONAND INVESTMENT

The Ecole Suprieure des Sciences Fiscales/PostgraduateSchool of Fiscal Science

(ESSF) announcesthat it will'organizeon 25 and 26 April 1986 a conferenceon Europe-
an Taxationand Investment.

Particular emphasiswill be placed on tax measuresor incentivesencouraginginvest-

ment in: Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Luxembourgand the UnitedKingdom. Spainwill be representedand the Commission
oftheEuropeanEconomicCommunityhas committeditselftosubmitareport.

Pleasewrite for furtherdetails to

BoulevardBrandWhitlock6, B-1150,Brussels

orphone02-735.91.44
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\ zR\A-O\A
'3A ASSOGA-O\

INTERPRETATIONOF TAX TREATIES*

INTRODUCTION might be able to make some observations on treaty
interpretation in general which could be relevant to

This report summarises the panel discussion of Semi- the partcular problems which are the subject matter

nar B at the IFA Congress in London held on 11 of this seminar. Hence may presence this afternoon.

September 1985. The basis of the seminar was an arti- I would therefore propose to address three separatecle published in the British Tax Review for 1984 start- but related questions:ing at pages 14 and 90. The objective was to ask one (1) to what extent are the principles of interpretationof the authors of that article, David Ward Q.C. of elaborated in the Vienna Conventionon the Law
Toronto, to put forward the ideas in the article in the of Treaties relevant to the interpretation of tax
question of which State's internal law is to be applied treaties
under Article 3(2) of the OECD Model, referring to (3) does Article 3(2) of the OECD Model make refer-
the internal law meaning of undefined expressions,
the text of which is set out below, and the related issue

ence to those principlesof interpretation less rele-
vant

of whether later changes in internal law are to be (3) what is the significanceof the principle of contem-
applied; and for these to be criticised by the other poraneity in the context of determiningwhether a
members of the panel, comprising Sir Ian Sinclair static or ambulatory meaning should be given to
K.C.M.G.Q.C., former Legal Adviser to the U.K. the provisions of internal law This will be consi-
Foreign Office, who would comment from the general dered in the second part.public international law point of view, ProfessorKlaus

Vogel, professor of public law at the University of The first question is relatively easy to answer. There

Munich, and Kees van Raad, University of Leiden, can be no doubt that the Vienna Convention on the
the Netherlands. The Chairman was John Avery Law of Treaties was intended to cover all types of
Jones. internationalagreementsbetweenStates, that is to say

all agreements concluded between States in writing
and governed by international law, whatever their de-

I. CONFLICTS CAUSED BY REFERENCE TO signation and whetherembodiedin a single instrument
INTERNAL LAW or in two or more instruments. In principle, therefore,

tax treaties fall within the scope of the Vienna Conven-
tion and the principles of treaty nterpretation elabo-

Sir Ian Sinclair: rated in the Conventionare as applicable to tax treaties
as they are to other categoriesoi treaty, such as extra-

I must begin, particularly in the presence of such an dition treaties, treaties for the enforcement of judg-
august and we I informed audience, by making a dis- commercial treaties, treaties relating territo-
claimer. I know virtually nothing about double taxa- ments, to

rial status, human rights treaties, etc. There is no par-tion conventions. My professional experience in the ticular category of treaty which is excluded from the
Legal Branch of the U.K. DiplomaticService (where
I served for 34 years) and, more recently, in private general scope of the definition of the term treaty in

Article 2 o the Vienna Convention. It is important to
practice, has not required me toconsidertheparticular add that the principles of treaty interpretationproblems that may arise in connection with the in-

em-

bodied in the Vienna Conventionare now regarded as
terpretation and application of tax treaties. It has of

forming part of the corpus of customary international
course inevitably involved me from time to time (in- law and are, therefore, applicable not only as between
deed, when I was serving in the Foreign and Common- States parties to the Vienna Convention, but also
wealh Office, almost on a day to day basis) with giving

as

between non-parties. In the Young Loan case the Ar-
advice on the interpretationof international treaties in bitral Tribunal for the agreementon German External
general, whether they be multilateral conventions or Debts has expressed the view that ... the [Viennalpurely bilateral agreements and whatever might be Convention properly reflects both the present and the
their subject matter. I was indeed somewhat reticent
when John Avery Jones approached me and suggested past state of international law since, as regards in-

that I might be able to make a contribution to this
seminar. I pleaded my lack of expertise in the particu- * This transcript was prepared by Mr John John Avery Jones, Chair-

lar subject matter. But it was represented to me that I man of the Seminar.
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terpretation at least, it is restricted to the codification We then have, in Article 31(2) a fairly narrow defini-
of customary judgment of the European Court of tion of the term context. It is stated to comprise, in
Human Rights in the Golder case and in the award of addition to the text of the treaty, including its pream-
the Court of Arbitration in the Beagle Channel case ble and annexes, (a) any agreement relating to the
between Argentinaand Chile. In the very recent arbi- treaty made between the parties in connection with
tration between Guinea and Guinea-Bissauon the de- the conclusion of the treaty and (b) any instrument
lineation of their maritime boundary, the Court of made by one or more parties in connection with the
Arbitration had no hesitation in applying the rules conclusion of the treaty and acepted by the parties as

stated in Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention an instrument related to the treaty. The text and con-

to the interpretationof a convention of 1886. text as so defined constitute what Charles de Vischer
describes as the intrinsic elements of interpretation

This having been said, it would be wrong to regard the as opposed to the extrinsic elements to which we

principlesof interpretationcontained in Articles 31 to now turn.
33 of the ViennaConventionas amountingto anything
more than general guidelines. O'Connell has com-

Article 31(3) requires that there should also be taken

mented that the priorities inherent in the application into acount, together with the context:

of these rules are not clearly indicated, and the rules (a) any subsequent agreement between the parties re-

themselvesare in part so general that it is necessary to garding the interpretationof the treaty or the appli-
review traditional methods whenever interpreting a cation of its provisions;
treaty. The criticism of the generality of the rules is (b) any subsequentpractice betweenthe parties regard-
no doubt cogent. But it fails to take into account the ing the interpretationof the treatyor the application
considerationthat the InternationalLaw Commission, of its provisions;

(c) any relevant rules of international law applicable in
whose proposed formulationsof the rules on interpre- relations between the parties.
tation were ncorporatedvirtually without change into
the Vienna Convention, had already disavowed any I will have more the say in the second part about the
intent to produce a comprehensivecode of canons of requirements that any relevant rules of international

treaty interpretation. The Commission in their com- law applicable in the relations between the parties
mentary to what has now become Articles 31 and 32 should also be taken into account.

of the Vienna Convention, refer to the rich variety of
principles and maxims of interpretation applied by Finally, Article 31(4) provides that a special meaning,
international tribunals. They go on to point out that as contrasted with the ordinary meaning, should be

these are, for the most part, principles of logic and given to a term if it is established that the parties so

good sense which are valuable only as guides to assist intended. There are a few examples in international
n appreciating the meaning which the parties may jurisprudenceof a special meaning being given to a

have intended to attach to the expressions employed term, notably in the award in the U.K./France Conti-

in a document; and the recourse to many oi these nental Shelf where a wider meaning was given to the

prnciples is discretionary rather than obligatory, in- geographicalexpression Bay of Granville (used in a

terpretationbeing to some extent an art rather than an French annotation) than the ordinary meaning might
exact science. The Commissionaccordinglyconcluded have suggested. However, the burden of proof of a

that any attempt to codify the conditionsof the appli- special meaning lies on the party advancing it and it is

cation of those principles of interpretationwhose ap-
rare for an international tribunal to adopt a special

propriatenessin any given case dependson the particu- meaning, particularly if it can give effect to a provson
lar context and on a subjective appreciationof varying of the treaty by giving to the words used their natural

circumstanceswould clearly be inadvisable. and ordinary meaning.
So we are left with a very economicaland self-confess- I will skate lightly over the remainingVienna Conven-

edly incomplete set of guidelines. The general rule of tion rules on interpretation. Article 32 deals with

interpretation is stated in Article 31(1) of the Vienna supplenentarymeans of interpretation, including the

Convention: preparatory work of the treaty and the circumstances
of its conclusion, and stipulates that recourse may be

A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance had to such means in order to confirm the meaningwith the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of resultingfrom the applicationof Article 31 or to deter-
the treaty in their context and in the light of its object mine the meaning when the interpretation accordingand purpose. to Article 31 leaves the meaningambiguousor obscure

Note that this general rule places firm emphasison the or leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or un-

text of the treaty as an authentic expression of the reasonable. I would only comment that, in practice,
intentions of the parties. This is broadly consistent extensive recourse to travauxprparatoiresot a treaty
with the view of the late Lord McNair, a former Pres- will be neverthelessin the contextof any dispute about
ident of the International Court of Justice, who treaty interpretation since, almost by definition, any
suggested that the main task involved in the process of disputes about the interpretationof a treaty provision
interpretation is to give effect to the expressed inten- which reaches the stage of international adjudication
tion of the parties, that is to say, ther intention as will have arisen because the text is ambiguous or

expressed in the words used by them in the light of the obscure. In practice, therefore, internationaltribunals
surroundingcircumstances. are regularly called upon to assess the significance of
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travaux prparatoires.The difficulty is of course that gaps and obscuritiesin the wording.This is particularly
the travaux themselves (even when they are available, true of the expressionsany term not defined therein
which is highly unlikely in the case of a recent bilateral and unless the context otherwise requires.
treaty where the negotiationswill no doubt have been
conducted on a confidential basis) are unlikely to re-

veal accuratelyand in detail what happenedduring the David Ward:

negotiations and are therefore not as apt to resolve Article 3(2) states that:
any ambiguity in the text as first appearances might
suggest. Article 33 deals with the interpretation of As regards the application of the Convention by a Con-

plurilingual treaties, but I will refrain for reasons of tracting State any term not defined therein shall, unless

economy from analysing its context. the context otherwise requires, have the meaning which
it has under the law of that State concerning the taxes to

This then, is a very rough and general sketch of the which the convention applies. [Emphasis added]
content of the Vienna Convention rules of treaty in- In applying Article 3(2) various questions arise: what
terpretation. To revert to the second of the two ques- is the result if, under internallaw,a particularpayment
tions to which I addressed myself at the outset, does classifies differently in each State How can the differ-
Article 3(2) of the OECD Model make reference to ences be reconciled In particular, in the context of
those ideas less relevant I would suggest not. Article Article 23 (the credit/exemption article) how is the
3(2) of the OECD Model is itself a treaty text and falls difference in characterisation to be reconciled
to be interpreted in accordancewith the Vienna Con-
vention rules. There is no evidence in the text of Arti- The relevant portions of Articles23A (credit) and 23B

cle 3(2) itself, nor to the best of my knowledge, in the (exemption) state that: Where a resident of a Con-

Commentariesto the OECD Model, to suggest other- tracting State derives income or owns capital which, in

wise. accordancewith the provisionsof this Conventionmay
be taxed in the other ContractingState... then the

What then of Article 3(2) of the OECD Model itself- first mentioned State shall exempt such income from
and here I refer to the 1977 version First, let us see tax (in an exemption State) or shall allow a credit for
what Article 3(2) of the OECD Model actually says. the tax (in a credit State).
Its sense can, I think, be paraphrased as follows: a

Contracting State applying the Convention shall, un- The recent Pierre Boulezcase, 83 TC No. 131, decided

less the context otherwise requires, give to any term by the U.S. Tax Court provides a good example of

not defined in the Convention the meaning which it these difficulties which arose in the context of the

has under the internal law of the State concerning the Germany-U.S. treaty of 1954. Taxpayer Boulez, the

taxes to which the Conventionapplies. If this is indeed famous conductor,while a residentof Germany,made

the sense of Article 3(2) it would seern to indicate an a contract with CBS records in the U.S. to conduct

intent on the part of the drafters of the OECD Model certain musical performances for the purpose of mak-

to perrnit (indeed to require) references to internal ing phonograph records. The agreement provided:
law to elucidate the meaning of the terms not defined for your services... and the rights granted herein

in the Convention. This is not in the least surprising . we will pay you the following royalties ...

since at least as I understand the position, the object whch were then spelled out. The agreementprovided,
and purpose of a bilateral tax treaty is not to unify or however, that all property rights in the master record-

harmonise the laws of the two States concerned; t is ings belonged at all times to CBS and Boulez obtained

rather to provide relief from tax in that State which no rights in the nature of copyright in the recordings.
would or might otherwisecharge it. There iS therefore The United States RevenueServiceclaimed tax on the
an intimate connection between the relieving provi- payments made to Boulez on the basis that they were

sions and the charging provisions of internal law, and compensation for personal services rendered in the
it makes sense to refer the meaningof undefined terms U.S. which the U.S. had the right to tax, and not
in a tax treaty to the internal law of the State con- royalties, which the U.S. had no right to tax.
cerned. I do not regard this process as amounting to

the giving of a special meaning to a term in the sense It should be noted that the Boulez case is not in one

of Article 31(4) of the Vienna Convention rules. Arti- sense an Article 3(2) case because the term royalties
cle 3(2) of the OECD Model is essentially procedural is defined in the German-U.S. treaty as:

or referential in nature. A particular meaning of a any royalties, rentals or other amounts paid as consider-
term may result from the application of the meaning ation for the use of, or the right to use, copyrights,
under internal law, as requred by Article 3(2) of the artistic or scientific works, patents...or other like

OECD Model itself. Indeed, it iS the ordinarymean- properties or rights....
ing of Article 3(2) in its context and in the light and In another sense, however, it is an Article 3(2) case

object and purposes of the tax treaty which produces because it also involved the interpretation of the
the conclusion that the meaning of undefined terms phrase compensation for the personal services,
must, unless the context otherwise requires, be refer- which was not defined in the treaty.
red to the appropriate internal law.

The U.S. tax court upheld the position of the IRS,
This is not to say that the meaning of Article 3(2) of holding that because Boulez never had a copyright or

the OECD Model is clear. Indeed there are notable other property interest in the musical works, the
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amountspaid to him, althoughdescribedas royalties Professor Klaus Vogel:
in the agreementwith CBS, were really compensation
for personalservicesand thereforesubject to tax under David Ward's solution rather appeals to me and I do
the treaty. not doubt that it would be feasible. I am afraid how-

The relevantexemptionprovisionof the German-U.S.
ever that there is little, if any, likelihood that tax
authorities or courts would adopt his solution. In this

treaty stated that ... income from sourceswithin the his solution seems me be more idealistic
United States which, according to this Convention is respect, to to

than practical.not exempt from United States tax ... shall be
excluded from the basis upon which the Federal Re- To explain this I must ask your permission to begin a

public tax is imposed. few steps further back. The problem raised by Article

Germany, however, took the position that, from a 3(2) predates that article and its antecedents.The first
German cases relating to that problem go back as far

German point of view, the payments were clearly 1934; I the would be true in other
royalties which the United States should not have

as suppose same

countries. Moreover,even today the problemcan arise
taxed and therefore Germany would not apply the
equivalent of Article 23 of the treaty to exempt the

as well in situations to which Article 3(2) does not

apply. For example, if a treaty term is not defined in
payments. both States under the law... concerning the taxes
It is suggested that if the Boulez case is considered an to which the Convention applies, but, let us assume,
Article 3(2) case - which let us presume, withoutagre- under their commercial law, should a court construe

eing that it is - then Germanyshould not have applied that term according to its own internal commercial
its internal law in determining whether the United law, according to the commercial law of the other
States had a right to tax acccording to the Conven- State, or according to some other standard
tion (i.e., by applying Article 3(2)) in referring to its In discussing this problem, which has been said to be
internal law concepts to characterise the payments. It

analogous to the problem of qualification in privateshould recognise the United States' right to tax ac- international law a discussion which began in Ger-
cording to the Convention (i.e., by applying Article

-

-

3(2) by reference to its internal law definitions. If this many, as I mentioned, as early as the mid-thirties
three basic positions have been advanced.

view had been taken - which I suggest is the correct
one if this had been an Article 3(2) case - double At first glance it seems most natural to a court or tax
taxation would be avoided. administration to apply its internal law. This solution,

indeed, is usually adopted in practice. If both states
It is also suggested that on this view of the interpreta- adopt it however, this solution, as David Ward pointstion of Article 23, whether it be a credit or exemption out, can lead to consequencesthat are not desirable in
provision, double taxation should be avoided consis- terms of tax equity. Let me illustrate this by referringtently without resort to mutual agreementproceedings to a case decided by the German Federal Tax Court
(which for Boulez were unsuccessful) even where the (Bundesfinanzhof).On terminationof employmentof
two States, if they used their own internal law defini- a managerwho was resident in Switzerland,a German
tions, would classify the payments differently. GmbH paid a golden handshake. Under German law

this payment was (and is) treated as income from de-Turning to the obversequestion- double non-taxation
which bothers Revenue authorities and academics a pendent personal services within Article 15 of the

-

OECD Model Convention. So, Germany being thebit more than taxpayers and their advisers- let us see

how this thesis o the application of Article 3(2) with countrywhere the work had been performed, the Fed-

Article 23 operates. If the State of residence is a credit eral Tax Court, according to Article 15 - more pre-
State and brings all foreign source income into the cisely, according to the correspondingprovision of the

taxable income calculation, non-taxation cannot Swiss-German treaty of 1931 - held the payment to be

occur. If the State of residence is an exemption State taxable in Germany. In Switzerland, on the other

and characterises the payment by its internal law as hand, the golden handshake was treated at that time

one which the treaty permts only the source State to
as other income covered under Article 21 of the

tax, double non-taxatoncould arise if the source State Model Convention, taxable only in the State of resi-

characterisesthe payment as one which only the State dence. (Today the law of the Swiss Cantons has been

of residence may tax. However, in such a case, the altered to provide that a golden handshakeconstitutes
other income only if it is not subject to taxation atdouble non-taxationseems to be a result of the failure

of the State of residence to impose tax by its internal source.) Thus, Switzerland, construing the terms of

law, irrespective of the treaty. Again, Article 23 the treaty according to its internal law, taxed the gol-
den handshakeas well. Consequently,double taxationexempts income from tax in the State of residence

where ... in accordance with the provisions of this was not avoided and the purpose of the treaty was not

Convention [it] may be taxed in the other State.... fulfilled.

If the State of residence recognises, as it is submitted Had the GmbH been a Swiss company and the man-
it must, the correctnessof the applicationof the source ager a resident of Germany, Switzerland, treating the
State's internal law definition in establishing the right golden handshake as other income and, therefore, as
of the source State to tax, then it should not exempt taxable in Germany,would have refrainedfrom taxing
the payment from tax in the State of residence. it, and Germany treating it as income from personal
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services and, therefore, as taxable in Switzerland every effort on the other hand to find an autonomous

would have refrained from taxing it too. The result in qualification wherever possible.
this reverse case would have been, in other words, In conclusion, I want to comment briefly on one tech-
double non-taxation. nical argument advanced bv David Ward. He relies
To avoid these consequences, it has been suggested strongly on the language o Article 23 of the Model

repeatedly that the State of residenceshould adopt the Convention which states income ... which in ac-

source State's qualification. This is the solution advo- cordance with the provisions of the Convention may
cated by David Ward. The German Reichsfinanzhof be taxed ... I do not think this argument is conclu-
followed this rule in its first case in pont in 1934. sive, if only because Article 23 does not apply to all
However, this case was overruled by the same court in situations in which Article3(2) is relevant. The OECD
1938 and since that time the German courts have con- Model has adopted specific language according to

sistently construed treaty terms according to German which some of the rules of Chapters III and IV (the
internal law. Qualification according to the law of the rules dividing taxation between ContractingStates, or

source State would indeed avoid double non-taxation, distributive rules, in German Verteilungsnormen)
but the awkward consequence of this rule is that the provide that a given item shall be taxable only n a

State whose internal law attributes the broader defin- Contracting State. Where the Model provides that an

ition to the term in question always would have an item shall be taxable only in a Contracting State,
advantage. Let us consider the case of the golden that item is exempt from taxation in the other Con-
handshake again. If we apply David Ward's solution tracting State, even if that other State is a credit State.
to the original case, Germany as the source country With regard to these rules, Article 23 does not apply.
would be entitled to apply its internal qualificationand The State in which items are exempt usually is the
to tax the income in question, whereas Switzerland source State, but in some cases it is the State of resi-
would be obliged to follow the German qualification dence. The OECD Commentary mentions four such
and to refrain from taxation. There seems to be no- cases (see Art. 23, Comm. no. 6, note 2). Even the

thing wrongwith the solution. However, ifwe consider U.S. Treasury Model, in spite of its saving clause,
the reverse case involving the Swiss GmbH with a provides to some extent for exemption in the residence

manager resident in Germanyand consequentlyapply- State (see Article l(4)(a)(b) and Article 18, 19 Treas-

ing the Swiss qualification,we find that again the right ury Model). Because Article23 does not apply in these
to tax the proceeds will fall to Germany. I doubt cases it says nothing regarding questions of qualifica-
whether Swiss courts would be inclined to accept this tion in this context.

result.
Kees van Raad:

In may opinion, there are two reasons to reject this
rule. First, states could abuse it by deliberatelyextend- If two States enter into the negotiationof tax treaty,ing certain of their internal law definitions. This, of a

one may safely assume that they both intend to solve,
course, presupposes that the reference to internal law

through the treaty, the double taxation problems that
in the treaty is ambulatory, rather than static, which s arise between the two of them. That is, problemsto be discussed later. However, I want to emphasise may

of what we call juridical internationaldouble taxation.
that independentof the static v. ambulatory interpre- This notion is discussed in the OECD Commentaryon
tation issue, the rule seems to me unacceptable be- Article 23. It deals with one taxpayerwho is subject to
cause its results are necessarily unbalanced and dis-

tax on a given item of income m two States. In order
criminatory. In addition, from a practical point of
view, I doubt whether it would be possible to convince

to prevent the two States involved from both taxing
the same item of income, the treaty will assign thatthe administrativeauthoritiesand courts to adopt such income to of the States. But for that it is

a rule, administrative authorities and courts to adopt
one necessary

that the two States attach the same label, the samesuch a rule, especially the authoritiesand courts of the
State which, given a case, would be disadvantaged. characterisation, to the given item of income. An en-

tirely different problem occurs when the two States
take different views on who is the taxpayer in respectTo overcome this dilemma it has been suggested that of a given item of income. That concerns economic

treaty terms always should be interpreted autonom- double taxation. Take for example a closely held cor-
ously, without reference to the internal law of any poration. The State of which the corporation is resi-
Contracting State. This is certainly an ideal solution,

a

dent may consider the corporation to be the taxpayera most internationalone, but unfortunatelyvery often for any profits generatedby the business actvtes
not a feasible one. For example, how can we derive carried But if the shareholders reside in another
from a treaty anything helpful in deciding whether a

on.

golden handshake representspersonal service or other State, that State may consider the corporation transpa-
income Thus we simply cannot get along without

rent and tax the shareholders directly for the proits.
For this problem of who should be treated as recipientreference to internal law at least to some extent; this of a given item of income, treaties offer no generalis why Article 3(2) has been adopted. If my assessment solution.

of David Ward's solution is correct and it has no real
chance of being adopted, then we shall help taxpayers But going back to any differences between States on

best by accepting qualification according to internal how to classify a given type of income, I repeat that
law in both countries, as a last resort, while making one may assume that if such a difference was known
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to the treaty States at the time they were still negotiat- State of the individual: Holland. If Germany, on the

ing the treaty, they most likely would have dealt with contrary, treats the Dutch limited partner as a person
the issue and agreed on a solution. who earns business income through a German perma-

nent establishment,Germany will apply Article 7 and
The situation we are discussing today is what to do if will read the treaty as assigning the Dutch limited
a difference in classificationof a given item of income partner's income to the source State, that is Germany.
between the two treaty States was apparently not This is what would happen under the traditionalappli-
noticedwhen the treaty was negotiated, like the differ- cation of Article 3(2).
ence that showed up in the case of Pierre Boulez.

Now, if both States would adhere to the characterisa-
If a treaty uses a certain expressionand this expression tion of the income by the source State, the following
iS defined somewhere in the treaty, both parties are would happen. The source State (Germany) classifies

required under Article 3(2) to interpret this term in the income as business income. Consequently,the res-

accordancewith that definition. idence State (Holland) must stick to the German clas-
sificationand, under Article 7, leave it up to GermanyIn absence of a treaty definition, Article 3(2) necessi-

tates the establishment of the meaning of the term
as the p.e. State to tax the limited partner's income.

both under the internal law of the treaty States and Germany, as source State, can apply the classification
of the income under its own internal law and tax the

under the treaty context. If it appears that there is a Dutch resident for the business income. Holland
importantdifferencebetween the internaland thecon- would tax the resident partner on his income and givetextual meanings, Article 3(2) gives priority to the exemptionfor the businessprofits as foreignperma-meaning which flows from the context.

an

nent establishment income.
When I say the meaning of a term under the internal Let us now reverse the facts: a German resident is a
law of the treaty States, the question is: the internal limited partner in a partnership that operates exclu-
law of which treaty State. As you have heard from the sively in Holland. Now the internal law of Holland,
other speakers on this Panel, it is often understood the source country, controls the nature of the limited
that when an item of income is assigned by treaty to partner's income: investment income, covered by Ar-
the source State and the residence State is obliged to ticle 21 OECD. The Article assigns the income to the
given an exemption or a tax credit, each of the two residence State: Germany again.States will consider itself applying the treaty and
refer to its own internal law. Depending on the facts Professor Vogel considers this double assignment to
of the case and the treaty provisions concerned, this Germany incompatiblewith the object of the treaty to

may sometimes produce double taxation and some- distribute taxes in an equitable way between the Con-
times lead to no taxation at all. This is the reason for tracting States. I tend to disagree with him. In respect
the authors of the BTR article looking for another of a differentfactual situationwhere the Dutchcharac-
solution: characterisationof a given item of income on terisation (and its treaty consequences for Holland)
the basis of the internal law of the source state. In this differs from the German interpretation the odds may
solution double taxation is prevented; in the case that be in favour of Holland.
neitherof the two States involved imposesany tax, this
is not directly caused by the treaty but by the fact that In cases where Article 3(2) refers to internal law, the

the State to which the income has been assigned, does guestion is, if (a) the current practice to permit both

not tax it under internal law. This is a phenomenon tates to interpret the treaty on the basis of their own

which is quite common when a State applies a treaty, law, should be stopped because it may easily produce
particularly where it concerns a State employing the either double or no taxation, and (b) binding interpre-
exemption system. Professor Vogel has pointed out,

tation on the basis of the law of the source State is

however, that if it is up to the source State's law to considered to be inequitable to the States involved,
determine by which treaty provisions a given item of what other apprach could one take

income is covered, it will always be the same State
which, in a given factual situation, ends up with the Interpretation on the basis of the law of the residence

right to tax.
State has been mentionedin legal writings as a possibil-
ity. The first problem with such method a ears to be

Let me give your another example to illustrate his that the present language of Article 3(2) does not

point. I first explain the traditional point of view in permit it. The provision refers to the applicationof the
which both States interpret a treaty on the basis of Convention by a Contracting State. Any lawyer who
theirown internal law. Let us assume that underDutch interprets this languageas coveringthe residenceState
law a limited partner in a limited partnership receives without at the same time covering the source State
investment income, which under the treaty in the would in my opinion not render an independent ser-
Dutch view does not qualify as dividends or interest vice as referrec to in Article 14 of the OECD Model.
but as other income. If a Dutch individual is a part- Such lawyer certainly would seem to lack a fixed base
ner in a German limited partnershipwhich derives its for this interpretation. Another problem with inter-
income entirely from German sources, the income of preting on the basis of the law of the residence State
the Dutch individual from the limited partnershipwill would be that it produces exactly the same peculiar
qualify from a Dutch perspective as other income results as Professor Vogel does not appreciate when
(Article 21 OECD Model), assigned to the residence the source State's interpretation is binding for the res-
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idence State: if n a given factual situation source State alternatives to Article 3(2). E.g., would it be possible
and residence State are reversed, it is still the same to provide that, in the case where the internal law

State that is going to end up with the right to tax. I am meanings in the two States are in conflict, the numer-

not going to try to give an example of that but I take ical order of the artcles in the treaty determnes the
it that you believe me. priority. That is if one State treats a given item of

ncome under treaty Article 10 and the other State lists
Then there is the autonomous approach. That is, it under Article 7, the latter State's definition would
within the frameworkofArticle3(2), an interpretation control. Or one may, specifically for this purpose,
on the basis of the treaty context. The immediate include in treaties a list of income types in binding
question here is, of course, what the scope is of the order of priority. Neither of these two approaches,
term context. As this is a term which is used in however, appears to provide any advantage over giv-
Article 3(2), it cannot be interpreted by Article 3(2) ing control to the meaningof a term establishedunder
itself. This is one of the two rnstances - I refer to the law of the source State.
interpreting the interpretation rule itself - where the

Alternatively, think of establishingVienna Conventionon the Law of Treaties comes into one may some-

play in OECD-type tax treaties, particularly Articles thing like a world tax court. This suggestion has often

31 and 32 of that Conventionprovide that a treaty shall been made in the past, but the political reality appears
be interpreted in good faith in accordeance with the to be that States are unwilling to give up much ot their

ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty sovereignty in matters of taxation. If one looks at the

in their context and in the light of its object and pur-
fate of the EEC Draft Directiveon Arbitration,whose

to
pose. The purpose of the treaty is to avoid double scope is even limited double taxation in transfer

taxation. So if the traditional approach of having each pricing between associated enterprises: this Draft di-
rective has been sitting on the shelf since 1976. On the

Contracting State interpret an undefined treaty term other hand I am much interested in the experience of
on the basis of its own law without taking into account the Nordic countries (Norway, Sweden, Denmark,the meaning under the other State's law, if this tradi- Finland and Iceland) with their multilateral double
tional approach produces double taxation, the ques- taxation convention of 1983. If I am informed cor-
tion is whether one could say that in such case the

rectly, the mutual agreement article of this treaty pro-interpretation under internal law is clearly in conflict vides that, before the competent authorities of two
with the treaty's context, because this context aims at States take a decision in a mutual agreement proce-avoidingdouble taxation. If this is an acceptableprop- dure, they communicate the result of their consulta-
osition, the next question of course is what the mean-

ing is that flows from this context. And there one will tions as soon as possible to the competent authorities
of the other Nordic states. I understand that, if the

often find oneself stuck. I refer to the problem of
qualifying the income of a limited partner. I also refer competent authority of any of these states, learning
to the question presented in the case of Pierre Boulez. about the result, is of the opinion that the authorities

of all States should consult together, such consulta-
Very likely the context will say very little on these tions are organized immediately.rather technical points. I should make one exception.
In quite a few instances the OECD Commentary will
go beyond just explaining the text of the OECD Conclusion
Model. In adddition it may say something for which a

direct basis in the text of the Model itself is missing. If The Chairman concluded by agreeing with Kees van

one takes the OECD Commentary to be part of the Raad that the alternatives which where theoretically
context of an actual treaty, to the extent this treaty better, such as trying to find an autonomoussolution
follows the OECD Model, those additionalstatements or having a world tax court, were unlikely to be of
in the Commentary will-be clarifying and, con- much practical use, at least in the short term, nd there
sequently, the context will be important. But then was a considerabledegree ofsupportfor David Ward's
another problem may arise; the treaty country whose solution, Professor Vogel's objection being more on

internal law happens to be not in conformity with the whether it would be adopted, rather than whether it
OECD Commentary, may not accept this Commen- would work. He expressed the hope that the OECD
tary as part of the actual treaty's context and then the would spell out how Article 3(2) was intended to oper-
perspective of uniform interpretation becomes dim ate, in view of the considerableuncertaintywhich ob-
agan. viously existed on a topic of such fundamental impor-
So in may opinion the practical possibilities of the tance.

treaty context and consequently of the autonomous

approach are limited. This brings one back to the law
of ContractingStates. Given the choice between appli-

II. THE STATIC/AMBULATORYISSUE

cation by each State of its own law and application by The Chairman introduced the topic by askingwhether,both States of the source country's law, I am inclined having perhaps ascertained whch State's internal law
to opt for the latter, that is: interpretationon the basis being referred to, the reference to internal
of the law of the source State as the best among imper-

was was

law at the date of the treaty or the internal law fromfect solutions. time to time in force. As David Ward points out this
One may wonder whether there are any workable is quite a differentquestion from whether later internal
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law can override a treaty. Suppose Article 3(2) had which recently became law in Canada, provides that
actually referred to internal law from time to time in an ambulatory and not a static interpretationof unde-
force it would be clear that the negotiators com- fined or partially defined treaty terms is to be given to

templated changes being taken into account in inter- the Courts. In so doing, the Governmenthas said that
pretlng the treaty. Surprisingly there seems little au- such an interpretationis consistentwith the intentions
thority on this question anywhere in the world, except of Canada's treaty partners.
in Canada in a case which David Ward considers right If that is so, then, because of Canada's large number
for the wrong reason. The article referred to above of treaties, it must follow that treaty negotiatorsare in
collects the views of a number of States on this ques- general agreement that Article 3(2) is intendedto
tion and there seems a general preference for an am- per-

mit States to redefine treaty terms from time to time,bulatory interpretation. This was confirmed by the
thereby altering the application of the treaty. It is

views of the panel. But if this is the case, there must
suggested that it is incorrect, as some commentators

be some limit to what changes to internal law apply for
have claimed, that such amendments to internal law

treaty purposes. A speaker from the floor instanced a
will amend the treaty. On my view, if the treatychange defining capital gains to include income from
negotiatorsintended internallawdefinitionsto be flex-

employmentwhich clearly goes too far.
ible, then the contract the treaty was intended to- -

so provide. Later amendmentsof internal law do not

David Ward: amend the treaty - they amend its application.

I suggest that there is nothing unbalanced in the con-
It is to be regretted that this static/ambulatory issue
has never been publicly addressedby the OECD in the

cept that the treaty negotiators be presumed to know
wording of Article 3(2) or in the Commentary. Be-

what they are doingin accepting, throughArticle 3(2),
each other's internal law definitions of undefined cause of its importance, it is to be hoped that some

clarification of the powers, and limits to the powers,terms used in the treaty. However, this section of our,

discussion introduces the important question: where to amend the application of the treaty will appear,
either by a re-worded Article 3(2), or an expandedArticle 3(2) applies, is the reference to internal law the
Commentary, or both. Many States have done this in

law as it stooc when the treaty was made, or is the
their credit Articles by agreeing to provide credit for

reference to the law as it may be amended from time a

time This is the so called static/ambulatoryissue. taxes imposedby the other State, as provided in inter-
nal law, as it may from time to time be amended, but

The issue is a real one, which recentlycame before the without departing from the general principle that cre-

Supreme Court of Canada in the Melford Develop- dit shall be given for foreign taxes.
ments Inc. case in 1982. The case involved the Canada- Which brings us to the phrase ... unless the context
Germany Treaty of 1956, which more or less followed otherwise requires ... These words limiting the ap-what subsequently became the OECD pattern. The

.

treaty containeda couterpartofArticle 3(2). The trea- plication of Article 3(2) are important. They were

ty, however, provided no definition of the term in- omitted from the initial version of the Income Tax

terest (as appears in Article 11(3) of the Model). The Conventions Interpretation Act, but were added be-
fore it passed into law.

issue involved Canada's rights to tax a guarantee fee
paid by a Canadian resident to a German bank that What is the contextAlthough the Vienna Conven-
had no permanent establishment in Canada. The tion on the Law of Treaties (Article 31(2)) defines
characterisationissue was whetherthe paymentconsti- context to include the text of thetreaty, its preamble
tuted business profits of the German bank (which and annexes and agreementsand instrumentsmade by
Canada could not tax) or interest (which it could). the parties in connection with the conclusion of the
The Canadian Revenue claimed that by virtue of the treaty, the word context has a wider meaning, at

counterpart of Article 3(2) the payment was interest least in Canadian law, dealingwith statutory interpre-
because it was deemed to be interestbecause of a 1976 tation. Context also includes external context, that is
amendmentto Canada's IncomeTax Act which deems to say, it includes matters outside the wording of the
such guarantee fees to be interest. document itself, such as the state of the law and other

circumstancesprevailing when the document became
The Courtdisagreedwith the Revenue, findingArticle effective. If the caveat to the application of internal
3(2) to be static, fixing definitions found in internal law definitions represented by these words has anylaw to those in force at the time the treaty was made.

meaning, it is suggested that they might provide some
This conclusion has not had wide acceptance interna- reasonable restrictions on the use of internal law
tionally although it does adequately limit a State from amendments in applying treaty provisions. Perhapsunilaterally expanding its taxing power by cleverly courts will address the hypotheticalquestion whether
worded statutory amendments by which it may deem the parties could be presumed to agree that a future
payments which would otherwise be exempt, to be internal law amendment(of which they would have no
characterised as payments which it has the power to

knowledge) should be applied where the applicationtax. of the treaty becomes unduly unbalanced by virtue of
Canada reacted to the Melfordcase in the only way it such amendments. Where such an imbalance arises,
could to reverse a SupremeCourtcase- by legislation. the courts may be prepared to put a limitation on

The Income Tax Conventions Interpretation Act, Article 3(2) by virtue of the context.
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It is, therefore, suggested that, viewed this way, the of the arbitrator in favour of the Netherlandsis under-

Supreme Court decision in Melford may have been standable; while the United States had been able to

correctly decided, but for the wrong reasons. Al- prove the original title of Spain on the basis of discov-

though Article 3(2) could have been found to be am- ery in the seventeenth century, she had not been able

bulatory, the recharacterisation of a guarantee fee to demonstrate the continuing manifestation of this
which is part of the business profits of a bank, as a title in the face ofsubsequentacts ofadministrationby
payment of interest, is so radical and therefore so the Netherlands and in relation to the Island.
unforeseeable, that the court might have found that Both links of the doctrine of intertemporal law as
the context would require that the amendmentshould expounded by Judge Huber in the Island of Palmas
be adopted for purposes of the Treaty. case were applied by the InternationalCourtof Justice

in another case relating to title to territory - namely,
Sir Ian Sinclair: the Minquiers and Ecrehos case between France and

the U.K. As Judge Elias points out in his book The
The last questionwhich I posed at the beginningwas: InternationalCourtofJustice andsome Contemporary

Problems.
what is the significance of the principle of comtem-

poraneity in the context of determiningwhether a static The rule of intertemporal law in modern international
or ambulatory meaning should be given to the provi- law was accepted by both parties as applicable to the
sions of internal law case. The Court therefore adopted the principle laid

down jn the Island of Palermo arbitration to the effect
I wish to concentrate, at least for the time being, on that the maintenance of the territorial title to it, was to
the basic question whether Article 3(2) of the OECD be determined not only by the law contemporaneous
Model requires the meaning under internal law to be with the creation or acquston of the title, but also by
determined by reference to the law current at the date the rules governing the matter as it evolved through the
of the treaty or that in force from time to time. This is period during which the sovereign authority was pur-
the problem of what we international lawyers call the ported to have been exercised by the party claiming the
. intertemporal law. It s not always easy of solution. subsequent title.

The classicstatementof the principlesof intertemporal From this doctrine of intertemporal law the late Sir
law will be found in the award of Judge Huber in the Gerald Fitzmaurice formulated in 1957 in the context
Islandof Palmas arbitration when he stated that: of an analysis of the rules of treaty interpretationwhat

...a judicial fact must be appreciated in the light.of he regarded as the principle of contemporaneity,that
the law contemporarywith it, and not of the law in force js to say:
at the time when a dispute in regard to it arises or falls

The terms of treaty must be interpreted according to
to be settled.

a

the meaningwhich they possessed, or which would have
Later in the same case, Judge Huber elaborated on been attributed to them, at the time when the treaty was

this dictum by stating: originally concluded.

As regards the question which of different legal systems Now it should be said at once that the principle of
prevailing at successive periods is to be applied to a contemporaneity, as formulated by Sir Gerald
particular case (the so-called intertemporal law), a dis- Fitzmaurice, does not necessarily provide a decisive
tinction must be made between the creation of rights reason for supporting a static rather than an am-
and the existence of rights. The same principle which bulatory meaning of a term in internal law when
subjects the act creative of a right to the law in force at Article 3(2) of the OECD Model requires that the
the time the right arises, demands that the existence of meaningshould be determinedby internal law. Let me
the right, in other words, ts continued manifestation, seek to explain why.shall follow the conditions required by the evolution of
the law. In the first place the examples given by Sir Gerald

At this point, something must be said about the facts relate to the interpretationof substantialprovisions in
of the Island of Palmas case, in order to understand old treaties. In the case of Rights of United States
the significance of the dicta. A dispute arose between Nationals in Morocco, the International Court of Jus-
the United States and the Netherlandsconcerningtitle tice was called upon to interpret the meaning of the
to the Island of Palermo. The United States based its term dispute in a treaty of 1836. Did it cover both
title on a cession of the island by Spain in the Treaty- civil and criminal disputes The Court noted that the
of Paris in 1898. It was contendedby the United States treaty of 1836 had replaced an earlier treaty of 1787
that Spain had acquiredhertitle to the Island by means and that the two treaties were substantially identical
of discovery in the seventeenth century and that the in terms. The Court concluded, not unnaturally, that
United States was Spain's successor-in-title. In the it s necessary to take into account the meaningof the
seventeenth century, contemporary international law word disputes at the time when the two treaties were

recognised their discovery as one of the roots of title concluded After referring to the way in which the
to the territory; but by the beginning of the twentieth word was used in the different treaties concluded by
century, mere discovery without more had ceased to Morocco with other countries in the seventeenth and
confer a valid titled to the territory - there had to be eighteenth centuries, and taking into account the cir-
a clear manifestationof the exercise of sovereigntyfor cumstance that, at the times of the two treaties, the
the title to be valid. In these circumstances, the award clear-cut distinctionbetweencivil and criminal matters
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had not yet been developed in Morocco, the Court to the Greek argument that the continentalshelf doc-
construed the word dispute as covering both civil and trinewas unknownin 1928 and 1931, the Courtstated:
criminal disputes. Once it is established that the expression the territorial
It will be apparent that this interpretation can be status of Greece was used in Greece's instrument of

explained away on the basis that it is simply a special accession as a generic term denoting any matters com-

applicationof the principleof the natural and ordnary prised within the concept of territorialstatus undergen-

meaning in the context in which the term occurs, be- eral generic law, the presumptionnecessarilyarises that
its meaning was intended to follow the evolution of the

cause if one takes account of the context, it is evident law said to correspondwith the meaningattached to the
that the meaning of the term dispute must be that expression by the law in force at a given time.
attributed to it by the Court.

In the second place, the principle of contemporaneity Here again, the Court was upholding an ambulatory,
is not absolute. It has to be understoodand applied in rather than a static, interpretationof a term contained

the light of qualificationswhich have been put on it by in an instrument.

subsequent international jurisprudence. Let me give
two examples. In its advisory opinion on Namibia in Finally, I would draw attention to one aspect of the

1971, the International Court of Justice, within care- background material to the Vienna Convention rules

fully circumscribed limits, interpreted certain clauses on interpretation themselves. As I have already indi-

contained in the Covenantof the League of Nations in cated the Vienna Convention rules are based upon
an ambulatory rather than a static manner: proposals made by the International Law Commis-

sion. Indeed, they were taken over virtually un-

Mindful as it is of the primary necessty of nterpreting changed, from the final set of draft articles proposed
an instrument in accordance with the intentions of the by the Commission. The Commission had, in 1964,
parties at the time of its conclusion, the Court is bound proposed, on first meeting, a general rule of interpre-
to take into account the fact that the conceptsembodied tation formulated as follows:
in Article 22 of the Covenant - the strenuous condi-
tions of the modern world and the well-being and A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance

developmentof the peoples concerned- were not sta- with the ordinarymeaningto be given to each of them:

tic, but were by definition evolutionary, as also, there- (a) in the context of the treaty and in the light of its

fore, was the concept of sacred trust. The parties to objects and purposes; and
the Covenant must consequently be deemed to have (b) in the light of the rules of general international law

accepted them as such. That is why, viewing the institu- in force at the time of its conclusion.
tions of 1919, the Court must take into consideration There was, however, a division of opinion within the Com-
the changes which have occurred in the supervening mission on this formulation. Some members, while accept-half-century, and its interpretationcannot remain unaf- ing that the initial meaning of the terms of a treaty should
fected by the subsequent developmentof law, through be found by reference to the law in force at the time of its
the Charterof the UnitedNationsand by way ofcustom- conclusion, took the view that the interpretation of the
ary law. Moreover, an international instrument has to

treaty might be affectedby subsequentchanges in the gener-be interpreted and applied within the frameworkof the al rules of international law. The majority, on the other
entire legal system prevailingat the time of the interpre- hand, consideredthat the effect of changes in the law upontation.

a treaty was more a question of the modificationof the rule
So it will be seen that, at least in the context of the laid down in the treaty by a later legal rule than one of the

interpretation of terms that can be argued to denote interpretationof the terms of the treaty itself. In the event

relative or evolving notions, the principle of contem-
the Commission dropped the phrase in force at the time of

poraneity has to be heavily qualified.
ts conclusion in their final draft of the general rules of
interpretationwhich has now become Article 31 of the Con-

My second example is taken from the Aegean Conti- vention.
nental Shelf case (between Greece and Turkey) de- They explained their shift of attitude as follows:
cided by the International Court of Justice in 1978.
One of the issues in this case, at the judicial stage,

On re-examining the provisions, the Commissionconsi-

concernedthe interpretation.ofa Greek reservationto
dered that the formula used in the 1964 text was unsatis-

the GeneralActon the PeacefulSettlementof Interna- factory, since it covered only partially the question of

tional Disputesof 1928. The reservationexcludedinter ''
the so-called intertemporal law and its application to
the interpretationof treatiesand might, in consequence,alia disputes ... resulting to the territoral status of lead to msunderstanding.It also consideredthat, in any

Greece. The Greek Government argued that this event, the relevanceof rules of international law for the
part of the reservation could not be applicable to her interpretationof treaties in any given case was depen-
continental shelf dispute with Turkey since the very dent on the intentionsof the parties, and that to attempt
idea of the continental shelf was unknown in 1920 to formulate a rule covering comprehensivelythe tem-

when the General Act was concluded and in 1931 poral elementwould present difficulties. It further con-

when Greece acceded to it. The Court found that the sidered that correct applicationof the temporal element

term territorial status in the Greek reservation was
would normally be indicated by interpretation of the

a generic term which in the practice of the time (the
term in good faith. The Commission therefore con-

cluded that it should omit the temporal element and
League of Nations) was understood as embracing the revise the reference to international law so as to make
integrity and frontiers, as as well as the legal regime, it read any relevant rules of international law applica-
of the territory in question. Turning more particularly ble to the relations between the parties.
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Now, I should immediately say that these instances I duly looked up the text of the treaty and discovered
have given, relate to the interpretationof the substan- that the then King of England had given a commitment
tive terms of a treaty itself or of an instrument related that, if the King of Portugal were attacked in his pos-
to a treaty. They are not therefore directly relevant to sessions, he (the King of England) would send a
the interpretationof a term under internal law when a goodly company of archers to his aid. The advice I

treaty requires that referencesbe made to the meaning gave then was based in part on the doctrine of inter-
under internal law. Nevertheless, I would suggest that, temporal law. Obviously at the tme of the conclusion
at least by analogy, they may provide some guidance of the treaty of alliance in the 14th Century, the King
on the queston of whether a static or an ambulatory of Portugal'spossessionswere confined to Europe and

meaning should be given to a term under internal law did not extend to any possessions in the Indian sub-
when a treaty directs that the internal law should pro- continent. So the treaty of alliancedid not apply in this
vide the meaning. particular case, at least in my view. I might say that I

added jocularly, and very much with tongue in cheek,I think it is clear from what I have said that I do not

regard the principle of contemporaneity formulated that if my view were mistaken, we might have to con-

by Sir Gerald Fitzmaurce as requiring that a static template activating the Royal Company of Archers
which would undoubtedly have been a considerable

interpretation be given to a term under internal law shock to the distinguishedand elderly membersof that
when Article 3(2) of the OECd Model requires that

body who operate as the Queen's Bodyguard in Scot-
reference be made to internal law. In principle, there- land. In the event, and very much to everybody's re-
fore, and subject to what may emerge in the course of

lief, Portugal did not invoke the treaty of alliance so
the discussion this afternoon, I am inclined to favour that the issue never came to a head. I simply mention
the ambulatory approach, the more particularly be- this incident as a further illustration of some of the
cause this would appear to correspond with the inten- difficulties inherent in the temporal application of
tions of the drafters of the OECD Model (if indeed
any conclusion can be drawn as to their intentions!). treaty provisions.
But it must be an ambulatory approach subject to Professor Vogel also stated that in Germany it had
inherent limitations. Some of these limitations, I never been doubted that Article 3(2) was to be given
would suggest, flow from the fact that Article 3(2) an ambulatory interpretation. The only contrary au-

itself is a treaty text. It is not to be assumed that the thority was a case concerningwealth tax under a treaty
application of Article 3(2) would or could lead to a not containing Article 3(2), where a static interpreta-
result which would defeat the object and purposes of tion had been given, but this result depended on the
the treaty itself. A major change in internal law could context.
have this effect and should therefore not be taken into Mr. van Raad also said that the courts in the Nether-
account. It may be that this case could be regarded as lands favoured the ambulatory approach.falling within the orbit of the phrase unless the con-

text otherwise requires as has been suggested. But I A questioner from the floor asked whether the word
would have thought that a major change in internal term included a concept. David Ward, referringto
law which was either incompatiblewith the object and dictionary definitions, considered that it did. For

purpose of the treaty or involved an upsetting of the example alienation, disposal and disposition used in
balance achieved by the treaty could in any event be relation to capital gains tax were different terms for
ignored on the broader ground as indeed Article 27 of one concept. Kees van Raad agreed. Professor Vogel
the Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties pro- considered that a term was a word or phrase and a

vides, that a State is not entitled to invoke a provision concept was different.
of its internal law as justification for its failure to

perform a treaty.
I have perhaps said enough to provide an introduction Conclusion
to the fascinating theme of this Seminar. But I would
not wish to conclude without a personal reminiscence The Chairman pointed out the general acceptance of
which is relevant to the doctrine of intertemporal law the ambulatory interpretation of Article 3(2). Sir Ian
in the interpretationand applicationof treaties. Some Sinclair's limitation by reference to the object and
25 years ago, when I was still a relatively junior legal purpose of the treaty, possibly also relying on Article
adviser in the Foreign Office, I was asked by an official 27 of the Vienna Convention, seems the anwer to the
in one of the departments which I was then advising, extent of possible changes, but leaves matters in doubt
in the context of the Indian takeoverof Goa, what the in practice. Perhaps the OECD should consider some

U.K. Government's reaction should be if Portugal means of one State communicating acceptance for
were to invoke her dormant treaty of alliance with us, treaty purposes of a change in the other State's law
dating, you will recall, from the late 14th Century. I which has been communicated to it.
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BRITISH BRANCH

.CorporateOn 5 February 1986 a meeting of the British Branch
of IFA will be held in the offices of Touche Ross & Taxation
Co, Hill House, 1 Little Street, London E.C. Mr. Iain Latun AmericaP.A. Stitt of Arthur Andersen & Co., Leeds (Presi- nn
dent of the Institute of Taxation 1982-84) will speak
on: Enacting the Keith Committee proposals - where
next Although the Government has deferred action
on the Keith proposais on direct taxation for a year,
the subject is no less important and the Inland Reve- Taxationof Income

nue is anxious to promote as much discussion and Taxationof Dividends, Interest, Royaltiesand Branch Profits
representation as possible. Mr. Stitt will cover the
present position, including the international aspects Taxes on Goods, Servicesand Transactions
and developments during the last 18 months. (Note
that the Keith report deals with the enforcementmea- Investment Incentives
sures which may be taken by the tax authorities.)

Tax Treaties (full texts in English)

. Bibliography

SWISS BRANCH

The Swiss Branch of IFA has invited its members to
attend a special meeting on 7 February 1986 in Basel.

Furtherdetailsand free samples from:
Mr. Raoul Lenz will give his thoughts on recent de-
velopments and Mr. Daniel Lthi will speak on the INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL

current situation and anticipated trends. A panel dis- DOCUMENTATION

cussion will be chaired by Mr. Max Beat Ludwig with Sarphatistraat124 - P.O. Box 20237-

the assistance of Messrs. Kurt Schle, Daniel Lthi, 1000 HE Amsterdam-the Netherlands

Arnold Roth, Raoul Lenz, Jean-Paul Chapuis and
Tel.: 020 - 26 77 26 Telex: 13217 intax nl

Theodor Faist. Apart from the IFA Congress (7-12
mii@ Cables: Forintax

September 1986), the Swiss Branch will meet on 13
June 1986 in Zurichand on 6 November1986 in Bern.

The role of government in international tax life- _

Charles Kingson, Partner, Wilkie Farr & Gallagher,
New York, N.Y., David Tillinghast,Partner, Hughes,
Hubbard & Reed, New York, N.Y.;U.S.A. BRANCH

Planningfor inbound investments- -

On 27 and 28 February 1986 the U.S.A. Branch of () Separatebranch level tax-RobertDeCelles, Part-
IFA will hold its Annual Meeting in the MarriottMar- ner, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., New York,
quis Hotel in New York. The following subjects will N.Y., John Corry, Partner, Davis Polk &
be discussed: Wardwell, New York, N.Y.,

Recent legislative and policy developments on the (ii) Life After Rev. Rul. 84-152;-

internationaltax scene- Roger Mentz (Acting) Assis- Foreign investment in U.S. real (Partnership-

tant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy;
estate

considerations and other matters) - Fred Feingold,
Planning for foreign tax credits in 1986 Robert Partner, Roberts and Holland, New York, N.Y.,- -

Henry, Partner, Coopers & Lybrands, New York, Richard Loengard, Partner, Fried Frank Harris
N.Y., Paul Farber, Partner, Ernst & Whinney, New Shriver & Jacobson, New York, N.Y., Robert Hud-

York, N.Y., Raymond Haas, Partner, Arthur Young son, Partner, Arky, Freed, Stearns, Watson, Greer &
& Co., New York, N.Y.; Weaver, P.A., Miami, Florida, Leo S. Ullman, Part-

-

Tax aspects of transfers of technology Robert ner, Reid & Priest, New York, N.Y. moderator;
- -

Mattson, Director of Taxes, IBM, New York, N.Y. - - Release of information by the U.S. and gatheringof
Moderator,Pat Moran, Tax Director, Merck, Morris- information by the U.S. - Harvey Dale, Professor of
town, New Jersey, Joseph L. Andrews, Associate In- Law, New York University School of Law; of counsel,
ternationalTax Counsel,U.S. TreasuryDepartment; Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, New York, N.Y.,

Michael Saltzman, Saltzman & Holloran.
Financing internationaloperations in 1986 Robert- -

Mendoza, Executive Vice President, Morgan Guest speakers at luncheonsand dinnerswill be: Con-
Guaranty Bank and Trust, New York, N.Y., Joseph gressman Charles Rangel (D) Manhattan, Con-

Guttentag, Partner, Arnold & Porter, Washington, gressman Raymond McGrath (R) Nassau County,
D.C., Willard Taylor, Partner, Sullivan & Cromwell, New York and William Diefendorfer,Chief Counsel,
New York, N.Y.; Senate Finance Committee.
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Annual subscription rate (3 issues): DM 111,-. 242 pp., SS 40.
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PUBLIC FINANCE/FINANCESPUBLIQUES Singapore.The law is statedas of 1 June 1985.
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D-6000 Frankfurt am Main I 1
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Rs. Tax Law on individualsand companieswith HongKong], 1985. 91 pp.
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KARTASASMITA,Hussein. Pp Exportprocessingzones in the Republicof
Penjelasandan komentarpajakpenghasilan Guide based on the paperspresentedat an China.
1984. internationalsymposiumsponsoredby Deloitte Nantze,Export ProcessingZone Administration
Jakarta,PenerbitYayasanBina Pajak, 1985.810 Haskins&Sells in Stockholm. [Nantze,Kaohsiung,Taiwan], 1984. 28 pp.
pp (B. 106.471) (B.56.673)
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Vanuatu Europe France, the United Kingdomand the U.S.A. are

dealtwith.

BUSINESSPROFILESERIES: TAXATIONOFINTERNATIONAL (B. 106.332)
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Theorieund empirischeErgebnisse PUBLIC FINANCE/ FINANCES PUBLIQUESzum Einflussdes Steuersystemsaufdie
Investitionsentscheidungendeutscher
Industrieaktiengesellschaften. International QuarterlyJournal founded by J.A. Monod de Froideville
Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlagGmbH., 1985. Revue Trimestrielle InternationaleFonde par J.A. Monod de FroidevilleSteuerwissenschaft,Band 19. 295 pp., 18 DM.
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increaseof indirect taxes in the total amountof (Stichting Tijdschrift voor Openbare Financien)
tax revenue,and in the second part the influence Editorial Board / Comit de rdaction
of tax measuresoninvestmentsis investigated.It
appears that large enterprisesreact relatively fast

M. Frank. A.J. Middelhoek, A.T. Peacock

and small enterprisesrelativelyslowto tax Managing Editor / Editeur Grant: D. Biehl

measures.
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France, the United Kingdomand the U.S.A. are

KIEFFER, Walter. dealtwith. TBEN, Thomas.
Steuerliche Wirkungen des (B. 106.332) Die Besteuerung des deutsch-
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German DemocraticRepublic, includinga (B.106.495) (B. 106.583)
discussionof the taxsystemof bothcountriesas

far as relevant forbusinesstransactionsbetween KROON, P.G.
them. Isle of Man Currency fluctuationsandinternationaldouble

(B. 106.368) taxation.

BOULDING,John. Rotterdam, InternationalFiscal Association,
BARANDT, Peter K.-D. Tolley's taxation in theChannel Islandsand Isle 1985. 21 pp.
Rckwirkungim Steuerrecht unter of Man, 1985. Subject II of the National Report forthe40th
besonderer Bercksichtigungder A guide to tax legislationin Guernsey,Jersey IFA CongressinNew York, U.S.A.,7-12
steuerlchen Rckwirkungvon and the Isle of Man,revisedtoincludethelawsat September 1986.

Vertrgen. 31 March 1985 and the Manx 1985/86Budget (B. 106.422)
Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, provisions.
1985. 138pp.,38 DM. Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompany,Ltd., KLEYN, W.M.

Study on the effectsofretroactivityof 1985. 202pp.,£ 10.95. Nieuwfeit en administratieveboete.

agreements(includingdouble taxation treaties) (B. 106.496) Commentaaropdevoorstellenvan het rapport
and otherimportantfacts (e g taxable bases, Simons.
conditions,etc.) in tax law. The authoralso The Hague [NederlandseFederatievan

makessomesuggestionsfor new legislation in Belastingconsulenten,Nieuw Parklaan 11,2597
ordertosolve the problems in this area. Italy LA The Hague], 1985. 16 pp
(B. 106.476) Commentaryontherecommendationsofthe

GHERARDUCCI,Paola. Simons Report on new facts and administrative

FINANZBERICHT1986. I trattaticontro le doppie imposizioni. penaltiesandfines.

Die volkswirtschaftlichenGrundlagen Analisiecommento. (B. 106.509)
und die wichtigsten Milan, IPSOA Informatica,Largo Augusto8,
finanzwirtschaftlichenProbleme des 20122 MilanoMI. 1984. 548 pp LEIDS FISCAAL

Bundeshaushaltsplansfr das Thisbook, treaties for the avoidanceof double jaarboek 1985.

Haushaltsjahr 1986. taxation,deals with the fundamentalprinciples Mobachbundel.

Abgeschlossen am 31. juli 1985. andconceptsofinternationaltax law with Editors L.W. SillevisandN.h. de Vries.

Bonn, Bundesministeriumder Finanzen, 1985. reference to tax treatiesconcludedby Italyand Arnhem,GoudaQuint, 1985.233pp.,29.50 Di.
247 pp. tothe 1977 ModelTax ConventionofOECD. Second Leyden Fiscal Yearbook 1985 containing
The economicbasis and the most important The text of the double taxation treaty between papersprepared by variouscontributorson

problemswith respect to the Budget forthe Italyand the U.S. is included. Relevantstatutes different tax-relatedsubjects, dediated to Harm

Budget year 1986. totax treatiesareappended. Mobach, lecturer in taxationat the Universityof
(B. 106.481) (B. 106.543) Leyden.

(B. 106.540)
HAASE, Klaus Dittmar CIAN, Giorgio;
Finanzbuchhaltung TRABUCCHI,Alberto. WATFL, Peter Jacob.
4. berarbeitete Auflage. Commentariobrevealcodicecivile. Fiscaalstraf- en strafprocesrecht.
Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag GmbH., 1985. 163 pp., Padova, Cedam -Casa Editrice Dott. Antonio Deventer,Fed, 1985.
48 DM. Milani, 1984.2094pp FiscaleStudieserieNo. 25.290pp., 62 Dfl.

Fourthimprovededitionofabookdiscussingthe SecondeditionofcommentaryontheItalian MonographdescribingtheDutch Tax Penalty
main principlesoffinancialaccounting, Civil Code. ProcedureLaw.
illustratedwith numerousexamples. (B. 106.601) (B. 106.556)
(B. 106.480)

BARTEL, J.C.K.W.;
WIRTSCHAFTSPRUFER ONNES, O.B.; ZEGWAART,C.G.
Handbuch 1985/86. Netherlands Fiscus in trefwoorden.
Handbuch fr Rechnungslegung, Alle arrestenuitspraken,aanschrijvingen,
Prfung und Beratung, Band I. JUCH, D.. wetswijzigingenvan1984.

Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH., 1985.2194 De deelnemingsvrijstellingin de Wet op de Alphena.d.Rijn, Samsom B.V., 1985. 260 pp.,
pp , 188 DM.

vennootschapsbelasting,1969. 59 Dil.
Handbookcontainingextensivepractical 3rd Edition. Caselaw,decisions, rulings and law changes
information forcharteredaccountants.An madein 1984, arrangedindictionaryform.

Deventer, Fed, 1985. Fed's Fiscale Brochures.
extensive index isappended. (B. 106.493)
(B. 106.533)

94 pp., 24.50 D.
Third edition of monographdescribingthe

conceptofsubstantialparticipa'tionor affiliation

privilege in the Corporate IncomeTax Law 1969. Norway
(B. 106.554)

Ireland DAHM, Arvid.

MUSEA EN FISCUS. Skattebestemmelsertil fremme av

TAX ADMINISTRATION. Rijswijk, Ministerievan Welzijn, distriktsutbygging.
Fifth Report of theCommissiononTaxation Volksgezondheiden Cultuur [Postbus5406, Distriktsskatteloven-investeringstilskudd-

(includingindexto the five reports). 2280 HK Rijswijk], 1985.24pp bedriftsutviklingstilskudd.5. Utgave
Dublin, StationeryOffice, 1985.402pp., Summaryon the tax aspectswith respect to Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening,1985.

£ 15.50. museumsandtheirpatrons. SkriftserienNo. 15. 82 pp
(B. 106.558) (B. 106.510) Fifth revised editionof monographconcerning
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incentivesfor investmentin certain regions. The BATCHELER,A.C.; Monographexplainingthe fundamental
relevant textsof statutesare appended. SWAINE, P.F. principlesof taxplanningforgroupsof
(B. 106.559) Taxationaspectsofbankingoperations. companiesunderU.K. tax law.

London,ButterworthLaw PublishersLtd., (B. 106.538)
JARY, Jacob. 1985. 275 pp., £ 30.
Supplement1985 til Norskskattelovsamling Monographdealingwiththe problemsofbank MACLEOD,James S.; LEVITT, Arthur.
1984/85. Skien, JacobJary, 1985. 19 pp. taxation, updated.asof the Finance Act 1985. Taxationof insurancebusiness.
1985 Supplementupdatingtheannualeditionfor (B. 106.536) London,Butterworths,1985. 173 pp., £ 30.
1984/85of aNorwegianhandbookon taxation Monographdealingwiththe taxationof
laws and regulations. CORPORATEYEAR-END insurancecompaniesand insurancepolicies.
(B. 106.511) taxplanning1985. (B. 106.525)

London,ArthurAndersen&Co., 1985. 34pp.
LINDSTAD, Ivar. Overviewofmajortaxdevelopmentsin 1985 and KIEFFER, Walter.
Fradragsrettfor foreningskontingenter. highlightsofvariouscorporatetaxplanning Steuerliche Wirkungen,ds
Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening,1985. areas. grenzberschreitendenMobilien-Leasing
Norsk SkattebetalerforeningsSkriftserieNo. 18. (B. 106.573) Unter Bercksichtigingder steuerlichen
45 pp. Determnantenin Deutschland,
BrochurepublishedbytheNorwegian TAX CONSEQUENCES Frankreich, Grossbritannienund USA.
AssociatioofTaxpayesabout the deductibility of exchangerate fluctuations. Berlin, Erich SehmidtVerlagGmbH., 1983.
of membershipfees to variouskinds of London,The CharterdAssociationofCertified BetriebswirtschaftlicheStudien, No.45. 333 pp.,
organizations. Accountants[29 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London 68 DM.

(B. 106.522) WC2A3EE], 1985. 12 pp
The book containsan investigationof the tax

(B. 106.549) treatmentof intemationallyoperatingleasing
companies.The tax provisionsin Germany,OECD

TAX PLANNING IDEAS France, the United Kingdomand the U.S.A. are

dealtwith.
BINGHAM,T.R.G. forcompanies.A pocketguide,July 1985.

.

The Hague, Ernst& Whinney, 1985.28pp (B. 106.332)
Bankingandmonetarypolicy.Trendsin banking (B. 106.514)
structureand regulationin OECDcountries. CRETTON,Colin;
Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operation BUTTERWORTHSYELLOW SPENCER,Margaret.
and Development,1985. 255 pp. Tax Handbook. Expatriatetax manual.
(B. 106.552) London,Butterworths,1985. 153 ,£ 15.Settingout the amended text of the Taxes Acts pp

relatingtoncome tax, corporationtax and Monographintendedto set out theprinciples
OECD ECONOMICOUTLOOK. capitalgains tax as operativefor 1985-86. governingU.K.taxationofexpatriatesand to
No. 38, December1985. explain the practicalapplicationof thosTwenty-fourthedition.
Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation London,Butterworths,1985. 1593 pp., £ 19. principles, indicatingany planningpossiblities.
and Development,1985. 185 pp. (B. 106.438) (B. 106.539)
(B. 106.581)

GUIDETO THE RESIDENTS'AND
to tax

Spain
FinanceAct 1985. non-residents'liability in the United

London,ArthurAndersen& Co., 1985. 60 pp Kingdom.
Highlightsofthe FinanceAct 1985. London, Inland [Room 7, New Wing, Somerset

PROPUESTADE (B. 106.452) House, LondonWC2R 1LB], 1983. 28 pp
anteproyectodel nuevo codigopenal. (B. 106.467)
2a. Edicin. BUSINESSSPONSORSHIP
Madrid, Ministeriode Justicia, 1984. 153 pp. of the arts-a tax guide. COMMIqTEEON ENFORCEMENT
Proposalsfor a bill foranew penal code. London,ArthurAndersen& Co., 1985. 40 pp. powersof the revenuedepartments. ,

(B. 106.498) Surveyof taxationprovisionsregardinggifts to Reportpresentedto Parliamentbycommandof

charitiesand other typesofsp'nsorship HerMajesty.
(B. 106.548) Volume4: custom,excise'andcar tax, chapters

United Kingdom 34-36and notes.

DAVIES, David R. London,Her Majesty'sStationeryOffice, 1985.

TAX LAW IN THE Principlesofinternationaldoubletaxation1:elief. 322pp.,£ 11.50.

meltingpot. London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1985. 321 pp.
Fourthand final volumeofKeith Commttee

A studyby the RevenueLaw Committeeofthe Practicalguide describingand examiningthe Reportdealingwith theinquiryinto thetax

Law Societyof the RamsaydoctrineafterFurniss applicationof internationaldouble taxation enforcementpowersof the Commissionerof

v. Dawson,with proposals. reliefunderU.K. taxlawandunderU.K.tax Customsand Excise.

London,The Law Society'sHall [113 Chancery treaties, with reference to the OECD Model (B. 106.487)
Lane, LondonWC2A 1PL], 1985. 119 pp., DoubleTaxationConvention.
£ 3.00.: (B. 106.582) GRIFFITHS,Michael;
Tax avpidanceschemeswith background WILLIAMS,Stuart.

informationon the situationin othercountries, SHARP,Peter; The 1985 companieslegislation. A handbookfor

as Canada,Australia,NewZealandand the HAYES,Brian. accountants,companysecretaries, lawyers,etc.

U.S.A.,and the Europeanapproachin France, U.K. taxation implicationsofinternational London,The CertifiedAccountantsEducational
the GermanRepublic,the Netherlands,Sweden trade. Trust [29 Linclon's Inn Fields, London, WC2A
and Switzerland. London, Instituteof CharteredAccountantsin . 3EE], 1985. 215pp.,£ 7.50.

(B. 106.526) England..and Wales, 1985. 193 pp. (B. 106.557)
Monographon the majordevelopmentsin the

TUTT, Nigel UnitedKingdomwith respect to fiscal aspectsof
The tax raiders. internationaltrade, based on the legislation
The Rossminsteraffair. effectiveas ofJune 1985. INTERNATIONALLondon,FinancialTrainingPublicationsLtd., (B. 106.474)
[AvenueHouse, 131 HollandPark Avenue,
LondonWl1 4UT], 1985. 350 pp., £ 10.95. QUIRES, Michael B.
The storyof the Rossminstertax avoidance Taxplanningforgroupsofcompanies. TAX LAW IN

scheme,who created it andhowit wasnailed. London,ButterworthLaw PublishersLtd., the meltingpot
(B. 106.475) 1985. 262 pp., £ 28. A study by the Revenue Law Committeeofthe
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Law Societyof the Ramsay doctrine afterFurniss Dordrecht,MartinusNijhoffPublishers[P.O. Foundation,Toronto,Ontario,November

v. Dawson,with proposals. Box 989,3300AZ Dordrecht],1985. 291 pp., 26-28,1984.
London,TheLaw Society'sHall [113 Chancery 125 D. . Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation,1985. 1208

Lane, London WC2A IPL], 1985. 119 pp., £ 3.00 Monographdescribingthe fundamental Pp
Tax avoidanceschemes,with background principlesand conceptsof internationalsales This volumes a report of the conference

informationon the situation in othercountries, appliedbycentrallyplannedeconomiesof the proceedingsand includes the papersdeliveredat

as Canada, Australia,New Zealandand the membercountriesof the Council for Mutual plenaryand concurrentsessions,case studiesand

U.S.A., and the Europeanapproach in France, EconomicAssistance. solutionsof the workshopsessions. Topics
the German Federal Republic, the Netherlands, (B 106.530) include: Canada-U.S. income tax relations,
Swedenand Switzerland. internatinalaspectsof the United StatesTax

(B. 106.526) Reform Act of 1984; estate planning,a value
added tax to replace the federalsalestax.

BEAUCHAMP,Andr.
Guidemondialdesparadisfiscaux. LATIN AMERICA (B. 106.542)

Nouvelleditionentirementrevue et DAS NEUE
complte. Investitionsgesetzvon 1985.
Paris, EditionsGrasset & Fasquelle, 1983.778 Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandels-
pP NetherlandsAntilles informations, 1985.
Completelyrevised edition of guide describing Berichte Dokumente auslndischenun zum
tax paradisesand their use. METRY, Faroe. Wirtschafts-undSteuerrecht,No. 197. 60
(B.106.529) Algemenebeginselenvan het belastingrecht Introduction

pp.
to the new InvestmentLaw of 1985.

WILKE, K.M. (capitaselecta) The Englishand French texts of the Investment

Lehrbuch des InternationalenSteuerrechts. Grondbelasting-Gebruiksbelasting. Lawareappended.
2., berarbeiteteAuflage. Curaao,De CuraaoscheCourant, 1984. 92 pp. (B. 106.574)
Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue TextbookOn the fundamentalprinciplesof

NetherlandsAntlles tax law: ntroducedand
Wirtschafts-Briefe,1985. 202 pp , 34 DM.

Studyofinternational tax law, containingan summarizedare the land tax and real property U.S.A.
introductionto international tax law in general as use tax on dwellings,with references tocase law.

(B. 18.374)well as chapterson Germanaspectsof . STANDARDFEDERALTAX
internationaltax law (income tax, net worth tax), Reporter, 1985.
taxtreaties, transferpricinginthecaseof Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1985.
affiliatedcompaniesand EEC tax Loose-leafpublication in 18 volumescomprising
harmonization. the Internal RevenueCode, income

NORTH AMERICA tax,

(B. 106.328) regulations,rulings, decisions,organizedby
TRENDS IN

code sectionsand annotated.On volume

internationaltaxation.
containsindex. Supplementswill keep the
materialup to date.

Reportsofthe OECDCommitteeonFiscal Canada (B. 106.602)
Affairs.
The taxationof incomederived from the leasing
of industrial,commercialorscientificequipment; KRISHNA, Vern. IRS VALUATIONGUIDE

the taxationof incomederived from the leasing The fundamentaisof Canadian income tax. for income,estate and gift taxes.

ofcontainers; taxation issues relating to Agincourt,Carswell CompanyLtd., [2330 Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1985,
Midland Ave., Agincourt,Ont. MIS lP7], 1985. 220

internationalhiring-outof labour. pp.

Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operation
1050 pp.,C$87.50. (B. 106.566)

and Development, 1985.63pp
Introductionon the principlesand concepts

Alsoavailable in French:Tendancede lafscalit which form the foundationof Canadian income KIEFFER, Walter.

internationale. taxlaw. Steuerliche Wirkungen des .

(B. 106.661/551A) (B. 106.541) grenzberschreitendenMobilien-Leasing
Unter Bercksichtigingder steuerlichen

EFFECTIVETAX STRATEGIES INCOMETAX Determinanten Deutschland,
.

in

forcorporateacquisitions. AmendmentsBill C-84. Frankreich, Grossbritanniefiund USA.
InternationalTax Seminar,October1985, New Togetherwith table of Concordanceand Berlin, Erich SchmidtVerlagGmbH., 1983.
York and London. Departmentof FinanceTechnical Notes. Special BetriebswirtschaftlicheStudien,No. 45.333pp.,
The Hague, Ernst & Whinney, 1985.182pp Release. 68 DM.
Briefcountrysummariessuppliedby Ernst & Don Mills, Richard de Bdo, 1985.220pp. The book containsan investigationof the tax

Whinney tax executivesin variouscountries. The legislationreproducedn this special release, treatmentof internationaloperating lesing
Argentina,Australia, Belgium,Brazil, Canada, which was given first reading in the Houseof companies.The tax provisionsinGermany,
Denmark,France, German Federal Republic, Commonson26 November 1985, implements France, the United Kingdomandthe U.S.A. are

Hong Kong, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, the Noticeof Waysand Means Motion tabled in dealt with.
Mexico, the Netherlands,NewZealand, the House ofCommonson21 November1985 (B. 106.332)
Norway,Saudi Arbia,Singapore,South Africa, which flowed from the FederalBudgt proposals
Spain,Sweden,Swtzerland, United Kingdom, announcedin May 1985. TAXATIONOFINTERNATIONAL
U.S.A. (B. 106.567) executives.

(B. 106.503) NewYork, DeloitteHaskins& Sells, 1985.361
PERSONALTAX PpNATIONALTREATMENTFOR

foreign-controlledenterprises. strategy. Gude based on the paperspresentedat an

Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation
Toronto, Price Waterhouse[Box 51, Toronto- internationalsymposiumsponsoredby Deloitte
DominionCentre,Toronto,Ont, M5K 1Gl, Haskins& Sells in Stockholm.

and Development,1985. 148 pp
Report discussing the OECD'snational

: 1985.48pp (B. 106.471)
Informationon how todevelopa personal tax

treatment instrumentand its application in
membercountries. strategy to minimize the amountof tax due, TANZI, Vito.

(B. 106.553) takingthe1985 changesintoacc'ount. Fiscal deficitsand interest rates in the United

(B. 106.546) States.
SZSZ, Ivn. An empirical analysis, 1960-'84.'
The CMEAUniformLaw for International 1984 CONFERENCEREPORT. Washington,InternationalMonetarFund,
Sales. Reportofproceedingofthe thirty-sixth tax 1985. 27 pp.
2nd Revisededition. conferenceconvenedby the CanadianTax (B. 106.524)
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Loose-Leaf.Services
Receivedbetween1 December1985 and31January1986

Africa GUIDEFISCALPERMANENT INCOMETAX REFERENCES/
REFERENCESA LA LOl DE L'IMPOTSUR

FIDAFRICA releases472-475 LE REVENU
EditionsService, Brussels.

releases 12, l release5
Fidafrica, Paris. GUIDEPRATIQUEDEFISCALITE Richardde Boo, Ltd., Toronto.

FISCALITEAFRICAINE Tome I, releases67bis, 68,69
Tome III, release59 CommonMarket (EEC)releases 20, 21,22 and 1 Tome IV, relese 12

EditionsFiduciaireFrance CED-Samsom,Brussels. DROITDES AFFAIRESDANSAfrique, Paris.
LES PAYSDU MARCHECOMMUN

L'INDICATEURFISCAL
releases 167, 168, 169

Australia release36 EditionsJupiter, Paris.
CED-Samsom,Brussels.

AUSTRALIANINCOMETAX-
LAWAND PRACTICE VAKCURSUSSEN Denmark

Cases- releases 162,163
releases38,39,40 Ministryof Finance, Brussels. SKATTEBESTEMMELSER

Replacementpages-legislation Skattebestemmelser--

-

release 14 WETBOEKVAN DE INKOMSTEN systematisk
ButterworthsLtd., North Ryde. release74 releases 167,168

MinistryofFinance,Brussels. A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,
Copenhagen.

Austria
Canada

KOMMENTARZUM France
GRUNDERWERBSTEUERGESETZ CANADAINCOMETAXGUIDE
release 13 REPORTS DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-
WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, Vienna

releases235-238 DROITDES AFFAIRES

CCH Canadian Ltd., Don Mills. releases 172-175
EditionsLgislativeset Administratives,Paris.Belgium CANADATAXSERVICE-RELEASE
DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-FISCALCODESDES IMPOTSSUR releases567-574

LESREVENUS Richardde Boo, Ltd.,Toronto. releases238-244bis
EditionsLgislativeset Administratives,Paris.release74

MinistryofFinance, Brussels. CANADIANCURRENTTAX

release24 FISCALITEPRATIQUE-IMPOTS
DIRECTSDOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.

INZAKEB.T.W./LEDOSSIER releases41,42
PERMANENTDELAT.V.A. CANADIANSALESTAX REPORTS EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,Paris.

releases 171,172,173 releases216,217
FISCALITEPRATIQUE-IMPOTSEditionsService,Brussels. CCH Canadian Ltd., Don Mills.
INDIRECTS

FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE CANADIANTAX REPORTS release29
VANDEWINCKELE EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,Paris.releases716-720
Tome I, releases67bis, 68,69. CCH Canadian Ltd., Don Mills.

FISCALITEPRATIQUE-TAXESTome III, release61
SURLACHIFFRED'AFFAIRESTome IV, release79 DOMINIONTAXCASES

Tome V, release 60
releases33-36; 1,2

releases28
TomeVII, release53 CCH CanadianLtd., Don Mills.

EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,Paris.
Tome IX, releases 171,172,173
Tome X, release64

FOREIGNINVESTMENTIN CANADA JURISCLASSEUR-CHIFFRED'AFFAIRES
TomeXII, release45 -COMMENTAIRES
TomeXIV, releases 188,189 ReportBulletin ..

Tome XV, release33 eleases IC4, IC5 release6127

CED-Samsom,Brussels. Prentice-Hallof Canada,Ltd., Scarborough. EditionsTechniques,Paris.

FUNDAMENTELEBELGISCHE INCOMETAXATIONIN CANADA- JURISCLASSEUR-DROITFISCAL
WETGEVING REPORTBULLETIN SCOMMENTAIRES-IMPOTSDIRECTS
release23 releases451-459 release 1148
KluwerRechtswetenschappen,Deurne. Prentice-HallInc., Scarborough. EditionsTechniques,Paris.
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JURISCLASSEUR-DROITFISCAL (MEHRWERTSTEUER) KLUWERSSUBSIDIEBOEK
-FISCALITEIMMOBILIERE Hartmann/Matzenmacher releases63,64
release50 release3 Kluwer, Deventer.

EditionsTechniques, Paris. Erich SchmidtVerlag, Bielefeld.
KLUWERSTARIEVENBOEK

WORLDTAXSERIES- releases322-325
GERMANYREPORTS

Kluwer,Deventer.
GermanFederal Republic releases 197,198,199

CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., Chicago. MODELLENVOOR DE RECHTSPRAKTI.IK
AUSSENSTEUERGESETZ

release94
release7

FachverlagSchffer& Co., Stuttgart. International Kluwer,Deventer.

NEDERLANDSEBELASTINGWETTEN
HANDBUCHDER FISCALITEEUROPEENNE W.E.G. de Groot
EINFUHRNEBENABGABEN release December1985 releases211,212
release3 Les CahiersFiscaux Europens,Nice.

Samsom,Alphena.d. Rijn.
Von der Linnepe Verlagsgesellschaft,Hagen.

INTERNATIONALTAXSYSTEM AND OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN
HANDBUCHDERGMBH PLANNINGTECHNIQUES BEROEPENBEDRIJF
Wilke/Gottschling/Gaul/Berg R. Saunders

release89
release36 release7 GoudaQuint-D. Brouwer,Arnhem.
VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Oyez Longman PublishingLtd., London.

DESOCIALEVERZEKERINGSWETTEN
HANDBUCHDES The Netherlands
UMSATZSTEUERRECHTS releases4,5,6

Kluwer, Deventer.
release30 DEBELASTINGGIDS
HermanLuchterhandVerlag, Neuwied. releases63,64 STAATS-EN ADMINISTRATIEF-

S. GoudaQuint-D. Brouwer,Arnhem. RECHTELIJKEWETTEN
KOMMENTARBEWERTUNGSGESETZ/
VERMGENSTEUERGESETZ release216

BELASTINGWETGEVING: Kluwer, Deventer.
release58 Inkomstenbelasting1964-

VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. releases 139,139A UITSPRAKENVANDE
Loonbelasting TARIEFCOMMISSIEENANDERE-

KOMMENTARZUM release 101 RECHTSCOLLEGESINZAKE IN- EN
ABGABENORDNUNGUND
FINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG

- Omzetbelasting1968 (BTW)/1978 UITVOER
release 38

Hbschmann/Hepp/Spitaler Noorduijn,Arnhem.
release6
Kluwer, Deventer.

release 114

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt,Cologne. BELASTINGWEIrEN VAKSTUDIE-FISCALE
releases 117,118,119 ENCYCLOPEDIE:

KOMMENTARZUR GoudaQuint-D. Brouwer, Arnhem.
EINKOMMENSTEUER

- Inkomstenbelasting1964

(Einschl. Lohnsteuerund CURSUSBELASTINGRECHT
releases490-496

Krperschaftsteuer)
- Loonbelasting1964

releases 113, 114,115 releases335-340
releases 146,147 GoudaQuint-D.Brouwer,Arnhem. - Omzetbelasting1968
VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt,Cologne. releases 111,112

EDITIEVAKSTUDIEBELASTING- Vennootschapsbelasting1964
PRAKTISCHERFHRERDURCH

-

WETGEVING: release 146
DASSTEUERRECHT Investeringsregelingen-

J.Theis/W.Theis Accijnzen releases74,75release 15
,

release70 Kluwer, Deventer.
GemeenschappelijkeBelastingene.a.

VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt,Cologne. releases93,94
Kluwer, Deventer.

STEUERGESETZE
Norway

release November1985 FED'SFISCAALREGISTER
C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung,Munich. releases 136,137 SKATTE-NYTT

FED, Deventer. A, releases 11,12STEUERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM
B, releases 19-24; 1-4

releases290-292 FISCALEWETTEN Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.

VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt,Cologne. release 142

FED, Deventer.
STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN
KARTEIFORM Peru

HANDBOEKVOORDEIN-ENUITVOER:
releases406,407,408 Tariefvoor invoerrechten IMPUESTOA LA RENTA-

VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt,Cologne. I, releases 312+,313 release 18
II,release232STEUERRICHTLINIEN Editorial Economiay Finanzas,Lima.
Algemenewetgeving-

release October 1985 releases 176,177 IMPUESTOALASVENTAS
C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung,Munich. - Belastingheffingbijinvoer

release339 release23
UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ Kluwer, Deventer. Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima.
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MANUALDE IMPUESTOSINTERNOS 1 UnitedKingdom FEDERALTAXGUIDE

release72 releases8-16
EditorialEconomiay Finanzas,Lima. ' BRITISHTAXENCYCLOPEDIA Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.4
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THE INTERNATIONALBAR ASSOCIATION Each participant received extensive documentationon nine

(BUSINESS SECTION) countries of the region.
Discussions centered around the following subjects, for
which representativesfrom Germany (Dr. Poellath), Cana-

The activities of CommitteeN (Taxes) da (James S. Hausman) and Australia (David K.L.

Raphael) suggested questions from the perspective of the

The Business Section of the International Bar Association capital exporting countries.
held its 7th Conference in Singapore from 30 September to
4 October 1985. Committee N (Taxes) met on the occa- Title Speaker
sion during three days. Proceedingswere as follows: Taxation and foreign investment:

Principleand attitudes O.P. Vaish (India)
First session: Nationaldevelopmentsof importanceto The use of subsidiaries, branches,
internationaltax lawyers joint ventures:

The following persons submitted reports: Bruno Gangemi Salesand representation Elizabeth Thompson
(Secretary) (Italy), Reinhard Poellath (Federal Republicof (HongKong& Canada)
Germany), Hirotomi Kimura (Japan), Stanley Weiss (Unit- Expatriates:permits-taxes Mrs. Sri Indrastuti
ed States), Karel de Vries (The Netherlands), Anthony L. Hadiputranto, S.H.
Angel (United Kingdom), Roy Randall (Australia). (Indonesia)
These reports shall be published in the Business Lawyer Contractors fees and
edited by the Section. similarpayments N.J. Thakurdas

(Malaysia)
Secondsession:Corporatemigration, principlesand Policy regardingtax incentives Sidney C. Rolt
planning (Singapore)
This session was the continuation of prior discussions held Tax sparing James S. Hausman
in Vienna (Austria) in 1984. (Canada)
The attention was focused on four areas introducedeach by Policy regarding tax treaties -

a key speaker and illustrated by cases outlining the vari- experiencewith UN model Prof. Jaap van Hoorn

ous issues raised by the subject: Tax implications of dual
residence (Peter Lier, the Netherlands), Minimizing the The next meeting will be held in New York (14 September
impact of involuntary transfers of residence (Dr. Jrgen

to 19 September 1986) with the following agenda:
Killius, German), Planning for tax saving throughvoluntary Day 1
migration (James P. Fuller, U.S.A.), Group planning for Taxes and high tech operations.
multiple level tax minimization (Victor Peters, Canada). Day 2
National report on corporate migration overing about 20 National tax developmentswhich international tax lawyers
countries shall be published as an I.B.A. Publication in need to know (list ot countrieswill be communicatedlater)
1986. Day 3

U.S. Governmentperspectiveson current international tax
Third session: tax regimes, incentivesand treaties issues (this meeting includes the participationof representa-
affectingforeign business investmentsand expatriatesin tives from the the Treasury Departmentand other agenciesterritoriesof the Asian-PacificRegime. of the U.S. Government. It will be opened to all members
Committee Nv was particularly fortunate in having been of the SBL participating in the Congress).
able to plan this program oriented towards the region where A parallel meeting will be held at the same time on:
the Conferencewas held. Indeed the Asian Pacific Tax and Tax treatment of cost contribution arrangements.
Investment Research Centre, headquartered in Singapore
accepted to take responsibilities for the preparation of the The Committee publication on Tax Avoindance- Tax Eva-

meeting which was held as a joint Session under the Chair- sion is currently being updated in view of a second edition

manship of Prof. Jaap van Hoorn jr., Chairman of the to appear in 1986.
Centre.
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MultilateralInstrumentson the

AvoidanceofDoubleTaxation
By H.M.A.L. Hamaekers*

This article discusses the feasibilityand advantages(or ventions, at least from the tax authorities' point of

disadvantages) of multilateral conventions on the view, is that increased uniformity may reduce the pos-
avoidanceof double taxation in comparisonwith bilat- sibility of treaty shopping.
eral conventions(Part I). Secondly, it deals specifically
with a recent example of a multilateral convention, Apart from,the Nordic Tax Convention, examples of

multilateral conventions are: the OCAM Treaty of
that is the Nordic Multilateral Double Taxation Con-
vention on Income and Capital (Part II) (hereinafter, 1971', the Andean Tax Treaty of 19712, and the Arab

the Nordic Tax Convention). Conclusionsare given in Tax Treaty of 19733. Only the Andean Treaty is effec-
tive (as from 1 January 1981).Part III.

Followingthisarticle is an unofficalEnglish translation Among the CMEA (Comecon) countries, two mul-
tilateral taxconventionshave been in force since 19794.

of the Convention. A single income class multilateral convention is the
Unesco-WIPOConventionon the Avoidanceof Dou-
ble Taxation of Copyright Royalties of 1979.5

I. FEASIBILITYAND ADVANTAGESOF
MULTILATERALTAX CONVENTIONS

Preparationand revisionofmultilateraltax
conventions

Introduction

The preparation and negotiationof a multilateralcon-
The OECD countries are connected through a dense extremely difficult and laborious.
network of bilateral double taxation conventions.

ventron ts

More than 200 conventions are in force or signed Preparatory meetings of tax experts are needed, gen-
among these countries out of a theoretical maximum erally followed by a so-called diplomatic conference
of 276. where the ultimate negotiations take place.
Together with the adoption of the OECD Draft Dou- A conplicating factor is that in such conferences- in
ble Taxation Convention in 1963 (hereinafter OECD contrast to bilateral negotiationson tax matters - the

Draft) and the Model Convention in 1977 (hereinafter
OECD Model), the OECD Council recommended to
the member states to examine the feasibilty of con- * Chief executive of the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,
cluding multilateral conventions among themselves Amsterdam. The author s indebted to Mr. B.P. Dik, deputy director of

based upon the Draft and the Model respectively. the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, for his comments on

Part II of this article and his translation of the Nordic Tax Convention,
Given the facts of a 72% network density and the which follows this article.

OECD recommendation, why are there no serious
I. General Convention of Fiscal Cooperation between the Member

efforts being made to negotiate such a convention States of O.C.A.M. (l'Organisation Commune Africaine, Malgache et

among the OECD countries Mauricienne), Fort Lamy, 29 January 1971 (included in African Tax Sys-

There is the recent exampleof the NordicTax Conven- tems, part E, published by the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-
tion)

tion between Denmark,Finland, Iceland, Norwayand 2. Andean Group Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation,
Sweden of 22 March 1983, but this convention should Cartagena, 16 November 1971 (included in Corporate Taxation in Latin

be looked upon as a logical follow-up to existing Nor- America, part D, published by the International Bureau of Fiscal

dic coventions and cooperation. Documentation)
3. Agreement for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and Prevention of

The question arises, are multilateral conventions on Tax Evasion between the States of the Arab Economic Union Council,

the avoidance of double taxation desirable and feasi- Cairo, 3 December 1973 (included in Taxes and Investment in the Middle
East, published by the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation)

ble 4. Treaty for the Avoidanceof DoubleTaxationof Individuals,Miskolc,
27 May 1977. Treaty for the Avoidance of Double Taxation'of Legal

Multilateral conventions may have the advantage of Entities, Ulan Bator, 19 May 1978 (both treaties included in Taxation in
more uniformity in regulations and in interpretation European Socialist Countries, published by the International Bureau of

and, consequently, of fewer application problems. Fiscal Documentation)
Bilateral conventions still vary in many clauses, al- 5. Unesco-Wipo Convention on the Avoidance of Double Taxation of

though the OECD Draft and Model with their exten- Copyright Royalties of 1979, Madrid (The text of this treaty is not pub-
lished by the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentationas the treaty

sive commentaries,have brought about conformityon did not reach a sufficient nurnber of signatories to enter into force. The

major points. Another advantage of multilateral con- text isavailable fromthe InternationalBureauofFiscal Documentation).
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Ministries of Foreign Affairs of many countries often effort, in accordance with its constitution and the guiding
take over the responsibility and send their own principlesset out above, to avoid double taxation of copyright
negotiators. With all due respect for the abilities of royalties, where possible, and, should it subsist, to eliminate

diplomats, international tax matters, however, are of it or to reduce its effect. This action shall be carried out by
such a special nature that only experts can properly means of bilateral agreements or by way of domestic mea-

deal with them. Moreover,diplomatsmay take gener-
sures.

al political considerations more seriously than fiscal
principles and prctical exigencies. Even if a theoretical consensusexisted concerning the

attribution of the right to tax a particular class of
A major disadvantage of multilateral conventions is income internationally,in practice the specificbudget-
their rigidity. If, for instance, changes in economic ary interestsof the countries involved and the specific
circumstances, in tax laws or in the fiscal policy of a situation of their taxpayers, with regard to the item of

country make the revision of a bilateral convention income concerned, will strongly influence the posi-
necessary, delegationsof the two countries concerned tions taken.
can meet in an informalway and on a short-termbasis.

Furthermore,negotiations single item few
Often, they reach an agreement in one session.

on a or on a

items eitherdo not, or only marginally,give the oppor-
For the revision of a multilateralconvention,however, tunity to reach compromises, as compared to com-

the same heavy and lengthyprocedure is needed as for prehensiveconventions,and, in particular, to bilateral
the conclusion of the convention. Flexibility is also comprehensiveconventions.
hamperd by the circumstance that a certain number
of countries (generally, one third of the countries that
have ratified the convention) is necessary to support Comprehensivemultilateraltax conventions

the revision proposal before a conference can be or-

ganized. The feasibilityof a multilateral tax convention largely
depends on a number of national circumstances and

Another disadvantage of multilateral conventions is aspects of the countries involved.
that specific wishes of countries may only be met to a

A major point is the level of economic development.certain limited extent. A proper multilateral conven-

tion can rarely ever represent more than the greatest
The tax systems and the attitudesof countries towards

common denominator of the specific wishes of the taxation are strongly influenced by their economic

countries involved. In practice, the problem may be infra-structure. If the differences between countries

solved by reservations or special clauses, but this re-
are great on this point, it is hardly possible to conclude

duces the advantagesof uniformity that these conven-
a multilateralconvention. Apart from a high degree of

tion, in principle, have. similarity in legal systems and, in particular, tax laws,
a less tangible aspect, the relation between tax au-

thorities and taxpayers, may be important. Where
Multilateralconventionswith limited scope does the emphasis lie: on the budgetary aspect or on

the protectionof taxpayersagainst big brotherThe
Would a multilateral convention coering one single attitude in this respect may influence clauses in a tax
item or a few itemsbe more feasible than a comprehen- convention, for instance, the clauses on exchange of
sive multilateral convention information (safeguards for taxpayers against possible

negative side-effects of exchange of information be-
In 1978, the Economicand Social Commissionon Asia tween tax authorities) and on associated enterprises
and the Pacific (ESCAP) recommended the conclu- (the recognitionof economicdouble taxation as a seri-
sion of multilateralconventions in fiscal matters. The ous problem for companies (big and small) operating
U.N. Commissiondetermined that the immediateen- in more than one country).deavors should not be to cover all existing problems,
but should be limited in scope to those subjects on Another circumstance which may influence the posi-
which general agreement could be easily reached.6 tions taken in treaty negotiations is the presence of

multinationalenterprises. Either parent companiesor

An example of a multilateral tax convention covering subsidiariesmay predominatein a country. According
one single class of income is the Unesco-WIPOCon- to the factual situation this may have an impact on the
vention on the Avoidance of Double Taxation of drafting of the article on associatedenterprisesand on

Copyright Royalties. The result of five years of pre- the right to tax at source intercompany dividends,
paratory work, six weeks of expert meetings, and - n interest, and royalties.
1979 - a three-weekdiplomaticconferenceis a useless The position taken by countries concerning the provi-convention signed only by three of the 44 countries sions on dividends, interest, and royalties is, of course,
takingpart in the conference.The conventioncontains also influenced by the question whether a country on
various definitions, guiding principles, and general balance is a paying or receiving country.
provions, but not one material rule for the avoidance
of double taxation, although the conferencewas set up In bilateral relations, differences between parties, as

for that purpose. The most pertinent provision (Arti-
cle 8, para. 1) reads: 6. U.N. Economic and Social Commission on Asia and the Pacific.

Report of the Third Seminar on Foreign Investment and Tax Administra-
(e)ach contracting State undertakes to make every possible tion, Tokyo, December 1978.
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mentioned, can in many cases be bridged by conces- II. THE NORDIC TAX CONVENTION
sions on both sides. In a multinational context, the
pattern of specific wishes is generally much more com-

plicated, and concessions on one side cannot easily be Introduction

followed by matching concessions on the other, as

these may create problems for other countries taking
The Nordic Tax Convention is the only example of a

part in the negotiations. comprehensive multilateral double taxation conven-
tion among OECD countries.

It was concluded among the members of the NordicEEC instruments
Council - Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden and replaces ten bilateralcomprehensivetaxWhat about an EEC instrument for the avoidance of

-

conventions.double taxation among the EEC countries

Article 100 of the EEC-treaty serves as a basis (a Preparatorywork was done within the EuropeanFree

disputed basis, however) for directives and proposed Trade Association, but after five years-the EFTA
directives in the field of direct taxation. It might be working party reported that they could not, for the

used by the European Commission as a basis for a
time being, recommend the conclusion of a multilat-

proposal for a comprehensive directive on the avoid- eral convention.

ance of double taxation. However, within the Nordic countries the prerequis-
In 1976, the Commission transmitted to the Council a

ites for a multilateral tax conventionwere more favor-

proposal for a directiveon the elimination, through an
able than within EFTA. Their legal systems and tax

arbitration procedure, of double taxation arising from laws have basic features in common, and, amongthese
adjustments of transfer prices. The member states. countries, other successful multilateral cooperation
however, decided to prepare a draft multilateral con-

has been achieved, such as the Nordic Convention on

vention based on Article 220 of the Treaty that would Mutual Assistance in Tax Matters of 1972.9
resolve the problems dealt with in the proposed direc- Even with such a favorable setting, it took many years
tive. Article 220 refers to negotiations among the ofpreparation and negotiations - starting in 1972 -

member states on the abolition of double taxation betore the convention was signed in 1983.
within the Community. It is clear that the basis of the Convention is the OECD
Why have this and other proposed directives in the Model, with some of the provisions being adapted to
field of direct taxation had so little success The only the multilateral context. Some other provisions, how-
direct taxation directive adopted is the 1977 Directive ever, deviate from or are not included in the OECD
on Mutual Assistance.7 Model.

An explanation may be that the member states fear an One of the advantagesof the Convention is that all ten
extension of the external competence of the EEC. bilateral fiscal relationshipshave been updated at the

Since the AETR case in 1970 and the Kramer case in same time. But, on the other hand, it may be more

1976, it is EEC case law that the EEC is exclusively
difficult in the future to adapt the Convention to spe-
cial requirements of member countries than in bilat-

competent for relations with non-EEC countries-
eral relations. This problem is only partly solved byeven in cases where no explicit competence is given in
the inclusion in the protocolof alternativeclauses (seethe EEC Treaty - insofar as this is necessary for the

exercise of the internal powers of the EEC. point XI of the Protocol). Another expected advan-
tage is greater uniformity in interpretation and appli-

For instance, given the fact of a system of mutuai cation than under the ten bilateral conventions. The
assistance within the EEC, the Commissionmay claim applicationof Article28, para. 3 may indeed becondu-
exclusive competence for negotiatingarrangementsof cive to this. It provides that bilateral mutual agree-
this kind with third countries. An EEC directive on ments between competent authorities cannot be con-
the avoidance of double taxation would entail exclu- cluded without informing the other contractingstates.
sive competence for the EEC to conclude bilateral The competent authorities of these other states may
EEC-third country tax conventions. Apparently,
member states are reluctant to give up their compe-
tence in this respect.

7. Council Directive of 19 December 1977 (77/799 EEC and 79/1070
The only conceivable multilateral instrument for the EEC)
avoidance of double taxation within the EEC would 8. AETR Case 22-70, Court of Justice of the European Communities,
therefore be a treaty among the EEC-countriesbased Reports of Cases before the Court, 1971 at 263.

Cornelis Kramer and others, joined cases 3,4 and 6/76, Court of Justice
on Article 220. A first attempt to conclude such a of the European Communities, Reports of Cases before the Court, 1976
treaty was made in the early sixties. The Six then, at 1279.

however, concluded that it first was necessary to har- 9. Convention between the Kingdom of Sweden, the Kingdom of Den-

monize direct taxes in member countries. Presently, mark, the Republic of Finland. the Republic of Iceland and the Kingdom
to

no visible efforts are being made in the EEC to prepare
of Norway, regarding Mutual Assistance in Matters relating Tax, Stock-
holm, 9 November 1972. In force on 1 January 1973 (included in

a multilateral treaty on the avoidance of double taxa- SupplementaryService to EuropeanTaxation, Section C, published by the
tion. International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation).

,
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then insist on consultations on the proposed bilateral stitutions. Paragraph 11 contains national definitions
decision. of partnership.
The Conventionconsistsof32 articlesand a protocol. Interest is - according to Article 11- only taxable in

the state of residence of the recipient unless derived

Contents of the convention through a permanent establishment in the state of
source. The term beneficial owner is not used.

Assuming that the provisionsof the OECD Model are Article 12 on royalties is similar to Article 11 on in-

widely known, only those aspects of the Convention terest.
which represent interesting and important deviations Article 13, capital gains, includes, apart from the
from or supplements to the OECD Model, are dealt aforementioned relation with Article 6, paragraph 4,with hereinafter.

specific clauses on the taxation of gains from the dis-
Article 3 provides that the terms Denmark, Finland, posal of shares in Norwegian companies by former

Iceland, Norway and Sweden include the continental residents of Norway and of shares in Swedish immov-
shelves of these countries. In connection with that able property companies by former residents of Swe-
article, Article 21 gives rules for taxation on the conti- den.
nental shelf. Article 15 on employment income deviates from the
Article 6, on income from immovable property, in- Model only in so far as income from employment
cludes a special provision on income from shares of a aboard Nordic ships and aircraft is concerned. The

company which has as a main objective the owning of place of effective management of the relative enter-
immovable property. If the holder of the shares is prise is not decisive, as it is in the OECD Model, but
entitled to use immovable property of the company, rather, the nationality of the ship or, with respect to

the income derived from the direct use, letting or aircraft and fishing boats, the residence of the
other use may be taxed in the state where the property employee is decisive.
is situated. Article 17 on artistes and athletes contains an addi-
In connectionwith that provision,Article 13 on capital tional clause to the effect that if the state where the
gains provides that gains from the disposal of shares in activitiesare exercisedcannot tax the incomefrom the
such companies may be taxed in the state where the activities, then that income is only taxable in the state
immovable property is situated. According to Article of residence.
23 on capital, the state where the immovableproperty According to Article 18, pensions, annuities, and
is situated may tax the shares.

so-

cial securty payments are taxable only in the state of
Article 8 on international shipping and air transport source. To the extent that Norway is unable, under its
contains an additional clause ln paragraph 1 to the law, to tax such incomethe state of residenceis entitled
effect that the state where the enterprise is incorpo- to do so (Protocol, point IX).
rated takes over the right to tax the relevant income if
and to the extent that the state where the place of Article 19 on government service only covers the first
effective management is situated has no power to tax paragraph of Article 19 of the OECD Model,
under its national law. supplementedby the provision that, if the payingstate

cannot tax the remuneration, the state of residence, if
Article 9 on associated enterprises contains a regula- the services are rendered there, shall have the right to
tion in paragraph 2 which provides a consultationpro- tax. Government pensons are covered by the main
cedure in case of transfer pricing adjustments. The rule of Article 18. To the extent Norway is unable
OECD Model, however, provides that if state B recog- under its law to tax the above incorne, such income
nizes an adjustmentmade by state A, state B is obliged shall be taxable only in the state of residence of the
to make a correspondingadjustment. recipient (Protocol, point IX).
Article 10 on dividends contains provisions similar to
the provisions of Article 10 of the OECD Model, but Article 20 on students and apprentices includes two

it also includes clauses in paragraphs4, 5, 8, 9 and 11 additional paragraphs.
which deviate from the OECD Model rules. Icelandic Paragraph 2 provides that if students or apprentices
and Norwegian tax on intercompanydividendsmay be work in another contracting state for not more than
raised from 5% to 15% if and to the extent that these 100 days in one calendar year in order to obtain prac-
dividends were deducted from the income of the pay- tical experience, the other state will only tax the part
ing company under the national income tax provisions of the relevant income that exceeds 2000 Swedish
(paragraphs4 and 5). Paragraph8 gives, undervarious kroner (or the equivalent in another Nordic currency)
conditions, participation exemptions with respect to per month. The total exemption, however, may not
dividendspaid by a company residentof one contract- exceed 6000 kroner.
ing state to a company resident of another contracting
state. This is an example of differences in national In paragraph 3, the competent authorities are man-

legislation requiring an extensive set of regulations dated to make arrangements on the application of
which disturb the multilateral pattern. Paragraph 9 paragraph 2 and to adjust the aforementioned
provides for reciprocal exemptions for charitable n- amounts.
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Article 21 gives detailed rules for taxation on the con- order to prevent third contracting states from taxing
tinental shelves of the contracting states. A provision in cases where the exclusive right to tax is not given to
of this kind is not included in the OECD Model. any state.

The main rule provides that a resident of a contracting Article 27 (non-discrimination), in paragraph 5,
state who is carrying on business activities connected explicitly allows preferential treatment of Norwegian
with the exploration or exploitation of natural re- nationals and citizens under a specific Norwegian tax

sources on the continentalshelfof anothercontracting law.
state shall be deemed to have a permanent establish- Article 28 on the mutual agreement procedure pro-ment there. vides, in addition to the clauses of the OECD Model,
This rule is applicable if the activity is carried on for that the result of consultations between competent
at least 30 days during a twelve-month period. authorities of two or more contracting states shall be

communicated to the competent authorities of the
If the activities of associated enterprisesperformedon other states before a decision is made. Upon requestthe continental shelf are to a large extent the same, of any competentauthority, the competentauthorities
then these activities are deemed to be performed by of all states shall consult each other without delay on
one enterprise when applying the 30-day rule.Jo the relevant case.

However, the provision of article 8, paragraph 1 is Mutual assistance in tax matters is covered by the
applicable to transport and supply activities, by ship Nordic convention of 1972, so the 1983 Convention
or aircraft, on the continental shelf. did not need to include a provision on exchange of
The articles on capital gains and on capital (Article 13, information. This convention also provides for assist-

aragraph 4, and Article23, paragraph 3) are applica- ance in the allocation of taxes of the other contracting
le to gains from the disposalof these ships and aircraft states.

and on the capital represented by these ships and air- The Convention entered into force on 29 December
craft. 1983 and is effective as of 1 January 1984 with respect
Employment income earned by a resident of a con- to income tax, and 1 January 1985 with respect to

tracting state in connection with the exploration or capital tax.

exploitation of natural resources off the coast of
another contractingstate is taxable in that other state
if the employment is exercised for more than 30 days III. CONCLUSIONS
in a twelve-month period.
Article 23, concerningcapital, contains a provision on Multilateral conventions on the avoidance of double
shares in immovable property companies (see Article taxaton covering one item or a few items of income

6, paragraph4) according to which the state where the are hardly feasible due to the absence - largely - of
immovable property is located may tax the shares. compromise-material.
If, with respect to ships and aircraft in international Comprehensivemultilateral tax conventionsare feasi-

traffic, the state where the place of effective manage- ble if basic conditions are met.

ment of the enterprise is located cannot tax, the state However, the multilateral character will, inpractice,of residence is entitled to tax. be diluted by specific clauses for the individul con-

The Convention also contains a provision on estates - tracting states due to differences in national legisla-
Article24-which provides that if the state of residence tion.
of the deceased taxes income from and capital of the An EEC Directiveon the avoidanceofdouble taxation
estate, then the other states where the beneficiaries is, at present, not conceivable, as member states are
reside cannot tax that income or capital. reluctant to give up competence to conclude tax con-

According to Article 25 on methods for eliminating ventions with non-memberstates.

double taxation, Denmark, Finland and Sweden applY From a theoretical point of view, comprehensivemul-
the ordinary credit method with a progression clause tilateral tax conventions have advantages over bilat-
whereas Iceland and Norwayapply the exemptionwith eral conventions. Multilateral conventions, howevr,
progression method. The article contains specific pro- cannot be revised easily. Moreover, the possible ad-
visions for each contractingstate, supplemented in the vantage of greater uniformity may be diminished byProtocol by alternative regulations for Iceland and the requirementofspecificclausesfor each contracting
Norway which may replace the original regulation at state (see in particularArticles 10 and 25 of the Nordic
their request. Tax Convention).
Article 26 is specific for the multilateral character of Greater uniformity reduces the possibility of treatythe convention. shopping. Treaty shopping, however, can flourish
The article provides that incomeor capitalof a resident primarily due to treaty provisions that are not suffi-
of a contracting state may not be taxed in another
contracting state unless taxation is explicitly allowed
under the convention. This provision s ncluded in 10. See footnote 2 ofthe English translaton of this convention
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ciently backed by levying rights in the national legisla- An ongoingprocessof refining the OECD Model Con-
tion. The solution for this problem (included in the vention and of adapting it to new developments, to-
Nordic tax convention) - the right to levy the tax gether with moulding new and existing bilateral con-

reverts to the state of residence if the state of source ventions to that model, would be more fruitful and
cannot exercise its taxing rights under the convention practical than starting lengthy discussions which may
due to insufficientnational legislation- is not a unique result in rigid multilateral conventions that combine
multilateral solution, as it can be applied in bilateral OECD-Model provisions and specific provisions for
situations as well. each party, like the U.S.-Model.

NORDIC (INCOME','TAXTREATYOF
22 MARCH1983*

CONVENTIONBETWEEN 5) the tax to the State on remunera-

DENMARK,FINLAND,ICELAND,NORWAYAND SWEDEN
tion of foreign artistes (avgiften til
staten p honorarer til uten-

FORTHEAVOIDANCEOFDOUBLETAXATION landske kunstnere m.v.); and

WITHRESPECTTOTAXESONINCOME 6) the sailors' tax (sjmansskatten)
AND ON CAPITAL (hereinafterreferred to as Norwegian

tax);
e) in Sweden:

The Governments of Denmark, Finland, 6) the special income tax (den srlige 1) the income tax to the State, in-

Iceland,Norwayand Sweden, indkomstskat); cluding the sailors' tax and the

7) the tax on dividends (udbytteskat- coupon tax (den statliga in-

Desiring to conclude a Convention for the ten); komstskatten, dri inbegripna
avoidance of double taxation with respect 8) the municipal income tax (den sjmansskatten och kupongskat-
totaxeson incomeand on capital, kommunale indkomstskat); ten);

9) the church tax (kirkeskatten); 2) the tax on public entertainers (be-
Have agreed as follows: 10) the income tax to the county mu- villningsavgiften fr vissa offent-

nicipalities (den amtskommunale liga frestllningar);
Article 1 indkomstskat);and 3) the tax on undistributedprofits of
Personal scope 11) the capital tax to the State (for- companies (ersttningsskatten);
This Conventionshall apply to personswho mueskatten til staten) 4) the tax on companies distributing

to as
are residents of one or more of the Con- (hereinafter referred Danish capital (utskiftningsskatten);

tax); 5) the municipal income tax (den
tracting States. b) in Finland: kommunalainkomstskatten);and

1) the national income and capital 6) the capital tax to the State (den
tax (valtion tulo- ja varallisuus- statliga frmgenhetsskatten)

Article 2 to as
Taxes covered 2)

vero);
(kunnallisvero); tax).

(hereinafter referred Swedish
tax

1. This Convention shall apply to taxes 3) the church tax (kirkollisvero); 4. The Conventionshall apply also toany
on income and on capital imposedon behalf !/4)

the

the

municipal

sailors' tax (merimiesvero identicalor substantiallysimilar taxes which
of a ContractingState or of tts political sub- and imposed after the date of signature ofare
divisions or local authorities, irrespective 5) the withholding tax (Ihdevero) the Convention in addition to, or in place
of the manner in which they are levied. (hereinafter referred to as Finnish

of, the existing taxes. The competent au-

2. There shall be regarded as taxes on tax); thorities of the Contracting States shall

income and on capital all taxes imposed on c) in Iceland: notify each other of any significant changes
total income, on total capital, or on ele- 1) the national income tax (tekjus- which have been made in their respectivetil rkisins);
ments of income or of capital, including kattur taxation laws.
taxes on gains from the alienation of mova- 2) the municipal income tax (tek-

not as re-
ble or immovableproperty, as well as taxes jutsvar til sveitarflaga);and 5. The Convention shall apply,

3) the national capital tax (eig- gards any of the ContractingStates, to spe-
on capital appreciation. narskattur til rkisins) cial taxes on lottery prizes and gambling

(hereinafter referred to as Icelandic winnings or to taxes on inheritances and
3. The existing taxes to which the Con- tax); gifts.
vention shall apply are: d) in Norway:
a) in Denmark: 1) the income tax and capital tax to

1) the income tax to the State (in- the State (inntekts- og for-
dkomstskatten til staten); muesskatten til staten);

* Translated by Mr. B.P. Dik, Deputy Direc-

2) the old age pension contribution 2) the income tax and capital tax to tor of the International Bureau of Fiscal

(folkepensionsbidraget); the municipalities (inntekts- og Documentation. It is understood that the Con-

3) the special old age contribution formuesskatten til kommunene); vention as translated by the Bureau may be sub-

(det srlige folkepensionsbidrag); 3) the inome tax to the counties (in- ject to some amendments in the not too distant

4) the contribution to the sickness ntektsskatten til fylkene);
future. One of theamendmentswill betoremedy
the drafting error in paragraph 2 of Article 21

per diem fund (bidraget til dag- 4) the tax to the equalization fund (see our footnote). As soon as the amendments
pengefonden) (fellesskatten til skattefordelings- are published they will be translatedand inserted

5) the sailors' tax (smandsskatten); fondet); in our Bulletin.
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Article 3 defined therein shall, unless the context 4. Notwithstanding the preceding provi-
General definitions otherwise requires, have the meaningwhich sions of this Article, the term permanent

t has under the law of that State concerning establishment shall be deemed not to in-
1. For the purposes of this Convention the taxes to which the Convention applies. clude:
unless the context otherwise requires, the

a) the use of facilities solely for the pur-terms below shall be defined as follows: Article 4 of display delivery of
a) Denmark means the Kingdom of Fiscal domicile goods

pose storage,
merchandisebelonging

or

the
Denmark; Finland means the Re-

or to

publicofFinland; Iceland means the 1. For the purposes of this Convention, b)
enterprise;
the maintenanceof stock of goodsorRepublicof Iceland; Norway

'

means the term resident of a Contracting State
a

the Kingdom of Norway; Sweden means any person who, under the laws of merchandise belonging to the enter-

means the Kingdom of Sweden; that State, is liable to tax therein by reason prise solely for the purpose of storage,
the term also comprises any area of his domicile, residence, place of manage-

or
-

c)
display
the maintenance

delivery;
of stock of goodsoroutside the territorial sea of a State ment or any other criterion of a similar na-

a

merchandise belonging to the enter-
within which that State under its legis- ture. But this term does not include any prise solely for the of
lation and in accordance with interna- person who is liable to tax in that State in

sing by another enterprise;
purpose proces-

tional law has rights with respect to the respect only of income from sources in that
d) the maintenance of fixed place of

exploration and the exploitationof the State or capital situated therein.
a

business solely for the purpose of pur-natural resources of the seabed and 2. Where by reason of the provisions of chasinggoodsormerchandiseorofcol-subsoil (such area is referred to in this
paragraph 1 an individual is a resident of lectinginformation, forthe enterprise;Convention as the Continental

Shelf);
more than one Contracting State, then his e) the maintenance of a fixed place of
status shall be determined as follows: business solely for the purpose of car-

the term Denmark does not-

a) he shall be deemed be resident of rying for the enterprise, other
comprise the F,a,roe Islands and Green-

to a on, any
the State in which he has a permanent activity of a preparatory or auxiliaryland; the term 'Finlanddoes not com- home available to him; if he has character;a per-prise, with respect to the Finnish mu-

nicipal tax, the county of land;' the
manent home available to him in more f) the maintenance of a fixed place of
than one State, he shall be deemed to business solely for any combinationof

term Norway does not comprise be a resident of the State with which activities mentioned in sub-paragraphsSpitsbergen (including Bear Island), his personal and economic relations a) toe), provided that the overall activ-
Jan Mayen and the Norwegian depen-
dencies (biland) outside Europe;

are closest (centre of vital interests); ity of the fixed place of business result-

b) person includes an individual, a b) if the State in which he has his centre ing from this combination is of a pre-
of vital interestscannotbedetermined, paratory or auxiliary character.

company and any other body of per- or if he has not a permanent home
sons; available to him in any of the States, he 5. Notwithstanding the provisions of

c) company means any body corporate shall be deemed to be a resident of the paragraphs 1 and 2, where a person - other
or any entity which is treated as a body State in which he has habitual

than an agent of an independent status to

corporate for tax purposes;
an whom paragraph 6 applies is acting on

d) enterpriseofa ContractingStateand abode; behalfof enterprise and has,
-

and habitu-an

enterprse of another Contracting c) if he has an habitual abode in more
ally exercises, in ContractingStatethan one State or in none of them, he a an au-

State mean respectively an enterprise shall be deemed to be a resident of the thority to conclude contracts in the name of
carried on by a resident of a Contract- State of which he is a national;

the enterprise, that enterprise shall be

ing State and an enterprise carried on
d) if he is a national of more than one

deemed to have a permanentestablishment

by a resident of another Contracting State or of none of them, the compe-
in that State n respect of any activities

State; tent authorities of the Contracting
which that person undertakes for the enter-

e) national means an individual pos- States concerned shall settle the ques- prise, unless the activities of such person
sessing the nationalityof a Contracting are limited to those mentionedin paragraph
State and a body corporate or other

tion by mutual agreement. 4 which, if exercised through a fixed place
entity deriving its status as such from 3. Where by reason of the provisions of of business, would not make this fixed place
the law in force in a ContractingState; paragraph 1 a person other than an indi- of business a permanent establishment

f) international traffic means, for the vidual is a resident of more than one Con- under the provisions of that paragraph
application of this Convention in a tracting State, then it shall be deemed to be 6 An enterprise shall not be deemed to
Contracting State, any transport by a a resident of the State in which its place of have permanent establishment in Con-a a
ship or aircraft operated by an enter- effective management is situated.

tracting State merely because it carries
prise which has ts place of effective

on

business in that State through a broker,gen-
management in another Contracting eral commission otheragentof
State, except when the ship or aircraft Article 5 agent or any

is operated solely between places in Permanentestablishment an independent status, provided that such
persons are acting in the ordinary course of

the first-mentionedState; 1. For the purposes of this Convention, their business.
g) competent authority means: the termpernanentestablishmentmeans

1) in the case of Denmark: the Minis- a fixed place of business through which the 7. The fact that a company which is a

ter for Inland Revenue, Customs business of an enterprise is wholly or partly resident of a Contracting State controls or

and Excise; carried on. is controlled by a company which is a resi-

2) in the case of Finland: the Ministry dent of anotherContractingState, or which
of Finance; 2. The term permanent establishment carries on business in such other State

3) in thecaseof Iceland: the Minister includes especially: (whether through a permanent establish-
of Finance; a) a place of management; ment orotherwise),shall not of itselfconsti-

4) in the case of Norway: the Minis- b) a branch; tute either company a permanentestablish-
try of Finance and Customs; c) an office; ment of the other.

5) in the case of Sweden: the Minis- a factory;
ter of Finance; a workshop; and

or the authority in any of these States f) a mine, an oil or gas well, a quarry or

to whom the task of dealingwith ques- any other place of extractionof natural

tions concerning this Convention has resources.

been delegated. 3. A building site or construction or in- 1. The exclusion, for of the Finnish
stallation project constitutes a permanent municipal of land in

purposes
Art. 3, paragraph la)tax,

2. As regards the application of the Con- establishment only if it lasts more than was abolished by an exchange ofnotesof24May
vention by a ContractingState any term not twelve months. 1984, effective from 1 January 1984.
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Article 6 the same or similarativitiesunder the same trol or capital of an enterpriseof a Con-
Income from immovableproperty or similar conditionsand dealing wholly in- tracting State and an enterprise of

1. Income derived by a residentofa Con- dependentlywith the enterprise of which it another ContractingState,

tractingState from immovableproperty (in- s a permanentestablishment. the following shall apply.
cluding income from agriculture or fores- 3. In determining the profits of a perma- If conditionsare made or imposed between
try) situated in another Contracting State nent establishment, there shall be allowed the two enterprises in their commercial or

may be taxed in that other State. as deductions expenses which are incurred financial relations which differ from those

2. a) Subject to the provisions of sub- for thepurposesof the permanentestablish- which would be made between independent
paragraph b), the term immovable ment, including executive and general ad- enterprises, then any profits which would,

ministrative expenses so incurred, whether but for those conditions, have accrued to
property shall have the meaning in the State in which the permanent estab- one of the enterprises, but, by reason of
which it has under the law of the Con-
tracting State in which the property in

lishment is situated or elsewhere. those conditions, have not so accrued, may
be included in the profits of that enterprisequestion is situated. 4. Insofar as it has been customary in a
and taxed accordingly.b) The term shall in any case include Contracting State to determine the profits

propertyaccessory to immovableprop- to be attributed to a permanent establish- 2. If in a Contracting State an issue as

erty, livestock and equipment used in ment on the basis of an apportionment of referred to in paragraph 1 arises, the com-

agriculture and forestry, rights to the total profits.of the enterprise to its var- petent authority of another Contracting
wnich the provisionsof generallaw re- ious parts, nothing in paragraph 2 shall pre- State which is involved in the issue shall be
specting landed property apply, usu- clude that ContractingState from determin- informed with a view to considering an ad-
fruct of immovablepropertyand rights ing the profits to be taxed by such an appor- justment to the computation of the profits
to variableor fixed paymentsas consid- tionment as may be customary; the method of the enterprise which is a resident of that
eration for the working of, or the right of apportionmentadopted shall, however, other State. The competent authorities
to work, mineral deposits, sources and be such that the result shall be in accordance may, if necessary, conclude a reasonable
other natural resources. with the principlescontained in this Article. agreement as regards the apportionmentof

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall 5. No profits shall be attributed to a per- profits.
apply to income derived from the direct manent establishment by reason of the
use, letting, or use in any other form of mere purchaseby that permanentestablish-

Article 10
immovable property. ment of goodsor merchandisefor the enter-

Dividendsprise.
4. Insofar as the ownership of shares or 6. For the purposesof the precedingpara-

1. Dividends paid by a company which is
other corporate rights in a company, the graphs, the profits to be attributed to the a resident of a Contracting State to a resi-
most essential object of which is to own permanent establishment shall be deter- dent of another Contracting State may be
immovable property, entitles the owner of rnined by the same method year by year

taxed in that other State.
such shares or corporate rights to the enjoy- unless there is good and sufficient reason to 2. If a recipient of dividends who is a res-
ment of immovable property owned by the the contrary ident of a Contracting State has a perma-
company, the income derived from the di- nent establishmentor a fixed base in a Con-
rect use, letting, or use in any other form of 7. Where profits include items of income

tracting State other than the State of whichsuch entitlement to enjoyment may be which are dealt with separately in other Ar- he is a resident, and the holding by virtue
taxed in the ContractingState in which the ticles of this Convention, then the 9rovi- of which the dividendsarepaid iseffectivelyimmovable property is situated. sions of those Articles shall not be af-'ected

connected with business carried fromby the provisionsof this Article. a on

5. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 3 thatpermanentestablishment,or with inde-
shall also apply to the income from immov- pendent personal services performed from
able property of an enterprise and to in- Article 8 that fixe base, as the case may be, divi-
come from immovable property used for Shipping and air transport dends paid by a companywhich is a resident
the performance of independent personal 1. Profits from the operation of ships or

of a Contracting State to such a recipient
services. aircraft in international traffic shall be taxa. may, notwithstanding the provisions of

6. The provisions of paragraph 4 shall ble only in the Contracting State in which paragraphs 1 and 3, be taxed in accordance
with the provisions of Article 7 or Article

also apply to the income from an entitle- the place of effective management of the
14, the be, in the Contractingas case mayment to enjoymentwhich belongs to an en- enterprise is situated. To the extent that
State where the establishment

terprise or is used for the performance of such State is unable, under its law, to tax permanent

independent personal services. the entire profits, the profits shall be taxa- or fixed base is situated.
ble only in the State of which the enterprise 3. Dividends from a company which is a

Article 7 is a resident. resident of a ContractingState to a resident
Business profits 2. Ifthe place of effective managementof of another Contracting State may also be

taxed in the ContractingState of which the1. The profits of an enterprise of a Con- a shipping
shall be

enterprise
deemed

is aboard
be situated

a ship,
in

then
the company paying the dividends is a resident

tracting State shall be taxable only in that it to
and according the laws of that State, butto

State unless the enterprise carries on busi- ContractingState of which the operator of
the tax charged shall not exceed:so

ness in another ContractingState through a the ship is a resident.
a) 5% of the of the divi-gross amount

permanent establishment situated therein. 3. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall dends if the recipient is a companyIf the enterprise carries on business as also apply to profits from the participation (excluding partnerships and estates ofaforesaid, the profits of the enterprise may in a ool, a joint business or an interna- deceased persons) which owns directlybe taxed in the other State but only so much tiona operating agency. at least 25% of the capital of the com-
of them as is attributableto that permanent pany paying the dividends;establishment. Article 9 b) 15% of the gross amount of the divi-
2. Subject to the provisionsof paragraph

Associatedenterprises dends in all other cases.

3, where an enterprise of a Contracting I Where 4. Notwithstanding the provisions of
State carries on business in another Con- (a) an enterprise of a Contracting State paragraph 3a), Icelandic tax on dividends
tracting State through a permanent estab- participatesdirectlyor indirectlyn the may be increased from 5% to a maximum
lishment situated therein, there shall in management, control or capital of an of 15%, to the extent that such dividends
each ContractingState be attributed to that enterprise of another Contracting have been deducted in computing the pro-
permanent establishment the profits which State, or fits of the companypaying the dividendsfor
t might be expected to make if it were a (b) the same persons participate directly the purpose of determining the Icelandic
distinct and separate enterprise engaged in or indirectly in the management,con- tax due.
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5. Notwithstanding the provisions of the profits ofthe Icelandiccompanyin com- Article 14, as the case may be, in the Con-
paragraph 3a), Norwegian tax on dividends puting Icelandic tax. tracting State where the permanent estab-

may be increased to a maximum of 15%.
9. Notwithstanding the provisions of

lishment or fixed base is situated.
This provision applies as long as Norwegian
companies are entitled to a deduction for paragraphs 3 to 5, the competent au- 3. The term interest as used in this Ar-

thorities of the Contracting States may ticle means income from debt-claims ofdistributed dividends for the purpose of

computing the tax due to the State. agree that dividends which accrue to an in- every kind, whether or not secured by
stitution identified by name in the agree- mortgage and whether or not carrying a

6. The competent authoritiesof the Con- ment, which has charitableor othergeneral right to participate in the debtor's 'profits.
tracting States shall by mutual agreement benevolent purposes and which, according The term comprises, in particular, income
settle the mode of appfication of t me limita- to the laws ofthe ContractingStateofwhich from government securities and income
tions under paragraphs 3 to 5. the institution is a resident, is exempt from from bonds or debentures, including pre-

The provisions of paragraphs 3 to 5 shall tax with respect to dividends, shall be miums and prizes attaching to such sec-

not affect the taxation of the company in exempt from taxes imposed in anotherCon- urities, bonds or debentures. Penalty
respect of the profits out of which t ie divi- tractingState on dividends from companies charges for late payment shall not be re-

dends are paid.
in that other State. garded as interest for the purpose of this

Article.
10. Where a company which is a resident7. The term dividends as used in this of a ContractingState derives profits or in- 4. Where, by reason of a special relation-

Article means income from shares, certifi-
cates orother rights, not beingdebt-claims, come from another ContractingState, that ship between the payer and the recipientor

participating in profits, as well as income other State may not impose any tax on the between both of them and some other per-
from other corporate rights which is sub- dividends paid by the company, except in- son, the amount of the interest, having re-

jected to the same taxation treatment as sofarassuchdividendsarepaidtoaresident gard to the debt-claim for which it is paid,
income from shares by the laws of the State of that other State or insofar as the holding exceeds the amount which would have been

of which the company making the distribu- in respect of which the dividends are paid is agreed upon by the payer and the recipient
tion is a resident. effectively connected with a permanent es- in the absenceof such relationship, the pro-

tablishment or a fixed based situated in that visions of this Article shall apply only to the
8. Notwithstanding the provisions of other State, nor subject the company's un- last-mentioned amount. In such case, the

paragraph 1, dividends from a company distributedprofits to a tax on thecompany's excess part of the payments shall remain
which is a resident of a ContractingState to undistributed profits, even if the dividends taxable according to the laws of each Con-
a company which is a resident of another paid or the undistributed profits consist tracting State involved, due regard being
Contracting State, other than Denmark, wholly or partly of profits or income arising had to the other provisions of this Conven-
shall beexempt from tax in that other State, in such other State. tion.
to the extent that they would have been
exempt if bothcompanieshadbeen resident 11. In this Article, the term partnership
there. means: Article 12

a) with respect to Denmark: interes- Royalties
Notwithstanding the provisions of para- sentskab, kommanditselskab and

graph 1, dividends from a company which partrederi; 1. Royalties arising in a ContractingState

s a resident of a Contracting State other b) with respect to Finland: avointa and paid to a resident of another Contract-
than Denmark to a company which is a res- yhtit, kommandiittiyhtit, ing State shall be taxable only in that other
ident of Denmark shall be exempt from tax laivanisnnistryhtit and any

State.
in Denmark in accordancewith Danish law. other body coming under paragraph 2 2. If a recipient of royalties who is a resi-

of Article 4 of the Income and Capital dent of ContractingState hasHowever, to the extent that the amount of a a permanent
Tax Act (1043/74) and not thxed as a establishment fixed base in Contractingdividends distributed with respect to a year taxable

or a

of income by a company which is a resident separate person; State other than the State of which he is a

of Denmark, to a company which is a resi- c) with respect to Iceland: sameignar- resident, and the right or property in re-

dent of another Contracting State, corres- flg and samlg, which are not spect of which the royaltiesare paid is effec-

ponds to dividends which the first-men- taxed as a separate taxable person; tively connected with a business carried on

tioned company, directlyor through the in- d) with respect to Norway: any body of from that permanentestablishment,orwith

termediaryof a legal person, in the same or persons, with the exception of independent personal services performed
a preceding tax year has derived from aksjeselskap and kommanditt- from that fixedbase,as the case may be, the

hares or other corporate rights in a com- aksjeselskap; royalties arising in a ContractingState and

any which is a resident of a third state, the e with respect to Sweden: hand- paid to such a recipient may, notwithstand-

exemption from tax in another Contracting elsbolag, kommanditbolag and ng the provisions of paragraph 1, be taxed

State under the first sub-paragraph shall enkelt bolag in accordancewith the provisionsof Article

apply only if 7 or Article 14, as the case may be, in the

a) the dividends which have been derived Article 11 ContractingState where the permanent es-

from shares or other corporate rights Interest tablishment or fixed base is situated.
in a company which is a resident of a 1. Interest arising in a Contracting State 3. The term royalties as used in this
third state have been subjected to tax and paid to a resident of another Contract. Article means payments of any kind re-
in Denmark, or ng State shall be taxable only in that other ceived as a consideration for the use of, or

b) if this is not the case, if the dividends State. the right to use, any copyright of literary,
would have been exempt from tax in artistic or scientific work (including
anotherContractingState, ifthe shares 2. If a recipient of interest who is a resi- cinematographfilms and films and tapes for
or other corporate rights in the com- dent of a ContractingState has a permanent radio and television broadcasting), any pa-
any which is a resident of a third state establishmentor a fixed base n a Contract- tent, trade mark, design or model, plan,
mad been owned directly by the com. ng State other than the State of which he is secret formula or process, or for the use of,
pany resident in the other Contracting a resident, and the debt-claim in respect of or the right to use, industrial, commercial,
State. which the interest is paid is effective y con- or scientific ec uipment, or for information

nected with a business carried on from that concerning inc ustrial, commercial or scien-
With respect to dividends from a company permanent establishment,or with indepen- tific experience.which is a resident of Iceland to a company dent personal services performed from that
which is a resident of another Contracting fixed base, as the case may be, the interest 4 Where, by reason of a special relation-

State, the exemption from taxation in arising in a Contracting State and paid to ship between the payer and the recipientor

another Contracting State under the first such a recipient shall, notwithstanding the between both of them and some other per-
sub-paragraphshall apply only to the extent provisions of paragraph 1, be taxed in ac- son, the amount of the royalties, having
that the dividends are not deductible from cordance with the provisionsof Article 7 or regard to the use, right or information for
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wfiich they are paid, exceeds the amount Article 14 Article 16
which would have been agreed upon by the Independentpersonal services Directors' fees
payer and the recipient in the absence of
such relationship, the provisionsof this Ar- 1. Income derived by a residentof a Con- Directors' fees and similar payments de-

ticle shall apply only to the last-mentioned tracting State in respectof professionalser- rived by a resident of a ContractingState in

amount. In such case, the excess part of the vces or other activities of an independent his capacity as a member of the board of

payments shall remain taxable according to character shall be taxable only in that State directors or similar body of a company

the laws of each ContractingState.involved, unless he has a fixed base regularly availa- which is a resident of another Contracting
due regard being had to the other provisions ble to him in another Contractingtate for State may be taxed in that other State.

the purpose of performing his activities. If
of this Convention.

he has such a fixed base, the income may be Article 17
taxed in that other State but only so much Artistes and athletesArticle 13 of it as is attributable to that fixed base.

Capital gains 1. Notwithstandingthe provisions of Ar-
2. The term professional services in- ticles 14 and 15, income derived by a resi-1. Gains derived by a resident of a Con- cludes especially independent scientific, dent of Contracting Statea as an enter-

tractingState from the alienationofimmov- literary, artistic, educational, or teaching tainer, such theatre, motion picture,as aable property referred to in paragraph 2 of activities as weil as the independent ac- radio television artiste, musiciai,Article 6 and situated in another Contract- tivities of physicians, lawyers, engineers,
or or a or

ing State may be taxed in that other State. architects, dentists and accountants.
as an athlete, from his personal activities as

such exercised in another Contracting
2. Gains derived by a resident of a Con- State, may be taxed in that other State.
tracting State from the alienation of shares
or other rights referred to in paragraph 4 of Article 15 2. Where income in respect of personal
Article 6 may be taxed in the Contracting Dependentpersonal services activities exercised by an entertainer or an

athlete in his capacity such not toState in which the immovable property is 1 Subject to the provisions of Articles
as accrues

situated. the entertainer or athlete himself but to
16, 18, 19, 20 and 21, salaries, wages and another person, that income may, not-

3. Gains from the alienation of movable other similar remunerationderivedby a res- withstanding the provisions of Articles 7,
property forming part of the business prop- ident of a ContractingState in res-iect of an 14 and 15, be taxed in the ContractingState
erty of a permanentestablishmentwhich an employment shall be taxable on y in that n which the activities of the entertaineror

enterprise of a Contracting State has in State unless the employmentis exercised in athlete are exercised.
another ContractingState or from the alie- another Contracting State. If the employ-
nation of rnovable property pertaining to a ment is exercised in that other State, such 3. If the Contracting State in which the

fixed base available to a resident of a Con- remuneration as is derived therefrom may activities referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2

tracting State in another Contracting State be taxed therein. are exercised is unable, under its law, to tax
the income concerned, the income may befor the purpose of performing independent 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of taxed only in the ContractingState ofwhichpersonal services, includingsuch gains from paragraph 1, remunerationderivedby a res- the recipient is resident.athe alienation of such a permanent estab- ident of a ContractingState in respect of an

lishment (alone or with the whole enter- employmentexercisedin anotherContract-
prise) or of such fixed base, may be taxed ing State shall be taxable only in the first. Article18
n that other State. mentioned State if: Pensions,annuitiesandsocialsecurity
4. Gains from the alienation of ships or a) the recipient is present in that other payments
aircraft operated in international traffic or State for a period or periods not ex- 1 Pensions and annuities paid from a
movable proerty pertaining to the opera- ceeding in the aggregate 183 days in Contracting State and payments made
tion of such siips or aircraft shall be taxable the calendar year concerned; and under the social security legislation of a

only in the Contracting State in which the b) the remuneration is paid by, or on be- ContractingState may be taxed only in that
place of effective managementof the enter- half of, an employer who is not a resi- State.
prse is situated. To the extent that such dent of that other State; and
State is unable, under its law, to tax the c) the remuneration is not borne by a per- 2. The term nnuity means a stated

entire gain, the gain shall be taxableonly in manent establishment or a fixed base sum payable periodically at stated times

the State of which the enterprise is a resi- which the employer has in that other during the life of the person insured, or

dent. State. during a specified or ascertainable period
of time, under an obligation to make the

5. Gains from the alienation of any prop- 3. Notwithstanding the foregoing prov,- payments in return for a correspondingfull
erty other than that referred to in para- sions of this Article, remunerationderived consideration in money or money's worth.
graphs 1 to 4, shall be taxable only in the in respect of work performed aboard:

Contracting State of which the alienator is a) a Danish, Finnish, Icelandic, Norwe-
a resident. gian or Swedish ship shall be taxable Article 19

6. The provisionsof paragraph5 shall not only in the ContractingState of which Governmentservice

affect the right of Norway to tax, in accord- the ship has the nationality; as regards l. Remuneration (excluding pensions)the application of this provision, a
ancewith its own law, gains from the aliena- paid by a ContractingState, a political sub-
tion of shares in a Norwegian company, if foreign ship chartered on a bareboat division, a local authority, or a public in-

basis '

by an enterpriseof a Contractingthe shares are owned by a resident of stitution thereof to an individual in respect
another ContractingState who, at any time State shall be considered as a Danish, of services rendered to that State, political
during the five years immediatelypreceding Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian or subdivision, local authority or public in-

Swedish ship;the alienation, has been a resident of Nor- stitutionshall be taxableonly in that State.
b) aircraft operated in international traf-

way. fic shall be taxable only n the Con- 2. However, such remuneration shall be
7.. The provisionsof paragraph 5 shall not tracting State of which the recipient of taxable only in the ContractingState where
affect the right of Sweden to tax, in accord- the remuneration is a resident; the services are rendered if the recipient is
ance with its own law, gains derived by a c) a fishing, seal-huntingor whaling ves- a resident of that State, and:
resident of another ContractingState from sel shall be taxable only in the Con- a) is a national of that State; or

the alienation of shares or other rights in tracting State of which the recipient of b) did not become a resident of that State

companies, the essential assets of which the remuneration is a resident, even in solely for the purpose of rendering the
consist of immovable property, if the per- cases where the remuneration in re- services; or

son concerned has been a resident of Swe- spect of the work is paid in the form of c) cannot be taxed in respectof the remu-

den at any time during the five years im- a part or share in the profit of the fish- neration in the State from which it is

mediately preceding the alienation. ing, seal-huntingor whaling business. paid.
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Article 20 that other enterprise.2 Enterprises shall be tracting State, wherever arising, not dealt
Students and apprentices regarded as associated ifoneenterprisepar- with in the foregoing Articles of this Con-

1. A person who is visiting a Contracting ticipates directly or indirectly in the man- vention shall be taxable only in that State.

State solely for the purpose of: agement, control or capital of the other en-
2. The provisionsofparagraph 1 shall not

a) study at a university or other cduca- terprise or if the same persons participate apply if the recipient is resident of Con-a a
tional institution in that Contracting directly or indirectly in the management, tracting State and has permanent estab-a

State; or
control or capital of both enterprises. lishment fixed base in another Con-or a

b) business, industrial, agricultural or 4. Thc provisions of paragraph 1 of Arti- tracting State and the right or property in
forestry training in that Contracting cle 8shall apply to profits from the transpor- respect of which the income arises is effec-
State, tation of personnel and supplies by ships or tively connected with the business carried

and who is, or immediately before his visit aircraft to a seabed area as referred to in on from that permanent establishment, or

was, a resident of another Contracting aragraph 1, or from the operation of tug- with independent personal services per-
State, shall not be taxed in the first-men- ioats, supply ships or other vessels used for formed from that fixed base, as the case
tioned State in respect ofpaymentsreceived similar purposes in connection with ac- may be. In such cases, the provisions of
from sources outside that State for the pur- tivities referred to in that paragraph. Article 7 or Article 14, respectively, shall
pose of his maintenance,educationor train-

5. The provisions of paragraph 4 of Arti- apply However, where immovable prop-
ing cle 13 and paragraph 3 of Article 23 shall erty, as referred to in paragraph2 of Article

2. A person who is studying at a univer- apply, respectively, to gains from the alie- 6, or a share or other corporate right, as

sity or other educational institution in a nation of ships, boats and aircraft referred referred to in paragraph 4 of Article 6, be-

Contracting State and who, during a tem- to in paragraph 4, and to capital consisting longs to a permanent establishment or a

porary stay in another Contracting State of such ships, boats and aircraft. fixed base, the income from such property
holds an employment in that other State for or share shall be taxed in accordance with

a period not exceeding 100 days in a calen- 6. Notwithstanding any other provision the provisions of Article 6.

dar year, for the purpose of obtainingprac-
of this Convention, the followingprovisions

tical experience in connection with his shall apply as regards the taxation of wages Article 23

studies, shall be taxed in the last-mentioned and ot aer similar remuneration derived by Capital
Contracting State only for such part of the a resident of a ContractingState in respect 1. Immovable referred inproperty as to
income from the employment as exceeds an

of work performed offshore in another
paragraph 2 of Article 6, owned by resi-a

average monthly income of 2,000 Swedish ContractingState for an employercarrying dent of Contracting State and situated ina

Crownsoritsequivalentin Danish, Finnish on activities as referred to in paragraph 1:
another ContractingState, be taxed inmay

Icelandic or Norwegian currency. The a) Subject to the provisions of sub-para- that other State.'

exemption granted under this paragraph graphs b) to d), such remuneration

shall not, however, exceed an aggregate may be taxed in that other State, but 2. Shares and other corporate rights in a

amount of 6,000 Swedish Crowns percalen- only if the work is performed in that company as referred to in paragraph 4 of

dar year or its equivalent in Danish, Fin- State for a period or periods exceeding Article 6, owned by a resident of a Con-

nish, Icelandicor Norwegiancurrency. The in the aggregate 30 days in any 12- tracting State, may be taxed in the Con-
month period. tracting State where the immovable prop-amounts stated above shall include the per- b) Such remuneration shall be taxable is situated.sonal allowance for the calendar year in erty

question. only in the first-mentionedContracting 3. Ship and aircraft operated in interna-State, where:
3. The competent authoritiesof the Con- 1) the work is connected with the tional traffic and movable propertypertain-
tracting States shall conclude agreements exploitation of oil fields situated ing to the operation of such ships and air-

as regards the application of the provisions on the dividing line 'between a
craft shall be taxableonly in the Contracting

of paragraph 2. The competent authorities Contracting State and a third State in which the place of effective man-

may also conclude agreements on such state; agement of the enterprise is situated. To

changes in the amounts mentioned in that 2) these two States have entered into the extent that such State is unable, under

paragraph as may be reasonablewith regard an agreement relating to the joint its law, to tax the entire property, the capi-
to changes in the value of money, amended exploitation of the oil fields; and tal shall be taxableonlyinthe Stateofwhich

legislation in any of the ContractingStates 3) the exploitation is undertaken on
the enterprise is a resident.

or any other similar circumstance. both sides of the dividing line 4. All otherelementsofcapital,wherever
simultaneously situated,owned by a resident of a Contract-

The provisions of this sub-paragraph ing State shall be taxable only in that State.
Article21 shall apply only by agreementbetween
Businessactivitiesand dependent the comletent authorities of the Con- 5. Notwithstanding the provisions of

personalservicesoffshore in a tracting states. paragraph 4, movable property forming
ContractingState c) Such remuneration shall be taxed in part of the business property of a perma-

nent establishmentwhich an enterpriseof a
1. Subject tothe provisionsofparagraphs accordancewith the provisionsofpara- Contracting State has in another Contract-
2 and 3, a resident of a Contracting State graph 3a) of Article 15 if the work is

ing State, movable property pertainingor

who carries on business activities offshore performed aboard a boat or ship as
to fixed base which resident of Con-a a a

in another Contracting State in connection referred to in paragraph 4 of this Arti-
tracting State has in another Contracting

with the exploration for and exploitationof cle.
State with view to the performingof inde-a

natural resources in the seabed area of that d) Such remuneration shall be taxable
pendent personal services, shall be taxable

other State shall be deemed to have a per- only in the State in which the place of
in that other State.effective managementoftheenterprisemanent establishment or fixed base in that

other State. s situated, if the work is performed Article 24aboard an aircraft as referred to in
2. The provisionsof paragraph 1 shall not paragraph 4 of this Article. Estates of deceased persons

apply if the activities are carried on for a Income or capital taxed in the hands of an

period or periods not exceeding in the 7. In this Article the term seabed area
.,

aggregate 30 days in any 12-month period. means the seabed and subsoil within the
2. This provision, translated from the

territorialwaters of a ContractingState and as

3. For the purposes of paragraph 2, an the Continental Shelf area of that State. Danish, Norwegian and Swedish originals, does
it reflect the real intention of the

activity carried on by an enterprise which is not, seems,
draftsmen. It is our opinion that the provision

associated with another enterprise shall be Article 22 intends to state that the activities of the other
deemed to be carried on by the first-men- Other income enterpriseshould be deemed to be carriedon by
tioned enterprise if its activity is substan- the first-mentioned enterprise (translator's
tially similar to the activity carried on by 1. Items of income of a resident of a Con- note).
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estate of a deceased person which is a resi- cordance with the provisions of this take into accounttheexemptedincome
dent of a Contracting State may not be Convention, shall be taxable only in or capital.
taxed in the hands of persons entitled to a another Contracting State, Finland d) Where a resident of a Contracting
share in the estate who are residents of may include such income or capital in State derivesgains, referred to in para-
another ContractingState. the tax base, but shall allow as a deduc- graph 6 of Article 13, which may be

tion from the Finnish tax on income or taxed in Norway, Norway shall allow
capital that part of the income tax or as a deduction from the Norwegian in-

Article 25 capital tax, as the case may be, which come tax of that person an amount
Elimination of double taxation is payable in respect of the income de- equal to the tax paid in that other Con-

rived from that other State, or the cap- tracting State in respect of such gains.1. Denmark
a) Where a resident of Denmark derives ital owned in that other State. Such deduction shall not, however, ex-

income or owns capital which, in ac- 3. Iceland ceed that part of the Norwegian tax, as

cordance with the provisions of this a) Where a resident of Iceland derives in- compute before the deduction is

Convention, may be taxed in another come or owns capital which, in accord- given, which is payable in respect of
the gains.Contracting State, Denmark shall, ance with the provisions of this Con-

subject to the provisions of paragraph vention, may be taxed in anotherCon-
8, second sentence, of Article 10 and tracting State, Iceland shall, subject to 5 Sweden
paragraph b) below, allow: the provisions of paragraphsb) and c) a) Where a resident of Sweden derives
1) as a deduction from the Danish below, exempt such income or capital income or owns capital which, in ac-

tax on the incomeof that resident, from tax. cordance with the provisions of this
an amount equal to the income b) Where a resident of Iceland derives in- Convention, may be taxed in another
tax paid in that other Contracting come which, in accordance with the Contracting State, Sweden shall, sub-
State; provisionsof Article 10, may be taxed ject to the provisions of paragraph 8,

2) as a deduction from the Danish in another Contracting State, Iceland first sentence, of Article 10 and para-
tax on the capital of that resident, shall, subject to the provisionsof para- graphs b), c) and d) below, allow:
an amount equal to the capital tax graph 8, first sentence, of that Article I) as a deduction from the Swedish
paid in that other Contracting allow as a deductionfrom the Icelandic tax on the incomeof that resident,
State. income tax an amount equal to the in- an amount equal to the income

Such deduction in either case shall not, come tax paid in that otherContracting tax paid in that other Contracting
however, exceed that part of the State. Such deduction shall not, how- State;
Danish income tax or capital tax, as ever, exceed that part of the Icelandic 2) as a deduction from the Swedish
computed before the deduction is tax, as computed before the deduction tax on the capital of that resident,
given, which is payable in respect of iS given, which is payable in respect of an amount equal to the capital tax

the income or capital which may be the income which may be taxed in that paid in that other Contracting
taxed in that other State. other State. State.

b) Where a resident of Denmark derives c) Where in accordance with any provi- Such deduction in either case shall not,
income or owns capital which, in ac- sion of the Conventionincomederived however, exceed that part of the
cordance with the provisions of this or capital owned by a resident of Ice- Swedish income tax or capital tax, as

Convention, shall be taxable only in and is exempt from tax in that State, computed before the deduction is
another Contracting State, Denmark Iceland may nevertheless, in calculat- ven, which is payable in respect of
may include such income or capital in ing the Icelandic tax on the remaining e income or capital which may be
the tax base, but shall allow as a deduc- incomeor capital of such resident, take taxed in that other State.
tion from the Danish tax on income or into account the exempted income or b) As regards the applicationof sub-para-
capital that part of the income tax or capital. graph a), where under special legisla-
capital tax, as the case may be, which 4. Norway

tion relief from Finnish income tax or

capital tax is given in respect of a per-is payable in respect of the income de-
a) Where a resident of Norway derives establishmentwhich Swedishmanent arived from that other State, or the cap- income or owns capital which, in ac- enterprise has in Finland, such amountital owned in that other State. cordance with the provisions of this of income capital thetax or tax, as case

2. Finland Convention, may be taxed in another may be, shall be deducted from the
a) Where a resident of Finland derives Contracting State, Norway shall, sub- Swedish tax on the incomeorcapitalof

income or owns capital which, in ac- ject to the provisionsof paragraphsb), the enterprise as would have been pay-cordance with the provisions of this c) and d) below, exempt such income able in Finland if no such relief had
Convention, may be taxed in another or capital from tax. been given.
Contracting State, Finland shall, sub- b) Where a resident of Norway derives c) Where a resident of Sweden derives
ject to the provisions of paragraph 8, income which, in accordance with the income or owns capital which, in ac-
first sentence, of Article 10 and para- provisions of Articles 10 and 21, may cordance with the provisions of this
graph b) below, allow: be taxed in another ContractingState, Convention, shall be taxable only in
1) as a deduction from the Finnish Norway shall, subject to the provisions another Contracting State, Sweden

tax on the income of that resident, of paragraph 8, first sentence, of Arti- may include the income or capital in
an amount equal to the income cle 10 allow as a deduction from the the tax base, but shall allow as a deduc-
tax paid in that other Contracting Norwegian income tax of that resident tion from the Swedish tax on incomeor

State; an amountequal to the income taxpaid capital that part of the income tax or

2) as a deduction from the Finnish in that other Contracting State. Such capital tax, as the case may be, which
tax on the capital of that resident, deduction shall not, however, exceed is payable n respect of the income de-
an amount equal to the capital tax that part of the Norwegian tax, as com- rived from that other State, or the cap-
paid in that other Contracting puted before the deduction is given, ital owned in that other State.
State. which is payable in respect of the in- d) Where a resident of a Contracting

Such deduction in either case shall not, come which may be taxed in that other State derivesgains, referred to in para-
however, exceed that part of the Fin- State. graph 7 of Article 13, which may be
nish iocome tax or capital tax, as com- c) Where in accordance with any provi- taxed in Sweden, Sweden shall allow
puted before the deduction is given, sion of the Convention income derived as a deduction from the Swedish in-
which is payable in respect of the in- or capital owned by a resident of Nor- come tax of that person an amount
come or capital which may be taxed in way is exempt from tax in that State, equal to the tax paid on theains in
that other State. Norway may nevertheless, in calculat- that other ContractingState. Such de-

b) Where a resident of Finland derives ing the Norwegian tax on the remain- ductionshall not, however,exceed that
income or owns capital which, in ac- ing income or capital of such resident, part of the Swedish tax, as computed
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before the deduction is given, which is purpose of determining the taxable capital governing the computation of tax in the
payable in respect of the gains. of such enterprise, be deductible under the States concerned, or any other reason.

same conditionsas debts to a residentof the
Before a decision on any issue, as referredfirst-mentionedState.

Article 26 to in the first sub-paragraph, is taken, the
Limitation of taxing rights 4. Enterprisesof a ContractingState, the outcome of the consultations referred to

capital of which is wholly or partly owned shall be communicated to the competentIncome derived by a resident of a Contract- or controlled, directly or indirectly, by one authorities of the other Contracting States
ing State or capital owned by such resident or more residents of one or more of the as soon as possible. If the cornpetent au-
may not be taxed in another Contracting other Contracting States, shall not be sub- thorityof a ContractingState considers that
State, unless taxation s explicitly allowed jected in the first-mentioned State to any consultationsshould take place between the
under this Convention. taxation or any requirement connected competent authorities of all Contracting

therewith which is other or more burden- States, such consultations shall take place
Article 27 some than the taxation and connected re- without delay at the request of the compe-
Non-discrimination quirements to which other similar enter- tent authority of the first-mentioned Con-

prises of the first-mentioned State are or tracting State.
1. Nationals of a Contracting State shall may be subjected.
not be subjected in another Contracting Arlicle 29
State to any taxation or any requirement 5. The provisionsof this Article shall not

Diplomaticagentsand consularofficers
connected therewith, which is other or be construed as obligingNorwa to grant to

more burdensome than the taxation and nationals of another ContractingState who The provisions of this Convention shall not

connected requirements to which nationals were not born in Norway of Norwegian pa- affect the fiscal privileges of diplomatic
of that other State in the same cir- rents the exceptional tax relief which under agents or consular officers under the gener-
cumstances are or may be subjected. This paragraph 22 of the Tax Act of 18 August a rules of international law or under the

provision shall, notwithstanding the provi- 1911 is accorded to nationals of Norway provisionsof special agreements.
sions of Article 1, also apply to personswho and individuals born in Norway of Norwe-
are not residents of one or more of the pianparents(individualshaving Norwegian Article 30

ContractingStates. innfdsrett) Territorial extension

2. The taxation on a permanentestablish- 6. The provisions of this Article shall, 1. This Convention may be extended, ei-

ment or a fixed base which an enterprise or notwithstandingthe provisionsof Article2, ther in its entirety or with any necessary
resident of one of the Contracting States applyto taxesofeverykind and description. modifications, to the territories which

has in another Contracting State shall not under paragraph la) of Article 3 are

be less favourably levied in that other State Article 28 excluded from the application of the Con-
than the taxation on enterprisesorresidents Mutual agreementprocedure vention, on the condition that in those ter-

ritories taxes imposed which sub-of that other State carrying on the same 1. Where considers that the
are are

activities. a person ac- stantially similar in character to those to
tions of one or more of the Contracting which the Convention applies. Any such

This provision shall not be construed as ob- States result or will result forhim n taxation extension shall take effect from such date
liging a Contracting State to grant to resi- not in accordancewith the provisionsofthis and subject to such modificationsand con-
dents ofanotherContractingState any per- Convention, he nay, irrespective of the ditions, including provisions as to termina-
sonal allowances, reliefs and reductionsfor remedies provided by the domestic law of tion, as may be specifically agreed between
taxation purposes on account of civil status those States, present his case to the compe- the Contractin States in notes to be ex-
or family responsibilitieswhich t grants to tent authority of the Contracting State of changed througn diplomaticchannels.
its own residents. Neither does the provi- which he is a resident or, if his case comes

sion grant any right to obtain in a Contract- under paragraph 1 of Article 27, to that of 2 Where this Convention is terminated

ing State a deduction or exemption for tax- the Contracting State of which he is a na- in accordance with Article 32, the Conven-
ation purposes in respect of dividends and tional. tion shall, unless otherwise agreed by the
other distributions to a company resident in 2. The competent authority shall Contracting States, also be terminated in
another ContractingState. en- respect of the territories to which it has

deavour, if the objection appears to it to be been extended under this Article.
The provisions of the first sentence also justified and if it is not itself able to arrive
shall not prevent a Contracting State from at a satisfactorysolution, to resolve the case Article 31
taxing income derived by a permanent es- by mutual agreement with the competent Entry into force
tablishment in accordance with the provi- authority of the other ContractingState in-
sions of its own laws, if that permanent es- volved in the issue, with a view to the avoid- 1. This Convention shall enter into force
tablishment is owned by a company limited ance of taxation which is not in accordance thirty days after the date on which all Con-

by shares or a comparable company in with the Convention. If the State, to the tracting States have informed the Finnish
another Contracting State. However, the competent authorityofwhich the person in Ministry of Foreign Affairs that all steps
taxation shall be equal to the taxation levied question has presented his case, is not itself necessary for the entry into force of the
on companies limited by shares and com- involved in the issue, that competent au- Convention in that particular State have

parable companies which are residents of thority shall hand over the case to the com- been taken. The Finnish Ministry of
the first-rnentioned Contracting State, in petent authority of any of the States which Foreign Affairs shall notify the other Con-

respect of their income as computed with- s or are involved in the issue. tracting States of the receipt of such infor-
mation.out any deduction being given for distri- 3. Where difficulties doubts arisebuted profits. any or

between Contracting States as to the in- 2. Upon the entry into force of the Con-
3. Except where the provisions of para- terpretation or application of the Conven- vention it shall have effect in respect of

graph 1 of Article 9, paragraph 4 of Article tion, the competent authorities of these income derived on or after 1 January im-
11, or paragraph 4 of Article 12, apply, States shall consult together in order to try mediatelyfollowing the entry into force,
interest, royalties and other disbursements and resolve the issue by special agreement. and in respect of capital assessed to tax for
paid by an enterpriseof a ContractingState In addition, the competent authorities of the second calendar year after the entry
to a resident of another Contracting State the ContractingStates may consult together into force and subsequent years.
shall, for the purpose of determining the for the elimination of double taxation in
taxable profitsofsuch enterprise, be deduc- cases not provided for in this Conventionor 3. The following Conventions shall be
tible under the same conditions as if they in order to resolve, by special agreement, terminated and shall no longer be effective
had been paid to a resident of the first-men- any issues which - without being provided in respect of income and capital for which
tioned State. Similarly, any debts of an en- for by the Convention- may arise in respect the present Convention,n accordancewith
terprise of a ContractingState to a resident of the taxes referred to n Article 2, as a paragraph 2, has effect:
of another Contracting State shall, for the result of disparities between the principles - the Conventionof 19 October 1925 be-
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tween the Kingdom of Denmark and other ContractingStates: Norway or Sweden in respect of an employ-
the Republicot Finlandconcerningthe a) in respect of incomederivedon or after ment exercised in Sweden or Norway, re-

exemption from municipal income tax 1 January of the year immediately fol- spectively,shall be taxable only in the State
for certain persons; lowing the year in which the termina- of which that person is a resident, if the
the Convention of 22 February 1957 tion has taken place; and employment is concernedwith the erection-

between the Kingdomof Denmarkand b) in respect of capital assessed to tax for and maintenance of fences for reindeer
the Kingdom of Norway for the avoid- the second calendar year following the along the sections of the Norwegian-
ance of double taxation with respect to year in which the terminationhas taken Swedish frontier as determined in an agree-
taxes on income and on capital, as place and subsequent years. ment under paragraph 4.

amended;
the Convention of 23 January 1964 be- This Conventionshall be depositedwith the 3. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2

-

Affairs and
tween the Republic of Iceland and the Finnish Ministryof Foreign cer- concerning enterprises and residents, re-

Kingdom of Sweden for the avoidance tified copies shall be transmittedby the Fin- spectively, of Norway or Sweden shall
nish Ministryof Foreign Affairs to the Gov- equally apply in respect of enterprises and

of double taxationwith respect to taxes
on income and on caDital;

ernments of all the other Contracting residents, respectively, of Finland or Nor-

the Convention of 7 April 1964 be- States. way.-

tween the Kingdom of Denmark and In witness whereof the undersigned, duly 4. The competent authoritiesof the Con-
the Republic of Finland for the avoid- authorised thereto, have signed this Con- tracting States involved shall by mutual
ance of double taxation of income and vention. agreementdetermine the sectionsof the re-

capital and the preventionof fiscal eva- Done at Helsinki, this twenty-second day spective frontiers to which the provisionsof
sion, as amended; of March 1983, in the Danish, Finnish, paragraphs 1 to 3 shall apply.
the Convention of 30 March 1966 be--

tween the Republicof Iceland and the Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish lan-

Kingdom of Norway for the avoidance guages, there being two texts in Swedish, III. With reference to Articles 7,10 to

of double taxation and the prevention one for Finland and one for Sweden, all 15, 19, 20 and 23

of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes
texts being equally authentic.

Notwithstandingthe provisions of Ar-1.
on incomeand on capital, as amended; Kjeld Mortensen ticle 7, paragraph2 of Article 10, paragraph
the Convention of 21 May 1970 be- Jermu Laine 2 of Article 11 and paragraph 2 of Article-

tween the Kingdom of Denmark and Sigurbjrn Thorbjrnsson 12, profits derived by an enterprise.ofDen-
the Re ublic of Iceland for the avoid- O. Bucher-Johannessen mark or Sweden in respect of the construc-
ance o- double taxation and the pre- Kaj Sundberg tion and oeration of tixed connections ac-

vention of fiscal evasion with respect ross the resund shall be taxable only in
to taxes on income and on capital, as PROTOCOL the State of which the enterprise is a resi-
amended; dent.
the Convention of 1 November 1971 At the signing of the Conventionconcluded-

between the Kingdom of Norway and today between the Governments of Den- 2 Notwithstanding the provisions of

the Kingdom of Sweden for the avoid- mark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Swe- paragraph 3 of Article 13, gains derived by
ance of double taxation with respect to den for the avoidance of double taxation an enterprise or resident of Denmark or

taxes on income and on capital; with respect to taxes on incomeand on cap- Sweden from the alienation of property re-

the Conventionof 12 January 1972 be- ital, the undersigned have agreed upon the to
- ferred in that paragraph, which is used

tween the Republic of Finland and the following provisions which shall form an for the construction and operation of fixed

Kingdom of Norway for the avoidance integral part of the Convention connections across the resund, shall be

of double taxation and the prevention taxableonly in the State of which that enter-

of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes I. With reference to Article 5 prise or person, as the case may be, is a

on income and on capital; resident.
the Convention of 2 March 1972 be- Where an enterprise of a ContractingState

3 Notwithstanding the provisions of-

tween the Republicof Finland and the has several building sites or constructionor
paragraph 1 of Article 14, paragraph 1 of

Republic of Iceland for the avoidance installation projects in anotherContractin
Article 15, Article 19 and Article 20, in-State simultaneouslyand the work in any of

of double taxation of income and capi- derived by resident of Denmark
tal and the preventionof fiscal evasion; them lasts more than 12 months, the compe- come a or

the Convention of 27 June 1973 be- tent authorities of those States Sweden in respect of the construction and
o9eration of fixed connections the-

may en.
across

tween the Governmentof the Republic deavour to decide by agreement whether
resund shall be taxable only in the Statethose sites together constitute a permanentof Finland and the Governmentof the of which that is resident.establishment in that other Contracting person a

Kingdom of Sweden for the avoidance State.of double taxationwith respect to taxes 4. Notwithstanding the provisions of

on incomeand on capital, as amended; The same shall apply where an enterprise paragraph5 of Article 23, property referred

the Convention of 16 November 1973 of a Contracting State has several building to in that paragraph which is owned by an
-

between the Governmentof the King- sites or constructionor installation projects enterprise or resident of Denmark or Swe-

dom of Denmark and the Government in another State in succession and the work den and used for the constructionand oper-
of the Kingdom of Sweden for the lasts, in the aggregate, more than 12 ation of fixed connections across the

avoidance of double taxation with re- months. resund shall be taxable only in the State

spect to taxes on income and on capi- of which that enterprise or person, as the

tal. Il. With reference to Articles 7 and 15 case may be, is a resident.

1. Notwithstandingthe provisions of Ar-
Article 32 ticle 7, profits derived by an enterprise of IV. With reference to Articles 8,13,15
Termination Norway or an enterprise of Sweden from a and 23

business carried on in Sweden or Norway,
This Conventionshall remain in force inde-

respectively, shall be taxable only in the 1. With respect to the partners in the con-

finitely, but any ContractingState may ter- State of which the enterprise is resident,
sortium Scandinavian Airlines System

minate the Convention,through diplomatic
a

(SAS), the provisionsof paragraph 1 of Ar-if the business is concerned with the erec-
channels, by giving notice to each of the tion and maintenanceof fences for reindeer ticle 8, paragraph 4 of Article 13 and para-
other ContractingStates at least six months along the sections of the Norwegian- graph 3 of Article 23, shall apply in Den-
before the end of any calendar year. If the Swedish frontier as determined in an agree- mark, Norway and Sweden to such parts of
time limit forgivingsuch notice is observed, ment under paragraph 4.

the profits and capital gains derived and
the Convention shall cease to be effective property owned by the consortium as cor-

in the relationshipbetween the State which 2. Notwithstandingthe provisions of Ar- respond to the shares which the partners
has given notice of termination and the ticle 15, income derived by a resident of own n the consortium.
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2. The provisionsof paragraph 3b) of Ar- 1 of Article 19, incomederived bya resident XI. With reference to Article 25
ticle 15 shall also apply to remuneration of a municipality in Norway or Sweden
derived in respect of work performed which borders upon the land frontier be- 1. At the request of Iceland, paragraph 3

aboard aircraft operated in inland traffic by tween these States, in respect of work per- of Article 25 nay be changed and replaced
the consortium Scandinavian Airlines Sys- formed in such a municipality situated in by the following text:

tem (SAS) the other of these States, shall be taxable a) Where a resident of Iceland derives in-

only in the State of which the person in come or owns capital which, in accord-

V. With reference to Articles 8,13 and question is a resident, provided that such ance with the provisions of this Con-

23 person is regularlypresent at hispermanent vention, may be taxed in anotherCon-
tracting State, Iceland shall, subject to

A share in the profitsofa business, asrefer- address in that State.
the provisionsof paragraph 8, first sen-

red to in paragraph 1 of Article 8, a share The expression 'is regularly present tence, of Article 10 and paragraph b)
in the gains from the alienation of items of means that the taxpayer is normallypresent below, allow:

property, as referred to in paragraph 4 of at least once every week at his permanent 1) as a deduction from the Icelandic
Article 13, and a share inproperty, as refer- address in the State of which he is a resi- tax on the income of that resident,
red to in paragraph 3 of rticle 23, which a dent. an amount equal to the income
resident of a Contracting State derives or tax paid in that other Contracting
owns as participant in an enterprise shallbe State;
taxable only in that State if: IX. With referencetoArticles18 and 19 2) as a deduction from the Icelandic
a) the partcpants arc residents of diffe- tax on the capital of that resident,

rent Contracting States; TO the extent that Norway is unable, under an amount equal to the capital tax

b) the enterprise is carried on by a com- its law, to tax income dealt with in Articles paid in that other Contracting
pany or other entity having partci. 18 and 19, such incomeshall be taxableonly State.
pants who are jointly and severally Ii. in the Contracting State of which the reci- Such deduction in either case shall not,
able, at least one of them also havng pient is a resident. however, exceed that part of the
unlimited liability; and Icelandic income tax or capital tax, as

c) it is not evident that the enterprise has computed before the deduction is
its place of effective management in

X With reference to Article 20 given, which is payable in respect of
one Contracting State only the income or capital which may be

1. A person who is present in a Contract- taxed in that other State.The competent authoritiesof the Contract-
ing States may conclude an agreement con- ing State other than Iceland solely for the b) Where a resident of Iceland derives in-

cerning the applicationof the taxation prin- purpose of: come or owns capital which, in accord-

ciples laid down in the first sub-paragraph a) study at a university or other educa- ance with the provisions of this Con-
tional institution in that Contracting vention, shall be taxable only in

also to cases where the conditions set out in
that sub-paragrapharc not satisfied. State; or another Contracting State, Iceland

b) busincss, industral, agricultural or may include such income or capital in

VI. With reference to Article 12 forestry training in that Contracting the tax base, but shall allow asadeduc-
State, tion from the Icelandic tax on ncome

When a provision entitlng Finland to tax and who is, or immediately before his stay orcapital that part of the income tax or

industrial royalties paid from Finland has was, a resident of Iceland shall, in respect capital tax, as the case may be, which
been included in the conventions for the of income from employment in the first- is payable in respect of the income de-
avoidance of double taxation with respect mentionedContractingState, be taxed only rived from that other State, or the cap-
to taxes on income and on capital which for such part of that income as exceeds ital owned in that other State.
Finland has concluded with the majority of 20,000 Swedish Crowns per calndar year,
the industrializedMember Statesof the Or- orits equivalent in Danish, Finnish, Icelan- The request for such change shall be made

ganisation for Economic Co-operationand dic or Norwegian currency. The amount through diplomatic channels, by giving
Development (OECD), negotiations be- stated above shall, during educational stays

notice to each of the other Contracting
tween the Contracting States shall be in- in Finland, Norway or Sweden, include the States. The change shall enter into force

itiated as soon as possible with a view to personal allowance for the calendar year in thirty days after the date on which all other

establishinga similar right for the Contract- question. Contracting States have received such
notice, and its provisions shall thereuponing State from which the royalties are de-

an stay have effect:rived as against the other Contracting If, during educational in Denmark,

States.
a higher amount for the maintenanceof the a) with respect totaxesonincomederived
person in question is considered necessary on or after 1 January immediately fol-
under prevailing conditions, such higher lowing such notice; andVll. With reference to Article 15
amount shall be exempt from Danish tax. b) with respect to taxeson capital payable

Notwithstanding the provisions of para- However, the latter provision shall not on assessmentsfor the second calendar
graphs 1 and 2 of Article 15, incomederived apply where the study or education is of year following the year in which such
9y a resident of a municipalitiy in Finland, secondary importance as compared to the notice is given and subsequent years.
Norway or Sweden which borders upon the services for which the remunerationispaid.
land frontier between Finland and Sweden, 2. The exemption referred to in para-

2. Atthe request ofNorway,paragraph4
or Finland and Norway, as the case may be, graph 1 shall be allowed only for a period

of Article 25, may be changed and replaced
in respect of work performed in such a mu- of time which reasonably or normally is by the following text:

nicipality situated in another of these a) Where a resident of Norway derives
States, shall be taxable only in the State of needed for the study or training, subject to income or owns capital which, in ac-

which the person in question is a resident, a maximum of six consecutive calendar cordance with the provisions of this

provided that such person is regularly pre-
years. Convention, may be taxed n another

sentat hispermanentaddressin that State. 3. The competent authoritiesof the Con- Contracting State, Norway shall, sub-

The expressio, is regularly present
., tracting States shall conclude agreements ject to the provisions of paragraph 8,

means that the taxpayer is normallypresent
as regards the application of the provisions first sentence, of Article 10 and para-
of paragraphs 1 and 2. The competent au- graphs b) and c) below, allow:

at least once every week at his permanent thorities also conclude agreements 1) deduction from the Norwe-
address in the Contracting State of which may on as a

such changes in the amounts mentioned in gian tax on the income of that res-
he is a resident. those paragraphsas may be reasonablewith ,dent, an amount equal to the in-

Vlll. With referencetoArticles15and 19 regard to changes in the value of money, come tax paid in that other Con-
amended legislation in any of the Contract- tracting State;

Notwithstanding the provisions of para- ing States or any other similar cir- 2) as a deduction from the Norwe-

graphs 1 and 2 of Article 15 and paragraph cumstance. gian tax on the capital of that res-
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ident, an amount equal to the cap- Contracting States hve received such regularly present at his permanent address
ital tax paid in that otherContract- notice, and its provisions shall thereupon in the Contracting State of which he is a

ing State. have effect: resident but who normally works in the
Such deductionin either case shall not, a) with respect to taxes on incomederived other ContractingState.
however, exceed that part of the on or after 1 January immediatelyfol-
Norwegian income tax or capital tax, lowing such notice; and 2. Theexemptionsgrantedin Finlandand

as computed before the deduction is b) with respect to taxes on capital payable Sweden to associations of raftsmen estab-

given, which is payable in respect of on assessmentsfor the second calendar lished for the purpose of carryingon rafting
the income or capital which may be year following the year in which such on the rafting routes in the border rivers

taxed in that other State. notice is given and subsequent years.
Torne and Muonio shall be governed by a

b) Where a resident of Norway derives special agreement.
income or owns capital which, in ac- X11. With reference to Article 31 3. The basis for the apportionment be-
cordance with the provisions of this tween
Convention, shall be taxable only in 1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Norway and Sweden of taxing rights
another Contracting State, Norway paragraphs2 and 3 of Article 31, paragraph concerning Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara

A.B. shall bedterminedby aspecial agree-
may include such income or capital in 4 of Article 15 of the Convention of 16

November 1973 between the Government ment.
the tax base, but shall allow as a deduc- of the Kingdom of Denmark and the Gov-tion from the Norwegiantax on income
or capital that part of the income tax or

ernment of the Kingdom of Sweden for the This Protocol shall be deposited with the

capital tax, as the case may be, which avoidance of double taxation with respect Finnish Ministryof Foreign Affairs and cer-

is payable in respect of the income de- to taxes on income and on capital shall con-
tified copies shall be transmittedby the Fin-

rived from that other State, or the cap-
tinue to apply and its provisions shall have

nish Ministryof Foreign Affairs the Gov-effect with respect to incomederivedbefore to
ital owned in that other State. of all the other Contractingc) Where a resident of a Contracting the end of the third calendar year following ernments

State derives gains referred to in para-
the year in which the present Convention States.

graph 6 of Article 13, which may be has entered into force. In witness whereof the undersigned, duly
taxed in Norway, Norway shall allow After the expiration of the period stated in authorised thereto, have signed this Pro-
as a deduction from the Norwegian in- the first sentence, the provisionsof the Con- tocol.
come tax of that person an amount vention of 16 November 1973 mentionedin
equal to the tax paid in the other Con- that sentence shall be terminated. Done at Helsinki, this twenty-second day
tracting State in respect of such gains. of March 1983, in the Danish, Finnish,
Such deductionshall not, however, ex-

The provisions of the Convention of 16
lcelandic, Norwegian and Swedish lan-

ceed that part of the Norwegian tax, as
November mentioned in the first sentence

there being in Swedish,
computed before the deduction is read as follows: guages, two texts

for Finland and for Sweden, all
given, which is payable in respect of Notwithstanding the provisions of para- one one

the gains. graphs 1 and 2, income derived by so-called texts being equally authentic.
ronterworkerswho are residentsof a Con-

The request for such change shall be made tracting State in respect of work performed Kjeld Mortensen

through diplomatic channels, by giving in the other ContractingState shall be taxa- Jermu Laine

notice to each of the other Contracting ble only in the first-mentionedContracting SigurbjrnThorbjrnsson
States. The change shall enter into force State. For the purpose of this provision a O. Bucher-Johannessen
thirty days after the date on which all other frontier worker means an employee who is Kaj Sundberg.
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U.S.A.:

Effectof the 1985-1986U.S. TaxReformBillon

ForeignInvestmentsinU.S. RealEstate

By ChristineHalphen*

I. INTRODUCTION II. EFFECT ON FIRPTA TAX

On 17 December 1985, the U.S. House of Representa- For many years, foreign-owned U.S. real estate was
tives passed H.R. 3838, the 1985-1986 tax reform bill taxed like most other foreign-ownedU.S. investments
(referred to as the Housebill or HR 3838 throughout (i.e., tax on operating income; no tax on disposition,
the followingdiscussion). On the Senate side, the Sen- generally). In 1980, Congress passed the Foreign In-
ate Finance Committee is elaborating its own version vestment in U.S. Real Property Tax Act 1980
of a tax reform bill, believed to be largely inspired (FIRPTA) imposing what is often referred to as the
from the House bill and also from the President'sTax FIRPTA tax (i.e. a tax on gains realized by foreign
Proposals to the Congress, published in May 1985. investors on the disposition of U.S. real estate). As a

Despite generally negative reactions from industry-re- result, foreign-owned U.S. real estate became taxed
lated groups and eonomists it is anticipated that a tax more heavily than other forms of foreign-ownedU.S.
reform bill has a good chance of passage this year, investments and, in many cases, more heavily than
although the Senate version may differ substantially U.S.-owned U.S. real estate.
from the House bill in key issues. After passage of the H.R. 3838 aggravates the U.S. tax burden resultingSenate bill in the Senate, a final version wouldhave to from the FIRPTA tax in a number of ways:be elaborated in a House-Senateconference.The final
bill passed by both the House and the Senate requires A. Like their domesticcounterparts, foreign investors
the President's signature before it becomes law. Al- in U.S. real estate would suffer, principally:
though the President may veto the bill, this appears - in cases where the investorsare corporatons, from
unlikely unless the bill fails to achieve major goals he a substantial increase in the rate of the FIRPTA
has set (such as no overall tax increase, low tax rates tax, because the maximum tax rate imposed on
for individuals,and probably, no consumption tax). In corporate long-term capital gain would increase
the meantime,according to the normal U.S. legislative from 28% to 36%;' in the case of individuals, the
process, the House bill and the version elaborated in House bill retains a lower rate for long-termcapital
the Senate Finance Committee will remain open for gains, but increases the rate from 20% to 22%;
modifications, additions, and deletions. - from a greater tax burden on operating income

due primarily to less generous depreciation rules,The House bill is the result of efforts on the part of the the repeal of the investment tax credit (of limitedU.S. Treasury Department and Congress to ac- but some applicabilityto real estate) and the reduc-complish a fundamental tax reform of the U.S. tax

system for greater simplicity, fairness and economic tions in the rehabilitation credits;2
from a greater tax due to the broadening of the-

growth. While the House bill proposes rather funda- minimummental changes in a numberofimportantareas, it does corporate tax;
not simplify Federal taxes for corporations and, at

- from the extension of the at-risk rules to real

least in the case of real estate, is neither fairer to
estate activities;

foreign investors nor growth-oriented. Overall, the
- from new restrictions imposed on pledging install-

House bill is revenue neutral, shifting approximately
ment sales notes;

USS 138 billion of tax burden from individuals to cor-
- from the repeal of certain tax-free liquidation pro-

porations on a 5-year basis. However, over the same *Cole & Corette, Washington, D.C.
period the House bill gains over USS 11 billion in I Aside from the increase in tax on dispositions, the substantial
revenues from changes in the foreign provisions. broadeningof the tax base for real estate investmentswould not always be

reduction of the maximum income
The House bill includes measures which would sub- compensated for by the corporate tax

rate from 46% to 36% with the result that a tax mght arise under the

stantially increase the U.S. tax burden on most foreign proposed rules where there would be a lower tax oranoperatingloss under

investment in U.S. real estate, generally effective in present law.

1986, although consideration is being given to post- 2 Under present law, those tax benefits tend to substantially reduce

pone effective dates until 1987. This seems to confirm taxable operating income, at least in the early stages of an investment,and,
because of the loss carryovers, may lower the effective tax rate on long-

a trend to burden such investments with increased term capital gains below the maximum 28% rate (or 20% rate in case of
U.S. taxation. individuals).
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visions, the main effect of which would be to virtu- estate investments. For instance, no attempt is made

ally eliminate the possibility for individual inves- to discuss oil and gas investments or the treatment of
tors, owning their real estate n corporate form, to timber.
be taxed on long-termcapital gains at the 22% new

maximum individual rate rather than the 36% new
A. Increase in capital gains rates

maximum corporate rate. (Secs. 301 and 302 of the Housebill;
I.R.C. Secs. 11 and 12013)

B. Unlike their domestic counterparts, many foreign Under current law, foreign corporations that derive

investors in U.S. real estate would suffer from the long-term capital gains4 on the disposition of their

proposed 30% branch tax on the repatriatedprofits of U.S. real estate investmentsare taxed at the maximum

foreign corporations which are effectively connected rate of 28%. Under the House bill, the lowercorporate
with a U.S. trade or business or are deemed to be so rate for long-term capital gains would be eliminated.
connected. The tax would apply in addition to the Long-term capital gains of corporations would be
FIRPTA tax on the profits from the sale by a foreign taxed at the same rate as ordinary incomewhich, under

corporationof U.S. real estate, or, it wouldeven seem, the House bill, would be lowered from 46% to 36%
of an interest in a U.S. corporation or other entity (with lower rates for income not exceeding
owning U.S. real estate. The branch tax would raise USS 75,000). Thus, the House bill would mean a

the maximum 36% rate on income and gains from a minimum 8 point increase in the FIRPTA tax on long-
U.S. real estate investment to an effectiverte as high term capital gains.
as 55%. Because it would also apply to certain interest
expenseof foreign corporations, the proposedbranch-

In the case of individualsand other noncorporate tax-

level tax would greatly affect the manner in which the payers, the maximum rate on long-term capital gains
financing of real estate investments is structured.

would only increase from 20% to 22%. Under current
are

Foreign investors residing in a country which has a tax law, noncorporate taxpayers permitted to deduct
60% of their long-termcapital gains and are taxed only

treaty with the United States may be protected from
the branch tax although the House bill containscertain

on 40% of such gains. Noncorporate taxpayers are

taxedon their income at a maximum 50% rate. Thus,
broad treaty overrideprovisions,particularlydesigned the 60% deduction for long-term capital gains means
to restrict perceived abuses from uses of tax treaties
by third-country residents (so-called treaty shop-

that noncorporate taxpayers are taxed on such gains

ping).
at a maximum 20% rate (50% maximum rate x 40%
of gain). The House bill would retain the deduction

If those changes are enacted, many foreign individual for long-term capital gains, limited to 50% for taxable
investors (especially those not resident in a country years beginning in 1986 and 42% for taxable years
which has a tax treaty with the United States) may find beginning after 1986. Those successive limitations are

the corporate ownership of U.S. real estate too oner- geared to the progressivereduction in income tax rates

ous and consider debt-financing deals rather than under the House bill. The House bill lowers the

equity deals. Individuals might consider alternative maximum income tax rates to 44%, effective in 1986,
investments owned directly by them or through par- and to 38% effective in taxable years beginning after

nerships or trusts. Also, because of special benefits, 1986. Thus, the capital gains deductionwould produce
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITS) may regain a maximum rate of 22% (i.e. 50% of 44%) in 1986 and
their pre-FIRPTA popularity as a vehicle for invest- 22.04% (i.e. 58% of 38%) thereafter.
ment in U.S. real estate. Those structures, however, Corporate investors would not only be taxed at a
would generallyexpose the foreign individual investor higher rate on their long term capital gains, but might
to the U.S. estate tax. Foreign corporate investors, also be taxed on greater amounts of capital gains,including institutionalinvestors,may have less flexibil- comparativelyspeaking, as a result of the 9roadening
ity in minimizingthe impact of the branch tax. Options of the tax base, as discussed below. Noncorporatewould include cebt-financingdeals or U.S. real estate

ownership through U.S. corporate structures.
investors would be similarly affected, although to a

lesser extent because their long term capital gains
Overall, while there are still planning opportunities would continue to be taxed at a lower rate.

for reducing the FIRPTA tax, those proposed
changes, and particularly the branch tax, would make B. Depreciationand tax credits

such planning more difficult. In view of the proposed (Secs. 201,202,203,211,223,225,232of the

changes, pressures to obtain a repeal of FIRPTA are Housebill; I.R.C. Secs. 38,46,57,168,312(k),
likely to increase as well as efforts to prevent the 1250 andnewSec. 49).
imposition of a branch tax. Depreciation

Under present law, most U.S. real estate (other than

land) may be depreciatedunder the AcceleratedCost
III. H.R. 3838 Provisions

3. I.R.C. refers to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended.

Below is an overview of significantprovisions in H.R. 4. Long-term capital gains are gains on the disposition of property held

3838 affecting foreign investors in U.S. real estate. by the taxpayer for more than 6 months, if the property has been acquired
after 22 June 1984 or before 1 January 1988. Other property is subject to

The reader should be cautioned that the purpose here a one-year holding period in order to qualify for long-term capital gains
is to highlight important changes affecting typical real treatment on disposition.
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Recovery System (ACRS) over 19 years using an ac- estate operating income than is incurredunder present
celerated 175%-declining-balancemethod5 switching law. Although the House bill contains new provisions
to a straight-line method at such time as to maximize for inflation adjustments which might ameliorate the
the deduction. Preferentialdepreciation rules apply to tax, its impact would be modest if not negligible in a

Iow-income housing. The depreciation period was re- low or moderate inflationary environment.
cently raised from 15 years to 19 years effective for real

propertyplacedin service after8 May 1985. Generally, In an innovative move, the House bill would permit
the use ot an acceleratedmethod of depreciationgives depreciation of assets, including real estate, beyond
rise to a certain amount of depreciation recapture in- their original cost basis through limited adjustments
come, treated as ordinary income upon disposition of for inflation under a formula, starting in 1988. In each

the real estate and, for this reason, the straight-line year in which the ConsumerPrice Index (CPI) increase

method is generally preferred by investors. exceeds 5%, an inflation adjustment is calculated

equal to the sum of (1) one, plus (2) 1/2 of the inflation
The House bill would replace ACRS with the Incen- rate in excess of 5%. (For instance, if the CPI increase

tive DepreciationSystem (IDS) under which most de- for one year is 8%, the inflation adjustment for that

preciable assets would be grouped into ten classes year would be 1.015.) The depreciation deduction in

according to present class lives (or midpoint lives) any year is equal to the depreciationdeduction (exclu-
under the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) system, sive of any increasedue to inflation adjustments) times

as in effect on 1 January 1985. Most U.S. real estate the inflation adjustmentsfor the taxable year and each

(other than low-incomehousing and certain other real prior taxableyear during the taxpayer'sholdingperiod
estate such as telephone distribution plant) would be- of the property. Additionaldeductionsdue to inflation

long in class 10. Properties in Class 10 are not entitled adjustments do not reduce the basis of assets and do

to accelerated depreciation and would be depreciable not give rise to recapture incomeon disposition.Thus,
over a 30-year period using a straight-line method those adjustments are equivalent to exempting from

which would, in effect, cut the depreciationdeduction tax an equivalent portion of the gain on disposition.
by more than half compared to current depreciation However, those deductions are treated as an item of

rates. In addition, the use of the IDS 30-yeardeprecia- tax preference, possibily triggering the liability for the

tion rate may give rise to a 25% minimum tax (see minimum tax (see below).
below). To avoid the minimum tax, taxpayers would
have the option to elect out of IDS in which case the Investrnent tax credit

real estate must be depreciated over a 40-year period The House bill would generally repeal the existing
using a straight-line method. A 40-year recoverY 10% investment tax credit. This would affect real es-

period on a straight-line basis would also be used for tate investors to the extent of real estate investments
purposesofcomputingcorporateearningsand profits. that include associated personal property (other than

The bill also assigns longer de,reciation periods for structural componentsof the building). The bill would
retain only parts of the credit for rehabilitationexpen-personal property, which woulc affect personal prop- ditures. Under present law, the rehabilitationcredit is

erty associated with real estate (e.g. furnishings, 15% for nonresidentialbuildings at least 30 old,
equpment, elevators, etc. which are not considered 20% for nonresidentialbuildings least 40

years
old,structural components of the property). Low-income

at years

housing would continue to benefit from preferential
and 25% for certified historic structures (residential
and nonresidential). The House bill would lower the

treatment but to a lesser extent. Low income housing
(other than very low-income housing)6 would be credit to 20% for the rehabilitation of historic build-

placed in class 9 and be recovered over a 30-year ings (residential and nonresidential) and to 10% for
the rehabilitation of non-historic buldings which are

period at a 200% rate, switching to the straight-line nonresidentialand were placed in service before 1936.
method at the time which maximizes the deduction.

Very low-income housing would be placed in Class 7 Also, the bill would impose broader requirements for
the conservation of the structure, including a require-with a 20-year recovery period, using a 200% rate,

switching to the straight-line method at the time which
ment to retain at least 75% of the internal walls in
addition to the present law requirement to retain at

maximizes the deduction. The acceleration compo- least 75% of the exterior walls.
nent in the recovery of low and very low-incomehous-
ing may trigger the application of a minimum tax. TO
avoid the minimum tax, the taxpayer may elect to C. Minimum tax

depreciate those properties on a straight-line basis (Sec. 53 of the Housebill; I.R.C. Secs. 55-59)
over the same recovery period.
The drastic reduction in depreciation deductions may

The minimum tax has been in the law since 1970 and

not necessarily be compensated for by the proposed
successive changes have increasingly broadened its

lower income tax rates, especially for investments scope. Under the House bill, the minimum tax takes

using substantial equity funding. For those invest-
ments, fairly typical among foreign investors, espe-

5. 175% declining balance method means depreciationat 1.75 times the

cially institutional investors, the reduction in deprecia-
normal straight-line depreciation rate.

6. Low and very Iow-income housing are defined as housing with a

tion deductions as proposed in the House bill would specified percentage of units occupied by individuals whose income is

likely result in a greater amount of U.S. tax on real below a certain percentage of median gross income.
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a significant leap forward and would be cast into a losses are in excess of the taxpayer's actual economic
parallel tax system with broad potential application to investment in the activity.
corporations and high income-earning investors, in-

cluding foreign investors. The minimum tax reveals In the case of a foreign investor n U.S. real estate
these new rules will probably be of limited impactand attempts to resolve the inherent conflict between
because foreign investors do not ordinarily seek tothe need to retain tax incentives in the law for tax

policy or political reasons on the one hand and, on the take advantage of tax sheltering the way U.S. tax-

other hand, the need to prevent those same tax incen- payers do. One area of possible application would be

tives from being abused to the point of being counter- where the foreign investor (an individual or a closely-
productive or of creating inequities in the overal tax held foreign corporation) holds a limited partner's in-

terest in various real estate limited partnerships.system. Losses arising from a limited partnership with certan
Under the House bill, the minimum tax rate would be non-recourse financing might not be deductible
raised to 25% for both corporate and noncorporate against the taxable income arising from another li-
taxpayers (from 15% for corporations and from 20% mited partnershipunder the new at-risk rules because
for noncorporate taxpayers). The House bill would the rules would treat each such partnershipinvestment
institute a unified set of alternative minimum tax pro- as a separate activity.
visions applicable to both corporateand noncorporate
taxpayers, retainingcertain differences. As proposed,
the net minimum tax due would be the amount by E. Pledgesofinstallmentnotes

which the tax computed under the minimum tax ex- (Sec. 903 of the Housebill; I.R.C. Sec. 453C)
ceeds the taxpayer's regular tax, so that the taxpayer,
in effect, pays the higher of the regular tax or the tax Under present law, gain from the sale of property
computed under the minimum tax provisions. (including real estate) in exchange for which the seller

receives deferred payments may be reported on the
For the purposes of determining the minimum tax, a installment method, meaning that the tax on the gain
minimum taxable base is computed, starting with the will be due when and to the extent deferredpayments
regular taxable income increased by items of tax pre- are made. Generally, if an installment obligation is
ference. Certain tax credits are not allowed as a deduc- disposed of, gain is recognized to the extent of the
tion against the minimum tax. value realized by the seller upon such disposition. In

For investors in real estate the significant items of tax mere an
. general, the pledge of installment obligation
preference would be as follows: as collateral for a oan is not treated as a disposition

and does not trigger the tax. The House bill would
(1) the excess of any depreciationdeduction over the remove the pledge exception and would treat as a

deduction resulting from a straight-line40-year re- taxable disposition the pledge of an installmentobliga-
covery eriod; tion. An exception is provided where the potential

(2) the adcitional depreciation deductions attributa- deferral of gain does not exceed 9 monthsor where the
ble to inflation adjustments in the calculation of installment obligations are pledged for indebtedness
the depreciationdeduction; with a term not exceeding 90 days.

(3) the net capital gain deductions granted to noncor-

porate taxpayers (subject to a special formula to F. Repealofcertaintax-freeliquidationrules
ensure that long-term capital gains would not be (Sec. 331 oftheHousebill; I.R.C. Secs. 336,337,
taxed at a rate exceeding 22%).7 Capital gains of 338, and 1362)
corporations would no longer give rise to a tax

preference item since they would be taxed at the Individual foreign investors typically own U.S. real
same rate as ordinary income; estate, directly or indirectly, through foreign corpora-(4) excess passive activity losses of non-corporatetax- tions, often for U.S. estate tax reasons. Yet, on the
payers only.8 disposition of his U.S. real estate, a foreign investoris

Further, rehabilitationcredits could not be claimed as often able to limit the U.S. tax on long-term capital
a credit against the minimum tax. gains to the individualrate rather than incur the corpo-

rate rate provided the foreign corporation is resident
in a country which has concluded a tax treaty with the
United States. Under present law, this represents an

D. Extensionof at risk rules to real estate
activities 7. It is assumed that a final version of the tax reform bill will make a

(Sec. 401 of the Housebill; I.R.C. Sec. 465) conformingamendment to section 897(a)(2) imposinga20% minimum tax
on nonresidentalien individualstaxed on gains from the disposition of U.S.

Present law provides an at-risk limitation on losses real property

from business and income-producingactivities, other
8. New I.R.C. section 58 dealing with the denial of certain losses which
would be added by section 501 of HR 3838 is not explicitly limited to

than real estate and certain other business activitiesof non-corporate taxpayers and would seem on its face to apply to corpora-

corporations, applicable to individuals and certain tions as weil. However, the Committee Report accompanying HR 3838

closely-heldcorporations.The rule is designed to pre- clearly limits the provisions to noncorporate taxpayers and House Ways
and Means Committeee staffers have confirmed that this iS the intent.

vent a taxpayer from offsetting losses from an activity Thus, it should be anticipated that a final version of H.R. 3838 would
against income from other sources to the extent those correct I.R.C. section 58 to reflect this intent.
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8 point saving since the maximum rate on long-term a branch and a subsidiary would remain substantially
capital gains is 20% for individualsand 28% for corpo- dissimilar,with subsidiariesbeingingeneral somewhat
rations. better treated than branches. As regards disclosure, it
The House bill would generally repeal certain tax-free would be possible to better enforce the second-level

liquidation rules which now make this saving possible withholding tax through appropriatedisclosure on an-

so that real estate gains would become taxable at the nual income tax returns of foreign corporations.
36% new maximum corporate rate and the 22% new Further, its impact on revenue is minimal since it is

maximum individual rate for long-term capital gains estimated to yield only USS 145 million in additional

would not be available. An exception would remain revenueover 5 years. Yet, its impactwouldbe substan-
for long-term capital gains realized upon the disposi- tial on foreign-owned U.S. real estate, because of the
tion of active real estate (other than vacant land or way in which the FIRPTA rules operate. For no appa-
net-leasedproperties)held for at lest 5 years and alloc- rent policy reason, the branch tax would cause real

able to at least 10% shareholderswho have held their estate investments to be subject to more burdensome
stock for a minimum 5-year period. U.S. taxation than that borne by other freign-owned

U.S. investments.

G. Branchtax (a) Branch tax on profits
(Sec. 651 ofthe Housebill; I.R.C. new Sec. 883) Absent a tax treaty, the branch tax would be imposed

(1) Present law: second-levelwithholdingtax at a 30% rate on the repatriated earnings of a foreign
corporation which are effectively connected with a

Under present law, a foreign corporation which is U.S. trade or business. Thus, the tax would apply to
engaged in a trade or business in the United States any gains from the disposition of U.S. real estate by a
must generally withhold a 30% tax on its payments of foreign corporation including, presumably,gains from
dividends and certain interest to persons other than the disposition by a foreign corporation of an interest
U.S. residents. This tax is often referred to as the in a domestic U.S. real property holding cor goration9
second-level withholding tax on interest and divi- or in a partnershipor trust holding U.S. rea estate.
dends. A foreign corporation becomes liable to with- Thus, if a Panamanian corporation sells a building it
hold only when more than 50% of its gross income is owns in the United States, the net gain would be sub-
effectively connected with its U.S. trade or business ject to the FIRPTA tax at a 36% rate and the remain-
over a 3-year testing period. In that case, the second- ing net profit (reduced by the FIRPTA tax) would be
level withholding tax is applied on amountsof interest subject to a 30% branch tax unless the corporationand dividend payments in proportion tothe gross in- reinvested the proceeds into other U.S. real estate or
come of the foreign corporation that is effectivelycon- other U.S. business activities. If the Panamaniancor-
nected with its U.S. trade or business. poratipn owns the stock of a U.S. corporation which
A liability for the second-levelwithholding tax, either owns the building and the Panamanian corporation
on dividends or interest, is rarely incurred under pre-

sells the stock of the U.S. corporation, the branch tax

sent law principally because of the 50% threshold, the would also probably apply, even though it can hardlv

remittance rule (generally, the tax is due only upon
be said that the Panamanancorporation has a branch

actual payment) and U.S. tax treaties which often in the United States. Under current rules, the gain
waive the tax entirely or in part.

realized upon the sale of the building or of the shares
of stock of the U.S. corporation might be subject to

(2) Proposed branch tax the 30% second-levelwithholding tax, but only to the
extent such gains were paid as a dividend (or as in-

The House bill would substitute a branch tax for the terest) and the tax might not apply if the corporation
second-level withholding tax, the imposition of which
would no longer depend upon the foreign corporation
deriving a majorityof its gross income from U.S. trade 9. Under 1.R.C. section 897(c)(2), a U.S. real property holdingcorpora-
or business activities nor upon remttance of the divi- tion s defined as a corporation which has 50% or more of the fair market
dends or interest income to shareholdersor creditors. value of its business assets invested in U.S. real estate.

Further, the new provisions would override existing 10. Under the House bill, the branch tax would be imposed on any
foreign corporationengaged in a trade orbusinesswithin the United Statestreaties in a number of ways. Particularly, some cur- during the taxable year and the tax would be imposed on the dividend

rent treaty benefits would be limited by an anti-tax equivalent amount, defined as the foreign corporation'seffectively con-

treaty shopping rule. nected taxable income for the taxable year, as adjusted. Under I.R.C.
section 897(a)(1) the gain or loss of a nonresident alien individual or

This proposed change appears totally unjustified, in- foreign corporation from the disposition of U.S. real property interest

troducingadditionalcomplexityin the tax laws without (includingan interest in a U.S. real property holding corporation) is taxed

clear benefit. According to the House CommitteeRe- for purposes of Title 26 of the U.S. Code (the Internal Revenue Code),
q
.-

the taxpayer engaged in trade business within the United
port accompanyingH.R. 3838, the change is designed

as were a or

States during the taxable year and as i'such gain or loss were effectivelyto facilitate the collectionof the second-levelwithhold- connected with such trade or business. It is assumed that the branch tax

ng tax and to better equalize the U.S. tax treatment is intended to apply to actual as weil as deemed trade or business situa-

of brancheswith that of subsidiariesby eliminating the tions, such as those created under section 897. Although the proposal is

arbitrary 50% threshold. This latter goal would hardly
entitled second level branch tax, the existence of a branch is not a

tax to term
seem to be achieved, as, in fact, the tax treatment of prerequisite for the apply and, in fact, the branch is neither

defined nor used in the provisions.
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derived a majority of.its gross income from non-U.S. tion deductionsandcapitalizationand amortizationof
business activities. certain items (e.g. construction interest) which are

At this juncture, a policy question must be resolved, treated differently for book and tax purposes.

i.e. whether Congress intends to discourage foreign In that regard, it is assumed that necessary adjust-
investments in U.S. real estate through a deliberate ments will be made to book accounting to reflect the

policy of taxing foreign-owned U.S. real estate more rules of I.R.C. Section 312 dealing with adjustments
than other foreign-owned investments. for computing earnings and profits.
The taxable base for the branch tax on profits is the Another problem in using a net equity concept to

foreign corporation's taxable income effectively con- measure reinvestment and disinvestment of profits is

nected with a U.S. trade or business, (1) reduced by labilities. For instance, an increase in liabilities with-

the income tax '1, (2) further reduced by earnings rein- out a corresponding increase in assets would reduce

vested in the United Statest2 by the foreign corpora- net equity, triggering a branch tax, even though there

tion, and (3) increased by previously reinvested earn- are no correspondingearnings.
ings which are repatriated from the United States. The Further, it is hoped that the regulationswould permit
reductions and increases in the tax base would be the necessary adjustments in the event of liqudation
calculated on the basis of variations in the net equity of the U.S. trade or businessactivitiesupon liquidation
by comparing the adjusted bases of the branch's assets of the foreign corporationso that invested equity is not
less its liabilties at the end of the year with the ad- treated as a taxable amount upon its withdrawal, as it
justed bases of the branch's assets less its liabilities at would seem to be the case under a literal reading of
the beginning of the year. The taxable base would be the bill provisions.
increased by reduction in the net equity and decreased
by increases in the net equity. Thus, a tax would be (b) Branch tax on interest
ultimately due upon subsequent disinvestments of
reinvestedearnings including,presumably,upon liqui- The branch tax would also be imposed at the 30% rate

dation of the U.S. activities or of the foreign corpora- on certain interest paid or accrued by the foreign cor-

tion. The allocationof the foreign corporations'sassets poration. The branch tax on interest is largely equiva-
and liabilities to its U.S. trade or business would be lent to denying a deduction for certain interest ex-

effected on the basis of princplesconsistentwith those penses in determining the taxable base for the branch

used in allocating interest deductions under I.R.C. profits tax.

section 882(c)(1). Those principles are contained in Taxable interest includes only allocable interest which
regulations,section 1.882-5, promulgatedin 1980. Au- requires the following two-step determination. First,
thority would be given to the Treasury Department to allocable interest is that which is allowable as a deduc-
issue regulations necessary to carry out the purpose of tion in computing taxable income. (Query whether
the branch tax provisions, including to preventabusive and to what extent capitalized interest, such as con-

year-end manipulations to reduce the tax base. struction interest, is allowable as a deduction.)
It is assumed that the regulations will prescribe the Thus, this is the amount of interest determined from

the application of the allocation regulations under
necessary adjustments to bring the taxable base calcu- Treas. Reg. 1.882-5. Those regulations assume that
lations closser to the concept of corporate earnings money is fungibleand foreign corporationswhch have
and profits. Forinstance,capitallossesdo nt decrease had to make calculationsunder those regulationsknow
effectively connected taxable income (to the extent it that the amount of deductible interest expenses does
consists of ordinary income). In fact, ca ital losses not necessarily correspond to the amount of interest
would reduce net equity, thus triggering a )ranch tax, to
even though the net taxable income (without regard to expenses charged the U.S. activities on the books.

In this regard it is believed that interest charged by the
the capital loss) is zero or is reinvested in the U.S. home office on advances made to its U.S. operationstrade or business. In contrast, if an ordinary loss is would not be taxable interest to the extent is is not an
incurred, it would reduce taxable incomewhich should allocableinterestexpenseunderTreas. Reg. 1.882-5.
offset the corresponding decrease in net equity.
Further, the bill assumes a perfect match between tax Second, allocable interest subject to the branch tax is
and accounting treatment. However, because differ- limited to that which would be subject to the with-
ences exist, the branch tax base might be inadvertently
increased or decreased, regardless of reinvestment or 11. Like donestic corporations, foreign corporations are subject to the
disinvestment of earnings by the U.S. branch. For minimum tax, However, it is unclear whethersuch minimum tax would be

instance, tax exempt income (e.g. from municipal deductible from the tax base. Also, a foreign corporation may be subject

bonds) would not count toward effectively connected to the accumulated earnings tax under I.R.C. section 531 or a foreign

taxable income but would increase net equity. This personal holding company tax under I.R.C. section 551 (or the personal
holding company tax under I.R.C. section 541). It is not clear that those

would allow tax-exempt income to be remitted to the supplemental taxes would be deductible from the tax base. In contrast, it

home office (or shareholders)without liability for the is noted that a subsidiary would be allowed a deduction for all those taxes

branch tax. In the case of a U.S. subsidiary, such in computing the amount of its earnings and profits available for a taxable

income would increase earnings and profits and its dividend distribution.
12. The bill provisions would apparently not require the earnings to be

payment as a dividend would trigger a U.S. withhold- reinvested in the same business. The reinvestment could be made in any

ing tax. Other examplesof mismatch includedeprecia- U.S. trade or business of the foreign corporation.
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holding tax under section 1441 or 1442 if the foreign closer to the overall intent of the provisions. Indeed,
corporation were a domestic corporation. This ap- the interest is subject to tax because it is deemed paid
proach requires the amount of allocable interest deter- by a U.S. corporation to a Japanese lender. Thus, the
mined under the first step to be traced to various provisions of the U.S.-Japan tax treaty should apply
liabilities of the foreign corporation. Unless the regu- to reduce the 30% rate to 10% and this would better
lations provide tracing rules, an apportionmentof the parallel the tax treatment of a U.S. branch to that of
allocable interest would have to be made among those a U.S. subsidiary.
various liabilities to determine whether a withholding
tax would be imposed, were the interest paid by a (iii) The zero rate theory would be based upon Article

domestic corporation. 4(1) of the U.S.-Japan tax treaty which provides that
a resident of Japan may be taxed only on income from

The reference to l,R.C. sections 1441 and 1442 would sources within the United States. It could be argued
exclude from the branch tax interest allocable to the that, under Article 6(2)(a) of the treaty, the interest is
following liabilities: liabilities to U.S. lenders; obliga- not surced in the United States,15 and, therefore,
tions with maturity not exceeding 6 months bearing cannot be taxed by the United States.
original issue discount; and liabilities generating
portfolio interest as defined in I.R.C. sections The main difficulty with both the 10% and the zero

871(h) and 881(c). Under the statute, portfolo in- rates theory is that the branch tax, under the House

terest includes most interest with notable exceptions,
bill provisions, is imposed on the foreign corporation
and not on the foreign lender and, thus, the treatysuch as interest on loans from banks or other financial
does not apply, if read literally. This difficulty would

institutions made pursuant to a loan agreement and
be solved if the branch provisions recognized the

interest on loans from 10% or more affiliated persons
tax

derivative application of tax treaties, meanlng that,(shareholders or affiliated corporations, based upon
the ownership attribution rules of I.R.C. section 318, as to interest, the provisions of the tax treaty between

as adjusted).
the United States and the country of residence of the
lender should apply, subject to all the limitations in

Under Treasury regulations issued on 17 August 1984, that treaty.
the term portfolio interest is narrowly defined and

is, in fact, limited to interest on registration-reauired
The derivative approach seems to be the correct ap-

obligations, as defined in I.R.C. section 163(f)(2). proach as it would eliminate certain arbitrary results.

Thus, following the definition of a registration-re-
For instance, if the lender were a U.K. bank, the

quired obligation, interest potentially subject to the interest allocable to the U.K. bank loan would p,roba-
branch tax would also include interest on any obliga- bly not be subject to a branch tax. This is because the

tion which is not of a type offered to the public (e.g. withholding tax on interest is eliminated under Article

private placements),13 or has a maturity of not more 11(1) of the U.S.-U.K. tax treaty and, therefore, it is

than 1 year.'4
assumed that this would not be interest subject to

withholding tax under section 1441 and 1442. It is
As a result of the method prescribed in the bill for difficult to rationalize an exemption in the case of a

determiningthe amountofallocable interest, a foreign U.K. loan and a 30% branch tax in the case of a

corporationmight not easily control orplan the branch Japanese loan, simply because in the first case, the
tax on interest. For instance, it could decide that all its U.K. treaty reduces the rate to zero and, in the second
U.S. operations will be financed either from equity or case, the Japanese treaty reduces the rate only to 10%.
from loans from U.S. banks. This would not necessar-

ily avoid a branch tax interest if it borrows from other Another difficulty with the branch tax on interest is
the fact that the tax is imposed on the foreign corpora-

sources outside the United States to finance its non-

U.S. operations, For instance, a foreign corporation.
tion and not on the foregn lender. Thus, the branch

not a resident in a treaty country, might own U.S. real tax is a net increase on the tax and economic burden
borne by the foreign corporation. In contrast, a U.S.

estate and also have borrowed in Japan to finance

operations there. It is possible under Treas. Reg. subsidiary would pay interest to a foreign lender, net

1.882-5 that an amountofinterestexpensesallocated
ofthe U.S. withholding tax. While interest rates may

,

to the U.S. activities would be allocable to the

Japanese loan. If so, what rate would apply Possible 13. The regulations under I.R.C. section 163(f)(2) provide some exam-

answers are 30%, 10% or zero. ples of an obligation not of a type offered to the public.
14. A registration-requiredobligation also does not include an obligation

(i) The 30% theory would be based upon the fact that issued by a natural person but this rule would not affect the branch tax

the interest allocable to the Japanese borrowing is which could apply only to interest on obligations issued by corporations

subject to withholding tax since it would be subJect The regulations are inconsistentwith the letter of section 127 of the Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984, which repealed the U.S. withholding tax on

to a 10% withholding tax if it were paid by a U.S. portfolio interest, effective 19 July 1984. There is no clear legislative
corporation to a Japanese lender under Article 13(4) history supporting the Treasury interpretation. There is some chance that

of the U.S.-Japan tax treaty. Therefore, the interest legislation will be passed to restrict the scope of portfolio interest to that

must bear the branch tax at the 30% rate since the on registration-requiredobligations but it is unlikely that such legislation

foreign corporation is not protected by a treaty.
would have retroactive effect.
15. For instance, because the foreign corporation does not have a U.S.

establishment because principles different from those in

(ii) The 10% theory would be based upon a less literal permanent or

Treas. Reg. 1.882-5 apply for determiningsource under the treaty. This

reading of the House bill provisions but would be is a complex ssue, beyond the scope of this article.
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be adjusted to reflect this distortion, adjustments the Netherlands Antilles, the Netherlands, Ger-
would rarely be complete, if only because it would not many, Luxembourg,and to a certain extent, Switz-
be possible to know at the time of borrowing by the erland.
foreign corporation how much of the interest on a Of all foreign investments in the United States, realparticular loan would be allocableinterest under the would probably be the adversely affectedrules of Treas. Reg. 1.882-5. While the foreign cor-

estate most

poration may et double taxation relief in its home by this anti-treaty shopping rule, principally because
those investments are largely owned by Netherlands

country, relief may not be meaningful if the home Antilles corporations which are owned by non-resi-
country applies an exemptionsystem or may be incom- dents of the Netherlands Antilles. 19 The U.S.-N.A.plete if the home country applies a foreign tax credit

tax treaty and favorableNetherlandsAntillesdomestic
system and the foreign corporationhas excess foreign tax rules have traditionally contributed to make the
tax credit or the branch tax does not qualify as a NetherlandsAntilles an attractivebase jurisdictionforcreditable tax. U.S. real estate investmentsboth by residents of non-

tax treatycountriesand by residentsof tax treaty coun-

(c) Overrideoftaxtreatiesinthecaseoftreaty tries whose preference is to own their U.S. real estate
shopping outside their country of residence. After FIRPTAwas

The bill provides that, subject to certain exceptions, enacted, the NetherlandsAntilles continued to attract

the branch tax would not apply to foreign corporations foreign investors in U.S. real estate principally be-

resident in a country which has a tax treaty with the cause Article XII of the U.S.-N.A. tax treaty waives
United States, if that treaty prevents the impositionof the second-level withholding tax on dividends and in-

such a branch tax (presumably on the basis of the terest. Under the bill, this protective treaty provision
non-discriminationprovisions of a type normally in- could no longer apply to relieve those N.A. corpora-
cluded in U.S. tax treaties). Most tax treaties would tions from the 30% branch tax since they normally
prevent the imposition of a branch tax on profits, with have no local ownership.Consequently,foreign-owned

N.A. corporations disposing of their U.S. real estatea few notable exceptions,such as the tax treaties with
Australia, Canada and France. Thus, a corporation in would have to incur the 36% FIRPTA tax plus a 30%

Canada, France or Australia owning U.S. real estate
branch tax, that is a total combined tax liability of

would bear a branch tax on its profits, but at a lower approximately 55%. Many investments would also
have to restructure their financing, since loans fromrate of 10% in the case of Canada and France and 15%

in the case of Australia. '6 It is unclear whether the shareholders would be subject to the branch tax on

interest. Financingwould have to be raised from U.S.branch tax could apply to interestunder those treaties.
In fact, with the exception of the tax treaties with persons or from unrelated third parties which are not

Poland, Romania, South Africa, and Soviet Union, it banks or financial institutions.

seems that all U.S. tax treatiescurrently in forcewould The election under IRS section 987(i) may provide
_revent the imposition of a branch tax on interest some relief to a NetherlandsAntillescorporationfrom
iased upon the non-discriminationprovisions in those the branch tax on profits . For instance, a Netherlands
treaties. 17 Antilles corporation having made an election under

I.R.C. section 897(i) might sell all of its assets (forWith respect to tax treaties that prevent the imposition
of a branch tax, the bill distinguishes between two
categories: 16. It is assumed that H.R. 3838 does not intend to override existing

treaty provisions which limit the branch tax rate and provide other relief

(1) tax treaties which prevent the imposition of a
with respect to the branch tax.

branch tax but permit the imposition of a second-
17. At an earlier stage of the tax reform process, some U.S. Treasury
officials were of the view that the non-discrimination provision in somelevel withholding tax: the branch tax on profits or older U.S. tax treaties (e.g those with Switzerland, Germany and the

interest, or both, would not apply to a corporation Netherlands Antilles) were inadequate to prevent the imposition of a

resident in one of those treaty countries and the branch tax. This undercertaintyhas not been cleared in the House bill. In

provisions of current law would contine in effect fact, the House Committee report states that a branch-level tax does not

subject to the modifications of current law in the unfairly discriminateagainst foreign corporationsbecause it treats foreign
corporationsand their shareholders together not worse than U.S. corpora-

applicable treaty; 18
tions and their shareholders. Therefore, the committee believes that per-

(2) tax treaties which prevent both the imposition of a mitting the branch tax to override conflicting treaties is not improper,since
branch tax and of the second-level withholding any discrimination involved is more technical than substantive.This state-

tax: those treaties are overriden by the branch tax
ment is probably meant to support the committee's decision to override
tax treaties in treaty-shoppingsituations. However, it does nothing to clear

provisionsunder the anti-tax treaty shopping rule. the earlier uncertainty and opens the door to a general override of all tax
In essence, under this rule, a foreign corporation treaties.

claiming to be exempt both from the second-level 18. Most tax treaties which permit the imposition of a second-level with-

withholding tax and from the branch tax under a holding tax contain certain reliefmeasures in the form of lower rates and/or
new

tax treaty would be so exempt only if its stock were
higher thresholds for imposition of the tax. It is assumed that the
branch tax provisions would not override those treaty reliefs.

at least 50% beneficiallyowned by residents in the 19. U.S. Commerce DepartmentStatistics for 1984 show that about 21%

treaty country or if its stock were primarily and of total foreign-owned U.S. real estate is held by Netherlands Antilles

regularly traded on an established securities mar- corporations.This makes the NetherlandsAntilles the second largest inves-

ket in that country. Treaties in this category are
tor in U.S. real estate after the United Kingdom which accounts for about
25%. Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Department of Commerce,

mainly older U.S. tax treaties such as those with 1985.
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notes or cash, or both) in a tax-free liquidation-sale Minimum tax Taxableyears beginning
under I.R.C. section 337. The non-corporate share- after 31 December 1985
holder would be subject to the FIRPTA tax upon At-risk rules Lossesattributableto

subsequent liquidation of the Netherlands Antilles propertyacquiredafter 31

corporation but would not bear the branch tax since it December1985.

only applies to corporations. This possibility, how- Pledge ofinstallmentsale Pledgesofobligations
ever, would be of very limited application if the House obligations after 31 December 1985,
bill provisions repealing the tax-free liquidation rules and pledges of obligations
(I.R.C. sections 336 and 337) are enacted. arisingafter25September

1985 that were pledged
On the other hand, U.S. real estate beneficiallyowned before 1 January 1986, if
by residents of treaty countries such as, for instance, still outstandingin1986.
U.K. or Dutch individuais or pension funds owning Transition rules apply to

U.S. real estate directly or through a U.S. corporation obligationspledgedin

would be exempt from the branch tax by virtue of the 1986orin 1987.

non-discrimination provisions of the U.S.-U.K. or Repeal ofcertaintax-free Distributionsorsalesand

U.S.-Netherlands tax treaty and the special treaty liquidationprovisions exchangeseffectedonor

override would not apply in their case because there after 20 November 1985

would be no treaty s oppng
, 2(} pursuanttoaplanof

liquidationadoptedon or

The branch-level tax is intended to apply to all profits after 20 Novemer 1985.

realized after 1985 which gives it a retroactive effect Branch-level tax Taxableyears beginning
since it would tax all pre-1986 built-in appreciationof after 31 December1985.

any U.S. real estate which is disposed of after 1985.

In response to protests that 1986 effective dates createIV. EFFECTIVEDATES
too much uncertainty in planning business transac-

The provisions in the House bill that most concern tions, both the House and the Senate adopted non-

foreign investors in U.S. real estate would generally binding resolutions in December 1985 which suggest
be effective in 1986 or earlier: that effective dates might generallybe postponed until

1 January 1987. However, attempts to provide a more
Reduction in maximum Taxableyears beginning certain commitment have failed and there is a risk in
corporate tax rates from on or after 1 July 1986 relying on changes in the effective dates.
46% to 36%
Increase in corporate Gains recognizedafter
long-termcapitaigan rate 1985 excludingpost-1985 V. POSSIBLE LEGISLATIVEEFFORTS
from 28% to 36% gains attributable to a sale

orexchangeonorbefore
25 September1985 or In recentyears several bills have been introduced in

pursuanttoabinding the U.S. Congress to repeal the FIRPTA provisions,
contract in effectonor and particularly S. 1915, introduced by Sen. Goldwa-
before25 September1985. ter on 3 October 1983 (reintroduced by him as S. 195
Thistransitionrule would on 21 January 1985) which has a numberof supporters
protect gains recognized among senior-rankingmembers of the House and the
after 1985 on installment Senate. The Senate Finance Committeeheld hearings
sales within the transition on the Goldwater bill on 19 June 1984 but no action
rule. has followed.

Changes in depreciation Propertyplaced in service
and taxcredits after 1985 (within limits)

forpropertyacquired, The introduction of repeal bills in 1985 indicates con-

constructedor tinued interest in the area but supporters in the House
reconstructedpursuant to appear to have gained no significant support among
a written contract that was members of the House Ways & Means Committee or

bindingasof25 on the House floor to include FIRPTA repeal provi-
September1985. sions in H.R. 3838. Outcomeon the issue in the Senate

20. There iS a troublesome gap in the non-discrimination provisions of and, later, in the conference (where differences be-

manytax treatiesand thismaycauseanaccidental lossofprotectonagainst tween the House and the Senate versionsof the tax bill
the branch tax in the case of U.S. real estate capital gains There is no would be reconciled) is uncertainat this point although
provision in the non-discrimination article or other articles of the U.S.- support for a FIRPTA repeal would seem more vigor-
U.K. tax treaty which would prevent the United States from imposing a ous in the Senate Finance Committee than it ever was
discriminatorytax on the U.S. effectivelyconnectedcapital gain of a U.K. in the House Ways and Means Committee.
corporation, if such gain is not attributable to a U.S. permanent establish-
ment. This problem would seem to exist with respect to tax treaties which
include a specific permanent establishment provision in their nondiscrimi- Apart from efforts to repeal FIRPTA, it is anticipated
nation article and which do not prevent the United States from taxing that there will also be efforts to prevent the enactment
capital gains. Besides the U.K., this would appear to concern a numberof of a branch tax on the theory that foreignersshould be
tax treaties including those with Belgium, the Netherlands, Cyprus, Den-
mark and Italy. taxed only once on their U.S. real estate investments.
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VI. CONCLUSION of shares of stock in a U.S. real property holding
corporationor of an interestina U.S. real property

The changesproposedintheH.R. 3838 affect the U.S. partnership.
taxation of real estate investment by foreigners in Continue to be subject to the 10% FIRPTA with-

many ways. The most significant effects may be sum- holding tax.
marized as follows:

A. U.S. real estate investment owned by a foreign (3) No U.S. estate tax upon death of a foreign share-

corporation (or other entity taxed as a corporation in holder.

the U.S.) B. U.S. real estate investmentowned by foreign indi-

0) Operating income
viduals directly or through a U.S. or foreign partner-
ship or trust:

Broadening of the tax base resulting principally-

from longer depreciation periods and lower tax (1) Operating income

credits, possibly offsetting the benefits from a re-
- Broadening of the tax base resulting from longer

duction of the maximum corporate tax rate from depreciationperiods and lesser tax credits possibly
46% to 36% or even resulting in a larger tax liabil- offsetting the benefits from a reduction of the

ity (or smaller net operatng losses) than under maximum individual tax rate from 50% to 38% or

current rules.
even resulting in a larger tax liability (or smaller

30% branch tax applying to repatriated operating
net current

-
operating losses) than under rules.

income, except for nvestmentsbeneficiallyowned
- No branch tax.

by residents in a country whose tax treaty with the
- Minimum tax preventing certain accelerated de-

United States prevents the branch tax. preciation deductions and credits from reducing
30% branch tax on certain interest paid or accrued the tax liability below an effective 25% rate.

-

to non-U.S, persons, essentially on shareholders' (2) Gains on disposition
loans and on loans from banks or financial institu- - Taxed at a maximum 22% rate rather than the
tions, except for investments beneficially owned current 20% rate in the case of long-term capital
by residentsn a country whose tax treaty with the gains.
United States prevents the branch tax.21 - No branch tax.
Minimum tax preventing certain accelerated de- - Minimum tax preventingpreferential treatmentof-

preciation deductions and credits from reducing long-termcapital gains from reducingthe tax liabil-
the tax liability below an effective 25% rate. ity below an effective 20% rate.

(2) Gains on disposition (3) U.S. estate tax applies upon the death of the

foreign individual investor.
Taxed at the maximum corporate rate of 36%-

rather than the current maximum 28% rate in the
case of long-term capital gains. 21. The branch tax would apply regardless of whether the foreign corpo-

Subject to the 30% branch tax if not reinvested in ration has elected to be treated as a U.S. corporation under I R.C. section-

the U.S. except for investmentsbeneficiallyowned 897(i) However, an electing corporation may be able to dispose of its

by residents in a country whose tax treaty with the assets in a tax free sale and avoid the branch tax provided it is owned by a

United States prevents the branch tax. The branch noncorporationshareholderandit liquidatesafterthesale.This possibility,
however, may be of limited use if certain other, provisions of H.R. 3838

tax would also apply to the gain on the disposition are enacted.
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The Israeli Experienceof an InflationAdjusted Tax Base
With Special Reference to Income Tax Law

(Adjustment for Inflation) ProvisionalMeasure, 5755-1985

By Arye Lapidoth

fore the 1982 law came into force). Ever since its
Professor A. Lapidoth is the author of, inter alia, The use introduction in 1941, the Income Tax Ordinance has
of estimation for the assessment of taxable business in- been based on the nominal value of currency. Certain
come, 1977 (a joint publicationof the Harvard School Inter- specific pieces of legislationwere enacted from time to
national Tax Program and the International Bureau of Fiscal time to solve problems arising from the growing infla-
Documentation) tion. The legislation, however, assumed the nature of

patch work, thus leaving many areas not properlycov-

ered. For example: in certain cases the nominal profits
On 6 August 1985 a new law was published in Israel derived from inflation (by a non-dealer) were exemp-

prescribing the adjustments which should be made in ted from tax altogether (e.g Governnent bonds and

the taxable incorne because of the inflation: Incone securities quoted on the Tel Aviv stock exchange); in

Tax Law (Adjustmentsfor Inflation) Provisional Mea- other cases the tax on such profits was limited (e.g.
sure, 5755-19851 (hereinafter also referred to as the capital gains tax on inflation profits was limited to

new law). As denoted by its name, the new law is 10%). Other examples include special reliefs for in-

intended to serve as a temporary measure only. It ventoryand various typesofdepreciationallowances.

applies to the tax year 1985, i.e. the year beginningon On the other hand, the right to deduct interestpayable
1 April 1985 and ending on 31 March 1986.2 There are, on loans was also limited by a complicated legislation.
however, rumors that t will be extended for an addi- However, the sporadic specific legislation has proved
tional tax year (i.e. tax year 1986) ending on 31 March to be inadequate, giving rise to considerable distor-
1987. tions either in favor of the taxpayer or in favor of the

The new law replaces the Income Tax Law (Taxation Treasury. Most businessmen refrained from investing
under InflationaryConditions),5752-1982,3which had their own capital in their business. They preferred to

been in effect for three years, and eventually expired borrow money and claim the financing expenses as a

on 31 March 1985 (i.e. at the end of tax-year 1984), deductible business expense. Such deductions were

hereinafter also referred to as the old law or the fairly generously allowed, even though the taxpayers
1982 law used the money so borrowed to purchase assets which

were protected, in full or in part, from inflation (e.g.
Two main problems confronted the legislature in both securities quoted on the Tel Aviv stock exchange, real
the old and the new laws. Firstly, how to protect the property or fixed assets).
capital from erosion resulting from the taxation of the
nominal profits, which amounted to the taxation not On the other hand, there were businesses which had

of the real profits, but of the capital itself. In the to virtually close down because of capital erosion re-

hyperinflation prevailing in Israel, the nominal profit sulting from the use of their own capital for buying
consisted main y of inflationary profit; hence its taxa- assets which were not adequately protected by
tion, without proper adjustments for the inflation, specific legislation (e.g inventory not enjoying the

would in effect result in a particularlygrave erosion of specific reliefs). Consequently, depending upon the

capital. circumstances, the practice of claiming the deduction
of the costs of financing busness activitescould either

The second problem facing the legislaturewas how to assume a genuine effort by the taxpayer to prevent his
stop a most popular tax avoidance scheme practiced capital erosion, or as a means to avoid tax.

by Israeli taxpayers, i.e. the deduction of the high
interest (as well as linkage differentials) payable for The same applies to other practices which have be-

financing their businessactivities, thus unduly decreas- come popular, e.g. the planningof the right timing for

ing their taxable income. receiving incomeor incurringan expense. Apparently,
more taxpayers used the loopholes to avoid tax rather
than to protect their capital Irom erosion, because the

BEFORE 1982

1. Sefer Ha-Chukkim No. 1154 of 6 August 1985, at 172.
In order to fully understandthose problemsone should 2. Unfortunately, retrospective legislation in the tax area has recently
bear in mind that there was no comprehensive law for become a common feature of the Israeli law

adjustment for inflation in Israel before 1982 (i.e. be- 3. Seker Ha-ChukkimNo. 1061 of 26 August 1982, at 234.
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total yield of tax due from the self-employedsector, tected assets. The adjustments were calculated by
compared with the employees, has diminishedcon- reference to the consumer'scost of living index.
siderably. As long as the self-capitalwas directed to the acqui-

sition of protected assets there was no need for any
THE 1982 LAW adjustment. Similarly no adjustment was needed

where the acquisition of unprotected assets was fi-

The Income Tax Law (Taxation under Inflationary
nanced by foreign capital (e.g. loans). However,

Conditions), which was introduced in 1982, was the where on the whole there was a surplus amount of

first attempt ever made by the Israeli legislature to self-capital which was used for acquiring unpro-
make all the necessary adjustments to inflation by

tected assets, the result was a deficiencyof the self-

comprehensivesystematic legislation, thus altogether capital, which entitled the taxpayer to a special allow-

neutralizing the measurement of the taxable income ance. Where, on the other hand, more foreign capi-
tal was used for acquiring protected assets, thefrom the elementof inflation. It has also been the most

controversial tax legislation. (Extensive legislation
result was an accretion to self-capital;the amountof

also took care of the collectionof tax).
such accretion to capital was added to the taxpayer's
taxable income.

The 1982 law was analyzed by the late Dr. J.F. Pick in The law further included provisions in respect of no-
an article published in the Bulletin 1983 under the tional (or imputed) income derived from loans at a low
heading: Introduction of an Inflation-adjusted Tax

rate of interest as well as notional incomederivedfrom
Base in Israel.4 There is no need to repeat the details the appreciation in value of securities quoted on thehere. In order to understand the problems leading to stock exchange. The last measure eventually acted as
the new law and to try and reach some conclusions, it

boomerang, when the Tel Aviv stock exchange col-
may, however, be useful to recapitulate briefly the

a

main features of the 1982 law. lapsed, and taxpayers hurried to claim losses. Sub-
sequently, a special anti-avoidance law was enacted,

In order to submit a tax return under the 1982 law, with a retroactive effect, to counteract tax avoidance
three phases were needed. Firstly, the balance sheet schemescarried out by transactionsnot at arm's length
had to be prepared in accordance with the generally in shares.
accepted principles of accounting. The second step The most elaborate and complicated drafting of the
was to adjust the balance sheet for the purpose of the law created opportunitiesof tax planningfor the
regular income tax return. Here the accountanthad to many
make the necessary adjustments wherever a specific sophisticated taxpayers. By the less sophisticated tax-

provision of the Income Tax Ordinance,or related tax payers the law was regardedas a nuisance,which could

laws, deviated from the acceptedprinciplesof account-
cause great harm, if the taxpayer is not careful enough

avond the if he withdrew certain
ing (e.g. certain expenses are specifically disallowed

to traps; e.g. a amount
of money from his business at the wrong time he mightby legislation though deductible under the accounting later realize that by doing that he acquired an

principles). accretion to capital and consequently increased his
The third step was to make the adjustmentsunder the tax liability.
1982 law whenever the law applied. The basis for the In any case the layman who could not understand the
adjustments was a comparison between the balance law felt disrespectfor it, as well as found perfect legiti-sheets at the beginning and the end of the tax year in

to tax tax
order to follow the situation of the actual capital which macy practice avoidance or even evasion.

was investedin the business. Generally,only taxpayers Since the 1982 law was published, in August 1982
who kept books of account in accordance with the (with a retrospective effect as of 1 April 1982), it was

double entry system qualified for the law. amended four times within less than two years. Three
of the amendmentsincludednumeroussignificantpro-

The basic structure of the law was as follows: Given visions effective, retrospectively, as of 1 April 1982.
that capital equals assets, one should adjust the assets And yet the law has remained in a poor shape that
to the inflation having regard to two types of assets, required many more amendments to stop both the
i.e. protected assets and unprotected assets. On loopholes and the traps which have been left.
the other hand, the capital should also be adjusted,
having regard to two types of capital, i.e. the tax- In December 1984, towards the end of three years of

payer's own investment (self-capital) and foreign experiencing the 1982 law, interim recommendations

capital (such as loans). were published by a public commission, which had
been appointed by the Ministry of Finance to inquire

The protected assets were carefully defined by the into direct taxation under conditions of inflation.
draftsman in a schedule attached to the law (Schedule
2); the method of calculating the self-capital was

The first question facing the commission was whether

meticulouslyprescribedby a set of elaborate rules laid to extend the 1982lawfor an additionalperiod,subject
down in Schedule 1. The law further included rules for to the necessary amendments. It recommendednot to

do so. In reaching that conclusion the commission
adjustment (by means of a weighted- average princi-
ple) in respect of changes occurring, during the year, 4. Pick, Introductionof an Inflation-AdjustmentTax Base in Israel,
ln the flow of capital, as well as transactions of pro- 37 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation6at 259.
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effectively accepted the recommendation presented value of the fixed assets decreased, the change as-

by the Commissionerof Income Tax, who, in his ap- sumes a positive element and the decreased amount

pearance before the committee, summed up the ex- should be added to the capital. Finally, the result
perience of implementing the 1982 law as follows (a would either be that the capital has increased, a
free translation from the Hebrew version): positive sum total of capital (deficiency of capital
a. The law is too complex and cannot be properly in the 1982 law), or the capital has diminished, a

implemented; it draws too much outstanding pro- negativesum total ofcapital (an accretion to capital
fessional manpower needed for other missions of in the 1982 law).
the department.

b. The law causes an unjustifiable loss of tax reve-
A positive sum total of capital represents a surplus

nue.5 of capital over fixed assets. Therefore, it entitles the
taxpayer to a special allowance because of inflation

The commission was of the opinion that the proper (hereinafteralso referred to as inflation allowance ),
system for determining the taxable income in the busi- which will naturally reduce his taxable income.
ness sector under continuous conditions of inflation
should be a system of linking the income, theexpenses, A

.

negative sum total of capital represents a surplus
the tax and the payment of tax, to a stable unit of of fixed assets over capital. It shows that the acqui-
measurement, such as the cost of living index, the sition of some of the fixed assets (which are pro-

dollar, or a similar unit of measurement, enabling a
tected from inflation) has been financed by foreign

proper recording on a daily basis. loans. Hence, it is regarded by the law as an addition
because of inflation (hereinafter also referred to as

It has recommended the introduction of that system inflation addition). The amount of inflation addi-
for the tax year 1986, by an entirely new legislation. tion is added to the taxpayer's taxable income.
Until the new legislation is completed, the 1982 law
should be replaced by the new law, which was enacted, Unlike the 1982 law, which, subject to certain limita-

as a provisional measure, for the tax year 1985. tions, entitled the taxpayer to a deduction representing
the full size in the consumer'scost of living index, the
inflation allowance in the new law is limited to 90%THE NEW LAW
of the rise in the cost of living index. Consequently,
the taxpayer is not compensated for the inflation in

Basically, the new law follows the same idea as the full. It should be noted that the method of calculation1982 law. A taxpayer, who invested his own capital in
has also been changed, well adjustments in

assets which are not classified as assets protected from as as re-

inflation, will get a special inflation allowance in order spect of the right to carry forward the right to set off

to preserve his capital. On the other hand, in so far as
losses. The change is apparentlymore favorable to the

the acquisition of the taxpayer's protected assets was taxpayer. The amount of inflation addition, which

financed not by his own capital, but by a loan, his is added to the taxpayer's taxable income, is calculated

taxable income will be increased. on the basis of the full rise in the cost of living index,
i.e. the full rate of inflation.

The adjustments to inflation are achieved by the new

law in a method similar to the one adopted by the 1982 Other features of the new law which are worth men-

law. The basis of the formula is the initial capital at tioning are the following. The definition of fixed as-

the beginning of the tax year as stated in the balance sets has been extended to cover equipment and

sheet (self-capital under the 1982 law). A set of machinery. Those items were not included in the old
definition of protected assets. Apparently, the oldelaborate rules determines whether, during the tax

year, the capital underwent positive changes
favourable attitude of law was motivated by the wish

(accretion to self-capital under the 1982 law), i.e. to encourage industry. The generosity resulted in a

considerable loss of revenue and, hence, wasthe actual amount of real investmentexceeded financ-
abolished. Profits derived from securities quoted on

ing investment. The amount of positive changes is
added to the initial capital. Another set of rules the stock exchange will be charged to tax under a set

of rules which have a harsher effect on taxpayers. Thedetermines whether the initial capital underwent
negative changes during the tax year (deficiencyof provisions relating to the valuationof inventory under

capital under the 1982 law), i.e. the taxpayer used the 1982 law were very lenient. By proper planningof
the timing for purchasing the inventory the taxpayermore borrowed money than real investment. The
could increase his self-capital and considera-

amount of negative changes is subtracted from the save a

capital. ble amount of tax. A new set of elaborate rules for
appraisinginventorywere introducedto stop the gap.

The next step is to establish the value of fixed assets
(protectedassets under the 1982 law), following the FOREIGN INVESTORS
sale and purchase of fixed assets during the year. In
so far as the value of the fixed assets at the end of There are certain types of taxpayers to which the new

the year exceeds their value at the beginning of the law does not apply. Worthy of particular mention are

year, this is a negative element (because more of the foreign investors (as specifically defined by the law).
capital is protected from inflation in the form of 5. Interim of the public commission for inquiring into the direct
fixed capital). The increased amount should be sub-

report
taxation under conditionsof inflation, presented to the MinisterofFinance

tracted from the capital. If, on the other hand, the n December 1984, at 6.
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Foreign investors, who are entitled to tax benefits been achieved in wiping out the grave distortions
under the Law for the Encouragementof Investments, created by the inflation. The replacementof the 1982

may opt for the benefits under that law; the compli- law by the provisional measure for 1985 will most
cated inflation law will then not apply. Other probably prove also to be a disappointment.
categories of taxpayers to whom the law does not

In order to work properly, comprehensivestatute for
apply include, inter alia, diamond dealers who keep

a

their books of account in foreign currency, and certain adjustment of the taxable income for inflation should
include elaborate provisions and definitions, usingother types of taxpayers who do not claim a deduction technical terms, and phrased in most intricate

for financingexpenses. The latter may, at theiroption, many a

notify the Treasury that they elect to be taxed under language. Perhaps paradoxicallysuch a statute cannot
be perfect unless it is oversophisticated. The greatthe new law. efforts which were made to stop all possible loopholes

SIMPLIFICATION in the 1982 law, have resulted in a complex law. Now
the complexityof the law has proven to be its weakest

As has been shown, there are no major changes in the
new law. The basic principles of the old law have point. Again it has been demonstrated that the more

remained. The changes have assumed the nature of a complex and complicated a tax statute becomes, the

legislation'aimedat stopping loopholes.
more loopholes there are likely to be left.

a
Before attempting to reach some conclusions a few Furthermore, although the Revenue issued remark-

words should be said about the drafting technique ably well written loose-leafvolume explainingthe new

which has been used in the new law. It reflects the law, and although numerous lectures and seminars

efforts which have been made to simplify the over-
were held, the common taxpayercould not understand

sophisticatedprovisions of the 1982 law. the highly technical structure of the new statute. Now,
when taxpayers genuinely do not understand a tax

The new law is supposed to have been drafted in statute they have little respect for t. Indeed, when the
clearer language. Indeed, there are less cumbersome taxable income is measured by technical rules, which
definitionsand the terms used appear to be more intel- quite often look arbitrary, it is most difficult to regard
ligible to the reader. However, that goal appears to a taxpayeras a tax avoider as long as he plays strictly
have been reached by resorting to more undefined by the set of rules laid down by the legislature. An

general phrases or by using terms which appear in the attempt to resort to a general anti-avoidanceprovision
Income Tax Ordinance, referring the reader to the of the law to counteract tax planning can be of little

meaning that should be given to them under that law. help because it could be hard to distinguish between a

It is doubtful whether such a drafting technique will loophole and a trap.
make the interpretation of the new statutory provi- It is not even easy to blame unsophisticatedtaxpayerssions any easier. who resort to tax evasion because they feel that in any
The most striking example is the introduction for the case they cannot comply with the inflation legislation
first time of the concept principles of accounting, a and are bound to be taxed unjustlyunless they evade.
term which has been defined in S.1 of the law as, Another effect of the adjustment-to-inflationlegisla-
principles of accounting which were the accepted ton has been the growingneed to resort to the services
principles in Israel on 31 December 1984. It is not of accountantsand rely on their opinion. Hence, in the
clear how the Courts of Law will establish what were rivalry which undeniably exists between the legal pro-
the accepted principles of accounting in Israel on 31 fession and the accountantsover supremacy in the tax
December 1984. There may be considerable conflict area, the new legislation lends great support to the
concerning this. point. accountants.

Anotherexample is the more frequent use of account- It remains to be seen how the new statutes will be

ing terms. The meaning of such terms is not always interpreted by the courts of law which are composed
free from doubt, especially where they are used in the of judges who had legal training, but are not accoun-

legal sense. Hence there might be a differenceofopin- tants. So far it appears that the disputes between the
ion as to what was the intention of the legislature. It is taxpayers and the Treasury tend to be settled out of
most doubtful whether the new law would prove to be court.

less complicated than the old one. In interpreting the provisionsof the Income Tax Ordi-
nance the Israeli courts have generally followed the

CONCLUSIONS accepted principles of accounting; however, they felt
The Israeli experience of taxing income under condi- free to depart from them occasionally.Also, the courts

tions of continuoushigh rate inflation, it is submitted, do not tend to adhere to the rule of strict construction
has shown that even the most sophisticated legislation when interpreting taxing provisions any more; in a

cannot adequately solve the problems involved in the growing number of cases they prefer to give effect to

measurement of the amount of taxable income and the object of the legislation. It seems that they may
collecting the amount of tax due in reasonably real be hard pressed to adopt a similar atttude when faced
terms. Though not universally acknowledged, it may with the interpretationof a highly technical legislation
be safely stated that in implementing the Income Tax such as the inflation legislation. A further study of this
Law (Taxation under Inflationary Conditions), 5782- subject, however, would be outside the scope of this

1982, for the last three years, only limited success has review.
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The Measurementof Business Income

By R. Mansury

Part II when a transaction occurs only once, it would be
difficult to say that there is a business.

Informationand Practice 2. The organization test: the existence of a division
between management and labor is decisive in de-
termining whether there is a business or not.

III. THE PRACTICE IN INDONESIAN a.2. The principles to measure business income
LEGISLATION

The measurement of business income was performed
on the basis of a broad concept, the so-called good-

1. General business-practice principle. The broad concept was

inherited from Dutch accounting principles.35 Under
In dealing with the business income measurement in this concept, there was no clear-cut limit of what was

practice in the Indonesian legislation, my discussion is allowed by good business practice and what was not
divided into two parts: the practice before and the allowed. As there were no generally accepted stand-
practice after the 1983 tax reform that became effec- ards, the principles that were applied to measure busi-
tive on 1 January 1984. ness income were too subjective. This concept was too

Before the 1983 tax reform, the provisions which ap- vague to be implemented properly.36
plied to individual taxpayers were different than those The business income or profit was measured as the
which applied to entities, therefore the discussion of difference between sales price and the historical cost.
the period before 1 January 1984 is separated into the Replacement cost was not allowed to be used for tax
business income measurementfor individual taxpayers purposes. In other words, the measurement of indi-
and that for corporate taxpayers. vidual business income for tax purposes under the

Income Tax Ordinance 1944 was basically adopted
2. Before 1 January 1984 from the traditional accounting income measurement

with all its characteristics such as past actual transac-

a. The individual income tax tions, the period postulate, the historical cost princi-
ple, and the realization criterion.

a.1. The definitionof business
a.3. Deductions

The definition of business used before 1 January
1984 is that still used in the implementation of the Deductible business expenditures were distinguished
Income Tax Law 1984. by two categories: operational expenditures and de-

preciation expenses.
Business income is income derived from business ac-

tivities. What are business activities The law gives a Operational expenditures were expenditures con-

definition of business, i.e. doing business is perform- sumed or used within the tax year. These expenditures
ng activities in the economic and social field continu- included the expenses of obtaining, collecting, and

ously, and a profit motive is not a requirement or a conserving the income and the expenses burdening
condition to the definitionof doing business.33Busi- such income. These included cost of material, wages
ness activities are activities in the economic and social and salaries, and insurance premiums and administra-

field that are related to each other and which are tive costs that would be of benefit for only one tax

performed continuously. Continuous activities that year. Losses resulting from bad debts were also deduc-
are not related to each other are not considered as tible as operational expenditure in the tax year in

business activities.34 which the account receivable was in fact unable to be
collected. The bad debts had to be written off in ac-

The distinction between business income (or profes- cordance with good business practice.
sional income) and other income is important,because
only when net business income (or net professional
income) s determinedis there an allowance for depre- 33. Wibisono,Gunawan. Pajak Pendapatan,Jakarta: nopublisher(1977)
ciation. at 58.

34. Id.
To decide whether income is business income or 35. Hadibroto, Suhadji, A Comparative Study of American and Dutd
another type of income, two tests are often used: Accountancy and their Impact on the Profession in Indonesian, Jakarta:

Indonesia (1975)
1. The number of transactions test. when the transac-

Lembaga Penerbit Fakultas Ekonomi, Universitas at

46-97.
tions occur frequently, then there is a business; 36. Id. at 174.
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Depreciationexpenseswere a portion of expenditures ness income were subject to corporation tax.
incurred to obtain an asset that would be a benefit to
the business for more than one tax year. The portion Business incomewas defined in the negative. The Cor-
of the expenditures that was allowed to be deducted poration Tax Ordinance 1925 only defined what was

from the gross income of a particular tax year was non-business income, so that any income that was not

deemed to be those expenses incurred to obtain, col- non-business income was business income.

lect, and conserve the income of that particular year. Income derived from capital invested outside the busi-

The Personal Income Tax Ordinance 1944 provided ness of the corporation was non-business income. In-

only that the depreciation expenses were to be de- come other than that derivedfrom capital used outside

ducted in accordance with good business practice, the business of the corporation was business income.

without any further provisions. There were no provi- The CorporationTax Ordinance 1925 did not draw a

sions on the methoc of depreciation to be used (the very sharp line betweenbusinessincomeand non-busi-
straight-line, the double-declining balance, or the ness ncome, except in the two cases explained above:
sum-of-years-digitsmethod),37 nor on the rates of de- the depreciation allowance, and the determinationof
preciation. These were left wholly to good business whether an association or foundationwas taxable.
practice, so that were was no concrete set of standards
on how to measuredepreciationexpenses. Such a situ- In addition to the specific rules to determine taxable

ation could lead very easily to disputes between tax ncome (see below), the Corporation Tax Ordinance

inspectorsand taxpayerson whether the measurement 1925 adopted two general principles:
of business income was correct.

- the substance-over-formprinciple; and
the good-business-practiceprinciple.-

The Personal Income Tax Ordinance 1944 also pro-
vided that no deduction was allowed for expenditure In accordancewith the substance-over-formprinciple,
on the purchase and improvement of land, buildings, the name or the form of a transaction was not impor-
equipment, and other assets which were used in con- tant. The most importantconsiderationin determining
ducting a business. So, a distinctionwas made between whether or not there was income was the substanceof

operationalexpenses (in which maintenanceexpenses
the transactions. When the substance of the transac-

were included) and acquisition or improvementcosts. tion was an income-creating transaction, then the in-

The first were deductiblefrom the gross income of the come had to be measured.
tax year in which they were incurred, while the second The following illustration will suffice to explain how
were depreciated over the years according to their the name of a transactionwouldnot be of majorimpor-
useful life. tance. A company car with the book value of 10,000

was sold to a shareholder, owning most of the shares
of the company, for 10,000. Thus it seemed that no

b. The corporation tax income produced, because the selling pricewas was

b.1. The definitionof business 10,000 and the book value was also 10,000. Hence the

companycould say that the transactionwas a transac-
The defintion of business in the Corporation Tax tion with no profit. However, the fair market price of
Ordinance 1925 is the same as the definition of busi- the same car at the time of the transactionwas 15,000.
ness in the Personal Income Tax Ordinance 1944, as On the basis of the substanceof the transaction, as the
described above. company and the major shareholderwere related per-
For corporation tax purposes, the distinction between sons, the selling price had to be adjusted to the arm's

business incomeand other incomewas not only impor- length selling price of 15,000. Income of 5,000 then
had to be recognized and measured (15,000 minustant in determining net business income for which a

depreciation allowance was available, but also in de- 10,000). So, even if there were no income recorded in
the accounting of the company, for corporation tax

termining whether an association (whose capital was

not divided into shares) or a foundationwas subject purposes, an income of 5,000 should be measuredand
included in the taxable income of the company in the

to tax or not. Such an associationor a foundationwas

only subject to corporation tax when the organization year of the transaction. Thus it can be seen that the

derived business income from sources other than a
name given by the company was not the deciding fac-

business exclusivelyserving the public interest. When tor, rather it was the substance that was decisive.

the organizationobtained income from a business that The good-business-practiceprinciplewas only applied
exclusively served the public interest, it was not sub- to areas in which there were no specific rules given by
ject to corporation tax. the Corporation Tax Ordinance 1925. One of these

areas was the valuation of property held at the end of
b.2. The principles to measure business income the fiscal year.

Corporate income is not necessarily always business Even if there were not specific rule in the Corporation
income, because income derived by a corporation Tax Ordinance 1925, sometimes the courts would de-
might also be investmentincome. Under the Corpora- termine that the intentionof the law was not to accept
tion Tax Ordinance 1925, investment income was the
income derived from capital investedoutside the busi- 37. Musgrav,RichardA. and Peggy Musgrave, Public Financen Theory
ness of the corporation and both investment and busi- and Practice, New York: Mc.Graw-Hill Book Company (1980), at 414.
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a particular valuation. If one of the most important be closed down, the financial year would usually be
decisions, the court held that the Corporation Tax less or more than 12 months. In such cases, the calcu-
Ordinance 1925 rec uired that the business income be lation of taxable income had to be made in accordance
determined on the asis of historical costs and not on with the calendar year or a portion of the calendar
the basis of current costs or replacement costs. It did year.
not allow the applicationof replacementcosts account-

ing to determine taxable business income. b.3.2. In calculating net taxable income, the gross
income had to be reduced by the cost of obtaining,

Merchandise could be valued by one of these three collecting, and conserving such income.
methods.38

{2l
l at cost;

This rule allowed corporate taxpayers, in computing
at the market price; or

net taxable income, to deduct all costs or expensesthat

3) at the lower of cost or market price. were directly related to the production of the income
from gross income, Only the costs that were related to

The taxpayer was allowed to choose one of the three the production of income of the particular year were

methods but once a method was chosen, it had to be allowed to be deducted. The use of the income or

used consistently. profit was not deductible.

Accounts receivablehad to be valued at nominal (face) As no specific accounting method to reach the net
value. Under the good-business-practiceconcept, a taxable income wasrequired, the taxpayer was at lib-
probable loss had to be recognized due to the fact that erty to adopt any accounting method, as long as the
not all accounts receivablewere collectible. For corpo- net taxable income was able to be determinedfrom the
ration tax purposes, the corporate taxpayers that at- books of account.
tached audited financial statements to their returns The books of account kept by the taxpayer had to
were allowed to deduct an estimated loss on uncollec-
tible accounts of 3% of the average of the beginning contain: (1) a continuous record of the cash position;
and end balances of accounts receivable. In other (2) regularly kept statements of accounts receivable

words, the 3% was deducted as an allowancefor uncol- and accountspayable; and (3) at the end of every year,
the books had to be closed by drawing up the balancelectibles or as an estimated loss on uncollectible ac-
sheet and profit and loss account.

counts.

As for foreign exchanges, in general, they had to be Whether the taxpayer was required to adopt cash ac-

valued at the market rate at the end of the fiscal year. counting or accrual accounting was dependent on the

An exception to this rule was when the foreign ex-
line magnitude of the business. In accordance with

changes were owned as merchandise, as in the case of good business practice, professional practices and

foreign exchangesowned by a money changer. In such small businesses could use cash accounting. Where

a case, they had to be valued as merchandise, and the prepayments and accruals were significant in amount
andvaried from period to period, that method of in-

taxpayerwas allowed to choose one of the above three
valuation methods. The valuation of securities or

come measurementcould result in serious distortions,
therefore good business practice called for the appro-shares was made in relation to the purpose for which
priate recognition of those items by the adoption of

they were held. When securities or shares where held
for purposes of control or to assist in establishingor in accrual accounting.
maintaininggood customer or supplier relations, they b.3.3. Organization expenses and costs of any in-
had to be valued at cost, but when securitieswere held crease of capital were allowed to be amortized in ac-

only to make use of some idle money and were to be cordance with the books of account. The real reason

converted into cash, when cash was required, they such liberty was given to the taxpayerwas because the
were valued at the lower of cost or market. amount of the organization'sexpenses and the costs of

capital increase were ordinarily not very high.
b.3. Specific rules b.3.4. Costs of obtaining, collecting, and conserving
Contrary to the two rather vague general prnciples,

income with a useful life of more than one year and

the specific rules outlined in the Corporate Tax Ordi- capitalcostsweredepreciatedoveranumberofyears.
nance 1925 governed the calculationof taxable income The term depreciationexpenseswas used to refer to
or taxable profits for particularareas. These rules had the deductible items consisting of the following:
to be used or to be taken into consideration in deter- - improvement and other expenditures that were

mining taxable income. useful for more than one year; and

The specific rules are summarized as follows:
- capital expenditures.
both deducted over the years according to their useful

b.3.1. Corporation tax had to be levied and the taxa- life.
ble income had to be calculated on the basis of a In the implementationof depreciation, distinctionfinancial year.

no

was made between improvement expenditureswith a

The financial year consisted of exactly 12 consecutive useful life of more than one year and capital expendi-
calendar months.

38. Soemitro, R. Rochmat, Penuntun Perseroan Terbatasdegan Undang-
For a company that had just started or one that was to Undang Pajaki Perseroan, Bandung: N.V. Eresco (1959), at 96.
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tures. Both were depreciated under the same method granted a tax holiday, made the corporation eligible
over their respective useful life. for an investment allowance applicable to the years

Improvement expenditures and other expenditures after the tax holiday terminated.

that were usually consumed within one tax year, but b.3.7. Corporatons to which a tax holiday or an in-

which, in fact, had a useful life of more than one year, vestment allowance was granted were also eligible for
were not allowed to be totally deducted in the current accelerated depreciation. Accelerated depreciation
tax year, but had to be depreciated over the years in was an additional depreciation deductible in comput-
accordancewith their useful life. ing net taxable income each year, for 4 successve

The same rule applied to the capital expenditures., years, beginning with the year in which a qualifying
which were expenditures to acquire new propertywith expenditure was made.

a useful life of more than one year. They too had to Qualifying expenditureswere expenditureson equip-
be depreciated over their useful life rather than be ment whch directly increased the productivityofbusi-
treated as an expense in the tax year of expenditure. ness carried on by the corporation granted a tax holi-

The depreciation method that was required was the day or an investmentallowancein the field of manufac-

straight-line method. All expenditures with a useful turing, agriculture,mining, or transportation,with the

life of more than one year were classified according to exception of:

their character into particular categories. (a) expenditureson business equipment that had pre-

If so desired, sub-categories could be formed within viously been used in Indonesia;
each group so that expenditureswithin an equal range (b) expendituresthat were considered luxuryexpend-
of depreciation periods might be grouped together. tures by the tax inspector.
The depreciation of the classified expenditures was The amount of accelerated depreciation was:

deducted in equal amounts, beginningwith the year in (1) 10o of expenditureson permanent buildings;
which the expenditures were made, continuing for as (2) 25% of expenditureson other capital goods.
many years as was specified for the group or sub-

group.
The commencement of the depreciation allowance

3. From 1 January 1984

might be postponed to a later year -rovided notice of
such postponementwas filed with t ae tax return.

a. General
\

In the new Income Tax Law 1984, n force since 1
b.3.5. New corporations that invested their capital in

January 1984, all kinds of income, either earned by an
a field of production of accordance with government individualor by a corporation,in principle,are treated
priorities were granted a tax holiday, for a period not

similarly. As it does not distingush between business
exceeding 6 years, commencingwith the year in which income earned by an individual and that earned by a
commercialproductionstarted. corporation, the new system is simpler than the old
There were a number of priority sectors for industrial one.

undertakings:
agricultural, integrated forestry, integrated

There are two main differences in computingnet taxa-
-

fishery, livestock, and other land-resourceunder- ble income for an individual and for a corporation:
takings as well as manufacturing industries for (1) employmentincome can only be earned by an indi-

machinery, and undertakingsfor processingprod- vidual and never by a corporation; and
ucts; (2) exempt income can only be deducted in computing
industriesprocessingmore domestic raw materials net taxable income of an individual, the amount of-

than imported raw materials; the exempt income is dependent on the marital
forward and backward linking industries; status of the taxpayer and the number of depen--

fully integrated textile industries, outside Java, dents.-

both for natural and man-made fibre;
chemical industries; b. The definitionof business-

medical instrumentsand pharmaceuticalindustries
no meant

-

processingat least one basic raw material;
There is also definition of what is by busi-

transport industries with a substantial share of the Income Tax Law 1984.
-

ness, business activities and business income in

economic development.
In practice, the tax administrationhas used the defin-

b.3.6. In the event that a tax holiday was not granted ition developedunder the CorporationTax Ordinance
to a new corporation, an investment allowance could 1925 and the Personal Income Tax Ordinance 1944
be deducted from ncome. that doing business is performing activities in the
This investmentallowance was a deduction of 5% per economic and social field continuously and that the

year of investmentexpenditures in computingnet tax- continuous activities must be related to each other.
able income spread over four years; the total amount, Whether or not there is a profit motive is not impor-
therefore, was 20%. tant.

New additional investment, made by a corporation It should be noted that two aspects that were important
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in the old system, as set forth hereafter, are now les come, but they are not used to determine actual
important: income. The norms are different from the standard

assessment guides in the Israeli system, called
(1) A foundation tachshiv,3-whichare used to produce an assess-

A foundationwill be exempt from income tax not only ment nearest to the actual income through best

on income of business exclusively serving the public judgement.
interest, but also on capital income or investment in- (2) Calculation norms can only be used by taxpayers
come received from sources other than those exclu- whose gross revenue from their business is not

sively serving the public interest as long as such income more than 60,000,000 Rp. The calculation norms

is used exclusively in the public interest. are intended to narrow the avenue for tax evasion.
When a taxpayerchooses to use calculation norms

(2) Depreciationallowance he must communicatesuch a choice to the Director
General of Taxation within the first 3 months of

The assets that are depreciableare not only those used the tax year.
in business, but also those used for the production of
income other than business income. Taxpayerswith gross revenueof 60,000,000Rp. or

more are only allowed to use calculation norms if
The following aspects, concerning business income, they pay a penalty. These taxpayers may use the
have increased in importance. calculations norms, provided they add 50% to the

norms.
(a) A resident taxpayer earning business income or

tax calculated from the

professional income is required to keep complete (3) Once a small taxpayer has chosen to keep full
books of account in Indonesia from which income books of account, he must continue keeping full
subject to income tax can be calculated. books. This is only logical, as, once a taxpayer is

(b) The income tax collection on imports and pay-
able to keep proper books, he can no longer claim

ments from the Government Treasury is a collection that he is unable to keep such books.

on business income. In other words, when the imports (4) The taxpayer is not given the right to rebut the
are not part of business activities, or when the pay- calculation norms and prove actual income. The
ments are not for goods and services used as part of reasons for this are as follows:
business activities, the imports and the payments are - The taxpayer is the one who chooses to apply
not subject to tax collection under this law. the calculation norms. Since the calculation

norms are published before the tax year, the
c. Two differentmeasurementsof business income taxpayer should have known in advance the

The new Income Tax Law 1984 divides taxpayers into advantage of using the norms.

When a taxpayer considers the norm applied-

two groups:
(1) taxpayers with gross revenue or gross receipts of to his type of business disadvantageousto him,

less than 60,000,000 Rp.; and
he may choose to keep full books of account

(2) taxpayers with gross revenue or gross receipts of instead; he is allowed to calculate his actual

60,000,000 Rp., or more.
income in accordance with his books.

The division of taxpayers into these two groups was (5) It can be seen from the above, that the calculation

done because not all taxpayer receiving or accruing
norms are used to encourage taxpayers to keep full

business and professional income have the ability to
books of account.

provide full books of account. (6) The small taxpayer, using calculation norms in

Although the ideal is for all taxpayers to keep proper
computing his net income, is not exempted al-

books, taking into account the difficulty to the Indone- together from the obligation to keep records, as he

sian small businessman (i.e. the lack of bookkeeping
is still required to keep a record of turnover or

knowledge, and the inability to pay the expenses gross recepts. If he does not meet the require-
necessary to prepare such books), a single income ments, his turnover or gross receipts will be esti-

mated and his net income will be computed bgroup was deemed unwise at this time.
applying the corresponding net income norm to

d. Calculationnorms
the estimated turnover. The tax on this deemed
ncome shall have a penalty of 50% added to it.

Taxpayers owning small amounts are given an option,
in calculating their net income, to use calculation e. The measurement of business income from full
norms or to keep full books of account. books of account

Calculation norms are guides used to determine net The first measurementof business income is made by
income for every type of business. They are calculated, applying norms, the second measurementby comput-
published, and continuously updated by the Director ing net taxable income from full books of account.
General of Taxation. The following points should be
noted concerning their use: 39. Lapidoth, Arye, The se of Estimation for the Assessment of Taxa-

ble Business Income, Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation

(1) Calculation norms are used in lieu of actual in- (1977),at27, Amsterdam: InternationalBureauofFiscal Documentation.
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The measurement of business income based on full There is no specific rule on expenses incurred to set up
books of account is applied per the divisions resulting a corporation and on the costs of any increase in capi-
from the Income Tax Law 1984. tal. It can be assumed that such expenses and costs are

The requirements relating to books of account that treated, for tax purposes, in accordance with good
business practice.must be met under the IncomeTax Law 1984 are that:

(1) the books of accountmust be kept in a manner that e.3. Costs to obtain tangible business property are

net incomesubject to income tax can be calculated; depreciated;costs to obtain rights and other costs with

(2) the books of account must contain, at a minimum: a useful life of more than one year are amortized.

) orderly records of cash and bank transactions, The new depreciation method and the depreciation
ii) accounts receivable and payable, and (iii) an rates under the new system are altogether different

inventory. from those under the old system.
(3) at the end of each tax year, the taxpayermust close The Income Tax Law 1984 system of depreciation is

the books by preparing a balance sheet and an

income statement based on accounting principles
based on open-ended depreciation accounts in which

within certain of useful life consoli-consistent with those used in the previous year.
assets a range are

dated.The position of the tax administration is that any
principles which are generally used and not con- All assets, except buildings and other immovable
tradictory to the provisionsof the law are permit- property, are grouped into three classes:
ted. The Generaily Accepted Accounting Princi- - Class 1: depreciable property with a useful life of
ples (GAAP) adopted by the Association of In- not more than 4 years.
donesian Accountants are acceptable. The new - Class 2: depreciable property with a useful life of
specific rules are designed to attain simplicity and more than 4 years, but not more than 8 years.
ease of administration. How these two objectives - Class 3: depreciable property with a useful life of
are to be attained is explained below. more than 8 years.

The specific rules applicable in computing business The rates of depreciation per year for non-building
income from the full books of account are as follows: classes are: class 1 = 50%; class 2 = 25%; and class 3

10%.=

e.1. The Income Tax Law 1984 pertains to the finan-
cial year as does the taxable income to be calculated. Taxpayers are required to use a single open-ended

group account for all machinery and equipment in
This provision is exactly the same as the one in the each class. The amount of machinery and equipment
Corporation Tax Ordinance 1925. It is different from acquired during the year is added to the adjustedbasis
the one in the Income Tax Ordinance 1944, which was of the account. In the case of the retirement of prop-
always levied on a calendar year basis and not for any erty:
financial year other than the calendar year. (a) if extraordinary, as a result of casualty or termina-
Simplicity is attained by treating the busines income tion of a large segment of business, the total re-
earned by an individual or by a corporation in the maining book value may be deducted from the
same way. opening value in determining the depreciation

base, and the total remainingbooksvalue may be
e.2. In computingnet income,gross incomeis reduced considered as a loss in the relevant tax year,
by the cost of obtaining, collecting, and conserving whereas proceeds from sale or insurance proceeds
such income. shall be considered income; and

This rule is, in general, similar to that in the Corpora- (b) if ordinary, meaning for reasons other than those
mentioned in (a), such as a sale of property, nettion Tax Ordinance 1925 and the Personal IncomeTax

aOrdinance 1944, but in detail there is an important proceeds from such sale shall be deducted from
the opening value in determining the depreciationdifference in the treatment of fringe benefit costs. base.

Under the new system, fringe benefitsprovidedby the
taxpayer as an employer for the needs of the Calculationof class 2 propertycan be illustratedby the

employees, including for the use of automobiles and following example:
housing, are not deductible in computingnet income. opening value for a tax year 100,000_

The exception to this rule is the cost for housing in an machinery and equipment acquired-

isolated area.
during the year + 60,000

So, even though the principal rule is similar to the one - adjusted basis before depreciation 160,000
in the old system, there is a sub-rule under the new - multiplied by the depreciation rate
system for implementingthe principal rule that differs of 25% x 0.25
substantiallyfrom the old system. Even though, under allowable depreciation (40,000)-

the new system, costs of obtaining, collecting, and opening depreciation base for the-

conserving income are, in principle, deductible, costs
=

for fringe benefits are excluded and are not deductible next year (160,000- 40,000) 120,000
in computing net income. If, during the next year, the proceeds from a sale of an
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asset are 10,000 and assets are acquired at 30,000, the As the traditional accounting income measurement is
calculation will be as follows: based on past actual transactons, on historical costs

opening value 120,000
and on the realization criterion, it is more certain,-

proceeds from a sale 10,000 objective, and verifiable.
- -

110,000 Under the Indonesian income tax system there is no

asets acquired + 30,000 a- need to make distinction between income items

adjusted basis before depreciation 140,000 earned from productionactivitiesand gains from mere-

times depreciation rate of 25% x 0.25 holding, since both items are treated similarly. This
-

distinction may be important to the management ofallowable depreciation (35,000) the firm in making business decisions, but it is not
-

closing value at the end of next tax purposes.
-

important for
year (140,000-35,000) -- 105,000

The traditional accounting measurement of business
Each building or other immovable property and any ncome, with its three main characteristics: (1) the
additions, improvements, or alterations carried out actual transactionsbasis; (2) the historical cost princi-thereon are depreciated in a separate item account. ple; and (3) the realizationcriterion, is the most appro-Major additions, mprovernents,oralterationsare also priate measurement for tax purposes. This conclusion
depreciated in separateaccounts. Depreciation is com- does not necessarily lead to an acceptance of all the
puted using the straight-line method and assuming a GAAP adopted by the Association of Accountants,
20-year life. Thus, 5% of the original cost is written off but only of these three characteristics.
each year.

Accounting income measured by using the GAAP is
e.4. Costs of obtaining title t mining and forestry not and cannot be synonymous with taxable income
rights are amortizedby applyingtheunit of production computed by applying rules under the Income Tax
method, which means that the percentage amortized Law 1984, as the objectives of financial acounting are
each year equals the percentage of production in the different from those of tax accounting.40
year concerned subtracted from the estimated total
production, but in no case more than 20%. The GAAP are directed toward producing financial

statements of a business that present fairly the finan-
e.5. In contrast to other nining sectors, costs of ob- cial position at a particularpoint of tine and results of
taininhg rights in the oil and gas sector are deductible operations for the book year ending at that time. Sub-
using the unit of production method without any by stantial changes have occurred and will always occur
percentage restrictions. in financial accounting principles because of the con-

e.6. There are generally 3 categories of inventory: tinuous process of change in business practices and
finished goods, goods in process, and raw materials. techniques,which meansthefinancialaccountingprin-
In all three categories the average cost or first-in / ciples have to be adjusted to this development or to

first-out (FIFO) method is permitted. The LIFO (last- new circumstances,aj
in / first-out) method is not permittedfor tax purposes. The objectives of the current Indonesian tax account-

e. 7. Under a Governrnent Regulation, banks are al- ing are those underlying the Indonesian tax reform of
lowed a tax deductible reserve. The reserve or allow- 1983, now incorporated in the Income Tax Law of
ance permitted is 6% or 3% of the average of opening 1984. Those objectives are:

and closing balances of accounts receivable. Six per- (1) To collect neededgovernment revenue in an equit-
cent is applicable to state banks which give much ris- able way. The tax base should be broadened bykier loans than those given by private banks and 3% adoptinga progressiverate structure,underwhich,iS applicable to private banks. in principle, all categories of income are taxed.

(2) To simplify the income tax system by reducing the
IV. CONCLUSION present numberof tax brackets into only three and

by denying deductibility to amounts spent by an

The traditional accounting business income measure- employer to purchase fringe benefits provided to
ment adopting the historical cost basis is the least employees for personal use (in other words,
costly, as it is less open to dispute than any other rather than tax the taxpayer-employeefor the ben-
measurement for its verifiability, and the easiest to efits, the employer is simply prohibited from de-
prepare. ducting the cost of such benefits given to the

Since tax disputes are costly in social terms, such dis- employee)
putes are to be avoided as much as possible. Such (3) To achieve certainty by making special provisions
disputes in the measurement of taxable business in- for the areas that, under the old system, created
come can be eliminated or mitigated when the out-

come of the measurement is verifiable and the mea-

surement itself is based on objective yardsticks. In 40. Knechtel. Ronald C., Role of the GAAP in Determining Income

other words, a measurement that does not create or for Tax Purposes, n Report of Proceedings of the 31st Tax Conference

provide certainties should not be used for tax pur-
convened by the Canadian Tax Foundation, 26-28 November 1979, To-
ronto: Canadian Tax Foundation (1980), at 846.

poses. 41. Ibid. pp 845-846.
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many disputes between taxpayers and tax inspec- record. To offer this incentive, the norms are con-

tors. structed from ratios of excellent and efficient tax-

(4) To remove loopholes used for evasion. (The sys- payers, so that businessmen with lower perfor-
tem of calculation norms is intended to narrow the mance rates should prefer to measure their net

avenue for tax evasion. The authority provided to
business incomefrom their books. The application
of this system is a ncessary step to ensure that

the Director General of Taxation to reallocate in- accounts-based income taxation reaches as many
come or expenses to reflect income accurately is
also designed to control prices charged on flows of taxpayers as possible.
goods and services between affiliates.) (2) This system is also a helpful device to determine

Traditionalaccounting,with the three main principles,
the net taxable income of hard-to-tax taxpayers

is appropriate for tax purposes with an understanding
who do not want to prepareproper recordsof their
business or who do not want to show their records.

that other accountingprinciplescan only be applied in
norms are on

tax accounting as long as they are not at variance with As the carefully prepared and based
efficient businesses, they are the most effective

the provisionsof the Inome Tax Law 1984 and will not devices in Indonesia to distribute the tax burden in
damage the attainment of the objectives of the tax

policy underlying the design of the tax system already
a equitable manner. Small taxpayers who opt for

incorporated in the tax law. The provisions of the law applying norms are required by law to maintain a

are already stated in the law itself, but the objectives simple record of gross receipts, on the basis of
which net income is computed. Large taxpayersof the tax policy, even though already incorporated in whose is 60,000 Rp. but

the law, are not always easily traced in the words of gross revenue or more,
who do not keep proper books of account, will be

the law. To avoid difficulties in implementingthe law, audited and assessed, and the tax assessmentshall
the tax administration must issue a ruling on every be increased by penalty of 50% of the underpaida
actual case questioned by a taxpayer, a trade or busi- income tax. When the audit results in a lower in-
ness association, the Association of Accountants, a

public accountant,or a tax consultant. Any position of
come tax than the income tax calculatedby apply-

the tax administrationchallengedby a taxpayershould ing norms, the norms are applied. Small taxpayers
main-

be brought to tax court and a decision should be given
who do not comply with the requirement to

by the tax judge to eliminateany doubt or uncertainty.
tain a simple record of gross sales will be assessed
by using another set of norms to determine gross

The accountingmethods introduced in the new law for sales and the tax shall also be increasedby a penal-
taxpayers whose gross revenue or gross receipt is less ty of 50%.
than 60,000 Rp. recognize the inability of this sector (3) the calculation-norms system will eliminate or
to keep full books of record by giving them an optional mitigate bargaining practices that previously took
right to measure their business or professional income place to the detriment of society or governmentwith calculation norms. Calculation norms are in fact

revenue. By publishing the norms and openingratios of net profits or net income to gross revenue or them to criticismby society, they will be improved.
ross receipt preparedon an industry-to-industrybasis
(each industry is designated its own ratio or norm). My If the government can adhere to its policy of verifica-
view about the adoption of the calculation norms sys- tion and objectivity and administer guidelines for the
tem can be described as follows: classification of income in equally objectivean man-

(1) To force all taxpayerwith small businesses to keep ner, the Income Tax Law 1984 will increase revenue

full books of account is impossible, as a very large and provide certainty to the taxpayer. Clear rulings,
number of them are in fact unable to do so. But stating which of the GAAPs are acceptable,will allow

they should not be exempt altogether from the for greater respect and easier compliance by tax-

obligation to keep records of their business or pro- payers. The success of the new legislation will require
fession, given the case of a business whose gross support from both sides of the tax system, the taxpayer
revenueor gross receipt is less than 60,000 Rp. but and the administration. As can be determined from
which has the ability to keep full books of account. the above, the Indonesian tax system must develop a

This group of taxpayers is encouraged to be taxed precise set of accounting principles to achieve any of
on their income measured from their books of the goals of income taxation.
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rates for additional income.

(B. 106.486) BARTEL, J.C.K.W.; CHRISTIAANSE,J.H. RAAD, C. van.

Fiscaleaspecten van nv'sen bv's. Belastingverdragen.
Vierdedruk 1985. Tweede druk.

Ireland Deventer, Kluwer, 1985. 392 pp.,55 Dft. Deventer, Kluwer, 1985. 366 pp., 38 D.

Monographon the tax aspectsof public and Secondeditionof publicationcontainingthe
BRENNAN, Frank; MOORE, Paul. privatecompaniesand connectedsubjects. textsofdouble taxation treaties concludedby the

Corporationtax. (B. 106.607) Netherlands.
The 1963 and 1977 OECD Model Conventions

Thirdedition.
Dublin, The InstituteofTaxationin Ireland, SCHIE, P.M. van; are appended..
1985. 475 pp., £ 14. SWEDEN,W.W.van. (B. 106.639)
Textbookdescribingthe corporationtax based Hoofdlijnenvan het Nederlandsbelastingrecht.
on legislation in force as of 1 October 1985. Tweede, herzienedruk. BANKING IN THE NETHERLANDS.

(B. 106.610) Deventer,Kluwer, 1985.222pp..,45D. Amsterdam,Peat MarwickNederland
Second revised editionof textbookwith a general [Herengracht566, 1017 CH Amsterdam], 1984.

McATEER, Willie; REDDIN, George. outlineoftax law in the Netherlands. 250 pp

Incometax. (B. 106.608) Monographon banking regulations in the

3rd Edition. Netherlands.Taxation relating to banking
Dublin, The InstituteofTaxationin Ireland, FISCAAL MEMO 2. operations isalso considered.

1985.430pp.
Deventer,Kluwer, 1985.125pp. (B. 106.640)

Textbookdescribingthe income tax based on Summaryof relevant tax informationand

legislation in force on 1 October 1984, which connectedsubjects. CHRISTIAANSE,J.H.;

includes the IncomeTax Act 1967, the Finance (B. 106.630) DANIELS,J.J.J.H.

Acts from 1967 to 1984 and the CorporationTax Belastingadviseurenonderwijs.
Act 1976, so far as it relatesto income tax. SIKKELERUS,W.P. van. Pre-adviezenuit te brengenvoor de 31ste

(B.106.609) Inkoopvan eigen aandelen. jaarvergaderingvan de NederlandseOrde van

Civielrechtelijkeenfiscale aspecten. Belastingadviseursopvrijdag1Omei 1985 in het

GILHAWLEY,Anthony. Deventer,Fed, 1985. 293 pp., 84.50 Dfl. Congresgebouwte's-Gravenhage.
The Guinness& Mahonguide to pensions for Monographon the legal and tax aspectsarising Amstelveen,NederlandseOrde van

individuals. from purchaseof own sharesby a companyand Belastingadviseurs,1985. 110 pp

Dublin,Gilland MacmillanLtd. [Goldenbridge, other related subjectsunder Dutch tax law. The educationof tax expertsat niversitylevel,
Dublin 8],1985.150pp.,£6.95. (B. 106.606) discussedat the 3 1st annual meetingofthe

(B. 106.649) NederlandseOrdevan Belastingadviseurs
BUNDEL MEELES. (NetherlandsOrganizationof Tax Advisers),
Fiscale aspectenvan ondernemingen. heldon lOMay 1985.

Italy OpstellenaangebodenaanProf. D.A.M. Meeles (B 106.586)
tergelegenheidvan zijn emeritaataan de
KatholiekeHogeschoolTilburg DOING BUSINESS IN THE

DE NOVA, Giorgio. Deventer, Kluwer, 1985.186pp.,49 Dft. Netherlands.
Codicecivilee leggi collegate. FeestschriftentitledTax aspectsofbusiness Amsterdam,KMG Klynveld, Kraayenhof&
Costituzionedelle Repubblica;TrattatoC. E.E.; enterprisespresented to Prof. Meelesonhis Co.,1985.59pp.Codicecivile; Leggi collegate, 1985.

retirementfrom the Universityat Tilburg General information.toassist foreign investors
Bologna,N. ZanichelliEditore Spa. [Via Irnerio
34, Bologna, Italy], 1985.751 pp (B. 106.558) planningtosetupa businessin the Netherlands.

Consolidatedtextofthe Civil Code and (B. 106.642)
SINDEREN,Jrig van.

associatedstatutes, including the constitution .Some major causesof developmentsin Dutch INVESTMENTINCENTIVES IN
and treatieswith the European Economic

businessinvestment. the Netherlands.
Community. The Hague, MinistryofEconomicAffairs, 1985. Amsterdam,C& L Belastingadviseurs,1985.24
(B. 106.619) DiscussionPaper 8503.25pp. Pp

(B. 106.585) Bookletsummarizingthe encouragenent
measures to.inyest in the Netherlands,e.g. tax

Netherlands DE BELASTINGKRANT1986. credits, subsidiesand other forms of financial
14de jaarlijkseeditie. assistancewhen investmentsare made.

KAMERL1NG,R.N.J.; DEKKER RAX, P.G. Amsterdam,Annoventura,1986. 80 pp. (B. 106.659)
Handboekvoordebelastingcontrole. Guide for filing 1986 income tax returnon 1985
Spelregles& praktijksitutaties. income for individuals. JAARBOEKVOOR DE
Arnhem,GoudaQuintB.V., 1985. 317 pp., (B. 106.660) belastingpraktijk1986.
87.50 Dfl. Arnhem,NoorduijnB.V., 1986.371 pp.,62.50
Handbookdescribing the general rules and HET BELASTING-ABC1986. Dfl.
practicalsituationswith respect to tax control. 16de jaarlijkseeditie. List of organizationsoperatingand of mportance
Relevantstatutesare appended. Amsterdam,Annoventura,1986.192pp., 13.75 in the tax consultantpractice. Addressesoftax

(B.106.624) Dil. consultantofficesand partnersare also given.
Sixteenthannualeditionofguide to file the 1985 (B. 106.643)

BARTEL, J.C.K.W.; DEN BOER, P.; income tax returns.
VAN BRUNSCHOT,F.W.G.M.; (B. 106.641) KLAASSEN, J.; ZEVENBOOM,G.H.
VAN SOEST, J De nieuwejaarverslaggeving
Belastingen. MEERING, A.; JONKER, F.N.; Een gebruikershandleiding
Inkomstenbelasting;vermogensbelasting; BUIS,W. Derdedruk.
vennootschapsbelasting De bel.asting-alnanak1986 van EW Elseviers Deventer, Fed, 1986. 182 pp., 39.75 D.
Vijftiendedruk. weekblad. Considerationof the new annual reporting
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requirementsforenterprises. LENZ, Raoul; ROCHAT, Dominique. Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCooperation
(B. 106.587) Conventiondedouble impositionen matire and Development, 1986.71 pp

d'imptssurlerevenu et la fortuneavecla (B. 106.634)
MEELES, D.A.M. RpubliqueFderaled'Allemagne.
Welvaartsverstorendebelastingheffing Geneve, Fiches JuridiquesSusses [for address, WAINWRIGHT.Gordon R.

Afscheidsredegehoudenaan de Katholieke see above], 1983.19 pp Reportwriting; a new practicalguide to effective

Hogeschool te Tilburgop28 november 1985. Outline of the comprehensiveincome tax treaty report writing, presented in report form.

Deventer.Fed, 1985.37pp., 16.50 Di. between Switzerlandandthe German Federal London, ManagementUpdate Ltd.,43 Brodrick
Textofspecch givenon28 Novcmber 1985 by Republic,signed on 11 August 1971. Road, LondonSWI7 7DX. 1984. 108 pp.
Prof. Meeleson his retirenientfrom the (B. 106.592) (B. 106.637)
UniversityofTilburgon:Welfare-disturbing
taxation. OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS:

(B. 106.584) Switzerland.
Paris, Organisation for EconomicCooperation INTERNATIONAL

OPHEIKENS, L.; and Development, 1985.85 pp.
GROOT, H.C. de. (B. 106.635)
Schematischoverzichtvan de sociale

verzekeringswetten. United Kingdom WANLESS, P.T.

5le Druk, januari 1986. Taxation in centrallyplannedeconomies.
Deventer. Kluwer, 1986.16pp HERBERT, Mark; GREEN, Brian. Beckenham,CroomHelm Ltd. Publishers

Systematicsummaryofthe social nsurancelaws Whitemanand Wheatcrofton capital gainstax. [ProvidentHouse, Burrell Row, Beckenham,
in effecton 1 January 1986. Secondcumulativesupplementto third edition.

Kent BR3 lAT], 1985. 141 pp.,£ 16.95.

(B. 106.662) London. Swcet & Maxwell, I 985.2 10 pp Studyofthe fundamentalprinciplesandconcepts

(B. 106.605)
of taxation in centrallyplanned economies,with

UITTREKSEL ISMO-RAPPORT1985 reference to Eastern Europeancountries.

Misbruik en oneigenlijkgebruik bij belastingen, WHITEMAN, Peter G.; MILNE, David C.; (B. 106.535)
socialezekerheidensubsidiesinNederland. SHERRY,Michael.
The Hague,ISMOPublishingDepartment, WhitemanandWheatcrofton Income Tax. LANGER, Marshall J.

1985.33 pp BritishTax Encyclopedia.
Practical international tax planning

Extract fromthe ISMO Report 1985 dealingwith Sixthcumulativesupplementto the second
Thirdedition 1985.

misuse and fraude in taxation, social security edition. UptodatetoAugust15,1985.
New York, PractisingLaw Institute, 1985. 861

income and subsidiesin the Netherlands. PpLondon, Sweet& Maxwell, 1985.218pp.
(B. 106.661) (B. 106.604) Surveyofaspectsofinternational tax planning

includingtheeffectiveuseof foreign financial

MOORES & ROWLAND'STAX GUIDE centers and tax havens. Subjectsdealtwithare:

Norway 1985-86. the legal frameworkof internationaltax

Ninthedition. planning; taxplanningintheU.S.A. andoutside

MAGNUS, Per; NILSEN, Svein Tore. London, Butterworths, 1985.1185pp.,£ 25. the U.S.A.; offshore basisoutsidethe U.S.A.;

Nkkelentilselvangivelsenforinnteksret1985. Thistaxguideis a briefexplanationofthe fundamentalsofinternational taxation; import

Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening,1985. 170 pp. detailed tax legislation in ButterworthsYellow practice.
Guide for filing tax return for 1985 income. Tax Handbookand thecapital transfertax It is now in loose-leafform. The price of the basic

(B. 106.616) legislation in ButtcrworthsOrangeTax volume is $ 95 plusmailingcosts.
Handbook. (B. 106.622)
This edition coversonly the legislationapplicable

O.E.C.D. in 1985-86 as reproduced in the handbooks. WALMSLEY, John.

(B. 106.644) Handbookof internationaljoint ventures.

TAXATION AND THE ABUSE OF
London,Graham & Trotman Ltd. [Sterling

bank secrecy.
PINK, Geoffrey C. House, 66 Wilton Road, London SWl V 1DE],

Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operation Tax aspectsofcommodityand financial futures 1983. 161 pp.

and Development, 1985. 6 pp
transactions. Monographonall aspectsofinternationaljoint

(B. 106.597) London, Butterworths, 1985. 128 pp. ventures, includingtaxation.
Monographonthe U.K. taxation ruleson (B. 106.633)
commodity future markets, itsdevelopment,

Spain
both through the courtsand in thestatutes. INTERNATIONALCOMPARISONOF

(B. 106.645) directtaxonemploymentincome.
London, BoardofInland Revenue, 1985.18pp.

A GUIDE FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS. U.K. withsomeOECDTAX EFFICIENTPERSONAL Notecomparingthe
Madrid,Secretarade Estadode Comercioand investment. countries(Denmark,France, German Federal
Banco ExteriordeEspana, 1985. 125 pp. London,Arthur Andersen& Co., 1985. 90 pp Republic, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,U.S.A.)
General informationand legal aspectsofforeign Summaryof investmentopportunitiesby in termsofincome taxation and social security
investmentsinSpain, includingtaxation. individualsresident in the U.K. andthetax contributions.
(B. 106.656) treatmentapplicabletotheseinvestments.The (B. 106.669)

law is stated as of 1 August 1985.

Switzerland (B. 106.654) DAY, Theodore E.; STOLL, Hans R.;
WHALEY,Robert E.

INTERNATIONALCOMPARISONS Taxes, financialpolicy, andsmall business.

MASSHARDT, Heinz. ofdirecttaxonemploymentincome. Lexington,D.C. HeathandCompany, 1985.
Kommentarzur direkten London, Board of Inland Revenue, 1985.18 pp [Tobeobtainedfrom: GowerPublishing
Bundessteuer. NotecomparingtheU.K. withsomeOECD CompanyLtd., Hampshire,England], 167 pp ,

Zweite, erweiterteAuflage 1985. countries(Denmark, France, German Federal $ 37.

Zrich, SchulthessPolygraphischerVerlag, Republic, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,U.S.A.) Studyofsmall businessfinancingandtaxpolicy
1985.680pp.,178Sfr. in termsofincome taxation and social security conductedforthe Small Business
Second revised edition of handbookexplaining contributions. Administration.
the federal direct taxes (corporateincome tax (B. 106.669) (B. 106.658)
and individualincome tax). Thecommentis
arrangedperarticleofthestatute. OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS: 1984 FOREIGN EXCHANGERATES

(B. 106.652) United Kingdom. and restrictions.
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New York, Ernst & Whinney, International Agincourt,Carswell Company Ltd., [2330 STANDARDFEDERALTAX

Operations[153 East 53rd Street, New York MidlandAve., Agincourt;Ont.MIS 1P7], 1985. Reporter, 19851
I0022], 1985.20pp. 1050pp., C$ 87.50. Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1985.

(B. 106.506) Introductionon the principlesandconcepts Loose-leafpublication in 18 volumescomprising
which form the foundationof Canadian income the Internal RevenueCode, income tax,

DERDE ACS-EEG OVEREENKOMST. tax law. regulations,rulings, decisions, organizedby
Ondertekendop 8 December 1984 te Lom en (B. 106.541) code sectionsand annotated. On volume

bijbehorendedocumenten. containsindex.Supplementswill keepthe
Luxembourg,Official Publicationsofthe INCOMETAX material up to date.

EuropeanCommunities,1985. 580 pp. AmendmentsBiII C-84. (B. 106.602)
Full textin Dutch of the Third Agreementand Togetherwith table of Concordanceand
related documents,signedon8 December 1984 DepartmentofFinanceTechnicalNotes. Special IRS VALUATIONGUIDE
at Lom betweenthe EEC and the African, Releas. forincome,estateandgifttaxes.

Caribbeanand PacifieOcean regions. Don Mills, Richardde Boo, 1985.220pp Chicago,CommerceClearngHouse, Inc., 1985,
(B. 106.636) The legislationreproduced in thisspecial release, 220 pp.

which was given first reading in the House of (B. 106.566)
SZSZ, Ivn. Commonson26 November 1985, implements
The CMEA Uniform Law for International the Noticeof Ways and Means Motion tabled in KIEFFER, Walter.
Sales. the House of CommQnson 21 Noveiber 1985 Steuerliche Wirkungen des
2nd Revisededition. which flowed from the Federal Budget proposals grenzberschreitendenMobilien-Leasing.
Dordrecht,MartinusNijhoffPublishers[P.O. announced in May 1985. Unter Bercksichtigingder steuerlichen
Box 989,3300AZ Dordrecht],1985.291pp., (B. 106.567) Determinanten in Deutschland,
125 Dil. Frankreich Grossbritannien und USA.,

Monographdescribingthe fundamental PERSONLTAX Berlin, Erich SchmidtVerlagGmbH., 1983.

principlesand conceptsof internationalsales strategy. BetriebswirtschaftlicheStudien,No. 45.333 pp.,
appliedby centrallyplannedeconomiesof the Toronto, Price Waterhouse [Box 51, Toronto- 68 DM.
membercountriesofthe Council for Mutual DominionCentre,Toronto,Ont, M5K 1Gl], Thebookcontainsan investigationof the tax

EconomicAssistance. 1985. 48 pp. treatmentof internationaloperatingleasing
(B. 106.530) Informationon how to develop a personal tax companies.The tax provisions in Germany,

strategy to minimize the amountof tax due, France, the United KingdomandtheU.S.A. are

taking the 1985 changes into account. dealtwith.

(B. 106.546) (B. 106.332)
LATIN AMERICA 1984 CONFERENCEREPORT. FEDERAL INCOMETAXES OF

Reportofproceedingofthe thirty-sixth tax decedentsand estates.

conferenceconvenedby the CanadianTax Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1985.
NetherlandsAntilles Foundation,Toronto,Ontario,November 183 pp

26-28,1984. Report in the Tax AnalysisSeries explainingthe

METRY, Faroe. Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation, 1985.. 1208 incometax rules forthe decedent'sestateand for

Algemenebeginselenvan het belastingrecht Pp certain related trusts.

(capitaselecta) This volume is a report of the conference (B. 106.484)
Grondbelasting-Gebruiksbelasting proceedingsand includes the papersdeliveredat

Curaao, De CuraaoscheCourant, 1984.92pp. plenaryand concurrentsessions,case studiesand TAXATIONOF INTERNATIONAL
Textbookon the fundamentalprinciplesof solutionsof the workshopsessions. Topics executives.
NetherlandsAntilles tax law: introducedand include: Canada-U.S. income tax relations, New York, Deloitte Haskins&Sells, 1985.361
summarizedare the land tax and real property internationalaspectsof the United StatesTax Pp
use tax on dwellings,with referencesto case law. Reform Act of 1984; estate planning,a value Guide based on the paperspresentedat an

(B. 18.374) added tax to replace the federal sales tax. internationalsymposiumsponsoredby Deloitte

(B. 106.542) Haskins& Sellsin Stockholm.
(B. 106.471)

DAS NEUE

MIDDLE EAST Investitionsgesetzvon 1985. TANZI, Vito.

Cologne, Bundesstelle fr'Aussenhandels- Fiscal deficitsand interest rates in the United
informations, 1985. States.

Bahrain
Berichte un Dokumentezum auslndischen An empiricalanalysis, 1960-84.
Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,No. 197.60pp Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund,
Introductionto the new Investment Law of 1985. 1985.27pp

BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES: The English and French textsofthe Investment (B. 106.524)
Bahrain. Lawareappended.
Fourthedition. (B. 106.574) FRENTZ, Herbert K.
Hong Kong, The Hong Kong and Shanghai 1986CaliforniaTax Handbook.
BankingCorporation,1985. 37 pp. EnglewoodCliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1986.777
Revisedand updated informationon the pp.,$ 16.50.
economicandinvestmentclimate in Bahrain. Handbookdesigned for practitionersand
Taxation is dealt with. studentswhowant to become acquaintedwith
(B.56.725) the provisionsofthe California Revenueand

U.S.A.
TaxationCode.
(B. 106.650)

NORTH AMERICA PRENTICE-HALL1986 BERNSTEIN, Seymour F.
FederalTax Handbook. New York Tax Handbook 1986.
EnglewoodCliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980.744 EnglewodCliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1986.470
pp pp.,$ 15.

Canada Annual 1986 federal tax handbookproviding Monographgiving a compactand comprehensive
informationfor filingcompanyand personal presentationof the entire New York State and

KRISHNA, Vern. income tax returns forthe 1985 tax year. New York City tax systems.
The fundamentalsofCanadian income tax. (B. 106.617) (B. 106.651)
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Africa rcleasc239 ABCFHRERSOZIALVERSICHERUNG
CCH Canadian Ltd., Don Mills. release 30

FIDAFRICA FachverlagSchffer&Co., Stuttgart.CANADATAXSERVICE-RELEASE
release 2
Fidafrica, Paris. releases 575,576.577 DEUTSCHSTEUERPRAXIS-

Richardde Boo, Ltd., Toronto. NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER

FISCALITEAFRICAINE STEUERFLLE
CANADIANCURRENTTAX

rcleascs2,3 release 107

Editions Fiduciaire France release I Verlag Dr. OttoSchmidt,Cologne.
Afrique, Paris. Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.

KOMMENTARZUR
DOMINIONTAXCASES EINKOMMENSTEUER

Australia releases3, 4 (Einschl. Lohnsteuerund

CCH Canadian Ltd., Don Mills. Krperschaftsteuer)
AUSTRALIANINCOMETAX- relcase 148
LAWANDPRACTICE FOREIGNINVESTMENTINCANADA Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt,Cologne.

Cases Report Bulletin
releases41-49 releases IC6 STEUERGESETZE

Replacementpages- legislation Prentice-HallofCanada, Ltd., Scarborough. release December 1985
releases 15-18; 7,9 C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung,Munich.

ButterworthsLtd., North Ryde. INCOMETAXATIONINCANADA-
REPORTBULLETIN

International
Belgium releases460-463

Prentice-Hall Inc., Scarborough. STEUERN IN EUROPA, USA,
COMMENTAAROPHETWETBOEK KANADAUNDJAPAN
VAN DE INKOMSTENBELASTING Mennel

CommonMarket (EEC)rcleasc93 release 11

MinistryofFinance, Brussels. Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,Herne.
HANDBOEKVOORDEEUROPESE

DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE GEMEENSCHAPPEN

INZAKEB.T.W./LEDOSSIER Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestukken The Netherlands
PERMANENTDELAT.V.A. release 249

release 174 Kluwer, Deventer. BELASTINGWETGEVING:

EditionsService, Brussels. Editie J.M.M. Creemers
releases57,58

FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE Denmark
GoudaQuint-D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

VANDEWINCKELE
SKATTEBESTEMMELSER

Tome I, release 70 BELASTINGWETYEN

Tome Il, release47
- Skattebestemmelser-

release 120
Tome III, release62 systematisk GoudaQuint-D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

release 169Tome VI, release 5 l
Tome IX, release 174

- Skattenyt- kronologisk CURSUSBELASTINGRECHT
Tome XIV, releases204,205 releases 172,173,174
CED-Samsom,Brussels. A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor. release 116

Copenhagen. GoudaQuint-D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

GUlDE FISCALPERMANENT
EDITIE VAKSTUDIEBELASTING-

release477 France WETGEVING:
EditionsService, Brussels.

GemeentelijkeBelastingene.a.
JURISCLASSEUR-DROITFISCAL

GUIDEPRATIQUEDEFISCALITE -FISCALITEIMMOBILIERE
release95

Kluwer, Deventer.
Tome 1, release70 release51
Tome 11, release 55 EditionsTechniques,Paris. FISCALEWETTEN
Tome 111, release60

release 143
CED-Samsom,Brussels.

FED, Deventer.

VAKCURSUSSEN GermanFederal Republic
INKOMSTENIN DE

releases 164,165 ABCFHRERLOHNSTEUER AGRARISCHESECTOR
MinistryofFinance, Brussels.

release December 1985 release78
FachverlagfrWirtschafts-und Steuerrecht. Kluwer, Deventer.

Canada
ABCFHRERLOHNSTEUER KLUWERSFISCAALZAKBOEK

CANADA INCOMETAXGUIDE release December1985 releases239-242
REPORTS FachverlagSchffer& Co., Stuttgart. Kluwer, Deventer.
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KLUWERSTAR1EVENBOEK release 11 U.S.A.
The TaxpayerPublishingCompany,Capetown.releases327,328,329

Kluwer,Deventer. FEDERALTAXES-REPORT
BULLETIN

RECHTSPERSONEN Spain releases8,9,10
release65 MANUALDELAADMINISTRACION Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.

Kluwer,Deventer. releasesJanuary,February 1986 FEDERALTAXGUIDE

STAATS-EN ADMINISTRATIEF- T.A.L.E.,Madric. releases 17-20
RECHTELIJKEWETI'EN Prentice-Hall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.

release217 Switzerland
Kluwer, Deventer. FEDERALTAXGUIDEREPORTS

DIESTEUERNDERSCHWEIZ/ releases 16-19
VAKSTUDIE-FISCALE LES IMPOTS DE LA SUISSE CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., Chicago.
ENCYCLOPEDIE: IV, release64

Algemeendeel VerlagfrRecht und Gesellschaft,Basel. FEDERALTAXTREATIES-
-

releases 133,134,135 REPORTBULLETIN

Inkomstenbelasting1964 release l-

releases497-501 Prentice- Hall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.
Successiewet1956 UnitedKingdom-

release 113 STANDARDFEDERALTAXREPORTS
Kluwer, Deventer. BR1TISHTAXGUIDE

releases 1,2,3
releases79,80 CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., Chicago.

Norway CommerceClearingHouse, Chicago.
STATETAXGUIDE

SIMON'STAXCASESSKATTE-NYTT releases869,870,871
releases4-8

A, release 1 CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., Chicago.
Butterworth& Co., London.

B,releases5-11
Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo. TAXIDEAS-REPORTBULLETIN

SIMON'STAXES
releases3-4

South Africa release 100 Prentice-Hall,Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.
Butterworth& Co., London.

THETAXPAYER'SPERMANENT U.S. TAXATIONOF INTERNATIONAL
VOLUMEONINCOMETAXINSOUTH VALUEADDEDTAX-DEVOIL OPERATIONS
AFRICA release 126 releases2,3
David MeyerowitzandErwin Spiro Butterworth& Co., LOndon., PrenticeHall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.

CUMULATIVEINDEX1986-Nos.1-2
I. ARTICLES: Taiwan:

,

Argentina: Jap Kim Siong:
M.A.Ga. Caballero: Taiwan: An outlineof the proposedvalue added tax system 18

Argentina: Mandatoryloan based on savingscapacity 71 Taiwan: Tax changes for 1986 66

Bangladesh: U.S.A.:
K.A.Gofran: William S. Conely and William G. Dodge:
Bangladesh:Depreciationallowancesunder U.S.A.: New Delaware law facilitatesfailsafeplanning 3
the income-taxordinance1984-A summary 20 Zimbabwe:
Fiji: D.G. Murphy:
DennisOlmstead: The Zimbabwe 1985 Budget 23
Fiji: An outlineof the BudgetTax proposals for 1986 66
Ghana: Il. REPORTSANDDOCUMENTS
B.A. Sergiovanniand J.E.A. Mills:
A surveyof taxeson the individual in Ghana 47 EuropeanCommunities:
Dr. J.E.A. Mills: FinancingtheCommunity 28
Ghana'swealth tax: Source issues
and problems 49 Korea(DemocraticPeople'sRepublic)

Executivedecreeconcerningthe joint ventureact.
India: Resolutionby the Council of Ministersof 20 March 1985 15
Kalash C. Khanna:
India: Aspectsofthe black economy-Reportofa''study 61 UiitedKingdon:
Parimal M. Parikh: Exchangerate fluctuations 26

Is tax avoidancemerginginto tax evasion
Changen the judiciaries'approach to tax avoidance 11 III. lFA NEWS
International:
R. Mansury:

Seminar: Interpretationof tax treaties 75

The measurementof businessincome Branches 86

Part I: Theconceptsof measurementof
businessincomein theory 55 IV. CONFERENCEDIARY 22,60
Malaysia
DennisOlmstead: V. BIBLIOGRAPHY 36,87
Malaysia: An outlineof the 1985 Budget tax proposals 68

Nigeria: - Books 36,87
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TheGovernment'spurpose is to makethe Britishpeoplea nationof
shareholders.This, along with many other statements, enunciatedHiroshi Kaneko:
the path of the British Government for the next year. This note will

BASICSTRUCTUREOFTHE FOREIGNTAXCREDIT give extracts from the Budget Speechpresentedby the Chancellor
SYSTEMOFJAPAN ..............................148 of the Exchequer, the Rt. Hon. Nigel Lawson, M.P., on 18 March
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BasicStructureof theForeignTaxCredit

SystemofJapan
by Hiroshi Kaneko

ITL. 3 By that time, the Japaneseeconomyhad already
Professor Kaneko is presently teaching at the University of recovered from the severe damage caused by the Sec-
Tokyo. He was a RockefellerFoundation Grantee from 1961- ond World War, and had begun to grow rapidly. In the
63 at Harvard Law School, studying United States tax law.
He returned to Harvard under a grant from the Japanese process of this development, an increase of mutual

Government in 1976 for one year. In 1979 he was at Boalt trade and investment between foreign countries was

Hall, University of California researching corporate income assumed indispensable for the economic growth of

tax laws of Japan and the Unitecl States. Professor Kaneko Japan. Therefore, the Japanese Government took
is President of the Japanese Society for Tax Law and a positive steps to open the Japanese market interna-
member of the Tax Policy Committee for the Japanese Gov- tionally as well as to encourage Japanese enterprises
ernment, as well as many other distinguishedorganizations. to do business and invest in foreign markets. As one

It is an honor to publish the English version of this article of these stes, attempts were made to eliminate tax
which was previouslypublished in French in Economica in a barriers anc deterrents and to make the tax system
special issue in honor of Professor Paul Marie Gaudemet

(1984)
more favorable for foreign trade and investment. The
foreign tax credit system was an important factor in
these attempts.
Even before 1962, Japan had used the foreign tax

I. INTRODUCTION credit method. However, the system was simple and
primitive. For instance, the scope of the creditable

In the Japanese tax system, foreign source income is foreign tax was not always clear. Also, the per-cuntry
included in the tax base the same as domestic source limitation method was used concerning limitation of
income, for both corporate and individual income credit. These elements were thought to be deterrents
taxes (hereafter the world-widesystem). In order to to business activitiesand capital investmentsin foreign
avoid international double taxation under the world- countries. The amendmentof 1962 was to change this
wide system, both Corporation Tax Law (hereafter situation. The systen adoptedby this amendmentwas

CTL) and Personal Income Tax Law (hereafter very advanced and generous in avoiding international
ITL) adopt two alternatives. One alternative is the double taxation. It could perhaps be said that the
deduction of foreign tax as an expense in computing Japanese system was the most advanced and generous
net income (CTL Sec. 41, ITL Sec. 46), and the other in the world at that time. Since it was too generous in
is a credit of foreign tax against Japanese tax which is some respects, amendments were made in 1983 to

computedwith the inclusion of foreign source income bring the system more in line with internationalstand-
in the tax base' (CTL Sec. 69, ITL Sec. 95). Since the ards.
first alternativegives greater benefit to taxpayersonly
in exceptional cases, the second alternative is usually The purpose of this article is to introducethe Japanese
chosen by taxpayers. The foreign tax credit method is system of foreign tax credit to tax scholars and

adopted for Japanese taxpayers in tax treaties con- specialistsof foreign countries. Part II will outline the

cluded by Japan to avoid internationaldouble taxation system and Part III will introducesme recent amend-

(for instance, the Netherlands-JapanTreaty Section ments. Part IV will describe a problem that needs to

24(1)). be solved in the future.

This combination of the world-wide system and the There are two interesting problems in the Japanese
foreign tax credit method is based on the idea that this
is a better means than the exemptionof foreign source

income from the tax base to maintainequalitybetween 1. Concerning the foreign tax credit system of Japan. cf. M. Takeda.

taxpayers who do business or invest in the domestic Corporation Tax Law, 489 et seq. (1983); Y. Komatsu, InternationalTax-

market and taxpayers who do business or invest in the ation, 116 et seq. (1983); T. Honjo and N. Nishikawa, Knowledge of
Taxationon InternationalTransactions,423 et seq (1975); Y. Watanabe,

foreign market, as well as to maintain neutrality in the Foreign Tax Credit, 3 ed. (1980)
tax systern between buiness activities and investment 2. Concerning notions of capital-export neutrality and capitai-import
in the domestic economy and those in foreign coun- neutrality, cf., M. SatoandR.M. Bird, lnternationalAspectof the Taxation

tries. Therefore, it could be said that the Japanese tax of Corporations and Shareholders,22 IMF Staff Papers Vol. 22, no. 2

system is based on the notion of capitai-exportneutral- (1975).
3. Concerning the amendment of 1962, cf. Y. Ueno, Amendment of

ity, not capital-importneutrality. ProvisionsconcerningInternationalTaxation. in NationalTax Administra-

The structure of the present foreign tax credit system
tion Agency, 1962 Amendmentsof Tax Law, 60 et seq. (1962); M. Takeda,
Taxationof Foreign Corporationsand Foreign Tax Credit,ZeimuTsushin,

was formulated in 1962 by amendments to CTL and no. 705,30 et seq. (1962)
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foreign tax credit system; one is the tax-sparingcredit thereto in lieu of tax on net income. This means

clause in treaties with developing nations,4 and the so-called in-lieu tax.
other is the anti-tax haven legislation of 1979.5 How-
ever, these problems are omitted in this article. The In order for a levy by a foreign government to be

writer will publish separate articles on these problems credited, it should be tax in its nature; that is to say,
the nature, not the name of the levy, is controlling.in the future.
Three examples will be described here. First, addi-

Since the structure of the foreign tax credit system is tions, interests or fines for non-observanceof tax law
basically the same for both corporationtax and income or tax evasion are not creditable, even if they are

tax, the description hereafter will be limited to the named tax (interest tax, addition tax, etc.) in the
case of corporations. statute (CTLCO Sec. 141(3)). Second, government

debt which is compulsorily raised under the name of
tax is not creditable, as far as the government is

II. OUTLINE OF THE SYSTEM obliged to refund it in the future. Third, foreign tax
which is in its nature the price for a privilege or a

In Japan, corporation tax is imposed by-the national special right, such as a mining right, can notbe cre-

government on the taxable income of corporationsat ed.
a rate of 42% for retained income and 32% for income
paid out as dividends6 (CTL Sec. 66(1), Special Tax Some developing countries calculate the amount of

Treatments Law Sec. 42). Prefectures and ocal com- corporation tax by applying a certain percentage to

munities also impose a surcharge on the corporation gross revenue or gross sales instead of applying a tax

tax at rates of 5% and 12.3% respectively (hereafter rate to net income. This is an exampleof an in-lieu tax.

local corporation tax) (Local Tax Law (hereafter Incidentally, the unitary tax of California and some

LTL) Secs. 51, 314-6). These rates for local corpora-
other states of the United States is not an in-lieu tax,
but a corporation income tax in itself. Only the methodtion tax are standard rates. Prefecturesand local com-

munities can adopt different rates, so long as they do of calculation of net income is special. In order for a

not exceed 6% and 14.7% respectively. foreign tax to be creditable as an in-lieu tax, a corpora-
tion income tax should exist and a substitutionrelation

Taxable income of corporations is basically the excess between the two taxes.
of gross revenue over expense (CTL Sec. 22). As men-

tioned before, Japanese corporations should include
their foreign source income in the tax base, and can

2. Limitationof credit

credit foreign corporation tax against Japanese cor-

poration tax and local corporation tax (CTL Sec. 69, As in other countries, the Japanese tax system limits

LTL Secs. 53(8), 221-8(8)). the amount of foreign tax credit. This is based on two

In this Part, three basic problems will be discussed. rationales.8The first is that such a limitation is neces-

sary to protect the tax revenue of Japanese Govern-
ments (both national and local). The second is that it

1. Creditable foreign taxes is necessary to prevent other countries (especially de-
veloping countries) from keeping their tax rates high,

CTL defines foreign corporation tax as taxes im- and consequently to mitigate tax barriers to interna-
posed by foreign governments which are, as deter- tional trade and investment.
mined by Cabinet Order, equivalent to Japanese cor-

poration tax7 (Sec. 69(1)). By means of this delegated The limitation adopted by Japan is the so-called over-

power, the Cabinet Order to Enforce CTL (hereafter all limitation, not per-country limitation. The amount

CTLCO) provides that foreign corporation tax of the limitation is the part of national and local corpo-
means taxes mposed on the income of Japanese cor-

' ration taxes which corresponds to foreign source in-

porations by foreign national and local governments
come (CTLCO Sec. 142(1), LTLCO Secs. 9-7(4), 48-

based on statute, order or other forms of law (Sec. 13(5)). Therefore, the formulas for calculating the

141(1)). limitation are as follows:

CTLCO also provides that the following taxes are (a) Formula for national corporation tax

included in foreign corporation tax (Sec. 141(2)). total foreign source income
1. Excess profits tax and other taxes on particular amountofcorporationtax x

total ncome subject
portions of corporation income. to corporation tax

2. Surtax on tax which is imposed on corporation
income or particular portions thereof. 4. Cf. H. Kaneko, Tax-Sparing Credit Clause in Tax Treaties, in 1

3. Tax which belongs to the same item as corporation Kohogaku Kenkyu for the Celebration of Professor S. Sugimura's Seven-

income tax and which is imposed, for the conven-
tieth Birthday, 1,167 et seq. (1973).
5. Cf. Y. lshiyama, in Recourse to Tax Havens - Use and Abuse, IFA

ience of assessment and enforcement, on gross Seminar Paper, 67 et seq (1980)
revenue or the equivalent thereto, instead of net 6. These rates are increased to 43.3% and 33.3% as a temporary mea-

profit, of particular income of the corporations as surt until 31 March 1987.

the tax base. Withholding tax on interest, divi- 7 Concerning the scope of foreign corporation tax, cf. Watanabe, op.

dend, etc. is an example of this tax.
cit., 30 et seq.; H. Kaneko, Foreign Tax Credit System of Japan, 10 Tax
Law Review 90 et seq. (1982).4. Tax imposed on gross revenue or equivalent 8. Cf. Kaneko, id., 192 et seq
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(b) Formula for prefectural corporation tax family corporationsor the special excess tax on short-
5 term capital gains on the sale of land. Second, the

amount of (a) above x --1-00 amount of total income subject to corporations tax

(c) Formula for local communitiescorporation tax (the denominator) is different from the concept of

12.3 taxable income of corporationsin one respect: it is the
amount of (a) above x -1-00 amount before the deduction of net-loss carred over

from previous years (CTLCO Sec. 142(2)). This is
When local corporation tax is imposed at a rate higher based on the consideration that it is difficult, in a

than the standardrates, as mentionedbefore, corpora- practical sense, to allocate net loss of past years be-
tions can at theiroption calculate the amountof limita- tween domestic and foreign source incomes. Third,
tion using the higher rate they actually adopted CTLCO provides that foreign source income is all

(LTLCO Secs. 9-7(4), 48-13(5), each proviso). income other than domestic source income (Sec.
Creditable foreign tax should first be credted against 142(3)). The scope of domestic source income is pro-
national corporation tax to the extent of the limitation vided by Section 138 of CTL. Therefore, the scope of

amount of (a) above (CTL Sec. 69(1)). If the amount foreign source income is decided by this provision.
of creditable foreign tax exceeds the amount of (a), This means that the scope of foreign source income is

the excess amount is to be credited against prefectural decided by source rules of Japan, not of foreign coun-

corporation tax to the extent of the amount of (b) tries. l0 Also, the amount of foreign source income is

above (LTL Sec. 59(8), and then against local commu- calculated according to Japanese law, not the law of

nities corporation tax to the extent of the arnount of foreign countriesIl (CTLCO Sec. 142(3)). A descrip-
(c) above (LTL Sec. 321-8(8)). tion wll be given in Part III below of some important

points concerning the scope and calculationof foreign
Two measures are adopted to eliminate international source income.
double taxation as completely as possible. First, if the
amount of the creditable foreign tax exceeds in a year
the aggregateamountof the limitationsof the formulas 3. Indirect foreign tax credit

of (a), (b) and (c) above, the excess amount is still
creditableagainst the corporation tax of the same year

In order to maintain equality between taxpayers and

to the extent of the amountofunused limitation (the the neutralityof the tax system, with regard to business

amount of excess of the limitation over the creditable activities of domestic corporations in foreign coun-

foreign tax) of the five preceding years (CTL Sec. tries, it is necessary to treat equally corporations that

69(2), CTLCO Secs. 143, 144, LTLCO Secs. 9-7(4), establish branches and those that establish sub-

48-13(5). This measure is called carryforwardof un- sdiaries. For that reason, since 1962 Japan has

used limitation. The function of this measure is the adopted the so-called indirect foreign tax credit, under

same as that of carrying back of the excess amount to which domestic corporations can deem as paid by
the five precedingyears. However, the method is com- themselves the portion of foreign corporation tax paid
pletely different from the carryback of the excess by their subsidiaries corresponding to dividends they
amount. The reason why carryforward of the unused receive, and credit it against their Japanese corpora-

limitation is adopted insteadof carrybackof the excess tion tax (CTL Sec. 69(4)).
amount, is to avoid the re-openingof the account and Corporations can get indirect foreign tax credit only
the re-calculation of tax liability tor past years.9 This when two requirementsare satisfied (CTL Sec. 69(4),
system is convenientfor both the taxpayersand the tax CTLCO Sec. 146).
administration. If this is a unique system of Japan, it
is worthy of attention from the vewpointof compara- First, corporations should hold at least 25% of their

tive tax policy. Second, if the excess amount still re- subsidiaries voting shares or paid-in, capital, continu-

mains after the carrying forward the unused limitation ously for at least six months before dividends are de-

above, the excess arnount can be carried forward to clared. Therefore, Japan follows the OECD Model

five succeeding years (CTL Sec. 69(3), CTLCO Sec. Convention in this regard. Though there is opinion in

145, LTCCO Secs. 9-7(2), 48-13(2)). Thus, Japanese Japan that the 25% holding rate is too high, and that

corporationscan offset the excess of creditable foreign it should be replaced for instance by a 10% holding
tax over the limitation with the unused limitations of rate as in the United States system, it seems that the

ten other years, altogether. From the viewpoint of possibility of such an amendment is very slight. 12 In-

comparative tax law, perhaps this is the most lenient stead, it is the policy of Japan to reduce the holding
system in the world. rate by tax treaty when it is necessary. For instance,

the tax treaty with the United States adopts a 10%
Incidentally, when the amount of creditable foreign rate.
tax within the amount of limitation exceeds the
amount of corporation tax, corporations can claim a Second, foreign subsidiaries should not be corpora-

refund of the excess amount (CTLSecs. 74(1)(iii),79). tions which do not carry on business by themselves,or

It is necessary to make some commentsconcerningthe
limitation formula of (a) above. First, national corpo-

9. Cf. id., 104.
10. Watanabe, op. cit., 50 et seq

ration tax means only normalcorporationtax and does 11. Ibid. 65 et seq
not include the special tax on retained earnings of 12. Kaneko, op. cit., 101.
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which are established primarily for abatement of the 2. Sourceofincomefrom sale ofmovable
tax burden. The purpose of this requirement is to inventories
prevent tax avoidance. ,3

The amount of the portion of foreign corporation tax Under Japanese source rules, income from the sale of

paid by subsidiaries corresponding to dividends (the movable inventories has its source at the place of sale
amount of indirectly creditable foreign corporation (CTL Sec. 138(i), CTLCO Secs. 176(1), 141(3)). Until

tax) is calculated according to the following formula 1983, it was provided that the place of sale was deemed

(CTLCO Sec. 147(1)): to be outside of Japan, and, consequently, income
therefrom was foreign source income if one of the

dividends received following three requirements satisfied (CTLCOFx was
I-F Secs. 176(4), 142(4)).

where I = income of foreign subsidiaries 1. The inventory was located outside of Japan, im-

F = foreign corporation tax on foreign mediately before the sale.

subsidiaries 2. Contract of sale was concluded outside of Japan.
3. An important part (e.g. negotiation) of the ac-

For the indirect credit, the same rules as for direct tivities for concludingthe contractwere performed
credit are applied in the definitionofcreditable foreign outside of Japan.
corporation tax, limitation of credit, carryforward of
unused limitation,carryforwardof excessof creditable Under this treatment, the amount of the numerator

foreign tax over limitation, and refund of excess of and consequently the amount of limitationof credit of

creditable foreign tax over Japanese corporation tax. the formula of (a) in II-2 above was apt to increase.
Needless to say, since creditable foreign corporation However, many countries, includingJapan, adopt, for
tax of subsidiaries is deemed to have been paid by business income of foreign corporations, the so-called

parent corporations, the amount thereof should be no taxation without permanent establishmentprin-
grossedup to the tax base of the latter (CTLSec. 28). ciple by either domestic law or treaty. Consequently,

Japanese corporations are not taxed by foreign coun-

tries that adopt the above principle on income fromIII. SOME RECENT AMENDMENTS the sale of inventories, unless they have a permanentThree important amendmentswere made in 1983 con- establishment in these countries, even if one of the
cerning t ae scope and calculation of foreign source above-mentioned requirements is satisfied. There-
income.'4 An outline of these amendments will be fore, the treatment above was not only too generous,provided here. giving improper and unnecessary benefit to corpora-

tons, but contrary to the generallyacceptedprinciples1. Treatmentof net loss n one country of internatonal taxation.
Under the over-all limitation method, the net loss
produced in one foreign country should be offset with

For that reason, the above treatmentwas abolished by
the 1983 amendment, and a new rule was adopted, 6

net profit produced in other countries in the calcula-
tion of the amount of total foreign source income. under which income from the sale of inventories is

treated as foreign-source income only if the sale isHowever, in the system prior to the 1983 amendment, carried out through a permanent establishment 1o-
corporations were given the option of offsetting net cated outside of Japan (CTLCO Sec. 142(4)(i)(a)).loss in one country with net profit in other countries However, some countries do not adopt the no taxa-
or ignoring the net loss (CTLCO Sec. 142(3) proviso). tion without permanent establishment principle andThis was a remnant of the per-country limitation sys-
tem prior to 1962, and worked to increase the amount mpose tax on income from the sale of inventories of

of the numeratorof the formula of (a) in II-2 above by foreign corporationseven if they do not have a perma-

the amount of net loss, and consequently increase the
nent establishment within their jurisdiction. Taking
this possibility into account, it is also provided that

amount of limitation of credit, compared to a case in
corporationscan at their option treat the income fromwhich net loss was offset with net profit. Therefore, the sale of inventories foreign income, whenthis was a deviation from the principleof over-alllimi- as source

tation. 5 Also, it favored corporationsthat do business foreign corporation tax is imposed thereon, even if the
sale is not carried out through a permanent establish-in more than one country against those that do busi-
ment located outside of Japan (id. (b))ness only in one country. For these reasons, the option

above was abolishedby the 1983 amendment,and now As a result of this amendment, it could be said that the
corporationsshould offset net loss in one country with Japanese system in this regard is now in line with the
net profit of other countries in calculating the total general principle of foreign tax credit.
foreign source income (CTLCO Sec. 142(3)).
13. Watanabe, op. cit., 133 et seq

3. Allocationof expenses
14. Concerning the amendment of 1983, cf. Note, Amendmentof Provi-
sions of CTLCO concerningForeign Tax Credit, 3 Journal of International Needless to say, expenses necessary to produce
Taxation, no. 4, 20 et seq. (1983); S. Odajima, Amendment of Computa- foreign-source ncome of domestic corporationstion of Foreign Source Income n Foreign Tax Credit System, 3 Journal of should be deducted in calculating the amount thereof.InternationalTaxation, no. 5, 11 et seq. (1983).
15. Kaneko. op. cit.. 103 et seq. The most difficult problem here is how to allocate
16. Note, Journal of International Taxation, op. cit., 22 et seq expenses that are common to both domestic and
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foreign activitiessuch as general managementexpense directly attributable to foreign business activities
and sales promotion expense (hereafter common ex- (hereafter common interest expense) of wholesale

penses), between domestic and foreign source in- or manufacturingbusiness corporations, the allocable
comes. amount should be decided as a general rule by multi-

The Japanese tax system was very vague on this matter plying (a) the total amount of common interest ex-

until the amendmentof 1983. ,7 There was no provision pense by (b) the ratio of the amount of book value of

for this in either statute or cabinet and ministerial the assets for foreign business activities to the book

orders. Though there was a ruling on this matter, its value of all assets of the corporation (CTBR 16-3-

contents were general and vague. It provided that, 11(1)).
first, of the headquarterexpenses of corporationsex- Third, concerning common interest expense of bank-

pended in each accounting year (expenses which cor- ing businesscorporations,the allocableamountshould
porations expend for the function of general control be decided as a general rule by applying(a) the average
and supervision of branches, and which can not be interest rate of borrowed money and deposits to (b)
attributed solely to a particular branch), the amount the amount of the average balance of loans outstand-

appropriately apportioned in their accounting as at- ing and securities held by the corporation which pro-
tributable to foreign source income is included in ex- duce foreign source income (id. (2)).
pense in the calculation of the amount thereof, and,
second, the amount of common expenses apportioned Fourth, concerning common interest expense of cor-

by corporations in their accounting to foreign source porations whose business is other than wholesale,

income will be accepted as appropriate by Japanese manufacturing and banking, allocation should be

tax authorites, when the amount was treated as ex-
made by one of the two methods above (id. (3)).

pense by the source country in computing its corpora- Fifth, when none of the three methods mentioned
tion tax, unless such treatmenthas harmful tax effects above accords with the contents of the bsiness of

(National Tax AdministrationAgency, Basic Rulings corporations,with prior consentof the tax authorities,
on CorporationTax (hereafter CTBR) 16-12-14). all or part of common expenses or common interest

Since this ruling was too vague and did not have clear expense can be allocatedaccordingto a standardwhich

standards, it could not give precise guidelines,and was
can be recognized to accord with the contents of the

apt to give discretion to corporations concerning the business such as amount of receipts, amount of. direct

allocationof commonexpenses. Therefore, the alloca- expense, market value of assets, and number of

tion of common expenses varied from corporation to employees (CTBR 16-3-12).
corporation18 (lack of uniformity), and it was quite Owing to the amendmentabove, corporationsare now

possible that unnecessarybenefit was afforded to cor- granted higherpredictabilityconcerningthe allocation

porations by increasing the amount of the numerator ofcommonexpenses. Also, the allocationwill be more

and consequently the amount of limitationof credit of in line with the generally accepted principle of foreign
the formula (a) in II-2 above. tax credit. However, the new rule could work injuri-
To respond to these problems, a new rule was adopted ously to corporations when source countries do not

in 1983 by amendment to CTLCO. Section 142(6) approve the allocation of common expenses in com-

thereof provides that common expenses should be al- puting the amount of their corporation tax.

located according to a standard which can be recog- All three of the above-mentionedamendmentsaim to

nized as rational in view of the contents of business of make the Japanese foreign tax credit system more

corporations and the nature of expenses such as the equal and neutral, and more in line with the general
amountof gross receipts, the amountof assets, and the principles of international taxation and foreign tax

number of employees. This provision apparently of- credit. However, it should be noted at the same time

fers clearer, and more concrete standards than the old that the JapaneseGovernmenthas been Sufferingseri-

ruling above. However, since there are ambiguities ous financialdeficits in recent years due to a slowdown
about interpretationthereof, the NationalTax Admin- of economicgrowth since the oil shock, and that these

istration Agency issued rulings to maintain uniformity amendmentswere part ofvariousattemptsby the Gov-
between corporations.9 Without going into detail, ernment to increase its revenue.

these rulings can be summarized as follows.

First, concerning common expenses other than in- IV. SUMMARYANDA PROBLEMTHAT

terest expense, when it is difficult to calculate for each REMAINS
item thereof the amount to be allocated to foreign
source income, the allocable amount should be de- As mentionedabove, Japan has a rather advancedand

cided as a general rule by multiplying (a) the entire elaborate system of foreign tax credit. Until recently,
amount of common expenses by (b) the ratio of the it had some lenient elementswhich deviated from gen-
amount of total sales profit from foreign activities to

the amount of total sales profit of the corporation (for 17. Cf. ibid., 23 et seq.; Watanabe, op. Cit., 69 et seq
interests, dividends and royalties, the amount of re- 18. Cf. Note, Journal of International Taxation, op. cit., 24.

ceipts) (CTBR 16-3-10). 19. Concerning these rulings, cf. T. Toshima, ConcerningAmendments
of Basic Rulings on Corporation Tax (1), Zeimu Tsushin no. 1797,13

Second, concerning interest expense, other than that (1983).
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eral principles of foreign tax credit. These elements of international double taxation that remains could be
were a part of the Japanese Government's economic substantial.
policy to encourage foreign trade and investmentand, Thus, this system is also deviation from the generalultimately, higher economic growth.2(, However, re-

a

sponding to various criticisms and the necessity to principles of foreign tax credit, because it is not in
accordance wth the purpose of foreign tax credit

rncrease revenue, these elements were either
-

avoidance of international double taxation and isabolished or altered by the amendment of 1983 as
-

above. As a result of this amendment, the Japanese against the principles of equality and neutrality.2
system is now more equitable and better accords with Therefore, the author believes that Japan should

amend this system so that corporationiscan credit notgeneral principles of foreign tax credit.
only the tax paid by first-tier subsidiaries,but also the

However, some problems still remain to be solved in tax paid by subsidiaries in other tiers. The justification
the future. Of these, only one, which deserves special of the present system, that it could have the favorable
mention, will be discussed here. effect of discouraging corporations from being mul-

tinationalized is not very persuasive. Certainly, fromIn contrast to the lenient elements mentioned above, the viewpoint of administrative feasibility, it wouldthere has been an overly strict element in the Japanese
system. Under the indirect foreigntaxcredit system of not be practical to permit the credit of the tax of

subsidiariesof all tiers without limitation. However, it
Japan, corporations can credit only the tax paid by
first-tier subsidiaries (direct subsidiaries), and can not

would be feasible to permit the credit of the tax of
second- and third-tier subsidiaries in addition to thatcredit the tax paid by subsidiaries in other tiers. Under of first-tier subsidiaries in the United States, atthis system, international double taxation can not be as or

least to permit the credit of the tax of second-tieravoided satisfactorily.Therefore, this system can work subsidiaries in addition to that of first-tier subsidiariesinequitably. For instance, when a foreign subsidiaryof
a Japanese corporation establishes a subsidiary in a

as in West Germany.
third country, the corporation tax of the subsidiarycan

be reduced as a result to the third country. Therefore,
the Japanese corporation can credit only this reduced
amount of the tax of the subsidiary, and international 20. However, it should be noted that the Japanese tax system has been

double taxation remains as a possibility. If the tax rate generous also to foreign corporationsin some respects. For instance,Japan
has for many years adopted the principle of No taxation without perma-of the third country is high, the amount of foreign tax nent establishmentby domestic law.

that can not be credited and, consequently, the dgree 21. Kaneko, op. cit., 101 et seq
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PEOPLE'SREPUBLICOFCHINA:

NewRegulationsonForeignExchangeBalancing
inJointVentures

By Charles D. Toy*

China's State Council promulgated on January 15, Zonesofopen coastalcities and whichhave foreign
1986 new Regulationsof the State Council Regarding exchange payment capability may be paid for in
the Question of the Foreign Exchange Balances of foreign exchange. The Regulations do not, how-
Joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Invest- ever, require any such enterprise to partcipate in
ment. The new Regulations were put into force on any such sale.
February 1, 1986. A foreign joint-venture party with two or more-

The Regulations are appicable to Chinese-foreign joint ventures in China may resolve a foreign ex-

cooperative joint ventures as well as equity joint ven- change imbalance in once such joint venture with
tures established within China, but do not apply to foreign exchangesurpluses from the other(s), pro-
financial and insurance enterprises established within videdthat all joint-venture parties involved agree
China by foreign joint-ventureparties. Specific provi- to such resolution.
sions include the following: Joint venture profits taken in renminbi and re-in--

In general, the Chinese authority which approves vested in domestic enterprises will result in a re--

the establishmentof a joint venturewill be respon- fund of 40% of any income tax paid under the
sible for resolving foreign exchange income and Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of

expenditure imbalancessufferedby such joint ven- China Concerning Joint Ventures Using Chinese
ture. However, the Regulationsare not clear as to and Foreign Investment.
how any such authority is to reach any such resolu-

Promulgation of the Regulations would to be
tion. appear

acknowledgmentby Chinese authorities of the prob-
Joint ventures producing highly sophisticated lems which have existed for foreign investors in or-

products with advanced or key technology, or top negotiatngjoint ventures which are projected to have

quality products competitive in the international difficulties generating sufficient income in foreign ex-

market which are badly in need domestically,may change to meet their foreign exchange expenditure
receive preferential treatment with respect to the requirements.Domesticsales of import substitutesfor

percentageof productionto be sold on the Chinese foreign exchange,exportsofproductsother than those
domestic market and the duration of such sales - produced by the entity in question for additional

provided that such matters are specificallycovered oreign exchange, and additional investment in other
in relevant contracts. However, it is not expressly joint ventures which can generate foreign exchange
stipulated in the Regulations that any such domes- are among the possible solutions to such problems
tic sales shall be for foreign exchange. suggested by the Regulations.The shortcomingof the

Joint venturesmanufacturingproductswhich need
concrete

-
Regulations is, however, the absenceof rules

to be imported into China on either a long-termor
or measures for implementing such suggestions. For

urgent basis may have such products treated as example, the powerof approvingauthoritiesto resolve

import substitutes, provided such treatment is foreign exchange imbalancesby adjusting among the

specified in the relevnt contracts. Again, it is not foreign exchange incomes of joint venturesapproved
explicitly stated in the Regulations that any prod- by such authorities is not established by the Regula-
ucts sold as import substitutes shall be paid for in tions, nor are the specific sources of foreign exchange
foreign exchange.

which would be used to adjust for any imbalanceiden-
tified. More importantly, the various general sources

Joint ventures may export products produced of additional foreign exchange pointed to by the Reg--

domesticallybut not by such jointventuresin order ulations would appear to be real sources only to the
to generate additional foreign exchange for such extent the relevant Chinese parties in possession of

joint ventures. However, it should be noted that, such foreign exchange agree to or acquiesce in the
under other regulations, products already being necessaryexpenditureor transfer of foreign exchange
exported by Chinese foreign trade corporations - domestic sales for foreign exchange requires specific
may not be procured in China by joint ventures for agreement by domestic purchasers to buy using their
such export resale. own foreign exchange; the sale of products as import
Products sold by joint ventures to enterprises

substitutes similarly requires specific agreement by
-

which are outside the SpecialEconomicZonesand * Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays & Handler, Attorneys Law, Hongthe Economic and Technological Development
at

Kong
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purchasers with the necessary toreign exchange that no mandate for any entity so to agree or acquiesce.
they will pay in foreign exchange; and use of any
foreign exchange surplus in one joint venture to re-

solve a foreign exchange imbalance in anothr joint Nevertheless, to take full advantage of the limited
venture requires the specific agreement of all joint- substanceof the Regulations, foreign investorsshould
venture parties, including those on the Chinese side. be prepared for detaileddiscussionswith their Chinese
In each of the foregoing cases, the relevant entity in counterparts in all negotiationson the contracts docu-
possession of or with control over foreign exchange menting their relationship.All joint venture and other
would appear to have no special incentive to agree to contractsshould spell out concretelyand carefullyhow
or acquiesce in the respective expenditure or transfer the respective parties thereto intend to earn or other-
of such foreign exchange, and the Regulations carry wise obtain and spend foreign exchange.

REGULATIONSOF THE STATECOUNCILREGARDINGTHE QUESTION
OFTHEFOREIGN EXCHANGEBALANCESOF JOINTVENTURES

USINGCHINESEANDFOREIGNINVESTMENT*

PromulgatedbytheStateCouncilon January15,1986

Article 1 of which was approved by a local People's Article 5

These Regulationsare formulated in order government authorized by the State Coun- Products produced by a joint venture using
to encourage foreign joint-venture parties

cil or entrusted by competent authorities at Chinese and foreign investmentwhich need
to establish joint ventures using Chinese the national level, or by a relevant depart- to be imported on either a long-term or

and foreign investment in China and to pro-
ment of the State Council, such local

urgent basis may, in accordance with the
mote balances in their foreign income and People's government or department shall quality, specification requirementsand im-

expenditures, so as to facilitate their pro-
be responsible for a resolution by adjusting port conditions of such products, and after

duction operations and to facilitate the re- among the foreign exchange incomes of
approval by the competent departmentsof

mittance abroad of the legal profits of joint ventures using Chinese and foreign the State Council or local competent de-

foreign joint-ventureparties. investment respectivelyapproved. partments, be treated as importsubstitutes.
Such substitution shall be specified in jointArticle 4
venture contracts of joint ventures using

Article 2 Highly sophisticated products produced Chinese and foreign investment or in con-

Products produced by joint ventures using
with advanced technology or key technol- tracts between producers and the purchas-

Chinese and foreign investment should be ogy provided by a foreign joint-venture ers.

more highly exported, creating more party, or top quality products competitive Economic and trade departments shall ac-

foreign exchange and achievingbalances in in the internationalmarket, if badly in need
tively domesticencourage users to enter

foreign exchange incomeand expenditures. domestically, may be given preferential into purchase contracts based interna-
treatment in the areas of the ratio of domes-

on

tional prices with joint ventures using Chi-
tic sales and the time limit ofdomesticsales,
after being determined to be up to standard

nese and foreign investmentdecribed in the
Article 3 preceding clause. Their foreign exchangeby competent departments,and after being measures
If an adjustment of the foreign exchange approved in accordance with examination expenditure should be formu-

lated in accordancewith Article 3, Clause 2
income and expenditures of a legally ap- and approval jurisdictionsand examination

of these Regulations, and shall arrive
proved joint venture using Chinese and and approval procedures stipulated by the

at a

foreign investment becomes necessary, it State. Such domestic sales should be resolution, in accordance with administra-
tive procedures, after being submitted to

should be categorized and resolved in ac- specified in contracts between producers
cordance with the jurisdiction of examina. and purchasers.

the Ministry of Foreign Economic Rela-
tions and Trade or local economic relations

tion and approval authorities. The foreign exchange balancing measures and trade departmentsfor examinationand
For a joint venture using Chinese and of an enterprise of the preceding clause opinions, reported to the State Planning
foreign investment the establishment of shall, in accordance with Article 3, Clause Commissionor local planning commissions
which was approved by competent au- 2 of these Regulations, be formulated by for approval, and thereafter included in
thorities at the national level, such compe- approval authorities. The foreign exchange long-term or annual foreign exchange ex-

tent authoritiesat the national level shall be balancing measures formulated by such ap- penditure plans.
responsible for a resolution by adjusting proval authorities shall arrive at a resolu-

among the foreign exchange incomes of tion, in accordancewith administrativepro- Article 6
joint ventures using Chinese and foreign cedures, after being submitted to the Minis-
investment in the entire country. Such reso- try of Foreign Economic Relations and In order to achieve a balance in foreign
lution may also be achieved under an ad- Trade or local economic relationsand trade exchange income and expenditures, a joint
justment ratio decided upon after consulta- departments for examinationand opinions, venture using Chinese and foreign invest-
tion between such competent authoritiesat reported to the State PlanningCommission
the national level and local People'sgovern- or local planningcommissionsfor approval,
ments. For a joint venture using Chinese and thereafter included in long-term or an- (*) Translated by Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays
and foreign investment the establishment nual foreign exchange expenditure plans. & Handler, 02/17/86 translation.
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ment may, after approval from foreign (includingin differentlocationsand in diffe- tablished within China, as well as (equity)
economic relations and trade departments, rent industries), if its shares of legally ob- joint ventures and cooperative joint ven-

export domestic products by utilizing the tained foreign exchangeshow,surpiusesand tures established within China by com-

sales connections of its foreign joint-ven- deficits, may, upon approval by state ex- panies, enterprises and other economic or-

ture party, and implement comprehensive changecontroldepartments,resolve [its de- ganizations from Hong Kong, Macau and

compensation. However, for products ficits] by adjustmentsamong its enterprises. Taiwan areas. They are also applicable to
which are under state monopoly, have ex- (equity) joint ventures and cooperative
port quotas, or requireexport licenses, spe-

The adjustments of the preceding clause
joint ventures established by investmentby

cial approval from the Ministry of Foreign
shall be agreed upon by all joint-venture Chinese.overseas

EconomicRelationsand Tradeis required. parties.
These Regulations are not applicable to fi-

Article 10 nancial and insurance enterprises estab-
Article 7

econ'omic lished within China by foreignjoint-venture
If a joint venture using Chinese and foreign

After approval by foreign rela-
parties, to such enterprises established

tions and trade departments and exchange
or

investment has not fulfilled obligations to within China by joint-ventureparties from

export and to generate foreign exchange
control departments, a foreign joint-ven- Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan areas.

stipulated in its contract, and as a result
ture party in a joint venture using Chinese

creates an imbalance in foreign exchange
and foreign investment which cannot bal-

income and expenditures, the relevant au-
ance its foreign exchange income and ex- Article12

thorities shall not be responsible for any pendituresmay, in accordancewith Article
In the of conflict between theseevent any

adjustmentor resolution. 7 of the Law on Joint VenturesUsing Chi-
Regulations and regulations concerning

nese and Foreign Investment, re-invest its
share of renminbi profits from such joint foreign exchange income and expenditure

Article 8 balances of joint ventures using Chinese
venture using Chinese and foreign invest-

Products sold by joint ventures using Chi- ment in domesticenterpriseswhich are cap-
and foreign investmentexistingprior to the

nese and foreign investment to the enter- able of generating foreign exchange or in- promulgation of these Regulations, these

prises with foreign exchangepaymentcapa- creasing foreign exchange income. In addi- Regulationsshall prevail.
bility outside special economic zones and tion to enjoyingaccordingto law the benefit
the economic and technological develop- of a refund of a portion of income tax ai- Article 13
ment zones of open coastal cities, upon ap- ready paid, it may also gain foreign ex-

proval by state exchange control depart- change from the newly increased foreign These Regulations shall be interpreted by
ments, may be paid for with foreign cur- exchange receipts of enterprises receiving the Ministry of Foreign Economic Rela-

rency. such investment, and (be able to) remit its tions and Trade.

legal profits abroad.
Article 9

A foreign joint-ventureparty which has es-
Article 11 Article 14

tablished two or more joint ventures using These Regulations are applicable to Chi- These Regulations shall be put into force

Chinese and foreign investment in China nese-foreign cooperative joint ventures es- on February 1, 1986.
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I \I D A: An enduring welfare state is possible only when pov-
erty alleviation programmes are integrated with a

growth model. -There has to be a balance between

Budget 1986187 productive and non-productive sectors. If productive
sectors are neglected, as has been done in this Budget,
there will soon be no money to finance the pro-By Kailash C. Khanna
grammes and the popularity which the government
might gain would be short lived. The entire Budget

A few weeks before the presentation of the Union speech contains little or no reference to incentives for
industrial growth and development. Instead, the em-Budget for the fiscal year 1986/87, the Governmentof
phasis is on rationalisationof the tax system and reliefsIndia announced a steep hike in the administered for the commonman. The Budget is losing importanceprices of all petroleum products, including kerosene
ever since revenue measures have been introduced incooking gas and diesel oil. Prior to this hike, the gov- instalmentsof which the Budget is only one stage. Thisernment ncreased the controlled prices of coai, fer- time the Budget proposals were preceded by an in-tilisers and some cereals. Thus, the rise in the prices in administered prices which will yield aboutof petrol goods acted as the proverbial last straw on
crease

15,000 million Rs. as against the yield of a little lessthe camel's back. There were countrywideprotest ral- than 5,000 million Rs. from new taxation proposais.lies and strikes and a considerable hue and cry was The Budget leaves an uncovereddeficit of 36,500 mil-raised against what was regarded as a wholly unjustifi- lion Rs. which, together with the hike in prices ofable and unethicalaction of the government;unjustifi- public sector output and services, is bound to step uoable because oil prices were tumbling in the interna- nflation. It seems doubtful the Finance Minister wi 1tional market and unethical because the increase was be able to observe the fiscal norms indicated in hiseffected through an administrative fiat shortly before framework of a long-term fiscal -olicy, particularlyParliament was due to meet. The government's plea the maintenance of a close link -getween fiscal andof curbing oil imports did not carry conviction and
even a reduction in the increase announced earlier monetary policy. There is bound to be some disap-
failed to pacify the public and the critics. pointment that the expectations raised by the long-

term fiscal statementabout the government'sdesire to
Apparently, the youthful Prime Minister'syoung gov- allow a greater role for rule-basedfiscal and financial
ernment was somewhat unnerved and on 28 February, policies have failed to materialise. Viewed againstthe Finance Minister, Mr. V.P. Singh, made the this background, the Budget for 1986/87 has received
longest Budget speech on record, lasting over two a mixed reaction. It has been called a poor man's
hours, taxing the listeners' patience and dislaying a budget, consolidation budget, non-development
vague zeal for the anti-povertycause. Thus, t ae outlay budget, and inflationary budget .for the major rural development programmes is pro-
posed to be stepped up by 65%, unfortunately, in So much for the general aspects of the Budget; let us
absolute terms, even this quantum jump means an now take a brief look into the specific area of taxation
allocation of a meager 15,000 million Rs., a sum too proposals. Referring to personal income tax, the Fi-
small to be really effective in the uplift of millions of nance Ministerhas happily attributed increasedcollec-
rural people who live below the poverty line. Several tion to the lowering of the tax rates which, according
programmes for improving the lot of the city slum- to him, have led to fuller disclosures and better tax-
dweller have also been suggested; these include soft payer compliance. While it is undeniable that lower
loans for the self-employed cobblers, barbers, haw- tax burdens lessen tax evasion (some tax evasion will
kers, and cart-pullers, etc.; accident insurance for mu- always take place) there is no definite evidence yet of
nicipal sweepers and railway porters; and housing for the correctness of the Minister's claim; higher collec-
scheduled castes and tribes. While in percentage terms tion can be due to speedy realisationof long outstand-the allocationsseem high, these are minuscule in abso- ing arrears, summary assessments, stricter enforce-lute terms because of a low base and the magnitudeof ment of laws, extensive use of search and seizure pow-the problem. Consequently, these are unmeaningful ers and improved administration. Whether increased
gestures to the poor with no significant addition to collection can be sustained remains to be seen. For the
productive assets or employment. Official evaluation salaried taxpayers, the Finance Bill proposes to raise
reportshave indicated that only 30 to 40% of the funds the standard deduction from 25% to 30% of salaryallocated reach the target groups, that there is seepage income, subject to a ceiling of 10,000 Rs. The directof funds all along the way and that achievement is beneficiaries of this concession will be about 350,000hampered by the absence of matching infrastructure. individuals out of a total population of about 750 mil-
Larger allocations for the anti-poverty programme lion. At present, owner-occupied house property ishave accordingly been dubbed political tranquilis- liable to income tax on notional income subject to a
ers; the oldest and the leading national daily, The maximum of 10% of the owner's total income. It isTimesof India,has been constrained to comment: In now intended to exempt such income from tax bythe thirty-nine years that this country has been inde- treating the annual value of house property as nil.
pendent, no governmenthas used the Budget to make However, it is simultaneously roposed that no deduc-
so blatant a play for popularity as that of Mr. Rajiv tion shall be allowed by way o- repairs, interest, insur-Gandhi in the second year of its office. ance premiums, etc., in computing the income charge-
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able under the head Income from House Property. scheme, a taxpayer who has deposited an amount out

This amendment, if adopted, will place owner oc- of the profitsof the eligiblebusinessor professionwith

cupiers, who have borrowed funds to build or buy the DevelopmentBank within the stipulatedperiod of
residential accommodation or who have to carry out time or has utilised any amount during the previous
occasional repairs, at a disadvantage. A modification year for the purchase of machinery and plant without
in this respect is called for. making any deposit, will be allowed a deductionequal

to the amount deposited or utilised, subject to an

In the field of corporate taxation, the existing sur- upper limit of 20% of the audited profits of the said

charge of 5% on company tax is being withdrawnwith business or profession. If an amount withdrawn from
effect from the 1987/88 assessment, but no change is the Development Bank is not utilised for the pre-
proposed in the basic tax rates. The abolitionof surtax scribed purpose or plant and machinery acquired
on company profits is being postponed for another under the scheme is sold or transferredwithin 8 years
year and to this extent the expectationcontainedin the of the end of the year of acquisition the unutilised
long-term fiscal policy is belied. Under the existing amountor an amountequal to the cost of the plant and

provision, the gross amount of income by way of roy- machinery, as the case may be, shall be treated as the
alty or fees for technical services received by foreign income of the relevant year. Although details of the

companiesfrom an Indan concern under an approved proposed scheme will be known later, it is apparent
agreement or from government is chargeable to tax at that the suggested incentive will be of little use to

the flat rate of 40%. A lower rate of tax at 20% is, newly establ'shed or highly capital intensive indus-
however, payable on the gross amount of such income tries. The amount of the deduction is linked to the
as consists of lump sum consideration received for the profits of the relevant previous year in contrast to the
transfer outside India or the impartingof information nvestment allowance which was tied with the cost of
outside India in respect of any data, documentation, plant and machinery. Obviously,a profit based deduc-

drawing, etc. It is proposed to charge income tax on tion can benefit only well established, profit making
the gross amount of income by way of royalty (includ- on-goingconcernswhich initiate anew project. On the

ing income by way of lump sum consideration)or fees other hand, the investment allowance, in a way, sub-
for technical services included in the total income of a sidised the initial cost of plant and machinery and
foreign company, at a uniform rate of 30%. This encouraged the forming of new industry. The pro-
amendmentwill take effect from 1 April 1987 and will, posed scheme of investment deposit accounts needs
accordingly, apply in relation to the assessment year further scrutiny if the main objective of rapid indus-
1987/88 and subsequentyears. However, the change is trialisation by the formation of new units is to be

likely to be of academic interest only as India has achieved.
entered into double taxation avoidance agreements
with a large number of countries and the tax rates It may be relevant to mention here a proposedamend-

incorporated therein are generally lower. ment which seeks to provide that interest payable on

moneys borrowed for the acquisition of plant and

A retrograde suggestion is the intended withdrawalof machinery cannot be capitalisedand added to the cost

the concessional rate of tax applicable to dividends of plant after the plant has been put to use. While the

received by a domesticcompanyfrom anotherdomes- amendment is in conformitywith legal and accounting
tic company. At present60% ofsuch income is exempt principles, it is inequitable to give it retrospectiveef-

from tax; henceforwardthe entire amountof inter-cor- ect from the assessmentyear 1974/75. That some tax-

porate dividend will be liable to the full rate of tax. payers, with large investments in plant and machinery
This is wholly against all established rules of taxation through borrowdfunds repayablein instalments,were

of inter-corporate investment and will retard the merging the entire nterest amount payable over the

promotion of affiliated and subsidiary companies. period of the loan into the cost of plant and machinery
Mreover, it will lead to vast withdrawals of invest- at the time of installationand claiming the investment

ments made by companies in the government owned allowanceand depreciationon the enhancedcosts (up-
Unit Trust and The General Insurance Corporation. held by some courts) was known to the tax authorities
The investors, the stock markets and the government for a long time. But it has taken them almost 12 years
institutions have strongly reacted to the proposed to bring forward the necessary amendment. Its retro-

change and the FinanceMinisterhas already indicated spective operation is bound to cause limitless difficul-
a review. Interestingly, no change is proposed in the ties in implementationapart from harassmentboth to

rates of tax applicable to foreign companies on their the taxpayers and the tax collectors in reopening part
dividend income primarily because any increase will assessments. The suggested retrospective change
be mostly meaningless because of double taxation should be given up in the interest of stability and fair
treaties. play.
At present an investment allowance is granted at the It is proposed to introducea system allowingdeprecia-
rate of 25% of the cost of machinery and plant. In tion in respectofblocksof assets insteadof the existing
keeping with the pronouncementsmade in the long- system of depreciationon individualassets. Simultane-

term fiscal policy statement, it is proposed to withdraw ously, a rationalisation of the structure is intended,
the investment allowance on plant and machinery in- reducing the number of rates and enhancing the same

stalled after 31 March 1987. In lieu thereof, it is in- to ensure that more than 80% of the cost oi plant and

tended to introduce an investmentscheme. Under this machinery is written off in a period of 4 years or less.
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distributable surpluses after providing the required
The Indian Budget 1986-87 at a glance depreciation.

With a view to rationalise the taxation on capital gains,
The Union Budget of the Central Government for the it is intended to advance the date for determining the
financial year beginning 1 April 1986 has been an- cost of the capital assets from 1 January 1964, to 1
nounced by the Minister of Finance. Highlights of the

April 1974, to mitigate the hardship of inflation.
tax proposals include the following:

The individualincome tax rates remain unchanged; case non-corporate taxpayers,
-

Further, in the of the

The 5% surcharge on income tax payable by com--

initial exemption limit for long-term capital gains is

panies will be discontinued from 1986-87. proposed to be raised from 5,000 Rs. to 10,000 Rs. In

The planned abolition of surtax on companies(from addition, a deduction of 50% of the long-term capital-

1987-88) has been postponed one more year, to gains will be allowed in respect of buildings and lands
1988-89. and a 60% deduction will be permitted in relation to
The income withholding tax rate levied on foreign all other assets. In respect of long-term capital gains-

companies derving royalties (including lump-sum arising out of the transterofgold, bullion or jewellery,
considerations for transfers outside India of techni- the deduction will continue to be subject to a ceiling
cal know-how) and fees for technical services has
been proposed at 30% on a uniform basis (currently of 50,000 Rs., as at present. The existingperiod ofone

either 20 or 40%, depending on the case). year for the purchaseof a residential house, in the case

The number of depreciation rates will be reduced. on an
-

where the capital gain arises the sale of old

A system allowing depreciation in respect of blocks house, is proposed to be increased to 2 years. These
of assets in lieu of the present depreciation on indi- are steps in the right direction, but a further review of

vidual assets will be introduced. capital gains taxation in the case of all taxpayers is
Investment allowance will be replaced by an invest- stated in the long-term fiscal policy. For- necessary as
ment deposit scheme as from 1 April 1986 available instance, most companies remain liable to tax on long-
to all taxpayers, corporate and individual. The in- term capital gains at the rates of 40 and 50% which are
vestment deposit scheme will grant a taxpayer a grossly inequitable having regard to the fact that the
deduction of 20% of the profits of the business if effective corporate tax rate on normal business profitsthese are depositedwith the Industrial Development
Bank of India or used for purchase of plant and currently in force is 50% or less.

machinery. While retaining the imposition of a tax on gifts, the
Introductionof a 5% research and developmentlevy Finance Ministerproposes to raise the basicexemption-

on all payments made for purchases of technology limit from Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 20,000; gift tax will be
from abroad, includingrovalty payments, lump-sum levied at flat rate of 30% of the value of all taxable
payments and payments for designs and drawings.

a

A separate bill will be introduced in Parliament for gifts. The provision relating to aggregation of gifts is

this purpose.
intended to be withdrawn, but at the same time certain

The tax administration will be empowered to pur- existing exemptions, such as tax free gifts to a spouse-

chase immovableproperty which is offered for sale up to 50,000 Rs. and gift of insurance policy up to

in the market at a price agreed to by the transferor, 10,000 Rs., are being deleted. The suggested flat 30%
if the property value is more than 1 million rupees tax rate is too high and notwithstanding the increase
and is located in metropolitan cities and sold after in the basic exemption limit, certain gifts will bear a

30 September 1986. higher tax burden than before. The proposed tax rate
The basic gft tax exemption will be increased from- of 30% needs reconsiderationand reduction.
5,000 to 20,000 rupees.
Gift tax will be levied at a flat rate of 30% of the Simplified rules for the valuationof for purposes- assets
taxable gift value (rates currently range from 5 to of a wealth tax are proposed to be notified.
75%).
Introduction of a modified value added tax (MOD-- In his Budget speech, the Finance Ministerstated that
VAT) as from 1 March 1986 in stages. As a first in order to out surveys an amendment is being
measure, the MODVATscheme will apply to prod- carry

ucts of chemical and allied industries, paints and made to authorise the tax authorities to collect certain

packagngmaterials, plastics, glass, rubber products information. For this purpose, the Finance Bill seeks

and base metals, etc. as specified in the Central to insert a new section 133B in the Income-Tax Act

Excise Tariff Act 1985. authorising the tax authorities,down to the level of an

Manufacturers who fulfil the requirements will be inspector, to enter the house of any person whether
-

able to set off excise duties and additional customs taxpayer or not between sunrise and sunset for col-
duties (also known as countervailingduty) paid on lecting information,but it does not prescribe the dura-
inputs. tion of the period of interrogation.The suggestedpro-

vision has come in for severe condemnation at the
hands of the eminent jurist Mr. N.A. Palkhivala who

This will render replacementeasier and help moderni- has called it unconstitutional and unworthy of a

sation. Buildings meant for low paid employees of democracyas it will convert the country into a police
industrial undertakingswill be entitled to depreciation state. The Finance Ministerhas promised a review of

at 20%. This liberalisation of the depreciation allow- the provision.
ance will necessitate amendments in the Companies Likewise, the proposal empowering the government
Act, 1956, to enable companies to arrive at reasonable with a pre-emptive right to purchase immovableprop-
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erty, which is offered for sale in the market at the long as the input and the final product are covered by
prices agreed to by the transferor,has been the subject the specified 37 chapters and the final product bears
of strong adverse criticism as it can affect even those some duty of excise, creditof duty on the inputscovered
cases where the property is sold at a fair market value by these chapters will be available.
to a friend or an associate company for absolutely
bona fide reasons. Such a provision will amount to Even though Mr. V.P. Singh stressed that MODVAT
undue encroachment on the personal rights of the was not MADVAT, the proposed scheme has driven
owners and needs reconsideration. the concerned suppliers, manufacturers and consum-

ers mad and nobody knows the exact implications of
In order to simplify the procedure and to avoid delaY the scherne despite the lapse of time since it was an-
and inconvenience in the case of non-resdent Indians nounced. Deliveriesof materialsand finishedroducts
wishin to remit sale proceeds of foreign exchange have been disrupted. Obviously, the officias of the
asset(s) it is proposed that, where the sum payable to Departrnent of Revenue did not do their homework
a non-residentIndian representsconsideraton for the properlybefore the announcementof the scheme. The
transfer by him of any foreign exchange asset (other Prime Minister has now instructed the Finance Minis-
than a short-term capital asset), the authorised dealer ter to prepare a detailed explanatory note which will
responsible for remitting such sum shall be entitled to form the basis of discussion in Parliament. It is hopeddeduct the prescribed tax at source and remit the net the prevailingconfusionwill soon be resolved; further
proceeds. comment must be reserved until then. Some adjust-
As regards indirect taxation, the main proposal of ments have been made in the rates of excise duties
interest is the introduction of a scheme of modified payable on the final product subject to MODVAT.
value added tax with effect from l March 1986. This is Reduction in export/importduties have been effected
best explained in the Finance Minister's own words. for such items as unmanufactured tobacco, branded

cigars and cheroots, machinery and tools for the gemThis scheme, which has been referred to as a Modified and jewellery industry and this may give a slight boostValue Added Tax (MODVAT) scheme - I shall stress to the export of these items; unfortunatelythe BudgetMODVAT, not MADVAT- allows the manufacturer
to obtain instant and complete reimbursement of the contains no other incentive for the badly needed pro-
excise duty paid on the components and raw materials. motion of exports. To curb imports, customs duties
The MODVATscheme provides a transparencywhich have been raised to provide adequate support to the
discloses the full taxation on the product and its intro- indigenous capital goods industry; in fact, customs
duction is an important measure of cost reduction. The duties form the main source of tax revenue in the
amount of excise duty payable depends upon the value Budget.
of the final product and the rate of duty. Introduction
of MODVATwill decrease the cost of the final product To conclude, the Finance Minister has, by and large,considerably through the availability of instant credit conformed to the statements made in the long-termfor the duties paid on the inputs and a consequential fiscal policy. However, it is a moot point whether'areduction of interest costs. It would be noticed that the
MODVAT scheme avoids the payment of duties on long-term moratorium on tax rates and relifs in a

earlier duties paid. The payment of the duty return will developing economy is desirable. Stability is not
be swifter as the element of excise duty will be transpa- synonymouswith rigidity and any long-term fiscal pol-
rent. It will, therefore, benefit both the consumersand icy must allow some flexibility. Moreover, any partial
exporters. However, in view of the novelty of the stability (as in the direct tax rates) in a moving system
scheme, we have to move slowly and implement the may have the effect of destabilising everything else,MODVATscheme in stages. As a first measure, I pro- unless, a compositedynamicview is taken of the whole
pose to introduce the MODVATscheme for all goods process - fiscal, monetary and real. In addition to thecovered by 37 specified chapters of the Central Excise long-term fiscal policy, the FinanceMinisterhas prom-Tariff Act, 1985. The Scheme as a result would cover ised long-term administered prices policyproducts of chemical and allied industries, paints and a soon; a

packaging materials, plastics,glassand glassware, rub- long-term import policy was announced sometime
ber products, base metals and articles of base metals, back. As welcomeas these long-termpronouncements
machinery and mechanical appliances includingelectri- are, care must be taken that in making these the State
cal equipment, motor vehicles and certain miscellane- does not disarm itself of the economic instruments so
ous manufactured products. This would imply that as necessary for dealing with evolving situations.
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\IDIA:
FiscalIncentivesfor the Developmentof Scientific
ResearchandLocallyDevelopedTechnology
By S.N. Bhargava

subsidies,although the lattercan be bettermonitored.
Mr. S.N. Bhargava is from the Indian Revenue Service, and is
currently DeputySecretaryn the Ministryo Science& Technology, The allocation for science and technology in India has
Government of India. He has an M.Sc. in Fiscal Studies from the increased from 1420 million rupees in the Fourth PlanUniversityof Bath (U.K.). The opinions expressed in the arlicle are

(1969-74) to 19,194.1 million in the Sixth Planthe author's own.

(1980-85). The allocation for
rupees

and technology,science
which was 0.61% of the total outlay in the publicIndia ranks among the top twenty industrial countries sector in the First Plan, has become 2% in the Sixth

of the world. It has establisheda sound and diversified Plan. India's expenditure for research and develop-industrialbase involvingsophisticatedtechnology,and ment and related activities in 1982-83 was 12,375.6its reservoir of scientific and technological manpower million rupees and in 1983-84 it was 14,300 millionis the third largest in the world, next to the U.S.A. and rupees. The allocation for research in the high technol-
the U.S.S.R. The total numberof economicallyactive ogy area in 1985-86 is 5,738.5 million rupees. In addi-
Science and Technologypersonnel in India is expected tion, several fiscal incentives have been introduced
to increase to about 2,500,000 during 1985. As of 1 under section 35 of the Indian Income Tax Act (Act)April 1982, about 197,000 persons were employed in by the Governrnent of India with a view to promoteresearchand developmentinstitutionsin the country. the growth of research and development in industry as

About 97% of the resourcesdeployed for researchand well as social science or statistical research.

development in the world originate in 29 developed
countries, most of which spend about 2.5% of their The Secretary, Departmentof Science & Technology,
GNP on research and development. Compared to this is the single prescribed authority, under this section,
the figure for the developingcountriess about 0.5%. empowered to ensure smooth implementationof these
India devoted 0.85% of its GNP in 1982-82 to research provsons and to define the areas of research which

would qualify for approval. He has developed a set ofand development and related science and technology
activities in the country. The Government has recog- proceduralguidelines for this purpose. The prescribed
nized the importance of scientific research and de- authority is also the final authority to decide whether,
velopment and locally developed technology for rapid and to what extent, any activity constitutes or consti-
economicdevelopmentand self-relianceand accorded tuted, or any asset is or was used for, scientific re-

it priority. Research and developmentcan greatly im- search.

prove optimumcapacityutilization in Indian industry. In respect of expenditures on scientific research, a

If the technology is out of date, quantity and quality
deduction is allowed in computing the income of a

of goods and services are bound to suffer. Th import- taxpayerdependingupon the nature of such expenses.
ing of technologymay widen internationaland domes- For the purpose of computing the profits and gains of
tic disparities. Additionally, the importing country

business and professions under section 35(1)(0 of the

may not be able to utilize its own reserve otscientific Act, revenue expenditures incurred for scientific re-

and technological manpower.
search related to the taxpayer's business is allowed as
a full deduction in the year in which such expenditure

Fiscal policies can be used as an effective instrument is incurred. It has also been provided that revenue
in the promotion of expenditure or investment in the expendituresncurredby the taxpayerfor thepaymentdevelopmentand utilizationof technology, modifying of salaries to researchpersonneland on material inputs
the direction and speed of technological change (e.g. during the 3-year period immediately preceding the
replacing non-renewable resources with renewable, commencement of the business will be regarded as
and the promotion of socio-economic,environmental being incurred in the year previous to which the busi-
or other objectives and priorities set up by a nation. ness is commenced. Such expenditure incurred in the
The fiscal incentives can be provided n the form of pre-commencementperiod will be allowed as a deduc-
direct tax concessions or exemptions and accelerated tion in computing the taxpayer's income in the year in
depreciation allowances on investments for those tax- which the business is commenced. Salary, for this
payers engaged in research and developmentand pro- purpose, will include: wages; annuities or pensions;duction activities in specified priority areas. They can any fees, commissions,profits in lieu of or in addition
also be provided in the form of indirect tax concessons to any salariesor wages; advance on salary and annual
or exemptions for certain goods manufacturedor the accretion to the balance to the credit of the employee
corresponding inputs, when the goods in question are participating in a recognized provident fund, to the
produced using particular technologiesor fulfill other extent it is chargeable to tax under rules of part A of
specific criteria. Generally, tax incentives are much the Fourth Schedule of the Act. However, any expen-better received by taxpayers than grants, assistanceor diture incurred by the employer during the pre-com-
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mencementperiod in providing the followingperquis- the West. About 300 million rupees were paid to the

ites will not be allowed as a deduction: foreign collaborators in the form of technical fees,
a may

(i) residential accommodationto research personnel, royalties etc., figures which not be high when
with total researchand developmentexpen-

free of cost or on a concessionalbasis;
compared
diture in the country. Between 1971 and 1976, India

(ii) any benefit or amenity granted free of cost or at a paid nearly 2,000 million rupees in technical fees and
concessional rate; royalties in foreign exchange, while the expenditure

(iii)anypaymentby the employeror any sum in respect on research and development was 18,000 million
of any obligation which, but for such payment, The ratio, 1:9, compared favorably with ad-
would have been payable by the employee; and rupees.

vanced industrial countries 1:10 in Japan and 1:20 in
(iv)any payment of any sum, whether directly or

-

Western Europe. By contrast, in most other countries
through a fund, other than a recognizedprovident of the so-called Third World, the expenditure on

fund or an approved superannuation fund, to af- foreign royalties and technical fees is generally twice
fect an assurance on the life of the employee or to or thrice that on home research and development (if
affect a contract for an annuity. there is any home research and development at all).

To obtain a deduction of pre-commencement ex-

penses, a request has to be made to the prescribed The Indian Technology Policy Statement recognizes
authority with a copy to the Central Board of Direct the need to resist the imposition of imported obsolete

Taxes (CBDT), Departmentof Revenue, Ministry of technology unrelated to India's specific requirements
Finance, Governmentof India, indicatingthe program and calls for linkages between research and develop-
of work carried out together with the eligible costs. ment units in providing desirable and essential inter-

The CBDT would then issue the necessary certificate face between national laboratories and industry. As

containing the extent of permitted expenses on scien- stated earlier, with this objective in view, fiscal incen-

tific research which would then be allowed a full de_ tives have been provided for forming research and

duction under the provision. developmentunits in industry.

Section 35(1)(iv) of the Act provides for a deduction To connercialize locally developed technology, sec-

in respect of capital expenditures(excludingexpendi- tion 32-A(2B) of the Act allows additional relief to the
tures incurred after 29 February 1984 on acquisitionof user of the know-how developed in the countr in the
land or any interest in land) incurred for scientific form of an investmentallowance at a rate of 35%. The
research related to the taxpayer'sbusiness. All expen- machinery and plant eligible for the investmentallow-
ditures incurred in any previousyear qualifyfor deduc- ance are those installed after 30 June 1977, but before
tion in that previous year. If the capital expenditure 1 April 1987. The Finance Bill 1985 introduced a

was incurred before the commencement of the busi- furtherconcession to promote local scientificresearch.
ness, the aggregate of the expenditure so incurred, The taxpayercan write off the lump sum consideration
within the 3 years immediately preceding the com- incurred on acquiring know-how in 3 years (against,a
mencement of the business, will be deemed to have general provision of 6 years for acguiring know-how
been incurred in the year previous to which the busi- and 14 years for acquiringpatent rignts or copyrights).
ness is commenced. No depreciationwill be permissi- The lurnp sun consideration received by resident sci-
ble on any capital asset reported as an expenditure entists for the know-how they developed would be
allowed as a deduction, whether in the year previous spread (where the development time is more than 12
to which such deduction was allowed or in any other months) over a period of 3 years and charged accord-

prior year. ingly.

Eighty-sevenpercent of the total national expenditure To encourage the sustenance and growth of private
on researchand developmentand science and technol- benevolence for conducting scientifc research, ap-
ogy was incurred by the government sector in India proved scientific research associations, universities,
and the rest, 13%, by the private sector. Of the total colleges or other institutions may benefit frorn dona-

expenditure incurred in 1982-83, 286 million was con- tions made by taxpayers deriving income from busi-
tributed by the in-house research and development ness, professions and other sources. Deductible
units of the 68 public and 600 private sector industries. amounts fall within a minimum limit of 250 Rs. and a

Fifty-five percent of the industrial research and de- maximum lirnit of gross taxable income of

velopment expenditure came from the 470 in-house 500,000 Rs., whichevers less.
research and development units of the private sector,

and the remaining45% by 62 public sector undertak- Where a donation is made to an association the sole

ings. Fifty percent of the total expenditure by the object of the association must be scientific research,

private sector was for chemicals (other than fertiliz- whereas universities, colleges or other institutions

ers), electrical equipment, industrial machinery,
must use the sum so donated for scientific research.

metallurgical industries, drugs, pharmaceuticals and Under section 35(1)(ii) of the Act, donationsmade to

transportation. During 1980-81 tlae in-house research suchbodiesarefullyexemptinthehandsofthedonor.
and development units of the industrial undertakings * For more information on collaboration agreements see Collabora-

entered into 320 foreign collaboration agreements,* tion Agreements- Some Issues by M.B. Rao in 39 Bulletinfor Interna-

out of which 87% were with the industrialcountriesof tional Fiscal Documentation400 (1985)
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Further, under section 10(21) of the Act the income of tion 2B, which is, in fact, linked to the expenditure in
such scientific research association, which is solely ap- the hands of the taxpayer. In view of this, it is submit-

plied to the purposesof that association, is also exempt ted that the amendment to sub-section 2A was not
if the following conditions are fulfilled: justified, and needs to be restored.

1. investments or deposits must be made in one or To encourage business to suport social science or

more of the specified forms or modes; and statistical research in approvec universities, colleges
2. shares, if any, must be held only in government or institutions, section 35(1)(iii) of the Act provides

companies or statutory corporations. for a deduction from the profits and gains of a business

Witheffect from 1 April 1980, under section 80 GGA
or profession and, in respect of other incomes, any

of the Act, the above provision is also applicable to
sum paid by a taxpayer to a university, college, or

other institution approved by the prescribed authoritydonationsmade by taxpayersother than those deriving to be used for research related to the class of business
income from a business or profession. The advantage of such taxpayer.of a donation under this section is that the full amount
of the donation is deductible,as no minimum amounts Expenditures on research and development by the

apply. private sector increased from 75 mllion rupees in
1978-79 to 1,040 million rupees in 1980-81. Forty per-Under either section 35(1)(ii) or 80 GGA of the Act, cent of the total research and developmentunits in this

once a deduction is claimedand allowed for any assess- sector were located in the state of Maharashtra,which
ment year in respect of any payments, a deduction incurred about 50% of the total expenditure. This
shall not be allowed in respect of such paymentsunder

any other provision of the Act for the same or any
compares favorably with Bombay's contribution to
total income tax budgetcollectionofabout 23%. Thus,other assessment year. incentives provided in the Act are proving a great

The national laboratories and approved institutions stimulus to promotionand encouragementof research

can, thus, take advantage of sponsored research by and development in India. However, despite lavish

taxpayers and utilize the ,ast resources available to fiscal concessionsby the government,private research

them for the country's good. Under the Act, gross
and development expenditure in India has been low.

royalties and premiums earned by the National Re- By comparison, although the population of South

search DevelopmentCorporationhave increased from Korea in 1982 was one eighteenth that of India's and
industrial output was USS 29 billion and 47.5 billion8 million rupees in 1980-81 to more than 105 million

rupees in 1982-83. respectively, expenditure on research and develop-
ment in 1981 and 1982 in India amounted to $ 138.5

A provision for weighted deduction under sub-section million and $166.3 million respectively as compared
2A and 2B of section 35 of the Act was deleted by the to $ 236.9 million and $ 383.9 million in South Korea.
Finance Act 1984 because of the experience that an As the Japanese experience shows, to modernize the

expenditure linked concession for weighteddeduction country India requires not only massive imports of
leads to a tendency to inflate expenditure and with a technologybut its successfuladaptation.This, in turn,
view to simplify the tax laws. The concession under requires a considerable amount of expenditure on re-

sub-section2A was linked to the donationby the donor search and development. It is up to the private sector

and so is different from the concession under sub-sec- to accept the challenge.

THAILAND' GENERAL PROVISION: PROCEDURE

If the Revenue Department'ssummons, notifications

Highlightsof Changes in for tax payments or other communicationscannot be

the TaxLaws
sent to the taxpayers because:
(1) the taxpayer has left his domicile and his where-
abouts have become unknown; or

(2) the taxpayer has left the country,
Information supplied by Mr. Montri Hongskrailers, Coopers & the Revenue Officer can post the summons, notifica-
Lybrand Associates, Bangkok tions, or letters at the address most recently listed for

the taxpayer's office or residence in government re-

cords or he can advertise in the local nwspaper; theINTRODUCTION
taxpayer is then deemed to have received the com-

On 31 January 1986, the Ministryof Finance issued an
muncaton.

Emergency Decree No. 14 in which various revisions
in the Revenue Code were announced. Among the
changes were amendments to the taxation of personal

PERSONAL INCOMETAX

income, business income, and corporate income as (1) The profit from the sale of debentures of public
well as the introductionof a tax amnesty. A survey of companies or of companies registered with the Sec-
the highlights of the tax package follows. urities Exchangeof Thailand is to be taxed in the same
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way as profits from the sale of shares or bonds or from CORPORATETAX
the transfer of partnerships. (1) Dividendsgenerated from securitiesheld by a cor-

(2) Tax exemption is provided for the following in- porate shareholder shall be exempt from tax if the
terest earned: company holds the securities for at least 3 months

(a) interest from savings sweepstakes and interest on before a dividend is received and for 3 months after
government time savings deposits on which the the dividendis received (a total ofat least 6 months).
interest rate is 8.5% per year; (2) The corporate income tax rates are reduced by 5%

(b) interest on government fixed savings deposits of from the previous rates, as follows:
not more than 6 months duration on which the New rate
interest earned is 10% per year, but only the por- For companies registered with the
tion of interest of 8.5% is exempt from taxation; Securities Exchange of Thailand 30%

(c) interest on deposits with banks in Thailand if the For other companies 35%
interest is 8.5% per year;

/l(d) interest on deposits with co-operatives; (3) The income tax rate for foundationsor associations

(e) interest on governmentbonds which are at 10.5% which are not exempt from tax is increased from 5%
per year, is now exempt only to the extent of 8.5% to 10% of gross receipts from goodwill, copyright or

per year; other rights, interest, dividends, rental of property,
(f) interest from the Government Housing Bank de- and professionalfees. However,on gross receiptsfrom

posits which are 10.75 of 11% per year but only the commerce, industry, and transportation, the tax is re-

portion of 8.5% per year is exempt. duced from 5% to 2%.

(3) Although previously tax-exempt, trading in the
following securities will henceforth be taxed: BUSINESSTAX

()debentures(a) and non-governmentbonds; (1) Revision of the definitionof gross receipts is made
government bonds, to the extent of any profit in in the tape rental business to cover deposit money,
excess of 8% per year. membership fees, fees for the hire of services for re-

(4) A distributionofprofitsby an ordinarypartnership cording tape, sales of recorded tape, in addition to

or by a non-juristic group of persons to a partner or amounts received from rents.

member,which was formerlytotally exempt, shall now (2) Revision of the definition of gross receipt for the
be exempt only if the profit is taxable to the partner- rental of property is made to include any money, prop-
ship or non-juristicgroup of persons. erty, remuneration,or other benefits received on that

(5) Changes in deductions or allowances: portionwhichare higher than the cost to the taxpayer.
(a) interest on loans made by a bank, a finance com- (3) The assessmentofficer is given the power to fix the

pany, a finance and securities company, a credit minimum gross receipts on which the trader shall be
foncier company, a co-operative, an insurance taxed.
company or an employerused to make a purchase
or a hire-purchase, or to build a dwelling house (4) The tax rate is increased from 40% to 50% of gross
were the house is mortgaged with the lender to receipts on imported cars or 10-seat buses with diesel

serve as security for loan repayments, shall be de- engines and the tax rate is reduced from 40% to 30%
ductible on the portion that is actually paid up to of gross receipts for cars and buses produced locally.
7,000 baht; (5) The import of machinery, component parts, and

(b) in the case of a husband and wife divorced during accessories to be used by the importer in his own
a tax year, each spouse is now allowed to deduct production, which was previously tax exempt, is now

only 3,000 baht per child per year. Spouses whose taxed at the rate of 5% of gross receipts.
marital status continues throughout the tax year (6) The diesel engine is increased from 5% 9%are given an allowance of 5,000 baht. tax to

except for diesel engines for fishingboats on which the
(6) Tax credits: tax remains unchanged.
The tax credit on dividends received by an individual
from a company registered under Thai law is reduced STAMP DUTY
from 35% to 30%.

/3 Rates: (1) The stamp duty on loans or bank overdraft agree-
ments which was formerly to be affixed at the rate of

Interest tax rate:
The rate of tax on interest from loans, including

1 baht for every 2,000 baht on loans or bank overdraft

government bonds, is increased from 12.5% to agreements without any ceiling, shall now be affixed
atthesamerate but with a ceilingofup to 10,000baht.

15%, effective from 1 January 1986.
(b) Personal tax rate: (2) The stamp duty previously affixed to all govern-

The rates of personal income tax are reduced from ment forms is repealed.
7% on net income of 30,000 baht to 7% on net
income of 40,000 baht and from 65% to 55% on

net income over 2,000,000 baht, effective from 1
TAX AMNESTY

January 1986. A taxpayer, who has not yet paid tax or who has paid
1986 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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tax incorrectly, may, on application, be exempt from - 0.5% on that portion of gross receipt exceeding
a tax audit, assessment, or any order for tax payment 500 million baht.
(including criminal charges) on income or gross re-

The
ceipts earned before or during the 1984 tax year. The gross receipt means the assessable gross receipts
tax amnesty is granted on the following conditions: or the gross receipts before the deduction of any ex-

penses as averaged on the years the taxpayer has had
(1) the taxpayermust file an application,as prescribed income but for not more than 5 years from the tax year
by the Director General of the Revenue Department, or accounting year ending on or before 31 December
before July 1986; 1984.

(2) the taxpayermust pay the tax due (as computedby
the rules set out below) within the time and on the This amnesty shall not cover:
conditions to be prescribed by the Director General.

(1) companies which according to law do not pay tax
The computation of the tax due is to be as follows: on a net profit basis, e.g., airlines or maritime com-

(1) At the rate of 3% on the value of all assets minus panies, associations, or foundations;
the value of all debts as of 31 December 1984 or the
last date of the 1984 accounting year. (2) taxpayers (individual and juristic persons) who
(2) The followingrates are applicableon gross receipt: were assessed or ordered to pay or to remit tax by an

1.5% on gross receipt up to 100 million baht; assessment officer for income or receipts earned be--

1.0% on that portion of gross receipt exceeding fore 1984 or the 1984 accounting year end, on the-

100 million bath; portion so assessed.

INDONESIA:

Overhaulofan InheritedTaxSystem
Newtaxon land,buildingsand newstampduties

By Jap Kim Siong

A. INTRODUCTION ing 1928 and Verponding Indonesia 1923 (Inlandsche
Verponding) and the Contribution for Regional De-

The second phase of the tax reform in Indonesia, to velopment (luran Pembangunan Daerah or IPEDA)
overhaul the tax system inherited from the former which is levied on land and buildings. IPEDA, a na-

Netherlands East Indies Government, began on 1 tional tax, was levied on individuals and entities who
January 1986. owned title to land or buildings. The tax base and tax

The first phase, to establish ts own national tax sys-
rates differed, depending on the valuation schemes

tem, started on 1 January 1984 by the introduction of (e.g. rural, urban, forestry, mining or plantations).
the 1984 Income Tax Act (Pajak Penghasilan), which The net wealth tax was a national tax and the house-
replaced the Corporate 1ncome Tax Act 1925 (Pajak hold tax was a local tax, both levied on properties
Perseroan), the Individual Income Tax Act 1944 owned by individuals only.
(Pajak Pendapatan) and the Tax on Interest, Divi- The revenue from the tax on land and buildings isdends and Royalties Act 1970: t The Sales Tax Act estimated to amount to 284,000,000,000 Indonesian1951 was replaced by a value added tax on goods and

Rupiahs (Rp)2 in financial 1986/87, beginning 1services and a sales tax on luxury goods on 1 April April 1986. Ninetypercentof
year

the total derived1985. revenue

from the tax on land and buildings is for the local

The laws concerning the taxation of land, buildings government, and 10% for the national government.
and stamp duties were enacted on 27 December 1985 The national government collects the tax. Revenue

and took effect on 1 January 1986. from IPEDA was 170,000 million Rp; from net wealth
tax, 40,000 million Rp; and 7,000 million Rp from

The Tax on Land and BuildingsLaw (Pajak Bumidan household tax.

Bangunan) replaced the Net Wealth Tax Act 1932
(Vermogensbetastingor Pajak Kekayaan),the House-
hold Tax Act 1908 (Personele belasting or Pajak
Rumah Ranggah), the Road Tax Act 1942 (Weggeld

I. Jap Kim Siong, The Three Tax Reform Laws in 38 Bulletin for
internationalfiscaldocumentation 130-134 (1984).

1942), the Local Land Yield Tax Act, i.e. the Verpond- 2. One us-S-is equivalent to about 1,100 Rp.
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The Stamp Duties Law No. 13 of 1985 replaced the Taxable real property
Stamp Duties Ordinance 1921 (Zegelverordening
1921) as from 1 January 1986. A building is defined as a technical construction

The goal of the two new tax laws is to simplify and which is erected on or permanently attached to land
and/or waters of Indonesia. The term building n-

reduce the taxpayers tax burden as compared to the cludes roads leading to building complex, structures
former taxes. The new stamp duties law comprises

a

only two stamp duties of 500 Rp and 1,000 Rp, con-
lke hotels, factories and other facilities which form an

tained in a law of 18 clauses. This is in contrast to the integral part of the building. Toll roads, luxury gar-

167 duties in 142 clauses previously applied. The dens, fences, swimming pools, olympic stadiums,
former stamp duty on corporate rights, levied at the quay-walls, and oil refineries are also considered

rate of O.1% on the paid-up caital of the issued share buildings.
capital of a corporation, is no onger levied under the The tax administrationdetermines the tax on land and
new stamp duties law. Now only a 1,000 Rp stamp buildings of a taxpayer in accordance with the regis-
duty must be paid on financial documents having a tered, detailed data available. In the event no data are

face value exceeding 1,000,000 Rp. available, the tax administrationmay require that the
taxpayer files a return within 30 days.

B. TAX ON LAND AND BUILDINGS Exemptions

(PAJAK BUMI DAN BUNGUNANOR PBB) Persons and entities are exempt from the tax landon

and buildings when the land or buildings are held for
As from 1 January 1986, the Land and Buildings Tax social, educational, cultural, religious and publicLaw No. 12 of 1985 governs the levy of this property and with the goal of deriving profit.

pur-

tax on allland and buildings situated in Indonesia. poses not

Wilderness, wild life preserve land and government
land, not yet having a fixed use, is also exempt from
the property tax. The exemption is also applicable to

Transitionperiod diplomatic persons, consulates and international or-

Any propertysubject to tax (net wealth tax, household ganizationsowning land or buildings. The Minister of

tax, IPEDA, etc.) under the former tax laws prior to Finance is enttled to exempt or reduce the tax on land

1 January 1986, will continue to be subject to tax and and buildings payable by taxpayers in the event of

this tax must be paid before 1 January 1991. flood, crop failure, or other natural disaster.

The IPEDA payable under any contract for work or

production sharing contract, concluded prior to 1 Taxable base

January 1986 between a foreign company and the In-
donesian state-ownedcompany,Pertamna,operating Land is classified into 50 categorieseach having its fair

in the field of mining, oil and gas exploitation,remains market sales price per square meter. Buildings are

in force until the contract period has elapsed. classified into 5 categories, each category is divided
into 4 classes. Special rules apply to the taxable base

The implementing regulations of IPEDA remain in of land and buildings used for plantations, mining and
force until 31 December 1990 if not replaced by new forestry. The classification of the fair market sales
regulations or if not in conflict with the provisions of price of land and buildings are determined every 3
the Land and Building Tax Law. years by the Minister of Finance (1003/KMK.04/1985

of 28 December 1985).
Taxpayers In determining the taxable base, the fair market sales

price per square meter is multiplied by a percentage
Individuals and entities owning land or buildings or determined by the Minister of Finance, which is set

owning rights to use land or buildings are subject to between 20% and 100%. For 1986 the said rate is set

ths real property tax. Its taxable base is the deemed at 20% (assessment value rate). The taxable base is
fair marketsales price estimatedby the tax administra- thus 20% multiplied by the fair market sales price per
tion. square meter.

Tax free deduction
Tax year

The tax free deduction is 2,000,000Rp for each build-
The tax year is the calendar year. The situation on 1 ing. No tax free deduction exists for land.

January of each year is relevant in determining the
amount of the real property tax. Any change after 1 Tax rate of PBB

January will not affect the tax liability of the taxpayer
during the calendaryear. It is also immaterialwhether The rate of the land and building tax is 0.5% of the
the taxpayeris a residentor non-residentof Indonesia. taxable base.
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Example - notarial title deeds and copies thereof;
Assume, the taxpayer owns the following taxable

- documents of title deeds on land executed by the

properties: responsible civil servant; and
land with an area of 800 sq.m., with a fair market

- financial documentsspecifying an amount exceed--

sales price of 300,000 Rp/sq.m.; and ing 1,000,000 Rp such as letter of money receipts,
a building with -an area of 400 sq.m., with a fair certificates of deposit, vouchers mentioning the-

market sales price of 350,000 Rp/sq.m. balance of bank accounts, bills of exchange,prom-
ssory notes, securities having a face value exceed-

The land and building tax is calculated as follows (in ng 1,000,000 Rp, as well as any document to be
Rp): admitted in Indonesian courts.
Sales price of land:

800 x 300,000 240,000,000 A foreign document cannot be used in Indonesia un-

Sales price of building: less it has been duly stamped.
400 x 350,000 140,000,000

Less the tax free deduction 2,000,000 Exemptions
138,000,000

The total amount of land and building tax is Exempt from stamp duties are: documents in the na-

on land ture of an acknowledgementfor the receipt of goods;-

0.5% x 20% x 240,000,000 = 240,000 bills for the transportationof persons and goods; bills
on building for the storage of goods; certificatesattesting the com--

0.5% x 20% x 138,000,000 = 138,000 pletion of a public school or course, pawnshop bills
Total 378,000 executed by the State Pawnshop; receipts for divi-

dends and interest payments from shares and bonds;
receipts for savings deposits; and receipts from the

Penalties and fines Treasury, local government or bank for any tax paid.
The administrative fine is 25% from the understated
tax (PBB), in case, after an investigation, more tax is Payments
found to be payable or no tax return has been filed by
the taxpayer after a written request. A taxpayer who Stamp duties are payable by the receivers or holders
has intentionallyevaded paying PBB, either by under- of documents required to be duly stamped. Stamp
stating his tax or failing to file a return, may be impris- duty is considered paid where an adhesive duty stamp
oned for up to one year or b subject to a fine of up to is affixed upon the document and duly cancelled.
five times the amount of tax evaded. A taxpayer who
because of carelessness has not paid the appropriate
PBB, may be imprisoned for up to 6 months or be Stamp duties
subject to a fine of up to twice trae amou,,t of tax not

paid. Third persons who have intentionallynot shown The stamp duty for foreign documents to be used in
documents or given information which resulted in a Indonesia is paid to the General Post and Giro Office.
loss in tax revenue, may be imprisoned for up to one The stamp duty rates for financial documents are:

year or be subject to a fine of up to 2,000,000Rp. The Nominalvalue in Rp Stamp duty in Rppenalty is doubled if the same person again evades 100,000- 1,000,000 500PBB within one year from the date he was sentenced.
more than 1,000,000 1,000

Penalties cannot be imposed retroactively after 10 The stamp duty is 1,000 Rp for any foreign documents
years beginningfrom the end of the tax year involved.

to be used in Indonesia and for all non-financialdocu-
ments specified in the Stamp Duties Law as requiring

C. STAMP DUTIES (BEA METERAI OR BM) a stamp.

Penalties and finesTaxable documents

Stamp duties are imposed on those legal documents The persons responsible for documents that must be
and copies which are of a civil law nature when they duly stamped under the Stamp Duty Law, when the
are specified in the Stamp Duties Law No. 13 of 1985. stamp duty is not fully paid, will be punished by an

administrative fine amounting to 200% of the stampIn general, documentsexecuted by the governmentor
duty amount not paid.its subdivisionsare not dutiable,except deeds on land.

The following documents are dutiable: Liability for payment of the stamp duty expires after
every contract or letter of agreement executed for 5 years, beginning from the date the document has-

use as evidenceor proof in a civillawproceeding; been executed.
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G-A\A:

Tax Incentivesfor Investment

Ghana'smore realisticapproach

By Servaasvan Thiel

In 1985 Ghana introduced a new InvestmentCode and

repealed the 1981 version. This article will discuss Mr. van Thiel is research associate at the Bureau of International

whether this new code is an improvementand to what
Fiscal Documentation, specializing in African tax and investment
ssues.

extent the newly proposed use of investment incen-
tives by Ghana may be a model for other Western
African countries. The main body in the petroleum sector is the Ghana

NationalPetroleumCorporation(hereinafterthe Cor-
Part I gives a description of the 1985 Ghana Invest- poration) which was established in 1983. The corpora-
ment Code. After a short introduction, an outline is tion is governed by a Board of Directors consistingof

provided of the restrictions andprioritiesand of the qualified persons from the public sector. The corpora-
application and approval procedures followed by a tion has the exclusive right to engage in the explora-
brief description of beneficiaries and investment in- tion, development and production of petroleum. It
centives. can do so with the assistance of contractorssubject to

Part II provides a description of the.major changes in the provisionsof a petroleum agreement as concluded

the 1985 Code and an evaluation of Ghana's choices betweenthe contractor, the Corporationand the Gov-

against the backgroundof the general literatureon the ernment of Ghana.

use of investment incentives for development.
B. Restrictions and priority areas

I. NEW INVESTMENTCODE The followingenterprisesare reservedfor Ghanaians:
(a) any enterprise concerned with retail or wholesale

A. Introduction trade, unless such business is carried on by or

within a departmentstore or a supermarketwhich

Ghana has a positive attitude towards foreign private has an employed capital of not less than

investment, but opposes foreign dominationof certain US$500,000;
sectors of its economy. (b) the sale of anything whatsoever in any market,

petty trading, hawking, or selling from a kiosk at

Therefore, the investment legislation, on the one any place;
hand, prescribes local participation requirements in (c) business representationfor foreigncompanies,un-

certain enterprises and, on the other hand, provides less the enterprise has an employed capital of not

for protection and investment incentives. less than US$500,000 or its equivalent;
The main investment legislation includes the Invest- l(d)/ operation of a taxi service or a. car hire service;
ment Code 1985 and the Petroleum (Explorationand (e) the sale under a hire-purchase contract of motor

Production) Law 1983. 2 Mining activities remain out- vehicles, includingvehicles intended to be used in

side the scope of both laws and a new Minerals Code the operation of a taxi or a car hire service;

iS still under consideration. Also, a separate law ap- (f) produce brokerage,unless the em-1oyedcapital of

plies to investments in the energy sector. the enterprise is not less than USS500,000;
(g) advertising agencies and public relations busines-

The Investment Code 1985, which replaces the 1981 ses;
version, is administered by the Ghana Investments (h) all aspects of the pool betting business and lot-
Centre (hereinafter the Centre) which is governed by teries;
a Board consisting of persons with sound knowledge (i) estate agencies;
or experience in investment matters. The Centre's (j) travel agencies;
main tasks include the collection and disseminationof lk) lighterage services;
investment-related information, the identification of (1) commercial transportationof passengers by land;
projects, the registration and approval of nvestments (m)bakeries;
and technology transfer contracts, and the grantingof

priority status and incentives. In addition, the Centre
1. Investment Code, Act 437,1981 replaced by Investment Code.was

maintains a liaison between investors and public au- P.N.D.C.K. 116,1985.
thorities and recommends changes in investment-re- 2. Petroleum (Exploration and Production) Law, P.N.D.C.L. 68,

lated legislation. (1983).
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pthe
the manufactureof articles from foam materiais; 1971.4 Everyoneestablishingor expandinga manufac-

operaton of beauty salons and barber shops; turing industrymust apply for a license from the Minis-
manufactureof cement blocks for sale; ter for Industry. The Minister may grant or refuse a

q) the manufacture or tailoring of garments, other license and may set terms and conditionsas he sees fit.
than for export; The criteria used in this decision concern the location,

Ii!r) tteirxetirleetSreeraedeinng;hand printing(includingtieand dye); size, type, and viability of the enterprise as well as the
s) use of local resources.

t) manufacture of suitcases, briefcases, portfolios, Without a valid license an investor will not be able to

handbags, shopping bags, purses and wallets, obtain imort or export licenses, immigration quota,
other than for export. or any otherconcession.The MinisterofIndustrymay,

All other enterprisesare eligible for foreign participa- after consultationwith the Ghana InvestmentsCentre,
tion provided that the foreign investment equals at exempt a person or industry from the license require-
least US$60,000 in the case of a joint venture with a ment and a license will be issued automatically to a

Ghanaian partner, or US$100,000 in the case of a manufacturing enterprise which is already approved
wholly foreign-ownedenterprise. by the Ghana Investment Centre.

Enterprises which are wholly foreign-owned, how- (b) Any enterprise, other than a manufacturingenter-

ever, can only be approved by the Centre, e.g. enjoy prise, is required to obtain an establishment license

the benefits of the Investment Code 1985, if they are from the competent public authority.
net foreign exchange earners. (c) In order to qualify for the benefits under the In-

The possibilities of foreign investment in the petrole- vestment Code 1985, an investor should apply for ap-
um sector are restricted to contractual arrangements proval to the Ghana Investments Centre. Extensive

for the explorationand sale of petroleumby the corpo-
information on the project and the applicant must be

ration. Any foreign oil company that has negotiated a disclosed. Application forms can be obtained from the

petroleum agreement is obliged to establish a sub- Centre. Upon receipt of an application, the Centre

sidiary in Ghana incorporated under the Companies will submit the form to competent authorities within

Code 1963.3 14 days. Comments or observations must be returned
to the Centre within 21 days.

The Investment Code 1985 mentions the following Importantcriteria in granting approval are the follow-
priorities: ing:
a. Agriculture: (i) development of the productive sectors of the na-

(i) production, protection, processing, and preserva- tional economy;
tion of crops and livestock; (ii) efficient utilization, expansion, and diversification

(ii) any other agriculturalactivities, includingservices, of the productive capacity of existing enterprises;
as may from time to time be prescribed. (iii) utilization of local materials, supplies, and ser-

b. Construction and building industries: vices;

) real estate development; (iv)the creation of employment opportunities in

ii) road construction; Ghana;
iii)any other activity in the construction and building {v)

real increases in national export earnings;
industries,as may from time to time be prescribed. vi)real savings on national imports;

v)developmentand transferof advanced technology,
c. Manufacturing industries: incuding the upgradingof indigenous technology;

) manufacturing for export; (vih)country-widedistributionof viable enterprises;
ii) manufacturing industries that predominantly use (x)the need to generate constructivecompetition and

local raw materials; to avoid monopolies;
(iii)manufacturingindustries that produce agricultural (x) environmentaleffects;

equipment, machinery, spare parts, and machine (xi)the location of the enterprise;
tools. (xii)such other criteria as the Centre may consider rel-

d. Tourism: evant for achieving the objectives of the Code.

Enterprises concerned with the development of In granting approval, the Centre may specify condi-
the tourist industry such as tourist accommoda- tions concerningthe amount and source of capital, the
tion, insofar as these are net foreign exchange ear- nationality and number of shareholders, the project
ners.

3. The CompaniesCode 1963. Act 1979, as amended by Act 421 (1980).
The Centre may, from time to time, specify priority The GhanaCompany Law differs in certain respects from the companylaw
sectors or geographical areas. of most other Anglophone African countries. Firstly, there is a minimum

capital requirement of 5,000 Cedis. Secondly, annual dividend payments
C. Applicationand approval procedures are restricted by a special formula which seeks to protect the companies'

creditors. Thirdly a company is not allowed to buy the shares of its holding
company. Finally, certain directors' decisions, including the disposal of a

The following procedures are relevant for investors: substantial part of the assets, the issue of new shares to third parties, and
contributions to charitable funds, require prior approval of the general

(a) Ghana has establisheda generalsystem of industri- meeting of shareholders.
al licensing under the Manufacturing Industries Act 4. The Manufacturing Industries Act 356,1971.
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size, the trainingof Ghanaians, the commencementof E. Investment incentives
the project reporting requirements, environmental
protection, the utilizationof local resources,and other The Investment Code 1985 provides for (a) general
matters having regard to the objectives of the Invest- incentives for all approved investors, (b) specific in-
ment Code. centives for some approved investors, and (c) specific
Upon approval, the Centre will issue a certificate of incentives for priority investors.

approval. The certificate is deemed to be a manufac- (a) The general incentives for all approved investors

turng license or an establishment license. include the following:
(d) Technology Transfer Agreement means any (i) the investoris deemed to haveobtaineda manufac-

agreement with a duration exceeding 18 months and turing or establishment license;

relating to an enterprise approved under the Code (ii) immigrant quota will be granted in respect of the

involving: approved number of expatriate personnel;
(i) the assignment, sale and use of foreign patents, (iii) personalremittancequota for expatriatepersonnel

is exempt from any tax imposed by any enactment
trademarks or other industrial property rights;

(ii) the supply of foreign technical know-how or
on the transferofexternalcurrencyout ofGhana;

technological knowledge; (iv)exemption from Selective Alien EmploymentTax

(iii) foreign technical assistance, design and engineer-
under the Selective Employment Tax Decree

ing consultancyor other technicalservices in what- 1973;5
ever form they may be supplied; (v) free transferability, through the Bank of Ghana

(iv)foreign managerial, marketing or other services. or, in the case of a net foreign exchange earning
enterprise, through the external account opened

All existing technology transfer agreements must be with the permissionof the BankofGhana, in freely
submitted to the Centre within 6 months, i.e. before convertiblecurrency of:
13 January 1986. The Centre may advise the partieson - dividends or net profits attributable to the in-
the suitability of the technology and on the level of vestment of such freely convertible currency;
remuneration. - payments in respect of loan servicing where a

The renewal of existingagreementsand the conclusion foreign loan has been obtainedby an approved
of new technology transfer agreements is subject to enterprise;
approval by the Centre. The agreementscannot come

- fees and charges in respect of any technology
transferagreementapprovedunder this Code;into effect without such approval. the remittance of foreign capital in the event-

(e) The Centre may designate approved enterprises of a sale or liquidation of the approved enter-

located n specific geographical areas or active in cer- prise or any interest in the approvedenterprise
tain economic sectors, as priority enterprises. Special attributable to foreign investment;
incentives are available for priority enterprises (see (vi) a non-expropriationguarantee;
1.E., below). (vii)a defermentof payment of stamp duty, granted by
(f) Any person who intends to negotiatean agreement

the Board for a period not exceeding5 yearswhere

for the exploration,developmentor productionof pe-
it is satisfied that the circumstances prevailing at

the time of the application for the benefit justfytroleum must submit an application to the Provisional such deferment.
National Defence Council Secretary for Fuel and
Power. (b) The specific incentives for.some approved inves-

Specific regulations and competitive.bidding proce-
tors include the following:

dures may be prescribed. The petroleum agreement is
ti)\, a reduction or defermentof income tax payable to

concluded with the Corporation and the Government enterprises located in areas lacking in basic infras-

and has a maximum duration of 25 years. It cannot be tructure where the enterpriseundertakes the costs
of such infrastructure;assigned to another person without prior approval of

(ii) an enterprise which utilizes Ghanaian labour in
the Secretary. The terms of the agreement contan

preference to imported machinery is entitled to
minimumwork and expenditurerequirements,a rebus

an

sic stantibus clause, an option for the corporation to
income tax rebate as follows:

buy interests in successful petroleum operations,
- in the case of agriculture, where an enterprise

clauses to pay income tax and royalties, etc. employs more than 20 Ghanaians, the value of
the Social Security contributionpayable in re-

spect of every Ghanaianemployee in excess of
D. Investors eligible for incentives the first 20;

in the case of manufacturingindustries, where-

All nvestors approved by the Centre are eligible for an enterprise employs more than 100
the general benefits. All investors in priority sectors Ghanaians, the value of the Social Security
or areas are eligible for specific incentives. Finally, contribution payable in respect of every
additional incentives are granted to certain approved Ghanaian employee in excess of the first 100;
investors. - in the case of constructionand building indus-

tries, where an enterprise employs more than
5. National Redemption Council Decree 201, 1973. 75 Ghanaians, the value of the Social Security
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contribution payable in respect of every (i) requisite permission for importing essential
Ghanaian employee in excess of the first 75; machinery and equipment requred for the enter-

(iii) all foreign exchange earning enterprises may be prise;
permitted by the Bank of Ghana to retain, in an (ii) exemption from the payment of customs import
external account under the supervisionof the Bank duties on plant, machinery,equipment,and acces-

of Ghana, a portionof their foreignexchangeearn- sories (excluding building materials), imported
ings for use in acquiring spare parts and other specifically and exclusively to establish the ap-
inputs which would otherwise not be readily avail- proved enterprise;
able without the use of such earnings. In the case ) investment allowance of 7.5% per annum;
of a net foreign exchange earning enterprise, the iv)exemption of staff from income tax relating to
Bank of Ghana permits the operation of an exter- accommodationprovided on building or construc-
nal account in which at least 25% of the foreign tion site;
exchange earnings may be retained in order to (v) depreciation or capital allowances of 50% in the
acquire machineryand equipment,spare parts and year of investment and 25% in subsequent years.
raw materials as well as to service debts and to For investors in tourism the following incentives are
provide for profit and dividend payments and re- available:
mittances in respect of quotas for expatriate per- (i) exemption from customs import duties on plant,sonnel. machinery, equipment, and accessories, imported

(c) Hereafter, is a list of the specific incentivesavaila- specifically and exclusively to establish the ap-
ble for investors in priority sectors and regions. proved enterprise;
For priority investors in the agriculturalsector the fo\- (ii) depreciationor capital allowance as follows:

lowing incentives are available: (a) plant and machinery:50% in the yearofinvest-

(i) government guarantee of land used for the estab-
ment and 25% in subsequent years;

lishment and operation of the project; (b) buildings: 20% in the year of investment and
10% in subsequent years;(ii) requisite permission for importingessential plant. (iff) exemption from taxes and rates levied on buildingmachinery, equipment, and accessories required properties for a period not exceeding 3 years;for the enterprise; (iv)investmentallowance of 7.5% per annum (sic).(iff) exemption from paymentof customs import duties

on plant, machinery, equipment, and accessories For investors in certain regionsa reductionof company
imported specifically and exclusively to establish tax is available in the following manner:

the enterprise once approved; (i) enterprises situated within Kumasi and Sekondi-

(iv)a corporateincome tax rate of45% with the follow- Takoradi Metropolitan areas, a reduction of 15%

ing allowances and deductions: on the company income tax payable;
depreciation or capital allowance on plant, (ii) enterprises situated within regional capitals other-

machinery, equipment and accessories to the than Accra-Tema Metropoltan area, Kumasi,
extent of 100% in the year of investment; Sekondi-Takoradi,and Wa, a reductionof 25% on

investment allowance of 10%; the company income tax payable;-

in the case of tree crops and livestock, exclud- (iff) enterprises situated in the rest of the country in--

ing poultry, an income tax rebate over a three- cludingWa, but excludingAccra-TemaMetropoli-
year period to be specifiedby the Centre at the tan area, a reduction of 40% on the company in-

following rates: come tax payable.
75% in the first year; In addition to the benefits and incentives mentioned
50% in the second and above, where any enterprisewith prioritystatus under-year;
25% in the third year. takes or supports a program of scientific research in
exemption of staff from paymentof income tax Ghana, approved by the Centre, for the purpose of

-

relating to furnished accommodation on the developing,or advancing the said enterprise, the capi-farm. tal expenditure in respect of such research shall be
For priority investors in the manufacturingindustries, fully deductible.
the following incentives are available:
(i) requisite permission for importing essential

machinery and equipment required for the enter-

prise;
II. APPRAISAL OF THE CHANGES

(ii) exemption from the payment of customs import
duties in respect of plant, machinery, equipment, A. Comparison
and accessories imported specifically and exclu-
sively to establish the enterprise once approved; The main differences between the 1981 and 1985 In-

ift) investment allowance of 7.5%; vestment Codes concern local participation require-
iv)depreciation or capital allowances of 40% in the ments, the definition of priorities, the applicationpro-

year of investment and 20% in subsequent years. cedures, and the incentives offered.

For investors in the constructionsector the following The 1985 Code maintainsor relaxes the local participa-
incentives are available: tion requirements.
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Firstly, the list of enterprises wholly reserved for 4. The discretionof the Cenire to grant capital allow-
Ghanaianshas not been extended,but for the fact that ances at rates additional to the rates provided in the

foreign participation in retail or wholesale trade, busi- 1975 Income Tax Decree to all approved enterprises
ness representations,and produce brokerage is made was repealed. Instead, generous capital and invest-
more difficult by raising the minimum foreign capital ment allowancesare beinggranted to priorityprojects.
recuirement from Cedi 2 million (approximately 5. The discretion of the Centre to grant tax holidays$4,000-November1985 exchangerate) to $500,000. and customs duty drawbacks to export enterpriseshas

Secondly, the 1981 list of enterprises in which a 40% been repealed. Only the right of exporters to retain
or 60% Ghanaian participation was compulsory is re- part of their foreign exchange earnings n a special
placed by the general allowanceof foreign investment account in order to meet import requirements, to ser-

in all enterprises not exclusively reserved for vice debts or to provide for remittances of quota for
Ghanaians, provided the foreign investmentequals at expatriate personnel or dividends has been retained.
least $60,000 in a joint venture and $100,O0O in a The definition of export enterprises has been

wholly foreign owned enterprise. broadened. The 50% local input and 75% export re-

Thirdly, though taken out of the InvestmentCode, the quirementwas replaced by the requirementof being a

limitation of. foreign investment in the petroleum sec-
net foreign exchange earner.

tor to contractual arrangementswas sustained. 6. The regional incentive schemes have also been

The definition of priorities is almost the same in both amended to the effect that the Centre can no longer
versions of the Investment Law, with the following grant overall tax holidays and remittances of customs

exceptions. The priority of the export-orientedsector
duties paid. The reductions of corporate income tax

is strengthened by removing the conditions of a 50% up to 40% for enterprises located outside the Accra-

Ghanaian resource input and a 75% export require-
Tema metropolitan area has been retained.

ment of total output. In the constructionsector, prior- 7. In the sectoral incentiveschemes (agriculture,con-

ity shifted from the productionof buildingmaterials to struction, manufacturingand tourism) the possible tax

the developmentof real estate and the constructionof holidayswere replacedby fixed capital and investment
roads. allowances. Additional income tax rebates are availa-

An important change in the application and approval
ble only to priority agricultural enterprises and an

procedures is the introductionof deadlines. Theoreti- extra exemption from tax on real estate (maximum 3

cally, applicantscould from now on be informedof the years) is available only to priority enterprises in the
tourist sector.

decision within 5 weeks of filing the application. The
criteria for approval are roughly the same in both
versions of the Investment Code, but the conditions B. Comments
which may be attached to the approval by the Ghana
Investment Centre are broadened, and the grip of the The relaxation of the local participation requirements
Centre on technologycontracts is tightened. indicates a pragmatic approach towards the dual ob-

As to the package of incentives granted, there are jectives of attracting private investment for develop-
substantial differences.

ment and increasing local participation in the

economy.
1. The automatic 5-year exemption from customs
duties on machinery, equipment, and accessories for The reservation of mostly small economicactivities to

the establishmentof all approvedenterpriseshas been Ghanaiansis realistic,particularlybecause the concept

replaced by an exemption of customs duties on plant,
Ghanaian is linked to citizenship rather than to na-

machinery, equipment, and accessories specifically tionality, therebyincluding the Lebanesecommunities

and exclusively to establish enterprises in one of the which traditionally have played an important role in

priority sectors. The 3-year exemption from customs
small and medium business in Western Africa.6 The

duties on spare parts and other imports apart from raw repeal of the 40% and 60% Ghanaian participation
materials which was available to all approved.enter- requirement for banking and insurance as well as the

prises has been abolished entirely. compulsory local participationrequirementfor a large
number of commercial and industrial enterprises is

2. The 4-year 20% deduction from personal income welcome, as it removes a rather artificial barrier to

tax of capital expenditure incurred by individuals on foreign investment.Firstly, the bankingand insurance

scientific research concerning the developmentof ap- participations were unrealistically high. Secondly, as

proved enterprises was replaced by a possible full de- the local participations in other businesses theoreti-

duction of such costs by priority enterprises in case of cally could be as low as 1 share, it did not effectively
research programs approved by the Ghana Invest- serve the objective of a greater local participation in

the economy, but imposed an extra requirement for
ments Centre. the foreign investor. Leaving the choice to the investor

3. A new general incentive was introduced in the
form of a possible deferred payment of stamp duty 6. The same pragmatic approach is not followed in all West African

countries. The 1984 Guinean Investment Code defines Guinean nationals

(maximum 5 years) to be granted at the discretion of
as those persons who have a Guinean mother or father with Guinean

the Ghana Investments Centre. ascendants for 3 generations.
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while making the joint venture more attractive is a vestment potential. In comparison with other incen-
much mor realisticpolicy. If the foreign investor finds tive devices such as an overall tax holiday and cash
himself an appropriate partner, he will definitely take grants they are less costly since they defer rather than
advantage of a linkage to the community in which he reduce tax liability.
is doing business. Moreover, he will be automatically
eligible for approval and, thus, for the benefits of the An initial investment allowance allows the immediate

deduction of part of the capital expenditure withoutInvestment Code. If he does not find a partner, he
reducing the book value of the asset concerned. Itnevertheless will be able to continue with the invest-

ment, provided he is willing to increase the initial allows a total deduction in excess of the real cost of the

amount and, if he is a net foreign exchange earner, he asset and therefore amounts to a gift equalling the
will be eligible for the benefitsof the InvestmentCode. percentageof the allowance times the cost of the asset

This, in fact, makes it more difficult, although not
times the applicable tax rate. It increases a person's

impossible, for non-net foreign exchange earning
nvestment potential, but, assuming equal rates, is

foreign investors to establish a wholly-ownedbusiness. more costly than accelerated depreciation, although
generally not as costly as a tax holiday.

The introduction of deadlines in the application and
approval procedures is a good reaction to the general

4. The eliminationof the possibility to grant tax holi-

complaint by investors concerning the bureaucracy in days is also aa positive development. The cost of the

developingcountries. In this respect, it is also positive
ncentve s the revenue foregone, but this is only a

if the investment would have also been underta-that the Ghana Investment Centre is the only govern-
cost
ken without the incentive measure. This is difficult toment agency that deals with investors and that it pro- establish, but generally it can be said that a tax holidayvides all necessary stamps and approvals. It is a bit is only withoutcost where it tips the balance for margi-awkward, however, that no deadlines are set for the

Centre's final decision on the application.7The exten-
nal investmentswhich would not otherwise have been

sion of the Centre's powers to attach conditions to the
approval of investmentsand technologycontractsmay 7. Arts. 25 and 26.

provide a useful instrument to optimize the investor's 8. International corporate structures may shift their profits to Iow tax

contribution to economic development priorities and
areas. OECD Transfer pricing and multinational enterprises, 1979,
Paris. OECD World economic interdependenceand the evolving north

to minimize the possible misuse of their international south relationship, 1983, Paris.
character.8On the other hand, the increaseddiscretion 9. See for general discussion on tax incentives in developing countries

of the Centre may also be used for undue advantages the following studies:

and this is a concrete problem in many developing
- J. Heller, K. Kauffman, Tax incentivesfor ndustry in LDC (1963)
This study discusses the effects of income tax incentives in developingcountries. countries and quotes earlier studies on Puerto Rico (1957, Madison),

First, some of the changes in the incentivepackagewill Mexico (1959, Ross and Christensen), Ghana (1958, Smith; 1958, Perry)
and Philippines (1963, Heller, Kauffman).be discussed individually. Thereafter, some general - Lent 1967 (see footnote 10) This study discusses the desirability of

remarks will be made on the package as a whole. 9
tax incentives and quotes the above-mentionedstudy and studies on Israel
(1966, lian), Jamaica (1966, Chen Young), Nigeria (1962, Lewis; 1966,1. The reduced importance of tariff concessions is a Aluka) and Taiwan (1966, Shun-hsin Chou).

iositive step. Though these concessionsare thought to - Toye, Taxation andeconomic development, 12 criticaistudies (1978)
)e powerful incentives,' they are costly in terms of This study discusses attempts made to measure the impact oftax incentives

revenue foregone. They also distort the optimalalloca- and argues that justifications of the use of incentives are dubious. In
addition to the above-mentioned studies, it quotes country studies ontion of resources and discourage local production of Brazil (1972, Goodrnan), Colombia (1972, Billsborrow, Porter), Ecuador

the imported products. Moreover, they tend to favor (1969, Tanzi), Malaysia (1977, Kazunaratne, Abdullah), Mexico (1972,
capital-intensiveover labor-intensiveways of produc- Katz), Nigeria (1976, Olaloku) and Pakistan (1969, Hussain; 1973, Ahmad;
tion, which is not preferable in a labor-surplus 1974, Hamid, Hussain; 1974, Azahr, Sharif).
economy. Finally, the use ofcustom tariffs as an instru- Ga\enson, Investment incentivesfor industry: some guidelinesfor de-

velopingcountries (1984). This study, publishedbythe World Bank, discus-
ment of national investment policy hinders the estab- ses incentive systems with special reference to African countries. In addi-
lishment of a common customs tariff in the framework tion to the above-mentionedcountry surveys it quotes studies on Ghana
of ECOWAS. The creation of such a common tariff (1978, Ingram, Pearson), Puerto Rico (1957, Taylor; 1981, Bond), Philip-
and the resulting enlargementof the market is in itself pines (Bantista, 1979) and Sudan (1979, Acharya). It also quotes studies

which have attempted to investigate the impact of incentives on investors
an important factor influencing investment in the re- (1961, Robinson; 1955, Barlow, Wender; 1980, Frank; 1983, Guisinger).gion. The following evaluation of incentive techniques is based on the literature

mentioned in footnote 9 and on the more general public finance literature2. The replacementof the deduction, for purposesof includingthe followingstandardworksR A Musgrave, Public Finance in
individual income tax for research costs, by a full cor- theory and in practice (3rd ed. 1980); J.F. Due and A.F. Friedlnder,
porate deduction seems logical because companes Government finance, economics of the public sector (5th ed. 1973); S

rather than individuals may be expected to be the James and C. Nobes, The economics of taxation (1980); B.P. Herber,

agentsof industrial research and technical innovation. Modernpublicfnance, thestudy ofpublicsectoreconomics(3rded. 1975)
10. GE. Lent Tax incentives for investment in developing countries,
I.M.F. Staffpapers, 1967 at 249. Tariff concessionsare important not only

3. The granting of generous capital and investment because import duties are generally high in developingcountries but also

allowances to priority projects in all economicsectors because a significant part of production inputs is not locally available and

is positive. Generous depreciation allowances reduce must be imported. Consequently, import duties may formasignificantpart
of production costs.

tax liability in the short run (not overall tax liability) 11. P Robson, Integration, developmentandequity;economicintegration
thus increasing a person's capital expenditureor rein- in West Africa (1983).
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profitable. For all other investments, it is, strictly the years of the actual use of the asset or only until the

speaking, an unnecessary and, therefore, a costly de- book value of the asset is reduced to zero.

vice. 12
3. In granting incentives, no distinction is made be-

The administration of tax holidays is generally more tween national and foreign investors. There are, how-

complicated than the administrationof other exemp- ever, two reasons to attachspecificconditionsto incen-
tions because time consuming controls on the im- tives grnted to foreign investors.

plementationof the project are necessary. First of all, the bulk of foreign investment is effec-

Generally, the value of the tax holiday as an incentive tuated by large multinationalcorporations.They often
is over-estimated13 and in practice the tax holiday is have a monopoly-likepositionand relatively large pro-
not unconditionallypopular in businesscircles. Firstly, fit margins. Moreover, they have sophisticateddevices
effects may be limited because many firms earn little at their disposal to minimize tax liability. 15 Therefore,
-grofit in their early years, whereas the period of the they should only be granted extra incentives on the

aoliday is usually limited to 5 or 10 years. Secondly, condition of disclosure of all information necessary to

interference in the operation of the business, as well establish the locally realized profits.
as conditions necessary from a development point of

Secondly, the effectivenessof incentives, i.e. the effec-
view (minimum local content, local labor), are very tive decrease of the overall tax burden of the foreign
unpopular with prospective investors. Thirdly, a tax

holiday may encourage short-term investments de- investor, depends on the combined effects of the tax

signed to earn profits cuickly and to close at the end system of the hot country and the home country.
of the holiday period.14 In theory, a tax holiday is The capital-exportingOECD countries generally tax

neutral as to labor or capital-intensive producton world-wide income of their residents. West African

techniques. In practice, however, holiday periods are host countries generally tax the domestic-source in-

frequently longer for the larger investments so that come of non-residents. In a non-treaty situation, dou-

capital-intensive projects tend to be favored over ble taxation of the same international investment in-
others. come is normally avoided by the OECD countries by
The general remarks on the incentive package as a

means of a foreign tax credit (direct and sometimes

whole concern the question whether the present
also indirect credit) granted in respect of actual.ly-paid

Ghana investment regime can serve as a model for taxes similar to OECD income taxes.16

other West African countries.The answer to this ques- Consequently, in the non-treaty situation, whenever
tion can be partly positive, particularly where the tax liability of the international investor in the West
choice of incentive techniques and their selective use African host countries is reduced, tax liability in the
are concerned. OECD home country increases.Therefore, in general,
As far as the beneficiariesare concerned the new pack-

tax incentives granted by West African countries

age provides for a more selective use of incentives by
which reduce the local tax liabilityof the international

granting them to priority investors rather than to all nvestor may not result in a reductionofhs overall tax

investors. This is consistent with the general conclu- burden, but may in effect transfer revenue from the

sion that incentives are more likely to influence the West African country to the Treasury of the OECD

sectoral and geographical location of an investment home country.
17 Incentives which do not reduce the

than to influence the overall investment volume (see
footnote9). It is also a more revenue friendly approach
which is realistic, taking into account the reducedflows 12. Lent argues that in many cases more is surrendered in terms of

than to the establishment of the business. In
of foreign and national sources of development fi-

revenue necessary secure a

survey of several countries, he concludes that g.ross tax revenue sacrificed

nance. ranges from 2 to 13% of total tax revenue otherwise collectible. Galenson

A number of critical remarks, however, can be made quotes a study on Ghana (1981, lngram, Pearson) which illustrates how

incentive measures resulted in investment in loss making and unwanted
on the present investment regime. ventures. A case study on Sudan (1979, Acharya) illustrates the more

general African experience of sector-wise misallocation due to generous
incentivesfor industrywhile neglectingagriculture.Lent op. cit., Galenson

1. The continued, be it more restricted, use of tariff cit.

concessions is questionable because of the distorting
op.
13. See also the conclusion of the second ESCAP Seminar on foreign

effect and the negative effects on ECOWAS, men- investment and tax administrationheld in Tokyo 1976. That system (tax

tioned above. holiday) in many cases seemed to play only a marginal role in attracting
foreign investments in the region. U.N. ESCAP Foreign Investmentand
tax administration Report of ESCAP Seminar 1976, Manila.

2. Though the wide use of generous capital allow- 14. A study on Puerto Rico showed a peak in the number of business

ances and investmentallowances is favored, ther use closings once their tax holidaysexpired. There also appeared to be a high

in the construction sector is unusual because apart
turnoverof firms whereby new firms enjoying the exemption pushed out

from the possibility to depreciate assets in 4 years
existing firms whose holidays had expired. E. Bond, Tax Holdiays and

industry behaviour, as quoted by Alice Galenson op. cit.

(50% first year, 25% next years) there is an investment 15. See footnote 8.

allowance of 7.5% per annum . Investment allow- 16. Of the 5 major capital exporting countries, the U.S.A., Japan, the

ances are usually granted for the first year only. U.K. and Germany grant unilateral relief against double taxaton by way

Moreover, it is unclear in this situation whether the of foreign tax credit. France does not grant a credit but also does not

include large parts of foreign-source income in taxable income.

investment allowance can be enjoyed throughout all 17. Unless the home country applies the tax sparing credit.
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overall tax burden of the investorareof no importance
to him and by definition ineffective.

This stuation could be remedied in the West African
home countries by granting these incentives under the EUROPEAN
express condition that the overall tax liability of the
foreign investor be reduced.

TAXATION4. A more general criticism on the use of tax incen-
tives is that prior to granting incentives to stimulate
investments it would be better, first, to concentrateon
the removal of obstacles to investment. Such obstacles
do exist in the Ghana tax system.
First of all, the corporate tax rate (55%; 45% for Articlesbythe Bureau'steamof internationaltax specialists,

and its networkof local tax experts.agriculture) is among the highest in the world and this
may weil be a deterrent to national and international
investments.

Secondly, the exemption from taxable income of divi- Developmentsand trends in European tax law

dends received (provided by Art. 3 of the Income Tax
News in brief; court rulings; case notesDecree 1975) was repealed in 1980. x Thereforeprofits

are first taxed on the corporate level at 55% and then EEC tax deveopments
taxed for a second time at the shareholder level. In a

parent-subsidiaryrelationship, profits are taxed more

than twice because there is no special exemption for
intercorporate dividends. This so-called economic Furtherdetailsandfree samplesfrom:
double (or multiple) taxation of dividends is widely
believed to have negative economic effects, j9 Many INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL

countries, therefore, have introduced a partial or com-
DOCUMENTATION

- -

plete ntegration of personal and corporate income Sarphatistraat124 P.O. Box 20237

m,'m
1000 HE Amsterdam- the Netherlands

taxes n order to improve economic efficiency and
--11-- Tel.: 020 - 26 77 26 Telex: 13217 intax nl

welfare and to increase the national rate of capital Cables: Forintax
accumulation.The abolitionof the 1975 reliefmeasure

is a reintroductionof this obtacle to investments.

Thirdly, there is no carry back or forward of losses in tve assets such as machineryand equipmentshould be
Ghana (except for the specific deduction for the ag- excluded from the capital gains tax.22
riculturalsector),20 whereas such loss offsetsare gener- Finally, one of the most important deterrents to inter-
ally used to minimize adverse effects of the corporate national investments is the double taxation of invest-
income tax on risk taking and on the establishmentof ment income. Currently, only 2 treaties for the avoid-
new businesseswhich often incur losses in their earlier ance of double taxation are in effect23 so that double
years. taxation of Ghana-source investment income transfer-
Fourthly, capital gains, whether realized on the dis- red abroad is only prevented insofar as the unilateral
posal of real estate, business assets, land, or stocks, provisions of OECD countries give an effective re-

are taxable at very high rates.2 The productive invest- medy.
ment of savings is one of the major problems of de-
veloping countries. The acquisition of stocks can be
considered productive, especially because, in the ab-
sence of effective capital markets, highly speculative 18. Act 398 of 1980 Income Tax Amendment Act.

19. See S. Cnossen, Comparative tax studies: essays itt honor of Richard
securities transactions are unlikely. The inClusion of Goode, (1983), chapter 4. M. Feldstein, CapitalTaxation (1983), chapter
capital gains on securities, therefore, is an obstacle to 8.

investment. Also, favorable treatmentof capital gains 20 African Tax Systems, I.B.F.D., Amsterdam.

on business assets would have a positive effect on risk 21. Idem.

taking and would increase the primary capacity of
22. R. Bird, O. Oldman, Readings on taxation in Developing Countries
(1967).

companies. Therefore, capital gains on non-specula- 23. Afrcan Tax Systems, I.B.F.D., Amsterdam.
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THE OECD ON PERSONAL INCOME TAX
At a time when major reforms of the vertical equity through progressive effect on work behaviour. The report
personal income tax are under consid- schedules and more with horizontal notes that income tax provisionsgener-
eration in a number of countries, equity and with reducing the economic ally favour certain forms of investment
OECD has just published an extensive inefficiencies and distortions resulting (particularly house purchase) but that
volume on how and why systems have from personal income tax systems. n recent years a number of countries
been evolvingover the last decadewith Both these concernshave led to flatten- have been providing tax incentives for

suggestions about likely future de- ing tax rates and widening the tax base, investment in productive assets. The

velopments, t Its main focus is on cen- trends which have occurred in a evidence on the effect of the income
tral or federal government taxes but number of northern European and tax on savings and work effort is far
information is also given on state and non-European OECD Member coun- from clear. Nonetheless,possibledisin-
local taxes. tries during recent years. centive effects appear to be a major
The topic is approachedfrom a number Other equity issues examined are the

elementin relation to reformscurrently
of angles. First, revenue trends are relative tax treatment of different under consideration.

noted in the light ofchangingeconomic sources of income, the effects of tax

conditions prevailingsince the mid-six- avoidance and eva.sion, the relative
The report also addresses the question

ties. At that time most OECD coun- treatment of one-earner and two-
of governments' measures to offset the

tries relied more on revenues from per- earner couples, choices between tax al- effects of inflation on income tax yields
sonal income taxes than from any other lowances, tax credits and cash transfers and the income distribution of tax-

tax source and between 1965 and the outside the tax systems and the imposi- payers' burdens. For most govern-

mid-seventies these revenues substan- tion of minimum and/or maximum ments this seems a less pressing issue

tially increased, whether expressed as liabilities on higher income groups.
than it was ten years ago when double-

a percentage of GDP or total tax re- Economic efficiency objectives of
digit
tries,

inflation
but

prevailed in many
still regard

coun-

governments
ceipts. Since then, these ratios have re- cial relevance to the personal income

spe-
it important.

some
The for and

maned stable or even declined. In con-
as arguments

tax are its influence on the amount and against regularly adjusting the income
trast, in the few low income tax coun- direction of household savings and its inflation, and especially
tries, mostly in the Mediterranean. tax system for

area, these ratios generally remained
relative y stable during the. late sixties
and ear y seventies, and increased dur- Table 1

ing the ast decade. (See Table I.)
Taxes on personal income as a percentage of GDP

The report next examines the diverse

techniques used by Member govern-
ments to achieve their desired differen- 1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
tiation of tax treatment between diffe-
rent categoriesof taxpayers. These dif- Australia 89131313121313141413
ferentiationsresult from a combination Austria 1 1 8 8 910 9101010 9

of several factors but each is examined Belgium 69131314151615161716
in isolation: types of income that are Canada 6 10 11 11 10 10 10 11 12 12 12

subject to tax; the choice between the Denmark 12 20 23 22 22 22 23 24 24 24 24
individual or married couple as the tax Finland 11 13 17 19 18 16 15 15 16 16 16
unit; the scope and type of reliefs given France 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6

usually tax allowances (deductions-

from income subject to tax) or tax cre- Germany 89111112111111111111

dits (deductions from tax liability) and Greece 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 4

selected minimum and maximum Ireland 4 6 8 9 99911111112

schedule rates of tax and number of Italy 3 3 4 5 6 7 7 891011

rate brackets. Japan 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 1 1 7

Current income tax policy issues are Luxembourg 871091011101091012

then considered in the light of differ- Netherlands 9 10 12 12 12 12 12 12 11 11 10

ences in country positions, ambiguities NewZealand 10 11 16 16 19 18 18 19 20 20 19

in, and conflicts between, some of the Norway 13 14 14 15 14 15 14 13 13 12 12

desired objectves of tax reform (e.g. Portugali n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

neutrality, horizontal equity, tax Spain 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 6

simplification) and the various con- Sweden 17 20 20 21 21 22 21 20 20 20 20

straints on reforming the income tax Switzerland 68111212111111111111
system. The study makes clear that in- Turkey 4 5 7 7 8 9 99109 8
come tax changes generally involve United Kingdom 9 12 14 13 12 11 10 11 11 11 10
trade-offs and that any universal solu-

Unted States 8 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 11
tion for improving the equity and/or
economic efficiency of income systems Unweightedaverage 79111111111112121212
is unlikely to be possible. It notes that
there is less concern these days with

1. Cannot isolate personal and corporate income tax receipts.
Source: Revenue statistics of OECD Member countries 1965-1984 (OECD

1. Personal lncome Tax Systems Under
Changing Economic Conditions. 1985).
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Table 2

Overall breakdown of the change in income tax liabilities into six explanatorycomponents
As percentageof tax liabilities in the base year

Changesaccountedfor by

The proportion- Th ffectsof
ate effect of a The proporlion- formal indexa-

change in the ateeffectofa Real . tion and Tax liabilities
Tax liabilities in numberoftax change in ave- Distributional fiscal Inflationary changes in in comparison

Yearscovered baseyear units rage ncome effect drag fiscal drag egisation year

Compar-
Base son

year year (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Australia 1975/76 1982/83 100.0 18.0 114.0 - 1.5 - 2.9 135.0 -117.7 244.9
Belgium 1975 1981 100.0 5.4 71.6 - 6.4 12.6 36.8 - 17.1 203.0
Canada 1975 1982 100.0 18.4 113.0 1.3 4.5 102.3 -106.6 233.0

(- 99.0)
Denmark 1975 1982 100.0 5.1 127.3 -53.3 13.6 96.5 - 89.5 199.6

(- 93.7)
Finland 1976 1982 100.0 11.3 91.7 - 5.2 5.7 128.1 -145.1 186.5
France 1975 1982 100.0 13.4 137.4 -12.9 10.9 158.0 -134.6 272.2
Italy 1977 1981 100.0 10.5 119.6 - 6. 1 26.1 136.3 - 44.7 341.7
Japan 1975 1983 100.0 15.2 71.6 5.0 15.0 112.1 - 22.8 296.0
Netherlands 1975 1981 100.0 3.4 46.7 - 4.4 0.0 43.6 - 46.0 143.3

J

(- 39. 1)
NewZealand 1975/76 1981/82 100. 8.5 132.9 2.0 - 6.5 118.1 - 73.8 281.3
Norway 1975 1982 100.0 6. 1 122.0 -55.7 38. 1 290.6 -313.3 188.0
Spain 1979 1983 100.0 20.8 63.7 21.6 -13.5 42.4 - 21.3 213.8
Sweden 1975 1981 100.0 9.6 78.4 - 9.0 -15.6 140.1 -184.1 119.4

(- 64.4)
Switzerland 1975 1980 100.0 11.1 10.7 - 8.6 - 2.4 12.7 1.6 125.2
United Kingdom 1975/76 1981/82 100.0 5.9 117.4 70 - 1.9 124.9 -159.7 193.7
United States 1975 1983 100.0 16.7 89.2 7.1 3.9 69.7 - 64.8 221.7

Ireland 1980/81 1981/82 100.0 3. 1 15.9 0.5 - 2.6 12.5 - 4.6 124.9

The effect of formal indexation provisions is shown in parentheses.

by means of formal indexation provi- sults of a separate quantitative study2 scription of the main income tax provi-
sions, are summarised and an analysis which for the first time appliescommon sions of all OECD countries save Ice-
is made of how indexation works n methodology to 17 countries. It com- land in 1983 and the most important
practice. It is noted that in recent years ments on how personal income tax sys- changes between 1975 and 1983.
Switzerlandand the United States have tems have been affected b, and ad- Annex 11 updates this informaton to

adopted indexation at a time when justed for, economic and demographic 1985. Annex III provides an analysis of
Australia, Denmark and Sweden have changes over the last decade. 1ts main revenue trends in taxes other than the
abandoned it. Thus no single tendency conclusion is that, subject to certain personal income tax. Annex IV repro-
exists. Also there seems no evidentcor- qualifications, inflationary fiscal drag duces economic indicators for the par-
relation between formal indexation has been the main cause of upward ticipating countries and Annex V a
and the degree to which inflationary pressure on income tax rates and that selected bibliography.
fiscal drag has been offset. Some coun- its effects have been substantially but
tries without indexation fully or more not entirely offset by changes in tax
than fully offset the effects of inflation legislation in nearly all of these coun-

annually and others with indexation tries. (See Table 2.)
2. An Empirical Analysis of Changes in Per-
sonal Income Taxes.

sometimesapply it only partiallyor not
at all.

The report also contains five annexes.
The report finally summarises the re- Annex I gives a comprehensive de-
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U\ -ED 4 \GDOV: This would clearly be in industry's own in-
terest and most emphatically in the best
interests of the unemployed. It should

Budget1986-87 therefore occur without any prompting
from Government, but there is considera-
ble inertia to overcome.

TheGovernment'spurposeis to maketheBritishpeople
So it might make sense to offer some tem-

porary measure of tax relief to the
.

a nationofshareowners employees concerned to help get profit
sharing agreementsof the right kind off the
ground and to secure the benefits that

Extractsfrom the BudgetSpeechpresentedby the would undoubtedly accrue if they really

Chancellorofthe Exchequer,the Rt. Hon. NigelLawson,M.P. caught on.

Inevitably, the design of such a relief, and

on 18 March 1986 the precise definition of qualifying agree-
ments, would need to be drawn with consid-

It is a problem that can be solved - and erable care.
Fall in theoil price there is no secret about how. The solution The Government therefore propose to dis-

to the problem of unemployment- and it is cuss with employers and others to see if a

The background to this year's Budget is the the only solution-requiresprogresson two workable scheme can be defined which of-
dramatic and unprecedented fall in the key fronts. fers the prospect of a worthwhile and
world oil price. But the Government's ob- The first is a sustained improvement in the broadly-based take up
jectives remain unchanged: the conquestof performance of business and industry, and

inflation and the creation of an enterprise thus of the economy as a whole. That is
culture. what every aspect of the Government's
And the Government's policies are un. economicpolicyhas been designedto assist, Business taxation
changed, too: policies of sound money and and it is already achieving impressive re-

free markets. Not least, because these are sults.
the only routes to more jbs, and jobs that The second is a level of pay which enables I now turn to the taxation on business and
last. workers to be priced into jobs instead of enterprise. While the measures I have just
So my Budget today will carryforward the pricing them out of jobs, and which in par- announced help the unemployed directly,
themes of my two previous Budgets, and ticular ensures that British industry can in the long run what really matters is the
sow some seeds for the future. In the course hold its own against our major industrial creation of a climate in which business and
of my speech I shall begin by reviewing the competitors. industry flourish. For it is companies, not

general economic background to the It is-here that Britain's weakness lies. For governments,which create jobs.
Budget, and go on to deal with the specific the plain fact is that labour costs per unit of The reformed system of business taxation
issue of oil. output in British business and industry con- which I introduced in my 1984 Budget has
1 shall .next discuss monetarypolicy and the tinue to rise faster than is consistent with reached the end of its transitional phase
fiscal prospect, both this year and next. Iow unemployment and faster than our and comes fully into force next month.
I shall then turn to the question of direct principal competitorsoverseas. From then on the U.K. will have, at 35%,
help for the unemployed. Productivity is, indeed, rising quite rapidly. the lowest rate of Corporation Tax of any
Finally, I shall propose some changes in But pay is rising faster still. major industrial nation. This year I have
taxation designed to assist in achieving the It is this - and not our alleged dependence only two further amendments to make:
economic objectives I have already out- on oil - that constitutes the Achilles heel of First, 1 propose to ensure a full measure of
lined. the ritish economy. depreciation for tax purposes for short-life

And in a free economy - as the CB1 has agricultural buildings and works, by giving
frankly and commendablyacknowledged- the taxpayerthe option of makingbalancing
it is the responsibility of employers and adjustments on the sale or destruction of

However, not only have the tax revenues

this year from the 95% of the economy that management to control industry's cost such buildings
is not oil proved to be notably buoyant, but

structure in general and its wage costs in Second, 1 propose to reform the mines and

there is every sign that this will continue particular. oil wells allowances broadly along the lines
In the new and improved climate of indus- of the proposalspublished in last July'scon-

into 1986-87, assisted by a rather higher
rate of economicgrowth than was foreseen trial relations, and with inflation falling and sultative document.

in last year's MTFS.
set to fall further, there can be no excuse The overall net benefit of this to the indus-
for failure to discharge that responsibility tries concerned will amount to £45m in

This continuedvigourof the non-NorthSea I have, however, considered whether there 1987-88.
economy, which is likely to.add more than

anything further Government do to Otherwise I only minor technical
£3bn to expected non-North Sea tax reve-

is can propose
over term. changes to the taxation of North Sea oil;

nues, coupled with public spending which assist this the longer
The problem we face in this country is not but I am continuing to keep the economics

remains under firm control, has trans- to of incremental investment under review,
formed what might have been a bleak pros-

just the level of pay in relation productiv-
ty, but also the rigidity of the pay system. and shall not hesitate to introduce at the

pect. If the only element of flexibility is in the earliest opprtunity any changes which mayAs a result, I am able this year to accommo- numbers of people employed, than redun- to that worthwhleprove necessary ensure
date a relatively modest net reduction in danciesare inevitablymore likely to occur. projects are not frustrated by the fiscal re-
the real burden of taxation, of a shade One way out of this might be to move to a gime.under £lbn. in which significant proportion of I need the 1987-88 and fuel benefit
It may well be that the oil price turns out to system a to set car

an employee's remuneration depends di- scale charges for those with company cars.
be different from the average of $15 a bar-

rectly on the company's profitability per At the time, the motor industry has
rel, which I have assumed for this year's

same
to that the discrepancy be-

Budget. But if any departure is purely short This
person

would
employed.

only give the workforce
represented

the engine
me

size break points in thesenot a tween
term, it is most unlikely to have any signifi- more direct personal interest in their com- scales and the break points in the new Euro-
cance for policy. pany's success, as existing employee share pean Community directive on car exhaust

schemes do. It would also mean that, when emissions is potentially damaging to its in-
Unemployment business is slack, companieswould be under ternational competitiveness.

'

less pressure to lay men off; and by the Accordingly 1 propose, from April 1987, to

1 turn now to the continuing problem of same token they would in general be keener change our break points to those in the new

high unemployment. to take them on. directive. At the same time, as last year, I
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ropose to increase the (restructured) car The cost of abolishing the tax on lifetime The abolition of fixed commissionswill cer-
ienefit scale charges well short of the true giving will be £35m in 1986-87 and £55m in tainly help. But with no tax at all on share
value of the benefit. 1987-88 transactions in New York and roughly 'h%
The fuel scale will also be restructured, but In recognition of the radically changed na- in Tokyo, under the existing tax regimethere will be no general increase in the ture of the tax 1 haved decided to rename it- London will still be vulnerable. I therefore
charges; and, as from April 1987, the same the Inheritance Tax. My two previous propose to reduce Stamp Duty on share
scale will also be used to assess the VAT Budgets abolished three unnecessary taxes: transactions from 1% to 'h% as from the
due on petrol used by registered traders The National Insurance Surcharge, the In- date of the Big Bangand their employees. vestment Income Surcharge, anc Develop- But I believe it is right that the full cost of
This will be simpler and more equitable ment Land Tax. The abolition of the tax on this should be met from within the financiai
than the present system, and will also bring lifetime gifts adds a fourth. sector itself. Accordingly, I propose to
in an extra £40m of revenue in 1987-88. bring into tax at the new Jh% rate a range

of financial transactions which are at pre-Savings and
VAT threshold raised investment sent entirely free of Stamp Duty

These include transactions in loan stock
other than short bonds and gilt edged sec-I propose to increase the VAT threshold to

I turn to the taxation of savings and urities, transactions unwound within£20,500, in line with the maximum permit- now a

ted under existing European Community nvestment. In my 1984 Budget, I intro- single Stock Exchange account, letters of
duced a major reform of the taxation of allotment, the purchase by a companyof itslaw.
savingsand investmentdesignedto improve own shares and takeovers and mere_ers.
the direction and quality of both. Today I There will also be a special rate oY5% on

Foreign entertainers propose to carry this reform further for- the conversion of U.K. shares into ADRs
and sportsmen ward. and other formsof depositaryreceipt. Some

The Social Security Bill now before Parlia- of these changes, including the new ADR
I also propose to correct an anomaly in the ment proposes important and far-reaching charge, will take effect immediately;others
taxation of international entertainers and changes in pension provisions, notably by will De delayed until the Big Bang
sportsmen. When British entertainers or encouraging the growth of personal pen- This further halving of the stamp duty on

sportsmen work overseas, the foreign tax sions. Those changes - to which the Gov- equities should enable London to compete
authorities normally levy a withholding tax ernment attaches tne highest importance - successfully in the worldwide securities
on their earnings have been warmly welcomed, both for the market. It will also provide a further fillip
But at the present time we levy no such tax greater freedom they will give to existing to wider share ownership in the U.K.
on the earnings of foreign entertainersand penson scheme members and for the new

sportsmen when they work in the U.K. scope theywill offer to the millionsof work-
Encouraging small

I believe that, in future, we should fall into ing people who are not in an occupational shareholders
line with most of the rest of the world. Ac- pension scheme.

cordingly, I propose to withhold tax at the In the light of these changes, I intend later

basic rate on the earningsofoverseasenter- this year to publish detailed proposals de- Just as wc have made Britain a nation of

tainers and sportsmen in the U.K. This signed to give personal pensions the same home owners, t is the long-term ambition
should yield £75m in 1987-88. favourable tax treatment as is currently en- of this Government to make the British

joyed by retirement annuities. Publication people a nation of share-owners, too; to
of these proposals will enable there to be create a popular capitalism, in which mort

Gift tax abolished the widest possible consultation prior to and more men and women have a direct
legislation in next year's Finance Bill. personal stake in British businessandindus-

My last proposal in this section concerns Meanwhile, 1 can assure the House that, as try
Capital Trasfer Tax, which ever since its I nade clear last year, I have no plans to But through the rapid growth of employee
introduction by the Labour Govcrnment in change that favourable tax treatment. share schemes, and through the outstand-
1974 has been a thorn in the side of those ingly successful privatisation programme,
owning and running family businesses, and Share transfers much progress has been made. But not
as such has had a damaging effect on risk- enough
taking and enterprise within a particularly Nor, I fear, will we ever achieveour goal so

important sector of the economy. In addi- Next, Stamp Duty long as the tax system continues to discrimi-
tion to statutory indexation of the I have no change to propose in the Stam nate so heavily in favour of institutional
thresholds and rate bands, I propose this Duty on houses and other property, whici investment rather than direct share owner-

year to reform the tax radically 1 reduced to 1%, with a higher threshold, ship
In essence, the Capital TransferTax iS two in my 1984 Budget. Accordingly I propose to introduce a radi-
taxes, as its two separate scales imply: an But there is a formidable case this year for cal new scheme to encurage direct invest-
inheritance tax and a lifetime gifts tax. a further reduction in the rate of Stamp ment in U.K. equities. Starting next
We have had an inheritance tax in some Duty on share transfers. January, any adult will be able to invest up
shape or form ever since Sir William Har- The City of London is the pre-emnent fi- to £200 a month, or£2,400a year, in shares.
court introduced his Estate Duty in 1894. nancial centre of Europe. The massive £6bn Thesewill be held in a special accountwhich
But the lifetime gifts tax which the Labour it contributes to our inviibleearnings isbut 1 am calling a Personal Equity Plan.
Governmentintroducedn the teeth of unit- one measure of the resulting benefit to the So long as the investment is kept in the plan
ed Conservative opposition, is an unwel. British economy for a relatively short minimum period, of
come and unwarranted impost. But competition in financial services nowa- between one and two years, all reinvested

By deterring lifetime giving, it has had the daysisnotcontinental,butglobal. The City dividends,andallcapitalgainsnodisposals,
effect of locking in assets, particularly the Revolution now under way, due to culmi- will be entirely free of tax

ownershipof family businesses,often to the nate with the endinz of fixed commissions The longer the investment is kept in the
detriment of the businesses concerned. - the so-called Big .ang - on 27 October, plan, the more the tax relief will build up
Accordingly, I propose to abolish entirely is essential if London is to compete success- and the greater will be the benefits. And
the tax on lifetime gifts to individuals. fully against New York and Tokyo there will normally be no need for the In-
As with the old Estate Duty, there will be And if London cannot win a major share of land Revenue to get involved at all.
a taperedcharge on gifts made within seven the global securities market, its present Although the scheme will be open to

years of death and provisions tochargegifts world pre-eminence in other financial ser- everyone, it is speciallydesigned to encour-

made with reservation; and the regime for vices will be threatened. age smaller savers, and particularly those
trusts, which is needed as a protection for Successful competition depends on a who may never previously have invested in
the death charge, will be kept broadly un. number of factors, but one of the most im- equities in their- lives. So the plans will be
changed. portant is the level of dealing costs. simple and flexible to operate.
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Anyone who is legally able to deal in sec- relief on giving is likely to generate more circumstances,at the relative weight of pet-
urities will be eligible to register as a plan than a pound of income going to charity. rol tax and Vehicle Excise Duty. Accord-
manager. But the investor himselfwill own My principal proposals therefore relate di- ingly, I propose to increase the duty on
the shares, and the rights that go with them, rectly to the act of giving to charity. petrol by an amountwhich, includingVAT,
including voting rights. And it will be for Frst, I propose to abolish althogether the would - if it were wholly passed on to the
the investor to choose whether to make the upper limit on relief at the higher rates of consumer - raise the price at the pump by
investment decisions himself or to give the income tax on charitable covenants. 71hp a gallon. This is twopence more than

]an managerauthorityto act on his behalf. At the same time 1 propose to act to stop is needed to keep pace with inflation, and
he cost ot the schemewill be around £25m the abuse of the tax system by ensuring that that enables me to keep VED at last year's

in 1987-88, but will build up in later years tax relief goes only to money which is used level of£100 for cars and light vans, leaving
as more plans are taken out. for charitable purposes. the overall burden on the motorist un-

This is a substantial, innovativeand exciting Next companies. changed in real terms.
new scheme. I am confidentthat, over time, It is widely believed that corporate giving Moreover, given the very substantial in-
it will bring about a dramatic extension of to charity would be more generous than it crease in the oil companies' margins, there
share ownership in Britain. is at present if tax relief did not depend on is clearly no need for the pump price of
Althoughwholly different in structurefrom the company entering into a four-year co- petrol to go up at all.
the Loi Monory in France, I expect it to be venant. Indeed, it ought to fall further.
e.very bit as successful in achievingitsobjec- Accordingly, 1 propose to allow publiccom- In the same way, I propose to increase the
tive. panies to enjoy tax relief on one-offgifts to duty on derv by an amountwhich-if it were
1 am sure the the whole House will welcome charity up to a maximum of 3% of the com- wholly passed on to the consumer, which,
this far-reaching package of measures to pany's annual dividend payment to its to repeat, it should certainly not be-would
reform the taxation of savings and invest- shareholders. There will, of course, con- raise the price at the pump by 6hp including
ment. tinue to be no limit on the amount a com- VAT.

pany can covenant to charity. This will enable me to avoid any general
Charities Many charities have made clear to me their increase this year in the Vehicle Excise

fear that to introduce a similar relief for Duty on lorries, too.
one-off donations by individuals would So far as the other oil duties are concerned,

I now turn to the tax treatment of charities weaken them by reducing the stability they I have one or two changes to make, not to
and charitable giving. In almost every facet enjoy as a result of the binding force of the duty on heavyfueloil, whichwill remain
of the nation's affairs if becomes increas- covenants. Instead, therefore, I propose to unchanged as it has done since 1980. But I
ingly clear that private action is more effec- encourage individual giving to charity by a propose to increase the very modest duty
tive than state action. differentmeans, thatof tax relief forpayroll on gas oil, by l'hp a gallon.
This is particularly well-illustrated by the giving. And I propose to abolish altogether the
success of charitable organisations up and From April 1987 it will be open to any duties on aviation kerosene, or Avtur-
down the land in the fields of famine relief, employer to set up a scheme under which which at present is taxed for domesticflights
social welfare, medicine,education (includ- employeescan have charitabledonationsof only - and on most lubricating oils. All
ing the universities), the arts and the herit- up to £100-a-yeardeducted from their pay, these changes in duty will take effect from
age. and get tax relief on them. 6 pm this evening.
This Government has already done a great All in all, the proposals I have announced Finally, so far as oil productsare concerned,
deal to assist charities both through the tax today add up to a very substantial package I am anxious to do what I reasonablycan to

system and in other ways. I believe the time of assistance to charities and charitablegiv- assist the introduction of leadfree petrol.
has come to take a further step forward. ing. Theircost to the exchequerwill depend The case for this on environmentalgrounds
The first question is whether any further on how generously companies and is clear.
fiscal relief should be given to the charities employees respond to this initiative. But I have therefore decided to create a duty
themselves,through relief from VAT, or to my best estimate is that it could amount to differential in its favour to offset its highe.
the act of giving. as much as £70m in 1987-88. productioncosts. My officialswill be discus-
In the light of representations from the This will be partly paid for by the measures sing with the oil companies how this can

Charities VAT Reform Group, I am pre- to curb abuse, which may save some £20m best be achieved in time for next year's
pared this year, exceptionally, to make a a year. I would hope, too, that the addi- Budget.
numberof specific concessionson the VAT tional charitable giving these concessions Next, tobacco. In the light of the represen-
front. stimulate will be at least twice the amount tations I have received on health grounds,
I propose to relieve charities from VAT on of the extra tax relief given. I have decided to increase the duty ori
their non-classified Press advertising; on cigarettes by appreciably more than is
medicinal productswhere they are engaged needed to keep pac with inflation.
in the treatment or care of people or ani- Taxes on spending I therefore propose an increase in the duty
mals, or in medical research; on lifts and on cigarettes and hand-rolling tobacco by
distress alarm systems for the handicapped; 1 now turn to the taxation of spending. the equivalent, including VAT, of the ap-
on refrigeration and video equipment for So far as the indirect taxes are concerned, proximately llp on a packet of 20 ciga-
use in medical applications purchased by the overridingquestion this year is how far rettes.
charities from donated funds; on all record- I should recover from the oil consumer the This will take effect from midnight on

ing equipment for talking books and news- tax revenues I have lost from the oil pro- Thursday. As last year, 1 propose no in-
papers used by charities for the blind; and ducer, as a result of the massive fall in the crease at all on the duties on cigars and pipe
on welfare vehicles used by charities to oil price. tobacco, which are more heavily taxed here
transport the deaf, blind or mentally hand- Since November, the price of petrol at the than in most comparable countries.
icapped. pump has fallen by anything up to 15 pence Finally, drink. As the House will recall, I
But in general I am convinced that the right a gallon. But if the oil companieshad passed was obliged in 1984 to increase the duty on

way to help charities is not by relieving the on the full amountof the tall n the oil price beer by slightly more than I would have
charities themselves from VAT, but by en- to date, the price of petrol at the pump wished as a consequence of the judgement
couraging the act of charitable giving could have been 12 pence a gallon lower against the U.K. in the European Court of
I say this for two principal reasons. First, it still. There is clearly scope, therefore, for a Justice.
is clearly better that the amount of that sizable increase in petrol tax this year. 1 now propose no increase at all in the duty
relief is related to the amount of support a I have concluded, however, that at the pre- on beer. Nor do I propose anyincrease in
charity is able to attract, rather than to the sent time, while 1 must certainly maintain the duties on cider, table wine, sparkling
value of goods and services it happens to the real value of the revenue I get from the wine, fortifiedwine or spirits. This last deci-
purchase. motorist, I will not increase it. sion will, I hope, be particularlywelcome in
And, second, whereas a pound of VAT re- But I do believe it makes sense to look Scotland.
lief is worth precisely that, a pound of tax again, in the light of the radically changed Next, VAT. I propose to stop the misuse of
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long stay relief for hotel accommodation, from next yeal;, social security benefit up- allowance by £200 to £3,655.
and make certain other minor changes. But ratings will be moved to April, to coincide Similarly, the single age allowance will rise
I have no proposals for major changes in with the tax year. This will enable them to by £160 to £2,850 and the married age al-
value added tax this year. be fully taken into account before PAYE lowance by £250 to £4,505. The age allow-

codes are issued for 1987-88. ance income limit becomes £9,400.
However, to bridge the gap between the I propose to raise all the higher rate

ncome tax November 1985 and April 1987 upratings thresholdsby exactly £1,000. This is fully in
mv Right HonourableFriend the Secretary line with statutory indexation for the first

Finally, I turn to income tax. In my Budget ofState for Social Services proposes to have (40%) higher rate, but less than half statu-

seech last year I undertook to issue a a special transitional uprating in July, the tory indexation for the top (60%) rate.

reen Paper on the reform of personal tax- detailsofwhich he has recentlyannounced. Given the need for caution in the light of
ation. As the House is aware, 1 am publish- But, as Honourable Members will know current circumstances, I do not have scope
ing the Green Paper today. from their postbags, it could be confusing this year for a reduction in the basic rate of
It dicusses a range of options which will in for many old-age pensioners and widows to income tax, beyond one penny in the

due course be opened u by the computeri- undergo a special mid-year tax re-codingon pound.
sation of PAYE, from t te relationships be- account of the July uprating But this reduction from 30% to 29% still
tween ncome tax and employees' national I have therefore decided that, for pension- represents the first cut in the basic rate of
insurance contributions to the closer integ- ers and widows, the benefit increases paya- ncome tax since my predecessor took it
ration of the tax and benefit systems. ble in July will be exempt from income tax down from 33% to 30% in 1979.

Inparticular,however, it outlines apossible in 1986-87. So long as this Government remains in of-
retorm of the present system of personal The cost of this will be £15m. fice, it will not be the last. There will, of
allowances. The responses to my predeces- Since we first took office in 1979, we have course, be a consequential reduction in the

sor's 1980 Green Paper revealed wide- cut the basic rate of income tax from 33% rate of Advance CorporationTax.

spread dissatisfaction with the existing ar. to 30% and sharply reduced the penal And I also propose a correspondingcut in

rangements,but- inevitably-no clear con. higher rates we inherited from Labour. the small companies' rate of Corporation
sensus as to what should replace them. We have increased the main tax thresholds Tax from 30% to 29%.
Married women increasingly resent the fact by some 20% more than inflation - and the The combined effect of thc various income
that a wife's income is treated for tax pur- reater part of that 20% has been achieved tax changes I have just announced is to con-

poses as that of her husband, depriving her aurng t ue prcscnt Parliament. It is a good centrate the benefit, modest as 1 readily
of the independence and privacy she has a record, but it is not good enough. The bur- concede it to be, not on the rich but on the

right to expect. den of income tax is still too great. great majority of ordinary taxpayers.
There is growingcomplaint, too, of the way Nothing could be further from the truth As a result ot the adjustments I have made
in which, in a number of respects, the pre. than the claim that we have a choice be. to the higher rate thresholds, the gain for
sent system penalises marriage itself. tween cutting tax and cutting unemploy- those at the top of the income scale is more

And it cannot be right that the tax system ment. The two go hand in hand. It is no or less confined to what they would have
should come down hardest on a married accident that the two most successful received under simple indexation alone.

couple just at the time when the wife stops economies in the world, both overall and By contrast, the married man on average
work to start a family specifically in terms of job creation, the earnings will be some £2.60 a week better
Yet that is what happens today. U.S. and Japan, have the lowest level of tax off, an improvement of £1.45 a week over

The alternativesystem set out in the Green as a proportion of GDP. simple indexation alone.

Paper, of independent taxation with allow- Reductions in taxation motivate new The income tax changes I have announced
ances transferable between husband and businesses and improve incentivesat work. today will take effect under PAYE on the

wife, would remedy all these defects. To be They are a prinicipal engine of the enter- first pay day after 17 May. They will cost

acceptable, however, it would need to be prise culture, on which our future prosper- £935m in 1986-87, over and above the cost

accompanied by a substantial increase in ity and employmentopportunitiesdepend. of statutory indexation.
the basic threshold. The case for higher tax thresholds is well Seven years ago, when my predecessor cut

The Government is committed to reducing understood. In my two previous Budgets, I the basic rate of income tax from 33% to

the burden of income tax, and the proposal have raised the married man's allowance to 30%, he added: Our long-term aim should
in the Green Paper suggests one way of its highest level in real terms since the war, surely be to reduce the basic rate of income

doin that which would achieve a number and higher as a proportionof average earn- tax to no more than 25%.
of other worthwhile objectives - including ings than n either Germany or the U.S. I share that aim.
the ability to take more people out of the But we should not overlook the need for In this Budget, Mr. Deputy Speaker, I have

unemployment and poverty traps for a reductions in the basic rate of tax, too. The reaffirmed the prudent policies that have

given amount of tax relief than is possible basic rate is the starting rate of tax. And it brought us three successive years of steady
under the present tax system. is the crucially mportant marginal rate of growth with Iow inflation, and the prospect
Given the timetable of computerisation, tax for some 95% of all employeesand 90% 0 of a fourth ahead of us.

none of this could in practice be im- of all self-employed and unincorporated I have described how we can take in our

plemented until the 1990s. But we need to businesses. stride the dramaticcollapse in the oil price,
start planning forthe 1990s today. The Gov- Clearly, given the massive fall in oil reve- and benefit from its consequences.
ernment will therefore carefully consider nues, this is not a year for substantial reduc- In collaborationwith my Rt Hon and Noble
the responses to today's Green Paper be- tions in tax of any kind. Friend, the Secretary of State for Employ-
fore takinganydecisionon how toproceed. But provided the economy continues to ment, I have announced a further substan-

Meanwhile, I have to set the tax rates and grow as it has been and provided we con- tial range of measures to help the un-

thresholds for the coming year. But first I tinue to maintain firm control of public ex- employed.
have two minor proposals to announce, penditure, the scope should be there in the I have proposed a radical and far-reaching
both of which I hope th House will wel- years ahead. new scheme for tax-free investment in
come. equities,, so that we may truly become a

First, pensions paid by the West German Thresholds share-owning democracy, and abolished a

and Austrian governments to victims of raised
fourth tax.

Nazi 9ersecution are free of tax in both I have announced the most substantial
West Germany and Austria. package of assistance to charitable giving
In this country, however, the tax relief on Meanwhile, I propose for 1986-87 to raise ever and cut the basic rate of income tax.

such pensions is set at 50%. In future, I all the main thresholds and allowances by Building as it does on the achievementsof

propose that pensions paid to victims of the statutory indexation figure of 5.7%, the recent past, this Budget is a safeguard
Nazi persecution should be free of tax al- rounded up for the present and a springboard for the

together. The singleperson'sallowancewill therefore future.
Second, the House will be aware that, as rise by£13to£2,335and the married man's I commend it to the House.
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On 27 and 28 February 1986 the U.S.A. Branch of IFA held its Annual Meeting in New York. A number

of papers read at the conventionwhichwere in publishableform are reproducedbelow.
The Editorsare much indebtedto Mr. Leo S. UllmanofReid& Priest, New Yorkforcollectingthesepapers
and for obtaining the permissionof the authors for their reproduction.

U.S.A.:

InternationalTaxAspectsof the
TransferorUseofIntangibles*
By James P. Fuller

Mr. James P. Fuller is a partner of Fenwick, Davis & West, Palo Alto, Contents
California.

I. Introducton

I. INTRODUCTION
I . The482IntangiblesRegulations

II . Determiningan arm's length royalty rate

1. Multinational corporations that own valuable in- IV. Theinterrelationshipofpaymentsforintangible
tangible assets used in their international operations propertyand technical services

have special tax plannng opportunities available to V. Conveyances
them. They also may face tax issues unique to the V . Cost sharing
intangibles area. Vil. OtherU.S. tax consideration

2. This outline Considers related party and other Vil . Taxation inthe licensee'scountry

transactions involving intangible assets.

II. THE 482 INTANGIBLESREGULATIONS A. patents, inventions, formulas, processes, designs,
and other similar items;

1 Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d) deals with the transfer or
patterns,

use of intangi,le property. ntangible property also is B. copyrights, literary, musical or artistic composi-
relevant in considering intercompany services and tions, and other similar items;
sales of tangible property. C. trademarks, trade names, brand names, and other

similar items;
2. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d), however, does little
more than indicate that an arm's length consideration D. franchises, licenses, contracts, and other similar

is an arm's length consideration and it offers no real items; and

guidance. E. methods, programs, systems, procedures, cam-

paigns, surveys, studies, forecasts, estimates, cus-

3. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(3) defines intangible tomer lists, technicaldata, and othersimilar items.
property in a very broad manner. Intangible property
consists of the following items, provided they have
substantial value independent of the services of indi- *The major IRCsectionshave been reproduced in an Appendixat theend
vidual persons: of the article. Unfortunately,we are unable to reproducethe regulations.
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4. Application of Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d). (a) See generally Ciba-Geigy Corp., 85 T.C.
No. 11 (1985), for an excellent discussionA. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d) applieswheneverintangi-

ble property or an interest in intangible property
of this subsection of the regulation and

is transferred, sld, assigned, loaned, or other- comparability in general.
wise made available in any manner to a related (b) Curiously, the 1985 House Ways and

corporation. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(1)(ii)(a). Means Committee Report accompanying
H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act of 1985,

B. It provides that when the group develops intangi- (Dec. 7, 1985) states at p. 424 that case law
ble property, the developergenerally is the cor- unduly emphasize(s) the concept of com-

poration that incurred the cost and risks of de- arables... [and that the Commttee]be-
velopment. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(1)(ii)(c).See ieves that such an approach is sufficiently
Ciba-Geigy Corp., 85 T.C. No. 11 (1985) for an troublesomewhere transfersof intangibles
application of the developer rules. are concerned that a statutorymodification

to the intercompanypricing rules regardingC. The developer is deemed to have transferredan transfer of intangibles
.

is necessary. (Seeinterest in the intangible property when any re- Section III.9 below.) Case law The regu-lated corporationacquiresan interest in the prop- lations offer no alternatives to utilizing aerty developed by virtue of obtaining a patent or
comparable approach.copyright, or by any other means. Treas. Reg. (ii) Where a sufficiently similar transaction in-1.482-2(d)(1)(ii)(a). volving an unrelated party cannot be found,

Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(2)(iii) indicates that
5. Determining the consideration. the following factors may be considered: '

(a) the prevailing rates in the same industry orA. Form. for similar property,(i) The regulation provides that an arm's length (b) the offers of competing transferors or theconsideration for an intangible must be in a bids of competing transferees,form which is consistent with the form which (c) the terms of the transfer, including limita-would be adopted in transactionsbetween un- tions on the geographic area covered andrelated parties under the same circumstances, the exclusive or nonexclusive character ofi.e. royalties, lump-sum payments or any
other form, including reciDrocal licensing. any rights granted,

(d) the uniqueness of the property and theTreas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(2)(i). period ror which it is likely to remain(ii) However, the related parties must be able to unique,establish that this form was adopted pursuant (e) the degree and duration of protection af-to an arrangement that in fact exstedbetween forded to the property under the laws ofthem. Id. the relevant countries,(iii)Where the transferee pays nominal or no con- (f) the value of services rendered by the trans-sideration and where the transferor has re- feror to the transferee in connection withtained a substantial interest in the property, the transfer,the regulation provides that an allocation shall (g) the prospective profits to be realized orbe presumed not to take the form of a lump- costs to be saved by the transferee throughsum payment. Id. The regulationdoes not indi- its use or subsequent transfer of property,cate what constitutes a substantial interest (h) the capital investment and starting up ex-and presumably resort to case law is necessary. oenses required of the transferee,See, for example, E. I. DuPont de Nemours () 'omitted from the regulations],and Co. v. United States, 432 F.2d 1052 (3d (j) the availabilityof substitutes for the prop-Cir. 1970), and Bell IntercontinentalCorpora- transferred,tion v. United States, 381 F.2d 1004 (Ct. Cl. (k)
erty

prices paid bythe arm's length rates and1967); see also Treas. Reg. 1.1235-2(b). unrelated parties where the property is re-

sold or sublicensed to such parties,B. Amount.
(1) the costs incurred by the transferor in de-(i) The regulation indicates that in determining veloping the property, andthe amount of an arm's length consideration (m)any other fact or crcumstancewhich unre-the standard to be applied is the amount that lated partieswould have been likely to con-would have been paid by an unrelated party sider in determining the amount of anfor the same intan,ible property under the arm's length consideration for the prop-same circumstances and that where there

have been transfers by the transferor to unre- erty.
lated parties involving the same or similar in- 6. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(1)(ii)(b)sets forth a spe-tangible property under the same or similar cial provison concerning assistance in developmentcircumstancesthe amount of the consideration efforts. Note the availability of multi-year set-offfor such transfers shall generally be the best
indication of an arm's len th consideration. I. The Tax Court discussed a number of these factors in Ciba-GeigyTreas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(2)(ii). Corp., 85 T.C. No. 11 (1985), specifically factors (a), (b), (g) and (h)
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relief. See Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(1)(ii)(d)example gued (repeatedly) that, as a rule of thumb, a

no. 3. Compare Treas. Reg. 1.482-1(d)(3), limiting royalty rate generally divides net profits before
the general set-off reliefprovisionsto transactionsthat royalties 25/75 between the licensor and licensee,
took place in the same taxable year. respectively. The court noted that the licensee

retained more than 80% of the net profits before
7. Lastly, Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(4) provides for royalties, and didn't address the argument any
cost sharing agreements. further.

B. TAM 7704079940A and TAM 8002001, supple-
mented TAM 8002014, (apparently involving the

III. DETERMININGANARM'SLENGTH
ROYALTYRATE

same taxpayer) discuss compensation for intangi-
bles on a profit-splitbasis, but are somewhatvague

C on this point.1. There is a substantial body of case law concerning
the determination of an arm's length considerationin C. A study by the ConferenceBoardseem to indicate
the context of related-party transactions involvingthe that IRS agents enerallydo (did) not consider the
transfer or use of intangible property. Most of tnese parties' profit split in licensingtransactions,at least
cases involved the deductibility of the user-licensee's unless the related licensee sublicenses the prop-

royalty'payments,
an arm s

which requires the determinationof erty. See Duerr, Tax Allocations and Interna-

length price. tional Business, Conference Board Report No.
555 (1972) (hereafter cited as ConferenceBoard

A. Many of these cases resulted in taxpayervictories, Report), at 36.
usuallyon the basis ofevidencedemonstratingthat
the related-party royalty rate was in accord with D. H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act of 1985 641,
comparableuncontrolledprices. would amend {} 367(d) (and have similar rules

(i) In a 1984 IRS report, the Service stated that apply for purposes of 482) to require that
32% of the intangible adjustments were made amounts taken into income for the transfer of in-
based on comparableuncontrolledprices. This tangibles be commensurate with the income at-

differs from a 1981 GAO report setting the tributable to the intangible.Although the breadth

figure at 5%. of the provision is unclear (the revenue estimate

(ii) Note the comments above in Section II.5.B(i) for 1986 is only $16 million [excluding Puerto
with respect to comments made in the House Rico ), query whether it involves or will evolve
Ways and Means Committee Report accom- into (if enacted) some sort of profit split approach
panying H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act of or require a profit split analysis
1985 (p. 424). The use of comparables was

criticized, specifically with respect to intangi- 3. Royalty rates that have been blessed in priorcases,bles. See 9. below. of course, are not directly relevant in planningfor tlie
B. Many of the cases discussed below involved patent future or in defending an existing royalty structure.

sales where the consideration was based upon a However, the factors and methods used in successfully
percentage of the related purchaser's sales. How- establishing or defending royalty structures and rates

ever, the basicssue was the same: whatconstitutes are relevant. Evidence of comparable uncontrolled
an arm's length consideration See Myron C. pricing was considered in nine cases as follows:
Poole, 46 T.C. 392,407 (1966),acq. Payments of A. In Ciba-Geigy Corp., 85 T.C. No. 11 (1985), the
such apurchase price are deductible under As- intercompanyroyalty rate was 10%. The IRS con-
sociatedPatentees, 4 T.C. 979 (1945), acq., and tended this was too high. A DuPont senior patentwill not be distinguished here from royalties paid testified that, in negotiations with Ciba-
under a license. However, it should be noted that attorney
the tax consequences are substantiallydifferent if Geigy, DuPont was willing to pay 10-12.5%. Evi-

dence of DuPont's ofer was the key to the tax-
the licensee is actually the owner and it sells the
patent. See NewtonInsertCo., 61 T.C.770 (1974), payer's victory. The taxpayer's and the Service's

reviewed by the Court, affd, 545 F.2d 1259 (9th comparables were rejected by the Court as not

Cir. 1977); Allied Tube and Conduit Corp., 34 arising under the same or similar circumstances.
The taxpayer-licenseehad the right to manufac-

T.C.M. 1218 (1975); andJohnsonv. UnitedStates,
75-2 U.S.T.C. 9761 (N.D. Cal. 1975). More- ture whereas the licensees in the taxpayer's pur-

over, the tax consequences to the licensor may
ported comparable transactions had to purchase

be different depending upon whether the transac-
the active ingredients from Ciba-GeigyBasel (the

tion is a license or a. sale, but in light of 1249 and licensor). Thus, the taxpayer-licenseehad to invest
was to pro-1253, the issue of ordinary income vs. capital gains capital and incur risk. The IRS unable

duce evidence showing similar circumstances
will not be considered here. with respect to its purported comparable transac-

tion. The Service'sprincipalargumentwas that the
2. Almost no consideration was given in these cases U.S. subsidiary (the taxpayer-licensee) and its
(with one exception) to the parties' profit split. Swissparentjointly developed the intangibleprop-
A. An important exception, however, is Ciba-Geigy erty, but failed to prove such joint development.

Corp., 85 T.C. No. 11 (1985), where the IRS ar- (This is discussed further in 8E below re recip-
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rocal consideration.) The IRS also raised profit validity that the amount of royalty paid by the
split as a possibility. British and Canadian manufacturers shows that

B. PhotocircuitsCorp. v. UnitedStates,74-2U.S.T.C. Hale and his associates made an accurate estimate
9558 (Ct. Cl. 1974). The royalty rate paid by of the worth of their patent rights in the first

taxpayer (originally a percentage of net sales) for place. The Court further noted that reasonable-
the license-back of printed circuit technology ness.., implies some variance and an allowable

(including certain patent rights) was approxi- latitude. So long as the payments in question are

mately the rate the lcensee was then paying to an
within a suficientlyclose rangeof those in compar-

unrelated party of a license of similar technology. able arm's length transactions they meet the broad

Criously, this type of transactiondoes not qualify test of reasonableness. (Emphasis added.)
under Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(2)(ii) (since it was G. Ransom W. Chase, 24 T.C.M. 1054 (1965). The
not a transfer by the transferor) nor is it included taxpayer paid a royalty to unrelated party X of
as such in the list of factors set forth in Treas. Reo. 5% of its sales for the non-exclusive right to man-

1.482-2(d)(2)(iii),although presumably it wou d ufacture articles covered by certain patents. The
qualify as evidence of arm's length dealings under taxpayer paid another 3% of its sales to unrelated

482. Interestingly, 482 was not considered in party X because it could not successfully man-
Photocircuits. ufacture the devices covered by the X license with-

C. The R. T. French Co., 60 T.C. 836 (1973). The out infringingon Y's patents, which were a part of
Court held that the related parties dealt at arm's the more sophisticated technology of X's patents.
length when they negotiated the license agreement

Y's patentsexpired. A partnershipthat was related
since the licensee was only a 51% subsidiaryat that to the taxpayerpurchased X's patents and granted
time. Moreover, the only agreemententered into the taxpayer an exclusive license at 8% of net

by the licensor authorizing use of its.., pro-
sales. Based in part upon the unrelated-party

cess., was with a wholly unrelated company.. transactions, the 8% rate was held to be reasona-

and the terms of that agreement were at least as
ble. The Court noted that an exclusive license

favorable to [the licensor] as thoseof its agreement
demands a higher rate of royalty because of the

with the petitioner. In view of this agreement, it added protection it affords. 24 T.C.M. at 1070.
was prima facie apparent that [the related-party] H. Heatbath Corporation, 14 T.C. 332 (1950), acq.
agreement was not at all unreasonable, at least The licensorshad asked, but had not gotten, $0.06
from petitioner's standpoint. See also, United from unrelated parties. They also had entered into
States Steel Corp. v. Commissioner,80-1 U.S.T.C. one unrelated-party license at $0.05 but that unre-

9307 (2d Cir. 1980) (the Court viewed evidence lated party had not availeditselfofprivilegesunder
of pricing in comparableuncontrolled transactions the license and had paid no royalties. The Court
as constituting a safe harbor under 482). blessed a related-party royalty rate of $0.05 per

D. Van Dale Corp., 59 T.C. 390 (1972). The Court pound, although it stated that it was extremely
held that the transferor and the transferee were difficult, if not impossible, to determine from the
not subject to common control, but noted that record just what would represent reasonablecom-

the terms existing between petitioner and [the pensation for the use..,of the process and it

related, but not commonlycontrolled] transferee, based its holdings on the evidence as a whole.
were basically identical to those offered by [an I Keller Mines Inc.,21T.C.M.142 (1962). Evidence
unrelated] party to acquire petitioner's patents. as to comparable or higher royalty paymentsThis virtually eliminate[di .. section 482 from made between unrelated parties in comparablerespondent'scase.'2 situations on comparable or less desirable...

E. United States Mineral Products Co., 52 T.C. 177 property fortified the testimony of experts in the

(1969), acq. The taxpayer charged its related Ca- field.
nadian corporation $0.03 per pound of product 4 Expert testimony.mixed. It licensed similar property to unrelated .

parties in Australia and New Zealand at the same A. Some taxpayers were not able to produce direct
rate. Consequently, the Court held that the re- evidence of comparable uncontrolled prices but
lated-party rate satisfied arm's length standards. relied on expert and other testimony. Experts

F. Magee-Hale Park-O-Meter Co., 15 T.C.M. 254 testified that the taxpayer's royalty rates were:

(1956). The tax Jayer paid a royalty of $4 on each (i) in line with royalties paid on other secret or

meter sold and _-'or which payment was made. Un- patented processes used in the same or similar
related parties in Canada and the U.K. paid at fields, The Nestle Company, 22 T.C.M. 46
least that much. The Service argued that the U.K. (1963);
and Canadian agreements were not comparable
with the related-party transaction in issue because 2. With regard to using unaccepted offers to establish an arm's length
they were entered into five and eight years after price. see also Ciba-Geigy Corp., 85 T.C. No. 11 (1985), and Ross Glove
the related-party agreement, during which time Co., 60 T.C. 569,583and 600 (1973),acq., which involvedsewingservices.

However, with regard to third party quotes, compare Diefenthalv. Unitedthe value of the product had been proved. The States, 367 F. Supp. 506 (E.D. La. 1973), with Cadillac Textiles Inc., 34
Court stated that it could be argued with equal T.C.M. 295 (1975).
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(ii) that the taxpayer's license was in accord with time the parties entered into the agreement. The

customary practice, Ransom W. Chase, 24 R. T. French Co., 60 T.C. 836 (1973); and John T.
T.C.M. 1054 (1965); Potter, 27 T.C. 200 (1956), acq.; see also Magee-

(iii)that the value added to the product through Hale Park-O-Meter Co., 15 T.C.M. 254 (1956).
the use of intangibleproperty justified the roy- See, however, TAM 8002001, supplemented,
alt rate, Differential Steel Car Co., 16 T.C. TAM 8002014 (if the agreement has periodic ter-

413 (1951), acq.; and mination provisions, the IRS says the bona fides

(iv) that the intangible property had great value to of the agreement will have to be retested periodi-
the licensee. Thomas Flexible Coupling Co., cally to see whetherunrelatedpartieswouldcancel
14 T.C. 802 (1950), nonacq., afd, 198 F. 2d the agreement). This seems to be a main area of
350 (3d Cir. 1952). concern under H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act

of 1985, discussed above and in 9. below.
B. In some case, the taxpayer's customers, Differen-

tial Steel Car Co., 25T.C.M. 344 (1966), or com- D. The unrelatedparties
'.knowledge.One court im-

petitors, Keller Mines, 21 T.C.M. 142 (1962), tes- puted to the hypothetical unrelated party all the
tified. information [the licensor] had as an officer of [the

C. In one case, the court commented unfavorably to
licensee corporation]. Robert L. Merritt, supra.
DuPont's knowledge of Ciba-Geigy's intangiblethe taxpayer that expert testimony had not been

introduced. Ray E. Omhol4 60 T.C. 541 (1973), property was discussed in Ciba-Geigy Corp., 85
T.C. No. 11 (1985).

acq.
E. Boilerplate language.The IRS argued in a number

D. In Ciba-Geigy Corp., 85 T.C. No. 11 (1985), a of that insufficiencies in the parties' license
senior patent attorney from DuPont testified for cases

Ciba-Geigy about his negotiations with Ciba- agreementsshould preclude the courts from hold-

Geigy on DuPont's behalf and what DuPont of- ing that the transactions were at arm's length.
fered Ciba-Geigy. He also testified that unrelated However, most courts have not accorded much

parties in the industry would not have charged for significanceto the absenceofboilerplate, letter-

certain services. perfect agreements.See The NestleCo.,22T.C.M.
46 (1963); Magee-Hale Park-O-Meter Co., 15

E. In a 1984 IRS report, the Service stated with re- T.C.M. 254 (1956); Roy J. Champayne, 26 T.C.

spect to intangibles and 482, an increasingarea 634 (1956) acq.; and Heatbath Corp., 14 T.C. 332
of concern for the IRS, that 26% of the cases (1950), acq. Inconsistenciesin documentationand
where economistswere involved concerned royal- a failure to adhere to written agreements, how-
ties (41% involved intercompanypricing). Of the ever, were damaging in a couple of cases. See Roy
royalty issues involvingeconomists, 66% involved E. Omholt, 60 T.C. 541 (1973), acq.; and Differen-
the instruments industry and 13% the chemical tial Steel Car Co., 25 T.C.M. 344 (1966). In TAM

industry. 8240010 failure to adhere to a DISC agreementdd
not evidence the necessary good faith.

5. Special problems of proof. F. Revisions. The courts have recognized that unre-

lated partiesmay revise a license agreementduring
A. Bargain acquisitions. In cases where the licensor its term. See The R. T. French Co., 60 T.C. 836

was able to acquire the propertyat a bargainprice, (1973); and The Nestle Co., 22 T.C.M. 46 (1963).
the bargain acquisition did not affect determina- However, this doesn't mean letting the licensee
tion of the arm's length royalty rate. Robert L. off the hook. See, generally, The R. T. French
Merritt, 39T.C. 257 (1962), acq., rev'd on another CO.
issue, 330 F.2d 161 (4th Cir. 1964), FourthCircuit u. As of agreements. Some courts have blessed
rev'd sub nom., Paragon Jewel Coal Co. v. Com- that executed months after
missioner, 380 U.S. 624 (1965); and Keller Mines, agreements were some

21 T.C.M. 142 (1962); see also RansomW. Chase,
their effective dates. United States MineralProd-

24 T.C.M. 1054 (1965).
ucts Co., 52 T.C. 177 (1969), acq. (9 months);
ThomasFlexibleCouplingCo., 14T.C. 802 (1950),

B. Special advantages.The courts have held that any nonacq., aJTd, 198 F.2d 350 (3d Cir. 1952) (5
special advantages that the particularproperty of- months); and Myron C. Poole, 46T.C.392(1966),
fers to the licensee should be considered. The Nes- acq. (13 months); but see Granberg Equipment,
tle Co., 22 T.C.M. 46 (1963) (the licensor's con- Inc., 11 T.C. 696 (1948) (the taxpayer failed to

tinuing research); Keller Mines, 21 T.C.M. 142 show that it could not have obtained the license

(1962) (geographie advantages); and Myron agreement, if one were necessary,without making
Poole, 46T.C. 392(1966) acq. (protectedexisting the minimum royalty retroactive.).
patents); see also Differential Steel Car Co., 25 H. The royalty base. Most cases involved royalties
T.C.M. 344 (1966) (the court noted that the pa- that were computed as a percentage of the licen-
tents involved relatively minor improvementsand see's sales, but a number of cases involved agree-
were comparativelynarrow in scope). ments where royalties were based on units sold or

C. Relevant facts and circumstances. Relevant facts produced. See Differential Steel Car Co., 25
and circumstances were those that existed at the T.C.M. 344(1966);UnitedStates MineralProducts
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Co., 52 T.C. 177 (1969), acq.; Myron Poole, 46 allocation in Your Host and specific charges were
T.C. 392 (1966), acq.; and Heatbath Corp., 14 not in issue. Nevertheless, the Tax Court distin-
T.C. 332 (1950), acq. In one case where royalties guished an earlier net income allocation case,
were based upon the licensee's net profits, the Marc's Big Boy-ProspectInc., 52T.C. 1073 (1969)
judge converted the royalty rate in a footnote to acq., affd sub nom., Wisconsin Big Boy Corp. v.
the more ordinary 'percentage of gross sales. Commissioner, 452 F.2d 137 (7th Cir. 1971), by
Differential Steel Car Co., 25 T.C.M. 344 (1966); relying somewhat heavily on the difference in the
see also George La Monte & Son v. Commissioner, taxpayers' trademarks. The Court stated:
32 F.2d 220 (2d Cir. 1929), with regard to royalties We believe that the Your Host trademark hadbased on net profits. Minimum royalties seemed little value in addition to the goodwill generatedgenerally permissible,,see Myron Poole, 46 T.C. from the operation of the restaurants themselves.392 (1966), acq. although in one case the unreason- The Your Host trademark cannot be compared toableness of minimum royalty payments cost the the Big Boy trademark in Marc's Big Boy whichtaxpayer the case. See Granberg Equipment Co.,
11 T.C. 696 (1948). was used nationally and which permitted the Mil-

waukee area restaurants to benefit from the good-
will generated by others across the country...6. Establishingor maintaininga market. Without doubt there was an advantage to being a

A. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(2)(iv)contains a special Your Host Restaurant rather than another short-

provision that permits intercomany sales prices order cafe; however, we feel that this advantage
to be reduced tor the purpose o.- establishingor flowed primarily from the local advertising and

maintaining a market. The intangibles regula- managementshared by all of the corporations. We
tions do not contain a similar provision, although have already determined that the corporationsdi-
it would seem that such a provision is implicit in vided up these items equitably. The near failure of
the concept of arm's length dealings. the Rochester Your Host Restaurant, which had

. absentee management problems, indicated that
B. In Roy J. Champayne, 26 T.C. 634 (1956), acq., without concentrated local advertising and local

the Tax Court considered a related-party license management the Your Host name was not worth
agreement that provided for lower royaltiesduring a great deal. 58 T.C. at 27-28.
a five-year start-up period. The Court stated:

B. The Your Host case supports the proposition that
The evidence shows also that there was a good trademarksmay have local value that could pre-business reason for the lower, graduated rates clude, or substantially reduce, a proposed 482
under this agreement during its first 5 years, allocation for the use of a trademark. The keynamely, a forbearance on Clampayne's part to would seem to be whether the local corporationenable National to become financially estab- trades upon goodwill generated by the [parentlished. corporation]4'' or whether it generates its own

C. Similarprovisionswere set forth in the agreements goodwill through local advertisingorothermeans.

considered in other cases: C. In a sense, the local subsidiarywhose expendituresIn The Nestle Co., 22 T.C.M. 46 (1963), the and oerations have increased the local value of
-

agreement provided for a royalty-free experi- a trac'emark might be viewed as the developermental period. referred to in Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(1). How-
In Differential Steel Car Co., 16 T.C. 413 ever, this provision presumably was intended

-

to
(1951), acq., the agreement contained an cover technical research and developmentwork. If
undue hardship provision which the Court the local subsidiary is not the developer,set-off
described as having a legitimatebusiness pur- relief should be available under Treas. Reg.pose.
Other cases involved a reduction of the re- 3. Your Host lnc., 58T.C. 10(1972), a/Td, 489 F.2d 857(2d Cir. 1973).

-

lated-party royalty rate during a period of cert. denied, 419 U.S. 829 (1974). Trademarks were involved in Magee-
hardship, John T. Potter, 27 T.C. 200 (1956), Hale Park-O-Meter Co., supra, 15 T.C.M. at 258; United States Mineral

acq., and an arrangement where the licensee ProductsCo., supra, 52 T.C. at 188,192 and 196; and The Nestle Company
had royalty-free use of a patent until its value Inc., supra, 22 T.C.M. at 49,57 and 63 (also trade name). The triangular
could be determined. HeatbathCorp., 14T.C.

dividend issue in The R.T.72 French Co., supra, arose from an allocation of
the free use of trademarks, patents, know-how, etc. The allocation,332 (1950), acq. which the taxpayer was not contesting, was based on percentagesof sales.
See 60 T.C. at 848. International trademark licensingby U.S. manufactur-D. Thus, it would appear that business circumstances ng concerns, however, plays a minor role when comparedwith patent and

can justify something akin to the establish or know-how licensing. See Lightman, Comparative Income Roles of U S.
maintain a market concept. See also Conference Industrial Rights Abroad, 14 Idea 352 (1970) and Lightman Compensa-
Board Report, at 38. tion Patterns in U.S. Foreign Licensing, 14 Idea 1 (1970).

4. See 58 T.C. 27. Cf. Ranier Brewing Company, 7T.C. 162 (1946),acq.
7. Local value of trademark.

in part and nonacq, in part, afd, 165 F.2d 217 (9th Cir. 1948), rehearing
denied, 166 F.2d 324; and Seattle Brewing and Malting Co., 6 T.C. 856

A. The most significant case to date concerning (1946), afd, 165 F.2d 216 (9th Cir. 1948), rehearingdenied, 166F.2d326,
with regard to the interrelationshipof trade names and trademarks and

trademarks and arm's length dealings was Your goodwill. See also 15 U.S.C. 1060 (1970): a trademark should be sold
Host Inc. 3 The Service had made a net income only with the goodwill associated with it
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1.482-2(d)(1)(ii)(b)for the subsidiary'sadvertis- intangible property, but failed to prove joint de-

ing and other trademark-related expenditures. velopment. The Service contendedthat a joint de-

Perhaps cost-sharing concepts, considered infra, velopment effort should be implied from the par-
are applicable. ties' course of conduct.5 Although rejecting the

Service'sargument (The court found that the Swiss
D. The IRS has ruledthat a royalty will not be im-

was the developer), the allocated
puted where a related corporation purchases parent court

service income to the U.S. subsidiary to compen-
trademarked goods from the owner of the sate t for services rendered to its Swiss parent in
trademark. Rev. Rul. 75-254, 1975-1 C.B. 243. connection with parallel screening, but not with
The purchaser of trademarked goods has an im-

plied license to resell them without paying addi- respect to registration in the U.S. and field testing,
because an un-related licensee would have per-

tional compensation. Ownershipof the trademark formed these services for free.
should be reflected in the goods' sales price. See
also Simo, Section 482 Allocations, 46 Taxes
254, 274, n. 42 (1968) (a report by the Committee

9. H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act of 1985.

on InternationalTaxation of the New York State A. As noted above, H.R. 3838 would amend 367(d)
Bar Association);JohnsonBronze Co., 24 T.C.M. (and have similar rules apply for purposesof 482)
1542 (1965); and Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e). to require that amounts taken into income for the

transfer of intangiblesbe commensuratewith the
8. Reciprocal consideration. income attributable to the intangible.
A. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(2)(i)specificallypermits B. Although the revenue estimates for this provision

the use of reciprocal rights to serve as considera- are very small(only$16 millionfor 1986 [excluding
tion. Puerto Rico], for example) its reach could be ex-

B. Only one of the cases discussed above involved a tremely broad, if enacted. The House Committee

continuing two-way exchange of know-how and Report states (at 426) that although the bill does

the effect of the parties' reciprocal rights on the not mandate the use of contract manufactureror

status... or stream
royalty rate was not discussed by the court. See cost-plus the profit income

The R. T. French Co., 60 T.C. 836 (1973). generated by r associated with intangible prop-
erty is to be given primary weight.

C. TAM 8002001, supplemented,TAM 8002014, fo- C. The proposed new rule would apply when intangi-
cused on a reciprocal licensing arrangement that bles are transferred, licensed or otherwise used
provided for the exchangeof research information by a related foreign entity. Committee Report at
and results as well as for the geographicallydivided 426.
ownershipof researchresults. It was held to qualify
as a reciprocal licensingagreement, the bona fides D. The proposed new rule is, in my view, extremely
of which (i.e. arm's length nature of the reciprocal ill-advised. It could wreak havoc in the area of

consideration) were to be tested based on facts in 482, leadingtomajor uncertaintyand substantal
existence when it was entered into (See The litigation.
R. T.French Co., 60 T.C. 836 (1973), except that
an annual termination provision necessitated 10. Summary.
periodic review to test the bona fides of the agree- A. In considering the comparabilityof an unrelated-
ment (i.e. would unrelated parties have cancelled
or renegotiated the agreement). Factors relevant party licensing transaction, numerous differences

in valuing the reciprocal consideration were may be relevant: liaisonand technicalservicespro-
vided by the licensor and by the licensee may be

discussed. significantly different in value and in importance;
D. Reciprocal rights have grown in importance with governmentalregulation, local taxes, anc the local

the substantial increase in research and develop- competitivesituationsdiffer from country to coun-

ment expendituresby foreign subsidiariesof U.S.- try; competitor's products also might be sold by
based multinational corporations that took place the unrelatedlicensee therebyenablingit to spread
in the past 15 years. See generally,Creamer,Apos- its marketing costs; feedback of marketing and

tolides and Wang, Overseas Research and De- technical information from the related licensee

velopmentBy United States Multinationals: 1966- could be of great significance; negotiated transac-

75 Estimatesof Expendituresand a StatisticalPro- tions often depend upon the relative bargaining
file, Conference Board Report No. 685 (1976). strengths of the party as well as anticipated sales

The Report indicated that nearly two-thirds of volumes; the products may be different; and the

U.S. foreign R&D is performed in Germany, the state of development of the market may differ.

U.K. and Canada. It is concentrated to a lesser Also, the increased risk of disclosure in an unre-

extent in France, the Netherlands, Belgium and lated-party transaction can be significant in deter-

Italy. mining royalty rates.

E. The IRS argued in Ciba-Geigy Corp., 85 T.C. No. 5. Interestingly,TAM 7704079940Astates, cooperation in carryingon
11 (1985), that the U.S. subsidiary (the taxpayer- research and developmentprograms is not the same as participation in the

licensee) and its Swiss parent jointlydeveloped the sharing of the cost of carrying on such programs.
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B. In any event, the best support in establishing or tinuing services that are rendered after the
defendingan intercompanyroyalty rate is evidence start-up or integrationphase call for a separate
that the same or a reasonably similar rate was services allocation or change.
charged by the taxpayer to unrelated parties or B. Rev. Rul. 64-56, 1964-1 C.B. 113, which sets forthvice versa. Expert's views also can be helpful in the Service's views when know-howconstitutesestablishing royalty rates.

on

property for purposes of 351, contains the same
C. Rates charged in third-party-to-third-partytrans- examples of ancillary and subsidiary services as

actions are rarely used in making intangibles allo- does Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(b)(8). The ruling also
cations. Cf. Treasury Department News Release, contains the followingexamplesof (and comments
8 January 1973, 1973 CCH Standard Federal Tax regarding) services that the IRS views as not, or

Reporter 11 6419, esp. Table 10 and the explana- possiblynot, ancillaryand subsidiaryto a transfer:
tion thereof in 5(c) of the Highlights. Light- - Training the transferee'semployees in a recog-
man's study, su-ra, indicated there are wide var- nized profession, craft, or trade is distin-
iations intra-inc ustrywise in royalty rate ranges. guished as essentially educational. However,
See 14 Idea at 19, and that little consistency was where the transferee'semployeesalready have
apparenton a company-by-companybasis, even in the particular skills in question, it ordinarily
the same industry with regard to the percentage follows as a matter of fact that other consider-
of income attributable individually to patents and ation [presumablyknow-how] and not training
to know-how. See 14 Idea at 365. in those skills is being furnished.

Continuing technical assistance after the start--

up phase is not regarded as performanceunder
IV. THE INTERRELATIONSHIPOF PAYMENTS a guarantee. The consideration for the assist-

FORINTANGIBLEPROPERTYAND ance is ordinarily treated as compensation for
TECHNICALSERVICES services.

Assistance in the constructionof a plant build--

1. Transactionsinvolving the transferor use of intan- ing to house machinery or for use in applying
gible property (such as know-how) frequently involve a patented or other process or formula which
the rendition of services. In some transactions, techni- qualifies as property transferred, is ordinarily
cal assistance accompaniesor facilitates transferof the in the nature of an architect's or construction
intangible property while others involve continuing engineer's services rendered to the transferee
technical services. It may be mportant to determine if and is not merely rendered on behalf of the
an allocation or a charge constitutes a royalty or com- transferor in producing or promoting the sale
pensation for services: 861 sets forth significantly of the things transferred.
different source rules for royalty income from those - Advice as to the layout of plant machineryand
for service income;6 the related licensee's deduction equipment may be so unrelated to the particu-
might be affected by the characterizationof an inter- lar property transferred as to constitute no

companycharge or allocation;withholdingrates might more than a rendering of advisory services to
differ depending upon characterization; and Treas. the transferee.
Reg. 1.482-2(b),which covers service allocations, - When the information transferred has been
may call for a different allocation.'7 developed specifically for the transferee, com-

pensation received for the information may be
2. IRS views. treated as payment for services rendered.

A. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(b)(8) provides that where 3. Training employees.services are rendered in connection with the
transfer of intangible property, the amount allo- A. Trainingofthe transferee'semployeesmight prop-
cated is determined under the intangibles regu- erly be characterizedas services that are not ancil-
lations, i.e. the value of the services should be lary and subsidiary to the transfer of intangible
built into the royalty. property. There is some support for this characteri-

Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(b)(8)furtherprovides zation in case law, although it is not strongsupport.
-

that services are renderedin connectionwith See Kimble Glass Company, 9 T.C. 183 (1947),
the transfer of property where such services acq., and C.A. Norgren Co. v. United States, 268
are merely ancillary and subsidiary to the F. Supp. 816, 824 (D. Col. 1967). In KimbleGlass,
transfer or to the commencement of effective the services characterization was not squarely in
use of the property by the transferee.
The regulation sets forth examples of services-

that could be ancillary and subsidiary to the
6. Compare 861(a)(3) with 861(a)(4) and see 871(e) See also Rev.
Rul. 55-17, 1955-1 C.B. 388, requiringan allocation between royaltiesandtransfer of intangible property: start-up assist- services for purposes of United States withholding taxes on remittances to

ance, performanceunder a start-upguarantee, a foreign licensor, and Rev. Rul. 68-443, 1968-2 C.B. 304, with regard to

supervising integration of a new process into a the source of trademark royalty income

manufacturing operation and demonstrating 7. See Treas. Reg 1.482-2(b)(3) and 1.482-2(b)(7) Treas. Reg.
and explaining the use of the property. 1.482-2(b)(7)(iii)and(v) examples 1 1, 12 and 13 indicate that intangible

property may have a significant effect upon the amount of a service chargeTreas. Reg. 1.482-2(b)(8) provides that con- allocation.
-

or
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issue, and in any event the Court's holding would - The Court held that [s- uch personal services
have been the same had it ignored the services as are contemplatedby the agreementstrike us

element. In Norgren, the Court felt that several as ancillary and subsidiary to the sale of the
of the obligationsundertakenby plaintiffmight be patents. The services called for are of an advis-
classified as services, e.g. the schooling in Denver ory nature not unusually involved in the sale of
of Shipston representatives on the manufacture a. highly technical and intricate device.
and use of the Norgren devices. It therefore re-

served until the time of trial (the case was reported
C. The United States Minerals case.

on a motion for summary judgment) the determi-
- Lastly, in United States Mineral Products Co.,

nation of what portion of the royalties, if any,
52 T.C. 177 (1969), acq., materialcontained in

should be characterized as services. manuals that dealt principally with sales, cost

estimating, and application techniques, i.e.
B. In any event, to the extent that the training non-secret but valuable marketing informa-

amounts to no more than a transfer of know-how, tion, was transferred in connectionwith other
it should not be characterized as the rendition of highly technical information, formulas, and
services. See E.I. DuPont de Nemoursand Co. v. patents.
United Smtes, 228 F.2d 904 (Ct. Cl. 1961); Wall - The Court stated assumingarguendo that this
Products, Inc., 11 T.C. 51 (1948), acq., andUnited information was tantamount to consultingser-

States Mineral Products Co., 52 T.C. 177 (1969), vices, as [the Service] contends, we find that it

acq. was of the type usually called for to implement
the sale of highly technical inventions, and,

4. Continuingservices and information. thus, was ancillaryand subsidiaryto the assign-
ments of the formulas and the patent applica-

A. The Ruge case: tions. ,8

The phrase continuing technical assistance D. Summary. These cases held that the usual type
-

after the start-up phase requires some of services called for to implement the transfer
analysis. The distinction is not quite as simple of highly technical intangibleproperty qualified as
as start-up assistance vs. continuing assist- ancillary and subsidiary to the transfer. If the ser-
ance. Start-up, or integration assistance, vices in these cases are viewed as those rendered
might require some continuing assitance. In in a start-up or implementation phase, then
the leading case, Arthur C. Ruge, 26 T.C. 138 such a phase may be a continuingone. Also, such
(1956), acq., the taxpayer and his co-investor

a phase may involve the establishment or sub-
sold a patent covering electrical strain gages. sequent control of manufacturingoperations and
They also agreed: familiarizing the transferee with problems and
(a) to furnish up to 60 days of consulting ser- methods of handling the particular type of busi-

vices per year to assist the buyer in the ness. To qualify as ancillary and subsidiary., how-
establishment, or subsequent control, of the services must relate to the particular in-
its manufacturing operations of electrical ever,

strain gages or applications thereof or of tangible property transferredand not to the gener-
al advancementof the transferee's business.

renderingconsultingservices relating to or

embodying strain responsive apparatus, E. Technical informationdistinguished.
and - The continuing flow of technical information

(b) to give their best efforts and thoughts for of a related or similar nature such as new de-

promoting the strain gage business. velopments in the field is to be distinguished
The consulting services referred to in the first from continuingtechnicalassistance. As stated-

provision were held to be ancillary and sub- in James C. Hamrick, 43 T.C. 21 (1964) acq.,
sidiary to the patent assignments because they vac'dand rem'donjointmotion, 66-1 U.S.T.C.
were of the type and kind usually called for to l 9322 (4th Cir. 1965): [i]t is an established

implement the sale of highly technical and in- practice in patent assignment to provide for
tricate inventions. The services described in the assignment of future improvements and
the second provision were held properly to be similar inventions by the assignor in order to

characterizedas servicesas they were not ancil- protect the assignee from having his acquisi-
lary and subsidiary to the transfer. tion made worthless by reason of such im-

This is construedas a con-
B. The Hessert case. provements... not

In Raymond M. Hessert, 6 T.C.M. 1190
tract for services.

-

that have considered
(1947), the taxpayer transferred certain intan-

- Accordingly, courts
the transfer of

gible property and in connection therewith, agreementsproviding
know-how,and future

for
rights and

pa-

agreed to tents, patent
to same

assist the Company by counsel, advice, con-
technical data relating the product
have held that the after-acquired technologysultation and other like ways in familiarizing

the Company with the problems and methods 8. But L. Schepp Co., 25 B.T.A. 419 (1932), with regardsee acq., to
of handling this particular type of busi- selling ideas. The Board held there that the taxpayer had no property
ness.. .... right in his selling idea.
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was an incident of the existing patents and 8. Royalty vs. service.
technology transferred under the agreement. A. The courts have shown a great reluctance to allo-Kronner v. UnitedStates, 110 F. Supp. 730 (Ct. portion of royalty income compensationCl. 1953); PPG Industries, Inc., 55 T.C. 928,

cate a to

1015-1016 (1970); United States MineralProd-
for services unless there was some clear basis for

ucts Co., 52 T.C. 177 at 189 and 199 (1969), making such an allocation. One of the very few

acq.; and The Heil Co., 38 T.C. 989, 993, 1002 cases in which the taxpayer successfully argued
that it should not be bound by the contractualand 1003 (1962), acq.; See also E.I. DuPontde
designation of the payments royaltiesNemours Co. v. United States, 432 F.2d 1052

as was

U.S. Universal Joints Company, 46 B.T.A. 111at 1057 (3d Cir. 1970); Bell Intercontinental (1942). See also Anton Dolenz, 41 B.T.A. 1091Corporation v. United States, 381 F.2d 1004 at 1940). At the time the agreements in this case1020 (Ct. Cl. 1967); and HowardS. Gable, 33
T.C.M. 1427 at 1433 (1974). were executed, it was understood and agreed by
Thus, the providing of related technical infor- the parties that substantial services would be ren-

dered by the taxpayer. They found it impossible tomation on a continuing basis is not viewed by draft contractual provision that would clearlythe courts as the rendition of services. a

outline their respective rights and duties with re-

5. Plant and equipment assistance. gard to these services. Thus, no express provisionLA

for such services was made in the agreements.Tax-
A. With regard to plant and equipment assistance, payers who desire a services categorizationshould

the Tax Court held in The Heil Company, 38T.C. make a clear provision for services income in the
989 (1962), acq., that the transferof engineering agreement.
and manufacturing information, or know-how, B. Most taxpayers not fortunate the tax-pertinent and necessary to the successful manufac- were as as

.S.ture ef products under the patents.. '. was an inci- payerin UniversalJoints. See Lane-WellsCo.

dent of the patents. The engineering know-how
v. Commissioner, 134 F.2d 977 (9th Cir. 1943),

included: all general and detailed engineering
cert. den., 320 U.S. 741 (1943), afd on another

drawings, drawings of jigs and fixtures and of spe-
issue, 321 U.S. 219 (1944); Packers Development

cial tools, specifications of materials and heat Corp., 26 T.C.M. 932 (1967); John C. O'Connor,
treatment [and] engineering lists... 16 T.C.M. 213 (1957), affdon another issue, 260

F.2d 358 (6th Cir. 1958) cert. den., 359 U.S. 910;
B. The transferoralso had agreed to render technical Precious Metals Developing Co., Inc., 15 T.C.M.

engineeringassistanceat its Milwaukeeplant with- 1200 (1956); and Warren Browne, Inc., 14 T.C.
out additional compensation, although additional 1056 (1950).
compensation would be required for technical en- C. The Service also has argued unsuccessfully in agineering assistance rendered elsewhere. Thus,
engineering know-how and engineering assist- number of cases that an allocationshould be made

ance n the equippingof [a] plant have been held
to service income. See E.I. DuPont de Nemours

to be incident[si of patents, i.e. ancillary and
and Company v. United States, 432 F.2d 1052 at
1057 (3d Cir. 1970); The Heil Co. 38 T.C. 989subsidiary to their transfer.
(1962), acq,; Arthur C. Ruge, 26 T.C. 138 (1956),

6. Specifically developed information. acq., RaymondM. Hessert, 6T.C.M. 1190 (1947);
and James C. Hamrick, 43 T.C. 21 (1964), acq.;

The Service'spronouncementconcerningspecifically vac'd and rem'd on joint motion, 66-1 U.S.T.C.
developed information presumably derives from the 9322 (4th Cir. 1965).
hired to invent line of cases9 and, as such finds D. The courts have made allocation to service in-support in the case law. However, hired to invent an

cases are purely factual and an examination is neces-
come where there was a clear basis for doing so.
For example, courts have been amenable to mak-sary to determinewhether the payments are attributa-
ing allocation where the royalty rate would beble to the transfer of patent rights or whether they

an

represent compensation for services. These cases
reduced by a fixed percentageshould the taxpayer
terminate his employment. See Spence v. Unitedwould seem to support a services characterization if
States, 156 F. Supp. 556 (Ct. Cl. 1957), and Wil-the invention did not exist or was clearly in an em- liam R. Ost, 17 T.C.M. 80 (1958). Additionally,bryonic stage and the services were rendered in creat-

ing or further developing the invention. two district courts ordered a trial and a second trial
respectively to determine whether an allocation

7. Supervision of manufacturing.
Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(b)(8)'sstatement regarding the 9. See Melin v. United States, 478 F.2d 1210 (Ct. Cl. 1973), Howard S.

Gable, 33 T.C.M. 1427 (1974); and Roland Chilton, 40 T.C. 552 (1963)supervision of manufacturing operations finds some acq.; holding that the taxpayer was not hired to invent; and see Estelle
support in the case law. In two older cases, compensa- Goldman, 34 T.C.M. 639 (1975); William T. Downs, 49 T.C. 533 (1968),
tion for this type of activity was held to constitute acq., Korl R. Komarek, 26 T.C.M. 523 (1967); and Arthur N. Blum, 1 l

compensation for services instead of royalty income. T.C. 10l (1948),acq., afd, 183 F.2d 281 (3d Cir. 1950); holding that the

U.S. UniversalJoints Company, 46 B.T.A. 111 (1942) taxpayer was hired to invent, in which case the taxpayer was in receipt
of compensation for services rendered. Hired to invent, however, itselfand Anton Dolenz, 41 B.T.A. 1091 (1940). may be a misnomer. See William F. Beausolei, 66 T.C. 244 (1976)
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was necessary or how much should be allocated, 1.1235-2(b)(2)(ii)and (3).
but no further proceedings were reported. C.A. - It seems reasonably clear, however, that the

Norgren Co. v. United States, 268 F. Supp. 816 (D. transferor cannot retain the power to termi-
Col. 1967); and ArmcoSteelCorporationv. United nate the agreement at will. See Bell Interconti-

States, 263 F. Supp. 749 (S.D. Ohio 1966). nentalCorp., supra. Includingsuch a provision
E. Lastly, the obvious should not go unmentioned. If renders the transaction a license instead of a

sale.
services are rendered but here is no transfer of con-
an intangible asset, there should be no charge or

- Full, generally unlimited rights must be

allocation under Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d), al- veyed. Limitations,such as field of use restric-
or a coun-

though a services charge or allocation may be in tions, geographicrestrictionswithin

order under Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(b). try, can nterfere with capital gains treatment.

See Mros v. Commissioner, 493 F.2d 813 (9th
Cir. 1974); See also Blake v. Commissioner,
615 F.2d 731 (6th Cir. 1980) (after substantial

V. CONVEYANCES rights were licensed, gain from the sale of the

1. Sale. remaining, also substantial rights could not

qualify under 1235), and compare Bell Inter-
A. Know-how, patents and other intangibles can be continental Corp. v. United States, supra, at

sold instead of being licensed. Capital gains may pp. 1013-1016 on this point.
result, but other tax results also follow from the
sale characterization. D. Rights must be conveyed in perpetuity, subject to

C above.
B. The first issue that must be addressed is whether - In Pickrenv. UnitedStates, supra, incomefrom

the know-howconstitutesproperty for purposes a 25-year exclusive license could not qualify
of the capital gains rules. for capital gains treatments because the know-

Rev. Rul. 64-56, 1964-1 C.B. 133, considered how conveyed was expected have a life in- to
in Section IV supra, sets forth the IRS' views excess of 25 years.
with respect to what is necessary for know-how - Rev. Rul. 71-564, 1971-2 C.B. 179, permits a
to constitute property. transfer of know-how to qualify as one made
The IRS' views on know-how represent a sig- in perpetuity if the right conveyed is to use the-

nificantly narrower definitional interpretation know-howuntil the know-howbecomespublicof the property requirement than has been knowledgeand no longerprotectibleunaer the
expressedby the courts, as discussed in Section applicable law of the country where the trans-
IV above. feree is to operate.

C. All substantialrights must be conveyedto obtain E. Holding period.
capital gains treatment. See Pickren v. United - To obtain long term capital gains treatment,
States, 378 F.2d 595 (5th Cir. 1967); E.I. DuPont the 12-monthholdingperiod requirementmust
de Nemours & Co. v. United States, 288 F.2d 904 be satisfied.
(Ct. Cl. 1961); and Taylor-WinfieldCorp., 57 T.C. - The holding period for patents and know-how
205 (1971). begins when they are reduced to practice.

Generally, the exclusive right to make, use See PPG Industries, 55 T.C. 928 (1979): U.S.-

and sell products using the patents or know- Mineral Products Co.., 52 T.C. 177 (1969),
how within all the territoryofat least one coun- acq.; and D. Simon, 20 T.C.M. 1309 (1961):
try must be conveyed for gain on the sale of see also Treas. Reg. 1.1235-2(e).
patentsor know-howto qualify as capitalgain.
Numerous exceptions exist that must be F. Other impediments to obtaining capital gains-

weighed on an aggregate basis to see whether treatment.
substantial rights have been retained. See E.I. - 1249, if the sale is to a foreign subsidiary. See
DuPont de Nemours & Co. v. United States, LTR 8038048 holding that a right of first re-

432 F.2d 1052 (3d Cir. 1970). fusal does not constitute an optin in the case

For example, the courts and the IRS generally of a 50-50 joint venture for this purpose.-

permit a security interest in the nature of a - 1253. Contingent payment for intangibles
condition subsequent to be retained where covered by 1253 can preclude capital gains
ownership of the intangible property will re- treatment. 1253(b)(2)(F).
vert to the transferorshould the transfereestop - 1221(1) could apply if too many such sales

making the requiredpaymentsof the purchase are made, although there are no cases directly
price. Best efforts and insolvency clauses on point. Cf. International Shoe Machine
also generallyare permitted.See Bell Intercon- Corp. v. United States, 491 F.2d 157 (lst Cir
tinental Corp. v. United States, 381 F.2d 1004 1974).
(Ct. Cl. 1967); Kronner v. United Smtes, 110 - The Corn Products doctrine conceivablycould
F. Supp. 730 (Ct. Cl. 1953); Golconda Corp., apply, although there are no cases directly on

29 T.C. 506 (1957), acq.; Leonard Coplin, 28 ont.
T.C. 1189 (1957), acq.; See also Treas. Reg. - 1221(3) conceivably presents problems
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where copyright rights exist. Query the effect IRS also requires that the know-howbe secret and
here on software, which becamecopyrightable that the country in which the transferee will oper-in late 1980 Presumably personal efforts ate affordssubstantial legal protection to the trans-
cannot be viewed as creating it. Rev. Rul. 55- feror against the unauthorized disclosure and use
706, 1955-2 C.B. 300, superseded on other of the secret know-how.
grounds, Rev. Rul. 62-141, 1962-2 C.B. 182.
The service element of know-how, discussed D. Other know-howrepresentationsrequiredby Rev.-

supra, could present problems. Proc. 69-19:
(i) The know-how is not revealed by a patent, isG. Imputed Interest. 483 could apply. See Treas. not the subject of a patent application, nor is

Reg. 1.483-1(e); butsee 483(f)(4) re patents. it disclosed by the product on which it is used
H. Source of the income.' or to which it is related.

(i) Royalties for the right to use intangible prop- (ii) The know-how does not represent mere know.

erty abroad generallyconstitute foreign source ledge, or efficiency resulting from experience,
income. 861(a)(4). or mere skill in manipulationor total accumu-

(ii) The sale of know-how has been held subject to lated experience and skill of the transferor.

863(b), income partly from within and (iii)The know-how involved does not consist
partly from without the U.S. Rev. Rul. 71- merely of the rights to tangible evidence of
231, 1971-1 C.B. 229. See, however, AMP, information such as blue prints, drawings or

Inc. v. United States, 79-2 U.S.T.C. 9606 otherphysicalmaterialon which it is recorded.
(M.D. Pa. 1979). (iv)The know-how has not been developed espe-

(iii)Title passage rules are relevant. See Rev. Rul. cially for the transferor.
71-231 where the place ofsale seemed to be the (v) The know-how is not in the form of assistance
place where all negotiations for he sale took in the constructionof a plant buildingoradvice
lace. as to the layout of machinery and equipment.

(iv) 904(b)(3)(C) and its rule for resourcing (vi)The know-how does not consist of training of

foreign source capital gains also can be impor- the transferee's employees in a manner that is
tant. essentially educational in nature. And

(vii)Technical information of a related or similar
I. Inbound technology sales may not escape U.S. nature such as new developments in the field

withholding tax. See 871(e); see also Rev. Rul. will not be furnished on a continuing basis
80-362, 1982-2 C.B. 208. without adequatecompensationtherefor in the

form of a fee negotiated at arm's length (in2. 351 - The IRS' Position. consideration other than stock or securites of
A. Both patents and the exclusive right to use patents the transferor unless such stock or securities

within one or more countries have long been con- are identified).
sidered property for purposes of 351. E.I. E. To obtain an advance ruling that the transaction
DuPont de Nemours and Co. v. United States, 471 qualifies under 351, the taxpayer must state thatF.2d 1211, 1218 (Ct. Cl. 1973); citing F.L.G. the know-how represents a discovery... [that]Straubel, 29 B.T.A. 516, 521-522 (1933) acq., is original, unique and novel. The taxpayer mayClaude Neon Lights Inc., 35 B.T.A. 424 (1937), represent for ruling purposes that the requisite
acq. in part and nonacq. in part. substantial legal protection is afforded under the

B. The IRS' published position is that the equivalent laws of the country from which the know-howwill
of a sale or exchange under the capital gains be transferred. If such a representation is made,
provisions is necessary for qualification under the Service will consider for ruling purposes that

351. See Rev. Rul. 69-156, 1969-1 C.B. 101. such protection is provided the transferor under
Thus, the IRS requires that all substantial rights the laws of the transferee'scountry.
be conveyed. GCMs 36922 (16 November 1976), F. The Service's published postion on transfers of37178 (24 June 1977) and 38114 (27 September know-how involves a narrower interpretation of
1979) states that du Pont was correct and that the the term property in the context of know-howService should follow du Pont. Such an announce- transfers than that given the term by the courts.
ment, howeverhas never been made. The DEFRA For example, it's not clear that know-how must beBlue Book cites Du Pont approvingly. secret to qualify as propertyunder 351. Compare

C. The conveyance to a controlled corporation of United States Minerals Products Co., 52 T.C. 177
know-how or the exclusive right to use know-how (1969), acq., with E.I. DuPont de Nemours and
in one or more countries also can qualify as a tax Co. v. United States, 288 F.2d 904 (Ct. Cl. 1961).
free transaction under 351. See Rev. Rul. 64- The courts seem to be more interested in whether
56, 1964-1 C.B. 113: Rev. Proc. 69-19, 1969-2C.B. the know-how has value, see Huckins v. United
301.it However, the Service has taken an unduly
restrictive view as to when such transfers qualify. 10. H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act of 1985, would require changes in

the source rules not considered here.In addition to requiring that there be an exclusive 11. Note that these rules also apply to software transfers. Rev Proc.transfer of all substantal rights in perpetuity, the 74-36, 1974-2 C.B. 491.
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Smtes, 60-1 U.S.T.C. 9394 (S.D. Fia. 1960); bly. The IRS stated near the end of the ruling that
United States Minerals Products Co., supra; and in any event retention of the right to sell could
E.I. DuPontde Nemoursand Co. v. United States, constitute the retention of a substantial right that

supra, although perhaps the secretness of the would preclude applicationof 351. See also LTR

know-how is a relevantconsiderationin determin- 8128049, rev'q LTR 8035086, but questioning
ing whether the know-howhas value. In any event, applicability of 351. Nevertheless, similar rep-
secretness does not appear to be the sole sub- resetationswere contained in other rulings. See,
stantive criterion. Also, the Service's position e.g., LTRS 8023115, 8038039 and 8134193. LTRS
raises a numberof questions: for example, what is 8024178 and 8029031 involved an additional 10%
substantial legal protectionAnd what is meant representation concerning a limitation on U.S.-

by the phrase in the generalnatureof a patentable made components. Compare LTR 8238061 which
invention seemed to allow a retained right to seil in the

G. The Service's position with regard to the transfer covered territory.
of trademarks and trade names to a controlled
corporation apparently is similar to its positions 3. 351 - The Zachry and DuPont cases.

on patents and know-how, i.e. that the exclusive A. The leadingcases in consideringwhether the trans-

right to use the trademarkor trade name in one or fer o a controlled corporation of less than a1l

more countries must be transferred in perpetuity. substantialrights in an intangibleasset can qualify
See Rev. Proc. 73-10, 1973-1 C.B. 760 3.02(5), as a tax free transaction for purposes of 351

superseded by Rev. Proc. 83-59, I.R.B. 1983-33 are H.B. Zachry Company, 49T.C. 73 (1967), and

(which isn't as clear as Rev. Proc. 73-10 on this E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Company v. United

point), and Rev. Rul. 79-288, 1979-2 C.B. 139. States, 471F.2d 1211 (Ct. Cl. 1973); See also Unit-

Also, all substantial rights in the trademark or ed States v. Stafford, 727 F.2d 1043 (llth Cir.
trade name in that country or those countriesmust 1984).
be transferred. Issues can arise here under Rev.
Proc. 69-23, 1968-1 C.B. 821, if 367 is involved B. In Zachry, the Tax Court, in an opinion that was

(see below).
reviewed by the Court without any dissents, held
that a carved-out oil payment constituted prop-

H. The IRS National Office took the position in TAM erty for purposes of 351, noting:
8040019 that the transfer of know-how and 351 does not contain a definition of the term
trademarks to a 931 (now 936) subsidiary via 'property'. However, the known inclusions and

351 wouldnot permit the incomeearned by these exclusions strongly suggest that the term encom-

income producing functions (i.e. the intangible in- whatever be transferred. Significantly,
come-producingassets) to be earned by the 931 passes

'services' explicitly
may

excepted by 351(a).are sec.

(now 936) subsidiaries and that apparently an Such a singular and extraordinary exception de-
intercompany pricing adjustment was necessary. notes the scope of the term 'property' under the
In Eli Lilly & Co. 85 T.C. No. 65 (1985), the rule of statutory construction expressio unius est

subsidiary-transfereewas respected as the owner

-

exclusioalterius.
of a patent transferredunder 351. However, the
court also found an income distortion, stating, it C. DuPont involved the conveyance of a non-exclu-

iS inconceivable that petitioner, negotiating at sive license to make, use, and sell certain products
arm's length, would have transferred valuable in- in France. The licensewas-royalty-flee,prohibited
come-producing intangibles without a royalty, sublicensing without consent (for the most part),
lump-sum payment, or other agreement that and was to run for the remaininglife of the patents.
would enable petitioner to continue its general The Court held that the transfer qualified as a

research and development activities. Interest- conveyance of property within the meaning of

ingly, the IRS issued a favorable 351 ruling on 351. The Court reJected the government'sargu-

this issue after it initially took the positionon audit ment, as had the Tax Court in Zachry, that 351

that such intangibles couldn't be so transferred or requires a transaction that would qualify the ex-

that such a transferwon't be respected for transfer change for capital gains purposes. Quoting from

pricing purposes. See LTR 7837028, involving for- Zachry, the Court stated:

mulas, processes, trade secrets and trademarks. Unlike 'the problem of capital gain versus ordi-
TEFRA, of course, has changed the 936 pricing nary income',section 351 is 'concernedsolely with
rules for future years. the historic exemption of transfers of a controlled

I. LTR 8035086 involved the 351- 367 transfer of corporation where the taxpayer's interest in the

manufacturingknow-how to a foreign subsidiary. propertycontinuesalthough the form ofownership

The U.S. parent wanted to retain the right to sell
iS changed'.

its U.S. manufactured goods in that country. In- The Court stated that Zachry'scarved-outoil pay-

terestingly, the IRS offered to issue the requested ment was quite comparable to a non-exclusive

367 ruling using a 10% de minimis test in this license and noted that the government appears
regard, but the taxpayer declined to accept this to acknowledgeZachry as very close on its facts to

proposal and the 367 ruling was issued unfavora- the present case . . .
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D. The Zachry and DuPont cases went further than D. Rev. Rul. 79-288, 1979-2 C.B. 139, held that other
the IRS thus far has indicated that it is willing to assets may have to be covered in a 367 ruling
go in permitting transfers to qualify under 351. request: trade names, going concern value and
The IRS has neitheracquiescednor nonacquiesced goodwill, at least where they rise to the level of
in Zachry and it was willing to relitigate the issue property. Note that the transfers in Rev. Rul.
6 years later in DuPont. Nevertheless, these cases 79-288 were to foreign subsidiariesthat anticipated
held the 351 standards to be significantly diffe- establishing manufacturing operations. The IRS'
rent from those necessary to qualify a transaction National Office has expressed the view that the
for capital gains treatment. value of assets such as these must be taken into

E. GCMs 36922 (16 November 1976), 37178 (24 June income as a toll charge to obtain a 367 ruling
1977) and 38114 (27 September 1979) stated that for the transfer of assets to a foreign marketing
Du Pont was correct and that the Service should subsidiary that will sell U.S. manufacturedgoods.
follow Du Pont. Such an announcement,however, But see LTR 8146044 permitting such a transfer if

the proper representation is made (interestingly, ithas never been made. The DEFRA Blue Book
cites Du Pont approvingly. took a year to get the ruling). Subsequent rulings

have followed LTR 8146044.
4. 367 (before 1985: DEFRA). E. Omitting an asset from the 367 request could
A. Ifthe 351 transaction will involve the transfer by have resulted in an invalid ruling under pre-

a domestic corporation to a foreign corporation, it DEFRA 367(a). See Temp. Reg. 7.367(a)-
iS necessary to obtain a ruling under 367. Rev. l(f)(3) and Rev. Rul. 76-333, 1976-2 C.B. 104.

Proc. 68-23, 1968-1 C.B. 821, provides that a favor-
- LTR 7917119, for example, thus listed among

able ruling ordinarily will be issued where the the assets to be transferred goodwill, going
transferee foreign corporation will use the prop-

concern value, real and personal property
leases and agreements with suppliers and dis-erty in the active conduct of a trade or business n

a foreign country. It further provides that the tributors. LTR 8243047added orderbacklog
transferee foreign corporation should have a need to the list.

LTR 8016029 involved a request that a 367for a substantialinvestmentin fixed assets in such
-

business or should be engaged in the purchase and ruling include the trademark W and Name Y

sale abroad of manufacturedgoods. (if it s subsequentlydetermined that use by Y
of trademark W and/or the trade name Y is a

B. Rev. Proc. 68-23 imposes additional requirements transfer of property from X to Y). The re-
when intangible property will be transferred. It quest was granted, but the IRS expressed no
rovides that an advance ruling generally will not opinion as to whether the use of those items
ie issued if: constituted a transfer.

the transferor is a licensor of the property at-

the time of transfer, unless the transferee cor- 5. 1491 (before 1985: DEFRA)
poration is the licensee, A. Transfer to foreign partnership joint venturecircumstances make it reasonable to believe a or

-

that the property will be licensed by the trans- required (pre-DEFRA) that a 1492 ruling be
feree corporation after the transfer, obtained unless later relief under 1494 will serve

the property consists of United States patents,
as the foundation necessary to avoid 1491.

-

trademarksor similar intangibles to be used in B. This involved entering into a closing agreement.
connection with (a) conduct of a trade or busi- See LTRs 7948081 and 8009109.
ness in the United States or (b) the manufac-
ture in the United States or a foreign country 6. DEFRA's changes to 367 and 1491.
of goods for sale or consumption in the United
States, or

A. DEFRA substantially changed 367(a). 6038B

the property consists of foreign patents, requires IRS notification of 367(a) transactions,-

trademarks or similar intangibles to be used in subject to a heavy penalty for failure to comply.
connection with the sale of goods manufac- B. Revised 367(a) permits certain categories of as-
tured in the United States. sets to be transferred, such as certain stock and

C. Rev. Proc. 68-23 also provides that a favorable certain property used in the active conduct of a

ruling will not be issued if certain other types of trade or business; it codifies Rev. Rul. 78-201,
propertywill be transferredby a domesticcorpora-

1978-1 C.B. 91 (loss recapture), Rev. Rul. 81-4,
tion to a foreign corporation. Although generally 1981-1 C.B. 128 (taxing the transferof appreciated
the list is not intangibles-orientedone of the enum- foreign currency) and, in part, Rev. Proc. 68-23

erated, prohibitedproperties is 1221(3) property
1968-1 C.B. 821 ( 367 ruling guidelines); and,

(copyrights). Query software, especiallyafter 1980 most importantly, it bars the tax-free transfer

U.S. legislation specifically making it copyrighta- abroad oi intangibleproperty (except as permitted
ble Is 1221(3) incorporated in full, that is, must

in regulations).
personal efforts be involved or is it the fact that it's C. Tax-free transfers abroad of intangible property
copyrightable (within the meaning of 936(h)(3)(B) not only is
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barred (exceptas provided in regulations),the pro- fide cost-sharing agreement is an agreement, inwrit-

posed new rule imputes a contingent sales prce ing, between two or more members of a group of
that is treated as U.S. source income. controlled entities providing for the sharing of the

Query whether licensing-and not transferring costs and risks of developing intangible property in-

would permit the royalty to retain its charac- return for a specifiedinterestin the intangibleproperty-

terization as foreign source incomeThis could that may be produced.
become important.
Cost sharing also may become more impor- 4. The 1966 proposedversion of Treas. Reg. 1.482--

tant. 2(d)(4) provided that the agreementmust contain pro-
Marketing intangibles (goodwill, going con- visions setting forth the nature and extent of the in--

cern value, trademarks, trade names, etc.) terest of each of the participating members in any
may still be transferred in appropriate cases intangible property that may be produced (including
states the Senate Report (p. 365). The House residual rights therein), it must commit all participat-
Report (pp. 1317 and 1320; but see p. 1324) ing parties to the sharing of costs whether intangible
refers ony to goodwilland gongconcernvalue property is in fact produced, and it must serve as the
in this respect. basis on which costs are shared (although some varia-
The Senate Report (p. 368) states that these tion from the agreement was permitted). The par--

special rules (including the sourcing rule) ticipatingmembermust intend to use developedprop-
would have no application to 482 adjust- erty in the active conductof its business. Cost-sharing,
ments. under that proposed regulation, could be on a project
The DEFRABlue Book cites Du Pont, supra, basis or could cover more than one project.-

approvingly.This could be important. See Sec-
tion V.2B and 3E. 5. The 1966 proposed regulation also provided that

D. 1492 and 1494 (re transfers to foreign partner-
the costs to be shared are equal to the sum of

ships, etc.) were changed accordingly. (i)
-

an amount equal to all the direct and indirect costs

actually incurred by the parties to the agreement
E. These new rules are effectivewith respect to trans- which are allocable in accordance with the princi-

fers or exchanges after 31 December 1984. ples of Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(b),
(ii) any amounts allocable under 482 (whether allo-

a-7. H.R. 3838. cated or not) with respect to assistance rendered

A. H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act of 1985, was by members of the group who are not parties to

discussed in Section III, primarily in III.9. the agreement, and

(iii)an amount equal to the arm's length value of the
B. It could have a major impact on the DEFRA 367 use of any intangible property of a party to the

rules insofar as the amount involved is concerned. agreement which is made available to it for use in
connection with the cost-shared activities and

8. 1031. The transfer of intangible proerty under which is likely to contribute to a substantialextent

1031, assuming that it otherwise quifies under in the production of intangible property.
1031, presumablyalso gives rise to similar problems

with respect to issues such as those involved in Rev. 6. Under that proposal, the costs and risks shared
Rul. 64-56, supra. were to be those that an unrelated party would have

agreed to share. Prospective benefits to be derived
were important, i.e. relative anticipated benefits.

VI. COST-SHARING Long-term cost-sharinghad to be based on a standard
(such as comparative current sales or profits) which

1. Cost-sharing agreements are permitted under reflected changing conditions. Examples indicated
Treas. Reg. 482-2(d)(4) (in a truncated version of that, under the stated facts, sharingwas permissibleon

the proposed version of that regulation). They are the basis of past sales, currentsales or forecastedsales.

encouraged under Treas. Reg. 1.861-8 (1977) and The main requirement on sharing was that there be a

they are permitted under the new United States-Unit- reasonable basis consistent with facts and cir-
ed Kingdom income tax treaty and Canadian 37(2) cumstances for the cost-sharing.
and 212(1)(d)(viii).See LTR 8111103, which involved
cost-sharing using a French GIE (Groupement d'in- 7. The DEFRA (1984) Blue Book recommends ex-

trt conomique) and issues under Treas. Reg. panding the regulations on cost-sharing in discussing
1.861-8. TAM 7704079940A found that two written the 367 change.

agreements were not cost-sharingagreements.
8. The June 1979 OECD report indicated that coun-

2. Significantly, the June 1979 OECD report on tries other than the United States had little experience
transfer pricing contains a lengthydiscussion(pp. 55- with cost-sharing arrangements. It also indicated that

62) on cost-sharing, indicating that the United States' they, therefore, have not felt the need to draft special
experience with cost-sharing has been positive. rules covering cost-sharing arrangements. A key pol-

icy issue, notes the report, has to do with justification
3. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(4) provides that a bona of benefits to the cost-sharee. Thus, among other
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things, the research would have to be closely related were employees of one organization rather
to the s-ecific needs of the recipients. It also notes that than another. For example, this might be a

normal y only manufacturingenterpriseswould be ex- reference to employment or withholding re-

pected to be participants since trading enterprises cords.
would expect to recover their costs in the price of D. Significantly,the Manual states that other
goods sold, but there may be exceptions.

econom-

ically significantfunctionsare performedby capital
9. Query reciprocal cost-sharing agreements See such as patents and other intangibles, capitalput at

risk in carrying accounts receivable, in purchasingTam 8002001, supplementedTAM 8002014. and using machinery, etc.

10. Note that intangibles can be cost-shared. Query E. Thus, the Manual continues, if significant income-
application of these rules to intangibles such as producing intangibles are involved, such as valu-
trademarks, etc. See LTR 7837028 which involved the able patentsor well-recognizedtrademarksor trade
transferof trademarks to a 936 subsidiary.The 936 names, it is important not only to state which or-

subsidiary would thereafter bear the cost of advertis- ganization owns the intangible but also, when
ing. Consider also the discussion on the Local Value there is a possibility of doubt as to ownership, to
of Trademarks, supra. identify the records or other evidence which sup-

ports the conclusion as to ownership.
11. Query the effect on cost-sharingof the provisions F. Ownership disputed ownership of intangi-contained in H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act of

- or -

1985, discussed in Section III bles can be determinative of the outcome in a

482 intercompany pricing dispute. See Eli Lilly
12. See TMIJ 80-4 (April 1980) for a discussion of & Co., 85 T.C. No. 65 (1985).
French views on cost sharing. Note that a'Frenchwith- G. The June 1979 OECD report entitled The Deter-
holding tax issue can arise. TMIJ 80-9 (September mination of Transfer Prices Between Associated
1980) contains a discussion of German views. Enterprises also emphasizes a functional ap-

proach to transfer pricing. See e.g. Art. 17 of the
13. Section 936(h) (TEFRA) focuses on cost-sharing. report.

H. Income-producing intangibles can include items
VII. OTHERUNITEDSTATESTAX such ascorporatereputation.SeeSmothersv. Com-

CONSIDERATIONS missioner, 642 F.2c 894 (5th Cir. 1981) (involving
a liquidation-reincorporation),and Hospital Cor-

1. Effect on intercompanypricing poration ofAmerica, 81 T.C. No. 31 (1983) (regu-
tation for experiencedand expertise).A num er

A. The Internal Revenue Manual offers considerable of IRS audits involves IRS arguments that income
assistance in establishingor defending a corporate producing intangibles also include or in effect in-
network and an intercompany pricing structure. clude business risk (See also E.I. DuPont de
See Manual 600, et seq. (CCH IRM Audit p. Nemours & Co. v. United States, 608 F.2d 445 (Ct.7283-27), and 42(19)0, et seq. (CCH IRM p. Cl. 1978), certdenied; Diefenthalv. United States,7291). 367 F. Supp. 506 (E.D. La. 1973), and the IRS'

B. The Manual states that the importance of a func. Economic Guide, Economic Aspects of 482;
tional analysis cannot be overemphasizedand that capabilities and abilities in the areas of manage-
virtually all 482 cases can be reduced to the fol- ment, marketing and service; market acceptance
lowing questions: and penetration; the going concern value of an es-

What was done tablished organization; product quality; and, of-

What economically significant functions were course, manufacturing intangibles such as manu--

involved in doing it facturing and product know how. Concord Con-
Who performed each function trol, 78 T.C. 742 (1982), is an important case deal--

What is the measure of the economic value of ing with going concern value.-

each function performed by each party I. TEFRA, of course, enacted 936(h) re posses-
C. The Manual provides that frequently a function sions corporations' pricing. It focuses on market-

consists of services that must be performedby indi- ing vs. manufacturingintangibles. The regulations
viduals. could be important even for those not involved

Accordingly, IRS auditing agents are directed with 936(h).-

to obtain information regarding how many
employees were employed by each organiza- 2. Subpart F.12
tion, the compensation paid to individual A. Royalties received by a CFC (Controlled Foreignemployees and the functmons performed by Corporation) are generally treated as foreign per-those employees in connection with the ques-
tioned transactions.

12. H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act of 1985, would effect changeswith
Agents are supposed to provide the basis for

respect to Subpart F's treatment of royalties and the treatment of royalties
-

their conclusions that the individuals involved under 904(d) that are not considered here.
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sonal holding company income (and therefore person include but are not limited to services

Subpart F income) unless the royalties performed by a CFC where
are derived in the active conduct of a trade or the CFC is paid or reimbursedby, or otherwise- -

business and are received from unrelated per- receives substantial financial benefit from, a

sons or related person for performingsuch services;
are received from a related person for the use the CFCperformsservices which a related per--

-

of, or the privilege of using, property within son is or has been obligated to perform;
the CFC's country of incorporation. - the CFC performs services with respect to

954(c)(3)(c) and (c)(4)(c). property sold by a related person and the per-

B. Treas. Reg. 1.954-2(d)(iii)(a)(1) and (2) pro-
formance of such services constitutes a condi-

vide that royalties are considered derived in the tion or material term of such sale; and
substantial assistance contributing to the per-active conduct of a trade or business if they are

-

derived from the licensng of property
formance of such services has been furnished

which the CFC has developed,created or pro-
a related person.

-
by

duced (or has acquired and added substantial F. In the context of the last condition above, the
value to), but only if the CFC is regularly en- regulations provide that direction, supervision,
gaged in such activity or services or know-how furnished by a related per-
which is licensed as a result of the performance consideredsubstan-- will not in themselvesbe
of marketing functions by the licensor and

son

tial unless either (a) such assistance provides the
licensor, through its own staff of employees CFC with skills which are a principal element in
located in a foreign country, maintains and producing the income from its performanceof ser-

operates an organzationin such countrywhich vices or (b) the cost to the CFC of such assistance
is equals 50% or more of the total cost to the CFC
(a) regularly engaged in the business of mar- of performing the services. Treas. Reg. 1.954-

keting (or of marketing and servicing) the 4(b)(2)(ii)(b).licensed property and For'this purpose, cost is determined under-

(b) substantial in relation to the amounts of the arm's length intercompany pricing rules
royaltiesderived from the licensingof such of 482.
property. - In any event, assistance in the form of direc-

C. Without limiting the subjectivetest ofsubstantial- tion, supervision, services or know-how is not

ity, Treas. Reg. 1.954-2(d)(iii)(b)(2)provides taken into account unless the assistance assists
an objective safe harbor test. A marketingorgan- the CFC directly in the performance of the
zation will be deemed substantial in relation to the , services performed by the CFC. Treas. Reg.
royaltiesderived if the sum of the deductons incur- 1.954-4(b)(2)(ii)(e).
red by the organizationwhich are properly alloca- - Treas. Reg. 1.954-4(b)(3) Ex. (2) indicates

ble to the royalty income (and which would be that lending technicalor supervisorypersonnel
allowable under 162 if the CFC were a United to a CFC to perform its technical servicescould

States corporation)- other than (a) deductionsfor be deemed to be-a principalelement in produc-
compensation for services rendered by sharehold- ing the CFC's service income and therefore

ers or related persons, (b) deductions for royalties substantial assistance- even if the CFC only
paid or accrued by the CFC and (c) deductions temporarily employed such personnel.
which would be allowable under sections other - Furthermore, any financial assistance (other
than 162 of the Code- equals or exceeds 25% of than contributions to capital), equipment,
the amount by which gross royalty income exceeds material or supplies furnished to a CFC by a

royalties paid or accrued and amounts that would related person, to the extentnot fairly compen-
be allowable under 167. sated by arm's length charges, must be com-

to
D. Characterizingknow-how as property vs. services pared the profits derived

whether
by the

such
CFC

assist-
from

its services to determine
was considered above in Section IV. It may have ance is substantial. Treas. Reg. 1.954-
a service element or what appears to be know-how 4(b)(2)(ii)(c).
may constitute the rendition of service. Foreign
base company services income is income of a CFC G. In determining where services are performed,
(whether received in the form of compensation, technical, managerial, engineeringand other simi-
commissions, fees or otherwise) which is derived lar services are considered performed where the
in connection with the performance of technical, persons performing the services are physically 1o-

managerial, engineering, architectural, scientific, cated. Treas. Reg. 1.954-4(c). In some cases an

skilled, industrial, commercial or like services apportionment must be made between those ser-

which are performed for, or on behalf of, a re- vces which are performed within the CFC's coun-

lated person and which are performedoutside the try of incorporation and those performed outside

country where the CFC is organized. 954(e). that country.
E. Treas. Reg. 1.954-4(b)(1) indicates that the for- H. Classification of the income can be important.

bidden servces for, or on behalf of, a related Classification of know-how vs. services was consi-
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dered in Section IV above. The Subpart F rules Services. For purposesof this section, services
also contain rules concerningclassification. (including the written communication of ser-

Income derived by a CFC from the perfor- vices in any form) are not export property.
-

mance of an integrated business transaction Whether an item is property or services shall
must generally be classified in accordancewith be determined on the basis of facts and cir-
the predominant characteristicof the transac- cumstances attending to the development and
tion, even though a part of such income could disposition of the item. Thus, for example, the
incidentally be imputed to another class of in- preparationof a map of a particularconstruc-
come. Treas. Reg. 1.954-1(b)(2). tionsitewouldconstituteservicesandnotexport
Thus, for example, if a CFC derives income property, but standardmaps preparedfor sale

-

under a contract which provides for the rental to customers generally would not constitute
of property and also for the furnishing by the services and would be export property if the
CFC of an incidental amount of maintenance requirements of this section were otherwise
services in respect of the rental property, the met. (Emphasis added)
entire amount of the income derived under - Accordingly, the distinction between cus-
such contract is treated as rent. tomized programs and shelf programscould
Likewise, if a CFC contracts to provide en- be significant ln considering whether a

-

gineeringservices consistingof planning a pro- software license qualifies for DISC treatment:
ject and incidental to such planning uses its shelf programs should more easily qualify.
own equipment, the entire income derived See TAM 8549003 and GCM 39449 (17 Feb-
under the contract will be treated as derived ruary 1983).
from the performanceof services.
On the other hand, where a CFC is engaged in 4. Blocked income.-

performingseparate transactions,,eventhough A. Blocked income rules may apply when the IRSpursuant the same contract or arrangements,
the income from each transactionwill be sepa- proposes to make a 482 allocation, but payment
rately classified. For example, if a CFC con-

was prevented at the time of the transaction be-
tracts to rent equipment and also to furnish cause of currency or other restrictions imposed
engineering services consisting of planning a under the laws of a foreign country. The U.S.

project,-the income derived under such a con- taxpayer is permitted to treat the allocated income

tract will be treated as derived in part from as deferrable income provided it had elected to use

rent and in part as income from the perfor- the Rev. Rul. 74-351, 1974-2 C.B. 144, deferral
mance of services. method of accounting for the year to which the

allocation relates. Treas. Reg. 1.482-1(d)(6). If
the U.S. taxpayer did not make an election to use

3. DISC (now FSC). the deferral method, it may still use a modified
A. A DISC was (now a FSC is) subject to a number

482 deferral method with respect to the allocated

of very technical rules, one of which is that 95% or
ncome.

more of its gross receipts must consist ofqualified B. The modified 482 deferral method was the sub-
export receipts. Qualified export receipts nclude ject of Rev. Rul. 74-245, 1974-1 C.B. 124. The
gross receipts from the lease13 or rental of export following facts were set forth in the ruling: P, a

property, which is defined to exclude, inter alia: domestic corporation, entered into a written
Patents, inventions, models, designs, formulae agreement with S, its foreign subsidiary, permit-
or processes, whether or not patented, copyrights ting S to use certain registereddesignsandgranting
(other than films, tapes, records or similar repro- S an exclusive license to operate n ts country of
ductions, for commercial or home use), goodwill, incorporation. The agreement required S to pay
trademarks, trade brands, franchises or other like royaltiesonly after the local governmentapproved
property . . . 993(c)(2). the agreement, since S would be unable to pay

B. In discussing this provision, Treas. Reg. 1.993- royalties until it received such approval. P was

3(f)(3) provides:
advised by competent local counsel that the
foreign government would not be receptive to aIntangible property... Although a copyright

such as a copyright on a book does not constitute request by S for approval of the agreement and
that the local government might impose economic

export roperty, a copyrighted article (such as a

book) if not accompanied by a right to reproduce
st Is export property if the requirements of this 13. Lease and license appear to be interchangeableunder the DISC
section are otherwise satisfied . . .,,14 rules. See Treas. Reg. 1.993-1(a)(2). TAM 8549003 and GCM 39449 (17

C. TAM 8549003 and GCM 39449 (17 February 1983)
February 1983) referred to software transactions as giving rise to saTes
and rents.

held that the software described therein qualified 14. The next section and this subsection of the regulations covers master

as export property. recording tapes and provides that they qualify as export property even

A problem with respect to software involves though the license permits reproduction. However, this appears to consti--

the issue of services. Treas. Reg. 1.993-3(b)
tute a special exception for record producers derived from legislative
history. See S. Rept. No. 92-437, 92 Cong., Ist Sess. 102, reprinted at

provides: 1972-1 CB. 559,616 (1972).
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sanctions on S if P attempted to enforce the agree- and Robert E. Johnson 44 T.C.M. 1076 (1982)
ment to make payments. Consequently, the Ser- (seeminglyholding that accrual principlesoverride
vice ruled that it would not be necessary to seek 482).
local government approval to pay royalties under

B. As threshold matter, the type of taxthe agreement and that the royalty income would a same ac-

qualify as deferrable incomewithin the meaningof counting argument could be made with regard to

Treas. Reg. 1.482-1(d)(6). a proposed 482 royalty allocation. However,
changes of success in making such an argument

C. Rev. Rul. 76-243, 1976-1 C.B. 134, involved a might dependupon the terms of the parties' license
contractual restriction, which the IRS wouldn't re- agreement. In KoehringCompanyv. UnitedStates,
spect on the grounds it constituted a voluntary 421 F.2d 715 (Ct. Cl. 1970), the taxpayer argued
restriction even though the taxpayer may not unsuccessfully that it should not be reauired to
otherwise have been able to get the contract with accrue royalty income from its partially-owned
the foreign government. Japanese subsidiary because of the subsidiary'sfi-

nancial problems. The Court held that the tax-D. Rev. Rul. 82-45, 1982-1 C.B. 82, involved techni-
cal service agreementsbetween P and S providing payer's right to receive the income became fixed

for 5% royaltieswhich were reduced by the foreign under its license agreement. Also, there was no

government to 4% and 2%, respectively. In addi- real doubt about the ultimate receipt of the royal-
tion,, the term of the agreement was shortened by ties, as the subsidiary's financial difficulties were

the foreign government. The Service ruled that regarded by the taxpayer as temporary in nature.

First Security Bankof Utah v. Commissioner, 405 C. A similar result was reached in Waldo B. Russell,
U.S. 394 (1972), only applies where the taxpayer 3T.C.M.613 (1944), where the taxpayer claimed
is prevented from receiving income by U.S. law. that, by reason of its subsidiary-licensee'soperat-
The Service has also ruled that an allocation can ing loss, no royalties were due or properly accru-

be made, even though Treas. Reg. 1.482-1(d)(6) able. The Court noted that there was a custom or

(re blocked income) may be available. TAM practice to waive payments in the absence of pro-
8001017. The problem, of course, has to do with fits. However, the parties written license agree-
allocating expenses to the blocked income, al- ment did notcontain a provision authorizingsuch
though this was not mentioned in the tech advice. waivers and there was no evidence the royalties
TAM 8324007 apparently would allow a contin- were otherwise uncollectible. Consequently, the
gent Treas. Reg. 1.482-1(d)(6) election, but not Court held we are unable to find that these royal-
a delayed election. GCM 38545 (17 October 1980) ties were not legally payable by the subsidiary
was the GCM underlying Rev. Rul. 82-45. and that accrual was in order.

E. TAM 8513007 GCM 39350 (31 August 1984) held D. Difficulty in making a Pitchford's argument also
that a blocked income election under 482 pre- can be expected if the licensor has continued to
vented a correlative E&P adjustment. The GCM supply its subsidiary with information concerning
states that this result should follow under 267 for related technological improvements.Note that the
post-DEFRAyears. Pitchford's case involved old and cold debt, not

current advances. Additionally, it may be difficult
5. Pitchford'sand accrual. to argue for nonaccrual if the taxpayer's third-

A. In one of the most interesting,and perhaps, signif- party license agreements provide for termination

icant recent 482 cases, Pitchford's, Inc., 34 in the event of nonpayment and the subsidiary-
T.C.M. 384 (1975), the taxpayer, an accrual-basis licensee'sagreementhas not been terminated. Ac-

corporation, was not required to take 482 in- rual might be necessary on the grounds that the

terest in income because it could not reasonably taxpayer expects eventually to be paid.
expect to collect that income. The Service con-

ceded the tax accounting issue as a legal matter 6. Foreign tax credit effects.
and fought the taxpayer on factual grounds, i.e.

A. Rev. Rul. 72-371, 1972-2 C.B. 438, involved thewhether in fact the taxpayer had a reasonable ex-

pectancy of receiving the interest income. The payment of royalties by one foreign subsidiary of

Court expressed no views on the question
a U.S. corporation to another foreign subsidiary.
The paying subsidiarywithhelda local tax from thewhether allocation of interest income under 482 remittance. The IRS subsequently reallocated allis indeed precluded where there would not have
of the royalty income to the U.S. parentbeen a reasonableexpectancyof collectionof such corpora-

interest. 34 T.C.M., at 386. Although the Ser- tion under 482. The IRS ruled that the U.S.

vice's concession would seem to be in accord with parent corporation could take a 901 foreign tax
credit for a portion of the withheld tax on the

arm's lenth concepts, the Service apparently has
grounds that, had the remittance been made to it,since adopted a contrary position. See, Sunshine the withheld tax (or, at least, a portion of it) could

Department Stores, Inc. 42 T.C.M. 1379 (1981) have been claimed as a foreign tax credit. See
(taxpayerargued no reasonable expectationof re-

GCM 34565 (28 July 1971).
payment, but court did not decide 482 vs. accrual
issue; IRS, in any event, did not concede issue) B. Foreign tax credits also might be affectedby Treas.
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Reg. 1.482-1(d)(2), which permits correlative VIII. TAXATIONIN THE LICENSEE'SCOUNTRY
adjustments. If an income allocation reduces the
foreign subsidiary's earnings and profits, 902 1. Introduction.
foreign tax credits may be accelerated. See Rev.
Rul. 74-158, 1974-1 C.B. 182; but see Rev. Ruls. A. A domestic licensor also must concern itself with

76-508, 1976-2 C.B. 225, and 80-231, 1980-2 C.B. the foreign tax consequencesto its related licensee.
219. However, if all of the foreign subsidiary's For example, in the past, at least, some domestic
income for a particularyear is reallocated, foreign licensors billed their foreign, related licensees for
tax credits may be lost. Rev. Rul. 72-370, 1972-2 a service charge, a royalty, or both, depending
C.B. 437, and GCM 34565 (28 July 1971). upon the characterizationthat resulted in the most

favorable foreign tax treatment.

B. Proper tax planning for intercompany licensing
7. Rev. Proc. 65-17 and repatriation. transactionsrequirescountry-by-countryconsider-
A. It may be desirable to repatriate the allocated in- ation and frequently will entail consultation with

come on a U.S.-tax free basis under Rev. Proc. local tax advisers.

65-17, 1965-1 C.B. 833.15 To avail itself of relief
under Rev. Proc. 65-17, a U.S. taxpayer must be 2. Deductibility
able to demonstrate that the arrangements or A. As a general rule, annual royalties for technology
transactions, or the terms thereof, giving rise to used in the licensee's business are deductiblewhen
the 482 allocation did not have as one of their based on sales. See Crowe General Report, Tax
principalpurposesthe avoidanceof federal income Treatment of the Importation and Exportation of
tax. Technology, Know-how, Patents, Other Intangi-

B. All facts and circumstancesare relevant, including bles and Technical Assistance, 1/8 (International
the amount of dividends received from the Fiscal Association, 1975). A number of countries
member from which the income was allocated and were discussed.
the amount of U.S. and foreign income taxes B. There are, however, a number of exceptions to
levied on the parties and this general rule in South America, where related-
... whether the taxpayerattempted in good faith party royalties often are not deductible. The An-
to complywith the regulationstheretoforepromul- dean Pact countries present a particular problem.

Brazil also does not permit deductions for related-gated under 482 ... [and] the extent to which
royalties. Argentina presented problems inthe arrangement contravened such regula- party

the early 1970s.tions . . .

C. Thus, it s important that intercompany transac- C. The tax authorities in other countries have argued
tions comply with the 482 regulations or that a

on occasion that a deduction may not be claimed
serious attempt be made to have them comply. for royalties paid by a related party. The French

Unfortunately, as stated above, the intangibles tax authoritiesargued unsuccessfullyin a 1970 case

regulations don't offer a great deal of guidance. that a foreign parent corporation had contributed

Nevertheless, it is advisable to document what a trademark to its Frencn subsidiary's capital and

compliance is possible to help insure that relief that, therefore, royalty deductionsshould be disal-
under Rev. Proc. 65-17 will be available in the lowed. Conseil d'Etat decision of 19 June 1970.
event the Service is successful in revising the inter- The taxpayer produced sufficient evidence to de-

company royalty rate at some later date. monstrate that the trademarkhad not been contri-
buted to its capital. In Belgium, the tax authorities
successfullycontended in a 1972 case that royalties

8. Set-off. paid to a foreign parent corporationby its Belgian
A. Set-off relief may be available under either Treas. subsidiary for the use of the parent's name were

Reg. 1.482-1(d)(3)or Treas. Reg. 1.482- non-deductible. Cour d'Appel decision of 4 Oc-

2(d)(1)(ii)(b).Both provisions, however, are quite tober 1972. The subsidiary's charter of incorpora-
tion did not provide for such compensationand thenarrow.
Court would not recognize the parties' later agree-

B. The first provision involvesnon-arm'slength trans- ment. Also, the Court held that the name had no
actions with the same member in the same year. It special value.
also places the burden on the taxpayer to prove the
amountof the appropriatearm's length charge and 3. Related parties: Germany.
it imposes certain time limits with regard to when
relief may be claimed. See Rev. Proc. 70-8, 1970-1 A. German administrative rules are relatively well-

C.B. 434. developed. New German 482 regulations be-
came final on 23 February 1983.

C. The second provision relates only to the particular
intangible property involved in the allocation, al- 15. Rev. Proc. 65-17, 1965-1 C. B. 833; Rev. Proc. 65-17 Amendment I,

though multi-year relief may be available. Treas.
1966-1 C.B. 1211; Rev. Proc. 70-23, 1970-2 C.B. 505; Rev. Proc. 71-35,

Reg. 1.482-2(d)(1)(ii)(d)example No. 3.
1971-2 C.B. 573; Rev. Proc. 72-48, 1972-2 C.B. 829; Rev. Proc. 75-53,
1972-2 C.B. 833; and Rev. Proc. 65-17 Amendment I|, 1974-1 C.B. 411.
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B. Royalties generally are allowable where the Ger- the royalty payable to a non-resident licensorwith
man subsidiary is merely a sales company for its whom the lcensee was not dealing at arm's length
foreign parent-manufacturer. Such sums usually be reasonable in amount.
are deemed to be included in the cost of goods
imported, although this deemed inclusion can be B. In ascertaining the reasonable amount, the De-

rebutted. Know-howpaymentsare more easily de- partment of National Revenue has shown consid-

ductible when paid by a German manufacturing erable interest in the value of tangible benefits
received by the Canadian taxpayer.company. For example, the Canadian licensee's position in

4. Related parties: France. arguing for a deduction is stronger if it can show
that it increased its product line or has improved

A. France also is active in examining related-party existing products sold or services rendered as a

transactions under Article 57 of its General Tax result of the acquired technology.
Code (Code Gnral des Impts, or CGI). C. Revenue Canada considers the total consideration

B. The French tax authorities issued a Note on 4 for both technology and goods if the licensor also

May 1973 that focused in part on related-party seils goods to the licensee that are manufactured
royalty charges from abroad.16 It described such with the same technology.
royalty charges as usually remunerating the
foreign corporation for services rendered, such as

D. Evidence of comparable arm's length transactions

the granting of a patent license, permission to use
will help establish the reasonable amount.

certain non-patented processes or manufacturing 6. Related parties: Italy.methods, technical or scientific assistance, or help
with commercial or administration procedures A. Instructions in Circular 9/2267 of 9-22-80 apply to
and it provided that the French tax administra- related party transfersof technology,among other
tion's task is to determine whether these pay- things. A draft Presidental Decree has also been
ments... are excessive. issued directed towards tax and exchange control

issues.C. The Note stated that the tax administration will
closely examine intercompany sales prices where B. Compensationpaid to non-residentcompaniesfor
the foreign licensor also is supplying goods to its the right to use trademarks, patents and similar
French subsidiary to make sure the French com- rights would be subject to corporate income tax at

pany is not paying twice for the same item. It the rate of 30% on 70% of the gross amount paid,
further indicated that it is commonly argued that subject, of course, to treaty reduction.
subsidiaries must contribute to research costs in-
curred on behalf of the group or that they must C. The royalty payments would not be subject to

ILOR (local income tax). The prior ILOR prob-
repay part of the cost of the investment in know-

lem is described in LTR 8323094.how made by the foreign parent from which the
French subsidiary is benefitting. Such arguments
must properly be substantiatedbefore they will be 7. Local taxes imposed on the licensor.

accepted. A. Local taxes that are imposed on the licensor also

D. The French tax administrationwill, as a rule, only must be considered in connection with intercom-

allow a deduction for related-partyroyalties if the pany licensing transactions. Local taxes on royalty
French subsidiary's net income is at least equal to

income often are reduced by income tax treaties.

the net incomewhich wouldbe derivedby a French However, licensees may be located in non-treaty

enterprisecarryingon similaroperations,but with- countries and, even in the case of treaty countries,
out the aid of such an arrangement. Special prob- other local tax problems may be lurking.
lems will arise where the French subsidiary incurs
local publicity expenses because the French tax

B. The licensor's deductions.

authorities view the establishment of the group's
- It is not unusual for a licensor to be permitted

name as a benefit to the parent corporation. Also, to claim an arbitrary percentage deduction in

recommendationsmade by other French services, computing its local tax. For example, New

such as the Ministre du Dvloppement Indus- Zealandsubjects foreign licensors to a non-res-

triel et Scientifique,do not bind the tax administra- ident corporate tax, but it permits them to

tion. Lastly, if the French subsidiary's deduction deduct arbitrary amounts depending upon the

for royalty payments is reduced under Art. 57 category of technology involved: 25% is de-

CGI, the subsidiarywill be deemed to have distri- ductible from trademark royalties, 35% from

buted a dividend to its foreign parent corporation patent royalties, 50% from know-how royal-
that is subject to French withholding tax. ties, and 40% is deductiblein the case ofcom-

bination royalties. Higherdeductionsmay be
claimed if they can be supported.

5. Related parties: Canada. - In a New Zealand case, the New Zealand tax

A. Canada polices related-party licensing under
69(2) of its Income Tax Act, which requires that 16. See 13 European Taxation 8 (1973) at 265.
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authorities argued that a related-party royalty sidiary, ostensibly a licensee, was held to be an

was for a combination of know-how and agent for its foreign parent, ostensibly the
trademarks and that, therefore, the licensor licensor, which became subject to full Belgian
was entitled only to a 40% deduction, not the tax. The foreign parent sold patents,
50% deduction that had been claimed. The trademarks, goodwill, plans, and blueprints to

parties' license agreement provided for a con- the subsidiary in exchange for 45% of the sub-
veyance of know-how (accompaniedby certain sidiary's profits. A Belgian manufacturing
technical assistance) in exchange for a royalty company was entitled to another 45% of the
equal to 5% of the selling price of certain subsidiary's profits. The sales agreement was
chemical substances sold under the held to be fictitious.Since no sale occurred,
trademarks X, Y and Z, which were regis- payments received by the foreign parent were
tered in the licensor's name. The case in favor held to constituteincome from businessopera-
of the taxpayer because it is clear from the tions in Belgium, i.e. the sale of machines and
agreement that it refers in specific detail to exploitationofpatent rights, through a Belgian
'know-how' and that nowhere in it is there any permanent establishment (the subsidiary, as

provision concerning use of a particular agent).
trademark or a covenant whereby... [the - Permanent establishment questions, of
licensee] must use a particular trademark. course, are always important.
The Authorty also noted the tax authority's
acknowledgement that the value of the D. Local taxes may include non-federal taxes in the

trademark on its own is minimal. Although local country. Italy has presented problems in this

the taxpayer won this_case, it emphasizes the regard in the past. The Draft Italian Presidential

need for careful drfts-manship
--

in preparing a
Decree mentioned above would eliminate the

license agreement. problem. See also Circular 9/2267 of 9-22-80.

C. The nature of the transaction. . Other local considerations.
The parties' license agreement also can have a-

significant effect upon the licensor's local tax
A. Registration of license agreement is an important

liability when services are involved, as the requirement in many countries. InMexico, regis-
place of performance might have the effect of tration is a prerequisite do deductibility. In addi-

completelyeliminating local tax. tion, failure to satisfy registration requirements
Additionally, the nature of the consideration can have an adverseeffect upon the local withhold-

-

flowing to the licensee may be relevant in de- ing tax rate. See, for example, the Third Chamber

termining the licensor's local tax liability. For of the Spanish Supreme Court decision of 28 June

example, Canada exempts from withholding 1973. The Spanish licensee had failed to register a

payments made under a bona fide cost-sharing know-how agreement. The Court held that re-

duced withholdingunder the relevant treaty there-arrangement. fore was not available.The structure of the transaction also must be-

considered. For example, in a 1968 Belgian B. Remittability and other local taxes, such as the
case, Cour de Cassation decision of 17 De- Europeanvalue added tax, also are importantcon-
cember 1968, a partially owned Belgian sub- siderations.

Appendix (B) the fair market value of such other property received;
and

SEC. 161. ALLOWANCEOF DEDUCTIONS (2) no loss to such recipient shall be recognized.
In computing taxable income under section 63, there shall be (c) Special Rule.- In determiningcontrol, for purposes of this sec-
allowed as deductions the items specified in this part, subject to tion, the fact that any corporate transferor distributes part or all
the exceptionsprovided in part IX (Sec. 261 and following, relating of the stock which it receives in the exchange to its shareholders
to items not deductible) shall not be taken into account.

SEC. 351. TRANSFERTOCORPORATIONCONTROLLEDBY (d) Services, Certain Indebtedness,and Accrued Interest Not Treated as

TRANSFEROR Property.- For purposes of this section, stock or securities issued
for-

(a) General Rule.-No gain or loss shall be recognized if property is // services,
transferred to a corporaton by one or more persons solely n indebtedness of the transferee corporation which is not evi-
exchange for stock or securities in such corporation and im- denced by a security, or

mediately after the exchange such person or persons are in control (3) interest on indebtednessof the transferee corporation which
(as defined in section 368(c)) of the corporation. accrued on or after the beginning of the transferor's holding

period for the debt,
(b) Receipt of Property.- If subsection (a) would apply to an ex- shall not be considered as issued in return for property.change but for the fact that there is received, in addition to the
stock or securities permitted to be received under subsection (a), (e) Exceptions.-This section shall not apply to-

other property or money, then- (1) Transfer of property to an investment company.- A transfer of

(1) gain (if any) to such recipient shall be recognized, but not in property to an investment company.
excess of- (2) Title 11 or similar case.- A transfer of property of a debtor
(A) the amount of money received, plus pursuant to a plan while the debtor is under the jurisdiction
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of a court in a title 11 or similar case (within the meaning of a trade or business outside of the United States.
section368(a)(3)(A)),to the extent that the stock or securities (B) Paragraph not to apply to certain property.-Except as
received in the exchange are used to satisfy the indebtedness provided in regulations prescribed by the Secretary,
of such debtor. subparagraph (A) shall not apply to any-

(i) property described in paragraph (1) or (3) of sec-
SEC. 361. NONRECOGNITIONOF GAIN OR LOSSTO tion 1221 (relating to nventory and copyrights,

CORPORATIONS etc.),
or

(a) General Rule.- No gain or loss shall be recognized if a corpora- (ii) installment obligations, accounts receivable,
similar property,tion a party to a reorganizationexchangesproperty, in pursuance (iii) foreign currencyor other propertydenominatedin

of the plan of reorganization, solely for stock or securities tn

another corporation a party to the reorganization. foreign currency,
(iv) intangible property (within the meaning of section

(b) ExchangesNot Solely in Kind.- 936(h)(3)(B)),or

(1) Gain.- If subsection (a) would apply to an exchange but for (v) property with respect to which the transferor is a

the fact that the property received in exchange consists not lessor at the time of the transfer, except that this

only of stock or securities permitted by subsection (a) to be clause shall not apply if the transferee was the
received without the recognition of gain, but also of other lessee.

Dropertyor money, then- (C) Transfer of foreign branch with previously deducted
) if the corporation receiving such other property or losses.-Except as provided in regulationsprescribedby

money distributes it in pursuance of the plan of reor- the Secretary, subparagraph(A) shall not apply to gain
ganization, no gain to the corporation shall be recog- realized on the transfer of the assets of a foreign branch
nized from the exchange, but of a United States person to a foreign corporation in an

(B) if the corporation receiving such other property or exchangedescribedin paragraph (1) to the extent that-

money does not distribute it in pursuanceof the plan of (i) the sum of losses-
reorganization,the gain, if any, to the corporationshall (I) which were incurred by the foreign branch be-
be recognized, but in an amount not in excess of the fore the transfer, and
sum of such money and the fair market value of such (II) with respect to which a deduction was allowed
otherpropertyso received,which is not so distributed. to the taxpayer, exceeds

(2) Loss.- If subsection (a) would apply to an exchange but for (ii) the sum of-
the fact that the property received in exchange consists not (I) any taxable incomeof such branch for a taxable

only of property permitted by subsection (a) to be received year after the taxable year in which the loss was

without the recognition of 8ain or loss, but also of other incurred and through the close of the taxable year
property or money, then no/oss from the exchange shall be of the transfer, and

recognized. (II) the amount which is recognized under section
904(f)(3) on account of the transfer.

SEC. 362. BASIS TO CORPORATIONS Any gain recognizedby reason of the precedingsentenceshall
be treated for purposesof this chapter as incomefrom sources

(a) Property Acquired by Issuance of Stock or as Paid-in Surplus.- If outside the United States having the same character as such
propertywas acquiredon or afterJune 22, 1954, by a corporation- losses had.
(1) in connectionwith a transaction to which section 351 (relating (4) Special rule for transfer of partnership interests.- Except as pro-

to transfer of property to corporation controlled by trans- vided in regulationsprescribedby the Secretary, a transfer by
feror) applies, or a United States person of an interest in a partnership to a

(2) as paid-in surplus or as a contribution to capital, foreign corporationin an exchangedescribed in paragraph (1)
then the basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the shall, for purposes of this subsection, be treated as a transfer
transferor, increased in the amount of gain recognized to the to such corporation of such person's pro rata share of the
transferor on such transfer. assets of the partnership.
(b) Transfers to Corporations.-If property was acquired by a corpo- (5) Secretary may exempt certain transactionsfrom application of this

ration in connection with a reorganization to which this part ap- subsection.- Paragraph (1) shall not apply to the transfer of

plies, then the basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands any property which the Secretary, in order to carry out the

of the transferor, increased in the amount of gain recognized to purposes of this subsection, designates by regulation.
the transferor on such transfer. This subsection shall not apply if
the property acquired consists of stock or securities in a corpora- (b) Other Transfers.-

tion a party to the reorganization,unless acquired by the exchange (1) Effect of section to be determined under regulations.-In the case
of stock or securities of the transferee (or of a corporation which of any exchange described in section 332,351,354,355,356,is in control of the transferee) as the consideration in whole or in or 361 in connectionwith which there is no transferofproperty
part for the transfer. described in subsection (a)(1), a foreign corporation shall be

considered to be a corporation except to the extent providedSEC. 367. FOREIGNCORPORATIONS in regulationsprescribedby the Secretarywhich are necessary
(a) Transfersof PropertyFrom the United States.- or appropriate to prevent the avoidance of Federal income

taxes.
(1) General Rule.- If, in connection with any exchange described (2) Regulationsrelating to sale or exchangeof stock in foreign corpora-

in section 332, 351, 354, 355, 356, or 361, a United States tions.- The regulations prescribed pursuant to paragraph (1)
person transfers property to a foreign corporation, such shall include (but shall not be limited to) regulations dealing
foreign corporationshall not, for purposesof determiningthe with the sale or exchange of stock or securities in a foreign
extent to which gain shall be recognized on such transfer, be corporation by a United States person, including regulations
considered to be a corporation. providing-

(2) Exception for certain stock or securities.- Except to the extent (A) the circumstancesunder which-
provided in regulations, paragraph (1) shall not apply to the (i) gain shall be recognized currently, or amounts in-
transfer of stock or securities of a foreign corporation which cluded in gross income currently as a dividend, or

is a party to the exchange or a party to the reorganization. both, or

(3) Exceptionfor transfersof certain propertyused in the active conduct (ii) gain or other amounts may be deferred for inclu-
of a trade or business.- sion in the gross income of a shareholder (or his
(A) In general.- Except as provided in regulations pre- successor in interest) at a later date, and

scribed by the Secretary, paragraph (1) shall not apply (B) the extent to which adjustmentsshall be made to earn-

to any property transferred to a foreign corporation for ings and profits, basis of stock or securities, and basis
use by such foreign corporationin the active conduct of of assets.
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(c) TransactionsTo Be Treatedas Exchanges.- consistent with the method of computing interest under section
is properly allocable to such payment.(1) Section 355 distribution.-For purposes of this section any dis- 1272(a),

tribution described in section 355 (or so much of section 356 (b) Total Unstated Interest.- For purposes of this section, the term
as related to section 355) shall be treated as an exchange total unstated interest means, with respect to a contract for the
whether or not it is an exchange sale or exchangc of property, an amount equal to thc excess of-

(2) Contribution of capital to controlled corporations.-For purposes (l) the sum of the payments to which this section applies which
of this chapter, any transfer of property to a foreign corpora- are due under the contract, over

tion as a contributionto the capital of such corporationby one (2) the sum of the present valuesof such paymentsand the present
or more persons who, immediately after the transfer, own values of any interest payments due under the contract.

(within the meaning of section 318)stock possessing at least For purposes of the preceding sentence, the present value of a

80% of the total combined voting power of all classesof stock payment shall be determinedunder the rules of section 1274(b)(2)
of such corporation entitled to vote shall be treated as an using a discount rate equal to the applicable Federal rate deter-
exchangeof such property for stock of the foreigncorporation mined under section 1274(d).
equal in value to the fair market valueof the propertytransfer-
red. (c) Paymentsto Which Subsection(a) Applies.-

(d) Special Rules Relatingto Transfersof Intangibles.- (1) In general.- Except as provided in subsection (d), this section
shall apply to any payment on account of the sale or exchange

(1) In general.- Except as provided in regulations prescribed by of property which constitutespart or all of the sales price and
the Secretary, if a United States person transfers any intangi- which is due more than 6 months after the date of such sale
ble property (within the meaning of section 936(h)(3)(B)) to or exchange under a contract-
a foreign corporation in an exchange described in section 351 (A) under which some or all of the payments are due more

or 361- than 1 year after the date ofsuch sale or exchange,and
(A) subsection (a) shall not apply to the transfer of such (B) under which there is total unstated interest.

property, and (2) Treatment of other debt instruments.- For purposes of this sec-

(B) the provisions of this subsection shall apply to such tion, a debt instrument of the purchaser which is given in
transfer. consideration for the sale or exchange of property shall not

(2) Transferof intangibles treated as transfer pursuant to sale of contin- be treated as a payment, and any payment due under such
gent payments.- debt instrument shall be treated as due under the contract for
(A) In general.-If paragraph (1) appliestoanytransfer,the the sale or exchange

United States person transferring such property shall (3) Debt instrument defined.- For purposes of this subsection, the
be treated as- term debt instrument has the meaning given such term by
(i) having sold such property in exchange for pay- section 1275(a)(1)

ments which are contingent upon the productivity,
use, or disposition of such property, and (d) Exceptions and Limitations.-

(ii) receiving amounts which reasonably reflect the (1) Coordinationwith original issue discount rules.-This section shall
amounts which would have been received- not apply to any debt instrument to which section 1272 ap-
(l) annually in the form of such paymentsoverthe plies.
useful life of such property, or (2) Sales prices of $3,000 or less.- This section shall not apply to
(II) in the case of disposition followingsuch trans- any payment on account of the sale or exchange of property
fer (whether direct or indirect), at the time of the if it can be determined at the time of such sale or exchange
disposition. that the sales price cannot exceed $3,000.

(B) Effect on earnings and profits.- For purposes of this (3) Carrying charges.- In the case of the purchaser, the tax treat-
chapter, the earnings and profits of a foreign corpora- ment of amounts paid on account of the sale or exchange of
tion to which the intangible property was transferred property shall be made without regard to this section itany
shall be reduced by the amount required to be included such amounts are treated under section 163(b) as if theyin the ncome of the transferor of the intangible prop- included interest.
erty under subparagraph (A)(ii) (4) Certain sales of patents.- In the case of any transfer described

(C) Amounts received treated as United States sourceordi- in section 1235(a) (relating to sale or exchange of patents),
nary income.-Forpurposesofthis chapter, any amount this section shall not apply to any amount contingent on the
included in gross income by reason of this subsection productivity, use, or disposition of the property transferred.
shall be treated as ordinary income from sources within
the United States. (e) MaximumRateof Intereston CertainTransfersof Land Between

Related Parties.-

SEC. 482. ALLOCATIONOF INCOMEANDDEDUCTIONSAMONG (1) In general.- In the case of any qualified sale, the discount rate
TAXPAYERS used in determining the tota unstated interest rate under

In any case of two or more organizations, trades, or businesses subsection (b) shall not exceed 6%, compounded semiannu-

(whether or not incorporated, whether or not organized in the ally
United States, and whether or not affiliated) owned or controlled (2) Qualified sale.-For purposesof this subsection, the term qual-
directly or indirectly by the same interests, the Secretary may

ified sale means anv sale or exchangeof land by an individual

distribute, apportion, or allocate gross income, deductions, cre-
to a member of such individual's family (within the meaning

dits, or allowances between or among such organizations, trades, of section 267(c)(4))
or businesses, if he determines that such distribution, apportion- (3) $500,000 limitation.-Paragraph (1) shall not apply to any qual-
ment, or allocation is necessary in ordertopreventevasion of taxes ified sale between individuals made during any calendar year
or clearly to reflect the income of any of such organizations, to the extent that the sales price for such sale (when added to

the aggregate sales price for priorqualified sales between such
trades, or businesses.

individuals during the calendar year) exceeds $500,000.
(4) Nonresident alien individuais.- Paragraph (1) shall not apply to

SEC. 483. INTERESTONCERTAIN DEFERREDPAYMENTS any sale or exchange if any party to such sale or exchange is
a nonresident alien individual.

(a) Amounts Constituting Interest.- For purposes of this title, in the
case of any payment- (f) Regulations.-The Secretary shall prescribe such regulations as

(1) under any contract for the sale or exchange of any property. may be necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes of this
and section including regulations providing for the application of this

(2) to which this section applies, section in the case of-
there shall be treated as interest that portion of the total unstated (1) any contract for thc sale or exchange of property under which
interest under such contract which, as determined in a manner the liability for, or the amount or due date of, a payment
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cannot be determined at the time of the sale or exchange, or corporation to the extent such dividends are treated under part 1
(2) any change in the liability for, or the amount or due date of, as income from sources without the United States.

any payment (including interest) under a contract for the sale
or exchange of property. (e) Foreign Taxes on Mineral Income.-

(1) Reduction in amount allowed.-Notwithstandingsubsection (b),SEC. 901. TAXESOF FOREIGNCOUNTRIESANDOF POSSESSIONS the amount of any income, war profits, and excess profitsOFTHEUNITEDSTATES taxes paid or accrued during the taxable year to any foreign
(a) Allowanceof Credit.- If the taxpayerchooses to have the benefits country or possession of the United States with respect to

of this subpart, the tax imposed by this chapter shall, subject to foreign mineral income from sources within such country or

the limitation of section 904, be credited with the amounts pro- possession which would (but for this paragraph) be allowed
vided in the applicableparagraphof subsection (b) plus, in the case under such subsectionshall be reduced by the amount (if any)
of a corporation, the taxes deemed to have been paid under sec- by which-
tions 902 and 960. Such choice for any taxable year may be made (A) the amount of such taxes (or, if smaller, the amount of
or changed at any time before the expiration of the period pre- the tax which would be computed under this chapter
scribed for making a claim for credit or refund of the tax imposed with respect to such income determined without the

by this chapter for such taxable year. The credit shall not be deduction allowed under section 613), exceeds
allowed against any tax treated as a tax not imposedby this chapter (B) the amount of the tax computedunder this chapterwith
under section 26(b). respect to such income.

(2) Foreign mineral incomedefined.-For purposesof paragraph (1),
(b) Amount Allowed.- Subject to the limitation of section 904, the the term foreign mineral income means income derived
following amounts shall be allowed as the credit under subsection from the extraction of minerals from mines, wells, or other
(a): natural deposits, the processing of such minerals into their
(1) Citizens and domestic corporations.- In the case of a citizen of primaryproducts, and the transportation,distribution,or sale

the United States and of a domesticcorporation, the amount of such mineralsor primary products. Such term includes,but
of any income, war profits, and excess profits taxes paid or iS not limited to-
accrued during the taxable year to any foreign country or to (A) dividendsreceived from a foreigncorporationin respect
any possession of the United States; and of which taxes are deemed paid by the taxpayer under

(2) Resident of the United States or Puerto Rico.- In the case of a section 902, to the extent such dividends are attributa-
resident of the United States and in the case of an individual ble to foreign mineral income, and
who is a bona fide resident of Puerto Rico during the entire (B) that portion of the taxpayer's distributive share of the
taxable year, the amount of any such taxes paid or accrued income of partnerships attributable to foreign mineral
during the taxableyear to any possessionof the United States; income.
and

(3) Alien resident of the United States or Puerto Rico.- ln the case of (f) Certain Payments for OiI or Gas Not Considered as Taxes.- Not-
an alien resident of the United States and in the case of an withstandingsubsection (b) and sections 902 and 960, the amount

alien individual who is a bona fide resident of Puerto Rico of any income*,or profits, and excess profits taxes paid or accrued

during the entire taxable year, the amount of any such taxes during the taxable year to any foreign country in connection with

paid or accruedduring the taxable year to any foreign country; the purchase and sale of oil or gas extracted in such country is not
and to be considered as tax for purposes of section 275(a) and this

(4) Nonresidentalien individualsand foreign corporations.-In the case section if-
of any nonresident alien individual not described in section (1) the taxpayerhas no economicinterestin the oil or gas to which
876 and in the case of any foreign corporation, the amount section 611(a) applies, and
determined pursuant to section 906; and (2) either such purchase or sale is at a price which differs from

(5) Partnerships and estates.- ln the case of any individual de- the fair market value for such oil or gas at the time of such
scribed in paragraph (1), (2), (3), or (4), who is a member of purchase or sale.
a partnershipor a beneficiaryof an estate or trust, the amount (g) CertainTaxes Paid With Respectto DistributionsFrom Possessions
of his proportionate share of the taxes (described in such Corporations.-paragraph)of the partnership or the estate or trust paid or

accrued during the taxable year to a foreign country or to any (1) In general.- For purposes of this chapter, any tax of a foreign
possession of the United States, as the case may be. country or possession of the United States which is paid or

accrued with respect to any distribution from a corporation-
(c) SimilarCredit Required for CertainAlien Residents.-Wheneverthe (A) to the extent that such distribution is attributable to

Presidentfinds that- periods during which such corporation is a possessions
(1) a foreign country, in imposing income,war profits, and excess corporation,and

profits taxes, does not allow to citizens of the United States (B) (i) if a dividends received deduction is allowable with

residing in such foreign countrv a credit for any such taxes respect to such distributionunder part VIII of sub-
paid or accrued to the United States or any foreign country, chapter B, or

as the case may be, similar to the credit allowed undersubsec- (ii) to the extent that such distribution is received in
tion (b)(3), connection with a liquidation or other transaction

(2) such foreign country, when requested by the United States to with respect to whichgain or loss is not recognized,
do so, has not acted to provide such a similar credit to citizens shall not be treated as income, war profits, or excess profits
of the United States residing in such foreign country, and taxes paid or accrued to a foreign country or possessionof the

(3) it is in the public interest to allow the credit under subsection United States, and no deduction shall be allowed under this

(b)(3) to citizens or subjects of such foreign country only if it title with respect to any amount so paid or accrued.
allows such a similar credit to citizens of the United States (2) Possessions corporation.- For purposes of paragraph (1), a

residing in such foreign country, corporation shall be treated as a possessions corporation for
the Presidentshall proclaim that, for taxableyears beginningwhile any period during which an election under section 936 applied
the proclamation remains in effect, the credit under subsection to such corporation, during which section 931 (as in effect on

(b)(3) shall be allowed to citizens or subjects of such foreign the day before the date of the enactment of the tax Reform

country only if such foreign country, in imposing income, war Act of 1976) applied to such corporation, or during which

profits, and excess profits taxes, allows to citizens of the United section 957(c) applied to such corporation.
States residing in such foreign country such a similar credit. (h) Taxes Paid With Respect to Foreign Trade Income.-No credit shall

be allowed under this section for any income, war profits, and
(d) Treatmentof DividendsFrom a DISC or FormerDISC.-For purposes
of this subpart, dividendsfrom a DISCor formerDISC (as defined
in section 992(a)) shall be treated as dividends from a foreign *So in original. Should probably read war
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excess profits taxes paid or accrued with respect to the foreign term accumulatedprofits means, with respect to any forcign
trade income (within the meaning of section 923(b)) of a FSC, corporation, the amount of its gains, profits, or income com-

other than section 923(a)(2)non-exemptincome (within the mean- puted without reduction by the amount of the income, war

ing of section 927(d)(6)) profits, and excess profits taxes imposed on or with respect to
such profits or income by any foreign country or by any(i) Cross Reference.-
possession of the United States. The Secretary shall have ful

(1) For deductionsof income, war profits, and excess profits taxes paid power to determine from the accumulatedprofitsof what year
to a foreign country or a possession of the United States, see or years such dividends were paid, treating dividends paid in
sections 164 and 275. the first 60 days of any year as having been paid from the

(2) For right of each partner to make election under this section, see accumulated profits of the preceding vear or years (unless to
section 703(b). his satisfaction shown otherwise), and'in other respects treat-

(3) For right of estate or trust to the credit for taxes imposed by foreign ing dividends as having been paid from the most recently
countries and possessions of the United States under this section, accumulatedgains, profits, or earnings.
see section 642(a)(1) (2) Accounting periods.- In the case of a foreign corporation the

(4) For reduction of credit for failure of a United States person to furnish income, war profits, and excess profits taxes of which are
certain information with respect to a foreign corporation controlled determined on the basis of an accounting period of less than
by him, see section 6038. 1 year, the word year is used in this subsection, shall be

construed to mean such accounting period.SEC. 902. CREDITFOR CORPORATESTOCKHOLDERIN FOREIGN
CORPORATION SEC. 954. FOREIGNBASE COMPANYINCOME

(a) Treatment of Taxes Paid by Foreign Corporation.-For purposes of (e) Foreign Base CompanyServices Income.-For purposesof subsec-this subpart, a domestic corporation which owns at least 10% of ton (a)(3), the term foreign base company services incomethe voting stock of a foreign corporation from which it receives means income (whether in the form of compensation, commis-dividends in any taxable year shall be deemed to have paid the sions, fees, or otherwise) derived in connection with the perfor-same proportionof any income, war profits, orexcessprofits taxes mance of technical, managerial,engineering, architectural,scien-
paid or deemed to be paid by such foreign corporation to anY tific, skilled, industrial, commercial, or like services which
foreign country or to any possession of the United States, on or (1) are performed for or on behalf of any related person (withinwith respect to the accumulatedprofitsof such foreign corporation the meaning of subsection (d)(3)), andfrom which such dividends were paid, which the amount of such (2) are performed outside the country under the laws of which
dividends (determined without regard to section 78) bears to the the controlled foreign corporation is created or organized.amount of such accumulated profits in excess of such income, war The preceding sentence shall not apply to income derived in con-
profits, and excess profits taxes (other than those deemed paid) nection with the performanceof serviceswhich are directly related
(b) ForeignSubsidiaryof First and Second Foreign Corporation.- to the sale or exchange by the controlled foreign corporation of

property manufactured, produced, grown, or extracted by it and
(1) Onetier.- If the foreign corporationdescribed in subsection (a) which are performed prior to the time of the sale or exchange, or

(hereinafter in this subsection referred to as the first foreign of services directly related to an offer or effort to sell or exchange
corporation) owns 10% or more of the voting stock of a such property. For purposes of paragraph (2), any services per-
second foreign corporation from which it receives dividends formed with respect to any policy of insurance or reinsurancewith
in any taxable year, it shall be deemed to have paid the same respect to which the primary insured is a related person (within
proportion of any income, war profits, or excess profits taxes the meaning of section 864(d)(4)) shall be treated as having been
paid or deemed to be paid by such second foreign corporation performed in the country within which the insured hazards, risks,
to any foreign country or to any possession of the United losses, or liabilities occur, and except as provided in regulations
States, on or with respect to the accumulated profits of such prescribed bv the Secretarv, rules similar to the rules of section
second foreign corporation from which such dividends were 953(b) shall 6e applied in determining the income from such ser-

paid, which thc amount of such dividendsbearsto the amount vices.
of such accumulated profits in excess of such income, war

profits, and excess profits taxes (other than those deemed SEC. 1031. EXCHANGEOFPROPERTYHELD FOR PRODUCTIVEUSE
paid). OR INVESTMENT

(2) Two tiers.- If such first foreign corporation owns 10% or more
of the voting stock of a second foreign corporation which, in (a) Nonrecognitionof Gain or Loss From ExchangesSolely in Kind.-

turn, owns 10% or more of the voting stock of a third foreign (1) In general.-Nogainor loss shall be recognizedon the exchangecorporation from which the second foreign corporation re- of property held for productive use in a trade or business or
ceives dividends in any taxableyear, the second foreign corpo- for investment if such property is exchanged solely for prop-ration shall be deemed to have paid the same proportion of erty of like kind which is to be held either for productive use
any income, war profits, or excess profits taxes paid by such in a trade or business or for investment.
third foreign corporation to any foreign country or to any (2) Exception.-Thissubsectionshall not apply to any exchangeof-
possession of the United States, on or with respect to the stock in trade orotherpropertyheld primarilyforsale,accumulated profits of such third foreign corporation from stocks, bonds, or notes,which such dvidends were paid, which the amount of such (Cj other securities or evidences of indebtedness or in-
dividends bears to the amount of such accumulated profits in terest,excess of such income, war profits, and excess profits taxes. (D) interests in a partnership,(3) Voting stock requirement.-For purposes of this subpart- (E) certificates of trust or beneficial interest, or
(A) paragraph (1) shall not apply unless the percentage of (F) choses in action.

voting stock owned by the domestic corporation in the (3) Requirement that property be identified and that exchangebe com-first foreign corporation and the percentage of voting pleted not more than 180 days after transfer of exchanged prop-stock owned by the first foreign corporation in the sec- erty.- For purposes of this subsection, any property received
ond foreigncorporationwhen multiplied togetherequal by the taxpayer shall be treated as property which is not
at least 5 /o, and like-kind property if-(B) paragraph (2) shall not apply unless the percentage (A) suchpropertyis not identifiedas propertyto be received
arrived at for purposes of applying paragraph (1) when in the exchange before the day which s 45 days after
multiplied by the percentage of voting stock owned by the date on which the taxpayer transfers the propertythe second foreign corporation in the third foreign cor- relinquished in the exchange, or
poration is equa/to at least 5%. (B) such property is received after the earlier of-

(c) Applicable Rules.- (i) the day which is 180 days after the date on which
the taxpayer transfers the property relinquished in

(1) Accumulated profits defined.- For purposes of this section, the the exchange, or
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(ii) the due date (determinedwith regard to extension) ment and facilities used to promote such products or

for the transferor's return of the tax imposed by services.
this chapter for the taxable year in which the trans- (D) A right to require that the transferee sell or advertise
fer of the relinquishedproperty occurs. only products or services of the transferor.

(E) A right to require that the transferee purchase substan-
SEC. 1221. CAPITALASSET DEFINED tially all of hts supplies and equipment from the trans-

feror.
For purposesof this subtitle, the term capital asset means prop- (F) A right to payments contingent on the productivity,
erty held by the taxpayer (whetheror not connectedwith his trade disposition of the subJect matter of the interest
or business), but does not include-

use, or

transferred, if such payments constitute a substantial
(1) stock n trade of the taxpayer or other property of a kind element under the transfer agreement.which would properly be included in the inventory of the (3) Transfer.- The term transfer includes the renewal of a

taxpayer if on hand at the closeof the taxableyear, or property franchise, trademark, or trade name.
held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to customers in the

ordinary course of his trade or business; (c) Treatment of Contingent Payments by Transferor.- Amounts re-

(2) property, used in his trade or business, of a character which ceived or accrued on account of a transfer, sale, or other disposi-
is subject to the allowancefor depreciationprovided in section tion of a franchise, trademark,or trade name which are contingent
167, or real property used in his trade or business; on the productivity, use, or disposition of the franchise,

(3) a copyright, a literary, musical, or artistic composition, a trademark, or trade name transferred shall be treated as amounts
letter or memorandum,or similar property, held by- received or accrued from the sale or other disposition of property
(A) a taxpayer whose personal efforts created such prop- which is not a capital asset.

erty,
(B) in the case of a letter, memorandum, or similar prop- (d) Treatment of Payments by Transferee.-

erty, a taxpayer for whom such property was prepared (1) Contingent payments.- Amounts paid or incurred during the
or produced, or taxableyear on accountof a transfer, sale, or other disposition

(C) a taxpayer in whose hands the basis of such property is of a franchise, trademark,or trade name which are contingent
determined, for purposes of determining gain from a on the productivity, use, or disposition of the franchise,
sale or exchange, in whole or part by reference to the trademark, or trade name transferred shall be allowed as a
basis of such property in the hands of a taxpayer de- deduction under section 162(a) (relating to trade or business
scribed in subparagraph (A) or (B); expenses).

(4) accounts or notes receivable acquired in the ordinary course (2) Other payments.- If a transfer of a franchise, trademark, or

of trade or business for services rendered or from the sale of trade name is not (by reason of the application of subsection
property described in paragraph (1). (a)) treated as a sale or exchange of a capital asset, any

payment not described in paragraph (1) which is made n

dischargeDfa principal sum agreed upon in the transferagree-
SEC. 1249. GAIN FROMCERTAIN SALESOREXCHANGESOF ment shall be allowed as a deduction-

PATENTSETC., TO FOREIGNCORPORATIONS (A) in the case of a single payment made in discharge of

(a) General Rule.- Gain from the sale or exchange after December such principalsum, ratably over the taxable years in the

31, 1962, of a patent, an invention, model, or design (whether or period beginning with the taxable year in which the

not patented), a copyright, a secret formula or process, or any payment is made and ending with the ninth succeeding
other similar property right to any foreign corporation by any taxable year or ending with the last taxable year begin-
United States person (as defined in section 7701(a)(30)) which ning in the period of the transfer agreement,whichever

controls such foreign corporation shall, if such gain would (but for period is shorter;
the provisionsof this subsection)be gain from the sale or exchange (B) m the case of paymentwhich isone of aseriesofapprox-
of a capital asset or of property c escribed in section 1231, De imately equal payments made in dischargeof such prin-
considered as ordinary income. cipal sum, which are payable over-

(i) the period of the transfer agreement, or

(b) Control.- For purposes of subsection (a), control means, with (i) a period of more than 10 taxable years, whether

respect to any foreign corporation, the ownership, directly or ending before or after the end of the period of the
indirectly, of stock possessing more than 50% of :he total com- transfer agreement,
bined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote. For in the taxable year in which the payment is made; and
purposes of this subsection, the rules for determining ownership (C) in the case of any other payment, in the taxable year or

of stock prescribed by section 958 shall apply years specified in regulations prescribed by the Secret-
ary, consistently with the preceding provisions of this

paragraph.
SEC. 1253. TRANSFERSOFFRANCHISES,TRADEMARKS,AND

TRADENAMES (e) Exception.- This section shall not apply to the transfer of a

franchise to engage in professional football, basketball, baseball,
(a) General Rule.- A transfer of a franchise, trademark, or trade or other professionalsport.
name shall not be treated as a sale or exchange of a capital asset
if the transferor retains any significantpower, right, or continuing SEC. 1491. IMPOSITIONOF TAX
interest with respect to the subject matter of the franchise,
trademark, or trade name. There is hereby imposed on the transfer of property by a citizen

(b) Definitions.-For purposes of this section-
or resident of the United States, or by a domestic corporation or

(1) Frnchise.-Theterm franchise includes an agreementwhich partnership, or by an estate or trust which is not a foreign estate

gives one of the parties to the agreement the right to distri- or trust, to a foreigncorporationas paid-in surplusor as a contribu-

bute, sell, or provide goods, services, or facilities, within a
tion to capital, or to a foreign estate or trust, or to a foreign

tax to of-
specified area. partnership, an excise equal 35% of the excess

(2) Significant power, right, or continuing interest.-The term signif- l)
(2) tthhee fair market value of the property so transferred, over

icant power, right, or continuing interest includes, but is not
sum of-

limited to, the following rights with respect to the interest (A) the adjusted basis (for determininggain) of such prop-

transferred: erty in the hands of the transferor, plus

(A) A right to disapprove any assignment of such intcrcst, (B) the amount of the gain recognized to the transferor at
the time of the transfer.

or any part thereof.

ICI A right to terminate at will. SEC. 1492. NONTAXABLETRANSFERS
A right to prescribe the standardsof qualityof products
usec or so d, or of services furnished, and of thc cquip- The tax imposed by section 1491 shall not apply-
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(1) If the transferee is an organization exempt from income tax SEC. 1494. PAYMENTAND COLLECTION
under part I of subchapter F of chapter 1 (other than an

(a) Time for payment.- The tax imposed by section 1491 shall,organization described in section 401(a)); or
without ornoticeanddemand,be due and payableassessment(2) To a transfer-
by the transferor at the timc of the transfer, and shall be(A) described in section 367, or assessed, collected, and paid under regulations prescribed by(B) not described in section 367 but with respect to which the Secretary.the taxpayerelects (before the transfer) the application (b) Abatementor refund.-Under regulationsprescribed by the Sec-of principles similar to the principles of section 367, or
retary, the tax may be abated, remitted, or refunded if the

(3) To a transfer for which an election has been made under taxpayer,afterthe transfer, elects the applicationof principlessection 1057. similar to the principlesof section 367.
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U.S.A..'

RecentDevelopmentsRelatingto the
Taxationof InternationalTechnology
Transfersin thePharmaceuticalIndustry*
By PatrickJ. Moran

Procedure 63-10 provides that the Puerto Rico manu-

Mr. Moran is the CorporateTax Director of Merck & Co., Inc. facturer should have its prices adjusted so that it will
Rahway, New Jersey. The author wishes to acknowledgethe the which would be incurred in the U.S.,
assistance provided in the preparation of the article by Alan capture costs

if the manufacturinghad taken place in the U.S., plus
O. Dixler, InternationalTax Counsel, Merck & Co., Inc.

a rate of profit which is representativefor that type of
U.S. manufacturingactivities. However, the foregoing

Congress has been very active in recent yers concern- applies only where intangible property is not present
ing the taxation of technologytransfersby U.S. corpo- as an income-producingfactor or, if present, such in-

rations to related foreign or possessionscorporations. tangible property belongs to the U.S. company, not

Major legislative changes were enacted with the Tax the possession company. Section4 of RevenueProce-

Equity and Fiscal ResponsibilityAct of 1982. 1 Addi- dure 63-10providesthat, where intangiblesare present
tional major changes were contained in the Deficit as an income producing factor, the Puerto Rico manu-

Reduction Act of 1984.2 Still further major changes facturing company is entitled to the strict cost-plus
are proposed in the Tax Reform Act of 1985.3 This profit pricing if all the intangibles are owned by the

discussion.willfocus on how these developmentsaffect U.S. company. On the other hand, where all of the

major internationaltax planning for technolog trans- applicable intangibles are owned by the Puerto Rico

fers in the pharmaceuticalindustry. The changes with company it is entitled to all of the income attributable

respect to Puerto Rico will be examinedfirst, and then to the intangibles in addition to the cost-plus profit
the changes with respect to foreign country corpora- level of prices. Where some, but not all, of the intangi-
tions will be discussed. bles are ownedin Puerto Rico, the incomeattributable

to intangibles is split based on ownership.The revenue

-rocedure contemplates that manufacturing intangi-
PUERTO RICO bles could be owned in Puerto Rico. However, it does

state that in instanceswhere the U.S. company acts as

Prior to TEFRA, under section 351,4 a U.S. phar- the marketing organization for products produced in

maceutical company could transfer patents, know-
how, and other manufacturing intangible property to

* This article iS to be published inthe London-based Tax Planning
a section936 corporation5on a tax-free bass. Because Internationalof the Bureau of National Affairs.
the transferee corporation was a domestic corpora- 1. Public Law 97-248. HereinafterTEFRA. '

tion, there was no requirement that the taxpayer ob- 2. Public Law 98-369. The Tax Reform Act of 1984 is Division A of the

tain any advance or post-transaction ruling from the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, and is the portion of the legislation which

Internal RevenueService (hereinafter,the Service). is of relevance to this discussion. Accordingly, the revenue provisions of

After the section 351 exchange the transferee would
Public 98-369 will hereinafter be referred to as TRA 1984.
3. H.R. 3838. Hereinafter TRA 1985. As of the date hereof, TRA

own the intangiblepropertyand, for pricingpurposes, 1985 has been enacted by the U.S. House of Representatives. It has not

would be entitled to earn an economic return on the yet been reported out of the Senate Finance Committee.

property. A key feature of this analysis was Revenue 4. Except as otherwisestated, all references to sectionsare to sections

Procedure 63-10.6
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and all references to regulations
are to Treasury Regulations issued under the Internal Revenue Code of

The purpose of Revenue Procedure 63-10 was to pro-
1954.

vide guidelines in cases involving the application of 5. For the purposes of this discussion, a section 936 corporation is a

domestic corporation which has elected to receive a credit, under section

section 482 to allocate income and expenses between 936, against its U.S. income tax liability on its possession source income.

U.S. companies and their manufacturing affiliates in In order to qualify for the credit, the company must satisfy the conditions

Puerto Rico which qualified under the predecessorof set forth in section 936(d)(2). A slightly dated, but still useful, discussion

section 936. Inadvertently, the Service had provided of the mechanics of section 936 may be found in Griggs, Operating in
Puerto Rico in the Section 936 Era, 32 Tax L. Rev. 239 (1977). Also, for

industrywith a game plan for maximizingthe poten- purposes of this discussior, a section 936 corporation can also mean a

tial tax benefit. domesticcorporationwhich qualified under the predecessorof section 936,
as years

Essentially,where no comparableuncontrolledprices
namely, section 931 in effect for taxable beginning before 1

January 1976.
can be found, section3.02, paragraph3 of the Revenue 6. 1963-1 C.B. 490.
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Puerto Rico, such marketing intangibles as market ified for the benefits of the predecessorof section 936.

position, consumer acceptance or similar factors of In 1966, Lilly transferredpatentsand related manufac-

good will attributable to the marketingeffort must, as turing know-how for the Darvon products to Lilly
a factual matter, belong to the U.S. marketing com- P.R. n a tax-free section 351 exchange. During the

pany. No special mention is made of trademarks. years 1971-1973, Lilly P.R. manufacturedDarvon for

Thus, following the logic of RevenueProcedure63-10 sale to Lilly, which in turn marketed the products in

if the U.S. corporation succeeded in putting the own-
the United States. Relying upon section 482, the Ser-

ership of all the applicable manufacturing intangibles vice reallocatedthe income attributable to the Darvon

into Puerto Rico, the Puerto Rico company would be patents and related manufacturing know-how from

entitled to the economic return applicable thereto. Lilly P.R. to Lilly. The Service, for purposesof adjust-
That is, according to Revnue Procedure 63-10, the ing intercompany prices, ignored the section 351 ex-

economic return applcable to intangible property change and permittedLilly P.R. only a contractmanu-

facturer's profit. In so doing, the Service reallocated
should inure to the benefit of the ownerof such prop- all of the profits derived from the intangibles from
erty and not necessarily to the benefit of the property's Lilly P.R. to Lilly. The Service had to make that
developer. This state of affairs is given by the staff of argu-

the Joint Committee on Taxation n the General Ex- ment because Revenue Procedure63-10 looks to own-

planation of the RevenueProvisionsof the Tax Equity ership of the intangibles and not to the party that

and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (hereinafter,
deve oped them.

TEFRA General Explanation) as one of the The Court ruled that the Service had erred in disre-

Reasons for Change: garding Lilly P.R.'s ownership of the manufacturing
For instance, a U.S. pharmaceutical company could intangibles in determining arm's length prices from

spend (and deduct or amortize and take a research and Lilly P.R. to Lilly for section 482 purposes. While the

development tax credit for) large sums on research and Court agreed that the Service could utilize section 482

developmentof new drugs. When it developedan effec- to reallocate income from property received in a sec-

tive drug, it could transfer the patent on the drug and tion 351 exchange under the proper circumstances,
the know-how to manufacture the drug to a section 936 those circumstances were not present in the case at

subsidiary in a purportedly tax-free exchange. Thereaf- bar. In this connection, the Court pointed out that the
ter, the 936 company could manufacture the drug and transfer of the intangible from Lilly to Lilly P.R. had
claim for itself the extremelyhigh profitswhich typically
result from the sale of pharmaceuticalproducts. It was

been undertaken for bona fide business purposes.

Congress' understanding that high profits on certain Moreover, the Court indicated that taking advantage
pharmaceuticalproducts must be realized because, ac- of the tax benefits provided by Congress in enacting
cording to the industry, the profits from the relatively section 351 does not, in and of itself, constitute tax

few successful drugs must, in effect, amortize the de- avoidance. However, the Court ruled that the prices
velopmentcosts of all unsuccessfulproductsand finance Lilly P.R. charged Lilly for the Darvon products were

the necessary research and development for future excessive and caused a distortionof income. The Court
products. This results in the creation of extremely valu- indicated that in determining arm's length prices,
able intangibles (e.g. patents and trademarks) in the greater weight should be given to Lilly's ownership of
drug industry. If there ts no allocation of income from the marketing intangibles, to which Lilly had ascribed
the intangibles to their developer (the U.S. parent), a

distortion of income results, with the parent obtaining little value.H The Court also noted that the fact that

deductionsfor itseffortswhich the 936 company realizes Lilly did not receve consideration for the transferred

as tax-free income. intangibles (other than an increase in the value of its
stock investment in Lilly P.R. which resulted from the

TEFRA General Explanation 82,83 section 351 exchange) should be taken into account in

It should be noted that the basic logic of Revenue establishing arm's length transfer prices under section

Procedure 63-10, and its position that the 936 com- 482. The Court did ths by reducng the transfer prices
pany, as owner of the valuable intangible property, into the mainland to provide the parent corporaton a

should earn the economic return attributable thereto, profit margin which the Court deemed adequate to

left the Service to argue that, notwithstandingthe sec- =und a pro rata allocationof research and development
tion 351 exchange, the section 936 company was not costs. The Court reasoned that in an arm's length
the true owner of the intangibles, if the Service were transaction, the developer of the patent would not

going to capture the intangible income in a corporation have transferred it to another party without arranging
paying U.S. tax. The Service so argued in Eli Lilly & for the payment of a royalty or other cash considera-

Co. v. Comm., 84T.C. 996 (1985). The Eli Lilly court tion to help fund ongoing research. That is, a U.S.

ruled that the income wth respect to the ntangibles distributor such as Lilly would not have dedicated its

transferred to a Puerto Rico affiliate by the U.S. pa- marketingefforts to a product such as Darvon without

rent corporation (and developer of the intangibles)
was earned by the Puerto Rico affiliate from the use

of its own property in its own business. That is, the 7. The Tax Court decision in the Eli Lilly case is currently under appeal
to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. That decision spans

owner of the property rather than the developer was nearly 100 pages in the CCH Tax Court Reporter. An in extenso analysis
entitled to the economic return thereon. of the E/i Lilly decision is beyond the scope of this paper.

8. The analysisofthe Court for the year 1973 was quite different. In that

Briefly, Eli Lilly and Co., Inc. (Lilly) created a the Darvon had expired. The Court applied an adjusted
subsidiary in Puerto Rico (Lilly P.R.) which qual-

year, patent
comparable uncontrolledgeneric price method
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either a royalty stream or a margin of profit sufficient were not favored by industry since the tax cost would
to help fund research and development.9 The prices be high.
the Puerto Rico affiliate charged to the U.S. parent
were adjusted by the Court under section 482 so that The favored method of transfer was a tax free ex-

a result quite close to a 50/50 profit split between change under section 351. Since (unlike the section
Puerto Rico and the mainland was achieved. 936 corporation in the case of Puerto Rico) the trans-

feree was a foreign corporationand the transferorwas

Congress, however, had already acted. TEFRA was a U.S. corporation, the section 351 exchange consti-
enacted while the Eli Lilly case was pending in Tax tuted an outbound transaction under section.367(a).
Court. Importantly,TEFRAadded the section936(h) In order to achieve tax free treatment the transferor
provisions to the Internal Revenue Code. 10 Essen- had to obtain a ruling from the Service that the ex-

tially, section 936(h)(i) provides a general rule that change was not in pursuance of a plan having as one
income from intangible property earned by a section of its principal purposes the avoidance of Federal in-
936 corporation will be included in the gross income come taxes. Typically, the exchangewould be made in
of its shareholders as income from United States consideration of actual or constructive receipt of the
sources, and that such income will not be included in shares of the transferee.16

the gross income of the section 936 corporation. That
iS, the 936 corporation is entitled only to a contract The Service issued guidelinesin 1968 as to when favor-

manufacturer'sprofit. This strict result can be avoided able rulings would usually be issued. Theguidelines
if an election under section 936(h)(5)(F) is made, but are set forth in Revenue Procedure 68-23. ,7 The rele-

under such an election, the Puerto Rico affiliate will vant general rule contained in the guidelines concern-

not obtain the full tax benefitsof owning the intangible ing section 351 transfers to foreign corporations con-

property. Under the election, either a cost sharing trolled by the transferee is that it is permissible to

formula or 50/50 profit split formula will apply. transfer property which will be devoted by the trans-

Briefly, under the 50/50 profit split method 50% of the feree foreign corporation to the active conduct of a

trade or business in any foreign country and still re-combined taxable income of the section 936 company
and its related corporations from the sale of products ceive tax-free treatment of the transfer, provided the

produced and sold by the 936 corporationwill be allo- foreign corporationwould require a substantialinvest-
cated to the U.S. parent. Uner cost sharing, an

ment in fixed assets in its business. There are excep-

aliquot share of research and development costs will tions to the general rule, inter alia, in the case of dealer
be born by the section 936 corporation. This has the property under section 1221(1), personal efforts
effect of reducing the parent corporation'ssection 174 property under section 1221(3) and property where it

deduction. Under section 936(h)(5)(C)(i)(II), if the is reasonable to believe that the sale or other disposi-
cost sharing election is in effect, the section 936 corpo-

tion thereof by the transferee foreign corporation is

ration shall be treated as the owner (for purposes of one of the principle purposes of its transfer. Further-

obtaining a return thereon) of the relevant manufac- more, under the guidelines, there could be no tax-free

turing intangibles.12 transfer to a foreign corporation of a U.S. patent,
trademark,or similar intangiblesfor use in the cnduct
of a U.S. trade or business or for use in manufacturing

FOREIGN COUNTRIES
9. This position is questionable because it holds that an exchange of

The theory behind technologytransfers to foreign cor- patent rights for stock would never take place at arm's length. Yet, com-

porations in low-tax or tax holiday jurisdictions was mercial realities are such that at equity transfer is not novel. Moreover,

quite similar to pre-TEFRA Puerto Rico transfers. this position is at odds with the Service's position that the tax benefit rule

That is, pursuant to the logic of Revenue Procedure
does not apply, to recapture as ordinary income, gain resulting from the

63-10, in order for the foreign affiliate to be able to
disposition of technology produced from research and experimentation,
the costs of which had been previously deducted under section 174. Reve-

justify earning all of the income from the intangible nue Ruling 85-186, 1985-46 I.R.B.G. Additionally, the position ignores an

property, it had to be the owner thereof. Ownership excellent source of funds for the parent's R&D program; that is, dividends

could be transferred by sale (including a permanent
from Puerto Rico. Unlike royalties, such dividends would not be subject

and exclusive license). '3 Alternatively, ownership
to U.S. tax becauseof the dividendsreceiveddeduction. Assuch,dividends
would, in fact, better fund research than would royalties.

could be transferredby way of a section 351 exchange. 10. TEFRA section 213(a).
The sale method was not much utilized because t 11. See General Explanationof the Revenue Provision of the Tax Equity
produced a U.S. tax for the transferor. 14 The proceeds and Fiscal ResponsibilityActof 1982 86; prop. regulationsection 1.936-4.

of the sale could not qualify for capital gains treatment
12. Under either the 50/50 profit split or the cost sharing elections, actual

ownership of the intangible property by the section 936 corporation is
pursuant to the recharacterizationrule of section 1249. irrelevant.
That section provides that gain from the sale or ex- 13. SeeParke Davis & Co. v.Comm., 31 B.T.A. 427,431 (1934); cf.

change of any specified intangible property to any Waterman v. Mackenzie, 138 U.S. 252 (1891).
foreign corporation by a United States person which 14. The author is unaware of any such transaction in the pharmaceutical
controls the transfereeshall, if it wouldotherwisequal-

industry. Perhaps the only reason for engaging in such a transaction would
be to utilize an expiring excess foreign tax credit under section 904.

ify for capital gains treatment (includingsection 1231), 15. Of course, such property would first have had to qualify as a capital
be considered to be ordinary income. '5 Since the basis asset or section 1231(b) property
of the intangiblewas likely to be nearlyzero due to the 16. Section 367(c)(2).
deductionspermitted under section 174, taxable sales

17. 1968-1 C.B. 821, amplifiedbyRevenue Procedure80-14, 1980-1 C.B.
617.
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in the U.S. or abroad for sale into the U.S. Therefore, passage of title test.21 Thus, in cases where the tax-
however, by negative implication, transfers of foreign payer Is in an excess foreign tax credit position under
intangibles for use in the active conduct of a foreign section 904, the section 367(d) outcome is more costlytrade or business gualified for tax free treatment. The to the taxpayer than the section 1249 outcome. Addi-
Service routinely issued favorable rulings n such cir- tionally, section 367(d)(2)(A)(ii)(II)reaches gains on
cumstances. '8

the disposition of the property by the foreign corpora-
By 1984 Congress was sufficientlydissatisfiedwith this tion or a dispositionof the foreign corporation itself.22
state of affairs to change the operative rules by enact- Possible taxpayer responses to section 367(d) could
ing TRA 1984. The General Explanationof the Reve- include such items as entering into bona fide cost shar-
nue Provisions of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 ing arrangementspursuant to regulationsection 1.482-
(hereinafter, TRA 1984 General Explanation) dis- 2(d)(4). Of course, the amount of deduction available
cusses this problem in listing the Reasonsfor Change. to the U.S. taxpayer under section 174 will be ratably

Under its published rulingguidelines,the IRS generally decreased. Additionally,patent applications for prop-
issued favorable rulings for transfers of patents and erty still in an early stage of developmentcan be trans-
similar intangibles for use in an active trade or business ferred in a section 1249 transaction (or a section 367(d)
of the foreign transferee corporation. The only excep- transactionif the taxpayer is indifferent to whether the
tions were transfers of certain intangibles used in con- deemed royalty income is U.S. or foreign source).nection with a U.S. trade or business or in connection Since the value of such uncommercialized technologywith goods to be manufactured,sold or consumed in the is generally speculative, presumably a generally pre-United States. In light of this favorable ruling policy, a vailing industry royalty rate would be n order. Thenumber of U.S. companies adopted a practice of de- theory behind these approaches would be that theveloping patents or similar intangibles at their facilities

foreign corporation was bearing its share of the finan-tn the United States, with a view towards using the
intangibles in foreign operations. When,these intangi. cial risk of commercial failure, and thereforewas enti-
bles were ready for profitable exploitation, they were tled to a risk-taker's profit. In either the cost sharing
transferred to a manufacturingsubsidiary incorporated arrangement under regulation section 1.482-2(d)(4),
in a low-tax foreign jurisdiction (or in a high-tax juris- or the transfer of early stage, uncommercialized
diction that offered a tax holiday for specified local technology, the foreign corporationwould be requiredmanufacturing operations). By engaging in such prac- to expend its own funds for development purposes,tices, the transferor U.S. companies hoped to reduce and perhaps would have to make significant capitaltheir U.S. taxable income by deducting substantial re- expenditures with no guaranty of having obtained asearch and experimentation expenses associated with commerciallysuccessful product.the development of the transferred intangible and, by
transferring the intangible to a foreign corporation at
the point of profitability, to ensure deferral of U.S. tax
on the profits generated by the intangible. PROPOSEDLEGISLATION

TRA 1984 General Explanation, 427. Against this background, sections 641(a)(1)(B) and
641(e) ofTRA 1985 can be analyzed. These provisionsSection 131(b) of TRA 1984 amended section 367(d) would effect further restrictions on international

to provide that where specified tangible property as technology transfers. Section 367(d)23 would providedefined in section 936(h)(3)(B)] is transferred to a that the payments which are deemed to have been
foreign corporation in an exchange described in sec- received by the transferor must be commensurate
tion 351 or 361, then a rule similar to, but broader- with the income attributable in actual experience to
reaching than section 1249 recharacterization will the intangible property. Also, in the case of licenses
apply. J9

or sales of technology, similar rules are to apply for
Pursuant to section 367(d)(2)(A) the transferor iS to purposesof section 482. Note that this test differs from
be treated as having made a sale of the property in regulation section 1.482-2(d)(2)(iii)(g)which looks to

exchange for payments which are contingent upon the prospective profits. Moreover, the cost sharing for-

productivity,use, or disositionof the intangibleprop-
mula for a section 936 corporation under section

erty. The transferor wil be deemed to have received 936(h)(5)(C)(i)(I) is amended to provide that the cost

payments which reasonably reflect the amounts that sharing paymentmust be at least as large as the section
would have been received under an agreementcalling 367(d) deemed royalty payment, which now would

reflect the amendment thereto.for annual payments. These amountsare to be treated
as ordinary income (the section 1249 result). Unlike
section 1249, section 367(d) contains a sourcing rule.
Section 367(d)(2)(C) provides that such ordinary in- 18. E.g. PLR 8404026; PLR 8405004; PLR 8405113.

19. A good discussion of the section 367(d) mechanism be found income will be treated as U.S. source ordinary income. can

Meyer, Taxation of Intellectual Property: Foreign Aspects 38 The TaxSection 1249 merely characterizes the income as ordi- Executive 127 (1986).
nary. In section 1249 cases wherecontingentpayments 20 See sections 871(e)(2), 861(a)(4), 862(a)(4)
are called for, the source of the income is based upon

21. Comm. v. CelaneseCorp. ofAmerica, 140F2d.339 (D.C. Cir. 1944)
22. TRA 1984 General Explanation, 433.where the property is used. That is, it is based on the 23 TRA 1985 would enact the Internal Revenue Code of 1985. Accord-royalty sourcing rule. 2( In section 1249 cases where a ingly, unless otherwise stated, in this discussion of TRA 1985 referenceslump sum is paid, the sourcing rule is based upon the to sections are to sections of the Internal Revenue Code of 1985.
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The Ways and Means Committee Report leaves little arm's length standard, is clear:

doubt but that payments are to be adjusted periodi-
cally to reflect actual income experience rather than

In making this change, the committee intends to make

it clear that industry norms or other unrelated party
the forecasts at the time of transfer: transactionsdo not providea safe-harborminimumpay-

The committee does not intend, however, that the in- ment for related party intangible transfers. Where tax-

quiry as to the appropratecompensation for the intan- payers transfer intangibles with a high profit potential,

gible be limited to the questionof whether it was appro- the cmpensation for the intangibles should be greater

priate consideringonly the facts in existence at the time than industry averages or norms. In determining
of the transfer. The committee intends that considera- whether the taxpayer could reasonablyexpect that pro-

tion also be given-the actual profit experience realized jected profits would be greater than the industry norm,

as a consequenceof the transfer. the committee intends that there should be taken into

account any established pattern of transferring rela-
House Ways and Means Committee Report on H.R. tively high profit intangibles to Puerto Rico or low tax

3838, Tax Reform Act of 1985 (hereinafter, TRA
1985 Report) 425.

foreign locations.

TRA 1985 Report, 425

Where a product is unexpectedlyprofitable, it is clear
that the royalty payments back to the U.S. must be Under the proposed legislation the arm's length stan-

increased. One may suspect that there will be little dard of current law section 482 would be dropped in

zeal on the part of the Service to adjust royaltiesdown- favor of what could be called arm's length plus. The

ward where a product turns out to be significantly less courts would seem to be able to police interaffiliate

profitable than originally expected, or where a once payments where the transferred technology is unusu-

popular product begins to falter. ally valuable. Where a U.S. taxpayer licensed in

technology from its foreign affiliate a royalty payment
In cases where the transfereesells its products to other at a rate of 10% rather than the industry norm of 5%
affiliates, the TRA 1985 Report hints that a contract

manufacturer'sprofit is all that the technology trans-
was held to be valid against a section 482 challenge in

Ciba-Geigy Corp v. Comm.24
feree should earn:

In conclusion, the proposed legislation would depart
In requiring that payments be commensuratewith the from the arm's length standard when royalties to
income stream, the bill does not intend to mandate the

are

use of the contract manufacturer or cost-plus be paid into the United States, while at the same time,

methods of allocating income or any other particular the arm's length standard would continue when royal-
method. As under present law, all the facts and cir- ties are to be paid out of the United States. One can

cumstances are to be considered in determining what expect numerous situations where international dou-

pricing methods are appropriate in cases involving n- ble taxation will arise if the current legislativepropos-
tangible property, including the extent to which the als are adopted. Given the departure from interna-

transferee bears real risks with respect to its ability to tional norms, it is unlikely that Competent Authority
make a profit from the intangibleor, instead,seils Irod- proceedingsunder the various tax treatieswill provide
uctsproducedwith the intangible largely to relateapar- the U.S. taxpayers with any meaningful relief.
ties (which may involve little sales risk or activity) and Moreover, it would appear likely that the new arm's
has a market essentially dependent on, or assured by, length plus standard will litigation in the
such related parties' marketing efforts. However, the encourage

profit or income stream generatedby or associatedwith Puerto Rico cost-sharing formula context of the kind

intangible property is to be given primary weight. which the enactment of the cost-sharing formula was

intended to avoid.
TRA 1985 Report, 426

The intent to depart from the normalsection 482 rules,
which are based on the internationally recognized 24. 85 T.C. 172 (1985)
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U.S.A.'.

LifeafterRev. Rul. 84-152

TreatyShopping:RecentU.S. Developments
By A.W. Granwell

national will establish an entity, normally a company,
Mr. Granwell is a partnerofCadwalader,Wickersham& Taft, in one of the contracting states (the host country) to

Washington,D.C. invest in the other (the source country). The host

entity will be structured in a manner that permits it to
make large paymentsof otherwisedeductile amounts

The reasons for, and the efforts of, the United States
as determined under the laws of the host country, to

third country nationals, thereby reducing the treaty
to limit benefits under its bilateral income tax treaties
n recent years have been well documented. ' Recently, protected entity's taxable income in the host country

the United States Internal Revenue Service (the Ser- to a relatively insignificant amount on the spread,
i.e. the differences between the income received and

vice) issued two public revenue rulings2 which hav-e the deductiblepayments. If the treaty protectedentityfurther reinforced the position that the United States make these deductible payments, interest,
has taken against treaty shopping. This paper will re-

can e.g.
from the host country without incurring a substantial

view these rulings in the context of the basic U.S.
policies relating to treaty shopping.

tax because that country imposes little or no withhold-

ing liability, the third country national will have
minimized its overall tax by obtaining through this
structure treaty benefits from the source country and

I. BACKGROUND paying little or no tax to the host country. This type of
structure may be utilized so as to avoid failing to satisfyThe United States views a tax treaty as a bilateral the ownership tests of a limitationof benefits rule, for

agreementdesigned to benefit directly the residentsof example, by causing the equity owner of the treaty
the two contracting states and not to provide indirect protected entity to be a resident of the host country,
benefits to residents of third states. Thus, the United while the third country national (the principal be-
States views the ability of third country nationals to neficiary of the plan) contributes large amounts of
derive treaty benefits by interposingan appropriately loan capital. To preventutilizationofthis type ofstruc-
selected treaty protected entity to minimize source a rule is provided whereby an entity which is a
basis taxation, i.e. treaty shopping, as a practice which ture,

resident of one contracting state which receives in-
should be limited. As a result, the United States has

come from the other contracting state is not entitled
establisheda firm policyof including in all of its income to treaty benefits with respect to ncome used in sub-
tax treaties a limitation of benefits article which is stantial part to meet liabilities to third country nation-
intended to deny benefits to residents of our treaty als.
partners who are not justifiably entitled to such bene-

ts. 3 Other types of anti-abuse provisions are utilzed as

The exact form of the limitationsof benefit article will appropriate.
vary from treaty to treaty, accordingto the perceptions The reasoningunderlying the United States policy can

of the contracting parties relating to the potential for be summarized as follows:

abuse, given the internal laws of the two contracting
states and the substantive provsionsof the treaty.
Generally, two types of provisions may be expected to 1. See e.g. Tax Treaties, Hearings Before the Committee on Foreign
be included in a limitation of benefits article. The first Relations, United States Senate, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (Septembr 24,

relates to the beneficial ownership of the treaty pro-
1981).
2. Rev. Rul. 84-152, 1984-2 C.B. 381; Rev. Rul. 84-153, 1984-2 C.B.

tected entity. If third country nationals own above a 383.
certain percentage, e.g. more than 50% of the treaty 3. The United States recognizes that this article will be given reciprocal

protected entity and subject to certain exceptions,4 effect by our treaty partners and thereby will cause the denial of treaty

treaty benefits (either all benefits or the benefitsof the benefits to U.S. residents.

dividends, interest, royaltiesand capital gains articles)
4. Exceptions may relate to corporations whose shares are traded on a

recognized exchange in a contracting state and to entities, regardless of
will be denied. their ownership, who are formed (or acquired) and operated for legitimate

not treaty
The second relates to what has been commonly refer-

business purposes and primarily for the purpose of deriving
benefits, i.e. the limitation of benefits article is not intended to inhibit

red to as base erosion. In this case, a third country legitimate commercial activity.
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1. A limitationof benefitsprovisionpermits the Unit- to the precept that bilateral income tax treatiesshould
ed States to expand its income tax treaty network to generally not deviate materially from the provisions
countries with which it does not have a treaty and also contained in the Internal Revenue Code. It is the
to renegotiate its existing treaty network, hopefullyon policy.judgmentof Congress that frames the Internal
more favorable terms. In a tax treaty generally both ' Revnue Code.'To the extent thattreaty shping is
contracting states make source basis tax concessions. permitted, third country nationals may be able to ob-
If residentsof states that do not have U.S. tax treaties, tain berrefits deviating from the provisions contained
or have U.S. tax treatieswith less favorableprovisions, in the Internl Revenue Code and contrary to the
can treaty shop to obtain U.S. source basis tax bene- intentof Congress.Thus, the coherenceof the Internal
fits, then there is a potential lack of reciprocity for Revenue Code is subverted. Moreover, to the extent
both U.S. taxpayers and the U.S. government. This that third country nationals can obtain unintended
lack of reciprocity arises because while a resident of a benefits, the perception of the United States tax sys-
third country may be able to derive U.S. tax benefits tem as being easy to manipulate,especiallyby the well
through the interpositionof a treaty protected entity, advised andwealthy, is enhanced.
a U.S. taxpayer may not be able to obtain tax benefits
from such country through treaty shopping. This lack For the reason stated above, and notwithstandingar-

of reciprocity may cause such country to be under less guments to the contrary, the United States has estab-
lished a firm policy of including in all its income tax

pressure to enter into a treaty with the United States
with the consequence that the U.S. government loses treaties a limitation of benefits provision. ,

revenue as a result of a reduction of its tax on U.S.
source income earned indirectly by a resident of such The rulings
country and because of U.S. taxpayers claiming a

foreign tax credit for the amount of local taxes on Though the Treasury Department is the agency dele-
income from source within such country. The lack of gated the responsibility for negotiating bilateral in-
reciprocity denies the U.S. business community the come tax treaties, it is the Service that administers
benefits which they would receive from an expanded such treaties once they are negotiated. In its adminis-
U.S. tax treaty network. tration, the Service will, from time to time, issue reve-

If residents of a third country can no longer obtain nue rulings6which interpret a variety of the provisions
U.S. tax benefits indirectly through treaty shopping, contained in a treaty. It is in this capacity that the
there may be more of an incentive for such country to Service issued the two rulings described below.7

negotiate a tax treaty with the United States. A similar The first of these, Revenue Ruling 84-152,8 involves
rationale applies to the renegotiation of existing tax the following fact pattern in an inboundtransaction.
treaties in situationswhere, for example, a resident of A Swiss corporation owns 100 percent of the stock of
a treaty partner of the United States can obtain more a NetherlandsAntillescorporation,which corporation
favorable benefits than under that country's bilateral is engaged in the conduct of a business within the
income tax treatywith the United States by interposing NetherlandsAntilles. The Swiss corporationalso owns
an appropriately selected treaty-protected entity to 100 percent of the stock of a domestic corporation
invest in the United States, while U.S. residents can- engaged in manufacturing in the United States.
not in the reciprocal situation obtain similar advan- Neither the Netherlands Antilles corporation nor the
tageous benefits.5

domestic operating corporation is thinly capitalized.
The domestic operating corporation is in need of a

2. A limitation of benefits provision assures that tax significant increase in working capital for purposes of
treaty benefits flow only to the intended beneficiaries. upgrading its production facilities. To fund that need,As indicated above, a tax treaty is negotiated on a the Swiss corporation lends the Antilles corporationbilateral basis to, inter alia, eliminate double taxation (which would not have had sufficient liquidity to make
when a resident of one contracting state derives in-

a loan to the domestic operating corporation if its
come from sources within the other contractingstate. Swiss parent had not advanced such amount) anIt would be beyond the basic purpose of a bilateral tax amount of money approximating the funds requiredtreaty to allow third countrynationalswho do not have
a significanteconomicand tax nexus with a contracting
state to use a treaty to claim source basis tax benefits 5. A limitation of benefits provision should also result in a concomitant

from the other contracting state. Where such third mprovement in the administrationof the U.S. tax system. Generally, the
most effective means for the United States to obtain or transmit informa-

tate use is toleratedor otherwiseresults from an unin- tion relevant to taxation or implementequitable remedies, such as through
tended application of a bilateral income tax treaty, it a treaty's mutual agreement procedure to eliminate taxation, is through
frequently results in elimination of all taxation, not tax treaties. -If residents of a third country can. through treaty shopping,

merely the elimination of double taxation. In these achieve the substantive and procedural benefits available under tax

or can treaty to
circumstances, there appears to be no justification for

treaties, if residentsof the United States shop obtain similar
benefits from another country, the administration of the U.S. tax system

reducing or eliminatingsource basis taxation. will suffer because there will be no direct exchange of information.
6. A revenue ruling, in effect, is the opinion of the Service as to the

3. A limitation of benefits provision assures that im- Internal Revenue Code's consequences as applied to a particular factual

portant U.S. tax policy judgments are made by the situation. A ruling can be declared invalid by a court.

United States. In its recent negotiationof tax treaties,
7. The TreasuryDepartment is not, however,excludedfrom the process
relating to the issuance of public revenue rulings

the United States Treasury Department has adhered 8. See GCM 37940 (April 24, 1970).
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by the domestic operating corporation at an annual a U.S. corporation seeking access to foreign capital
interest rate of 10 percent; the Antillescorporation,in markets through the interposition of a Netherlands
turn, reloans the proceeds to the domestic operating Antilles international finance subsidiary. Essentially,
corporation at an annual interest rate of 11 percent. the facts reflect the traditional international finance
Thereafter, the domesticoperatingcorporationmakes subsidiary structure in that a U.S. corporation owns
timely interest payments to the Antilles corporation, 100% of the stock of a Netherlands Antilles corpora-
who, in turn, makes timely interest payments to the tion. It is assumed under the ruling that theAntilles
Swiss corporation. Excess revenueswith respect to the corporation is properlycapitalized.The U.S. corpora-
financing arrangement (after expenses) are retained tion also owns all of the stock of a domestic operating
by the Antilles corporation for its own purposes. company which is in need of funds. In furtherance of

the transaction, the Antilles company issues bonds
The ruling considers whether the Antilles corporation through a public offering and reloans the proceeds to
is entitledto the benefits of the Netherlands Antilles the domestic operating company at a rate of interest
treaty exemption9with respect to the interest paid by 1% in excess of the rate of interest that it is obligatedthe domesticoperatingcorporationto the Antillescor- to pay to its foreign bond holders. The facts assume
poration.j (For this purpose, the ruling states as a that timely interest payments are made by the partiesfact, that the Antillescorporationhas made the appro- to the transaction and that excess revenue, after ex-
priate elections under the internal law of the Antilles,
to obtain the benefits of the interest exemption under penses generated by the Antilles company, are re-

tained by it.
the relevant Article of the Antilles treaty.)

The Service, in nearly identical language as used in
The ruling holds that the interest payments made by Revenue Ruling 84-152, uses the same reasoning as
the domestic operating corporation are not exempt stated above to disregard the form of the transaction
from U.S. taxation under the Antilles treaty and are and characterize it, in effect, as if the interestpaymentssubject to the 5% rate of withholdingunder the Swiss- were made by the U.S. company to the ultimate
United States Income Tax Treaty (Swiss treaty). foreign bond holders. It cites the same authorities,
The Service cites two cases, Aiken Industries, Inc. and namely Aiken and Gregory v. Helvering, in reaching
Gregory v. Helvering, discussed infra, in reaching its its conclusion.

conclusion that for purposes of the Antilles treaty, Apart from the substantive holdings of these rulings,
interest must be derived... by the Antilles corpo- the timing of the issuance of the two rulings is of
ration from the domestic operating corporation for it interest itself and in the context of the substantive
to be exempt under the treaty. The Service (reflecting issues raised. First, though it had been rumored that
language found in Aiken), indicates that the words at least one of the rulings had been pending at the
derived...by refer not merely to the Antilles cor- Service for some time, issuance of these rulings prior
poration temporarily obtaining physical possession of to the repeal of the 30% U.S. tax'2 would potentially
the interest paid by the domestic operating corpora- have created havoc in the internationalcapital market
tion, but to the Antilles corporation obtaining com- since U.S. issuers seeking access to foreign capital
plete dominion and control over such interest pay- markets have historically utilized interposed treaty
ments. Under the facts of the ruling, the Service finds protected international finance subsidiaries, usually
that, in substance, the Antilles corporation never had incorporated in the Netherlands Antilles, to gain ac-
such dominion and control over the interest payments cess to such markets. Had the ruling or rulings been
but acted merely as a conduit for the passage of such issued prior to the repeal of the 30% tax, many U.S.
interest payments to its Swiss parent. issuers perhaps would have redeemed the obligation
Though the ruling does not describe the terms of the
loans between the respective parties, the Service indi- 9. Under the Netherlands-United States Income Tax Convention, as
cates that the prinary purpose for involving the Antil- extended to the Netherlands Antilles (Antilles treaty), there is an

les corporation in the transaction was to obtain the exemption from U.S. tax on U.S. source interest paid to an Antilles
benefits of the Antilles treaty, which provides for a corporation provided certain conditions are satisfied. More specifically,
zero rate on certain interest income from U.S. sources,

Article Vill of the Antilles treaty provides in pertinent part:

thereby avoiding the imposition of the 5% U.S. with-
Interest ... derived from sources within the United States by a

resident or corporation of the Netherlands Antilles not engaged in
holding tax which would have been imposed under the trade or business in the United States through a permanent establish-
Swiss treaty. The Service held that its conduit ap- ment shall be exempt from United States tax .

proach applied notwithstanding that it can be de- 10. The interest paid under the facts of this ruling would not be eligible
monstrated that routing the loan through the Antilles for exemption under the repeal of the 30% tax with respect to certain

nterest paid to foreign persons, as enacted by section 122 of the Tax
may serve some business or economic purpose. The Reform Act of 1984 881(c)(B)
Service disregarded the particular transaction, noting l 1. The ruling sidesteps the difficult issue ofwho is the true obligor of the
that the use of the Antilles entity lacked sufficient obligations by not stating that the international finance subsidiary debt is

businessor economicpurpose to overcomethe conduit guaranteed and furthermore indicates that similar types of arrangements

characterizationof the transaction. may also involve other issues relating to the true natureof a debt obligation
issued by an international finance subsidiary. Again, the facts of the ruling

The second Revenue Ruling 84-153, issued on the assume the inapplicability of the section repealing the 30% tax of certain
interest payments to foreign persons.same date, involves a similar fact pattern in an out- 12. The 30o tax was repealed effective for qualifyingobligations issued

bound transaction involving the common situation of after 18 July 1984.
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of their internationalfinancesubsidiaryto avoid future II. PRECEDENTS

obligation to gross up for the U.S. tax. 13 Large scale
redemptions would not have gone unnoticed in inter- A. Disregardof interposed treaty shopping
national capital markets and one consequence could vehcle as a separate entity
have been uward pressureon interest rates. With the
passage of trie repealer, this is no longer a concern. In the past, the Service has from time to time argued

that the interposed, treaty-protectedentity created is,
Second, the repealer contained an unusual provision
grandfathering various Eurobond transactions ef-

n essence, a sham and should be disregarded for tax

fected prior to a certain date, provided certain condi- purposes as a separateentity. The result of this
investor

charac-
terization is to treat the ultimate foreign as

tions are satisfied. This was done to deal with the ever receiving the income directly.
increasing number of audits of international finance
subsidiaries. Notwithstandingthe audits, certain U.S. This argument has generally not been accepted by the

multinationals continued to utilize international fi- courts because U.S. precedents relating to when an

nance subsidiaries after the Congress had agreed to entity should be disregardedhave been narrowly con-

the repeal of the 30% tax, but prior to entry into force strued.
of the new law. So too, certain issuanceswere effected More significantly, the basic test referred to by the
even after entry into force of the new law. Thus, by courts in determining whether the separate existence
issuing these rulings at the time they did, the Service of a corporationshould be given effect for tax purposes
seems to be stating its position that, with the passage was set forth by the Supreme Court in Moline Proper-
of the repealer, direct access should be encouraged ties, Inc. v. Commissioner.18
and indirect access through a treaty protected entity
should be discouraged.|4 The doctrine of corporate entity fills a useful purpose

in business life. Whether the purpose be to gain an

Third, and perhaps most significant, since the advantage under the law of the state of incorporation
Eurobond market after the repealer would not be af- or to avoid or to comply with the demands of creditors
fected except as otherwise stated above, the Service or to serve the creator's personal or undisclosed con-

presumably felt it appropriate to attack head-on the venience, so long as that purpose is the equivalent of

common type of back to back treaty shopping transac- business activity or is followed by the carrying on of

tion. Thus, from the government'spoint of view, there business by the corporation, the corporation remains a

may have been no reason why these rulings should not separate taxable entity. (Footnotesomitted).
have been issued, obviouslypremisedon the basis that
the government felt that its position was conceptually 13. Under the typical international finance subsidiary structure, there is

correct. 15 a provision whereby the issuer undertakes to pay interest to qualifying
net tax. extent tax

Substantively,these two rulingshave far ranging irnpli-
recipients of U.S. income To the U.S. is imposed, the
issuer further undertakes to pay such tax, which equates to a potential 43%

cations in that they go beyond the rationale of the additional interest cost.

currently outstandingprecedents relating to overturn- 14. In fact, that was one of the reasons stated for passage of the .repealer.

ing treaty shopping structures. Further, it is unclear Further, the ConferenceReport with respect to this amendmentinstructed
the Service to look closelyat back to back transactions..H.R. Rep. 98-861,

how these rulings affect other rulings which were 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 937-38 (1984j.
neithercited in these two rulngs, nor revoked or mod- 15. The House of Representatives, in one of the provisions ultimately
ified by such ruling. enacted in the Tax Reform Act of 1984, made the following comment:

The committee is aware that some foreign investors seek to use

When issued, the two rulings applied retroactively, as conduit corporations organized outside their home countries, in tax

well as prospectively; thus, many structurescreated in treaty partner countries of the United States, to avoid U.S. tax. For

the past could have been vulnerable to attack under instance, under the current income tax treaty with the Netherlands

the rationale of these rulings. However, very recently Antilles, an investor from a country with which the United States has

the Service in Rev. Rul. 85-16316 stated that the two
no treaty may lend money to a conduit corporationin the Netherlands
Antilles, which might relend to a U.S. corporation, and the United

rulings would not be applied retroactively; i.e. would States might collect no tax. The committee understands that the

not apply to interest payments made in connection Treasury Department has adopted a policy, to be implemented in

with debt obligations issued prior to 15 October 1984, current and future income tax treaty negotiations, that would limit

the date that Rev. Rul. 84-152 and Rev. Rul. 84-153 treaty benefits to bona fide residents of the treaty country. The
committee urges the Treasury Department to continue that policy

were published in the Internal Revenue Bulletin, and and to insist on such a result in treaty negotiations.
to interest payments made in connection with debt H.R. Rep 98-432 (Part 2), 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 1343 (1984).
obligations issued on or after 15 October 1984, pur- The Service might have found the above quoted sentiment useful in its

suant to a bindingwrittenagreemententered into prior deliberation to issue these rulings.

to 15 October 1984, including debt obligations issued
16. 1984-41 I.R.B.
17. Prior to Rev. Rul. 85-163, the retroactivityof the rulings, especially

in the exercise of a warrant or the conversion of a the inbound ruling, raised the issue of whether affected persons could

convertible obligation if such warrant or convertible have claimed relief undersection 7805(b), which, in effect would have

obligation was issued prior to 15 October 1984.17 applied the holdings of the rulings prospectively (and not retroactively),
based on an argument relating to reliance on the then state of the law. Prior

The discussion below will first review in general terms to the publication of Rev. Rul. 85-163, the Service had agreed only to

the various arguments that the Service has in the con- taxpayers filing requests for such type of relief with respect to the out-

text of treaty shopping in general. Second, the two
bound ruling. See Treasury DepartmentNews Release, dated 18 October
1984. See e.g. PLR 8525031 (22 March 1985) referring to PLR 8520055 (19

rulings' effect on outstandingprecedentswill be consi- February 1985). where the Service granted section 7805(b) relief.

dered. 18. 336 U.S. 422 (1949).
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This test appears to be framed in the alternative in that Industries, Inc.26 (the case that was prominentlycited
either business purpose or business activity will suf- in the two rulings). In that case, a parent corporation
fice. 19 The quantum of business activity required is organized in the Bahamas (which has no tax treaty
unclear, but the cases indicate that it may not have to with the United States) made an interest bearing loan
be significant. Minimal activity, such as signing to its U.S. subsidiary. Under the Internal Revenue
leases, issuing a mortgage, or maintaining a bank ac- Code, interest payments by the subsidiary to its parent
count will be enough to constitute 'business activity' would have been subject to the 30% U.S. tax. Shortly
within the meaning of the Moline test.''2 In Moline before the first payment was due, the parent transfer-
itself, the corporationwas created to hold realty previ- red the U.S. corporation's notes to a newly-created
ously owned by its sole shareholder; its existence was affiliate created under the laws of Honduras in ex-

recognized, based on activities consisting of the as- change for notes of the Honduran corporation, which
sumption of a mortgage, the short term net leasing of were essentially identical to the U.S. corporation's
property and the sale of property it held.21 notes (i.e. in face amount and interest rate). In the

Corporations have been disregarded where the court years at issue, Honduras had entered into an income

found no business purpose for the existence of the tax conventionwith the United States which, if certain

corporation, coupled with a tax avoidance motive for conditionswere met, exempted the qualifyingHondu-

creating the corporation Lloyd F. Noonan.22 How- ran recipient from the 30% U.S. tax on U.S. source

ever, in general, a tax avoidance motive will not be interest income.27

sufficient to cause the corporation to be disregarded if The issue before the court was whether the Honduran
there is some business purpose or activity. 23 entity was entitled to claim the benefits of the Hondu-

In fact, in Bass, supra, the Service asserted that the ran treaty in the subject circumstances. The court, as

Swiss corporation utilized by the U.S. taxpayer to hold indicatedabove, first found that the terms of the treaty
U.S. oil and gas interests was formed for the sole compelled a finding that the separate existence of the

purpose of avoiding U.S. taxes and therefore should Honduran corporation should be recognized under

be disregarded. The court rejected such contention, the applicable treaty.
based on the activitiesof the corporationwhile specifi- However, the court then indicated that it had the right
cally not deciding whether the Swiss corporation was under the treaty to assign to those terms not other-
entitled to the benefits of the Swiss treaty. It stated:

The test, however, is not the personal purpose of tax- 19. Some cases have held thatthecorporationshouldceasetobe regarded
payer in creating a corporation. Rather, it is whether as a separate entity once its business activities have been discontinued.See

that purpose is intended to be accomplished through a e g National Investors Corp. v. Hoey, 144 F.2d 466 (2d Cir. 1944) (sub-
corporationcarryingout substantivebusiness functions. sidiary which was formed to hold securities to facilitate a consolidationwas

Ifthe purposeof the corporation is to carry out substan-
treated as a separate corporation only as long as plan of consolidationwas

proceeding, but not after the plan was abandoned); Minnesota Farm
tive business functions or if it in fact engages in substan- Bureau Securities, Inc. v. U.S., 63-1 USTC para. 9138 (D. Minn. 1962)
tive business activity, it will not be disregarded for Fed- (subsidiary originally formed to raise funds for parent held to be a con-
eral tax purpose.24 duit and not separately taxable in a later year of passive business pur-

An additional factor that has been considered by the pose).
20. Kronovet, Straw corporations: When will they be recognized; what

courts as evidence of separate corporate existence is can and should be done, 39 J. Tax 54, 55 (1973).
the observanceof corporate formalities, such as main- 21. Other activities which have been held sufficient for this purpose are:

taining an office, a bank account, and adequate books investing in a joint venture or partnership and receiving the profits there-

and records, holding required meetings, and filing tax
from (Sam Siegel, 45 T.C. 566 (1966); George Cukor, 27 TCM 89 (T.C.
Memo. 1967-17); Britt v. U.S., 432 F.2d 227 (5th Cir. 1970); but cf. Davis,

returns (foreign as well as domestic, where appropri- 29 TCM 749 (T.C. Memo 1970-170)); obtaining a secured loan, although
ate).25 no office and no bank account (Paymerv. Commissioner, 150F.2d 334 (2d

Cir. 1945)), holding a lease on behalf of a partnership (Stillman, 60 T.C
897 (1973)); financing the purchase of and leasing property immediately
transferred to shareholders subject to lease and mortgage for no consider-

B. Treatmentof treaty protected entity as a ation (David F. Bolger, 59 T.C. 760 (1973)); holdingan individual working
conduit or an agent for its foreign owners interest in oil and gas leases subject to operating agreements (essentially zt

passive investment) (Perry R. Bass, 50 T.C. 598 (1968)), and handling of
licenses for patent rights by dummy director who acted solely on the

An alternative and more effective attack of a treaty instructions of affiliated corporations (Photocircuits Corp. v. U.S., 742
shopping structure is that the entity is not in substance U.S.T.C. 9558 (Ct. Cl. 1974).
the beneficial owner of the income received from the 22. 52 T.C. 907 (1969); Davis, supra
source state, but rather is acting in the capacity of a 23. See also Siegel. supra.

conduit for its ultimate foreign investor. This argu-
24. 50 T.C. at 601. So too, in Aiken Industries, Inc., infra, the court, on

the basis of the language contained in the Honduran treaty, felt compelled
ment can be made by reference to precedentsapplica- not to uphold the Service's argument that an entity organized under a tax

ble in both the Internal Revenue Code and treaty treaty should be disregarded as a sham

contexts. The effect of this argument is not to disregard 25. Bas., supra: Ross Glove Company, 60 T.C. 569 (1973),acq. 1974-2

the treaty protected entity, but to treat the income C.B. 4.
26. 56 T.C. 925 (1971)received by such treaty protected entity in a capacity 27. Article IXofthetreaty(whichisnolongerinforce),providedinpart:

as a conduit for the ultimate foreign investor. Interest from sources within one of the contractingstatesreceived. .

a or

Primary support for a Service challenge on this basis
by . . . corporation other entity of the contracting state not

having a permanent establishment within the former state . . . shall
is found in the opinion of the Tax Lourt in Aiken be exempt from tax by such former state.
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wise defind by the treaty the meanings which would has to be considered in the context of other Service

normallyattach to such terms underU.S. law. In mak- precedentsbearing on the issue. These are considered

ing this statement, the court noted that the fact that below.
the actions taken by the parties in this case were taken
to minimize their tax burden may not by itself be C. Other service precedentswhose status is
utilized to deny a benefit to which the parties are

otherwiseentitledunder the convention,28citing Gre-
unclear

gory v. Helvering.29 Since the Service did not specify whether other rulings
Based on the facts of the transactionbeing considered, bearing on treaty shopping structuresshould be consi-
the court held that the Honduran entity was acting as dered to be modified, an examination of several of
a mere conduit in that it was committed to pay out thesewill evidence other of the ambiguitiescreated by
exactly what it collected as interest and thus that its the issuance of these two rulings.
role in the transaction should be ignored.30 It charac- on
terized the Honduran corporation as no more than a

In Revenue Ruling 75-118,34 the Service ruled the

collection agent with respect to the interest received applicability of the 5% rate of dividends under the
Dutch treaty. In that ruling, P, a Netherlandscorpora-from its U.S. affiliate.31 tion, owned all of the stock of Sl, a Netherlandscorpo-

The court premised its holding on the language con- ration organized in 1947. Sl acts as a holdingcompany
tained in the Honduran treaty, and found that the with respect to the stock of three U.S. corporations
interest payments in question were not received by (including S2, described hereinafter) and numerous

the Honduranentity within the meaningof the treaty. foreign corporations. Sl acquired the stock of S2, a

As utilized in the context of Article IX [of the treaty], U.S. corporation in 1965 in a partial liquidation dis-

we interpret the terms 'received by' to mean interest tribution from a Canadian subsidiary of P. The ruling
received by a corporation of either of the contracting states that this liquidation was effected upon a belief
States as its own and not with the obligation to transmit that Canada might amend its income tax law in a way
it to another. The words 'received by' refer not merely that the Canadian corporationwould be taxed on div-
to the obtaining of physical possession on a temporary idends receivedfrom S2 and taxed on capital gain from
basis of funds representing interest payments frm a a later disposition of the S2 stock.35

corporation of a contracting State, but contemplate
complete dominion and control over the funds, 32n The facts further indicate that S has completedomin-

ion and control over dividends which it received from
Thus, by applyingU.S. standards, the court found that S2 and was under no obligation to transfer such divi-
the Honduran entity was not the beneficial owner of dends to P.
the interest and thereby was not entitled to the treaty
benefit. This holding can be generalized to confirm a Based on the foregoing and the fact that S2 otherwise
basic treaty concept that treaty benefitsonly extend to satisfied the Dutch treaty requirements for the re-

the beneficial recipient and not to its agent. duced 5% rate, the Service held that the Dutch treaty
From the foregoingprecedents, it can be seen that the applied.
Service in the two revenue rulings has opted to attack This ruling is of interest in the context of Aiken and
a back to back treaty shopping structure on the basis Revenue Ruling 84-152 because of certain factors not

of a conduit rather than a sham type of argument. specifically mentioned in the facts of the ruling, ViZ.,
However., has the Service correctly applied Aiken to that a corollary consequence of the restructuring
the situations posited in the rulings would, apart from foreign tax savings, also involve

U.S. tax savings. Under the then Canadian-United
As indicated above, Aiken involved an easy case for States Income Tax Convention, as applicable to years
applying a conduit approach. In the case of the two subsequent to 1956, there was a 15% rate of U.S. tax
rulings, the omissionof the terms of transaction,other
than the rates of interest, raises a numberof questions.

on dividends. (Prior thereto, a 5% rate applied in
certain circumstances.)Thus, perhaps another reason

Since the rulings do not describe the terms, it is unclear for the transaction involved U.S. tax savings; i.e. re-
whether a back to back transactionmust be proximate
in time or amount, or morely require the obligation
for a payment of a portion of the funds received. It 28. 56 T.C. at 933.

would appear that the rulings cannot stand for the 29. 293 U.S. 465,469 (1935)
30. Compare Ross v. United Sates, 251 F. Supp. 175 (S.D.N.Y. 1966).

proposition that all back to back transactions can be affd 368 F.2d 455 (2d Cir. 1966), holding that the tax payer'swhlly-owned
ignored as conduits.33 If that is true, when will a trans- Bahamiancorporation,which borrwedfunds from third partiesand relent

action be upheld or disregarded This determination the funds to its Liberian subsidiary, derived interest income. The taxpayer
would appear to require an examination of the facts had argued that the Bahamian corporation was a mere conduit which

a repayments
and circumstances.Such factors as potential for profit,

exacted small service charge for transmitting the loans and
to and from its subsidiary; however, the record showed no relationship

risk of loss and business reasons for the transaction betweefi the payments aside from similarity of amount.

would have to be carefully analyzed. It is for these 31. 56 T.C. at 934.

reasons in largepart that some have argued that, be- 32. 56 T.C. at 933. ..

cause of the imprecise facts, the Service's reliance in 33. Compare Rev. Rul. 78-118, 1978-1 C.B. 219 with Rev. Rul. 72-514.
1972-2 C.B. 440.

these rulings on the Aiken case is misplaced. 34.1975-1 C.B. 390.

Moreover, the analysis containedin the rulings further 35. 1975-1 C.B. at 391. See GCM 35904 (16 July 1974)
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ducing the U.S. withholding tax to a 5% rate instead residence and creating a Swiss corporation through
of a 15% rate. (The dividends presumably would not which he was employed. The purpose of this structure
have been subject to taxation by Sl in the Netherlands was to avoid U.S. taxation with respect to the urse of
because of its participation exemption.) a prizefight occurring in the United States.42Tie court

As noted, the Service does not discuss this potentially found that the treaty benefits should be denied be-

significant U.S. tax savings issue, but instead relies on
cause the entity utilized had no legitimate business

the dominion and control factor. 36 Apparently, purpose, but was a device which was used by Ingemar
dominion and control exists even though a controlling Johansson as a controlled depository and conduit by
shareholder can, through his voting power, cause a

which he attempted to divert, temporarily, his per-

corporation to pay a dividend. sonal income earned in the United States so as to

escape taxation thereon by the United States.43
Though the facts of this ruling are good in view of
Sl's long and significant holding company status, and This type of an approach may also derive indirect

the presence of valid business (non-tax) reasons for support from the Aiken case. There the Tax Court

restructuring, i.e. a foreign tax savings, it would ap-
stated:

pear that under the Revenue Ruling 84-152 approach, In these circumstances, where the transfer of MPI's
some doubt might be cast on the holdingofthe ruling. 37 note [the U.S. Company] from ECI [the Bahamian
Could Revenue Ruling 84-152 be extended to deny company] to Industrial [the Honduran company] in ex-

treaty benefits if a significant U.S. tax savings motiva- change for the notes of Industrialleft Industrialwith the

tion exists, even if Sl retains dominion and control same inflow and outflow of funds, and where MPI, ECI
and Industrial were all members of the same corporate

In Revenue Ruling 79-65,38 the Service considered family, we cannot find that this transaction had any
whether a dividend to be paid to an Antilles company valid economic or business purpose. Its only purpose
would qualify for the 5% rate on dividends under the was to obtain the benefitsof the exemption established

Antilles treaty in a situation where a third country by the treaty for interest paid by United States corpora-
national not entitled to treaty protection organized an

tion to a Hondurancorporation.While such a tax-avoid-

Antilles company to own the stock of a U.S. corpora-
ance purpose motive is not inherently fatalto a transac-

tion, see Gregory v. Helvering, supra, such a motive
tion. The Antilles company did not provide the infor- standing by itself is not a business purpose which is
mation to the Service to obtain the 5% rate on divi- sufficient to support a transacton for tax purposes.
dends under the Antilles treaty. Though the Antilles (emphasis supplied)44
company declined to provide information that its re-

lationship with the U.S. subsidiary was not arranged Commentators (even prior to Rev. Rul. 84-152) have

or maintainedprimarilywith the intentionofobtaining noted that, for an Aiken-typechallenge to be avoided,
the 5% rate39, the Service held the dividends would t is essential to have a valid economic or business

still qualify for the 15% rate on dividends.
36. This is one of the factors that the Service generally requires to be

Revenue Ruling 79-65 can be read as permitting treaty represented in private letter rulings requesting that dividends be subject to

benefits to be obtained irrespective of the motivation the 5% rate under the Dutch treaty. See e.g. PLR 8134143 (29 Ma 1981)
for establishing the treaty-interposed structure4o and and PLR 8134152 (29 May 1981); PLR 8503087 (25 October 1984).

might also be read to conflict with Revenue Ruling 37. In that regard, it should be noted that in GCM 35904, supra, and
GCM 37865 (22 February 1979) the Servicestated that the businesspurpose84-152. requirement of the 'told Dutch treaty (i.e. if the relationship of the two

The importance of the factor of a major U.S. tax corporations had been arranged or is maintained primarily with the inten-
tion of securing such reduced rate) could not be incorporated into the

motvation in attempting to disregard a transaction ,current treaty for purposes of determining whether the favorable 5%
without the presenceof a conduit has to be confronted rate applied to dividends. Under the current treaty as interpreted n the
in rationalizing the two rulings discussed above with GCM's. if both the paying and receiving corporations are not shams

Revenue Ruling84-152. In otherwords, does Revenue (apparently referring to a transaction motivated exclusively by tax savings
and which cannot be supported by non-tax factors), the 5% rate would

Ruling 84-152 and Aiken require both the presence of apply, provided the other stated requirementswere met.
a major U. S. tax-avoidancepurpose and lack of signif- 38 197-91 C.B. 458
icant business purpose, as weil as a conduit, or will 39. The information requested related to the business reasons for incor-

either element suffice to support a Service treaty shop- porating in the Antilles and whether dividends received from the U.S.

ping assertion. subsidiary by the Antilles company would immediately be paid to its
ultimate foreign investors.

Whether treaty benefits can be denied on the basis 40. See also Revenue Ruling75-23, 197-51 C.B. 290, discussed infra.
41. 336 F.2d 809 (5th Cir. 1969)that treaty benefits do not extend to entities that are 42. In that regard the court stated that: Of course, the fact that

organized in a treaty jurisdiction solely to secure the Johansson was motivated in his actions by the desire to minimize his tax

benefits of a treaty, which would otherwisebe unavail- burdens can in no way be taken to deprive him of an exemption to which

able but for the interpositon of the treaty protected an applicable treaty entitles him. See Gregoryv. Helvering (citation omit-

entity has been considered. This type of approach has ted) 336 F.2d 809 at 813.
43. 336 F.2d at 809. See also e.g Compagnie Financire de Suez et de

been used by the courts and the Service in certain l'Union Parisiennev. UnitedStates, 492F.2d798 (Ct. Cl. 1974), alt. holding
above cases with the consequence that treaty benefits (even if the corporation involved were a French corporation, it would not

were not permitted to be claimed. For example, in qualify as a corporation forpurposesoftheFrench-U.S. tax treaty because

Johanssonv. UnitedStates,4 the court denied the ben- none of its income was subject to tax in France); Rev. Rul. 74-331. 1974-2

efts of the Swiss treaty to a non-Swiss national who
C.B. 282 (U. K. crporation treated as agent of a non-treaty protected

sought to come within its terms byestablishingSwiss
corporation).
44. 56 T.C., at 934
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purpose and further that there should be no direct Netherlands corporation are exempt from U.S. taxa-
or indirect link between incoming and outgoing pay- tion under the Dutch treaty, but that amounts paid by
ments. ''45 the Netherlands corporation to the third country na-

Aiken would appear to require more than merely a
tional are U.S. source income, based on section

bad purpose. 861(a)(4) which provides that royalties paid in consid-
eration for the privilegeof using a patent in the United

Prior to the issuance of Revenue Ruling 84-152, the States are treated as income from U.S. sources, irre-
denial of treaty benefits solely for lack of a business spective of the fact that the payer is a foreign corpora-
purpose has been construednarrowly; the opportunity tion.
for profit or loss, and risk borne on the part of an

interposed entity with respect to a particular transac-
In this ruling, the Servicedid not treat the Netherlands

tion, as well as other than tax reasons, had been used corporation as a conduit; in fact, no reference is made

to conclude that a sufficient basis existed to avoid as to whether the Netherlands corporation made a

characterization of the entity as a mere collection profit, though the amount of considerationpaid to the

agent or conduit.46 third country national may be different from the con-

sideration received by the Netherlandscorporation in
Thus, even with the issuance of Revenue Ruling 84- that in the former case the consideration is fixed while
152, it would appear that an attack based solely on a in the latter it is contingent.
bad purpose should not generally be successful,
since, if such had been the thinkingof the Service, why Thus, the Service apparently views certain back to

would they have had to describe the conduit nature of back transactions acceptable provided (1) the parties
the transaction Moreover, authority exists which in- are unrelated and (2) the terms are different.

directly supports an argument for the availability of
benefits to an interposed treaty protested entity re-

gardless of the purposes underlying its creation. See III. CONCLUSION

Robert K. Abraham,47 which involved a Netherlands
Antilles corporation that acquired loans made by a

In summary, the two rulings can be interpreted to
extend the holding of Aiken, which involved a back to

Bahamian trust company to U.S. persons in connec-
back transaction with essentially identical terms, to

tion with a U.S. tax shelterpartnership.TheTax Court
assumed that the notes evidencing such loan were apply to the commonsituationof an interposed treaty-
transferred to the NetherlandsAntilles corporationso protected entity in a back to back situation, with a

as to obtain the benefit of the Antilles treaty's interest nominal business purpose and a profit element. The

provisions, but it nevertheless found this to be a tax rulings have a potentiallyextremelybroad application
advantage given by law to a NetherlandsAntilles cor-

in that under their respective facts the Service stated

poration. The court stated, If these tax advantages
that the interposed treaty protected Antilles corpora-

are 'loopholes', the problem is one for Congress and
not the courts. Id., at 91.48 Similarly, in Revenue

45. See Vogel, Berstein and Nitsche, Inward Investment in Securitiesand
Ruling 75-23,49 the benefitsof the Antilles treaty were Direct OperationsThrough the BritishVirgin Islands: How Serious a Rival
extended to a NetherlandsAntilles corporationwhich to the Netherlands Antilles Island Paradise, 34 Tax L. Rev. 321 at 331

was organized to invest in real estate in the United (1979).Cf. llTv. Vencap, Ltd., 411F. Supp. 1094 (S.D.N.Y. 1975), where

States despite the fact that shareholdersand notehol- in a non-tax context, the court held that a loan from a foreign corporation
ders of the corporation were non-residents of the to a U.S. person, which had been channeled for U.S. income tax purposes

through a foreign bank (for a 1.5% fee) and through a NetherlandsAntilles
Netherlands Antilles. So too, in London Displays corporation (at a 1% spread), was a direct loan from the foreign corpora-
Co., 50 and in Revenue Ruling 79-65, supra, the bene- tion despite its circuitous route. Id. at 1100. The court found significant
fits of the Antilles treaty were allowed to a corporation the fact that the risk of loss remained with the foreign corporation which

established by a non-Antillean person solely for the was the original source of the funds.
46. As discussed above, in Aiken the court examined the purpose for the

purpose of collecting United States source royalties particular transaction and did not permit the form of the transaction to

and dividends, respectively. It is significant, however, control on the basis of the fact that the Honduran entity was a bona fide

that the three aforementionedprecedents did not in- entity. See also Photocircuits Corp., supra, (statement by the Court that

volve back to back transactions. mere recognition of a corporation's separate existence is not enough to

verify its role in a particular transaction.)
Finally, the Service has in certain instancesnot applied 47. 33 TCM 81 (1974).
a conduit approach. In Revenue Ruling 80-362,51 the 48. In the context of the Antilles treaty, the Statement of the Treasury

to
Service considereda transactionwherein a third coun-

Departmentwith Respect the Protocol Dated 23 October 1963, Amend-

ing the United States- NetherlandsAntillesTax Convention, 1965-1 C.B.
try national, not a beneficiaryof a bilateral income tax 667, provides that the Treasury continues to recognize the desirability of

conventionwith the United States, licensed for a fixed encouragingforeign portfolio investmentin the United States, and further

royalty annually the U.S. rights to a patent to a Neth- provides that [exemptions from] and reductions in U.S. tax on United

erands corporation which is stated to be a bona fide States source income paid to non-resident-owned Antillean investment
and holding companies are not justified as long as this income is taxed at

corporation unrelated to the licensor. The Nether- Iow rates (not exceeding 3% at present) in the Netherlands Antilles

lands corporation, in turn, relicensed the right to use [emphasis added]. This understanding may be helpful in analyzing situa-

the patent to a U.S. corporation for use in the United tions under the Antilles treaty and does not necessarily apply in other

States on terms which are based on the number of treaty contexts.

units producedby the United States licenseeunder the
49. 1975-1 C.B. 290.
50. 46 T C. 511 (1966), acq. 1967-1 C.B. 2

patent. The ruling holds that amounts paid to the 51. 1980-2 C.B. 208.
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tion is avalid corporation, not thinly capitalized and
'

thus the argumentsofsham transactionorthn capitali-
zation, respectively, are not applicable; rather, the
Service focuses on the conduit nature of the transac- CororateTaxation
tion by indicating that for the interposed treaty reci- in Latin Americapient to obtain the benefits of the Antilles treaty, it is
necessary that such recipient have sufficient dominion
and control over the funds received with respect to
which the treaty benefits are claimed so as to be consi-
dered the beneficial owner of such funds.

Taxationof Income
Thus, assuming arguendo the valdity of the two rul-

ings, their exact scope remains somewhat unclear. Taxationof Divdends, Interest, Royaltiesand Branch Profits

Certain knowledgeabletax practitionershave express-
ed the view that they believe the Service has exceeded Taxes on Goods, Servcesand Transactions

its authority with the issuance of these two rulings.
This matter will ultimately be resolved by the courts, Investment Incentives

because, as indicated above, a ruling is merely an

interpretation by the Service of the application of the Tax Treaties (full texts in English)

Internal Revenue Code to stated facts.
Biblliography

However, irrespective of that outcome, it has to be

emphasizedthat the U.S. attitude towards treatyshop-
ping continues to be rather tough. The attitude of the
Treasury Department (to include the Service), is rein-
forced by that of Congress,52which is also concerned Furtherdetailsandfree samples from:

with treaty shopping. Thus, any treaty shoppingplan- INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL

ning has to be viewed in the context of the current DOCUMENTATION

climate, with the expectation that closer audit scrutiny ==== Sarphatistraat124 - P.O. Box 20237-

will be given to any such transaction, and that efforts

I!lililil81
mm 1000 HE Amsterdam-the Netherlands

will continue to limit benefits of treaties to third coun- Tel.: 020 - 267726 Telex: 13217 intax nl

try nationals. Cables: Forintax

52. This can be evidenced by several recent developments. Section 342 is likely that the Service will computerize such statements in an effort to

of the Tax Equity and Fiscal RespoflsibilityAct (TEFRA) instructed the audit them in a more complete manner.

Service to review and revise, if it thought appropriate, the procedural The issue oftreatyabuse also has to be consideredby reference to Congres-
mechanisms for treaty recipients to obtain rate reductions with respect to sional action as reflected in two recent pieces of legislation. First, the
fixed ordeterminableincome. Undercurrentregulations,a U.S. withhold- Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBt) legislation. The tax portion of this

ing agent may apply a reduced treaty rate with respect to dividends merely legislation permits a deduction to be claimed for conventionexpenses held

by reference to the foreign address of the recipient. With respect to other in certain designated countries, provided such countries enter into a satis-

payments, such as interest or royalties, the recipient merely has to file a factory exchange of information agreement with the United States, which
Form 1001 certifying that hc is a qualified rccipient. Under thc proposed agreement permits the exchange of both civil and criminal information, as

regulations recently issued by the Service under section 1441 pursuant to defined under U.S. law, relating not only to local residents, U.S. persons,
Section 342 of TEFRA, such self-certificationprocedures are amended to but also to third country nationals, and which agreementsupersedes finan-

provide that, in case of all payments of fixed or determinable income, the cial secrecy laws of the particular jurisdiction. Second, this exchange of

treaty recipient must obtain a certificate of residence from the local tax information standard has also been incorporated in the recent foreign sales

authority and submit such certificatc, together with a Forn 1001 signed corporation legislation by reference to permittingonly those foreign juris-
under penalties of perjury (and any other iten such as a revenue ruling dictions which otherwisehave a satisfactoryexchangcof informationagree-
required by a particular treaty) to the U.S. withholding agent for the ment by reference to thc standards of the CBI legislation, or by reference

withholding agent to withhold at the reduced rate. Absent factual know- to a determination made by the Secretary of the Treasury, to be the situs

ledge of the withholding agent to the contrary, the withholdingagent may for incorporation or of an office of a foreign sales corporation, see also

rely on the material submitted. However, if this procedure is not complied footnote 14. See also e.g section 651 of HR. 3838, 99th Cong., Ist Sess.
with, withholdingat the source is required at a 30% rate, with the oppor- (1985) which contains a treaty-overrideprovision with respect to the impo-
tunity for the treaty recipient to file a claim for refund. The withholding sition of a branch-level tax in certain treaty-shopping situations. This is

agent is required to forward the certificate of residence to the Service on further explained in H.R. Rep. 99-426,99th Cong., 1st Sess. 435 (1985)
Form 1042, describingpaymentsmadebysuch withholdingagenttoforeign
persons. By refcrence to recent public statements made by the Service. it
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Finanzpolitik,die krzlich von der indischen Regierungverffentlicht Le professeur Thimmaiah examine le programme fiscal longue
wurden. Er.vertritt die Meinung, dass die langfristige Steuerplitik chance qu'a rcemment rendu public le gouvernement indien.
weit ausfhrlicher behandelt wurde als die langfristige Ausgaben- L'auteur relve que ce dernier a nettement mis l'accent sur la politi-
politik. Der schrittweisen Annherung an ein umfassendes que fiscale longue chance plutt que sur une politique long
Mehrwertsteuersystemund der Restrukturierungder Zlle stimmt er terme de consommation. Il approuve la mise en place graduelled'un
zu. In der Einfhrung eines National Deposit Schemes sieht er einen systmede TVA cohrent ainsi que la rformedes droits de douane.
Versuch, die gegenwrtige Einkommensteuer in eine Aus- Il voit dans l'adoption du Plan National des Dpts un pas de plus
gabensteuerzu transformieren,allerdingsschlgter vor, das gegen- dans la transformation de l'impt sur les revenus actuellement en

wrtige Einkommensteuersystembeizubehaltenund durch eine Au- vigueur en un impt de consommation, mais plaide en faveur du

sgabensteuerzu ergnzen.Schliesslichbezweifelter, dass es einen maintien de I'mpt actuel complt par un impt de consommation.
Sinn hat, dem Unternehmensbereich weitere Steuerver- De plus, l'auteur doute de l'opportunit d'accorder des avantages
gnstigungenzuzugestehen, da dieser nach seiner Meinung nicht fiscaux supplmentairesauc socitsdu secteurpriv, qui ne contri-

sehr viel zur inlndischenErsparnisbildungoder zum Abbau der Ar- buent que modestement la bonne marche de l'conomiedomesti-

beitslosigkeitbeitrgt. que et la rduction du chmage
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Haushalte zu.bewegen haben. Dieses Konzept wird unter anderem nature des 4 prochains budgets. Ce plan stabilisera, entre autres, la
eine Stabilisierung der Steuerstrukturfr natrliche Personen sowie structure fiscale des particuliers et signifiera le systme fiscal. Le

die Vereinfachung des Steuersystems insgesamt als Folge haben. systme des dductionspour investissementsen faveur des soci-
Das System der Frderung von Investitionenwird gendert, die Be- ts sera remplac par un autre systme d'encouragements aux

steuerung der Vermgensverusserungsgewinnewird vereinfacht, investissements; l'imposition des plus-values sera simplifie; et les

und die Massnahmenzur Bekmpfungder Stuerhinterziehungwer- dispositions permettant d'viter la fraude fiscale vont tre augmen-
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I \ D A:

Long-termFiscal Policy-A Critique
By G. Thimmaiah

measures which were introduced during 1985-86 suchMr. Thimmaiahis Professorof Economicsand Head of the Economic
Unit, Institute for Social and Economic Change, Bangalore. as reduction of rates of direct taxes, enhancementof

investment limits for MRTP (Monopoliesand Restric-
tive Trade Practices) companies and the so-called
rationalizationof indirect tax rates on non-essentialI. BACKGROUND
commodities. Against this background, let us examine

The Long-term Fiscal Policy (LTFP), announced by the claims and contents of LTFP.

the Government of India in December 1985, has re- The LTFP aims at achieving stability of tax rates and
ceived a lot of publicity as though it is something incentives and to do away with secrecy relating to tax
original and undreamtof in the fiscal historyof modern policy. While stability (or continuity) is very impor-
democracies. We all know that the very concept of tant from the point of view of enabling the private
fiscalpolicyemerged in the academic,as well as official sector to make long-term economic decisions particu-
circles, only after the great depression. The economic larly relating to investment, it is not sufficient to stimu-
foundationsprovided by Keynes' General Theory jus- late private investment. A major determinant of pri-
tified the use of fiscal policy for managing the short- vate investment has come to be acknowledged as the
term economicsituations. Since fiscal policy had to be level of public sector investment, particularly the plan
implemented through annual Budgets, the budgetary outlay. Therefore, the LTFP'spremiseof encouraging
policy had to change sometimesevery year depending private investment through stability of tax rates and
upon the economic situation obtaining in the country allowances is not altogether convincing. No doubt,
concerned. In other words, the very purpose of fiscal unnecessarysecrecy is wasteful, but in matters relatng
policy, was to manage annual fluctuations in the to Budget proposals some degree of secrecy cannot be
economic activities of the capitalist coufitries and avoided. This obvious fact is played down by the
therefore, it was conceivedas a short-rundiscretionary LTFP.
policy. The LTFP believes that some sort of rule-based fiscal
However, when fiscal policy came to be used for the policy or built-in, automaticfiscal responsesshould be
purposeof mobilizingresourcesand for providingpub- used to manage a complex Indian economy. But con-
lic sector support for developmental activities in the tinuous vigilanceover the economictrends and appro-
developing countries, fiscal policy came to be con- priate discretionarypolicy measures cannot be avoid-
ceived in terms of long-term perspective as weil. This ed in the short as weil as in the long-run to manage the
led to a great deal of modification, reformulationand complex as well as fragmented Indian economy. Long-
re-assessmentof the tools as well as the effects of fiscal term policy may provide a broad framework within
policy which were recommended to be used for pro- which detailed decisions will have to be made on an

moting development with equity in the developing annual basis, but that broad framework may have to
countries. There was also an attempt in the Western be changed periodically in response to changing re-
World to conceive long-term fiscal policy at least in the quirements which may force themselves on the reluc-
form of a long-termexpenditureprogramme.This was tant and perhaps, obstinate policy makers in India.
done in England on the recommendationof the Plow-
don Committee. The Plowdon Commttee recom-
mended in 1961 that public expenditure be planned II. LONG-TERMTAX POLICY
over a 5-year timespan in relation to the growth of real
resources. The Labour Government in the United The decision to retain the gift tax is a wise decision.
Kingdom started publishing a national plan in which The Union Budget for 1985-86 relegated equity objec-
the public expenditure was allowed to increase faster tives of taxation to secondary importance. This gener-
than real resources. Such a long-term plan gave some ated severe public criticism. The criticism seems to
idea about the Government'splan of future expendi- have been well taken by the Finance Minister, as is
ture. But after some time such a long-term policy of evident by the decision to retain gift tax. Gift tax was
Government lost its usefulnessand hence its glamour. imposed to prevent evasion of both estate duty and
But such innovations were not publicized as much as wealth tax. The abolitionof the estate duty in 1985 was
the recent LTFP has been publicized. What is more, a wrongdecision.The justificationwas not convincing.
the LTFP is conceivedand used as a sort of philosophi- Gift tax is necessary to prevent evasion of wealth tax.
cal foundationfor justifyingcertain controversialfiscal In addition to gift tax, t s also necessaryas a long-term
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measure to bring back an alternative to estate duty in ready a partial expenditure tax, into a full fledged
the form of an assets transfer tax. expenditure tax in the course of time. An interest of

10%on the deposits under this scheme is reasonable
It may be mentioned here that, under Article 269 of and if we include tax amount saved, the true interest

the Indian Constitution, the Central government is will be rruch higher. But it is doubtful whether the

supposed to levy an inheritance tax for the benefit of National Deposit Scheme will unearth substantial
State governments.When the Central governmentre- black money as the behaviourof black money is deter-
mained indifferent, the matter was forced to be refer- mined by several other factors.
red to the Fifth FinanceCommission.The Commission
felt that since estate duty and inheritance tax were The gradual replacementof the present income tax by
similar in nature, there was no need to levy an inheri- a comprehensiveexpenditure tax will reduce revenue,

tance tax when estate duty was operating. Now the particularly to the State governments. And in the ab-

estate duty is abolished and therefore it is necessaryto sence of estate duty and steeply progressive wealth

levy some form of an inheritance tax not only for the tax, expenditure tax will not enable the Government

benefit of State governments, but also for achieving to achieve the objective of reducing economic in-

equity in ownershipof wealth. Hence, an assets trans- equalities. Therefore, the aim should be to retain the

fer tax is in order. present income tax and in addition, to levy progressive
expenditure tax above the income slab of Rs. 100,000.

Constitutionally, the Central government cannot levy This was the purport of Kaldor's original proposal.
agricultural income tax. If it ever attempts, it will In regard to the corporate tax structure, the LTFP has
further worsen the relations between the Central and tried to hand out some more, though minor, conces-
the State governments. The scheme to float public sions. The decision to abolish the surchargeand surtax
sector bonds is only intended to tap rural savings, but

as of 1987-88 was unnecessary when the tax rate was

it cannot be a substitute for tax on rural incomes. It is already reduced. There was no justification for prom-
better to persuade the State governments to transfer ising further reduction of corporate tax rates n the
the power to levy agricultural income tax to the Cen- Budget for 1986-87 and, fortunately, that promise has
tral governmentand then to transfer the net yield back been dropped in the LTFP, and, furthermore, the
to the State governments. Such a proposal will no decision to continue a surtax for one more year is wise.
doubt face opposition by the State governments, but Further, the decision to discontinue the investment
they may be persuaded if the Central government dis- allowance from 1987-8 is a welcome measure as it has
continues the presently operating additional Union been misused quite apart from benefiting big com-

excise duties. panies, but the deletion of Section 80 VVA (limiting
Value Added Tax (VAT) is a modern method of levy- the benefit of certain deductions) is not a wise decision

ing indirect tax. Modernizationof the economyshould as the Government could have waited for some time

go along with the modernizationoftax handles. The to observe the compliance (or lack thereoO of the

policy of movinggradually towardsVAT is a welcome corporate sector in regard to the 20% tax deductible

measure. The Government is also aware of the reve- deposit wit the IDBI (Industrial DevelopmentBank

nue implications of the introduction and possible ex- of India).
tension of MODVAT (Modified Value Added Tax).
Even higher rates of tax on the final product will push

As we have already noted, the corporate investment
behaviour is determined by a host of other factors in

up the prices less than the same rate ottax, spread-over addition to tax rates and other incentives. The LTFP
inputs and final product, because of the absence of a is still trying to pamper the private corporate sector

cascading effect. But is is necessary to recognize the without realizing that the private corporate sector's
two weaknessesof MODVAT. The yield from MOD- contribution to domestic savngs s less than 2% and
VATwill be lower (i) in the initial years, till the admin- the employment generation is totally unimpressive.
istration gets used to the procedures; and, (ii) when The main motive of the private corporate sector ln

the performance of the industrial sector becomes un- India is to make aquick buck which s not going to

impressive. Besides, it will not be possible to achieve make India an industrializedcountry let alone take it
as many and varied objectives of Government under
MODVAT as has been attempted under the present

nto the 21st century. As compared to the private
individual income deserve

systems of excise duties. Further, the benefit of re-
corporate sector, earners

some reduction of tax rates at the initial two slabs.
duced tax burden may not be passed on to the consum-

ers. There is also some contradiction in the inherent
one

The restructuringof customs duties was long overdue. philosophy of the LTFP. On the hand, the LTFP

This is consistent with rationalization of excise duty
stresses the need for mobilizing additional resources

for meeting massive outlay contemplated in the
structure. These rationalizationswill not only reduce Seventh Plan, particularly for an anti-poverty pro-
paper work, but will also promote modernization of But, the ther hand, the Government is

industrial equipment. Simplificationof duty drawback gramme. on

might encourageexportssubject to competitivenessof again giving tax concessionsto undeservingsectionsof

the prices and quality of the products.
the society. This contradiction cannot be resolved by
making reference to a possible increase in tax revenue

The National Deposft Scheme is an attempt to gradu- as a result of lowering tax rates. The evidence to this

ally transform the individual income tax, which is al- effect is not convincing, not only from Indian experi-
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ence, but also from the experienceofthe U.S.A. which some.broadsocial objectives. If we are sure about this,
pinned too much faith in supply side economics. then we should not hesitate to go in for deficit financ-
Therefore, it is necessary to be cautious in this sphere. ing. However, we should resort to deficit financing

only when we cannot raise resources from the tradi-
tional sources like taxes and non-tax current revenue

III. LONG-TERMEXPENDITUREPOLICY for providing subsidies. The present Government has
decided to reduce the tax burden in the country by

The LTFP appears to be a misnomer as it contains lowering marginal rates of almost all direct taxes and
mainly long-term tax policy guidelines. There is no- rationalizing the rates of indirect taxes. The inflatio-
thing much about the long-term expenditure policy nary impact of rationalizing the rates of indirect taxes

guidelines except some sermons on expenditure on is welcome, but giving up revenue by frequent reduc-
interest payments and subsidies. The long-term tions in direct tax rates is an unwise decision, because
framework of public expenditure indicated in the it amounts to choosing between raising revenue from
Seventh Five Year Plan is not adequate or even rele- direct taxes and deficit financing for subsidies - a

vant for non-plan expenditure. choice between equity and inequity. Therefore, in-
stead of raising funds through taxation and by forcing

The LTFP has very clearly juxtaposed the expenditure the public enterprises, other than ONGC, to produce
on subsidies and deficit financing, it is argued that surpluses, the Central government is trying to justify
deficit financing is forced on the Central government deficit financing to continue subsidies. Subsidies are

by the inevitable expenditures on subsidies. In other inevitable in the Indian socio-economiccontext, there-
words, the people are asked to choose between deficit fore, the Central governmentwill have to stop forego-
financing and expenditures on subsidies. Supposing ing tax revenue and use tax and non-loan non-tax
the Central governmentreducessubsidies,particularly revenues to meet the expenditure on subsidies.
on fertilizers and foodgrains, then we will be dis-
couraging foodgrain production and exposing the The interest burden on the Government debt has
urban consumers to the vagaries of the market forces, started showingup in the recent past. Publicborrowing
particularlythe black marketoperation.The hardships was managed by the Reserve Bank of India and the
which may have to be faced by the poor and t;he middle Finance Ministry in such a way as to keep the interest
class on accountof the scarcityof foodgrainsas a result burden on market borrowings to the minimum, but
of reduced foodgrain production and the consequent because of the overall upward movement of the cost-
increase in foodgrain prices in the urban areas, wll be price structure, the Government was forced to in-
more than the hardships caused by the inflationary crease the interest rates on developmental loans and,
situation originatingfrom deficit financing. The LTFP consequently, the expenditureon account of payment
seems to believe that the reverse is true. It is this line of interest has gone on increasing. If this trend con-
of thinking that we have to challenge. Further, it is tinues for a long time, a major portion of the non-plan
true that the subsidies create some distortions in the expenditure will have to be devoted to interest pay-
relative prices. But the very nature of the operationof ments. In this context, the Chakravarthy Committee
budgetary measures is such that they do create distor- has recommended that the public should be encour-
tions in any field, including taxation and expenditure. aged to subscribe to Government loans by offering
And, therefore, it is very difficult to accept the argu- attractive rates of interest. If this recommendation is
ment that only subsidies create distortions and other accepted and implemented, the interest payment on

fiscal tools do not. What is important is whether any borrowings will be enormous. The Committee has
useful purpose is served by providingsubsidies. It may countered such a consequence on the ground that if
be noted here that the non-plan expenditure on sub- the public subscribes substantially to the Central gov-
sidies has come down marginally from the revised esti- ernment loans, to that extent the Reserve Bank of
mates for 1985-86 by Rs. 2,800,000,000in the Budget India's net credit/lending to the Central government
estimates for 1986-87. The amount of subsidy envis- will come down. This will have a contractionaryeffect
aged in 1985-86 Budget estimates was on the money supply and on the price level. Such a
Rs. 39,590,000,000. This was revised upwards to decline in the price level will enable the Central and
Rs. 49,210,000,000 in the revised estimates for 1985- State governments to save on the expenditure side.
86. But in the Budget estimates for 1986-87 the total The consequentsavings on expenditurewill offset the
amount of subsidy has come down to rise in expenditures on account of the increased in-
Rs. 47,410,000,000. This reduction has been effected terest burden on public borrowing. This line of think-
as a result of reduced subsidy for indigenous produ- ing will remain only as an academic exercise far re-

tion of fertilizers, discontinuationof subsidy for sugar, moved from practical reality. Therefore, the Central
keeping export subsidy constant and so on. However, government will have to take some practicable policy
the subsidy on food and imported fertilizers has in- decisions to keep the interest burden on market bor-
creased. Furthermore, it is surprising that a provision rowings at a reasonable level. Unless we are sure of a

for Rs. 1,470,000,000 of subsidy is made for the rail- direct monetary return on the investmentsundertaken
ways during 1986-87 when the railway Budget haspro- with such borrowed money, it would be foolhardly to
duced a surplus. Therefore, all attempts should be borrow at higher interest rates from the public and
made to reduce unjustifiablesubsidies,but at the same invest in soco-economic infrastructure projects like
time we have to make sure that the subsidies do serve roads, bridges, buildings and even irrigation projects,
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which do not yield any direct monetary return. There- mittee has recommended that the price impact of de-

fore, we have to make a distinctionbetween financially ficit financingshould be estimated, taking into account

remunerative as well as socially productive and finan- both short-term borrowing through ad hoc Treasury
cially unremunerative though economically and so- Bills and also through borrowings from the Reserve

cially productive projects. The Governmentmay bor- Bank of India for the purpose of filling the gap in
row at a higher rate of interest and invest in the first market borrowing left by the commercial banks and

category of projects. However, for the second catego- the Life Insurance Corporation. The Chakravarthy
ry of projects, the borrowings should be confined to Committee has very clearly indicated that the total
Government controlled financial institutions which borrowings from the Reserve Bank of India should be

may be made to lend at predetermined lower rates. decided after estimating the probable rate of growth
of GDP, tolerable limits of inflation and the income

IV. LONG-TERMPRICE POLICY elasticity of demand for money supply. Though these
indicators are very helpful, the way they are linked by
the Committee gives an impression that the Central

The LTFP has not outlined any guidelines for main-
government is advised to achieveprice stabilityby first

taining price stability during the Seventh Plan period. deciding the tolerable rate of inflation. This is circular
References to price stability are only contextual, par- reasoning.The Central governmentshould decidefirst
ticularly in the context of the Government'srationaliz-
ing of the indirect tax rates to minimize the cascading

about the planned rate of growth of GDP, particularly
effect and in the context of the need to reduce subsidy foodgrains output. Then, after taking into account the

and deficit financing. This is another important com-
ncome elasticity to demand for money, the Central

ponent of fiscal policy which is missing in the LTFP. government should be able to determine the rate of

growth of the money supply which will ultimately de-
The Government Budget creates price instability termine the price level. The FinanceMinisterhas indi-

through three main fiscal mechanisms.First, when the cated in the Budget for 1986-87 that the Government
Governmentexpendituregoes on increasing, particu- of India has accepted the recommendations of the

larly on the non-developmentside, it adds to effective Chakravarthy Committee in regard to the extent of
demand. Given the level of output and sectoral deficit financing, but the details are not spelt out. We

rigidities,such a progressivelyincreasingpublicexpen- have to wait and see how the Central government is
diture will add to price instability through the demand- going to translate the recommendationsof the Chak-

push mechanism.Secondly, frequenthikes in the rates ravarthy Committee into practice.
of indirect taxes, particularly union excise duties and
sales tax, create a cascading effect and thereby push
up the price level. Thirdly, the attempt to cover the V. OTHER POLICIES

Budget deficit by resorting to deficit financing, in par- The LTFP has made references to other related
ticular by resorting to short-term borrowing from the

some

Reserve Bank of India, increases the money supply policy issues. They include: the measures to increase

and ultimately the price level through the mechanism the savings rate in the country, particularly the policy
of the classical qUantity theory of money. These are

of increasing surpluses from public enterprises with a

the three direct sources of price instability originating
view to increasing public sector savings; simplifying

from the Government Budget. There are a host of tax laws; stringent measures for discouraging tax eva-

other indirect processes whose direction and effect sion; and providing other incentives for the corporate
cannot be clearly identified. sector, etc.

The LTFP has no doubt indicated the Government's A separatechapter is devoted for indicating the extent

readiness to reduce non-plan expenditure like interest ofpublicsectorsavingswhich will have to be generated
payments and subsidies, but there are no indications over the Seventh Five Year Plan period for financing
of specific ways through which the Government is the plan outlay, but no specific measures are outlined.

planning to achieve such a reduction. Besides, the In the case of private savings, some new schemes like

Government has started rationalizing the rate struc-
the National Deposit Scheme have been announced.

ture of indirect taxes and, in the Budget for 1986-87, It is decided to create a Venture Capital Fund with a

MODVAT has been introduced as a first step in this paid-up capital of Rs. 100,000,000 to encourageadop-
direction. The moderating effect of MODVAT on

ton of indigenous technologyby Indian industry. Cer-

price levels will not be immediatelyfelt, but it is a step
tain measures to prevent tax evasion and smuggling

in the right direction which will reduce, though not activities are listed. But all these do not add up to

eliminate, the cascadingprice impactof indirect taxes. long-termpolicy guidelines as many of these measures

were already indicated or announced on earlier occa-

But the LTFP has not indicated any guideline relating sions and, if not, could have been announced in the
to the level of Budget deficit and the use of deficit annual Budget. In other words, the varied contents of

financing to cover the deficit Budget. The LTFP only the so-called LTFP prove our earlier contention that
tries to relate the deficit financing to growing sub- it is more an attempt to justify the controversial tax

sidies. In other words, the Central government'sdeci- measures which were announced in the 1985-86
sion regarding the use of deficit financing to cover Budget, than a policy statement outlining any mean-

overall Budget deficit is not clearly stated. It may be ingful long-term guidelines for formulating the com-

mentioned in this context that the ChakravarthyCom- prehensive fiscal policy of this country.
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Long-TermFiscal make the provisions easier to administer;
to improve the effectiveness of the provisions for-

Policy1985 curbing tax evasion;
to build effective deterrent penal provisions;-

to bring about uniformity of procedures for all-

direct taxes; andIts Bearingon Direct Taxes - to reduce the categories of taxable entities.

in India The Draft Bill incorporating the necessary amend-
ments is expected to be ready by June 1986.

By Parimal M. Parikh
C. Incentives for saving

Mr. Parikh is a chartered accountant and regular con- The Government has recognized the importance of
tributor to the Bulletin. savings for maintaining the momentum for growth of

the economy. It feels that the present incentives for
saving, which are subject to limits, are insufficient. It

The long-term fiscal policy (LTFP), announcedby the has thereforebeen proposed to introducea new invest-
Finance Minister of India in December 1985, carried ment instrument which would qualify for deduction

from personal income, without any overall ceiling, toforward his desire to lift the veil of secrecy from the extent of 500/o of such investment.This instrumentBudget making and to take the people into confidence
regarding likely policy decisions. The annual Budget

s proposed to be designated as National Deposit
Scheme (New Series) and would be in the form of aexercise will no longer seem like pandora's box open- Deposit Account to be maintained by designateding, with people anxious to know what is in store for banks. The net addition/deduction to the accountthem.
would be allowed as a deductionor added back in case

Enunciation of a long-term fiscal policy assures a de- there is a fall in the balance in the respectiveyear. The

gree of certainty in some spheres and makes planning proposal has been kept open to public opinion before
more purposeful both in the public and the private a final decision is made.

sectors. The LTFP, in short, broadly indicates the
nature of the next four Budgets. Like all fiscal policies, D. Corporate tax reform
the LTFP deals with taxation and expenditure, laying
greater stress on taxation. The Finance Act 1985 had reduced the corporate tax

The LTFP's pronouncementson direct taxes are: by five percentage points and posed two alternatives;
viz., a further reduction in taxes by five percentage
points in the next year and withdrawal of surcharge
and surtax in the third year as well as withdrawal ofINCOME TAX
investment allowance in a phased manneror retention
of the investment allowance with no further cut in

A. Rates of personal income tax rates.

The Finance Act 1985 reduced the personal rates of The LTFP indicates Government's favour towards
income tax. The LTFP ensures stability of the tax withdrawal of investment allowance, due to the vari-
structure by stating that the personal income and ous drawbacks of investment allowance (IA) such as:

wealth tax would remain unchanged for a minimum (1) IA favours the large and more well-established
period of five years, excepting compelling cir- enterprises, because investment allowance in re-
cumstanceswhereby a surcharge on income tax would spect of new units can be set off against profits of
be introduced as a temporary measure. The LTFP old established units without earning profits from
recognizes that inflation progressively increases the fresh investment.
effective rate of taxation for given levels of real income (2) It is available to those who save out of profits and
and wealth through the process of bracket creep invest, as well as to those who can commandcapital
and, consequently, states that adjustments will be funds in general, thereby showing favour for the
made in tax brackets considering the impact of infla- established industrial sector.
tion, the overall budgetaryposition and other relevant (3) Since IA is related to the cost of plant and machin-
factors. ery irrespective of how it is financed, it leads to

profit distortion, dependingon the extent of exter-

B. Simplificationof direct tax laws nal finance or internal resources used.

IA is proposed to be replaced by a scheme whereby
The Governmenthas decided to rewrite the direct tax corporate enterprises would be allowed to deduct a
laws with the following, among other objectives, in specific fraction of their profit from taxable income if
view: deposited with the Industrial Develooment Bank of

to rationalize and simplify the laws in order to India and other notified institutions,w.ich would earn
-
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interest @ 10% per annum. To avoid hardship to on the Government a pre-emptive right to acquire
companiesnot able to generatesufficientprofits early, property undergoing transfer at a value of 15% above
repayment of borrowings made for investment in the price or considerationstated in the transfer deed.

specified purposesby drawing on profits so funded are Initially only properties in metropolitan cities and
also proposed to be treated as approved purposes. worth more than Rs. 1 million are proposed to be
Also, investment in new plant and machinery made covered. To simplify matters, the Government'spre-
directly out of profits of the year will be regarded as emptive right will remain in force for only sixty days
funding for purposesof the deductioncontemplated after the seller applies for the clearance certificate
in this scheme. This deduction is to be restricted to from the income tax department.
20% of the profits that would be otherwise taxable.
The deposit would have to be made within six months
from the end of the relevant accountingyear.

G. Wealth and gift tax

The Government proposes to review the other tax No changes of any consequence are proposed in the
concessionsand withdraw as many of them as feasible. wealth tax structure,excepting that the valuation rules
Once IA is withdrawn the zero tax company provi- with regard to certain assets are proposed to be
sion section 80VVA of the Income-tax Act 1961 will simplified and rationalized.
also be removed. The rates of depreciation on assets
used for business are to be simplfied by having just The Gift-tax Act 1958 has lost much of its importance
two or three categories of rates.

due to the abolition of estate duty (death duty). As a

consequence of this, there is no motive for a living
person to transfer wealth/income to family members.

E. Capital gains taxation However, to avoid any undue diversion of income/
wealth, the Governmentproposes to continue the gift

The LTFP proposes to exempt from capital gains tax tax by raising the exemption limit, which was fixed
all appreciationprior to 1 April 1974. Secondly, there many years ago, to compensate for the increase in
will only be two rates for deduction of long-term cap- prices.
ital gains;2 viz., 50% for gains from real estate and
60% for other assets. Further investment in bonds of

public sector corporationsout of the sale proceeds of H. Taxationof non-residents

capital assets sold, would also exempt the same from
capital gans tax.

The changes proposed above are all in relation to
taxation of residents. As for the non-residents, the
concessional rate of tax on income from specified in-

F. Measures against tax evasion vestments would continue. A status quo has been
maintained.

Sticking to its earlier stand of not harassing the honest

taxpayer and at the same time punishing the tax All said and done, the policy admits the need of stabil-

evader, a seres of measures are proposed. ity in the fiscal future of India. There will no longer be
a shroud of secrecy while formulatingBudget propos-

These are: als. At the same time, one cannot help feeling that the

(1) accepting income returns of non-corporate asses-
LTFP ignores the truth that between the two objec-

sees showing returned income of less than tives of raising resources and stimulating growth, the

Rs. 100,000 subject, however, to a thorough latter is more important. Increased governmental re-

scrutiny of a specified random sample of the ac-
sources would be the inevitable result of growth,

cepted returns;
whereas growth has never been the result of increased

(2) shifting the onus of proving the evasion of income resources. But none can deny that the approachof the

from the income tax department to the taxpayer;
Finance Minister is bold and pragmatic. This, coupled

(3) ensuring effective follow-up of search and seizure with the desire to simplify laws and make it possible
operations; for honest taxpayers to save their income, will go a

(4) ensuring speedy trial of cases of tax evasion by long way in strengthening the foundation of India's

establishingspecial courts; economy.

(5) evolving a system of rewards and punishments to

promote integrity among senior tax officials; and

(6) modernizing the administrationof direct tax with
the aid of computers. 1. Section 80VVA provides that companieswhich entitled certainare to

In addition, all persons, previously assessed or not, deductionsshall use the same subject to a maximumof70% oftheir taxable

have been given an opportunity to declare true in- income, i.e. the minimum income liable to tax would be at least 30% of

come/wealth without attracting penalty/prosecutionif their taxable income before the applicationof the deductions,thusprevent-
ing these companies from becomingzero tax companies.

done before 31 March 1986. 2. Currently, the computation of long-term capital gains is rather com-

To force disclosure of the unaccounted portions of plex. Under the new provisions 50% of the long-term gains derived from
real estate and 60% of ong-term gains derived from other assets will be

transactions in real estate, LTFP proposes to confer taxable.
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Beneficios Eventuales), the coverage of which is now limited to indi-
A. Taxationof total income

1 Generaldescription
viduals and undivided inheritances. 2 Taxablepersons

Law 23,260 published in the Official Bulletin of 11 October 1985
3. Taxable income

-

4. Comp{tationofthe tax

introducingamendments to the income tax law (Ley de Impuesto a las B Taxationofparticularitemsof

Ganancias), that extend the duration of the tax up to 31 December ncome
1. Business income

1995 and include a number of changes which are discussed in this 2. Dividends

article and are the principal scope thereof.
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4. Royalties

- Law 23,271 published in the Official Bulletin of 21 October 1985 5. Service fees

providing that the tax administration,when carryingout its duties, will 6. Capitalgains
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not be limited by any provisionsconcerningthe bank and stock market V. TAXATIONOF NON-RESIDENTS

secrecy. A. Generaldescription
Law 23,285 published in the Official Bulletin of 30 October 1985, that 1. Conceptof non-resident
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Capitales) and Net Wealth Tax (Impuesto sobre el Patrimonio Neto)
B. Taxationofsubsidiaries
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up to 31 December 1985. D. Taxationof particularitems of

Law 23,296 published in the Official Bulletin of 30 October 1985, ncome
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1. Dividends
introducing amendmeiats to the net worth tax (Impuesto sobre los 2. Interest

Capitales), that include changes concerning reduction of exemptions, 3. Royalties
4. Service fees

valuation of assets and liabilities. 5. Capitalgains
Law 23,297 published in the Official Bulletin of 31 October 1985 6. Transportationpayments-

7. Leasing payments
introducing amendments to the net wealth tax law (Ley de Impuesto 8. Expatriatesworking in

sobre el PatrimonioNeto), that include changesconcerningreduction Argentina

of exemptions, valuation of assets, tax rates (with an increase of the VI. FINAL REMARKS

marginal rate from 1.5% to 2%) and taxation of non-residents.
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The most important developments are the amend- (vi) the tax rate applicable to dividendspaid to non-res-

ments to income taxation and they shall be subject of idents is increasedwhen paid to non-residentswho

this article. We will not refer, however, to the income da not identify themselves upon collection of the

tax law in its entirety; the article instead shall focus on dividend;
the principal features of the income tax and especially (vii) although the tax rate applicable to income derived

on those areas where important changes have been by non-residents (other than dividends) is not

introduced or which have special interest for enter- changed, the percentages used to arrive at taxable

prises, investors and non-residents. presumptive net income have been amended, re-

sulting in an alteration of the effective rate;
(vili)the taxation of capital gains is changed especially

as regards the special capital gains tax for which a

B. Historicalinformationon the incometax
new law is enacted and the coverage of the special
tax is limited to individuals and undivided inher-

The Income Tax Law was first established in Argenti- itances only;
na in 1932, under a typical schedular scheme. Since several changes introduced the adjustment
that time the tax has been amended in order to make (ix) are to

of income for inflation, e.g. to cover adjustments
the system global with regard to all income from corresponding to changes in assets and liabilities
Argentine sources, as well as for other purposes. incurred during the taxable period; and
Nevertheless Income Categories have not been
abolished. (x) the amount of brackets and allowances of the in-

come tax applicableto individualsis also changed.
The current Income Tax Law has been in force since
1 January 1974. Since the National Constitution only
allows the government to levy the direct taxes for II. GENERALASPECTSOF ARGENTINE
limited periods of time, the power of the National INCOMETAX
Government to tax income was not permanently
granted. Like the former income tax in force until A. Generaldescription
December 1973, this income tax had a 10-year dura-

tion, at the end of which a new enactmentwould have The income tax is applicable to corporations, other
been necessary to extend the tax another 10 years. legal entities and incividuals, regardless of their na-

However, Law 22,902 of 8 September 1983 extended tionality, domicile or residence.
the duration of the income tax up to 31 December
1985. In general the tax is levied on income from Argentine
The tax reform of 1985 (namely Law 23,260 published

sources only.
in the OfficialBulletinof 11 October 1985) amends the Companies are taxed at a fixed rate of 33% and indi-

income tax and further extends its duration up to 31 viduals on a progressive scale between 7 and 45%.
December 1995. Permanentestablshmentsbelongingto ntitiesconsti-

tuted abroad pay 45%.

C. Principal income tax changes The income of partnerships is in general taxed in the
handsofmembers, irrespectiveof actual distribution.

Some of the most important income tax changes are The income tax law recognizes4 categories of income
briefly referred to, as follows:
(i) under the old law the income of limited liability

sources:

companieswas taxed both in the hands of the com-
- first category comprises income from land;

second category comprises income from personal-

pany and in the hands of partners and now is taxed capital assets;in the hands of partners only; third categorycomprises income from enterprises;-

(ii) recipients of Third Category income could use ei- and
ther the cash or the accrual method but, after the
reform,shall compulsorilyuse the accrualmethod;

- fourth categorycomprises income from dependent
(iii) new valuation rules are introduced as regards in-

and independentwork.

ventory, real property in trade and agriculture re- The source of income, hovever, is in general relevant

lated assets; for computation purposes only, and the law does not

(iv) deduction rules concerning interest, salaries, en- provide for different rates, each one applicable to one

tertainment expenses, directors' fees, profit dis- category.
tributions, depreciationof buildingsand losses are

amended; B. Taxable income
(v) the taxation of dividends undergoes several

changes, e.g. dividends in general that were 1. The concept of income
exempt in the case of resident shareholders who
identified themselves upon collection of the divi- For income tax purposes, the concept of income in-

dends are now taxable when the dividendsare paid cludes:
to individuals, but a credit is granted to the reci- (i) returns, rents and gains that can be periodically
pient; produced by a permanent source;

x
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(ii) returns, rents, profits and gains (even if there is no sonal work such as earnings from public positions of
periodical production and permanent source) authority, employmentearnings, retirementearnings,realized by corporations,companies, legal entities, professional earnings, earnings from the rendering of
business enterprisesand business proprietorships; personal services to cooperative societies, earnings of
and directors, managers and executives of corporations

(iii) gains realized from the transfer of movable prop- and earningsof brokers, travellingagents and customs
erty subject to depreciation. agents.

Although Argentine law does classify income into dif-
2. Income categories ferent categories, the source of income is in general

relevant for computationpurposes only. The law doesThe income tax law divides income sources into 4
categories, as follows: not provide for different rates, each one applicable to

one category, but the income tax is normally levied on
First category - income from land (not belonging to total income at rates which vary for entities and indi-
third category taxpayers). This category includes ren- viduals. Nevertheless,as regards income from capital,tal income and any other income realized from the it is necessary to consider that capital may be subject,
ownership of immovable property. in the case of entities, to the net worth tax (Impuesto

a los capitales) or, in the case of individuals, to the netSecond category- income from personal capital assets
(not belonging to third category taxpayers). This cate-

wealth tax (Impuesto al patrimonio).
gory includes income such as:

(i) income derived from securities; 3. Exempt income
(ii) income arising from the rentingof chattelsor from

the transfer of rights; Article 20 of the Income Tax Law lists several items of
income which are exempt from income tax. The list(iii) royalties;

(iv) life pensions, and gains or participations in life was amended by the tax reform of 1985 and includes

insurances; the following:
(v) any compensationfor abstaining from doingsome- (i) adjustmentsof credits for inflation; this exemption

thing. However, this income is included in the is revoked after 31 December 1986, but the Execu-
third or fourth category, as the case may be, when tive Branch can extend that term. This income is
the result is the non-performance of a business, taxable if derived by taxpayerssubject to the global
industry,profession,occupation or employment; adjustment of income for inflation. The adjust-

(vi) income from the final transfer of goodwill, ment of debt claims representing income to be
trademarks, patents and similar rights; and allocated to the taxable period of collection is

(vii) dividends in cash or in kind distributed to share- exempt only for the adjustmentcom uted as from
holders by stock corporationsand partnerships li- the date in which the collection is cue, the same
mited by shares established in Argentina. applies to exchange differences;

Third category- income of enterprises. This category (ii) ains from sales, exchanges (cambios); barters
includes the following income: t permutas) or transfers of shares, documents
(i) income derived by corporationsand limited liabil- (ttulos), bonds and other securities derived by

ty companies; individuals and undivided inheritances, even if
(ii) ncome derived by general partnerships, limited they perform such transactions habitually (note

partnerships, and partnerships limited by shares that these gains are subject to capital gains tax);
established in Argentina; civil associations and this exemption does not cover income derived by
foundations established in Argentina, unless commission agents, auctioneers, consgnees and
otherwise provided for; mixed economy com-

other trade agents (auxiliares de comercio) not

panies and companies belonging to the govern- specifically included in the fourth category;
ment; permanent establishmentsbelonging to any (iii) gifts, inheritances, legacies, any other gratuitous
societies, companies or enterprises established ncome (enriquecimiento)and gains subject to the

abroad, or to non-resident individuals; and any
tax on games and sporting contests;

other companyestablished in Argentinaor propri- (iv) income from securties issued by official or sem-

etorship located therein; official entitieson behalfof the national, provincial
(iii) ncome derived from the activities of commission or municipal governments when specifically

agents, auctioneers, consignees and other trade exempted by law or by the Executive Branch; this

agents not specifically included in the fourth cate- income s taxable if derived by taxpayers subject
to the global adjustment of income for inflation;gory; indemnities according seniority on dismissal(iv) gains derived from the division of land (Ioteos) (v) to
from work;made for urbanization purposes; indemnities and insurance because of death in-(v) gains derived from immovable property built and (vi) or

sold according to Law 13,512 (buildings divided capacity caused by accident or illness;
into flats or apartments); and (vii) indemnities for the expropriationof property;

(vi) any income not included in other categories. (viii)interest on different kinds of deposits in financial
institutions subject to the provisions of Law

Fourth category- earnings from employmentand per- 21,526; this exemption is revoked after 31 De-
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cember 1986, but the ExecutiveBranch can extend sures granted in order to promote economic activities
that term. This income is taxable if derived by whichare consideredto be ofinterestfor the country.
taxpayers subject to the global adjustment of in- As regardsexemptionsand similarbenefits, it is neces-
come for inflation; intereston deposits indexed for to take into account that their enjoyment is li-
inflation or denominated in foreign currency is sary

mited by the following rules:
also taxable as from 11 October 1985; Income tax exemptions and reductions (whether-

(ix) interest received on insurance policies; total or partial) will be enjoyed as far as they do
(x) interest from broker operations effected by finan- not involve the transfer of revenue to a foreigncial institutions. This income is taxable if derived

by taxpayers subject to the global adjustment of treasury (the relevant proof must be provided by
the taxpayer).income for inflation. This exemption is revoked This limitation shall not apply to the following

after 31 December1986, but the ExecutiveBranch income:exempt
can extend that term; income from securities issued by official or

(xi) interest on development loans granted by interna- (i)
semiofficial entities on behalf of the national,

tional institutionsor by foreignofficial institutions, provincial or municipal governments when
under the limits established by the regulation; specifically exempted by law or by the Execu-

(xii) interest on foreign credit granted to finance im- tive Branch;
ports of movable fixed assets subject to deprecia- interest foreign loans granted to finance
tion other than cars, or parts, materials and com-

(ii) on

ponents for their construction in Argentina. The imports for the industrialequipmentof Argen-
kind of activity developed by the enterpriseor the tina;
section thereof to which the assets are destined is (iii) interest on foreign loans granted to the na-

irrelevant for purposes of the exemption. The tional, provincialor municipal governmentsor

exemption covers the original financing, refinanc-
to official banks;

ing granted to the seller, financing obtained (iv) stock dividends paid or credited to be-

through the seller.or directly by the purchaser or
neficiaries abroad; and

importer in Argentina, provided the financing is (v) income expressly governed by tax treaties.

exclusively used for the eligible imports;
This means that foreign beneficiaries who re-

a

(xiii) interest on foreign credit granted to the national
ceive Argentine-source income in country

treasury, provinces, municipalitiesor the Central
which has signed a treaty with Argentina for
the avoidance of double taxation are not sb-

Bank;
(xiv)lease value of owner-occupieddwelling houses; ject to any restrictions with regard to their

(xv) premiumsderived by stock companies, limited lia- entitlement to the tax exemptions available

bility companies, limitedpartnershipsand partner-
under Argentine laws.

Income tax exemptions (whether total or partial)-

ships limited by shares from contributions to their established to be established in special laws in
capital;

or

favor of documents, bills, bonds and other se-

(xvi) refund of certain taxes granted to exportersby the curities issued by the national, provincial or muni-
Executive Branch of the national government; cipal governments will not benefit stock corpora-

(xvii)royalties and other income from copyrights de- tions and other entities and persons referred to byrived by the author or by his heir, provided: third category rules.
the tax is directly applicable to the author or

his heirs;
the copyright is duly registered with the Na-
tional Registry of Copyrights;

C. Territorial scope

the income originates from the publication,
execution, representation, exhibition, trans-

1 General allocation rules

fer, translation or other kind of reproduction Argentine legislation is based on the source principle;
and not from work ordered by a client or car- for this reason it only taxes income derived ff'om
ried out for rendering a service; and sources located in Argentina.
the recipient is resident in Argentina; and

(xvii)stock dividends; for distributions voted after 11 In accordance with the source principle, income de-
rived from sources located abroad is, in principle, not

October 1985 it is necessary for the dividend to be
subject to tax. However, income derived by persons

exempt that the recipient identifies himself upon living abroad but working for the Argentine central,
collection of the dividend.

State or local governments is deemed to be income
When the taxpayer receives income mentioned in (i), from Argentine sources. The same applies to income

(viii) and (x), but at the same time is subject to the derived by Argentineofficialsworkingn international

payment of interest and/or indexation, the exemption organizations of which Argentina is a member State.
is limited to that part of such income which exceeds Other foreign-source income is exempt from Argen-
such payments. The same exemptions are revoked tine income tax.

after 31 December1986, but the ExecutiveBranch can

extend that term. 2. Concept of Argentine-sourceincome

Income may also be exempt under tax incentive mea- Generally, income derived from property situated, 10-
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cated or economically used in Argentina, from the in force); Sweden (not yet in force); and the U.S.A.
development in Argentina of acts or activities that (not yet in force).
may produce income, or from events occurring in Ar-
gentina is considered Argentine-source income. The Argentina has also signed several treaties for the

nationality, domicile or residence of the income's be- avoidance of double taxation of income from interna-

neficiary or of the parties to the transactions, and the tional shipping and/or air transportation.'!

place where contracts are concluded, are immaterial
for the aforesaid purposes. D. Taxable period and allocation of income

Income specificallyconsidered to be Argentine-source 1. Taxable period
includes: For most income tax purposes, the tax year (ejercicio
(i) interest on mortgages, if the real estate subject to anual) coincides with the calendar year (ao fiscal),

the mortgage is located in Argentina (if the real that is, it starts on 1 January and endson 31 December.
estate s not so located, the interest may still be However, enterprises whose tax years (ejercicios
considered to be Argentine-sourceunder the rules anuales) do not correspond to the calendar year (ao
discussed above); fiscal) are taxed according to their tax years.

(ii) interest from bonds, if the issuing institution is
established or located in Argentina; If transactions are not registered in accounting re-

(iii) income from exported goods produced, manufac- cords, the tax year (ejercicio) shall be the same as the

tured, processed or bought in Argentina; calendar year (ao fiscal), unless the tax administra-

(iv) income from imported goods in excess of their tion fixes a special closing date considering the nature

normal wholesale price m the country of origin, of the venture or other particular circumstances.

increased by transportation and importation ex-
2. Allocation of income

penses;
(v) income from the transferofgoodssituated, located In allocating profits and expenses, recipients of third

or economically used in Argentina that belong to category profits shall use the accrual method.
enterprises or companies organized, established
or located abroad; Installment sales are in principle allocated on an ac-

(vi) receipts from insurance and reinsuran,ce opera-
crual basis. However, in the case of sales with terms

tions covering risks located in Argentina or refer- exceeding 10 months, the taxpayer can choose to re-

ring to persons who have resided n Argentina; port income derived therefrom when it becomes due.

(vii) compensation paid to members of boards of com-
This election must be maintained for 5 years.

panies and other entities incorporated in Argenti- Recipients of first category income must use the ac-

na, even for work performed abroad; crualmethod and recipientsof second and fourth cat-
(viii)fees and other remunerationderived from techni- egory income must use the cash method.

cal, financial and other assistance provided from
abroad which is economically used in Argentina; Dividends from shares and interest on documents,
and bonds and other securitiesare allocated to the tax year

(ix) dividends and participations in profits when paid (ejercicio) in which they are put at the recipient's
or distributedby legal entitiesdomiciled in Argen- disposal.
tina. Directors, controllers and members of the audit com-

mittee shall allocate their fees to the calendar year
3. Avoidance of double taxation (ao fiscal) in which the fees are approved by the

(a) Unilateralmeasures assembly of shareholders.

The income tax applies, as a rule, only to Argentine- In certain cases, payments made by foreign controlled

source income. In case of occasionalpersonalactivities local enterprises representing Argentine-source taxa-

performed abroad by resident individuals, the income ble incomefor the recipientare allocated to the taxable

arising therefrom is taxable, but taxpayers may com- period in which they are paid or to the taxable period
pute, as a payment on account of Argentine income of accrual, provided in this last case they are paid
tax, the tax charged abroad on such income; the tax within the term for filing the income tax return. This

credit, however, may not exceed the increase in fiscal rule applies if:

burden derived from the inclusion of foreign-source ,i) the payment is made to a company, person or

income. group of persons from abroad that participates,
directly or indirectly, in the capital, control or

(b) Treaty measures managementof the payer;
(ii) the payment is made to an enterprise or establish-

Argentina has signed several comprehensive treaties ment abroad, provided a company, person or

for the avoidance of double taxation of income, group of persons from abroadparticipates,directly
namely: with Austria (in force from 17 January 1983); or indirectly, both in the capital, control or man-

Bolivia (in force from 1 January 1980); Brazil (in force
from 7 December 1982); Chile (not yet in force);
France (in force from 1 March 1981); the Federal I. For further information please consult the Bureau's loose-leafpubli-
Republic of Germany (not yet in force); Italy (not yet cation, Corporate Taxation in Latin America.
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agement of the payer and in the capital of the 2. Exempt income
recipient; or

(iii) the payment is made to an enterprise or establish- As explained in II B.3. above, income may be exempt
ment in the capital of which the local payer partici- in accordancewith Article 20 of the Income Tax Law

pates directly or indirectly. or under tax incentive measures.

C. Valuationof assets

III. TAXATIONOF RESIDENTCOMPANIES 1. Valuation of inventory

A. Generaldescriptionand taxablepersons
Argentine law provides for several rules for the valua-
tion of inventory, which were amended by the tax

reform of 1985. The new rules are discussed below
Corporations established in Argentina are subject to and, in general, are mainly based on the market cost
the rules of the Income Tax Law, especially to those

concerning third category income.
at the end of the year.

Merchandise for resale, raw material and materials
The same rules specifically apply to: limited liability
companies, limited partnerships and partnerships li-

are valued at the cost of the last purchase made during
mited by shares, all of them established in Argentina;

the 2 months preceding the closing of the tax year

civil associations and foundations established in Ar- (ejercicio). If no purchase has been made during such

gentina, unless otherwiseprovided for; companiesbe-
2 months, the cost of the last purchase made in the tax

longing to the government;permanentestablishments year (ejercicio), if any, is taken as adjusted between
the dates of purchase and closing of the tax year (ejer-

belonging to any societies, companies or enterprises cicio) in accordance with changes in the wholesale
establishedabroad, or to non-residentindividuals;any price index general level. If no purchases are made
other companyestablishedin Argentinaor proprietor- during the tax year (ejercicio), the value registeredfor
ship located therein; and commission agents, auc- fiscal purposes in the opening inventory s taken as

tioneers, and consignees. adjusted between opening and closing dates in accord-
The income of corporations, partnerships limited by ance with changes in the wholesaleprice index general
shares (in that part belonging to limited partners) and level.

permanent establishments of foreign enterprises is Products are valued at the price of the last sale made
taxed in the hands of the respective entities at a 33% during the 2 months preceding the closing of the tax
rate. The income of corporations may also be taxed

upon actual or presumeddistribution to individualsor year (ejercicio), as reduced by sales expenses and the

to non-residents.
net profit margin included in such a price. If no sales
are made during such 2 months, the price of the last

Income of proprietorships, general partnerships, li- sale made during the tax year (if any) is taken, as

mited liability companies, limited partnerships and reduced by sales expenses and the net profit margin
partnerships limited by shares, for that part belonging included in such a price and adjusted in accordance
to managingpartners, is only taxed in the hands of the with changes in the wholesale price index general
partnersor owners, irrespectiveof actual distribution. level, between the dates of sale and closing the tax

year (ejercicio). If no sale is made during the tax year
(ejercicio), the taxpayer's sale price at the closing of

B. Taxable income the tax year (ejercicio) is taken, as reduced by sales
expenses and the net profit margin included in such a

1. The concept of income price.

As stated above, the concept of income includes: If the taxpayer keeps a system that allows for the

(i) returns, rents and gains that can be periodically determination of the production cost of each group

produced by a permanent source; (partida) of manufactured products (productos
(ii) returns, rents, profits and gains (even if there is no elaborados), then th method establishedfor the valu-

periodical production and permanent source
. ation of inventory of merchandise for resale shall be

realizedby corporations,companies, legal entities, used for the valuation of products, treating the end of

business enterprisesand business proprietorships;
the manufactureas purchasingdate. In these cases the
allocation of raw material and material to processingand

(iii) gains realized from the transfer of movable prop-
iS made, considering the method established for the

erty subject to depreciation.
valuation of inventory for such goods.
Unfinished products are valued by applying the per-Thus, the concept of income, while being limited to

recurring income for taxpayers in general, is extended centage of completion at the closing of the tax year

in the case of corporations and other taxpayers men- (ejercicio) to the value established under the above

tioned in (ii) above (this Section). For them, income rules.

subject to tax includes all Argentine-source income If the taxpayer can clearly prove (probar en forma
with the exceptionof gains subject to the tax on games fehaciente) that the market cost at the end of the tax
and sporting contests. year (ejercicio) is below the value established under
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the aforegoing rules, inventory can be valued at the which are necessary to obtain or to maintain and pre-
market cost. In this case, it is necessary to report to serve the source of income. Later on, net income is
the tax administration about the method used when further adjusted for inflation, resulting in taxable in-
filing the income tax return. come.

Global deductions made when valuing inventory, in 2. Sales proceedsorder to establish general reserves that cover price
fluctuationsorothercontingencies,are not permitted. The starting point for the computation of taxable in-

come is sales proceeds from which costs and business
2. Valuation of real property in trade expenses must be deducted in the computationof tax-

able income.
Immovablepropertyand constructionwork represent-
ing stock in trade is, after the tax reform of 1985, Net sales proceeds are calculated by deducting from
valued under the following rules: gross sales proceeds, restitutions, bonuses, discounts
(i) the value of immovable property acquired by the and similar tems, in accordancewith marketpractices.

taxpayer is the acquisition value, including neces- Stock corporations and other entities and persons re-
sary expenses, updated between the date of pur- ferred to by third category rules are required to include
chase and the closing date of the tax year (ejer- in taxable receipts income derived from documents,cicio bills, bonds and other securities issued by the national,

(ii) the value of immovable property constructed by provincial or municipal governments without consid-
the taxpayer is the value of land determined ac- ering income tax exemptions.
cording to (i), as increased with constructioncosts
as duly updated between the date of conclusion of 3. Costs
the construction and the closing date of the tax

year. In establishing construction cost, invest-
In order to calculate gross income it is necessary to
deduct from sales proceeds the cost of the goods soldments made in the construction shall be updated

between the date in which each investment was
as established in accordancewith standard regulations

made and the date of conclusion of the,construc- regarding inventory valuation.

tion; The cost of assets subject to depreciation is adjusted
(iii) the value of construction work not finished yet is under updated indexespre ared by thetax administra-

the value of the land determined according to (i) tion. The cost is further acjusted by deductingdepre-
as increased with investments, which are adjusted ciation allowances.
between the date in which the investment was

made and the closing date of the tax year; and 4. Business expenses and other deductions
(iv) the value of the improvements is determined by (a) Expenses in generalupdating each investment between the date in

which the investment was made and the date of For the calculation of net income it is necessary to
conclusion, and the result is updated between the deduct from gross income the expenses which are
conclusion date and the closing date of the tax necessary to obtain the income or to maintain and
year. preserve the source of income.

In the case of sale, the allowed cost is equal to the Deductions are ruled by the principle of causality,
value for fiscal purposes established in the opening which means that expenses are deductible insofar as

inventory corresponding to the tax year in which the they relate to taxable income.
sale is made. Investmentsmade between the beginning
of the tax year and the date of sale shall be added to Expenses incurred to obtain non-taxableincome, how-

the cost, without updating. ever, are in principle non-deductible.

In principle, only expenses incurred in Argentina areIf the taxpayer can clearly prove (probar en forma allowed deduction for calculating taxable income,fehaciente) that the market cost at the end of the tax
as a

year (ejercicio) is below the value established under but the deduction of expenses incurred abroad is also
allowed if the taxpayer proves that these expensesthe aforegoing rules, immovableproperty in trade can have been made in order to obtain profits from anbe valued at the marketcost. In this case, it is necessary Argentine Moreover, commissions and

to report to the tax administration about the method source. ex-

used when filing the income tax return. penses incurred outside Argentina related to Argen-
tine-source income from exportation are allowed as a

deduction.
D. The computationof taxable income Where expenses are incurred to obtain taxable and

non-taxable income (the latter includes foreign-source1. General description income and tax-free income), they shall be appor-
In computing taxable income, it is first necessary to tioned and will only be allowed as a deduction n the
establish gross income by deducting from sales pro- proportion which is related to taxable income. The
ceeds the cost of goods sold. It is then necessary to apportionmentwill be made on a gross income basis,
establish net income by deducting from gross income but any other method may be accepted if it proves to
the business expenses, that is to say, the expenses be more rational.
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In order to take advantage of the expense deduction, wholesale price index, general level. The adjust-
expenses must be duly proven. mnt for the closing month is calculated by com-

The law also provides that, under certain limits and paring the average of monthly indexes of the cor-

conditions., the deduction of some items is specifically responding calendar year (ejercicio fiscal anual)
allowed in the computation of third category income

with the same average of the preceding calendar

(business profits). year (ejercicio fiscal anual). The limit calculated
for the closingmonth is used for the entirecalendar

The followingdiscussionshall cover only those specific year (perodo fiscal).
deductions which have been amended by the reform,
i.e. interest, salaries, entertainment expenses, direc- (f) Profit distributions
tors' fees, profit distributions, depreciation of build-

ings and losses.
Sums withdrawn by the taxpayer or partner of sole

proprietorships,general partnerships,limitedpartner-

(b) Interest ships, limitedliability companies and partnerships li-
mited by shares, in that part belonging to general

Interest on debts, their appreciation due to inflation partners, in the form of profits, salary or under any
and expenses of original financing, refinancingor can- other category involving a withdrawal of income, are

celling debts is specifically allowed as a deduction disallowed as a deduction. Any of such sums that is
under the old rules. deducted shall be added to the participation of the

The tax reform of 1985 provides that in the case of owner or partner to whom it corresponds.
individualsand undivided inheritancesthat cannot de-
monstrate that interest and other items referred to are (g) Depreciationof buildings
incurred to obtain, maintain or conserve taxable in-

come, the deduction is limited to that part of it which Depreciation is allowed on buildings and other con-

proportionally corresponds to the percentage that in- structionsmade on immovablepropertywhen they are

come producing net worth bears to total net worth, as
destined to activities or investments that produce in-

increased with goods that have been disposed of or
come subject to tax. Such depreciationis calculatedon

consumed.
the cost at a 2% rate. A higher percentage can be

accepted when sufficient proof is rovided to de-

(c) Salaries andother employment income monstrate that the useful life is less tan 50 years and
notice is given to the tax administrationwith the filing

Salaries and other remuneration paid to employees of the income tax return corresponding to the first
are deductible under old rules provided the payments calendar year (ejercicio fiscal) in which the higher
are not excessive. Payments made after the end of a percentage is used.
taxable year for services rendered during the taxable
year are deductible in the year in which the services (h) Losses
were rendered,providedthey are paid before the date
established for filing the tax return.

Rules concerning losses have been changed for (i)
combined or total losses and (ii) losses from the trans-

The reform provides that the remunerationpaid to the fer of shares.
taxpayer's spouse or relative for services actually ren- (i) In order to establish the combined or total net

dered is deductible in that part not exceedingboth the income, net results derived during the calendar
remuneration usually paid to third persons for the year (ao fiscal) from differentcategoriesare com-

same services and the remunerationpaid to the non-re- pensated with each other. The combined loss in-
lative employeeplaced in the enterprise'shighestposi- curred in a year may be carried forward to be offset
tion; however, the tax administrationmay rule other- against taxable income of other years up to 5 years
wise. from the year in which the loss was incurred.

Losses to be set off against future profits are ad-
(d) Entertainmentexpenses justed for inflation in accordance with chnges in

Entertainmentexpenses are deductible within a limit the wholesale price index, occurring between the

of 5% of remuneration paid to employees, and pro-
month of closing of the period in which they were

vided they are actually incurred and duly proved. incurred and the month of closing of the period in
which they are liquidated. Losses may not be car-

(e) Directors'fees ried back. Personal allowances granted to indi-
viduals cannot be added to the calculation of

Sums destined by stock corporationsand partnerships losses.
limited by shares to the payment of fees to members (ii) Losses incurred by stock corporations and other
of boards of directors, controllers or members of the entties and persons referred to by third category
audit committee are deductible up to the higher of: rules, upon the transfer of shares, ownership in-

25% of accounting profits of the tax year (ejer- terests in companies (cuotas o participaciones-

cicio); or sociales) and shares in common investment funds,
5,000 australes per each recipient of the fees. This can be offset against net income derived from the-

amount is to be adjusted every month by the tax transfer of similar property. These losses may be
administration on the basis of changes in the carried forward, as adjusted for inflation, up to 5
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years from the year in which the loss was incurred of future capital contributions, provided there is a

to be offset against income derived from the same duly documented or irrevocable engagement of
kind of transactions. share subscription, except for those that earn in-

terest or indexation under terms similar to those
5. Adjustment of income for inflation that may be agreed between independent parties

under normal market practices;(a) General
(xii) pendingcontributionsto be made by shareholders;

Law 21,894 of 27 October 1978 amended the income (xiii)sums due by the owner or partner for pending
tax law and introduced the adjustment of taxable in- contributions or for transactionsconcluded under
come for inflation. Important changes were intro- terms which are different from those that may be
duced later on by the tax reform of 1985, i.e. by Law agreed between independentparties under normal
23,260 published in Official Bulletin of 11 October market conditions;
1985. (xiv) in case of foreign controlled local enterprises,sums

due by a person or group of persons abroad thatIn the message attached to Law21,894 the adjustment participate, directly or indirectly, in the capital,is described as permanent, global, general and com- control or management of the local enterprise if
pulsory. Nevertneless,the scope of tne adjustmenthas the owed sum originates from contracts the terms
some limits of which the most important is that, in of which are different from those that may be
general, it covers current assets only (monetary assets agreed between independentparties under normaland inventory). market practices;
The global adjustment is applicable to income derived (xv) establishment, organization and reorganization
by stock corporations and other entities and persons expenses, as well as development, study and re-

referred to by third category rules (see II B.2.). search expenses, as far as they were allowed as a

deduction;
(b) Computationof the adjustmentbase (xvi) non-deductibleexpenses and advance paymentsof

non-deductible taxes included in assets; andIn order to calculate the adjustment it is necessary to stock-in-trade that, during the taxable period, isconsider the difference between assets and liabilities (xvii)

according to their values at the end of tte period
transferred to fixed assets.

preceding that which is being corrected.
If goods listed in (i) through (vii) are transferreddur-

For the aforesaid purposes,certain items are excluded ng the taxable period, the book value they had at the
from assets (some of them are adjusted separately), beginning of the tax year is not excluded from assets.
namely:
() real property and work in course thereon, except The liabilities to be deducted from assets are:for those representing goods for sale (bienes de liabilities in general; funds (provisionescambio); their cost is adjusted separately upon

() reserve y

sale (see III E.5(b)); previsiones) are deductible in those cases and
within the limits in which they are allowed in the

(ii) investments in materials destined to works refer- computationof taxable income;red to in (i)
(iii) movable goods subject to depreciation under the (ii) income (utilidades) received in advance and in-

income tax law, inclusive of reproducer animals
come representing gains to be collected in future

subject to depreciation; their cost is adjustedsepa-
periods;

rately upon sale (see III E.5(b)); (iii) fees and bonuses (gratificaciones)deducted in the

(iv) movable goods being processed and destined to be period for which they are paid.
incorporated in fixed assets; For adjustment purposes some items are excluded

(v) intangible goods; from liabilities, namely:
(vi) wood in the case of forestry exploitation (either () advance payments received on account of future

converted timber or standing wood); capital contributions, when there is a duly
(vii) shares and ownership interests and participations documented or irrevocable engagement of share

in companies, including shares in investment subscription which in no case earn interest or in-
funds; dexation for the contributor;

(viii)investments abroad, including financial place- (ii) sums owed to the owneror partner for transactions
ments, not producingArgentine-sourceincome or concluded under terms which are different from
not used in activities producing Argentine-source those current in the market for independent par-
income; ties; and

(ix) movable goods not subject to depreciation (e.g. (iii) in the case of foreign controlled local enterprises,
artistic works, yachts and other personal property sums owed to persons or group of persons abroad
not producing income), except for securities and that participatedirectly or indirectly in the capital,
stock-in-trade (bienes de cambio); control or management of the local enterprise, if

(x) debt claims representing signs or sums advanced the owed sum originates from contracts the terms

before the acquisition of goods listed from (i) of which are different from those that may be

through (ix) in order to freeze the price; agreed upon between independent parties under
(xi) contributionsmade and sums advancedon account normal market practices.
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(c) Valuationrules ing to the adjustment of, for example, contribu-
tions of any kind receivedby the enterprise,capitalAs stated before, in order to calculate the adjustment increases, certain investmentsabroad, and certain

it is necessary to consider assets and liabilities accord- transfers.
ing to their values at the end of the period preceding
that which is being corrected. The amount computed under the aforegoing rules is

the adjustment for inflation which if positive in-
There are, however, some items referred to below

creases the income or reduces the loss, and if nega-which, for the computation of the adjustment, are tive reduces the income or increases the loss.
valued under special rules.

Deposits, debt claims (crditos) and debts denomi- (e) Taxation rules
nated in foreign currency, and inventory of foreign
currency are valued in accordancewith the last quota- If the taxpayer's tax records, after the computationof
tion (for purchases or sales, as the case may be) in the the positive adjustment for inflation and after the
National Bank of Argentina (Banco de la Nacin Ar- deduction of losses carried forward from previous
gentina) on the closingdate, including interestaccrued periods, show a profit, the lower of the positive
up to that date. adjustment for inflation or net income can be spread

by the taxpayer over 3 consecutive calendar yearsDeposits, debt claims and debts in Argentinecurrency (perodosfiscales) (includingthe periodwhich is being
are valued in accordance with their amount on the adjusted), provided the distribution of profits (otherclosing date, including interest and indexation estab- than stock dividends) is postponed.lished in the law, a contract or a court decision, ac-

crued up to that date. For this purpose, in the case of sole proprietorships,
Government documents (ttulos pblicos) bonds and general partnerships, limitedpartnerships, limited lia-

com-
securities, including those denominatedin foreigncur- bility companies,partnerships limited by shares,

mission agents, auctioneers, consignees and similar
rency are quoted on stock exchanges (bolsas o mer- distribution withdrawal of profits is
cados), are valued in accordance with the last quota- persons, a or

deemed to exist when the amountof such distributions
tion on the closing date. Those that are not quoted are

or withdrawals exceed, in the corresponding tax yearvalued at cost as increased with interest, indexation (ejercicio), 3 times the basic personal allowance
and exchange differences accrued up to the closing (ganancia no imponible) of the owner or of each part-date.

ner.

(d) Computationof the adjustment
The amounts that are deferred shall be adjusted in
accordancewith Law 21,281 on the basis of changes in

After the reform of 1985, the adjustment is computed the index between the closing month of the tax year
in two stages and is equal to the combined result (ejercicio) in which the adjustmentwas made and the
thereof. The first stage deals with net worth at the end closing month of the tax year (ejercicio) to which the
of the period preceding that which is being corrected. installment is allocated.
The second stage relates to changes in assets and

If during the periods following the period in which the
liabilities during the period which is being adjusted. taxpayer decided to spread the corresponding sum

The difference in value between assets and liabilities, over 3 years, as aforesaid, a loss for tax purposes is
computed under the rules referred to above, is ad- incurred, that loss shall be reduced:
justed in the same proportion as the increase of the - by the installmentsofpositiveadjustmentsfrom
wholesaleprice index general level between the end of previous periods to be allocated to the period in
the period preceding that which is being adjusted, at which the loss is incurred; and
the end of the period which is being adjusted. - by the installmentsofpositiveadjustmentsfrom

The adjustment is deemed to be negative when as- previous periods to be allocated to periods follow-

sets exceed liabilities and positive when assets are ing the period in which the loss was incurred.

less than liabilities. Taxpayers subject to the global adjustment for infla-

The adjustment resulting from the above rules is tion shall include, in their profits or losses, the sums

further increased or reduced, as the case may be, by originating from the indexation of debt claims, debts

the adjustments corresponding to changes during the or securities (other than shares) established in a law,
taxable period, namely:

contract or court ruling, computedbetween the begin-
(i) it is increasedby a positiveadjustmentcorrespond- ning of the period (acquisition date if acquired during

ing to the adjustmentof, for example,withdrawals the period) and the end of the period. For securities

made by owners or partners, funds or goods trans- quoted in the stock exchange, the quotation is taken.

ferred without proper consideration;dividenddis- As regards deposits, inventory, debt claims and debts
tributions (except for stock dividends), capital re- denominatedn foreign currency, taxpayers subject to

ductions, fees paid in excess of the limits estab- the adjustment of income for inflation shall also in-
lished in the law, and acquisitionofgoodsexcluded clude in their profits or losses the results derived from
from the adjustment base; and changes in the foreignexchange rate occurredbetween

(ii) it is reduced by a negative adjustmentcorrespond- the end of the preceding period (acquisition date if
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acquired during the period) and the end of the taxable In general, interest is taxed as ordinary income and is
period. subject to withholding tax at source.

Exemptions, whether complete or partial, already es- The rate of the withholding depends on whether the
tablished or that may be established in the future payer is a financial institution or not and on whether
through special laws as regards documents (ttulos), the recipient is registered with the tax administration
bills, bondsand securities issuedby the central govern- or not, namely:
ment, provincesor municioalities,shall not be enjoyed - if the payer is a bank, financial institution or stock
by stock corporations andother entities and persons exchange agent and the recipient is registeredwith
referred to by third category rules (see II B.2.). the tax administration, the rate is 3%;

if the payer is a bank, financial institution or stock-

exchange agent and the recipient is not registered
E. The computationof the tax with the tax administration, the rate is 7%;

if the payer is not a bank, financial institution or-

1. Tax rates stock exchange agent and the recipient is regis-
tered with the tax administration, the rate is 7%

The net taxable profits of resident corporations and and is applied on the amount exceeding a certain
partnerships limited by shares, in that part belonging minimum; and
to limited partners, are subject to income tax at a flat - if the payer is not a bank, financial institution or
rate of 33%, providedsuch entitieshave been incorpo- stock exchangeagent and the recipient is not regis-rated in Argentina. tered with the tax administration, the rate is 25%
Net taxable income of general partnerships, limited and is applied on the amount exceeding a certain

liability companies, limited partnerships and partner- minimum.

ships limited by shares (in that part belongingto gener- The withholding tax may be credited against the in-
al partners) is deemed to be automaticallydistributed come tax.
and subject to tax in the hands of the recpient only. The withholdingof the is applicable in specifiedtax not
Net taxable income of permanent establishmentsbe- instances, which include interest:
longing to any entities and enterprises established _ paid on different kinds of deposits in financial in-
abroador to non-resident individuals is subject to in- stitutionssubject to the provisions of Law 21,256;
come tax at a 45% flat rate. this income is taxable if derived by taxpayers sub-
Non-resident individuals, corporations, companies ject to the global adjustment of income for infla-
and other entities are subject to a 45% withholdingtax tion;
on net profits received, except for dividendswhich are

- from brokerage operations of financial institu-
taxed at other rates (17.5% or 22.5%). tions; this income is taxable if derived by taxpayers

subject to the global adjustment of rncome for
2. Tax credits inflation;

paid on the price of balance of sales made on credit-

Taxes withheld at source and advance payments are or paid in arrears;
credited against the final tax. If taxable income in- - paid to shareholders or partners of companies or-
cludes income from transfers subject to the tax on ganized in Argentina;
transfer of securities, such a tax can, after the 1985 tax _ presumed on sales on credit;
reform, be credited against the income tax, up to a - paid or credited on deposits in foreign currency;limit of: - paid or credited on deposits required for imports33% for stock corporations and partnerships li- otherwise required by the law; and-

or
mited by shares, in that part belonging to limited - paid to insurance companies, capitalization com-
partners; and panies, public utilities, transportation enterprises15% for other taxpayers. banks.-

or

3. Royalties
F. Taxationof particular tems of income

The taxation of royalties has not been changed by the
reform.1. Dividends

Dividends paid to stock dorporations, partnerships li- Royalties paid to third category taxpayers are subject
mited by shares, civil associations or foundations, to income tax under general rules for third category
companies belonging to the government and perma- taxpayers.
nent establishmentsbelongingto non-residentsare not Residents who habituallydevelop research in order to
included in the taxable income of the recipient. obtain assets which may produce royalties must also

calculatetheir incomeunderthird categoryprovisions.
2. Interest

Royalty payments exceedinga certain sum are subjectThe taxation of interest has not been changed by the to withholding of income tax at source on their gross
reform. amount.
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In the case of payments to companies and sole propri- made for urbanizationpurposes; and

etorships that adjust their income for inflation (global (iii) gains derived from immovable property built and

adjustment), the withholding tax is also applied on sold according to Law 13,512 (buildings divided
sums representing the indexation of the royalty. into flats or apartments).
The rate of the withholding depends on whether the Gain from the transfer of movable depreciable assets

recipient is registered with the tax administration or other than securities are subject to income tax under

not, namely: general rules irrespectiveof the recipient, but the cost

if the recipient is registered with the tax adminis- of the assets is adjusted for inflation when calculating-

tration the rate is 7%; and the profit.
if the recipient is not registeredwith the tax admin- Companieshave the option of treating the results from-

istration the rate is 25%. the sale of depreciable assets as a profit or loss for the
The withholding tax does not apply to royalties pad financial year, or they may defer income taxation by
to insurance companies, capitalization companes, deducting the profits on sale from the cost of the new

public utilities, transportationenterprisesor banks. asset.

However, in order to defer taxation on gains derived
4. Service fees from the transfer of immovable property, it is neces-

The taxation of services was not changed by the re- sary to reinvest the entire proceeds derived from the

form. transfer.

Service fees paid to third category taxpayers are sub- In the case of stock corporationsand other entitiesand

ject to income tax under the general rules for third persons referred to by third category rules (see II

category taxpayers. B.2.), gains from the transferof shares, bonds, deben-
tures and securities are also subject to income tax

Service fees exceeding a certain sum are also subject under general rules.
to withholding of income tax at source.

In the case of payments to companiesand sole propri- (b) Computationof income

etorships that adjust their income for inflation (global When movable property subject to depreciation is

adjustment), the withholding tax is also appled on sold, gross income is determined by deducting from
sums representing the indexation of the fee. the sale price, the cost established according to the

The withholding tax does not apply to: following rules:

commissionsand other remunerationpaid to pub- i)-

the cost of goods acquired by the taxpayer is the

licity agencies; acquisition cost, as updated in accordance with

remuneration of construction works (locaciones on
-

indexes prepared by the tax administration the

de obra) basis of changes in the wholesaleprice index, gen-
,

service fees paid to insurance companies, capitali--

eral level, between the date of purchase and the

zation companies, public utilities, transportation date of sale and reduced by depreciation allow-

enterprisesor banks. ances calculated on the updated values; and
(ii) for goods processed, produced or constructed by

The rate of the withholding depends on whether the the taxpayer, the processing cost, production cost.
recipient is registered with the tax administration or or construction cost is determined by updating
not: each sum invested between the date of the nvest-

if the recipient is registered with the tax adminis- ment and the date of conclusion of the processing,-

tration the rate is 7%; and production or construction. The result is updated
if the recipient is not registeredwith the tax admin- etween this last date and the date of sale and-

istration the rate is 25%. reduced by depreciation allowances calculated on

updated values.e

5. Capital gains The gross income from the sale of immovableproperty
(a) Taxation rules not representing stock-in-trade is determined by de-

Capital gains are subject in Argentina to different tax ducting, from the sale price, the cost computed under

regimes according to the person, activity and property
the following rules:

which is involved. (i) the cost of immovable property acquired by the

taxpayer is the acquisitioncost, includingexpenses
The following gains are subject to normal income tax necessary for the transaction, as updated between
under ordinary rules: the date of purchase and the date of sale;
(i) gains derived by: (ii) for immovable property constructed by the tax-

any kind of company; payer, the value of the land determinedunder (i)-

permanent establishments belonging to en- above, is increased by the construction cost up--

tities organized abroad or belonging to non- dated between the date of conclusion of the con-

resident individuals; struction and the date of sale; for this purpose the
sole proprietorships; construction cost is established by updating each-

(ii) gains derived from the division of land (loteo) investment between the date in which the invest-
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ment was made and the date of conclusion of the indexes are specified by the tax administrationon the
construction; and basis of data provided by the statistics agency. The

(i) for construction work (not concluded yet), the coefficient of the updating is calculated considering
value of land determined under (i) plus invest- the change in the wholesale price index, general level,
ments, as adjusted between the date in which each by comparing the average of the monthly indexes of
one was made and the date of sale, is taken. the corresponding calender year (ao fiscal) and the

If the property which is sold was used for activities or average of the monthly indexes corresponding to the

investments producing taxable income, the value re- preceding calendar year (ao fiscal).
sulting from the aforegoing computations is reduced Family and other allowancesare annually fixed consid-
by depreciation allowances corresponding to the ering the aggregate of the corresponding monthly
periods during which the property was used for such amounts.
activities.

Similar rules are applicable to the adjustmentof allow-
Gross income from the transfer of goodwill, ances and bracketscorrespondingto withholdingtaxes
trademarks, patents, concession rights and other simi- levied as an advancepaymenton employmentincome.
lar assets, is established by deducting from the sale
price the acquisition cost as updated between the date
of purchase and the date of sale. The result is reduced 2. Taxable persons

by amortizationscalculated on the updated values. (a) Taxable persons in general
Gross income derived from the transfer of shares, Resident individuals and undivided inheritances are

ownership interests or participations in companies, covered by the income tax. The rates are progressive.
includingshares in common investmentfunds, is deter-
mined by deducting from the transfer price the acqui- (b) Rules for marriedcouples
sition cost, updated in accordance with changes in the
wholesale price index, general level, between the date The spouse files a separate return. However, income
of acquisitton and the date of transfer. In the case of from property acquired during the marriage (bienes
stock dividends, the acquisition cost is the updated gananciales) is allocated to the husband, except in
face value (valor nominal). For allocation purposes, those cases where:

the f.i.f.o, method is used. No cost is computed in the - the income is derived from property acquired by
case of transferof shares received as exempt dividends the wife with proceeds from the exercise of a pro-
as from taxable periods beginning after 4 October fession, vocation, employment, commerce or n-

1985. dustry;
the property of the spouses has been separated by-

When public documents (ttulos pblicos), bonds and a court decision (separacin judicial de bienes);
the other securities are sold, the deductible cost shall - the administrationof the propertyacquiredduring
be equal to the value for fiscal purposes appearing in the marriage (bienes gananciales) has been
the opening inventory of the tax year (ejercicio) in charged to the wife by a court decision.
which the sale was made. If the acquisition was made
during the tax year, the cost is the price of purchase. The following income is allocated to the corresponding
For allocation purposes the f.i.f.o, method is used. spouse:

income from personal activities (profession, voca--

When profits are derived from the sale of non- tion, employment, commerce and industry);
specified goods (other than stock in trade) the result - income rom property belonging to the spouse;is established by deducting, from the value of sale, the - income from property acquired.-with proceeds
acquiition, production or construction cost and the from the exercise of the spouse's profession,voca-
amount of mprovements. tion, employment, commerce or ndustry.

3. Taxable incomeIV. TAXATIONOF RESIDENT INDIVIDUALS

(a) The concept of income

A. Taxationof total income Individuals and undivided inheritances are subject to
income tax on their total income.

1. General description Profits derived by sole proprietorships, general
As stated before, the general income tax is levied at partnerships, limited partnershipsand limited liability
different rates for individualsand legal entities. companies are deemed to be entirely allocated to the

Individuals and undivided inheritances are subject to
owner or distributed among partners or members. In
the case of partnershipslimited by shares, each generalincome tax on their total income at progressive rates,

as shown in Table 1. partner (socio comanditario) is deemed to have re-

ceived that part of the profits which corresponds to his
Non-taxable minimum income and the bracketsof the interest in the partnership. This means that the owner
income tax scale for individuals are automaticallyand or partner must includehis share of the entity's income
annually corrected by applyingofficial indexes. These in his total income.
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(b) Exempt income
Table 1

As explained in II B.3. above, income may be exempt
in accordancewith Article 20 of the income tax law or Individual income tax rates

under tax incentive measures.
Taxablebase (australes) Fixedamount+ %onexcess

(c) Allowances
-- 510 -- 1

510 1,200 35.7 8
In computing their taxable income, resident individu- 1,200 1,880 90.9 9

als can deduct personal allowances. An individual is 1,880 2,740 152.1 10

considered to be a resident: 2,740 3,770 238.1 11

if h was present in Argentina for more than 6 3,770 5,140 315.4 12
-

months during the taxable year;
5,140 6,510 515.8 13

if he is abroad, but discharges official duties on 6,510 8,570 693.9 15
-

behalf of the Central Government, provinces or
8,570 11,140 1,002.9 17

11,140 13,710 1,439.8 19
municipalities;or 13,710 16,280 1,928. 1 21
if he is an Argentine citizen and discharges duties 16,280 19,710 2,467.8 23-

in international bodies of which Argentina is a 19,710 23,990 3,256.7 26
member. 23,990 28,280 4,369.0 29

28,280 32,560 5,614.0 32

The allowancesprovided by the law are: 32,560 37,700 6,983.6 35

personal allowances 37,700 42,840 8,782.6 38
-

basic personal allowance (ganancia 42,840 51,410 10,735.8 41
--

no imponible) 2,000 australes 51,410 14,249.5 45

family allowances- Note that brackets of the income tax scale for individuals
spouse 1,000australes are automaticallyand annually corrected by applyingoffi--

dependant ascendant, cial indexes.-

descendant, brother or sister 500 australes

expense allowances-

funeral expenses incurred in-

Argentina by the taxpayer or
B. Taxationof particular items of income

his dependents, up to 400 australes
1. Business income

life insurance premums,-

up to 400 australes Business income of individuals is included in total in-
contributionsmade for charitable come and taxed at progressive rates ranging from 7%-

purposes and premiums paid to to 45%, as shown in Table 1.
institutions that cover medical The owner or partnerof a sole proprietorship,generalservices to the taxpayer and

partnership, limited partnership and limited liabilityhis family actual amount

special allowance (deduccin especial) must include his share of the entity's income
-

company

deduction from earned income 2,500 australes in his total income.

2. Dividends

4. Computationof the tax (a) Dividends in general

(a) Tax rates Several amendments were introduced by the tax re-

form concerning the taxation of dividends. Such taxa-
After the 1985 tax reform, the income tax is levied on tion varies depending on whether the recipient iden-
the income of individualsat progressive rates as shown tifies himself upon collection of the dividend or not.
in Table 1.

Dividendspaid by stock corporationsand partnerships
(b) Tax credits

limited by shares to resident individuals who identify
themselves upon collection of the dividend are not

If the taxable income of an individual includes divi- subject to the withholdingof the income tax at source.

dends distributed by stock corporations or partner- These dividendsare included in the aggregate income

ships limited by shares, the shareholdershall credit, as of the recipient and taxed at progressive rates ranging
an advance payment, the increase in the tax liability from 7% to 45%, as shown in Table 1. But, the reci-

resulting from the inclusion of such dividends (the pient shall treat the increase in the tax liability result-
credit referred to cannotexceed27.50% of dividends). ing from the inclusion of the dividend as an advance

If taxable income includes income from transfers sub- payment to be credited against his final liability, up to

ject to the tax on the transfer of securities, such a tax
a limit of 27.5% of the dividend.

can be credited against the income tax, up to a limit. Dividends paid to resident individuals who do not

In the case of individuals and undivided inheritances identify themselves upon collection of the dividend
the limit is 15%. are subject to a 22.5% withholding tax which is final.
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Dividends are taxable irrespective of the company payer is a financiai institution or not and on whether
funds out of which they are paid (e.g. reserves irre- the recipient is registered with the tax administration
spective of their establishment, foreign-source in- or not, namely:
come, capital gains, exempt income and so on). - if the payer is a bank, financial institution or stock

Dividends in kind, other than stock dividends, are exchange agent and the recipient is registeredwith
the tax administration, the rate is 3%;computed in accordance with their current market
if the is bank, financial institution stockvalue on the distribution date.

- payer a or

exchange agent and the recipient is not registered
If the distribution of dividends in kind is made with with the tax administration, the rate is 7%;
goods, the current market value of which is other than - if the payer is not a bank, financial institution or
the cost for tax purposes, the aggregated difference is stock exchange agent and the recipient is regis-
treated as a taxable result of the distributing entity in tered with the tax administration, the rate is 7%
the year in which the distribution is made. and is applied on the amount exceeding a certain

In the case of dividends in kind, the goods received by minimum; and

the beneficiarymay be subsequentlysubject to income
- if the payer is not a bank, financial institution or

tax or capital gains tax, under ordinary rules, upon
stock exchangeagent and the recipient is not regis-

their transfer by the beneficiary (taking the market tered with the tax administration, the rate is 25%

value on the distribution date as cost). and is applied on the amount exceeding a certain
minimum.

(b) Stock dividends The withholding tax may be credited against the in-

The taxation of stock dividends also varies depending
come tax.

on whether the recipient identifieshimselfupon collec- The withholdingof the tax is not applicable in specified
tion of the dividend or not. instances (already referred to in III E.2.).
Stock dividends distributed to persons who identify
themselvesupon collectionof the dividendare exempt 4. Royalties
from income tax.

(a) Taxable amount
Stock dividends paid to persons who do not identify Royalties paid to individuals (or precisely tothemselvesupon collectionof the dividend are subject

more

to a 22.5% withholding tax which is final. taxpayersnot included in the third category) are consi-
dered to be second category income and some special

Stock dividendsderived from duly authorized revalua- rules govern deductions.
tions or adjustments in the value of goods are not
included in the recipient's net income, provided they

When royalties are obtained through the definitive
do not originate from net profits already realized by

transfer of any kind of assets, 25% of the received

the company.
sums up to the book valueof the asset can be deducted.
When royalties are obtained through the temporary

(c) Profitsofunincorporatedentities (entitiesother transfer of assets, they can be depreciatedor depleted
thanstockcorporations) according to general rules.

Profits derived by sole proprietorships, general For costs and expenses incurred outside Argentina, a

partnerships, limited partnershipsand limited liability single deduction of 40% of the amount of royalties
companies are deemed to be entirely allocated to the received is allowed.
owner or distributed among partners or members.

Residents who habitually develop research in order to
In the case of partnerships limited by shares, the pro- obtain assets which may produce royalties must calcu-
fits are deemed to be distributed in accordance with late their income under third category provisions and
the percentageof the interest in the partnership'scap- not under the aforesaid rules.
ital belonging to each general partner (socios coman-

ditados). (b) Taxationof royalties
Losses originating in the transfer of shares or owner- The taxation of royalties was not changed by the re-

ship interests in companies cannot be allocated or dis- form.
tributed as aforesaid, but they can be offset by the
company, association or enterprise under ordinary Royalties paid to taxpayers not included in the third

rules. category are considered to be second category income
and taxed under ordinary rules. This means that they

3. Interest are included in the combined income of the recipient
and taxed at progressive rates ranging from 7% to

The taxation of interest has not been changed by the 45%, as shown in Table 1.
reform.

Royalty paymentsexceedinga certain sum are subject
In general, interest is taxed as ordinary income and is to withholding of income tax at source on their gross
subject to withholding tax at source. amount.

The rate of the withholding depends on whether the The rate of the withholding depends on whether the
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recipient is registered with the tax administration or the ordinary income tax under rules discussed in

not, namely: III E.5(a);
if the recipient is registered with the tax adminis- gains derived from the transfer of documents

-

-

tration the rate is 7%; and (ttulos), shares and other securities (valores
if the recipient is not registeredwith the tax admin- mobiliarios), provided such gains are not subject-

istration the rate is 25%. to the ordinary income tax or are exempt there-
from (i.e. provided such gains are derived by indi-

5. Service fees viduals other than commission agents, auc-

The taxation of service fees was not changed by the tioneers, consignees and other trade agents not

reform. specifically included in the fourth category); and

any gain or capital increase (enriquecimiento)not-

Service fees derived by individualsare taxed as income subject to the ordinary income tax, the tax on

from independent work under rules discussed in games and sporting contests (impuesto a deter-

B.7(b) below. This means that they are included in the minados juegos de sorteo y concursos deportivos)
combined income of the recipient and taxed at pro- or the tax on foreign exchange (Impuestosobre las

gressive rates ranging from 7 /o to 45%, as shown in Ventas, Compras,Cambioo Permutade Divisas).
Table 1.

Service fees exceeding a certain sum are also subject (c) Exemptgains
to withholdingof income tax at source. The following are exempt from the capital gains tax:

-

The rate of the withholding depends on whether the gratuitous
transfers of

gains;
tangible movable goods acquired by-

recipient is registered with the tax administration or the taxpayer for his personal use or for the use of
not: his family, except for antiques, works of art and

if the recipient is registered with the tax adminis--

luxury investments;
tration the rate is 7%; and transfers of documents (ttulos), shares, charters-

if the recipient is not registeredwith the tax admin--

(cdulas), bills, bonds and other securities issued
istration the rate is 25%. or that may be issued by official or mixed entities,

The withholding tax does not apply to paymentsmade in that part corresponding to the national Treas-

to managing partners of limited liability companies, ury, provinces or municipalities, provided the

limited companies and companies limited by shares as exemption is established in a general law or is

compensation for their managerial work. granted by the Executive Branch;
transfers of property belonging to foreign ambas--

6. Capital gains sadors or consulsor to their personnelor relatives,

(a) General information
provided the benefit is established in international
agreements or is applicable on the basis of reci-

As stated before,.capitalgains are subjectin Argentina procity. The same applies to propertybelongingto

to different tax regimes according to the person, activ- representatives or agents performing their duties

ity and property which is involved. In the case of in international bodies of which Argentina is a

individuals, capital gains are normally subject to spe- member; and

cial taxation. - capital gains derived up to a certain sum per year

Argentina levies a capital gains tax which was gov-
by resident individuals (see (h) below).

erned until 31 December 1985 by Law 21,284 of 2 (d) Taxablescope
April 1976, cdified in 1977. As from 1 January 1986,
Law 21,284 is revoked and replaced by Law 23,259 The special tax is levied on Argentine-sourcecapital
published in Official Bulletin of 11 October 1985, gains only.
which introduced several changes. Gains are deemed to be Argentine-sourceif they origi-
Under the new law, individuals and undivided inheri- nate from goods situated, placed or economically
tances, whether resident or not, obtaining Argentine- utilized in Argentina, or from the performance in Ar-

source gains from specified transactionsare subject to gentina of any act or activity that may produce gains,
a capital gains tax which is effectiveup to 31 December or from events that occurredin Argentina. The nation-

1995. Entities are in no case subject to this tax and ality, domicile or residence of the owner of goods or

their capital gains are normally taxed as ordinary in- of the parties to the transactions, and the place where
contracts are concluded, are immaterial for the

come. aforesaid purposes.

(b) Taxable gains Transfers of funds abroad or from abroad into Argen-
The capital gains tax is levied on:

tina are deemed to relate or originatefrom Argentine-
gains derived from the transfer of real property, source gains unless the taxpayer can demonstrate the

-

transfer of the right to acquire the same property origin of the transfer.

(boletos de compraventa), transfer of movable (e) Computationof taxable gains
goods, ownership interests or participations in

companies, provided such gains are not subject to Gains shall be determinedby deducting from the price
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of the transfer, the direct cost and expenses of the securities (valores mobiliarios) is determined by up-
transaction, except the capital gains tax itself. dating the acquisition value in accordancewith a table
In the computation of taxable gains costs may be up- prepared by the tax administration on the basis of

dated for inflation; the updatings provided for in the changes in the wholesale price index, general level, as

from the acquisition month. For securities (valorescapital gains tax law are made in accordance with a
mobiliarios) quoted stock exchanges (bolsas)table prepared by the tax administration on the basis on or

of changes in the wholesaleprice index, general level, markets, acquired before 31 December 1985, the tax-

supplied by the National Institute of Statistics and payer can choose to treat the quotation on such date
as acquisition value and 31 December 1985 as theCensus (Instituto Nacional de Estadstica y Censos). acquistion date. The resulting value is updated in

Shareholders that acquire shares from other share- accordance with a table prepared by the tax adminis-
holders and must transfer the shares to the issuing tration on the basis of changes in the wholesale price
entity by way of redemption shall consider, as the index, general level, as from December 1985. No cost

price of the transfer, the face value (valor nominal) of is computed for the transferof shares received as stock
the redeemed shares, as updated in accordance with dividends as from 1 January 1986. For allocation pur-
the table referred to above, between the month of poses the f.i.f.o, method is used.
subscription and the month of the redemption. When transferring ownership interests and participa-

tions in companies, the differencebetween the transfer
(f) Costs value and the amount of the interest or participation
In general, the cost is established on the basis of the of the transferor partner (socio cedente) shall be

acquisition, constructionor productioncosts, plus im- treated as taxable gain, as established under the rules
of the net worth tax.2 This includes assets not com-provements made to conserve or increase the value of

the relevant goods. puted for such tax.

In the case of acquired by inheritance, legacyIn the case of transfer of immovable property, the
gift, the acquisition

property
value is the value of thefollowing rules are used for the computation of costs:

or property
(i) the acquisition cost, plus expenses necessary to

when in the hands of the deceased or donor, under

carry out the transaction, or the construction cost rules established for the income tax at the date of the

plus the cost of land, or the value of the improve- declaration of the inheritors, declarationof validity of

ments, is updated as from the date of acquisition, testament or acquisition, as the case may be.
conclusion of construction or investment, as the
case may be. The value of the construction or (g) Losses
improvement is determined by updating each in-
vestment between the month in which it was made When transactions, acts or activities subject to the
and the month of conclusion of the constructionor capital gains tax result in a loss, t+e loss can be com-

improvement; and pensated with other taxable gains derived in the same

(ii) that part of the value established under rules dis- calendar year. If such losses cannot be offset aganst
cussed (i) above, corresponding to buildings, con- other gains as aforesaid, the uncompensated balance
structions or improvements is reduced by a depre- can be carried forward for 5 years, to be compensated
ciation allowance of 2% per year, computed as with other taxable gains, but the compensation with
from the date of acquisition or conclusion of the income subject to the ordinary income tax is not per-
constructionorimprovement,as the case may be. mitted.

For immovable property acquired or constructed be- Nevertheless, losses incurred upon the transfer of
fore 1946, the taxpayer can choose to take as acquisi- shares, ownership interests and participations in com-

tion value, the cadastral value in force on 1 January of panies can be compensatedonly with gains derived in
such year. In this case, both the 2% depreciation al- the same calendar year from the transfer of the same

lowance computed on that part of the cadastrai value property. If that compensation is not possible, the

corresponding to buildings or onstructions, and the uncompensated sum can be deducted from net gains
updating referred to in (i), shall be made from January derived from the same kind of transactionswithin the
1946. following 5 years. The deduction referred to is not

permitted in the case of losses incurred when shares
The cost of tangible movable property shall be deter- acquired from other shareholdersare redeemedby the
mined by updating the value of acquisition or produc- issuing entity.tion, from the month of acquisition or conclusion of
production, as the case nay be, in accordance with a Losses that are carried forward to be compensated in
table prepared by the tax administration on the basis future tax years can be updated in accordancewith the
of changes in the wholesale price index, general level. table prepared by the tax administrationon the basis
For property acquired before 31 December 1985, the ofchanges in the wholesaleprice index, general level.

taxpayer can choose to consider the market value as
cost. In this case, the cost is updated as from December
1985.

2. For further informationonthenet worth tax, see 6.01 inthe Argentine
The cost of the documents (ttulos), shares and other chapter of CorporateTaxation in Latin America.
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(h) Personalallowance - shares, debentures and other securities issued by
Resident taxpayers can deduct from their net gain, a companies established in Argentina.
minimum exempt allowance of 1,500 australes per Law 21,280 of 25 October 1977 exempts the transfer

year, as adjusted in accordancewith the table prepared of Bills of the National Treasury as well as swap oper-
by the tax administrationon.the basis of changes ln the ations, stock exchange guarantees, and other transac-

wholesale price index, general level. tions not involving a final transfer of ownership.
For the aforesaid purposes, there shall be considered Decree 649 of 13 July 1981 published on 16 July 1981
as residentsof Argentina, those individualsthat live in exempts from the tax on security transfers:

Argentinafor more than 6 months in the calendaryear - the distribution of stock dividends;
(ao fiscal), and those who are abroad rendering ser- - securities distributed as a consequence of the

vices to the national government, provinces or muni- capitalization of the appreciation resulting from a

cipalities, or working in international bodies of which revaluation;
Argentina is a member. - transfers which are a direct consequenceof a com-

pany reorganization;and

( Computationand paymentof the tax
- transactions representing the original placement

of a security.
The annual taxable net capital gain is taxed at a 15%
rate.

After the tax reform of 1985, the tax on transfers of
securities is calculated at a 0.75% rate, applied to the

If the computationof gains subject to the capital gains value of the transaction.
tax includes gains derived from transferssubject to the
tax on the transfer of securities, the tax paid on the The tax referred to herein is creditable within certain

transfer of securities is creditable against the capital limits against the liability to the income tax or to the

gains tax up to a limit of 15% of the gain derived from capital gains tax.

the taxable securities.
7. Income from work

(j) Roll-overforthe taxpayer'shouse (a) Employment income

When a taxpayersells his only dwelling house in order Employment income is included in the individual's
to acquire or construct another one for the same pur- total income and taxed under rules discussed in IV A.

pose, the taxpayer can choose to pay the tax resulting above.
from the sale or deduct the gain from the cost of the
new property, under regulations to the law. This elec-

A withholdingtax is levied on monthlysalaries. Brack-

tion can also be made when the taxpayer transfers his ets are adjusted for inlation every month.

only dwelling house and/or land for the construction The following allowances can be taken in computing
of an apartment building, provided the taxpayer re- employmentincome (amounts in australesfor January
ceives, for the transfer, up to a maximumof one dwel- 1986):
ling unit in the new apartment building. - basic personal allowances

The option shall be made at the documentationof the (ganancia no imponible) 168

sale. Within 1 year from such documentation, the tax-
- spouse 84

payer shall prove the acquisition of the new property
- dependent ascendant,

and its destination for his own dwelling. descendant, brother or sister 42
funeral expenses incurred in-

Notaries, auctioneers, brokers, commission agents, Argentina by the taxpayer or

other intermediaries and the buyer are required to his dependents, up to 34
withhold the capital gains tax at source or to act as - life insurance premums, up to 34

reporting agents. - deduction from earned income 210

(k) Transferssubjectto the taxon transfersofsecurities The rates of the withholdingtax are shown in Table 2.

Transfers of shares, bonds, debentures and other se-

curities located in Argentina are subject to the tax on (b) Income from independentwork

transfers of securities. Income from independent personal services is in-

Transfers for a consideration of shares and participa-
cluded in the individual's total income and taxed under

tions in limited liability companies, limited partner-
rules discussed in IV A.

ships and partnerships limited by shares, for that part Income from independentwork is also subject to the

belonging to the paid-in capital, are also subject to the withholdingof income tax at source.

same tax on transfers of securities. The rate of the withholding depends on whether the

For the purposes of the tax, the following assets are recipient is registered with the tax administration or

deemed to be located in Argentina: not:
the securities issued by the Central Government, if the recipient is registered with the tax adminis--

-

provinces and municipalities;and tration the rate is 7%; and
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The 1985 tax reform provides that, for withholdingTable 2
purposes, net income from Argentine sources is nor-

Withholding tax on salaries (January 1986) mally presumed to be a percentageof gross payments,
which percentage is generally different from that pro-

Taxablebase(in australes) Fixedamount+ percentage vided for by the old legislation.
onexcess Thus, net income derived by non-residents from

42,815 -- 1 Argentine sources is presumed to be a percentage of

42,815 100,740 2,995 8 the gross considerationspaid for the leasing of mova-

100,740 157,825 7,630 9 ble property, foreign loans, licensing of patents,
157,,825 230,025 12,770 10 exploitationof copyrights, technical assistance, letting
230,025 316,490 19,990 11 of real property and remuneration pad to ntellectu-
316,490 431,505 29,500 12 als, technicians, professionals and artists (see V. D.
431,505 546,515 43,300 13 below).546,515 719,450 58,250 15

719,450 935,205 84,190 17 Argentine-sourcenet income is also presumed to be,
935,205 1,150,955 120,870 19 with right to rebuttal, 50% of the considerationfor the

1,150,955 1,366,705 161,865 21 transfer of goods situated, located or economically
1,366,705 1,654,655 207,175 23 used in Argentina, but belonging to enterprises or
1,654,655 2,013,960 273,405 26
2,013,960 2 374,195 366,325 29 companies organized, established or Iocatedabroad.

In this case the taxpayer can choose to be taxed on
2,374,195 2,733,410 471,265 32
2,733,410 3,164,915 586,245 35 actual net income and deduct from gross income ex-

3,164,915 3,596,420 737,,270 38 penses incurred in Argentina which are necessary to

3,596,420 4,315,870 901,240 41 obtain, maintain or conserve the income and other
4,315,870 -- 1,196,215 45 deductionsauthorizedby the law underordinaryrules.

In the case of unspecified income, Argentine-source
net income is presumed to be, without right to rebut-

if the recipient is not registeredwith the tax admin--

tal, 80% of Therefore, only 80%
istration the rate is 25%. gross payments. as

of the amount of unspecified income paid to non-resi-
dents is taxable at the 45%, the effective total rate is

(c) Directors'fees 36% of gross receipts.
Directors' fees are included in the individual's total Note, however, that, in the case of dividends, profits
income and taxed under rules discussed in IV A. of permanentestablishmentsand profits of unincorpo-
Fees paid to resident directors are subject to a 7% rated entities deemed to be distributed to non-resi-

withholding tax which is creditable against the final dents, the withholding tax is levied on the entire divi-

liability of the recipient. dend or profit.
Under General Resolution of the tax administration
2,529 of 12 March 1985, published in the Official Bul-

V. TAXATIONOF NON-RESIDENTS letin of 14 March 1985, if the income tax is sustained
by the payer, the taxable income must be grossed up

A. General description with the tax. This grossingup does not apply to interest
paid on foreign financingdestined for industry, mining

1. Concept of non-resident and the extraction of natural resources.

Argentine law does not provide a general concept of
non-resident companies or individuals for tax or

3 Taxation of excess profits
corporate law purposes.

For the purposesof withholding taxes, however, there A special tax (which was not changed by the tax re-

shall be consideredas non-residentsthose who receive form) is levied on after tax income (and repatriable
their income abroad either directly or through attor- capital gains derived from the disposal of the invest-

neys (apoderados), agents, representatives or any ment) exceeding in a year 12% of the registered
other commissioner (mandatario) in Argentina, and foreign investments as follows:

-

those who receive their income in Argentina, but do
on profits between 12 and 15% the tax is 15%;

-

not prove permanent residency in the country.
on profits between 15 and 20% the tax is 20% ; and
on profits above 20% the tax is 25%.-

An excess of profits (or capital gains) in one year may2. General rules for non-residents be set off against profits of less then 12% of registered
Net income from Argentine sources paid to non-resi- foreign investment capital in the 5 previous years.
dent corporations, companies, enterprises and indi- Registered capital is defined as investments and rein-
viduals is subject to a 45% withholdng tax which is vestments registered at the end of the taxable period
final. This tax is not applicable to dividendsand similar preceding payment, less repatriations previously
income for which there are special rules (to be dealt made. Where capital gains are derived from the dis-
with below). posal of part of the registered capital, only the corres-
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ponding proportionalpart thereof is taken for compu-. Fees and other remunerationpaid to either related or

tation of the tax. unrelated companies for technical assistance from

Some profits are not taxed, i.e. profits arising from abroadwill be deductibleprovided they do not exceed:

unregistered investments; profits from unregistered
- 3% of the sales or receipts established as the pay-

temporary investments;and profitsnot exceeding12% ment in the contract;
of registered capital. An exemption from the tax is

- 5% of the amount of the investmentactually made

granted to: profits reinvested in Argentina, either in on the basis of technical assistance.

the same or another enterprise; profits paid to foreign In the particular case of related companies, the law
controlled local enterprises; and profits paid in stock establishes that contracts having as their principal or

dividends. secondary objective the transfer of technology or

Where the tax is levied on after-tax profits, it is due trademarks from abroad to persons domiciled in Ar-

once the profits are paid in cash or in kind, or once gentina, concluded between a foreign controlled local

they are at the disposal of the beneficiaryand disposed enterprise and the company abroad which directly or

of with his explicit or tacit acceptance,provided, in so indirectlycontrols it, or a subsidiaryof the latter, must

doing, the funds are taken from the business from be submitted to the National Institute of Industrial

which they arise. Where the tax is levied on capital Technology (INTI) for prior approval. If the contract

gains, the tax is due when they are remitted abroad. s so approved, remunerations are subject to a 45%
withholding tax, as calculated on a percentageof pay-

The tax is normally withheld at source. ments, which percentage is 80% in the case of patents
The executivebranch is vested with the power to enact

or trademarks (36% effective rate) and 60% in the

general rules introducing exemptions or amendments case of technical assistance (27% effective rate). If the

to the tax threshold and rates for activities having
contract is not so approved, payments are disallowed

special characteristics, involving high risks or gov-
as a deduction and are subject to a 45% withholding

erned by special regimes.
tax on gross amounts.

The taxation of dividendspaid by the subsidiaryvaries
depending on whether the reciient identifies himself

B. Taxationof subsidiaries upon collection of the dividenc or not.

Dividends paid by corporations and by partnerships
Local subsidiaries of non-residentcompanies are sub- limited by shares to non-residentswho identify them-
ject to income tax under ordinary rules. This means selves upon collection of the dividends, or to perma-
that, in general, there is no difference between the nent establishments belonging to entities organized
taxation applicable to an Argentinecompanyand that abroad or to non-resident individuals, are subject, in
applicable to a subsidiary of a foreign company. Both addition to the 33% corporate tax, to a 17.5% with-
are subject to the same rules. holding tax. The combinedrate amounts to 44.725%.

Argentine legislation, however, contains specific pro- Dividends paid by corporations and by partnerships
visions relating to interest and technical assistance limited by shares to non-residentswho do not identify
fees. themselvesupon collectionof the dividendare subject,
Interest on loans paid by a foreign controlled local in addition to the 33% corporate tax, to a final with-

enterprise to a non-resident controlling entity or per- holding tax at a 22.50% rate. The combined rate

son is deductible as far as the contract under which it amounts to 48.075%.

is paid is in accordance with normal market practices Dividends in cash or in kind are taxable irrespectiveof
between independent entities and with provisions of the company funds out of which they are paid (e.g.
the Foreign Investment Law. Loan contracts are reserves irrespective of their establishment, foreign
deemed to comply with such conditionswhen the Cen- source income, capital gains, exempt income and so

tral Bank of the Argentine Republic has raised no on).
objectiori on the grounds of the specific contractual
conditions or of the inadequate level of indebtedness Income exceeding, in a year, 12% of registered foreign
of the subsidiary. nvestment may be subject to the excess profits tax

discussed in V A.3.
Interest paid by a local subsidiary on a loan received
from a foreign company (either related or unrelated)
is subject to a final withholding tax of 45%, as calcu- C. Taxationof branches
lated on 35% of the gross amount, giving an effective
rate of 15.75%, provided the loan is made at arm's (a) Taxable base
length and there is no objection by the Central Bank
within 30 days from notice of the conditions of the Argentina adopts the source principle for the alloca-

loan, either because of the specific conditions of the tion of incomeand the income tax law doesnot provide
for a definition of permanent establishment.transaction or the excessive evel of indebtedness of

the borrower. If there is an objection to the loan, the Establishmentsand branch offices must keep records
gross amount of the interest is subject to a 45% with- separate from their head office, and must determine
holding tax which is final. their own net profits under ordinary rules. A reasona-
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ble allocationof head office expenses related to world- reserves irrespective of their establishment, foreign
wide operations may be deducted in computing the source income, capital gains, exempt income and so

taxable profits of the branch. on).
If separate records are not kept as aforesaid, the tax (b) Profitsofunincorporatedentities (entitiesother
authoritiesmay consider that the branch office and the
head office form one economic unit, and may then thanstockcorporations)
estimate the amount of net taxable profits on the basis Profits derived by sole proprietorships, general
of average ratios of profits which are obtained by inde- partnerships, limited partnershipsand limited liability
pendent enterprises engaged in the same or similar companies are deemed to be entirely allocated to the
activities. owner or distributed among partners or members. In

the case of partnerships limited by shares, the profits
(b) Taxationofprofits are deemed to be distributed in accordance with the

The taxation of branch profits was not changed by the percentage of the interest in the partnership's capital
reform. belonging to each general partner (socios coman-

ditados).
Whether or not remitted to the head office or to any
other corporation or individual outside Argentina, If the profits referred to are distributedor are deemed

profits of branches and other permanent establish- to be distributed to non-residents they are subject to

ments are subject to profits tax at an effective rate of ncome tax at a 45% rate withheld at source (this rate

.45%. The rate set for branches is slightly higher than consolidatesboth the corporateand the dividend tax).
the combined rate normally aplied to local sub-
sidiaries of foreign firms (44.725%). (c) Stock dividends

Incomeexceeding, in a year, 12% of registeredforeign The taxation of stock dividends also varies depending
investment may be subject to the excess profits tax on whether the recipient identifieshimselfupon collec-

discussed in V A.3. tion of the dividend or not.

Stock dividends distributed to persons who identifyIn general, most foreign investorsoperating . business
of any substance in Argentina prefer to set up a sub- themselves upon collection of the dividends are

sidiary rather than a branch. T.ae principal reason in- exempt from income tax.

vestors generally prefer to set up a subsidiary is be- Stock dividends paid to persons who do not identify
cause in that way they limit their responsibilityto the themselvesupon collection of the dividend are subject
subsidiary's assets without further involvement of the to a 22.5% withholding tax which is final.
parent company. Moreover, after tax company profits
are subject to a 17.5% dividend tax when distributed (d) Excess profits
to non-resident investors that identify themselves
upon collection of the dividend, but are not subject Income exceeding, in a year, 12% of registered foreign
thereto if they are reinvested in the company; branch investment may be subject to the excess profits tax

profits, however, are subject to a 45% tax which is discussed in V A.3.

applicable even when reinvested.
2. Interest

Interest payments to non-residents are subject to a
D. Taxationof partcular items of income 45% tax rate withheld at source.

1. Dividends In accordance with the 1985 tax reform, Argentine-
source net income is presumed to be, without right to

(a) Dividends in general rebuttal, 35% of interest on foreign loans of any origin
The taxation of dividendsvariesdependingonwhether or nature. Therefore, as only 35% of the amount of
the recipient identifies himself upon collection of the interest paid to non-residents is taxable at the 45%
dividend or not. rate, the effective total tax rate is 15.75%.

Dividends paid by corporations and by partnerships Interest paid on foreign loans made after 5 January
limited by shares to non-residentswho identify them- 1977, for the purpose of financing imported fixed as-

selves upon collectionof the dividend,or to permanent sets subject to depreciation is tax exempt. Interest
establishmentsbelonging to entities organized abroad may also be exempt in other instances, as referred to

or belonging to non-resident individuals, are subject n II B.3.
to a 17.5%/o withholding tax.

Dividends paid by corporations and by partnerships 3. Royalties
limited by shares to non-residentswho do not identify Royalty payments to non-residents are subject to a
themselvesupon collection of the dividend are subject 45% tax withheld at source.
to a final withholding tax, at a 22.50% rate.

In accordance with the 1985 reform, Argentine-tax
Dividends in cash or in kind are taxable irrespectiveof source net income from the licensing of patents and
the company funds out of which they are paid (e.g. trademarks is presumed to be, without right to rebut-
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tal, 80% ofpayments to non-residents.The percentage If capital gains mentioned in III E.5(a) are derived by
is 100% if requirements of the Law on Transfer of non-residents, the gains are subject to income tax at a

Technology are not complied with. Therefore, if re- 45% -rate. If taxable income includes income from

quirementof such Law are compliedwith, as only 80% transfers subject to the tax on transfersof shares, such
of the amountof patent royaltiespaid to non-residents a tax can be credited against the income tax up to a

is taxableat the 45% rate, the effective total rate is limit which, in the case of non-residents, is 15%.
36%. Capital gains mentioned n IV B.6. are subject to the
Under the same tax reform, Argentine-sourcenet in- special taxation discussed therein even if derived by
come derived from the exploitation of copyrights in non-residents. Note, however, that gains obtained by
Argentina is presumed to be, without right to rebuttal, non-residents are subject to the capital gains tax only
35% of payments to non-residents, provided the if it can be clearly proved to the satisfaction of the tax

copyrights are duly registered with the National administration that the gain belongs to individualsor

Copyright Bureau, the payment is made to the author undivided inheritances.
or his heirs, and some other conditionsare met. There-
fore, in this case, as only 35% of the amount of royal- Transfers mentioned in IV B.6(k) are subject to the

ties paid to non-residents is taxable at the 45% rate,
tax discussed therein,even ifderivedby non-residents.

the effective total rate is 15.75%.
6. Transportationpayments

In the case of freign motion pictures only 50% of the
price, consideration or royalty paid to producers or

As stated before, net income from Argentine sources

distributors is taxed as income from an Argentine paid to non-residents is subject, under general rules,
source. Therefore, as only 50% of the amount paid to

to a 45% final withholding tax.

non-residentsis taxable at the 45% rate, the effective Companies not established in Argentina and engaged
tax rate is 22.5%. in transportation between Argentina and foreign

countries are presumed to derive from the aforesaid
4. Service fees activity a net income from Argentine sources equal to

(a Technicaland fnanciaiassistance fees
10% of gross receipts from fares and freights. The

assumption referred to does not cover the gains de-
Fees and other remunerationderived from technical, rived from the sale of immovable property occupied
financial and other assistance provided from abroad by a branch of the foreign enterprise.
which is used in Argentina is deemed to be Argentine- Likewise 10% of that enterprises established
source income.

sums or

organized in Argentina pay to foreign shipping com-

In accordance with the 1985 tax reform, Argentine- panies for time or trip freight (fletamentosa tiempo o

source net income is presumed to be, without right to por viaje) is presumed to be Argentine-source net

rebuttal, 60% of payments for technical assistance, income.

engineeringor consultingservices that, in the opinion
of the competent authority, cannot be obtained in These assumptions cannot be rebutted, but do not

Argentina,provided they are duly registeredand have apply when the transportationenterprise is established

been actually rendered. The percentage is 100% if n a country with which Argentina has entered into a

there is a failure to comply with the requirements of treaty establishing an exemption for the aforesaid in-

the Law on Transfer of Technology. Therefore, as
come.

only 60% of the amount of technicalor financial assist- Companies not established in Argentina carrying on

ance fees paid to non-residents is taxable at the 45% business with containers used for transportation in

rate, when there is compliancewith the requirements Argentina, or from Argentina to foreign countries,
of the Law on Transfer of Technology, the effective are presumed, without the right to rebuttal, to derive
total rate is, in that case, 27%. from the aforesaid activity a net income from Argen-

tine sources equal to 20% of gross receipts derived
(b) Payments to membersof boards of directors from the same.

Payments to non-resident members of the boards of Agents or representatives in Argentina of the com-

directors of Argentine-based enterprises are subject panies referred to above are jointlyand severally liable
to 45% withholding tax. for the payment of taxes.

Argentina source net income is presumed to be 70%
of fees and other remuneration paid to non-residents 7. Leasing payments

rendering services temporarily in Argentina for a Net income from Argentine sources paid to non-resi-

period not exceeding 6 months in the calendar year dents is subject, under general rules, to a 45% final

(ao fiscal). withholding tax.

5. Capital gains Argentine-sourcenet income is presumed to be, with-
out right to rebuttal,40% of sums paid for the leasing

Capital gains are subject to different tax regimes de- of movable property. Therefore, only 40% of theas

pending on the person, activity and property which is amount of leasing paid to non-residents is taxable at
involved. the 45% rate, the effective total rate is 18%.
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8. Expatriatesworking in Argentina The reform introduces more stringent rules on the

Net income from Argentine sources paid to non-resi- deduction of losses and reduces the carryover term

dents is subject, under general rules, to a 45% final from 10 to 5 years. This measuremay result in a serious

withholding tax.
restriction for those taxpayers enjoying benefits from
preferential or promotion regimes that permit the de-

Argentine-sourcenet incomederived by non-residents duction or accelerated depreciation of investments.
iS presumed to be, without right to rebuttal:

35% of sums paid to non-resident artists hired bY In the of non-residents, the of presuming- case system
the National Government, provinces, municipali- net Argentine-sourceincome as a percentageof gross
ties or charities in order to perform in Argentina payments is amended to include items of income not
for up to 2 months. Therefore, in this case, as only previouslycovered and to increase some of the percen-
35% of the gross amount paid to non-residents is tages.
taxable at the 45% rate, the effective total rate is
15.75%; and Dividends which were exempt when paid to residents

70% of wages, fees and other remuneration Daid upon are now
-

that identfied themselves collection

to other persons rendering personal services le.g. taxed (except for stock dividends). Some measures,

intellectuals, technicians, professionals,artists not however, are taken to avoid double taxation: inter-

referred to above, athletes, etc.) working tem- company dividends continue to be exempt and, in the

porarily in Argentina for a period not exceeding 6 case of dividends paid to resident individuals, a credit

months in the calendar year (ao fiscal). There- is granted for the tax paid when in the company's
fore, in this case, as only 70% of the gross amount hands.

paid to non-residents is taxable at the 45% rate, Also avoided is the economic double taxation of li-
the effective total rate is 31.50%. mited liability companies. Under the old legislation,

income obtained by limited liability companes was

taxed both in the company'shands and in the hands of
VI. FINAL REMARKS partners without any measure to eliminate or alleviate

the economic double taxation. After the reform, the

The recent Argentine tax reform touches practically income of such companies is taxed in the member's

all the main tax laws and covers many differentaspects hands only, in line with the treatmentgiven to general
that may appear to have no connection with each partnerships.
other. The adjustment of income for inflation introduced in

As regards income taxation, the final text of the reform 1978 had been criticized on the grounds that it was

does not include all the changes proposed by the static, i.e. calculatedon net worth at the end of the tax

ExecutiveBranch; nevertheless, the amount of the tax year, preceding that which is being corrected without

iS increased through measures such as changes in the consideration to changes during the tax year. It re-

allocationof income and valuation of assets, reduction sulted in a lack of protection for capital contributions

of exemptions and allowances, taxation of some divi- whose real value would diminish during the year and

dends previously exempt, and more stringent rules it would also - for the same reason - encourage the

concerning the deduction of losses. withdrawalof profits. This is now correctedby the new

legislationby consideringchangesduringthe tax year.
The possibility, previously granted to third category
taxpayers, of using the cash method for the allocation Another criticism related to the partial nature of the
of income is eliminated, thus anticipating taxation. adjustment (only some assets are covered), is still valid
The new valuation rules give more importance to val- after the reform of 1985, because there is no substan-
ues at the end of the period and involve, therefore, an tial - only secondary - improvement in the coverage
augmentation in the amount of inventories, but at the of the adjustment,e.g. by including real property rep-
same time increase the cost of sales. resenting goods for sale.
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THE NETHERLANDS: (1) One fixed rate over a large range
of income.

(2) Combiningof income tax with gen-

A Step TowardsSimplicity*
eral social security contributions
(hereafter, contributions).

(3) Wage tax, a final levy as far as pos-
sible.

(4) Streamlining of deductions and
other schemes.

1. POINTSOF DEPARTURE practical, and in some respects funda-
mental and far-reaching, proposals for No major incomeconsequences

Incometax too complicated simplificationwhich can be achieved in The Commission imposed impor-an

The queen of taxes, our income tax,
a relatively short time. tant restriction on itself for the de-

has been seriously ill for some time velopment of its proposals. It looked
now. Over the past few years a proces- High rates unavoidable for possibilitiesof simplificationwhich
sion of physicians has filed past her A major reason for the complexity of would not cause any great, abruptshifts
sickbed. They all agree on the syn- our taxes is the level of the rates: the in personal incomedistribution. Where
drome: she is suffering from excessive higher the rates, the greater the need such shifts did threaten to occur, it de-
complexity. Some even go so far as to to account for special personal cir- signed compensatory measures which
declare the income tax dead; they plead cumstances. It is an illusion to think would harm the simplification as little
for a worthy successor to the throne in that this roblem can be materially al- as possible. On the other hand,
the form of an expenditure tax. Others leviated y means of a simplification simplification is impossible if it is re-

still detect signs of life. But opinions operation alone, however drastic it quired in advance that no one experi-
differ on the best type of cure. may be. The heavy burden of taxes and ences a positive or negative effect on

Not only in the Netherlands is income social security contributions is a direct disposable income. This restriction

tax affected by the disease of excessive and inseparable consequence of high would block practically any change in

complexity. In many countries the in- governmentspending and an extensive the existing tax system.
come tax is bedridden, and attempts

social security system. When the public The changes in income arising from the
are being made to get the patient back sector siphons off approximately two proposals remain within reasonable
on her feet again. The lessonswhich we

thirds of the national income, as is the limits (see Sec. 7), certainly when they
can draw from this to remedy the situa- case at present in the Netherlands, are compared to the continuous
tion in our own country are, however, taxes and contributions must be high changes n society and the conse-

of limited significance. The medical Simplification as such can do little to
quences thereof on a family's disposa-

history of the patients differs too alter this. ble income. For example, shifts in the

greatly for a useful comparison. Inter- labourmarket (findinganotherjob, be-
national criticism of the income tax Restrictionof deductionsoffers little solace coming unemployed)orchangesin per-
does confirm the diagnosis that it is a In particular, it is an illusion to think sonal circumstances (purchase of a

serious ailment. When only a small that a restriction of tax deductions house, growth of the family). It should
minority of people are able to fill in would permit a substantial reductionof be rememberedthat, through the many
their tax return without help, there is the burden of taxes and contributions. shifting processes in our economy, the

something fundamentallywrong. Many deductionsare strongly felt to be consequencesof changes in the tax bur-

socially justifiedor are soclosely linked den are generallyfully or partiallycom-

Formation of a to earning income that abolition or a pensated in the long run.

Tax Reform Commission major cut would not be a realistic pro-
This complexity has led to the forma- posal. The reduction of deducttons LimitsfortheCommission

tion of a Commissionfor the simplifica- which are used as an alternative to di- The limits which the Commission had
tion of wage withholding and income rect subsidies from the treasury (tax to observe' were strict: a tight time-
tax. Instituted in September 1985 by expenditures) does simplify taxes, but frame, no negative balance from the
the Minister of Finance, the Commis- in itself offers no room for a reduction proposals for the treasury or for the
sion was given the task of presenting a

n rates. The subsidies concerned must social security funds, and narrow mar-

broad outline of its proposals before then be channeled directly through the gns for permissible income shifts. The
the end of May 1986. budget. Commission feels that it can present a

substantial simplification of our taxa-

No Grand Design Proposalsrevenueneutral tion and social security contributions

The Commission assumes the viability The Commission felt it useful and system within these limits. A full de-

of the income tax. The assignmentper- necessary to preface its principal pro-

mitted no other assumption. For that posals by a warning against inflatec ex-

reason, and in view of the limited time pectations. It had to work in the con-
* This brochure is available upon request at the
Information Service of the Ministry of Finance

granted, the Commissiondoes not pre-
text of revenue neutrality; taken to- (070-76 77 67).

sent a comprehensive plan (a grand gether, the proposals were not allowed The entire report is available upon payment in

design). Nor has the concept of taxa. to produce any appreciable sacrifices advance of Dfl. 35 per copy to account nurnber

ble income been analysed in depth. A from the treasury and the social securi- 51.88.27.666at ABN Bank or to account number
751 at the National Giro in of Dis-

reasonable analysis of this complex ty funds. name

tributiecentrum Overheidspublicaties (address:
concept calls for a broader study over P.O. Box 20014, 2500 EA The Hague) under

a longer period than the Commission Fourobjectives listing of ISBN 90 346 0841 7.

has been granted. However, the report The four central objectivesof the Com-
This translation has been produced with the as-

sistance of the International Bureau of Fiscal
does contain a cohesive package of mission are: Documentationin Amsterdam.
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scription and justification of the pro- therefore absorbed into a lower rate tions towards two of the five general
posais can be found in the Commis- of the combined levy in such a way that social insurances, namely the old age
sion's report and the accompanyinglet- the sum of the tax part and the con- pension (AOW) and the widow and or-

ter presented to the MinisterfFinance tribution part constitutes the new com- phan pension (AWW). The other three
on 7 May 1986. bined income levy. In practice this does contributions [the supplementary

not affect the position of tax and con- contributionsfor special medical ben-

Reportisunanimous;itisthefinal report tribution payers. efits (AWBZ), child allowances

(AKW), and disability benefits
Two points from the accompanyinglet-

Advantagesof combiningtaxesand (AAW)] are paid by the employer or
ter merit special mention. First, the Re- contributions the benefit-paying institution.
port has the approval of all membersof Economicallyand financially, it makes
the Commission.Secondly, it is submit- Combining taxes and contributionshas

no difference, of course, whether the
ted as a final report, even though the a series of practical advantages: by far

emloyer pays a wage from which he
assignment provided for the Commis- the largest single deduction is elimi- dec ucts two contributions at source,
sion to continue to the end of ths year. nated, separate returns, refunds, as- while he pays the other three directly-

The translation of the Commission's sessments and appeal procedures for which is the current situation or
proposals in terms oflaws, regulations, .levying contributons are no longer

-

whether he pays a higher gross wageand procedureswas not within its man- needed. Moreover, there is a major and withholds all five contributions.
date. A non-governmentalcommission gain as a result of the increased clarity The payroll costs for the employerand
is less qualified to handlesuch technical of the proposed system. Precisely be- the net income of the employee are the
matters. The accompanying letter cause t ae contributions are no longer in both
thereforeends with the followingstate- deductible, but still remain visible as a

same cases.

ment: readily identifiable part of the com-
Transferof supplementarycontributions

bined levy, the taxpayer can see with-
The Commissionconsiders its Report out complicated calculations, how As it is preferable from the point of
completed to the extent that a mean- much he or she is paying for each. view of simplification to treat the five
ingful public discussion of the propos- general social insurances in the same
als need not wait for further detailed the CommissionFlat rate over large rangeof income way, proposes to
recommendations. The Commission transfer the payment of supplemen-has therefore completed its main task An even more important advantage contributions from the employerand requests that it be released from its arising from combining taxes and con- tary

assignment. tributions is that taxes and contribu-
to the employee, and from the benefit-

to
tions together are an almost constant paying institution the benefit-receiv-

percentage of income, up to a certain ing party. Employeesand those receiv-
2. COMBINATIONOFINCOME income level. This makes it possible to ing benefits are thus placed in the same

TAXAND CONTRIBUTIONS have a combined rate system which has position as the self-employed, as the
latter already pay their own contribu-

a flat rate over a large range of income tions for all five general social insur-Arrayof leviescomplicated above the standard deduction (discuss- ances.
Practically everyone who pays wage ed below in greater detail).
and/or income tax is also liable for con- Table 1 illustrates the simplified rate. Compensatoryincreaseinwagesand
tributions, with the exception of the Such a system opens the door for a benefits
aged. Both types of public levies de- large number of simplifications, i.e. in

In order that nobody sufferspend on income, but in different ways. all those cases where provisions are
to ensure

decline in his her disposable in-Wage and income tax are levied ac- complicated as a consequence of the
a or

cording to a progressive graduated existing progression in the tax rate.
come through the transfer of contribu-

scale with a complicatedsystem of stan- tions, gross salaries and benefits must

dard exemptions and personal allow- Complicationin the field of contributions
be increased by the amount of the

ances. The contributionsrise in propor- supplementary contributions (grossing
tion to income up to a contributionceil- There is, however, a complication. up). Although large sums are con-

ing, with special relief provisions for People receiving a wage or social secu- cerned (Dil. 20,700 million or 5% of

people with the lowest incomes (in par- rity benefitcurrentlypay onlycontribu- GNP in 1985), the transfer of the con-

ticular the self-employed). This com-

plex array of provisions is a source of Table 1. Rate scale options presented
irritation and confusion to taxpayers. Four-bracketscale:

Standarddeduction:Dfl. 4,250 (Amountsin guilders)Combiningof taxes and contributions
Levypercentage Bracket length Endof bracketat

The Commission proposes combining
taxes and contributions into one levy

40 45,000 49,250

on the same base, while ensuring that 55 35,000 84,250

the identity and the particular purpose
65 40,000 124,250

of each part is maintained. 70

Deductibilityofcontributionsabsorbed Three-bracketscale:
In the currentsystem,contrbutionsare Standarddeduction:Dfl. 4,250 (Amounts in guilders)
deductible for wage and income tax Levypercentage Bracket length Endof bracketat

purposes. This is not really possible in 40 45,000 49,250the case of a combined levy, or is at 55 35,000 84,250
least no longer meaningful. The cur-

rent deductibility of contributions is
65
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tributionobligationand the grossingup Figure 1. Rate 1985 a)
of salaries and benefits is essentially a 100%
paper operation: nobody is better or

worse off because of it. However, the 90%system of public levies - taxes and con-
-

tributions together - becomes simpler
and clearer, while the desired flat rate, 80% -

applicable to as many people as possi-
ble, can be achieved only after the 70% -

transferof the supplementarycontribu-
tions. 60% - III'.*

-

Adjustmentofpensionschemes 50% -

The operation requires administrative
and technical adjustments of salaries 40% -

and benefits and of schemes which are

linked to gross salary (for example, pri- 30% -

Jrvate pension schemes). These prob-
lems can be solved. Nevertheless, the 20%
Report indicates a solution for tem-

porarily avoiding the formal step of
grossing up, without interfering with 10% -

the introduction of the simplified in-
come levy. For purposesofthisReport, 0% I , , I | I I I I I I l

it is assumed that this interim step is O 40 80 120 160 200 240 280
either unnecessaryor has already been
carried out. a) Single income families incomesubject to levy

(X 1000)
Positionof the aged and non-residents

Finally, we must consider the special
consistsf nine brackets. The Commis- contributionsystem. It is clear from the

position of two groups: the aged and
son presents two options (see Table graph that the two net ncome curves

non-residents. Their position requires 1). One is a scale with four brackets, on differ only slightly.
special attention because they are cur-

which successivepercentagesof 40,55,
rently not subject to the same method 65 and 70 are levied. In addition, the

ConsequencesfornconeillustratedCommission presents an even simplerof taxation and/orcontributionas other
taxpayers. The proposed change in the scale which has only three brackets: the The significance of the operation for

system could result in a substantial im- top bracket of 70% is eliminated in this family income can be illustrated by
pact on their income. These problems option. means of microeconomic simulations:
and the proposed solution are discuss- Fig. 1 depicts the present rate scales, these show the difference in net dispos-
ed in Sec. 3. fig. 2 the two scales which are pre- able income before and after the pro-

sented by the Commission. In the case posed changes. Some figures are given
of fig. 2, it must be remembered that in Sec. 7; for more detailed data on the

3. THE INCOMELEVY the income on which the rate is levied consequences for income refer to the
is not the current taxable income, but Report. It can be seen from the simula-

Income levy... the grossed up income. tion results in the Report for different
income groups and different types ofThe transfer of supplementary con-

tributions and the absorption of the Comparisonof tax burden households that the income changes re-

deductibilityof contributionsclears the A comparison of the current and the
main within fairly narrow limits.

way for producing one simple rate for proposed scales is difficult. In most
tax and contributions together: the in- cases levy percentages cannot be di-
come levy. The system permits a rela- rectly compared with current tax and Large first bracket includingcontribution

tively low standard deduction which is contribution rates, since they are to- part
applied both to taxes and contribu- tally different things: the income levy The contributions for the five general
tions. At present, contributionsare im- combines taxes and contributions; it is social insurancesare fully incorporated
posed asofthefirstguilderofincome. levied onthegrossedupincome;it does in the first bracket of the scale. The

not allow deduction of contributions higher brackets consist only of tax. The
... with one standarddeduction and it has a completely different stan- maximum income liable to contribu-

This individual standard deduction dard exemption. That is why in fig. 3 tions is the same as the income corres-

amounts to Dfl. 4,250 per annum. The the current and the proposedscales are ponding to the end of the first bracket

amount is midway between the current brought together in a way which makes plus the standard exemption
standard income tax exemptionand the comparisonpossibleon the basis ofcur- (Dil. 49,250). The rate of the first brac-

absence of an exemption in the general rent taxable income. The graph shows ket (40%) consists of 30% contribu-

social security system.
how the grossed up income is related to tions and 10% tax. These percentages
thecurrent taxable income. After de- are calculated in such a way that the
duction of the income levy, we have a revenue from the contributionpart, on

... and a rate scale with onlyafew brackets
net income. This be compared the basis of the situation in 1985, iscan to

The proposed rate scale has far fewer a corresponding net income (the equal to the revenue from the sepa-
brackets than the existing one, which black curve) under the current tax and rately levied present contributions.
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Figure2. Proposedratea) Contributionpart of rate remains
100% identifiable

90% -
The contributionpart remains identifi-
able by the individual taxpayer, and
the revenue is paid to the social security

80%- funds by the tax administration. The
contributions can be individually ad-

70% - usted if which is thennecessary, trans-
ated into a rise or fall in the overall

60% - evy percentage.

50% - Over85% in the first bracket

The rate scale has an extended first
40% - bracket of Dfl. 45,000, so that, to-

gether with the standarddeduction,the

30%- / same percentage is levied on income
up to Dft. 49,250. On the basis of the

20%- figures for 1985, 88% of all levy payers
have incomes within the first racket.
This is not clearly visible from fig. 2.

10%- This is why fig. 4 shows how many levy
payers fall in each bracket. Fin. 4

0% T ' ' ' ' T 1 ' clearly shows that the majority or the
O 4O 8O 120 160 200 240 280 people fall in the first bracket.

a) With double standard This fact in itselfalready great
deduction four-bracketscale option ncome subject means a

elimination 70%-bracket
to levy gain in simplicity and clarity. The flat

------ (X 1000) rate solves many problems connected
with the current progressive tax system

Figure3. Nei inconeat presentandproposedrate - for example, the taxation of income
100 ,

o from different jobs.
/

I Special provisions must be made for
I

90- / the aged and non-residents as they
/ would suffer a considerable fall in in-

/
/ come if the full income levy were ap-

/

plied.
80-

I
'

/ The aged'
'

i Under the present system the aged do
70- I not pay any contributionsto the gener-

i al social insurances. The new system
i

/ provides that the pension benefits
60 - / under the AOW scheme are increased

/ (via the so-called net/net linking to the
/

/ minimum wage) by the supplementary
50

/ contributions. If the full 40% rate were
-

I then applied to the aged, they would
/

, also be paying AOW and AWW con-
/ tributions for which they would not be

40 I
-

/ receiving compensation.Consequently
/ the Commission proposes a rate of

, 23.6% for the first bracket consisting
i

30 -

/ of 10% tax and 13.6% contributions
I for the AWBZ, AKW and AAW. This

'
i lower first bracket rate for the aged

20 - / produces few complications as far as
/ the implementation is concerned, as

/
/ this group is so clearly identifiable.

I
10 - Non-residents

Non-residents require special treat-

0
ment, insofar as they are subject to

u I T u i i i
,

i Dutch taxes and/or contributions.
0 20 40 60 80 100 Since the tax and contribution compo-
---

Current taxable nents remain individually identifiable
Income subject Income subject to levy Taxable income income in the income levy, there are no par-
to levy minus levy minus tax (X 1000) ticular problems in applying a partial

(rate 1985) levy in the first scale bracket.
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raising children under the age of 12
would produce such a drop in income

Figure4. Personssubjectto income that the Commission felt it had to sac-

levy classifiedaccordingto rifice some simplicity. These parents
highestapplicableratescale are entitled to a special deduction of

Dfl. 3,200. If the parent works away
from the home, an additional deduc-
tion is granted at 6% of net earnings,

/ \ - through first bracket with a maximum deduction of
88'S%

Df!. 4,200.

5. SIMPLIFICATIONASPECTSOF
THE INCOMELEVY

1 KL -' '

''

Summaryof rate proposals
-l secondbracket 10%

The above can be summarized briefly-

thirdbracket 1 5% as follows. Everyonehas a standard de-

- fourth bracket 0.5% duction of Dfl. 4,250, which he or she
can transfer in certain circumstancesto
a partner, who would then have a de-
duction of Dfl. 8,500. Salariesand ben-
efits are grossed up with the

supplementary contributions, and all
income - including that of the self-

4. THE STANDARDDEDUCTION the localtax inspectorbefore the begin- employed is subject to the same in--

Presentexemptionscomplicated ning of the calendar year. come levy. The only exception is for
the aged, who have their own rate for

There is hardly any other part of our Compensationfortoosharpafall in the first bracket. The income levy is
tax legislation which is subject to so income 40% for the first large bracket of
much criticism as the exemption regu- The abolitionof all allowancesis a dras- Dil. 45,000. The subsequent brackets
lations (plus extra personalallowances) tc measure which simplifies matters a have rates of 55 and 65%, with an extra
developed over the past few years. great deal, but which also has substan- top rate of 70% in one of the two rate

tial effects on income in some cases. options presented.
Standarddeductionforeveryone For most of those cases the Commis-
The current system of standardexemp- sion indicates how compensation can Simplificationsachieved

tions and personal allowances is excep- be made for these effects through The proposed system results in a sub-
tionally complicatedand incomprehen- specific measures. The microeconomic stantial simplification not only for tax-
sible. Therefore, the Commission felt simulations carried out show that the but also for employers and the
it necessary to propose a fairly drastic effects on income in these cases actu- payers,

tax authorities. This is explained in de-
solution in this area. This means there ally reman within the set limits as a tail in the Report. In this summaryonly
is to be the same standard deductionof consequence of the proposed accom-

a few items can be indicated.
Dfl. 4,250 for everyone. All personal panying measures.

allowances are abolished.
Singlepeople, limited fall in income Oneassessment,one wage levy

Transferofstandarddeductionpossibleto Single people constitute a category
Most people currently receive an an-

limitedextent nual income tax assessment and a con-
which should be discussed separately. tribution assessment. Instead of two

There is only one excepton to the stan- The abolition of the presently existing
dard deduction: the possibilityof trans- single person's allowani:e means a fall notices of assessment, the individual in

the simplified system would receive
ferring this deduction between married in income - albeit a limited one - for

one
-gersons or unmarried persons who are this group. The Commission regards only income levy assessment. Cur-

iving together. This possibility is, how- this as the price which has to be paid rently, there are deductions at source

ever, limited in various respects. Par- for the major practical advantagesof a
from wages, pension and social security
benefits for income tax and AOW and

tial transfer or transfer in the course of system with a standard deduction
a calendar year is not permitted. A which is the same for everyone. Unless AWW Contributions, while the

transfer is possible only if the income we are prepared to pay this price, re-in- employer and/or the benefit-paying
of one of the two partners is less than troduction of a single person's allow- agency pays the remainingsupplemen-
Dfl. 4,250. This last requirement limits ance in one form or another is unavoid- tary contributions. In the simplifiedap-

one
the transfer to cases in which the stan- able. The Commission has not, how- proach, only withholding is made,

the wage levy, and the supplementarydard deduction would otherwise be ever, been able to find a solution which
lost. Transfer between unmarried would not seriously harm the simplifi- contributionsare absorbed in the wage

partners is possibleonly if they are both cation, would not interferewith privacy levy.
18 or older and have been registered at and would not complicateimplementa-
the same address with the local Regis- tion. Fewerbrackets

trar's Office for at least one year with-
One-parentfamilies

The scale structure with a maximum of
out there being any question of clearly four brackets is much simpler than the

separate living units. In all cases, appli- The abolition of currently existing al- current one. Moreover, the vast major-
cation for the transfer must be made to lowances for single parents who are ity of people (88%) fall in the first brac-
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ket. There is one standard deduction of a widely differing nature, signifi- 0.7 point of each bracket). The aboli-
which is the same for everyone, and cance, and background. Most of them tion of the largest deduction, i.e. for
which can only be granted through one are derived from the ability-to-pay the contributions,is not included in this

employerorbenefit-payinginstitution. principle (for example, medical ex- figure as it is already absorbed into the

pense deductions); others permit a tax basic rate of the income levy. Through
Onewithholdingpercentage deferral (for example, deduction for the proposed simplifications,a stream-

The employer only needs to withhold pension contributions);and still others lining of the system is achieved which

according to the 40% rate, since can be regarded as an instrument of in itself fulfils the assignment. There is
Government policy (for example, the little point in this summary to mention

everyone who falls in a higher bracket WIR investment premium). It is the whole series of proposals for
receivesan assessment in anycase. Any primarily this jungle of deductions simplificationof deductions. Some are
shortfall in the wage levy is assessed which makes tax system compli- briefly discussed below. The reader is
separately. This achieves a considera- our so

ble simphfication. Because of the large
cated and incomprehensible. Con- referred to the Report for more details.

first bracket, the wage levy can be the sequently, the Commission had to

final levy for many people. In other examine carefully each deduction for ... and other proposalsresult in

words, no tax return need be filed and possible simplification. streamlining
no assessment need be imposed. Tax- The Commission thinks that the ex-

payersand employerswill know exactly
... and lead to higherrates traordinary expenses allowance can be

where they stand: the wage levy is 40 There are, however, other - at least as simplified on a number of points: dis-
cents ofeverv guilderearned above the important - aspects which have been pensing with the multiplication factors
standard deduction. Since the correct considered. Deductionsreduce the rev- ln the medical expense scheme, a sim-
percentage is withheld at source, enue from taxation. It has alreadyoften pler scheme for special dietary ex-

people with two jobs or the aged with been argued that, if there were to be penses, excluding contributions for
AOW pension benefits and a (small) abolition or drastic reductionof deduc- medical expense insurance, and a re-

private pension no longer receve an tions, income tax rates could be low- duction and simplification of the pre-
assessment as long as they remain ered considerably.This is in itselfdesir- sent threshold. A simplification of the
within the first bracket. Their able, but it also forms the condition for travel expense deduction is possible by
employer, the pension fund or the ben- the simplification itself as a less de- excluding the standardized deduction
efit-paying agency, will always deduct tailed tax legislation is more readily ac- for the shortest distance.
a 40% wage levy. ceptable at Iow rather than at high Other proposalsdo not relate to deduc-

rates. It is tempting to try to break out tions, but do lead to simplifidation and
Withholdingtaxtablesunnecessary of this vicious circle through a drastic

higher The
restriction of deductions.

n most cases to a revenue.

In fact all present tables for withhold- Commission recommends, inter alia,
ing the wage tax may be discarded: the valuing holiday vouchers in the same

yellow, white, green, pink and orange
Drastic restrictionof deductions...

way as other wages. Other proposed
tables. There remains only one with- In an appendix to the Report, the Com- simplificationsconcern the abolition of
holding percentage of 40%, with the mission shows what a drastic reduction the so-called income averaging regula-
exception for the aged, whose with- of deductionswould produce. With the tion and the replacementof the compli-
holding rate would be 23.6%. As abolition of every deduction that could cated special income tax rate by a sim-
employers in general do not employ reasonably be abolished without arriv- pler method of calculation.
the aged and AOW pension benefitsgo ing at an absurd situation, a reduction
only to the aged, this exception does of rates in the order of 2 to 3 points in Special rate relieffortheself-employed
not constitute a complication. The each bracket is possible. Self-employedpeople with taxable in-
small group of non-residents,for whom

a

come up to approximatelyDfl. 22,000the rate may apply only partially, ... seemssociallyunfeasible
can currently avail themselves of the

hardly constitutesa complicatingfactor
The feasibilityof this exercise must not special provisions reducing their liabil-

either. be rated too highly. Most - and cer- ity for contributions. In view of the low

tainly the most important- deductions standard deduction, the Commission

6. DEDUCTIONSAND OTHER are so strongly held to be socially justi- sees great problems in simply abolish-
fiable or are so directly connected with ing this regulation. It therefore pro-ELEMENTSOF THE LEVY BASE
earning personal income that abolition poses a provision to prevent this group

Deductionsincreasecomplexity...
or any substantial reduction would with very Iow incomes (largely below
have no chance of political or social the minimum wage) from suffering a

The current wage and income tax sys- acceptance, In some cases (for exam- setback.
tem has a large number of deductions ple, the deduction of interest not con-

nected to a source of income) abolition Simplificationfortaxpayer,employer,and
would lead to such complications that tax administrationList ofabbreviations
a recommendation of this type is cer-

tainly outside the scope of a simplifica- Simplification of deductions and of
AAW Disability Insurance tion commission. other elements in the levy base benefits
AOW Old Age Pension various parties: the taxpayer, who is no

AKW Child Allowances longer forced to keep detailed accountsGreatestdeductionhas, however,been
AWBZ Special Medical Benefits in order to substantiate the use of a

AWW Widowand Orphan dropped... deduction in his return, and who may
Pension What remains is a series of simplifica- not need to file a return because the

BTW Value AddedTax tions of deductionsand some other reg- wage levy will more often be the final
WIR InvestmentAccount ulations which as a whole do not bring levy; the employer, who must process

in much revenue (Dfl. 1,500 million or fewer wage levy forms; and the tax ad-
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ministration, which no longer needs to adversely affected in his or her income. 7. INCOMECONSEQUENCES
check the abolished deductions and is Streamlining of deductions and other
relieved of the complications of other provisions undoubtedly results in cer- Social minimumpracticallyunchanged
regulations. tain income shifts. The shifts are, how-

It will be clear that the proposalsdevel-
Certain incomeshiftsunavoidable

ever, limited. For detailed calculations
oped by the Commission do have

on the basis of microeconomicsimula- con-

Here again, the fact is that simplifica- tions for different social groups, the sequences for the income position of

tion is not possible if nobody is to be reader is again referred to the Report. almost everyone. Simplification inevit-
ably means less precision. The Com-
mission took as its basis the distribution

Table 2. Percentagechangesin net disposableincomeof employeesin the of net income existing in 1985 and does

marketsector not give an opinionon the acceptability
or fairness of that distribution. Its in-

Scalegroup tention was to leave undisturbed the
Income income distribution existing in 1985.

subjectto
Current Current proposed Pa /lb Ilc /Vd Vast majority increaseordecreaseno

gross taxable ncome morethana few hundredguilders
wage income levy

20,000 16,650 21,890 -2.5 -6.3 1.2 0 People with an income in the region of
the social minimum should not be af-

25,000 20,840 27,400 -1.3 -6.2 -0.1 -1.2
25,641e 21,320 28,020 -1.2 -6.0 -0.3 -1.3 fected by the rate operation. The dis-

not,30,000 24,360 32,030 , -0.3 -4.9 -0.8 -1.2 posable income
increase

of others
decrease

should
by

in
35,000 27,860 36,630 1.5 -3.7 -0.2 -0.5 principle, or more

40,0001 31.360 41.230 3.0 -1.9 0.4 0.6 than 5%. These boundariesare practi-
45,000 34,730 45,,660 4.2 -0.3 1.7 1.9 cally neverbreached.The vast majority
50,000 38,040 50,,010 4.8 0.6 2.6 3.0 of people experiencean increaseor de-
60,000 44,650 58,,710 4.3 -0.5 2.2 2.1 crease of no more than a few hundred
70,000 51 270 67,,400 4.1 -0.2 2.0 2.1 guilders a year.80,000 60,080 77,360 4.3 -0.4 0.7 1.1
90,000 69,570 86,850 2.6 -1.5 0.1 0.4 Table 2 shows the income change per-

100,000 79,060 96,340 1.4 -3.1 -1.8 -1.5 centages for various income groups as
125,000 102,780 120,070 0.1 -3.9 -3.1 -2.8
150,00 126,510 143,790 -0.6 -4.2 -3.2 -3.0

a result of the rate operation in the rate

option with four brackets. The table
a) Doubleincomefamiliesandsingle persons under27 years. relates to employees; for the self-
b) Single persons27 and older. employed the situationis not very diffe-
c) Single incomefamilies. rent. Table 3 gives the income change
d) Oneparentfamilies. percentages for the aged. It can be de-
e) G ross minimumwage duced from both tables that the criteria
f) Gross modal wage have been met almost in all cases. Here

it should be mentioned that the combi-
nation of the standard deduction and
the rate is deliberately chosen to

Table 3. Percentagechanges in net disposable(family) incomefortheaged achieve this result. The level of the
standard deduction was specificallyIncome chosen to prevent a fall in income for

Current Current subjectto
gross taxable proposed the lower incomes,with the largestpos-

income income income levy Married Single sible first bracket. This means that the
rate for the first bracket cannot be too

13,873b 13,473 15,670 -0.4 low, otherwise revenue neutrality is
15,000 14,600 16,800 -1.0 threatened and the positive shift in in-
20,000 19,600 21 800 -3.0

'20,038c 24,638 26,835
'

-0.4 come at the end of the first bracket

25,000 24,600 26,800 -2.0 -2.2 becomes too great.
30,000 29,600 31,800 -2.1 -0.9
35,000 34,600 36,800 -1.3 0.8 Simplificationtakesa certaintoll
40,000 39,600 41,800 0.2 2.2
45,000 44,600 46,800 1.4 4.3 It is not practical to give surveys such

50,000 49,600 51 800 2.9 4. 1 as those tables 2 and 3 in which all

60,000 59,600 61 800 5.6 1.8
70,000 69,600 71,800 4.2 0.9
80,000 79,600 81,800 3.3 1.3 Membersof the Commission:
90,000 89,600 91,800 4.0 0.8

100,000 99,600 101,800 3.6 0.1 Chairman:C.J. Oort; Members:H.P.A.M.
125,000 124,600 126,800 3.3 0.6
150,000 149,600 151,800 3.2 0.4

van Arendonk, P. den Boer, Prof. H.J.

200,000 199,600 201,800 2.6 0.4 Hofstra, C.A. de Kam, H. Mobach,
W.F.C. Stevens, N. Vogelaar, H. Burger
(member and secretary), H. Baron van

a) For married persons; the taxable income for single persons is Dfl. 200 higher Lawick (deputy member and secretary),than that for married personswith the samegross income. A.B.W.M. Hartman (assistant secretary),b) AOW forsinglepersons.
c) AOW formarriedpersons.

E.B. Jaspers (assistantsecretary),H. Mooij
(assistantsecretary).
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proposais of the Commission are re- administrative workload for all con- considered possible in some other
flected. For information on this, refer cerned - for individuais in the first countries.
to the Report. It can be seen from the place, but also for those who have to
tables in the Report that a limited withhold the tax, and forthe tax admin- Of course, the Commissioncould have

group of taxpayers (less than 5%) lose istration. presented further-reaching proposals
somewhat more than 5%in purchasing

in this respect, for example by propos-
ing a shift from wage and income tax topower. It seems the inevitable price to ... and produceactual simplification VAT (in which case each additional

pay for simplification of the taxation The combining of tax and contribu- point the standard and reducedon
system. One cannot have simplification the fixed of the combined VAT permits reduction of al-without paying a certain price. It is tions, rate rates a

tempting to make exceptions for all levy over a large bracket - by means of most one point in all income levy
which many of the problems related to rates). The Commission did not con-kinds of affected groups. This temp- the progressive rate system would be sider this a part of its assignment. Suchtation must be resisted. Otherwise, the

otential gain from simplification risks solved automatically for a large a shift can, however, be added to our

eing drained away by renewed com-
number of people - and the simple proposals very easily. The lower the

plexity. standard deduction for everyone can rates, the more possibleand acceptable
be described as an important simplifi- further simplificationbecomes.

The problems experienced by small cation which will be experienced as
double wage earners disappear as a re- such by many people. That is no excusefor delaysult of the proposed rate structure. Pre-
sently the husband must often pay

The various proposals permit person- Plans for the more distant future have
more tax at a higher rate when the wife

nel savings of 1,400 to 1,700 working deliberately not been produced in
works outside the home. As long as the years for the tax administration (4 to order to avoid diverting attention from5% of total manpower). If other sav-partners each earn less than the difficult short-term problems.
Dfl. 50,000 per annum, they will each ings at the tax administrationare taken There is a great danger that the initial
-)ay 40% under the new rate structure.

nto account, there is a total potential steps which are not simple might other-
From the calculations of the Commis- savingsofDfl. 85 to 110 milliona year. wise be deferred, and possibly dis-
sion it appears that the relative position Rate reduction impossibledue to

carded with the excuse that it is neces-
of the single wage earner, in compari- revenue

sary first to make a further analysis of
son to double wage earners, is not neutralityrequirement an even better future policy
negatively affected until their income A genuine reduction in rates was not That would be a recipe for failure. TheapproachesDl. 70,000. possible, given the revenue neutrality Commission is convinced that what it isrequirement. There is a wide-spread il-

proposing is feasible in the short term,8. CONCLUDINGREMARKS lusion that simplification could lead to produces a considerable improvement,
Proposals:feasibleand socially

a drastic reduction in rates. Over- and by no means stands in the way ofsimplified calculations, based on pro-
-

the constitutes theacceptable... posed measures which are too drastic
on contrary, neces-

-

The Commission is convinced that its to be socially acceptable, have fed this sary first series of steps for a further

proposals contain a sensible, feasible illusion. It should again be emphasized simplification which may prove possi-
ble in the more distant future.and socially realistic package of that in an economy in which about two

simplificationmeasures. The proposals thirds of the national income fows Now let the Governmentand the Parli-
contain measures which bring about a through the public sector, taxes and ament put their back into it and bring
considerable reduction of the current contributions will never be as low as is about what is currently within reach.
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ANNUAL MEETING U.S.A. BRANCH:

i heProposedBranchLevelTax in theU.S.A.
By John A. Corry and Robert K. Decelles

tax treaties eliminate this second-level dividend
Mr. Corry is a partner of Davis Polk & Wardwell, New York tax.
and Mr. Decelles is a partnerof Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., (c) Interest paid with respect to foreign debt by the
New York. foreign corporationwould be tax deductible in the

U.S. under the formula approach of Reg. Sec.

I. CURRENTLAW 1.882-5 and would only be subject to a 30% (or
lower tax treaty rate) U.S. withholdingtax if more

The manner in which foreign controlledU.S. business than 50% of its gross income (over a 3-yearperiod)
activities are subjected to U.S. taxation depends upon was derived from its U.S. trade or business. Again,
whether such activities are carried out in U.S. sub- many U.S. income tax treaties eliminate this sec-

sidiary or branch form. ond-level interest tax.

A. Subsidiary form Thus, under present law, the Ways and Means Com-

1. Where a U.S. subsidiary (controlled by foreign mittee concluded that there was an undesirable incen-

shareholders) is used to conduct U.S. business ac- tive for foreign corporations to operate in the U.S. in

tivities the following taxation scheme is applicable. branch form and thereby gain competitiveadvantages
(because of a less burdensome taxation scheme) over

(a) The taxable profits of the U.S. subsidiary (deter- U.S. corporate competitors.
mined in the same manneras any otherU.S. corpo-
ration) are subject to normal corporate tax. II. WAYS AND MEANS PROPOSALS

(b) Distributions of after-tax profits to foreign share-
holders aresubject to a gross 30% (or lower tax A. Repeal of second-leveltax

treaty rate) withholding tax at source. Many U.S. 1. The second-level dividend and interest tax would
tax treaties reduce the withholding tax rate to an be repealed effective for taxable years beginningafter
amount ranging from 5%-15%. 31 December 1985.

(c) Interest paid with respect to foreign debt is gener-
ally tax deductible and is subject to a gross 30% (a) Where such repeal is inconsistent with existing
(or lower tax treaty rate) withholdingtax at source. U.S. tax treaty obligations, and such treaty allows

Many U.S. tax treaties substantially reduce or a second-level withholding tax, the existing sec-

completelyeliminate this tax on interestpayments. ond-level taxes will continue to apply.
However, such existing treaties will not be-

B. Branch form available for use on a treaty shopping basis

1. Where a foreign corporationconductsbusiness ac- by non-residents(i.e. corporationsthat are not

tivities in the U.S. through a branch, the following controlled by individual residents of the treaty
taxation scheme is applicable. country) of the treaty country.

(b) Where such repeal is inconsistent with existing
(a) The taxable profits of the branch are determined U.S. tax treaty obligations, and such treaties do

using the complicatedeffectivelyconnectedcon- not allow for a second-level withholding tax, the

cepts of Sec. 864/882 and are subjected to normal treaty will take precedence over the branch level

corporate tax. tax.

(b) Distributionsofafter-taxprofitsofthe U.S. branch - Again, in treaty shoppingsituations this bene-
to its head office are free of U.S. taxation. Divi- fit will not be available(see SectionIII below).
dend distributionsby the foreigncorporationto its
shareholders would only be subject to a 30% (or
lower U.S. tax treaty rate) withholdingtax (so-call-

B. Branch level tax

ed second dividend tax) if more than 50% of its 1. In place of the second-level dividend and interest

gross income (over a 3-year period) was derived tax, new Code Section 883 would impose an additional
from its U.S. trade or business. Many U.S. income 30% tax on the after-taxprofits of U.S. branches (div-
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idend equivalent amount) and on certain interest pay- terest) would be subject to a 15% branch level tax,
ments by the foreign corporation (allocable interest notwithstanding the treaty exemption for interest

amount). payments.

(a) The dividend equivalent amount is defined as C. Tax credit
the foreign corporation's taxable income effec-
tively connected with the conduct of a U.S. trade 1. If the branch level tax applies to the dividendequi-
or business with the following adjustments: valent amount, 10% or greater U.S. corporate share-

(i) reduced by the U.S. corporate income tax after holders (of the foreign corporationwith a U.S. branch)
any tax credits; will be entitled to a tax credit equal to such branch tax.

(ii) reduced by any increase in U.S. net equity; Example:A U.S.-controlledforeign cororation
and

earns

(iii) increasedby any decrease in U.S. net equity.
$100 of income through a U.S. branci. It does not
retain after-tax income in such branch but distributes

The increase or decrease in U.S. net equity is de- such amount to its sole U.S. corporate shareholder.
termined by comparing the adjusted basis of the Such shareholder would be entitled to a tax credit of
branch's assets less liabilities at the beginning of $19 ($100 less normal U.S. tax 36 x 30%).
the tax year and at the end of the tax year. The This rule would to create another difference
Committee Report indicates that Treasury De-

seem

between the U.S. tax treatment of a subsidiary and
partment Regulationsare intended to address the branch (this difference favoring a branch) which seems
potentialabuse that may arise in the event a branch
temporarily increases its assets at the end of its

to be contrary to the stated intentionof the legislation.
taxable year merely to reduce the branch level tax
base. Likewise, such regulationsare also intended III. EFFECTOF U.S. INCOMETAX TREATIES
to address the extent to which a decrease in assets

may not indicate that the branch has remitted pro- A. The Bill and CommitteeReportfits during the year.
1. Most U.S. income tax treaties contain non-dis-

(b) The allocable interest amount is defined as the crimination clauses that intended to prevent the
amount of interest paid or accrued by the foreign

are

corporation during the taxable year to the extent
United States under the circumstances set forth
therein from taxing a foreign treaty country resident

that it is:
more heavily than a United States person that is simi-

(i) allowed as a deduction in arrivingatU.S. effec- larly situated. From the text of proposed Section 883,tively connected taxable income; and
(ii) would be subject to U.S. withholding under

it is not entirely clear how the branch tax would be
affected by these non-discriminationprovisions.Sections 1441 or 1442 if the foreigncorporation

was a U.S. corporation. (a) Section 883(d)(2)(A) provides that if a treaty that

(a) This second requirement eliminates a can be invoked by a foreign taxpayer does not

number of items from inclusion including: permit a branch tax on allocable interest, but

(1) original issue discount on short-term obli- does permit a withholdingtax on interest described
gations; in Code Section 861(a)(1)(C), Section

(2) interest that is effectively connected to the 861(a)(1)(C) will still apply to such amounts paid
recipients' U.S. business; to such taxpayer. similar rule would apply to

(3) portfolio interest; and dividends described in Section 861(a)(2)(B).
(4) bank deposit interest. (b) Under Section 883(c)(2)(B), if a treaty prohibits

both a branch tax and a Section 861(a)(1)(C) tax

(c) The CommitteeReport indicates that if the foreign and more than 50% of the stock of the foreign
company is a resident of a country that has an corporation is beneficially owned (or deemed
income tax treaty with the U.S.A. and such treaty owned under the Section 958(b) attribution rules)
reduces U.S. tax on dividends, then such reduced by non-residents of the foreign country treaty
rate is to be applied (in lieu of 30%) to both the party, the amendmentsmade by this Section shall
dividend equivalent amount and the allocable in- apply to allocable interest notwithstanding such
terest amount. This provision will not be applica- treaty obligation to the contrary and a similar
ble in treaty shopping situations. rule shall apply in the case of amounts described

Example: West German corporation X operates a
in Section 861(a)(2)(B)...This treaty shpping

branch in the U.S. The dividend equivalent
rule will not apply to a foreign corporation w aich

amount of such branch is $100 and the allocable is primarily and regularly traded on an established

interest amount of $50. Article VI of the U.S.- securities market in the country of which it is a

German Income Tax Treaty reduces U.S. with- resident.

holding on dividends received by a German com-

pany from a U.S. corporation to 15%. Article VII 2. This language is unclear and confusing. The Com-

of the treaty eliminates U.S. withholding tax on
mittee Report is considerablymre helpful.

U.S. source interest received by a German resi- (a) The Committee Reportstates that in general the
dent. The entire $150 ($100 dividend and $50 in- branch level tax is not to apply where it would be
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inconsistent with an existing U.S. income tax 3. A substantial numberof treaties appear to prevent
treaty obligation. After suggesting that a branch imposition of the tax. They contain provisions similar
tax does not unfairly discriminateagainst foreign to Art. 24(3) of the Treasury's Proposed Model In-
corporationsbecause it treats foreign corporations come Tax Treaty, which reads as follows:
and their shareholders together no worse than The taxation of a permanent establishment which an

U.S. corporationsand theirshareholders,it states enterprise of a ContractingState has in the other Con-
that where third country investors are not using a tracting State shall not be less favorably levied in that

treaty to avoid the branch tax, the Committee is other State than the taxation levied on enterprises of

willing to allow the provisionsof a treaty that pro-
that other State carrying on the same activities.

hibit impositionof a branch tax to take precedence (a) Treaties that containsuch provisionsare those with
over the tax, even though as later enacted legisla- Belgium (Art. 24(2)), Cyprus (Art. 7(2)), Den-
tion the tax would normally override the treaty. mark (Art. 24(3)), Egypt (Art. 26(2)), Finland

(b) If a treaty does not allow the branch tax but does (Art. 7(2)), Hungary (Art. 21(2)), Iceland (Art.
allow the existing second level tax on either in- 7(2)), Italy (Art. 24(2)), Jamaica (Art. 25(2)),
terest or dividends, the second level tax is still to Japan (Art. 7(2)), Korea (Art. 7(2)), Malta (Art.
apply. 25(2)), Morocco (Art. 22(2)), Netherlands (Art.

(c) In treaty shopping situations, the branch level tax XXV(3)), Norway (Art. 25(2)), the Philippines
will apply notwithstandinga treaty prohibition. (Art. 24(2)), and the United Kingdom (Art.

24(2)).3. The Administration'sbranch tax proposals would (b) Th treaties with the following countries either
also permit existing treaties to override the legislation, permit or do not prevent the impositionofa second
but would instruct the Treasury Department to seek level tax and therefore, with respect to corpora-
to amend those treaties that prevent the imposition of tions that are residents of those countries, second
such taxes. level dividendand interest taxes would continue to

apply: Denmark (Art. 10(6) (dividends in certain
B. Analysis of tax treaty provisions treatyshoppingcases) and Art. 11(1) (interestpaid
1. The Committee Report does not indicate what to non-residents of Denmark)), Egypt (Arts.
types of treaty provisions are inconsistent with a 11(1), 12(1) and (4)), Finland (Art. 12(2) (divi-
branch tax. Thus, an analysisof the treatiesthemselves dends) and Art. 12(1) (interest paid to non-resi-
is required. There are generally three categories into dents of Finland)), Hungary (Art. 10(1) (interest
which treaties may be classified in this respect: paid to non-residents of Hungary)), Italy (Art.

11(1) (interest)), Jamaica (Art. 11(1) (interest)),(a) those that permit such a tax specificallyor by omis- Japan (Arts. 12(1) and 13(1)), Korea (Arts. 12(1)sion of a prohibition; and 13 1)), Malta (Art. 11(1) (interest)),Morocco
b those that rather clearly prohibit the tax; and (Art. 11 (interest)), Norway (Arts. 8(4) and 9(7))(c) those that arguably prevent the tax. and the Philippines (Arts. 11(3) and 12(1)).

2. Treaties that permit the tax: 4. The remaining treaties contain provisions that ar-

guably prevent impositionof the branch tax. An exam-

(a) The treatieswith Australia (Art. 10(6)), Barbados ple of such language is Article XVIII(3) of the Austri-
(Art. 24.2), Canada (Art. X(6), France (Arts. an treaty, which reads:
13(2)(a) and 24(2)), New Zealand (Art. 23.2(b)), The citizens of one of the Contracting tates shall not,
and Trinidad and Tobago (Arts. 6(2) and 12(5)) while resident in the other Contracting State, be sub-
specificallypermit the impositionofspecial branch jected therein to other or more burdensome taxes than

profits taxes. are the citizens of such other ContractingState residing
Several of these treaties limit the rate of tax; Aus- in its territory.
tralia (15% of the taxpayer's taxable income re- (a) Except for the Irish treaty with respect to Irish
duced by its regular income tax); Canada (10% of nationals (Art. XXI), all those treaties provide
earnings not previously subjected to such tax), that citizens include all legal persons, partner-
France (15% of 2/3 of the French tax base; a U.S. ships and associations. These treaties are with
tax may be comparable), New Zealand (5%) Austria (Art. XVIII(3)), Germany (Art.
and Trinidad and Tobago (10%). XVIII(3)), Greece (Art. XVI(3)), Luxembourg

(b) In the Polish (Art. 23(2)), Romanian (Art. 22(2)) (Art. XX(3)), NetherlandsAntilles (Art. XXV(3)
and Russian (Art. X(2) treaties, the non-discrimi- of previous Netherlands treaty)), Pakistan.(Art.
nation clausescompare the tax imposedon a treaty XVII), Sweden (ProtocolPara. 7) and Switzerland
country taxpayerwith that imposed on a taxpayer (Art. XVIII(3)).
of a third country. Since each of these countries (b) It would appear, for the purpose of these provi-and the United States is not barred by imposing a sions, that to the extent that it has a U.S. perma-branch level tax on a residentof a non-treatycoun- nent establishmentor otherwisecarries on a U.S.
try, these treaties do not forbid the imposition of trade or business, a foreign corporation is resi-
a branch tax. dent in the United States.

(c) The non-discriminationprovisionin the treatywith
South Africa (Art. III(2)) applies only to South I. In a few of these treaties, juridical persons is substituted for legal
African citizens residing tn the United States. persons.
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(i) Treas. Reg. 301.7701-5 provides that a foreign income tax. This result is apparentlyconfirmed by
corporation that is engaged in a U.S. trade or proposed Section 883(a), which commences, In
business is a resident foreign corporation. addition to the tax imposed by Section 882...

(ii) In Ltr. Ruling 7846060, the Service held that a (b) These income tax treaty non-discriminationprovi-
foreign corporation having income that is ef- sions probably had theirgenesisin non-discrimina-
fectively connectedwith the conductof a trade tion provisionscontainedincommerceand naviga-
or business in the United States is considered tion treaties between the United States and a
a resident of the United States to the extent of number of foreign countries. Some of these
such effectively connected income. On that treaties contain broad prohibitionsupon the impo-
basis, the Service determined that the non-dis- sition of taxes (includingincome taxes)on corpora-
crimination provisions of the U.S.-German tions of either contractingparty that are more bur-
treaty prevented the imposition on a German densome than those borne by corporations en-

reinsurance corporation of the excise tax im- gaged in business in such countries. See, e.g., Ita-
posed by Code Section 4371(3) on reinsurance lian Treaty, Art. IX(l) and French Treaty, Art.
contracts or treaties. IX(1)(c). The United States could have a com-

(i) The contrary interpretation would effectively merce and navigation treaty relationship with a

negate any significance to the inclusion of foreign country with which it does not have an

legal persons, partnerships or associations income tax treaty, or an income tax treaty that
in the definition of citizens resident in the does not contain a non-discriminationclause that
United States. clearly prohibits the operationof a branch tax. An

(iv) It has been suggested that the 1966 amendment example of the former-- Art. XI(1) of the
to Article XXV(3) of the Netherlands treaty, Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty
which specifically makes U.S. permanent es- with Israel (with which an income tax treaty has
tablishments of Netherlands corporations eli- been signed but never ratified) under which the
gible for non-discrimination treatment, indi- companies of either country engaged in trade
cates that the contrary result should be reached or other gainful pursuantwithin the othercountry
under the earlier version of that provision shall not be subJect to income taxes that are more

(which still applies to the Netherlands Antil- burdensome than those borne by companiesof the
les). However, the official explanation of the other country. It is not clear from the language of
change merely states that the original para- the Bill and the Committee Report whether such
graph (3) contained a similar but less com- non-discrimination clauses are intended to over-

preaensive prohibition against discriminatory ride the branch tax provisions of the Bill. This is
tax treatment. The explanationdoes not state another point that the Senate should clarify.
that the prior version did not apply to a U.S.
branch of a Netherlandscorporation; at most,
it implies that the prior version may have been

IV. PROS AND CONS OF PROPOSAL

ambiguous.
(v) The Senate should clarify the applicability of A. Pros

the branch tax to such treaty countries. 1. It provides a system of taxation that results in the
(c) The treaties with Pakistan (interest (no provi- U.S. tax burden imposed on a branch's profits being

sion)), Sweden (dividends (Art. VIl(l)) and in- more comparable to the U.S. tax burden imposed
terest paid to Swedish non-residents (Art. VIII)) upon subsidiary profits.
and Switzerland (Art. XIV(1) (payments to Swiss
non-residents)) do not prevent the imposition of 2. Provisions that are very difficult to administerand
second level taxes on dividends and interest. enforce are removed from the Code.
Therefore, with respect to these treaties, the sec-
ond-level tax would continue to be applicable. B. Cons

1. It introduces concepts that are extremelycomplex
5. Miscellaneouspoints: and difficult to implement.
(a) An additional treaty restriction involves treaty 2. It fails to achieve comparable treatment of

country corporations that are engaged in a United branches and subsidiaries and in fact puts branches atStates trade or business but do not have a United
States permanent establishment. Most treaties

a distinct disadvantage in most situations.

provide that the industrialor commercialprofits 3. The objective of equal/comparable tax treatmentor business profits of a treaty resident may not for branches and subsidiaries disregards thebe taxed by the other treaty party unless such per- many
other tax and non-tax differences between the twoson has a permanent establishment in such treaty forms of business operations.country to which such profits are attributable.See,

e.g., CanadianTreaty, Art. VII. Such treaty provi- On balance, the proposed tax would likely generate
sions should prevent the imposition of the branch more tax revenue than that produced under the exist-
tax in such circumstances to the same extent that ing arrangement,but at the cost ofsubstantialadminis-
they prevent the imposition of the U.S. corporate trative and compliance problems.
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SWISS CHAPTEROF IFA

GUIDELINES FOR A DOUBLE TAXATION POLICY IN SWITZERIAND

By Dr. H.K. Lscher

One can note a growing trend during recent years to International Tax Law and Double Taxation at the
use double taxation treaties for purposes which lie FederalTax Administration,Berne, and Matre Raoul
outside their objective of avoiding double taxation. Lenz, Geneva, were followed by a panel discussion.
Switzerland has always endeavoured to conclude The latter primarily sought an answer to the question
treaties, with few exceptions,whichwere patternedon if Switzerland should aim at increasing the number of
the OECD Model Agreementof 1963/77. One exam- its double taxation treaties or not.

ple of the non-conformancewith the Model Treaty is
the reservation relating to the Article dealingwith the The discussion clearly led to the conclusion that in
exchange of information. It is the Swiss view that the view of the close integration of Switzerland'sbusiness
double taxation treaties can only provide for the ex- and industry in the global the removal of
change of the kind of information which is necessary

economy,
international double taxation must remain a perma-for the treaty's correct application and avoidance of
nent postulate for that country. The Double Taxation

misuse.
Treaty policy pursued so far has by and large stood the

The non-ratificationof the revised treaty with France test of time. However, the advantages and disadvan-
by Swiss Parliament in 1984 has prompted the Swiss tages for Switzerland must be carefully weighed in
IFA Chapter to devote the meetingof its members on collaborationwith all interested groups in politics and
7 February 1986 to the subject of Switzerland's future business life during any new treaty negotiations. The
double taxation policy. Two introductoryaddressesby meeting reasoned that the conclusion of double tax-
Notary Daniel Lthi, Directorof the Department for tion treaties at any cost must be rejected.

DOUBLE TAXATIONCONVENTIONS

Survey of the Swiss treaty practice*
By D. Lthi

INTRODUCTION 1. Industrializedcountries

Switzerlandtends to concludedouble taxationconven- With respect to industrialized countries, the Swiss
tions primarily for economic reasons. Such treatiesare treaty practice follows closely the solutions contained
intended to facilitate Swiss investments abroad and in the OECD Model Convention 1963/77 (OECD).
thereby to promote economic relations. The only exceptions concern profit adjustments to be

made in the case of associated enterprises (Art. 9,
However, double taxation conventions are not con- 2 OECD), the withholding tax interest (Art.cluded at any price. Although there is no doubt that para. on

11, para. 2 OECD) and the exchange of information
the Swiss treaty policy must offer sufficient flexibility, (Art. 26 OECD). Problems may also arise in relation
it must at the same time followcertain principleswhich to dividends, royalties and the abuse of tax conven-
may represent an obstacle to the conclusion of a con- tions.
vention. Since international tax law is subject to con-

tinuous changes, these principles must constantly be
re-examined and if necessary adapted. a) Profitadjustmentsin the case of associated

enterprisesThis article will summarize the most important sub-
jects to be dealt with when concluding new conven- If a Contracting State makes an adjustment of the
tions or when revising existing ones and theprinciples profits of an enterprise, Article 9, para. 2 OECD 1977

underlying the Swiss treatypractice in relation to these provides that the other ContractingState is committed

subjects. Adistinction is made between industrialized to make a correlative adjustmentof the profits of the

countries, State trading countries and developing affiliated enterprise if it considers that the adjustment
countries. made in the first State is justified. Switzerland has

made a reservation to this provision of the OECD
* Summaryofa talk held at the Swiss IFA Branch meetingof7February Model because it is not prepared to automatically
1986 in Basel. Mr. Lthi is Vice-Directorof the Swiss Federal Tax Admin- grant a correlative adjustment. In addition, tax assess-

istration. ments entered into force can only be re-opened if
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articular reasons for revision laid down in the law or 3 provide for the residence principle. In case it is not

y court practice are given - a profit adjustmentdoes possible to eliminate a tax at source, the attempt is
not represent such a reason - or by way of a mutual made to restrict the definition of the term royalties
agreement procedure within the ordinary time limits. and to treat leasing payments and fees for technical
Article 9, para. 2 OECD 1977 is thereforenot inserted services as ordinary business profits.
in Swiss double taxation conventions.

Under the mutual agreement procedure, competent e) Treaty abuse

authorities are not compelled to agree to a common By enacting the Decreeof 14 December1962, Switzer-
solution. In addition, any solution must also be ap- land was the first country to take measures to combat

proved by the taxpayer involved. These difficulties the use of Swiss tax conventions by non-entitled per-
could be avoided by establishingan arbitration proce- sons. The provisions of the Decree and of the con-

dure. In the EuropeanCommunities,a Draft Directive nected Circular Letter apply in all cases in which resi-
on a formal arbitration procedure has been elabo- dents of Switzerland are taking advantage of treaty
rated, but ratification is still pending. Furthermore, a relief. Due to these measures, there is no reason to

recently initialleddraft of a comprehensiveconvention restrict the personal scope of a Swiss tax convention in
between the Federal Republic of Germany and Swe- order to exclude given categories of taxpayers from
den contans an arbitration clause. However, such an treaty benefits. On the other hand, the insertion of
instrumentmay create other difficulties which, from a parts of the Abuse Decree in tax conventions may
Swiss point of view, can be importantenough to reject have undesirable effects where the domestic law of a

the idea of arbitration in the framework of double treaty partner also provides for specific anti-abuse
taxation conventions. measures. In addition, the insertion may be refused in

view of the incapacity of the treaty partner to apply
b) Dividends the provisions of the Decree equally on his side.

Generally, it is not difficult to fix the withholding tax
f) Administrativeassistance

rates in accordance with the recommendationsof the
OECD. However,negotiatorsmay be confrontedwith The Swiss practice alreadyallows an exchangeof infor-
another problem. A number of countries have taken mation for the correct applicationof a conventionand
measures in order to eliminate or alleviate economic for the prevention of treaty abuse on the bases of the
double taxation of the profits of a company and the relief procedure in respect of withholdingtaxes as well
distributed dividends by granting the domestic share- as in the course of a mutual agreement procedure.
holders a tax credit for the tax paid by the company. Therefore, Switzerland has made a reservation to Ar-

Switzerland takes the view that such a tax credit should ticle 26 OECD (exchange of information) which also
also be granted to Swiss shareholders, as is the case provides for administrative assistance for implement-
under the Swiss tax conventionswith France, the Unit- ng domestic law. However, Switzerland is prepared
ed Kingdom and Ireland. The Federal Republic of to negotiate an exchange of information clause in re-

Germany, having introduced the tax credit for share- spect of informationnecessary for the correct applca-
holders resident n Germany in 1977, has up to now ton of a convention.
refused to grant the full credit or part of it to foreign
shareholders. 2. State trading countries

c) Interest The need to protect Swiss taxpayers from the effects
Article 10 OECD provides for a tax at source of 10%. of double taxation extends to State trading countries.

Switzerland,on the contrary, aims at an exclusive tax- The differences in the economic systems and the par-
ing right of the residence country of the recipient. tial lack of reciprocity in relation to allowed business

However, a majorty of industrializedcountries are in activities require specific solutions which may deviate
favour of a tax at source, whereby some countries are from the Swiss practice vis--viswestern industrialized

prepared to reduce the withholding rate on given countries. In order to avoid unilateral tax concessions,
categories of interest or to exempt them from with- it may be necessary to restrict the scope of a conven-

holding. Amongst the 13 Swiss conventionsconcluded tion to taxation rules which cover transactionsallowed

since 1970 only 3 provide for the exclusive residence in both countries. In any case, provisions on the taxa-

principle. Therefore, it is unlikely that Switzerland tion of business profits, royalties and earned income
will be in a position to carry through its policy in thi must be inserted.
field in the near future.

d) Royalties
3. Developingcountries

According to the recommendations of the OECD In general, the Swiss treaty practice followsclosely the

Model, the Swiss policy favours an exclusive taxation solutions of the OECD Model. But Switzerland is

of royalties in the residence country of the recipient. prepared to deviate from the Model in certain respects
But numerousare the countrieswhch ask for a limited and to grant developingcountries specal concessions.
tax at source. This situation had the result that These concessionsare limited and can in no way result

amongst the 10 most recent Swiss tax conventionsonly in shifting the primary taxing right to the country of
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source. The main problem areas concern the taxation tions with industrialized countries, developing coun-
of business profits as well as source taxation of divi- tries are in general not prepared to follow the with-
dends, interest and royalties. In addition, exchangeof holding tax rates of the OECD Model, but ask instead
information is regularly an issue for discussion. for higher taxes in favour of the source country. Switz-

erland is prepared to provide for limited withholding
a) Taxation of business profits taxes on dividends, interest and royalties and to grant
In relation to the permanent establishment criteria,

a matchingcreditfor withholdingtaxes on interest and

Switzerland is prepared to determine that a building royalties which, due to special domestic measures,
have not been levied or are levied at a rate lower thansite or installation project constitutes a permanent es- the treaty rate. However, in spite of these concessions,tablishment if it lasts more than six months; a depen- the principle must be upheld that the taxing right isdent agent maintaininga stock of goods from which he shared between the residence country and the sourcehabitually fills orders or makes deliveries may also

which means that some revenue is leftconstitute a permanent establishment. On the other country tax to
the residence country after having granted the taxhand, the extension of the permanent establishment credit. Due to the relatively low tax burden in Switzer-criteria to the furnishingof services throughemployees

during a given period is, from a Swiss point of view. land, high taxes at source are the main obstacle for the
conclusion of double taxation conventions. In case ofproblematic. The imposition of a limited withholding

tax on remunerationpaid for the furnishingof services ntensve econmic relations, there is a possibility to

is unsatisfactory,but it may be concededwhere accept- agree to withholding rates which exceed the ordinary
Swiss treaty practice, but the tax creditmust be limitedable results have been achieved in important areas.
to a portion of the withholding tax effectively levied-

The UN Model, which is in general used by developing the exceeding part being only allowed as a deduction
countries when negotiating double taxation conven- from taxable income.
tions; also contains a force of attraction rule accord-
ing to which business activities of the home office of c) Mutual assistance
the same or similar kind are automatically attributed In accordance with its policy in the field of exchangeto the permanent establishment. Switzerland is not in of information, Switzerland can only make provisiona position to agree to such an enlarged taxing right. for mutual assistance clause in tax conventionswithThe force of attraction principle can create difficult a

delimitation problems and thereby lead to juridical industrialized countries. Tax conventions with de-

insecurity for the enterprises. It may also result in a velopingcountries, therefore,do not contain an article

nullificationof the rules generallypracticed in interna- on the exchange of information. However, the Swiss
an to extenttional tax law on the taxation of business profits. practice allows such exchange the the

information is necessary for the correct application of

b) Dividends, interest and royalties
a convention or for the prevention of its abuse. It is
possible for Switzerland to confirm this practice

In view of the one-sided economic and financial rela- through separate instruments.
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ABSTRACT to be used as a crucial instrument in this respect. Un-
less the existing problems of the tax are well under-

Sales tax has been the most importantsource of reve- stood, employing sales tax as a major tax handle to

nue for State Governments, ensuring their revenue mobilise resources is bound to create both allocative

productivity as well as a large degree of financial au- and distributivedistortions. The purpose of this paper
tonomy. But the growingpressureon resourcemobili- is to identify and highlight the major economic issues
sation has led to several weaknessesin the structureof arising from the levy of sales tax in India.
the tax. Preference for the first point levy and taxing
inputs and outputs alike have escalated the cost struc- Fiscal importanceof the tax
ture through cascading. The complicatedtax structure

resulting from several tax rates, surcharges and addi- The need to remedy the weaknesses of sales taxation
tional turnover taxes, has opened up avenues of eva-

sion and enhancedcompliancecosts. The operationof
assumes urgency in view of its prominent position in
the Indian tax structure. Over the last thirty years it

independentsystemsof sales tax in differentStates has has emerged as the most importantsource of revenue
caused wide differences in tax rates leading to signifi- to the States and its importance has been steadilycant resourcemisallocation.A form of tax competition growing. It accounted for only 9.21% of total tax rev-
practised by different States through sales tax incen-

enue of the Centre and States together in 1950-51, but
tives for industrialisationhas led to enormousrevenue increased to 13.06% by 1964-65 and to 20.8% in 1982-
loss with no tangiblegain in terms of industrialgrowth. 83. In this process of mobilisingrevenues, it should be
The taxation of inter-State trade has negated the stressed that sales tax in India has been performingthe
economic advantages of the federation and contri- important function of strengthening the federal struc-
buted to inter-State inequty. It is hoped that the rec- by affording increasing degree of financial
ognitionof these economicills wouldhelp in rationalis-

ture an

ing sales tax structures in the country. autonomy to the States over theyears. As a proportion
of total tax revenue of the States, the yield of sales tax
increased steadilv from 37% in 1960-61 to 58% in
1982-83 (Table 1). Similarly, it could finance an in-

I. INTRODUCTION creasingly larger proportion of revenue or current ex-

The seventh schedule to the Indian Constitution di- pendituresof the States, the proportiondoublingfrom
14% in 1960-61 to 28.1% in 1982-83.

vides the tax powers between Central and State Gov-
ernments. Accordingly, among the commodity taxes, The fiscal importanceof sales tax is seen not merely in
while the Central Government is empowered to levy the aggregate, but also in the case of individualStates.
customs and excises, the responsibilityof levyingsales Excepting in the case of Punjab and Haryana, revenue

taxes is vested with the State Governments.Although from sales tax constituted over 50% of the total tax

the division of tax powers is unambiguous,in the legal revenues of States and, in 8 of the 15 States, the pro-
sense, this has not avoided vertical and horizontal portion was well over 60%. It may also be noted that

overlappingof the tax base. This, and the predominant it financed about a quarter of revenue expendituresin

emphasis on raising revenue rather than viewing the as many as 11 out of 15 major States. Further, in each
tax as an instrument to effect changes in resource of the States, over the years, sales tax revenue formed
allocation on desired lines has created problems in the an increasing proportion of their tax revenue and fi-
achievement of both equity and efficiency. Several nancedsuccessivelyhigherproportionof their revenue

official committeesand commissionsas well as studies expenditures.
have examined in detail the structure and operationof

* The authors grateful Amaresh Bagchi, Arindam Dasgupta,sales taxes in various States and have recommended are to

various measures to reform them.l As the States will John F. Due, Sudipto Mundle and Mukul Asher, for comments on an

earlier draft of the paper.
be hard-pressed to raise more resources for the 1. The importantreports are India (1977), Kerala (1976), Gujarat (1980)
Seventh Five Year Plan (1985-90), sales tax is bound and Uttar Pradesh (1980).
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Table 1

Importanceof sales tax in major States in India

Name of the State 1960-61 1970-71 1980-81 1982-83

Sharein Sharein Share in Sharein Sharein Sharein Sharein Sharein Sharein Share in Sharein Sharein
own tax state expendi- own tax state expendi- own tax state expendi- own tax state expendi-
revenue domestic turewithin revenue domestic turewithin revenue domestic turewithin revenue domestic turewithin

product revenue product revenue product revenue product revenue
account account account account

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

AndhraPradesh 30.30 1.24 15.40 36 67 1.98 19.14 48.49 4.05 24.31 50.27 NA 26.93
Assam 23.48 0.69 7.58 41.01 1.40 9.73 47.87 1.31 8.81 69.63 3.54 15 62
Bihar 32.85 1.06 16.00 48.17 1.70 16.32 70.07 3.02 20.87 69.14 3.62 19.44
Gujarat 50.67 1.43 20.78 59.06 2.92 30.93 66 64 5.76 39.17 66.05 6.54 39 28
Haryana * 39 32 2.00 22 31 45.32 3.57 26.45 47.67 4 28 28.31
Karnataka 33 29 1.18 13.60 48.03 2.46 22.98 50.00 4.93 26 52 51.15 5.76 27 87
Kerala 44.72 2.09 20.06 57.59 2.98 23.50 60.60 5.86 30.55 62.78 NA 34.91
MadhyaPradesh 26.45 0.89 11.44 43.31 2.06 20.72 51.83 3 05 19.68 55.76 4.68 24.85
Maharashtra 50.05 2.01 27.42 62.62 4.13 36.94 66 32 5.37 39.00 62 32 6.31 39.07
Orissa 36.51 0.84 9.09 52.72 1 69 14.18 58.02 2 57 14.18 58.78 NA 12.38
Punjab 29.35o 1.85* 13.31- 43.34 2.60 31.47 44.70 3.41 28.38 44.84 3.66 32 28
Rajasthan 20.45 0.66 8.29 46.26 1.77 13.51 63.98 3 52 21.43 57.06 3 97 23.28
Tamil Nadu 45.68 1.72 21.17 54.99 3.45 28.32 71.92 7.99 39.89 64.80 NA 41.59
Uttar Pradesh 21.95 0.68 12.52 40.74 1.46 18.35 54.38 2.50 20.44 52.40 2.94 20.60
West Bengal 40.22 1.47 21.50 52.67 2.14 23.05 58.27 3.57 26.86 61.08 NA 24.03
All States 36.91 1.29 14.02 50.15 2.34 20.69 58.76 3.67 27.55 57.94 4.13 28.11

Notes: *

Haryanawasbifurcatedfrom the essentialState of Punjab Source: Derived from ReserveBank of India, Financeof State
in 1965. Governments, ReserveBankof IndiaBulletins,

.. ErstwhilePunjab included Haryanapriorto 1965. (Relevant Issues)
*** Revenueaccountcorrespondscloselytocurrentaccount.

The expenditureunder this categoryare largelyof
recurringnature.

NA State DomesticProduct figuresare not available.

Revenue productivity

Table 2 In terms of fulfilling the objective of raising revenue,
sales tax has been quite successful. The tax has been

Buoyancy and elasticity of sales tax in major States highly productive as the responsivenessof the tax with
(1971-72 to 1981-82) respect to gross national product (GNP) during the

period from 1970-71 to 1981-82 was as high as 1.49
State Buoyancy Elasticity Buoyancy/ compared to 0.98 of non-corporate income tax, 1.21

Elasticity ofcorporateincome tax and 1.17 of Union exciseduty.
The sales tax has been found to be a highly productiveAndhraPradesh 1.805 1.627 1.109

Assam 0.989 0.964 1.045 source of revenue in the case of individual States as

Bihar 1.722 1.538 1.120 well. The estimates for the period 1971-72 to 1981-82,
Dehli 1.440 1.318 1.099 summarised in Table 2, show that, excepting in the
Gujarat 1.420 1.227 1.157 case of Assam, both buoyancyand elasticityestimates
Haryana 1.505 1.362 1.105 are found to be well above unty.2 In 12 of the 15 major
Karnataka 1.821 1.492 1.086 States, it had buoyancy values exceeding 1.5, with
Kerala 1.71 7 1 287 1 334 Karnataka showing the highest buoyancyof 1.82. The
MadhyaPradesh 1.616 1.354 1.194 elasticity of sales tax was found to be the highest in
Maharashtra 1.267 1.153 1.099 Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu (1.65).Orissa 1.545 1.260 1.226
Punjab 1.389 1.033 1.345 Being the mostproductiverevenuesource for the State
Rajasthan 1.563 1.398 1.118 Governments, with growing pressure for resources,
Tamil Nadu 1.785 1 627 1.097 sales tax has come to be tapped to the utmost by all
Uttar Pradesh 1 563 1.382 1.131 the State Governments. The ratios of buoyancy to
West Bengal 1.651 1.354 1.219 elasticity in the case of all the Sates are found to be

Notes:
1. Buoyancyand elasticitycoefficientshave been estimatedby regras-

2. Buoyancy and elasticity are the measures of aggregate and au-

tomatic responsivenessofthe tax revenue to changes in incomes. Buoyancysing the tax revenue series (actual and cleaned) on the SDP in the
represents the percentage change n tax revenue in response to a 1%

log-linear model. To estimate the clean series, the proportional-adjust- change in State Domestic Product (SDP). Elasticity represents the percen-
ment method has been followed. automatic change in revenue (netted for the revenue effects oftage tax
2. All the coefficients are significant at 1 % level. discretionary measures) to a 1% change in SDP
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Table 3 Table 4

Tax structure of various States The number of tax rate categories in
selected States

State Single-pointtax Multi-point Additionaltax Surcharge Tax at
in a seriesof tax basedon compounded State ., Numberof General
sales or turnover rates tax rates rate of tax
purchaseof,at (%)
the specified
pointofsale or AndhraPradesh 18 5*
purchase Bihar 19 8

Gujarat 19 10
Andra Pradesh Yes Yes Yes Yes No Haryana 1 1
Assam Yes No No No No Kerala 15 5*
Bihar Yes No No Yes Yes MadhyaPradesh 13 10
Gujarat Yes No Yes No No Maharashtra 12 10
Haryana Yes No No No No Orissa 6 8
HimachalPradesh Yes No No Yes No Punjab 8 1
Karnataka Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Rajasthan 15 8
Kerala Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Tamil Nadu 17 8
MadhyaPradesh Yes No Yes No No Uttar Pradesh 9 8
Maharashtra Yes No Yes No No West Bengal 15 8
Orissa Yes No Yes No Yes
Punjab Yes No No No No Note: * Multi-point.
Rajasthan Yes Yes No No No Source: Sals Tax/CommercialTax De-Tamil Nadu Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Uttar Pradesh Yes No Yes No No partments of the State Govern-

West Bengal Yes Yes Yes No No ments.

Source: Sales Tax Administration in India - As Seen in Audit, Comptroller and
Auditor General of India, 1982.

greater than one and this indicates the substantial re- Tamil Nadu and AndhraPradesh,whichcontinuewith
liance on discretionarymeasures to mobilise resources multi-point tax on some commodities,single-pointtax

through the sales tax. But, in their quest for revenue, is in vogue (Table 3). Further, the revenue from the
the States have carriedout drasticchanges in the struc- first-point levy forms an overwhelmingproportion of
ture of the tax with little regard for considerationsof the tax revenue in all the States.
economicefficiency or the consequenceon equity. In their anxiety to raise more and more resources to

finance developmental plans, the States have intro-
The issues duced several ad hoc measures. Examples of such ad

hoc discretionary measures can be clearly seen from
In India, tax is leviable both on the sale or purchaseof the levy of additionalturnovertaxes and surchargeson

goods within a State as weil as on inter-State sale of sales taxes. These, once introducedas temporarymea-

goods. While the levy of intra-Statesales tax is entirely sures, eventually become a permanentpart of the tax
the prerogativeof the State Governments, inter-State structure. Of the 15 major States, it may be seen from
sales tax is levied by the States subject to the overall Table 3, 10 levy the turnover tax, and the States of
ceiling rate prescribed by the Central Government.3 Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu
Over the years, with the States independentlypursuing levy surchargeson sales tax in addition to the turnover
the main objective of raising revenue, different sys- tax.
tems of sales taxation have been evolved in the coun-

try. Initially, three types of sales tax were levied: the A distinctivefeature of sales tax in India is that, unlike

single-point, the double-pointand the multi-point, the n most countries, it does not show the characteristics
of a consumption tax for two reasons. First, the tax islast having the characteristics of a general turnover

tax. The single point tax was levied either at the first not neutralbetweendomesticproductionand imports.
Taxation of imports is the prerogative of the Centralpoint of sale - on the ex-factory price inclusive of

as taxexcise duty - or at the last point of sale from a regis- Government, and the sales is leviable by the

tered dealer. The double point sales tax prevailed States, imports are subjected to the tax only if they are

mainly in the StatesofMaharashtraand Gujaratwhere resold by registereddealers. In many instances,capital
on some commodities the tax was levied both at the goods and industrial inputs imported directly by the

manufacturers are not subjected to the tax. As onlyfirst sale as weil as at a semi-wholesalestage of sale. the largerproducersare able to get the requiredimportHowever, due to administrativeconsiderations more

and more commoditieshave been brought within the
3. Over the years the ceiling rate has been revised upwards to raise more

single stage - first point levy. Presently, excepting in The current ceiling rate is 4% when goods sold to registeredrevenues. are

a few southern States, namely Karnataka, Kerala, dealers and 10% when sold to an unregistereddealer outside the State.
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licences for importing these goods directly, it may be surcharge on sales tax, and persistance with multiple
stated that the additionalprotection due to sales tax is rate categories are only some instances of this.

largely confined to them. Second, as mentioned
above, as the tax is collected predominantly at the

point of manufacturing and import of goods into a
The firstpoint taxation: Economicill effectsversus

administrativeadvantagesState, all economicdistortions associated with pre-re-
tail sales taxes continue to pervade the tax structures. Almost all the States realise the bulk of their revenue

It is necessary to highlightsome of the other important from the tax at the first point. In the absence of setoff
features of the sales tax systems in the country which provisions, the first point tax in effect becomesa multi-
have important consequences on resource allocation stage levy, for it falls on successivestagesof processing
and equity. First, a common feature of the sales tax or manufacture of goods. Like Union excise duties,
systems in India is their complicated structures. Be- the manufacturers' sales tax leads to distortions in
sides a list of exempted goods there exist a large consumption patterns and resource allocation by im-
number of rate categories in each of the States (Table posing a lower burden of tax on commodities having
4), in some States numberingas many as 19. Second, high value added at wholesale and retail levels. As
with different lists of exemptions,differentialnominal typically, post-manufacturingvalue added is low for
rate structures, differing incentive schemes for manu- items of common consumption and high for luxury
facturers and varying standards of administrationand goods, pre-retail sales tax tends to encourage the con-

enforcement of the tax, the effective tax rates are sumption of luxury goods. Besides causing inequity in

widely different among the States. This has, besides consumption, this allocates scarce resources for the

causing trade diversion and resource misallocation, productionof non-essential items (Lim, 1980). Pre-re-
effected significant tax exportation (i.e. the shiftingof tail sales tax may even affect the method of doing
the tax burden to the residentsof other States) and the business, as there is an incentive to pass on as much of

inequitable transfer of financial resources from richer the activity beyond the point of tax as possible. This
to poorer States. Third, in principle, sales tax makes also causes cascading wherein the price to the con-

no distinction between consumer goods, inputs and sumer increases by an amount larger than the tax im-

capital goods, nor does it distinguish between sales to posed. Cascading is the highest with manufacturers'
consumersand those to producers. In conjunctionwith sales tax, where the goods which have borne the tax

the taxes on production (excise duty),4 again on the pass through the various stages of further processing
inputs as well as outputs leviable by the Central Gov- and production(in the case of inputs) and distribution.
ernment and the tax on the entry of goods (octroi) In a situation of imperfect competition characterised
leviable by the local Governments, the sales tax in by mark-uppricing, the larger the percentageof value
Inda hasgenerated a highly cascading and distorting added between the point of impact of the tax and final

type of indirect tax system which would have very few retail price, the higher would be the extent of mark-up
parallels. Fourth, the taxation of inter-Statesales at as and hence the escalation in the price due to cascading
high a rate as 4%, has created, in effect, several tariff would be higher. The sizable difference between the
zones within the country and has greatly reduced the producers' price and consumers' price in addition to

advantage of fiscal federalism, namely, a unified com- the tax element, is appropriated by the traders. The
mon market. This paper intends to analyse and iden- extent of consumption distortion a pre-retail sales tax

tify the adverse economic consequences arising from can bring about depends upon the extent of value
the levy of sales tax in India. In Section II, we discuss added subsequentto the point of tax, degreeof market
the economic issues arising from the structure of sales imperfection and differences in demand elasticities.
taxes. The third Sectiondealswith inter-Statedifferen- The levy of first point sales tax has, however, a distinct
tials in tax rates and its consequenceson trade diver- administrative advantage. In developing countries
sion and resource migration. The adverse economic
consequences arising from the taxation of inter-State

such as India, administrationof a retail sales tax is an

trade are discussed in the fourth Section. Section V onerous task because of the large informal sector con-

provides the conclusions. sistingof numeroussmall scale dealers, many ofwhom

operate without a fixed address and most of whom are

not adequatelyeducated to keep proper records. With
the first point tax, however, a large proportion of the

II. STRUCTUREOFSALESTAXININDIA:
ECONOMICISSUES

revenue can be collected from a small numberof deal-
ers5 whose returnscan be thoroughlyscrutinised,while
the returns of the smaller dealers can be summarilyIn the evolution of the sales tax structures, raising of assessed. Thus, the cost of collection under the first

revenue seems to have been taken to be the main
objective; efficiency in resource allocation and equity
have received only secondary attention. It is, there- 4. The excise duty, sales tax and octroi fall substantially on the same

fore, not surprising that administrativeconsiderations products. Unlike in many other countries, excise duty in India is not a

have prevailed in determining the tax structure. sumptuary tax, but a broad based levy as almost all manufactured goods
are taxable under the residual tariff item No. 67. Octroi, a local levy on

The general tendancy of the States to move towards the entry of goods into a local area, is a checkpost based tax.

the first point tax, widespread taxation of inputs and
5. To give a few examples, almost 80% of the tax is paid by 12% of the
dealers in Gujarat, 6.5% n Madhya Pradesh, 6% in Karnataka and 10%

capital goods, imposition of ad hoc turnover tax and in Uttar Pradesh.
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point tax is lower, administrationeasier and enforce- Table 5
ment more effective. It would thus seem that, in choos-
ing the appropriate system of taxation, the economic

Sales tax on inputs (agricultural and industrial) and

advantages in having a retail sales tax have to be capital equipments

weighed against the administrativedisadvantages. State Proportionof fromYear revenue

inputsand capital goods
Taxationof inputs and theproblemofcascading (%)

When sales taxes are levied on inputs as well as out- Gujarat 1977-78 33.6

puts, in addition to excise duties which again fall on Karnataka 1979-80 22.2

both inputs and outputs, virtually two independent MadhyaPradesh 1982-83 39.3

systems of sales tax at manufacturing level come into Rajasthan 1982-83 23.8

operation. The resulting cascading caused by the tax
Tamil Nadu 1979-80 38.7
Uttar Pradesh 1981-82 25.2

and the mark-up on tax produced by excise duty gets All India 1977-78 34.3
compoundedwith similar sales tax falling on the same

products. Source: Sales Tax/Commercial Tax Departmentsof State Gov-

In the absence of detailed commodity level informa-
ernments.

tion it is not possible to quantify the extent of sales tax
revenuecollected from inputs and capital goods. How- instance of such ad-hocism. It is obvious that a

ever, from the information available for some of the proper redesign of the tax structure and recourse to
States summarised in Table 5, we can form a broad selective discretionary measures are preferable for
judgementon the extent of cascading. It may be seen raising revenue.

from the table that tax revenue from inputs and capital
goods varies from 22% of total sales tax revenue in Another factor complicating the tax structure is the

Karnataka to 39% in Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh. multiplicity of tax rates (Table 4). This is attributable

The data collected by the Indirect Taxation Enquiry partly to administractors'preference for raising reve-

Committee (India, 1977) for the major States indi- nue in an ad-hoc manner and partly to the objectiveof

cated that in 1974-75, almost 34.4% of sales tax reve- making the structure more equitable. It may be noted

nue was collected from inputs and capital goods.
that tax structures are not based on firm estimates of
income and price elasticity of demand for different

Cascading has harmful effects on the economy for commodities but often on intuitive judgements. It
several reasons. First, an increase in the consumer would be incorrect to presume that a smoothlypro-
price by more than the tax element creates an addi- gressive system of taxation can be evolved in this fash-
tional dead-weight loss. Second, this adversely affects ion. It is thereforenot surprisingthat in spite ofaccord-
the competitivenessof Indian manufacturingbecause ing exemptions to a number of commoditiesjudged to
it is not feasible to arrange a duty draw-back of input be basic necessitiesof life and highly differentiatedtax
taxes for the exported goods. Besides, designing the rates, the distributionof tax burden is found to be only
appropriate tax structure becomes extremely difficult proportional (Ahmad and Stern, 1983). Perhaps it is
as effective rates of taxation on final products cannot possible to achieve better results on distributionwith
be easily estimated.6 More importantly, cascading much less rate differentiation. Besides, under a sim-
changes relative prices of commodities in unintended pler tax structure, compliance cost would be lower,
ways, because (i) rates of taxation of inputs are not administrationeasierand enforcementmoreeffective.
uniform and (ii) input costs in the total value of a

commodity (or the ratio of value added to total value)
differ among commodities. Thus, the price escalation Desirabilityofavoidingcascadingsales tax

iS higher for commoditieshaving highermaterial input
costs, lower non-materialinputcosts (includingwages) Considerationsof both equity and economicefficiency
and lower value added, while the relative prices of suggest that it is desirable to evolve a tax system akin

commoditieshaving a high componentof value added to the value added tax (VAT) with minimum rate

in general, and higher value ac ded in wholesale and differentiation.This would require that, gradually, the

retail stages in particular are reduced because of cas- point of levy should be moved closer to consumption
cading. As these commoditiestypically are non-essen-

rather than production, the tax burden on inputs
tial items, their consumption is encouraged and more

should be reduced and eventually removed altogether
resources are allocated for the production of these

and rate differentiationminimised to ensure effective
administration.commodities.7

6. A recent study has attempted to estimate the effective tax rates. See
Complicatedtax structures Ahmed and Stern (1983).

7. By the same reasoning it may be argued that the cascading resulting
Ad-hoc tax policies have complicatedthe tax structure from the prevailing sales tax system tends to encourage labour intensive

in no small measure. The practiceof levying across the methods of production, for, while wage costs are not subject to the tax,
are may to encourage

board turnover tax, additional sales tax or a surcharge
capital goods taxable. But it be preferable adoption
of labour intensive methods through other measures rather than through

on sales tax by a number of States (Table 3) is one cascading.
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There can, however, be a discussion on whether the surplus States have higher rates of tax on cereais and
consumption type of VAT should be preferred to the pulses. Given that the demand for food imports is
GNP type. Under the GNP type of VAT, tax is levi- inelastic, the levy of higher tax rates on these items
able on all value added in addition to the value of could clearly be a way of exporting the tax burden to
capital goods sold (purchased)whereas, in the case of the residents of importing States. Similarly, some in-
consumption type VAT capital goods are not taxed. dustrially advanced States are known to collect a
The latter avoids all cascading and hence should be higher amount of revenue by keeping the rates of tax
preferred. However, Due (1983) argues that a GNP lower than their neighbouringStates on manufactured
type of VAT may be preferable in developing coun- goodswhich have incomeelasticdemand.The absence
tries. This would at least partially offset the under- of compulsion to raise resources for the Plan gives the
stated price of capital relative to labour arising from Union Territories a clear edge in tax competition.
overvaluedexchange rates and minimumwage legisla- Generally the lower effective rates of tax in Delhi on
tion. In any case, it is important to note that, in the a number of manufactured goods and lower rates on

interest of economic efficiency, it is imperative to truck and bus chassis in Goa, Daman and Du are
move away from the cascading type of sales taxation. some cases in point.

Sales tax incentivesfor industrialisation
III. INTER-STATEDIFFERENTIALSIN TAX

RATES: SOME IMPLICATIONS Anotherfactor responsiblefor the differentiatedeffec-
tive rates among the States is the variety of sales tax
incentives for manufacturers. The incentives usuallyDifferencesin effectiverates of tax-why does it take the form of lower tax rates on inputs, tax holidaysoccur
or interest-free loans of the collected tax (Table 7). In

An important phenomenon observed in multi-level
some State limits are placed on the amount of incen-
tives whereas in others it is open-ended. Again, thefinance is the differentiation in tax rates for the same incentives may be across the board or selective to

set of commodities across jurisdictions. Variations in certain specified industries. Differentiation is alsoeffective tax rates among the States can arise essen- made depending on whether a manufacturing unit istially due to differencesin (i) scope of exempted items, located in a backward area or a more developed re-

ii) nominal tax rates, (iii) patterns of tax incentives gion.or industrialisationand (iv) standards of administra-
tion and enforcement of the tax. Tax competition As the output-linkedincentives tend to reduce the cost

among the States is an important reason for the highly of capital, this results in building excess capacity, par-
differentiated rate structure. ticularly in industrieshaving.a low capital-outputratio

are consumerExemptions from sales tax are accorded for reasons of which, typically, the luxury goods indus-
tries. Our analysis for Madhya Pradesh shows that,equity, administrative convenience and as a tax har- while the increase in investment or dispersal to back-monising device. Commoditiesconsidered to be basic ward areas owing to sales tax incentives cannot benecessities are exempted from the tax. Some products considered significant, the exchequer had to forgo aof the primarysector and perishablesare not subjected significant amount of revenue, about 7 to 10% of thetb the tax due to administrative reasons. On three
existing annual tax revenue collected by the State.commodities, namely sugar, textiles, tobacco and its

products, the States have surrendered the right to levy Further, when the present value of a future stream of
sales tax in lieu of the additional excise duty leviable benefits of tax incentives for the eligible period is
by the Centre, basically as a tax harmonisingmeasure. estimated, it has been found that at full capacityoutput
The differing notions on necessities (differing iudge- tax expenditure in relation to investment is extremely
ments on income elasticity of demand for goods), var- high in industries having a high output-capital ratio
ying degrees of organisation of the economies of the such as vegetable oil, veneer and plywood, liquid glu-
States and hence theperception of administrative cose, detergents, copper strips, asestos cement pipes
feasibility of taxing different goods are some of the and LPG cylinders. In some cases, the tax expenditure
important reasons for the differing exemption list. even exceeded the amount of investment.

It is necessary to note that, in effect, when all States
Inter-Statedifferencesin nominalrates compete to attract investments they may merely be

able to maintain their relative shares in capital invest-
Table 6 presents the comparativestructureof nominal ment and the resulting stock of capital investment in
tax rates among different States for selected com- the States may not be very different from what would
modities. It may be seen from the table that both the have been there had all the States avoided this form of
point of levy as well as the rates of tax are widely tax competition. Such tax expenditures are expensive
different among the States. This may be partly attri- particularly to the poorer States which may have to
buted to varying notionsof equity. What is disturbing, forgo a substantial amount of tax revenue with no

however, is the fact that one can also clearly discern more tangible gain than being able to maintain the
the signs of tax competition from the variations in the same level of investment. Given that the capital-out-
rate structure. For example, generally, the food put ratios differ among industries, sales tax incentives
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Table 6

Comparativestructure of sales tax rates in major States

Andhra Bihar Gujarat Haryana Karnataka Kerala Madhya Maharashtra Orissa Punjab Rajasthan Tamil Uttar West Dehli
Pradesh Pradesh Nadu Pradesh Bengal

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

1. Cereals 2to4 3t04 E 4 2 1(a) 2.5to4 E 4 4 2to3 E 4 E(b) E
2. Pulsees 4 4 E 4 2 4 4 E 4 4 4 4 4 E E
3. Hydrogenated

vegetableoil 4 9 4 7 6(f) 6 10 4 B 6 5 8 10 11 5
4. Edibleoil

(other than
Hydrogenated
OiI) 6* 9. 4 6 2(f) 6 3 4 4 .7 10 2(d) 4 8(d)' 5(f)

5. Cosmetics 5(d) 15 15 10 12(f) 16 13.5 15 16 10 10 12 12 11(d) 10(f)
6. Medicinesand

drugs 4 6 4 7 8 6 5 4 8 7 5 8 6 4 5
7. Stainlesssteel

utensils 6 11 12 10 10 10 12 10 16 10 10 10 12 10 10(f)
8. Tyresand

Tubes 6 to 10 10 6to 12 10 10 9to10 6to10.5 7 to 12 12 10 10 10t0 15 8 to 10 10 10
9. Wooden

furniture 5(d) 12 12 10 10(f) 10 8 12 12 10 10 8 12 8(d) 10(f)
10. Steel furniture 10 13 15 10 15(f) 12 12 15 16 10 12 15 12 15 10(f)
11. Refrigerator 13 16 15 10 15 15 13.5 16 16 10 10 15 10 11 10(f)
12. TV, VCR,

Sterios, etc. 13 10 12 10 10to15 13to15 13.5 15 16 10 15 15 12 15 10(f)
13. Domestic

electrical
appliances 11 12 10 10 10 10 12 15 12 10 10 10 12 15 10

14. Motorcars 12 9 10 10 15 15 10.5 12 10 10 10 15 10 11 10(f)
15. Busesand

trucks 12 9 12 10 6 15 10.5 12 10 10 10 15 10 11 10(f)
16. Non-electrical

machinery 6 12 10(g) 10 8 8 10 10 8 10 8 8 6 8(d) 10(f)
17. Electrical

motors 7 9 6 10 10 10 10 10 12 10 8 12 12 8(d) 10(f)
18. Other industrial

machinery 6 NA 4, 10 8(d) 8 10 10 12 10 8 8 6 8(d) 10(f)
19. Fertilizers 3 5 4 E 2 2 3 E 4 E 5 3.5 5 4 E
20. Cement 10 11 12 10 10(f) 8 10 8 10 8 8 12 8 8(d) 10
21. Metallicand

non-metallic
minerals 5(d) 4 10 5(d) 5(d) 10 10 12 7 4 5(d) 2 8(d) 7(f)

22. Goods not

specified in
sales tax
schedule 5(d) 8 10 7 5(d) 5(d) 10 10 8 7 8 8 8 8 7(f)

Notes: (a) Some unspecifiedcerealsaretaxedat 4%. Source:SalesTax/CommercialTax Departmentof the State Government.
(b) Rice and Paddyare taxed at 1%.

(d) Multi-pointlevy..
(e) Double-pointlevy.
(f) Last-point levy.
(g) Some specifiedtypesof machineryare taxed at a lower rateof
4%.
E Exemptedfrom tax.
NA Notavailable.
* Some edibleoilsaretaxedata lower rate orexempted.

related only to the value of output favour those indus- differentials and not due to imperfectionsin the mar-

tries having higher value of output per unit of capital, ket. This happensmainly in the case of high value/low
which may not be the original intention. volumecommoditiesproducedlargely in the manufac-

turing sector where the market imperfection is mini-
mal. 8 Trade diversion not only affects the revenues of

Rate differencesand tradediversion the States but can distort the tax structureitself. Some-

An importanteconomicconsequenceof tax rate diffe- times, tax rates levied even on commoditieshaving a

rential is uneconomictrade diversion. Trade diversion
from higher tax States to thoe where rates are lower 8. For example, the low rate of tax on bus and truck chassis in Silvasa

can occur so long as the cost of transportingthe goods (3%) in the Unon Territory of Diu is said to affect the trade even in as

iS lower than the tax differential. Again, this can hap- distant a State as Uttar Pradesh. Similarly, the lower effective rates of tax

are to a source a

pen in respect of those commodities where the price
prevalent in Delhi believed be of diversion of trade'on
substantial scale from the States of Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and

differential between the States is due largely to tax Rajasthan, resulting in significant loss of revenue to them.
1
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Table 7

Sales tax incentives for industrial units in different States
'

Eligibility Items

Sector Size Location Duration Limit Purchased Sold Exemption in Remarks
years the rate of

tax

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

AndhraPradesh All except All All areas 5 10% of capital Capital Finished Full Repayableafter
ST Loan 67 industries except33 equipment goods 10 years

majorcities raw material

Bihar All NA Backward 5-10 No limit Raw Finished Full
ST Exemption areas material goods
Gujarat All except All Backward 5-7 40% of the capital Raw Finished Full
ST Exemptionfor 47 items areas or Rs. 60 lakh to material goods
New Units 50% of the capital purchased

or Rs. 80 lakh in the State

-forexistingUnits -do- -do- -do- -do- 35% of the capital -do- -do- -do-
(expansionscheme) or Rs.. 50 lakh to

45%of thecapital
or Rs. 70 lakh

ST Loan (as an -do- -do- -do- -do- 20% of the capital -do- -do- -do- Repayableafter,

alternative) or Rs. 30 lakh to 12 years
35% of the capital,

or Rs. 50 lakh

Karnataka All Tiny Backward 5 100%ofthe -do- -do- -do-
ST Exemption areas capital
ST Loan All SSI -do- -'do- 25% to 100% of -do- -do- -do-' Repayable in 10

the capital instalmentswith
an initial

moratorumof
2 years

Kerala All SSI All 5-6 90% of the capital -- -do- -do-
ST Loan

Deferment All All All 1 Tax paid during - -do- -do-
the previousyear

MadhyaPradesh Almostall SSI All areas 2-5 No limit Raw Finished Full
ST Exemption industries material goods
(new Unit)

-do- M&LSI Backward 3-5 No limit -do- -do- -do-
areas

ST Deferment -do- SSI All areas 2-5 No limit -do- -do- -do- Repayableafter
(new Unit) 10 years
(Alternativeto -do- M&LSI Backward 3-5 No limit -do- -do- -do- Repayableafter
exemptionscheme) areas 10 years
ST Deferment -do- SSI All Rs. 4 to 1 2.5 lakh Raw Finished Full Repayableafter
(existingunits material goods 10 years
setting up new unit)
Maharashtra All M&LSI Backward 3-9 75% to 90% of the NA NA Full
ST Exemption and areas fixed capital

poneer
ST Deferment -do- -do- -do- 3-6 25% to 40% of NA NA -do-

fixed capital
Orissa All Tiny All 5 Machinery NA Full
ST Exemption & SSI raw material

etc.
All SSI All 10% ofthe capital -do- NA -do- Repayableafter

or Rs. 1 lakh 5 years
per year

All M&LSI All 10% ofthe capital -do- NA -do- Repayableafter
or Rs. 25 lakh over 10 years

5 years
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Eligibility Items

Sector Size Location Duration Limit Purchased Sold Exemption in Remarks
years the rate of

tax

Rajasthan Textilles, All All 5 . No limit Raw NiI Full
ST Exemption Cement, material

Mineral Machinery
products,

Engineering
and Sugar

TamilNadu All M&LSI All 6 Tax paid in 4 All All Full Repayable in
ST Loan (New Units) yearssubjecttoa annual

maximumof instalmentafter
Rs. 20to 100 lakh 9 years

or 20% of the
capital

ST Loan (expansion Textilles, -do- Backward 6 Tax paid in years All All -do- -do-
schemes) Sugar, areas or 25% of new

Cement, capitalor

Minerals&
alcohol are

noteligible
UttarPradesh All All Backward 5-7 No limit - All goods Full
ST Exemption areas

.

ST Deferment All Pioneer - - -do- - -do- -do-
areas

WestBengal Approved All All 5-7 5% ofthe fixed Inputs Outputs Repayableafter
ST Loan industries capital 10 years

Notes: SSI = Small Scale industries. Source: SalesTax/CommercialTax Departmentof DifferentState
M&LSI = MediumandLargeScale Industries. Governments.
NA = Informationnot available.

very high income elasticity (such as motor cars) are IV. ISSUESARISINGFROMTAXATIONOF
lower than less income elastic commoditiesdue to the INTER-STATETRADE
fear of trade diversion.

Centralsales tax (CST) and inter-Stateexportation
A more serious adverse consequenceof tax rate differ- of taxburden
ences is resourcemisallocation.Significantdifferences
in tax rates, ceteris paribus, may lead to migration of

A special feature of the Indian sales tax system is thecapital from high tax rate to low tax rate regions. This
taxation of inter-State trade. Originally, thecould not only result in cost escalations due to alloca-
of levying the ensure that

purpose
tion of resourcesamongStatescontraryto the resource

tax was to some revenue

endowments,but also may involveavoidabletranspor-
accrues to exporting States without raising unduly the

tation of raw materials as well as finished products.
burden on consumersin the importingState (Govern-

The extent of allocative distortions, however, would ment of India, 1977). Also, it was believed that a tax

depend upon the responsivenessof capital migration on inter-State trade could help to check evasion of

to tax rate differences in different activities. taxes on inter-Statetradesales. Considering,however,
that this principle authorises a given State to tax citi-

Apart from the consequenceson economicefficiency, zens or other States, it was considered necessary to
differences in tax rates among the States can be a keep the rates low.
source of horizontal inequity. Broadly, if the tax diffe-
rentials are equivalent to the differentials in public However, over time, the original purpose of inter-

services, the fiscal residuum would be the same and State sales tax was forgotten and raising of revenue

(assuming that this is an appropriate measure) hori- became the main purpose. Though, initially, the Cen-

zontal equity will not be violated. However, differen- tral Sales Tax (CST) was levied at only 1%, it has been

tial tax rates arising from the exportationand tax com-
raised by stages to 4%. This has created as many tariff

petition do violate the norms of horizontal equity. zones within the country as there are States in the

Further, in tax competition, economically advanced Indian Union.

States fare better and are able to export a larger Besides being a source of hindrance to the free flow of
amount,of tax to the less developed States for several trade across State borders, the CST has become an

reasons. Theseare explainedin the followingSection. important instrumentof transferof financial resources
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Table 8

Share of Central sales tax in major States

Nameof State Growth rate 1960-61 1965-66 1970-71 1975-76 1980-81 1982-83
of State

Revenue Share Revenue Share Revenue Share Revenue Share Revenue Share Revenue ShareDomestic
collection of the from CST of the from CST of the from CST of the from CST of the from CST of theProduct from CST State State State State State Statefrom manu-

facturing
1960-61 to (Rs. (Rs. (Rs. (Rs. (Rs. (Rs.
1981-82 crore) (%) crore) (%) crore) (%) crore) (%) crore) (%) crore) (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)

AndhraPradesh 13.06 0.44 1.91 1.11 1.58 3.62 2.46 24.39 6.51 33.13 4.60 66.39 6.19
Assam NA 0.03 0.10 0.60 0.85 0.60 0.40 0.99 1.87 NA NA 17.76 1.68
Bihar 9.80 2.68 11.63 6.11 8.67 9.98 6.78 14.20 3.79 21.92 3.04 51.01 4.82
Gujarat 12.27 0.88 3.82 4.72 6.70 12.90 8.76 33.53 8.95 92.40 12.83 111.12 10.51
Haryana 15.58* - - - - 6.73 4.57 18.22 4.86 NA NA 61.22 5.79
Karnataka 12.11 0.63 2.73 1.67 2.37 5.91 4.01 23.05 6.15 46.61 4.47 73.62 6.96
Kerala 12.99 0.80 3.60 2.07 2 94 3.57 2.41 8.18 21.18 21.43 2.98 19.11 1.81
MadhyaPradesh 13.56 1.07 4.64 4.54 6.43 10.64 7.23 27.43 7.32 44.25 6.15 82.00 7.76
Maharashtra 12.55 4.88 21.14 15.34 21.77 37.43 25.43 85.98 22.95 198.37 26.30 233.13 22.06
Orissa 11 87 0.48 2.08 2.93 4.16 6.35 4.31 7.91 2.11 20.26 2.81 23.35 2.21
Punjab 16.77 1.35 5.86 4.43 6.29 8.82 5.99 17.00 4.54 34.14 4.74 42.96 4.06
Rajasthan 10.73 0.28 1.22 1.73 2.46 3.33 2.26 10.88 2.90 16.22 2.25 23.44 2.22
Tamil Nadu 11.82 2.28 9.90 7.15 10.15 13.79 9.37 33.27 8.88 65.59 11.89 101.59 9.61
Uttar Pradesh 12.93 0.88 3.82 2.03 2.88 5.01 3.40 16.58 4.42 28.19 3.92 52.27 4.95
West Bengal 9.23 5.81 25.22 16.06 22.79 25.25 17.15 46.81 12.49 85.39 11.86 120.35 11.39

TOTAL-ALL
STATES 23.04 100.00 70.46 100.00 147.22 100.00 374.70 100.00 720.04 100.00 1056.98 100.00

Note: * 1965-66 to 1981-82 Source: ReserveBankof India Bulletin, Relevant Issues.

from less developed to the relativelydevelopedStates. perverse transfer would be greater than is reflected in
Export of taxable goods of industrially advanced the distribution of the CST alone.
States to industrially backward States exceeds their It may, however, be argued that, like import duties
imports. As may be seen from Table 8, the four indust-

providing protection to domestic industry, the levy ofria ly advanced States of Gujarat, Maharashtra,Tamil
CST provides additional protection from competitionNadu and West Bengal collect over 52% of the CST
to industries located within State from those located

revenues. In fact, the proportion of CST collected by
a

some of the poorer mineral-producingStates has been beyond. This may, to some extent, help in the indus-
trialisation of backwardStates. But the avoidanceand

falling over the years, as has been the case with Bihar. evasion of the tax on inter-State trade is much easier
Also, the States in which manufacturingsectors' SDP than on inter-country trade and, consequently, the
has been increasing at a faster rate have been enhanc-

protection offered much less effective. Even if it is
ing their share of CST collections. Thus, the indust- admitted that the CST helps the industrialisation of
rially advancedStates manage to export a good part of backward States, it should be noted that this is donetheir taxation to consumers n other States, the prob-
lem being further accentuated by the taxation of in- at a very high resource cost to the economy. Perhaps

a better method would be to provide a direct subsidyputs. Sales tax on inputs escalates the final price of the
to neutralise cost disadvantages in backward regionscommodity in an imperfect market situation charac-
and provide better educational facilities to developterised by mark-uppricing. Even in Stateswhere there
skilled at all levels and to develop the in-

is a provision of concessional taxation of inputs, this is
frastructure

manpower
of the backward States. In other words,app]icable only when the final goods are consumed

expenditure, rather than tax policy, be better
within the State and not when they are exported to may a

other States. Thus, the effective rates on manufac- nstrument in this regard.
tured products would be much higher than those on Taxationofconsignmenttransfersand
raw materials and intermediategoods. Given that the implicationsfor inter-Stateequity
proportionof finished manufacturedgoods in the total
exports of industrially advanced States to backward Anotheradverse consequenceof the high rate of inter-
States is higher than conversely, the extent of this State sales tax has been its avoidance and evasion
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through consignment transfers. The high rate of tax V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
had induced large manufacturers to establish
warehousesin different States. Mere transferof goods
from the point of production to warehouses does not

The excessive reliance on the sales tax for raising rev-

invite inter-State sales tax and thus provides an easy
enue in disregard of other economic objectives has,

avenue of avoidance. It is the economythat eventually over the years, rendered the sales tax structure

bears the burden of the additionalcost of warehouses. economically inefficient. Some of the ways in which it

Besides, the relatively large manufacturersare better has caused distortions in allocative efficiency and

placed to avoid the tax and thus gain an advantage equity in the country are summarisedbelow:

over others. (i) The administrators'preference for a first point tax

With a view to checking this form of tax avoidanceand has not only narrowed the tax base considerably,
but also under imperfect market conditions,to generate more revenue, the 46th Amendment to
characterisedby mark-up pricing, it has helped to

the Constitution was put through whereby consign- escalate the cost structure throughcascading. This
ment transfers can be subjected to tax. The decision
to impose the tax is yet to be taken and in view of the cascading has been aggravated because the tax is

pressing need to generate more revenue to bridge the levied both on inputs and outputs which are al-

resource gap for financing the Seventh Plan, this deci- ready subject to excise duties. Among other

sion may indeed be taken soon. The Chief Ministers' reasons, the significant dead-weight loss arising
Conference has already agreed to levy this tax at the therefrom has only contributed to render Indian

same rate as the CST. The distributionof the proceeds industries less competitive. Even the duty draw-

inter-se States is to follow a formula whereby the back for exported goods cannot be implemented
States would receive 50% of the total collections on effectively in the absence of a detailed knowledge
the basis oforiginand the other50% will be distributed about the extent of input taxation;
according to the formula for distributingUnion excise (ii) Enormousdifferencesin the efffective rates of tax-

duties as decided by the Finance Commissions. ation arising from differing exemption lists, nomi-
nal rates and incentive schemes and varying de-

Two points need to be noted here. First, tax on inter- grees of administrative efficiency too, have af-
State trade or consignment transfers should not be fected the resourceallocationin uneconomicways.
looked upon as a revenuemeasureand the economic The tax competition has been no mean factor in
advantagesof a federation should not be sacrificed by causing variations in effective tax rates among the
creating different tariff zones. Besides nullifying the States. The extent of trade diversion and resource

advantage of a larger unified market, in the long run misallocationcaused therefromcould be consider-
this may also have an adversepolitical repercussionon able. Further, in competing to export a portion of
the federation. It should be noted that this, along with the tax to the residents of other States, the ad-
the tax on inputs prevailing in the States, generates vanceda States have a clear advantage thus accen-

inefficiency, affects competitivenessin manufacturing tuating inter-State inequity; and
and leads to avoidable costs. More importantly, as (iii)The taxation of inter-State sales on a significant
argued earlier, it results in inequitable transfer of re- scale, as at present in India, has only helped to
sources. create several tariff walls within the country and

It may be argued that part distributionof consignment considerablyreduce the advantagesof a largeruni-

tax according to the Finance Commissions' formula fied market. Besides, a peculiar type of protection
would remove inequity from the levy. However, with from competition from other States is provided
the levy of consignment tax at a rate equal to inter- through the inter-State sales tax. This has become

State sales tax, there would be no incentive for the a device for the industriallymore advanced States

manufacturers to indulge in consignment transfers at
to pass on the tax burden to the residents of less

all. Presumably, with a tax on consgnments, part, if advanced States. This has further escalated the

not the entire amount, of such transactions will take inequitable transfer of resources.

the form of regular inter-State trade itself in order that
the cost of building warehouses and branch offices in
different States is saved, in which case the poorer
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distributing the consignment tax. Documenmtion,Vol. 37, No. 2 (1983).
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Government of Gujarat, Report of the Gujarat Taxa- GovernmentofUttar Pradesh, Uttar PradeshTaxation
tion Enquiry Commission, (Chairman R.J. Chel- uiry CommitteeReport, (Chairman R.J. Chel-
liah), Gandhinagar (1980). liah), Lucknow (1980).

Government of Kerala, Report of the Committee on Lim, David, Taxation Policies in John Cody et. al.

Commodity Taxation, (Chairman I.S. Gulati), (eds.) Policies for Industrial Progress in Develop-
Govt. Press, Trivandrum (1976). ing Countries,Oxford UniversityPress, New York

Government of India, Report of the Indirect Taxation (1980).
Enquiry Committee, (Chairman L.K. Jha), Minis-
try of Finance, New Delhi (1977).

TaxationofRental Rates of tax levied on rental income as of 1.1.1986

PropertyIncomein Grossannualncome arising Percentof such
from each buildingowned income to be paid

BurkinaFaso (CFA francs) intax

0 - 100,000 25%
100,001 - 300,000 30%
300,001 - 500,000 35%

By LawrenceA. Rupley 500,001 - 800,000 40%
800,001 - 1,500,000 45%
Greaterthan l,500,000 50%

Source: Burkina Faso, Kiti No. 86-002/CNR/PRES, 9 January
Burkina Faso (formerly Upper Volta) is a land-locked 1986
Sahelian country of some six and one-half million

people, boundedby Ivory Coast, GhanaandTogo in the The CFA franc exchangesat a fixed rate of 50 CFA for one French
franc. In May 1986, approximately350 CFA francs equal one U.S

south, Beninand Niger in the east, and Mali in the north dollar.
and west. Burkina Faso was severely affected by the

drought of 1982-84 as well as that of 1968-74. Agricul- The administration of this tax appears to have been
tural development is severely constrainedby desertifica- carefully thought out and seems to work relatively
tion, landerosion, deforestationandasevereshortageof well. The tenant makes his rent payment to the prop-
accessible water resources.* Harvests were much im- erty owner who must then pay the tax to the Govern-
proved in 1985, and the Government has made rural ment. The property owner must then furnish to the
development/agriculturea major priority. The rate of tenant a photocopy of his receipt(s) for taxes paid.
inflationfor the 12 months to September 1985 was 1%. Starting in 1985, all rent contracts must be registered

with the Government,and the tenant retains a copy of
that contract. The tax authorities can therefore now

*Abecor Country Report, The Sahel, April 1986. ask the tenant to show the rent contract, the receipt
T for rent payments made by the tenant to the property

One major thrust of the Burkina Faso Government's owner, and the photocopy of the receipt for tax pay-
ments made by the owner to the Government. This

fiscal system since the Conseil National de la Rvolu- system thus permits a cross-check of all three docu-
tion under CaptainThomas Sankara came to power in ments at one time. The tenant is, by definition, gener-
August 1983 is to tax the income of the owners of ally easier to locate in the vicinity of the property in
rental real estate-houses and buildings-moreheavily question than is the owner who may live n a com-
than hitherto. Such a measure has been introduced as pletely different area of town, or even in a different
a deliberateeffort by the Government to combatwhat city. The tenant also has little reason to attempt to
it regards as an excessive concentrationof urban real avoid compliancewith the tax regulatonsand tax ad-
estate ownership in the hands of a relatively small ministrators. On the other hand, the property owner
numberof propertyowners. This tax should also serve might be sorely tempted toward non-complianceif the
to reduce the distance between the higher and lower tax system necessitated that he must be contacted di-
ends of the income distribution. rectly as might be the case with a tax levied on the asset

For 1985, the effective tax rate on rental income was value of the property.
100%, since all rents were required to be paid directly
by tenants to the Governmentrather than tothe own-

It has been suggested2 that the increased rates of taxa-

ers of the rental properties. The owners eagerly [continuedon page 309]

awaited news of the policy for 1986! As of 1 January 1. Dr. Rupley has worked in Nigeria and Kenya and now works in
1986 the rate of tax levied on rental income was re- Burkina Faso and regularly provides commentaries these countries.on

vised, and such rates now range from 25% to 50% of 2. Lyse Doucet, Econornics and Revolution, WEST AFRICA, 10

such inome: February 1986, 295 at 296.
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\ IGE R A: it is not within the competenceof a state:

(1) to make sales tax law affecting any of the mat-

TheSalesTaxDecree
ters in the Exclusive LegislativeList; or

(2) to make any sales tax law affecting any of the

1986
matters in the Concurrent Legislative List
which is inconsistentwith any law validly made
by the Federation; or

(3) to make any sales tax law on any matter in the

By J.M. Elegido* ConcurrentLegislativeList where any law val-
idly made by the Federation has covered the
field.

INTRODUCTION (b) The states can legislate on sales tax only if there is
no Federal Law which controls the price of goods.

Effective from 30 June 1986 a new Sales Tax Decree A sales tax on goods which have had their price
has been added to the Nigerian tax library. This is the fixed by Federal Law, Order or Regulation is tan-

first time that a uniform sales tax has been imposed in tamount to a price increase and is thereforeuncon-

stitutional.the country. Until now many states had enacted sales
(c) Sales tax levied on goods brought into the state

or purchase tax laws, but there were serous doubts
about their constitutionality. Now all of these state is unconstitutionalon the grounds that it discrimi-

taxes have been substitutedby a uniform tax through- nates against inter-stateor international trade and

out the country.
commerce which are within the exclusive regula-
tory power of the Federation.

(d) The Court supported the view of the Court of

THE SITUATIONPRIORTO THE SALESTAX Appeal that sales tax on supply of services, e.g. in

DECREE 1986 a hotel, is valid.

Many of the existing State Sales Tax Laws turned out
Since 1979 more and more state governments have to be totallyor partiallyunconstitutionalby the criteria
had recourse to the imposition of sales taxes in an set in this decision. Some offendedby levying tax only
attempt to increase their internallygeneratedrevenue. on goods brought into the state. Others taxed prod-
By 1986 12 out of the 19 states of the Federation had ucts such as petrol, diesel oil, petroleum products,
introduced some type of sales tax. ' beer, soft drinks or motor vehicles whose prices had

The introduction of these sales taxes created some
been controlledby the Federal Government.6For the

problems. First, it was not clear whether under the future it became practically impossible for the states

1979 Constitution the states could validly impose sales that had not yet introduced the tax to do so without

taxes.2 Secondly, some states levied the tax only on infringingon federalcompetencesas a result of a Gov-

goods brought into the state3 thus favouring made ernment Notice prohibiting any price increases with-

in the state goods over those manufacturedin other out the consent of the Productivity, Prices and In-

states of the Federation. This appeared undesirable comes Board. 7

from the point of view of the Federation as a whole The Federal Military Government has now tried to

besides posing another constitutional question. solve the above problems and remove areas of con-

Thirdly, the introduction of sales taxes increased the troversy by enacting a Federal decree on the subject.
price of the taxed goods. This conflictedwith the price We will now proceed to examine the main provisions
control powers of the Federal Government and it of this decree.
raised both a policy problem and still one more con-

stitutional issue. In tact the Productivity, Prices and
Incomes Board4 published a notice calling the atten-
tion of states wishing to introduce sales taxes to the * Mr. Elegido is a Senior Lecturer on Taxaton and Commercial Law
fact that any such tax might infringe on the Board's at the Institute of Managementand Technology, Enugu, Nigeria.
guidelines on incomes and prices. Finally, the multi- 1. These states are: Lagos, Ogun, Oyo, Ondo, Bendel, Anambra, Imo,

plicity of sales taxes with different states taxing diffe- Rivers, Cross River, Kaduna, Kano and Benue.

rent goods at different rates and following different 2. After the introduction of military rule in December 1983 it is no

to Edict;
administrativeprocedures created problems for com-

longer possible challenge in any Court the validityof a Decree or

S.5 Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree 1984. But the

panies operating throughout the Federation. governmentobviously retains an interest in legislatingin an orderly fashion
and in framing the laws in such a way that they may survive after return to

Eventually the Supreme Court had an opportunity to civilian rule.
decide on some of these issues when giving judgement 3. E.g. Ogun State and Bendel State. See S.3(1) of the Ogun State Sales

in the case Attorney General of Ogun State v. Alhaji TaxLaw 1982 and S.3(1) of Bendel Sales Tax Law 1982.

Ayinke Aberuogbaand 6 others.5The decision in this 4. This is a body set up by the Productivity Prices and Incomes Board
Act 1977 and charged among other functions with preparingguidelines

case can be summarized as follows:
- -

on any question relating to incomes and prices.

(a) The Federation is entitled to levy sales tax on any
5. (1985) 1 N.W.L.R. 395.
6 Schedule I to Price Control Act 1977. Price Control Commodities

saleable matter within its competence. A state can Order, No. 22 of 1979.
also do the same within its competence.However, 7. No. 67 of 1985.
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TAXABLEGOODSAND SERVICES The main functions of this committee are to recom-

mend changes in the taxable goods and serviceand in
Taxable oods are beer, wine, liquor and spirits, soft the tax rates to the National Council of State and to

drinks, cigarettes and tobacco, jewels and jewellery, recommend changes in the reference prices of any
perfumes and cosmetics (excluding toiletries), video taxable goods and services to the Productivity, Prices
recorders, stereo sets, radios, television sets, video and Incomes Board.
cassettes, cameras, airconditioners, fans, deep freez-
ers, carpets and rugs (excluding linoleum) and bottled This committee is subject to the control of the Minister

of Finance in the performanceof its functions.
natural water. The services taxed are those rendered
in registered hotels, motels, catering establishments,
restaurantsand other personal service establishments. COLLECTIONAND PAYMENT
The Sales Tax Committee, with the approval of the
National Council of State,8 may from time to time Manufacturers and importers are charged with the
amend or vary this list of taxable goods and services. duty to collect to tax from their distributorsor agents.
Any such amendment shall be published in the In the case of taxable services the suppliers of these
Gazette. services shall collect the tax from their consumers.The

The Tax in respect of goods arises when the manufac-
tax must be collected not later than 30 days after the

turer or importer supplies such goods to its accredited supply of any taxable goods or services.

distributors or agents. The tax ln respect of services The tax collected is payable to the Internal Revenue
arises when a supplier supplies such services to con- Departmentof the state where the distributoror agent
sumers in the course of its business. of a manufactureror importer of taxable goods or the

supplier of taxable services carries on business. The
tax must be paid to the appropriate Internal Revenue

TAXRATES Department on or before the 30th day of the month
next following that in which the tax is due. Each time

The nominal tax rates are 5% of the price of the goods a payment is made a return must be submitted in the
or services, with the exceptions of wine, liquor and form prescribed in Schedule 2 of the Decree and a

spirits that are taxed at a 10% rate and beer and soft copy of every return shall be forwarded to the Produc-
drinks (including mineral water) that suffer a tax of tivity, Prices and IncomesBoard. The JointTax Board
36k and 24k per carton/crate respectively. But the is vested with authority for resolving any conflict that
referenceprice of the goodsor services for the purpose may arise in the disbursementof revenue from the tax.

of calculatingthe tax is fixed by the SalesTax Commit-
tee with the approval of the Productivity, Prices and

POWERSOF INSPECTION,OFFENCESAND
Incomes Board. PENALTIES
The rates of tax may be amended from time to time by
the Sales Tax Committee with the approval of the An Internal Revenue Department that is entitled to
National Council of State. Any such amendmentshall any payment of tax under the Decree has powers to

be published in the Gazette. start an investigationeither by itself or by authorizing
in writing any person to act on its behalf. The powers
of the person conducting an investigation are broad

THE SALESTAX COMMITEE and include requiring any manufacturer, importer or

supplier to proauce any books, documentsor records
This committee is integrated by the chairman of the relating to taxable goods or services, to make copies
Joint Tax Board9 as chairman, all members of the ofthem and to demand any other informationor assist-
Joint Tax Board, one representativeof the Productiv- ance that in its opinion would assist in the inspection.
ity, Prices and Incomes Board, one representativeof A person conducting an inspection can also enter the
the Board of Customs and Excise, one representative premises of any manufacturer, importer or supplier
of the Ministryof Commerceand the Legal Adviser to and remove any books, documentsor records relating
the Federal Board of Inland Revenue. to taxable goods or services where he/she has reason

to suspect that the Decree is being contravened.

Any delay in delivering to the appropriate Internal
8. The National Council of State is made up of the President, the Chiefs Revenue Departmenttax already collectedwill attract
of Staff, Supreme Headquarters, the Minister of Defence, The Attorney penalty of 5% of the tax.
General of the Federation, the Inspector General of Police and all the a

Military Governorsof the states: S.9 Constitution(Suspensionand Modifi- Failure to comply with any provision of the Decree or
cation) Decree 1984. to pay an amount collected plus penalty within two
9. The Joint Tax Board was establishedby the IncomeTax Management
Act 1961. Its membership consists of the Chairman of the Federal Board months of its being demanded constitutes an offence.
of Inland Revenue, one representativeof each state, usually the chairman When an offence is committed by a body corporate a

or director of the respective Board of Internal Revenue or equvalent frm or an association of individuais, every director,
body, and a secretary that s not a member. Its main functions are to advise similar officer of the body
the Federal Government n respect of taxation matters having effect manager, secretary or cor-

throughout Nigeria and promote uniformity in the application of tax laws Porate, or partner or officer of the firm or person
throughout Nigeria. [continuedon page 3341
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1\D:

MeasuresagainstTaxAvoidanceby
Multinationals
By Har Govind

For a general backgroundstudy, see India: Taxation
Mr. Har Govind M.Sc.BLcurrently practices as an advocate of Foreign Companiespublished in the Bulletin, De-
and consultant in India. His formerassignmentsincludeChief cember 1984 (Volume 38 No. 12).Commissionerof Income-tax Delhi, Member of the Income-
tax Appellate Tribunal, Competent Authority for Forfeiture of
Smugglers' Property and Director of Investigation, Mono-
polies and RestrictiveTrade Practices Commission. CONCEPT OF FOREIGN COMPANY

A foreign company under Section 591 of the Indian
INTRODUCTION CompaniesAct 1956 broadly means a company incor-

porated outside India which has a place of business in
The term multinationalcorporation (MNC) became India. The concept of a foreign company under the
universallywell-knownafter the publicationof Report Income-tax Act 1961 (IT Act) is somewhat different.
No. E 73 AII titled Multinational Corporations in For tax purposes, companies are characterized as

World Development issued by the Department of domestic and non-domestic. A domestic company
Economic and Social Affairs of the Unted Nations means a company registered in India. It also means a

Secretariat. This Report was prepared in pursuanceof companywhich is not registeredin India but whichhas
ResolutionNo. 1721 (L III) of 28 July 1972 which was made prescribedarrangementsfor the declarationand
unanimously adopted by the United Nations payment of dividends in India in respect of income
Economic and Social Council. In this Report, the ex- subject to Indian tax. As a consequence, in addition
pression MNC has been used, generally, to cover to its profits, dividends declared by such a company
international, multinational, transnational, suprana- also become subject to Indian tax in respect of all
tional and global corporations. Broadly speaking, shareholderswhetheror not they are resident in India.
there are three kindsofMNCs, as summarizedbelow: In this manner, a company can elect to be considered

a domestic company although it is registered outside
(a) Transnational of India. Therefore, for tax purposes, a foreign com-

A transnationalcorporation is solely geographic. It pany means a non-domesticcompany. Separatestatis-
remains attached to a particular country despite the tics on such companiesare not available.Their approx-
installationof its machinery of productionor distribu- imate number, however, can be estimated from the
tion in several countries. It is a national companywith number of foreign companies, as defined under Sec-
global extensions. tion 591 of th Companies Act, doing business in

India.
(b) Multi-origin
A corporation may be multinational in origin with Table I

respect to the capital at its disposal or the capital As at Numberof
resources of the directors. The corporate structure 31 March foreigncompanies
may be such that it may not be possible to connect it 1977 482
with any particularcountry. Two well-knowninstances 1978 473
of such corporations are Royal Dutch Shell and Uni- 1979 358
lever. 1980 315

1981 300

(c) Intermediate type 1982 311
A corporationwhich retains its principalnationaliden- 1983 320

tity while engaging in joint ventures, eitherwith inves- 1984 326

tors of local capital or other participantsin other coun- Source: Report for the year ending 31
tries, is of a type which is intermediate between (a) March 1984 of the Departmentof Com-
and (b). pany Affairs, Governmentof India.

The tax treatment of multinationalsin India has three Of the 326 foreign companies reported on 31 March
important aspects: 1984, a majoritywere from the United Kingdom (128)

{!
the taxation of foreign companies; and the United States (68).
measuresagainst tax avoidanceby multinationals; An Indian subsidiary of a foreign company is consi-

c) the tax treatment of resident taxpayers on pay- dered an Indian company. It is a separate legal and
ments made by them to foreign companies. assessable entity from the holding company. It is not
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treated as a foreign company for tax purposes. It will - payments for non-existent services;
be noted from the above Table that the number of - collusive agreements to shift income source;
foreign companies in 1984 is smaller as compared to in - disguising royalties as managementcharges;
1977. This is due to the fact that foreign companiesare - allocation of expenses not connected with busi-
gradually converting themselves into Indian com- ness;
panies due to a Governmentindigenizationpolicyand - disproportionateallocationof head office expendi-
also to qualify for greater tax benefits under the IT ture;
Act. - disguised dividends through loans.

The broad techniqueof a multinationalcorporation to
evade proper taxes or to reduce its overall tax burden

MULTINATIONALS- GENERALIMAGE is to transfer its income from of higha country tax
incidence to a tax haven country or to a low tax Jurs-Most of the foreign companies operating in India are diction. Sometimes, the transfer of income from one

multinationalcorporations. In certain interestedquar- country to another is also done to circumvent foreign
ters, MNC is a dirty word. But this is not a balanced exchange regulations. The transfer of income is ef-
view. In the Indian situation, the image of MNCs is fected through one or more of the above methods. The
bright in some parts and shady in others. They do have manipulated channelling of income distorts equitable
some specific factors in their favour: the quality of allocation of income and adversely affects the tax rev-
their management is high; they have brought new and enues of the source country. It also makes a sizeable
useful managementconcepts to the country; they pay dent in the foreign exchange position. Developingbetter wages and follow better labour practices; n countries like India can ill afford such a drain on their
general, the safety standards adopted by them are tax and foreign exchange resources. In this context, it
good; 1 multinationalshave a good record of pollution will be useful study the preventiveprovisions incor-to
control and environmentalmanagement;and, finally, porated in the Indian Income-tax Act. This studythe quality of their product is reliable. This is the should also help in comprehending the problem as it
general picture. Undoubtedly, there are a few MNCs arises in the entire arena of third world countries.
which fail to conform to this picture and the record of
some Indian concerns can be not only as good but
superior to some of the MNCs operating in India. Collusive invoicing
On the negative side, it has been alleged that MNCs Multinational corporations sell or transfer goods,charge high prices, follow unfair pricing policies in products and services to their marketing branches,
respect of imports and exports, adopt obsolete subsidiaries, or associates at prices based not at the
technology, charge repetitive payments for the same market rate but at rates fixed by themselves. There is
technology,dump drugs and other productswhich are

banned elsewhere in India, avoid tax on a global scale, every possibilityof price manipulationsthrough trans-
fer pricing in such transactions to the detrimentof the

and, overtlyor covertly, interfere in the internalaffairs host country. While the price of imports is inflated,of the host country. that of exports is deflated. A specific example may be
These last allegations regarding the negative and cited from a working paper prepared by two re-

harmful role of MNCs need to be tackled by various searchers of the Indian Institute of Public Administra-
methods including administrativeand fiscal measures. tion, New Delhi. In their study MultinationalCorpo-
This article focuses on methods practised by multina- rations and Self-Reliance- A case study of drugs and
tionals to avoid taxes and on measures which have pharmaceuticals in India, Naresh Kumar and K.M.
been adopted or should be adopted to combat such tax Chenoy have noted that an export-oriented phar-
avoidance practices. maceutical concern having 49% foreign equity was

exporting drugs to its parent company at prices that

Tax evasion techniques were so low that it would have been operatingat a loss
but for export subsidies provided by the Government.

Tax evasion or avoidance is very frequently indulged There are, of course, many other examples of drug
in by foreign companies which take advantage of the and other multinationalcorporationsavoiding taxes in

fact that their books are maintainedat theirhead office India and other countries.

and are therefore not available for examinationby the
assessingofficersof the host country. This underscores Use of tax haven countries
the practicaland administrativedifficultiesoften coun-

tered when dealingwith the assessmentofmultination- There are many instances where multinational com-

als. panies channel their profits to subsidiaries or as-

Some specificpracticesof tax evasion by multinational sociates located in tax haven countries through de-

corporationshave come to light during the past years. flated.pricing. A multinational corporation, having a

They are briefly listed here for ready recapitulation:
price manipulation;-

inflation of interest and rent;
1. The widely reported leakage of poisonous gas at the Union Carbide

-

Factory Bhopal MadhyaPradesh in December 1984 which killedat n many
duplicate payment for managementcharges; people should be treated isolated example.- as an
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manufacturingor purchasingsubsidiaryor associate in to include expenses for management in the price.
one country, may float a marketing agency or sub- However, it has been found that the Indian branch,
sidiary or associate in a tax haven country. The goods subsidiary or associate further debits management
manufacturedor purchasedare sold to a third party in charges. There is hardly any justification for this du-
another country. The transactions are carefully ar- plicate charge. If the price does not includ'manage-
ranged so that on the instructions and account of the ment fees, then the full particulars of the servces

subsidiary in the tax haven country, the subsidiary in rendered must be obtained to evaluate the reasona-

the exportingcountry exports goods to the third party bleness of the charges. The place where the services
and debits the subsidiary in the tax haven country at are renderedshould also be ascertained. If the services
less than the fair market price. The subsidiary in the are rendered in India, the management fees, subject
tax haven country would charge the third party at the to any double tax agreement, will be taxable in India
real marketprice and pocket the difference. Very little in the hands of the foreign parent or associate com-

would have been done by the enterprise in the tax pany.
haven country by way of market exploration or any
other work to justify taking such a large part of the

profit. Normally, it would be difficult for the tax au- Payment for non-existentservices

thorities of the exporting country to find out whether
the export price is a fair market price for the goods. If It came to notice that sterling tea companiesoperating
such transaction is sought to put through a tax haven in India deducted for commissionspaid to their over-

enterprise, a provision has to be made regarding the seas Secretaries on sales of tea made not only in the

transferprice. However, in some cases, the prices of United Kingdom and other foreign countries but also

exportedgoods are declared in the bills of lading by on sales effected in India. On scrutinyand verification,
the exporting enterprise, not at the prices which it it was discovered that no serviceswere renderedby the

charges its subsidiary but at the prices which the sub- U.K. Secretaries to the tea estates in India. These

sidiary would charge the third party. Examination of instances highlight the need for adequate verification

the bills of lading may, therefore, reveal the actual when allowing such claims of deduction.

prices charged to third parties for these goods.
To avoid arousing the suspicionsof the tax authorities Agreements to shift source of income

in the country in which it operates, a multinational

corporation may evade tax by transferring its income As foregn-sourceincome of a non-rsidentis not tax-

from that country to a foreign country through a non- able in the host country, attempts are made to claim

associate third party in that foreign country. This may
host country income as home country income. To plug

be done by under-invoicingits exports to and over-in- such tax loopholes, the Income-tax Act provides
voicing its imports from those parties in the foreign elaboratesource rules for all income in general and for

country, and by arranging to pay the differences be- ncome from royaltes, technical fees, dividends and

tween the invoiced amounts and the actually agreed nterest derived by foreign companies. For a detailed

upon amounts for the goods to an associate,subsidiary description and analysis of these source rules, see

or nomineein that foreigncountry as payment towards Taxation of Foreign Companies in India in the De-

commissions due to them. Over-invoicingof imports cember 1984 issue of the Bulletin.

may even be done in respect of capital goods such as

machinerysince the depreciationallowance is granted Commutationof incomefromdividends,royalties,
on the cost of imported plant and machinery. technicalfees and interest

Before certain dates indicated in Table II below, taxa-
Inflation of interest and rent ble income from dividends, royalties, technical fees

and interest was determined on a net basis, that is,
Some foreign companies have been observed paying after allowingdeductionsfor costs and expensesincur-
rent and interest to their head office or overseas as- red in earning the income. A new Section 44D and
sociates at inflated rates. For instance, some foreign amended provisions of Sections 57 and 58 introduced
banks in India were found paying interest to their head special rules for computing income earned from these
office or overseas branches at rates which were higher four sources by foreign companies from Indian con-
than the rate of interest received by them. The prob-
lem of determining the fair rate of interest and rental

cerns. The existing provisions are summarized in the
Annex.

is not difficult. Internationalrates are normallyavaila-
ble for comparisonand they can be used in appropriate
cases to disallow the excess payment. Royalty disguised as management fees

The source of income by way of managementcharges
Duplicatepaymentof management fees is normally the country in which the services are ren-

dered. The source of royalties is the country in which
It is the general practice of a parent company or of a the relevant patents or trademarksor technical know-

foreign associate, in billing for goods or products how are used or are to be used under the royalty
supplied to an Indian branch, subsidiary or associate, agreement. Royalties are normally subject to deduc-
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tion at source. Management fees are also subject to of advance or loan to a shareholderhaving substantial
deduction at source if they are in respect of services interest in the company or any payment by such a

rendered in the country in which the enterprisepaying company for the benefit of such shareholder.
the charges is located. It has come to light that what
are actually royalty payments to their parent com-

The above definition of dividend has come to its pre-

panies, are described by some subsidiariesof multina- sent stage after a ding-dong contest between the tax

tionals as management charges for services rendered planner and tax collector.

outside the country. An examinationof the agreement The definition of dividend in Section 2(22) has
for payment of these so-called management fees and reasonably stabilized after several amendments and
an inquiry into the particularsof the services rendered some rulings of the Supreme Court. It has been held
showed that major portions of the payments were in by the Supreme Court in the case of NavnitialJaveri
the nature of royalty paymentsand only small portions v. K.K. Sen (1965), 56 Income-tax Reports ITR 198
could at best be saic to have been towards manage- that the Parliament of India was competent to enact
ment charges for services rendered outside India. such a provision. It neither violates Article 14 of the
When the facts were properlycompiledand presented, Constitutionwhich guaranteesequality before the law
the subsidiariesagreed that the payments were in fact nor Article 19 of the Constitution which protects six
royalties and paid the tax, accordingly. fundamental freedoms including the freedom to

carry on any occupation, trade or business. Substantial
shareholdersof closely-heldcompaniesare, therefore,

Head office expenditure expected to be conscious of the deterrent provisions
contained in Section 2(22)(2).

Some cases came to the notice of the Income-tax De-
partment in which the head office expenses of foreign
companies allocable to their Indian branches were in- Upstream loan

flated to artificially reduce taxable income in India.
Such manipulations were practised by foreign com- The normal route of investment of funds is from a

panies from countries where the rates of tax were parent or holding company to its subsidiary. A loan is

lower than those in India. Some foreign concerns in- upstream when it flows from the subsidiary to the

dulged in this practice to further their own interest by parent. Very often the subsidiary and the parent com-

securng remittanceof larger funds from India to their panies are carrying on business in the same country. If

own countries. Thus, excessive claims on account of the holding company is an MNC, it may have sub-

head office expenses not only caused loss in terms of sidiaries in one or more of the less developedcountries

revenue to the Indian exchequer but they also consti- (LDCs). The present provisions in the CompaniesAct

tuted a significant drain on its foreign exchange re- place only some regulatory limits and restrictions on

sources. rnter-company loans. There is no total ban on such
loans. Further, the constrains do not apply to private

In its 176th Report, the Public Accounts Committee companies. Under the CompaniesAct there is no rightof Parliament mentions the following case concerning to a dividend unless it is declared in a general meeting
a foreign bank. A claim of Rs. 10.5 million on account (Mathai Chandy v. Hill and Transport Union Ltd.
of head office expenses was investigated in depth by (1955), ILR Trav. 73). A loan by a company to another
the Tax Department in the bank's assessment year cannot be treated as a dividend under the Companies
1971-72 and a sum of Rs. 3,620,000 was disallowed. Act. An inter-companyloan also does not come within
Though the bank appealed the assessment, it did not the ordinary meaning of the term dividend.
dispute the disallowance of head office expenses
amounting to Rs. 3,492,000. After considering the ac-

tion taken by the Government, the Public Accounts Sidestream loan

Committee observed in its 192nd Report that there
was no effective machinery in the Income-taxDepart- An upstream loan can also take a sidestream route.

ment to check the genuinenessofexpenditureincurred A loan may flow from one third-world subsidiary
outside India. Remedial action was, therefore, neces- through another third-world subsidiary to, for in-

sary to rectify this deficiency. As the issue was vital stance, a British subsidiary. The parent of all three
both in terms of taxation and foreign exchange, the subsidiaries may be an American or other developed
Committee also suggested a review of the working of country multinational company. The parent may re-

the organizationalmachinerydealingwith the taxation main unnoticed in the fiscal regulations of all three
of foreign concerns. host countries.

Disguised dividends PROVISIONSAGAINSTTAXAVOIDANCEIN
INDIANLAW

The presentdefinitionofa dividend in Section2(22)(2)
of the Income-tax Act evolved over a period of more Transferpricing
than four decades. In addition to dividend in the ordi-
nary commercial sense, the term dividend also in- Where agreements for the avoidance of double taxa-
cludes any payment by a closely-heldcompany by way tion are n operation, they generally provide that pro-
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fits should be determinedon n arm's length basis. In (c) as payment for services rendered in India.
other words, the transactionsbetweenthe parentcom- The term business connection has been the subjectpany and its branches, subsidiaties and associations of considerable litigation and there is catena ofshould be charged at prevailingmarket prices. Where a case

there is no tax treaty, the tax laws of many developing
law relating to it. However, it will be sufficient to
mention one important leading case here. In CIT v.

countries contain appropriate provisions. In India, R.D. Aggarwal & Co. (1965); 56 ITR 20 (SC), theSection 92 of the Income-taxAct gives the Income-tax
Officer the power to determinethe reasonableamount Supreme Court observed that a businessconnection

involves a relation between a business carried on by a
of profit accruing or arising in India if it appears that non-resident which yields profits and gains and some
a resident has transferredhis Indian-sourceincome to

activity in India whichcontributesdirectlyor indirectlya closely connectednon-residentby collusive invoicing to the earning of those profits or gains. It predicatesor any other arrangementin the course of any business
transacted between them.

an element of continuity between the business of the
non-resident and the activity in India. An isolated

It is not easy to determine the comparable market transaction is normally not regarded as a business
price for goods and services in the case ofmanyMNCs. connection. There are, however, some exceptions to

Firstly, the price in the domestic market may not be the above general rules.
comparablewith the price in the exportmarketas both
these markets are insulated by tariffs. Secondly, the
market price in one foreign country may not be com-

parable with the price in another foreign country and Head office expenditure
companies charge prices on the basis of what each
marketcan bear. Thirdly, the goodsproducedby many It proved extremely difficult to scrutinize and verify
of these corporations are marketed under their claims in respect of head office expenses, particularly
trademarks and a company may claim that its product in the absence of books of accounts of the head office
is different from that of a rival and therefore there can which are kept outside India. To overcome these dif-
be no basis for comparison. Lastly, information as to ficulties and to reduce the incidence of tax avoidance,
how much profit is made on the sale ofthe transformed the Finance Act 1976 has added a new Section 44C to
goods may not be availablewhen assessing the reason- the Income-tax Act. Under this Section, the expres-
ableness of the allocation of the income to the trans- sion head office expendituremust be taken to mean

feror. However, in spite of such limitations, the fair executive and general administration expenses incur-
market price of goods may be determined by one or red by the assessee outside India. Section 44C lays
more of the following methods: down a ceiling of admissablehead office expenditure.
(a) comparing the transfer price with prevailing mar-

The limits prescribed are as follows:

ket prices, after making suitable adjustments for (a) an amount equal to 5% of the adjusted total in-
quality, quantity, time of sale, and other relevant come of the assessee for the relevant year;
factors; (b) an amount equal to the average head office expen-

(b) in the case of purchase by a marketing concern, diture allowed during the base perod of 3 years,
applying an appropriate mark-up factor down- namely, the previous years relevant to the assess-

wards to the resale price to outside parties, ment years, 1974-75 to 1976-77;
namely, to the price at which the goods are sold by (c) an amount of so much of the expenditure in the
that enterprise to non-associatethird parties; nature of head office expenses which are incurred

(c) in the case of a manufacturingor buying concern, by the assesseewhich is attributableto the business
estimating a reasonable mark-up on the cost and of profession of the assessee in India.
adding it to the cost;

(d) comparing the price with the value taken for the The limit up to which the deduction is permissible to

goods by the customs authorities for purposes of the assessee s the lesser of these three amounts. If,
the levy and collection of customs duties; however, the actual amount on account of head office

(e) comparing the price with the value taken for pur- expenses claimed by the assessee is less than the limits

poses of insurance. specified above the deduction admissible would be
confined to the amount of actual expenditure.
The Reserve Bank of India has also evolved a new

Agreementsto shift source of income
procedure. It will not allow any remittanceon account

An importantprinciplegrafted to the source rule is the of head office expenses to be made separately. If after

concept of deemed income. In addition to income completion of the income tax assessment, the foreign
actually accruing or arising in India, income deemed company requests a remittance on account of head

office expenses, such remittance may be allowed onlyto accrue or arise in India is also taxableunder Section
9 of the Income-tax Act. Deemed income is income on production of the income tax assessment order

which accrues or arises directly or indirectly: indicatingthe amountofhead officeexpensespayable.
For facility of ready reference, a foreign company

(a) through or from a business connection in India; should request its Income-tax Officer to clearly men-

(b) through or from any property or any asset or tion in the assessmentorder the amountof head office
source of income in India; or expenses allowed along with the total tax payable.
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Upstream loans sponding to Section 2(22)(2) of the 1961 Act is taxable
only in the hands of the registeredshareholderand not

Section 2(22)(2) of the Income-tax Act provides that, the beneficial shareholder. Thus, if a parent company
where a companypays any sum, by way of advance or takes the loan through a branch or through a company
loan to another company, it would be treated as a which has no substantial interest in the lending com-
dividend and taxed in the hands of the latter provided pany, the loan though nothing short of a disguised
that: dividend will not be hit by the provisions of Section

(a) the lending company is one in which the public is 2(22) which does not cover an indirect or sidestream
not substantially interested within the meaning of transaction.

Section 2(18) of the Income-tax Act (in other
words, it must be a closely-heldcompany);

(b) the borrowingcompany has substantial interest in PENALTIESAND PROSECUTIONS

the lending company, that is, where at least 20%
The IT Act provides various deterrent penalties andof the shares carrying voting power are registered punishments for the concealment of taxable income.in the name of the borrowing company; and

(c) the lending company possesses accumulated pro-
These provisionsbroadlyapply to all taxpayers,except

fits at the time of making the loan and the ayment
that non-resident individuals or directors of foreign

of the loan is deemed to have been mac e to the companiescannot be sentenced to prison terms if they
extentof such profits. Accumulatedprofits include are not stationed in India and do not visit the country.
general reserves, surplus in the profit and loss ac-

It will be useful to make a brief note of the provisions
count, and development reserves like investment relating to penalties and prosecutions.
allowance reserves but does not include non-taxa-
ble capital gains. Penalties

The above analysis shows that an advance or loan by
a widely-heldcompany to anothercompanycannot be Section 271(1)(c) of the IT Act provides that if the

treated as a deemed dividend within the meaning of Income-tax Officer, during the course of any proceed-
Section2(22)(2). Only an advanceor loan by a closely- ngs, is satisfied that any taxpayer has concealed or

held company to another company where the bor- furnished inaccurate particulars of its income, he may
rowercompanyhas a substantialinterest in the lending direct that such taxpayer shall pay a penalty. The

company can be deemed a disguised dividend and minimum amount of such penalty shall be equal to the

treated under Section 2(22)(2). amount of tax sought to be evaded. The maximum
amount of such penalty may be as high as twice that
amount. As a measure of administrative safeguard,

Treatmentof upstream loans in the the Act lays down that if the penalty exceeds Rs.
United Kingdom 25,000 the Income-tax Officer shall pass the penalty

order only after obtaining the prior approval of his
In the United Kingdom, loans to MNCs from their superiorofficer, namely the InspectingAssistantCom-
subsidiaries in less-developedcountries have come to mssioner of Income-taxes.
adverse notice. According to British tax authorities,
such receipts of upstream loans are nothing short of
disguised dividends. Although parent companies pay

Prosecution

interest to the subsidiarieson upstream loans, this is a

tax avoidance measure because interest on upstream
Section 276C of the IT Act provides that if a taxpayer

loans, being expenditure reduces taxable profits and, willfully attempts, in any mannerwhatsoever, to evade

therefore, the parent companies' corporation tax lia- any tax chargeable or imposable under the Act, he

bility in the U.K. shall, without prejudice to any penalty that may be
imposableunderSection271(1)(c),be punishablewith
a fine and:

Sidestreamloans
(a) in a case where the amount sought to be evaded

The Indian Income-tax Act is somewhat ahead of its exceeds Rs. 100,000, with rigorous imprisonment
U.K. counterpart in bringing into the tax net disguised for a term which shall not be less than 6 months
dividendsin the form of upstream loansby closely-held but which may extend to 7 years;
subsidiaries. However, a careful reading of Section (b) in any other case, with rigorous imprisonment for

2(22)(2) Income-tax Act in the light of judicial deci- a term which shall not be less than 3 months but

sions, shows that a sidestream loan does not fall within which may extend to 3 years.
the deeming provisions of Section 2(22)(2). Firstly, Section 278B provides that if the offence under this
Section 2(22)(2) explicitly applies to only direct pay- Act is committed by a company, every person who, at
ments. It does not cover an indirect disbursement. the time of the commission of the offence, was in
Secondly, it has been held by the Supreme Court in charge of and was responsible to the company for the
the case of RameshwarlalSanwermal (1980), 122 ITR conduct of its business, as well as the company itself
1 (SC) that a deemed dividend within the meaning of shall be deemed to be guilty of the offence and shall
Section 2(6A)(e) of the Income-tax Act 1922 corre- be liable to prosecution and penalty. The person con-
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cerned can, however, claim immunity from prosecu- TAX REFORM
tion by proving that the offence was committed with-
out his knowledge or that he had exercised due dili- The above study has raised a few important issues.

gence to prevent its commission. There is room for reform in the following areas:

Section 279 provides that the prosecution is to be at (a) The most difficultproblemwhich sometimesarises
the instance of the Commissioner.The Commissioner in the tax assessmentof MNCs is the determinationof
has authority either before or after the institution of a fair prevailing market price with respect to transfer

prosecution proceedings to compound the offence by pricing. This problem can be solved, to some extent,
charging a compounding fine or to drop the prosecu- if reciprocal provisions are made in the tax treaties or

tion proceedings. tax laws of member countries of the United Nations
for exchange of information for fixing the prevailing

Powers of discovery
price.
(b) An alternative solution to the often vexing prob-

Apart from audits and the scrutiny of accounts, the lem of fixing prevailing prices is to fix floor prices.
income tax authorities have powers of search and sei- Goods should not be allowed to be exported below
zure. Section 132 of the IT Act gives powers to certain floor prices, which may be announced periodically,
tax authorities to enter and search any building, place, after a review of the prevailing international market

vessel, vehicle or aircraft where they reasonably sus- prices.
pect that some undisclosed books of account, other (c) Section 92 of the IT Act covers only transactions
documents, money, bullion, jewellery or other valu- between a resident and a closely-connectednon-resi-
able articles are kept. They can seize them or place dent. In the U.K., the law also applies to non-resident
marks of identification on any books of account or associates.2The position under the Indian Income-tax
other documents. A search and seizure operation can Act is not clear. To remove doubts and to clarify the
normally be carried out only after obtaining permis- legal position, Section 92 should be amended to in-
sion from the Commissioner. These powers apply to clude non-resident associates, in addition to closely-all taxpayers, whether resident or non-resident, in re- connected non-residents.
spect of books of account and assets located in India.

(d) The calculationof admissiblehead office expendi-
ture in the case of a foreign company under Section

Trend of court decisions 44C is by no means simple. It should be reviewed and
linked to a percentage of the turnover in India in the

The latest trend of decisions of the Supreme Court in
previous year. The percentage may be prescribed by

India is having a very important impact on tax avoid- the Central Board of Direct Taxes after examining
ance. The boundary between tax planning, tax avoid-

some representativecases.
ance and tax evasion is becoming thinner and thinner.
The Supreme Court has observed in the case of (e) A sidestream loan by a subsidiary to a parent
Mc Dowell and Co. Ltd. v. Commercial Tax Officer company is as much a disguised dividend as an up-

(1985), 154 ITR 148, that it is wrong to encourage tax stream loan. The definition of a dividend in Section
avoidanceby subterfuge.Earlier, the courts, including 2(22)(e) needs elaboration to also cover sidestream
the Supreme Court, had held that a taxpayer could loans.

arrange his affairs in such a manner as to reduce his
(f) After the Supreme Court's decision in the

tax liability to the minimum. This view has undergone Mc Dowell case, tax authorities may view with suspi-
a radical change after the Mc Dowelldecision and the cion every effort of the taxpayer to reduce directly or

Supreme Court has started frowningupon attempts at indirectly his tax burden. This may create hardshi in
tax avoidance.The observationsmade by the Supreme to
Court in the case of Mc Dowellon 17 April 1985 have many genuine cases. It is necessary have a c_ear

distinction between tax evasion, on the one side, and
again been reaffirmed by it in a judgement delivered

tax avoidancepermittedby law, on the other. This will
on 27 September 1985 in the case of Sunil Siddar- have to wait, however, until a suitable case comes
thabhoi and Kartikey v. Sarabhai, 49 Current Tax Re- before the Supreme Court.
porter (SC) 172. In view of these decisions by the

highest court, lower courts and tax authoritiesare also

expected to view attempts at tax avoidancemore seri-

ously and treat them s attempts at tax evasion. Con-

sequently, tax avoidance by multinationals may also
be subjected to stricter treatment and may be visited
with higher penalties and deterrent punishment. 2. PetrtimSecurities Ltd., v. Aryes, 41 TC389.
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ANNEX

Deductionforexpenses
Natureof receipt incurredfor earningsuch income Effectivedate

(a) Royaltiesor technical Expensesup to a ceiling Applicableto royalties
service fees received of20% of thegrossamount and technical fees
from the Governmentor ofsuch income, as reduced received from the
an Indianconcern in bytheamount,ifany,ofa Governmenton or after
pursuanceof an agree- lump-sumroyalty for 1/6/83 and from an Indian
ment made before transferoutsideIndia of tech- concernon or after 1/6/76.
1/4/76. nical know-howorinformation.

(b) Royaltiesortechnical No expensesallowed. Applicableto royalties
fees receivedfromthe Assessedon gross basis. and technicalfees received
Governmentor an Indian Tax is chargedat concessional from the Governmenton or after
concern in pursuanceof rates as specified in new Section 1/6/83 and to royaltiesand
an agreementmade on or l15A. technical fees received from
after 1/4/76. Lump-sumroyalty: 20% an Indianconcernon or after

ofgross receipt. 1/6/76. The gross basis is now

Non-lump-sumroyaltiesand uniformboth for receipts from
technical fees: 40% the Governmentand an Indian
ofgross receipt. concern.

(c) Dividends No expensesare allowed. Applicableto dividends
Assessedon gross basis. declaredon or after 1/6/83.
DeductionunderSection80M
in respectof inter-corporate
dividendsalso withdrawn.Tax
charged at concessionalflat
rate of25% underSection l15A.

(d) Interest No expensesare allowed. Applicableto interest
Assessedon grossbasis. receivedon or after 1/6/83.
Tax charged at concessional
flat rateof25% under
Section 115A.

In the Finance Bill 1986 it is proposed to partially company, at a uniform rate of 30%. This amendment
amend the above rate schedule and charge income tax will take effect from 1 April 1987 and will accordingly
on the income by way of royalty (including income by apply in relation to the assessment year 1987-88 and
way of lump-sum consideration) or fees for technical subsequent years.
services, included in the total income of a foreign

[continued from page 299]

tion on rental income beginning in 1985 may have likely to yield a significantamountof revenue,particu-caused a decline in the number of new housing units larly if the tax continues to be administeredweil. The
and buildings constructed in Burkina Faso over the probable effects on the distribution of income are at-
past eighteen months, and that such an effect may tractive to theurkinaFaso Governmentand to manycontinue. One should not assume that the effect upon of its citizens, and - as is often the case - the resultingincentives that follows from such taxation of rental economic effects may contain both negative and posi-
property incomeis trivial, particularlyifother tax mea- tive features.
sures also affect potential property owners simultane-
ously and unfavorably.However,with referencespeci- 3. Ouagadougouhas not, in general,suffered the excessveand pell-mell
fically to the capital city, Ouagadougou,such a slow- growth and sprawl of Third World capital cities such as Lagos and Mexico

ot growth in Ouagadougou havedown in construction would not be altogether a bad City. Some the pressures for rapid urban
been tempered by the fact that Burkina Faso's industry tends to be concen-

thing if it were to contribute to a somewhatslower and trated n Bobo-Dioulasso,also located on the major road and rail line, but
more manageablegrowth rate of its urban population.3 400 kilometres closer to the Port of Abidjan, Ivory Coast. In addition,

there has long been considerable seasonal labor migration out of BurkinaOn balance, the tax on rental property income SeemS Faso in searchofemploymentin the plantationsandcitiesofIvory Coast.
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S:11 LA\ A: Example 1

WithholdingTax
Income of Mr. X, a resident individual, for the year of assessment

1986/87 is as follows:

on Interest-
Interestonfixed deposits in the

NationalSavingsBank 15,000 Rs.

Operationof theLaw
Incomefromothersources 28,000 Rs.
Interestpaid tothe bankon

overdraft 2,000 Rs.

Qualifyingpayments
By R.G.L. de Silva Contrbutionto approved

providentfund 3,000 Rs.

Insurancepremiapaid 4,000 Rs.

Repaymentof housing loan 2,000 Rs. 9,000 Rs.

Mr. X's liabilityfor YlA 1986/87
1. The Inland Revenue (Amendment)Act No. 56 of
1985 introduces a new chapter- ChapterXVA to the Interestfrom the N.S.B. 15,000 Rs.

Inland Revenue Act No. 28 of 1979. The said Chapter Less 1/3 (Exerrpt income,vide

XVA consists of Sections l13A to l13J and deals with para. 6(1)(b) below) 5,000 Rs. 10,000 Rs.

Deduction of Income Tax from interest paid by Incomefrom other sources 28,000 Rs.

Banks and Financial Institutions. It came into opera- Total income 38,000 Rs.
tion with effect from 1 April 1986. Less Intereston overdraft 2,000 Rs.

2. Section l13A provides that every bank and finan- Assessableincome 36,000 Rs.

cial institution shall deduct from the interest payable Less Tax-freeallowance 27,000 Rs.
by it on or after 1 April 1986 to any person chargeable Qualifyingpayments 9,000 Rs. 36,000 Rs.
with income tax, a withholding tax at 20% of the Taxable income NiI
interest so payable. For the purposeof the withholding
tax financial institutionmeans any finance company Since Mr. X is not chargeablewith income tax for Y/A 1986/87 he
or other institution (whether incorporatedor unincor-

porated) whose business comprises the acceptance of
should make a declaration to the National Savings Bank claiming

depositsofmoneyfor paymentofinterest(Sec. 113J). exemption from the withholding tax.

3. Persons who are liable to the withholding tax are Example 2
those who are chargeablewith income tax. Any person
who is not chargeable with income tax is therefore Income of Mr. Y, a resident individual, for the year of as-

entitled to make a declaration to that effect to the sessment 1986/87 is as follows:
bank or financial institution which pays him interest Interestonfixed depositin
and claim exemption from the withholding tax. afinanceco. 40,000 Rs.

Incomefrom allothersources 35,000 Rs.
A personunder the Inland RevenueAct includes an Qualifyingpayments
individual, a company, a corporation or a body of Insurancepremiapaid 6,000 Rs.
persons. In the case of a residentindividualwho is paid Approved investments,etc. 20,000 Rs.
or credited with interest by a bank or financial institu-
tion, the liability to the withholding tax would arise 26,000 Rs.
only if his total annual income including interest ex-

ceeds the aggregate of the tax-free allowance of Mr. Y's liabilityfor YlA 1986/87

27,000 Rs. and the allowance in respect of qualifying Incomefrom all sources 75,000 Rs.
paymentswhich he is entitled to underSection30 and
Section 31 respectively. The total amount of qualify- Assessableincome 75,000 Rs.

ing paymentsan individual (residentor non-resident) Less Tax-freeallowance 27,000 Rs.

can clam as a deduction for the year of assessment Qualifyingpayments 25,000 Rs. 52,000 Rs.

1986/87 and subsequentyears is limited to 150,000 Rs. Taxable income 23,000 Rs.

or 1/3 of his assessable income, whichever is less. Incometaxon23,000 Rs.

4. The followingexampleswill illustrate the chargea-
On the first 21,000 @ 10% 2,100 Rs.
On the next 2,000 @ 20% 400 Rs.

bility to the withholding tax in respect of a resident
individual. Total incometax payable 2,500 Rs
5. Any person who is chargeable with income tax at
an average rate of tax below 20% could apply to the Since his average rate of tax is less than 20% Mr. Y could applyCommissionerof Inland Revenue (WithholdingTax) for a direction for a reduced rate of tax or claim a refund of the
for a direction for a reduced rate of tax (the reduced

excess tax withheld (i.e. 20% of 40,000 Rs. 2,500 Rs.
rate may be 10% or 0%) - (see also example 2 in the

- =

column to the right).
5,500 Rs.) after the end of the year of assessment.
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6. The following categories of interest will not be (Note: The non-applicabilityof the withholding tax to
subject to the withholding tax under the law. interest on the above deposits is not due to any exemp-
(1) Interest exempt from income tax under Section 10 tion granted by the law, but due to a concession

as set out below: granted administratively.)
(a) Interest receivable by an individual from

Ceylon Savings Certificates or National Sav- 8. Withholding tax is not a final income tax, but a tax

ings Bank Certificates purchased prior to 15 deducted in advance. Such a tax can therefore be set
off against any income tax due and payable. If the taxNovember 1978.

(b) 1/3 of the interest receivable by an individual withheld on interest exceeds the income tax payable
from National Savings Certificates purchased by the recipient/taxpayerhe is entitled to a refund of
after 15 November1978 or from fixed deposits the excess payment.
or savings accounts in the National Savings 9. The Bank or the financial institutionwhich deducts
Bank or 2,000 Rs. whichever is higher. the withholding tax is required to furnish a statement

(c) Interest receivable by any person from monies to the Departmentof Inland Revenueshowing the tax
held in Special Accounts opened by exchange deducted and remitted and also to issue a certificateto
of foreign currency held abroad. each person from whom the tax has been withheld

(d) Interest receivableby any person from monies giving the particularsof tax withheld and the period to
held in foreign currency in a foreign currency which it relates.
banking unit (FCBU Accounts).

(e) Interest receivable by any person from monies 10. The deductionof withholding tax must be made at

held in foreign currency in a commercialbank the time of payment (Section 113D). Any bank or

(NRFC Accounts) during the period in which financial institutionwhich fails to deduct the withhold-

he is not resident n Sri Lanka and for the next ng tax or remit to the Departmentof Inland Revenue
the tax so deducted within the stipulated time, will be10 years from the date on which he commences

to be resident in Sri Lanka. personally liable for the amount of tax not deducted

(f) Interest receivable by any company, partner-
or remitted (Section 113F). Notwithstandingthe liabil-

ship or otherbody of personsoutsideSri Lanka ity imposed on the bank or the financial institution
from any approved loans granted to the Sri under Section 113F the Revenue may also proceed to

LankaGovernmentor a Governmentagency.
assess and recover the withholding tax not deducted

(2) Interest payable to a person outside Sri Lanka, by the bank or the financial institutionfrom the person
which is liable to tax at source at 331/3%. chargeable with such tax (i.e. assessee/recipientof in-

(3) Interest receivable from any person other than a terest). Thus the law empowers the Revenue either to

bank or finance company.
assess the recipient of interest or proceed against the
payer of interest for the recovery of the withholding
tax which the payer of interest should have deducted

7. Interest payable on the followingdepositswill also and remitted to the Revenue.
not be liable to withholding tax:

(a) Post Office Savings Bank Deposits. 11. If payments of tax are in arrears, penalties for

(b) Savings accounts in which the balance does not
default will accrue and both the taxpayer/recipientand

exceed 10,000 Rs. the bank or financial institution may be liable for the

(c) Other deposit accounts where the aggregate bal- penalties.
ance of all such deposit accounts does not exceed 12. Any assessment in respect of withholding tax can

20,000 Rs. be appealed against within 30 days from the date of
(d) Special minors accounts, the interest from which notice of assessment. Provisions in Sections 117 to 122

is subject to income tax at 15% on maturity. in regard to appealswould apply to any appeal against
(e) Certificate of deposits. withholding tax.
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UB CO-SOUT-AFR CA: Employees' tax: Individuals
_

Adjusted tax tables applicable to working married

The 1986 women will come into force on 1 July 1986. In the case

of all other employees, the Commissioner for Inland

IncomeTaxChanges
Revenue is to immediately authorize employers to

subtract 5% from the employees' tax payable, accord-

ing to the employees' tax tables which came into force
By Dr. Erwin Spiro, LL.D (h.c.) on 1 March 1986.

II. PROVISIONALTAX: COMPANIESAND

In the light of the advancedstage that the investigation
INDIVIDUALS

of the Commission of Inquiry into the Tax Structure
of the Republic of South Africa, under the chairman- In October 1985 it was announced that persons older

ship of Mr. Justice Margo, has reached, it did not seem
than 65 years would be exempted from renderingpro-
visional returns, provided their taxable income did not

to Mr. Barend Du Plessis, the Minister of Finance.

when, on 17 March 1986, he delivered the Budget
exceed R 20,000 for the year of assessment in question

Speech, desirable to introduce far-reachingchanges in and came only from investment income, salary and

the tax structure (it being preferable,as far as possible, pension. It is further proposed that:

not to disturb the status quo with respect to that struc- (a) the total of the first, second and third payments of

ture). However, some adjustments, if not changes, provisional tax by companies be increased from
were unavoidable. The Budget, endeavoring to give 90% to 100% of their actual tax liability, with the
relief over a wide spectrumwhere the need is greatest, proviso that, if the paymentsamount to more than
must change for those who will not be sharing in the the fullliability, intereston the surpluswill be paid
tax concessionsprovision being made on the expendi- by the State at the prescribed rate (this applies to

ture side. years of assessmentendingon or after 28 February
1986); and

I. PERSONALINCOME TAX (b) provisional taxpayers (other than companies)
whose taxable income exceeds R 50,000 will also
be liable for the third payment of provisional tax

Savings (as this will be in respect of years of assessment
The amount of interest income exempt from tax was ending on or after 28 February 1987, the first addi-
raised last year from R 100 to R 250, and it is proposed tional payment will be due in August 1987).
to double the exemption limit to R 500 per year. The

It stands to that the proposed do not
effect, at current interest rates, is that the interest on

reason measures

a taxable investment of about R 4,000 at a financial affect the total or final liability for taxation. They are

institution will be exempt from tax. merely a method to ensure that the full tax account is
settled earlier.

Working married couples
The R 1,600 of the wife's net earnings that is presently III. RATESOF (NORMAL)INCOMETAX

exempt from tax will be raised to 20% of her earnings
with a minimum of R 1,800 being exempted from tax. Personsotherthancompanies
The effect is that if the wife's salary is R 20,000 per Persons other than companies, in respect of their tax-
annum the deduction will be R 4,000 as against the

present R 1,600.
able income derived from sourceswithin or deemed to

be within the Republic for the year of assessment

Surcharge of seven percent ending on 28 February 1987 or 30 June 1987,
whichever is applicable, are subject to (normal) in-

The 7% surcharge, introduced last year, has been come tax calculated in accordancewith Tables I and II
abolished with effect from the tax year beginning 1 below. There is to be deducted from the amountof tax

March 1986. calculated in accordance with the said Tables a dis-
count equal to 5% of the net amount (being an amount

Discountof five percent arrived at by deducting the rebates provided for in
section 6 of the Income Tax Act 1962 (Act No. 58 of

To ease the tax burden on individuals further, it is

proposed that a discount of 5% be granted to all in- 1962), from the tax so calculated).
come groups, with effect from 1 March 1986, on the

Companies
net normal tax payable as determined after a deduc-
tion of tax rebates. The maximum marginal rate thus Companies, in respect of taxable income derived from
becomes 47.5%, but the income notch at which the sources within or deemed to be within the Republic
maximum rate is reached remains R 60,000 for a mar- for every year of assessment of such company ending
ried person and R 42,000 for an unmarried person. during the period of twelve months ending on 31
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TABLEI

Taxableincome Ratesof tax in respectofmarriedpersons

Wherethetaxablencome-
does not exceed R 12,000 16% of each R 1 of thetaxable income;
exceedsR 12,000but does not exceed R 13,000 R 1,920 plus 18%of the amountby which thetaxable

income exceeds R 12,000,
exceedsR 13,000 butdoesnot exceed R 14,000 R 2,100 plus 20% oftheamountbywhichthetaxable

incomeexceedsR 13,000;
exceeds R 14,000 butdoesnot exceed R 15,000 R 2,300 plus 22%of theamountbywhich the taxable

incomeexceedsR 14,000,
exceeds R 15,000 but does not exceed R 16,000 R 2,520 plus 24% of the amount by which the taxable

incomeexceedsR 15,000,
exceeds R 16,000 but does not exceed R 18,000 R 2,760 plus 26% oftheamountbywhichthetaxable

incomeexceedsR 16,000;
exceeds R 18,000 but does not exceed R 20,000 R 3,280 plus 28% of the amount by which the taxable

income exceeds R 18,000;
exceedsR 20,000 but does not exceed R 22,000 R 3,840 plus 30% of the amount by which the taxable

ncomeexceeds R 20,000,
exceedsR 22,000 but does not exceed R 24,000 R 4,440 plus 32% of theamountby whichthetaxable

income exceeds R 22,000;
exceedsR 24,000 but does not exceed R 26,000 R 5,080 plus 34% of the amount by which the taxable

income exceeds R 24,000;
exceeds R 26,000but does not exceed R 28,000 R 5,760 plus 36% of theamountby whichthetaxable

incomeexceedsR 26,000;
exceeds R 28,000 but does not exceed R 30,000 R 6,480 plus 38% of the amount by which thetaxable

income exceeds R 28,000;
exceeds R 30,000 but does not exceed R 32,000 R 7,240 plus 40% of the amount by which the taxable

incomeexceeds R 30,000,
exceedsR 32,000 but does not exceed R 34,000 R 8,040 plus42%oftheamountbywhichthetaxable

income exceedsR 32,000;
exceeds R 34,000 but does not exceed R 36,000 R 8,880 plus 43% of the amount by which the taxable

income exceeds R 34,000,
exceeds R 36,000 but does not exceed R 38,000 R 9,740 plus 44% of the amount by which the taxable

income exceeds R 36,000;
exceeds R 38,000butdoes not exceed R 40,000 R 10,620plus 45% of theamountbywhich the taxable

income exceeds R 38,000;
exceedsR 40,000 but does not exceed R 50,000 R 1,520 plus 46% of the amount by which the taxable

ncomeexceedsR 40,000,
exceeds R 50,000 but does not exceed R 60,000 R 16,120 plus 48% of the amount by which the taxable

ncomeexceeds R 50,000;
exceeds R 60,000 R 20,920 plus 50% of the amount by which the taxable

income exceeds R 60,000.

March 1987, are subject to the following rates of (nor- ture accruing to companies, the average rate of

mal) income tax: tax as determined in accordance with the Act

(i) on each rand of taxable income (excluding taxable or 35% per rand, whichever is higher, such

income derived from mining operations and taxa- average rate to be determined as land down;
ble income referred to in (ii)(c)below), 50 cents; (iii)in

'...

respectof taxable incomederived from diamond

(ii) in respect of taxable income derived from gold mining, 45 cents per rand of taxable income plus a

mining: surcharge equal to 25% of such amount;

(a) in the case of any mine other than a post-1966 (iv)in the case of mining companies, other than gold
gold mine, an amount determined in accord- or diamond mining companes, 50 cents on each

rand of the taxable income so derived plus a sur-
ance with one of the formulae laid down plus
a surcharge equal to 25% of such amount; charge equal to 15% of such amount.

(b) in the case of post-1966gold mines, an amount

determined in accordance with one of the for-
mulae laid down plus a surchargeequal to 25% Saving clause

of such amount; The taxes determined in accordance with the above

(c) for excess recoupments over capital expendi- are cumulative, one tax not excluding any other.
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TABLE 11

Taxableincome Ratesof tax in respectofpersonswhoarenot married
persons

Wherethetaxableincome-
does notexceedR 10,000 16% of each R 1 of thetaxable income;
exceeds R 10,000but does not exceed Rll ,000 R 1,600 plus 18% of the amount by whichthetaxable

incomeexceeds R 10,000,
exceedsRll ,000 but does not exceed R 12,000 R 1,780 plus 20% of theamountby which thetaxable

incomeexceeds R 11,000,
exceedsR 12,00butdoesnot exceed R 13,000 R 1,980 plus 22% of theamountby which thetaxable

incomeexceedsR 12,000,
exceeds R 13,000 butdoes not exceed R 14,000 R 2,200 plus 24% oftheamountbywhichthetaxable

ncomeexceedsR 13,000;
exceeds R 14,000butdoesnot exceed R 15,000 R 2,440 plus 26%oftheamountbywhichthetaxable

incomeexceedsR 14,000;
exceeds R 15,000 but does notexceedR 16,000 R 2,700 plus 28% of theamountby which thetaxable

incomeexceedsR 15,000,
exceeds R 16,000but does not exceed R 18,000 R 2,980 plus 30% of theamountbywhich the taxable

incomeexceedsR 16,000;
exceeds R 18,000but does not exceed R 20,000 R 3,580 plus 32% of theamountby which the taxable

incomeexceedsR 18,000;
exceeds R 20,000but does not exceed R 22,000 R 4,220 plus 34% of theamountbywhichthetaxable

ncomeexceedsR 20,000;
exceedsR 22,000 but does not exceed R 24,000 R 4,900 plus 36% of the amount by which thetaxable

incomeexceeds R 22,000,
exceeds R 24,000 but does not exceed R 26,000 R 5,620 plus 38% oftheamountbywhichthetaxable

ncomeexceeds R 24,000,
exceeds R 26,000 but does not exceed R 28,000 R 6,380 plus 40% of theamountby whichthetaxable

ncomeexceedsR 26,000;
exceeds R 28,000but does not exceed R 30,000 R 7,180 3lus 42% of the amount by which the taxabl

income exceeds R 28,000;
exceeds R 30,000 but does not exceed R 32,000 R 8,020 plus44%oftheamountbywhichthetaxable

ncomeexceedsR 30,000;
exceeds R 32,000butdoesnot exceed R 34,000 R 8,900 plus 45% of theamountbywhichthetaxable

ncomeexceedsR 32,000;
exceeds R 34,000 but does not exceed R 36,000 R 9,800 plus 46% ofthe amountbywhich thetaxable

ncomeexceeds R 34,000;
exceeds R 36,000but does not exceed R 38,000 R 10,720 plus 47% of theamountby whichthetaxable

ncomeexceeds R 36,000;
exceeds R 38,000butdoesnot exceed R 40,000 R 1,660 plus 48% of the amount by which the taxable

income exceeds R 38,000,
exceeds R 40,000butdoesnot exceed R 42,000 R 2,620 plus 49% of the amountbywhichthetaxable

ncomeexceedsR 40,000;
exceeds R 42000 R 3,600 plus 50% of theamountby whichthetaxable

ncomeexceedsR 42,000.

IV. RATESOF OTHERTAXESCONTAINEDIN exceeds the amount of dividends distributed during
THE INCOMETAXACT the specified period, as defined.

Non-residentshareholders'tax Non-residents'tax on interest

The non-resident shareholders' tax is 15% of the The non-residents' tax on interest is 10% on the
amount of the dividend (or interim dividend) in ques- amount of the interest in question.
tion.

Donations tax

Undistributedprofits tax
The donations tax is tax at progressive block rates,a

The undistributed profits tax is 331/3 cents on every the block exceedingR 90,000 being taxable at the rate
rand by which the distributable income, as defined, of 25%.
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-A WAX: TAXABLE EVENTS

The taxable events may apply both to VAT business

TheValueAddedTaxLaw in tax or business turnover tax as the case may occur. It
is imposed on the sale of goods or services rendered

Force within Taiwanand on the import ofgoods into Taiwan.

By Jap Kim Siong The term sale of goods iS the transfer of title to

goods to others for a consideration, except profes-
sional services rendered by free professions, and ser-
vices rendered by employees to employers. Any of the

INTRODUCTION followingcircumstancesis regardedas a sale ofgoods:
goods produced, imported or purchased by an en--

The new BusinessTax Bill promulgatedon 15 Novem- terprise for sale, but in fact used by itself or trans-ber 1985 proposing a value added tax* entered into ferred to others for no consideration;force on 1 April 1986, together with its implementing goods used to redeem debt or distributed to share--

rules promulgatedon 16 January 1986. holders or investorsare deemed to be sale ofgoods
The BusinessTax Law 1985 replaces the BusinessTax when the enterprise is dissolved or closed;
Law 1931, as amended. Under the Business Tax Law - where the enterprise purchases goods under its
1931, as amended, a business tax (Yingyeshui) was own name on behalf of a third party and delivers
levied, also known as the gross business receipts tax the goods to the third party;
which in character is a business turnover tax levied on - where an enterprise requests a third party to sell
gross revenue of a taxpayer's business turnover. goods on its behalf;

where an enterprise sells the consigned goods.-

The Business Tax Law 1985 comprises two kinds of The above-mentionedcircumstancesalso apply to salebusiness taxes, the general business tax, hereinafter of services.
referred to as VAT business tax and special business
tax, hereafter referred to as business turnover tax, The followingcircumstancesare considered to be sale
similar in nature to the originalbusiness tax. However, of goods within Taiwan:
the resent business turnover tax is only imposed on - the goods sold are required to be delivered abroad
the usiness activities mentioned in the Business Tax and the shipping point is within the territory of
Law 1985, whereas the former was levied from all Taiwan;
profit-seekingenterprises. The reform of the indirect --:- the goods sold are not required to be delivered
taxes on goods and servicesaims to replace the so-call- abroad and the location of the goods is within the
ed three-tiered taxes which involve the separate levy territory of Taiwan.
of the business tax, commodity tax and stamp duty on Any of the following circumstancesare considered toinvoices covering the same taxable events. The reform be a sale of services within Taiwan:
abolishes the stamp duty on invoices only, but will in the services are rendered or used within Taiwan;-

a later stage abolish all stamp duties and commodity an international transport enterprisecarrying out--

taxes except a commodity tax on luxury goods. In the bound passengers and cargoes from withininitial stage, however, a commodity tax is levied side- Taiwan;by-side with VAT business tax, but the commoditytax
a foreign insurance company accepts reinsurance-

iS included in the taxable base of the VAT business from an insurance enterprise within Taiwan.
tax. However, the commodity tax on plastics, furs,
etc., has been abolished and the rates on some oil Any of the following circumstances is regarded to be
products have been reduced. an mport of goods:

the goods are imported into Taiwan with the ex--

The presentoutline will focus on the VATbusiness tax ception of the goods imported by the enterprisesand business turnover tax governed by the Business located in Export Processing Zones, in Science-Tax Law 1985 published in Caizhengbu Gongbao based Industrial Park, or by a bonded factory or(Ministry of Finance Gazette) of 17 December 1985. bonded warehouse supervised by the customs ad-
ministration;
the goods are transferred from the Export Proces--

TRANSITIONPERIOD sing Zone, etc., to other areas within Taiwan.

The former business turnover tax, stamp duty and A. BUSINESS TURNOVERTAXcommodity tax included in the cost of merchandise,
materials, work-in-processand finished goods, which Taxable persons
are included in inventory obtained prior to 1 April Business turnover tax is payable by the following tax-1986, shall be offset against the VAT business tax able persons:payable after 31 March 1986. However, enterprises enterprises engaged in banking, insurance, trust-

engaged solely in the business of selling or rendering and investment, securities and brokerage, short-
tax-exemptgoodsor servicesand thosebusinessessub-
ject to business turnover tax ar not entitled to this tax See Taiwan: An Outline of the Proposed Value Added Tax System in
credit. 40 Bulletin at 18 (1986)
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term commercial papers and pawn shops; - other businesses approved by the Ministry of Fi-

night clubs, entertainment facilities, saloons, tea nance.

rooms, coffee shops and bars;
small-scaleenterpriseshaving gross monthly reve- Taxable base and assessment
nue of less than NT$ 200,000 and not operating
luxury, tourist or barber-shopsand bath houses. In general, the taxablebase is the gross revenue. How-

ever, the collection authoritymay determine the taxa-

Small-scalebusinesses and others ble base and make a tax assessmentevery month on a

taxpayer engaged in special restaurants, coffee shops,
Option for VAT business tax saloons, etc. The collection authority determines the

taxable base and makes a tax assessment every 3
Small-scalebusinessesand banks, insurance, trust and months with respect to pawnshops, small-scale enter-

investmentcompaniesengaging in activitiesnot within prises and those_enterprisesengaged in banking, insur-
their own scope of business like non-financing ac- ance, and trusts and investment, etc.

tivities such as the leasing of warehouses, equipment The Ministry of Finance prescribes the rules to deter-
or safe deposit boxes or investment in immovable mine the taxable base.
property may, with respect to all or the part of the

non-financing activities, request approval from the

Ministry of Finance to be subject to the VAT business Business turnover tax rates

tax instead of the business turnover tax. Once the

application has been approved, no changes can be - Enterprises engaged in banking, insurance, trusts
made within 3 years. and investment, securities and brokerage and

short-term commercial paper services and
Business turnover tax: special tax credit pawnshops: 5% (was 4% to 6%).

Income rom reinsurance activities by insurance-

Small-scale businesses and other businesseswhich are companies: 1% (was 4% to 6%).
exempt by the Minister of Finance from filing sales - Night clubs and restaurantswithout entertainment
returns shall be assessed on the business turnover tax facilities: 15% (was 10% to 12%).
amount determined by the collection authority. - Night clubs, saloons, tea rooms, coffee shops and

bars with special hostesses: 25% (was 30% to
When such a small-scaleenterprisepurchasesgoodsor 45%).services for businesspurposes and obtainsevidenceof Small-scaleenterprises: 1% (was 0.6 to 1%).-

the business tax period on filing its return, a special
deduction of 10% of the paid tax on purchases is de-
ducted from the business turnover tax amount due on B. VAT BUSINESS TAX
sales. However, when the business turnover tax due is
less than the minimum amount assessable, the deduc- Taxpayers of VAT business tax are:

tion is not applicable. In case the deduction exceeds - sellers of goods or providers of services;
the businessturnovertax due, the excesscan be carried - the receivers or holders of imported goods;
forward and is deductible in the following period or - those who receive services provided by foreign
periods. enterprises, institutions, organizations or entities

which have no fixed place of business in Taiwan.
The minimum amount assessable shall be prescribed Also agents who handle business for international
by the Ministry of Finance.

transport enterprises which have no fixed place of
The implementing rules stipulate that, where a tax- business in Taiwan.

payer whose business turnover tax is determined by Any of the following entities is regarded as a taxable
the collection tax authority claims a 10% tax credit on enterprise or person:the tax paid on goods or services urchased, the tax- profit-seeking enterprise owned by private-

payer's supporting documents of t ae paid tax shall be
a per-

filed with the collection tax authority on a quarterly sons, governmentor jointly owned by both;
a non-profit-seekingenterprise, institution, entity-

basis on the 5th day of January, Aprl, July and Oc- organizationwhich sells goods services;
tober.

or or

a foreignenterprise,entity, institutionor organiza--

Tax credit cannot be claimed if the documentsare not tion whichhas a fixed place of business in Taiwan.
filed within the aforementioned deadlines or if the
documents submitted do not fall within the current

Exemptions
period.
The term otherenterprisesexemptby the Ministerof The following sale of goods and rendered services are

Finance from filing sales returns refers to the follow- exempt from VAT business tax:

ing operating business: - sale of land;
barber-shopsand hair saloons, - water used in farmland;-

bathhouses, - health services, medicine, lodging and meals pro--

taxi operators, and vided by hospitals, clinics and sanatoriums;-
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educationalservicesofferedby schools, kindergar- and aircrafts used for international transport and-

tens and other educational and cultural institu- deep sea fishing boats.
tions;
textbooks and officially supported academic writ- Only enterpriseswhich obtain the foreign exchange to

-

sell deposit appointed bank
ings issued by the publishing industry;

or to a government can

services rendered by post and telecommunication qualify for the zero-rate in case of export of goods and
-

services related of goods services offered
offices;

to exports or

saleofgoodsbygovernmentmonopolyindustries;
in Taiwan for use in foreign countries.

-

sale of postage stamps;-

sale of goods or rendered services by peddlers or Taxable base-

hawkers;
proceeds received by farmers from selling agricul-

Domestic sales
-

tural, forestry, fishing and pastoral products; The taxable base is the total amount of all sales of
proceeds received by fishermen from selling-

goods and rendered services including all charges and
caught fish; the commodity tax, excluding the VAT business tax
sale of rice and wheat flour and rice husking; on taxpayer to

-

said sales. The is required deduct the
sale of fixed assets on which business tax has been-

total of VAT (input tax) which it has alreadylevied;
amount

sale of weapons, warships, aircraft, tanks, etc. to paid in connection with purchases in the particular
-

month (as evidenced by invoices issued by sellers)the armed forces of Taiwan; from the VAT collected from its customers with re-
fertilizers, pesticidesand animal medicinesused in-

sales made in that month (output tax) and
breeding livestock, farming machinery and equip- spect to pay

before the fifteenth day of the next month the dif:er-
ment sold to farmers; and

approximately14 other categoriesof sales and ser-
ence to the Treasury as VAT business tax due for that

-

month. If the paid purchasedgoods and servicestax on
vices. (input tax) exceeds the tax paid on sales (output tax)

Enterprises which sell exempt-goods or render the overpaid amount will be refunded if it is the result

exempt-servicescan apply to the Ministry of Finance from the zero-rated goods or services. Otherwise, the
for approval to be subJect to the VAT business tax. overpaymentwill be carried forwardand offset against
Once the application has been approved, no changes future VAT business tax payable.
can be made within 3 years. In any of the following events, input tax shall not be

deducted from output tax:

VAT business tax rates - where supporting documents with respect to pur-
chases are not obtained or kept properly;

(1) General rate - purchase of goods or services incurred other than
for the normal operation of the enterprise orits

The general VAT business tax rate is set at 5% deter- branch;
mined by the Executive Yuan. However, the law pro- - goods or services for use by employees;
vides that the VAT business tax rate shall be set not - passenger sedan cars for own use.

lower than 5% and not higher than 10%.
Input tax is not refundable to enterprises solely en-

gaged in the businesses exempt from VAT business
(2) Zero rate

tax. However, tax-free shops having their sales of

The VAT business tax rate is zero for the sales of goods to tourists zero-rated, must record the buyers'
goods and rendered services in the following cases: passport numbers on the sales receipts.

export of goods; Whenever the selling price is unreasonablylower than-

services related to export or servicesofferedwithin the market price the local competent collection au--

Taiwan, but used in foreign countries; thority may determine the sales amount based on the

goods sold to outbound or transit passengers by market price. In case of a barter deal, the transaction-

tax-free shops; price for the deal shall be either the fair market price
the sale of machinery and equipment, materials, of the buyeror the seller'sgoods, whichever is higher.-

fuel and unfinished goods to export enter_rises In case of goods purchased by a purchasing agent, the
located in Export ProcessingZones, Science-ased taxable base iS the actual purchase price of the goods.Industrial Park or to bonded factories or bonded Where goods are sold by a sales agent, the taxable
warehousessupervisedby the customs administra- base is the price agreed upon between the agent and
tion; the party who entrusts the agent to sell.
international transportation, provided that recip--

rocal exemption from VAT business taxes is given
to international transport companiesof Taiwan by Importationof goods
the foreign country;
vessels and aircraftsused in internationaltranspor- VAT business tax on importationof goods is collected-

tation and deep sea fishing boats; by the customs authority at the moment of importa-
sales of goods and maintenanceservices to vessels tion. The VAT business tax is calculated by applying-
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the VAT rate to the total amount on which customs consolidatedmonthly return for the sales of goods or
duties are chargeablewhich includes the customs duty the rendering of services from the head office and its
and harbour constructionfee. branches.

If the imported good is also subject to the commodity An agent of a foreign transport enterprise not having
tax, the VAT business tax is calculated on the total a fixed place of business in Taiwan must file the
amount mentioned above plus the commodity tax. monthly return and pay the VAT business tax with

Goods imported by an enterprise for its own business respect to the outbound passengers and cargo.

operation, subject to VAT Dusiness tax, are exempt For foreign enterprises erforming services but not
from VAT business tax at the moment of importation having a fixed place of 3usiness within Taiwan, the
of the goods, but VAT is imposed at the moment of customers should calculate and pay the business tax
sale. before the 15th of the following month.

A foreign enterprise engaged in entertainment and
Refunds deriving income from performances within Taiwan,

shall file a monthly return as a resident enterpriseand
Any of the followingamountof refundableVAT busi- pay business tax within 15 days after the last perfor-
ness tax claimed by a taxpayershall, if deemed appro- mance when performanceshave been held at the same

priate, be investigatedprior to being refunded: place for less than 30 days. Such enterprises must file
the overpaid VAT business tax resulted from the and pay business tax before departure if the time limit-

sales of goods or rendered services qualifying for for filing a return is after the date of departure.
the zero-rate; The tax authorityshall issue an assessmentof businessthe overpaid VAT business tax resulted from the-

acquisitionof fixed assets; tax, additionalassessmentor surcharges in case of late

the overpaidVAT business tax resulted from can-
or must

- filing non-filing. Payment be made within 10

cellation of registration, amalgamation, dissolu- days starting from the day following the day the assess-

tion or closure. ment was received by the taxpayer.

RefundableVAT business taxes, other than the afore-
mentioned ones, may be offset against future VAT Registration
business tax payable. Any enterprisewith a fixed place of business in Taiwan
Any VAT business tax overpaid by a fixed place of must file individually with the local tax authority an

business shall be offset against future VAT business application for business registrationbefore commenc-

tax payable by the head office in case the registration ing business.
of such fixed place of business has been cancelled.

Those enterprises solely in the business of sales of
The term fixedplace of business means a fixed place tax-free goods or services and government entities of
for selling goods or rendering services, including a various levels may be exempt from business registra-
head office, an administrative office, a branch, an tion.
office, a factory, a maintenance shop, a workshop, a

warehouse, a mining site, a constructionsite, a show- Any change in businessoperationin case ofamalgama-
room, a liaison office, a service station, a sales outlet, tion, sale or liquidation must file an application for

an auction house and other similar places. registration of the change within 15 days.

Uniform invoices
Tax return and payment

An enterprise, whether or not it has sales, must file a Enterprises selling goods or performing services are

monthly returnon the 15th day of the followingmonth, obliged to issue uniform invoices to their customers.

reporting sales and tax payable or refundablewith the The uniform invoices show the sales amount and the
collection authority. The tax payable must have been VAT business tax amount separately. The uniform
paid before filing the return which must be accom- invoices are printed and sold by the tax administration

panied by a receipt. If the enterprise uses uniform or the enterprise may be authorized to print its own

lnvoces, it shouldenclose a detailed list of uniform invoices, in accordance with the regulations of the
invoices used. Ministry of Finance.

The head office and other branchesof the same enter- The collection authority may approve an enterprise to

prise located in Taiwan must file separate monthly use cash register receipts instead of issuing uniform
returns to the local tax authority. However, the head invoices. EnterprisesDfa special nature or small-scale
offices of an enterprise in the VAT system may apply enterprises may be exempt from issuing uniform in-
for approval from the Ministry of Finance to file a voices and may instead issue ordinary receipts.
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A Summaryof Singapore's1986 Budget
By Lee Fook Hong, FCIS FAIA

The Minister for Finance, Dr. Richard Hu, presented Singapore's 1986
Budget to Parliament on 7 March 1986. Singapore's economic recovery

Contents

took priority in the Budget and the focus was again on the businesssector. SECTION I

The Budget provided generous relief, especially for taxpayers in the mid- Review of the economy
dle and lower income groups and the ailing hotel and property sectors. (a) Industrial development

(b) Trade developmentThe Minister's Budget Statement was relatively shorter this year, as Par- (c) Financial services
liament had already debated at length on the state of Singapore'seconomy (d) The property market

and the recommendations of the Economic Committee. As usual, the (e) Manpower development

Statement was presented in the following sections: SECTION 11
Financial Year 1986 BudgetSection I: Review of the economy

Section II: Financial Year 1986 Budget SECTION 111

Section III: Revenue and tax changes Revenue and tax changes
(a) Individual income tax

(b) Company income tax

(c) Property tax
SECTION I (d) Investment allowance

Review of the economy (e) Fund management
(f) Post-pioneer incentive
(g) Tax deferred R&D reserve

In introducinghis review of the economy, the Minister said: (h) Venture capital incentive
(i) Future incentives

The causes of the present recession have been well documented in the
EconomicCommittee'sReport. Externally,we have had to contend with CONCLUSION

a slowdown in international trade as a result of growing protectionism as APPENDICES
well as structuralchanges in global demandand supplyconditionsaffecting I Summary of fiscal incentives

key sectors of our economy. The low and falling commodityprices which announced in 1985 which affect the
Central Government Budgetadversely affected the growth of our ASEAN neighbours have also re- Il Reduction in personal Income tax

sulted in less trade and tourist arrivals for us. rates with effect from Year of Assess-
ment 1987

Internally,profit marginshave been steadilyeroded as wage costsoutstrip-
ped increases in productivity.This has been aggravatedby a sharp decline SUMMARY OF TAX CHANGES

in construction and related activities following the completion of major
private sector projects and the scaling down of our public housing p'ro-
gramme.

The basic thrust of Government's response to these problems has been
elaboratedby the First DeputyPrime Ministerand I shall not repeat them.
I would, however, like to emphasize that we do have considerablecontrol
over internal factors. Measures to reduce costs can be and have been
taken. We have among other things suspended payroll tax, cut skills
development levy, and reduced CPF contributions. This will restore the
international competitivenessof our firms and traders to a considerable
extent. We can supplement these measures by striving hard to increase
our productivityand the quality of our products and services. In essence,
how we overcome the internal problems depends on ourselves and the
sacrifices we are prepared to make.

The external factors we have little control over. We are a price taker in
world markets. How we fare will depend on the world economy in general
and the US economy in particular. The recent fall in world oil prices will
hopefully quicken the upturn in activities expected for the US and other
industrial economies.

Restoringeconomicgrowth must be the key priority for the coming finan-
cial year. But while we tackle our presentproblems,we must not lose sight
of longer term issues, in particularour futureplace in the world economy. I Central Provident Fund.
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(a) Industrial development realizable gains. It has been observed time and again
that our entrepreneurs are not as quick to sense

The Minister, in stressing the need for industrial de- changes in demand and tastes and keep in step with

velopment, said: these changes. It has been said that if a new product is
on show in Japan today, it will be on sale in Hong

Our industrial development in the years ahead will Kong the very next day. Singapore stores will only
depend on the pace of automation, and, increasingly. have it the following week.
on research and development. The present level of R
& D expenditure is not high, accountingfor only 0.6% Our traders must be more aggressive in their market-

of GNP in 1984 although it has actually more than ing strategies. They must know who their competitors
doubled since 1982. are and what their consumers want. The Trade De-

This increasing trend should be encouraged to con-
velopment Board (TDB) will spearhead the Govern-
ment's drive to expand and seek new markets for our

tinue. More specialized research-orientated institu- traders. More export promotion activities will be de-
tions along the lines of the Instituteof SystemsScience vised and tailored to meet the needsof local exporters.
and the Institute of Molecular& Cell Biology must be The TDB will also help disseminate information to
established. However, this is only feasible if we have traders so as to assist them in penetrating non-tra-
the necessarymanpower. In this respect, the National ditional markets such as Latin merica, Africa and
University of Singapore (NUS) and Nanyang South Asia. Greater efforts will at the same time be
TechnologicalInstitute(NTI) should not let up in their made to expand our traditional markets closer to
efforts to train and acquire a wider pool of scientific home.
and industrial experts. The Governmentwill continue
to assist by providing tax incentives and R&D grants The Governmentwill also minimize trade restrictions,
to encourage private firms to undertake applied R & simplify trade documentation and weed out bureau-

D activities. I will elaborate on this further when I cratic red tape. Ultimately,however, it.is the drive and

come to the section on tax changes. business acumen of our manufacturers-and traders
that will determine whether they scceed in the

The structuralchanges accompanyingthe rapid rate of world.
technological innovation in the developed countries
will impact significantly on our future industrial de-
velopment. Foreign companies that are presently au- (c) Financial services

tomating their plants and operationswill have insuffi- On financial services, the Minister said that the de-
cient resources to undertake any new investments mand for financial services, espec'ally those centred
overseas. Moreover, given the increased productivity around fee-based activities such a fund management
from automation, there will be less economic advan- and new financial instruments such as financial fu-
tage in establishing new facilities abroad simply to would continue expand in this region. He
take advantage of lower wage costs.

tures, to
then explained the strategy for growth in the area of

It is, therefore, all the more critical that our manufac- financial services:
turers continuallyupgrade their o-gerations and diver- Fiscal incentives have been implemented to encour-
sify their products. They shoul be more outward the fund industry, and these will be
looking and seek out opportunitiesoverseas. Being a augmented

age
by

management
further incentives which I will shortly

small economy, we can never provide a big enough
domestic market for them to survive and thrve.

announce. The Singapore InternationalMonetaryEx-

change has progressedsatisfactorilyand currently lists
four financialfuturescontracts. Later this year, a stock

(b) Trade development index futures contract will be introduced. SIMEX is

The Minister cautioned that until the industrialized also expected to introduce options trading earl next

countries restore the health of their economies and year.

increase employment, protectionism would continue On the domestic front, steps will be taken by the
to be rife. On the measures to overcome this, he Government to develop a fixed rate securities market

suggested: so as to pave the way for companies to raise fixedrate

Our best defence is to increase our productivity. At funds. In the equitymarket, the resolutionof the prob-
the same time, we must be nimble and adapt to new

lems currently facing the local stockbroking industry
developments and changes in world markets and in and the introductionof a new Securities Industry Act

demand and supply. For example, third country trade will mark a ne,/rchapter in the annals of our stock

in commoditiessuch as crude oil, rce, sugar and other market. The corporatizationof the industry has begun
products is estimated to be worth about $45 billion with the Big 4 local banks gaining membershipon the

annually.
Stock Exchange of Singapore. This increased institu-
tional participation will strengthen the industry and

Countertradeis anotherarea whichwill grow in impor- help regain investors' confidencein our stock market.
tance. A recent study has estimated that countertrade Later this year, the unlisted securities market is ex-

currently accounts for between 8% to 10% of world pected to begin operations. This will provide an av-

trade. Firms must grasp the complexitiesof these new enue for companies with good potential for growth,
trading activites quickly and translate them into but which are unable to obtain a listing on the main
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board because of their limited track record, to raise ter explained that its objectiveswere two-fold: to rest-
capital. rain the growth in recurrent expenditureand to stimu-

A necessary prerequisite for further growth in any
late the economy through increased development ex-

financial market is a sound and stable financial system. penditure.
Therefore, in pursuing a strategy for growth, we must He then proceeded to elaborate on the expenditure
not lose sight of the need for uncompromisingpruden- estimates (not discussed here).
tial standards. We will continue to monitor and main-
tain such standards.

(d) The property market SECTION III

The Minister reported that his Ministry was actively
considering the recommendations of the Property Revenue and tax changes
Market Consultative Committee to nurse the ailing
property market back to health. The Minister reported that the impact of the many tax

concessionsannouncedsince the last Budget would be
(e) Manpowerdevelopment clearly felt on Financial Year 1986 Consolidated Rev-

Stressing the need for manpower development, the enue, which was projected at $ 8.66 billion. The over-

all financial position for Financial Year 1986 was ex-Minister said that it was crucial to educate each indi-
vidual to his or her maximumpotential and the lack of pected to be in deficit by $ 3.22 billion. These deficits

quantity in the workforce must be compensated by
would be financed by drawdowns on reserves and by
domestic borrowings.improved quality. He further added:

It is essential that employers realize that they carry
The Minister gave a reassurance that the taxes which

the main responsibility for upgrading and re-training
had been temporarily suspended would not be reim-

workers. The workers must also play their part by posed for as long as it took the economy to recover.

being willing to attend retraining and upgrading pro- Explaining that the Government was committed to

grammes. Only then can we hope to improve our pro- avoid getting into a permanent Budget deficit, the
ductivity and be prepared for the next phase of our Ministersaid that there might come a time when Singa-
growth. pore had to look for new ways to raise revenue. He

continued:
In conclusion, the Ministercautioned that the need for
a longer term perspective should not be ignored de- The First Deputy Prime Minister has already an-

spite the present setbacks and the urgency to imple- nounced that some form of consumption tax is being
ment measures to restore the health of the economy. considered. It is intended that we begin to put into
He said: place this year the machineryneeded for the collection

of consumption taxes. An early start is necessary as weIn the short term, the Government has and will con-
need time to evaluate alternatives and install the ad-

tinue to take measures to overcome this recession. We
ministrative machinery.will continuallymonitor the economicsituation- both

domestic and abroad, and prepare ourselves for the Already, the proposal has sparked off keen interest
worst. We must regain our competitive position by and quick response from Members of this House and

ensuring that costs are minimized, and red tape cut. the public. I am well aware that consumptiontaxes will

In the long term, we must all work together to
be unpopular.

maximize our potential. New investments must be They are seen to be unwieldy, inflationaryand bad for
found. Our entire economic environment must be tourism. Whilst some aspects of these claims are un-

made favourable to business and enterprise. doubtedly true, my Ministry officials who are studying
The Government will continue to provide efficient the issue will make every effort to ensure that the less

infrastructure, educate and train our population to its desirable side-effects are mitigated.
fullest potential, and assist private enterprises to iden- Nonetheless, the need for consumption taxes must be
tify and seize new opportunities. In this regard, the seen in the larger context of Singapore's economic
Economic Committee's Report is timely. It has iden- imperatives. If Singapore is to survive as an economic
tified a number of growth areas which we will do well entity, its productive sectors must be competitive. As
to exploit. If we do so and deal with the present reces- direct taxes are lowered to meet competition, a point
sion correctly, we will be well placed to take off once may be reached when consumption taxes will have to

again. be brought in to provide a. compensatory source of
revenue.

SECTION II Moving on to tax changes, the Minister said that he
would also be dealing with some of the other recom-

mendationsof the Economic Committee.
Financial Year 1986 Budget

Extracts of the Minister's speech on these matters are

Turning to the Financial Year 1986 Budget, the Minis- reproduced below:
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(a) Individual income tax I now propose to introduce three additional changes
In order to provide immediaterelief to taxpayers, the to the property tax system.
Government has decided to give an across-the-board First, with effect from 1 July 86, alllandsunderprivate
exceptional rebate of 25% on personal income tax for development will be fully exempt from property tax.
Year of Assessment 1986. Revenue loss is estimated The exemption will apply from the time construction
at $ 250 million. For Year of Assessment 1987, I have begins to the time that TOL5 is granted. Detailsof the
decided to revise the personal income tax rates down- scheme are being worked out between my Ministry
wards. and the Ministry of National Developmentand these

will be announced shortly.The top marginal rate has been brought down to 33%
in line with the cut in the company tax rate whilst the Second, I propose to allow a change in the method of
lowest marginal rate has been reduced to 3.5%. Under assessment of property tax for hotels. Presently guest
the new rates, taxpayers will enjoy a tax reduction of rooms, restaurants and function rooms in hotels are

between 16.3% to 21.7%. As members will note, I assessed based on industry-wideindices such as occu-

have given a larger tax reduction to the middle-income pancy rate and tariff averages. This has led to some

group whose chargeable income falls within $ 15,000 rigidity in the system. For example, if the occupancy
to $ 100,000. This group currently bears nearly 50% rate of a particularhotel falls, this is not accompanied
of the total individual income tax burden. This should by a reduction in the property tax payable unless the
furthermotivateourskilled workersand youngprofes- occupancy rates of other hotels also fall. Con-
sionals to work even harder and earn more. sequently, a hotel with low occupancy ends up paying
But I have not forgotten those in the lower income more than its due share of property tax, whilst one

with high occupancy ends up paying less.
brackets. On top of the reduced rates, I intend to
increase the rebate on the tax payable on the first I have, therefore, agreed to allow property tax on

$ 10,000 of chargeableincome from 10% to 15%. This guest rooms, restaurantsand function rooms in gazet-
will further alleviate their tax burden. The revenue ted hotels to be assessed based on actual annual gross
loss as a result of the reduction in tax rates is estimated receipts. The property tax will then more accurately
at $193 million per annum. reflect the actual tariff and occupancy rate of each

hotel. With effect from 1 July 86, their annual value
I would like to reiterate that the Government will will be pegged at 15% of gross receipts from room
strive to lower income tax rates whenever possible.
Being an open economy, dependent mainly on our

sales.

human resources, we must never allow our tax burden Similarly, the annual value of food and beverage out-
to be so high as to become a disincentive to work and lets in these hotels will be pegged at 5% of their gross
enterprise. sales.

The other parts of the hotel such as managementof-
(b) Company income tax

fices, shopping arcades and carparks will continue to

The reduction in company tax rate to 33%, with be assessed using the present method of assessment.
effect from Year of Assessment 1987, will increase
after-tax yields. The Governmentfeels that a 33% tax

I am also pleased to say that the Inland Revenue

rate, when comparedwith the rate in other countries, Department is looking into the feasibilityof extending
is sufficiently competitive to attract and retain inves- this method of assessment to other propertiswhere it

is appropriate to do so.
tors.

I would, however, like to assure Members that we will Third, to ease the cashflow of all property owners, I

continue to monitor our position and company tax propose to allow payment of property tax by monthly
rates will be reduced to meet competition whenever installments. This will take effect from 1 July 86. In-

this proves necessary.
stallment payments will, however, only be allowed
through GIRO, including Inter-bankGIRO. This is so

(c) Property tax
as not to increase the cost of collection.

A rebate of 30% on the property tax rate of 23% is (d) Investmentallowance
presentlygiveninrespectofthefollowingproperties: The Economic Committeehas recommendedthe in-

all industrial and commercial properties, troduction of a 30% across-the-board investment al--

industrial and commercial lands which are vacant lowance for expenditure on capital equipment and-

or under develo ment, but including residential machinery. The Committeefeels that ths will encour-

lands owned by cevelopmentcompanies, and age continued investments in plant and equipment.
let-out URA,2 HDB3 and JTC4 properties.-

My Ministrydoes not disagreewith the need to stimu-

As announcedby the First DeputyPrimeMinister, the late capital investment. However, we feel that the

rebate will now be deepened to 50% from 1 July 86,
and extended for a further two years until end 1988. 2. Urban RedevelopmentAuthority.

3. Housing and DevelopmentBoard.
Propertyownersare expected to pass on the additional 4. Jurong Town Corporation.20% rebate to tenants, as in the previous exercise. 5. Temporary Occupational Licence.
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existing capital allowances are more than adequate. tool in attractinghigh-valueadded investments to Sin-
From Year of Assessment 85, capital expenditure in- gapore. Companies presently enjoying pioneer status
curred on all plant and machinerycould be writtenoff pay no corporate tax. However, upon expiry of their
in three years. In addition, equipmentsuch as comput- pioneerperiod, they are taxed at the full corporate tax
ers, robots and automation equipment can be fully rate. This can lead to difficulties of adjustment when
written off in one year. the full tax rate is levied.
We must allow the effects of these incentives to work To ease the transition, the Expansion Incentive
their way through the system before we consider new Scheme will be suitably modified to enable such com-
concessions. panies to enjoy an effectivecompany tax rate of as low
The investment allowance proposal also has substan- as 10%. This will encourage pioneer companies to

tial revenue implications which must be carefully continue their operations in Singapore upon expiry of
studied. It will alter the base of deductions for the their pioneer status. Details of the scheme are pre-

computation of taxable profits and can affect income sently being worked out.

tax revenue collections permanently. It is for these
reasons that we have not supported the proposal. (g) Tax deferred R&D reserve

The EDB,6 however, administersan incentivescheme The Economic Committeehas identified the promo-

whereby investmentallowanceof up to 50% of capital tion of applied R&Dasacorner-stoneof our policy
expenditurecan be enjoyed on investments in certain for industrial upgrading. I have, therefore, agreed to

plant and equipment. As earlier announced, the EDB ts recommendation that approved companies be al-
will be more liberal in grantingallowancesunder their lowed to set aside up to 20% of their taxable income

scheme, particularly to trading and service com-
asan R&D reserve which will be tax-exempt if spent

panies. within three years.

Presently available incentive schemes for R & D, that
(e) Fund management is, the 50% investment allowance on capital expendi-
The present tax incentive scheme for fund manage-

ture and the double deductionon operatingexpenses,
ment confers exemption from Singapore taxes on in- will continue to be granted to approved companies.
vestment gains from funds managed on behalfof non- These amounts will, however, be offset against the
resident investors by approved fund managers in Sin- 20% reserve. Any part of the reserve remaining after

gapore. These fund managersneed to have Asian Cur- three years will be taxed and interest charged on the

rency Unit (ACU) licences and must be approved by amount of tax deferred.
the MAS7 for purposesof the scheme. In addition, the This incentive will take effect from Year of Assess-
fees they earn are taxed at a concessionary rate of ment 87.
10%. To enjoy the incentive however, the funds have
to be invested in overseas markets. (h) Venture capital incentive

The feedback from fund managers is that it is difficult In the 1984 Budget Statement, the House was in-
for the fund management industry in Singapore to formed of an incentivescheme to encourageenterpris-
thrive if local stocks and shares are not included in the ing local companies to invest in non-traditional areas
scheme. Specialized fund managers who do not pos- and new technologies. Investments in these new fields
sess ACU licences have also indicated that they would are risky but neverthelessnecessary if we are to prog-like to participate in the scheme. ress ahead.
In view of this, I have decided to extend the incentive Under the incentivescheme, a localcompanycan write
scheme for fund management to include: off up to 50% of the eguity invested in approved ven-

investments in local stocks and shares, and ture capital projects i the project incurs cumulative
-

fund managerswho do not have ACU licences but losses over three years. I propose to improve upon the-

are approved for the purpose by MAS. scheme.
This will take immediate effect. The investingcompany may now deduct, up to the full
The scheme essentially removes any Singapore tax amountof its investment,any loss arising from the sale

liability that may arise as a result of the non-resident of shares in an approved project company. At the

having his funds managed in Singapore. same time, the approved project company may carry
forward its losses for write-off against future profits.As before, the incentive will be confined to non-resi- The scheme will also be extended to individuals.

dent investors. Presently, these investors are required
to make a signed declaration of their non-resident These improvements to the scheme will applyto in-
status. This will no longer be necessary. Instead, the vestments made after 1 April 86. Other details are

fund managers will have to affirm the non-resident being worked out by my Ministry in consultationwith
status of their clients. EDB and these will be announcedsoon.

(f) Post-pioneer incentive
6. Economic DevelopmentBoard.

Pioneer incentiveshave been an importantand useful 7. Monetary Authorityof Singapore.
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(i) Future incentives CONCLUSION

The Governmentagrees with the EconomicCommit-
tee that companies should be encouraged to establish The Ministerexplained that the expenditureplans and

their operational headquarters in Singapore. It also tax changes were structured to give priority to

supports the recommendation that foreign income economic recovery. In concludinghis Budget Speech,

particularlyfrom the exportofservicesand third coun-
the Minister said:

try trading, should be taxed at a reduced rate in Singa- Despite what the Government is doing, much of the

pore. success of our policies will depend on the world

I have asked my officials to study the most appropriate economicsituation, over which we have little control.

fiscal measures to promote such activities. Details are
We should therefore not be overly sanguine about the

being worked out and will be announced expediti- pace of our recovery. However, I see no cause for

ously. despondencyeither, as there is much we can do to help
ourselves. We have excellent infrastructurealready ln

The Economic Committee has also made a number of place, adequate financial resources and negligible
other tax recommendations.These relate to incentive foreign debt; a very comfortableposition from which
schemes of one form or another. We recognize that to face adversity. What we now need is for all Singapo-
incentives are still useful and necessary at this stage of reans to join together in launching the next phase of
our economic development. At the same time, I our economicdevelopment.
should emphasize that it is our intention to eventually
move towards a broad-based low-tax regime. My I am certain that we will be able to overcome our

Ministry will consider the other tax recommendations temporary setbacks. We often forget that we started

in the light of these considerations. with very little. Since Independence, we have been
fortunate and able to build up a significantinheritance
for the next generation. The evidence is all around us.

This was in no small measure due to a dedicated Gov-
ernment that could mobilize a committed people. I
feel confident that a younger generation, led by a

younger leadership, will be equally successful.

APPENDIXI APPENDIX II

SUMMARYOF FISCAL INCENTIVESANNOUNCED IN 1985 REDUCTION IN PERSONAL INCOMETAX RATES

WHICH AFFECTTHE CENTRALGOVERNMENTBUDGET1 WITH EFFECT FROM YEAR OF ASSESSMENT87

Revenue loss Chargeable YA851 YA872 Average
Announced26 July 85 per annum income existing revised reduction

group rates rates in tax
1. 30% property tax rebate with effect from ($) (%) (%) (%)

1 July 85, for 1 1/2 years for the following
categories of properties: 1 5,000 4 3.5 17.9-

a) Owner-occupied industrial & com- 5,001 - 7,500 7 6 17.7
mercial $66m 7,501 10,000 9 8 17.6-

b) Let-out industrial& commercial $95m 10,001 15,000 10 8 18.1-

c) Vacant lands, including land under 15,001 20,000 12 9 20.0-

development $48m 20,001 - 25,000 15 12 20.8
d) URA, HDB & JTC properties2 25,001 35,000 18 14 , 21.1-

(let out only) $51 m $260.Om 35,001 50,000 22 17 21.7-

4. Reduction in interest rate on new loans under the small 50,001 - 75,000 26 21 21.2

Industries Finance Scheme (permanent) $ 1.3m 75,001 -100,000 29 24 20.0

100,001-150,000 31 26 18.7

Announced31 August 85 150,001 -200,000 34 28 18.0
200,001 -300,000 37 31 17.6

5. Reduction in ad valorem duty on petrol from 60% to 50% 300,001 -400,000 37 31 17.1
with effect from 2 September85 $122.Om 400,001 -500,000 39 33 16.8

6. Abolition of duty on fuel oil with effect from 500,001 -600,000 39 33 16.4

2 September85 $ 0.5m 600,001 -750,000 39 33 16.3
morethan750,000 40 33 16.8

7. Abolition of excise duty on refined sugar with effect
from 1 September85 $ 12.Om

Announced24 October85

8. Suspension of tax on PUB gas & lectricity charges 1. From YA 85 onwards, a 10% rebate on the tax payabe of up to the

with effect from 1 October 85 $ 92.Om first $ 10,000 of chargeable income was given.
Total reductions in Government revenue $488.Om 2. From YA 87 onwards, a 15% rebate on the tax payable of up to the

first $ 10,000 of chargeable income will be given.

1. Does not take into account the revenue loss as a result of tariff

reductions by statutory boards.
2. Announcedon 31 August 1985.
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1986 BUDGET STATEMENTSUMMARYOF TAX CHANGES

For ease of reference, tax changes as announced in the provided installment payments are made through
1986 Budget Statement are summarized below: GIRO, including Inter-bank GIRO.

(a) Individual income tax (d) Investment allowance

(1) For Year of Assessment 1986, an across-the-board The EDB will be more liberal in administering the In-

exceptional rebate of 25% is given. vestment Allowance Scheme, particularly towards trad-
(2) For Year of Assessment 1987, the personal income ing and service companies.

tax rates will be revised downwards (see Appendix
II). (e) Fund management

(b) Company income tax With effect from 7 March 1986, incentive scheme for
fund management has been extended to include:With effect from Year of Assessment 1987, company tax

investments in local stocks and shares; and
rate will be reduced from 40% to 33%.

-

fund managers who do not have ACU licences, but-

(c) Property tax
are approved for the purpose by MAS.

(1) Presently, a rebate of 30% on the property tax rate
As before, the incentive is confined to non-resident in-

of 23% is given in respect of the following proper-
vestors. Previously, these investors are required to make

ties: a signed declaration of their non-resident status. Now,
all industrial and commercial properties; the fund will have to affirm the non-resident

- managers
industrial and commercial lands which are va-

status of their clients.
-

cant or under development, including residen-
tial lands owned by development companies; (f) Post-pioneer incentive
and
let-our URA, HDB and JTC properties. The Expansion Incentive Scheme will be modified to

-

This rebate will be deepened to 50% with effect enable pioneercompaniesto enjoy an effectivecompany
from 1 July 1986 and extended for a further two tax rate of as low as 10% upon expiry of their pioneer
years. period.

(2) With effect from 1 July 1986, all lands under private
developmentwill be fully exempt from property tax, (g) Tax deferred R&D reserve

from the time construction begins to the time that With effect from the Yearof Assessment1987, approved
TOL is granted. companieswill be allowed to set aside up to 20% of their

(3) Property tax on guest rooms, restaurants and func- taxable income as an R&D reserve which will be tax-
tion rooms in gazetted hotels will be assessed based exempt if spent within three years. Any part of the
on actual annual gross receipts. With effect from 1 reserve remaining after three years will be taxed and
July 1986, their annual value will be pegged as fol- interest charged on the amount of tax deferred.
lows:

Guest rooms 15% of gross receipts from room (h) Venture capital incentive- -

sales.
Food and beverage outlets 5% of their gross a company- - With effect from 1 April 1986, investing in
sales. non-traditionalareas and new technologiesmay deduct,
Other parts of hotel, e.g. managenent Offices, up any- to the full amount of its investment, loss arising
shopping arcades, etc. - no change (present from the sale of shares in an approved project company.
method of assessment). Furthermore, the approved project company may carry

(4) With effect from 1 July 1986, payment of property forward its losses for write-off against future profits.
tax by monthly installments will be allowed, The scheme will also be extended to individuals.
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I--O\G O\G: the tune of HK$ 2,993 million and HK$ 559 million
respectively, ensued in 1983-84 and 1984-85. To cover

these deficits, unprecedented for Hong Kong, the

Returnto Balanced Governmentresorted to a combinationof higher taxa-
tion (both direct and indirect), drawing down fiscal
reserves and borrowing.

Budget tember 1985 and formally signed on 19 December
The Sino-British Agreement, initialled on 26 Sep-

1985 by the Governmentsof the United Kingdom and

By Y.C. Jao* the People's Republic of China, has produced a con-

siderable calming effect on the state of public confi-
dence, at least over the short to intermediate run.2

After three consecutive years of fiscal deficit, Hong Under the agreement, sovereignty over the whole

Kong's Financiai Secretary, Sir John Bremridge, pre- Hong Kong area is to revert to China on 1 July 1997,
sented the Budget for 1986-87 on 26 February 1986 and Hong Kong itself will become a Special Adminis-

that promised a modest surplus and also contained a
trative Region (SAR) of China that enjoys a high

number of tax concessions.This welcome turnaround degree of autonomy. The current social and economic

in fiscal affairs occurred despite a less-than-satisfac- systems in Hong Kong will remain unchanged for 50

tory performance of the economy. The real growth years after 1997. The existing laws, based essentially
rate of Gross DomesticProduct (GDP) for 1985 drop- on the British system (i.e. the common law, rules of

ped sharply to 0.8% (as against an earlier projection equity, ordinances, subordinate legislation and cus-

of 7.2%) from 9.3% a year before. tomary law) will be maintained, save for any that con-

travene the Basic Law (a kind of mini-constitutionfor
Hong Kong currently being drafted). Except for de-
fence and foreign affairs, which will be under China's

1. RECENT TRENDS IN PUBLIC FINANCE
control, the Hong Kong SAR may on its own maintain

In the post-warperiod 1946-82, deficits were recorded and develop economic and cultural relations with

in only four fiscal years, 1946-67, 1959-60, 1965-66, other countres, regions and international organiza-
and 1974-75. In all other years, fiscal surpluses of tions. Hong Kong will retain the status of a free port
various magnitudes had been achieved. It was almost and a separate customs territory.
taken for granted, before 1982, that at least a modest It will be allowed to maintain an independent fiscal
fiscal surplus could be permanently maintained. This system, without the obligation of paying any taxes to

illusory belief was rudely shattered in the fiscal year the Central Government in China. The agreement
1982-83, when a projected surplus of HK$ 5,000 mil- reaffirmsHong Kong's status as an internationalfinan-
lion turned out to be a deficit of HK$ 3,500 million. cial centre after 1997. Its existing markets for foreign
s I have explained in earlier articles in the Bulletin, exchange, gold, securities and futures will continue to

adverse changes in the political and economicenviron- operate. There will be free flow of capital. The Hong
ment, as well as errors in fiscal policy judgement and Kong dollar will continue to circulate and remain

decision-making, contributed to a sharp reversal in freely convertible. In addition to Chinese,Englishmay
fiscal trends. In the summer of 1982, diplomatic also be used in Government and the courts. Other
negotiations between the United Kingdom and the provisionsregardingindividualrights and libertiesalso

People's Republic of China on the future of Hong seem to be more detailed and comprehensive than

Kong touched off a profound crisis of confidence that originally expected. In sum, the institutional
manifested itself in capital flight and portfolio shift framework that in the past four decades has been
which in turn led to the collapse of the property and responsible for Hong Kong's economic miracle ap-
stock markets, and precipitous depreciation of the pears to have been duly acknowledgedand enshrined
Hong Kong dollar. The political uncertainty during in the agreement.
1982-84was compoundedby the world-wideeconomic
recession of 1981-82, which hit Hong Kong hard be- Initial reaction to the agreement was one of relief or

cause of its heavy dependence on external trade. But even euphoria among the local popuation. It also
received the blessing of Hong Kong's major tradingthe Government also committed serious errors of

judgement when it assumed that sales of public land partners - the United States, European Economic

could continueindefinitelyon the basis ofa supposedly
permanentpropertyboom. When the propertymarket
collapsed in the latter halfof 1982, therefore, Govern-

* Reader in Economics, University of Hong Kong.
1. See Y.C. Jao, Hong Kong's 1983-84 Budget: Tax Proposals, Bulle-

ment land sales also plummeted from a forecast tin, Vol. 37, No. 6, pp 265-67;Y.C. Jao, HongKong'sRevenueProposals
HK$ 13,400 million to HK$ 6,100 million. Equally and Their Implications, Bulletin, Vol. 38, No. 7, July 1984, pp 298-301.

seriously, the Government not only over-estimated 2. The agreement is officiallyentitled Joint Declarationof the Govern-

revenue from land sales, but also failed to exercise ment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and'

prudent restrainton the growth of public expenditure.
the Government of the People's Republic of China on the Question of

a

Instead, it implementedprematureconcessionin 1982. Hong Kong. Its full text is contained in White Paper published by Her

Majesty'sGovernmentin London on 26 September1984. It will be referred

As a result, two more consecutive years of deficit, to to hereinafter as the Joint Declaration.
.
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Community, Japan, Canada, South Korea, Australia revenuesand expendituresand to provide a firm back-
and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations ing to capital projectsof a long-term nature, the Hong
(ASEAN). Apart from the political settlement, the Kong Government has set up five funds, to which
economy also benefited from the US-led economic transfers from the General Revenue Account are reg-
recoveryin 1983-84, the real growth rate of GDP rising ularly made. The funds are: Capital Works Reserve
from 2.9% in 1982 to 6.5% in 1983 and further to 9.3% Fund, Development Loan Fund Home Ownership
in 1984. Reflecting the return of confidence, the Hang Fund, Student Loan Fund, and Mass Transit Fund. As
Seng Index of stock prices rose steadily, despite occa- of 31 March 1986, these funds had balances totalling
sional setbacks, from 746 on 13 July 1984, when there some HK$10,000 million, against commitments of
was still great tension concerning the outcome of the over HK$ 26,500 million.
Sino-Britsh negotiations, to 1752 on 31 December The importanceof income from land and buildings in1985. Equally impressivewas the recovery of the real

Hong Kong's fiscal is underlined in Tables 2
estate market. Land and property prices in 1985 were

revenue

reported to have risen by 30-50%, dependingon loca- and 3. As may be seen from Table 2, recurrent income

tion, size and other attributes, compared to their (consisting of rates, property tax, crown rent) and

trough in 1982. capital income (consisting mainly of land sales) ac-

counted regularly for a substantialproportion of total
These developments could not fail to produce a Government revenue (TGR), rangng from 13.4% in
buoyant effect on Government revenues. Despite the 1949-50 to as much as 44.8% in 1980-81. During the
significant slow-down of the economy in 1985, the groperty boom of 1977-81, revenue from land and
robust growth in 1983 and 1984, coupled with the 3uildingson average accounted for about 36% of total
higher tax rates instituted in 1984, had contributed to Government revenue. Table 2 shows that land sales
a higher than expected revenue growth. Furthermore, are of two types, public auction and tender, and pri-
tighter control of expenditurehad resulted in a steady vate treaty grants, with the former accounting for the
decline in the size of the public sector from 19.1% of majorproportion. Under British rule, all land in Hong
GDP in 1982 to 16% in 1985. Thus the projected Kong is legally owned by the Crown, which sells or
deficit for 1985-86 of HK$ 559 million is likely to end grants leasehold interests.3 The normal method of dis-
up as a surplus of about HK$ 98 million. For the cur- posal is public auction or tender, but leases for special
rent fiscal year, 1986-87, a surplus of HK$ 348 million purposes (such as sites for capital-intensive industries
has been budgetted. A summaryof the General Reve- that can introduce higher technology)may be awarded
nue Account, the main operating account through at cost by private treaty.
which the Government's finances are controlled, is
given in Table 1. Under the terms of the Sino-BritishJoint Declaration,

land grants and leases from 27 May 1985 (the date of
Table lshould be self-explanatoryexcept for the item entry nto force of the agreement) are now made for
transfer to funds. To smooth out fluctuations in terms expiring not later than 30 June 2047. They are

made at a premium and nominal rental until 30 June
1997, afterwhich date an annual rent equivalentto 3%
of the property's rateable value will apply.

Table 1
Moreover, from 27 May 1985 until 30 June 1997, pro-
ceeds from land sales shall, after deduction of theGeneral RevenueAccount
average cost of land production, be shared equally

(million HK dollars) between the present Hong Kong Governmentand the
future Hong Kong SAR Government,with the latter's

Estimated share being deposited in banks incorporated in Hong
(after Kong and shall not be drawn on except for the financ-

Revised revenue

ing of land development and public works in HongActual Estimate proposal)
1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 Kong. A joint Sino-British Land Commissionhas also

been established in Hong Kong to implement provi-Recurrentaccount sions in the agreement concerning land matters.4

Expenditure 16,295 20,499 22,876 25,992 29,326 32,363
Revenue 24,014 24,882 27,251 30.582 35.443 38,199 Perhaps conscious of the mistakes it had made in the

Surplus 7,719 4,383 4,375 4,590 6,117 5,836 past by over-reliance on land sales, the Hong Kong
Capitalaccount Government in its latest Budget has introduced a

Expenditure 1,597 1,345 1,337 1,404 1,434 1,581 medium-termforecastof public finances for the periodRevenue 10,299 6,216 3,149 4,756 4,468 1,693
Surplus 8,702 4,871 1,812 3,352 3,034

-

112 up to 1989-90. The forecast is based on assumptionsof

Surplusbefore transfers an average real growth rate of 4.5% and an inflation
to funds 16,421 9,254 6,187 7,942 9,151 5.948 rate of the same amount in the 4-year period 1986-87

Transfersto funds 9.886 12,754 9,180 9,506 9,053 5,600 to 1980-90. Other policy guidelines are that total ex-
Surplus/(Deficit) 6,535 (3,500) (2,993) (1,564) 98 348
Governmentbonds

proceeds -- -- -- 1,005 -- -- 3. Formerly, leases were sold for terms of 75,99 or 999 years, but were

Totalsurplus/(Shortfall) 6,535 (3,500) (2,993) (559) 98 348 subsequentlystandardized to a term of 75 years in the urban areas, renew-
able at a reassessed annual rent under the Crown Leases Ordinance.

Excluding transer to funds 4. See Annex III, Land Leases, in the Joint Declaration.
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Table 2 Table 3

Recurrent and Capital Revenue from Land and Buildings Capital Revenue from Sales of New Leases

(In current HK$ million) (In current HK$ million)
Recurrent Capital

Publicauctionandtender Privatetreatygrants
Sm As%ofTGR Sm As%ofTGR (b) + (d)

Sm %ofTCRFLS $r % of TCRFLS

(a) (b) (C) (d) %
1963-64 116.3 59.7 9.1 4.7

1947-48 15.7 9.6 9.1 5.5 15.1 1964-65 60.9 45.8 5.2 3.9

1948-49 23.2 11.9 5.9 3.0 14.9 1965-66 26.8 36.5 11.7 15.9

1949-50 30.6 11.6 4.8 1.8 13.4 1966-67 26.1 53.8 4.7 9.7

1950-51 43.3 14.8 6.0 2.1 16.9 1967-68 10.3 24.3 24.0 56.6

1951-52 48.2 15.6 4.6 1.5 17.1 1968-69 15.9 39.8 10.4 26.1

1952-53 53.4 13.9 11.1 2.9 16.8 1969-70 67.1 55.4 15.0 12.4

1953-54 59.6 15.0 11.7 2.9 17.9 1970-71 165.4 60.9 8.5 3.1

1954-55 62.6 14.4 20.7 4.8 19.2 1971-72 169.8 63.1 4.6 . 1.7

1955-56 76.2 16.8 24.8 5.5 22.3 1972-73 557.2 83.2 6.6 1.0

1956-57 85.4 16.8 24.9 4.9 21.7 1973-74 225.5 70.8 17.1 5.4

1957-58 97.3 16.7 40.3 6.9 23.6 1974-75 194.5 67.7 17.1 5.9

1958-59 102.5 16.3 42.4 6.7 23.0 1975-76 216.4 62.6 41.7 12.1

1976-77 324.9 58.3 25.7 4.6-
1959-60 114.8 17.3 34.9 5.3 22.6
1960-61 140.0 16.3 83.5 9.7 26.0 1977-78 660.9 36.1 897.0 49.0

1961-62 176.3 17.1 120.7 11.7 28.8 1978-79 1,215.1 60.5 458.9 22.9

1962-63 187.0 14.9 238.5 19.0 33.9 1979-80 2,299.8 80.8 116.9 4.1

1963-64 212.9 15.3 230.5 16.5 31.8 1980-81 9,290.2 86.3 681.9 6.3

1964-65 240.3 15.8 175.2 11.5 27.3 1981-82 7,953.4 82.2 1,002.0 10.4

1965-66 317.1 19.4 107.4 6.6 26.0 1982-83 4,119.9 81.6 558.8 11.1

1966-67 347.1 19.1 82.0 4.5 23.6 1983-84 1,709.9 75.4 339.7 15.0

1967-68 382.8 20.2 65.4 3.4 23.6 1984-85 2,970.7 69.6 622.2 14.6

1968-69 397.5 19.1 67.2 3.2 22.3

1969-70 420.6 17.0 152.5 6.1 23.1 Note: Figures not available for period before 1963-64.

1970-71 450.8 14.7 320.6 10.4 25.1 TCRFLS: Total capital revenue from land sales.

1971-72 498.0 14.1 328.2 9.3 23.4 Sources: Director of Accounting Services, Annual Reports.
1972-73 534.6 10.8 788.1 16.0 26.8
1973-74 782.7 14.7 453.7 8.5 23.2

1974-75 884.5 14.9 372.7 6.3 21.2
1975-76 1,051.7 15.5 478.5 7.0 22.5 50% of capital expenditure should be financed by the
1976-77 1,254.8 16.1 760.1 9.8 25.9 surplus on the operating account, and that the size of
1977-78 1,459.5 13.7 2,111.8 19.9 33.6 the civil service should grow at no more than 2-2.5%
1978-79 1,599.5 12.3 2,492.9 19.2 31.5
1979-80 1,816.0 10.5 3,,429..2 19.8 30.3 per annum. On the basis of these assumptions and

1980-81 2,034.7 6.6 11,773.6 38.2 44 8 guidelines, an underlying surplus of about HK$ 600
1981-82 2,647.4 7.6 10,995.8 31.5 39. 1 million over the forecast period is being planned.
1982-83 2,746.3 8.5 5,885.9 18.3 26.8
1983-84 3,194.6 10.1 2,871.4 9.1 19.2
1984-85 3,661.5 9.7 4,836.0 12.8 22.5 2. REVENUE PROPOSALS

Notes: TGR: Total Government revenue (consistingof total revenue in the General Against the backgroundofmedium-termstrategy, this
RevenueAccountand revenuof the Urban Council,with tansactions
between the two eliminated; the various unds, such as the Develop- year's revenue proposals contain a nurnber of tax in-
ment Loan Fund, are not included). creases as well as tax concessions.The increases are in

fees and duties designed to maintain their yield in real
Recurrent revenueconsistsof rates, the Property Tax, Crown rent and a few terms and to stabilize the relationship between direct
minor items such as rents for use of bathing beaches and temporary use of taxation and indirect taxation at around 59:41 in their
Crown land.

relativeproportion.They are summarizedin Table4.
Capitai revenue consists mainly of revenue from land sales, modifications Tax concessions relate to personal allowances, estate
of lease conditions and, to a small extent, stamp duty on conveyanceso
land or land and buildings. duty and profit tax. The supplementary personal al-

lowance is increased from HK$ 7,500 to HK$ 8,500
Sources: Director of Accounting Services, Annual Reports. for a single person and from HK$ 8,500 to HK$ 9,500

Commissionerof Inland Revenue, AnnualReports. for a married person and his/her spouse. Thus, to-
Commissionerof Rating and Valuation, AnnualReports.
Urban Council, AnnualReports. gether with the basic allowance of HK$ 20,500, the

total personal allowance is now HK$ 29,000 for a

single person and HK$ 60,000 for a married couple.
Furthermore,the total allowancefor a residentdepen-

penditure growth should nt in real terms exceed the dent parent is increasedby HK$ 1,000 to HK$ 12,000.
growth in GDP, that consolidatedcash flow should be In respectof the estate duty, the principalmatrirrionial
n balance, preferablywith a small surplus, that capital home of a person who dies leaving a spouse, is now

expenditure growth should be maintained at around exempt, regardless of whether there is a will or not.

its present level (allowing for inflation), that at least The stamp duty of 1% on Hong Kong dollar debt
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Table 4 reserve of HK$ 8.1 billion, which is less than half a

month's value of imports. By contrast, in 1981 the
Increases in Duties and Fees, 1986 free fiscal reserve was estimated at HK$10.3 bil-

Category Percentageincrease lion, or about one month's value of imports.7
Hydrocarbonoils 4.5% Moreover, since the Budget speech, the Government
Tobacco 1 1.8% on imported raw has used the Exchange Fund to bail out two banks in

tobaccoand locally trouble, a move that has aroused considerable criti-
manufacturedtobacco cisms. The Exchange Fund, set up in 1935 to serve as

Vehicleanddriving the reserve backing for the currency, has been ex-

licencefees 4% panded since 1976 to include the fiscal reserve as well,
Banks and deposit-taking so that it has now become the repository of the Gov-
companylicencefees 20% for bank licenceand ernment'sassets, whetherdenomnated in domesticor

13%fordeposit-taking foreign currencies. The Financial Secretary has, how-
companylicence ever, strongly defended his use of the ExchangeFund

for stabilization purposes. In his latest speeca to the
Legislative Council on 23 April 1986, he indicated that
the 1985-86 surplus could reach HK$ 1,177 million,

instruments is abolished. Finally, and perhaps most much higher than the HK$ 98 million originally esti-
important, the proposal in the 1984-85 Budget that mated.
some interest earned on offshore deposits be brought
under the ambit of profit tax s repealed. As I In recognition of its past error in relying too much on

land sales, the Government has mapped out aexplained in an earlier article, the 1984 proposal was medium-term strategy of achieving a small overallhighly controversial, being widely interpreted by the
business community as an infringement on the ter- surplus over the next four years. While the underlying
ritorial source principle, on which theHtimKnwglnX

assumptions about real growth rate and inflation rate

system rests. Moreover, it was made at a
seem reasonable at present, for a territory like Hong

Hong Kong's arch-rival, Singapore, was reducing Kong in transition between two different regimes,
non-economic factors are likely to exert increasinglytaxes to enhance its attractions as a financial centre important influence. One worrying feature is the stag-vis-a-vis Hong Kong.5 Not surprisingly, the repeal of

the 1984 proposal and the abolition of stamp duty on
nant state of capital formation: from 1982 to 1985,

Hong Kong dollar debt instrumentshave been warmly
fixed gross capital formation in real terms declined by

a awelcomed by the financial community as timely mea- 10%, phenomenon indicative of lack of long-term
confidence. Thus, although the Sino-British agree-sures to maintain Hong Kong's status as a financial
ment has calmed the jitters characteristicof the 1982-centre.
84 period, it has not removed completely the uncer-

tainty over the long-term future. Much will depend on
3. ASSESSMENT how faithfully the agreement is observed and im-

plemented. This, in turn, depends in large measureon

Hong Kong went through a severe financial crisis in whether China's internal political stability and its pre-
1982-85, of which the fiscal crisis was an integral part.6 sent pragmatic and open-door policies can be main-
The return to fiscal balance in 1986 is a welcome de- tained permanently.
velopment that augurs well for the economy. At the
same time, the fiscal balance is still too fragile to be
taken as a permanentrecovery. Thus, the fiscal reserve
was estimated by the Financial Secretary to be about
HK$15.6billion in his Budget speech delivered on 26
February 1986. Of this, a sum of HK$ 7.5 billion was 5. See Y.C. Jao, Hong Kong's Revenue Proposal and Their Implica-
estimatedby him to be necessary as a cover for various tions, loc. cit.

contingent liabilities, mainly guarantees on behalf of 6. The other componentsof the financial crisis were currency crisis and

Government corporations such as the Mass Transit banking crisis. For a detailed analysis, see Y.C. Jao, The 1997 Issue and

Railway Corporationand the Hong Kong Export Cre- Hong Kong's Financial Crisis, Journal of Chinese Studies,Vol.2,No. 1,
April 1985, pp 113-154

dit Insurance Corporation, etc. This leaves a free 7. The 1981-82 Budget, paras. 109-112.
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Trencsin n-.erna-iona -axa-.ion

TaxationIssuesrelatingto International

Hiring-outofLabor

By Rijkele Betten

INTRODUCTION Economic aspects

On 21 September 1977 the OECD Council adopted a The hiring-ut of labor developed because of a de-
Recommendationon Tax Avoidanceand Evasionand mand by user enterprises for flexible labor. Flexible
instructed the Committee on Fiscal Affairs to make labor is available as a result of the unemployment
specific proposals for increased cooperation between which is prevalent in almost all countries and because
Member countries in this field. labor finds the opportunityto acquire in a short period
The OECD Reporton Taxationissues relating to inter- of time a broad range of experiences attractive. To

nationalhiring-outoflabor (hereinafterReport) deals bring demand for and supplyof flexible labor together,
intermediariesare organized.with a specific type of tax avoidance and evasion.
On a macro-economic level, the hiring-out of labor

This article presents an overview of the Report. First,
some economicand legal aspectsof hiring-outof labor promotes the efficiencyof the labor market. However,

are described. Second, negative consequences of the increased efficiency is obtained at the cost of re-

duced social protection for workers. Hired-outwork-
abuse on a national and internationallevel are discus-
sed. Then the international tax question and the lead- ers have less rights to social security and fewer rights

ing principle, which should be followed to resolve the than permanentemployees of the user enterprise.
issue, are described.

The analysis of solutions for abuse on the domestic Legal aspects

level shows differentopportunitiesfor tackling abuse. The legal relationships between the parties (Fig. 1)
Some of the domestic measures have internationl
effects. The core of the Report is the discussion of may be elaborated as follows:

possible international solutions to the international 1. The legal relationshipbetween the worker (A) and

tax question. Lastly, some comments are made. the intermediary (B) can take the form of a contract
of employment.For the purposeof taxation,B would,

Hiring-outof labor
as a rule, be regardedas the employer. Manycountries
impose certain obligations on employers such as the

The hiring-out of labor arises where labor is provided withholding of wage taxes and the payment of social

to a user enterprise by an intermediary, usually for a security contributions.

limited time period. It includes at least three parties: In attempting to escape these obligations, the inter-
the worker who provides the -ersonal services, A; the mediary may intentionallyfail to conclude an employ-
intermediarywho recruits anc supplies the labor to the ment contract. This may also occur in order to circum-

user, B; and the ser for whom the services are exer- vent a legal prohibition on the hiring-out of labor

cised, C. (such as, n principle, Norway and for certain eco-

Figure 1 nomic branches such as the building industry in Bel-

gium).
Relationshipsbetween the worker, A, the intermediary,B and the

user, C: 2. The legal relatonshp between the intermediary
' (B) and the (C) is usually such that the inter-B (intermediary) user

1 mediary is only responsiblefor the provisionof labor.

/ 2 3. The legal relationshipbetween the worker (A) and
A (worker) the user (C) should, accordingto the Report (point4),

'C (user)
be regarded as a contract for service if the worker is

3 only expected to work at the user's place of business
and to follow the user's instructions.
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Abuse limited by both domestic and international law.
Domesticlaw in the countryof residenceof the laborer

The legal relationshipsmentionedabove may be mod- may provide for a partial or total tax exemption for
ified, or example, by interposing a sub-contractor income from activitiesexercised in anothercountry or

relationship (between intermediary and user or be- at least not apply the Pay-As-You-Earnsystem (with-
tween workerand user) or even by havingno contracts holding wage tax) to such income. International law
at all. (not only tax treaties) may also reduce one country's
Abuse may lead to undesirable results for the involved right to tax certain types of income. Uncertainties

governments. First of all, public revenue may be re- about the applicationoi tax treaties to hiring-outmust

duced because of the non-paymentof wage tax, value be solved before actual taxation can be ensured.

added tax or social security contributions. The finan- The principle
cial benefit may be shared by the worker, the inter-
mediary and the user. The worker, however, will be In order to determine which country should have the
entitled to less social security protection if social secu- right to tax income from hired-out labor the following
rity premiumsare not paid. He may try to compensate principles are considered.
for this by registering as unemployed. Under point 13 of the Report it is stated that: as a

A second undesirable result of abuse may be a distor- matter ofprinciple, any incomearising from hiring-out
tion of the competitiveconditions in the labor market activities should be taxed and such taxes should be
and the user enterprise's market, especially when the paid in one country or another. Moreover, point 20
participants in these markets do not bear all legally provides that the existenceof an intermediaryshould
unavoidablecosts. not result in no tax being paid.
Finally, abuse may serve as a bad example for other In an international context, Art. 15 of the OECD
members of the communityand lead to a reduction of Model provides for the attribution of the right to tax
the compliance morality in a country. income from dependent services. The general rule is

that such income is taxable in the State where the

The (international) tax question employment is actually exercised (Commentaryto the
1977 OECD Model at page 131).

The interposition of an intermediary between the Domestic solutions

employeeand the employerhas led to great difficulties The most effective of dealingwith the problemoffor tax authoritiesattemptingto implement (or adapt) way
their taxation system in such a way as to levy the taxing hiring-out activities would be to forbid hiring-
appropriate taxes on the incomes concerned. out activities.

There may be: an intermediary residing in country I;
For several reasons this option is not appropriate for

a worker residing in country L, but exercising labor in each country. As reasons therefore one can mention

country U; and a user enterprise in country U. None that hiring-out activities raise economic productivity
of the parties, when they are interested in avoidingor by providing temporary but experienced labor for the

evading taxes (i.e. the intermediary,the workeror the
fulfillmentof contractsduring peaks in labor demand.

user) are particularly interested in informing the rele-
A typical example of a sector in which these peaks

vant tax administrationsof these activities. Actual tax-
occur is the building industry.

ation thus becomes very difficult. Furthermore, there is a wdespread tendency (at least
within the EEC and the Nordic countries) to stimulateThe parties involved may even succeed in avoiding free movement of labor which would be impeded bytaxes when all appropriate tax administrationsare in- a

formed (the tax authorities being unable to cross- prohibitionof hiring-out of labor.

check the information supplied). For instance, the in- The second best solution is to make hiring-outof labor
termediarymay inform the tax administrationin coun- subject to various legal requirements which promote
try I that he is taxable in country U (or L) because he the availability of intormatlon to the government, as

has a permanent establishment there, while claiming well as reduce the opportunity for tax abuse through
that there is no permanent establishment before the the manipulation of legal relationships.
tax authorities in country U (or L) and, therefore, he Intermediaries can, for example, only be allowediS not taxable in that country. when they have a license, as in the Netherlands, or

The assessment and recovery of taxes can also be im- they can be registered (e.g. Belgium, France, Ger-
peded when the intermediaryis related to the workers many, the Netherlandsand the United Kingdom).The
and/or users, or when the intermediaryresides in a tax use of unregistered intermediaries (by users) can be
haven. The contractsbetween the involvedparties can discouraged by creating a greater liabilitywith respect
be arranged in such a way that the contracts comply to taxes and/or social security contributions for the
with tax relief laws in one or several countries. The users thereof, as compared to users of registered in-
contracts may also lead to the transfer of profits or termediaries. Some countriessuch as Belgium and the
funds to tax havens.

1. In Belgium these users have to withhold 30% from each payment and
The assessmentand recoveryof taxes by a country are then pay it to the tax administration and the social security funds.
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Netherlandspublish regularlya list of registered inter- orovide information can lead to liability for taxes due
mediaries, while others, like the United Kingdom, 3y the non-resident(s).
only allow for public scrutiny. In Belgium, a user of foreign labor (from an EEC
Intermediariesare often held liable for the paymentof Member country), which cannot show it is covered by
VAT taxes, wage taxes and social security contribu- a foreign social security system, has to report the
tions, related to the hired-out labor. 2 The Netherlands employees' names to the socal security agency. Non-

provides for a Chain Responsibility, i.e. a liability for residents hiring out labor in the construction industry
the obligationsof (successive) subcontractors. must be registered and prove their status as an

To obtain knowledge about the existence of inter- employer in the State of residence.

mediaries, information must be made available. Ger- Hiring-out activities of a non-resident intermediary
many has a centralized file for this purpose. Cross- can result in liability,for the withholdingof wage tax,
checkings and investigation methods can be made etc., but that liability can also be passed to their local
more effective through cooperation between tax au- branch, to the user of the hired-out labor, as in the
thorities, social security agencies, labor authorities United Kingdom, to the permanent representativeof
and informal cooperationwith trade unions. the non-residentor to the person in charge of the work

Information can also be obtained by requiring tax- being carried out, e.g. in the Netherlands.

payers to provide the tax authorities, upon request
and/or unsolicited with information on, for example, Internationalsolutions
third parties and their workers, as in Norway and the
United Kingdom. The discussionofpossible instrumentsfor an appropri-

ate taxation on the hiring-out of labor on an interna-
The user can be held liable for taxes and social security tional level and in an international context forms the
contributions when usage is made from unlicensed essential part of the Report. The various instruments
(e.g. the Netherlands)or unregisteredintermediaries. can be grouped into:
Sweden followed an approach according to which the

i. the exchange of information;real employer has to be determined. The user can II. the interpretationof bilateral conventions; and
then possibly be seen as the real employer. In prin- III. the recovery of taxes levied abroad.
cipal, worker and employer are jointly liable.

In many countries employees are subject to a Pay-As- I. Exchange of information
You-Earn system. To avoid this, employees can self- To be able to tackle the problemseffectively,all coun-

incorporate or become self-employed by acting as a tries must have a full picture of all relevant cir-
subcontractor. In the United Kingdom's building in- cumstances as, for example, the various contracts in-
dustry tax deductionshave to be made from payments volved. Timeliness is also very important, however,
to subcontractors (whether individualsor companies) there may be limitations under domestic laws which
which provide labor only, unless the subcontractor is impede such a timely exchange of information.
registered and has a satisfactory tax record.

In its Conclusions and Recommendationsthe Report
states:

Internationalaspects
There is general agreement that the principal key to

Although the Report provided numerous possible present problems is information which, in this area,

domestic solutions for the taxation of the hiring-outof should be obtained as early as possible. It is one of the

labor, it especially described solutions with interna- main aims of the present report to stimulate Member
countries to increase their efforts in this respect both at

tional aspects. domestic and at international level.
International effects of the hiring-out of labor arise Emphasis is also put on the possibilityof spontaneouswhen not all the three involved parties reside in one exchangeof informationon the internationallevel and
country. Effective gatheringof informationmay then, on the use of telephoneor telex. Cooperationbetween
next to cooperation between tax and social security
agencies, require cooperationwith customs, exchange

more than 2 countries is necessary if the parties in-
volved are spread over more than 2 countries.

control, and immigration.
Non-resident intermediaries who want to hire out Il. Interpretationof bilateral conventions
labor should have.to be licensed in several countries.3

They also could be made liable for the payment of Once the relevant facts are known by the tax au-

VAT taxes, wage taxes and social security contribu- thorities, internationalhiring-outof labor requires the
tions, related to the hired-out labor. This is presently interpretationof tax treaties. Uncertainties about the

required in Germany, the Netherlandsand the United
Kingdom. In Norway, taxpayers (including non-resi-
dents) must provide information to the tax authorities
concerning non-residents who have contracted for 2. In Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlandsand the United King-
work on the continental shelf or, in some cases, for dom.
work on a construction site in Norway. Failure to 3. In France (only for recruiting), Italy and the Netherlands.
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interpretationarise because of the mobile and tempo- ways in which paragraph2 ofArt. 15 should be applied
rary character of hired-out labor. to hiring-out of labor. So, in the future it may be

The Committee studied three different areas: expected that OECD Member countries insert provi-
(1) the scope of Art. 15(2) of the OECD Model (espe-

sions in their new treaties, according to which the user

cially of the term employer);
of the hired-out labor may be considered as the

,(2) the possibility to qualify the activities of an nter- employer for the application of provisions similar to
Art. 15(2) of the OECD Model to hiring-out of labor.medary as a permanentestablishment; and Relevant circumstancesare the exercise of full control(3) the international assessment and recovery possi- and responsibility for the achievementof the work.bilities.

(1) For the application of Art. 154 of the OECD
The Committee also considered the exclusion of

Model, terms like employmentand employer need to hiring-out activities from the scope of Art. 15(2) and
amendment of the 183-day rule.be applied to hiring-out of labor.

Art. 15(1) of the OECD Model provides that income Excluding hiring-out activities from the scope of Art.

from employment (dependent personal services) is 15(2) was, however, thought to be inappropriate be-
cause that would constitute special treatment for ataxable in the State where the work is actually exer- particular category of taxpayers and it might set ancised, whereas Art. 15(2) gives an exception for a undesirable precedent for both OECD and non-specific situation. The Report states at point 57 that: OECD Member countries. Furthermore, interna-

It must be assumed that paragraph 2 was only aimed at tional agreement on the definition of a hiring-out
cases where the employment ts actually being exercised situation would be necessary and, finally, domestic
in a country on behalf of an employer which is not a legislation should rnake effective taxation possible.resident of that country.

as
If, in a hiring-out situation, the intermediary resides Regarding the 183-day rule, the Committee, stated

at point 80, decided it would be advantageous to
in a country other than the place of the user enterprise change the phrase 183 days in the fiscal year con-
and the employment activities, and the user is consi- cerned in Art. 15(2) to 183 days in twelve consecu-dered to be the employer, the exceptionof Art. 15(2) tive months.
of the OECD Model is inapplicable (for the purpose
of the application of the tax treaty). 2. Intermediariestry to avoid fulfilling the conditions

for a permanent establishment because, in that case,Although this type of solution may be contrary to the exception in Art. 15(2) of the OECD Model does
some countries' interpretationof double taxation con- not apply since the remuneration is then borne by aventions (point 58), the Committee appreciated such permanent establishment or fixed base of the
a substance over form approach. employerin the country in which the labor is exercised.
To apply this specific interpretation to bilateral Within the Committee, it was suggested to base tax
treaties, criteria are necessaryfor the determinationof liability in this case merely on the presenceofactivities
whether the intermediary or the user is the real in the country. However, several problemswere men-
employer. The Nordic withholding tax agreement tioned: the allocation of profits between the head of-
contains some examples: fice and the permanentestablishmentand also, like in

In determining whether an employee shall be consi- the case of excluding hiring-out activities from the
dered hired-out, a general evaluation shall be made scope of Art. 15(2), the setting of undesirable prece-
where particular weight shall be put on whether:
a) The authority to instruct the workeris with the user;
b) The work is performedat a place which is under the 4. Article 15

control and responsibilityof the user; Dependent personal services
c) The remuneration to the hirer is calculated on the 1. Subject to the provisions of Articles 16, 18 and 19, salaries,basis of the time utilized, or there is in other ways wages and other similar remuneration derived by a resident of a

a connection between the (calculation of) this re- Contracting State in respect of an employment shall be taxable only
muneration and wages received by the employee; in that State unless the employment is exercised in the other Contract-

d) Tools and materials are essentially put at the ing State. If the employment is so exercised, such remunerationas is
derived therefrom may be taxed in that other State.

employee's disposal by the user;
e) The number and qualificationsof the employees is 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1, remuneration

derived by a resident of a Contracting State in respect of an employ-not solely determined by the hirer. ment exercised in the other ContractingState shall be taxable only in
the first-mentionedState if:

There are, however, two important objectionsagainst
a) the recipient is present in the other State for a period or periods

not exceeding in the aggregate 183 days in the fiscal year con-

this solution. First, the allocation of the right to tax, cerned; and

as such, is not enough for actual taxation as domestic b) the remuneration is paid by, or on behalf of, an employer who
is not a resident of the other State; and

legislation in the source-Statemust also make taxation c) the remuneration is not borne by a permanent establishmentor

possible. Second, in certain countries it is very difficult a fixed base which the employer has in the other State.

if not legally impossible - to apply the concept of 3. Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this Article, remu--

substance over form to existing tax treaties. neration derived in respect of an empoymentexercised aboard a ship
or aircraft operated in international traffic or aboard a boat engaged

Therefore, the Committee invited the respectivecom-
in inland waterways transport, may be taxed in the ContractingState
in which the place of effective management of the enterprise is

petent authorities to define by mutual agreement the situated.
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dent for OECD and non-OECD Member countries. COMMENT
Therefore, the suggestion was not accepted.

Although the Committee on Fiscal Affairs was not
3. Assessment and recovery: assistance in the recov- able to give a straightforwardsolution to the taxation
ery of taxes in an internationalcontext has not gener- issues relating to internationalhiring-outof labor, the
ally been provided. Domestic powers to enforce the Report is still a useful tool in the battle against this
payment of foreign taxes are a basic condition there- specific type of international tax avoidance and eva-

for. Thereafter, conventions for assistance in the re- sion.
covery of tax claims can become valid.

The descrption of various domestc solutions to tax
Another issue is the liability to withholdwage tax. The (and social security) avoidance and evasion related to

liability can be placed with the user or the inter- hiring-out of labor may be very useful information to

mediary: Some countries'solutionshave been set forth countries which have as yet not felt the need to take
above. With respect to foreign intermediares,the lia- action in this respect. However, the Committee did
bility can be transferred to domestic representatives, not indicate which solutions were preferable.
as is the case in the United Kingdom and the Nether-
lands. Why the Committeedid not consider in its Report the

often used specific provisions for frontier workers in
Anotherway of preventing the failure to levy tax is to bilateral tax treaties nay be questioned.
put heavier obligationson users of unregistered inter-
nediaries as compared to users of registered inter- Also, the emphasis put on the internationalexchange
mediaries (like in Belgium). of information is not accompanied by considerations

about the privacy of taxpayers. This right should at
The liabilityfor the withholdingofwage tax can be put least be weighed against the legitimateattemptsof tax
on the user or the intermediary; a determining factor authorities to stop tax avoidance and evasion.
in the United Kingdom for the attributionof this dutv
iS whether the intermediaryis responsiblefor thework Domestic legal provisions to enforce the payment of

performance. If the user can fire a workman without taxes levied abroad are a necessaryprerequisite to an

the interference of the intermediary then the user effective implementationof the forthcomingMultilat-

should withhold wage tax. eral Conventionon Mutual AdministrativeAssistance
in Tax Matters of the Council of Europe. It can be
doubted whether liability for tax obligations of other

At the end, the Report states that: taxpayers (for exampleemployeesor subcontractors),
the work underway on a draft multilateral convention which is a part of the domestic actions to ensure taxa-

for mutual administrative assistance in tax matters is tion of hiring-out of labor, can be enforced by this

clearly encouraging (point 103). means.

[continued from page 301]

concerned in the management of the affairs of the But also it is possible to anticipate some problems.
associationor any person who was purporting to act in Many Internal Revenue Departments lack the re-

any such capacity shall be guilty of that offence as if sourcesneeded to monitormanufacturersor importers
he had himself committed it unless he proves that the based in other states that are supposed to act as their
act or omission constituting the offence took place collecting agents. At the very least some time will
without his knowledge, consent or connivance. lapse before effective monitoring mechanisms entail-

The penalty for a first offence is a fine of tl 2,000 or ing co-operationbetween different tax authoritiesare

imprisonmentfor 6 months. The penalty for a second developed. In the meantime it can be expected that

or subsequentoffence is a fine of N 3,000 or imprison-
the sales tax receipts of some states may fall substan-

ment for one year or both. tially. Serious problems are also posed to the business
concerns charged with the duty of collecting the tax.
It will be impossible in many cases to comply with the

CONCLUSION provision that stipulates that the tax must be collected

The Sales Tax Decree 1986 presents both positive and not later than 30 days after the supply of any taxable

negative aspects. It is positive that it brings to an end goods or services. What the practical consequencesof

a rather confused period in which each state went its this will be remains to be seen. Anotherproblem area

own way often coming into conflict with the measures
for the collecting agents is the obligation imposed on

introducedby otherstates or with Federal regulations. them to collect taxes on behalfof 19 state governments
The business concerns were always caught in the mid- and account in detail to each of them. In the Nigerian
dle in these conflicts. From now on businessmen will context it will certainly be difficult to do this. In fact,

clearly understand what their legal obligations are in manufacturershave already publicallyexpressed their

this matter. The decision to collect the tax at the manu- misgivings in this connection.1oWhether practical so-

facturer or importer level can also be counted on the lutions to these problems can be devised without

positive side. To try and use retailers as collecting amending the Decree is subject to serious doubts.

agents would have been fraught with problems be-
cause of their great dispersion and leack of sophistica-
tion. 10. See Business Times 5.5.86.
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Guide describingtaxaspects forentrepreneurs, (B. 106.861) Monographon the taxationaspectsof
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corporationsand theirshareholders. Amsterdam,Peat, Marwick,Mitchell&Co. [for The authordeals with varioussubjectssuch as:

(B. 106.858) address,see above], 1985. 46 pp. comparisonof four theoriesoftransferpricing;
(B. 106.881) transferpricingpoliciesusedin 13 companies;

PICHON, Maurice. the effectsofdual pricingon aconsolidated
Le rle de la fiscalitdans la vie des entreprises. incomestatement; the case ofAlfarabi

Berne, EditionsCosmosSA [CH-3074Muriprs Chemicals,etc.

Berne],1986.119 pp. INTERNATIONAL (B. 106.848)
The author reviewsthe federal, cantonaland

municipaltaxationofcompaniesin theoryand SHOME, Parthasarathi.

practicewith referencesto individualincome tax Developing Countries Indirect taxationand the controlof inflationin a

aspects. developingeconomy.
(B. 106.825) GALENSON,Alice. Washington,InternationalMonetaryFund,

Investmentincentivesfr industry. 1986.

KRATZ, Peter. Someguidelinesfordevelopingcountries. IMFDocumentDM/86/4. 19 pp.
Steuerplanunginternationaler Washington,WorldBank [1818 H Street, N.W., (B. 106.774)
Unternehmungen. Washington,D.C. 20433], 1984.
Systemund Methode. WorldBank StaffWorkingPapers, No. 669. COMPENDIUMOF STUDIES OF

Bern, Paul HauptVerlag, 1986. 50 PP
internationalincomeand taxes, 1979-1983.

SchriftenreiheFinanzwirtschaftund Investmentincentivesand their impacton
Statisticsofincome.

Finanzrecht,Band 47.344pp., 58 Sfr. industryin some developngcountries. Washington, Internal RevenueService, 1985.

Approachesto tax planningfor international (B. 56.768) 515 pp
operatingcompanies. Reportpresenting13 studies, includingforeign
(B. 106.859) FOREIGN PRIVATE INVESTMENTIN activitiesof U.S. corporationsand activitiesof

developingcountries. foreigncorporationsin the U.S.A.

A study by the ResearchDepartment. (B. 106.837)

Turkey Washington,InternationalMonetaryFund,
1985. LATEST INFORMATIONON NATIONAL

ENCOURAGEMENTOF EXPORT. OccasionalPaperNo. 33.44pp.
accountsof developingcountries.

Istanbul,The Istanbul Chamberof Commerce, (B. 56.769) Paris, DevelopmentCentreof the Organisation
for EconomicCo-operationand Development,1984. 22 pp.

(B. 106.874)
1986. 57 pp.

International (B. 106.877)
ENCOURAGEMENTOF INVESTMENT.
Istanbul,The IstanbulChamberofCommerce, GUIDE FISCAL INTERNATIONAL
1984. 27 pp. des Socits. OECD

(B.106.875) Paysparpays.
Paris, LibrairieGnralede Droit et de UNE ANALYSEEMPIRIQUEDES

ECONOMICREPORT. Jurisprudence[20, rue Soufflot,Paris 5], 1986. variationsde l'impt sur le revenudes personnes
November1985. 585pp physiques.
Istanbul,The IstanbulChamberof Commerce, Internationaltax guide describingbriefy, per

Un rapportdu Comitdes AffairesFiscales.

1985. 90 pp country, the corporateincome tax in 94 countries Paris, Organisationde Co-oprationet de

(B. 106.870) . intheworld. DveloppementEconomiques,1986. 40pp.
(B. 106.833) Reportof theTax AffairsCommitteeconcerning

LABOR LAWS IN TURKEY. an empirical analysisof the various individual

Istanbul,The IstanbulChamberofCommerce, CHOWN, John. income taxes levied in the OECD member

1985. 50 pp. Tax efficient forex management. countries.

(B. 106.872) A strategy in internationaltaxation. (B. 106.847)
Specialreport.

FOREIGN CAPITALREGULATIONS. London,ProfessionalPublishingLtd. [7 Swallow
Istanbul,The IstanbulChamberofCommerce, Place, London WIR8AB], 1986. 182 pp.
1984. 41 pp. (B. 106.838)
(B. 106.873) LATIN AMERICA

CORPORATETAX PROCEDURESAROUND
theworld.

United Kingdom Amsterdam,Peat, Marwick,Mitchell&Co. [for
address,see above], 1984. 120 pp.

Central America
A GUIDE TO U.K. OIL AND GAS Summaryofcorporatetax proceduresin selected
taxation. countries. COMPENDIODE LA LEGISLACION

London, Peat, Marwick,Mitchell&Co. [1 (B. 106.878) Centroamericade IncentivosFiscalesal

PuddleDock, Blackfriars,LondonEC4V3PD], DesarrolloIndustrial.

1985. 111 pp. FOREIGN TAX CREDITS FOR BANKS. San Jos, SecretariaPermanentadel Tratado

GeneraldescriptionofU.K. oilandgastaxation Aninternationalcomparativestudy. Generalde IntegracinEconomica

as it affectsproducersnd individualemployers Amsterdam,Peat, Marwick,Mitchell&Co. [for Centroamericana,1985. 176 pp.

asof 1 August 1985. address,see above], 1984. 167 pp.
Central AmericanRules on incentivesfor

(B. 106.843) (B. 106.879) industrialdevelopment.
(B. 18.405)

BUT'ERWORTHSFINANCE BILL ECCLES, Robert G.
1986handbook. The transferpricingproblem.
The provisionsrelatingtoincometax, A theory for practice. Guatemala

corporationtax, capital gains tax, inheritance Lexington(Mass.), D.C. Heathand Company
tax, value added tax and stamp duty. [LexingtonBooks, 125 SpringStreet, Lexington, INVESTMENTIN GUATEMALA.

London,Butterworths,1986. 284 pp. Mass. 02173], 1985.342pp., $ 43.50. Amsterdam,Peat, Marwick,Mitchell&Co. [for
(B. 106.882) The book can be obtainedfrom Gower address,see above], 1984. 71 pp.

PublishingCompany,GowerHouse, Croft General informationon investmentprocedures
VAT FOR BANKS. Road, Aldershot,HampshireGU113HR, in Guatemala,with special reference to taxation.
A guidetopracticeand planning. England. (B. 18.407)
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MIDDLE EAST Monographonthe taxationof the family home. foreigncorporationsntheU.S.A.

(B.106.883) ... (B. 106.837)
,

FOREIGN SALES CORPORATIONS.TAX PLANNING FOR EXECUTIVEAND
Egypt employeecompensationand retirement.

Deficit ReductionAct of 1984.

CorporateManagementTax Conference 1985. NewYork, Peat, Marwick,Mitchell&Co.,
1984. IOOppBANKING IN EGYPT. Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation,1985.

NewYork, Peat, Marwick,Mitchell&Co., 335 pp. (B. 106.842)
1983. 70 pp Compilationofcontributionsby variousauthors. BOIDMAN,Nathan; CHOPIN,.L. Frank;Descriptionof bankingsystem in Egypt, (B. 106.856) GRANWELL,Alan W.
includingtaxationaspects. The new U.S. ResidencyRules for Canadians.
(B. 13.311) Tax Considerations.

U.S.A. Don Mills, CCH CanadianLtd., 1986. 92 pp
(B. 106.777)

NORTH AMERICA AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS. 1985 SIGNIFICANTSTATETAX
Secondseries, Vol. 56. developments.
EnglewoodCliffs, PrenticeHall Inc., 1986. 1650 Paramus,Prentice-HallInformationServices,
Pp Paramus,NewJersey07652,1986.457pp.Canada BoundvolumecontainingunabridgedFederal Summaryofsignificantchangesin State and local
and State court decisionsarisingunder the taxation in 1985.

BOIDMAN, Nathan; CHOPIN, L. Frank; Federal tax laws (previouslyreported in Prentice (B. 106.826)
GRANWELL,Alan W. Hall FederalTaxes) on income tax, estate and
ThenewU.S. ResidencyRules for Canadians. gift tax and excise tax. INDEXTO FEDERALTAX ARTICLES.
Tax Considerations. (B. 106.857) Compiledby Gersham Goldstein.
Don Mills, CCH CanadianLtd., 1986. 92 pp Winter 1986cumulativesupplement.
(B. 106.777) COMPENDIUMOF STUDIES OF Preparedby Isa Lang and Michael Lang

internationalncome and taxes, 1979-1983. Boston, Warren, Gorham& Lamont, 1986.
SIMMONS, Howard S. Statisticsofincome. 500 pp.
The familyhome and income tax. Washington,Internal RevenueService, 1985. Source-booklisting articles that have appeared
Agincourt,The Carswell CompanyLimited 515 pp on Federal income tax, estate tax and gift tax and
[2330MidlandAve., Agincourt,Ont., Canada Reportpresenting13 studies, including foreign on federal tax policy since 1913.
MIS lP7], 1986.245pp., C$ 28.25. activitiesofU.S. corporationsand activitiesof (B. 106.846)
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The SecretaryoftheTreasuryofthe UnitedStatesofAmerica,James
THE END IS IN SIGHT 374

A. Baker, lII, has written an article that strongly welcomes the IFA ............................
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when determiningtax liability. Up until the U.S. Tax Reform Act of The author reviewsthe developedsituation in Maltaconcernngthe
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from this law. He also considersthe treaty languageofArt. 8 of the importanceto investors in Thailand.
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l'AssociationFiscale Intemationale ......................... 348

....

Der Finanzminister der USA, Herr James Baker Ill. heisst die Teil-
Le ministre des Finances des Etats-Unis, M. James A. Baker, Ill, a nehmer des XL. IFA-Kongresses herzlich willkommen. In seinem
crit un article dans lequel iI souhaite la bienvenueaux membresde Artikel erlutert er die Grnde, die den Prsidentender USA bewo-
l'IFA au 40ime Congrs. De plus, il prsente le raisonnementet l'ide
politique qui ont convaincu le prsident des Etats-Unis soutenir gen haben, die Steuerreformso nachhaltigzu untersttzen.Erforder-

nisse wie Fairness, Einfachheit und Frderung des Wirt-
vigoureusementune rforme fiscale. Le besoin de justesse, de sim- schaftswachstums stellen die Bestimmungsfaktoren dar, die das
plicit et de dveloppementconomique trouvent appui par le be- Vertrauen in das System strken sollen. Finanzminister Baker stellt
soin de confiance gnrale dans le systme fiscal. Le ministre, M. die verschiedenenAspekte der Steuerreformvor und begrndetdie
Baker, est fort partisan d'une rforme fiscale et iI invoque des argu- Notwendigkeitfr deren Verwirklichung.ments solides en vue de son application.

Joseph A. Guttentaget Ann E. Misback: JosephA. Guttentagund Ann E. Misback:

En rsolvantles problmes issus des conventionsfiscales- Die Entscheidungvon Fragenzu Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen:
EineneuartigeLsung ................................... 350Une nouvellesolution ................................... 350

Traditionnellement,les problmesposspar les conventionsfiscales Die Anrufung der zustndigenBehrdenwardastraditionelleMittel

devaient tre rsolus par le recours aux autoritscomptentes. La zur Klrung von Fragen zu Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen.Konnte

plupart du temps, l'impossibilit d'arriver un accord avait pour eine Einigung nicht erreicht werden, so wurde eine Lsung regel-
consquence des dcisions et interprtations unilatrales. La nou- mssig durch unilaterale Entscheidungenund Interpretationenher-

velle convention fiscale entre l'Allemagne et la Sude a une autre beigefhrt. Das neue Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenzwischender

approche des questionssur lesquelles les autoritscomptentesne Bundesrepublik Deutschland und Schweden sieht eine neuartige
russissaient pas se mettre d'accord. Les auteurs tudient le Lsung fr die Flle vor, in denen die zustndigen Behrden keine

nouvel art. 44 de la convention fiscale allemano-sudoiseen vue du Einigung erzielen knnen. Die Verfasser analysieren den neuen Ar-

rglement de dsaccords et ils commentent l'application possible tikel 44 des DBA Schweden-BundesrepublikDeutschland, der das
de cet article aux Etats-Unis. Verfahren fr das Herbeifhren einer Einigung regelt und stellen

berlegungen an, inwieweit ein solcher Artikel in den USA
James A. Duncan: angewandt werden knnte.

Etats-Unis. Financementinternationalpar les dbiteurs
amricains- Questons rsoudreaprsabolition 358 JamesA. Duncan:

............

Depuis le 18 juillet 1984 les dbiteursamricainsne paient plus 30% USA: InternationaleFinanzierungendurch US-Schuldner:
de retenue la source Iorsqu'iI s'agit du paiement de l'intrt aux Offene Fragen nach der Abschaffungder Quellensteuer 358......

cranciers trangers. L'abolition de la retenue la source frappant Seit dem 18. Juli 1984 ist es nicht mehr erforderlich,dass US-Schuld-
l'intrt du portefeuille a pour rsultat une augmentation de l'accs ner eine Quellensteuer von 30% einbehalten, wenn sie Zinsen an
de nombreuxmarchsde capitaux. En mme temps que la diversit auslndische Glubiger zahlen. Die Abschaffung der US-Quel-
et la complexitdes instrumentsfinanciersaugmentent, le redevable lensteuer fr Portfoliozinsen hat zu einem besseren Zugang zu

prend plusconsciencede la myriadede rgles fiscalesamricaines. verschiedenenKapitalmrktengefhrt. Mit dem Tempo, mit dem die
L'auteur tudie quelquesuns des problmesqui surgissentdans les Vielfalt und die Komplexitt vieler Finanzierungsinstrumente
efforts d'applicationde ces rgles tout en satisfaisantaux demandes zunimmt, wchst auch die Zahl derjenigen Steuerpflichtigen, die
du march. Ensuite, iI tudie l'exemption de la retenue la source sich im Labyrinth der US-Steuervorschriftenwiederfinden. Der Ver-
en ce qui concerne les valeurs mobilires vendues par voie d'offre fasser untersucht einige der Fragen, die zu lsen sind, wenn einer-
publique, les certificats reprsentant l'actif commercial d'un porte- seits die Steuervorschriftenbeachtet, und andererseitsdie Erforder-
feuille et les dettes court terme. nisse des Marktes befriedigt werden sollen. Er beleuchtet ferner die

Freistellung von der Quellensteuer in den Fllen, in denen
Wertpapiere in einerffentlichenAusschreibungangebotenwerden;Nouvellsde l'IFA ......................................362
ferner die Flle, in denen Zertifikate angeboten werden, die einen
Anteil an einem Fonds mit Finanztiteln darstellen, und schliesslichNichlasS. Freud:
die Flle, wo es sich um Obligationenmit kurzen Laufzeitenhandelt.

Etts-Unis:Caveatvendor- Rglesde la retenue la source

en cas de transfertsdeproprits immobiliresamricaines ... 363 IFA Mitteilungen 362.......................................

Les rgles formulespar le FIRPTAconcernant la retenue la source

en cas de transferts de proprits immobiliresamricaines taient
extrmement compliques. La nouvelle section 1445 de l'IRC est NicholasS. Freud:

destine tirer ces problmes au clair. L'auteur tudie les rgles USA: Die GewhrleistungshaftungdesVerkufers-

imposes aux cdants et aux cessionnaires de proprits immobi- Einbehaltungspflichtenbei Transaktionenmit Rechtenan

lires, vu que le statut lgal de ces assujettis varie selon la transac- amerikanischenImmobilien ............................... 363
tion, en fournissant un cadre pour la comprhensiondes rgles de Die Bestimmungen des FIRPTA bezglich der Einbehal-
la retenue la source. tungspflichten bei Transaktionen mit Rechten an amerikanischen
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Barbara M. Zak: Immobilien waren ausserordentlichkomplex. Die neue Section 1445
IRC soll einige dieser Probleme mildern. Der Verfasser erlutert dieEtats-Unis: Dterminationde la rsidencedes personnes verschiedenen Pflichten, denen die Verusserer und Erwerber destrangres des fins d'imptfdralsur le revenu
Vermgensunterworfensind, da sich der Rechtsstatusdieser Perso-aux Etats-Unis .........................................369

in jeder Transaktion ndert, wobei den Hintergrund fr dieEvidemment, la dtermination de la rsidence est de la plus haute nen er

importance pour la dtermination de l'assujettissement l'impt. Einbehaltungspflichtenerlutert.

Jusqu' la Loi sur la Rforme Fiscale amricaine de 1985, le terme
Barbara M. Zak:rsidence tait pluriinterprtable;nanmoins, l'heure actuelle de

nouvelles rgles permettent une dtermination nette du statut d'un USA: Die BestimmungderAnsssigkeitvon Auslndemfr
contribuable. L'auteur donne un aperu de la nouvelle loi et de son Zweckeder Bundeseinkommensteuer ...................... 369
application et elle indique quelques possibilitsde planification. Die Bestimmungder Ansssigkeit ist selbstverstndlichvon grsster

Bedeutung, wenn es um die Prfung der Steuerpflichtgeht. Bis zum
LeonardW. Rothschild,Jr.: Steuerreformgesetz1984 in den USA war dies eine Frage, die einen
Rapportd'activitsau niveau mondial- La fin estproche 374 Ermessensspielraum liess; die neuen Bestimmungen aber ermg-......

L'auteur revient sur un sujet quI a introduit en 1983 en esquissant lichen nunmehr eine sehr genaue Bestimmung des Status eines
les dveloppementsrcents. Iltraite la lgislationfdralepropose, Steuerpflichtigen. Die Verfasserin vermittelt einen berblick ber
S. 1974 - en ce moment soumise l'tude du Congrs- et il formule das neue Gesetz und seine Anwendung, gleichzeitig gibt sie einige
les consquencesprobables de son excution. M. Rothschild con- Hinweise auf Gestaltungsmglichkeiten.
clut que l'imposition unitaire est une espce menace.

LeonardW. Rothschild, Jr.:
Roy E. Crawford:

Unitary Taxation- Das Ende ist n Sicht 374.....................

Problmesde change dans le systmed'imposition Der Verfasser bezieht sich auf ein Thema, das er 1983 aufgegriffen
unitaire mondialecalifomien .............................. 378 hat, indem er ber die zwischenzeitlichenEntwicklungen berichtet.
Le systme d'imposition unitaire a pour but de traiter les revenus Dabei geht er auf die vorgeschlagene Bundesgesetzgebung (S
gagns un certain endroit par une socit dont la socit mre 1974) ein, die sich derzeit im Kongress befindet, wobei er die zu
rside aux Etats-Unis ou dans un autre pays de la mme faon. Afin erwartenden Auswirkungen beleuchtet. Herr Rothschild kommt zu
de maintenir cette galit, des moyens raisonnablespour la rparti- dem Schluss, dass es sich bei Unitary Taxation um ein gefhrdete
tion au niveau mondialsont ncessaires. L'auteurexamine la formule Art handelt.
de la quote-partet iI commenteles problmesde changeconcernant
les crances irrcouvrables, les amortissements d'emprunts et les Roy E. Crawford:
transactionsen devises, d'un point de vue national ainsi qu'nterna-
tional. Wechselkursproblemebei der Anwendungvon

Kaliforniens weltweiter Unitary Taxation ..................... 378
Nathan Boidman: Der Zweckder Anwendungder UnitaryTaxationsoll darin liegen, die

Einknfte, die an einem bestimmten Ort bei einer Gesellschaft mitCanada. trangertinrant-Sesproblmes fiscaux
Hauptsitz in den USA oder einer solchen mit Hauptsitz in einemaux Etats-Uniset l'tranger ............................. 385 anderen Land anfallen, gleich zu besteuern. Um diese GleichheitzuL'auteur donne une analyse succincte et clarifiante des problmes schaffen, mssen vernnftigeSchlssel fr die weltweite Aufteilungfiscaux que les contribuables itinrants ou ayant plusieurs rsiden-
herangezogenwerden knnen. Der Verfassererlutert zunchstdieces peuvent avoir sous la lgislation fiscale actuelle des Etats-Unis.
Aufteilungsformeln, um danach die Whrungsprobleme zu unter-En outre, l'auteur fait des comparaisonsaves quelques autres syst- suchen, die im Zusammenhangmit der Bercksichtigungzweifelhaf-mes tels qu'ils sont appliqus travers le monde.
ter Forderungen entstehen knnen, schliesslich nimmt er zu Fragen
der Rckzahlung von Anleihen und DevisentransaktionenStellung,Jacoba Helfrich-Laubrock: und zwar aus inlndischer als auch aus auslndischerSicht.

Chambrede CommerceIntemationale- Discussiondes activits
de la CommissionFiscale de la Chambrede Commerce ....... 401 Nathan Boidman:
L'auteurdonne un aperudes activitsde la Chambrede Commerce Kanada: Der Auslnderohne festenWohnsitz:seine/ihreInternationale, ainsi qu'elle prsente sa position vis--vis de ques- Steuerproblemein den U.S.A. und m Ausland 385tions telles que; la Conventionde l'AssistanceAdministrativeMutuel- ................

Der Verfasser legt einen kurzen und aufschlussreichen berblickle dans le DomaineFiscal rclamepar le Conseil d'Europe, l'harmo- ber die Steuerprobleme vor, die Steuerpflichtige mit mehrerennisation des lois fiscales 'intrieur de la C.E.E., le systme de Wohnsitzen oder ohne stndigen Aufenthalt nach den gegenwrti-Imposition unitaire et les relations fiscales entre les pays dvelop-
ps et les pays en voie de dveloppement. gen Bestimmungen des US-Steuergesetzes bekommen knnen.

Daneben werden Vergleiche mit mehreren anderen Systemen
angestellt, wie sie in anderen Staaten angewandtwerden.

D.C. Orrock:

Jacoba Helfnch-Laubrock.Austra/ie: Profitset pertesrsutantdes fluctuationsdes cours ... 404
L'auteur examine la jurisprudencercente en Australie, en dvelop- Bericht ber die Aktivittender Steuerkommission
pant ainsi des fins fiscales la dfinition du revenu. L'auteur affirme der lntemationalenHandelskammer 401........................

que la jurisprudencercente ne cesserad'tre attaque, tant don- Die Verfasserin vermittelt einen berblick ber die Aktivitten der
n que les Australiens cherchent rcuprer les pertes subies Steuerkommission der Internationalen Handelskammer, wobei sie
cause de la dflationdu dollar australien,ce qui a men des pertes deren Standpunkt zu folgenden Fragen prsentiert: zur Konvention
et des profits considrables. ber die gegenseitige Amtshilfe der Steuerbehrden, wie sie vom

Europarat gefordert wird, die Harmonisierung der SteuergesetzeA.C. Ezejelue: innerhalb der Europischen Gemeinschaft, Unitary Taxation sowie
die steuerlichen Beziehungen zwischen EntwicklungslndernundNiger: Impt sur les gainsptroliers ........................ 406

L'auteur donne un aperu des modifications apportes la Loi de Industriestaaten.
I'lmpt sur les Gains Ptroliersde 1959. Ensuite iI analyse la dtermi-
nation et l'imposition de taxes, les dgrvements d'impt sur le
capital et d'autres dispositions essentielles relatives l'imposition D.C. Orrock:
des gains ptroliers au Niger. Australien. Gewinneund Verluste bei Devsengeschften 404.......

Der Verfasser gibt zunchst einen berblick ber das krzlich ge-EdwinA. Vella: sprochene Richterrecht in Australien bezglich der Definition des
Malte: Loi sur la Marine Marchandede 1973- Begriffs Einkommenfr Steuerzwecke. Diese krzlich entschiede-
Dgrvementsfiscaux ................................... 413 nen Flle werden wiederum Anlass zum Streit bieten, wenn die
L'auteurconsidre la situation telle qu'elle s'est dveloppe Malte Steuerpflichtigen in Australien versuchen werden, die Verluste mit
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en fait de la Loi sur la Marine Marchandede 1973, ainsiqu les divers Gewinnen auszugleichen, die aus der Abwertung des australischen
dgrvements fiscaux dcoulant de cette loi. Il examine galement Dollars herrhren.
le texte de l'article 8 de la Convention Modle de double imposition
de l'OCDE et les disparitsdes conventions maltaises. A.C. Ezejelue:

Die lgewinnsteuerin Nigeria 406
Montri Hongskrailerset K.S. Jap: Der Verfasser vermittelt einen berblick ber die verschiedenen
Thalande:Train de mesuresfiscalesrcentespour encourager nderungen zum Petroleum Profits Tax Act von 1959. Danach be-
l'conomie ............................................417 spricht er die Bestimmungen zur Ermittlung und Erhebung der
Les auteurs analysent les modifications gnrales rcemment ap- Steuern, den Abschreibungenauf Anlagevermgensowie anderen
portes la lgislation fiscale de la Thalande. lls examinent les Tatbestnde,die fr die Besteuerungvon lgewinnen in Nigeriavon

changementsdes taux de l'impt sur le revenu de personnes mora- Bedeutung sind.
les et physiques, l'imposition des dividendes et des intrts, ainsi
que d'autres sujets dans le domainede l'impositionayant de l'impor- Edwin A. Vella:
tance pour les investisseursen Thalande. Malta: Der Handelsschiffahrtsgesetzvon 1973-

Steuervergnstigungen 413
Carnetdes Congrs .................................... 420

..................................

Der Verfasser bespricht die relevanten Bestimmungen des Han-
delsschiffahrtsgesetzesvon 1973 mit den dazugehrendenSteuer-

Bibliographie ..........................................421 vergnstigungen, so wie diese sich im Laufe der Zeit entwickelt
Livres .....................................421

er
-

haben. Dabei bezieht den Text des Artikels 8 des OECD-Mus-
Priodiquessur feuilles mobiles ................ 425

er
-

terabkommensin seine Betrachtungenein, wobei die verschiede-
nen Abweichungen in den DBAs Maltas erlutert.

Index rcapitulatif ......................................427

Montri Hongskrailersund K.S. Jap
Thailand. Das krzlichverabschiedeteSteuerpaketzur

Special Thanks Stimulierungder Wirtschaft ............................... 417
Die Verfasser besprechen die krzlich verabschiedeten umfang-
reichen Steuerrechtsnderungenin Thailand. Dabei untersuchensie

The Bureau and the staff forthe Bulletin for International sowohl die nderungenbei den Steuerstzenfr die Krperschafts-
Fiscal Documentationwould like to express their spe- und Einkommensteuer, die Behandlung der Dividenden und die

cial gratitude for the efforts of W. Scott Thomas of Besteuerungder Zinsenals auch weitereSteuerfragen,die fr Inves-

Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, San Francisco, Califor-
toren in Thailand von Interesse sind.

nia. Mr. Thomas, a past editor of Bureau publications, Veranstaltungskalender .................................. 420
contacted, organized, and directed the preparation of
this IFA issue for 1986. We are honored to have him as Bibliographie ...........................................421

a correspondent for the Bullen and look forward to
- Bcher . 421

Loseblattausgaben 425-

many more years of Mr. Thomas' assistance.
..........................
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Subjectsand SeminarsoftheIFA Congress1986

Subject I Sujet I Thema I Tema I
Transferof assets into and outof Transfert d'actifs vers et hors Transfer von Wirtschaftsgtern Transferenciade activos dentro
a taxing jurisdiction d'une juridiction fiscale in eine und aus einer Steuer- yfueradeunajurisdiccinfiscal

hoheit
Subject Il Sujet Il Tema Il
Currency fluctuations and inter- Fluctuations de change et dou- Thema Il Fluctuaciones monetarias y la
national double taxation ble imposition internationale Wechselkursnderungen und doble imposicin internacional

internationale Doppelbesteue-
SeminarA SminaireA rung SeminarioA
Taxation of domestic sharehold- Imposition des actionnaires r- Tributacin de los accionistas
ers on undistributed income of sidents raison des bnfices SeminarA nacionalessobre los rendimien-
foreign corporate affiliates; ob- non-distribus des socits - Die Besteuerung inlndischer tos no distribuidos de socie-
jectives, techniques,and conse- trangres affilies: objectifs,. Aktionre mit den nicht ausge- dades filiales extranjeras: obje-
quences techniques et consquences schtteten Gewinnen verbun- tivos, tcnicas y consecuencias

dener auslndischer Kapital-
Seminar B Sminaire B gesellschaften: Ziele, Verfahren Seminario B
International tax treatment of Traitement fiscal international und Folgen Tratamiento fiscal internacional
common law trusts des trusts anglo-saxons de los trust anglosajones

Seminar B
Seminar C SminaireC Die Behandlung des angel- Seminario C
Issues in state and local taxation Problmes de l'imposition au schsischen Trusts im inter- Objetivos en la tributacin es-
in the United States niveau des Etats fdrs et des nationalen Steuerrecht tatal y local en los Estados

communesaux Etats-Unis Unidos de America
Seminar D Seminar C
Taxation of income from invest- Sminaire D Steuerprobleme auf der Ebene Seminario D
ments in United States real prop- Imposition des non-rsidents der BundesstaatenundKommu- Tributacinsobre los rendimien-
erty by foreign persons after the sur les revenusdepropritsim- nen der U.S.A. tos de las inversionesde extran-
Foreign Investment in Real Prop- mobiliresaux Etats-Unis; Igis- jeros en propiedades in-
erty Tax Act of 1980 (FIRPTA) lation rcente Foreign Invest- Seminar D mobiliarias de los Estados
and 1984 withholding amend- ment in Real PropertyTax Act of Besteuerung des Einkommens Unidos despus de la ley sobre
ments 1980 (FIRPTA) et retenues la von Auslndernaus Immobilien- propiedad inmobiliaria de 1980

source, amendementsde 1984 besitz in den U.S.A. nach dem (FIRPTA)y de las enmiendasde
Foreign Investment in Real Prop- 1984 sobre retenciones
erty Tax Act von 1980 (FIRPTA)
und der Quellensteuernovelle
von 1984
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NewYorkCongress1986
IFA comes to North Americafor the fourth time, the U.S. for the second,
and New York for the first. This will be my first full Congress as president,
and as a native New Yorker the occasion has special meaning for me.

-i
:

London will be a tough act to follow - the British Museum and the
,

Barbican Centre are superb attractions, and those who attended the spe- *

cial performance of Richard III will never forget it - the Royal Shakes-
peare Company at its best. But even frequent business travelers to New
York will find the United Nations and the Metropolitan Museum of Art

unique and fascinatingas Congressmeetingsites (placesyou alwaysmeant
to visit but never had the time). Frequent theatre-goerswill be surprised
to see the brand new Marriott Marquis Hotel rising above Broadway (as t/'.part of a massive redevelopmentof Times Square). And sports fans will .
be interested that the Seventh Regiment Armory (site of the Gala) was

the venue of the U.S. indoor tennis championshipsfor many years. Richard M. Hammer

Presidentof IFA
The New York Congress excursions will have to stretch to equal the
Gaucho festival of the Buenos Aires Congress, but, among others, there
are two programs special to New York that should be a match: an excur-

sion to Harlem (a cultural center in New York) and an ethnic tour of New
York - the melting pot.

The technicalsubjects for discussionat the NewYork Congressare timely.
As cross-borderinvestmentand trade increase, and as the industrialcoun- Mr. Hammer graduated from Harvard

tries in particular are more vigilant of tax avoidance by multinational Graduate School of Business Administra-
tion n 1953 and joined Price Waterhouse

groups, the first subject - transfer of assets into and out of a taxing in 1956. Within 10 he made part-years was
jurisdiction- becomes increasingly important both to taxing jurisdictions ner and was appointed National Director
and to taxpayers. And the second subject - currency fluctuations and of International Tax Services in 1 979. In
international double taxation - cries out for attention when even ben- 1982 he was nominated Chairman, PWWF

chmark currencies fluctuate 10 or 20% or more against each other in a International Tax Services Panel. In addi-
tion to his daily activitiesas partnerof Price

matter of months (the current state of the U.S. dollar is a welcomechange Waterhouse, Mr. Hammer heads or has
for many attending the Congress). Currency fluctuationswere previously headed a great numberof tax committees
dealt with at the 1972 Congress in Madrid, so a reconsiderationat this time He is, among other things, currentlyChair-

in light of the frequent and massive currency movements that have man of the Tax Committee of the U.S.-

Council for International Business, of theoccurred since - is quite appropriate. IFA Congresseshave not previously Tax Committee of the U.S. Business andconsidered asset transfers as such.
IndustryAdvisoryCommitteeto OECD and
he is Vice Chairman of the Fiscal Commit-

All four technical seminars are current and topical. Two deal with dis- tee of the Business IndustryAdvisoryCom-

cretely U.S. subjects: (1) state and local taxation in the U.S. and (2) mittee to OECD. Mr. Hammer has in the

taxation of investments by foreigners in IJ.S. property. The former, as it past presided over the Tax Society of New
York University, the U.S.A. Branch of theincludes in its scope the California unitary squabble, may well be one of International Fiscal Associationand the In-

the most exciting presentations at the Congress from the standpoint of ternational Tax Association. He is a

airing of passionately held conf[icting viewpoints. As I write this, the member of the Investment Policy Advisory
California legislature is still considering remedial legislation; but even Committee of the U.S. Trade Representa-
should such legislationbe enacted, the general topic of state taxation is an tive, of the Steering Committeeof the Spe-

cial Committee for U.S. Exports, of the In-
important consideration to the potential foreign investor in the U.S. - a ternational Taxation Committee of the
consideration that is often overlooked. World Trade Institute, of the AdvisoryCom-

mittee of the Southwestern Legal Founda-
A third seminar, on taxation of unremitted earnings of foreign corporate tion, of the AICPA (he is a past Chairman

affiliates, does not pertain just to U.S. taxpayers, but we are reminded of its InternationalTax Committeeand of its
Task Force on International Tax Policy),that it was the U.S. that first brought the concept into practice 23 years and of the New York State Societyof CPAs

ago with its Subpart F legislation. The concept has now spread to seven (he is a past Chairman of its International
countries. The fourth seminar is on the international taxation of common Taxation Committee).
law trusts.
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The General Reportershave done an excellent job so- This provision, which makes a mockery of the arm's-
liciting, distilling, and reportingvaluable information. length standard, comes on top of the 1984 amendment
And the General Reports are generous in noting the which effectively prevents a transfer of technology to

thoughtful and detailed responsesof the National Re- a foreign affiliate other than in an arm's-lengthsale or

porters. To all these people, we are grateful for their license arrangement. I am happy to say that the float-
efforts. ing rate adjustment amendment seems, at the time of

From the standpoint of international double taxation writing, to have fallen from favor.

(or, perhaps, unfair taxation), Subject I (the transfer The General Reporters on currency fluctuations
of assets into and out of a taxing jurisdiction) raises (Marianne Burge and Paul Farber of the U.S.) con-

many seriousproblemsand issues (the General Repor- clude that the National Reporters see the lack of firm
ter is Yann Kergall of France). A simple examp_e is tax rules as a more significant problem than that of
the transfer of an asset by Country A Corp. to its double taxation. One anomaly noted is that, under
subsidiary Country B Corp. If Country A treats the U.S. rules - because Subpart F deemed dividendsare

transfer as a sale at fair market value (and taxable as translatedon a differentbasis than are actualdividends
such), but Country B deems Country B Corp. to take - the foreign tax credit as calculated under Subpart F
a carryover (substitute) basis, the potential for double is more favorable than the calculation for an actual
taxation is obvious and the result s inequitable. dividend, at least in years when the U.S. parent has an

aThe same type of issues also arise from the recent exchange loss in foreign subsidiary.
practice of floating (literally) multi-million dollar Many of the National Reporters feel that exchange
drilling platforms into a jurisdiction, depreciating fluctuations should result in business deductions and
them for a period of time, and floating them back out income, rather, than in many cases, being tied to ar-

of the jurisdiction to another jurisdiction. chaic conceptsofcapital versus business loans or trans-
actions.Transfer of technology has become a widespread

phenomenon, and in its wake has created tax issues
'

In both cases the General Reports give excellent sum-

and obstacles. For example, as a matter of tax policy, maries of the current state of affairs in both subject
most countriespermit immediatewrite-offsof technol- areas.

ogy development (so-called R&D) as an incentive On behalfof the GenralCouncil, the ExecutiveCom-
measure, and they are reluctant to see the technology mittee, the Secretary-General,the Treasury-General,transferred abroad tax-free before exploitation at the Permanent Scientific Committee, and myself, Ihome. The U.S., which already has strong laws in
place in this area, is now consideringtax reform which

want to express heartfelt gratitude to the U.S.A.
Branch and, in particular, the organizing committeencludes a provision that, in effect, would require an for orchestratingwhat promises to be an exciting andannual adjustmentto a royaltybetweena U.S. licensor

and a related foreign licensee to reflect the increasing great Congress!
market value of the licensed intangibleproperty right.
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\.

SomeReflectionson TaxReform ..M T . .-

in theU.S.A. .

Statementby Secretaryof the Treasury *

JamesA. Baker, III
for the Congressof the '

InternationalFiscalAssociation
I

'Tax reform is picking up momentumworldwide. Many nations are joining ,

#

the United States in realizing that high tax rates often impede economic r

growth and weaken confidence in government. Marginal rates have gone
higher and higher for increasing portions of the population. And as tax

' -

preferences have proliferated, rates have risen to compensate. i.
4.

This certainly has been the experience of the United States. Since its
inception in 1913, a simple income tax has evolved into a massive system
that is unfair, too complicated, and discourages economic growth. But
over the last two years, the United States has worked steadily at com-

prehensive reform that would dramatically lower rates and broaden the
tax base.

The current code iS the unfortunate result of countless well-intentioned
efforts to solve economic and social prblems through the tax system.
Decisions about spending, investment, working, business organization,
and business finance are frequently made on the basis of tax considera-
tions. Such influenceis not obvious, but is just as inefficient as more overt James A. Baker, Ill became the 67th Sec-

governmental interventioninto the economy. retaryof the Treasuryor 3 February1985.

Prior to this Secretary Baker had been ap-
The high rates dampen growth in several ways. They strongly discourage pointed by President Reagan as Chief of

personal savings, work effort, and business investment. They are compel- Staff to the President of the United States,

ling incentives for evading taxes or investing in legal tax shelters. a positionwhich heoccupiedfrom January
1981 through January 1985. While at the
White House he was a memberof the Na-

As accountantsknow, the shelter investmentshave little, if any, payoff in tional Security Council and remains a

pretax dollars but ultimately yield handsome returns at the expense of member as Secretary of the Treasury. He

taxpayers in general. And tax benefits often hurt those they seek to help. is also Chairman of the President's

By creating unintended excesses of supply, they have led to turbulence Economic Policy Council.

and bankruptcies in such industries as farming and real estate. In 1980, Secretary Baker served as Senior
Adviser to the Reagan/Bushgeneral elec-
tion campaign. From January 1979 to MayMost ominously, our flawed system threatens our national values. Presi- 1980 he was the Chairman of Vice Presi-

dent Reagan recently noted that every time a government begins taxing dent Bush's campaignfor the 1980 Repub-
above a certain level of people'searnings, trust in the governmenterodes. lican Presidential nomination.
The belief that others are paying less than their fair share intensifies. Secretary Baker was the Republican
Efforts to avoid paying tax spread. Outright cheating, and eventually a Party's nominee for AttorneyGeneral of the
distrust and contempt of government itself, follow. state of Texas in 1978. He is a native Hous-

tonian and practiced law there with the firm

When we in the United States began our tax reform effort, a poll reflected of Andrews Kurth from 1957 to 1975.

Americans' deep dissatisfaction with the tax system. According to the In August 1975, Secretary Baker was ap-
pointed by President Ford to be the Undersurvey: Secretary of Commerce. Secretary Baker

O 4 of 5 taxpayers believed the tax system benefitted the rich and was joined President Ford's presidential cam-

unfair to the ordinary man or woman; paign in May 1976 as DeputyChairman for

O a majorityof taxpayersbelieved the federal income tax system was too Delegate Operations and in August be-

complicated; and
came National Chairman of the President
Ford Committee.

O a majority perceived that cheating on income tax was rampant.
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We believe it is of paramount importance that our system be permanently
reformed. Halfway efforts must be avoided. We must remember that

many of the piecemeal reforms of the past are responsible for the
problems of today.

These thoughts were on the President's mind when he proposed a brand
new tax system last year. The Congress took up the challenge and over

the last year has made significant steps. As this meeting of the Interna-
tional Fiscal Association convenes, I hope that historic tax reform will
have been enacted by the U.S. Congress and signed into law by the
President.

Although the particulars are still under considerationby the Congress as

of this writing, the President has established strong and bold guidelines
for a tax reform that would be acceptable to him. They include the
following:
0 tax rates for individualsandcorporationsmust be dramaticallylower;
0 basic incentivefor investmentsin Americanindustrymust be retained;
0 there must be a minimum tax which allows no individual or business

to escape paying a fair share of the overall tax burden; and

0 any changes in the tax law must be revenue-neutral, neither raising
nor lowering total tax revenues.

Carrying out these principles means sweeping changes in the tax system.
Only if many tax preferencesare eliminated can we reduce rates sharply.
If this is done, we quite possibly would have top rates that are lower than
those of any other developed country.

Secretary Baker graduated from Princeton
University in 1952 After two yearsof active With reform the sun would begin to set on unproductive tax shelters.
duty as a Lieutenant in the United States Buildings would no longer be erected only to stand vacant - the so-called
Marine Corps he entered the University of see-through buildings. Investors would have less reason to invest in
Texas School of Lawat Austin. He received farm property that is expected to lose money.his J.D. with honors in 1957.

A member of the American, Texas and As the unfairness in the tax system is rooted out, we hope for a reinvigora-Houston Bar Associations, the American tion of the American notion that success should be limited only by one'sJudicature Society, and the Phi Delta Phi
honorary legal fraternity, Secretary Baker willingness to work hard, and a renewal of confidence in the ability of our

also serves on the Board of Trusteesof the nation's leaders to govern for the general interest rather than the special
Woodrow Wilson International Center for interest.
Scholars at the Smithsonian Institution. He
has served on the governing bodies of the The United States is not alone in pursuing the benefits of fundamental taxTexas Children'sHospital andthe M.D. An-
derson Hospital and Tumor Institute. reform. The United Kingdom, Canada, Japan, Australia, New Zealand,

the Scandinavian countries, and other developed countries have moved,Secretary Baker has been the recipient of
in varying degrees, toward such reform.the JeffersonAward fordistinguishedpub-

lic service from the American Institute for
Public Service, an award for Distinguished The tax reform spirit is also catchingon in developingcountries. Nowhere
Public Service from the John F KennedY is there a greater need for efficient revenue-raising systems that allow
School of Government at Harvard and the economies to grow freely. India is implementingtax reforms that substan-Woodrow Wilson Award for distinguished
achievement in the nation's service from tially reduce tax rates. Bolivia, in a courageouseffort to address its essen-

Princeton University Secretary Baker was tial revenue needs, is adopting a new tax structure.
selected in 1986 as a DistinguishedAlum-
nus of the University of Texas. He has re-

ceived numerous honorary degrees. These efforts toward fundamental tax reform can benefit from the sharing
of experienceand technical knowledge- a sharing that is fostered by theSecretary Baker was born 28 April 1930.

He and his wife, the former Susan Garrett, International Fiscal Association. Even more important are the contribu-
reside in Washington,D C. They have eight tions that this organization makes to improved international understand-
children. ing and cooperation. It is with great pleasure that we welcome you to the

United States.
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ResolvingTaxTreatyIssues:

A NovelSolution*

By Joseph H. Guttentagand Ann E. Misback
t. .'

I. INTRODUCTION

Tax conventionshave traditionallyprovided for designated tax officials of
each of the countries,competentauthorities,to resolve issues arisingunder
the convention through mutual agreement. These issues fall into two

broad categories: interpretivequestionsof general applicabilityand prob-
lems specific to a particular taxpayer. The most common examples of the
latter category are transfer pricing issues and related tax compliance
matters. Failure of the competent authorities to agree leaves the issues
unresolved or resolved unilaterally, and possibly differently, through ad-
ministrative and judicial procedures established under the municipal law Mr. Guttentag practices law in

of each of the treaty partners. Accordingly, double taxation can resultr Washington, D.C. and specializes in the

there can be differentinterpretationsof the treatyby the taxingauthorities field of international trade and taxation. He
served in the late 1960s in the positionnow

of each of the countries. known as InternationalTax Counsel for the

Treasury Department, and was also ap-

Germany and Sweden have taken a novel approach to this problem in a pointed as Adjunct Professor of Law at

proposed new tax convention (Treaty) initialled about a year ago, but not Howard University and Professorial Lec-

yet in force. ' turer at George WashingtonUniversity. He
is a consultant to the Project on Interna-
tional Aspects of U.S. Income Taxation of

Article 44 of the Treaty expands upon the standard mutual agreement the American Law Institute. He has served

procedures. It providesnew proceduresfor resolvingdisagreementswhen as Chairman of the Committeeon Foreign
the competent authorities are unable to do so. By making the European Tax Problems of the Section of Taxation,

Convention, as of 29 April 1957, for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes American Bar Association, and as a

member of the Taxation Committee of the
applicable to tax matters, Article 44 provides access to both the Interna- Chamber of Commerce of the United
tional Court of Justice and Arbitration.Article 44 provides access to both States. He is a member, and served as

the InternationalCourt ofJustice and Arbitration.Article44 is an interest- Chairman, of the Task Force on Interna-

ing development worthy of further study by treaty countries, taxpayers, tional Tax Policy of the Chamber. He lec-

and their advisors. tures frequently on international tax and
trade matters and recently before such
groups as the Japanese Institute on Inter-
national Business Law, the Canadian

II. CURRENTMUTUALAGREEMENTPROCEDURES Branch of the International Fiscal Associa-
tion, and the Tax Executives Institute in the

Tax treaties based on the 1977 OECD Model Double Taxation Conven- United States.

tion on Income and Capital (1977 OECD Model), the United States He received his A.B. from the Universityof

Model Tax Treaty of 17 May 1977 (1977 U.S. Model) and the United Michigan and his LL.B. cum laude from
Harvard Law School, where he was an

States Draft Model Tax Treaty of 16 June 1981 (1981 U.S. Model) gener- editor of the Harvard Law Review. He is a

ally contain mutual agreementprocedureclauses. The 1977 Model clause2 member of the Bars of the District of Col-

gives a taxpayer in either ContractingState who considers that the actons umba and Michgan.
of one or both Contracting States result or will result in double taxation
or taxation not in accordancewith the convention a remedy in addition to

any domestic law remedy.

Once the taxpayer asserts his claim to the appropriatecompetent author-

ity, the competent authority attempts to reach a satisfactory solution

unilaterally, provided he believes the claim is justified. If he is unable to
* This article comments provisions of

do so, the competent authorities of the two Contracting States endeavor on a

proposedGerman-Swedishtax treaty which pro-
to reach a mutual agreement. The competentauthoritiesmay also consult vides for resolution of treaty interpretationsand

together for the elimination of double taxation in cases not provided for other issues by arbitration and other means.
1. 19 Tax News Service No. 14(31 July 1985)

in the applicableconvention.Tax conventionsbased upon the 1977 OECD 2. See Appendix I.
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Model permit the competent authorities to communicatewith each other
directly without going through normal diplomaticchannels, thus avoiding
domestic law secrecy restrictions which might otherwise apply.

Cases presentedby a taxpayermay involve factual issues (e.g. the question
of the correct transfer price), legal issues (e.g. in which country does
certain income arise), or both types of issues may be combined in one

case. Cases raised by the competent authorities are more likely to involve
convention interpretation or other legal issues rather than factual issues.
For example, one issue which the U.S. competent authority is attempting
to solve on a bilateral basis is the treatmentof interest on deficienciesand
refunds in transfer pricing and similar cases.

The mutual agreement procedures in the 1977 and 1981 U.S. Models are

virtually identical to one another and differ only slightly from the corre-
,+.4 sponding provision in the 1977 OECD Model.3 The differences between
2i I, the model drafts primarily involve procedural rules. For example, the

United States-Canadatreaty contains a provision which prohibits adjust-
ments or tax by one ContractingState based on related party transactions

Ms. Ann E. Misback graduated frorn Princeton unless notification is given to the competent authority of the other State
University in 1979. Thereafter she studied within six years from the end of the year involved.4 The 1977 OECDlaw at Georgetown University Law Center,
receiving her J D. in 1983. Ms Misback Model, however, requires presentation of a case within three years of the
clerked for the Honorable Judge Herbert date the taxpayer receives notification of potential double taxation. The
F Murray, United States District Court for U.S. Models specify the issues on which the competent authorities may
the District of Maryland from 1983-85 agree. The 1977 OECD Model makes no attempt to particularizeareas ofSince leaving that position, she has been potential agreement.an associate in the firm of Arnold & Porter,
Washington, D.C.

A significant element in all of these models is the absence of any provision
requiring the competent authorities to reach an agreement or providing
an alternative dispute resolution procedure should they fail to do so. The
mutual agreement provisions in the United Nations Model Double Taxa-
tion Convention Between Developed and DevelopingCountriesalso suf-
fer from the same omssion,5 A number of commentatorshave criticized
this lack of compulsory dispute resolution procedures.6 It is not clear,
however, that the lack of such procedures presents a significant problem
in practice.

Statistics for the United States competentauthorityprogram indicate that
the program has resolved a high percentage of its cases. However, the
volume of cases, particularlymulti-countrycases, is growing, as is the time
required to resolve them. The United States has had better success in
resolving income allocation cases, primarily involving transfer pricing,
than non-allocation issues. The U.S. competent authority has stated that
since 1970,67%ofall its allocationcases have been resolvedwith full relief3. See Appendix II.

4. Convention with respect to Taxes on In- to the taxpayers. An additional 8% received partial relief. When only
come and Capital, 17 September 1983, United cases in which the procedure was carried to conclusion are counted (74%States-Canada,28 U.S.T. 1134, T.I.A.S. 8499,
Art. IX. of all allocation cases), 80% of the taxpayerswere granted full relief, and
5. See Appendix lll. 10% partial relief. The figures for all non-allocation cases were 54% full6. See e.g. Avery-Joneset al., The Legal Na-
ture of the Mutual Agreement Procedure Under relief and 7% partial relief.7 These data should be considered when
the OECD Model Convention II, 1 BritishTax evaluating the dispute resolution procedures in the Treaty. Even thoughReview 13, 19 (1980) (Avery-Jones)
7. U.S. Competent Authority, Transfer Pric- most cases may be adequatelyresolved, importantunresolved issueswhich
ing and Other International Issues (unpublished could affect treaty relationships or cases which have a significant impactpaper submitted to International Tax Institute,
Inc. 25th AnniversarySeminar, New York City, on a taxpayer might be appropriate for third-party resolution. Further-
2-3 June 1986). Presumably, these statstcs are more, the increasing number of multi-country transfer pricing cases rnaybased on the number of cases involved and not
U.S. dollar amounts. lend themselves to such procedures.
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III. TEXT OF ARTICLE 44 European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of
Disputes, 29 April 1957, No. 4646, 320 U.N.T.S. 243

The following is an unofficial translation of the ex- (European Convention)or by a Court of Arbitration.
panded procedures in Article 44 of the Treaty. The European Convention provides for reference of

disputes regarding treaty interpretationto the Interna-
Art. 44 Procedure tional Court of Justice (ICJ) and for referenceof other

(1) The competentauthoritiesof the ContractingStates may types of disputes to conciliation or arbitration. The
cornrnunicatewith each other directly for the purpose of ar itration process contemplated in Article 44 differs

reaching an agreement under Articles 42 and 43.9 from the arbitrationproceduresset out in the Europe-
(2) Where a personal consultation seems appropriate to an Convention. Article 44 provides for an Arbitration

reach an agreement,such consultationmay be conducted Court composed of judges of the courts of the Con-
by a commission consisting of the representativesof the tracting States, third countries, or international or-

competent authoritiesof the ContractingStates. ganizations. The Arbitration Court is to follow un-
(3) The competentauthoritiesmay jointly retain an indepen- specified, internationally recognized arbitration pro-dent panel to give a legal opinion on such matters as cedures. The parties to the dispute will have the rightdirected to the panel.
(4) Where the procedure deals with the case of a single to present their case and propose motions. Any deci-

taxpayer, the latter will be granted a hearing; he does sion the Arbitration Court reaches must be based on

also have the right to propose a motion. treaties and general international law. A decision
(5) Regarding the solution of conflicts under International based on equitable principles is not permissible.0

Law resulting from this Convention, the European Con-
vention as of 29 April 1957 for the Peaceful Settlement
of Disputes does apply. The Contracting States maY IV. STATUSOF THE TREATY
agree, however, instead of the procedure stipulated
therein upon a Court of Arbitration,whose decision will Neither Germany nor Sweden has ratified the Treaty.be binding for the Contracting States. This Court shall The parties may disagreeover the natureof the Article
consist of judges of the courts of the ContractingStates

44 procedures and these procedures be modified
or of third countriesor of internationalorganizations. Its may

procedurewill be in accordancewith internationallyrec- -grior to ratification.For example, the World Court/ar-
-

ognized principlesof arbitrationprocedures. The parties itration provisions appear to be mandatory, but it is
concernedshall have the right to completelypresent their understood that Sweden takes the position that they
case and propose their own motions. The decision will be are not. Germany believes that only the rare case will
based upon the treatiesof the ContractingStates and the require arbitrationproceedingsand cases heard would
general international law; a decision ex aequo et bono is principallypresent legal rather than factual issues. The
inadmissible. Until the time it has been agreed upon the parties would select up to nine judges, three from the
invocation and the formation of the Court of Arbitration highest fiscal courts of each jurisdiction, who would
as well as upon its procedure,each ContractingState may then select three from other countries. Under the cur-
proceed under Sentence 1.

rent draft only contracting party invoke thea may
The first two paragraphs of Article 44 are similar to procedure, but it is possible that subsequent versions
some provisions in the standard mutual agreement might permit taxpayer invocation.11

procedure. Paragraph 1 is identical to the correspond-
g sections of the mutual agreementprocedure in the Presently, there are no other tax treatieswith compar-

1977 OECD Model and the U.S. Models. Paragraph able dispute resolutionclauses. Germanycontinues to

2 permits personal consultation through a commission favor the inclusion of such clauses and has been at-

consisting of representatives of the competent au- tempting to have similar provisions included in other

thorities. The corresponding section of the 1977 treaties. It is possible that an arbitration clause will

OECD Model limits such consultationto the exchange appear in its futurebilateral tax treatywith the Nether-

of oral opinions. lands.

The remaining paragraphs in Article 44 significantly
expand the mutual agreement process. Paragraph 3
gives the competent authorities permission to retain
an independentpanel to give legal opinions. The para-
graph does not indicate how panel members are to be
selected. Presumably, any opinion would be confined 8. The drafters appropriatelydid not refer to mutuai or agreement
to the interpretation and application of the treaty be. since decisions made by third parties would be neither.

tween the Contracting States and points of general
9. Article42 of the treaty governsconsultationin single cases and Article

International Law. Paragraph 4 should be of special
43 contans a version of the first three paragraphs of the standard mutual

agreement procedures in Article 25 of the 1977 OECD Model.
interest to taxpayers and practitioners. It giVeS a tax- 10. This language may reflect a concern that if certain cases such as

payer the right to file motions and to have a hearing transfer pricing cases were to be heard by an arbitration court, extreme

iefore the competent authorities. positions might be taken by each side with the expectation that the court,
faced with the difficultyof determiningan arm's-lengthprice, might opt

Paragraph 5 contains the most far-reachingand likely for an equitable solution. Some critics have asserted that U.S. courts

controversial innovation. It provides that conflicts faced with these issues adopt such a solution.

under InternationalLaw which result from the TreatY
11. T. Menck, Federal Ministry of Finance, FRG, Remarks at Interna-
tional Tax Institute, Inc. 25th Anniversary Seminar, New York City, 3

will be resolved through the procedures set out in the June 1986.
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V. DIFFERENTPERSPECTIVES Congress has often considered, and several times ap-
proved, legislationwhich overrides treaty provisions.21

The idea of creating forums in which international tax In addition and in contrast to legislative bodies in
disputes can be resolved is not new. The commentary many other countries,particularlythosecountrieswith
to Article 25 of the 1977 OECD Model recognizes the parliamentarysystems, the U.S. Senate does not con-

problem. sider tax conventions to have major significance. The
Senate has often subjected proposed tax conventions

[T]he competent authoritiesare under a duty merely to to long delays or significant reservations, though out-
use their best endeavours and not to achieve a result. right rejection has been rare.

However, Contracting States could agree on a more

far-reaching commitment whereby the mutual agree- United States courts sometimes share this attitude to-

ment procedure, and above all the discussions in the ward tax conventions. American courts, when asked
Joint Commission, would produce a solution to the to interpret a bilateral tax convention in a suit involv-
dispute. Such a rule could be established either by an ing a U.S. taxpayer, will sometimes not consider the
amendment to paragraph 2, by an interpretation interpretation the treaty partner would give to the
specified in a protocolor an exchangeof letters annexed particular provision in issue.22 Courts of other coun-
to the convention.t2 tries may take the same approach.23

The commentary goes on to suggest the possibility of
referenceof disputes to third-partyarbitrators. ,3 Com- 12. M. Edwards-Ker, The InternationalTreaties Service(1977)at Art. 25,

mentators and international organizations, however, p 6

hold different views on the need for arbitration. 13. Id. at Art. 25, p. 9.
14. Eiker, Competent Authority: At Home and Abroad, 5 Int'l Tax J.

The European Economic Community has proposed 198, 213 (1979).
15. lnt'l Chamber of Commerce, The Resolution of International Taxthe establishmentof arbitral bodies to resolve double Conflicts, 24 European Taxation337 (1984).

taxation issues. One commentator argues that such 16. Institut der Wirtschaftsprfer,Statement on the OECD Report of 6
arbitral courts are July 1982 on Transfer Pricing, CorrespondingAdjustmentsandthe Mutual

Agreement Procedure,39 Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation
a natural extensionof the two countrycommitteeproce- 461 (1985)
dure currently available under most OECD-based 17. J. McDermott, Twenty Five Years of International Tax Law - And
treaties.4 the Future (unpublished paper submitted to International Tax Institute,

Inc. 25th Anniversary Seminar, New York City, 2-3 June 1986).
Similarly, both the International Chamber of Com- 18. See Comment, The Competent AuthorityConcept n United States
mercet5 and the Institute of German Chartered Ac- Tax Treaties, 2 Law & Policy InternationalBusiness 232 (1970).
countants'6have indicated their support for reference 19. Organization for EconomicCooperationand Development,Transfer
of international tax disputes to arbitration.All of these PricingandMultinationalEnterprises:Three TaxationIssues(1984)at38.

20. Avery-Jones, supra note 7, at 19.
bodies have stated that arbitrationshould be available 21. Tax legislation recently has been pending in the Congress which, if
in transfer pricing cases. One commentatorproposes enacted, would override the non-discriminationclauses in numerous dou-
that taxpayers have a right to plead their case before ble taxation treates. Legislative proposals include the imposition of a

a joint panel of competent authorities that represent branch tax on U.S. branches of foreign companes, denial of deductions

nations affected by a proposed adjustment.17 At least for certain interest paid to related foreign companies by U.S. companies,
and restrictions on dual resident companies.two others have called for ICJ resolution of tax dis- A section of the Senate Foreign RelationsCommittee'sreport recommend-

putes.18 ing the ratification of the Tax Convention with Barbados. S. Treaty Doc.
No. 3,99th Cong., Ist Sess. (1985), is illustrative.

The OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs has also con- The Committee wishes to make clear that, in recommendingSenate
sidered the advisability of adding arbitration provi- approval of the proposed treaty at a time when Congressional efforts
sions to double taxation treaties. In a report issued in to achieve major tax reforms are underway, the Committee expects

1984, the Committee specifically chose not to recom-
that Congress' flexibility in the tax reform process will not be re-

stricted by the treaty.mend the adoption of compulsory arbitration proce- Congress might find it necessary to exercise its prerogative to override
dures to supersede or supplement the mutual agree- some provisionsof treaties, including those recently ratified, that are

ment procedure.19 Until the initialling of the Treaty, in conflict with the reforms. Tlerefore. although the Committee

governments similarly have been unwilling to include decided not to recommend a formal reservation or understanding

provisions for compulsory dispute resolution in their with respect to this issue, it does wish to emphasize to our prospective

double taxation treaties.2 treaty partners that if Congress decides to enact a dividends paid
deduction, Congress may not defer to the contrary provisionsof any

The United States would likely find such provisions treaty in so doing.
S. Exec. Rep. No. 9, 99th Cong., Ist Sess. (1985).

troublesome. Tax conventionsmust receive the advice 22. See e.g Boulez v. Comm'r, 83 T.C. 584 (1984) (a case involving an

and consent of the U.S. Senate in order to be ratified. orchestra conductorwhere competent authoritiescould not agree, the Tax

United States lawmakers, courts, and Government Court noted but gave no weight to German nterpretatonof U.S.-German

officials often presume the correctness of U.S. statut- tax treaty provision on royalties); The Great-West Life Assurance Co. v.

UnitedStates. 82-1 U.S.T.C. 9374 (Ct. CI. 5 May 1982) (a case involving
ory law and judicial precedents when considering tax U.S -Canada taxtreaty,Court did not refertoanyCanadianinterpretation
conventions with apparent inconsistent provisions. of Article XI I nterest exemption). but see Coplin v. U.S., 761 F.2d 688,
This domestic erspective does not vary significantly 691 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (in taxpayer's suit involving tax Article of Panama

with the type of treaty issue involvedand is admittedly Canal treaty between U.S. and Panama, Court gave weight to Panamian

inconsistent with the notion of referring bilateral tax interpretation of Article and found taxpayer not exempt from U.S. taxes

on income earned while employee of Panama Canal Commission).
disputes to international tribunals and the application 23. See e.g Canada-Israel Development Ltd. v. Minister of National
of international law to such disputes. For example, the Revenue, [1985] C.T.C. 2460 (in case involving Canada's tax sharing con-
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Institutional tension between the Senate and the ment proceduresor if it is not resolved in a reasonable
Executive also affects the way these bodies view inter- amount of time.3t The BITs were read into the Con-
national dispute resolution mechanisms. The Senate
tends to resist treaty provisions which it believes in- vention with Israel, Court makes no reference to any consultationbetween

fringe on its oversight authority, limit,its role in the Canada and Israel or to Israeli interpretatidn of convention); but see

treaty making process or impinge on the obligation of Hunter Douglas, Ltd. v. The Queen, [1979] C.T.C. 424, 79 D.T.C. 5340

the Congress to write U.S. tax laws. For example, in [discontinued] (in case involving tax convention between CanadfandThe

Netherlands, Court hears testimonyof Netherlands and United States tax
its report accompanying the United States-Argentina law experts on their countries' interpretationsof relevant convention pro-
income tax convention, 4 the Senate ForeignRelations visions)
Committee (Committee) indicated its concern over a 24. S. Treaty Doc. No. 10, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981).

treaty provision authorizing the competentauthorities 25. The United States-Argentina Income Tax Treaty was signed on 7

May 1981. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee reported the treatyto consult for the elimination of double taxation in out favorably with two reservationsand an understandingon 15 December
cases not provided for by the treaty. The report StateS 1981. The treaty has not been ratified and is not in force. The Committee
that the provision is not intended to authorize the Report gives the following example of the limitations on the consultation

competent authorities to deal with problems of major provision.

policy significance that normally would be the subject [T]his provisionwould not authorize the competentauthorityto agree
to allow a United States foreign tax credit for a tax imposed by the

of treaty negotiations.25 Similarly, the Committee other country where that tax is not otherwise a covered tax or an

added a reservation to the United States-France in- identical or substantially similar tax.imposed after the date of'the

come tax convention26relating to exchangef informa- signature of the treaty.

tion. A provision of that treaty states that if any
S. Exec. Rep. No. 44, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981).
26. Convention with respect to Taxes on Income and Property, 28 Julychanges are made in the tax laws of either the United 1967, United States-France, 19 U.S.T. 5280, T.I.A.S. 6518.

States or France, and it seems advisable to make ad- 27. The Senate Foreign RelationsCommitteeReportstates the following:
justments in the provisions of the treaty, such changes Article 30(3), relating to an exchange of information, states that if

may be agreed upon in an exchange of notes. The any changes are made in the tax laws of either France or the United

Committee disagreed and insisted that any treaty
States and it seems advisable to make adjustments in the provisions
of the convention, such adjustments may be agreed upon through an.

changes be subject to the Senate's advice and con- exchange of notes or in accordance with the constitutionalprocedure
sent. 7 of the respective countries.

In the Committee'sview, neitheran extensionof the provisionsof the
Arguably, the Senate may view compulsory dispute pending conventior to the Dverseas territories of France nor the
resolution provisionswhich grant decision-makingau- adjustment of certain provisions of the convention to changes in the

thority in tax matters to third-partyentities such as an tax aws of thiscountryshould be done without the adviceand consent

internationalourt or an arbitral panel with some sus-
of the Senate. Accordingly, the Committee recommends that the
convention with France be approved with the following reservation:

picion because such provisions take authority away The extension'of this convention to the Overseas Territories of the
from United States revenue authorities and United French Republic, referred to in Art. 29(1), and the adjustments n

States courts and give it to bodies over which the the provisions of this conention, referred to in Article 30(3), shall

Congress has no oversight or control. Indeed, some
become effective for the United States only in accordance with the

set in Article'II,Section 2, of the Constitutionof the
Senators have expressed these concerns about the procedures forth

United States.
standard mutual agreement procedures in existing S. Exec. Rep. No. 5,90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1968)
treaties.28 28. In a 1981 letter to then-Senator Percy, Chairman of the Senate

Foreign RelationsCommittee,Senator Dole, then-Chairmanof the Senate
The Executive branch of the U.S. Government may Finance Committee, said the following:
be less resistant to compulsory dispute resolution in Consistent with preserving the Senate's ight to advise and consent

the international tax context. In a series of bilateral regarding tax treaty' measures, your committee may wish to develop
investment treaties (BITs) signed since October 1982, specific standards to circumscribe,the power delegated to the IRS

under several treaties [in the mutual agreementprovisions] to expandthe United States Trade Representativehas approved taxing jurisdiction by adjusting amount expressed in currency and by
non-discrimination tax clauses requiring the submis- resolving disputes*outsideof the scppe of the treaty.
sion of tax disputes arising under such treaties ro arbi- Abrutyn & Halphen, 402-2d T.M., Income Tax Treaties- Administrative

tration. The tax provisions of the BITs, however, are
and CompetentAuthority Aspects at A-8 note 5.
29. The Article VII of the Investment Treaty with Panama, S. Treatyextremely narrow n scope. Doc. No. 14,99th Cong., 2d'Sess. (1986) (PanamaTreaty) governs dispute
resolution. It provides for consultation, negotiation and non-binding,

The standard BIT dispute resolution article provides third-partyprocedures. If the dispute is not resolved, the parties may then

for reference of disputes arising under the BIT to an proceed to conciliation or binding arbitration. Other BITs contain very

arbitral panel.29 The BIT between the United States similar dispute resolution provisions.
30. The Panama Treaty was signed at Washington, D.C. on 27 October

and Panama provides that the agreementprovisionon 1982. It is currentlypending before the United States Senate. The taxation

dispute resolution is applicable to tax disputes arising clause of the treaty provides as follows:

under that agreement.311 The United States nd Article XI

Panama have no double taxation convention. BITs 1. With respect to its tax policies,each Party should strive to accord

with countrieswhichhave double txationconventions-
fairness and equity in the treatment of investment of nationals and

companies of the other Party.
with the United States provide that tax disputes arising 2. Nevertheless, ths Treaty shall apply to matters of taxation only
under the BIT which are also subject to the provisions with respect to the following
of the double taxation convention will be governed (a) expropriation, pursuant to Article IV;

first by the mutual agreementprocedurestherein. The (b) transfers, pursuant to Article VI; or

arbitration provisionsof the BIT will only apply if the .(c) the observance and enforcement of terms of an investment
agreementor authorization,as referred to in ArticleVII(1)(a)f (b).

dispute cannot be resolved through the mutual agree- 31. See e.g. Investment Treaty with Haiti, S. Treaty Doc. No. 16, 99th
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gressional Record and referred to the Senate Foreign competent authority and the competentauthority of a

RelationsCommittee in March 1986. Accordingly,the treaty partner,32 ICJ and arbitration decisions inter-
Senate soon will have the opportunity to consider for -greting particular treaty grovisions should be pub-
the first time the advisabilityof arbitrationof bilateral ished and accorded prececential value, particularly in
tax disputes. light of the widespread use of model provisions in

bilateral tax treaties. The need for the publication of
fact-specificcases involvingparticular taxpayers is ess

VI. EVALUATIONAND IROGNOSIS clear because such cases provide minimal guidance to
other taxpayers. Some procedure, similar to Internal
Revenue Service publication of private letter rulingsFrom the taxpayer's and tax practitioner's point of in the tJnited States, might be appropriate.view, the inclusion of compulsory dispute provisions

in tax treaties is attractive. Use of such provisions Other issues which Article 44 leaves unresolved in-
would greatly reduce uncertainty and could actually clude the relationshipbetween the arbitration remedy
result in the eliminationofdouble taxation, as opposed and any domestic law remedies avail,able to the tax-
to current procedures which provide no assurance payer, the allocation of the costs of the arbitration
thereof. Taxpayers would likely welcome the oppor- proceeding, and whether or not the information pro-
tunity provided in the Treaty to participate more di- vided to the arbitrators will remain confidential. The
rectly in competent authority proceedings. Issues of existence of these issues does not mean the arbitration
utmost import'ance, however, are the kinds of dispute process is unworkble, but indicates instead that its
resolution tribunals which will be available, the types implementationwill require further thought and plan-
of cases they will hear and the rules which will govern ning.
their deliberations.

Article 44 provides the Contracting Parties with the
option of either International Court of Justice (ICJ)

VII. CONCLUSIONS

adjudication or, if both parties agree, arbitration. As Article.44 of the Treaty is welcome experiment.currently drafted, the Article does not provide for an
a

While the possibilityof arbitrating tax treaty issues hasalternative mechanism to choose arbitrators in the
event the parties cannot agree on particular individu- often been discussed in the OECD and in bilateral

als.'It is also not clear whether the taxpayer will have negotiations, inclusion in a proposed convention

any role to play in either an ICJ or an arbitration places the idea of arbitrating international tax disputes
'roceeding. Since the ICJ deals only with disputes squarely before the international tax community for

etween member states of the United Nations, the
further seriousdiscussion.Actual use of the Article 44

Court will not permit the taxpayer to participate. Ar- proceduresby Germary and Sweden will provide data
for that discussion.bitrationis a more flexibleprocesswhich might be able

to accommodate some type of taxpayer participation
if the Contracting States are amenable.

0

Another difference between the two forums is the
expertise of the decisionmakers.The judges of the ICJ
are not tax experts; their expertise lies in the interpre- Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1986); InvestmentTreaty with Senegal, S. Treaty Doc.

tation of treaties and general principles of interna-
No. 15, 99th Cong. 2d Sess. 11 (1986). The taxation Articles in these two
treaties are identical arR provide as follows

tional law. Arbitrators,on the other hand, are selected Article XI

by the ContractingStates. Presumably, the States will Taxation

be able to select arbitrators who are familiar with 1. With respect to its tax policies,each Party shouldstrive to accord
fairness and equity in the treatment of investment of nationals andpattiular tax concepts. The desirabilityof a particular companies of the other Party.forum may depend in part upon the type of case in 2. Nevertheless, the provisions of this Treaty, and in particular

issue. ICJ adjudication may be appropriate for dis- Articles Vil a;d VIII, shall apply to matters of taxation only with

putes regardingsignificant treaty interpretation issues respect to the following
ratlfer than a case of a particulr taxpayer. On the (a) expropriaton, pursuant to Article Ilh

other hand, arbitration may be more appropriate (or
(b) transfers, pursaant to Article V; or

(c) the observance and enforcement of terms of an investment
disputes which are primarily factual suh as transfer agreementor authorizationas referred to in Article Vll(I)(a)or (b)
pricing cases. In such cases, the parties could select Matters.covered by tem 2(c) shall not be covered to the extent they are

arbitrators who have the requisite specialized know- subject'te the dispute settlement provisions of a convention for the avoid-

ledge. ance of double taxation between the two Parties, unless such matters are
raised under such settlement provisions and are not resolved within a

Another issue posed by the new procedures is whether reasonable period of time.

-lhe decisionsof either the ICJ or an Arbitration Court
32..See e.g. Rev. Rul. 67-143, 1967-1 C.B. 425 (definitionofsubsidiary
corporation under U.S.-Swiss treaty); Rev. Rul. 77-269, 19772 C.B. 490

will have any precedential value and whether such (definition of commercial profits under U.S.-U.K. treaty) The most far-
decisions will be published. One commentator reaching, complicated,and novelofsuchagreenentsisprobably the agree-

suggests that the publishingof agreements reached by ment reached with respect to taxation of U.S. oil rigs operating in offshore

the competent authorities would provide taxpayers
Canadian waters. U.S. Treasury Department Press Release, 17 February
1984, containing agreement between U.S. and Canadian competent au-

and theircounselwith necessaryguidance.The United thorities of 26 January 1984 (Reproduced in Par. 1317PA, (CCH) Tax
States often publishesagreementsreached between its Treaties Service)
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APPENDIX I (a) to the same attribution of income, deductions, credits,
or allowances of an enterprise of a ContractingState to its

Article 25 of the 1977 OECD Model provides as follows: permanent establishmentsituated in the other Contracting
1. Where a person considers that the actions of one or

State;
both of the Contracting States result or will result for him (b) to the same allocation of income, deductions, credits,
in taxation not in accordance with the provisions of this

or allowances between persons, including a uniform posi-
tion on the application of the requirementsof paragraph 3

Convention, he may, irrespectiveof the remedies provided of Article 24 (Non-discrimination);by the domestic law of those States, present his case to the (c) to the same characterization of particular items of in-
competentauthorityof the Contracting State of which he is
a resident or, if his case comes under paragraph 1 of Article come;

to same source respect to
24, to that of the ContractingState of which he is a national. (d) the application of rules with

The case must be presentedwithin three years from the first particular items of income; and

notificationof the action resulting in taxation not in accord- (e) to a common meaning of a term.

ance with the provisions of the Convention. They may also consult togetherfor the eliminationof double
taxation in cases not provided for in the Convention.

2. The competent authority shall endeavour, if the objec- 4 The competent authorities of the Contracting Statestion appears to it to be justified and if it is not itself able to communicate with each other directly for thearrive at a satisfactory solution, to resolve the case by may purpose
of reaching an agreement in the sense of the precedingmutual agreementwith the competentauthorityof theother paragraphs.ContractingState, with a view to the avoidance of taxation

which is not in accordancewith the Convention.Any agree- 5. The competent authorities of the Contracting States
ment reached shall be implemented notwithstanding any may prescribe regulation to carry out the purposes of this
time limits in the domestic law of the Contracting States. Convention.

3. The competent authorities of the Contracting States
shall endeavourto resolve by mutual agreementany difficul- Article 25 of the 1981 U.S. Model is quite similar and
ties or doubts arising as to the interpretationor application provides as follows:
of the Convention. They may also consult together for the

1. Where considers that the actions ofelimination of double taxation in cases not provided for in a person one or

the Convention. both of the Contractng States result or will result for him
in taxation not in accordance with the provisions of this

4. The competent authorities of the Contracting States Convention,he may, irrespective of the remedies provided
may communcatewith each other directly for the purpose by the domestic law of those States, present his case to the
of reaching an agreement in the sense of the preceding competent authorityof the ContractingState of which he is
paragraphs. When it seems advisable in order to reach a resident or national.
agreement to have an oral exchange of opinions, such ex-

change may take place through a Commission consistingof 2. The competent authority shall endeavor, if the objec-
representatives of the competent authorities of the Con- tion appears to it to be justified and if it is not itself able to

tracting States. arrive at a satisfactory solution, to resolve the case by
mutual agreementwith the competentauthorityof the other

M. Edwards-Ker, The InternationalTreaties Service (1977) Contracting State, with a view to the avoidanceof taxation
at art. 25, p.1. which is not in accordancewith the Convention.Any agree-

ment reached shall be implemented notwithstanding any
time limits or other procedural limitations in the domestic
law of the ContractingStates.

3. The competent authorities of the Contracting StatesAPPENDIX 11
shall endeavor to resolve by mutual agreementany difficul-

Article 25 of the 1977 U.S. Model provides as follows: ties or doubts arising as to the interpretationor application
of the Convention. In particular the competent authorities

1. Where a person considers that the actions of one or of the Contracting States may agree
both of the Contracting States result or will result for him
or her in taxation not in accordance with the provisions of (a) to the same attribution of income, deductions, credits,
this Convention,he or she may, irrespectiveof the remedies or allowances of an enterprise of a ContractingState to its

provided by the domestic law of those States, present his or permanent establishmentsituated in the other Contracting
her case to the competentauthorityof the ContractingState State;
of which he or she is a resident or national. (b) to the same allocation of income, deductions, credits,

or allowances between persons;
2. The competent authority shall endeavor, if the objec- (c) to the same characterizationof particular items of in-
tion appears to it to be justfied and if it is not itself able to come;
arrive at a satisfactory solution, to resolve the case by (d) to the same application of source rules with respect to
mutual agreementwith the competentauthorityof the other particular items of income;
Contracting State, with a view to the avoidance of taxation (e) to a common meaning of a term;
which is not in accordancewith the Convention.Any agree- (f) to increases in any specific amounts referred to in the
ment reached shall be implemented notwithstanding any Convention to reflect economicor monetarydevelopments;
time limits in the domestic law of the Contracting States. and

3. The competent authorities of the Contracting States (g) to the application of the provisions of domestic law

shall endeavor to resolve by mutual agreementany difficul- regarding penalties, fines and interest in a manner consis-

ties or doubts arising as to' the interpretationor application tent with the purposes of the Convention.

of the Convention. In particular the competent authorities They may also consult togetherfor the eliminationof double
of the Contracting States may agree: taxation n cases not provided for in the Convention.
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4. The competent authorities of the Contracting States arrive at a satisfactory solution, to resolve the case by
may communcatewith each other directly for the purpose mutual agreementwith the competentauthorityof the other
of reaching an agreement in the sense of the preceding Contracting State, with a view to the avoidance of taxation

paragraphs. which is not in accordancewith this Convention.Any agree-
ment reached shall be implemented notwithstanding any
time-limits in the domestic law of the Contracting States.

APPENDIX 111 3. The competent authorities of the Contracting States
shall endeavor to resolve by mutual agreementany difficul-

Article 25 of the United Nations Model Double Taxation ties or doubts arising as to the interpretationor application
Convention Between Developedand DevelopingCountries of the Convention. They may also consult together for the

provides as follows: elimination of double taxation in cases not provided for in
the Convention.

1. Where a person considers that the actions of one or

both of the Contracting States result or will result for him 4. The competent authorities of the Contracting States
in taxation not in accordance with the provisions of this may communicatewith each other directly for the purpose
Convention, he may, irrespective of the remedies provided of reaching an agreement in the sense of the preceding
by the domestic law of those States, present his case to the paragraphs. The competent authorities, through consulta-

competent authorityof the ContractingState of which he is tions, shall developappropriatebilateral procedures,condi-
a resident or, if his case comes under paragraph 1 of article tions, methods and techniques for the implementation of

24, to that of the ContractingState of which he is a national. the mutual agreementprocedureprovided tor in this article.
The case must be presentedwithin three years from the first In addition, a competent authority may devise appropriate
notificationof the action resulting in taxation not in accord- unilateral procedures, conditions, methods and techniques
ance with the provisions of the Convention. to facilitate the above-mentioned bilateral actions and the

2. The competent authority shall endeavor, if the objec- implementationof the mutual agreement procedure.
tion appears to it to be justified and if it is not itself able to U.N. Doc. No. ST/ESA/102/1980.
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InternationalFinancingsbyU.S. Borrowers:

QuestionsRemainOpenafterRepeal
By JamesA. Duncan

Two years after the repeal of U.S. withholdingtax on portfolio interest,
a number of important questions concerning the scope of the repeal *
remain unanswered. Some of the uncertaintiesare attributable to funda-
mental assumptions made by the United States Treasury Department in
drafting regulations to implement the repeal. The purpose of this article
is not, however, to advocate a rethinking of the basic premises of the /
regulations (since much eloquence has already been expended on this 1

subject by other commentators). Instead, this article generally takes the
regulationson their own terms, and seeks to apply them in the context of
actual transactions.

It is important to note at the outset that repeal has greatly simplified the
process of obtaining access to the Euromarket for most U.S. borrowers.
While the offshore finance subsidiarystructuresin use prior to repealwere

cost-effective for many U.S. corporations, the structures were cumber-
some and carried with them unavoidable uncertainties. For many U.S.
borrowers, repeal has opened the door to previously inaccessible capital
markets. Tax uncertaintiesand transaction costs deterred some U.S. cor-

porationsfrom using financesubsidiariesto raise funds in the Euromarket;
political considerations generally made it impossible for public sector
borrowers (most notably, the United States Treasury Department) to James A. Duncan is an associate with the
borrow through finance subsidiaries. law firm of Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamil-

ton in New York, New York. He performed
Regulations implementing the repeal, while unsatisfactoryfor some pur-

his undergraduatestudiesat Yale College,
receiving his diploma in 1975. Mr. Duncan

poses, nevertheless make it possible to issue conventional debt instru- graduated with a J.D. from Harvard Law
ments to foreign investors on a withholding tax-free basis. The continued School in 1979. In 1984 he received his
existence of significant pockets of uncertainty two years after repeal may LL.M. in taxation from New York University
be attributed in varying degrees to the following causes: Law School.

(1) The pace of innovationin the internationalcapital markets. The diver-
sity and sophisticationof new financialproductswould make it difficult
for even the most flexible regulatory system to prescribe answers to
all questions.

(2) The demands placed on the Treasury Departmentby new tax legisla-
tion and tax reform proposals. As indicated above, conventional
Eurobond issues generally are not affected by the gaps and anomalies
in the regulations implementingwithholding tax repeal. Accordingly,
it is easy to understand why the Treasury Department might choose
to focus its energies in other areas.

(3) Ambivalence concerning the appropriate scope of withholding tax

repeal. Tax policymakers apparently also continue to disagree con-

cerning the extent to which the Euromarket's preference for instru-
ments in bearer form can be reconciledwith the objective of requiring
U.S. taxpayers to report and pay taxes on their investment income. In
the absence of a consensus, projects to remedy even the most visible
defects in the existing regulations proceed fitfully.
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BACKGROUND reporting requirements, under which borrowers and
financial intermediaries must file reports with the In-

Until 1984, interest paid by U.S. borrowers to foreign ternal Revenue Service concerning certain payments
lenders generally was subject to a 30% U.S. withhold- of investment income to U.S. residents; (ii) a back-
ing tax, unless (i) the paymentsrepresenteddiscount up withholding tax, which is required to be collected
(including for this purpose a single paymentof interest from payments subject to information reporting when
at maturity) on specified short-term obligationsor (ii) the payee fails to furnish the required information;
the lender qualified for an exempton (by reason, for and (iii)

...

registration requirements, under which debt
example, of its entitlement to U.S. tax treaty benefits obligationssold in the United States generallymust be
or status as a foreign government). The Tax Reform in registered form and obligations sold outside the
Act of 1984 provided a third exemption for portfolio United States may be issued in bearer form only pur-
intereston debt obligationsissued after 18 July 1984. suant to procedures designed to limit distribution to

non-U.S. investors. The rules generally provideThe Act's definition of portfolio interest might be
read to include aU interest on obligations issued after exemptions from information reporting and backup
the relevantdate (subject to compliancewith technical withholding for payments to foreign investors and for

certain Euromarket transactions.requirements), with exceptions for interest paid on

bank loans and loans from related parties. However, These tax compliance rules are relevant in structuring
regulations issued on 20 August 1984 provided that the issues of securities for sale in the Euromarketbecause
term includes only interest on registration-required of the market's perCeived strong preference for instru-
obligations, a category that excludes (i) obligations ments in bearer form and averson to identification
with an original maturity of one year or less, (ii) obli- and certification requirements.The principal tax ques-
gations that are not of a type offered to the public; and tion is whether, in the context of a particular transac-
(ii) obligations issued by natural persons. As will be tion, the rules will permit an issuer to satisfy this mar-
discussed in more detail below, many of the gaps and ket preference. As with the withholding tax rules that
anomalies in the regulatoryscheme arise directly from are the subject of this article, regulations implement-
the adoptionof these exclusions,whichwere originally ing the tax compliancerequirements rovideadequate
designed for another statutory purpose and fit imper- guidance for conventional Euroboncs, but are flawed
fectly here. in other significant respects.
Even before the repeal of U.S. withholding tax on The remainder of this article lists questions that can

portfolio interest, only a comparatively small por- arise in consideringwhether a withholding tax exemp-
tion of the total volume of interestpayments to foreign tion is available for (i) securities not sold in a public
lenders was subject to U.S. withholdingtax: the exten- offering; (ii) certificates representing interests in a

sive U.S. tax treaty network frequently made it possi- pool of financial assets; and (iii) short-term debt obli-
ble for institutional lenders to make loans directly, gations. The questions discussed are ones that can
while investors ineligible for treaty benefits (or unwil- arse n the real world, in transactionswhose structure
ling to identify themselves to claim the benefits) could is dictated by business considerations- a borrower's
buy Eurobonds issued by finance subsidiariesof U.S. desire to raise money on favorable terms, a banker's
companies. Accordingly, while the purpose of the desire to add value by pooling or repackaging se-
U.S. withholding tax was (and is) to collect tax from curities - rather than by any tax objective. In the
foreigners receiving income from U.S. sources, trans- absence of clear guidance from the Treasury Depart-
actionssubject to the tax recentlyhave been the excep- ment, many tax practitioners have been able to con-
tion rather than the rule. clude that instrumentswith the characteristicsdiscuss-

ed below should qualify for the benefitsof withholdingIn light of the limited revenue derived from the tax
even before the repeal, when withholding applied, in tax repeal. The absence of definitive rules, however,

in hinder transactions that violatetheory, to a broad class of interest payments, argu- may some cases no

ments for defining portfolio interest narrowly have discernible tax policy.
had to rely on subtleties reminiscentof those encoun-

tered in debates over new weapons systems. Thus,
when the Treasury Department ast year asked Con- SECURITIESNOT SOLD IN A PUBLICOFFERING
gress to enact legislation narrowing the exemption, its
spokesmanargued that preservinga generallyapplica- As indicated above, the regulations provide that a

ble withholding tax on some interest payments would debt instrument will qualify or the benefits of repeal
enable the Treasury to bargain for reciprocal exemp- only if it sufficiently resembles (is of a type with)
tions of all payments in bilateral tax treaty negotia- other debt instruments that have been offered to the
tions. public. Examples in the regulations, and positions

taken by the Internal RevenueService in private letterIn addition to the U.S. withholding tax on interest. rulings, offer little guidance as to the characteristicsborrowers seeking to design instruments that can be that are relevant in determining whether one instru-sold in the Euromarkethave to contend with U.S. tax
ment is of a type with another.compliance rules whose purpose is to collect taxes

from U.S. residents. These rules, which are not dis- It seems indisputable that debt instruments that are in
cussed in detail in this article, include: (i) information fact offered to the public, no matter how novel, are of
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a type offered to the public. Under this standard, it Whether differences relate to matters of form or sub-
is unnecessary to considerwhether a new issue of dual stance, the importantquestion will always be whether
currency obligations or inverse yield notes (to cite they are material in applyinghe of a type standard.
two comparatively recent innovations) has any com- For example, should a note issued to a Belgian insur-
parable predecessors if the issue constitutes a public ance company in a private placement be considered
offering in its own right. There can, of course, be of a type offered to the public if the insurance com-

questions at the margin as to whether a particular pany exacts financial covenants from the borrower
security was in fact offered to the public. For instance, commonly found in private placements, but rarely
are obligationsoffered to the public if they are sold in seen in publicdebt instrumentsIf each of the material
Europe pursuant to procedures that, if followed terms of the note is commonly found in public debt
domestically, would constitute a public offering for instruments, but no single instrument contains pre-
U.S. securities law purposes Should the absence of cisely the same combination of terms as the note,
sales restrictionsbe the controllingfactor, or are other should the note be eligible for the benefitsofwithhold-
characteristics commonly associated with publicly-of- ing repeal If the form of note resembles a conven-

fered securities (e.g. listing on a securities exchange, tional Eurobond, does it matter that the loan agree-
or the maintenance of an active secondary market) ment to which the note appertains is materially dif-
also relevant Does it matter whether the offering is ferent from the underwritingand fiscal agency agree-
considered public or private in the market in which it ments used for Eurobonds Should it matter whether
is made the notes are steel-engraved
It is equally clear that a debt instrumentthat is identi- None of these questions (except possibly the last) is
cal to publicly-traded Eurobonds is of a type with frivolous: the of a type standard by its very nature

them, no matter how unusual the circumstancesof its suggests that general similarty, rather than precise
issuance. There would appear to be no basis under correspondence,is what makes one note of a type with
existing law for denying t ae benefits of repeal to debt another. Tax practitionersmay have differentviews as

instruments representing seller financing for the sale to the characteristics, or combination of characteris-
of capital goods to a U.S. purchaser, so long as the tics, that should be taken into accountfor this purpose.
instruments resemble in every material respect other In the end, the judgment is as much financial as legal:
securities (whether or not of the same borrower) that issuers considering the private sale of financial instru-
were in fact offered to the public.' Thus, it may be ments with unusual terms in some cases have asked
possible in some cases to achieve substantial comfort their financial advisers whether comparable instru-
that a withholding tax exemptionwill be available for ments can be found in the public capital markets.
privately-placed securities by slavishly following
model documentationused in a public offering.
In many cases, however, some differenceswill be un-

PASS-THROUGHCERTIFICATES

avoidable. In the absence of a clear policy rationale
for limiting the benefits of withholding tax repeal to

The August 1984 regulationshad the effect of denying
obligationsthat resemblepublicly-offeredobligations,

the benefits of withholding tax repeal to mortgage
it is very difficult to determinewhatsortsof differences pass-through securities, which are treated for other

should be taken into account. As a starting point, it U.S. tax purposes as direct ownership interests in the

seems clear that characteristics of a privately-placed pool of mortgages underlying the securities. (The
debt security that are requiredbecause the instrument mortgages typically are issued by natural persons and

hence are not registration-requiredobligations.) In
was not in fact offered to the public - for example,
restrictions on transferability and high minimum de- the face of criticism that began almost immediately
nominations required to assure the availability of a upon the publication of the regulations, the Treasury
private placement exemption for securities law pur- eventually modified its position. Regulations issued

on 20 August 1985 provide that certificates represent-poses - are not relevant in determining whether the
security is of a type offered to the public. Any other ing ownership interests in a pool of obligations issued

conclusion would render the of a type standard after 18 July 1984 can qualify for the portfolio in-

meaningless. terest exemption even if direct interests ln any of the
obligationsmaking up the pool would not qualify.

Additionalquestionscan arise when differences in the
terms of a debt security are not attributable solely to The regulations are not limited to certificates repre-
the absence of a public distribution. Some differences senting interests in pools of mortgages, and instead

may be essentially formal rather than substantive. For provide expressly that a similar evidence of interest

example, equipment trust certificatesand notes issued ln a similar pooled fund or trust can qualify for

in sale-saleback arrangements confer essentially exemption. Certificates representing interests in a

identical economicrights on lenders: the choice of one

structure for a secured financing transaction over the
other depends on non-tax considerations. If equip- 1. The Treasury Department sought legislation in May of 1985 to deny
ment trust certificates are commonly offered to the

the benefits of withholding tax repeal to privately-placed securites and
trade indebtedness. That proposal was not incorporated in the legislation

public, and sale-salebacknotes are not, should theY then under consideration, and has not resurfaced as part of recent tax
be treated differently for withholding tax purposes reform proposals.
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pool of consumerreceivables(such as the recent issues the Euromarket on a continuous basis in reliance on

n the U.S. capital market of certificates representing the withholding tax exemption for short-termdiscount
interests in a pool of automobile loans) would appear obligations. The portfolio interest exemtion can

to qualify for the portfolio interest exemptionunder also be relevant to such obligations, notwitastanding
this rule. their short maturity, in the crcumstances described

below.
There is little formal guidance concerning the reasons

why the Treasury determined that interest on an obli- The transactions can involve the issuance of notes at

gation not qualifying for tax exemption can become the discretion of the issuer for sale to Rurchasers who

tax-exempt if the obligation is pooled with other simi- are under no obligation to buy them (in which event

lar obligations, and what types of pooling transactions no withholding tax issue will arise, and the principal
suffice to effect this transmutation. The regulations structuringquestions relate to the U.S. tax compliance
give the Internal RevenueServiceauthority to disqual- rules). Alternatively, the issuer may have entered into

ify certificates by recharacterizing them in accord- agreements under which some institutions are obli-

ance with the substanceof the arrangementthey repre- gated to purchase its notes initially; or must purchase
sent. The example provided in the regulations of a any notes that cannot be sold in the market; or must

lend the issuer money (on terms and with documenta-transaction in which this authority might be exercised
involves a repackagingof a single issue of securitiesof tion that differ from the terms and documentation of

a single U.S. corporation. Informalconversationswith the notes) if the issuer is unable to sell notes.

Treasury officials suggest that they consider diversifi- The Internal Revenue Service has taken the position
cation to be the critical factor in determiningwhether that, if a borrower has the right to require the holder
certificates representing interests in a pool of obliga- of its short-term note to buy a new note when the old
tions will be consideredregistration-requiredobliga- one matures, the original short-term note should be
tions that yield portfolio interest. considered to have a maturity equal to the maximum

amount of time for which the borrower has this roll-
Under this approach, it would appear that certificates over right. The position taken by the Service seems

representing interests in a pool of non-qualifyingsec- reasonable, in the abstract, although there is much
urities should generate portfolio interest if the pool- room for discussion as to when it should be applied in
ing significantly changes the credit quality or liquidity the context of a particular transaction.
of the underlying assets. Qualification thus would not

necessarily depend on the number of securities in- Assume, however, that a corporate borrower enters

cluded in the pool, but on whether the poolingcreates
nto an agreement with underwriters (some of whom

a meaningfullydifferent investment security.
are also banks) providingfor the issuanceof noteswith
a maturity of precisely 183 days. The agreement pro-
vides that the underwriters will use their best efforts
to sell new issues of notes to the public, and, if no

SHORT-TERMOBLIGATIONS purchasers can be found, will buy the notes them-
selves. Under this arrangement,notes actually sold to

The oddest anomalycreatedby the portfoliointerest the public will have a maturity of 183 days or less and
regulations is perhaps the one that merits the least therefore will be exempt from withholding;notes pur-
discussion. The regulations deny the benefits of with- chased by the underwriterspursuant to their commit-
holding tax repeal to obligationswith a maturityof one ment to do so will, under the Service's analysis, have
year or less; a separate, longstanding exemption is a maturity of at least 366 days (since the underwriters
available for obligations with a maturity of up to 183 would be obligated to buy new notes at the maturity
days. The result is a black hole in which no tax ofold notes ifthe notescould not be sold to the public).
exemption is available for obligations with an initial
maturity of more than 183 and less than 366 days (367 Should paymentson the notes held by the underwriters
in leap years). While obligationswith maturities in this qualify for the portfolio interest exemption The
range unquestionablycan be found in the U.S. capital notes unquestionably will meet the requirements in-
markets, the denial of a withholdingtax exemption for troduced by the regulations: they will be of a type
such obligationsdoes not seem to have given rise to a offered to the public, will have a maturityof more than
widespread outcry. The principal practical conse- one year, and will not be obligations of natural per-
quence of this anomaly for Euromarket transactions sons. If the notes are issuable in bearer form, the
(where issuers commonly bear withholding tax risks issuer can satisfy the procedural requirementsapplica-
under gross-up provisions) is that the documenta- ble to bearer-form obligations. The only question is
tion of note facility agreements and issues of warrants whether the statutory exclusion of interest on certain
to buy debt instrumentsmust occasionallybe adjusted bank loans - more precisely, interest received by a

to ensure that the issuer will never be obligated to bank on an extension of credit made pursuant to a loan
issue obligations during the black hole period (e.g. agreement entered into in the ordinary course of its
between 366 and 183 days before the maturityof notes trade or business- should operate to disallow a with-
issuable upon the exercise of warrants). holding tax exemption.
The past few years have seen a proliferationof transac- In this regard, it is clear that an ordinary underwritten
tions in which U.S. borrowers sell short-term debt in debt facility (e.g. a conventional Eurobond) will not
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constitute a bank loan, without regard to whether public and often will be sold to the public. The regula-
some of the underwriters or investors are banks. A tions provide no guidance as to whether and in what
short-term note facility may be more vulnerable to circumstancesnotes purchasedby banks pursuant to a

characterizationas a bank loan because (i) the transac- backup commitment might be characterized as bank
tion may function as a substitute for or successor to loans. In any event, since the exclusion for bank loans
traditional bank lending transactions, and (ii) under- appliesonly to interest receivedby a bank on an exten-
writers (who may be banks) are required in some cir- sion of credit in the ordinary course of its trade or
cumstances to buy notes over a period of time, unlike business, it would appear that notes acquiredby banks
traditionalunderwritings,where the terms ofeach new and resold to the public (includingother banks) would
issue of securities are separately negotiated. On the cease to be bank loans and thus would be eligible for
other hand, the notes are designed for sale to the the benefits of withholding repeal.

\ -R\A-O\A
t/ =SOA_ASSOOA-O\

INDIABRANCH that a suitable representation would be made to the
Central Board of Direct Taxes to this effect.

SecondAnnualMeeting
Successfulconference

On 17 May 1986 the India Branch of IFA held its
second Annual General Meeting in New Delhi. The The meeting also discussed the Annual Report for the
meeting was chaired by Mr. O.P. Vaish and was at- CalendarYear 1985. Despite its brief existence, mod-
tended by 16 members, 3 of which by proxy. The est personnel, and limited financial resources the In-
Chairman, inter alia, informed the members that the dian IFA Branch ventured into conveninganAll India
Indian exchange authorities have agreed to release Tax Conference: Towards easier tax regime and tough
foreign exchange for 15 delegates to participate in the implementationto discuss the policyof tax reformsand
1986 IFA Congress to be held in New York.* The liberalisation initiated by the Government of India.
membersproposed that a national IFA meetingshould The conferenceprovided an excellent opportunity for
be held in August 1986 in Calcutta. During this meet- interaction between delegates on issues relating to the
ing the subjects for the 1987 Brussels Congress could formulation of the long-term fiscal policy and the
be discussed. thoughts of the current administrationon the subject.

The Conferencewas timed to coincidewith the visit of
Double taxation treaties IFA's Secretary General, Prof. Dr. J.H. Christiaanse

and the Chairmanof its PermanentScientificCommit-
During the meeting the subject of double taxation tee, Dr. Raoul Lenz, so that the benefit of their exper-
treaties was discussed and note was taken of the tise based on internationalexperiencewas available to
treaties which are currently under negotiation. It was the delegates. A full session was devoted to the discus-
stated that the Government of India - unlike govern- sion of issues relating to tax treaties with special refer-
ments of some treaty partners - has been treating tax ence to India's recent treaties with the United King-
treaties, until they are officially notified, as secret. dom and the Federal Republic of Germany, and the
This can cause embarrassmentas -garties in such treaty existing treaty with Japan.
countries often obtain copies of c raft treaties as soon [continuedon page 3681

as they have been negotiated. The members present
felt that there was no point in considering treaty docu-
ments as secret or confidential when the other treaty * Currently the Reserve Bank of India allows foreign exchange for a

party does not follow the same policy. It was decided maximum number of 15 persons to attend a foreign congress.
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CaveatVendor:

WithholdingRequirementsfor

TransfersofUnitedStatesReal

PropertyInterests

By NicholasS. Freud

1

As a result of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, a transferee is now

generally required to deduct and withhold a tax equal to 10% of the
amount realized on all dispositions of U.S. real property interests

(USRPIs) taking place after 31 December 1984.

A 10% withholding rate was selected because the U.S. House and Senate
conferees agreed that in most cases a 10% rate would approximate the Mr. Freud is a partner of Kaplan, Russin,
amount of net tax owed by most foreign transferorson the disposition of Vecchi, Eytan and Collins, San Francisco,
a USRPI. No withholding applies to payments in respect of dispositions California. Hegraduatedfrom Yale College
taking place prior to 1 January 1985. in 1963, and received his J.D. from Yale

Law School in 1966. Mr. Freud has been
an active member in the Taxation Section

No later than 10 days after the transfer, the transferee is required to file of both the American Bar Association and
Forms 8288 and 8288-A with the Internal Revenue Service (the IRS) in the California Bar Association, chairing
Philadelphia.The IRS will stamp and mail Form 8288-A to the transferor.2 such committeesas the Subcornrnitteeon

An agent may, under certain circumstances,3succeed to the withholding Tax Treaties, the Income Tax Committee,
and the Foreign Tax Subcommittee. He is

obligation of the transferee, but only to the extent of the agent's compen- a monthly contributor to Tax Management
sation derived from the transaction.4 International Journal and has been pub-

lished in the Hastings International and

ComparativeLaw Review.
DEFINITIONS

The followingdefined terms are helpful in understandingthe withholding
statute:

Amountrealized-the sum ofcash paid or to be paid; the fair marketvalue
of other property transferred or to be transferred; and the outstanding
amount of any liability assumed by the transferee to which a USRPI is

subject immediatelybefore and after the transfer.5

Transferor- the person disposing of a USRPI.6

Transferee- the person acquiring the USRPI.7
.~

Transferor's agent - any person who represents the transferor in any
negotiationwith the transfereeor the transferee'sagent; or in settling the
transaction.8 1. Section 1445(a). All section and regulation

references herein are to the U.S. Internal Reve-
nue Code of 1954, as amended, and to the regu-Transferee's agent - any person who represents the transferee in any lations thereunder, unless otherwise specified.

negotiationwith the transferee or the transferee'sagent; or in settling the 2. Temp. Reg 1.1445-1(c)
3. See text accompanying fns. 27-31, below.

transaction.9 4. Section 1445(d)(2)
'

5. Temp. Reg 1.1445-1T(g)(5).
6. Section 11444455(01445 (2.)Settlement oficer - one who merely receives or disburses consideration 7. Section )

.

and/or records a document; and who will, therefore, not be consideredan 98 Section 1445(d)(3)

agent.10
Section 1445(d)(4)

10. Section 1445(d)(5).
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Transferor's maximum liability - the sum of the ment in Real Property Tax Act of 1980 (FIRPTA).
maximum amount of tax on the disposition of the The rationale for this position is that where the corpo-
USRPI imposed at graduated rates under sections ration has not electec section 337 treatment, tax will
871(b)(1) or 882(a)(1) depending upon whether the have been paid at the corporate level; and section
transferoris an individualor a corporation. In the case 897(c)(1)(B)excludes from the definition of a USRPI
of an individual transferor, the transferor'smaximum an interest in a corporation not currently holding
liability is the contractprice less the adjusted basis. In USRPIs and that was taxed at the corporate level on
the case of a corporate transferor, the transferor's previous distributionsof such interests. Note that the
maximum liability is the contract price less the ad- Tax Reform Bill of 1985 (H.R. 3838), which is being
justed basis multiplied by the maximum capital gain considered by the U.S. Senate at this writing, specifi-
rate, subject to adjustment for treaty rate reductions, cally amends section 1445(e)(3) to exempt from with-
non-recognition provisions, losses on USRPIs previ- holding a distribution of any interest in a corporation,
ously disposed of, recapture items, and the like. In which interest is not a USRPI by virtue of section
both cases, the transferor'sunsatisfiedwithholdinglia- 897(c)(1)(B).
bility is added to these amounts.11

Where the Code accordsnon-recognitiontreatmentto
Transferor'sunsatisfiedwithholdingliability-thewith- the foreign distributeeof a USRPI distributedin liqui-
holding obligation imposed by new section 1445 either dation of a domesticcorporation,and where this non-
on the transferor's acquisition of a USRPI or on the recognition treatment is not overridden by section
acquisition of a predecessor interest, to the extent the 897(e), a qualifying statement may also be requested
withholdingobligation has not been satisfied.12 to exempt the domestic corporation from withhold-

United States real property interest (USRPI) - an in- ing.17
terest, other than an interest solely as a creditor, in
real property located in the United Statesor the Virgin
Islands; and an interest, other than an interest solely DISTRIBUTIONSBY FOREIGNCORPORATIONS

as a creditor, in a domestic corporation which is a

United States real property holding corporation.13 A foreign corporation must deduct and withhold a
28% tax on the amount of gain recognized in any

United States real property holding corporation distribution which is subject to tax under sections
(USRPHC) - any non-public corporation where, on 897(d) and (e).18
any determination date during the calendar year, the The conferees intendedthat foreigncorporationsfair marketvalue of its USRPIsequals or exceeds50% even

of the sum of the fair marketvaluesof its USRPIs,plus electing under section 897(i) to be treated as a domes-
tic corporation for substantive and reporting provi-all interests in real property outside the United States sions, would be treated foreign for with-and all other assets used or held for use in a trade or

as persons,
business. The applicable determination dates are: 31 holding purposes. Since a foreign corporationmaking
December of the calendar year; the date immediately

a section 897(i) election could elect tax-free treatment

preceding the date on which the corporation disposes
of a liquidation-related sale, the conferees intended

of a USRPI; and the date immediately preceding the that a tax withheld on such a sale be offset by a credit,
date on which the corporation acquires an interest in to be implementedby regulations.Moreover, the con-

foreign real property or other assets used or held for ferees felt that if the section 897(i) electionwere appli-
use in a trade or business during the year.14 cable to withholding, an electing foreign corporation

could provide a non-foreigncertification,whichwould
be confusing. However, the temporary regulationsDISTRIBUTIONSBYUSRPHCsTO FOREIGN which have since been issued specify when such aSHAREHOLDERS
certification is valid as the result of a section 897(i)

A USRPHC that was such for the shorterof the period
election by requiring the transferor to attach a copy of

after 18 June 1980, or the five-yearperiod endingwith the section897(i) electionacknowledgedby the IRS.19
the disposition of the interest in the USRPHC, must Note that H.R. 3838 seeks to resolve this issue by
deduct and withhold a 10% tax on the amount received including a provision which would allow corporations
by a foreign shareholder from: (a) any distribution in making a section 897(i) election to be treated as a

respect of either a redemption of all or a part of the domestic corporation for withholding purposes as
stock in the USRPHC; (b) a liquidation,whethercom- well.
plete or partial, of the USRPHCor any subsidiary; or

(c) a deemed sale or exchange of the USRPHC stock
to the extent that the USRPHCis a collapsiblecorpo- 11. Section 1445(f)(4),Temp. Reg. 1.1445-3T(c)(v).
ration.15 12. Section 1445(f)(5).

13. Section 897(c), Treas. Reg. 1.897-1(c).
Note that with respect to liquidating distributions of 14. Section 897(c)(2), Treas. Reg. 1.897-2(c).
non-USRPIsby a domestic corporationwhich has not 15. Section 1445(e)(3).
made a section 337 election, a qualifying statement6 16. See text accompanying fns. 32-41, below.

text
may be requestedon the ground that the foreignshare-

17. See accompanyingfns. 32-41, below.
18. Section 1445(e)(2).holder's surrender of his interest in the corporation 19. Temp. Reg. 1.1445-2T(b)(2)(ii), 1.1445-5T(b)(3)(ii)(C), and

may not be subject to tax under the Foreign Invest- 1.1445-7T(a).
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DISTRIBUTIONSBY PARTNERSHIPS,TRUSTS EXEMPTIONS
AND ESTATESTO FOREIGNPARTNERS,
FOREIGNBENEFICIARIESAND CERTAIN A non-foreign certification of the transferor may be
GRANTORS furnished by the transferor to the transferee.24 It must

state, under penalty of perjury, that the transferor is
A domestic partnership, the trustee of a domestic not a foreign person; give the transferor's name, tax-

trust, and the executor of a domestic estate must de- payer identificationnumber, and home address (in the
duct and withhold a 10% tax on any amountunder the case of an individual) or office address. No particular
custodyof any such person, which is attributableto the form is prescribed for the certification;and there is no

disposition ofa USRPI by the entity and is includible implication that the certification must be sworn out
in the incomeof either a foreignpartnerof the partner- before a notary, an issue which was of great concern

ship; a foreign beneficiary of the trust or estate; or a to many foreign investors. Non-mandatorysamplecer-

foreign person who is treated as the owner of the trust tification forms which the IRS will accept are set forth
under section 671.20 at Temp. Reg. 1.1445-2T(b)(2)(111

...

)(A) and (B). The
transfereemust retain the certificationuntil the end ofA domestic or foreign partnership, the trustee of a the fifth year following the taxable year in which thedomestic or foreign trust, and the excecutor of a transfer takes place. A foreign corporation that has

domestic or foreign estate, any of which distribute a made an election under section 897(i) may furnish thisUSRPI to a foreign partneror beneficiary in exchange certification if it attaches a copy of the IRS's acknow-for all or a part o his interest in the entity, as provided ledgment of the election under Treas. Reg. 1.897-
by section 897(g), must deduct and withholda 10% tax 3(d)(4) subject, however, to the exception from this
on the fair market value of the USRPI at the time of

exemption, discussed below.25the distribution. Note, however, that since regulations
under sections 897(e)(2) and 897(g) have not yet been A non-foreign certificationf a non-public domestic
promulgated to define when a distribution of an in- corporation exempts from withholding the transfer of
terest in an entity may be taxable, withholding on any nterest in a non-public domestic corporation. It
distribution of such interests will be postponed until may be furnished by a corporation to the transferee
section 897(g) regulations are effective.21 and states, under penalty of perjury, that the corpora-

tion was not a USRPHC for the previous five years.Note also that H.R. 3838 proposes that domestic Note that H.R. 3838 would add an alternative certifi-
partnerships, estates and trusts withhold on distribu- cation that interests in the corporationare not USRPIstions of USRPIsat the rate of28% of the gain realized, because the corporation either held as USRPIs or be-
to the extent that the gain iS taken into account by or

allocable to a foreign beneficiary or foreign partner,
cause the USRPIs held by the corporation were dis-

a amount
as the case may be. Apparently, it is deemed feasible posed of in transaction in which the full of

was
to withhold on the basis of gain in this circumstance gain recognized.26No particular form is required,

and there is no implication that certification must besince the transferor's fiduciary will have some notion
of the transferor's basis in the distributed interest. sworn out before a notary. Acceptable sample certifi-

cations are, however,set forth at Temp. Reg. 1.1445-However, the 28% rate assumes that all partners and
2T(b)(2)(iii)(A)and (B). The retention requirementsbeneficiaries are corporations, which assumption ap- and the provisions regarding coordination with the

pears unjustified. Section 897(i) election applicable to the non-corporate
Finally, H.R. 3838 seeks to amend section 1445(e)(4) certification,set forth above, apply here as well. Well-
to omit the specific reference to distributions subject advisedpurchasersof stock in any domesticnon-public
to tax pursuant to section 897(g), inasmuch as such corporation will seek such a certificationand support-
distributions may also be subject to tax pursuant to ing warranties in the purchase agreement.
section 897(e)(2)(B)and should, therefore, be subject exem not
to withholding as well. The foregoingcertification tions do apply if

the transferee has knowledge t aat a certification is
false, whether such knowledge is either actual or con-

structive, by virtue of notice of false certification, is-
sued pursuant to section 1445(d)(1), by an agent of
either the transferor or transferee.27 The agent who

TRANSFEREESOF NON-CORPORATEENTITY furnishesthis notice, however, must have actual know-
INTERESTS ledge. In the case of a foreign corporate transferor, its

agent will be deemed to have actual knowledge that
The transfereeof a partnership interestor a beneficial anynon-foreignaffidavit is false.
interest in a trust or estate must deduct and withhold
a 10% tax on the amount realized on the disposition.22
Since regulations under sections 897(e)(2) and 897(g)

20. Section 1445(e)(I) and (4).
21. Temp. Reg 1.1445-5T(b)(8)(v).

have not yet been promulgated to define when a dis- 22. Section 1445(e)(5)
tribution of an interest in an entity may be taxable, 23. Temp. Reg I.1445-5T(b).(8)(v)
withholding on distribution of such interests will be 24. Temp. Reg 1.1445-2T(b)(2)

25. See text accompanying fns. 27-31, below.postponed until section 897(g) regulations are effec- 26 Section 897(c)(1)(B)
tive. 3 27. Section 1445(b)(7)
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The notice of false certification must be filed with the facts; (b) a claimed exemption from U.S. tax, based
transferee as soon as possible, if the transfer has not on a claim under either section 892 or an income tax

yet occurred. If the transfer has occurred, the agent treaty, not made inapplicableafter 31 December 1984
must file the notice within three days of learning that by FIRPTA; and (c) a special agreement for payment
the certification was false.28 Although no form of of tax, which must provide an agreement to pay not

notice of false certification is required, the temporary only the tax, but interest thereon, and/or the trans-

regulations set forth an acceptable form of notice. feror's maximum tax liability, as determined under
Failure to furnish the notice of false certification as Temp. Reg. 1.1445-3T(c); plus a 25% surcharge
specified by the regulations, which includes furnishing securing interest and penalties.37 Additionally, the
a copy of the notice to the IRS,29 will result in imposi- agreement must provide security acceptable to the
tion of direct liabilityfor withholdingon the agent, but IRS, which would include a surety bond of a U.S.

only to the extent of his compensation derived from surety, bank or insurance company;38 a bond secured
the transaction.30 by either U.S. government securities or a certified

check drawn on a bank acceptable to the IRS;39 and a
A transferee is still entitled to rely on a non-foreign letterofcredit issuedby bank acceptableto the IRS.40
certification for payments made pror to delvery of a

a

notice of its falseness. However, the transferee must A transferee who defers withholding in reliance on

thereafter withhold 10% of the amount realized, if application for a withholding certificate which has
possible.31 been applied for with a principal purpose of delaying
A qualifyingstatement that the Secretaryof the Treas- payment, is liable for interest and penalties.The exist-

ury has reached agreement with either the transferor
ence of a principal purpose is rebuttably presumed if

or the transferee that either: (a) the transferor'stax on
the transferee applied for a withholding certificate

the gain from disposition of the USRPI, pursuant to
based on the transferor's maximum tax liability and

section 871(b)(1) or 882(a)(1), will be paid; or (b) the
the liability is ultimately determined to be 90% or

transferor is exempt from such tax. Additionally, the more of the amountotherwserequired to be withheld
and paid over.41

qualifying statement evidences that any unsatisfied
withholding tax liability of the transferor has either Anotherexemptionapplieswhere the amountrealized
been satisfied or adequately secured.32This provision by transferor of a USRPI is less than $ 300,000 and
applies where the transferee receives a qualifying where the property is acquiredby transfereefor use as

statement from the Secretary, which takes the form of his own residence.42The confereesrejected the Senate
a withholding certificate, a-plied for by either the proposal that the property thus acquired be the trans-

transferoror the transferee.3 feree's principal residence. However, the temporary
If the certificate is obtained prior to a transfer, it regulations provide that the subject property will be

notifies the transferee that the withholding is to be
considered as the transferee's residence only if he has
definite plans to reside there for at least 50% of the

reduced, eliminated or made on the special basis pro- number of days that the property is in during the
vided therein. If the certificate is obtained after the

use

transfer, it authorizes a normal or early refund. If the
two 12-month-periodsfollowingthe date of the sale.43

application for a withholding certificate is pending on The exemption for acquiring traded stock applies to

the date of the transfer, the transferee is nevertheless transfers of a class of stock regularly traded on an

obligated to withhold; and if application is submitted establishedsecuritiesmarket.44Note that the securities
at least 30 days prior to the transfer, the transfer is not market in question need not be a domestic securities

required to withhold and pay over until the lOth day market.
following the IRS's determination.34

Prudence dictates a withholding escrow, since the
transferee funds his secondary liability securely and
the transferor assures speedy refund of any excess

liability.
A request for a qualifying statement/withholdingcer- 28. Temp. Reg. 1.1445-4T(c)(1)
tificate will be acted upon within 90 days of receipt.35 29. Temp. Reg. 1445-4T(c)(2).
Applications have no mandated form, but must con- 30. Section 1445(d)(2), Temp. Reg. 1445-4T(e).
tain identification of parties to the transaction, as set 31 Treas. Reg. 1.1445-2T(b)(4)(iv),1.445-4T(d).
forth in Temp. Regs. 1445-3T(b)(1)-(3).36 32. Section 1445(b)(4).

33. Temp. Reg. 1445-3T, passim.
Reasons for applying for a withholding certificate in- 34. Temp. Reg 1.1445-3T(a), 1.1445-3T(f).
clude: (a) appropriatenessof reduced withholding, in

35. Section 1445(c)(3)(B).
36. See, e.g., Rev. Proc. 85-41, 1985-35 I.R.B.

which case the applicationmust includecalculationsof 37. Temp. Reg. 1.1445-3T(e)(2)(iii)
the maximum tax on the disposition, calculated in 38. Temp. Reg. 1.1445-3T(e)(3)(ii).
accordance with Temp. Reg. 1.1445-3T(c)(2); the 39. Temp. Reg. 1.1445-3T(e)(3)(iii).
transferor's unsatisfied withholding liability, calcu- 40. Temp. Reg 1.1445-3T(e)(2)(iv)

lated in accordance with Temp. Reg. 1.1445-
41. Temp. Reg 1.1445-1T(c)(2)(iii)
42. Section 1445(b)(5).

3T(c)(3), and in the case of a request for a special 43. Temp. Reg 1.1445-2T(d)(1)
reduction of tax, a statement of the relevant law and 44. Section 1445(b)(6).
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COORDINATIONWITHNON-RECOGNITION these entities could assume, absent actual knowledge
PROVISIONS to the contrary, that a partner or beneficiary with a

U.S. mailing address is a U.S. person. If these entities
No withholding is required if: (a) the transferor were publicly traded, the presumptionapplied through
notifies the transferee that by virtue of a Code or 31 December 1985. Thereafter, the entity is required
treaty provision, the transferor is not required to rec- to withhold with respect to partners and beneficiaries
ognize gain or loss on the transfer; and (b) the trans- that cannot deliver a non-foreigncertificationor other-
feree forwards the noticeofnon-recognitiontreatment wise establish non-foreign status.
to the IRS in Washington within 10 days of the trans- In lieu of withholding at the time of disposition offer.45 a

USRPI, the entity may withhold on distributions at
No specific form is required for a notice of non-recog- the rate of 20% for individuals and 28% for corpora-
nition treatment, but it must be verified under penalty tions on the gain realized. The election is made by
of perjury and must contain transactional information filing a notice with the IRS in Washington, for which
and a summary of the law and the facts supporting there is no prescribed form but which sets forth the
non-recognition. A notice of non-recognition treat- information required in Temp. Reg. 1.1445-
ment may not be relied upon where not all of the gain 5T(c)(iii)(C).
is subject to non-recognition treatment; where the
transfereeknows or has reason to know that the trans-
feror is not entitled to non-recognitiontreatment; and REPORTING
where the transferee and transferor are related pur-
suant to Treas. Reg. 1.897-1(i). Note that this latter Reporting will continue to be required of foreign per-
requirement, if literally applied, excludes, in practical sons holding direct investments in USRPIs or the
effect, section 351 and 721 transactions. The experi- calendar year, if: (a) those foreign persons are not
ence of some practitioners suggests, however, that engaged in trade or business in the United States dur-
where the interest received in a related party, non-rec- ing the calendar year; and (b) the fair market value of
ognition transaction, will itself be subject to tax on the subject property equals or exceeds $ 50,000.51
disposition, withholdingwill be excused. Attribution rules to be further articulated in future

regulationsprovide that interestsheld by partnerships,
estates and trusts are treated as being owned propor-SPECIALFORECLOSURERULES
tionately by their partners and beneficiaries, as the

A transferee acquiring a USRPI through repossession
case may be; and interests held by the spouse and/or
minorchild of an individualare treated as beingowned

or foreclosure under a mortgage, security agreement, by such individual.52deed of trust, or the like may withhold at the lesser of
10% of the amount realized by the transferor/debtor Returns to be filed at the time and in the manner

over the debts secured by the property at the time of required by regulations yet to be issued will set forth
foreclosure.46 The transferee must file a notice with the name and address of the foreign person holding
the IRS in Washingtonby the lOth day after the trans- the direct investment in the USRPI; a description of
fer; and while no form is prescribed, Temp. Reg. all USRPIs held by such person at any time during the
1.1445-2T(d)(3)(ii)sets forth the requirementsfor the calendar year; and such other information as the Sec-
notice, including the amount of the debt and the fair retary shall prescribe by regulations,53 previously is-
market value of the property. sued regulations under section 6039C having been

withdrawn.The transferee may not rely on this rule if a principal
purposeof the transactionwas to avoid section 1445(a)
withholding.47 Existence of a principal purpose is re-

EFFECTIVEDATESbuttably presumed if the security agreement did not
arise n connectionwith the acquisition,improvement,
or maintenanceof the property; and the total amount Withhoidingprovisionsgenerallyapply to dispositions

of USRPIs after 1 January 1985, except that, as notedof all debts secured by the propertyexceeds 90% of its
above, the transfer of certain entity interests is notfair market value. This rule is not applicable to deeds
subject to withholdinguntil the effectivenessof regula-in lieu of foreclosure. tions dealing with their taxability under FIRPTA. Re-

REITs are treated as trusts, and the withholding rules porting provisions apply to calendar year 1980 and
of Temp. Reg. 1.1445-5T(c)(3)apply.48In the case of subsequentcalendar years.
corporate REITs, the board is treated as the trustee.

However, a REIT will be treated as a trust only if it is 45. Temp. Reg. 1.1445-2T(d)(2).
a trust, for purposes of withholding under sections 46. Temp. Reg. 1.1445-2T(d)(2)(iii).
1445(a), 1445(e)(4), and 1445(e)(5).49Thus,withhold- 47. Temp. Reg 1.1445-2T(d)(3)(iv).

48. Temp. Reg 1.1445-5T(c)(4).ing may be required on transfers of interests in REITs 49. See text accompanying fns. 20-23, above.
that constitute USRPIs under section 1445(a). 50. Temp. Reg. 1.1445-5F(c)(3)

51. Section 6039C(b).Special rules apply to partnershipsor trusts with more 52. Section 6039C(c)(3).
than 100 partners or beneficiaries.5oUntil 1 July 1985, 53 Section 6039C(a)
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CONCLUSION their home countries as to items that were tangential
The withholdingmechanism for collecting the tax im- to determining their U.S. tax liability. Finally, as the

posed by FIRPTA must be viewed in historical con-
IRS ultimatelyrecognized,the reportingrequirements

text. Section 1445 replaces a reporting regime for col- were administrativelyunworkable.
lection of the tax, whose labyrinthinecomplexitywas By contrast, the withholding regime of section 1445 is
articulated in the withdrawn regulations to the report- fairly straightforward.The temporaryregulationsare,
ing section, section 6039C. These reporting require- in most cases, logical, sensible, and workable. In those
ments were often duplicativeand alwayscomplex. Ad- limited cases where they are not, i.e. non-recognition
ditionally, in some cases, they compelled foreign in- transactions, administrative flexibility should smooth
vestors to make incriminating admissions vis--vis an otherwise tortuous path.

[continued from page 362]

The Conference was inaugurated by the Union Law to practical experience with international mutual ad-
Minister, Mr. Asoke K. Sen. It was attended by 136 ministrative assstance in tax matters. Mr. A. Keller,
delegates representing leading public and private sec- from the Federal RevenueService (Division for Inter-
tor companies, the Ministry of Finance, the Govern- nationalTax Law and Tax Treaties), lecturedon inter-
ment of India and the Diplomatic Missions in New national mutual administrative assstance under tax
Delhi. IFA and its Indian Branch received wide press treaties; Dr. L. Frei, from the Federal Police Depart-
coverage reporting on the Conference. ment (Division for InternationalMutual Legal Assist-

ance), spoke on the delimitationof tax fraud and tax
Seminar in Nepal evason; Dr. B. Trinkler, Chief State Attorney of the

Canton of Zurich, spoke on the practic regarding the
At the time of submitting the Annual Report 1985 the application of the Law on international assistance in
India Branch was organising, together with the Insti- criminal matters by the cantonal authorities;Prof. Dr.
tute of Productivityand Management,UP, a Seminar G. Broggini, Professor at the University Cattolica di
on Strategies for corporate tax and investment plan- Milano, covered the international exchange of infor-
ning, following recent changes in Government mation; and Mr. R van Siebenthal, deputy director of
policies from 19 through 24 June 1986 in Kathmandu the ATAG, Allgemeine Treuhand A.G., Bern, dis-
(Nepal). cussed the response from abroad to new Swiss de-

velopments.
Developments in the India Branch

Meetingof 14 June 1985
The India Branch was founded on 3 June 1983. In 1984
it had 19 corporate and 34 individual members. These During the June meeting, held in Zurich, the subject

of the taxation of married and unmarried couples wasnumbers increased to 25 corporate and 43 individual discussed. Prof.Dr. D. Yersin lectured on the theorymembers in 1985. Of course, there is a tremendous and the actual legal situation regarding couples; andpotential for furthergrowth and effortsare being made Prof.Dr. P. Locher spoke the pilot decision of theto make IFA more widely known in India, e.g. by
on

organising regional meetings to which senior finance Bundesgericht (Federal Court) dealing with the taxa-

and tax managers of companies are invited. tion of married couples. The subsequentpanel discus-
sion was chaired by Prof.Dr. P. Bckli. Prof.Dr. R.

The Indian IFA Branch is led by an Executive Com- Rhinow and Mr. F. Fessler, Directorof the Cantonal
mittee consisting of 11 members. Its officers, which Tax OfficeofZurich,participatedon the panel.
are charged with the day-to-daymanagement,are cur-

rently Messrs. O.P. Vaish (Chairman), Subodh Meetingof 15 November1985
Chandra (Vice-Chairman),N.S. Jain (Secretary),and
G.C. Jain (Treasurer). Messrs. R. Pennone, member of the Board of Socit

Anonyme de Revision et d'Expertise Fiscale, and P.
Gillioz (attorney) reported on the subjects discussedSWISSBRANCH
at the 1985 London IFA Congress. The reports for the
1986 New York IFA Congress were submitted by the1985 Report national reporters, i.e. Messrs. P. Spori and R. von

The numberof individualmembersincreasedfrom 292 Siebenthal, director and deputy director of the
to 314 and corporatemembershipfrom73 to 76. ATAG, Allgemeine Treuhand AG, Bern, respec-

assets outIn 1985 the Swiss Branch of IFA met on 7 February, 13 tively, on Subject I (Transferof into and of a

June and 14 November. Apart from organizational taxing jurisdiction) and Mr. B. Schnider, director of
Arthur Andersen AG, Zurich, on Subject II (Cur-matters, recent national and international tax prob-

lemswere discussed. rency fluctuations and internationaldouble taxation).
During the last part of the meeting Mrs. G. Laffelyof
the Cantonal Tax Office of Lausanne lectured on theMeetingof 7 February1985
tax provisionsof the law social security for freeon pro-

This meeting, which was held in Basel, was dedicated fessions. [continuedon page 412]
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DeterminationofResidencyof
AlienIndividualsforU.S.
FederalIncomeTaxPurposes 'i
By BarbaraM. Zak

INTRODUCTIONAND HISTORICALBACKGROUND

Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1984 (Act), the U.S. Federal Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended (Code) did not define the terms

resident alien or non-resident alien for income tax purposes. Con-
sequently, the determinationof an alien's residency was left largely to the
courts, where the issue was resolved under an inexact facts and cir-
cumstances test in which an analysis of many elements was considered.
Typically, an examination was made of an alien's assets and activities
within the United States compared to his or her assets and activities
elsewhere. Various factors considered often included: time spent in the
United States; immigration status; the purchase of a home or long-term
lease; marital status and residence of the alien's family; situs of clothing
and pergonalpossessions;participationin communityactivities; telephone
listing; U.S. driver's license and registrationofautomobiles;and participa-
tion in U.S. business ventures. No one factor was consistently treated as

controlling. A completely different test of U.S. residency partially based
on the English Common Law concept of domicile was used for U.S. Barbara M. Zak is an attorney with Finley,
federal estate and gift tax purposes. Kumble, Wagner, Heine, Underberg &

Manley, Beverly Hills, California. Her areas

One of the most important concepts under prior federal income tax law, of practice include international tax plan-
and the one which would eventually be changed under the Act, was the nng for domestic and foreign corpora-

principle that determination of residency for U.S. federal income tax tions, and non-resident individuals. In ad-

purposes is made separately from the determination of residency for dition, she teaches international business
law and internationaltax planningat UCLA.

immigrationpurposes. While the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS)/66

took the position that, while an alien'svisa classificationwas not necessar- Ms Zak received a J.D. degree from the

ily determinative of an alien's status for tax purposes, it was treated as University of California, Hastings College
evidence of his or her intent, purpose, and activity. Rev. Rul. 58-144, of the Law. She received an A.B. from the

1958-1 C.B. 260. However, an alien whose stay was limited to a definite University of Michigan, where she was

elected to Phi Beta Kappa. She also re-
period by the immigration laws was not a resident alien absent excep- ceived a IVIaster's Degree (M A ) in Latin
tional circumstances.Treas. Reg. Section 1.871-2(b). See TongsunPark American Studies from Stanford Univer-
v. Commissioner,79 T.C. 17 (1982), where the U.S. Tax Court found such sity, where she was the recipient of a Fel-

exceptional circumstances. See also, Rev. Rul. 81-70, 1981-1 C.B. 389, lowship in International Studies.

holding that an alien who lived illegally in the United States for eight years From 1975 to 1976, Ms. Zak served as
was a resident of the U.S. for federal income tax purposes. Editor of Corporate Taxation in Latin

While the U.S. federal income tax system subjects a resident alien to tax
America(a comprehensive loose-leaf ser-

vice on Latin American taxation) at the In-
on his or her worldwide income in a similar manner as a U.S. citizen, i.e., ternational Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-
on income from all sources, wherever derived (Section 61), a non-resi- tion in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
dent alien is taxed only on income from sources within the United States
and on certain income effectively connected with (or attributable to) Ms. Zak is a member of the State Bar of

California, Taxation Section (Member othe conductof a trade or businesswithin the United States. The worldwide Executive Committee), the Internationa
income less allowable deductions of a resident alien is subject to U.S. Law Section of the American Bar Associa-
federal income tax at the regular graduated rates. A non-residentalien's tion (International Taxation Committee,

passive U.S. source income is subject to tax at a flat 30% rate withheld at Inter-AmericanLaw Committee), the Taxa-

source (unless reduced by an applicable income tax treaty), while effec- tion Section of the American Bar Associa-
tion (Committee on Foreign Activities of

tively connected income is generally subject to taxation on a net basis at U.S. Taxpayers, Foreign Tax Credit Sub-
graduated rates. Consequently,an individual'sclassification as a resident committee)as well as many other Commit-
or non-resident alien for U.S. federal income tax purposes may have tees.

significant financial consequences.
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THE NEW RULES resident of the United States at any time during the
calendar year beginning in 1985, the starting date for

To alleviate much of the uncertainty surrounding the his or her residency for federal income tax purposes
determination of residence status and its resulting in- (except under circumstances where a special transi-
come tax consequences, Congress believed that the tional rule applies) is the first day in the calendar year
U.S. federal income tax laws should provide a more on which he or she is physically present in the United
objective definition of residence for U.S. federal in- States as a lawful permanent resident. Section
come tax purposes. See General Explanation of the 7701(b)(2)(A)(ii). He or she will remain a resident
Revenue Provisions of the Deficit Reduction Act of until he or she surrenders his or her green card and
1984 (prepared by the Staff of the Joint Committeeon abandons his or her claim of permanent residency
Taxation, 31 December1984). An objectivedefinition under the U.S. immigration laws. Section
might allow some aliens who should, as a matter of 7701(b)(2)(B). Once residency is establishedfor U.S.
policy, be taxable as residents to avoid resident status, federal income tax purposes, an alien individual will
and might impose resident status on some aliens who continue to be treated as a resident until the last day
were not residents under the former rules. Neverthe- of the given calendar year on which he or she was a

less, Congress determined that the certainty provided lawful permanent resident provided he or she estab-
by the Act's objective definition outweighed other lishes a closer connection to a foreign country and he
considerations. Section 138 of the Act amended Sec- or she does not become a residentof the United States
tion 7701 of the Code by adding a new Section 7701(b) for federal income tax purposes in the immediately
to define both resident alien and non-residentalien for succeedingcalendar year.
U.S. federal income tax purposes. No change was

made in the definition of residency (domicile) for fed-
eral estate and gift tax purposes. SUBSTANTIALPHYSICALPRESENCETEST

Essentially, under new Section 7701, immigrationand
tax concepts are integrated for the first time. For tax- An alien individual is also treated as a resident for
able years beginningafter 31 December 1984, the new U.S. federal income tax purposes in any calendaryear
rules are applied to determine whether an alien indi- that he or she is present in the United States for a

vidual is a resident of the United States for U.S. fed- substantial period during the calendar year as deter-
eral income tax purposes. The rules provide that an mined under a special three-year weighted average
alien individual shall be treated as a resident with formula. If the special transitional rules described
respect to any calendar year only if such an individual below for the years 1985 and 1986 do not apply, an

satisfies either of two tests: (1) the lawful permanent alien individualwill be considered to have satisiied the
residence (green card) test or (2) the substantial substantial presence test in a given calendaryear if (a)
presence test. An alien who has not established his or the number of days the individual is present in the
her taxable year is treated as having the calendaryear United States during the current calendar year; plus
for this purpose. An alien who has properly elected a one third of the days in the immediately preceding
fiscal year for U.S. federal income tax purposes will calendar year; plus one sixth of the days in the second
be treated as a resident in any portionof his or her own preceding calendar year, equals or exceeds 183 days
fiscal year that is within any part of the calendar year and (b) during the given calendar year the individual
the lawful permanent residence test is satisfied. was present in the United States at least 31 days. For

most aliens, this general rule does not become fully
applicable until calendar year 1987. Section

LAWFULPERMANENTRESIDENCETEST 7701(b)(3). Act Section 138(b)(1)(A)(ii).
an was at

Beginning in 1985, an alien individual is considered to Only alien who resident the close of both
calendar years 1983 and 1984 under the prior law (orbe a resident of the United States for federal income the special physical presence rule for green card hold-

tax purposes if he or she is a lawful permanent resi-
ers in 1984) will have his or her residencystatus deter-

dent of the United States at any time during the mined in calendar year 1985 (and subsequent years)calendar year. Section 7701(b)(1)(A)(1).For this pur- under the general three-year rule described above. If
pose, the individual is a lawful resident of the United

an individualwas a resident of the United States as of
States if he or she has the privilege of residing perma- the close of 1984, but was not a resident of the United
nently in the United States as an immigrant under the States as of the close of 1983 underthe rules applicableU.S. immigration laws (holds a green card ) and his for those years, the determination of his or her resi-
or her status has not been revoked or administratively dency for 1985 and 1986 under the physical presenceor judiciallydeterminedto have been abandoned. Sec- but the lawful residence (greention 7701(b)(5). Under the special transitionalrule, an test, not permanent

test
alien who held a green card at any time during 1984 card) will be made by counting only the days in

1984 and subsequent ears as provided under the for-
will be a resident for federal income tax purposes in mula. For purposes of this special transitional rule in
1985 (and subsequent years) without being physically determining residency in 1985 and 1986, an alien will
present in the United States in 1985 (and subsequent be treated as a resident for calendaryear 1984 (regard-years). less of his or her actual reporting status) for that year
In the case of an individualwho is a lawful permanent if he or she was a lawful permanent resident of the
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United States throughout the year or he or she was an alien individual who does not hold a green card
resent in the United States at any time in 1984 while in a given taxable year may establish that he or she is
ae or she was a lawful permanent resident. not a resident of the United States. The safe havens

are available even though the individual satisfies the
The transitional rules for 1985 and 1986 are illustrated substantial presence test described above. However,
by two examples. If a non-resident was a resident at the safe havens are not available to an alien who
the close of 1984, but not 1983, he or she is a resident satisfies the lawful permanent residence (green
for U.S. federal income tax purposes in 1985 only if card) test. These special safe havens are as follows:

da) he or she was present in 1985 for at least 31 days
and db) the sum of the days present in 1985 plus one

a. The individual is not treated as satisfying the sub-

third of the days present in 1984 equalsor exceeds 183. stantial presence test for a given calendar year if

Under the same crcumstances, he or she would be a di) he or she is present in the United States for less

resident for federal income tax purposes in 1986 only
than 183 days n the calendar year, (ii) he or she

if da) he or she was present in 1986 for at least 31 days
has established a tax home in a foreign country

and db) the sum of the days present in 1985 plus one (essentially the place where the individual main-

third of the days present in 1985 plus one sixth of the tains his or her regular or principal place of busi-

days present in 1984 equals or exceeds 183 days. ness), (iii) he or she has a closerconnection to such

foreign country than to the United States and (iv)
he or she has neither made application for adjust-If the individualwas not a residentof the United States

as of the close of calendar year 1984 as determined ment of status nor taken steps to apply for status

under prior law or under the special deemed residence as a lawful permanent resident of the United
States. Section 7701(b)(3)(B). Since an individual

rule, the determinationof whether the individual will
be treated as satisfying the substantial presence test

must show a closer connection to another country
is made by taking into account only the days present through all the facts and circumstances, the old

in the United States after 1985. Act Section subjective standard Congress sought to eliminate

138(b)(2)(A). For 1985, an alien individual who was
in the residency area has been preserved,albeit for
limited purposes.not a resident of the United States for federal income

tax purposes in 1983 or 1984 actually or under the b. The individual will not be treated as present in
deemed residence rule is treated as a resident only if the United States on any day if he or she is a for-
he or she is present in the United States in 1985 for at eign government-related individual. Section
least 183 days. For 1986, an alien individual who was 7701(b)(4)(B). This applies to any individual who
not a resident of the United States in 1984 is treated iS temporarily present in the United States by
as a resident of the United States only if da) he or she reason ofa diplomaticstatus or visa which the IRS,
is present in the United States for at least 31 days in after consultation with the Secretary of State, de-
1986 and db) the sum of the days present in the United termines represents full time diplomatic or coun-

States in 1986 plus one third of the days present in 1985 selor status; to any individual who is a full time

equals or exceeds 183 days. For 1987, the alien indi- employeeof an internationalorganization;or any-
vidual will be a residentof the United States only if(a) one who is a member of the immediate family of
he or she is present in 1987 for at least 31 days and db) such a diplomatic or international organization
the sum of the days present in the United States n employee.
1987 plus one third of the days present in 1986 plus one

sixth of the days presentin 1985 exceeds 183 days. The c. An alien individualwill not be treated as physically
rules for 1988 and subsequent years are applied as present in the United States if he or she is tem-

described for 1987. porarily present in the United States under a J visa

relating to teachers or trainees temporarilyadmit-
For the first year in which the substantial hysical ted to the United States. Section 7701(b)(4)(C).
presence test is satisfied, the starting date sba 1 be the However, an alien individual claiming an exemp-
first day he or she is present in the United States other tion as a teacher or trainee will nevertheless be
than during a time not to exceed 10 days if he or she treated as physically present in the United States
maintained a closer connection to a foreign country. if for any two of the six preceding calendar years
If an alien individual has established his or her U.S. he or she did not count his or her presence in the

residency under the physical presence test, he or she United States becauseof the exemptonapplicable
may establish non-residencyor that year only by es- to either students, teachers, or tranees.

tablishing a closer connection to a foreign country, d. An alien individual would not be treated physi-remain hysically present in the United States for 10
as

or less days for any period thereafter and not become cally present in the United States if di) he or she is

a U.S. residentin the immediatelysucceedingcalendar temporarilypresent in the United States by reason

of being a full time student admitted under a F
year. or J visa and (ii) he or she has substantiallycom-

plied with the requirements for being so present.
SAFEHAVENSUNDERTHE PHYSICAL In each calendar year after the fifth calendar year
PRESENCETEST in which the individual claims an exemption as

either a student, teacher, or trainee he or she will
A number of safe havens are provided under which be required to establish that he or she does not
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intend to permanently reside in the United States domestic (U.S.) corporation and debt obligations
and that he or she meets the requirements de- of a U.S. person whether or not such interests are
scribed above. Section 7701(b)(4)(E). U.S. real property interests.

Exceptasprovidedbelow, an individualwho is present Essentially, such a non-resident is subject to U.S. fed-
in the Unted States at any time on any day is treated eral income tax imposedon his or her net income from
as present in the United States on that day for this U.S. sources under a graduated rate schedule rather
purpose. A number of special mechanical rules are than a flat tax imposed on gross income (without de-
provided for determining whether the physical pres- ductions) at a 30% rate or a reduced rate as provided
ence test has been satisfied in given circumstances as by an applicable income tax treaty. During the inter-
follows: vening period of non-residency, the transitional non-

a. The days duringwhich an alien individualis unable resident is subject to tax on certain portfolio income
and capital gains derived from U.S. sources whichto leave the United States because of a medical
otherwise would be exempt in the hands of a non-res-condition of his or her own that arose while such
ident alien. Such individualswould appear to be eligi-individual is present in the United States will not

be counted toward the 183-day requirement. Sec- ble to claim benefits under any applicable income tax

tion 7701(b)(3)(B). treaty.

b. An alien is not present in the United States while
he or she is in transit between two points outside TAX TREATY CONSIDERATIONS
of the United States and physically present in the
United States for less than 24 hours. Section A majority of the U.S. income tax treaties signed in
7701(b)(6)(C). the last 20 years contain articles defining residence ,

c. An alien who regularly commutes to employment withtie-breaker rules under which the situation of

or self-employment in the United States from his dual residents can be resolved. However, the tie-

or her place of residence in Canada or Mexico is breaker rules determine residence only for purposes
of the particulartreatyand not for general (non-treaty)not treated as present in the United States on any of the Code. In otherwords, the articleday in which he or she is commuting. Section purposes treaty

7701(b)(6)(B). supersedes the Code only to the extent that the treaty
covers a particularitem of income which is affected by
the residency status of the recipient. Generally, the

SPECIALTAXREGIMEFOREXPATRIATE treaty contains provisions which merely provide that
certain classes of income will be subject to tax in theRESIDENTALIEN
country of source. Even though Congress apparently

A special U.S. federal tax regime applies to a resident did not intend for the new residency rules to override

alien who after having been a resident for U.S. federal treaty obligations with respect to the tie-breaker
rules (See GeneralExplanationof the Revenue Provi-income tax purposes for three or more consecutive
sions of the Deficit ReductionAct of 1984, supra), thecalendar years ceases to be a resident of the United

States and subsequently within three calendar years
Act treats the alien as a U.S. resident for purposes of

thereafter reestablishes his or her residency for U.S. the internal laws of the United States. Thus, the treaty
federal income tax purposes. During the intervening non-resident/statutoryresident could be considered a

period while he or she is a non-residentof the United U.S. person with respect to the application of certain

States (up to a three-yearperiod), he or'she is subject indirect taxes .

to special federal income tax treatment of the follow- If aliens who are non-residents for treaty purposes,
ing items of gross income: but are residents for Code purposes, own more than

a. Gross income derived from dividends paid by a
50% of the voting power of a foreign corporation, the

domestic (U.S.) corporation without substantial corporation will be a controlled foreign corporation.
foreign operations and by a foreign corporation Certain categoriesof income less allocable deductions

with substantial U.S. operations; are attributable, whether or not distributed, to share-
holders of 10% or more who are U.S. citizens or resi-

b. Gross income from interest paid by a domestic dents. The U.S. income tax treaty with the alien's
(U.S.) corporationwithout substantial foreign op- country may prevent U.S. taxation of the alien's share
erations and a foreign corporationwith substantial of undistributedearningsof the controlledforeigncor-
U.S. operations and by any other U.S. resident; poration. But, the United States will apply its regular

c. Other fixed determinable and periodic gross in- rules in determining the U.S. federal income tax con-

come derived from sources within the United sequences to any U.S. citizen (or resident alien not

States and other than portfolio interest (interest protected by an applicable treaty) who is a minority
from bank accountsholding funds not used in U.S. 10% shareholder in that controlled foreign corpora-
business activities) and income otherwise exempt

tion. It is interesting to note, by contrast, that in Its 29
March 1982 proposal to change the former residencyfrom federal income tax in the hands of a U.S.

taxpayer; and rules, the Committeeon U.S. Activitiesof Foreigners
and Tax Treaties of the American Bar Association

d. Gains from the sale or exchange of shares of a recommended the adoption of a special rule limiting
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the application of the indirect taxes of Sections 531, card and avoid U.S. residence for income tax pur-
541, 551, 679 or 957 under these circumstances. poses. However, planning latitude is permitted with

regard to physical presence in the United States. For
example, an alien who has never been physically pre-
sent in the United States after 31 December 1984 may,

PLANNINGOPPORTUNITIES without adverse consequences, stay in the United
States for up to 182 days in 1986. However,undersuch

A significant number of aliens have become residents circumstances, he or she could stay only 122 days in
of the United States without undertaking advance 1987, but only 29 days in 1988 (assuming the stays in
planning. Opportunitiesstill exist for these individuals prior years were the maximum length permitted).
for 1987. He or she may plan to avoid satisfyingeither Long term flexibility is greatestunder the 120-dayplan
of the two basic tests for residency in 1987. This re- described above.
quires the surrendering of any green card to the An alien who knows that he she will becomeappropriate U.S. consular official and avoiding the or a

resident for U.S. tax purposes should consider certainrequiste physical presence in the United States for
advance tax planning steps. The alien should consider1987. In addition, these individualsshould take appro- selling or giving away to family members assets whosepriate action before 1987 to avoid the application of

the special three-year alien expatriation rules de- current value exceeds their original cost. Ownership
scribed above. Even if personalcircumstancesprevent

nterests in foreign (non-U.S.) corporations should

the establishmentof non-residentstatus for U.S. fed- perhaps be restructured to avoid status as a controlled

eral income tax purposes in 1987, tax planning may foreign corporation once U.S. income residence is es-

still be possible if U.S. residence for estate and gift tax
tablished. Burdensome reporting requirements and

purposes has not yet been established. Assets other tax labilities may be imposed on U.S. residents who

than real property, cash, or personal property located are shareholders of a controlled foreign corporation.
in the United States may be given to non-residentalien Reporting of foreign bank accounts to the U.S. De-

family members or to appropriately drafted trusts. partment of Treasury may also be avoided by pre-resi-
The income subsequently derived from such assets dency restructuring. Considerationshould be given to

the domesticationof foreign trusts or renunciation of
may then avoid U.S. taxation.

interests in such foreign trusts to avoid adverse U.S.
Aliens who wish to continue non-resident status for tax liability and reporting consequences. The estab-
U.S. federal income tax purposes should consider the lishment of U.S. federal income tax residence may
following simple strategy: make it more difficult to avoid residence for U.S.

(a) do not apply for United States permanent resi-
federal estate and gift tax purposes. Hence, advance

dence (green card) status; and planning to reduce the size of an alien's prospective
(b) do not stay in the United States (including Hawaii federal taxable estate may be in order. Such planning

and Alaska) more than 120 full or partial days in would involve pre-residencygifts and the impementa-
tion of various asset valuation freeze techniques such

any given calendar year. as installment sales and recapitalization of corpora-
Under the new law, there is no way to hold a green tions.
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WorldwideCombinedReporting
TheEnd is inSight--

By LeonardW. Rothschild,Jr.

In my first article on this subject (37 Bulletin for International Fiscal
Documentation2 (1983) at 59-64), I examined the unitary tax concept and
its effect on foreign-basedmultinationalcompanies,and describedcertain
proposed Federal and state legislation. I concluded in that article that no

further Federal or state legislative action would occur until after the U.S.
Supreme Court decided the ContainerCorporationof Americacase.

.

In a subsequentarticle (38 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation t -IY
4 (1984) at 153-156), I explained the decision in ContainerCorporationof * ,
America, and described other developmentssuch as the Worldwide Uni-
tary Taxation Working Force, pending judicial action, and proposedFed- 'd:.

' '. eN
eral and stat legislation. I concluded that although the ContainerCorpo-
ration of America decision was a serious set-back for domestic (U.S.)
parent corporations, the decision did not affect foreign-based (non-U.S.)
parent corporations. Furthermore,while I expressed a hope that Federal
legislation would be enacted, I stated that the better and more likely
solution would be for unilateral action by the states to abandonworldwide
combined reporting.

j,

Fortunatelymany states, in an effort to attract additional investment,have
already taken legislativeaction to limit combinedreporting to the water's
edge (this includes taxing business activities only within the water's
edge of the United States). This article will explain the positive action
taken by a number of states, as well as to update the current legislative
proposalsand pendingcourt cases that affect worldwidecombinedreport-
ng.

CURRENTDEVELOPMENTSRELATINGTO WORLDWIDE Mr. Rothschild is a Certified Public Ac-
countant and Attorney, having graduatedUNITARYTAXATION from the University of San Francisco (B.S.
1969, J.D. 1975)

As of 1 January 1986 seven states (Alaska, California, Idaho, Montana, Mr. Rothschild is RegularCorrespondenta
New Hampshire, North Dakota, and Utah) required use of the unitary from the United States for the Bulletin, and
tax method with respect to an affiliated group's worldwide income. This has published several articles in the Bulle-
method of taxation is vigorously opposed by the federal government, tin, as well as in The Tax Advisorand the

many foreign governments, and many multinational companies. As a Journalof StateTaxation.He also lectures

result of the objections there has been considerable pressure on these frequentlyon international tax subjects.
seven states to modify the unitary method and limit its application to the Mr. Rothschild is a member of the United

water's edge. States Branch of the International Fiscal
Association, the CaliforniaCouncil of Inter-
national Trade, the San Francisco Interna-
tional Tax Group, and a co-founderof the

BACKGROUND San FranciscoForeignTax Club. He is also
a member of the American Instituteof Cer-

On 27 June 1983 the U.S. Supreme Court upheld California'sworldwide tified Public Accountants, the California

combined reporting system of taxation as applied to a U.S. corporation Society of Certified Public Accountants,
and the State Bar of California.

and its foreign subsidiaries in ContainerCorporationofAmericav. Fran-
chise Tax Board. A footnote in the decision stated that no opinion was

Mr. Rothschild is a partner in the San Fran-
cisco officeof Deloitte Haskins& Sells, and

being expressed on the constitutionalityof the worldwide combined re- is the Regional International Tax Partner
porting system with respect to state taxation of a domestic corporation for the Pacific Northwest Region.
with foreign parents.
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In order to address the objections of many foreign It should be noted that in the one-year period ended
governments and multinational corporations, on 23 31 Julv 1985 five states ceased taxing on a worldwide

September 1983 the Administration announced the basis (Colorado,Florida, Indiana, Massachusetts,and
establishmentof a Working Group was charged with Oregon), and Utah issued regulations that would ter-

producing recommendations.., that will be conduc- mnate its use of the worldwide unitary method upon
tive to harmonious international economic relations, implementationof the proposed federal legislation.
while also respecting the fiscal rights and privilegesof
the individual states. On 4 September 1984 the Final Notwithstanding the considerable progress made in

Reportof the WorldwideUnitaryWorkingGroupwas eliminatingworldwideunitary taxation,Californiaand

released. Although a consensus was not reached, the five other states had not enacted legislation to repeal
worldwide unitary taxation. Therefore, on 8

membersof the WorldwideUnitaryTaxationWorking November 1985 President Reagan instructed the
Group were in basic agreement on three principles: TreasurySecretary to begin work on federal legislation
1. Use of a water'sedge unitary combinationfor both to restrict the states' use of the unitary method with

U.S. and foreign-basedcompanies. respect to worldwide combined reporting. The con-

cept of the legislationwould address the following two
2. Increased federal administrative assistance and issues:

cooperation with the states to promote full tax-

payer disclosure and accountability. 1. Provide that multinationalsbe taxed by states only
on income derived from the Territoryof the Unit-

3. Competitive balance for U.S. multinationals, ed States (the water's edge requirement);and
foreign multinationals, and purely domestic
businesses. 2. Address the question of equitable taxation of

foreign-sourcedividends.
Since the Working Group failed to reach a consensus,
its only significantcontributionwas to provide a forurn As part of the announcementPresident Reagan indi-

for debate, and to allow additional time for certain cated that where appropriate the U.S. would enter

states to unilaterally act to modify their unitary tax into negotiations to amend double taxation agree-

legislation. ments to eliminate the worldwide unitary method,
would pursue enactment of the domestic spreadsheet

When it became apparent that the Working Group legislation (the 8 July 1985 proposed legislation), and
would not reach a consensus, the Treasury Secretary, represent its interestsn appropriatecontroversiesand
on 31 July 1984, stated to President Reagan, If there cases in the judicial system.
are not sufficient signs of appreciable progress by the
states in this area by 31 July of next year [1985],
whether by legislative or administrative action, I will PROPOSEDFEDERALLEGISLATION(S. 1974)
recommend to you that the Administration propose
federal legislation that would give effect to a water's On 18 December 1985 Senator Pete Wilson (R-
edge limitation... California) introduced S.1974, which is the bill au-

In the meantime, the U.K. Budget that was released thored by the Treasury Secretary. This is now the

in March 1985 containeda provisionenabling the U.K. primary bill on the federal level that would limit appli-
Treasury to retaliate against U.S. states that assessed cation of the worldwide unitary taxation method.

income tax on a worldwide unitary basis. The legisla- While there are some other proposals before Con-
tion gives the U.K. Treasury the power to deny a gress, S.1974 is the leading bill and the only billlikely
credit for advancecorporationtax (ACT) on dividends to be seriouslyconsideredn 1986. This bill, in addition
paid by U.K. subsidiaries to certain U.S. parent com- to limiting use of the worldwide unitary method of
panies that also operate in unitary states. Although taxation and modifying the taxation of foreign-source
the legislation could have been effective for dividends dividends, incorporates the domestic spreadsheet
paid on or after 1 April 1985, the U.K. Government legislation that was proposed on 8 July 1985 (with
has announced that the legislation will not become some modifications). S.1974 would be effective for
effective any sooner than 1 January 1987. This is to taxable years beginning after 31 December 1986.
allow U.S. states (or federal government) sufficient
time to enact legislation in order to avoid U.K. retali- Under proposed section 7518, IRC, the states would

ation. be prohibited from requiring worldwide combined re-

porting from corporations which have less than
In response to the U.K. legislation, threatened re- $ 10,000,000of business activity in the United States,
taliatory legislation from other countries, and the fail- or conducted less than 20% of their businesswithin the
ure of the Working Group to reach a meaningfulcon- United States in the last tax year. Instead, these
sensus, the TreasuryDepartmenton 8 July 1985 issued foreign corporations would use the water's edge
for public comment proposed leislation that would method. Therefore, a foreign parent corporationwith
provide federal administrativeassistance to states that a subsidiary in the United Stateswouldnot be included
do not employ the worldwide unitary method. This in a worldwide combined report unless the foreign
proposal would permit the federal government to parent had either $ 10,000,000 of business activitv in
share new information obtained from multinational the United States or conducted 20% or more o its
companies (domesticspreadsheet legislation). business activity in the United States in the last year.
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Of course, the United States subsidiary would con- a 25,000 dollar penalty will apply. If the 1986 return is
tinue to be subject to state income tax. due 15 March 1987 but is never filed, a maximum

However, a foreign corporation that carries on sub- penalty of 25,000 dollars will be assessed for that re-

stantial economic activity and is not subject to a sub- turn. In addition, the affected states will be permitted
stantial foreign tax on its net income (as prescribed in to impose fines or penalties for negligence, fraud, or

regulations), could still be included in a worldwide understatementof income or of tax liability.
combined report unless at least 50% of sales, 50% of Section 6013, IRC, would be amended to allow the
paymentsfor expenses (other than paymentsfor intan- information filed with the federal government to be

gible property), or 80% of all payments for expenses made available to states for the purposeof administra-
are made to related companies that can be includedin tion of their tax laws. In addition, informationfiled by
a combined report. treaty countrieswith the federalgovernmentwould be

The prohibition of requiring worldwide combined re-
made available to the states to the extent allowed by

porting would not apply if the taxpayer failed to com-
the particular tax treaty.

ply with the domestic spreadsheet disclosure require- While S.1974 would provide some relief from
ments of proposed section 6039A, IRC, or failed to worldwide unitary taxation for foreign corporations
provide information with respect to intercompany not carrying on substantial business activity in the
transactionswith related parties. Furthermore,a state United States, multinationalcompanies would be re-

may permit a taxpayer to make an unconditionalelec- quired to supply additional informationon their oper-
tion to be taxed on a worldwide unitary basis. ation and activities. Many of these companies believe

Proposed section 7518(b), IRC, would modify the this additional administrativeburden is too great and

treatment of state taxation of foreign-source divi- oppose this aspectof the bill. The GovernorofCalifor-

dends. States would be required to adopt a method of nia is strongly opposed to this legislation, as he be-

taxation that would result in an equitableapportion- lieves each state has the right to establish its own

ment of the dividend. An equitable apportionment
taxation policies and laws. It is expected that hearings

would include either an 85-percent dividend-received on this bill will be held sometime this spring.
exclusion, or an exclusion of dividends received to the
extent they are not subject to federal tax by reason of
the foreign tax credit. Section 7518(b), IRC, would STATELEGISLATION
not apply to any tax imposedon a dividendby the state
of commercial or legal domicile of the recipient. Of the seven states that required use of the worldwide
Therefore, if a California-based parent corporation unitary tax method on 1January 1986, most of the
received a dividend from its foreign subsidiary, the focus has been on the state of California. Several bills
state of California could continue to tax the dividend have been introduced in the California Legislature,
in the same manner as under present law, since but no single bill has the support of the foreign-based
California is the state of commercial domicile of the multinational companies, the domestic-based com-

recipient of the dividend. However, no other state panies, and the Governor.

(other than the state of incorporation) would be al- The foreign-based multinational companies are in-
lowed to tax more than an equitable share of the terested in a water's edge type bill, and the California
dividend. Legislature would like to accommodate these com-

Proposed section 6039A, IRC, would require a re- panies. Both the Governorand the legislaturebelieve

porting corporation to file within 180 days of the due that a water's edge bill would improve the business
date (including extensions) of its federal income tax climate in California by attracting additional foreign
return certain information with respect to its state tax investment to the state.

liabilities, disclosure of its ownership interest in other The domestic-based companies do not generally op-corporations, and any other related information re- the water's edge approach, but believe that if
quired by regulations. A reporting corporation pose

such legislation is adoptedtheywill be at a competitivewould include a corporation required to file a federal disadvantage in comparison with foreign-based com-
income tax return for the taxable year, and that has at panies. In order to achieve parity, the domestic-based
least $ 10,000,000 of business activity outside of the companies want some relief from the taxation of divi-
United States, or is subject to tax in at least two states dends received from their foreign subsidiaries. The
and owns total assets with an original cost of at least dividend relief provisionswould dramatically increase
$ 250,000,000 (at least $ 10,000,000 of which are 1o- the cost of any bill.
cated in the United States).

The Governor is not likely to sign a bill that grants
Failure to comply substantially with this new filing significant dividend relief for domestic companiesun-

requirement will result in a $ 1,000 penalty. If, after less the lost revenue can be replaced. Some of the bills
notification, the failure to file continuesfor more than provide for an election fee (a fee to elect not to be
90 days, the penalty increases $ 1,000 for every addi- taxed on the worldwide unitary method), or for a

tional 30-day period to a maximum$ 25,000 chargeon phase-in period which is dependent on the level of
each taxable year unfiled for each reportingcorpora- increased investment in California by companies
tion, e.g. if the return is late for 25 months or more, favorably impacted by the bills. Both of these ap-
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proaches to raising revenues are opposed by some Federal Executive; (2) it has caused conflicts between

foreign-basedand domestic-basedcompanies. the United States and foreign nations and led to the
adoption of retaliatory legislation; and (3) it con-

Since a unified coalition has not been achieved, the travenes established federal policy.
prospect for legislation in California does not appear
favorable at the present time. The threat of federal Since the facts in the cases are wholly stipulated, a

legislation, however, could be instrumental in break- decision is expected at any time. Irrespective of the

ing the present stalemate if the legislation moves for- decision it is very likely that the case willbe appealed,
ward. and it is possible that the case could be granted cer-

tiorari by the U.S. Supreme Court directly from the
Fortunately, several of the other states have taken Federal DistrictCourt. Ifthis is done it may be possible
significant action in 1986 to move away from the to have a U.S. Supreme Court decision within one
worldwide unitary method to a water's edge method. year.
It is very likely that legislation mandating use of the
water'sedge methodwill be enactedthis year in Idaho, A number of legal observers have speculated that the

Montana, New Hampshire, and Utah. U.S. Supreme Court may hold the worldwide unitary
tax unconstitutionalas applied to a foreign-parentcor-

poration on foreign policy grounds. (In Japan Line,
LITIGATION Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, the U.S. Supreme

Court struck down a local property tax because it

After the decision in Container Corporation of prevented the federal government from speaking
America v. Franchise Tax Board, several foreign- with one voice with respect to foreign commerce.)
based parent corporations began litigation to chal- Several foreign-based parent corporations are con-

lenge California's use of the worldwide unitary tax tinuing to litigate the worldwide unitary tax method in
system on the grounds that this taxation violated the variousstate courts. The leadingcase is Barclay's Bank
Foreign Commerce Clause and SupremacyClauses of v FranchiseTax Boardwhich is in CaliforniaSuperior
the U.S. Constitution. While it was initiallydifficult to Court. It is understood that the Justice Department is
achieve standing to litigate these issues outside of the expected to file an amicus curiae brief in this case. No
state court system, two cases are now being jointly action is expected in the Barclay'sBankcase untillater
heard in an Illinois Federal District Court. These cases this year.
(Alcan Aluminum Limited v. Franchise Tax Board
and Imperial Chemical Industries PLC v. Franchise
Tax Board) are especially important, since the U.S. CONCLUSION
Justice Department has taken the extraordinary step
of filing an amicus curiae (friend of the court) brief California (and other states) is under considerable
in each case. This intervention by the Justice Depart- pressure to abandon its worldwide unitary tax. There
ment is consistentwith PresidentReagan'sinstructions is a threat of federal legislation, as well as retaliation

to the Treasury Secretary on 8 November 1985 and is by the United Kingdom against companiesdoing busi-
the first time the federal governmenthas taken a posi- ness in California. Furthermre, now that the U.S.
tion with respect to litigation on the constitutionality Government is actively protecting its interest in vari-

of the worldwide unitary tax. ous court cases, it is more likely that the U.S. Supreme
Court will rule on whether or not the worldwide uni-

The Justice Department's7 March 1986 amicus curiae tary tax method is constitutional as applied to a
brief argues: foreign-basedparent corporation.

A state tax cannot be constitutionally applied to an Wth all of this activity it is clear that use of the
instrumentalityof foreign commerce if it interfereswith
the conductof foreign policy in areas which the Federal worldwide unitary tax method is not likely to survive

Government must speak with one voice. The [Califor- for more than a year or two. The exact timing will

nia unitary] tax is unconstitutionallyapplied to the in- likely be determinedby either the U.S. SupremeCourt
strumentalitiesof foreign commerceas: (1) it impermis- or the Congress, depending on which body first ad-

sibly interfereswith the conductof foreign affairs by the dresses this issue.
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CurrencyExchangeProblems
inCalifornia'sWorldwide

UnitaryTaxation
By Roy E. Crawford

The authoracknowledgeswithappreciationthe contributionof R.W. Vickrey.

I. INTRODUCTION

Under the worldwideunitary business theory used by the State of Califor-
Mr. Crawford (47) received a B.S. from the
Wharton School of Finance, University of

nia to determine the amount of income attributable to California by a Pennsylvania(1960) and a LL.B. at the Stanford

corporationengaged in businessin that state, all income determined to be UniversityLaw School (1963). He was a member
of the Board of Editors of the Stanford Law Re-

earned in the context of a single economic enterprise is combined in a view. After having served in the JudgeAdvocate

single measure of income subject to apportionment without regard to General's Corps of the U.S. Army from 1964 to

whether the business activities are conducted in one or more corporations 1967, he joined the law office of Brobeck
Phleger & Harrisson, San Francisco, California

or whether the corporationsare domesticor foreign. A three factorappor- in 1967 where he became a partner in 1974. Mr.

tionment formula consistingof property,payroll, and receipts is normally Crawford specializes in taxation matters, with

used to apportion part of the combinedincome pool to California. In emphasis on state and local taxation. He is a
memberoftheAmericanBar Association(Chair-

ContainerCorp. of Americav. FranchiseTax Board, 463 U.S. 159 (1983) man, State and Local Tax Committee, Taxation

the United States SupremeCourt upheld the constitutionalityof inclusion Section, 1979-1981, Member Joint Task Force
on Interstate Taxation of Depositories (1978 to

of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. parents in such a combinedreturn. The present)); as well as of the Tax Committeeof the
Court expressly reserved the question whether a foreign parent and California State Bar Association and he is Cer-

foreign subsidiaries of a foreign parent may be included in a combined
tified Specialist (Taxation) at the CaliforniaState
Bar Association. He lecturecl on California

return with a U.S. subsidiary. The Californiaworldwidecombined return Taxes (1977, 1981 and 1982) and on Funda-

requires computation of the pool of income and the apportionment for- mentals of Federal Income Taxation (1983) at
the California Continuing Education of the Bar.mula in a single currency. This article examines currency exchange prob- He also lectured on Interstate Taxation of De-

lems as applied in a worldwide unitary combined return, with particular positories at the Annual Meeting of the Multi-

emphasis on the effect on foreign parent combinations. stateTax Commission(1980 and 1981 ); on Tax-
ation on Multi-State Banking Activities- Califor-

For U.S. federal income tax purposes five methods are used to translate nia at the ABA National Institute on Multi-State
Bankiing(1984);on Aspectsof FormullaryTaxa-

books of account kept in foreign currency to U.S. dollars.1 In brief, these tion of Bank Income at the Annual Meeting of
methods are: the Multistate Tax Commission (1984); on As-

pects of Formulary Apportionment of Bank In-

1. Transaction. Each individual transaction is translated into the report- come at the Annual Meetingof the NationalTax
Association-TaxInstituteof America (1984); on

ing currency as it occurs. As a practical matter this method is used only Sales Taxation of Services, New York Univer-
where a reasonably limited number of transactionsoccur. sity, Third Annual Institute of State and Local

Taxation (1984) and he is a lecturer at the Prop-
2. Profitand loss. Income is computedand books are maintainedin local erty Tax Institute (1985)
currency. Final results are translated at the exchange rate in effect at the His publications include: Sales and Use
end of the year. Taxes, California Taxes, California Continuing

Educationof the Bar, 1978; California Law Pro-
3. Net worth. The differencebetweenbeginningand end-of-yearbalance vides for Refunds of Sales and Use Taxes Paid

on Custom ComputerPrograms; ImmediateAc-
sheets, translatedinto the reportingcurrencyat the then current exchange tion Required, Journalo State Taxation, 1982;
rates, is reported as income or loss. Reorganizationand Sale of Business, Cafifor-

nia Taxation, Matthew Bender, 1983 and Taxa-
4. Foreign corporation. Income is reported only when a dividend is tion of Multi-State Banking Activities in Califor-

declared and repatriated. nia, ABA National Institute on Multi-StateBank-
ing, 1984.

5. Combinationmethod. A portion of income of a subsidiary is treated He was admitted to the Supreme Court of

as if earned by the parent company and is translated currently. Any other California (1964); the Court of Military Appeals
(1964); the U S Tax Court (1969); the U S Dis-

income accrues only as dividends are declared and repatriated. trict Court, Northern District of California (1971 );
the U.S. Claims Court (1974) and the U.S. Su-

Yet another translation method is used by U.S. parent companies for preme Court (1979)
financial accountingpurposes. In 1982 FASB 52 replaced FASB 8 as the He is Special Counsel to the City of New York in
standard for preparation of consolidated income statements including restructuring New York bank income tax and an

foreign subsidiaries. In very general terms, FASB 52 is similar to the profit expert witness on California taxation in Bank of
BritishColumbiav. Her Majesty the Queen.

and loss method in accountingfor income in relatively low inflationforeign
countries, while FASB 8 resembled the net worth method in that un-

1 See generally Donald R. Ravenscraft, Tax-
ation and Foreign Currency, International Taxrealized gains and losses in assets and liabilities were taken into account Program, The Law School of Harvard Univer-

in current ncome. sity.
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II. CALIFORNIAAPPORTIONMENT In the case of a borrowing in a foreign currency, the
REGULATIONS transaction is not deemed closed until repayment is

made.3
California has adopted a variation of the profit and
loss method as the basis for determinationof income
accounted for in foreign currency. In practice, the

B. Apportionmentformula

choice was limited to the profit andloss method or the
net worth method, as only these methods were consi- Regulation 25137-6(c) provides for determinationof

the property factor in the apportionment formula,dered adaptable to current accountingof income by a which is calculatedat original cost, by translatingsingle entity.2 prop-
erty recorded in foreign currency at historic exchange
rate values. The regulation specifically provides that

A. Determinationof incomesubjectto inventories shall be translated at the exchange rate as

apportionment of the date of acquisition. This provision may offer
collateral support to the view that inventories should

The profit and loss method is adjusted in the regula- be translatedat historic rates for income measurement
tions by modifying the deduction for depreciation, as well as for determination of the property factor of
depletion, and amortization. Since under the profit the apportionment formula.
and loss method, only the bottom-line result is trans- The regulationsprovidefurther that the factors of thelated, and at year-end or average rates, the allowance formula shall be computed in thefor depreciation, depletion, and amortization can dif- apportonment cur-

of the unless thefer substantially from an allowance translated at his- rency parent company taxpayer re-

and the Board determines that computing thetoric exchange rate values where there has been a
uests
actor in dollars or any other currency fairly reflectssignificant shift between the value of the foreign cur- the taxpayer's activities in California. One view s that

-

rency and the dollar. The regulationprovidesfor trans- this part of the regulation was added only to providelation of the allowance at historic exchange rates. administrative However, administeredbytheease. as

The adjustment to depreciation,depletion, and amor- Board, problems can arise that cause distortion. For
tization is the only adjustment due to changes in the example, assume a French parent bank makes a single
exchange rate expressly authorized in the regulations loan of four French francs when the exchange rate is
dealingwith determiningincomesubject to apportion- 4 Ffrs. = $ 1.00. The U.S. subsidiary makes a loan in
ment. However, the theory behind the adjustment California of equal value of $1.00. The exchange rate

applies to all items of income, expense, gain, or loss in a subsequent taxable period is 8 Ffrs. = $ 1.00. To
that are determined by reference to a cost basis that fairly reflect equal propertyvalues, the property factor
dates back to a prior transaction where the exchange should be 50%, calculated as 4 Ffrs. (the original ex-
rate differs from the current exchange rate. Similar change rate of the $ 1.00 California loan divided by
problemsofdistortionarise in determiningthe amount 8 Ffrs. (the sum of the 4 Ffrs. loan and the $ 1.00
of gain and loss on the sale of assets, the bad debt California loan translated at historic rates)). In the
deduction, and in determining the cost of goods sold. alternative, the 50% property factor could be calcu-
Dependingupon the nature of the business conducted lated as $1.00 (the original California loan) divided
by the taxpayer, these distortions can be far more by $ 2.00 (the sum of the $1.00 original California
significant than distortions from the allowance for de- loan plus the 4 Ffrs. loan translated at the historic rate

preciation, depletion and amortization. into $ 1.00). In practice, however, the Board has is-
sued Notices of Proposed Assessment of AdditionalAn unresolved issue is whether the California Franch-

ise Tax Board (the Board) will allow an adjustment
Franchise Tax in which the property factor would be

to income to relect historic exchange rates in the calculated as 67%. This result is achieved by translat-

determination of these other items of income and ex- ing the $1.00 California loan at the current exchange
= as

pense under the broad authority existing in California rate of 8 Ffrs. $ 1.00, but leaving the French loan

Revenue & Taxation Code 25137, the same section
t s stated in the books at 4 Ffrs., so that the numerator

that iS the authority for publicationof the regulations
is 8 Ffrs. while the denominator is 12 Ffrs.

involving foreign country operations.
The California regulationsprovide that exchangegains
and losses will be reflected in income only when
realized. Currency gains or losses on closed transac-
tions are includible in income, but unrealized gains or

losses resulting from restatement or revaluation of
assets or liabilities to reflect changes in currencyvalues
are not taken into account. A closed transaction is 2. For a discussion of the analysis used by the California Franchise Tax
defined as one where any foreign exchange osition Board in drafting ts regulations for combinationof foreign country opera-
taken by a corporation has been terminatec by ex- tons, see Benjamin F. Miller, 'Worldwide Unitary Combination: The

changing the foreign currency for the currency in
California Practice, The State Corporaton Income Tax: Issues in

which the individual corporation maintains its books
Worldwide Unitary Combination, 148 at 152-158. The California regula-
tions are reproducedin Appendix A.

and records and normallyconducts its business affairs. 3. Regulation 25137-6(b)(3)(A)(ii)
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III. ANALYSISOF PROFITAND LOSS realized. A bank reporting income to California
TRANSLATIONMETHODAS APPLIEDTO should be entitled to account for the loss on the same

FOREIGNPARENTCOMBINATIONS basis as a U.S. bank making loans in dollars so that the
$ 2.00 loss produces a $ 2.00 deduction. If the U.S.
subsidiarywere regarded as the parent for purposesof

A. Theoryofunitaryreturn combining income in a unitary tax return, equality of
treatment would be afforded by allowiny in addition

The unitary theory, as it developed in the context of to the bad debt loss an exchange loss of 0.50 on the
combination of domestic corporations in the United bad debt in the French bank. In the alternative, the
States, is based on the notion that all elements of a French bad debt could be accounted for at historic
single economic enterprise contribute equally to pro- exchange rates, just as the depreciationdeduction is.
fitability of the enterprise with respect to the relative
amount of the apportionment factors present. The 2. Repaymentof a loan
amount of income attributed to the taxing jurisdiction
should not be affectedby mere form or place oforgani- Continuing the example above, assume that a French
zation. The Board acknowledges that this principle bank makes a 4 Ffrs. loan, and a U.S. bank subsidiary
applies to a combination of accounts kept in foreign makes a loan of $ 1.00, at the beginningof a year when

currency. As stated by Mr. Miller in the article cited the exchange rate is 4 Ffrs. = $1.00. At the end of the
in footnote 2, a translation method must attempt to year the loans are repaid in full when the exchange
address the roblem of providing identical results re- rate is 8 Ffrs. = $1.00. Both loans are made out of

gardless of tlae principal domicile of the business. equity capital, so that there is no offsettingor balanced

A requisite ingredient to application of the unitary currency position. Under the transaction method of

accounting, in terms of dollars $ 2.00 were loaned.
theory as an appropriate method of determining in- The repayment of the French loan at the end of the
come of a U.S. subsidiaryof a foreign parent corpora- year returns only 4 Ffrs., which is translated into
tion is that the translation rules used by the Board $ 0.50, producing an exchange loss of $0.50 in terms
should provide identical results for business combina- of dollar accounting.tions headed in the United States with those headed
in another country. Consider the results that obtain Under the translation method applied by the Board,
from three examples, accounting for (1) bad debt ex- the separate books of the French parent and the U.S.
pense, (2) gain or loss on repaymentof a loan, and (3) subsidiary will show neither gain nor loss. When the
a foreign exchange transaction. separate results are combinedfor purposesof comput-

ing income subject to apportionment, the question
arses whether there is a realized event, and whether

B. Application there is an exchange gain or a loss.

The California regulationsprovide that no adjustment1. Bad debt expense shall be made for unrealized gains or losses resulting
Assume a French bank owns a subsidiary in the United from the restatementor revaluationof assets to reflect
States that engages in business in California, and that changes in currency values. (If FASB 52 were applied
the bad debt deduction is based upon a specificcharge to the French parent there would be a realized ex-

off of a bad loan. In year one, the exchange rate is change gain in the U.S. subsidiary; if FASB 52 were

equal to 4 Ffrs. = $1.00. Two equal loans are made. applied to the U.S. bank as if it were the parent, there
One is a loan by the Frenchparent for 4 Ffrs. and one would be a realized exchange loss in the French com-

is a loan by the U.S. subsdiary for $1.00. In year pany.) The measure of taxable income used by the
three the exchange rate is 8 Ffrs. = $1.00. Both loans Board in preparing Notices of Proposed Assessment

go bad and are written off. The French loan produces of AdditionalFranchiseTax does not treat these items
a 4 Ffrs. bad debt loss deduction, and the U.S. loan as being realized. At least one claim for refund of tax

produces a $ 1.00 bad debt loss deduction. Using the has been filed with the Board based upon treatmentof

methodology used by the Board, the combined bad foreignparent loan repaymentsas eventscausingreali-
debt deduction is equal to 12 Ffrs., the sum of a 4 Ffrs. zation of income or loss. The Board has not yet acted
loss in the French bank, and a $1.00 loss in the U.S. on the claim for refund.
bank translatedinto an 8 Ffrs. loss using the profit and
loss translation method. By the same token, if the 3. Foreignexchangetransaction
losses were translated into a functional currency of
U.S. dollars, the combined bad debt loss would equal Assume the French bank loans $1.00 when the ex-

$ 1.50, which is the sum of the $1.00 U.S. loss and the change rate is 4 Ffrs. = $ 1.00, and that the loan is not
4 Ffrs. bad debt loss translated at a rate of 8 Ffrs. = balanced by any other transaction or liability in dol-
$1.00. lars. The loan is repaid when the exchange rate is

8 Ffrs. = $1.00. The French parent realizes an ex-
It will be observed that the bad debt deduction is the

or
same whether the franc or the dollar is treated as the change gain of 4 Ffrs., $ 0.5.

reportingcurrency. In both cases, however, the banks Note that a different result is obtained where the
loaned the equivalent of $ 2.00 and when the loans French parent loans $ 1.00, as contrasted to when the
went bad, a bad debt deduction of only $1.50 is U.S. subsidiary loans $1.00. The French parent is
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considered to have realized an exchange gain, while domestic parents conduct most of their business activ-

repaymentof an equivalent loan made by a subsidiary ity in the U.S.
is not considered by the Board to produce a realized

gain. Mere form of organization produces different The effect of changes in the exchangerate has a greater
results, in conflict with the underlying purpose of the relative impact the higher the percentage of income

unitary return concept.
not accountedfor in terms of historicU.S. dollar rates.
For example, if foreign currency loans were 90% of
the total so that in the bad debt exampleabove 36 Ffrs.

C. Peculiarimpacton foreignparents and $1.00 were originally loaned (for a total of
$ 10.00), the combined bad debt deduction would be

Several observations may be made with respect to 44 Ffrs. (36 Ffrs. plus $ 1.00 translatedinto 8 Ffrs.) or

these examples as applied to foreign parent combina- $ 5.50 if the methodology used by the Board were

tions. applied, but would be $10.00 if all loans were origi-
na-ly accounted for under the transaction method in

1. Actualaccountingpractice dollars, a difference of $4.50. Contrast that with the

As a practical matter, tax returns filed by foreign pa-
result if foreign currency loans were only 10% of the

rent corporationsand NoticesofProposedAssessment total, so that 4 Ffrs. and $ 9.00 were originally loaned.
The combined bad debt deduction would be 76 Ffrs.of Additional Franchise Tax issued after audit by the

Board may fail to take into account the historic ex- (4 Ffrs. lus $ 9.00 translated into 72Ffrs.) or $9.50 if

change rate going into the cost of items expressed in the metaodology used by the Board were applied,
terms of foreigncurrency. Even though the regulations

while remaining at $10.00 if all loans were originally
expressly provide, for example, that the depreciation

accounted for in dollars, for a difference of $ 0.50.

deduction in foreign currency should be determined Because foreign denominated loans are relativelynine
times more prevalent, the effect of changes in the

on the basis of the historic dollar exchange rate, n

actual practice this is not always done. At least in the exchange rate produces nine times the difference in

early audits of foreign parent combinations, the prac-
results.

tice instead was merely to take the bottom line profit,
which includes as one element the deductionfordepre- 3. Balanced position
ciation, and translate it at current values. Many, if not most, multinational companies seek to

The regulationsprovide that the foreign profit and loss limit exchange rate exposure by provision of an offset-

statement shall be adjusted first to conform to U.S. ting or balanced position.4 (Many of the exchange
accountingprinciples and then to conform to Califor- issues that exist under federal law due to the existence

nia tax accounting principles. Regulation 25137- of balanced positions do not arise in California, which

6(b)(1) and (2)(A). At the present time it is not en-
does not distinguishbetweenordinary incomeand cap-

tirely clear whether the instruction that the foreign
ital transactions.) A corporation offsets exchange ex-

profit and loss statement shall be adjusted to conform posure on the asset side by matching an exchange
to California tax accounting principles requires that position on the liability side both as to amount and

where significant the original cost basis of foreign ac- period. As a consequence,a domesticparent corpora-
counts shall be adjusted to reflect historic dollar ex-

tion can seek to reduce or substantially eliminate ex-

change rates. If so, then the required adjustment of change risks in a foreign subsidiary. However, from

the depreciation deduction to reflect historic cost
the point of view of a foreign parent corporation with

would e made as part of this adjustment, and no
a U.S. subsidiary, the foreign currency exposure rests

additional adjustment need be made to comply with in dollars, not the unit of exchange of the parent.
that part of the regulation that specifies that the depre- Thus, a British parent may seek to balance its dollar

ciation deductionshall be translatedat historicvalues. position, but is not likely to act in terms of balancing
Similarly, in the bad debt deduction example above. its position in sterling. It is highly unlikely that there

an adjustmentmight be rec uired that would cause the wil] be a balanced risk between assets and liabilities
due to the existence of equity capital in the parentbad debt deduction of 4 Frs. to be converted at the

historic rate of 4 Ffrs. = $ 1.00, resulting in a theoret- corporation. If equity capital equals 5% of assets, 5%

ically proper foreign bad debt deduction of $1.00, of assets can not be balanced by offsetting liabilities.

which matches the similar U.S. bad debt deduction of Under the profit and loss translation method used by
$1.00, and provides a combined bad debt deduction the Board for determiningincomeof a U.S. subsidiary
of $ 2.00, the original dollar equivalentof the amount of a foreign parent corporation, exchange gains and
originally loaned. losses in the consolidated foreign income statement

reflect gains or losses in unbalanceddollar position. In
2. Relative importanceto foreign parents contrast, if the U.S. subsidiary were treated as the

The relative impact of the difference between the re-
U.S. parent, and the foreign parent were treated as a

sults obtained from the transaction method and the foreign subsidiary, exchange gains and losses would

profit and loss method is usually substantiallygreater
for a foreign parent than a domestic parent. In the 4. See generally Jill C. Pagan, U.K. Taxation and Currency Fluctua-
usual course of events, most foreign parents conduct tions, 39 Bulletin For International Fiscal Documentation, 8-9, (1985) it

most of their business activity outside the U.S., while 379
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arise from an unbalanced position in the currency of IV. CONCLUSION
the foreign corporation, and by definition the foreign
parent will almost always have an unbalancedposition The worldwide unitary combined tax return is viewed
ln ts local currency. by the California Franchise Tax Board as only a tool

The practical impact of this inherent imbalance in ex-
to determine the California-sourceincome of a corpo-
ration engaged in business in this state. Where distor-change exposure in a foreign parent corporation, tions in income arise due to changes in the exchangeviewed from a dollar based accounting system, is that

appropriate inquiry whetherworldwidethe results obtained under the profit and loss transla- rate, an is ap-
tion method that include exchange gains and losses in portionment is a satisfactory tool. Apportionmentof

the foreign parent (and in foreign subsidiaries of the U.S. income as determinedunder federal rules is.pre-
foreign parent), and that are computed at the historic ferred by most foreign-based taxpayers, even though
dollar exchange rate, will be random. The results will n some cases the actual effect is that more California

be dominated by exchange rate djustments, particu-
tax will be paid on this basis. In the alternative, the

larly where there are wide swings in the exchange rate,
Board should be prepared to allow adjustments to

and will afford a relativelypoor measure of profitabil- ncome, and should make significant administrative

ity of a corporation from its operations in California. concessions regarding uses of averages and samples in
calculating exchange losses in non-U.S. entities.

4. Realizedgainsand losses

The California regulations provide that only realized APPENDIX
gains and losses resulting from restatement or revalu-
ation of assets or liabilities to reflect changesor fluctu- 14-834F] Section 25137-6 [Reg. 25137-6-CCH.] Com-
ations in currency values may be taken into account. bined Reports Including ForeignCountry Operations.-(a)In
No definition is provided as to what constitutes a General.

realized gain. Presumably, deferred exchange gains (1) Unitary Business. A taxpayer is engaged in a unitary
and losses in a foreign subsidiary are taken into ac- business (or a single business within the meaning of Reg.
count only on sale or liquidation of the subsidiary. In 25120(b)) when its activities within the state contribute to

.

the case of a foreign parent with a U.S. subsidiary. it
or are dependent upon its activities without the state. A

is difficult to conceive of an event that would qualify unitary business exists when there is unity of ownership,
unity of operation and unity of use.

for recognition of gain or loss. To the extent that a (2) Translation Method for Determining Income. Thedeferred gain or loss exists in the currency of the translation method to be used for determining income shall
foreign parent, as for example if one exists in the bad be the profit and loss method as set forth n this regula-debt example above, the recognition event presuma- tion. This method excludes unrealized exchange rate gain
bly would be sale or liquidation of the foreign parent or loss resulting from the restatementof assets or liabilities,
corporation,where the deferredgain or loss exists, but while taking into account exchange gains or losses attribut-
sale of the stock of the foreign parent corporation able to income transactions.
would have no more tax effect on the income of the (3) General Applicability of UDITPA Regulations. The
corporation than the sale of shares in the corporation general regulationsfor UDITPA, Regs. 25120-25139, inclu-
on a stock exchange. In the absence of an event that sive, shallbe applicableexcept as otherwiseprovided in this
could cause realization of gains and losses in a foreign regulation.
parent, deferral of exchange gains and losses is not a (b) Determinationof Income.
satisfactory solution to the problem where different (1) The income of a unitary business with operations in
measuresof income and expenseexist dependingupon foreign countries shall be computed in the following man-

whether the currency of the parent corporation is in ner:

dollars or in foreign currency. (A) A profit and loss statement shall be prepared for each
foreign branch or corporation in the currency in which the
books of accountsof the branchor corporationare regularly

5. Floatingexchangeratesand high inflationcountries maintained.

The Board staff has observed that the relative value of (B) Adjustments shall be made to the profit and loss state-

the dollar with regard to the currency of the major ment to conform it to the accounting principles generally
U.S. tradingpartners has both gone up and down over accepted in the United States for the preparation of such

statements except as modified by this regulation.the past 20 years. When the dollar is strong, more tax (C) Adjustmentsshall be made to the profit and loss state-
is paid under the translation rules used, and when the ment to conform it to the tax accountingstandards requireddollar is weak, less tax is paid. Taking all years to- underDivision2 Part ll of the Revenue and TaxationCode.
gether, rough equality may result. However, where a (D) The profit and loss statementofeachbranchorcorpora-U.S. company is combined with a corporation that ton, whether U.S. or foreign, shall be translated into the
maintains its books in the currency of a consistently currency in which the parent company maintains its books
high inflation country, there is never an offsetting and records in accordance with subsection (b)(4).
swing in rates. FASB 52 requires different accounting (E) Business and non-businessincome as determinedunder
for consistently high inflation countries, defined as a California law shall be identifiedand segregated. For gener-
three-year inflation rate of approximately 100% or al definition, rules and examples for determining business
more. and non-business income, see Regulation 25120.
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(F) Non-business income shall be allocated to a specific underlying asset, and no effect shall be given to any such
state pursuant to the provisions of Sections 25124 to 25127, allowance determined on the basis of a factor other than
inclusive of Division 2 Part 11 of the Revenue and Taxation historical cost.

Code. (III) Valuation of assets and liabilities. Any accounting
(G) Business income shall be included in the combined re- practice which results in the systematic undervaluationof

port prepared for the unitary business and shall be appor- assets or overvaluationof liabilitiesshall not be given effect,
tioned on the basis of the appropriate formula for the busi- even though expressly permitted or required under foreign
ness. law, except to the extent allowable under subsection

(H) Income from California sources shall be expressed in (b)(3)(B). For example, an adjustment shall be required
dollars in accordance with subsection (b)(4) and the taxes where inventory is written down below market value.

computed accordingly. (IV) Income equalization. Income and expense shall be

(2) In lieu of the procedures set forth in subsection (b)(1) taken into account without regard to equalizationover more

and subject to the determinationoftheFranchiseTax Board than one accounting period; and any equalization reserve

that it reasonably reflects income, a unitary business with or similar provision affecting income or expense shall not

operations in a foreign country rnay determine its incorne be given effect, even though expresslypermittedor required
on the basis of the consolidated profit and loss statement under foreign law.

prepared for the related corporations of which the unitary (ii) Currency gains or losses on closed transaction are in-
business is a member which is prepared for filing with the cludible, but no adjustments shal be made, or otherwise
Securities and ExchangeCommission. If the business is not reflected, for unrealized gains or .osses resulting from the

required to file with the Securities and Exchange Commis- restatement or revaluation of assets or liabilities to reflect
sion, the consolidated profit and loss statement prepared changesor fluctuationsin currencyvalues. A closed transac-

for reporting to shareholders and subject to review by an tion is one where any foreign exchange position taken by a

independent auditor may be used. corporation has been terminated by exchanging the foreign
(A) Adjustmentsshall be made, if necessary, to: currency for the currency in which the individual corpora-

(i) conform to the accountingprinciplesgenerallyaccepted tion maintains its books and records and normally conducts

in the United States for the preparation ofsuch statements,
ts business affairs. In the case of a borrowing in a foreign

except as modified by this regulation; currency, the transaction shall not be deemed closed until
s made.

(ii) conform to the tax accounting standards as required repayment
under Division 2 Part 11 of the California Revenue and (B) The tax accounting adjustments to be made shall in-

Taxation Code; and clude, but are not limited to, the following:
(iii) eliminate unrealized gain and losses resulting from the (i). Accounting methods. The method of accounting shall

reflect the provisions of Section 24651 of the Revenue and
restatement or revaluation of assets or liabilities to reflect
changes or fluctuations in currency values. Taxation Code and the regulation thereunder.

(B) Business and non-businessincome as determinedunder (ii) Inventories. Inventories shall be taken into account in

California law shall be identified and segregated. For defin- accordance with the provisions of Sections 24701 through
itions, rules and examples for determining business and 24706 of the Revenue and Taxation Code and the regula-
non-business income, see generally Regulation 25120. tions thereunder, except Regulation 24702-24706(b)(5).
(C) Non-businessincome shall be allocated to specificstates .iii) Depreciation, depletion, and amortization. Deprecia-
pursuant to the provisionsof Sections25124 to 25127,*inclu. ton, depletion and amortization are to be computed in

sive of the Revenue and Taxation Code. accordance with California law.

(D) Business income shall be included in the combined re- iv) Elections.

port prepared for each unitary business and will be appor- (I) Electionsrequired to be made for purposesofdetermin-
tioned on the basis of the appropriate formula for each ing income under Division 2 Part 11 of the Revenue and
business. Taxation Code of all California reporting entities shall be

(E) Income from California sources shall be expressed in made in accordance with applicable provisions of such law

dollars in accordance with subsection (b)(4) and the taxes and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

computed accordingly. (II) Electionsrequired to be made for purposesofdetermin-

(3) For purposes of subsections (b)(1)(B), (b)(1)(C) and ing income under Division 2 Part 11 of the Revenue and

(6)(2)(A), the following rules shall apply:
Taxation Code for entities which are not subject to taxation
by California but are required to be included in the com-

(A) Accounting adjustments to be made to conform profit bined report for the unitary businessshall be made by agree-
and loss statements to those utilized in the United States- ment of all entities required to report to California in ac-

(i) Include but are not limited to the following: cordance with applicable provisions of such law and the

(I) Clear reflecton of income. Any accounting practice regulations adopted pursuant thereto. If agreement cannot

designed for purposes other than the clear reflection on a be reached, such income shall be reported on the basis of
current basis of income and expenses for the taxable year United States generally accepted accounting principles.
shall not be given effect. For example, an adjustment shall (C) No adjustment shall be required under subsections
be required where an allocation is made to an arbitrary (b)(3)(A) and (b)(3(B) unless it is material. Whether an

reserve out of current income. adjustment is material depends upon the facts and cir-

(II) Physical assets, depreciation, etc. All physical assets, cumstances of the particular case, including the amount of

including inventory when reflected at cost, shall be taken the adjustment, its size relative to the general level of the

into account at historicalcost computedeither for individual corporation's total assets and annual profit or loss, the con-

assets or groups of similar assets. The historical cost of such sistency with which the practice has been applied, and

an asset shall not reflect any appreciationor depreciation in whether the item to which the adjustment relates is of a

its value or in the relative value of the currency in which its recurring or a non-recurringnature.

cost was incurred. Depreciation, depletion, and amortiza- (4) For purposes of determiningincome, necessarytransla-
tion allowances shall be based on the historical cost of the tions shall be made at the following exchange rates:
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(A) Depreciation,depletion, or amortizationshall be trans- the amount being translated) for the calendar months end-
lated at the appropriate exchange rate for the translation ing with or within that period.
period in which the historical cost of the underlying asset (C) In cornputing the payroll and receipts factors, transla-
was incurred. tion shall be made into the parent company's currency in

(B) All other items shall be translated at either the end-of- order to properly determine the percentage factor to be

year exchange rate or at the simple average exchange rate used unless the taxpayer requests and the Franchise Tax
for the translation period. Income repatriated during the Board determines that computing the factors in dollars or

year shall be translated at the exchange rate at date of any other currency fairly reflects the taxpayer's activities in

repatriation. It s presumed that the translation rate used in California.
preparing the consolidated profit and loss statement for (d) Exchange Rates.
financial reportingpurposes is proper absent a showing that

(1) For of preparingcombined exchangesome other method is appropriate. purposes reports,
rates may be derivedfrom any sourcewhich Is demonstrated

A change from end-of-year rates or average rates may not to the satisfaction of the Franchise Tax Board to reflect
be made without the permission of and on such conditions actual transactionsconducted in a free market and involving
as the Franchise Tax Board may prescribe. representativeamounts. In the absence of such demonstra-
(c) Computationof Factors. In computingthe formula fac- tion, the exchange rates taken into account in computation
tors, the following rules shall apply: of the earnings and profits of the foreign corporation shall

(1) Property Factor. be determinedby reference to the free market rate set forth

(A) Fixed assets shall be valued at original cost as defined in the pertinent monthly issues of International Financiai
in Reg. 25130(a) and translated at the exchange rate as of Statistics or successor publications of the International

the date of acquisition. Monetary Fund.

(B) Rented property, capitalized at eight times its annual (2) In general, the extent of fluctuation is substantialif the
rental rate, shall be translated at the simple average of the closing rate for any calendarmonthendingwithin the period
beginning and end-of-year exchange rate. varies by more than 10% from the closing rate for any

(C) Inventories shall be valued at original cost and shall be preceding calendar month ending within the period.
translatedat the exchangerate as of the date ofacquisition. (e) Application of Regulation.
(D) For purposes of calculatingthe property factor of finan- (1) In computingthe incomeand any of the factorsrequired
cial corporations, financial assets are translated at the year- for a combined reort, the Franchise Tax Board shall con-

end rate and are defined as assets reflectinga fixed amount sider the effort anc expense required to obtain the necessary
of currency, such as cash on hand, bank deposits, and loans information. In appropriate cases, such as when the neces-

and accounts receivable. Securities held, or reasonably ex- sary data cannot be developed from financial records main-

pected to be held, for less than six monthsshall be translated tained in the regular course of business, the Franchise Tax
at year-end rates. If a security is held, or reasonably ex- Board may accept reasonable approximations.
pected .to be held, for more than six months, it shall be (2) A taxpayer may request an advance determination
translated at the appropriate exchange rate for the transla- under subsections (b)(2), (b)(3)(C), (c)(1), (d)(1) or any
tion period in which the historical cost of the asset is deter- otherprovisionof this regulationby submittinga determina-
mined. tion request to the Legal Division of the Franchise Tax

(E) The property factor shall be computed in the currency Board. Such a determinationshall be made on an individual
of the parent company unless the taxpayer requests and the basis and shall be limited to the particular facts or cir-
Franchise Tax Board determines that computing the factor cumstancesset forth in the determinationrequest. The facts
in dollars or any other currency fairly reflects the taxpayer's and circumstances upon which a determination is made
activities in California. remain subject to review. Failure to request or to obtain a

(2) Payroll and Receipts Factors. favorableadvancedeterminationwillnot precludeconsider-

(A) Translation shall be made at the simple average of the ation of requested variances in subsequent proceedings.
beginning and end-of-year exchange rates unless there is a

substantial fluctuation, as described in subsection (d)(2). Note: Authority cited: Section 26422, Revenue and Taxa-

(B) Where the value of the foreign currencv does fluctuate tion Code.

substantially,as decribed in subsection (d)(2) the exchange Reference: Section 25137, Revenue and Taxation

rate appropriate to that period shall be either (1) a simple Code.

average of the month-end rates, or (2) a weighted average (Applicablefor income years beginningafter 31 December
taking into account the volume of transactions(reflectedby 1972; amendedeffective 27 March 1985.)
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PART A - OVERVIEWOF TAX ISSUES FOR THE PERIPATETICALIEN

I. INTRODUCTION [1] Terminatingresident status

Individuals who migrate from one country to another Liability to tax generally depends on status as a resi-
or who spend extensive periods of time in a foreign dent or non-resident.A resident generally is taxed

country as tourist, vacationer or visiting executive or on worldwide income.1 A non-resident generally is
businessmanmay be subject to a variety of issues aris- taxed only on certain source or effectively connected
ing under taxation law relating to income, estates, gifts income.2

or wealth. Countries such as Canada, the United Residentstatus generally is determinedfor the depart-States and the United Kingdom may impose substan-
ing or emigrating individual under the same rules ap-tial taxes on individuals who either become generally plicable to the incoming or immigrating individual.

subject to their taxing jurisdiction by reason of res-
are

dence, domicile (and in the case of the United States,
See discussion in III12]. There, however, differ-

to
citizenship) or other criterion of a similar nature or

ences. Where, as was the case in the U.S. prior the
enactmentof IRC S.7701(b),3residence is determined

where such individual derives income from sources

within such jurisdictions.
on a facts and circumstances basis, the standard im-

posed by a court may be more stringentfor the depart-
The taxation issues for the peripatetic alien may arise ing resident than the incoming individual. In a recent
in a variety of circumstances. Those who originate Canadiancase, a migrantworkerin the resourceindus-
from high rate jurisdictionsmay seek refuge from tax- try who effectively moved to Ireland for a three-year
ation by migrating to so-called tax havens. Or they period and returned only occasionally to Canada for

may wish to establish and maintain ongoing presence briefvisits was held to be a Canadianresident through-
in such high tax jurisdictions for personal or business out.4 But a 1985 U.K. decision5 reflects the opposite
purposes (hopefully) without engaging liability to tendency. The Chancery Division found that the tax-

taxes arising under their laws. Whatever the cir- payer (Dave Clark of the singing group The Dave
cumstances such individuals and their advisors must Clark Five) had successfully terminated U.K. resi-
assess a varietyof taxation rules to establish the nature dence by arranging total physical absence from the
and extent of the tax burden which may be engaged as U.K. during the period 3 April 1978 to 2 May 1979.
a consequenceof such activities. The sole purpose of the arrangementwas to receive a

substantial item of income during that period of ab-
The general pattern and scheme of taxation is often
quite similar in the various countries which may be sence without liability to U.K. tax.

relevant, i.e. taxation of worldwide income or assets Some countries such as Canada take the view that
of residentsor domiciliaries,but the specific rules residencemust subsistsomewhereand residencestatus

may vary widely. As well such rules may often undergo may continue until firm ties are established
substantial or even radical change, therebyexacerbat- elsewhere.6 The rule was opposite in the U.S., prior
ing the tax issues involved. Perhaps the best example to 1985.7 In the Netherlands a Dutch individual who
of such change are the recentlyenacted rules for estab- was technicallynot liable to tax in any one jurisdiction
lishing residence for income tax urposes under the but, falling victim to the maxim that 'one must be
Internal Revenue Code, discussec below. taxable somewhere', was liable to tax in the Nether-

The purpose of this article is twofold: (1) examine lands.8

some of the more important features and specifics of In Sweden, there is the three-yearrule, pursuant to
the manner in which the peripateticalien may be taxed which Swedish citizens are deemed resident in Swe-
in various countries such as Canada, the U.S. and
certain Europeanjurisdictionsand (2) review the gen-
eral impact of the U.S. residence rules on such indi-
viduals in general and Canadians in particular. While
it is clearly beyond the scope of an article of this type

1. Section 2(1) of the Income Tax Act (of Canada), Revised Statutesof

to examine the topic exhaustively, the followingmate-
Canada, 1952, chapter 148, as amended since, particularly by chapter 63
of the Statutes of Canada, 1970-71-72 (the Canadian Act). Section 1 of

rial should serve to provide a framework in which the Internal Revenue Code, 1954, as amended (IRC).
particular situations may be assessed in order to iden- 2. S.2(3), Canadian Act; IRC S.871.

tify effective techniques and approaches for planning 3. S.138(a) of the Tax Reform Act of 1984, a division of the Deficit

the tax affairs of the peripatetic alien. ReductionAct of 1984, P.L 98-369. (The new law was originallyntroduced
as part (S.503) of the Tax Simplificationand ImprovementAct of 1983,
(H.R. 3475) introducedin the Houseof Representativeson 30 June 1983.)
4. Roy v. M.N.R., 83 DTC 576. See, generally, Boidman, Chopin and
Granwel\, Tax Effects for Canadians of the New U.S. Code and Treaty
Residency Rules, TMIJ, Vol. 14, No. 5, 144 (May 1985) and Vol. 14, No.

II. ISSUES IN THE COUNTRYOF EMIGRATION 6, 183 (June 1985).
5. Reed (Inspectorof Taxes) v. Clark, STC323 [1985]

Analysis of the issues facing the peripateticalien tend 6 Thomson v. M.N.R., 42 DTC812, and Reicker v. M.N.R., 71 DTC

to focus on the country to which he immigrates or in 232.
7. Boidman, Chopin and Granwell, supra note 4, at 161.

which he sojourns. Issues, however, can also arise in 8. Van der Beek, There is Always a Place Where You Can Be Taxed,
the home country, the country of emigration. International Tax Report, August 1985, p.10.
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den for tax purposes until they can prove that all im- to a former resident in respectof services renderedout
portant ties with Sweden have been broken.9 of Canada.19This is an anti-avoidancerule intended to

In the U.K. it seems that the Inland Revenue will not prevent individuals from deferring and ultimately
classify an emigrant as a non-resident during the first avoiding Canadian tax on Canadian-source employ-
four years following departure with a return to the ment income by arranging to receive the amounts in

U.K. for more than three months in any one year.
o the guise of payments for services rendered outside of

In general, for any given year, an individual will be Canada after departure. The bona fides of the arrange-
resident in the U.K. if... he or she pays regularvisits ments are effectively evaluated by a series of excep-
to the U.K. averaging three months per year over four tions designed to objectively determine whether pay-
consecutive years even though he or she maintains no

ments are factually referable to post-departure ser-

regular place of abode.11 vices. These include payments made to a person who
is subject to tax in his new jurisdiction residence or in

In some countries continued maintenance of a home respect of services rendered in connectionwith negoti-
may be determinative. U.K. residence is maintained ations of contracts or in relation to a business carried
(or arises) where a place of abode is maintained in on by the Canadian employer (or its foreign sub-
the U.K. and (the person) visits the U.K. for any sidiary) outside of Canada.2 Similar results arise in
period.., except in the course of incidental duties of the Netherlands.21
a wholly foreign-based employment (S.50 ICTA,
1970).1 Belgium has rejected such rule. 13 In Canada The U.S. may tax U.S.-sourcegain of an alien who has
the maintenance of a home is only one of several terminated U.S. residence. Under IRC S.7701(9) an

alien who was resident in the U.S. for three consecu-factors which a court may take into account in deter-
tive and then re-establishes U.S. residencemining whether an emigrant has successfully termi- years

nated Canadian residence.14 within a three-year period subsequent to departure
will be liable to U.S. tax in respect of certain income
or gains related to certain U.S. property under rules

[2] Departure tax comparable to those applicable to U.S. citizens who
expatriate for tax purposes,

22n

Departure, i.e. termination of residence, may consti-
Germany has the notion of extended limited taxa-tute a taxable event.
tion, under section 2-5 of the foreign tax law (Au-

Canada imposes a tax on unrealized appreciation in ssensteuergesetz), which may affect ongoing liability
res ect of capital property. 15 Under this rule a person to income tax, net wealth tax and inheritance and gift
is deemed to dispose of his capital property' at the tax for a ten-yearperiod. These rules apply to individu-
date upon which he ceases to be a resident of Canada als who take up residence in a tax haven or apparently
for an amount equal to the fair market of the property have no residence at all and have been subject to
at that time. Liability to income tax arises, which gen- unlimited tax liability in Germany for at least five of
erally requires an inclusion in regular income of one the ten years prior to emigration, had German citizen-
half of the gross capital gain realized. This rule how-
ever does not apply to certain Canadian-basedassets,
taxable Canadian property, inasmuch as non-resi- 9. Sundqvist, Cahiers de droit fscal international, Volume LXXa (infra,dents are liable to Canadian tax in respect of gains note 49) (National Report - Sweden), p.614.
realized from the disposition thereof. 17 This rule would 10. M. Roy Saunders, Principles of Tax Planning, Finax Publications

apply, for example, to United States real estate owned (London, 1978)
11. Kieran and Rabin, Is the United Kingdom Still a Tax-Haven forby a Canadianat the time ofdeparture.The emigrating Foreigners, 66 Taxes International, April 1965, p 18 (at 18). See LevineCanadian may, however, elect to defer the tax but v. IRC, 13 TC 486; IRC v. Lysacht, 13 TC 511; Board of Inland Revenue,

remain liable to Canadian tax in respect of a future publication IR20, para. 21.

disposition, in respect of both the unrealized appreci- 12. Kieran and Rabin, ibid.

ation to the date of departure and that which arises 13. Residence-Rentalof Apartment in Belgium, 24 European Taxation 5
(1984), p.150.thereafter. 14. See Boidman and Ducharme, Taxation in Canada - Implicationsfor

Few, if any other, countries tax in such fashion. See Foreign Investment, Kluwer (the Netherlands) 1985, Chapter IV.
15 S.48, Canadian Act. See Boidman and Ducharme, op. cit., Chapteralso discussion below respecting the circumstances XXX, and Sherman and Sherman, Migration- Canada, Kluwer (the Neth-

under the new Code rules pursuant to which a former erlands) 1985, Chapter 12

(alien) resident may be subject to tax in respect of 16. S.54(b), Canadian Act.

certain U.S.-source income or gains after terminating 17. S.2(3)(c), 115(1)(a)(iii) and 115(1)(b), Canadian Act.
18. IRC S.7701(9)U.S. residence.18 19. S.llS(l)(a)(v)and (2), Canadian Act.
20. S.115(2)(d), de) and df), Canadian Act.

-

[3] Post-departuretaxation of income
21. Golden Handshake Severance Payment by a Dutch Company to a

Resident in Spain is Taxable in the Netherlands,23 European Taxation 12
(1983), p.403.

[a] General 22. IRC S.877. See Karp, Defnition of Citizenship, Residence and
Domicile for U.S. Income, Gift and Estate Tax Purposes, 43rd Annual

There may be special rules for taxing source income of NYU Institute on Federal Taxation, Ch. 13; LeBeau, Abandoning U.S.
a non-residentwho formerly resided in the country. Residence or Citizenship, 49 Taxes International, November 1983, p.65;

and Hoffman, Expatriationas a Methodof Tax Avoidance: ls t Possible
Canada may tax salary paid by a Canadian company Is It Feasible, Taxes, September 1984, p.640.
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ship for at least five of those years, and continue to Use of losses or reserves may be affected by a change
maintain substantial economic interests in Germany. of residencestatus. A person who emigratesfrom Can-
In such circumstances the taxpayer is liable for full ada is not entitled to capital gain reserves in the year
German tax in respect of certain German-source in- of emigrationor the prior year.

33 Such results will vary
come or properties as defined.23 from country to country.34 Resultsmay be differentfor

Canada may tax a post-departure gain in respect of a person giving up U.S. residence (assuming he is not

non-Canadian property realized by a former Canadi- a U.S. citizen). Leaving aside the particular rules af-

an, who has elected to defer the departure tax (see fecting instalment sales of U.S. real property in-

II[2]). 24 In such circumstances a unilateral credit will terest,35 a non-resident, whether formerly resident in

be granted against such Canadian taxation in respect
the U.S. or not, who is entitled to defer recognizing

of taxes paid to a foreign jurisdiction.Z5
ncome pursuant to IRC S.453, may be exempt in
whole or in part from U.S. tax upon a subsequent
collection of the instalment obligation, where the re-

[b] Departing executives- incentives subsequent is effectivelyceipt thereof in a year not

Incentive exemptions or relief may be granted to de- connected to a U.S. trade or business. Prior to

partingexecutiveswhereordinaryresidencystatus (or, FIRPTA (IRC S.897) such arrangements often pro-
in the case of the U.S., citizenship status) does not vided the basis for foreign investors to avoid U.S. tax
terminate. in respect of gains derived from the disposition of

Canada grants an 80% tax credit on certain foreign- interests in U.S. real estate.

source employment income involving Canadian
employers.2 This rule which is intended to provide an [5] Taxationof ongoing investments in the
incentive to Canadian companiesengaged in construc- countryof emigration
tion, resources and other prescribed industries to ex-

and abroad would limit such relief to the first Taxation of ongoing investments n the country of
100,000of employmentincomederivedby executives emigrationmay vary accordingto the investmenthold-

and other personnel who retain their Canadian resi- ing structure. Such structure may be more easily reor-

dent status during their foreign postings, thereby ganizedprior to departure. A non-residentof Canada,
operating in a fashion not totallydissimilarto the rules unlike a resident, cannot transferCanadian real estate

arising under IRC S.911 for U.S. citizensand residents to a (Canadian) holding corporation on a rollover

living abroad,27 The Province of Quebec which basis. 36 Accordingly, certain advantages of owning
uniquely, among the Canadian provinces, administers such property through a Canadian corporation (e.g.
its own tax statute for individualsprovides similar in- more flexibility in utilizing loss carry-forwards) may
centives. be precluded if the property is not transferredprior to

Other countries such as the Netherlands, Germany, terminating residence.

the U.K., Belgium and France also exempt in whole A non-residentalien cannot exchange a United States
or in part foreign-source employment income of resi- real property interest for foreign real estate on a non-

dents who are posted abroad. In the Netherlands,new

incentiveshave recently been adopted as a response to
circuitousstratagems, involving foreignpersonalhold- 23. See Mittendorf, Federal Republic of Germany: Foreign Tax Law:

ing companies previously used by Dutch individuals Aussensteuergesetz 11: Change of Residence to Low-Tax Countries, 14

working n low taxing jurisdictions,particularly in the European Taxation 10 (1974) at 346; and Foreign Tax Law - Extended

Middle East.28
Limited Tax Liability (Decisionof the Supreme Court (Bundesfinanzhof)
of 28 March 1984), 25 European Taxation 4 (1985) at 117.

The U.K. exempts a non-domiciled resident from tax
24. S.48, 115(1)(a)(iii) and 115(1)(b), Canadian Act.
25. S.126(2.2), Canadian Act.

in respect of foreign employment income, derived 26. S.122.3, Canadian Act.

from a foreign employerand not remitted to the U.K. 29 27. Gillespie, Relieffor EmployeesWorkingAbroad: 1983 FederalOver-

Changes under the Finance Act 1984 make it desirable seas EmploymentTax Credit and 1983 Quebec Overseas EmploymentDe-

to establish separate contracts of employment for duction, 1983 Conference Report, Report of Proceedingsof the 35th Tax

U.K. and non-U.K.-source employment. However,
Conference, Canadian Tax Foundation, p.443.
28. Van Haaren, End ofthe Cyprus Route for Dutch Employees As-

such strategiesaren't effective where a U.K. employer signed Abroad, Strategy in International Taxation, Vol. I No. 2 (1985),
is involved. p.122. This article also notes similar legislation in Germany, the U.K.,

Belgium, France and the U.S., in respect of citizens under section 911. See
also Van der Beek, The Dutch Cyprus Route Remains Open- For Some,

[4] Considerationsduring the transitionalperiod International Tax Report, September 1985, p.9
29. S.181(1) ICTA 1970, Sch. 2, Para. 4, Finance Act, 1974. See Kieran

Liability to tax on income accrued prior to departure, and Rabin, supra note 11.

but realized subsequent thereto differs according to
30. S.2, 3, 115 and 212, Canadian Act.
31. Furstenberg, infra note 95, and Petschek, infra note 92.

particular facts and circumstances. Tax on cash basis 32. See, generally, discussion in III14]. See also Sherman and Sherman,
items, e.g. salary or certain investment income supra note 15, at Chapter 17.

sourced out of country of emigration, may escape 33. S.40(2)(a), Canadian Act.

tax. 30 Trust income accrued after departurebut in such 34. See Albregtse, Immigration and Existing Losses, lntertax, 1984/9,

year, may also not be taxed.3' Such pattern is seen in p.337.
35. IRC S.897 et al.

many countries.32 36. S.85(1), Canadian Act.
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recognition basis.37 Thus, an alien who is planning to [2] Residence for income tax purposes
terminate U.S. residence may be advised to exchange
a U.S. real property interest for such an interestsituate Residence in most countries is determined on a facts
in another country prior to departure. Although there and circumstancesbasis, sometimesaugmentedby ex-

would be a carry-over in basis from the USRPI to the ceptional rules of a more mechanical or technical na-

foreign real estate interests for U.S. tax purposes, ture. Exceptionally, the new IRC S.7701(b) rules (dis-
post-departure disposition of the foreign real estate cussed in Part B) are primarily and substantiallybased
would not normally be subject to U.S. taxation. on mechanical, objectively determinable factors.

In Canada, a tax resident is a person who is ordinarily
[6] Other matters to consider resident.44Such status turns on an overall assessment

of physical presence, intentions, family ties, commer-

In most countries terminationof residence for income cial or other business ties, legal status, existence of a

tax purposes may not affect ongoing residence physical home, evaluated in the context of an indi-
(domicile) for estate, inheritance and gift tax pur- vidual's past facts and circumstances.45 The case-

poses. For example, IRC S.7701(b) applies only for made law has largely been developed in respect of
ncome tax purposes. See III[10]. Canada does not departing residents and, accordingly, must be tem-

impose such taxes but does tax a resident (for income pered in application to the determinationof the status

tax purposes) on unrealized appreciation of certain of an incoming person.46 Canada also taxes a person
property at death or in respect of inter vivos gifts. 38 as resident for any year during which he sojourns in
This means that a Canadian who terminates residence Canada for 183 days or longer.47 For a similar rule in
for tax purposes but remains a domiciliary will not the U.K., see S.51 ICTA, 1970. There are also special
generally be liable to Canadian taxation at death, al- rules for certain Canadian Government employees
though the deemed disposition rules for income tax etc.48
purposes would apply to taxable Canadian prop- Such pattern is generally in othercountries. Res-
erty39 or property which the departing resident has seen

idence or domicile in relation to particular instances
elected to be so treated in order to avoid the departure often turns out to be and complex concepttax described earlier.40 a vague

based partly on the physical presence and partly on the
Termination of residence may affect family members intentionsof the potential taxpayer. Ths is well recog-
of controlled corporations. In Canada, Canadian- nized and it is presumably because of it that many
controlled private corporation status may be lost, countries use such terms in their tax law without defin-

resulting in highercorporate taxation.41 A corporation ing them, or if they do define them, define them in a

s a CCPC where not more than 50% ofts outstanding way which leaves much to the interpretation of the

voting shares are owned directly or indirectly by non- administrationand the law courts. ,49

residentsor public Canadian corporations.42Such cor-

porations generally are entitled to a 21 percentage
point reduction in the standard 46% corporate rate of 37. IRC S.897(e)(1) cf. IRC S.1031

tax otherwise applicable in respect of up to $200,000 38. S.69(1)(b) and 70(5), Canadian Act.

39. Supra, note 17.
of income derived from active businessescarried on in 40 See 1112]. See, generally, Schwarz, Emigration Rules, Canada, World

Canada. In the U.S., departuremay eliminateForeign Tax Report (Financial Times), January 1983, p 9

Personal Holding Company (FPHC) status for unre- 41. S.125, Canadian Act.

lated U.S. persons.43 42. Under S.89(1)(g) of the Canadian Act a public corporation is one

whose shares are listed on a recognized Canadian stock exchange or which

Other considerations include travel, currency and meets certan other prescribed rules.

asset transfer restrictions, ongoing reporting require- 43. IRC S.551 et seq
44. S.250(3), Canadian Act.

ments, and the effects if there is a return to the coun- 45. Boidrnan, Chopin and Granwell, supra note 4 at p 145

try. 46. For example, the decision in Roy, supra note 4, would not arise in
circumstanceswhere the precise same activities in Canada during theyears
in question were carried out by a person who previouslywas not a long-term

III. ISSUESIN THE COUNTRYOF SOJOURNING Canadian resident.
47. S.250(1)(a),CanadianAct. ItshouldbenotedthattheCanadianrules

OR IMMIGRATION do not stipulate whether a day for these purposes includes part-day or

requires an aggregationof 24-hour periods. The latter is the better view of

[ 1 ] Overview
the matter.

48. S.250(1)(b)-(f), Canadian Act. See Boidman and Ducharme, supra
note 14, Chapter IV, and Sherman and Sherman, supra note 15.

Precise issues for the peripatetic alien in the country 49. Phillips and Coilings,General Report,The AssessmentandCollection

of sojourningor immigrationdepend upon whetherhe of Tax from Non-Residents, Cahiers de droit fiscal international, Vol.

becomes resident for tax purposes in such country. See LXXa, IFA, London 1985 (Kluwer), p.15 at p.20. This volume contains
national reports from 27 countries. Foran exampleof acountrywhich, like

II[1] and III[2]. Such determination may be affected the U.S., utilizes mechanical tests, see India: Chandra (National Report -

by visa status, the purposesof his visits or sojourn, the India), p 445; see also Italy, Guidice (National Report- Italy), p 465. See

length or frequency thereofand related factors. Impli- also 11[1] The U.S., of course, has recognized this problem, by enacting

cations may arise under income tax law, those relating IRC S.7701(b), supra note 3. The reason for the new law is explained in

the House Ways & Means Committee Report as follows: The Committee
to estate, inheritanceor gift taxes, and, in some Euro- believes that the tax law should provide a more objective definition of

pean countries, tax on capital or wealth. residence for income tax purposes. The Committee believes that the pre-
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[3] Scope of taxation applicable to tax
residents

sent law does not provide adequate guidance with respect to residence
status. The Committee understands that an objective definition may allow
some aliens who should be taxable as residents to avoid resident status,

[a] General and would impose resident status on some aliens who are not residents,
under the current rules. On balance, however, the Committee finds that

Most countries subject an alien who is resident the certainty that the Bill's objective definition provides outweighs other
therein to the same tax regime applicable to citizens considerations.Source: H.R. Rep. No. 432 (Part II) 98th Cong. 2d Sess.

or nationals who are also resident therein. Generally, at 1523.

this entails liability to tax on worldwide income. See 50. IRC S.I.

II[1]. Certain exceptional rules should be noted.
51. Sherman and Sherman, Moving t Canada: A Checklist for Immi-

grants, CA Magazine, January 1985, p.60.
52. S.108, 122 and 181 ICTA, 1970, with respect to income (see alsoThere are only a few countries, notably the U.S., II[3][b] and III19]) and S.14, CGTA, 1979 with respect to capital gains.which tax citizens who are not resident therein on See, generally, Kieran and Rabin, supra note 11.

worldwide income.50 The Philippines also taxes its 53. Pinto (National Report - Brazil), supra note 49, p.299 at p.301.
citizens, wherever resident, but the tax burden is small 54. Stolerman (National Report - Hong Kong), supra note 49, p.433 at

a maximum of 3% of their adjusted gross foreign 55. See Tomsett, Incentives for Foreign Investors in Major EEC Coun-
- p.435.

income.51
tries: The Netherlands, TPIR, Vol. 11, No.3 (March 1984), p.3. See also

The U.K. taxes an alien who is resident (or ordinarily van Raad, Foreign Employees Working Temporarily in the Netherlands,

resident) but not domiciled only on certain income TPIR, Vol. 12, No. 9 (September 1985), p.28.
56. See New Belgium Tax Rules Benefit Expatriate Executives, Interna-

which is derived from the U.K. or remitted from tional Tax Alert, January 1983, p.1; Belgium-AdministrativeCircularon

abroad thereto.52 This regime creates tax haven Taxation of Expatriate Executives, TPIR, Vol. 10, No. 11 (Nov. 1983),
facilities for the wealthy peripatetic alien. See discus- p.14.;Belgium: Taxation ofForeign Executives, Intertax 1984/5, p.182; see

sion in III[9].
also EEC: Tax Relief for Cross-Frontier and Migrant Workers, Intertax
1984/4, p.174.

A Brazilian is treated as a non-residentwhen absent 57. See Okelinx, Simplifying Incentives, World Tax Report (Financial
for more than twelve monthsas are residentsabroad Times), November 1982, p.13; Okelinx, Belgium-Zone Incentives, World

Tax Report (Financial Times), December 1982, p.10; Lebrun, Belgium-
who remain in Brazil for less than twelve months.53

Supplementary Depreciation, TMIJ, Vol. 82, No. 7 (July 1982), p.30; and
to -

Hong Kong does not seek to assess tx by reference Lebrun, Belgium -Amendments the Income Tax Act Tax-Free Zones,
TMIJ, Vol. 82, No. 10 (October 1982), p.25.

to such concepts as residence or fiscal domicile. . .. 58. See Goldsworth, EuropeanStudy Conferences: Advance Tax-Plan-
The Inland Revenue Ordinance...(is)...designed ning for Non-Domiciled Persons, 54 Taxes International (April 1984),
onl to charge incomeand profitswhich arse or derive p.76. See also II[3][b]
from the Territory.54 59. Convention between the United States of America and Canada with

respect to Taxeson IncomeandonCapiml, P-H FederalTaxes,Tax Treaties
I, p.22,030:

[b] Incoming executives- incentives Article XVI. ARTISTESAND ATHLETES
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles XIV (Independent Per-

Some countries restrict tax liabilityof incomingexecu- sonal Services) and XV (Dependent Personal Services), income derived
tives. by a resident of a Contracting State as an entertainer, such as a theatre,

motion picture, radio or television artiste, or a musician, or as an athlete,
Foreign employees assigned to Dutch subsidiaries or from his personal activities as such exercised in the other Contracting
branches for a period not exceeding five years may be State, may be taxed in that other State, except where the amount of the

exempt from such tax up to 35% of their earningsand, gross receipts derived by such entertainer or athlete, including expenses

in addition, are treated as non-residentsgenerally for reimbursed to him or borne on his behalf, from such activities do not
exceed fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) in the currency of that other

Dutch tax purposes.
55

State for the calendar concerned.year
2. Where income in respect of personal activities exercised by an enter-

Belgium granted new incentives in 1983.56 This, to- tainer or an athlete in his capacity as such accrues not to the entertaneror

gether with the 1982 T zone incentives for foreign- athlete but to another person, that income may, notwithstandingthe pro-
owned investment,57 provides an attractivetax climate visions of Articles VII (Business Profits), XIV (Independent Personal

for foreign-basedmultinationalsand their personnel. Services) and XV (DependentPersonal Services),be taxed in the Contract-
ing State in which the activities of the entertaineror athlete are exercised.

The U.K. tightened up its incentives in 1984 but tax For the purposes of the preceding sentence, income of an entertainer or

reduction opportunities remain.58 athlete shall be deemed not to accrue to another person if it is established
that neither the entertaineror athlete, nor persons related thereto, partici-
pate directly or indirectly in the profitsof such other person in any manner,

[c] Other considerations including the receipt of deferred remuneration, bonuses, fees, dividends,
partnershipdistributions or other distributions.

Certain groups entail additional considerations. For 3. Theprovisionsofparagraphsland2shall notapply to the incomeof:

example, athletes and performing artists may be sub- (a) An athlete in respect of his activities as an employer of a team which

ject to the special loan-out rulings in the U.S. and participates in a league with regularly scheduledgames in both Contracting

back-up anti-avoidance provisions of treaties. For
States, or

(b) A team described in subparagraph (a)
example, Article XVI of the 1980 Canada-U.S. In- 4. Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles XIV (Independent Per-
come Tax Convention59 serves to tax substantiallyall sonal Services) and XV (DependentPersonal Services) an amount paid by
income earned by cross-borderathletes and entertain- a residentof a ContractingState to a residentof the other ContractingState

to an agreement to the
ers excluding application of the exemptive rules for

as an inducement sign relating the performanceof
services of an athlete (other than an amount referred to in paragraph 1 of

businessprofits (ArticleVII) and independentservices Article XV (Dependent Personal Services) may be taxed in the first-men-

(Article XIV).60 tioned State, but the tax so charged shall not exceed 15 percent of the gross
amount of such payment.

The pattern for taxing residentsis similar in most coun- 60. See Histrop, Taxationof CanadianResidentAthletesand Artists Per-
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tries. The specific rules for inclusions and deductions, substantiallyeliminated by a special treaty rule under
applicable rates of tax and ancillary considerations Article XIII(6) of the 1980 Canada-U.S. Income Tax
may, however, vary substantially from country to Convention.69
country.61

[c] Pensions and annuities

[4] Pre-arrivalplanning Pension, annuity and similar arrangements may be
particularly troublesome. An incoming Canadian is
taxable on post-arrival receipt of pension rights ac-[a] General
crued prior to arrival.70 Moreover, post-arrival con-

Countriessuch as the U.S. and Canada tax worldwide tributions to foreignpension plans are generally not
income of an alien who becomes a tax resident to the deductible.71 In the U.S. basis may be recognized in
extent realized or recognized under its domestic law some pension arrangementseffected prior to arrivai. 72

after residence has commenced notwithstanding that This applies to annuity or life policies, even where
such income has accrued or arisen, in the economic premiums were tax-deductible in the country of emi-
sense, prior thereto.62 In the U.K. such part-yearcon- gration.73However, accrued gain in such policies does
vention is extra-statutory.63 not constitute basis.74

Such rules apply particularly to cash basis-type items Bilateral pension and social security agreement (to-
of income: e.g. sa ary, portfolio income, anopensions talisation agreements)do not generallydeal with tax-
etc. ([c] below). As a general matter, planning prior ation issuesperse. See, for example, the United King-
to arrival n respect of the foregoing and other areas dom-UnitedStatesSocial Security Agreement dated
may result in significant tax reduction once residence 13 February 1984, the primary objective of which is to
has been established. Some areas to consider are dis- eliminate social security contributions being paid to
cussed next. both the U.S. and the U.K. by individuals who are

working in both countries. The United States has simi-
[b] Basis in assets lar agreementswith six other countriessuch as Canada
The effects respecting pre-arrival appreciation in as- (brought into force in August 1984).75
sets may vary.

Canada, uniquely, grants an adjustment in basis in forming in the United States, Canadian Tax Journal, Vol. 32, No. 6

capital property, to fair marketvalue at date residency
(November-December1984), p.1060. See also Stemkowski, 690 F. 2d 40,
affg Rev'g and Rem'g in part, 76 TC 252 (1981) (Harwood, Recent CA-2

commences, thereby effectively exempting aprecia- Decision Focuses on Computing U.S. Source Income for Non-Resident

tion of valuearisingprior to the establisamentofCana- Alien, Journal of Taxation, May 1983, p.266); and Silbergleit, Linseman

dian residence.64 This rule also means that decline in v. Commissioner:U.S. AvengesOlympicTeam's Loss to CanadianHockey

value prior to arrival but covered thereafter and Players, Canadian Tax Journal, Vol. 32, No. 3 (May-June 1984), p 616.
61 See, generally, Difference in Tax Treatment between Local and

realized in a post-arrival disposition would be subject Foreign Investors and Effects of InternationalTreaties, Cahiers de droit
to Canadian tax. In the result, immigrants need not fiscal international, Vol. LXIlIb, IFA Congress, 1978 (Kluwer) and An

accelerate dispositions of appreciated property but International Comparison - How They Stack Up in Taxes, International

may be advised to consider transferring their depre-
Tax Report, January 1985, p.10. See also, International Comparisonsof
Direct Tax on Employment Income, a study prepared by the Board of

ciated property to family members who are not in Inland Revenue, November 1984, which compares the tax burden on

Canada and perhaps foreign coroorations or trusts personal income in the U.K., France, West Germany, Italy, Netherlands,
prior to taking up Canadian resience. In the latter Sweden, U S. and Japan.
context see section [e] below. In Canada capital prop-

62. IRC S.7701(b)(2)(A). S.114, Canadian Act. Boidman, Chopin and

erty normally comprises assets held for long-term in-
Granwell, supra note 4, at p.146,147,155,159and 160.
63. A.Il. Inland Revenue IR-1 See Kieran and Rabin, supra note 11, at

vestment but, unlike the U.S., often does not include p.19.
undeveloped land even though held passively without 64. S.48(3), Canadian Act.

any organized selling activities. Incoming individuals 65. Under Canadian law such a transfer normally is deemed to comprise

owningsuch land would, therefore, considerdisposing
a disposition at fair market value with an associated step-up in basis. See
S.69, Canadian Act. This is so even in the case of a transfer to a controlled

of same (or transferring same to related entities such corporaton inasmuch aS the Canadian rollover (non-recognition) rule
as a corporation or trust65) prior to arrivai. applicable in such cases, pursuant to section 85 of the Canadian Act,

requires an election in the absence of which section 69 recognition treat-
A person immigrating to the U.S. may have difficulty ment applies. See Boidman and Ducharme, supra note 14 at Chapter X.
in reorganizingassets so as to step-up basis. In particu- 66. See Chopin, Granwell and Povell, infra note 87, at 244 et seq.

lar, (unlike Canada) non-recognitionand basis carry-
67. S.85, CGTA, 1979.

over apply automaticallyunder IRC S.351.66 Pre-arri- 68. S.40(2)(b), Canadian Act.
69. Supra note 59. See Bernsteinand Hanson, A Guidefor the Canadian

val step-up procedures may be more feasible for a Resident Departing to the U.S., 81-10 TMIJ 3 (October 1981), and Middle-
Derson taking up residence (and domicile) in the ton, Tax Implications of Departure from Canada, CA Magazine, July
U.K.67 1983, p.44.

70. S.56 and 60, Canadian Act.
The issue is of particular concern where the property 71. S.8, Canadian Act Stelfox v. M.N.R.,85DTC 100.

could be disosed of without tax in the country of 72. IRC S.72. LTR 5809084910A (8 September 1958).

emigration. ror example, a Canadian can often sell a
73. IRC S.61 and 72. LTR 8251014 (13 September 1982).
74. LTR 8107032 (19 November 1980)personal residencewithout Canadian tax.68 In the case 75 See Jarnes P Klein, International Benefits Planning, The Interna-

of a move by a Canadian to the U.S. the problem is tional Tax Journal. Vol. 11:3, at 229 (Summer 1985)
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Lump-sum pension payments can be particularly becomes a U.S. resident would only be taxed on the
troublesome because they are often not covered by a foreign-source income received by a trust after the
double tax treaty agreement. See for example Article change of status.93 In such circumstancesa trust should
XVIII of the 1980 Canada-U.S. Convention. In a re- seek to acceleratereceiptof incomeprior to the change
cent decision the Lower Court of the Hague decided of status or, where the trust is to receive an extraordi-
that a lump-sumpayment out of a Dutch pension plan narily large amount of income, the change of status

qualified for a treaty Article respectingpensionssolely should be delayed until after it is received.94 Petschek
because that Article expanded the term pensions to dealt with an expatriating U.S. citizen. See also
include other similar remuneration.76 Furstenberg95 which, in somewhat different cir-

cumstances, follows the reasoning in Petschek.

[di Signing bonuses

A signing bonus effectuatedprior to arrival in the U.S.
in respect of future services to be performed in the 76. Pensions Taxationof Lump Sum Payment under the Dutch-French-

U.S. may be taxable under the Code. 77 Canada has a Treaty, 25 European Taxation 2, (1985) 56. See also Van Der Landu,p.

statutory rule to such effect. 78 Surrenderof Pension Rights by Non-Residents,FinancialTimes WorldTax

Report, August 1984, p. 10. For such issues in a country such as Portugal

[el Restructuring investments seeSayer, ForeignResidents-Taxationof Pensionsand AnnuitiesReceived

from Abroad, 24 European Taxation 5 (1984), p.165.

Typically incoming aliens may seek to restructure in- 77. Linseman v. Commissioner, 82 TC No. 39 (1984). See Silbergleit,

vestments, prior to establishing residence in countries supra note 60.
78. S.115(2)(c.1)and (e), Canadian Act.

such as the U.S. or Canada, to avoid foreign income 79. S.91-95, Canadian Act.

attribution rules. 80. S.91 and 95(1)(a), Canadian Act. Section 91 requires that a Canadian
resident shareholder of a controlled foreign affiliate include a share of

In Canada such attributioncan arise under the Foreign Foreign Accrual Property Income as computed under section 95(1)(b)
Accrual Property Income system.79 In general, a Cana- of the Act. FAPI generally includespassive investmentor property income

dian resident is taxable in respect of his share of the or that arising from the conduct of businesses other than active busines-

accumulatingpassive income of a controllednon-resi- ses. A controlled foreign affiliate is defined by section 95(1)(a) as con-

dent corporation.8o It is important to note that these stituting a foreign affiliate which is controlled by the Canadian share-
holder either alone or together with no more than four other unrelated

rules apply whether the non-resident corporation is Canadian residents or by a related group regardless of resident status

formed before or after resident status is established. thereof. Control for these purposesnormally means the ownershipof more

Similar rules apply to a non-residenttrust. 8' However, than 50% of the voting shares of the corporation entitling the holders

there is an exclusion for such income of such trusts
thereof to elect the board of directors. Foreign affiliate is defined by
section 95(1)(d) and 95(4) as being a non-residentcorporationin which the

formed prior to or after arrival in respect of income Canadian shareholderowns directly or indirectly 10% or more of any class

earned during the first five years of residence.82 AS of stock whether voting or non-voting.
noted, pre-existingcorporate arrangementsare not so 81. S.94, Canadian Act. (See also new S.94.1, Offshore Fund Rules.)

excluded.N3 82. S.94(1)(b), Canadian Act.
83. See, generally, Boidman, The Foreign Affiliate System: Canadian

In the U.S. there are the rules governing controlled Taxation After 1982 - A StructuredOverview; CCH Canadian 1983; and

foreign corporations,84 foreign personal holding com- Boidman, Canada's Taxation of Foreign Afiliates 1982 Revisions, TMIJ-

83-4, April 1983, p.18 (Part I), 83-5, May 1983, p. 17, (Part II), 83-8,

panies85 and grantor trusts.86 An alien who becomes a August 1983, p. 14, (Part III), Vol. 13, No. 2, Feb. 1984, p.48 (Part IV).
U.S. resident generally is not exempt from the CFC or 84. IRC S.951.

FPHC rules in respect of arrangements effectuated 85. IRC S.551.

prior to arrival. It may be possible to defer or avoid 86. IRC S.679.

tax by establishing trust arrangementspriorto estab-
87. IRC S.665-668, 671-677 and 679. See Chopin, Granwell and Povell,
Pre-Immigration Planning, Residence and Domicile, Issues After the Tax

lishing residencefor U.S. tax purposes.
87 Grantor trust Reform Act of 1984, [Residency and Domicile Issues after the Tax-

(attributionof income) rules may not apply to a foreign Reform Act of 1984 (Langer)] PractisingLaw Institute, 1985 (Real Estate

trust with U.S. beneficiaries if it is created by an alien Law and Practice Course Handbook, Series No. 224, J4-3565) p. 173, at

grantorprior to assumingU.S. residence.88 Moreover, p.238 et seq; Wyckoff, Tax PlanningfortheAlien ResidentforU.S. Income

Tax But Not Domiciledin the U.S. For Estate andGift Taxes, (PU,supra)
certain provisions, e.g. a borrowingpower in favor of p.261 at 279; Wyckoff, U.S. Taxationof ForeignTrusts: U.S. and Non-U.S.

an alien non-resident, may eliminate all taxes for a Beneficiaries, U.S. Taxation of International Operations, Prentice-Hall,

U.S. beneficiary, including the special 6% interest paragraph6014(page6271); Wyckoff, U.S. TaxationofForeignTrustsand

charge on accumulation distributions from foreign U.S. and Non-U.S. TrustGrantors,U.S. Taxation of InternationalOpera-

trusts.89 tions, Prentice-Hall, paragraph 6013 (page 6241).
88. IRC S.679. Wyckoff, supra at 6247.

Aliens must consider that a 35% excise tax may arise 89. IRC S.668(a).
90.. IRC S.1491. See also IRC S.367.

on a post-arrival transfer of appreciated proerty to a 91. See Arnold, The Taxation of Controlled-Foreign-Corporations,66

foreign corporation or other foreign entity.9 Taxes International, April 1985, p.3 which compares such regimes in

Such rules also apply in France, Germany, Japan and
Canada, France, Germany, Japan, U.K. and U.S.
92. 81 TC 160 (1983), aff'd 738 F.2d 67 (2d. Cir. 1984).

the U.K.' 93. See Smith, Estate of Petschekv. Commissioner: Emigratingand Im-

migratingTrust Beneficiaries, CanadianTax Journal, Vol. 32, No. 3 (May-
June 1984), p.622.

[f] Other matters 94. IRC Reg. S.1.1871-13.
95. 83 TC 755 (1984). Smith, Furstenbergv. Commissioner: Emigrating

It is suggested that, on the basis of the decision in and ImmigratingTrust Beneficiaries Revisited, Canadian Tax Journal, Vol.
Estate of Petschek v. Commissioner,42an alien WhO 33. No. 3 (May-June 1985), p.624.
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The effects of a communityof propertymarital regime activity of the board of directors (and perhaps senior
on liability vary in different countries. Prior to the management) normally requires review and reorgani-
1984 Tax Reform Act an alien non-residentcould ef- zation prior to arrival. Similar rules apply for trusts.

fectively split income for purposes relevant to U.S.
tax.96 The 1984 Tax Reform Act amends section 879
to eliminate such advantage. In Canada community [7] The role of an offshore trust

income is normally allocated to one consort or the
other and not split between them.97 Europeans and other non-North Americans often es-

tablish elaborate offshore trust and corporate struc-
The taxation of alimony and related payments or re- tures to protect, inter alia, against political upheaval,
ceipts by the peripatetic alien may vary and in some etc. Such structures may involve the country of immi-
cases advance planning may minimize tax effects.98 gration.109 For example, a corporation formed in New

Brunswick may act as trustee for an offshore trust, or

there may be emergency standby facilities without
[5] Special considerationsrespecting real

-

engaging liability to Canadian tax where the ultimate
estate beneficiaries are not Canadian residents. 110 Immigra-

An alien non-resident often structures foreign invest- tion to Canada, however, would likely necessitate re-

ment in foreign real estate through a corporation
view and reorganization of the arrangementsprior to

formed outside the country in which the realty is arrival, if such Canadian tax status is to be maintained.

situate. This can, inter alia, provide exemption from
inheritancetaxes.99 If the alien immigratesto the coun- [8] The role of an offshore corporation
try where the realty is situate, it may be desirable to
eliminate the intermediary holding corporation. This See III[4][e] and [6] above.
cannot always be accomplishedon a tax-free basis.

If the country involved iS the U.S., the alien should be [9] Special regimes and tax haven
able to contribute the holdingcompanystock to a U.S. facilities
corporation and liquidate the former without recogni-
tion of gain. 100 The peripatetic alien should be aware of certain

If the country involved is Canada, any liquidationof a

non-Canadiancorporationwill be taxable to such cor- 96. IRC S.879. See Fogarasi, Westerdahl Illustrates the Tax Advantage
oration.' The non-recognition rules for corporate Enjoyedby NonresidentAliens Domiciledin CommunityPropertyJurisdic-

iquidations only apply to a Canadian Corpora- tions, TMIJ, Vol. 13, No. 4, April 1984, p.125.

tion.102 An indirect butterfly procedure may be
97. See, Sura v. M.N.R., 62 DTC 1005.
98 For example, in respect ofsuch involving the U. K., see Pagan, Inter-

possible but should not be attempted without a rul- national Alimony: How To Make lt Tax Effcient, International Tax Re-

ing.
103 port, January 1985, p.4.

99. See, generally, Boidman, Planningand Strategy in jnternationalReal

Japan, Italy and Holland, among other countries, Estate Transactions and Investments, Strategy in International Taxation,
would also tax a distributionof real estate by a domes- Vol I, No. 2, 1985, 91.

tic corporation.104 100. IRC S.351 and 897(d)(1)(B). But contrary regulationscould be made
under IRC S.897(e)(2). See Chopin, Granwell and Povell, supra note 87,

Recent developmentsin the U.K. may militate against at 254 et seq

owning a U.K. residence through a non-U.K. corpora-
101. S.69(5), Canadian Act.
102. Under S.88(1) of the Act a 90% or greater owned Canadian corpora-tion. A 6% imputed rent benefit may be imposed. 105
tion may be liquidated on a tax-free basis into a Canadian corporate
parent. Canadiancorporation is defined under paragraph89(1)(a)of the
Canadian Act as constitutinga company incorporated in Canada or certain

foreign corporations formed prior to 17 June 1971.
[6] Special considerationsrespectingclosely 103. S.55(3) and 85(1) Canadian Act. See Boidman and Ducharme,Taxa-

held family corporations tion in Canada- Implicationsfor Foreign Investment, Kluwer(theNether-
lands, 1985) ChapterXXV and Boidman, Nonresident Investmentin Cana-

If an alien who has an interest in a holding and/or dian Real Estate, Corporate ManagementTax Conference (1983), Canadi-
an Tax Foundation, p.371.operating corporation becomes a U.S. resicent, the 104. Boidman, supra note 99, at 114.

CFC and FPHC rules (III[4][e]) may apply. Providing 105. See Blower, The Less TaxingWay To StructureYour U. K. Property,
a FPHC does not otherwise earn tainted (FPHC) in- InternationalTax Report, October 1984, p 8 and Blower, Warning: Time

come, same country dividends from a related operat- to Rethink Your U. K. Property Plan, InternationalTax Report, September

ing company no longer are subject to attribution.106 1984, p.3. In 1984 the U.K. also introduced a new 40% withholding tax on

sales of U.K. real estate for non-residents. Pagan, If Foreign Investors Seil
The 1984 Tax Reform Act also ameliorates the effects U.K. Propery, International Tax Report, September 1984, p.5
of the stock ownership attribution rules for determin- 106. IRC S.552(c), enacted by S 132(c)(2), 1984 Tax Reform Act (supra
ing FPHC status on unrelated third party U.S. tax- note 3)

payers, who are shareholdersof such corporations.07 107. IRC S.554, S. 132(a), 1984 Tax Reform Act.
108. S.250(3), Canadian Act. See Boidman and Ducharme,supra note 14,

Some countriesmay treat a foreign corporationowned at p.38 et seq.

by an incoming alien as resident and subject to world- 109. See, III[4][e] above. See, generally, Klein, Tax PlanningforFail-Safe
Devices, Prentice-Hall, U.S. Taxation of International Operations, para.wide taxation on the basis of location of central mind 7512, p.7721.

and management.108 In such case the compositionand 110. See Boidman and Ducharme, supra note 14, at Chapter XXXI.
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anomalies or unusual features of tax law in high tax gift and estate taxes but announced on 23 April 1985
jurisdictionswhich may present unusual opportunities that such taxes119 will be abolished,effective midnight
or traps for the unwary. 23 April. 120 All other provinces and the Federal gov-

ernment abolished such taxes in the 1970's.
It is well known that the U.K. can effectivelyserve as

a tax haven for wealthy individuals with non-U.K.
investment ncome. Provided resident but not

domiciliary status is established, investment income 111. S.48(4), Canadian Act.

which is not remitted to the U.K. is not subject to
112. See Chopin, Granwell and Povell, supra note 87, at 255 and 256.
113. IRC S.1.

U.K. tax. See III[3][a]. However, persons of such 114. IRC S.877. See, generally, Karp, supra note 22.

status may not benefit from tax treaties between the 115. Furstenberg, supra note 95.

U.K. and other countries in respect of income derived 116. See Karp, supra note 22, at para. 13.0213][b].
therefrom. See, for example, Article XXVII(2), Can- 117. On 26 August 1985 the Tax Court filed a decision in Tedd N. Crow

ada-United Kingdom Income Tax Convention.
v. Commissioner,85 TC 21 [CCH Dec. 42,339] at 3451, in which it decided
that an expatriate was exempt from U.S. tax under IRC S.877 by reason

Some aliens obtain landed immigrantstatus and estab-
of the provisionsof the 1942 Income Tax Conventionbetween Canada and
the Unted States. The taxpayer moved to Canada on 20 November 1978

lish Canadian residence primarily to qualify for Cana- and renounced his U.S. citizenship on 24 November 1978. It was estab-
dian citizenship. Three years is required. If Canadian lished that the principal purpose of the expatriation was the avoidance of

tax residence status is terminated within five years of U.S. tax. On 1 December, the taxpayer sold shares of a U.S. corporation

arrival, there may be significant avoidanceof Canadi- in exchange for a note payable over 20 years without interest and realized
a substantial gain. The taxpayer claimed exemption from U.S. tax on the

an taxes. The departure tax (II[2]) does not apply to basis of being a resident of Canada and by reference to the provisions of
assets owned at the time the Canadian residence was Article VIII of the 1942 Conventionbetween Canada and the U.S. which,
established., During the period,of residence in Can- generally, exempted Canadian residents from U.S. tax in respect of gains
ada, the foreign-incomeattribution rules can be avoid- derived from the sale or exchange of capital assets. The Commissioner

ed. See, III[4.[e]. argued that the taxpayer was liable to U.S. tax by reason of IRC S.877

notwithstandingthe Convention because Article XVII of the Convention

If an alien terminates U.S. residence within the three reserved for the U.S. the right to tax its citizens as though the Convention
had not come into effect. Article XVII however did not specifically deal

years of arrival, liability to U.S. tax under IRC with such right in respect of expatriates. The Service based itself on Rev.

S.7701(b)(9) will not arise (even if residence is re-es- Rul. 79-152, 1979-1 C.B. 237, which interprets the term citizens in treaty
tablished within the following three-year period). As provisions such as Article XVII as including a former citizen who expa-

well, an alien can use a period of U.S. tax residence to triated to avoid tax. The Tax Court, however, concluded that ... the

dispose of a U.S. real property interest, pursuant to contracting parties had no intention to define the term 'citizens' in Article

IRC S.1031 like-kind exchange rules without liability
XVII more broadly than its literal meaning . . . Article XVII of the Cana-
dian treaty, however, was intendedonly to preserveUnited States taxation

to U.S. tax in respect of either the USRPI or replace- of citizens on the basis of citizenship (at 3452 and 3453). What is of

ment property provided: (1) such replacement prop- particular interest to a non-U.S, observer is the Tax Court's view as to the

erty is foreign realty; and (2) the disposition thereof role of Revenue Rulings. Respondenturges us to give deference 'to the
view of the Treasury Department' expressed in Rev. Rul. 79-152. A Rev-

occurs after U.S. residence is terminated. ' 12
enue Ruling represents the view of the Commissioner, not the Treasury

The U.S. taxes its citizens on worldwide income re- Department ... and thus is generally only 'the contention of one of the

gardlessof residence.113 A U.S. citizenwho expatriates parties to the litigation ... Because Rev. Rul. 79-152 does not constitute
a consistentand long-standingadministrativeposition with prior Congres-

for tax purposes remains liable to U.S. tax on certain sional or judicial approval, it is not entitled to any special deference in this

U.S.-source income or gains, not otherwise taxable in Court... (at page 3457). Finally it may be noted that the Service suc-

the hands of an alien non-resident.114 Not all expatria- ceeded in treatnga portion of the deferredbalance of paymentas imputed
tions will be considered tax-motivated.115 Arguably interest under IRC S.483 and, thus, subject to a 15% withholding tax

Article XI (of both the 1942 and the 1980 Canada-U.S. Con-
some older U.S. treaties may exempt an expatriate

pursuant to

ventions).
from IRC S.877. The Service takes the contrary 118. See, generally, Goldberg, Planning the International Estate, New

view. 116 Such position, however, has been rejected in York University Proceedings of the 8th Annual Conference on Interna-

a Tax Court decision handed down in August.117 See, tional Tax and Business Planning, Matthew Bender & Company, 1984,

however, Article XXIX(2), 1980 Canada-U.S. Con- Chapter5; Wyckoff, (PLI) supra, note 87; Goodman, InternationalDouble
Taxation of Estates and Inheritances, Butterworths (U.K.), 1978; The

vention which specificallysanctions the Code rule. InternationalDouble Taxation of Inheritances and Gifts, Cahiers de droit
fiscal international, Vol. LXXb, IFA Congress, 1985, London (Kluwer).
For a comprehensive study of inheritance and gift taxes in 17 European

[10] Note respectng estate, gift and countriessee, A ComparativeStudy of InheritanceandGift Taxes in West-
inheritance tax considerations ern Europe, 24 European Taxation 7-8 (1984) at 211. For a comparative

overview of estate taxes in 21 South American countries, see Caballero,

Comprehensiveexaminationof the peripatetic alien's Latin America: Taxation of Gifts and Inheritance Taxes - A Practical

liability to estate, inheritanceand gift taxes is beyond Approach, Bulletin, Vol. 39, No. 2, February 1985, p.55. See also, The
Taxationof Transfersof Family-HeldEnterpriseson Deathor Inter Vivos,

the scope of this paper. 118 Some basiC points however Cahiers de droit fiscal international, Vol. LXIVa (1979); Current Legal
can be noted. Aspectof InternationalEstate Planning-ForeignOwnersof U.S. Property,

U.S. Ownersof Foreign Property, Sections of International Law and Real

[a] Scope of taxation Property, Probate and Trust Law, American Bar Association, 1981
(Robert A. Hendrickson and William K. Stevens, Editors), published by

Most countries levy taxes or duties on gifts ofproperty American Bar Association.
119. Arising under provisionsof the Quebec Taxation Act, R.S.Q., c.I-3,

whether made inter vivos or under testamentary de- and the Succession Duty Act, L.R.Q., c.D-13.2.
vice. Canada is an exception; income taxes may, how- 120. 23 April 1985 Budget Speech, delivered before the Assemble

ever, apply: see II16]. The Province of Quebec levies Nationale by M. Yves L. Duhaime, Ministre des Finances.
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Such taxes often apply to worldwide gifts of a resi- [c] Other aspects
dent or domiciliary. With respect to citizens, see The U.S. levies such taxes on its citizens, wherever[c] below. Such tax may also apply to such gifts of domiciled.T3'TM Austria, Colombia, Denmark, Ger-property, situate within the host courtry, made by
a person who is not so resident or domiciled. 121 many, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden

and Spain also impose such taxes on citizens in varying
specified circumstances.132

[b] Domicile
Some countriesmay tax emigrants. A person is treated

In general, residence or domicile for such purpose as domiciled in the U.K. for three years after he aban-
constitutes a stronger or more substantial presence or dons his domicile in the U.K. 133 The U.S. may also
attachment to a country than does residence for in- levy such taxes on citizens who expatriate for tax
come tax purposes. Domicile requires an intention to avoidance purposes.

134

make a place a fixed and permanent home. A new

domicilecannot, however, arise without couplingsuch As in the case ofpre-arrival planning for income tax

intention with physical presence.'22 A person may purposes (see III[4]), the peripateticalien whose move

clearly be a tax resident without being resident or to a new country may engage domicile therein would

domiciled for gift taxes.'23 consider disposing of assets, directly or in trust, or

estate-freezing arrangements prior to engaging
Determinations may vary widely in differing cir- domicile.
cumstances. A Canadian lived for more than 40 years
in the U.K. without becoming domiciled therein. 124 In some circumstances there may be substantial expo-
Giving up U.K. domicile may, however, be as difficult sure to double taxation. Such may arise where duties
as acquiring it. 125 are levied on the same gift (e.g. estate) by the country

of citizenship, the country of domicile and the countryIn Estate of Paquette, 126, the taxpayer, a Canadian, where the gifted property is situate. 135 Canada'sexcep-
spent the better part of 18 years li'ving in the U.S. tional basis for levying taxes on gifts (II[b]) may result
without becoming domiciled therein. Paquette was a in double tax. No credits for foreign estate or gift taxes
Canadian citizen who in 1950 began making trips to are permitted in Canada. 136 Credit may not be allowed
Florida, generally visitingduring the winter period. In for the Canadian taxes against conventional gift or
1955 he sold his Canadian business and sold his
Montreal home but maintained a country home in
Canada. He purchased a home in Florida, furnished
with furniture from his former Montreal home. From 121. E.g. IRC S.2101,2501(a)(I)and (2), and 2511.

1957 through 1971 Paquette and his wife divided their 122. See Boidman, Chopin and Granwell, supra note 4, p 161; and Karp,
time between Florida and Canada. After 1971 his wife supra note 22.

123. U.S. law refers to residence as the nexus to estate or gift tax, butremained in Florida throughout, but Paquette con- this is equivalentt the notion of domicile, as that term is used n other
tinued to return to Montreal in the summers through jurisdictions. Treas. Regs. S.20.0-1(b) (1961) and Treas. Regs. S.25.2501-
1974. In 1971 Paquette also sold his country home in l(b) (1958); Farmers Loan & Trust Co. v. U.S., 60 F.2d 618 (SD.N.Y.
Canada and intended to buy or rent an apartment in 1932); Fifth Avenue Bank of New York ex Rei (Fisher Estate), 36B.T.A.

Montreal. However, failing health (cancer) inter-
534 (1937), acq. 1937-2 C.B. 9.
124. Inland Revenue Commissionersv. Bullock, [1976] 1 WLR 1178.vened. He did return to Canada at least two months a 125. OffcialSolicitor v. Clore and Others, (1984) STC 609.

year until 1975 and continued thinking of buying 126. Est. of Paquettev. Comm'r, 46TCM 1400 (1983). Macdonald, Estate
another home in Canada until his death in January of of Paquette v. Commissioner: The Paper Trail to the Yellow Brick Road,
1975. Paquette filed tax returns in Canada and main- Canadian Tax Journal, Vol. 32, No. 3 (May-June 1984), p.603.

127. Karp, supra note 22, at note 101 : Est. of Bloch-Su[zbergerv. Comm'r,tained various Canadianconnectionssuch as a driver's TC Memo 47-304 (1947); Rodiek v. Comm'r, 33 BTA 1020, 1033 (1936)licence, Canadian passport and voted in Canada. As aJfd 87 F.2d 328 (2d Cir. 1937); Comm'r v. Nubar, 185 F.2d 584 (4th Cir.
well, he maintained the bulk of his assets (cash and 1959), cert. den'd 341 U.S. 925.

portfolios) in Canada. In these circumstances the Tax 128. Texas v. Florida, 306 U.S. 398 (1939); California v. Texas, 457 US

Court concluded that he had not formed the requisite
164 (1982). Karp, supra note 22, at note 102 and related text. Goldberg,

note at note Dorrance's Estate, 305 Pa 151, cert.
intention to remain indefinitely in the U.S. and there-

supra 118, 3: See /n Re
denied, 288 US 617 (1932); and In Re Estate of Dorrance, 115 NJ Eq 268

fore had not become a domiciliary. (1934), affd 13 NJ Misc 168, affd 116 NJL362, cert. denied, 298 US 678
(1936), in which both Pennsylvania and New Jersey successfully asserted

An individual can have only one domicile. The con- that theywere the decedent's domicile. Note also the present litigation
cept of domicile is unitary. A person may reside in two before the U.S. Supreme Court between California and Texas concerning
or more places simultaneously.However, he can have the domicile of the late Howard Hughes.

only one domicile at a time. 27 Different jurisdictions
129. SomerviUe v. LordSomerville, (1801) 5 Ves. 750.
130. S.267, Capital TransferTax Act, 1954. See Greenfield, CapitalTrans-

may however make conflicting determinationsas to a fer Tax for the Foreign Investor, TPIR, Vol. 12, No. 10, p.10, and Kieran
decedent's domicile. '28 The rule in the U.K. is the and Rabin, supra note 11.

same. 129 131. IRC S.2001 and 2501.
132. See Goodman, General Report, Cahiers de droit fscal international,

In some jurisdictions a person is deemed to be Volume LXXb, supra note 118, at 24 and 25.
domiciled for duty purposes after the elapse of a cer- 133. S.267, CTTA.

tain periodofmere residence. Such occurs in the U.K., 134. IRC S.2107 and 2501(a)(3).
135. See Goodman, Cahiers de droit fiscal international, Volume LXXb,for purposes of capital transfer taxes, after 16 years of supra note 118, at 33-61.

residence. 130 136. Section 126, Canadian Act.
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estate tax. Rev. Rul. 82-82137 holds that tax arising to future services to be performed in the United
under Canada's deemed disposition at death rules for States. 147

capital gains tax purposes is not substantiallyproven In Canada, reimbursementfrom an employerfor mov-
to be an estate, inheritance, legacy or successionduty have been held not to constitute in-
and therefore is not creditablepursuantto IRC S.2014. come.'48

ng expenses
But an allowance as opposed to reimburse-

However, the Service would permit a deduction in

determiningthe deceased's taxableestate in respectof
ment may be taxable.149

such taxes as constituting claims against the es-

tate. 138
IV. ISSUES IN THE COUNTRYOF INVESTMENT

Consistency in bilateral estate tax agreements is en- OR ACTIVITY
couraged by the OECD. See The Model Convention
for the Avoidance of Double Taxation In Respect of The peripatetic alien's tax situation in a country of
Estates, Inheritancesand Gifts, OECD,Paris, 1983.139 investmentor other activity may be affected by a per-

[ 11] Taxes on capital and wealth

At present neither Canada nor the U.S. impose taxes 137. I.R.B. 1982-18.

on capital or wealth, per se. Such taxes are imposed 138. IRC section 2053(a)(3). This rule was applied previously in LTR

8203135, 21 September 1982 (Technical Advice Memorandum Re IRC
by some European countries. 140 Such taxes may be S.2014). The proprietyof these rulings is confirmedby Tax Court decisiona

onerous for the peripatetic alien. filed on 20 August1985 in Estate of Claire M. Ballard, Deceased, Shirley
A. Webster, Executorv. Commissioner,85 TC 17 [CCH DC. 42,325] 3413.
The deceased U.S. citizen paid tax to Canada in respect of unrealized

[12] Information exchanges, bank secrecy laws, appreciation in Canadian property pursuant to the deemed disposition
etc. rules under section 70(5) of the Canadian Act, discussed above (supra note

38). The Tax Court held that such taxes did not constitutean estate tax for

The peripatetic alien may often seek anonymity or
which credit is available under IRC S.2014(a) nor was it of a tax of a

substantiallysimilar character to that imposed by Canada prior to 1971 for

confidentiality of financial matters for a variety of purposes of the United States-CanadaEstate Tax Convention (the provi-
business or personal reasons. The radical expansionof sions of which were termnated by the coming into force of the 1980

exchange of information agreements, and related in_ Canada-U.S. Income Tax Convention, infra note 173, and thus were not

itiatives, by countries, especially the U.S. and multi- creditable pursuant to that Convention.
139. See Lienard, OECD: Estates, Inheritancesand Gifts, Intertax 1984/8,

governmentorganizations(e.g. OECD,EEC) are well p.293.
known. 14' The peripatetic alien's presence in several 140. With respect to the 1982 imposition of wealth tax in France see Net

countries may militate against preserving such Wealth Tax - Foreigners Domiciled in France, 23 European Taxation 5

anonymityor confidentiality. Initiatives respecting in- (1983),p.164and Net WealthTax - U.S. Citizens Domiciled in France, 23

ternatonal cooperation for enforcementof tax claims European Taxation 8 (1983), p.264.
141. See eminar held n London, March 1985, Disclosure to the Tax

are also developing.142
Authorities Home andAbroad(Business Research International,20 andat

Simply complyingwith informationdisclosurerequire-
21 March). See, generally, Taxes International (London) which reports
continually on developments respecting enforcement, disclosure, bank

ments of countries such as the United States can be a secrecy and confidentiality.E.g., Jefferson and Johnson, CaymanCommits

full-time task. A recent study shows that there are at Itself to Financial Confidentiality, 64 Taxes International (February 1985)
least 24 important IRS forms relating to U.S. persons, P.84; Zagaris and Grimes, U.S. Signs 11 Treaties on Extradiction and

including resident aliens with foreign operations, 26 Mutuai Legal Assistance, 61 Taxes International (November 1984) p.88.
See also Boidman, InternationalTax Avoidance - The Impact on Legal

forms relating to non-resident aliens and foreign cor- Systems, 1981 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation- Bulletin,

porations, partnerships, estates and trusts engaged in Vol. 35, No. 10, p.435 and Boidman, Tax Evasion- The Present State of
a U.S. trade or business and 16 IRS forms relating to Non-Compliance, 1983 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation-

non-residentaliens and foreign corporations,partner- Bulletin, Vol. 37, No. 9-10, p.451. See also InternationalExchangeofTax

ships, estates and trusts not engaged in a U.S. trade or Information- Recent Developments(Gordon and Zagaris), PractisingLaw
Institute, 1985 (Tax Law and Estate PlanningSeries,Tax Law and Practice,

business.143 Course Handbook, Series No. 225) 4 June 1985 (New York); Garbis,
UnitedStates Tax InvestigationsAbroad, Asian-PacificTax and Investment

Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 12 (1984), p.515.
[13] Moving expenses, allowances, etc. 142. OECD Model Convention for Mutual AdmnistrativeAssistance n

the Recoveryof Tax Claims, OECD, Paris, 1981 and Goldberg,supra note

118, at 5-64 et seq.
In some circumstances there may be relatively signifi- 143. See Fishman, Tax Forms for International Transactions, An Anno-

cant tax effects related to exoendituresand reimburse- tated Filing Guide for Practitioners,The Journal of Taxation, July 1985,

ments for movingexpenses.
44 The IRS considersmov- p.38.

ing expenses reimbursedby a formeremployer to con-
144. IRC S.82, 217, 862(a)(3) and 911. See, generally, Khokhar, Moving

stitute foreign-source income whereas if it is reim- Expenses and Foreign Related Moves, TMIJ 83-7, p.14.
145. Rev. Rul. 75-84, 1975-1 C.B.

bursed by the new U.S. employer it constitutes U.S.- 146. 76 T.C. 835 (1981)
source income. [45 See, however,Dammersv. Commis- 147. Khokhar, supra note 144, at 15.

sioner146 which held that... even where the taxpayer 148. Ransom v. M.N.R., 67 DTC 5235. See also Revenue Canada Interpre-
Bulletin IT-470.

continues to work for the same employer subsequent
tation
149. The Queen v. Demers, 80 DTC 6326. See, generally, Deductible

to his move back to the United States, the noving Expenses - May Expenses Incurred as a Non-ResidentBe Deductedfrom
expense reimbursement is not necessarilyattributable Income Derivedas a Resident, 23 European Taxation 3 (1983), p.88.
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sonal change of residence between two other coun- A Canadian resident who is entitled under treaty to
tries. This generally will result from consequential reduced U.S. (withholding) tax on non-effectively
changes respecting entitlement to treaty benefits. connected U.S.-source dividends, or other items of

income subject to tax under the Code, loses such relief
A Canadian resident may be insulated from some if if he immigrates to a country (e.g. a tax haven) which
not all effects of being resident in the U.S. under IRC does not have comparable treaty relations with the
S.7701(b) pursuant to the dual residence rules of Arti- U.S. Recent developments discourage the use of so-
cle IV(2) of the 1980 Canada-U.S. treaty. See Part B. called treatyshoppingarrangementsfor such person
Should he emigrate to a tax haven such as the in lieu of the treaty benefits extant under the treaty
Bahamas, such protection is lost. between the U.S. and his country of emigration.150

PART B - HOW THE NEW U.S. RESIDENCYRULES AFFECT ALIENS IN GENERAL
AND CANADIANS IN PARTICULAR

V. GENERAL EFFECT OF THE NEW U.S. law.157 Such alien will not be resident if he has a tax
RESIDENCYRULES home in a foreign country as well as closer connec-

tions to that country and has not applied for a green
Prior to 1985 the residency status of aliens (e.g. non- card. 158

U.S. citizens) was, in general, determined according Tax home is determined pursuant to IRC
to a facts or circumstances test, as in the manner in S.911(d)(3) and means the alien's usual place of busi-
many other countries (II[1] and III[2], above). Aliens the absence thereof, his regular place of
were presumed to not be residents unless they exhi- ness, or, n

abode. 159 For this purpose a vacationhome in the U.S.
bited an intention to live permanently in the U.S., iS not taken into account. Closer connections are
such intention being assessed by a series of objectively
determinable factors. 151 IRC S.7701(b), enacted in

not defined. It is very much a subjective mater and,
1984 (see II[1]) with effect in the 1985 and following

while it is not entirelyclear how the U.S. Treasurywill
this it is understood that the approachtax years, changes the system entirely. An alien will nterpret test,

is based on the concept contained in modern bilateral
be a U.S. resident, for income tax purposes, where he income tax treaties used to determine the status of an
meets the largely mechanical tests of IRC S. 7701(b). individual who is a resident of both ContractingStates
If he does not, he is a non-resident.152 These rules have (the tie breaker) and that it will be applied in a
no application to determiningresidence (domici.le) for
U.S. gift or estate taxpurposes.As noted below, these
rules may be modifiedby treaty. 150. Rev. Rul. 84-152, 1984-42 I.R.B. 8 and Rev. Rul. 84-153, 1984-42

I.R.B. 9 and GCM 37940 (24 April 1979, released on 30 January 1985).
[1] Lawful permanent resident (green card) See Cole and Musher, Rev. Ruis. 84-152,84-153and GCM 37940 Depart

from U.S. Treaty Obligations, TMIJ, Vol. 14, No. 8 (August 1985), p.265,test Patrick, Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearing on Pending U.S.
Income Tax Treaties, TPIR, Vol. 12. No. 9 (September 1985), p.3; and

In general, an alien who holds a valid green cald which Granwell, Treaty Shopping- Recent United States Developments, TPIR,
has not been revoked (and has not been administra- Vol 12, No. 9 (September 1985), p 7

tively or judicially determined to have been aban- 151. See Boidman, Chopin and Granwell, supra note 4, at 147-152.
152. IRC S.7701(b)(1)(B). See, generally, Boidman, Chopin and Gran-

doned) is a U.S. tax resident. '53 Such residency com- weil, note 4; Residencyand Domicile, (PLI),supranote87; Khokhar,supra
mences upon entering the U.S. with such status 154 and New Defnitionof Resident Alien, TMIJ Vol. 13, No. 9, September 1984,
terminatesupon losingsuch status in the mannernoted 283; Roberts & Schwartz, New Statutory Defnition of Resident Alien,

above. Canadian Tax Journal, Vol. 32, No. 5 (September-October 1984), 969;
Karp, supra note 22; Feingold and Schwartz, An Analysisof the New Law's
TestsforAnAlien's Status as a U.S. Resident, Journal of Taxation, October

[2] Substantialpresence test
1984 at 228; Langer, Congress Creates a Modern-DayCentaur- The Half
Resident Alien, International Tax Journal, Vol. 10, No. 4 (May 1984),
p 253; Weinberger, Aliens underthe DRA: Residencevs. Nonresident,The

An alien who is physically present in the U.S. for 183 Tax Adviser, July 1985,407; Bittel, The New Definition o.fResidentAlien

days or more in a year is a i;esident in respect thereof. 15s for u.s Income Tax Purposes, TPIR, Vol. 12, No. 1, January 1985, p.14,
Benson, U.S. Taxation of Foreign Nationals under the 1984 Tax Act:

An alien who is physically present in the U.S. for less Analysis and Planning, International Tax Journal, Vol. 10, No. 6, Sep-
than 183 days in a year but for at least 31 days and in tember 1984, p 433; Heizer and Braun, Working with the New Defnition
respect of whom the aggregateof: (1) 100% of days of of Income Tax Resident, International Tax Journal, Vol. 12, No. 2,

physical presence in the U.S. during that year; (2) one
Spring 1985, p.109.
153. IRC S. 7701(b)(l)(A)(i),7701(b)(5)(A)and (B)

third of such days for the first preceding year; and(3) 154. IRC S. 7701(b)(2)(A)(i)
one sixth of such days for the second preceding year 155 IRC S 7701(b)(1)(A)(ii)and (3)(A).
amount to 183 is a resident in respect of that year.

156 156. IRC S 7701(b)(3)(A)
Years prior to 1985 are not taken into account unless

157. S.138(b)(2) ofthe Tax Reform Act, supra note 3.
158. IRC S. 7701(b)(3)(B) and (C)the alien was resident in the U.S. on 31 December 159. Rev. Rul. 60-189, 1960-1 C B 60 and Rev Rul 71-247, 1971-1 C.B.

1984, or 31 December 1983 and 1984, under prior 54.
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similar manner. See VI[l]. The Secretary is empower- Each alien is assessed under the rules on his own facts
ed to enact regulations respecting tax home and and (no longer) will affect the U.S. residencystatus of
closer connections.160 a family member or have his status affected by such

There are exemptions and exceptions in a number of persons. This may well present planning oppor-
circumstances involving: tunities, particularlywhen considered in the context

of treaty tie-breaker rules.
o foreign government personnel, special program

teachersor students. The exemptionfor students
may not apply after five years;

162 VI. PARTICULARISSUES FOR CANADIANS
o aliens unable to leave the U.S. because of a medi-

cal condition which arose in the U.S; 163 Canadians spend substantial time in the U.S. work--

o Canadians and Mexicans who commute regularly ing, travelling for work or pleasure, and vacationing.
to the U.S. to work.164 Many own homes, either in borderingvacation/resort

Aliens claiming one of the foregoing exemptionsmay
areas or in the sunny climes of the South, West Coast

be required to file a statement explaining the basis or Hawaii. They will probably be most affected by the

thereof. 165 new Code rules, regardless of the purposes for which
they were enacted. Inasmuch as Canada also has a

As in the case of green card status, special rules stipu- well-developed, high-rate tax system, applicable to
late residency starting and termination dates on the world-wide income of Canadians (II[1] above) and
basis of substantial presence.

166 In applying the provi- will generally treat a long-term Canadian who has not
sions of S.7701(b), the general rule is that an alien who severed substantially all ongoing residential ties to

has not established a taxable year for any prior period Canada as a resident (II[1] above), many Canadians
will be treated as having a calendaryear as his taxable may well face burdensome dual resident status. The

year.
167 The one exception to this rule applies only to treaty between Canada and the U.S. may, however,

a S.7701(b) resident alien who has established for a ameliorate the situation in most if not all cases.

prior period a taxable year other than the calendar
year. In such case the alien will be treated as a U.S.

[1] Treaty tie-breaker
resident with respect to any portion of the taxable

year which is within such calendar year.168 A Canadianwho is consideredresidentofboth Canada
and the U.S., under domestic law, will be deemed a

[3] Interactionwith treaties resident of one country or the other, but not both, for
treaty purposes in accordance with Article IV(2) of

A treaty dual resident tie-breaker will override the the 1980 Canada-U.S. Income'Tax Convention.172

Code to the extent that a dual resident alien whose The treaty was ratified in 1984 and, generally, is appli-
residence for treaty purposes is assigned to the other cable commencingin 1985.173 The tie-breakerconsists
Contracting State will qualifv for treaty relief from of five tests, to be applied sequentially.
U.S. tax otherwise exigible. 16

Such alien will, nonetheless, be a U.S. tax resident, [a] Permanent home

entailing all consequences and obligations (e.g. the If a dual resident has a permanent home available
requirement to file tax return Form 1040)170 not spe- to him in only one of the countries, he will be a treaty
cifically excluded by the relevant treaty. 171 resident of such country.174 The Convention does not

explain the rule or its constituent terms; nor does the

[4] Some general observations

There will no longer be much uncertainty respecting 160. IRC S.7701(b)(10).
an alien's U.S. residency status. Certain areas remain 161. IRC S. 7701(b)(3)(D)(i)and 7701(b)(4).

subjective or susceptible to interpretational difficul- 162. IRC S.7701(b)(4)(E)(ii).
163. IRC S.7701(b)(3)(D)(ii).ties. 164. IRC S.7701(b)(6)(B).

Some effectswill be surprisingand largelyunintended. 165. IRC S.7701(b)(7).
166. IRC S.7701(b)(2)(A)(iii),(C).

The legislationmay be more applicable, in practice, to 167. IRC S.7701(b)(8)(A)
those to whom it was not directed than to thoseit was. 168. IRC S.7701(b)(8)(B).

169. H.R. Rep. No. 432 (Part II), 98th Cong. 2d Sess. at 1528 (1984). See
There are no safe harbors for a temporary executive VI below.
transfer (e.g. for longer than six months) or even for 170. Rev. Proc. 84-79, TRB 1984-47, 33.

pure tourists who overstay the day count rules. On the 171. H.R. Rep. No. 861, 98th Cong. 2d Sess. at 967 (1984). See Boidman,

other hand, foreigners who habitually vacation in the Chopin and Granwell,supra note 4, at p.157-60, 184, 190-194and 197-200.

U.S. will not become resident if they restrict their 172. Supra note 59. For a detailed discussion, see Boidman, Chopin and
note at et seq.

annual visits to 121 days in each (of three) consecutive
Granwell, supra 4, 184
173. See Boidman, The New Canada-U.S. Tax Convention-TheEffective

year. Date Rules, TMIJ, Vol. 13, No. 10, October 1984, p.346; and Boidman,
New Canada-U.S. Treaty: Effective Dates and TransitionalIssues, Canadi-

Foreigners no longer will have the luxury of holding an Tax Journal, Vol. 32, No. 5, September-October1984, p.909.
green cards for future use without (tax) cost. 174. Article IV(2)(a), 1980 Convention.
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Treasury'sTechnical Explanation.175 It is not clear if a 1980 Convention. However, he is not entitled to
vacation home is a permanent home. exemptionsunder the Code applicable to non-resident

aliens. For example, the exemption from U.S. tax for
[b] Center of vital interests interest paid by banks would not apply. 185

If Rule 1 is not determinative, the Canadian's status Such taxpayer is entitled to domestic (Code) relieving
is, next, assessed by reference to his center of vital provisions or benefits restricted to U.S. residents. For

176 in the case Rule 1 (and the Code example, Code non-recognition rules such as sectioninterests . As
notion of closer connections (Vr2] above), this rule 1031 apply to such taxpayer's U.S. real property in-
or its essentialconcept is not explained, in the Conven- terests in contrast to the rules for an alien non-resi-
tion or the Technical Explanation.177 dent.186

Such taxpayer should be exempt from liability to tax
[c] Habitual abode under FPHC rules (III[4][e] above) notwithstanding
If Rule 2 fails, status will be determined by reference uncertaintyraised by the languageof TechnicalExpla-
to the Canadian's habitual abode. '78 As above, the nation. 187 His status, however, could affect other U.S.
concept is not defined by the Convention. It is shareholders. He would, however, be subject to Code
explained by the OECD as comprising the country taxes, such as the IRC S.1491 excise tax, not covered
where he stays more frequently. 179 by the Convention.188

[d] Country of citizenship Payments made by such taxpayer would have a U.S.
source and thus could subject a non-resident recipient

If Rule 3 fails, reference is made to the country of to U.S. tax. For example, his interest paymentswould

citizenship.180If the resident involved is a U.S. citizen, be considered to have a U.S. source and thus subject
the exercise is inapplicable because such person is, to U.S. tax subject to treaty exemption. 189

largely, excluded from relief under the Convention
from U.S. tax.18j If the resident involved is a Canadian
citizen, he is deemed a treaty resident of Canada. 182

175. Treasury Department's technical explanationof the U.S.-Canada in-
come tax treatysignedon 26 September1980as amendedby protocolssigned

[e] Competentauthority on 14 June 1983 and 28 March 1984, P-H Federa\ Taxes, Tax Treaties I,
para. 22,065. Reference should be had to the official commentary on the

If the resident is a citizen of both or neither country, Model Double Taxation Conventionon Income and Capital, OECD, Paris
the case is referred to the competent authority,183 (1977), on which the 1980 Convention is patterned. A December 1982

decision of the French Supreme AdministrativeCourt, reported recently,
is of interest with respect to this aspect of a treaty tie-breaker. In that case,

[2] General effects of tie-breaker'84 the French Court decided that a person with substantial involvement in
France but who claimed treaty residence in Spain had a permanent home
available to him in France notwithstandingthat he had sublet the premises

[a] Status resolved in favor of Canada through the years in question to a third party. See Decision of the Supreme
Administrative Court (Conseil d'tat) of 21 December 1983,25 EuropeanWhere the individual resident's status is resolved in Taxation 7 (1985), p.198. (The judgment is #27,685 reported in Revue de

favor of Canada, he must nonetheless file a standard JurisprudenceFiscale, 2 (1984) at 54.) Accordingto the report in European
U.S. return. Vr3] above. Revenue Canada's under- Taxation, the circumstancessurrounding the home were as follows:

standing is otherwise. See Information Statement
The taxpayer,T, rented an apartment in Nice, France, from 1970 to 1973.
As from 1970, he sublet to Y and, by a recorded act, the sublet became

released by Revenue Canada, Taxation on 20 June official n March 1972 At all times during the years in question, T nain-
1985 which is said to be 66

. . . for the purposeof inform- tained a residence in Spain. The Supreme Administrative Court con-

ing those Canadian citizens who take protracted holi- cluded that T had a permanent home n France. AlthoughT had sublet his

days in the United States, of certain changes to U.S. apartment in Nice, the Court determined that the sublease was of a fictiti-

donestic tax laws. The release states that the status
ous character because:
1. T continued to receive mail at the Nice address and never informed

of a dual resident will be resolved under the treaty sO the Nice bank where he had an account of any other address;
as to ... ensure that such individual will only be 2. T's name was indicated at the entrance of the building; and specially
taxable in one of the two countries. This does not 3. The apartment was equipped with a teleprinter.
seem to be accurate. It also states the Internal Reve- 176. Article IV(2)(a).

177. Again, see OECD Model Treaty and Commentary, supra note 175.
nue Service has indicated that where the Convention 178 Article IV(2)(b)
overrides the United States residency rules, that the 179 Paragraph 17, Official Commentary on the 1977 OECD Model In-

United States may requiresuch individualsto file Unit- come Tax Convention, supra note 175.

ed States income tax returns (Form 1040NR) and in- 180. Article IV(2)(c).
181. Article XXIX(2).clude therein any income from sources outside Cana- 182. Article IV(2)(c)da. However, we believe that they will only be re- 183. Article IV(2)(d)

quired to attach to the United States return a state- 184. See also, Vr3] above.

ment tht they are exempt frorn tax in the United 185. IRC S.861(a)(1)(A) and 861(c)(1) See also Boidman, Chopin and

States on all non-U.S.-source income pursuant to Granwell, supra note 4, at 190 et seq., especially 193.

paragraph 2 of Article IV of the Convention. Again
186. IRC 897(e)(t)
187. See detailed analysis, Boidrnan, Chopin and Granwell, supra note 4.

this seems to be inaccurate. at p.190 et seq
188. Article II, 1980 Convention.

Such taxpayer is entitled to reduced rates of U.S. tax 189. IRC S.861(a)(1) But see Article XI(2), (6) and (8) of the 1980
or exempton therefrom as specifically proved by the Convention.
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[b] Status resolved in favor of the U.S. 8. Given Canada's facts and circumstances test for

Assumingstatus is resolved in favorof the U.S., mirror residence, is there a risk that uncertainty respecting
image effects (as modified by the differences in the terminationof Canadian (domestic) residencymay ad-

domestic tax systems of the two countries) as those versely affect pre-departure planning (see II[4] and

examined in [al above will arise where the dual resi- [5])
9. Will it always be clear that a Canadianwho decidesdent's treaty status is resolved in favor of the U.S.

under the tie-breaker. '90 to abandon a green card or believes it has expired due
to lack ofuse no longerhas lawfulpermanentresident
status for purposes of IRC S.7701(b) by reason of

[3] Some unresolved issues for Canadians such status having been revoked or administra-
tively or judicially determined to have been aban-

The foregoing should make clear that the new resi- doned191
dency rules will not affect, in a substantial fashion, the 10. What are the associated results for dual resident
majorityof Canadianswho may spend substantialtime Canadiansunder (U.S.) State and (Canadian)Provin-
in the U.S. Nonetheless, they will certainly create, at cial law192
minimum, a heightened awareness of U.S. tax law

among such Canadians, generally, require record
keeping and the filing of certain information with the VII. SUMMARYCOMMENT
Service in some cases and, in the case of Canadians
who engage U.S. residence status under the Code The foregoing should make amply clear that the
rules, lead to ongoing reporting requirements and in peripatetic alien may face a variety of (income and
some circumstancesuncertaintyof overallresults,par- other) tax issues in the U.S. and other countries. Al-

ticularly over the next few years before the administra- though careful planning both in respect of the country
tive procedures or judicial determinations have been of immigration and emigration may sometimes serve

worked out and evolved. Some of the unresolved is- to ameliorate the tax burdens otherwisearising, it will
sues for Canadians include the following: generallybe difficult to totallyavoidsuch resultswhere
1. Is a Canadian'svacation home in the U.S. a per- such aliens migrate permanently to or spend substan-
manent home for Article IV(2)(a) tial time in such countries. Common patterns of taxa-
2. Does the commuter rule (V[2]) apply to com- tion in many countries may tend to simplify prelimi-
mercial travellers who make frequent visits to the nary and initial assessmentof the overall requirements
U.S. and desirable planning techniquesbut the multiplicity
3. Will the IRS insist upon a full tax return (Form and differences of the rules in each country clearly
1040) from dual residents who are Canadians under make it impossible to assess them fully without de-
Article IV(2) tailed study of the particular facts and the tax rules
4. Will the IRS consider FPHC applicable, not- involved. It is hoped that the foregoing at least serves

withstandingapparenteffects of the Conventionto the to provide an initial format or startingpoint in dealing
contrary with any particular situation.
5. What is the status of a dual citizen
6. For elderly Canadianswith chronicmedical condi-
tions, will the medical exception (V[2][b]) be appli-
cable, where relevant
7. Will Canadians using U.S. cottages during

190. See full discussion, Boidman, Chopin and Granwell, supra note 4, at
et

weekends inadvertentlymeet the substantial presence
p.1.94 seq
191. See Khokhar, supra note 152, at 289 and 290.

test 192. See discussion,Boidman,Chopinand Granwell,supra note 4, at 200.
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THE INTERNATIONALCHAMBEROF COMMERCE(ICC)

ReviewofActivitiesof the ICC TaxCommission
By JacobaHelfrich-Laubrock

The InternationalChamberof Commerce (ICC) is widely regardedas

one of the staunchest defenders of trade liberalismand the principles
,of a free market economy. Catering to the wishes of its worldwide
membership, the Chamberraises its voicewhenever it feels that interna-
tional policy making infringes on a free and liberai framework for
international business activities. Among the multifold issues the ICC
deals with, tax questionshavealways takenan mportantplace. Cover- .

'6
ng a broad range of topics, the ICC Tax Commission under the
presidency of Mr. Wolfgang Ritter, Chief Legal Counsel of BASF,
AG, activelycontributesto the shapingofthe internationaltaxenviron- j.*Ew
ment.

.- r &

This article provides a brief account of the various taxation issues the
commissionhas taken up. It is precededby a portrait of the ICC and
its variousactivities.

1. THE INTERNATIONALCHAMBEROF COMMERCE

The InternationalChamberof Commerce(ICC) is the only world business
organisation. It counts 7,000 members- companies and business associa-
tions in more than 100 countries the world over. There are ICC National
Committees in Asia, North and South America, Africa, the Middle East
and Europe, which coordinatenational and regional business views within
the ICC. Founded in 1919, the Paris-based organisation promotes trade
liberalism based on free and fair competition, free trade and free move-

ment of capital and encourages international investments. It strongly
believes in self-regulationby business.

The ICC supplies a range of practical services to business. They include
the ICC Court of Arbitration in Paris and the ICC InternationalMaritime
Bureau in London which combats maritime fraud. The ICC also draws up Jacoba Helfrich-Laubrockis an executiverules on the mechanics of trade - for example on documentary credits, with the German National Committeeof thewhich are used to effect payment for goods worldwide, and on Incoterms, ICC. She coordinatesthe views of German
the definition of terms used in international trade. business on tax, envronment, insurance

Above all, it is the ICC's task to monitor the work of intergovernmental
and energymattersto assist the respectve
ICC commissions with their work. Before

institutions and to express the viewpoint of the business sectors to whch joining the ICC, Ms Helfrich-Laubrockwas
decisions taken will apply. It is the Chamber'sgoal that such decisionswill a member of the German Foreign Service
be in harrnony with an undisturbed developrnent of international trade After two years with the Foreign Ministry at

and business life. In fact, the ICC plays the same role on the international Bonn, she spent close to four years with
the German Embassy at Washington, D.C.level vis--vis these internationalpublic authorities as the national cham- In the rank of secondsecretary,she served

bers of commerce and the professional associations play vis--vis the as a staff aide to the ambassador and as

government and authorities in their respective countries. The ICC has attache for press and public relations.

first-categoryconsultativestatus within the United Nationssystem includ- Born n 1950, Ms Helfrich-Laubrock

ing the specializedU.N. agencies. It keeps liaison offices in New York and graduated from the University of Mann-
heim with a Master's Degree in EconomicsGeneva in order to monitor the many U.N. activities which directly con- and received the Certificat de Hautes

cern business. The organisation also maintains close relations with the Etudes Europennes from the Collge
European Community, the Organisation for EconomicCo-operationand d'Europe at Bruges, Belgium.
Development(OECD), the GAT/', and other internationalorganisations.
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Seventeen ICC commissions develop and formulate is no provision which would grant the taxpayer the
the position which the ICC takes on the numerousand right of a court appeal.
highly diversified issues addressedby internationalor- 4. The ICC, finally, stresses that the taxpayer's pro-
gansatons. The commissions deal with as broad a tection from discrimination and double taxaton

range of subjects as sea and air transport, marketing, would require substantially amplified considera-
banking, monetary affairs, telecommunications, tion in the draft convention.
energy, the environmentand relations between multi-
nationals and their host governments.One of the most

Resolutionof internationaltaxconflictsactive commissions is the ICC Tax Commissionwhich
brings together as its members leading experts in the The ICC has also finished a study on the resolution of
field of international taxation. The Commission is internationaltax conflictswhichcommentson and pro-headed by Wolfgang Ritter, Chief Legal Counsel of certain modifications to the mutual agreementBASF AG. poses

procedure standardised by the OECD, presently the
The Commissionworks in the field of taxation for the accepted method for resolving disputes under most
overall goals of the International Chamber of Com- double taxation conventions. Striving towards a more

merce - free trade and free movement of capital and efficient and consistent application of tax laws, the
the promotionof internationalinvestments.The Com- study proposes rules which would broaden the tax-
mission thus fights protectionist tendencies by means payer's right vis--vis the competent tax authorities to
of taxation and supports internationalcooperation to lnltate the procedure, ensure that every such proce-
create a fair and unbiased tax system governing inter- dure be limited in scope to the issues presented,estab-
national tax relations. Following is an accountof some lish firm deadlines for settlements and strengthen en-

of the issues the Commissionhas dealt with during the forcement policies.
recent past and the steps it has taken to gain accep- In the event of unsuccessfulresolutionof disputes, the
tance of its views.

study advises the initiation of arbitration procedures
and outlines basic governingprinciples.

2. ACTIVITIESOF THE ICC TAX COMMISSION
Tax relationsbetweendevelopedand
developingcountries

Internationalcooperationof taxauthorities

So far, the ICC has always implicitly recognized theThe ICC is aware of the keen interest tax authorities different interests of developed and developingcoun-
of different countries take in close internationalcoop- tries in regard to tax treaties both on a bilateral anderation to secure the levy of their respective taxes. multilateral level. In the opinion of the ICC, it is
However, the ICC stresses the necessity to have such that such nations understand each other's
cooperation exercised in a way that recognizes the mportant

aims and ambitions and that the entrepreneurial tax-
needs of international commerce and investment as payers' activities may not be crushed by double orwell as the legitimate interests and rights of the tax- excessive taxation. For example, the ICC recognizespayer. The ICC has therefore taken a critical view of that the country of source may have a legitimate in-
various attempts to provide for increased administra-
tive assistance from international agreements. Only

terest in the taxation of royaltiesand interest, but that

recently, the ICC has urged the Council of Europe to any tendency to overtax by applying high withholding
without regard the incurred in producingabandon its project of a Convention on Mutual Ad-

rates to costs
the income should be resisted. On the other hand, theministrativeAssistancein Tax Matters. The ICC ques- ICC also advocates that the developedcountry shouldtions the need for such a convention as there already respect the fiscal policies of the developing countriesexists an elaborate network of international tax by tax exemotionor by a system of matchingcreditstreaties. In regard to the draft convention the ICC

raises the following objections:
for the fisca incentives (pioneer reliefs, etc.) granted
by such developingcountries.

1. The draft makes no clear distinction between tax For years, the ICC has thereforecloselymonitoredtheevasion and tax avoidance. Though ICC does op- work of the UN ad-hoc group of experts on interna-
pose tax evasion, it does not oppose legally-admis- tional cooperation in tax matters. When the groupmetsible tax avoidance. The ICC is of the opinion that in December 1985 to considerpossibleamendmentsorthe taxpayer has the right to minimise his tax bur- supplementsto the UN model tax conventionbetweenden by every legitimatemeans and that this should developed and developing countries, the ICC took abe recognised. stand on improving certain provisions of the2. The ICC also stresses that the draft lacks defined strong

model. In general, the ICC's comments were con-standards for the information to be exchanged as cerned not only with avoidance of excessive and dou-well as legal definitionof the terms spontaneous ble taxation, but also with undue negative effects onand automaticexchange. international trade and investment.
3. There is no provision of the draft which would

provide for the taxpayer's right to a hearing in More specific requests of the ICC are: the return to
advanceof any transterof information.Also, there the concept of permanent establishmentas contained
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in the 1977 OECD model; the adoption of limits on monise the tax systems of EC Member States, noting
the rates of withholding tax on dividends, interest and not only the impact on EC members, but also the
royalties; the preservationof tax incentives in case the potential precedental effect on the fiscal policies of
credit method to avoid double taxation is applied; and non-EC countries. As a result, the ICC has repeatedly
significantchanges in the mutuai agreementprocedure urged the Commission to give highest priority to such

envisaged by the convention to achieve fair and equi- harmonisation.
table treatment of all parties involved.

During the more recent past, the ICC has commented
on varous EEC draft directives in the field of tax

Unitary tax laws harmonisation, thereby adhering to its goal of
liberalising the tax environmentand equalising the tax

During the past years, the ICC, in relentlesseffort, has burdens of business in different countries. Recently,
strongly opposed unitary tax laws as they are in force the ICC has given careful consideration to three cur-

n some U.S. states. The ICC rejects unitary taxation rent EEC draft directives, namely those dealing with
as derogating from the accepted international princi- the carry-overof losses, with capital duty and turnover

ple of arm's-length transactions, failing to adequately taxes (14th Directive). The ICC views each one of the
protect minority stockholder rights, increasing ac- drafts as an important step towards stimulating busi-
counting and administrativecosts, and impeding new ness and investment, yet the ICC makes some minor
business start-ups. At various times, ICC has urged suggestions as to how the drafts could be improved
the U.S. Federal Government to exert pressure on even more towards fulfilling these goals.
state authorities to abandonunitary taxation. In conse-

quence, the U.S. Federal Administration'sannounce- Tax treatmentof interestin internationalloan
ment (November 1984) of its intention to initiate and transactions
promote the passage of federal legislation, effecting a

requirement that multinationals be taxed by states The free movement of capital across state boundaries
on]y on income derived from the territoryof the Unit- has been, and continues to be, the key factor ined States (water's-edge requirement), has been wel- economic development. It is therefore of utmost im-comed by the ICC. Though a number of U.S. states that measures taken in individual withhave given in to the Federal Government'surging and portance states

have abandoned unitary tax laws, the ICC contnues regard to the taxation of interest on loans and the

to call for federal action in the problem areas which provisions of international conventions for the avoid-

still remain. Among these, proposed legislation in
ance of double taxation should not jeopardize the free

of capital. The ICC calls uponCalifornia is of special concern; it contains onerous
movement governments

information requirements,does not define the water's-
to take greater account of the impact of national tax

on treatmentedge so as to limit the reach of the state on a basis policy the of interest in international
loan transactions, as such policies can play an impor-comparable with a permanent establishment ap- tant role in stimulating or inhibiting internationalproach, and gives state tax authorities the power to of capital. The ICC therefore has issued adisregardelection by a corporationof the water's-edge
movements

option.
statement supporting recent measures providing for
favorable treatment of interest such as those stipulat-
ing that interest on certain international bonds may be

Harmonisationof European tax systems paid to non-residentsfree of withholding taxes. How-
ever, many fiscal barriers remain in this field and the

The ICC views the internationalharmonisationof tax ICC considers that discrimination against interna-
matters as a basic vehicle to stimulateand promote the tional credit transactions has not yet been eliminated.
development of business and investment activities. It The ICC therefore recommendsa numberof measures
therefore follows with great interest the various at- intended to abolish remaining obstacles to the free
tempts undertaken by the EC Commission to har- movement of capital.
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AUSTRALIA: Mr. J.P. Hannan, LL.B., referred to income in the
following terms:

The word incomeis of such elusive import that it cannot

ForeignExchangeGains be defined in precise terms which would adequately
meet legislative requirements. Why its meaning is not

andLosses to be found in any income tax statute is explained by
the many shapes which income may assume, and the
illimitable variety of circumstances n which it may be

By D.C. Orrock derived.

Until the introduction (with effect from 20 September Consequently, the conception of what is income for

1985) of a capital gains tax, a gain or loss on the accounting purposes anc taxation purposes may be

conversion of a currency required a determination as widely divergent.
to whether it was an item of income or capital. Section 20 also refers to expenses whereas section

51 refers to losses and outgoings when prescribingThe extent to which a gain is considered to be assessa- the nature of expenditure which may be claimed as a
ble income, and a loss incurred is an allowable deduc- deduction against assessable income. It would appeartion for Australian income tax purposes, is laid down that the terms income and expenses contained in
in sections 25 and 51 of the Income Tax Assessment section 20 should be construed as incomings and
Act. outgoings rather than income or deductions in the
The deductibilityunder section 51 of the Act of losses accepted sense.

and outgoings must be reviewed in the various From the abovementionedBoard of Review decision
categoriesofdeductionembracedby that section,viz: it will be seen that the point of time at which the

(a) losses or outgoings incurred in gaining or produc- income or expenditure is expressed in Australian cur-

ing the assessable income; rency is of vital importance.
(b) losses or outgoingsnecessarilyincurredincarrying For Australianincome tax purposes it may be said that

on businessfor the purposeofgainingor producing the gain or loss in respect of tae currency revaluation
assessable income; and iS assessable or deductible only in the year of income

(c) losses or outgoings related to the purchaseof trad- in which the gain or loss is actually realised. Authority
ing stock. for this reasoning is provided by the decision in Texas

Losses or outgoings incurred in relation to categories Co. (Australia) Ltd. v. FC of T (1940) CLR 382; 5

(a) and (b) are subject to the exclusionof any expendi- ATD 298.
ture which is related to capital or is of a capital, private Once again the accounting and taxation concepts can
or domestic nature as provided for in section 51.

vary in determining the point of time at which a gain
Of importancein this area are the provisionsof section or loss is considered to have occurredor is to be recog-
20 of the AssessmentAct, which section states: nised.

For all purposes of this Act, income wherever derived
and any expenditure wherever incurred shall be ex- On 18 February 1986 the Australian Treasurer made
pressed in terms of Australian currency. the following statement on the taxation treatment of

The provisions of section 20 have rarely been the sub- foreign exchange gains and losses:

ject of judicial interpretation. A decision by Board of In the 19 September 1985 statement on Tax Reform,
Review No. 2 (16 CTBR (NS) Case 31) dealt with the under the proposed arrangements for the capital gains
assessabilityof a gain on foreignexchangearising from tax (CGT), it was noted t aat the taxation treatment of
the devaluation of Sterling. It was unanimously held foreign exchange gains and losses was an outstanding
that the terms of the section seemed to determine the issue yet to be decided.
case against the Commissioner. The Governmenthas now decided that all future foreign
The Board held that, for the purposes of section 20, exchange gains and losses which are in the nature of

the date on which the overseas transaction is to be interest are to be treated on revenue account, i.e. gains
expressed in Australian currency is the date when the would be assessable and losses deductible for income

tax purposes.outgoing is incurred. Since the outgoing was incurred
prior to the date of devaluation it was properly ex- Specifically, foreign exchange gains and losses realised

pressed n Australan dollars at the rate of exchange after today in respect of:

existing prior to the devaluation. The cost to the tax- borrowings or loans contracted for after today,
payer was therefore correctly stated in its income tax
return. The subsequentgain to the taxpayeras a result all delayed payments for acquisition of assets and

of the conversionof its Sterlingbank overdraftbalance delayed receipts for sales of assets under contracts
entered into after today, i.e. exchange rate effects

... was simply an adventitiousadvantagewhich was between the contract dates and the dates of actual
not in the nature of income ... payment or receipt of purchase moneys, or

It is to be noted that section 20 refers to income. In instalment purchase arrangements contracted for
his book Principlesof Income Tax (at page 1), the late after today,
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are to be assessable or deductible respectively for in- which, it refers to liabilities on revenue account, but
come tax purposes. not if, and the extent to which, it refers to liabilitiesof
Consistentwith this treatment,premiumsand discounts a capital nature.
associated with forward cover and other hedging con- This principle, which appears to conform with the
tracts entered into after today in respect of overseas general principle that losses on revenue account, butborrowingsor lendings contracted for after today, or in
respect of sales or purchases of assets contracted for not on capital account, are an allowable deduction,
after today, are also to be treated on revenue account. was laid down in the TexasCo. Case cited previously
For these purposes, the contractdate ofeach borrowing While that basic principle persists, the cornplexities
under a drawdown facility will be taken to be the date and variety of current international business transac-
on which the borrowing is actually drawn down. tions have thrown up inconsistenciesn later decisions

which defy reconciliation of the several judgments.As an anti-avoidance measure, a deduction is to be
deniedforeign exchange losses covered by a hedging This is particularly so in the case of borrowings or

contract or similar arrangement, where the hedging lendings as distinct from the purchaseor sale oftrading
contract produces a gain which is not assessable income stock.
of the Australian resident taxpayer. It will apply The question of the treatment of exchange gains orwhether the arrangementis entered into directly by that

losses in respect of borrowingsor lending transactions
taxpayer, through an associate or by an arm's length
party under a reimbursementagreement. by taxpayers other than finance companies was consi-

dered by the Federal Court in FC of T v. Hunter
Where an asset such as plant or shares is sold overseas Douglas Ltd. (ref. 83 ATC 4562).by an Australian taxpayer,exchangerate gains or losses
between the purchase and sale contract dates will be The taxpayer in question, a manufacturer, borrowed
taken into account under the CGT arrangements.That funds overseas to increase working capital. The loan
is, the indexed CGT cost bases of these assets and the facility was drawn down as requirec to fund day-to-day
prices of their foreign sales will take into account rele- business outgoings. Exchange losses were incurred.
vant exchange rate movements.

The majorityof the Court looked to the purposeof the
The legislation to give effect to the foregoing state- borrowing in order to determine its character rather
ment has not yet been enacted. than the use to which the borrowed funds were put.
It means, of course, that the tax treatmentofexchange The purpose was seen to be ... to strengthen the

gains and losses will be determined by one of two business structure or organisation of the taxpayer to

alternative regimes - the existing position as per cur- enable it to provide a stronger base or entity with
rent and future case law on sections 20, 25 and 51 or which to carry on business and earn profit (quoted
as per the amending legislation yet to be introduced. from judgement of Lockhart J.).
In recent ears the Australian Courts have adopted Thus borrowings are viewed as part of the company's
several a,proaches in determining whether losses or capital structure which is transmitted to the gains or

gains in foreign currency were on income or capital losses resulting from currency fluctuations. The bor-
account. rowing of funds for the acquisition of trading stock is

Those approaches have included:
an exception, being on revenue account.

A further exception is in the case of financecompanies(1) treating the foreign currency variation as a sepa- borrowing in the ordinary course of their business of
rate transaction; and lending money, being akin to the funding of trading(2) yiewing the foreign currency transaction as being stock.
integrated with the underlying transaction.

The general principle which has emerged from these While the foregoing general principles have beendecisions is that if a taxpayer incurs obligations and,
es-

before the obligationshave been satisfied 9y payment.
tablished it is expected that the significant losses incur-
red by Australian taxpayersas a result of the fall in thethere is a variation in the rate of exchange which n- value of the Australian dollar in recent years willvolves him in a loss on exchange- that loss may be an further challenges. We further de-allowable deduction in the year of payment, subject to
create can except

the limitations imposed by section 51(1). velopments in the application of these principles be-
fore pre-February 1986 borrowings are extinguished

The deduction is allowable if, and to the extent to to enable the new rules to operate in isolation.
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Nigeria'sPetroleumProfits Tax
By Professor A.C. Ezejelue.

I. INTRODUCTION

In view of the special and complicated nature of the petroleum industry
generally, companiesengaged in the winningofoil are not taxed, as other
companies, under our general Companies Income Tax Act 1979 as

amended. Oil companies come under a separate tax law known as the
Petroleum Profits Tax Act 1959. As will be seen shortly, this principalAct
has been overlain by several subsequentdecrees. The amendments to the '

principal Act have been necessitated partly because of the changes in the
fiscal policies of Nigeria and partly because of international influences.
The Nigerian practice in the oil industry cannot be totally divorced from
the practiceswhich obtain elsewhere in the internationalpetroleum indus- o

try. The Nigerian practice manifests, to some extent, practices prevailing 0

elsewhere in the oil industry, homogeneityhaving been achieved through -...--.

the employmentofmostfavourednation and most favouredcompany .
clauses, as well as through collective bargaining under the auspices and
influence of OPEC.

AA

The powers to assess, collect, and account for the petroleumprofits tax in *

.

Nigeria are vested in the Federal Board of Inland Revenue by virtue of t

the principal Act which came into force on 1 January 1958, two years after
which oil was struck in commercialquantity in Nigeria. Althoughproduc-
tion of oil for export started in 1958 in Nigeria, search for oil dated back The author is Bulletin correspondent
to 1937 when licence was granted to Shell d'Arcy Company Limited. for Nigeriaand Professorof Account-

ing and Coordinator, School of Busi-

This paperwill, among other things, briefly outline the several enactments ness Administration in the College of
Business Administration and Legaldealing with Nigeria's Petroleum Profits Tax. Thereafter, it will discuss Studies, Imo State University, Aba

the ascertainmentof various profit concepts applicable to petroleum tax, Campus, Nigeria.
ascertainment and imposition of taxes, capital allowances, and other es-

sential provisions in relation to taxation of pet'roleum profits in Nigeria.
II. ENACTMENTSIN RELATIONTO PETROLEUMPROFITS TAX

As was said earlier, the principalact is the PetroleumProfitsTax Act 1959.
Since 1966, this Act has been amended by several decrees. In brief, the
situation is as follows:

(a) The Petroleum Profits Tax Act, 1959:
This act basically embodies the 50/50 profit-sharing arrangement, with 1. The company was later known as Shell-BP

PetroleumDevelopmentCompanyof NigeriaLi-
profits calculated on the basis of realised prices, not on posted prices.2 mited.

2. Posted prices are price quotations by(b) The Income Tax (Amendment) Decree (No. 65) 1966: means of which the international petroleum in-

The relevant amendment in this Decree affects mainly the rate of capital
dustrysells and buys crude petroleumand refined
petroleum products. Posted prices being merely

allowances, nearly slashing by 1h the figures in the 1959 Act.3 a statement of intention may or may not be the
actual market price at which crude oil passes

(c) The Petroleum Profits Tax (Amendment)Decree (No. 1) 1967: hands. Today, postedpriceshave ceased to serve
as actual prces at which crude oil is sold or

This Decree incorporates into the principal. Act, the Royalty-Expensing bought.
Agreements. It also sought to relate realised prices to posted prices 3 See section 13(4) & (5) of Decree No. 65 of

1966 and schedule 3 thereto.
profits to be calculated on posted prices minus any allowances con- 4. Terminal dues such dues

-

means as mayceded by the Federal Governmentof Nigeria. be levied on any ship evacuating oil at any ol
terminal.

(d) The OiI Terminal Dues Decree (No. 9) 1969: 5. Oil Terminal is an oil-lading terminal,
pumping or booster station, or other installation

This Decree which took effect from 1 January 1965 provides that terminal (or structure associated with a terminal, includ-
dues4 may be levied, subject to the provisionsof this Decree and the Ports ing its storage facilities), other than a terminal

situated within a port or any approachesAct, on any ship evacuating oil at any oil terminal5 and in respect of any thereto within the meaning of the Ports Act.
servicesor facilitiesprovidedunder this Decree. The Decree also incorpo- (See sec.7(3)(a) of Decree No. 9 of 1969.)
rates in itssecond schedule the Convention on the ContinentalShelf. 6 6. The Conventionof which Nigeria is a party

was signed at Geneva on 29 April 1958. (SeeThis Decree has no direct bearing on the 1959 Act. sec. 11 of Decree No. 9 of 1969.)
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(e) The Petroleum ProfitsTax (Amendment)Decree III. IMPOSITIONOF TAXAND
(No. 22)1970: ASCERTAINMENTOF PROFITS

This Decree provides for the determinationof the first
accountingperiod and the extent of capital allowances A. Accountingperiod
due to an operating company under Part X of the
NigerianCompaniesDecree 1968 or a foreign-control- A tax shall be charged, assessed, and payable upon
ledcompanychanging into a Nigerian control. profits of each accounting period of any company en-

gaged in petroleum operations during any of the fol-
lowing accountingperiods:7(f) The 1971 Model Contract:
(i) a period of one year commencingon 1 Januaryand

Although this was merely a modelcontract, it provided ending on 31 December of the same year; or
a far-reachingamendment to the 1959 PetroleumPro- (ii) any shorter period commencing on the day thefits Act. It basically imposed OPEC conditions and first makes sale bulk disposal of
increased posted prices and taxes on Nigerian oper-

company a or

chargeable oil8 under a programme of continuous
ations. Although not an enactment, it had full force production and sales, domestic, export or both,and effect because, amongother reasons, it was signed and ending on 31 December of the same year; or
between all Nigerian oil operators and the Federal
Government.

,

() any period of less than a year being a period com-

mencing on 1 January of any year and ending on
the date in the same year when the companyceases

(g) The PetroleumProfitsTax (Amendment)Decree to be engaged in petroleum operations.
(No. 15)1973:

This Decree, among other things, defines the account- B. Ascertainmentofprofitof an accountingperiod
ing period for a company engaged in petroleum oper-
ations as a period of one year commencing on 1 The profit of a company in relation to any accounting
January and ending on 31 Decemberof the same year. period is the aggregate of the following:9
It also provides the time limit within which a tax return (i) the proceeds of sale of all chargeable oil sold bywill be filed and taxes paid on an instalment basis. the company in that period, t0

More specifically, it amends the 1959 Petroleum Pro- (ii) the value of all chargeable oil disposed of by the
fits Act to give effect to the agreement entered into company in that period,
with companies carrying on petroleum operations in (iff) the value of all chargeable natural gasit in that
Nigeria. Its effective date was 20 March 1971. period as determined in accordancewith the fourth

schedule, and

(h) The Petroleum ProfitsTax (Amendment)Decree (iv)ail incomeof the companyof that period incidental

(No. 55)1977: to and arising from any one or more of its petrole-
um operations.

This Decree amends the 1959 Act to effect changes in
the percentageof the assessable tax payable in relation The value of any chargeableoil disposedof is taken to

to the chargeable profits of the companies affected. be the aggregate of the following:
(i) the value of that oil as determined,for the purpose

of royalty, in accordancewith the provisionsof any(i) The Petroleum ProfitsTax (Amendment)Decree enactment applicable thereto and any financial
(No. 4) 1979: agreement or arrangement between the Federal

This Decreesimply amendssection 1(2) of Decree No. Governmentof Nigeria and the company,
12

55 of 1977. (ii) any cost of extractionof that oil deducted in deter-
mining its value as referred to in (i) above, and

(iii) any cost incurredby the company in transportation
(j) The Petroleum ProfitsTax (Amendment)Decree and storage of that oil between the field of produc-

(No. 24) 1979: tion and the place of its disposal.
This Decree amends the 1959 Act by giving certain
incentives by way of reduced taxation to companies
prospecting for oil in Nigeria. The decree took effect
from 1 April 1977. Some of these incentives were, 7. Seesec. 2(a) of Decree No. 15 of 1973;see also sec. 9of PPTA 1959.
however, removed by Decree No. 95 of 1979. 8. Chargeable Oil in relation to a company engaged in petroleum

operations, means casing head petroleum spirit and crude oil won or

obtained by the company from such operations. (See Decree No. 95 of

(k) The Petroleum ProfitsTax (Amendment)Decree 1979.)
9. See sec. 9 of PPTA 1959.

(No. 95)1979: 10. New section 17A of Decree No. 1 of 1967.

This Decree amends the 1959 Act to extend the effect
1 I. Naturalgas meansgasobtainedin Nigeria from boreholesandwells
and consisting primarily of hydro-carbons. For this provision see section

of its provisions to companies engaged in liquified 2(a) of Decree No 95 of 1979 amending section 9 of 1959 Act.
natural gas (LNG) operations. 12. Sec. 2 of Decree No. 15 of 1973 amending sec. 9(a) of 1959 Act.
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C. Computationofadjustedprofitof an pany section 11 of the Act provides that no deduction
accountingperiod shall be allowed in respect of the following:

(i) Deductions allowed ]3 - any disbursements,expenses,or liabilitynot being
In computing the adjusted profit of any company of money wholly, exclusivelyand necessarily laid out

or expensed for the purpose of the operations;
any accountingperiod from its petroleum operations, -

there shall be deducted all outgoings and expenses
any capital withdrawn, or any sum employed or

intended to be employed as capital;wholly, exclusively and necessarily incurred, whether
amount improvements distinct-

within or outside Nigeria, for the purpose of those any employed in as

from repairs;operations during the period, and such outgoings and
-

expenses include the following: any sum recoverable under an insurance or con-

tract of indemnity;
rents (excluding rents included in the definition of rent of or cost of repairs to any premises or part-

-

royalties) and non-productiverents incurred in re- thereof not incurred for the purpose of the opera-
spect of land or buildings occupied for its petrole- tions;
um operationsor compensationincurredunder an - any amounts incurredin respectof any income tax,
oil prospecting licence or mining lease for distur- profits tax, or other similar tax within Nigeria or

bance of surface rights or for any other like distur- elsewhere;
bances; - depreciation of any premises, buildings, struc-
all royalties, the liability for which was incurredby tures, worksof a permanentnature,plant, machin--

the companyduring that period in respectof crude ery, or fixtures;
oil exported from Nigeria (whether by the com- - any payment to any provident, pension, savings,
pany or otherwise) or of casinghead petroleum widows' and orphans' or other society scheme or

spirit 14 so exported after injection into such crude fund not approved by the Board;
Oil; 15 - any royalty or other sums deductible in ascertain-
all royalties, the liability for which was incurredby ing the tax under section 17 of the Act;-

the company during that accounting period in re- - any expenditure for the purchase of information

spect of natural gas sold and actually delivered to relating to the existence and extent of petroleum
the Nigeria National Petroleum Corporation deposits; and

(NNPC);16 - interest on borrowed money where such money
nterest upon any money borrowed by a company was borrowed from a second company, if during-

if the Board is satisfied that the interest is payable that perod -

on capital employed in carrying out the petroleum either company has an interest in the other

operations;17 company, or both have interest in another
repair of premises, plant, machinery, or fixtures company either directly or through other com--

employedfor the purposeofcarryingon petroleum panies, or

operations or for renewal, repair or alteration of both are subsidiariesof another company.
any implement, utensils or article so employed;
bad and doubtful debts; (iii) Exclusion of certain profits or losses-

any expenditure including intangible drilling-

Section 12 of the Act provides that, where petroleumcosts 18 incurred in connection with exploration,
a

drilling, and the drilling of the first two apprisal company is also engaged in transportationof charge-
able oil by means of ocean-going tankers, either oper-wells in a particular field, including expenditure ated by or on behalf of the company to any other

incurred in respect of cement and casing and well
fixtures. Any expendituredeductedunder this sec-

tion shall not be treated as drilling expenditurefor
the purpose of capital allowances; 13. See section 10 of 1959 Act as amended.

any contributions to a pension, providentor other 14. Casing head petroleum spirit means any liquid hydro-carbonsob--

society, scheme, or fund approved by the Board tained in Nigeria from natural gas by separation or by any chemical or

with or without retrospectiveeffect; physical process, but before the same has been refined or otherwise
treated.

all sums the liability for which was incurredby the 15. Sec. l(5)(aa) of Decree No. 1 of 1967 amendingsection 10(1) of 1959-

company during that period to the Federal Gov- Act.

ernmentof Nigeria or to any State or local author- 16. Sec. 1(a) of Decree No. 95 of 1979.

ity in Nigeria by way of duty (other than customs
17. Interest on loan from any of its subsidiary companies may not be
allowable as deduction.

and excise duties deductible in ascertainingthe tax 18. Intangible drilling costs means all expenditure for labour, fuel,
under the provision of section 17), stamp duty, tax repairs, maintenance, hauling and supplies and materials (not being
(other than the tax imposed by this Act), or any supplies and materials for well cement casing or other well fixtures) which

rate, impost, fee or other like charge; and are for or incidental to drilling, cleaning, deepeningof completingwells or

the preparation thereof incurred in respect of: (a) determination of well
such other deductions as may be prescribedby any-

locations, geological studies and topographical and geographical
rule made under Petroleum Profits Tax Act.

surveys
preparatory to drilling, (b) drilling, shooting, testing and cleaning wells,
(c) cleaning, draining and levelling land, road building and the laying of

(ii) Deductions not allowed foundations, (d) erection of rigs and takage assembly and installation of

pipelines and other equipment requred in the preparation or drilling of
In computing the adjusted profit of a petroleum com- wells producing petroleum. (See sec. l(b) of Decree No. 15 of 1973.)
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territory, any profit or loss attributable to such trans- the petroleum operations for which they were

portation business shall be excluded from the adjsted constructed cease to be carried on.

profits chargeable under the Act.
The usual capital allowancesgranted under the second

In addition to the exclusionaryprovision,section 13 of schedule are the initial allowances (which are in the
the Act authorisesthe Board to disregard any artificial form of investment tax credit) and the annual allow-
or fictitious transaction19 which reduces or would re- ances. There could also be balancing allowances or

duce the amount of any tax payable under the Act. charges which may arise when the asset is disposedof.
Alternatively the Board may order any adjustmentsas The current rates2oof the initial and annual allowances
to neutralise the effect of the artificial disposition on are as follows:
tax liability.

Table I

D. Ascertainmentof assessableprofit
Initial allowances (Investment tax credit)

Qualifyingexpenditure in respectof Rate (%)
Under section 14 of the Act, the assessable profit of On-share operations 5

any company for any accounting period shall be the Operations in territorial waters and continental

amount of the computedadjusted profit for the period shelf areas upto and including 100 metres

less the amount of any losses incurredby the company
of water depth 10

waters and continental
during any previousaccountingperiod. The deduction Operations in territorial

shelf areas in water depth between 100 and
of such losses shall be made as far as possible from the 200 metres 15
amount, if any, of the adjusted profit of the first ac- Operations in territorial waters and continental
counting period after that in which the loss was incur- shelf areas beyond 200 metres of

red, and any balance carried forward to the next suc- water depth 20

ceeding accounting period, until the full amount is
extinguished. Table Il

Annual allowances
The company may elect in writing within five months
after the end of the accounting period that deduction Rate (%)
of any loss or part thereof shall e deferred to and be First year 20

made in the succeedingaccountingperiod, and may so
2nd year 20
3rd year 20

opt from time to time in a succeeding accounting 4th year 20
period. 5th year 19

6th year and after 19

E. Chargeableprofitcalculationand capital (ii) Limitations on capital allowances
allowances

In calculating the capital allowances, a limitation is
(i) Calculationof chargeableprofit imposed by section 15(3) and (4) to ensure that the

Under section 15 of the Act, the chargeable profit of amount of any tax chargeableon the company for that

any company for any accounting period shall be the period shall not be less than 15% of the tax which
would be chargeableif no deductionswere to be made.

amount of the assessable profit of that period less any
capital allowances on qualifying capital expenditures Furthermore, the aggregate amount of deductions al-
granted in lieu of depreciation. The qualifyingcapital lowable as capital allowances shall be either
expenditures as provided under the second schedule (i) the full amount of capital allowancesdue, or
to the Act are as follows: (ii) 85% of assessable profit less 170% of the total
(a) qualifyingplant expenditurebeing capitalexpendi- amount of the offsetable tax under section 17,

ture incurred on plant, machinery, or fixtures; whichever is the less.
(b) qualifying pipeline and storage expenditure being

capital expenditure incurred on pipelinesand stor- (iii) Deferment of capital allowances

age tanks; Where, however, the total amount of capital allow-
(c) qualifying building expenditure being capital ex-

penditure incurred on the construction of build-
ances due cannot be deducted owing to insufficiency
of, or no assessable profit, in an accountingperiod, or

tngs, structures, or works of a permanent nature; owing to the limitation imposed by section 15(3) andand
(d) qualifying drilling expenditure being capital ex- (4) discussed above, such total amount or part thereof

which has not been so deducted shall be deferred and
penditure incurred in connection with or with a added to the aggregate amount of capital allowances
vew to petroleum operations on: for the following accounting period, and thereafterthe acquisitionof, orof rights in or over, petro--

leum deposits,
searching for or discovering and testing petro- 19. A transaction may be artificial or fictitious if (i) it is between persons-

one of whom has control over the other, or (ii) it is between persons bothleum deposits or winning access thereto, or of whom are controlledby some other person. (Seesec. 13(2) of the Act.)the construction of any works or building 20. Section 5 of Decree No. 95 of 1979 amendingparagraphs 5 and 6 and-

which are likely to be of little or no value when Tables I and II of the second schedule.
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shall be deemed to be a capital allowance due to the Amount of assessment N N

company for that following accountingperiod.
Gross Profit (or Proceeds) (section9) X

Other Income X

Total Gross Profit X

F. Ascertainmentofassessabletaxand Less Expenses (section 10) X

chargeabletax Adjusted Profit X

Less Losses (section 14) X

(i) Assessabletax Assessable Profit -X
Less Capital Allowances (second schedule) X

Up to March 1971 the assessable tax for any accounting Chargeable profit x

period was 50% of the chargeable profit, and it was
55% thereafter. But with effect from 1 April 1975 it AssessableTax at 85% of

rose to 85%. 21 Chargeable Profit X

Less Offsetable Allowances or Taxes

(ii) Chargeable tax and offsetable deductions (section 17) X

ChargeableTax X
The chargeable tax for any accounting period of a Less Tax already paid _
company shall be the amount of its assessable tax for Balance of Tax due X
that period after the deduction of the followingoffset-
able taxes allowed under section 17:

(a) all royalties due in respect of oil won and disposed IV. ACCOUNTS, RETURNSAND ASSESSMENTS
of to local refinery during that period not being
royalties deductible under section 10(1)(aa) in
computing the adjusted profit,.22n A. Deliveryofaccounts,particularsand estimates

(b) all non-productive rents the liability of which was

incurred by the company during that period; (i) Delivery of accounts and particulars
(c) all sums the liability of which was incurred during Section 24 of the Act provides that every companythe accountingperiod to the Federal Government engaged in petroleum operations is required for each

of Nigeria by way of customs or excise duty or accountingperiod, within five monthsafter the expira-other like charges levied in respect of plant, stor- tion of that period, to deliver to the Board a copy of
age tanks, pipelines, tools, machinery and equip- its profit and loss accounts (certified by an auditor)ment essential for use in the company'spetroleum arising from the petroleum operations, and also to
operations;23 and deliver the following particulars:(d) the amount of investment tax credit referred to in prepare

Table I above.24 (a) computations of its estimated adjusted profit or
loss and of its estimated assessable proft of that

The section specificallyexcludes any liability incurred period;in relation to any income or profit not chargeable to (b) a schedule showing:
tax under the'Actas well as liability incurredin relation (i) the residues at the end of that period in respect
to income excluded under section 12 in computing of its assets,
adjusted profit.25

(ii) all qualifying petroleum expenditure incurred
Under subsection 4 of section 17, where the total by it in that period,
offsetable deductions allowed exceed the assessable (ii) the valuesofany of its assets disposedof in that
tax, or where there is no assessable tax for that period, period, and
such excess or such total amount shall be carried for- (iv) the capital allowancesdue to it for thatperiod;
ward and deducted from future assessable taxes until (c) a computationof its estimatedchargeableprofit of
it is completelydeducted. that period;

(d) a statementof othersums deductibleundersection
However, if for any accountingperiod, the amount of 17;
chargeable tax as computed under the Act is less than (e) a statement of all amounts repaid, refunded,the sum obtainedby multiplyingthe numberof barrels waived, or releasedundersection 17(5) during that
of the crude oil sold by the posted price per barrel period; and
applicable to that crude oil, the company shall be (f) a computationof its estimatedtax for thatperiod.liale to pay an additional amount of chargeable tax
for that period, which is equal to the difference be-
tween those two amounts.26

(iii) Profile forascertainmentof profitsand tax payable 21. Section 1(2) of Decree No. 55 of 1977.
22. Section 6(a) of Decree No. 15 of 1973.

From the discussions in Part III of this paper, the 23. Ibid., section 6(b)
following represents the profile for arriving at the var- 24. Section 4(b) of Decree No. 95 of 1979.

25. See section 17(6) of the Act.ious concepts of profits and taxes for the purpose of 26. See new section 17A introduced into the 1959 Act by Decree No. 1
the petroleum profits tax: of 1967.
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(ii) Return of estimated tax assessmentby giving a notice of objection in writing to
the Board within 21 days from the date of service ofIn addition to the submission of the ex post estimated

tax for the immediately expired period, every com-
the assessment to review and revise such assessment

pany engaged in petroleum operations is required to
on the grounds stated in the notice of objection. The

submit, not later than two monthsafter the commence-
notice of objection shall state the amount of charge-

ment of an accounting period, a return of estimated able profits of the company for the accountingperiod
tax derived ex ante for the commencedperiod, subject under review, together with the amount of assessable

to a revision of such a return being allowed, where and chargeable taxes which the company considers

necessary, during that period.27 desirable.

Any companybeing aggrievedby an assessmentwhich
has failed to reach a consensus with the Board on itsB. Assessmentsand payments of tax
notice of objection, has the right under sections 34 and
35 to appeal to the appropriate Body of Appeal Com-(i) Assessments
missioners, the High Court, and the Federal Supreme

As soon as possible after the return and accounts of a Court, as the case may be.
company have been received, or soon after the expira- An appeal to Appeal Commissionersshall be upon ation of the time allowed to such company for the deliv-

notice n writing given to the Board and to the
ery of the accounts and particulars, an assessment secre-

shall be made of the company in writing, indicating, tary to such Commissionerswithin 30 days, or such an

among other things, its accountingperiod, the amount
extension of period not exceeding 60 days, after the

of its chargeable profits, assessable tax, chargeable date of service upon it of notice of refusal of the Board

tax, and the place at which payment of the tax should to amend the assessment as desired. The appeal shall
be heard in camera.be made.
A company aggrievedby the decision of Appeal Com-Where it is discovered that a company has not been
missioners appeal against the assessmentand suchcharged tax or has been charged insufficient tax for may

any accounting period, an additional assessment may
decision to the High Court upon giving notice in writ-

be made within six years after the expiration of that ing to the Board within 30 days after the date upon

accountingperiod. which decisionwas given. The onus of proving that the
assessment complained of is excessive shall be on the

(ii) Payments of tax appellant. All appeals shall be heard in camera, unless
the judge shall, on the application of the appellant,

Payments of petroleum profits tax for any accounting otherwise direct.
period of twelve months shall be payable in twelve
equal instalments together with a final instalment An appeal against the decision of the High Court shall

which shall be due and payable within 21 days of the lie to the Federal Supreme Court at the instance of

date of service of the notice of assessment.28 either the appellant or the Board. Thereafter, assess-

ment shall become final and conclusive, one way or
While the earlier instalments are based on the tax the other.
estimated to be chargeable for an accountingperiod in
accordance with section 27, the final instalment shall
be the amount assessed for that accountingperiod less B. Offences and penalties
so much thereof as has already been paid. A petroleum be guilty of of thecompany may any
If any instalment of tax due and payable is not paid following offences under section 44 of the Act:
within the prescribedappropriatetme limit undersec-

tion 38, a penalty equal to 5% of the amount of the (i) failure to comply with the requirementsof a notice

instalment due and payable shall be added thereto. served under the Act; or

(ii) failure to prepare and deliver accounts, particulars
Where, however, a notice of an objection or an appeal and returns; or
has been given by a company, collection of the tax (iff) failure to attend, without sufficient cause, in ans-
shall remain in abeyanceuntil such objectionor appeal wer to a notice or summons, or having attended,
is determined. The Board may, in such a case, enforce failure to answer any question lawfully put; or

payment of any portion of the tax which is not in (iv)failure to submit any return of estimated tax.
dispute.29 Any company guilty of any of these offences or of any

rule made thereunder for which no penalty is specifi-
cally provided, shall be liable to a fine of N 10,000.

V. OTHER GENERAL PROVISIONS
For a failure to submit a return, or to deliver accounts,

A. Objections and appeals
27. See section 27 of the Act as amended by section 8 of Decree No. 15

Where a notice of assessment has been served on a
of 1973.
28. See section 38 of the Act and the third schedule as introduced bycompany under section 32(1) of the Act, the company section 9 of Decree No. 15 of 1973.

reserves the right under section 32(2) to object to the 29 See section 37 of the Act.
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particulars or information, or to keep records re- and-a-halfdecades old. It has remained an important
c uired, a further sum of N 2,000 for each and every source of revenue for the country, the present oil glut
c ay during which such offence or failure continues notwithstanding. Its 'importance to the Nigerian
and, in default of payment, imprisonment for six economy is explainedpartly by the fact that it is under

months, the liabilityfor such furthersum to commence a separate tax law and partly by the fact that its tax law
from the day following the conviction, or from such is underclose surveillanceby the Federal Govrnment

day thereafter as the court may order. of Nigeria. In view of the latter it has undergone sev-
p eral surgical operations,by way of amendments,since

Other offenceswhich attract varying sanctions include
making of incorrect accounts, particulars and returns,

t came into force in 1958. While the amendmentsare

making of false statements and returns, offences by
aimed at encouraging companies engaged in ptrole-

authorised and unauthorisedpersons.
um operations, they also ensure that appropriatetaxes

are collected by the Government as and when due.
*

Any offence under the Act shall be deemed to occur In view of the international dimension and influence
in Lagos. in petroleum operations in Nigeria, petroleumour

profits tax system will continue to have far-reaching
effect at both internationaland national levels.

VI. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION r

Taxation of petroleum profits in Nigeria is about two-

[continued from 368]
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V A_-A:

The MerchantShippingAct, 1973 -

Tax Concessions
By Edwin A. Vella

The Merchant Shipping Act, 1973 (MSA) does not bring into being a flag
of convenience. This has been repeatedly emphasised during debates in . ..-r. 1

Parliament, both when the MSA was originally introduced, and again
during the debate on proposed amendments to the law. f.

Although the main purpose of the MSA is that of creatng public revenue

through registration under the Malta flag, Government has always been
at pains to give a good image to the flag even though this could mean that
revenue would not, especially in the initial years, be on the high side.
Revenue is currently about Slm per annum. There are some 2 million tons

of shipping registered under the Malta flag: this compares rather poorly
with the performanceof Cypruswhich enteredtheship registrationmarket

just a few years before Malta. There are various reasons why this is so,
but taxation does not appear to be one.

9

The main tax law of the country (the Income Tax Act, 1948: ITA) grants
the usual exemption to foreign shipowners on a reciprocal basis. This

exemption, however, does not affect ships registered under the Maltese

flag and owned by domestic companies, that is to say by companies
themselves registered in Malta, irrespectiveof the country of residenceof
shareholders. It only exempts foreign shipownersfrom Malta tax on profits
earned in Malta if the home territory of the shipownersgrants an equiva-
lent exemption to Maltese ships earning profits from the said territory.

Mr. Vella is co-correspondentfor the Bulle-
tin for Malta. He was educated at he

This exemption is shored up by the normal provisions regarding shipping Lyceum and the Royal University of Ma ta

which are found in all of Malta's double taxation agreements. 1 Joined the Malta Civil Service in 1951, from
which he retired with the rank of Assistant

As set out below, however, most of Malta's double taxation agreements Commissionerof Inland Revenue in 1979.

comprise a special provision amending the normal OECD2 rule in this During his period of servce at the Inland

regard. This is made necessary precisely by those provisions of the MSA Revenue, Mr Vella took a leading part in

which grant exemption from taxation. the negotiation of Malta's double taxation
treaties as well as in the refashioningof the

The ITA contains no specific provision regarding domestic shipping, ex- taxation laws of the country. He is at pre-

cept to grant tax depreciation on the straight line basis instead of the sent tax consultant with Naudi, Giorgio,
normal reducing (declining) balance method. Part III of the MSA, how- Leone Ganado & Co. who are the corre-

spondent firm of Price Waterhouse in
ever, introduces concessions in respectof taxation. Under this heading, Malta Mr Vella lectures regularly on taxa-
the law grants exemption from income tax, death and donation duty, and tion and is an examiner in the subject both

duty on documents (stamp duty). at the Universityof Malta and with the Malta
Institute of Accountants. Mr. Vella is a well

It is important to note that, in terms of section 85 of the MSA, exemptions known author on taxation and two of his
can only be obtained by companieswhich are registeredwith the Minister books have long been recognised as the

of Finance for this purpose. These companiesmust be companiesqualified standard text books on income tax and

to own a Maltese ship, that is to say, they must be companies registered death duty in Malta.

in Malta.

Section 85 also introduces the concept of an exemptedship. Primarily,
an exempted ship is one which is registered with the Minister of Finance

1. Agreements with Finland, Sweden, Nor-
as such. The relevant conditions are that: way, Denmark, Germany, Belgium, the Nether-

lands, France, United States, United Kingdom,
(a) the ship must be owned by a company or companies qualified to own Italy, Austria, Libya, Pakistan and Australia.

a Maltese ship as above;
2. Article 8 of the Model Double Taxation
Convention on Income and on Capital: Profits

(b) the ship must be of not less than one thousand net tons; from the operation of ships or aircraft n interna-

(c) the ship must be engaged in the carriage of goods or passengers; and tional trafficshallbe taxableonly in the Contract-
ing State in which the place of effective manage-

(d) the registration fees in respect of the ship must have been duly paid. ment of the enterprise is situated
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Where these conditions are satisfiecl, registration is another on the distribution of ir/ter-company divi-
automatically obtained by submitting to the Minister dends, beyond the distribution by the owning or

of Finance: operating company to its iamediite shareholder. On

i) the name of the company concerned; the otherhand, there is no time limitwithin*whihsuch

)
..

its registered address; and an exempt distributioncan be made.

i) the name and tonnage of the ship it.is desired to The rationale behind the conditions under which
own or operate as an exempt ship. exemption on interest payable to non-residents of

Malta may be denied, is not very clear. The link with
An amendment to the law would enable the Minister
responsible for shipping, acting with the concurrence

the existenceof a permanentestablishmentin Maltais

of the Minister of Finance, to declare any ship to be clearly borrowedfrom the OECD Model Double.Tax-

an exempt ship: subject to such conditions as he may
ation Conventionwhere a reduction of tax on interest

deem appropriate. This would be irrespectiveof ton-
in the countryoforigin is denied if the interestis linked

nage, operation or trade. Hre the administration is with a -germanentestablishmentsituated therein. But,

given discretionary powers since registration is not
while tjiis condition in a DTA is easily understandable,

automatic,and no stipulationsare set out withinwhieh being intended to defeat any attemptedconversionof
business profits (taxable in full) into interest (taxablethe Minister may exercise the powers conferred upon

him. The main result of this new provision would ap-
at a reduced rate), its insertion in the MSA seems to

pear to be to enable exemption to be granted in appro-
be out of place. The fact that the foreign provider of

priate cases where the ship n question is of less than loans to a Maltese shipping company may also have a

one thousandnet tons. Anotherapplicationof the new permanent trading establishment in the country ap-

provision would be to grant exemption to ships which pears to constituteno reasonwhy the eemptionother-
wise applicable to the interestshould be denied. There

are not engaged in the carriageofgoodsor passengers:. be in which the profits of the separatefishing
.

boats, vessels and other specialised_.
. seems to no waye.g. survey trading establishment can be converted into exemptships. interest on the loan. In this regard, indeed, the MSA

The benefitscontemplatedby the MSA can accrue not would appear to follow a line of reasoning that has
only to an owner of an exempted ship, but also to an been rejected by the OECD, namely the so-called
operator. The operation of a ship is defined as being force of attraction of the permanent establishments
not only its operation by the owner, but also its oper- (P/E), whereby the mere existenceof a P/E is sufficient
ation by a charterer. The charterer, however, must to prevent a reduction of the tax chargeable in the-

pay registration fees equal to and in addition to the country of origin of th interest, irrespective of
annual registration fee payable by the owner. whether the debt giving rise to the interestServices the

The crucial exemptionsfrom income tax.are contained P/E or not.

in section 86 of the MSA. The exemptions given are The second condition, namely that the tax authorities
threefold and cover: must be satisfied that the interest is actually accruing
(a) that part of the income accruing to a company to the benefit of the recipient, appears to be intended

from the ownership or operation of an exempted to provide against the.possibility,of a local person
ship; providing finattce to a shippingcompany and trying to

(b) dividends paid out of gains or profits which are obtain exemption from tax on the interest by routing
themselves exempt as at (a) above; and funds through'a freign entit. This possibility.does

() interest, etc., payable to any person resident out- exist, but it i remove in view of the stringentexchange
side Malta by a company registered for this pur- control regulations of the country. The provisin
pose in respect of any loan or other debt due by it would therefore appeal to be only a safeguard against
and incurred in acquiring the ownershipof an the use of funds originating from the black economy
exempted ship or for the purpose of the operation for thi purpose. If such funds are recognised for what
of an exempted ship while sh was an exempted they are, however, denial of .tax exetnl:rtion on the

ship: but this exemption is denied if the recipient relative interest wold b the least of the problelns
of the interest is himself engaged in trade or busi- facing the. owner!
ness in Malta through a,permanentestablishment The exemption from income tax granted under the
situated theretn, or if the tax authorities are not MSA to shipping companies has had an unfortunatesatisfied that the recipient is the beneficial owner repercussion on Malta's double taxation agreements.thereof. As already noted, these are based on the OECD

The exemption of profits from tax is conditioned on Model, but the rule containedin Article8 of the Model

the maintenance of separate accounts distinguishing
has had to be amended in most of the DTAs because
the shareholdingof companies thatpotentiallyqualifyclearly between profits earfied from an exemptedship for exemption is to nbn-residents of Malta. Aopenand any other profits mad by the conipany. combination of the MSA exemption and the normal

As regards dividends, the exemption is limited to the OECD rule could result ih the flight to Malta of ship-
immediate shareholder of a company owning, or ping from a country which is a party to a DTA with
operatingan exempt ship. There are no provisions for Malta: hoping to enjoy exemption from its former
exemption to be carried through from one company to (and actual) territoryunder the DTA, and from Malta
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under the MSA. The combinationcould also adversely the U.K. end, even though it may be exempt from
affect Malta's treaty partners if third country shipping, Malta tax under the MSA.
which is at present taxed by said treaty partner, were

to be registered in Malta. In such a case exemption at Libya: ... Profitsfrom theoperationofshipsor aircraft
both ends could be attempted (it is being assumed that n

.

internationaltrafficshall be,taxableonly in the Con-

in the home territory- i.e. the third country- of such tracting State in which the place of effective manage-

shipping, no tax problems arise). ment of the enterprise is situated. This exemption is
written in OECD terms which paraphrasesthe concept

This situation has had to be provided for in the double that a company is resident in the place where its effec-
taxation treaties to which Malta is a party by way of tive management is exercised. In this sense, what is
some provision such as the following which has been said above in respect of the U.K. agreement applies
inserted in the U.S.A./Malta treaty: equally to the Libyan treaty. However,while the U.K.

Notwithstanding the other provisions of this Article, agreement does not limit the type of operation to

profits from the operation of a ship in international which exemption applies, the Libyan treaty requires
traffic and gains from the sale, exchangeorotheraliena- that operations be in international traffic which is de-
tion of such a ship, derived by a corporation resident in fined n the OECD Model (though not in the Libya/
Malta which has more than 25% of its voting stock Malta DTA itself) as consisting of transport by a ship
owned, directly or indirectly, by persns not resident in or ircraft... except when the ship or aircraft is
Malta, may be taxed by the United States unless the operated solely between places in the other Contract-
corporatiori proves that the profits derived from the

ng State.
operation of such ship are subject to Malta.tax without
regard to any relief therefrom as provided for in section Austria: The provision was apparently not a part of the
86 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1973, or in any iden- Austrian agreement because Austria, being a land-
tical or similar provision.3 locked nation, was not affected by this matter.

In all the agreements where this provison has been Part III of the MSA also grants exemption from death
inserted, exemptionunder the DTA will be granted bY duty on shares in shipping companies. This provision,
the other country to Malta's shipping only if it is however, is to a great extent a dead letter, as one of
proved either: the conditionsto obtain exemption is that the deceased

(a) that the shareholding in the Malta companyowned shareholders must be persons who are not ordinarily
by persons not resident in Malta is less than 2500'

resident in Malta. Now while it can happen that shares
n a Maltese shipping company are held directly byor

(b) if more than 25% so controlled, the profits derived Maltese individua]s, it would be rather exceptional to

by any ship operated by the company are brought find such shares being held personally by a non-resi-

to tax regularly in Malta without any benefit such dent individual. As far as it is known, practically all

as is.contemplatedby the MSA. shares in companies qualified to register for the pur-
pose of the MSA tax concessions, are held by com-

It will be noted that exemptionunder the DTA will be panies registered abroad.
denied to Maltese shipping by the U.S.A. not only if
the relative Maltese company is controlled as to more The exemptiongranted from death duties is expressed
than 25% by U.S.A. residents, but also if it is control- to be total and not an exemption with progression.
led in this proportion by persons resident elsewhere That is to say, not only the relative assets are exempt
but in Malta. Malta's treatypartnersare thus protected from duty, but they are also not to be taken into

against losses that could be incurred through third account in computing any duty that may be otherwise

country shipping, which is at present liable to tax due.

therein, being registered in Malta. The assets which qualify for exemption are shares in

The only treaties to which Malta is a party and in which companies registered for the purpose of the MSA tax

this provision is not inserted, are those with the United concessions, to the extent, however, that the value of

Kingdom, Libya and Austria. The relative wording in such shares is attributable to:

the agreements is as follows:

i)/the
value of an exempt ship or part thereof;

ii) the proceeds of a sale of an exempted ship; and
United Kingdom: ... profits whicha resident of one oJ i other assets acquired directly out of the profits
the territories derives from operating ships or aircraft derived from the ownership or operation of an

shall be exempt from tax in the other territory . Since exempted ship or out of the proceeds of sale of
it is usually the residence of companies which is in- such assets.
volved, this is established in accordance with the nor-

mal rules regarding the place where effective manage-
This exemption will only operate if accounts are pro-

ment of the enterprise is exercised. These are the duced to the tax authorities which show clearly over

directors' meetings at which the really crucial trading the years:
decisions are hammeredout. A meetingof local direc- (i) what profits have been derived from the ownership
tors merely rubberstampingdecisions taken elsewhere
would not make a Malta registered company resident
in the country for tax purposes. A name platecompany
in Malta may not therefore achieve exemption from 3. Article 8(5) of Legal Notice 61 of 1984, US.A/Malta DTA.
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or operation of an exempt ship as distinct from MSA grants exemption from duty on any instrument

profts earned in any other way; connected with or involving:
(ii) the amounts from time to time spent by the com- (a) registration of exempted ships, otherwise leviable

pany directly out of such profits on the acc uisition transfer;of other assets and out of the proceeds o_ sale of
as a

such assets on the acquisitionof furtherassets; and (b) the allotmentof any newly issued shares of a com-

(iii) the proceeds of sale of exempted ships. pany qualifying to register for the purpose of the
tax exemptions granted by the MSA;

The above method of determining which part of a (c) the transfer of any stock or share of such com-

share's value is to qualify for exemption is rather con- panies; and

fusing. In the first place, it seems to put too much (d) the sale or transfer of an exempted ship or part

emphasis on the asset basis of share valuation. This is thereof.

always an important element in share valuation, but The MSA does not grant a blanket exemption from
the MSA practicallyelevates it to the status of the sole Stamp Duties to qualifying companies. Stamp duty is
element to be taken into account. Secondly, tracing in general chargeable ad valorem on instruments
the movement of funds over the years in the way concernedwith the following matters:
indicated is an almost impossible task, and is certainly
something that does not usually emerge from ac-

- Transfer of immovables at 3.5%.
Transfer of ships or aircraft at 2.6%.

counts.
-

Transfer of goodwill, debts and other rights at-

The overriding condition to achieve exemption from 2.6%.
death duty is that the owner of the shares must be a - Transferof motor vehicles at 2.5% to 3%.
non-resident of Malta. The actual exemption is ex- - Transfer of shares at 2%.

pressed in narrower terms, because it is not only re- - Allotmentof shares at 0.4%.
quired that the shares owned by a deceasedsharehold- - Valuations and appraisementsat 0.2%.
er were held by non-residentpersons, but also that all - Receipts at 0.05%.
the shares and all the debentures in the relative com- - Insurance: life at 0.1%.
pany were held by a non-resident person and that, - Others at 0.03%.
furthermore, all the shares and all the debentures in

any company owning shares and debentures in the These continue to be chargeable except in so far as

company the non-resident shareholder of which has exemption is granted by the MSA.

died, were themselves also held by non-residents of The taxation arrangements, or concessions as the
Malta. It is curious that although a condition for MSA calls them, would appear to meet the require-
exemption is that debentures in the relative company ments of what it sets out to achieve: namely that of
must also be held by non-residents, there is no exemp- increasingregistrationunder the Malta flag as a means

tion granted to debentures themselves even when of increasing public revenue. The rather moderate
these are owned by non-residents. success so far obtained appears to be due to other

The last point which needs to be made regarding factors, mostly administrative in character, but of

exemption from death duty is that, although in princ- genuine concern in at least one aspect, namely the

ple shipping companies whose shares qualify for ranking given under Maltese law to mortgages on

exemption must be devoted solely to the business of ships. With the bigger ships beingfinancedto a major
owning or operatingexempted ships, such a company

extent by banks, it seems reasonableto expect a higher
will still be considered to be devoted wholly to this ranking than at present obtainable. The exemption
business notwithstanding that it has power to engage given to interest payable to non-residents is a step n

in and has engaged in operations incidental to the the right direction, but this should now be backedby

ownership or operation of exempted ships or the in- greater security for banks ready to finance ships regis-
vestment in other assets of the profit derived from tering under the Malta flag. This is in fact the major
such ownership or operation or the variation of such impediment to progress in the matter: other adminis-

other assets, provided that the principal business of trative difficulties are mostly caused by the simple fact

the company remains that of owning or operating that the Government, as a whole, does not appear

exempted ships. ready to make an overall effort to direct the executive
into a co-ordinatedeffort to meet the requirementsof

The final tax exemption given by the MSA is exemp- this highly specialised activity. Given this effort, there
tion from stamp duties, today called duties on docu- seems to be no reason why Malta, which geographi-
ments. This duty is payable in terms of the Duty on cally appears to be a natural candidate for success,
Documents Act, 1981 on various instruments and the should not achieve much better results than hitherto.
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-A _A\ D:

RecentTaxPackagetoBoosttheEconomy

By Montri Hongskrailersand K.S. Jap

Ministerial Regulation No. 169 (1986) on tax-

Mr. Montri Hongskrailers presently heads his own international law exemption of interest on government bonds and
firm with a departmentspecialized in international tax matters. Previ- income from securities sale.
ously, he was associated with Coopers and Lybrand, Bangkok,
Thailand. He is correspondent for the Bulletin for Thailand and is a Some of the salient features of the recent tax package
regular contributor. are given hereafter.
Mr. Jap is a principal research associate for the Bureau and provides
special expertise concerning the Asian region.

CORPORATEINCOMETAX: JURIDICAL
COMPANIESORPARTNERSHIPS

INTRODUCTION
A new definition of juridical company or partner-

On 21 January 1986, the Thai Parliament approved a ship has been added. The Director-General of the

comprehensive tax package which aimed: Revenue Department is empowered, after the ap-
1. to bridge the revenue shortage; proval by the Minister of Finance, to announce in the
2. to improve the take-home pay; Government Gazette certain entities as juridical
3. to boost the economy by reducing the corporate company or partnership under the Revenue Code.

income tax and the individual income tax rates; Those entitiesare then subject to the corporateincome
4. to prevent tax evasion; and tax.

5. to give taxpayers the chance to correct filing tax The aim is to plug loophole and to provide greaterreturns by giving them amnesty treatment.
a

fairness to taxpayers belonging to other categories.
The main purpose behind reducing income tax rates is
the belief that revenue will increase as the incentive
for tax evasion decreases. This issue has long been REDUCTIONOF THE CORPORATEINCOMETAX
debated. Moreover, it is argued that it will help relieve RATE
some of the tax burden prevalent under the present
economic conditions, besides stimulating investments The corporate income tax rate for companies and
and expansion of businesses in the private sector. juridical partnerships not listed ori the Securities Ex-

The tax package was incorporated in the Emergency change of Thailand has been reduced from 40% to

35% as from 1 January 1986. The rate on the taxable
Decree Amending the Revenue Code (No. 14) 1986, profits for listed companies and juridical partnershipseffective as from 1 February 1986, which revised many remains at 30%.
provisions of the Thai Revenue Code 1938, as

amended. One of the reasons of reducing the rate is to keep the

The changes covered most parts of the Revenue Code
tax rate near to those prevailing in the neighbouring

pertaining to individual income tax, corporate income
countries. This will in a way help stimulate investment
in Thailand.

tax, business.taxand stamp duty.
Implementingregulationsto the tax packageare incor-
porated in the following regulations: INTERCORPORATEDIVIDENDS

Royal Decree No. 165 (1986) on deductible ex--

penses for sales of immovableproperty by private The dividends receivedby a companyorganizedunder

persons; Thai law from anotherThai companyorganizedunder

Royal Decree No. 166 (1986) on tax exemptionof Thai law are exempt from corporate income tax for as-

interest income earned by cooperatives; much as 50% of the dividends received if the recipient
Royal Decree No. 167 (1986) on tax exemptionof company is not listed on the Securities Exchange of-

dividendsfrom listedcompaniesand mutual funds; Thailand. If the recipient company is listed, the divi-

Royal DecreeNo. 168 (1986) on the rate of income dends received are completelyexempt from corporate-

tax of certain income of foundations and associa- income tax. However, in both cases the total amount

tions; of the dividends received from Thai companies may
Royal Decree No. 169 (1986) on amendments of not exceed 15% of the total gross profit of the recipient-

Royal Decree No. 54 (1974) on the rates of busi- company in a tax year in order to qualify for the divi-
ness tax; dend exemption.No shareholdingperiodwas required
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before. At present, an amendment has been made to or a share of profits from an ordinary partnership or

grant dividend exemption only if the period of owner- group of persons which is not a juridical person
ship of the shares is not less than 3 months before the received by an individual person shall be exempt in
date of receipt of such dividends and, if the shares are respect of the share of profit received in the year 1986
sold, the period must at least be 3 months from the and onwards only if the paying partnership or group
receipt of the dividends. of persons has paid income tax on its profits. Prior to

this charge the share of profits paid to individualThe goal of the amendment is to promote long-term
investment in Thai companies and to prevent disposal partnerswere unconditionallyexempt from individual
of shares with the intent to evade corporate income

income tax. The aim of the amendment is to plug the

tax. loophole.

INCREASEOF CORPORATEINCOMETAX THE CREDITFORDIVIDENDSRECEIVED
RATESFORNON-PROFITORGANIZATIONS

The tax credit on dividends received by an individualThe corporate income tax rate on income derived by private shareholder resident in Thailand from a com-
non-profit foundations or associationswith respect to
dividends, interest, rentals, royalties, professional pany or juridical partnershipincorporatedin Thailand

is reduced from 35% to 30% of the dividends or thefees, copyrights,and goodwillhas been increasedfrom share of profit received from the companyor juridical5% to 10% of the gross income. The corporate income partnership. The revision is made in line with the re-
tax rate on income from business, commerce, industrv duction of the corporate income tax.and transportationhas been increased from 1% to 2%
of the gross income.

The changeswere made in order to be more consistent INTERESTEXEMPTFROMINDIVIDUAL
with the corporate income tax rates in other categories INCOMETAX
of income. Regstration fees, membership fees, and
donations received by foundations from their mem- Exempt from individual income tax are: interest on

bers remain to be exemptfrom corporateincome tax. savings lotteries; interest on savings deposits with the
Government; interest on time deposits with banks in
Thailand; and interest on time deposits with coopera-INDIVIDUALINCOMETAX: REVISED tives, but only to the extent to which that portion ofINDIVIDUALINCOMETAXRATESSCHEDULE the interest does not exceed 8.5% per annum as pre-
scribed by the Bank of Thailand.The revisedscheduleof the individual income tax rates

reduced the number of rate brackets from 13 to 11.
The maximum income tax rate has been reduced from TAXON INTEREST
65% to 55%. The revised schedule applies to income
received on or after 1 January 1986. The reduction of As from 1 February 1986, the withholding tax of the
the individual income tax burden is made with the aim individual income tax on interest received in the years
to keep more in line with those prevailing in 1986 to 1988 has been increased from 12.5% (1982 to

neighbouring countries. 1985) to 15%.

The payer of the interest must withhold income tax at
PROGRESSIVEINDIVIDUALINCOMETAX the rate of 15% on the following interests:
RATES

(1) interest earned from governmentbonds or deben-

Taxable income (n baht) Tax rate (%) tures,
on1 - 40,000 7 l3)

(2) interest savings deposits with cooperatives,
interest on other of deposits regardless of40,001 - 90,000 10 description, but only

types
the portion which exceeds90,001- 150,000 15 the maximum rate of interest on savings deposits150,001 - 220,000 20

220,001 - 300,000 25 prescribed
annum),

by the Bank of Thailand (i.e. 8.5% per
300,001 - 400,000 30 (4) interest from bank deposits if the interest is more400,001 - 550,000 35 than 8.5%550,001 - 750,000 40 (5) interest from

per
deposits

annum,
with cooperatives,750,001 - 1,000,000 45 (6) interest from loans of financial companies and1,000,001 - 2,000,000 50 other financial institutions established

more than 2,000,000 55 by the law
of Thailand to lend money for the promotion of
agriculture, commerce or industry, and

TAXATIONOF SHARE OF PROFITSFROMNON- (7) interest on promissory notes issued by finance
JURIDICALPARTNERSHIPS companies.

If the interest is received in 1989 or later the progres-
Exemption from individual income tax on dividends sive individual income tax rates are to be levied.
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The main purpose to increase the proportional indi- the taxable incomederived from the sale of immovable
vidual income tax rate is to lessen any impact on the roperty acquired without a commercial purpose has
deposits and savings which may arise in Thailand after een reduced from rates between 51% to 93% (de-
1986. pending on the numberof years of ownership) to rates

between 50% to 92% of the income. In addition, the
In addition, it is for greater fairness in the distribution maximum rate of the individual income tax has been
of income among the people. Besides, a higher tax on

ncreased from 10% to 20% of the sales price in
interest will raise revenue and it is easily collected as

case

the taxpayer chooses to pay tax thereon separatedthe tax is withheld by the commercial bank. from his other income. The charges apply to such
income received from 1 February 1986.

GAINSFROMTHE SALE OFBONDS The changes do not aim to increase the taxation of
capital gains from the sale of immovableproperty, but

As from 2 February 1986 gains from the sale of bonds they are rather an adjustment to the reduced normal
listed on the Securities Exchangeof Thailand are sub- individual income tax rates effective as from 1 January
ject to the individual income tax (prior to that date 1986.
exempted) at the following rates: The lump sum expenses used in computing taxable

(a) certain 15% on the gain from income derived from the sale of immovable property
governmentbonds the sale of the bond acquired by bequest or gift remain at 50% of the in-

that exceeds a return of come. The maximum rate of 20% of the sales price
8.5% perannum also applies at the option of the taxpayer.

(b) bondsor debentures 15% The itemized expenses are also allowed should the
ofState taxpayer think he has more expenses than the standard
organizationsor expenses allowed by law.

enterprises
(c) bondsor debentures progressiveindividual BUSINESSTAX ON LEASINGBUSINESS

issuedby the private income tax rates
sector ranging from 7% As from 1 February 1986, the business tax (sales tax

to 55%.
on certain business transactions)on leasing businesses

The taxpayer may, during the years 1986 to 1988 with has been separated from other rental businesses. The

respect to gains under (a) and (b), elect to pay tax at rate of business tax for rental businesseswill remain at

the rate of 15% exclusive of any other income. 2.5% of gross receipts, but for financiai leasing
businesses the rate is 3% on the portion of income

The taxation of the gains from the sale of bonds was
exceeding the costs. The aim of the change is to assist

designed to prevent tax evasion. the financial leasing businesses (including operational
leases) by excluding the repayment of the princpal

MORTGAGEINTERESTDEDUCTIBLE costs from the taxable base where normally business
tax on interest-base income is paid.

A new deductible allowance for computing the indi-
vidual income tax has been introduced as from 1986
with respect to mortgage interest paid not exceeding DISCOURAGEMENTOF DIESELOIL

7,000 baht per year. Any interestpaid by an individual CONSUMPTION

taxpayer to a bank or other financial institution, life
insurance company, co-operative,or employerarising To discourage the consumption of diesel oil in Thai-
from a loan used to buy in cash, on hire-purchase, or land, the business tax rate thereon has been increased
to construct the taxpayer's residence by mortgaging as from 2 February 1986:
the building purchasedor for constructionof the same

- on the sale of imported diesel engines (except if

as a collateralagainst the said loan qualifies as a deduc- used for fishing boats) from 5% to 9% of gross
tible mrtgage interest. The said buildingalso includes receipts; and

the land.
- on diesel car engines, with a seating capacityof not

more than 10 persons, from 30% to 40% of the
This new deductible allowance aims to promote social ross receipt in case of locally produced cars, and
welfare, to encourage private home ownershipamong om 40% to 50% in case of imported cars (Royal
low and medium income earners, as well as to stimu- Decree No. 169 of 1986).
late the expansionof the constructionindustry in Thai-
land.

Further measures to discourage the modification of
petrol engines for use with diesel oil include the four-

SALE OF IMMOVABLEPROPERTYBY PRIVATE fold increase of the registration fees for motorcars

INDIVIDUALS using diesel oil or LPG, except for those used as taxis
and buses of the Bangkok Mass Transit Organization

The lump sum, deductibleexpensesused in computing (BMTO) (Motorcar Act 1979, as amended).
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STAMPDUTIES out any ceiling, has now been set at the same rate to a

maximum 10,000 baht as from 2 February 1986. The
The stampduty on loans or bank overdraftagreements aim of this is to promoteborrowingswithin and outside
which was formerly to be affixed at the rate of 1 baht Thailand. In addition, the stamp duty previously af-
for every 2,000 baht of a loan or bank overdraft with- fixed to all government forms is abolished.

ConferenceDiary
SEPTEMBER1986

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Laferty ConferencesLtd. FINTA G 86 Financial Man- PLEASE WRITE TO:
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Hong Kong, 25-26 September (English)

Legal Studies & Services Ltd., IBC House, Canada
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ERRATUM

In the April/May1986 issue, at page 163, Mr. Montri
Hongskrailers is erroneously referred to as a

member of Coopers & Lybrand, Bangkok.
Mr. Hongskrailers is head of his own offices in
Bangkok.
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taxGRANWELL,Alan W
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....
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pp,
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Law.
of chargewith subscriptionstooneorFree
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moreofthe major servicesof the Bureau.

(B. 106.883) 1985 SIGNIFICANTSTATE TAX

developments. Also availableseparately.TAX PLANNING FOR EXECUTIVEAND Paramus, Prentice-HallInformationServices,
employeecompensationand retirement. Paramus,NewJersey07652, 1986. 457 pp.
CorporateManagementTax Conference 1985. Summaryof significantchangesin State and local
Toronto, CanadianTax Foundation,1985. taxation in 1985.
335 pp. (B. 106.826) Furtherdetailsfrom:
Compilationof contributionsby variousauthors.
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Amsterdam,Peat, Marwick, Mitchell& Co. Preparedby Isa Lang and MichaelLang.
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1000 HEAmsterdam-theNetherlands

P.O. Box 72001,1007TD Amsterdam],1984.86 500 pp.
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By Sanford H. Goldberg*
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b. Durationof proceeding
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d. Statuteof limitations
e. Incongruousincome tax

I. INTRODUCTION systems
f. Repatriation
g Currency fluctuations

The rise of international trade and investment increases the risk of h. Taxpayerparticipation
i. Paymentoftaxinconsistent treatmentof international transactions.As each country j. Interest

has improved its knowledgeof transnationaleconomicaffairs, as well k. Fearof foreign tax
authorities

as increased its need for revenue, the taxpayerand his advisors must I Powerofcompetent
learn to cope with the conflict among the tax enforcementpositions authorities

m Multi-countryadjustmentsof more and more countries.' C. Interpretativeprovisions
D. Legislativeprovisions

In the United States the impetus started with the Revenue Act of
E. Statistics

1962 with its emphasis on overseas income and investments of U.S.
III. U.S. COMPETENTAUTHORITY-

corporations.2The reporting of transactions and investments to the PROCEDURALASPECTS
IRS was increased soon thereafter3 and pursuant to Congressional A. Competentauthority-Operations

and staff
mandate the regulationson the allocation of income between related B. Filing the request for competent
persons were dramaticallystrengthened.4 authorityassislance

1. Contentsandplace
2. Timetofilerequest

After approximately twenty years of increased audits of U.S. multi- a. U.S. adjustments
b. Foreign adjustmentsnationals, the U.S. has now focused on foreign multinationals.5The 3. Proper parties

Tax Equity and Fiscal ResponsiblityAct of 1982 introduced income 4. Choiceof the appeals

reporting requirements for U.S. corporatons controlled by foregn procedureormutualagreement
procedure

entities.6 The forms for reporting intercompany transactions with C. Denialof request for competent

controlling foreign interests or their affiliates were finalized in authorityassistance
1. Basis fordenial

November, 1985.7 a. Substantive
b. Procedural

2. Appeal ofdenial

Although the U.S. is in the forefrontof investigatingits own multina- D. Unilateral relief

tionals and more recently foreign multinationals, it is not alone. The
1. Deminimis
2. Expired statuteof limitations

OECD published its analysis of transnational pricing problems in E. Acceptanceofrequest
1. Stages1979.8 The effect of the publication has reportedly been a significant a. Development

increase in the tax audit of European corporations. As will be noted b. Position/Rebuttalpaper
c. Negotiationslater, this development may have salutary repercussions for U.S. d. Closing

multinationals as the U.S. competent authority receives more am- F. Withdrawalofrequest
onmunition necessary for trading purposes.

G. Effect domestic proceedings
1. IRSaudits
2. Court proceedings

H. Joint committee
This article deals with the treaty mechanism for solving or ameliorat- l. Confidentiality
ing the conflicts that may arise.

IV. COUNTRYSURVEY

V. TYPICALCASES-RECENTEXAMPLES
A. Example 1 -Canada-Denialof
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1. I wish to express my appreciation to the foreign and domestic tax practitionerswho shared B. Example2- Permanent

establishmentand agent'stheirexperienceswith me. commissions
2. Pub. Law 87-834, particularlyadoptionof lRC 951-972, 1246-1248.
3. IRC 6038, 6046, Treas. Forms 959,2952 and 3646 (nowTreas. Form 5471). All citations ExhiibitA- United StatesCompetent
aretotheInternalRevenueCodeof 1954, asamended,unless otherwise indicated. Authoritysatistics
4. H. Rep. No. 2508,87thCong.,2dSess. at 4444, Reg. 1.482. ExhibitB- CanadianCompetentAuthority
5. E.g. U.S. v. Toyota MotorCorporation,561F. Supp. 354 (C.D.Cal. 1983) statistics
6. IRC6038A. ExhibitC- ExamplesofCompetent
7. Treas. Form 5472. Authoritystatistics

ExhibitD- CompetentAuthoritystudy8. Transfer Pricing and MultinationalEnterprises Report of the OECD Committeeon Fiscal
group questionnaire

Affairs, 1979.
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II. THE TREATYMECHANISM In addition to the extensive treatment of the mutual

agreement procedure under Article 25, the 1981 U.S.
The method adopted by most developed and some Model Treaty, as well as existingU.S. treaties, contain

developingcountries to resolve these inter-countrydif- otherprovisionsrelevant to the mutual agreementpro-

ficulties is the mutual agreementprocedureenacted as cedure.

part of a bilateral tax treaty. Thirty-fourU.S. income 1. Article 3(2) states that any term not defined in the
tax treaties in force and 14 U.S. estate and gift tax treaty shall, unless the context otherwise requires or

treaties in force contain a mutual agreement proce- the competentauthoritiesagree to a commonmeaning
dure. The exception is the treaty with Ireland.9 This pursuant to the provisions of Article 25, have the

article uses the U.S. Model Income Tax Treaty pub- meaningwhich it aas under the internal tax law of the

lished in 1981 as its point of reference. countryapplyingthe treaty.
2. Article 4(4) provides that where a person other
than an individual or corporation is a resident of both

A. The U.S. ModelIncomeTax Treaty countries, the competent authorities shall settle the

question by mutual agreement and determine the

Article25 is as follows: mode of application of the Convention to such per-
son. The language is mandatory. Typically, it applies

Article25 to estatesand trusts.

MutualAgreementProcedure 3. Article 4(2)(d) provides that where the tie-break-
1. Where a person considers that the actions of one or ing rules do not resolve the questionof dual residency,
both of the Contracting States result or will result for the competent authorities of the Contracting States
him in taxation not in accordancewith the provisionsof shall settle the question by mutual agreement. This
this Convention, he may, irrespective of the remedies and Art. 4(4) are the few provisionswhere the compe-
-rovided by the domestic law of those States, present tent authoritiesare directed to reach a conclusion.
ais case to the competent authority of the Contracting
Statesofwhich he is a residentor national. 4. Article 9(2) permits the competent authorities to

consult each other where there is a disagreementas to
2. The competentauthority shall endeavor, if the ob-

jection appears to it to be justified and if it is not itself the allocation of income,or deductions among related

able to arrive at a satisfactory solution, to resolve the parties.
case by mutual agreementwith the competentauthoritY 5. Article 2(2) requires the competent authorities to
of the other ContractingState, with a view to the avoid- notify each other of any changes in their respective tax
ance of taxation which is not in accordance with the

laws and any official publishedmaterialconcerningthe
Convention. Any agreement reached shall be im-

plemented notwithstanding any time limits in the applicationof the treaty, includingexplanations,regu-
domestic law of the ContractingStates. lations, rulingsor judicialdecisions.

3. The competent authorities of the Contracting While each treaty may have its peculiar problems re-
States shall endeavor to resolve by mutual agreement sulting from its specific text, there are many common
any difficultiesor doubts arising as to the interpretation practical problems that tax executives must know in
or applicationof the Convention. In particularthe com-

petent authoritiesof the ContractingStates may agree:
order to advise their corporations. This article is writ-

(a) to the same attributionof income, deductions, cre- ten in two segments.1First, it deals with the practical
dits, or allowances of an enterprise of a Contracting problems that the authorand practitionersworld-wide
State to its permanent establishment situated in the -ave encountered and, second, it deals with the U.S.
otherContractingState; procedural aspects of invoking the mutual agreement
(b) to the same allocation of income, deductions, cre- provisions.
dits, or allowancesbetweenpersons;
(c) to the same characterizationof particular items of
income; B. Specific case provisions
(d) to the same applicationof source rules with respect
to particularitemsof income; Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 25 are addressed to the
(e) to a commonmeaningola term; problems of a specific taxpayer who believes that the
(f) to increase in any specific amounts referred to in actions of a state presently result or will result in taxa-
the Convention to reflect economic or monetary de- tion not in accordance with the Convention. The arti-
velopments;and
(g) to the applicationof the provisions of domestic law cle is invoked by the action of a resident (or national)
regardingpenalties, fines and interest in a manner con- with respect to a specific situation. In the past the

sistentwith the purposesof the Convention.
They may also consult together for the elimihation of 9. There is no explanation in the legislative history for the absence of a

mutual agreement procedure in either the income tax convention with
double taxation in cases not provided for in the Conven- lreland or the estate and gift tax convention with Ireland. Most of the
tion. legislative history deals with the reason that the Irish treaty is so closely
4. The competent authorities of the Contracting modeled after the U.K. treaty that the absence of a mutual agreement

States may communicatewith each otherdirectly for the provision is intriguing
10. A lengthierarticle including the U.S. legislative history of the mutual

purpose of reaching an agreement in the sense of the agreement provisions, comparison with the OECD Model Treaty and the

precedingparagraphs. U.S. Model Treaty was written for the Tax Club by the author.
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majority of the cases covered by these paragraphs in not limited to the United States; foreign competent
the U.S. have involved the reallocation of income. authority negotiationshave the same problems. A re-

(They are referred to, appropriately enough, by the cent French-Italian procedure lasted for years with
Internal Revenue Service as allocation cases.) the resultant reallocation being very small; some say
Today, however, approximately one half of the U.S. less than the professional fees incurred. It is the major
cases involve interpretation and application of the complaint against the mutual agreement procedure.
treaty, e.g. the existenceofa permanentestablishment Coupled with the lack of assurance of a satisfactory
and the right to withhold taxes. (Referred to by the agreement, it is little wonder that some taxpayerscon-
IRS as non-allocationcases.) Since these cases will sider this procedure as a last resort, when all other
ultimately reflect a oegotiated settlement of a specific solutions fail.
situation generally involving a tax return, it appears
that they are not required to be published. In any c. Double taxation
event, they are not published and taxpayers become
aware of them as a result only of their mention in Many U.S. .treaties patterned after the 1963 OECD

litigated cases or by discussions with other taxpayers,
Model permit a resident to request the assistance of a

much in the same manner as the situation that existed competent authority only to avoid double taxation.

prior to the publication of private letter rulings and One interpretation of this language requires double
taxation of the same entity before the treaty can betechnical advice memorandums.
invoked, referred to as juridical double taxation, i.e.
the taxation by two countries of the same income in

1. Technical and practical problems the hands of the same juridical person, for example,
a. Duty to consult, not agree

the allocation of income between the home office and
a foreign permanent establishment. This permits the

Sections 1 and 2 of Article 25 provide that the compe- invocation of the mutual agreement procedure in a

tent authoritiesshall endeavor to agree to a consistent limited number of cases. The position has been taken
treatment of a transactionor interpretationof a provi- by a number of U.S. treaty partners, e.g. Italy under
sion.. In an allocation case the ojective sought is a the prior U.S.-Italian income tax conventions. A
correlativeadjustment.The provisiondoes not require broader interpretation of the requirement includes
agreement; it only requires a good faith effort by both economic double taxation; the only requirement is
competent authorities. Thus, the taxpayer may find that two related parties economicallybear the conse-

that at the end of a long road the invocation of the quences of the additional tax and they are residentsof
mutual agreementproceduredoes not avoid economic two treaty countries. Typically, this would be a parent
double taxation. For example, in Pierre Boulez v. companyselling to its subsidiary. Note that the specific
Commissioner, 83 T.C. 584 (1984) the court refers to case does not cover the reallocation where there is a

a failure of the competent authorities of the United third party interposed between the two countries. For
States and the Federal Republic of Germany to agree example, if Daimler Benz were to sell an automobile
on the taxation of royaltiespaid to conductorPierre to a Bahamian corporation which then resold it to a

Boulez for recording performances in the United U.S. importing subsidiary and either Germany or the
States but measured by sales of records in Germany. U.S., or possibly both, reallocatedthe purchaseprice,
The United States considered the payments as com- the transfer price on both sales would not be covered
pensation for ervices performed in the United States by the mutual agreement procedure.
and therefore subject to U.S. tax under Article X
while Germany considered them royalties taxable ex-

There are other situations that should be covered by
clusively by Germany under Article VIII of the Ger- the procedure but do not result in double taxation.

man treaty. (Subsequent to the U.S. tax court deci- One country may not impose a tax because of an

sion, it is understood that Germany allowed a credit exemption provided under domestic law, e.g. the par-
for U.S. taxes.) ticipation privilege in the Netherlands. Anothersitua-

tion is where there is a loss in one country that results
in no current double taxation. (The U.S. will accept ab. Durationof proceeding loss other countries will not.) A third situ-case; some

Almost every practitioner who has been involved in a ation is where the increased tax is offset by a foreign
mutual agreement procedure has expressed dissatis- tax credit, as in the U.S. It is probablybecauseofthese
faction with the length oftime necessary for its comple- situations that the 1977 OECD Model and the U.S.
tion. Examples have been given to me of cases that Model now use the phrase taxation not in accordance
have taken more than seven years and are still not with the provisions of this Convention,although this
completed. The U.S. competent authority admits to a too could be limited to situations of double taxation
two-year average duration from request to comple- on the theory that the elimination of double taxation
tion. 12 U.S. practitioners have complained about the
foreign competent authorities. Foreign practitioners 11. 5 USCA 552(b)(3); IRC 6103. These closing agreements consti-
have stated that the U.S. processing seems to take tute confidential taxpayer return information, and the substantive terms

incredibly long. The length of time results in additional and the legal basis of these agreements have not been made public in the

interest costs, either on the additional taxes or on the
form of revenue rulings or revenue procedures.Senate Executive Report
No. 95-18,95th Cong., 2d Sess. at 17 (1978). See also H. Rep. No. 94-658,

refund, large legal expenses, and a time-consuming 94th Cong., Ist Sess. at 316
expenditure of taxpayer manpower. This problem is 12. See Exhibit A.
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is the goal of the treaty. The U.S. and most of its treaty ment procedure applies where the action of the tax

partners interpret this provision to cover more than authorities results in taxation contrary to the provi-
double taxation; but it is probably the reason that the sions of this convention. Thus, a provision in the
U.S. Model specifically lists situations covered by the conventionmust be applicable. An example of double
mutual agreementprocedure. All but four of the U.S. taxation that is not covered by the mutual agreement
treaties signed after 1967 list the situations suitable for procedure is Rev. Rul. 54-53, considering whether
the mutual agreement procedure. alimony paid from a trust in the United States by the

former husband, a resident of the United States, to hisWhere the U.S. competent authority knows that the former wife, alien resident in Sweden, taxableforeign position is to limt the treaty to juridicaldouble
an was

taxation, they will give the taxpayer a letter that it is by the United States. The Swedish treaty has no provi-
sion dealing expressly with alimony. Moreover, the

not necessary to pursue the mutual agreement proce- Swedish treaty does not include provisiondure in order to avoid the loss of the foreign tax credit. a compara-

Treasury regulations state that failure to use the ble to Article 21 of the 1977 OECD Model and the

mutual agreementproceduremay result in a loss of the U.S. Model Treaties that exempts from taxation in-

foreign tax credit.' come of a residentof the other state that is not covered

by the treaty. Accordingly, the United States imposed
d. Statute of limitations the 30% withholding tax requred by the Code. Under

Sweden's internal law, Sweden also taxed the alimony
The U.S. Model,t4 most of the recentU.S. treatiesand to the former wife the basis of her residence inon
the OECD Model state that Any agreement reached Sweden without allowing a credit for the U.S. with-
shall be implementednotwithstandingany time limits holding tax. The ruling holds that the specific case
in the domestic law of the Contracting States. Cana- provision of the Swedish treaty was inapplicable,stat-
da, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the ing: Further, Article XX of the Convention provides
United Kingdom have entered reservations to the in- in part that where action of the competent authorities
clusion of this sentence in their treaties. It is because of the United States and Sweden has resulted or may
the treaty does not override the domestic statute of result in taxation in respect of any taxes to which the
limitations in many countries that the standard form Convention relates, the competent authorities may
letter that is now issued by the IRS in connectionwith agree to an equitable avoidance of double taxation.
section 482 reallocation cases warns the taxpayer that However, such article does not refer to a case where
it should consider keeping open the statute of limita- the reason for the double taxation of income is due to
tions in the other countries. the difference in the systems of taxation in the two

For example, in Japan in order to preserve a right to countries.18
claim a refund of taxes, it is necessary to commence Anotherexampleof the problem is found in Rev. Rul.
suit against the Japanese Government before the sta- 56-251'9 involving the estate tax convention between
tute of limitations runs on the claim for refund. There the United States and France. The ruling holds that
is no way to toll the statute of limitations other than the credit authorized by Article 5(2) of the French
by bringingsuit. In one case the JapaneseGovernment estate tax convention to the estate of a citizen of the
opposed a suspensionof the court proceedingpending United States domiciled in France at the time of his
the competent authority negotiations. It insisted on death does not apply.where the French tax was im-
proceeding immediately, regardless of the competent posed on shares of stock of corporationsorganized in
authority negotiations. As a result the court refused countries other than the United States and France.
the taxpayer'srequest for a suspension,although it did Article 14 of the estate tax convention between the
slow up the proceedings a bit. The competent author- United States and France provided for a specific case

ity determinationwas reached before the court deter- use of the mutual agreement provision, as follows:
mination and the case was dismissed. Any taxpayerwho shows proof that the action of the
The new Canadian treaty provides that where an ad- revenue authorities of the Contracting States has re-

justment is rnade, or to be made by one country, the sulted in double taxation in his case in respect of any
other country shall, notwithstandingany time or pro- of the taxes to which the present Convention ...

cedural limitation in its dornestic law, grant relief relates shall be entitled to lodge a claim with the state

where the request for mutual agreement procedure is of which he is a citizen ... Should the claim be
made within six years from the end of the taxable year upheld, the competent authority of each state may
to which the case relates. 15 Where the case involves come to an agreementwith the competentauthorityof

adjustment of income between related parties, the the other state with a view to equitable avoidance of

country initiating the adjustment must do so within the double taxation in question.
five and one half years from the end of the taxableyear The competentauthoritiesdid not resolve the situation
to which the adjustment relates,j6 The six-year rule
does not apply in the case of fraud, willful default or

neglect or gross negligence.7 13. Reg. 1.901(e)(5)
14. Paragraph 2 of Article 25.
15. Canada, Art. XXVI(2) and Art. IX(3).

e. Incongruous income tax systems 16. Canada, Art. IX(4)
17. Canada, Art. IX(5)Not all situations of multiple taxation of the same 18. Rev. Rul. 54-53, 1954-1 C.B. 156.

items are dealt with by the treaties. The mutual agree- 19. 1956-1 C.B. 846.
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of double taxation. The ruling states that in order to that he has requested mutuai agreement assistance,
obtain relief under Article 14 of the Convention, it is that agreementof those issues is tentative, and that the
essential that the taxpayer show proof that action of taxpayer preserves his right to appeal the competent
the revenue authorities of one of the Contracting authority issues if it is unsuccessful.25
States has resulted in double taxation contrary to the
provisionsof the Convention. Any other interpretation g. Currency fluctuations
would render meaninglessand in effect nullify specific Settlements reached by the competent authorities fre-provisions of the Convention such as those pertaining quently involve the repatriation of funds between the
to situs of property and allowanceof credit. Whether
such interpretationof the Convention fulfils its intent

two countries. The repatriation will be made in
whichever currency was the currency of the originaldepends upon whether the interpretor has an expan- transaction.26This may result in exchange gain or ex-sive view of the interpretation or application of the change loss realized from the difference in the cur-Conventionor a less expansive literal interpretationof

the grant of statutory authority. rency exchange rates between the date the original
transaction took place and the date of the repatriation.

Another example where the mutual agreement provi- For example, the Canadian Government takes the
sion would be inapplicable would be state and local position that when adjustments are made on pricing
taxes. With the exception of the nondiscrimination matters that date back several years, the effective Ca-
provision, the United States treatiesdo not cover taxes nadian dollar refund resulting from competentauthor-
imposed by the states of the United States. Accord- ity settlements should be based upon the foreign ex-

ingly, the competent authority provisions would not change rates prevailing at the time of the transactions
be available. Even where the competent authority n question rather than at the time of the payment
might be applicable, such as a tax contrary to the adjustments when a much larger amount of Canadian
nondiscrimination provision, it is unlikely that the dollars would be involved in view of the intervening
United States competent authority by itself would change in the exchange rates. This will normally result
have the power to reduce the taxes. The remedy in in an exchange loss. Normally, the United States will
such case would have to be in court. The same problem agree to grant a U.S. taxpayer correlative relief for
previously existed with some of the Canadan pro- any exchange loss. The repatriationwithout additional
vinces, but this is now ironed out and is no longer a tax and the correlative relief for the exchange loss
problem. should be made part of the competent authority

negotiations and the settlement agreed to by the tax-

f. Repatriation payer.27
An adjustment of an allocation case will frequently h. Taxpayerparticipation
result in the funds ending up in the wrong country, i.e.

Although the taxpayer institutes the mutualone company has conferred a benefit on the alternate agree-

company in the other jurisdiction. Repatriation of a
ment procedure by requesting assistance from the

of which he is a resident, the au-reallocationof incomeor deductionwithout tax can be country competent
made if the competent authorities agree. Under Rev. thority procedure is a negotiation between the two

Proc. 65-17,2 the Internal Revenue Service will allow governments in which the taxpayer does not directly
the repatriationof the funds without an additional tax. participate. The taxpayer's role is to provide the com-

If repatriation is not made, the additional funds will petent authority with documentation, information,
and legal briefs if requested and if necessary to helpbe treated as a dividend or as a loan, as the case may resolve the In addition, it is normal to consutbe. If funds will be repatriated from the United States

case.

to a foreign country, Rev. Proc. 65-17 will treat them
with the taxpayer from time to time to determinewhat

as a payment of an account receivable not subject to might be an acceptable settlement of the dispute.
U.S. federal income tax withholding. The situation is Although this procedure has not generally resulted in
not always the same in other countries.-''The extent of a significantdisadvantageto the taxpayer,occasionally
the relief is discretionary with the competent author- taxpayers have complained that their lack of participa-
ity.22 If a closing agreement is not part of the settle- tion in the consultationshas resulted in a decision that
ment, the details concerningrepatriationwill be stated is based upon an erroneous understanding of the
in the Disposition Memorandum.23The right to repat- facts.28The 1977 OECD Model Draft Conventioncon-
riate should be raised as early as possible to insure its
consideration by the competent authorities. In Scher-
ing Corp.,24 the taxpayer ended up with two problems

20. 1965-1 C.B. 833, amended 1966-2 CB. 1211, amplified Rev. Proc.
65-31, 1965-2 C.B. 1024.

because the issue had not been settled by the compe- 21 Scheringv. Commissioner,69 T.C. 579 (1978), acq. 1981-2 C.B. 2.
tent authorities. First, Switzerland imposed a wth- 22. IRM 8 (24)71.3(7).
holding tax on the repatriation of the overailocation, 23. Ibid.

treating it as a dividend. Second, the U.S., which had 24. 69 T.C. 579.
25. IRM (10)(11) 7(3)(d)granted an exemption for the payment under Rev. 26. Where royalty payments are allowed, the U.S. competent authorityProc. 65-17 relief, attempted to disallow the foreign permits repatriation in the currency n which the licensee sold the goods.

tax credit on the payment. 27. See Example 1, Section V.
28. Two such complaints were made by practitioners, in an informal

The taxpayershould include in the protest a statement survey by the author.
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sidered permitting the taxpayer to be a party to a authority not tp.reopen a case previously closed after
commission hearing in order to avoid such misun- examination'f make an adjustment unfavorable to

derstandings. The procedure has not been adopted. the taxpayer unless the exceptional circumstancesde-
scribed in Rev. Proc. 74-53 are present. If the tax-

i. Paymentof tax payer's return was not examined, the District is di-

The tax collection procedure varies with each foreign rected to use regular criteria .in reviewing the return

country. In some countries a government determina- for determining the raised issues.32 In the example of

tion is followed by an immediate assessment and a
a competentauthority procedurecase involvingCana-

requirement for payment. This will prove quite bur- da described in Section V, the competent authority
densome where the taxpayer feels aggrieved and re-

discovered issues that should have been raisedon audit

quests the intervention of competent authority. In but did not raise them in the course of the competent
some instances the United States competentauthority authoeity proceeding. Unfortunately, the same is not

has been able to intercede on behalf of the taxpayer
true for all U.S. treaty partners. Canada,France, Ger-

and postpone the payment of the tax assessed.29 many and Belgiumwill not guarantee that they will not

conduct full-scale audits not limited to the issue raised
in the competent authority proceeding. More impor-j.. Interest
tantly, there is taxpayers that botha concern among

Another incongruityamongcountriesis the imposition France and Germany have and will continue to con-

of interest and the rate of interest imposed. In some duct more aggressive, perhaps retaliatory, audits. As
countries there is no interest imposed until the assess- stated by one of the respondents to the author's infor-
ment is made, notwithstanding that the transaction mal survey (not France or Germany),hisgovernment
took place many years ago. In such instance, the does not look kindly upon taxpayers who raise the
amount of the interestwill be a significant factor in the mutual agreement procedure. A taxpayer's fear of a

competent authority proceeding. Frequently, the in- detriment to either a current or a subsequent audit is
terest is as large as the proposed deficiency. If the known to the U.S. competentauthority. See Question
competent authority procedure were to result in the 11(d) of the Competent Authority Study Group
United States reallocating income to a foreign country Questionnaire, requesting taxpayers to indicate
and thereby refunding tax to the taxpayerplus accrued reasons that they would not recommendseeking com-

interest while the foreign jurisdiction did not impose petent authority consideration.33
an interest charge for the late payment of the tax, the

taxpayerwill profit, particularlywhere the foreign tax 1. Power of competentauthority
will ultimately be borne by the United States as a

result of the U.S. foreign tax credit. A similar prob- Another procedural matter that interferes with the

lem, in a lesser degree, arises where the interest rates smooth operation of the competent authority )roce-

in the United States and the foreign country are diffe- dure is the competent authority designated unc er the

rent. The situation is reversed where the U.S. makes treaty. In the United States the competentauthority is

the adjustment. In that case, even where both compe-
a part of the Internal Revenue Service, i.e. the opera-

tent authorities agree to equal adjustments the tax- tions function division. In other countries, frequently
payer may suffer. The U.S. competent authority has the competentauthority is not part of the tax authority
no fixed procedure with respect to handling of this but is in anotherbranch with no direct control over the

situation. It is handled on a country-by-countrybasis. tax administrators. Without direct lne control, the

Both France and Germany refuse to pay interest on competentauthority may be reluctant to reach a result

refunds. In Canada the interestpaid is as much as 16% which it cannot enforce. This is stated to be a problem
and is not deductible,although interest receivedon an in the mutual agreementprocesswith Germany. Simi-

overpaymentof tax is taxable. The paymentor waiver larly in Italy none of the statutory grounds for refund

of interest under a mutual procedure settlement is encompassesasettlementunderamutualagreement.
presently being discussed by the OECD. The compe-
tent authorities in most countries are not permitted to m. Multi-countryadjustments
waive interest when the treaty partner does not pay A multi-country issue can arise when the same adjust-
nterest on an overassessment.The U.S., in negotiat- ment relates to more than one country,e.g. an increase

ing its new treaties, desires agreementon the payment in a royalty rate or a sales price. Since all treaties are

or receiptof interest in a competentauthorityproceed- bilateral, the cases are settled on an individual coun-

ing. Many settlementshave been structured to accom- try-by-countrynegotiation.
modate the interest problem. Although it would be worthwhile, the U.S. has not

k. Fear of foreign tax authorities been able to get other countries to meet in a single
competent authorityproceeding to settle all the issues

One practical barrier to the implementatin of the themselves. The U.S. does
mutual agreement procedure in a specific case is the among attempt to use a

fear that the foreign tax authority will either raise a

new issue in the course of the procedure, re-examine 29. See Example 2, Section V.
30. See Section III, supra.

a closed year, or more intensivelyaudit the year under 31. 1974-1 C.B 416.
consideration.Section 3.03 of Rev. Proc. 82-2930 states 32. IRM 42(10)(11).5b,4b.

that it is the position of the United States competent 33. See Exhibit D.
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settlement with some countries, where a number of would not have the effect of a legislative regulation as
cases are involved, as a standard for negotiationswith its publication woud not have satisfied the procedural
the other countries, with mixed results. requrements of the Administrative Procedure Act.

Does the mutual agreement by both competent au-

thorities add to the force of the interpretation It is
C. Interpretativeprovisions unlikely. Congress has generally preserved its power

to adopt legislationand the interpretationhas not been
Paragraph 3 of Article 25 authorizes the competent passed upon by it. Perhaps ratificationof later treaties
authorities to resolve any difficulties or doubts arising with simlar language might be construed as Congres-
as to the interpretation or application of the conven- sional adoption, although this rule of adoption by
tion. It does not mention an aggrieved taxpayer. It reenactment appears to be waning. The OECD com-
assumes that a provision of the treaty is applicable to mentary recognzes that the right to interpret treaties
the situation. It provides for consultationby the com- is sometimes the exclusive right of other authorities,
petent authorities sua sponte. Although it is unlikely e.g. the courts.4t
that the situations arose in the absence of a specific
taxpayer, the situation contemplated by paragraph 3 A similar question is whether an interpretation once

will generally be of such importance or wide-spread adopted can be modified. The OECD commentary
application34 that the results will be (or should be) states that a mutual agreement is binding on adminis-

published. An example, which was not published, is trations as long as the competent authorities do not

the U.S. agreement with the United Kingdom on the agree to modify or rescind the mutual agreement.42
taxation of insurancesyndicatesas havingU.S. perma-

The position stated in the commentary should be the

nent establishments. The agreement first appeared in rule, although there is no authority discussing it. The

the Senate Foreign Relations Report.35 The situation agreementappears to be more than a ruling, which the

may arise also when a problem common to a number IRS need not follow, and more in the nature of a

of treaties is decided, e.g. Rev. Rul. 72-43736 on disre- contract between the competent authorities which

garding the statute of limitations. A list of U.S. inter- should bind each competent authority until mutually
pretative agreements appears in Exhibit C. The terminated, i.e. the taxpayer should be viewed as an

OECD commentariescaution that although this para-
intended third-party beneficiary

graph is intended to give concurrent jurisdiction with
the courts or other authorities, that interpretation is
sometimes the exclusive right of such other au-

D. Legislativeprovisions
thorities.37

The final sentence of paragraph 3 provides that the
Are there any limits on the power of the competent competent authorities may consult together for the
authorities to interpret or apply the convention The elimination of double taxation in cases not provided
OECD commentarystates that the power includes an for in the Convention. Unlike the specific case and
ability to resolve difficulties not only of a practical the interpretativeprovisions, this provision deals with
nature, but also those which could impede or impair a situation not covered by the negotiations. It also
the normal operationsof the clausesof the convention appears to mean more than just consultation. Para-
as they were conceivedby the negotiators, the solution graph 4 authorizes the competent authorities to com-
of which does not depend on a prior agreement as to municate with each other directly without following
the interpretation of the convention.38 This language usual diplomatic channels (i.e. through the State De-
appears to allow the competent authority to interpret partment). Unless paragraph 3 were redundant, the
a clause in such a manner as to give effect to the purpose must be broader than mere consultation; it
general purpose of the convention. However, the must include reaching a mutual agreement. Both the
example used describes a term that has been ambigu- 1963 and 1977 OECD commentaryexpresslystate that
ously or incompletely defined in the convention.39 an agreement is contemplated.43
Where the term has not been defined at all, it is argu- The provision, to authorize the competentable that the competent authority does not have the appears

authorities to write a new treaty provision to cover
power to define a term in variance with its state's
internal law.o This might be particularly true in a

situations not provided for in the convention.

country such as Canada that has adopted a statute on

the interpretation of a treaty. From time to time, the
Internal Revenue Service and the Treasury have held 34. 1977 OECD Model, Art. 25, Comm. Para. 29.

conflictingviews on the interpretationand application 35. Report of Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Senate Executive

of the procedure on interpretation and application;
Report No. 95-18,95th Cong., 2d Sess. 15-17 (1978).
36 1972-2 C. B 660.

the latter have the broader view of its function. 37. 1977 OECD Model, Art. 25, Comm. Para. 32.

38. 1977 OECD Model, Art. 25, Comm. Para. 30.
Assuming that the competent authorities agree on a 39. Ibid., Para.31.
common interpretation,what is the effect Will it bind 40. Art. 3(2), 1981 U.S. ModelTreatyandthe1977 0ECD Model Treaty
a court Can the Commissioner take a different posi- 41. 1977 OECD Model, Comm. Para. 32.

tion in litigation If the interpretationwas a unilateral 42. 1977 OECD Model, Art. 25, Para. 33.

decision by the Internal Revenue Service, it should
43. 1977 OECD Model, Art. 25, Comm. Para. 34 and 1963 OECD
General Remarks Para. 30. See also 1966 OECD Estate Tax Treaty Art.

have no greater standing than a revenue ruling, It 2, Comm. Para. 6.
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In commenting on this provision, paragraph 34, Art. with the Republic of Malta that the topic was discus-
25 of the 1977 OECD commentariesstates: sed. Earlier reports had ignored the provision and

treated it as conformingwith earlier treaties passed byAn exception must, however, be made for the case of the Senate.47 The Report on Malta states:
Contracting States whose domestic law prevents the
convention from being complementedon points which The treaty also contains a provision that authorizes the
are not explicitlyor at least implicitlydealt with; in such competent authorities to consult together for the elimi-
a case, the convention could be complementedonly by nation of double taxation. This provision is intended to
a protocol subject, like the convention itself, to ratifica- permit the competent authorities to perfect and carry
tion or approval. out the general purposesof the treaty in particularcases

o in a manner that is consistentwith the expressedgeneralUntil recently the Senate refused to delegate such of the It permits the
legislative power to the Treasury. For example, the purposes treaty. competent au-

thorities to deal with cases that are within the spirit and
1964 Philippine treaty, which was not ratified, specifi- sense of the provisions, but which are not specifically
cally limited the com-etent authorities to consult for covered. Thus, the authority delegated should be con-

the purpose of considering the amendmentof the Con- strued as analogous to a grant of broad regulatory au-

vention to add provisions dealing with matters not thority to deal with problems that may arise as distin-
covered in the Convention.44A more common exam- guished from a grant of legislative authority. It might,
ple is the power to extend a treaty to overseas ter- for example, be compared to the regulatory authority
ritories. The Senate has generally preserved its con- granted to the Secretary of the Treasury under section

stitutionalauthority to advise and consenton all exten- 385 or section 482. The provision is not intended to

sions. The procedure for extension would then follow authorize the competent authorities to deal with prob-
lems of major policy significance that normally would

the normal treaty path of a Presidential message of be the subject of negotiations if they had been focused
transmittal to the Senate, hearings before the Senate on during that process.
Foreign RelationsCommittee, a report of the Foreign
Relations Committee and a vote by the Senate.45 For example, this provision would not authorize the

competent authorities to agree to allow a U.S. foreign
In the 1967 French treaty, the restriction was made tax credit for a tax imposed by the other country where

explicit. that tax is not otherwise a covered tax or an identical or

substantiallysimilar tax imposed after the date of signa-
The extension of this convention to the Overseas Ter- ture of the treaty. Sen. Exec. Rep. No. 97-30, 97th
ritories of the French Republic, referred to in Article Cong., 1st Sess. at p. 26.
29... shall become effectivefor the United States only
in accordance with the procedure set forth in Art. II, The full implicationof the legislativeprovisionand the
Section 2, of the Constitution of the United States limitations imposedby the Constitutionhave not been
['(The President) shall have Power, by and with the explored or challenged.
Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties,
provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur']

E. Statistics

More relevant is the reservation with respect to Art. Statistics on the international usage of the mutual
30, Paragraph3 of the French treaty (not the provision agreement procedure are difficult to obtain. Most
on Mutual Agreement that is found in Article 25). countriesdo not publish them and at least a few appearArticle 30, paragraph 3 provided: to be unwilling to disclose them. This may indicate,

Where, by reason of any change made in the taxation along with the failure to publicize the proceduralsteps
laws of one of the ContractingStates, it seems advisable for invoking the process, an attitude, if not of active
to adjust some provisions ot this Convention without discouragement,of lack of enthusiasm for the mutual
affecting its general principles, the necessary adjust- agreement procedure. Nevertheless, most countries
ments may be agreed between the Contracting States have been parties to mutual agreement procedures at
by notes to be exchanged through diplomaticchannels
or in any other manner in accoraancewith their respec-

one time or another.

tive constitutionalprocedure. The statistics in the United States are available on

Notwithstandingthe circumspect language employed, request from the Tax Treaty and Technical Services
Division, Foreign Operations District. Canadian

the U.S. Senate resolution of advice and consent to statistics were recently publishedby the CanadianTax
ratification contained the reservation that Foundation.48

the adjustments in the provision of this convention,
referred to in Article 30(3), shall become effective... The U.S. competent authority has received 951 re-

only in accordance with the procedure set forth in... quests of which it has disposed of 801. Most of its

this Constitution... matters have been allocationcases, generallyresulting
from U.S. allocations. Significantly, the number of

The Executive Branch appears to have ignored the
Senate preservation of its powers in the U.S. Model 44. Art. 19(2)
Treaty in 1977 and 1981 and the provision appears in 45. E.g. vote on U.K. Extension, 100 Cong. Rec. at p 15367.
a number of treaties.46 46. Hungary, Art. 22(3); Poland, Art. 22(3).

47. Hungary,Treas. Dep't Tech. Explanation,Sen. Exec. Rep. No. 96-8,
It was not until 1981 in the Report of the Senate 96th Cong., 1st Sess., Poland, Treas. Dep'tTech. Exp., 1977-1 C.B. 427.

Foreign Relations Committeeon the Tax Convention 48. Both setsofstatisticalinformationare attachedas ExhibitsA and B.
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cases arising from foreign allocations has risen since gion, it is located in Washington. The Division is di-
1980 and in the last few years has exceeded the U.S. vided into three groups. Two groups within the Tax
allocation cases. More than 90% of these cases in- Treaty and Technical Services Division of the Foreign
volved U.S. parent corporations. The success ratio is Operations District process allocation and treaty in-
high. Seventy percent of completed cases resulted in terpretation issues. Both groups are headed by case
full taxpayer relief; 9% resulted in partial relief. The managers. The third group provides technical assist-
percentage in which the taxpayer was a stakeholder, ance to the Associate Commissioner. The Division
as a result of the U.S. foreign tax credit, is not dis- attempts to keep itself staffed with Grade 13 level
closed;49 nor is the source of the relief, i.e.U.S, or employees, all of whom have prior audit experience.
treaty partners. The percentages are higher if Most of the Division employees have had extensive
negotiated cases only are considered, i.e. 81% full field experience as international examiners before
relief and 11% partial relief. transferringto the FOD. With the forthcomingchange
More than 50% of the mutual agreement requests

to the creation of an Associate Commissioner (Inter-
involve Canada. The competent authority has infor- national) it is likely that the authority to act as compe-
mally stated that about 30% involve Germany, France tent authoritywill be delegated to him. The competent
and the United Kingdom and the remaining20% were authority is aided in foreign countries by the local

mainly with Belgium, Australia, the Netherlands, Internal Revenue Service representatives (except Ot-

Sweden, Switzerland, Norway, Italy, Korea and tawa) who will present position papers to the foreign
Japan. authorities and conduct negotiations on behalf of the

taxpayer and the U.S. Government. Complex negoti-
The increase in the number of cases has been accom- ations, of course, are reserved for higher level person-
panied by an increase in the average duration5o to nel.
dispose of a case. In 1985 the average duration was

Within each in the Tax Treaty and Technicalslightly less than 24 months. This includes months that group
Services Division, each analyst tends to specialize ona case may be held in suspense as a result of a case

issue-by-issue basis country-by-countrybeing subJect to review by the Joint Committee on
an or on a

Taxation. basis. Although the decisions are not precedential,
familiarity with the issue and familiarity with the way

The Canadian Competent Authority Operations Sec- that the matter has been settled with the opposite
tion Workload Ana ysis for the year ended 31 March competent authority or with other competent au-
1984 shows that 84% of their cases are with the United thorities is extremely relevant. Their familiarity with
States and most of the cases are Canadian initiated. the issue assists the analysts in analyzing the reports
The volume of competent authority cases has in- prepared by the Appeals Office and may result in a
creased over the last decade but appears to have withdrawal of the assessment or the returning of the
plateauedat an inventoryofapproximately75 cases.5t file to the taxpayer's district for a more complete

analysis. In all cases the analyst will meet with the
International Examiner and with the taxpayer or his

III. U.S. COMPETENTAUTHORITY- representativesto flesh out the case, develop the facts,
PROCEDURALASPECTS develop the issues and assist the U.S. competent au-

thority in presenting the case to the foreign competent
A. Competentauthority-Operationsandstaff authority. In most cases the U.S. taxpayer and his

advisors are very much involved. However, neither

Under most United States income tax treaties, the the taxpayer nor his advisor may be a party to the

authority to act as U.S. competent authority is as-
actual negotiations between the two competent au-

signed to the Secretary of the Treasury. Under the thorities. Frequently, the U.S. competent authority
present income tax treaties with Austria, Denmark, will meet with the taxpayer and his advisors im-

Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlandsand South Af- mediately prior to a session with a foreign competent
rica the authority to act as U.S. competent authority authority and then subsequent thereto discuss the

is assigned directly to the Commissioner. In either meeting with them. It is not uncommon for U.S. tax-

event, tlte authority has been redelegated to the As- payers and their advisors to fly overseas to be readily
sociate Commissioner (Operations) who has been available to the U.S. competentauthority in the course

given the authority to negotate competent authority of the negotiations.
agreements to resolve (a) double taxation and (b) There is no consistent pattern of meeting with the
other tax issues in order to provide relief to taxpayers.
The Associate Commissioner (Operations) has com-

plete authority with respect to double taxation. He is 49. Reg. 1.905-2(e)(5) provides that a foreign tax will not be creditable

required to obtain the agreement of the Assistant
unless the taxpayerexhaustsall effectiveand practical remedies, including
invocation of competent authority procedures available under applicableCommssioner(Technical)when the issues relate to an tax treaties to reduce the taxpayer's foreign tax liability See also Rev.

interpretation or application of the treaty. The As- Rul. 76-508, 1976-2 C.B. 225 and Rev. Rul. 80-231, 1980-2 C.B. 219

sociate Commissioner (Operations) is aided by the 50. The average duration of a closed case is from the date a case s

Tax Treaty and Technical Services Division of the received until the date a case is closed.

Foreign Operations District (FOD). Although the
51. Calderwood, John A., A Revenue Canada Perspective on the Role
and Method of Operationof the CompetentAuthority36th CanadianTax

FOD is under the jurisdictionof the Mid/AtlanticRe- Foundation, 315 (1984).
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foreign counterparts; whenever there are sufficient until it can prove actual double taxation. Not-
cases, the competent authority tries to start negotia- withstanding this rule, in a recent request for compe-
tions. An exception is Canada. Here, because of the tent authority, we had to submit an opinion that the

frequencyof the competent authority cases, the Unit- U.S. would not grant unilateral relief in order for the
ed States and Canada have agreed to meet quarterly, foreign competent authority to accept the request. If

alternatingbetween Washington and Ottawa. the taxpayer wishes to delay filing the request, it
should considerany applicable treaty or domesticpro-
cedural limitation. A few U.S. treaties impose a limit

B. Filingthe requestforcompetentauthority on the time for requesting competent authority.
assistance Further, the domestic law of the treaty partner may

impose procedural limitationswhich, unless waived by
1. Contentsand place the treaty, may bar a request for competent authority
Revenue Procedure 82-2952 establishes the procedure

assistance. Some treatieshave specificperiods limiting
for requesting U.S. competent authority assistance in initiation of the mutual agreement procedure, e.g.

Canada 6 years from the year under audit. Older
allocationcases. Rev. Proc. 77-1653establishesthe pro-

-

cedure for all other cases, including interpretation,
treaties may have proceduralbars, but the competent

e.g., source of income, residence, withholding,
authorities have circumvented the limitation in some

characterizationof income, permanentestablishment, cases by making adjustments in later years, i.e. those

and allowance of deductions.54 The procedures pro-
not yet barred by the statute of limitations. The U.S.

vide that they do not override any applicable treaty period is from the receipt of computation schedules

provisions, but it is difficult to determine what treaty
from the International Examiner to the filing of a

provisions the authors were considering. The Canadi- petition to the Tax Court. A competent authority re-

an authoritieshave establishedtheir own procedure.55 quest may also be filed during court proceedings,sub-

No other country seems to have a written procedure ject to the consent of the Chief Counsel who will

for requesting competent authority. Perhaps this is consult with the Departmentof Justice in appropriate
one reason for the small number of competentauthor- cases who will usually suspend the proceedings. The

ity requests in other countries. more recent treaties specifically allow the competent
authority to grant relief notwithstanding procedural

A request for competent authority assistance requires bars, such as the statute of limitationsor closingagree-
extensive documentation. In general, the taxpayer ments, and the U.S. has interpretedolder treaties in a

must submit a detailedanalysisof the factual situation, similar manner.56 After a court decision, the compe-
the proposed adjustment and the position of each of tent authority may accept a case, but only to persuade
the two governments. The taxpayer is also obligated the treaty partner to grant a correlative adjustment.57

to provideEnglish language translationsof all relevant
foreign tax returns and correspondence. Further, the a. U.S. adjustments
taxpayer is under a continuing obligation to supply Rev. Proc. 82-29 provides that request should be
any additional informationneeded to resolve the case

a

and keep the competentauthority informedaboutpro-
submitted as soon as the amount of the adjustment is

ceedings in the treaty country or any other pertinent determined,communicatedin writing to the taxpayer,

developments. Failure to supply the required
and agreed to by the taxpayer .... However, this

documentation or any additional information are language is not binding. Thus, the taxpayermay accel-

grounds for denial of assistance. erate the request for competentauthorityassistance to
the time of receipt of a substantiallycompleted Inter-

In U.S. initiated cases, the request is filed with the national Examiner's Report, although it does not
Service office where the case is pending, with a copy agree with the proposed adjustments. Alternatively,
to the U.S. competentauthority. If the case is pending the request for assistance may be deferred until after
in court, the request is filed with the Chief Counsel, an administrative review by the Appeals Office.
with a copy to the U.S. competentauthority. In foreign The immediate filing of request for competentinitiated llocation cases, the request is filed directly

a au-

with the U.S. competent authority. The taxpayer is thority relief may put a taxpayer at a distinct tactical

required to consent to disclosureto the foreigncompe- disadvantage, since it must indicate at least tentative

tent authority of any of the items set forth in the agreement with the proposed adjustment, subject to

request. The U.S. competent authority reserves its the obtaining of a correlative adjustment from the

right under the applicable treaty to disclose such infor-
52. 1982-1 C.B. 481.

mation even in the absence of consent. 53. 1977-1 C.B. 573.
54. No procedure has been published for estate tax cases, although com-

2. Time to file request petent authority negotiations have taken place.
55. Circular No., 71-17R2 (9 July 1984)

Under the Revenue Procedure and most treaties, a 56. Rev. Rul. 72-437, 1972-2 C.B. 660. This is the U.S. view. It is not

taxpayer may file a request for competent authority clear that the treaty partners agree. It is reported that Japan agrees, the

assistance as soon as it has received adequate informa- U.K. disagrees, and Germany accepts it only in part. Cole, Huston &

tion about the proposed adjustmentsand believes that Weiss, Mutual Agreement - Procedure and Practice, Vol. LXVIa,
Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International, International Fiscal Association,

the adjustmentmay result in double taxation. It need 1981 at p. 266.
not first exhaust its domesticremediesnor need it wait 57. IRM 42(10)(11) 5(d)1
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foreign country. Further, Rev. Proc. 82-29 requires agreed to provide a credit for U.S. income taxes on
that the taxpayer indicate its willingness to accept a income from sources within the United States. The
competent authority agreement that is not clearly un- taxpayer has unsuccessfully sought relief from the
reasonable or unfairly prejudicial to the interests of French authorities. The mutual agreement procedure
the United States as a condition to competent author- article in the French treaty required presentment to
ity assistance. the country in which the taxpayer was a resident. The

court expressedno opinionon whether the U.S. citizen
b. Foreignadjustments could invoke competentauthorityproceedingsby pre-
Rev. Proc. 82-29 provides that taxpayers should file senting his case to the competent authority of the
the competent authority request as soon as practical U.S., notwithstanding the language of Article 25 of

the French treaty.after the treaty country's position on the adjustment
has been sufficiently developed to permit considera- The ABA Committee on U.S. Activities of Foreign
tion, whether or not the adjustment has been formally Taxpayers has proposed that taxpayers should be
proposed, and in any event no later than 90 days given the option ofpresentingtheircasesto the compe-after the treaty country's adjustments are formally tent authorityof eitherstate as suggestedby Paragraph
communicated to the related party. However, this 15 of the OECD Commentaryon Article 25 and pre-
language is only precatory and not binding on the sently exists in the U.S.-Pakistan income tax treaty
taxpayer. In order to preservethe taxpayer'srights, he (Art. XVI), the estate/gift tax treaties with France
should immediately file an amended tax return claim- (Art. 14), the Netherlands (Art. 13) and the United
ing a deduction or additional foreign tax credit. The Kingdom (Art. 11). Revenue Procedure 77-16 now

taxpayershould also pursue his foregn rights, possibly permts access to the U.S. competent authority only
requiring an appeal, in order to prevent the foreign where a foreign government refuses to allow a foreign
statute of limitations from expiringand to preserve the tax credit authorized by the treaty and only after the
right to a foreign tax credit. taxpayer has exhausted all his legal remedies, presum-
While invocation of'the mutual agreement procedure ably including pursuing the matter in court. The ABA

also suggests that Rev. Proc. 77-16 (dealing with non-is nt mandatory, in certain instances failure to utilize allocation cases) be expanded to allow a taxpayer toit may result in the loss of foreign tax credits.58 The seek competent authority relief where the action is bytaxpayer need not accept the result of a mutual agree- the U.S. in addition to action by treaty partner andment procedure and may withdraw its request at any
a

time. While the Service may deny such withdrawal in expanded to cover actions against a person related to
the U.S. taxpayer, in addition to the U.S. taxpayer.the interest of U.S. revenues, it usually permits with-
Examples mismatch in the characterizationofdrawal. are a a
transaction (e.g. interest recharacterizedas a dividend
for foreign purposes but as interest for U.S. purposes3. Proper parties with the absence of foreign tax credit) and discrimi-a

The competent authority will consider requests for nation against a foreign subsidiary of a U.S. corpora-
invocation of the mutuai areement procedure only tion.
from U.S. residents or citzens. Requests received
from non-residentalien individuals and foreign corpo- 4. Choiceoftheappealsprocedureormutualagreement
rations, partnershipsor other entities will be referred procedure
to the competentauthority of the country of residence If the IRS InternationalExaminer alloca-(as defined under the applicable treaty) of such indi- proposes an

tion with which the U.S. taxpayer disagrees, the tax-vidual or,entity. Since a U.S. subsidiary of a foreign has the option of filing authoritycorporation s a U.S. resident, this should cause payer a competent
hardshiponly in situations involvinga foreign corpora- request immediately, or submitting its case to Ap-

ation with a U.S. branch. In such cases, if the foreign peals. If potential double taxation will be proposed,
the International Examiner must notify the taxpayercountry does not respond to a request for competent of his rights to seek mutual agreementprocedureauthority, the U.S. may consider a request from the as-
sertions, 9 The letter requests a non-bindingstatementforeign corporation. If a mutual agreementprocedure of the taxpayer's intention concerning the mutualis invoked through the competent authority treaty procedure. Since the benefit of the foreignpartner, then the U.S. will notify the U.S. taxpayer agreement

and request that it follow the normal procedures for
tax credit ,the effective foreign rate is increased y

torequesting nvocation of a mutual agreement proce- allocating income the U.S.) for the allocated
dure. amount Is contingent upon requesting a mutual agree-

ment procedure, submission to Appeals does not
In Filler v. Commissioner,74T.C. 406 (1980), a U.S. eliminate the need for requestinga mutual agreement
citizen attempted to request a mutual agreement pro- procedure.
cedure through judicial intervention. The court held

Generally, a taxpayerwould file immediatelya compe-that the procedure is entirely administrative,not judi- authority and first go Appeals,cial. The court could not compel the procedure. The tent request, not to

taxpayer was taxed by both the U.S. and France on

that portion of his compensationincome earned in the
58. Treas. Reg 1.901(e)(5).The reallocationof deductionsunderTreas.
Reg. 1.861-8thataffectthe foreign taxcredit isnormallynot atreatyissue.U.S. Under the treaty the court stated that Francehad 59. IRM 42(a)(ll).5(2)(a).
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either because it anticipatesmore favorable treatment a. Substantive.
from the competent authority than from Appeals, or The competentauthoritymay find (1) that the cae

to minimize legal expenses. Examples might be de iS unsuitable for considerationor assistance, (2)
minimis adjustmentsor situations where the taxpayer that the taxpayer is not entitled to treaty benefits,
iS only a stakeholder. In some cases the competent or (3) that the case involves tax fraud or tax eva-

authority, after review, has instructed the District Of- sion, either in the U.S. or abroad.
fice to withdraw the adjustments in the absence of b. Procedural.
greater factual development. Generally, the District The proceduralgrounds for denial are:
Office wll comply If the competent authority agrees
that there should be an adjustment, but believes that (i) taxpayerdid not furnishsufficient information.
the proposed adjustment is excessive, it will present a Generally, it will be given a chance to supply
reduced proposed adjustment to the foreign compe- . additionalinformationas it becomesavailable;
tent authority. (i) the taxpayer is under the jurisdiction of

another competent authority;
Rev. Proc. 82-29 encourages taxpayers to go to Ap- (iii)the request for competent authority assistance
peals before filing a competent authority request. involves a case pending in court and the Chief
However, the competent authority's position is that Counsel's consent has not been granted. Such
while taxpayers who consider any allocation adjust-
ment inappropriate should preferably first preserve

consent is usually obtainable;

this right of communication with Appeals, taxpayers (iv)the taxpayer's refusal to execute a consent ex-

who dispute only the amount of the adjustment need tending the period of limitations;
on

not go to Appeals first. (v) the taxpayer insists participating in the

negotiations between the competent au-

In deciding whether to attempt to negotiate a settle- thorities; and
ment with Appeals before filing a request for compe- (vi) the taxpayer will only accept a settlement that

tent authority relief, taxpayers should be aware that iS clearly unreasonableor unfairly prejudicial
the IRS Manual6o contains specific instructions to Ap- to the interests of the United State.
peals officers handling Cases which may later be the

Any attempt by the U.S. taxpayer (or its foreign af-
subject of a competent authorty request. filiates) to assist the foreign competent authority in

The principal ones are: resisting the U.S. proposedadjustmentmay be consi-
dered grounds for the U.S. competent authority to

a. lump-sum and traded-issue settlements are to be refuse any further assistance and withdraw its accep-
avoidedif they involvecompetentauthority issues;

b. no attempt shall be made to secure th taxpayer's
tance of the taxpayer's request for competent author-

agreement not tolfile a competent authority re- ity relief.

quest, nor shall concessions be made in return for 2. Appeal of denial
any such agreement or understanding;

c. any closing agreementmust preserve the Commis- The taxpayer has the right to appeal a denial of a

sioner's right to adjust the taxpayer's taxable in- request for competent authority assistance.61 A re-

come, foreign tax credits or earningsand profits to quest for appeal is made to the Commissionerof Inter-
reflect any agreement reached by the two compe- nal Revenue who designates a panel to review the

tent authoritieswhich is acceptedby the taxpayer; denial. The taxpayer may have a conference with the
d. no considerationmay be given to factors tradition- panel. The panel's decision is final, and it is the IRS'

ally considered b a competent authority, i.e. position that it is not subject to judicial review. Experi-
rights under the treaty, foreign statute of limita- ence with the appeal procedure has not been satisfac-
tions, prior competent authority agreements in- tory as the panel members frequently do not have

volving the taxpayers, pricing guidelines other internationalexperience.
than thoseofthe Section482 regulations,etc.; and

e. the case is to be returned to the District level for
furtherdevelopmentif the facts are not sufficiently

D. Unilateral relief

developed. 1. De minimis

The competentauthorityhas the power to grant unilat-
C. Denialofrequestforcompetentauthority eral relief without consulting the treaty partner if he

assistance determines that the amounts involved in a case are too

small for mutual agreement purposes.62The question-
1. Basis fordenial naire63 requested taxpayer's comments on what

The mutual agreement procedure is encouraged by amounts should be considered de minimis and used

the TreasuryDepartmentand the IRS. Consecuently, ranges of $10,000, $10,000 - $25,000, $25,000 -

where the treaty requirements for the mutua agree- $50,000, $50,000 - $100,000, and divided the ranges

ment procedure are satisfied and the taxpayer follows
the proceduralrequirements,it is unusualfor a request

60. 1RM 8(24)71.2.

to be denied. A request may be denied for substantive
61. 9.03, Rev. Proc. 82-29 and Rev. Procs. 79-31 and 79-32.
62. IRM 42(10)(11) 3(3)

or procedural reasons. 63. See Exhibit D.
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into categories for interest, royalties, pricing, rent, authority prior to preparing a full-scale positionintangibles,services, and research and development.64 paper. Some foreign countrieshave withdrawnad-
The author is aware of a withdrawal of a $25,000 Justments upon such advice.
royalty adjustment. The manual provides that In
making this determination, the U.S. competent au- b. PositionlRebuttalpaper
thority applies others factors that may differ from

If the competent authority accepts the the nextthose applied by examiners. It is not clear what the case,

quoted sentence means, but it appears to give the step is the preparation of a position or rebuttal paper.
competentauthorityconsiderable freedom in granting This forms the basis for the presentation of the U.S.
unilateral relief. position to a foreign competent authority, for sub-

sequent negotiations.
2. Expred statute of limitations The taxpayer's cooperation is frequently requested to

The IRS has withdrawn proposed adjustments when provide additional rnformation. At the same time the
the foreign country is barred from granting a correia- taxpayer's related entity in the foreign country may be

asked for information by the foreign competent au-tive adjustment,and the taxpayer is not at fault. How-
thority. Thus, it is crucial to maintain central clearingever, such relief is entirely discretionary and certain a
house in charge of supplying information to the twoconditions are imposed:

(i) no reliefwill be granted in the absence of an appli- competent authorities, to prevent inconsistencies or

cable treaty; misunderstandings.
(ii) a timely req.uest must be filed ith the U.S. compe- Negotiationstent authority; c.

(iii)the taxpayer must not have had timely notice, The form of the negotiatingproceduredepends on the
whether actual or constructive, of the U.S. adjust- countries involved. Negotiations may be oral or en-
ment until it was too late to avail itself of remedies tirely in writing. In most countries, the local Revenue
in the foreign jurisdiction; Service Representative presents the position paper(iv)the proposed adjustments must not involve abu- and initiates negotiations, factors which speed the pro-sive tax arrangements; cess. Taxpayers do not directly participate in negotia-(v) the taxpayer must not have been subject to recur- tions. However, the competent authority will consult
ring adjustments; with them during discussions, and failure to cooperate(vi)there is the absence of fraud or negligence in the may result in dismissal.
relevant transaction.65

d. Closing
E. Acceptanceof request If the competentauthoritiesand the taxpayerall agree

on a settlement, the competent authorities will sign a
1. Stages disposition memorandum.The taxpayermay be asked
The competent authority consists of four stages: de- to sign a closing agreement relating to the competent
velopment, preparation of position paper or rebuttal authority procedure, which is bindingon both the IRS

and taxpayer; the disposition memorandum and anypaper, negotiatin, and closing. closing agreement will be transmitted to the District
a. Development Directr for implementation. Where an adjustment

by one country has been agreed upon, the other coun-
The first step by the competent authority consists of try will typically grant a correlative adjustment. Clos-
determining whether the case is a proper matter for ing agreements can recharacterize dividends as pay-mutual agreement procedure and whether it is suffi- ments for goods, services, or technologyor as nontax-
ciently developed for negotiation. able payments.
(i) U.S. adjustment.

The competent authority may return the case to F. Withdrawalof requestthe District level for further development,modify
the adjustment, determine that the issue should The taxpayer has no obligation to sign a closing agree-first be heard by the Appeals Office or withdraw

ment or accept the settlement of the competent au-the adjustment if it considers it unreasonable. thorities. It may decide to pursue normal domestic
(ii) Foreign adjustment. remedies in the U.S. or in the foreign country. How-

Upon receipt of a notice of a foreign adjustment, ever, in an allocation including a foreign adjustment,
the competent authority evaluates the merits of the taxpayermay be foreclosed from pursuing domes-
the adjustment. If it believes that the adjustment tic law remedies in the U.S., i.e. a taxpayer cannot
lacks meritit will so advise the foreign competent force a correlative adjustment under 482. The infor-

mation submitted to aid the U.S. competentauthority
cannot be withdrawn. Any factual knowledge ob-

64.. Liebman, The Practice and Procedureof Competent Authority,58 tained in the course of the mutual agreement proce-Taxes 363 states that the competent authority de minimis is less than
dure be used agains.t the taxpayer in the Appeals$ 25,000 or 1% of sales i less than $ 100,000 at p. 371 .. may

65.. 9.06, Rev.. Proc. 82-29, 1982-2 C.B. 481.. Office or in court.
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G. Effect on domesticproceedings justments will not be made unless the treaty waives
domestic time limitations.

1. IRS audits

The competent authority has exclusive authority over H. Joint Committee

issues subject to a request for competent authority
assistance. If a request for competentauthority assist- Any refund or credit of $200,000cannot be made prior
ance is granted with respect to an item under audit, to a report to the Joint Committeeon Taxation. Thus,
administrativeproceedings on the issues accepted for a closing agreement in a mutual agreementprocedure
competent authority proceedingswill be suspended.66 may require prior submission to the Joint Committee.
If some of the issues being examined are not compe- (There are certain exceptions applicable to the with-

tent authority issues, then administrativeproceedings holding tax.) While not required, the IRS will cus-

will continue, but Appeals will not issue a deficiency tomarlly withhold from awarding a refund or credit
notice until resolution of the competent authority until it receives a report from the Joint Committee.
issue. If some or all of the other issues are agreed at

the audit level, the agreed issues can be effectivelY
closed out by executinga partial Form 870 consenting

I Confidentiality

to assessment of the tax relating to the agreed issues. A taxpayer making request for competent authority
Any closing agreement reached with the IRS will

a

exclude, the competent authority issues. This proce-
assistance may be subject to extensive disclosure re-

dure keeps the case in the field or on the Appeals quirementsconcerning its operations and, in the case

Office case docket, adding to the numberof unagreed
of allocation cases, the operations of' its foreign af-
filiates. This information may well be disclosed to the

or suspended cases; this is one reason why the District foreign competent authority, which may not have any
and the Appeals Offices are unhappy with competent internal laws against the disclosure of such informa-
authority requests.67 tion. Thus, the competentauthorityproceduremay be

If a request for competent authority relief is filed be- disadvantageousto the extent that it may result in the

fore Appeals Office consideration of any other una- disclosure to foreign governments,or to the taxpayer's
greed issues is requested, the protest need not include business competitors, of sensitive information.
the competent authority issues.68 However, the tax- The IRS may disclose a taxpayer's returns and return
payer should include a statement in its protest to the information to a foreign competent authority only if
effect that the request for competent authority relief the applicable treaty authorizes such disclosure.Tt All
has been filed and that the taxpayer reserves the right treaties contain mutual agreement provision
to protest the competent authority issues at a later

a au-

date. thorizing or directing the competent authoritie to ex-

change such information as is necessary for crrying
The mutual agreementproceduremay be invokedwith out the provisions of the convention, e.g. 1981 U.S.

respect to a closedcase, without triggeringa new audit. Model Treaty, Art. 26(1). Most treaties limit this

(This contrasts with the practice in other countries.) power by exempting certain business information,
However, the filingof a request for foreign competent e.g., 1981 U.S. Model, Art. 26(2)(c), Canada, Art.

authority assistance by a foreign party related to a XXVII(3)(c). However, the protection afforded var-

U.S. taxpayer may result in an audit of the U.S. tax- ies. Many older treaties prohibit disclosure, while the

payer. Normally the District is told to review only the most recent treaties merely exempt such information

competent authority issue unless the taxpayer's return from mandatory disclosure. The more recent treaties

would otherwise be audited under normal criteria.69 would seem to allow disclosure at the discretionof the

competent authority, and this is the Treasury's posi-
tion as well as that of the OECD commentary.72 Cf.

2. Court proceedings U.S.v. Toyota Motor Corp., 561 F. Supp.354 (C.D.
While a taxpayer may request competent authority Cal. 1983).
assistance during court proceedings, it must obtain

approval of the Chief Counsel (which is usually, but Examplesof protectedbusiness informationare trade,

not always, given) who, in cases not in the Tax Court, business, industrial, commercial or professional se-

must consult with the Department of Justice.7o The crets of trade processes. Thus, technology, patents

government will request the suspension of proceed-
and know-how would appear to be protected. In a

ings, which will be granted if the court feels that the 1976 speech a Treasury Official indicated that prcing

adjustmenthas merit. If the competent authority pro-
data will be considereda trade secret if it satisfies three
conditions:

cedure does not result in agreementbetween the com-

petent authority and the taxpayer, the taxpayer may
reinstitute the litigation. If an agreement is reached, a

binding closing agreement will be signed and pre-
66. 5.05, Rev. Proc. 82-29, 1982-2 C.B. 481.

sented to the court as a stipulated settlement.
67. IRM 8(24)71.3(6).
68. 5.05, Rev. Proc. 82-29, 1982-2 C.B. 481.

If an adjustmentarises out of a foreign adjustmentfor 69. IRM 42(10)(11).3(4).
70. 5.06, Rev. Proc. 82-29, 1982-2 C.B. 481.

tax years with respect to which there is a judicial deci- 71. IRC 6103(k)(4)
sion concerningthe taxpayer'Sliability, correlativead- 72. 1977 OECD Model, Comm. Art. 26, Para. 17.
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1. The information is, in fact, secret from those not should eliminate it. Still have currency and interest
directly involved in the transaction; questions. Some instances of field auditors increasing

2. The informationwould confera competitiveadvan- deficiency on notice of competent authority proce-
tage; and dure. May desire U.S. taxpayer to exhaust its U.S.

3. The pricing arrangement is not part of a plan to remedies.
evade or avoid taxes or distort the tax consequences
of a particular transaction,73 United Kingdom, Norway andSweden. Numberof

Although most treaties protect business information, successful mutual agreement procedures concluded.
Practitionersare uniformly happy.because such information may very often be the heart

of the case, Rev. Proc. 82-29 requires that taxpayers
who file a competentauthority request with respect to Average
an allocation case must consent to the disclosure by Australia. A large number of cases under prior
the U.S. competentauthority to the foreigncompetent treaty involved royalties. They were settled fairly well.
authority of any information contained in the request They have a tendency to raise other issues. Have not
for competent authority assistance.74 waived statute of limitations,but have allowedcurrent

The disposition memorandumsigned at the conclusion adjustment.
of the mutual agreement procedure, as well as any Belgium. Allocation cases require juridical double
closing agreement, is not made available to other tax- taxation. On other issues, such as royalty and manage-
payers, even with the deletion of identifying informa- ment fees, the procedure has worked well. Extremely
tion.75 time-consuming;procedure will not start for at least a

year.
Denmark. Not generally interested. They consaefIV. COUNTRY SURVEY it a bother.

Mutuai agreement proceedings are not as successful Korea. Procedure appears to be working weil, al-

with all U.S. treaty partners. Discussions and com- though there appears to be a tendency to find offsets.
municationswith taxpayers and tax advisors who have Netherlands. Mutual agreement procedure works
been involved in competent authority proceedings in- well. Time-consumingprocess.
dicate that the degree of success in a competent au-

thority proceeding depends upon the nature of the Switzerland. Will not waive statute of limitations.

dispute and the other country participant. One cause
See Schering case on repatriation which is Swiss nor-

of the variance is probably the sma ler number and mal rule.

lesser amount involved in the cases where the taxpayer
iS a resident of a foreign country. The treasury or

Worse

similar department of a sovereign state does not usu- Italy. Requires juridical double taxation under
ally like to surrender tax revenues to anothercountry. 1956 treaty. Has a tendency to raise new issues. Gen-
Yet, that is what is requested in a competentauthority eral view from U.S. and other countries that successful
proceedings. The United States has been in the foref- settlements are difficult. There is no provision under
ront of the drive on transfer pricing. Until recently it domestic law permitting a refund, and the tax official
was the U.S. that was always requesting its treaty concerned may be personally liable for an erroneous

partners to surrender tax revenues. While the OECD refund.
countries have been increasing their audits of transfer
pricing the number and value is still weighted heavily Germany. Extremely difficult on allocation cases.

to the U.S. Of similar importance is the nationality of Negotiations are protracted. Has a tendency to raise

the parent company. In the end it iS the parent com-
new issues. Ministry has to obtain local government

pany and its shareholderswho bear the cost of taxation approval. Better on application issues. Will not pay
not n accordance with the convention. The majority refunds with interest. Adoptssame positionwith other

of the world's multinationalparent corporations is still treaty partners.
incorporated in the U.S. Until the U.S. is able to Japan. Practitionersadvise that competentauthor-
negotiate something in return, satisfactory proceed- ity has stated that they will not give refunds. History
ings may be difficult to achieve. of no settlements, but possible recent change.
While based on a limited sample, the following rere- France. Apparently France believes consultation
sents the views of a small numberof taxpayers and tax is sufficient. Allocation cases are rarely, if ever, set-
advisors on the probable success of a competent au- tled. Other issues are better. Has a tendency to re-

thority proceeding with some U.S. treaty partners, taliate. Will not pay interest on refunds.
ranked in descending order of the probability of a

favorable outcome:

73. Hufbauer, Gary, Model IncomeTax Treatiesand Exchangeof Infor-
Best mation Provisions for Delivery at Convention of Inter-AmericanCenter

Canada. U.S. most successful partner. Previously
of Tax Administrators,San Salvador (1976).
74. 4.04(1) and 5.07(1)

had statute of limitations problem. The new treaty 75. See fn. 11.
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V. TYPICAL CASES- RECENT EXAMPLES plus the fact that the taxpayer had sold some of its
services to unrelated parties, the competent authority
prepared its positionpaperwith the aid of the taxpayer

A. Example 1 - Canada- Denial of management or presentation to the Canadian competent author-a
fees and interest ity. In May 1983 the Canadians finally submitted their

with the evaluation of the
The years involved were 1977 through 1979. The case poston paper respect to

issues. The United States presented to the Canadian
was presented to the competent authority in October competent authority its rationale on the justification
1981. The taxpayers involved were a Canadian sub- for the management fee and the reason third parties
sidiary and a U.S. parent. Therewere two adjustments would enter into a long-term loan agreement under
involved: which the interest would fluctuate from time to time.

(1) The Canadians disallowed a portion of manage- The United States took the position that with respect
ment fees, some in part, some in whole, depending to the interest the Canadianshad no basis for disallow-

upon the nature of the fee, and treated the amount ing any portion of it. The final U.S. position on both

disallowed as a dividend. After the Canadian taxpayer issues was submitted in September1983. Normally the

filed a protestwith the Canadianauthorities, the Cana- United States meets four times a year with the Canadi-

dian Revenue authorities went back to the case and an competent authority (two times in Ottawa and two

disallowed 100% of the management fees, treating times in Washington). Generally there are 12 to 15

them all as dividends.Theyalso imposeda withholding cases that are discussed at each quarter-annualmeet-

tax on the arnounts that were disallowed but had been ing. However, for this case the competent authorities

paid. The U.S. parent maintained a cost center for its had a special meeting. The Canadians requested that

tumerous management functions, the costs of which the meeting take place in Toronto which was the Dis-

charged to all its subsidiaries. These functions in- trict Office of Revenue Canada that instituted the

cluded advertising, computer services, accounting adjustment. Normally the United States would object
fees, economic analysis, etc. There were 15 or rnore to attendance at a meeting with the district auditors

separate services n the,management fee. The inital since they feel that the district has an interest in de-

disallowancefor the management fee was in excess of fendingan assessmentit has made. However, the Unit-

$7.5 million plus treatment of the payment as divi- ed States agreed and the meeting took place in To-

dends subject to withholding. The disallowance was ronto and lasted for a period of four days. During the

raised to an amountover $10 million and the withhold- first two days the district people were present and

ing was in excess of $1 million. during the last two days they were excused. The four-

day meeting resulted in agreement in concept with the

(2) The second adjustment involved a disallowanceof two competent authority analysts agreeing to ex-

the interest paid by the Canadian subsidiary to the change calculations during the next few weeks. The

U.S. parent. With respect to the interest issue, the taxpayer was totally involved in the discussions from
the beginning through the consultationprocess in To-

parent company had made a substantial loan to the
althoughby law the participateCanadian subsidiary, fully documented. The term of ronto, taxpayercannot

in the conference. From December 1983 to December
the loan was 15 years. The loan bore a fixed rate of

1984 the analysts, working within the framework of
interest and provided for adjustment after 5 years. the conceptual agreement, worked out the details of
The Canadians disallowed the change in the interest
rate after the first 5 years and allowedonly the original

the compromise. The taxpayer was consulted fre-

rate of interest. The term of the loan was also extended quently, particularlywith respect to the productionof

at the time of the increase in interest.
new information. The Canadan analyst did not agree
with the entire conceptual agreement, particularly

It took almost 18 months for the Canadian competent with respect to the method of repatriation and the

authority to respond to the U.S. submissionrequesting currency that was involved. The analyst wanted the
the justification for the adjustments.The initial Cana- repatriation in U.S. currency. In January 1985 the
dian response related only to the disallowance of the Canadian competent authoritysubmitted a settlement

management fees. The Canadian position was that letter with its computations. The United States ob-

they would allow a cost reimbursementonly and not jected to the proposal. The matter was negotiated
allow a profit on the cost, similar to the U.S. position during the summer of 1985 with three meetings taking
under Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(b)(3). (In this particular place, the last one in July. A final meetingoccurred in

case, however, the parent corporationwas performing November 1985 at which time the Canadians agreed
similar computer services for outside parties and was to repatriation of funds in Canadian dollars, but in-

operating the computer service as a profit producing sisted on using the exchange rate in the year of the

activity.) Pending the response of the Canadians, the transactionbut eliminatingthe currencygain from tax.

United States forwarded the case to the DistrictDirec- The deficiency with respect to the management fee
tor's office to evaluate the Canadian position. The was reduced to $3.5 million and repatriationwas per-
District Director's office reviewed the U.S. parent's mitted without the imposition of a withholding tax,
operations, tax returnsand justifications. In the course except for a withholding tax on the small portion of
of the review, they found charges that it felt that the the agreed-upon profit that the U.S. parent should
U.S. parent should have been charging its Canadian have been charging to the U.S. subsidiary on services
subsidiary, which it had not. Using that information it also provided for third parties.
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With respect to the interest issue, the U.S. workedout pany trip log which showed the contract manager's
a settlement where the original amount of the loan frequent visits to the foreign country. The foreign gov-
bore interest at the original fixed interest rate and ernment reviewed all of the telexes that went in or out
subsequent additions to the original loan bore interest of the foreign subsidiary and reviewed the personnel
at a higher rate. The total deficiency on the interest files of all people stationed in the foreign country. The
was reduced from $3.3 million to $950,000. As noted U.S. taxpayer requestedand met with the foreign gov-
above, one of the issues involvedwas the currency rate ernment n the fall of 1983 and failed to convince the
of exchange. The taxpayer and the Internal Revenue government to change its position. The tax assessment
Service gave in to the Canadians because of the favor- was based on an imputed profit on the sale by the U.S.
able settlement reached by all parties, realizing that all parent, plus a number of additional penalties for late
settlements result in some losses of position. payment and failure to pay taxes. The assessmentwas

A number of points are demonstrated by this case. approximately $20 million. Under the laws of the

First, it shows that the Internal Revenue Service will foreign jurisdiction, when the tax authoritiesmade an

thoroughly investigate the foreign competent author- assessment, the tax had to be paid within 10 days.
ity's position and with the aid of the taxpayer will Thereafter, the taxpayer had the right to dispute the

matter.
prepare an appropriate case for eliminating or reduc-
ing the foreign deficiency. Second, it demonstrates The taxpayer met with the State Department (the ap-
that the Internal Revenue Service will not raise affir- propriate foreign desk) and also with representatives
mative issues with respect to a taxpayer even though of the IRS, including the Chief of the Tax Treaty and
they were discovered in the course of preparingfor the Technical Services Division. The meeting concluded
competent authority proceeding, but they will use with the suggestion that the U.S. taxpayer invoke the
them in arguing the taxpayer's position before the competent authorit. As a result of reporting to the
competent authority. (In this case the U.S. felt that foreign authorities that the U.S. taxpayerwas going to
the Canadians should have been bearing additional request competent authority, the foreign authorities
management fees that the taxpayerhad not charged to were willing to grant a temporarypostponementof the
them.) Finally it demonstrates that the Canadians do assessment of the tax and the payment that would
not look for an offset in order to retain the original automaticallyfollow. In December 1983 the U.S. com-

deficiency, although they had increased the deficiency petent authority filed a request for competent author-
for bargaining purposes. ity with the foreign governmentand requested a state-

ment of the foreign country's position. In early 1984
the U.S. sent its revenue agent representative,located

B. Example2-Permanentestablishmentand in another country, to move the foreign competent
agent'scommissions authority to discuss the dispute. The representative

took the position that an assessment requiring im-
This situation involved a U.S. parent and foreign sub- mediate paymentwould be inconsistentwith the )olicy
sidiary. The foreign country (the taxpayer requested behind the treaty provision on competent autority
that the country not be disclosed)determinedon audit and stated that the U.S. would look at it as an infring-
that the U.S. parent had a permanent establishment ement on the treaty. The treaty partner delayed the
in the foreign jurisdiction, notwithstanding a treaty assessment.

provision that the determinationof whether a resident The taxpayer prepared a postion paper answering theof one country has a permanent establishment in the
foreign government'spostons, arguing that:other country is to be made without regard to the fact

that the resident may be related to a residnt of the 1. The office of the foreign subsidiary was not the
other country or to aperson who engages in business office of the parent and supplying the evidence previ-
in that other country. 6 The years involved were origi- ously mentioned;
nally 1980 and 1981 and were later extended through 2. The foreign corporation was not a sham; it had an
1985. office, it had people, it had paid taxes and had received

The foreign country made the determination in 1983.
a letter of commendationfrom the country;
3. The foreign subsidiary was a dependent agentThe taxpayer filed a protest arguing that the local without the to contract.subsidiary did not have the power to conclude con- power

tracts and therefore did not constitute a permanent The preparation involved the usual litigation file, in-
establishment. All contracts with respect to any sale cluding a notebook showing exhibits, legal briefs, de-
or lease were reviewed, negotiated and signed outside finition of permanent establishment in other treaties,
of the foreign country by the foreign parent. In all etc. The taxpayer's material was submitted to the
cases the title to the property passed in the United RAR who preparedhis own submissionfor the compe-
States and a tax was imposed and collected by the tent authority. The taxpayerwas extremely impressed
United States. The contract manager was based in the with the U.S. RAR. As he stated, it was like sitting
U.S., made regular trips to the foreign country and down with your own counsel. In the fall of 1984 the
stayed there for three or four weeks while he U.S. response was filed with the foreign government.
negotiated the contract. The taxpayer presented
numerouscopies of correspondencebetween the con- 76. This situation s not rare An Australian-Germancompetent author-
tract manager and the local subsidiary and the com- ity proceeding was recently announced on a similar ssue.
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In October 1984 they had their first meeting. In compromisewith the impositionof the tax in the years
November 1984 they had their second meeting result- 1984 and 1985.

ing in a stalemate. The taxpayerhad told the U.S.com- Settlement finally agreed to by the U.S.
petent authority that while it would agree to settle on

was compe-

an additional amount of tax on its local subsidiary, t
. tent authoritywho agreedwith telescopingall the prior

taxes into 1984 and 1985 but di not agree with
would not agree to settle on any basis that the U.S. year

parent had a permanent establishment in the foreign changing the interest that would otherwise have been
due in prior years to a tax. The taxpayer yielded. The

country. The U.S. taxpayer also insisted that any IRS conveyed its approval to the foreign government
agreementreachedwould be bindingfor future years. and it made a formal proposal to the U.S. Apparently
The foreign government respondedwith a proposal to

it is the U.S.' negotiatingposition that the other coun-

tax the foreign subsidiary based upon its own prior try must always make the offer when the U.S. objects
internal proceduresfor calculatingan agent's commis- to an djustment against a U.S. taxpayer. In this case

sion where there were no books and records and no closing letter was prepared.The foreign authorities

agreed to drop the penalties for those years, but collect wrote a letter to the U.S. Foreign OperationsDirector

interest. Because of the large interest involved, the who then forwarded the letter to the DomesticOpera-

taxpayer agreed only if the foreign governmentwould tions Director. No official copy was sent to the U.S.

assess the tax in the current years. The taxpayer was taxpayer.
able to persuade the foreign government to drop all In this negotiation, the U.S. taxpayer's representative
prioryears and to impose a higher tax in 1984 which was permitted to have direct contact with the foreign
wouldconvert the pror nterest penalties to an addi- authority as a representativeof the foreign subsidiary.
tional tax. The foreign governmentagreed to this, but It could not meet as a representativeof the U.S. parent
the U.S. objected to the telescoping of the earlier since they were represented by the U.S. competent
years into a later year as being contraryto U.S. policy. authority. The taxpayer's representativehad received
When the foreign governmentsuggested that it would prior consent from the competent authority. Without
return to its position to assess the tax directly on the it, it could possibly have jeopardized the availability
U.S. parent company,clamingit had a foreignperma- of the competent authority under section 9.01(c) of
nent establishment, the U.S. taxpayer agreed to the Rev. Proc. 82-29.

EXHIBITA from change from 30 June to 30 September fiscal year.
** Included are 10 cases in suspense at the end of fiscal year 1979,

UNITEDSTATESCOMPETENTAUTHORITYSTATISTICS 20 cases at the end of fiscal year 1980, 14 cases at the end of fiscal year
1981, 19 cases at 9/30/82, 10 at 9/30/83,6 at 9/30/84, and 8 at 9/30/85.

Since 1 July 1971, the U.S. Competent Authority has
received 951 requests fr starting a taxpayer initiated Average duration of a closed case-from the date a case is received until

the date a case is closed. This includes months that a case may be held

mutual agreementprocedure. On that date there were in suspense as a result of a case being subject to review by the Joint

8 allocation cases and 13 non-allocationcases in inven- Committee on Taxation. Average is based on cases closed during the

tory. The total number of cases received and disposed period
of each year, the year-end inventory, and the average
duration of a case are set forth in the following table: TABLE B

Allocation cases under Revenue Procedure 82-29/Initiated
TABLE A

Total U.S./Foreign U.S. Foreign
Total cases received and disposed of Fiscalyear cases allocation parent parent

Average 1971 27 14 13 26 1
Totalcases Totalcases Year-end duraton 1972 12 6 6 11 1

Fiscalyear received disposedof inventory (months) 1973 23 16 7 21 2

1971 41 34 28 15.73 1974 34 25 9 34 -

1972 24 19 33 16.89 1975 39 29 10 38 1

1973 36 18 51 17.22 1976 28 18 10 28 -

1974 53 48 56 16.00 Trans. 6 5 1 5 1

1975 51 37 70 15.05 1977 45 33 12 45 -

1976 56 39 87 19.53 1978 42 30 12 41 1

Trans.* 12 10 89 13.20 1979 28 20 8 25 3

1977 80 50 119 16.62 1980 60 37 23 53 7

1978 57 25 151 21.84 1981 50 24 26 46 4

1979 42 63 130** 26.63 1982 67 40 27 52 15

1980 100 65 165** 23.68 1983 53 20* 34* 47 6

1981 77 55 187** 26.45 1984 44 16 28 40 4

1982 96 90 193** 25.60 1985 43 22 21 40 3

1983 83 109 167** 20.82 Total 601 355 247 553 49
1984 74 73 168** 24.57
1985 69 66 171** 23.84 Tables C and D set forth the data on disposition of allocation cases and

non-allocation cases, respectively, showing that approximately 66% of
Total 951 801 the allocation cases closed through FY 85 resulted in full relief and 54%
' Transition period from 1 July 1976 to 30 September 1976 resulting of the non-allocationcases resulted in full relief. Partial relief was obtained
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in 8% of the allocation cases and 7% of the non-allocation cases.
* See note, Table C, for a descriptionof the reasons for no relief. With
non-allocation cases, item (ii) would be no treaty violation by the foreignOne case involves adjustments initiated by both the U.S. and the
treaty country.treaty partner.
**

Currently unavailable.
TABLE C

Allocation cases under Revenue Procedure 82-29/Dispositions TABLE E

Afternegotiations Withoutnegotiations Multiple country cases

Fscal Totadis- Full Partial No Full Partial No Total Numberofcountries in multiplecases
year positions relief relief relief* relief relief relief- Fiscal Mutiple
1971 11 6 4 1 year cases 2 3 4 5 6 7 8ormore
1972 9 8 1 1971 1 1
1973 11 8 1 2 1972 2 1 1
1974 28 19 3 2 1 3 1973 1 1 (12 countries)
1975 26 12 1 7 6 1974 3 1 1 1
1976 25 15 4 2 .1 3 1975 5 4 1
Trans. 5 4 1 1976 3 1 2
1977 22 9 2 1 3 1 6 Trans.
1978 13 9 3 1 1977 7 5 1 1.

1979 38 27 1 1 2 7 1978 8 5 2 1
1980 30 18 1 2 4 5 1979 5 211 1 (1 1 countries)1981 37 21 2 4 2 8 1980 8 511 1 ( 9 countries)
1982 64 43

'

4 6 4 7 1981 4 2 1 1
1983 79 37 15 3 24 1982 4 1 1 1 1
1984(;) 45 41 5 5 3 5 1983 3 1 1 1 (13 countries)1985(2) 35 23 1 4 4 2 15 1984 2 1 1 ( 8 countries)
Total 484 300 39 31 39 3 94 1985 8 231 1 1 ( 9 countries)

---

. The primary reasons for lack of reliefwere (i) the case was withdrawn Total 64 261186247

by the taxpayer, (ii) relief was barred by the statuteof limitations, (iii) there
was o double taxation under the treaty, as in the case of U.S. taxpayer As computed from Table A, through 9/30/85, the historical
seeking a correlative adjustment because of an allocation of deductions average duration to close a Mutual Agreement Procedure
by the IRS for U.S. foreign tax credit limitation purposes, (iv) there was a

case, computed from the time the case is received in thelegal barrier such as the Canadian inability to allow a deduction for Foreign Operations District, is 22.17 months. It should beinterest on a debt to an affiliate not evidenced in writing (see TIR-1294
6/4/74), (v) there was a procedural barrier such as a court decision or a noted, however, that many cases have taken considerably
closing agreement (and no treaty waiver), (vi) the requestwas premature, longer, some requiring as long as five years to resolve. On
and (vii) the taxpayer failed to cooperate and supply requested informa- the other hand, some cases have been resolved in a matter
tion. of months. The IRS is trying to reduce the average to 10

months from the time the case is fully developed in the U.S.,(1) During the fiscal year 45 allocation cases were closed, However, as
a result of multi-countrycases, 59 countries were resolved. The 59 coun-

but delay frequently results from causes beyond its control,
tres include cases closed and countries closed where the case as a such as the time t takes for taxpayers to provide additional
result of continued negotiationswith other countries remain open. data requested from them and for the foreign Competent

to to(2) As in (1) above, 35 allocation cases were closed. However, as a Authority respond U.S. negotiating initiatives.
result of multi-countrycases, 49 countries have been resolved.

TABLE D

Non-allocationcases under Revenue Procedure 77-16/
Initiated and Dispositions

After negotiations Withoutnegotiations EXHIBIT B
Total

Fiscal Total dispos- Full Partial No Full Partial No CANADIANCOMPETENTAUTHORITYSTATISTICS
year received edof relief relief relief relief relie relie*

1971 14 23 12 1 2 8 TABLE 1

1972 12 10 6 2 2 CompetentAuthority Operations Section
1973 13 8 5 1 2 Summaryof Cases, 1976-1984
1974 19 20 8 3 3 6
1975 12 11 4 1 4 2 Newcases Casesclosed Closing inventory
1976 28 14 2 5 1 6 1975-76 18 24 28Trans. 6 3 1 1 1 1976-77 28 16 401977 35 28 7 14 7 1977-78 29 14 551978 15 12 6 4 1 1 1978-79 30 18 671979 14 25 12 9 4 1979-80 26 41* 521980 40 36 30 2 1 3 1980-81 25 17 601981 39 18 7 3 2 3 3 1981-82 37 22 751982 29 26 15 3 8 1982-83 37 39 731983 30 30 13 1 9 7 1983-84 48 51 70
1984 30 28 12 1 10 1 4
1985 26 31 19 5 4 3 Twenty of these were on the same issue (section 20(11)) and were

closed atthe same time.
Total 362 323 159 7 59 17 15 66
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TABLE 2 Rev. Rul. 76-568, Netherlands Interpretationof incomederived
1976-2C.B. 492 from operationof shipswithin

CompetentAuthority Operations Section meaningof Convention
Workload Analysis, year ended 31 March 1984

Rev. Rul. 77-62, France Definitionof reinsurance
Inventoryofcases Number Percentageoftotal 1977-1 C.B. 414 premiumswithin meaning
U..S. cases 59 84% of Convention

Othercountries 11 16% Rev. Rul. 77-269, U.K. Definitionof commercial
7 1977-2C.B. 490 profits

CaseswithU.S. Rev. Rul. 77-289, Germany Exemption from taxation for
Canadian-initiated 38 54% 1977-2C.B. 490 receipt of grants from
U.S.-initiated 21 30% non-profitorganizationsis not

Caseswith thercountries: dependenton situs of

Canadian-initiated 5 7% organization
initiated byothercountries 6 9% Internal RevenueNews Canada CompetentAuthoritieswill not

7 Release IR-82-70 consider requests for relief
28 May 1982 arising from recharacterization

Tentatively of equityasdebt
Yearofrequest Total settled Active

Treas. Dept Release Canada Taxationof offshore
1978 2 2 0 2/17/84 drilliig rigs
1980 1 1 0

1981 11 3 8

1982 12 2 10

1983 37 6 31
1984 7 0 7

-7 -14 6

EXHIBIT D

COMPETENTAUTHORITYSTUDY GROUP
EXHIBIT C QUESTIONNAIRE

EXAMPLES OF COMPETENTAUTHORITYAGREEMENTS A CompetentAuthority Study Group has been formed by
the Internal Revenue Service to review various aspects of

IRSpublicaton Country Natureofagreement the Competent Authority Function. The purpose of this
Rev. Rul. 54-5 Canada Allocationof incomeof buses questionnaireis to help the group determine the reasons for

operatingacrossborder the recent decrease in CompetentAuthority requests from

IRSAnn. France Applicationof turnover tax to U.S. taxpayerswho have been subject to section 482 adjust-
1956-12 investors ments.

Rev. Rul. 67-143 Switzerland Definitionofsubsidiary Your responses to this questionnaire should relate to your
1967-1 C.B. 425 corporations experience with international type adjustments affecting a

Rev. Rul. 70-133 Austria TreatmentofAustralian country with which we have a tax treaty, or a possession
with which we have a Mutual Coordination Agreement,1970-1 C.B. 159 surchargetax for purposesof

U.S. foreign tax credit e.g. Puerto Rico. You are encouraged to include a narrative
response to any question which you believe is not suffi-

Rev. Rul. 70-196 Japan Definitionsof educational ciently answered by a specific response.1970-1 C. B. 359 establishmentsand other
educational institutions Your response will be kept confidentialunder the provision

Rev. Rul. 72-437 Germany, U.S. will allowcredit of Title 26 USC 6103.
1972-2C.B. 660 U.K., or refunddespite Please return the completed questionnaire to the Internal

Ireland, expirationof statute Revenue Service no later than 31 December 1984.
Netherlands, of limitationto effectuate
Finland, agreementbetweencompetent
Trinidad, authoritiesand will

Tobago, allow reopeningof a QUESTIONNAIRE
Japan closing agreement

Rev. Proc. 74-14 Germany ProcedureforU.S. personto
1. Which type of organization are you affiliated with

1974-1 C.B. 436 obtain German treaty benefits
......... LawFirm .......... AccountingFirm . ......... CorporateTaxpayer
......... Public Interest Group .......... Other

Rev. Rul. 74-92, Germany Interpretationof income derived 2. How have been involved with in which section 482
1974-1 C.B. 373 from operationof shipswithin many cases you a

meanngof Conventon adjustment with an entity in a treaty country was recommended
......... None

Rev. Rul. 75-402, France Exemption from stamp taxes ......... 1-3
1975-2 C. B. 511 applies to over-the-counter ............ 4-6

transactions ......... More than 6

Rev. Rul. 76-170 Japan Debt obligationfinanced under 3. How many cases have you been involved with in which the taxpayer
1976-1 C..B.470 the MediumTerm Discount has requested competent authority consideration

ProgramofU.S. Export-Import ......... None

Bank is indirectly financedby ......... 1-3
such Bankwithin meaning ........... 4-6
of Treaty ......... More than 6
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4. At what stage were the most significant section 482 adjustments 12. Please indicate which of the following adjustments you consider de
Mostly Some Rarely None minimis:

Examiner ........................................ Under
Appeals ........................................ $ 10,000 $ 10-25,000 $ 25-50,000 $ 50-100,000
CompetentAuthority ........................................ Interest ........................................

Courts ........................................ Royalties ........................................

District Counsel ........................................ Pricing ........................................

Other ........................................ Rent ........................................

5. If resolved at the examiner level, what type of relief was provided Intangi-
bles ........................................

Services ........................................

6. If resolved at the appeals level, what type of relief was provided R&D ........................................

13. Would an unfavorabledecision by the CompetentAuthoritypreclude
7. Was the taxpayer advised of the right to competent authority consid- you from recommendingthat a taxpayer request competent authority

eration consideration for a similar issue in a subsequent year
Always Sometimes Rarely Never Yes No If yes, why......... .......... .......... .......... ......... ..........

8. Have you ever been involved in a case where a taxpayer was advised 14. How familiar are you with Rev. Proc. 70-18, which established the
not to seek competent authority consideration initial Competent Autority procedure
......... Yes .......... No If yes, please explain. ......... Very . Adequately .......... Somewhat .......... Not at all

9. Have you ever been involved in a case where a taxpayer was asked 15. How familiar are you with Rev. Proc. 82-29 which revised and up-
to delay requesting competent authority consideration dated the Competent Authority procedure
......... Yes .......... No If yes, please explain. ......... Very .......... Adequately . Somewhat .......... Not at all

16. If you have read both Revenue Procedures, do you feel either oneIO. How were the double taxation cases resolved that you were involved
would discouragetaxpayersfrom seekingcompetentauthorityconsid-in
eration

Taxpayer filed claim for relief with treaty partner.........

Yes No
Always Sometimes Rarely Never

......... ............

If which one(s) 70-18 82-29 Why
......... .......... .......... ..........

yes,Taxpayer filed request forcompetentauthorityconsideration.
.......... ..........

17. Would the revisions Regulation 1.901-2(e)(5) affect your
.........

recent to
Always Sometimes Rarely Never......... . .......... .......... decision to seek competent authority cnsideration

Taxpayer allowed foreign credit under......... was a tax Yes No If whyRev. Ruling 76-508/80-231.
......... .......... yes,

Always Sometimes Rarely Never 18. Wouldyou recommendthata taxpayernotrequestcompetentauthor-......... .......... .......... .

a
I 1. Using the reasons stated below, indicate the degree you would use

ity consideration if specific country is involved
Yes No If yes, which country and whythem to recommend that a taxpayer not seek competent authority

......... ..........

consideration. 19. If you recommend that a taxpayer not seek competent authority
Some- consideration and additional section 902 credits were disallowed,

Always Mostly times Rarely Never would you take the case to court Why
(a) JointCommitteecase

(b) Treatycountryreprisal
(c) Takes too long

20. Based upon your experience, do you believe taxpayers have a nega-

(d) Could bedetrimental tive attitude about competent authority
tocurrentor

......... Yes .......... No
If you answered yes, list the three most important reasons for yoursubsequentaudit

(e) Betterdealusing response.
1.other IRSadmini-
2.

stratve reme'dies

(f) No adverse tax affect 3.

on foreign sub The study group appreciates the time and effort you have
(g) Not willingto reveal given in responding to this questionnaire. If you have anyconfidential infor- additional commentsor suggestions regarding the areas dis-

mation to:
cussed above or with respect to any other areas involvingForeign Country

Foreign Sub the competent authority process not covered above, the

(h) Adjustmentde study group would welcome them. Thank you.
minimis

(i) Too costly (time
and/ormoney)

(j) Low tax rate in

treaty country .............i ....................................

(k) No reason given
(I) Other: ..........

(m) Other: ..........
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Taxationof InternationalTourism
in DevelopingCountries
By Charles Y. Mansfield

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

The emergenceof international tourism as a significanteconomic activity I. INTRODUCTION
has had striking consequencesfor a numberof industrializedand develop- Il. THE INTERNATIONALTOURIST

ing countries. While tourism as a leisure occupation can be traced to MARKET

ancient times, international mass tourism is a recent phenomenon that Ill. TAX HANDLESANDTHERANGE OF

began with the introductionof commercaljet passengerservice in the late AVAILABLETAXESONTOURISM

1950s. By the mid-1960sinternationaltourismhad begun to expandrapidly IV AN EMPIRICALVIEW: TAXATIONOF
in developingcountries. As air travel reduced transportationcosts on the TOURISM IN SELECTED

supply side, rsng ncomes and the wide-spreadpractice of paid vacations DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES

in industrial countries helped create a mass demand for international 1. Taxes imposedon tourism

travel. Data on international tourism illustrate its rapid growth. By 1982, 2. Growthof touristtaxbases

international tourist arrivals had risen to 280 million from 25 million in 3. Revenueyield and burdenof
touristtaxation

1950. International tourist receipts, for which comprehensive data are 4. Fiscal strategy towardstourism
available for more recent periods, rose from $18 billion in 1970 to $100 5. Tourist taxationas a revenue

billion in 1982. Arrivals in developingcountries had grown to 50 million source

in 1982 - up from 18 million just 12 years earlier. Tourist receipts in V SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

developing countries ddring the same period grew from $ 2.8 billion to TEXTTABLES
$17 billion (Table 1). Clearly, international tourism is a growth industry 1. International tourism: Arrivals

in which developingcountrieshave shared. For some, in fact, tourismhas and receipts
become a prominentsource of foreign exchange earnings and contributes 2. Intrnationaltourism receipts,

substantially to gross domestic product (GDP). 1970-80
3. Exportdutiesas a percentageof

total revenueof central
government,selected

Table 1 developingcountries
4. Tax rates on hotel occupancy

International tourism: Arrivals and receipts charges
5. Taxes imposedon tourists
6. Growth oftouristexpenditureas

International atax base: selecteddeveloping
International Arrivalsto International touristreceipts Percentage countries

tourist developing tourist ofdeveloping shareof 7. Touristtaxescomparedwith

arrivals countries receipts countries developing
touristexpendituresand total tax

countries
revenue

Year (In millions) (In biionsofUSS) 8. Effective tax rate on exports:
Selecteddevelopingcountries

1950 25.3 -- --

1960 69.3 -- --

1970 159.7 18.0 17.9 2.8 15.6
1971 172.2 20.1 20.9 3.1 14.8
1972 182.4 24.1 24.8 4.2 16.9
1973 191.3 25.4 31.3 5.5 17.6 Mr. Mansfield is the Senior Economist
1974 197.8 27.5 34.1 6.5 19.1 in the Fiscal Affairs Departmentof the
1975 215.1 27.8 38.6 6.7 17.4 International Monetary Fund.
1976 221.6 29.8 43.7 7.8 17.8
1977 239.9 31.9 52.4 9.0 17.2
1978 258.1 35.8 68.8 10.9 15.8
1979 268.1 39.3 81.8 13.4 16.4
1980 280.0 47.2 95.3 14.2 14.9
1981 283.6 50.2 96.0 16.02 16.72
1982 279.9 49.6 99.9 16.7 16.7

Sources: InternationalTourism in Figures, 1970-1979, and Economic Review of World
* The views expressed represent the opin-Tourism, 1982 and 1984 editions published by World Tourism Organization, Madrid.
ions of the author and, unless otherwise ndi-
cated, should not be interpreted as official IMF

1. Excluding payment for international tourist fares. views. The author s indebted to David Nellor,
2. 1981-82 estimated in conformitywith previous definition of developing countries. Ved Gandhi, Milka Casanegrade Jantscherand

Vito Tanzi for helpful comments.
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An initial unquestioningadvocacy of tourist develop- comes have causedcorrespondingfluctuationsin inter-
ment has changed, as critics are asking whether the national travel. These sharp fluctuationshave made it
benefits of tourism outweigh its costs, both on easier to measure price and income elasticities for
economic and broader social and political grounds. major origin countries. A summary of such measure-

While economicanalysisof tourism has centeredon its ments indicates that a 1% increase in real discretionary
costs and benefits to the economy as a whole, little incomes results in an increase of between 1 and 1.5%
work has been done on the impact of tourism on public in travel abroad, in terms of numbers of travelers or

finances, and particularly on taxation of tourism. real expenditure. Price elasticity, except in Germany,
to be generally lower than income elasticity.This paper will first examine characteristics of the appears

a costtourist market- a topiC that bears heavily on questions Typically
abroad from

1%
particular

increase
origin
in the relative of

in
travel

falla country results a
such as whether tourism should be taxed and how of under 1% in travel abroad.2
much. Some peculiaritiesof tourism as a potential tax
base will also be considered. Within this framework, While thse estimates apply to foreign travel in gener-
the paper will examine the actual tax practices of a al, developing tourist countries represent a small but

sample of developing countries that rely heavily on significant segment of a vast tourist market. The po-
tourism. Before proceeding it would be useful to de- tential international tourist to a developing economy
fine that part of taxation of tourism to be treated in might be thought of as making three sequential deci-
this paper. Tourism, like any other economicactivity, sions: whether to travel domestically or internation-
generates factor incomes (e.g. wages of hotel ally; whether to travel internationally to high-income
employees and profits of hotels) on which direct taxes developed countries (e.g. Europe, Japan, Canada, or

can be levied. Tourismmay also cause the value of real United States) or low-income developing country
estate or other assets to appreciate. Such gains can be tourist destinations; and, finally, which Iow-income
subject to property or wealth taxes or license fees. developing tourist country to choose.
Tourism also yields revenue from indirect taxes such Although statistical estimates of domestic tourism are
as customs duties and sales taxes levied on tourist

quite imprecise, there can be no doubt that domestic
sector inputs and on goods and services that tourists tourism far surpasses international tourism as an
buy. Finally tourist spending has a multiplier imact economic activity. The World Tourism Organizationtourist spending generates successive rounds o- in- in Madrid calculated domestic tourist arrivals at 2.3
-

come, some of which is taxed by government. billion in 1981 compared with internationalarrivals of
Country data presented in this paper show that taxes 284 million. The most recent edition of the Economic
on international tourism in developingcountries have Review of World Tourism states that domestic
centered on tourist expenditure, as opposed to direct tourism expenditure amounts to between five and ten
or indirect taxes on producers of tourist services. times internationaltourist expenditure.3The interna-
Estimatesof revenue accrued from taxation by multip- tional tourist, then, is already a marginal participant
lier effects of tourist expenditurewill not be treated in in a much broader tourist market, and is affected by
this paper because the intention is not to deal with the relative price changes between domestic and interna-
macro mpact ofthe touristsector. Typically,however, tional tourism as well as by changes in his own income
multiplier impacts are substantially reduced by a high that lead him to more or less costly destinations.4
propensity to import and because linkages between Turning to the international tourist market itself, data
tourism and the local economy are often weak.t show that international tourism takes place largely

amongdevelopedcountries. Of the $ 92.5 billion spent
world-wide during 1980 on tourism, $14.2 billion, or

II. THE INTERNATIONALTOURISTMARKET 15%, represents travel to developingcountries (Table
s two-

Internationaltourism,likemineraloroildeposits,can- 2). Among developed countries, tourist flow

not be produced by any economy, but instead depends way; but in developing countries foreign visitors far

on an endowmentof touristicqualities relating to its outweigh nationals traveling abroad. Countries with

high living standards and whose territories are rela-
culture, history, climate, beaches, wildlife, orscenery. tively small, such as the Federal RepublicofGermany,For the subgroupof tourist-endoweddevelopingcoun- the United Kingdom, and France, are prototypes of
tries tourism presents intriguingprospects. In contrast tourist-generating countries. Larger countries with
to exportsof such commoditiesas coffee, cocoa or tea, high standards of living, such as the United States and
demand for international tourism is perceived to be
income elastic (i.e. a growing share of expenditure
from high-incomecountries may be spent on tourism). I. Multiplier estimates and a survey of methodologyare found in Inter-

International tourism has also rebounded from the oil national Tourism to 1990, Robert Cleverdon and Anthony Edwards, Abt

price increases of 1973-74 and 1979-80, implying a
Books, Cambridge, Massachusetts (1982).
2. InternationalTourism to 1990, Robert Cleverdon and Anthony Ed-

price-inelastic demand for international tourism. wards, Abt Books, Cambridge, Massachusetts (1982)
Quantitativeestimates of income and price elasticities 3. Economic Review of WorldTourism, 1982 and 1984 editions, World

for foreign travel from major origin countries gener- Tourism Organizations, Madrid, Spain.

ally support these intuitive perceptions. In particular,
4. Regression analysis for major origin countries has identified changes
in real discretionary income and in the cost of foreign vs. domestic travel

since 1974 sharp fluctuations in exchange rates, in as significant variables in explaining travel abroad See International

comparative rates of inflation, and in consumer in- Tourism to 1990, op. cit., Section V.
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Canada, generate high absolute numbers of interna- While it is difficult on a priori grounds to choose be-
tional tourists, but compete more closely with their tween the competitive and differentiated product
own domestic tourism. In sum, the tourist market for models, it is important to note that they have opposite
developingcountries is a part of a much larger market implications for taxation. If a tourist country enjoys a

that includes domestic tourism and tourism among degree of uniqueness in terms of location or other
developed countries. Developing tourist economies advantage, economic rent will exist and an important
then compete among themselves for a relatively small objection to the taxation of tourism will be removed.
fraction of world tourist expenditure. Taxing tourism would then be neutral with respect to

the allocationof resources. In the real world one would

expect to find a spectrum of tourist economiesranging
Table 2 from very competitive to quite unique. In looking at

the possibility of taxing tourism, a fundamentalpoint
International tourism receipts, 1970-80 is to gauge the extent to which the country offers a

differentiatedproduct.(In millions of U.S. dollars and percent)
Without prejudging this issue it is clear that location

1970 1975 1980 plays a significant role when a consumer chooses

among potential tourist economies, simply because
Tourist Percent Tourist Percent Tourist Percent transportation is an important part of the tourist ex-

receipts of total receipts oftotal receipts oftotal penditurepackage. Data on the origin of tourism from
United States sun and sand tourist economies, as in the example

and Canada 3,510 19.7 6,410 16.6 12,765 13.8 of the Bahamas above, generally show that most vis-
Europe 11,200 62.6 24,800 64.2 64,000 69.2 itors come from a nearby high-income, tourist-
Australia,

Japan,and generating area. In a simple locational model
New Zealand 420 2.3 691 1.8 1,572 1.7 economic rent would then accrue according to the

Developing proximity of the tourist economy. This locational
countries 2,761 15.4 6,698 17.4 14,162 15.3 model is difficult to apply to the real world, where

Total 17,900 100.0 38,600 100.0 92,500 100.0 tourist economies are not neatly located at varying
distances from a high-income, tourist-generatingarea,

Source: InternationalTourism in Figures, 1970-80, WorldTourismOrgani- and where favorably located tourist economies may
zation, Madrid.

compete among themselves. However, the locational

1. Data on total tourist receipts from developing countries differ from model offers a basic insight that, other things being
Table 1 because of definitional changes and the use of more preliminary equal, taxation of tourism may be higher the closerthe
data. tourist economy is to a high-income, tourist-generat-

ing area. Simple locational advantage might then ex-

olain the higher rates of taxes on tourism in the Carib-
ean as a whole, as compared with tourist economies

While this view of the tourist market tends to em- in, say, the South Pacific that are located farther from
-ghasize its competitive nature, several academicians large, high-incomepopulation centers.
7ave offered a different view based on a comparison
of the market for tourism and the market for export In more formal terms this distinctionbetween the com-

goods.5 Indeed, their analysis would appear to have petitive and differentiatedproduct views of tourism is

importantconsequencesfor tax policy. Tax analysisof shown in Figure 1. In Case l the long-runsupply curve

traditional exports of developing countries, such as is level, representing a perfectly competitive tourist

cocoa, tea, or rubber, assumes that these products are market until some point at which the finite supply of

part of a largely homogeneousworld market in which sun and sand islands reaches its end. At that point the
a single country exprtsonly a small part of the world long-run supply curve turns sharply upward. Given an

supply. In such a situation, a tax on the exported good inelastic demand for tourism, a tax adopted by all
will cut into the profits of home country producers tourist economies would raise the price and total re-

and, in the long run, lead to lower investment and ceipts from tourism. If one tourist economy alone at-

production of the exported good.6 In contrast it has tempted to raise its price, however, it would be unsuc-

been argued that tourismis a more differentiatedprod- cessful. Case 2 shows an upward sloping, long-run
uct, based on the fundamental factor of location in supply curve, indicating the existence of economic

addition to historical, ethnic, and environmental dif- rent, which is shown in the shaded portion of the
ferences. This argument implies that many tourist diagram. If taxes on tourism are designed to fall on

countries have locational and other advantages that items for which demand is inelastic, such taxes would
enable them to enjoy a captive market which could be extract economic rent and could be imposed without

charged a price that includes an element of economic
rent. A tourist country of this model would enjoy a 5. For a summary of academic writings and a conceptual framework of

loyal captive market and also attract footloose vis- tourism, see Stanley Noval, The Demandfor International Tourism and

itors wo live farther away. For example, the Travel: Theory and Measurement (Xerox University Microfilms, Ann

Bahamas,which is locatednear a high-income, tourist- Arbor, Michigan, 1975).
6. For a complete statement of this view see Richard Goode, Govern-

generating country (the United States), in 1983 re- ment Finance in Developing Countries, The Brookings Institution,
ceived 85% of its visitors from that country. Washington, D.C. (1984), pp. 176-180.
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changing the price or output of tourism. Most tourist subject to income taxes, export duties, and marketing
developing economies probably fall into the competi- board arrangements. In fact, exports of such goods
tive category, while more unique tourist sites could have historically been subject to high effective tax
claim to offer differentiatedproducts. rates in many developingcountries because they offer

a convenient tax handle. Marketing boards for a

number of export crops, for example, contribute large
proportions of government revenue through proftsFigure 1 made from buying crops from farmers at a lower price

Tourist tax applied with and without economic rent than that obtained from reselling in the world market.
In addition, exports of goods are generally concen-

Case 1. Impact of tax in competitivemarket trated in specific localities or ports, where they can be
Price S checked by customs. Table 3 shows the importanceof

export duties as a percentage of total central govern-
P2 ment revenue in selected developing countries. In 11

countries export taxes accounted for between 17 and
P1 36% of total government revenue.

\o By contrast, tourism offers an elusive tax base and a

narrow range of tax choices. Tourists are not subject
Output to income taxes and thereforemust be taxed by expen-

diture-based or head taxes. Tourist expenditure,P = Price without tax moreover, is fragmented and dispersed over a wide
P2 = Price with tax assortment of goods and services and takes place at

many different localities and points of time. This dis-
Case 2. Impact of tax with differentiatedproduct persion of expenditureoverspace and time can present

formidable problems of administration. Another con-
Price //S ceptual difficulty in applying expenditure-basedtaxes

-
is that tourist expenditure (i.e. the tourist tax base)P should ideally be isolated from expenditure by the
resident population, so that tax rates on tourist pur-Rent
chases could be determined according to the tourist's

D own elasticity of demand. The separation of tourist
expenditure from resident expenditure is important

Output

P1 = Price without tax or when tax falls only on rent Table 3

Export duties as a percentage of total revenue of
central government, selected developing countries

III. TAXHANDLESAND THE RANGEOF
AVAILABLETAXESON TOURISM Exportdutiesaspercentage

Country Years oftotalrevenue

On a more practical level, tourism presents an unusual Ethiopia 1976-78 23 26
situation with regard to the range of available taxes Rwanda 1978-80 25.42
and the extent to which the potential tax base can be
exploited. When taxation of tourism is compared with Burundi 1975-77 22.16

the taxation of traditional exports, one realizes that Zaire 1978-80 18.58

both producers and consumers of tourism could be Sri Lanka 1978-80 36.27
taxed. Unless a country holds a monopolyon a product Ghana 1975-77 30.15
or has a large market share, only producers (not
foreign consumers)of traditionalexportscan be taxed. Honduras 1979-81 1794

In this sense the scope of taxes available to tax tourism EI Salvador 1978-80 28 36
s greater. In addition, because tourists are not voting Grenada 1975-77 17.00
residents the government is not constrainedby equity Peru 1978-80 22 35considerations, such as the ability to pay, that might
apply to its own residents. However, the nearly univer- Malaysia 1977-79 19.59

sal decision to subsidize the producers of tourism
(i.e. hotels and related facilities) has effectively re-
stricted the range of taxes available to the government Source: From Viro Tanzi, QuantitativeCharacteristicsof the Tax Systems
in taxing tourism.7 of DevelopingCountries, DepartmentalMemoranda, InternationalMonet-

ary Fund, 1983.

This self-imposed limitation becomes clearer when
taxation of tourismis comparedwith taxationofexport 7. See below, however, for the example of Jamaica, where the Govern-
goods. Exports of goods produced by residents are ment has imposed taxes on hotels and related tourist enterprises.
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because one can easily imagne that the degree of Table 4

elasticity of tourist demand for a variety of goods and Tax rates on hotel occupancycharges
services would differ from that of resident demand.

Ideally, one would wish to separate tourist purchases
from resident purchases and tax each group at differ- Country Rate

ent rates. In practice this separation is only possible to Jamaica USS 12, USS 10, and USS 8 daily forcategoriesA,-

a limiteddegree,andputsanotherconstrainton poten- B, and C, respectively(winterseason).

tial exploitation of the tourist expenditure tax base. - USS 8, USS 6, and USS 4 daily forcategoriesA,

Empirical studies have shown, for example, that hotel B, and C, respectively(summerseason).

charges, where tourist expenditurescan bemost easily Kenya 15% when charges includeonly room, or room and

separated from resident expenditure,account for only breakfast.

about one half of tourist expenditure.
10% in all othercases.

Although tourist expenditure itself might be difficult
Fiji 5% on hoiel rooms, food, and drinks.

to tax, one might tax instead residents who are the Grenada 7.5% on hotel rooms, food, and drinks.

direct recipients of tourist expenditure. Again, how- St Vincentand

ever, incentives given for the purpose of developing the Grenadines 5% on paymentsto hotelsorthesupplyof

tourism tend to block this alternatve. Thus, the prin-
refreshments.

cipal recipients of tourist expenditure - hotels - are St Lucia 7% on hotel rooms, food, and drinks.

widely granted effective exemption from income tax Dominica 10% on hotel room and liqorand tobaccosales.

in developingcountries. Practical obstacles to the tax-

ation of tourism include, therefore, the fragmentation Source: Budget documentsof national authorities.

of the tax base (tourist expenditure); limits on the

scope and variety of taxes available; and the difficulty
of separating tourists and residents for purposes of Thus, the potential tax base for tourism includes all

taxation.
tourist expenditure within the country. At one ex-

treme some of this expenditure is undertaken exclu-
sively by tourists, and taxation of such expenditure

IV. ANEMPIRICALVIEW: TAXATIONOF would fall (at least initially) exclusively on the tourist

TOURISMIN SELECTEDDEVELOPING population. Data on tourist expenditure within the

COUNTRIES
tourst country indicate that hotel accommodation is
the largest single item, and is also an expenditure for

The aggregrate view of international tourism has fo- which the tourist population can be effectively iso-
cused on the world-wde growth of tourist spendng, lated. In additon, a hotel tax is easy to administer.
the question of whether and to what extent tourism s Thus, it is not surprisingthat the common tourist tax
a differentiated product giving rise to economic rent, is a tax on hotel accommodation. Other expenses at

and the practical difficulties of taxing tourism. In this hotels, includingfood, beverages,and incidentals,also

section, the growth of tax bases in a sample of touristic falllargely on the tourist population, so that the hotel

developingcountries is examined, along with the taxes room tax is often expanded to cover the complete
actually imposed on tourism. The revenue yield and hotel bill. Examplesof this basic tourist tax are shown

buoyancy of tourist taxes are assessed, as well as the in Table 4.
recent tendency to raise tourist taxes. Fiscal incentives
to tourism and the growth of duty-free shopping are

For Jamaica the hotel tax consists of a substantial

seen as part of an overall strategy toward tourism, of specific tax denominated in foreign exchange payable
which taxation is a part. by the operator/owner of the hotel per guest night.

This tax rate was doubled in the 1984/85 Budget. In

Kenya the hotel accommodationtax for room or room

1. Taxes imposedon tourism and breakfast is 15% for tourists and 10% in all other

Taxes imposedon tourism reflect the limited tax hand- cases. The Fiji hotel turnover tax, applied to room

les available, constraints on the type of taxes that can charges, food, and beverages,was 3% before 1984 and

be mposed, and the difficulty of isolating the tourist raised to 5% in the 1984 Budget. Among other tourist

populationfrom residents. The latter point toucheson economies, Grenada has a 7.5% tax on hotel rooms,

Just how one is to define a tourist tax. Ideally, a tourist food, and drinks; St. Vincent and the Grenadines tax

tax would not touch the resident population. If it were
hotel accommodationand the supply of refreshments

possible, for example, a model tourist tax would fall at 5%; and St. Lucia taxes hotel revenue derived from

on total touristexpenditure.Reality,however,departs
room charges, food, and drink at 7%.

from this ideal. To begin with, an important part of The hotel tax is customarilyassumed to fall on tourists
the tourist'sown expenditure(i.e. transportationcosts (the consumers),inasmuch as their demandis assumed

from the home country to the tourist site) is effectively to be inelastic. However, package tour operators
excluded from taxation by developing countries be- abroad in a competitive market could be forced to

cause tickets are generally purchased at origin and absorb the tax. In addition, market conditions involv-
carriers are typically foreign. In fact, data on tourist ing substantial competition among hotels in a tourist

expenditure customarily exclude international trans- countryor amongdifferent tourist countriescould lead

portation costs to the tourist site. to absorption of the tax by owners.
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A less purely tourist tax is the embarkation fee, which basic hotel and restaurant taxes. Jamaica has ex-
is usually a specific amount. This tax generally applies perimentedwith a tax on international telephonecalls
to both residentsand tourists. In Jamaica the travel tax but the tax was rescinded because touristsbegan to call
amounts to J$ 20 (USS 4.35) per person after several collect and revenue collapsed. A telecommunications
recent increases. The tax is payable by all travelers to tax also exists in Kenya, and Grenada taxes telephone
destinations outside Jamaica. This tax is not a tax on calls outside the country.
expenditure itself, but rather in the nature of a head
tax on residents and tourists, sometimes justified as a

While the above taxes are aimed primarily at the

user fee for airport maintenance. Again, its main ad- tourist population a third category of tourist taxes

vantage is ease of administration.For Kenya, a similar would include taxes paid by tourists but falling primar-
air passenger tax is collected by the airlines on all ily on residents. This category would include imports,
passengers embarking at an airport on an external sales, and excise duties. Again, the issue here is that

ticket. The charge is 100 K Sh (USS 6.42) per pas-
the tourist may have a more inelasticdemand for these

senger. Grenada similarly has an embarkation tax of goods and could in theory be taxed at a higher rate to

ECS 5.00 (USS 1.85) per person. St. Lucia has an
the extent that the resident and tourist populations

airport departure tax of ECS 6.00 (USS 2.22) for des- could be separated. In practice, however, these goods
tinations within CARICOM and ECS 12.00 are taxed by undifferentiated rate sales, imports, or

(USS 4.44) elsewhere. Hong Kong has a much higher customs duties, because there is no way to separate
embarkation tax of approximatelyUSS 15.00. effectively the rates for tourists and residents. An esti-

mate of the importanceof this categoryof tourist taxes

Beyond these two basic tourist taxes one begins to was made for Fiji, where they were found to account

move into an area in which the tax falls predominantly for nearly a third of tax revenue falling directly on

on tourists, but at least in part on residents. Such tourists. In tourist economies with higher rates on

quasi-tourist taxes fall on a range of services, such basic tourist taxes this proportion would presumably
as restaurants, entertainment, and international tele- be smaller.

phone and telecommunications. When compared to Finally, mention must be made of duty-free goodsthe hotel and ernbarkation tax, the quasi-tourist taxes available to tourists. In this case the tax on tourists is
on restaurantsand entertainmentare more difficult to zero and is part of an inducement to tourists to come
administer as they typically involve smaller and more to the country. Administration of duty-free areas is
numerous establishments. In a relatively populous designed to separate the tourist and resident popula-tourist economy with a sizable local middle and upper tions. Administrationvaries from strict systems where
class, taxes on this range of servces would be paid in goods are delivered to bonded areas or to international
significant amounts by residents, whereas in a smaller flights to more informal systems requiring some type
economy with a larger percentage of poor people the of identification that the buyer is a tourist. In Europe
tax burden would fall almost exclusively on tourists. tourists are allowed to buy gasoline at lower prices,This distinction is important because the elasticity of and rebates from value added tax for purchase bydemand for the resident and the tourist would be ex- tourists are given in France and the United Kingdom.
pected to be quite different. A tourist with a given As an example of the difficulties of administering an

length of stay, less information, and a higher income informal system, in Fiji duty-free imported goods (forlevel might have a more inelastic demand for services which actual duties range from 0 to 10%) are sold in
such as restaurants and entertainments, and would in shops presumably frequented mainly by tourists, but
theory be willing to pay much higher tax rates than a

resident. In practice, however, the two populations-

residentsand tourists- cannot be effectivelyseparated Table 5
for this purpose. Taxes imposed touristson

Examplesof such quasi-touristtaxes includeJamaica's
entertanment duty levied on admission tickets for
cinemas, horse races, shootingcompetitions,and bicy- Popuation Easeof

cle races. This tax is levied at various rates, from 81/3 Typeof tax paying tax administration

to 162/3% of the purchase price. Kenya similarly has a Puretouristtaxes
Hotel tax and embarkationfee Almost exclusively Easy to administerbetting and gaming tax with varying rates and an enter-

on tourists
tainment tax levied on entrance charges of approxi-
mately 15% of the purchase price. Fiji introduced in Quasi-touristservicetaxes

Restaurant Mainlyon tourists Moredifficulttothe 1984 Budget a turnover tax on miscellaneousser- Entertainment administer
vices such as videotapes, admission fees to night clubs, International telephones
drinks and meals in bars, hotels, clubs, and licensed Taxesonordnarygoods
restaurants, hire charges for rental cars, and bets Sales, customs,and Mainlyon residents More difficult to

placed through licensed restaurants. The rate of this excse taxes administer
tax is 5%. Elsewhere,Grenada taxes cinema tickets at Zerotaxesontourists In theoryexclusively Difficult to separate
15-20% of their price. Duty-freegoods on toursts tourist and resident

Another quasi-tourist tax is that on telephones and populationswithout
formal procedures

telecommunications.This tax is not as prevalent as the
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Table6 Table 7

Growthof touristexpenditureas atax base: Effective tax rate on exports:
selecteddevelopingcountries selected developing countries

1979-81
Annualaverageincrease Annualaverageincrease

(InmillionsofSDRs) (InSDRs) (Inlocalcurrency) Ghana 25.7

1969 1974 1979 1982 1969-82 1974-75 1978-79 1969-82 EI Salvador 12.1

Zaire 14.9
Bahamas -- 272.7 434.6 605.8 10.2 - 5.5 9.9 9.1 Rwanda 39.1
Fiji 21.2 62.9 96.3 138.5 15.5 - 2.2 15.9 13.5
Dominican Sri Lanka 22.5

Republic 17.7 44.5 95.9 241.0 22.0 8.7 30.1 23.0 Burundi 21.6
CostaRica 17.4 40.3 57.1 120.2 16.0 5.7 - 1.2 32.0 IvoryCoast 7.7
Haiti 5.4 15.4 50.1 72.1 22.0 16.9 15.7 21.0 10.9
Jamaica 93.5 110.8 151.2 304.5 9.5 - 4.5 28.9 17.0 Malaysia
Kenya -- 62.9 134.8 203.8 12.1 19.1 1.1 17.1 Guatemala 8.4
Morocco 121.0 197.0 332.0 373.0 9.1 23.9 5.1 11.7 Guyana 17.9
Nepal -- -- 34.7 57.3 21.0 -- 28.8 23.0 Sierra Leone 9.8
Panama 65.3 101.0 126.1 155.8 6.9 -20.6 7.0 7.7
Peru 40.0 80.0 146.0 292.0 16.5 - 6.3 29.2 51.0 Sources: For data, GovernmentFinance
Philippines 40.0 48.0 184.0 407.0 19.5 87.5 9.5 29.0

revenue

Sri Lanka 2.9 11.8 52.5 116.6 33.0 22.9 37.1 63.0 Statistics, International Monetary Fund. For ex-

Thailand 85.0 155.0 425.0 940.0 20.0 16.8 21.8 22.0 port data, IntemationalFinanciaiStatistics, Inter-
Tunisia 54.0 158.0 466.0 563.0 19.8 59.5 36.3 22.0 national MonetaryFund. Data for Rwanda, 1980-

81,for Ivory Coast, 1980; and for Burundi, 1979-
Source: BalanceofPaymentsYearbook InternationalMonetaryFund. 80.

also by residents. These goods include consumer du- veloping countries is especially impressive in view of
rables such as perfume, jewelry, cameras, shavers, the fact that during 1969-82 two oil price increases

calculators, televisions, radios, stereo equipment,and took place. More expensive oil sharply increased the

videotape recorders. A significant proportion of the transportationcosts of international tourism. The ini-

purchases of these goods, which ordinarily would be tial oil price increase resulted in much lower rates of

subject to high import duties, is made by residents. growth for tourism in 1974-75 for most countries in the

Thus, without a strict system of delivery to bonded sample, and even negative rates for five countries. The

areas, duty-free systems can be abused with residents second oil price increase had a lesser impact in lower-

taking advantage of lower tax rates. ing growth rates for tourism in most sample countries.
The resumptionof growth in tourism after each of the

An overview of taxes imposed on tourists is given in
oil shocks implies a price-inelasticdemand for interna-

Table 5. As this table illustrates, tourist taxes tend to tional tourism in the developingcountries in our sam-
be relatively uniform in different economies. This un-

iformity is apparently due to the constraints on tax ple.
handles and types of taxes that can be imposed. In
addition, tourist taxation is relatively recent, and 3. Revenue yield and burden of tourist taxation

tourist economies may copy each other in choosing
taxes. The similarityof taxes on tourismcontrastswith Revenue yields from tourist taxes can be expressed as

the wide variety of taxes on exports of goods.
a percentage of the potential tax base, indicating the
effective rate of taxation of tourist expenditure.Reve-
nue from tourist taxes can also be compared to total

2. Growthoftouristtax bases tax revenue to indicate the dependenceof the revenue

system on taxationof tourists. From both perspectives,
The growth of potential tourist tax bases (tourist ex- taxes on tourist expenditureare quite modest, particu-
penditure within the country) is shown in a sample of larly when compared with export taxes on goods.
tourist developingcountries in Table 6. These country Table 8 shows the effective tax rate the base of
data bear our the aggregate data which show that

on

while tourism is a growth industry in a number of tourist expenditure for a diverse group of developing
developingcountries, it is subject to fluctuationsbased economies. The effective rate of taxation is expressed

as a percent of the potential base in both U.S. dollars
on economicactivity in major origin countries. For the

and local because the of Jamaica
sample as a whole the annual average increase of

and Kenya
currency
depreciatedsubstantially

currency
in the last decade.

tourist expenditure measured in SDRs for the period In general, the table shows that effective tax rates are
1969-82 was 17% - a much higher figure than growth quite low, although they have risen in the last decade.
in GDP for the same period. If the data are measured

Using U.S. dollars as a tax base, the effective tax rate
in local currency, the averageannual increase in tourist

in Jamaica has risen from 2.9 to 6.3% between 1972
expenditure is 24%. (A number of the countries -

and 1983, whereas in Kenya the comparableeffective
Costa Rica, Jamaica, Kenya, Peru, the Philippines, rate remained relativelyconstant at 9%. In both coun-
and Sri Lanka - underwent substantial currency de-

tries, however, when the base is expressed in local
valuations during the 1969-82 period.)

tax

currency, the effective tax rate declined, indicating
The growth of tourist expenditure within tourist de- that revenue yields from tourist taxes did not keep
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pace with the depreciationof the local currency. Other practice, exemption from consumption tax or inputs is
effective rates for the latest year available were Fiji, frequently included when a license for tax holidays is
2%; the Bahamas,3.7%; Barbados,6.3%; St. Vincent granted to an enterprise. In Fiji, hotels are given im-
and the Grenadines, 1.2%; and St. Lucia, 2.7%. portant income tax concessions. Under the Hotels Aid

As a comparison to these effective rates for tourism, Ordinance, a hotel owner may deduct 55% of capital
the effective rates on commodity exports for a group expenditure (less the cost of land) against annual

of commodity exporting countries are shown in Table chargeable income earned from the hotel or extension
7. Relating export tax receipts to the potential base, until claimed in full. If not used within five years, this
the effective rate on commodity exports averaged

concession can also be used to reduce profits of any
17.3%, and ranged as high as 39%. In a comparison other hotel operatedby the taxpayer. Hotel companies
of the dependence of the revenue system on tourist may also claim an ordinary depreciation allowance on

taxes with commodity export taxes, a similar contrast
the full capital expenditure for buildings and equip-

emerges. Tourist taxes as a percentof total tax revenue
ment in addition to the 55% investment allowance.

are 1.7 for Jamaica; 2.6 for Kenya; 1.4 for Fiji; 0.9 for Alternatively, the hotel owner may receive a cash sub-

St. Vincent and the Grenadines;and 3.2 for St. Lucia. sidy of up to 7% of the approved capital expenditure.
Somewhat more significant proportions are found in The net expenditure after the set-off of subsidy may
the Bahamas (10.6) and Barbados (5.6) (Table 8). As be written off entirely within 15 years. Hotel owners

noted earlier, commodityexport taxes as a percentage may also take advantage of incentives involving accel-

of total revenue ranged from 17 to 36% in a group of erated depreciation.
commodity exporting countries. While such examples could be multiplied throughout

the developing world, expert opinion has generallyDespite the relatvely low level of taxation of tourism, held that subsidization of tourist producers has been
tourist taxes show a rising trend in recent years. The overdone. As a recent study concluded, most Carib-
trend is particularly striking in Jamaica: the 1984/85 bean islands seem to have been so anxious to attract
Budget included a doubling of the hotel room tax, a investors in the hotel sector that they have granteddoubling of the travel tax on tourists leaving Jamaica, concessionsfor rolongedperiodswithout questonng
a tax on the sale of U-drive vehicles, a tax on villas in the suitabilityoocation, economicviability, phasing,lieu of property tax, and the introductionofsubstantial employmenteffects..,orappropriatenessof type or
license fees on hotels and duty-free shops. In Fiji, the size of hotel to be built. Some exceptional cases do
1984 Budget includedan increase in the hotel turnover exist where hotels have forfeited their concessionarytax from 3 to 5%; and the introduction of a turnover privileges or where applications have been refused.
tax on miscellaneousservices such as admission fees to However, most hotels in the Caribbean seem to have
night clubs, expendituresat bars and restaurants, ren- been built with assistance from incentives legislation.talcar charges, and bets at licensed casinos. Rates on Bermuda alone has never introduced legislationgrant-the basic tourist tax on hotel accommodations have ing general concessions to hotels. Bermuda has been
risen in recent years in other tourist countries. The successful in attracting hotel development over a
stimulus for these increases is clearly the rising trend number of years, which casts doubt on the wisdom of
of fiscal deficits and consequent pressure to increase the Caribbean islands, in giving rather indiscriminate
revenue. assistance to developersand investors who might have

been attracted to the region in any event and thus
4. Fscalstrategytowards tourism could have contributed more to the local economy

through taxation.8
Taxation of the tourist population representsone facet
of a fiscal strategy towards the tourist sector. Comple- 5. Touristtaxationas a revenuesource

menting the generally low taxation of tourists, de-
velopingcountries have typicallysubsidized the tourist This survey of tourist taxation has shown that the
sector through tax exemptions and other fiscal incen- tourist sector is generally lightly taxed.9 The effective
tives to hotels and related enterprises. The most com- rate of taxation to total tourist ex enditure is typically
mon form of legislation in a developing country is a low, and tourist producers (e.g. loteis) are generally
Hotel Aids Act, generally introduced in the 1950s, granted exemption from income and property taxes as

granting duty-free entry of building materials and well as indirect taxes on inputs such as imported raw

equipment for hotel construction and operation to ap- materials and capital equipment. Nevertheless, taxes

proved license holders, as well as exemption from on hotel accommodationsand on other tourist expen-
income, property, and profits taxes for periods of ditures have been increasing recently in response to
about ten years. revenue demands. An important policy question,

to extent
Since fiscal incentives are not our central theme a

then, is what taxation of tourism could be
increased in response to an overridingneed to reduce

thorough assessment is not attempted here. Selected
examples, however, convey the generosity of fiscal 8. Incentivesto Tourisn in the CaribbeanRegion, A Study for the World
incentives toward the tourist sector. In Dominica, the Bank by the Shankland Cox Partnership, London (1974).
Hotels Aid Ordinance and Income Tax Act combine 9. As noted above, the measures of tourist taxation do not include

to provide a ten-year exemption from customs duty
indirect multipliereffects of tourist spendingon revenue. Because of the
imited linkagesbetweentourism and the rest of the economy in developinganc income tax for hotels of at least six rooms. In countries, these indirect effects are not ikely to be significant.
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Table 8

Tourist taxes compared with tourist expendituresand
total tax revenue

1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85

Jamaica
Touristtaxesaspercent
of tourist expenditure in
local currency 3.4 3.1 3.3 3.4 5.9 15.1 8.7 2.9 2.6 3.0 3.3 1.9 ....

Tourist taxes in local

currencyas percentof
touristexpenditure in
U.S. dollars 2.9 2.8 3.0 3.1 5.4 13.8 14.7 6.3 4.7 5.3 5.8 6.3 ....

Touristtaxesaspercent
of total tax revenue 1.3 1.1 1,1 0.9 1.0 3.2 3.1 1.5 1.3 ' 1.4 1.4 1.7 ....

Kenya
Tourist taxes as percent
oftouristexpenditurein
local currency -- -- 21.1 16.6 17.5 14.4 13.7 16.9 18.5 16.9 12.9 --

....

Tourist taxes in local
currencyas percentof
touristexpenditure in
U.S. dollars -- -- 9.2 8.0 8.5 7.0 6.6 8.2 8.9 10.1 9.1 --

....

Tourist taxes as percent
of total tax revenue -- -- 3.0 2.6 1.8 1.4 1.4 2.1 1.8 2.7 2.6 2.6 ....

Fii'
Tourist taxesas percent
of tourist expenditure in
local currency ......... 2.2 2.0 --

....

Tourist laxes as percenl
oftotaltax revenue ......... 1.3 1.4 --

....

Bahamas
Tourist taxes as percent '

of tourist expenditurein
local currency 4.9 4.7 4.2 4.2 4.3 3.6 3.7 4.6 4.2 3.7 3.5 3.7 ....

Tourist axesas percent
of total tax revenu 15.6 15.1 13.3 13.7 12.9 11.2 11.4 13.0 11.8 11.0 10.6 10.8 10.6

Barbados'
Tourist taxes as percent
of tourist expenditurein
local currency 2.7 1.9 2.4 3.3 3.2 3.8 4.0 3.9 5.4 4.4 3.9 5.5 6.3

Tourist taxes as percent
of total tax revenue 3.6 2.4 2.7 3.3 3.2 4.2 4.6 5.1 5.6 4.8 4.5 5.5 5.6

St. Vincentandthe
Grenadines
Tourist taxes as percent
of tourist expendituren
local currency ....... 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.2 ....

Tourist taxes as percent
of tax revenue --. ...... 1.4 1.6 1.2 0.8 0.9 ....

St. Lucia
Tourist taxes as percent
of touristexpenditurein
local currency ....... 3.9 2.7 2.7 2.1 2.7 ....

Tourist taxesas percent
of tax revenue ....... 5.2 3.8 3.5 2.5 3.2 ....

Source: Budget documentsof national authorities.

1 . Comparabledata not available for earlier years.

the fiscal deficit. In addressing this question both tax- expenditure that has escaped the tax net. The advisa-

ation of tourist expenditure and of tourist producers bility of raising taxes on tourist expenditure in a given
should be considered. countrydependson its elasticityof demand. If demand

is judged to be inelastic, tourist taxes could be raised

With regard to taxation of tourist expenditure, two to producemore revenue. Empiricalworkon this topic
possibilities for increased revenue exist. First of all, has been limited to tourist behavior in major origin
rates of existing taxes on hotel accommodationscould countries. Measurementshave been made of the cross

be raised. Secondly, taxes could be imposed on tourist price elasticities of demand for tourist travel (i.e. the
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extent to which tourists respond to changes in price th world tourism scene, developing countries have
between one destination and another). After an participated to the extent that tourism accounts for a

analysis of data on tourists leaving the United King- high share of foreign currency earnings in a subgroup
dom, the United States, the Federal Republicof Ger- of touristic developingcountries.
many, France, and Japan, a recent study concluded
that there is evidence that travelersswitch theirpattern

An important question concerning the world tourist

of travel between destinations in response to relative market is to what extent an individual tourist country,
changes in costs. For the United Kingdom switching and especially a developing tourist country, offers a

was found among European destinations in response
differentiated product to which economic rent could

to changes in relative prices, with elasticitiesaveraging accrue. This question bears directly on the possibility
around -2.8%. A similar average cross price elasticity of taxing economic rent. Although isolated examples
was found for Americans traveling to areas such as

of unique tourist attractions undoubtedlydo exist, the

Canada, Mexico, West Indies, Central America, size and variety of the tourist market indicate that it is

Europe, the Mediterraneanand other destinations. A generally very competitive, and especially so with re-

current example of response to price incentives is the gard to the sun and sand resorts that make up much

booming travel from the United States to Europe, of the tourism of developingcountries.

based on the appreciation of the U.S. dollar. Empirical examination of touristic developing coun-

Given ample evidenceof price responsivenessin travel tries bears out this conclusion, as effective tax rates on

behavior it would appear that the basic hotel and ac-
the tourist expenditure base are generally quite low.

commodations tax for a given country should not be Taxation of tourism thus offers an interestingcontrast

far out of line with its neighbors, after allowing for to the heavier burden of taxation on traditionalexport
differences in tourist quality among countries. This commodities such as cocoa, coffee, and tea. In addi-

conclusion would hold whether the incidence of the tion to the perception of tourism as a competitive
tax is assumed to be shifted forward to the foreign product, the relatively low taxation of tourism may
traveler or absorbed by tour operators or hotels. A reflect difficulties in taxing the tourist base. Unlike

possibly more rewardingavenuefor increased revenue exportcommoditieswhich offer a good tax handle, the

would be to raise taxes on tourist discretionaryexpen-
tourist expenditurebase is fragmented and sometimes

diture that falls outside the package tour essentials. difficult to isolate from residentexpenditure.Produc-

Revenue measures of this type could include taxes on ers of tourism (hotels and related facilities) are typi-
restaurants outside hotels, local travel tours and car cally exempt from direct and indirect taxes. A typical
rentals. If these items are perceived by the tourist as spectrum of tourist taxes includes a hotel tax falling
discretionary expenditure outside the basic package primarily on tourists, taxes on services falling in part
by which tourist destinations are compared, demand on residents, taxes on sales and imports falling mainly
may then be more inelastic. on residents, and duty-free or zero-rate taxes on

tourists. An inherent administrativeconstraint on ef-
Since taxation of tourist expenditure is limited by the fective tourist taxation is that the tourist population
competitive nature of the tourist trade, taxation of cannot always be effectively separated from the local
tourist producerscould be consideredas a more prom- population for tax purposes. If the tourist population
ising alternative. Presently tourist hotels and related could always be separated, tax rates paid y tourists
enterprises are granted exemption from direct taxes might be set higher for goods and services for which
on profits, windfall gains on property, and indirect tourist demand is inelastic. In practice, however, it
taxes on imported inputs. In the face of an overriding may be difficult to separate the two populations.
demand for revenue these concessonscould be tight-
ened: tax holidays and income tax exemptions could When taxation of tourism is considered together with

be limited, property taxes could be applied, and cus-
other fiscal policies toward the tourist sector, a clear

toms duties could be applied to inputs. Such changes, pattern of subsidization of tourism is seen in contrast

even if existing legislation were altered for new en-
to the often heavy taxation of exports of traditional

trants, would reduce the current subsidy to tourist commodities. In the typical tourist economy the most

producers. Assuming that tourist producers largely direct recipients of tourist expenditure - hotels - are

absorbed the new taxes, the competitive position of virtually exempt from income and property taxes

the country would not be changed. through fiscal incentivessuch as tax holidays and rapid
depreciationallowances. Inputs for hotel construction
and maintenanceare also typically exempt from taxa-

V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS tion. Although the presentpolicy leans towardsubsidi-
zation it must be said that the rates and scope of tourist

International tourism is a recent, rapidly growing taxation have been increasing recently, probably
economic activity in which demand stems primarily owing to the pressure of reducing fiscal deficits. If
from high-income, tourist-generating countries. The more revenue is needed from the tourist sector, such
tourist market is dominated in numbers and expendi- revenue should stem mainly from reducing subsidies
ture by domestic tourism and foreign tourism among given to producers instead of raising rates on tourist
high-income countries. Although marginal players on expenditure.
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SomeHighlightsfrom
theSecretaryGeneral's {,

C

1985AnnualReport
.

Presentedat the

NewYorkCongress1986
'

Prof. Dr. J.H. Christiaanse

IN GENERAL manifestation and IFA is particularly indebted to
Messrs. D.F.A. Davidson, Presidentof the Congress,
J. Hickman, Congress Secretary and J.S. Phillips,The SecretaryGeneral, Prof. Dr. Jan H. Christiaanse, Congress Treasurer. Breaking with a long tradition,paid homage to the outgoing President of IFA, Mr. the OpeningCeremonytook place on Sundayevening,Max Laxan, whose unique merits were rewarded by instead of on Monday morning, followed by an infor-

his appointment as an Honorary President of IFA. mal reception. The opening address was given by Mr.
Prof. Christiaanse welcomed Mr. Richard M. Ham- Ian Gow, M.P., SecretaryofState forH.M. Treasury.mer, whowill chair IFA in the next term. The long
promisedquestionnairewas enclosed in the 1985 Year- Mr. R.T. Esam (U.K.) chaired the workingsession on

9ook, the replies to which will be used to determine Subject I - The assessmentandcollectionof tax from
IFA's future course. Persons who have not yet filled non-residents, Mr. D.R. Tillinghast (U.S.A.) acted
out the questionnaire are urged to do so as soon as as th Discussion Leader, Messrs. M.H. Collins and
possible. Ever increasing Congress fees have been J.S. Phillips (U.K.) were the General Reporters and

worrying IFA for a long time. However, the U.S.A. Mr. M. Gammie the Secretary. Messrs. L.F. Teixeira
Branch has done its best to kep the 1986 Congress fee Pinto (Brazil), Prof. DDr. H.G. Ruppe (Austria),Dr.
within reasonable limits and the Brusels Congress in M. del Giudice (Italy) and R. Pennone (Switzerland)
1987 will probably be able to reduce the fees to some were the Panelists.
extent. Mr. D.A. Clarke (U.K.) chaired the working session
Following the 1985 LondonCongressthe U.K. Branch on Subject II - Internationaldouble taxationof inher-
of IFA made a generous donation to IFA of itances and gits; Mr. R. Koch-Nielsen acted as its
USS 16,000 in order to setup a permanent fund for Discussion Leader, Mr. W.D. Goodman (Canada) as

theMitchellB. Caroll Prize (see blow). General Reporter, and Mr. P.N. Hobbs (U.K.) as

Secretary. Panelists were Mr. S.H. Goldberg
(U.S.A.), Mr. B. Kent (U.K.), Mr. M. Otsuka
(Japan), Mr. A. Delahaye (Belgium) and Prof. Dr.

LONDON CONGRESS J.L. Lampreave (Spain).
Serninar A on Internationaltax problmsof charitis

The 39th IFA Congresswas held in Lndon in the hew and otherprivateinstitutionswithsimilar tax treatment
Barbican Centre. It was a large Congress attended by was chaired by Mr. J.D.B. Oliver (U.K.); Panelists
1,376 participantsand 734 accompanyngpersons. De- were Dr. K. Neuhoff (Federal Republicof Germany),
spite this large number of persons it was an impressive Mr. T.: Miyatake (Japan), Mr. A. Feder (U.S.A.) and
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Mr. M. Benoit (Canada). Lord Nathan, Chairman of EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Interphil, assisted the Panel.

Seminar B on Interpretationof tax treaties- conflicts The Executive Committee met in Spring 1986 in New
caused by reference to internal law, was chaired by York at the invitation of the U.S.A. Branch.
Mr. J.F. Avery Jones (U.K.), who was assisted by Mr.

Three members had to retire from the Committee inC. van Raad (Netherlands), Sir Ian Sinclair KCMG
QC (U.K.), Prof. Dr. Klaus Vogel (Federal Republic London in view of statutory requirements,namely Dr.
of Germany) and Mr. David A. Ward QC (Canada).

K. Beusch (Federal Republic of Germany), Mr. A.
Elvinger (Luxembourg) and Dr. A. Toffoli Tavolaro

Seminar C on Tax aspects of new types of finance (Brazil). Four new members were appointed by the
transactionswas chaired by Mr. David Bucks (U.K.) General Council in London: Mr. A. Buelinckx (Bel-
and dealt with specific knowledge of the international gium), Mr. G. Delorme (France), Dr. A.R. Lopez
money market. The Panelistswere Messrs. R. Briffett (Argentina) and Mr. A. Willemsen (Federal Republic
(U.K.), Dr. W. Diehl (FederalRepublicofGermany), of Germany).
G. Mangieri (U.S.A.) and T. Miyatake (Japan). The Executive Committee's May 1986 meeting was
Seminar D on Recentchanges in U.K. corporationtax presided by IFA's new President, Mr. R.M. Hammer

investments from and into the U.K. was led by (U.S.A.)-

Messrs. I.D. Barnett (U.K.) and Prof. M.A. King
(U.K.).

MEMBERSHIPFEES

PERMANENTSCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
The General Treasurerstated that IFA's financial po-
sition was still healthy even considering the dramatic

The PSC met in February 1986 in Rome at the invita- drop by the U.S. dollar. However, it will not be possi-tion of the Italian Branch. It was attended for the first ble to keep the membership fees, which were estab-
time by Mr. H.M.A.L. Hamaekers, the new Chief lished at a time that the dollar was very strong, at the
Executive of the International Bureau of Fiscal same low level. The Executive Committee, therefore,Documentation. It reviewed the Congress proceed- roposes to increase the membership fees to the fol-
ings, particularly those of the London Congress, and owing amounts:
studied means for further improving the scientific as- - USS 35 for individual members of National IFA
pects of future Congresses. During the London Con- Branches;
gress a small questionnaire was distributed and, on - USS 37 fordirect individualmembersofIFA; and
analysis, this showed that around 50% of the partici- - USS 85 for corporate members, both direct and of
pants were satisfied with the choice of the main sub- National Branches.
jects and that an overwhelmingmajoritywere pleased
with the topics selected for the seminars. However, a

slight majority were dissatisfied with the resolution
proceedings and a minority were not happy with the NATIONALBRANCHESAND MEMBERSHIP
simultaneousinterpretation. It was recommendedthat
in the future the same procedure for resolutions be
followed as during the London Congress, i.e. request- No new National Branches were recognized at the
ing participants to submit amendments in writing be- London Congress. IFA now has 35 Branches all over

fore the beginningof the Friday afternoondiscussions. the world and a membershipof approximately7,000.
Only amendments reflecting the scope of the earlier Mr. A. Elvinger (Luxembourg)once again chaired the
discussions will be incorporated in the final resolu- Nomination Committee during the Congress. He was

tions. The Chairman of the Resolutions Committee assisted by Mr. C.G. Greaves (U.K.), Mr. T.
should be given the discretionary power to add any Miyatake (Japan) and Mr. Sainz Alarcon (Mexico).
salient points, which the Friday session should reveal National Branches of IFA are urgently requested to
as being essential, under a separate note in his sendnotificationsof theirmeetings, seminarsandwork-
Explanatory Note to the Resolutions. The PSC has shops to the General Secretariat in Rotterdam, which
also instituted a draft format for IFA resolutionsbased willarrange for their publication in the Bulletin for
on the format for resolutions adopted by the General International Fiscal Documentationpublished by the
Assemblyof the United Nationswhose Rulesof Proce- InternationalBureauof Fiscal Documentation.
dure for Amendments the IFA now follows.

These and other measureswill be institutedat the New
York Cohgressand will be reviewed in Spring 1987. It
was also decided to distribute the questionnaireagain INTERNATIONALBUREAUOF FISCAL
in New York and it is hoped that there will be an even DOCUMENTATION

larger response.
At the same time that IFA is growing, so is the Inter-
national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation. The Chief
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Executive, Prof. J. van Hoorn Jr., reached statutory 2. AmsterdamCongress1988 (50thAnniversary
retirement age in December 1985. The International of IFA)
Fiscal Association is grateful to Prof. Van Hoorn for
his commitmentin both organizations. His retirement The followingsubjectswere selected:

from the Bureau also entailed his retirement as an ex Subject I: Characterisationofforeignassociations
officio member of IFA's Permanent Scientific Com- (GeneralReporter:Dr. C. van Raad
mittee and General Council. We welcome his succes- (Netherlands)).
sor in both functions,Mr. H.M.A.L. Hamaekers,and Subject II: Tax treatmentofcomputersoJtware
we wish him every success in hi endeavors. (GeneralReporters:Messrs. R. Mattson

The IFA is pleased to have the opportunity to collabo-
and J. Jones (U.S.A.)).

rate with the Bureau in conjunctionwith their respec-
tice anniversaries in 1988. Both will then be 50 years
of age, and for this special occasion, the IFA and the MITCHELLB. CARROLLPRIZE
Bureau will be cooperating in the production of a

special Resolutionsbooklet, containing all the reso-

lutions IFA has passed. The Mitchell B. Carroll Prize, presented to persons

IFA looks back on a cooperation with the Bureau under 35 years of age who have submitted a paper

which has been mutually beneficial and looks forward devoted to international fiscal law, comparative tax

to a brighter future together. law, or national tax law having an important relation
with fiscal law in foreign countries, was not awarded
in 1986.

NEW YORK CONGRESS 1986

BRITISHBRANCH
At the time this report was written, the oreparations
for the New York Congresswere finalizec. The Open- AnnualMeeting
ing Ceremony will be held in the Hall of the General
Assemblyof the United Nations Building, followedby On 12 June 1986 the British Branch of IFA held its
an informal reception. Annual General Meeting in London.

The officersfor the 1986 NewYork Congresswill be: The Chairmanpresentedhis Report for 1985/86 telling
General Reporters: Mr. Y. Kergall (France) for Sub- that membership at 31 March 1986 was 488 made up

ject I, and Mrs. M. Burge and Mr. P. Farber (U.S.A.) of 357 individual and 131 corporate members. Nine

for Subject II. technical meetings had been held in London with at-

tendances of from 30 to over 100, and five meetings
Discussion Leaders are Prof. Dr. A. Rdler (Federal with average attendance of 25 had been held by the

Republic of Germany) for Subject I, and Mr. J.W.B. Manchestersub-branch.
Westerburgen (Netherlands)for Subject II. Chairmen
of the Resolutions Committees are Mr. A. Elvinger Several years of preparation had culminated in the

(Luxembourg) for Subject I and Mr. B.J. Reynolds hosting of the 39th IFA Congress in London in Sep-
(U.K.) for Subject II. The Panels and Resolutions tember1985. Many membersofthe branch had partici-
Committees. will be assisted by a nunber of distin- pated n the organisation and running of both the

guished members. scientificand social programand the Chairmanpassed
both his and Central IFA's warmest thanks to all con-

cerned.

The accounts were adopted on the proposition of Mr.

FUTURE CONGRESSES Barnett, seconded by Mr. Smart. The Treasurer and
the Chairman also reported on the IFA 39th Interna-
tional Congress Trust Fund which consists of nitial

1. Brussels Congress 1987 donations in 1974, the excess over expenditureof the
The subjects for the Brussels Congress were deter- 1975 and 1985 Congresses and interest earnings less
mined as follows: expenditure on charitable trust purposes. A gift was

Subject I: 'Thefiscalresidenceofcompanies(Gen- being made to Central IFA to endow payments to
winners of the Mitchell B. Carrollprize and ideas were

eral Reporter: Prof. Dr. J.N. Rivier
(Switzerland)). being studied for further expenditure on research in

the field of international taxation.

Subject II: Tax problems of the liquidationof com-

panies (General Reporter: Prof. G. van
The Chairman announced that Messrs. Eric Henbrey

Fraeyenhoven (Belgium)). and John Reynolds had resigned from the Committee

though both intended to remain active in the branch.
Seminar A: Taxes and Human Rights (Chairman: He thanked both for their service to the branch over

Dr. Marc Baltus (Belgium)). many ears and John Reynolds for his terms as secre-
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tary and as a Vice Chairman. Messrs. Bartlett,Chown, Whte Paper of 1985, the EEC Commission outlined
Hickman, Hobbs and Swaine retired by rotation. The its ideas on the completion of the internal market. In
same five members and Mrs. Jill Pagan and Mr. this context, removing fiscal frontiers is regarded as

Michael Smart had been nominated to fill the seven the most difficult task to achieve. In addition to the
vacancies and in the absence of other nominationsthe customs union, fiscal harmonization is considered ab-
Chairman declared these members to be elected to the solutely essential, despite the problems involved.
Committee.

The tax base of value added tax (VAT) has, to a largeHe also reported that the Committee had appointed extent, been harmonized. As to excise duties in gener-Mr. David Oliver to succeed Mr. Reynolds as a Vice al, the EEC Commission has so far only reached a
Chairman and had appointed Mr. Eric Tomsett to basic decision that such duties shall only be levied on
succeed Mr. Hickman who would be handing over as tobacco, alcoholic beverages and mineral oil. How-
Honorary Secretary during the course of 1986/87. Ms. ever, excise duties on tobacco have already been har-
Claire Beziau would be succeeding Mr. Robert monized to a certain extent.
Johnson as Assistant Secretary. Mr. John Avery Jones
would succeed Mr. Reynolds as a member of the IFA The removal of border controls is an indispensable
General Council and Messrs. Oliver and Tomsett precondition for the free movementof persons, goods
would become deputies in place of Messrs. AverY and services within the Community. This in turn re-
Jones and Henbrey. quires a satisfactory Community procedure, which

A meeting to consider the draft National Reports for grants the same treatment to cross-bordertransactions
the Brussels Congress had been fixed for 25 Sep- as to similar transactionswithin the individualMember

tember. States. As in domestic transactions, VAT must be
payable by the seller arid be deductible irrespectiveof

A full discussion was held on theprogram and prefer- the Member State in which it was levied. This would
ence emerged for meetingson U.S. and Australan tax require a clearing system to ensure that the VAT
developments,on tax and corporate finance, with the levied by the exporting country and deducted in the
Revenue on internationaltax avoidance,on Exchange importing country is refunded to the latter country.
of Information, on practical aspects of Double Taxa-
tion Relief, and on recent tax cases. The meeting was In the Commission's view, such a VAT-clearing sys-
not enthusiastic about suggestions for talks on EEC tem can only work if:
developments, tax havens and on the judiciary's new

approach to tax law although it was suggested that one
- the tax base is further harmonized;

later date be kept blank for a then topical subject. It
- the structure of VAT is largely unified (the indi-

was requested tnat again a wine tasting and again a
vidual Member States have up to seven different

dinner at the Barber-Surgeons'Hall be held. rates. The objective should be to have a maximum
of rates - a standard rate, a reduced rate and a rate
for luxury goods); and
the tax rates are approximated as well (atpresent-

VAT rates in the EEC range from 0 to 38/o).
GERMANBRANCH As a first step, the programme of the EEC Commis-

sion envisages the adoption of a standstill agreement.
FiscalHarmonization TO this end, a draft directive has already been submit-

withintheEEC ted. It requires the MemberStates to desist from mak-
ing any changes in the number and level of existing
VAT rates.

By Dr. jur. Karl-DieterWingert In the field of excise of the main objectivestaxes, one

s to prohibit the introduction of any new taxes.At its annual meeting on 26 April 1986 in Bamberg,
the German IFA Branch held a panel discussion on The Commission intends to submit proposals for the
the subject: rate structure and level of VAT by the end of 1986.

Present state and further development of fiscal har- They will provide for the possibility of deviating from
the standard rate by + 2.5%.monizationwithin the EEC.

The Chairman, Mr. Beusch, welcomed in particular
The proposals for the harmonization of direct taxes

Mr. Robert Goergen from the EEC Commission,Pro-
have been on the table for a long time: cross-border

fessor Laule, Frankfurt, Mr. Ritter, BASF/Ludwigs- mergers, dividends, especially those between parent
hafen, and Dr. Uelner, Federal Ministry of Finance, companiesand subsidiaries,rules for profitdetermina-

Bonn. tion, consideration of loss for tax purposes, and arbi-
tration procedures. The package of three draft direc-

Mr. Goergen began his statement by pointing out that tives, put together in 1984, concerning mergers, pa-
the EEC Commission gives high priority to the com- rent-subsidiary relations and arbitration procedures,
pletion of the internal market. This political aim was has not been adopted as yet, which is mainly due to

approved in the European Act of the European Gov- the failure to reach agreement on the parent-sub-
ernment Conference of 16/17 December 1985. In its sidiary directive.
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The EEC Commissionconsiders a reduction in corpo- reason, the Commission proposal for a directive on

rate taxation extremely urgent. It has created the con- taxation of distributed profits should be dealt with at

ditions for the elimination of company tax and in par- a later stage of harmonization.
ticular supportscurrentefforts to eliminatenon-profit- The issue of harmonizing the tax base must not be
related tax elements. tackled until the types, systems and levels of direct
At the beginning of his contribution, Mr. Uelner taxes have been harmonized. On the other hand, in

pointed out that the unification of Europe is first and the case of direct taxes the harmonization of the tax

foremost a political goal for maintainingEurope s an base is problematic, if it is not accompanied by a har-

independent force. Economic union is merely an in- monization of what s happening in practice. If this
strument for achieving this goal; it is not an end in connection is disregarded, then the harmonizationof
itself. For fiscal harmonization the following aspects, the tax base may even have a disharmonizingeffect.
in particular, must be taken into account: It must also be taken into considerationthat in the case

of direct taxes, the tax base is of much greater impor-The individual Member States will remain-

in the of indirectthan case
sovereign for a long time to come. Each of them

tance taxes.

must finance its own Budget. In international direct taxation, top priority must be
The Budget means can only come from domestic given to the avoidanceof double taxation. Here, men--

tax receipts. Tax structures in the individual tion must be made of the directive, still to be adopted,
Member States vary greatly. on a European arbitration procedure, which will have
Present differences, in tax structures have devel- to be developed into an efficient and independent-

oped over decades or even centures against the arbitration court.

background of differing mentalities in the EEC A first concrete step in the field of direct taxation
countres. These differencescannot be eliminated would be to adopt the package of three directives
overnight, and there is even less hope of develop- mentioned by Mr. Goergen. This has so far not been
ing a common tax system starting from a theoreti- possible due to the Federal Government'soppositioncal zero point. to the parent-subsidiary directive. However, as the

Against this background,com leting the internalmar- present version of this directive is favorable for Ger-
ket by 1992 will only be possi)le by proceeding along man business, Mr. Ritter suggested that the annual
the lines set out by the EEC Commission. This will meeting draw up a resolution asking the Federal Gov-

require a fiscal compensation scheme between the ernment to agree to the parent-subsidiarydirective.
Member States in the form of a clearing procedure.
Furthermore, it will be necessary in all MemberStates Professor Laule pointed out that in the further har-

to provide for controls of the individual taxpayer, e.g.
monization of tax systems a sort of target will have to

to verify whether tax paid on input is being properly be set for the ratio between direct and indirect taxes.

deducted. In comparing the tax systems, account must be taken
of differences in the efficiency of tax collection in the

Mr. Ritter started by asking why the Federal Republic individual Member States.
of Germany did not carry out a sort of discreet har-
monization, in view of all those problems involved in In tax-consultng activities, the high degree of har-

bringing tax systems closer, together. This could be monization of VAT becomes obvious. In addition,
done by considerably reducing direct taxes, which are there is the possibility of recourse to the European
very high in the Federal Republic as compared with Court of Justice concerning questions of the im-

most other Member States. In its harmonizationpro- plementation of the 6th VAT directive.

gram, the EEC Commission has taken the wrong ap- Further fiscal harmonizaton in the EEC will have to
proach. Indirect taxes cannot be harmonized without with the discrepancies between direct
at the same time making adjustments in direct taxes. cope enormous

and indirect taxes on the one hand, and between per-The Community is not following this - admittedlydif- sonal income and the other. Thus,corporate taxes on
ficult- path, but rather tends to proceed on the princi- for instance, in Member States high of
ple of avoidingmatters that involve difficultproblems.

some top rates
income tax correspondwith considerably lower corpo-This is clearly illustrated by the fate of the arbitration rate tax rates.

directive, which originally was to be adopted only in

conjunction with the directive on mutual administra- In the ensuingdiscussion the view was taken that there
tive assistance. was a need to harmonize not only tax laws, but also

the political objectives to be financed from tax re-
A first step in harmonizing taxes must be to approxi- ceipts. On the other hand, it was proposed to leave the
mate their rates. Corporate taxes cannot be har- different tax laws, as quasi local conditions, unhar-
monized as long as special taxes, such as business taxes monized and to leave their harmonization to the mar-
or non-profit-related taxes on companies remain in ket forces. In addition, the discussion touched uponexistence. further details of fiscal harmonization, for instance
Harmonization of types of taxes must be followed by concerning the 14th turnover tax directive. There was

harmonization of the system and level of corporate wide agreement on Mr. Ritter's proposal to request
taxes, which in turn is a prerequisite for harmonizing the Federal Government to agree to the adoption of

withholding taxes on dividends and interest. For this the parent-subsidiarydirective.
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BANGLADES-:

SomeHighlightsof
the 1986-87NationalBudget
By K.A. Gofran

The Budgetof the Governmentof the People'sRepub- augment the revenue receiptsof the Government,par-
lic of Bangladesh for the fiscal year 1986-87, as an- ticularly those relating to imposition of new levies and
nounced by the Finance Adviserover radio and televi- fees in respect of air passengers. Some rationalisations
sion on 27 June 1986, envisages revenue receipts of and adjustments of the existing taxes and duties were

44,680 million Tk. and an outlay of 37,400 million Tk. also announced. These, in brief, are:

on Revenue account, leaving a surplusof 7,280 million
Tk. This revenue surplus, togetherwith the yield from

Income tax
some new fiscal measures and the raising of loans from
the domestic market, will partially finance the Annual

Development Program's 47,640 million Tk. for the Recognisingthe role of income tax not only for raising
year, but it will mainly be financed by Foreign Aid and revenue, but also for socio-economicbalance, the fol-

grants. According to the Finance Adviser, the Budget lowing measures were announced:

for the fiscal year is expected to help increasedomestic (a) To encourage more investment in the passenger
production, give a boost to the agricultural sector, transport sector, existing provisions for the rebate
keep the price levels down, support increases in pro- of 25% of tax attributable to income from pas-
duction in the industrial sector, and aid exports. senger buses and passenger launches have been
Further, a meaningful program has been formulated raised to 50%;
in the Budget for the alleviation of poverty. (b) To encourage production and, consequently, the

The Finance Advisordisclosed that the growth rate for generation of more employment, a system of re-

the GDP has been projected at 5.2% for the coming
bate has been provided tor small and cottage indus-
tries. If the volume of production in small and

year, of which growth in the agricultural sector will be
industries increases by than 15%around 3.6%, and that in the industrial sector will be cottage more

10.3%. The gas and electricity sector is expected to
over the preceding year, a rebate of 2'h% will be
allowed. This facility will be available only in less

register a growth of 26% and the transport sector is
developed and least developedexpected to have a growth rate of 6.2%. It has, how- areas.

ever, been stated that in 1985-86 GDP growth stood (c) To encourage establishment of publicly traded

at 4.9% as against a projection of 5.4%. There was an companiesand thereby help activate the Stock Ex-

increase in agriculturalproductsexcept wheat over the change, dividendspaid from profits derived during
a tax holiday period of a publicly traded companypreceding year. Jute production during the year was

recorded at 7,600,000 bales as against 5,100,000 bales are exempt from income tax.

in 1984-85. Food crops production is expected to in- (d) In view of the increase in prices, the value limit for
the purpose of a depreciationallowance for motor

crease by 4% over that of last year (1984-85). As a
vehicles not for hire, has been raised from 200,000result, the growth rate in this sector will be 5%. An

estimate of 16,300,000 tons of food crops are expected
Tk. to 250,000 Tk.

to be produced, of which production of rice is (e) The present restrictive provision of deducting the

15,100,000 tons and that of wheat is 1,200,000 tons. proceeds of savings certificates (cashed on matur-

ity) from the purchase price of a certificate in that
According to the EconomicSurvey accompanyingthe year has been abolished to induce more savings.
Budget, cost of living during the year 1985-86 has risen (f) Consistent with the provision of paying simple in-
by 8.5% as against 10.56% for last year. Furthermore, terest by the assessees at 15% on delayed payment
there was inflation at a rate of 8.64%. In order to of income tax, the rate of interest as a result of
contain this inflation there was a curb on the expansion delayed refund has also been raised to 15%.
of bank credit and emphasis was placed on paymentof (g) For the purpose of calculatingcapital gains, provi-
recoverable bank loans. In the first nine months of sion has been made to adopt the value of the assets
1985-86 there was an increase in bank credit by 6.56% in question as on the date of inheritance, gift,
and over-all money supply by 6.76%. bequest or will, instead of the existing provision of

adoptionof the actual cost to the previousowner.

THE NEWFISCALMEASURES: 1986-87
Mr. K.A. Gofran, B.A., LL.B. is the Editor of BangladeshTax

The Finance Adviser spelled out certain fiscal mea- Decisions(a journal of tax cases)
sures in order to generate some domestic resources to
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(h) In view of the increase in the exemption limit for (iii)dividend income of non-residentshareholderswill
interest from bank deposits, the minimumlimit for be exempt from tax during the tax holiday period.
the furnishing of an annual statement covering This exemption will also be available after the tax

payment of interest by banks has been raised from holidayperiodf the dividend incomes reinvested

5,000 Tk. to 15,000 Tk. in the same project; and

(i) In consideration of the belief in various quarters (iv)accelerated depreciation to the extent of 100% of
that effective advertisementis vital to ensure turn- the actual cost of machinery or plant will be al-

over for new and comparatively small industries, lowed to a high tech electronic industry during the
the rule prescribing the rate of allowances in re- tax holiday period.
spect of publicityand advertisementhas been kept
in abeyance for further examination. (B) Excise duty

(j) The present time limit for submitting application The Excises and Salt Act, 1944 has been amended,
for a tax holiday is 120 days. This has been ex-

exempting manufacturers in the Export Processing
tended to 180 days for the benefit of assessees.

(k) The rate schedule for the current assessmentyear
Zones from excisecontroland paymentof exciseduty.

has been made applicable for computing tax in
(C) Stamp duty

respect of income from salaries and interest on

securities. This will help simplify calculating the Land allotted in the Export ProcessingZones has been
tax on income from these sources. exempted from stamp duty.

(1) In considerationof.the fact that rent for a dwelling
has substantially increased in big cities and smaller
towns, the existing allowance for repair costs of Wealthtax

the houses has been reduced from one-fifth to one- The aggregate of income tax and wealth tax was fixed
sixth.

(m)In order to induce the taxpayers to avail them-
at a maximum of 60% of total income in 1981, as the

selves of the opportunityof low tax rates for indi- highest slab rate of income tax was 60% at that time.
The highest rate of income tax was reduced to 50%

viduals and others introduced last year it has been last year. Accordingly, it ha been decided to reduce
decided that individual assessees declaring income the aggregate of income tax and wealth tax from 60%
under the head income from other sources for

to 50% of the total income.
the year 1986-87 would be accepted without any
questions, but the facility will be available only to Additionaltax on the transferof immovable
those individual assessees who declare at least
250,000 Tk. from said source and pay tax at the property

time of filing the return. However, assessees upon The immovable properties transfer tax is now being
whom notice has been servedconcerninginvestiga- raised from 1% to 2%. The Government may, by
tions for tax evasionwill not qualify for the benefit. notificationin the Official Gazette,exemptany person

(n) The Governmenthas decided to strengthen the tax or persons from the payment of additional tax.

administrationand make it more effective. With a

view to this, the post of Senior Commissionerof Foreign travel tax

Taxes (Survey, Search, and Seizure) has been At present Bangladeshi nationals must, for travel
created. This erson will conduct surveys and abroad, pay 50 Tk. for each journey by land and 200
supervise searces and seizures of documents and Tk. for each journey by sea. Compared to the tax rate
other evidence of tax evasion.

(o) The Self-Assessment Scheme will continue with
for travel abroad by air, these rates are quite low. In
order to rationalise these rates, taxes for foreign travel

the condition that new assessees in business or the at
professions will have a ceiling (for induction of by land and by sea have been refixed 100 Tk. and

initial capital without any questions) of 150,000
400 Tk. respectively for each trip.

Tk. as against 500,000 Tk. previously. Air ticket tax

A tax is imposed on flight tickets in many countries to

Additionalfiscalincentivesfor industriesset up in raise Governinent revenue. It is now pro-9osed to im-

an ExportProcessingZone pose a tax of 30 Tk. on each domestic fligat ticket and
100 Tk. for each internationalflight. This tax on flight

(A) Income tax tickets will be effective from 1 August 1986.

The following additional facilities are being extended
to industries set up in the Export ProcessingZones: Turnover tax

(i) new high tech industries will be allowed a tax
A turnover tax at the rate of 2% of the commission

holiday of 10 years;
earned is being levied on indenting firms.

(ii) exemptionwill be allowed for up to 50% of the tax
Rate of income tax

attributable to export sales after expiration of the
tax holiday period of 5 or 10 years, as the case may The rates and schedules of income tax applicable for

be; the fiscal year 1986-87 are shown in the Appendix.
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APPENDIX Provided a rebate at the rate of 10% of the tax shall be
allowed to a company registered in Bangladesh under the
Companies Act, 1913 (VII of 1913), on so much of its

THE SECOND SCHEDULE income, profits and gains accruing or arising outside Bang-
(see section 13) ladesh to which section 13(4) of this Ordinance does not

apply as are brought by it into Bangladesh:
RATES OF INCOME TAX Provided further that the person owning a small and cottage
A. In thecase of everyindividual,Hindu undivided family, industry located in the Less Developed Areas and the Least

a companyunregistered firm, an association of persons and every arti- Developed Areas and registered in Bangladesh
ficial juridical person referred to in section 2(46) of the under the Companies Act, 1913 (VII of 1913), and engaged
Income Tax Ordinance, 1984 (XXXVI of 1984), not being

in theproductionofgoodsshallbe allowed rebateon income

a case to which paragraph B applies:
tax payable by him or it at the following rates in the manner

specified hereunder:
Rates

/!/
:1) On the first 50,000 taka of taxable income 10%

Amount

'2) On the next 50,000 taka of taxab e income 20% (a) where the productionin 2.5% of the ncome

3) On the next 50,000 taka of taxab e income 30% volumeofthe relevant year tax attributableto

exceeds 15%, but does not such income;(4) On the next 50,000 taka of taxab e income 40% exceed25% of the production(5) On the balance of taxable income 50% in volume of theprecedingyear
Provided that: (b) where the production, in 5% of the income

(i) no income tax shall be payable on a total income, which volumeof the relevantyear tax attributableto

before the deduction of the sums, if any, exempted
exceeds25% ofthe such income.

under paragraphs 1 to 14, 17, 18 and 20 of Part B of the productionof the preceding
Sixth Schedule to the Income Tax Ordinance, 1984 year

(XXXVI of 1984) does not exceed 30,000 taka; and (ii) On the amount representing 15%.

(ii) the income tax payable shall in no case exceed: income from dividendsdeclared
(a) one-third of the amount by which the total income and paid bya companyregistered

exceeds 30,000 taka, or in Bangladeshunderthe
(b) the amount representing50% of the total income, CompaniesAct, 1913 (VIIof1913),

whichever amount is the lesser or a body corporate formed in
Provided further that in the case of a person, other pursuanceof an Act of Parliament
than a company, being resident in Bangladesh n respectofthesharecapital
bringing income accruing and arising outside Bang- issued, subscribedand paid after
ladesh into Bangladesh through official channels, 14 August 1947
income tax shall be charged at the rate of 30% of
such income or at the rate applicable to his total Explanation (1)
income including such intome, whichever is more

The expression industrial companybeneficial to him.
means a company

which is mainly engaged:
(a) in the manufactureor processing of goods;

Explanation (b) in the manufacture of,plants, machinery, tools and im-

The expression taxable income, as used in this paragraph, plements or accessories of all descriptions;
means the taxable income as defined in section 2(63) of the (c) in the construction of vessels, or in the manufactureof

Income Tax Ordinance, 1984 (XXXVI of 1984) vehicles;
(d) in the exploration and extractionof gas, oil or any other

minerals; and

B. In the case of every company and local authority and in provided that the income, profits and gains of the industrial

every case in which, under the provision of the Income Tax company attributable to one or more of the undertakings
Ordinance, 1984 (XXXVI of 1984), income tax is to be mentioned above and included in its total income of the

charged at the maximum rate: income year is not less than 2/3rds of such total income.

Rates

(i) On the wholeof the total income Explanation (2)

excludingthe amount representing The term publicly traded company as used in this para-
incomefrom dividendsfrom a company graph, means a public limited company which fulfils the

having its registeredoffice in Bangladesh: followingcnditions:
(a) in thecase ofevery industrial 45% of (a, it is an industrial company;

companybeinga publicly traded such income; (b) the paid-up capital of the company is not less than
company 2,000,000Tk.;

(b) in thecaseofeveryindustrial 50% of (c) at least 50% of the paid-up capital of the cmpany as at

companynotbeing a publicly traded such income; the end of the accounting year is subscribed by the
company shareholders other than the directors and sponsors of

(c) in the caseofall othercompanies 60% of the company;
includingbanks, financial institutions such income; (d) no share of the company has been purchased in benmit
and local authorities by the directors andsponsorsof tne company;

(d) inthecaseofapersonnotbeinga 30% of

companywho is not resident in such income.
Bangladesh 1. Benami is name lending
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(e) average ownership of shares of the company is at least Rate
1 for each 20,000 Tk. of the paid-up capital;

Ill
On the first 30 000 taka of total income Ni

(f) a dividend of at least 10% has been declared and distri- On the next 30,000 taka of tota income 10%
buted to the shareholders of the company out of the On the next 70,000 taka of tota income 15%
profits of the accountingyear for which assessment is to On the next 70,000 taka of tota income 20%
be made; and (5 On the balance of total income 25%

(g) the shares of the company are listed on a Stock Ex-
Provided that income shall be payableby registeredchange before the end of the accountingyear for which tax not a

firm in respect of the income, profits and gains derived byassessment is to be made.
it from the exercise of a profession if such income, profits
and gains depend wholly or mainly on the personal qualifi-
cations of its partners who are prevented by any law for the

Explanation (3) time being in force or by convention or rules or regulations
of the professional association, society or similar body of

The term Less Developed Areas and Least Developed which they are members to constitute themselves into a
Areas shall be the areas as specified in the National Board corporate body with a limited liability which can be regis-of Revenue Notifications No. S.R.O. 411-L/85, dated 22 tered as a company under the CompaniesAct, 1913 (VII of
September 1985, and No. S.R.O. 412-L/85 dated 22 Sep- 1913), unless such profession consists wholly or mainly in
tember 1985, respectively. the making of contracts on behalf of other persons or the

giving to other persons of advice of a commercial nature in
connection with the making of contracts.

Explanation: The term registered firm, as used in this
C. In the case of every registered firm, the income tax shall paragraph, means a firm registeredunder section 111 of the
be charged at the following rates: Income Tax Ordinance, 1984 (XXXVI of 1984).

ZAV 3 A: Copperexportscontinued to declinefrom 540,450 tons
in 1984 to 470,500 tons in 1985. In 1980, 681,000 tons
were exported. This represents a decline of 30.9%

The 1986Budget since 1980.

The total export earnings fell from USS 895 million to

By A.B.C. Emmanuel USS 830 million in 1985, reflecting a fall of 13% in the
volume of copper. Imports went up from 1,108 mil-

The 1986 Budget has been called by many the Relief lion K in 1984 to' 1,761 million K in 1985. After the

Budget. There was a sigh of relief from the middle introduction of the foreign exchange auction system,
income groups, especially the fixed income earners, importsbegan to increase in real termswith the regular
becauseof the tax reliefsgranted. Even the top income injection of foreign exchange through this system.'
bracket earnerswere given reliefwhen the highest rate The relaxation of restrictionson imports involving no

of tax was decreasedfrom 80% to 65%. This reliefhad initial allocationof foreign exchange also proved help-
to come and was awaited by all because of the high ful in this direction.

cost of living and unemploymentcaused by the drop The mining sector, on which the country depends for
in the kwacha in the wake of the foreign exchange its revenue and foreign exchange, continued to report
auctior that was brought into operation in October a decline in production despite the actions taken in
1985. 1984 to rehabilitate the industry. Copper production
The problems experienced by Zambia in 1984 con-

fell from 522,000 tons in 1984 to 478,000 tons in 1985.
This has a serious effect on the country's foreign ex-tinued in 1985. These included:

(a) sluggish production in many sectors of the change earnings.
economy due to shortages of inputs; To arrest this decline the Governmenthas embarked

(b) significant pressures on prices leading to a fall in on a major programme of rehabilitation with the aid
real income; of USS 75 million from the World Bank; Unit of Ac-

(c) balance of payment problems; and count 26 million from the African DevelopmentBank;
(d) high rate of unemployment. and 55 million ECU from the European Economic

Copper, which is still the foremost earner of foreign Community. The mining sector is expected to

exchange, saw a slight increase in its price in the early
part of the year to £1104 per ton, greatly due to the
lower value of the pound. Later the price fell to a very 1 . On, 4 October 1985, the President announced that with effect from

low figure of £960 per ton. today, the Zambian kwacha will be delinked from the special basket of
currencies which has determined the exchange value vis--vis foreign cur-

The average price of lead and zinc were 699K and rencies from that time. Instead, the auction system was to determine the

1318 K per ton respectively compared to 805 K and exchange rate freely in the market place, except for certain items, to
allocate foreign xchange to importers. The exchange auction is held

1610 K in 1984. However, the price of cobalt rose from weekly and the rate varies from auction to auction depending on the
36,130K per ton in 1984 to 57,406K in 1983. demand for and the supply of foreign exchange at each auction.
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maximise production and while keeping the cost of linked from the special basket of currencieswhich had

production as low as possible. determined the exchange value vis--vis the foreign
currencies. From that time the auction system was to

The agricultural sector, due to good weather condi- determine the exchange rate freely in the market
tions, reported better results. Maize production went place, except for certain items to relocate foreign ex-
up from 6.2 million bags to 7.2 million bags in 1985. change to importers. The auction was to be held
Other crops such as soya beans, millet, sorgham, weekly and the rate was to vary from auction to auction
groundnuts and rice also showed increases. However, dependingonthedemandforand the supply of foreigntobacco, sunflower and cotton seed showed a slight exchange at each auction.
decrease.

The objective of this system was to improve the
The manufacturing sector did not show an ncrease find the valuable foreign exchangedue to the heavy dependence on imported materials economy, scarce

and establish the true value of the kwacha. It was a
which could not be satisfied due to the severe shortage well-known fact that a black market in foreign ex-
of foreign exchange. change was thriving and this auction system was be-
Under the new auction system for determining the lieved to be able to stop this and siphon off some of

exchange rate of the kwacha and allocating foreign the excess kwachas i circulation. It was also thought
exchange, the manufacturing sector has suffered that, due to the availabilityof foreign exchange, more

greatly as far as imported materials are concerned. jobs would be available, resulting in better incomes,
However, this has supported the use of local resources more opportunitiesand better living standards.
as much as possible because of their relative cheap- The first auction put USS 5 million on the block. The
ness. The auction system has given the manufacturers kwacha fell from 2.3 kwacha per dollar to 5 K peran opportunity to obtain foreign exchange regularly dollar. Within days the price of petrol and petroleumand thus encouragedproduction. In the last quarterof products rose by 100%. The Government 7ad scrap-1985, the manufacturingsector received USS 28.7 mil- ped the subsidies on various food items resulting in
.lion through the auction system. huge price increases in mealie meal (the staple food),
It can be seen from the above facts that the main cooking oil and other essential items. Many industries

problem affecting Zambia's economy is the severe could not afford to buy foreign exchange resulting in

shortage of foreign exchange which has badly affected lay-offs and an increase in unemployment.
the performance in all sections, especially those sec- However, there were signs of the .economy improvingtors that dependedheavilyon importedmaterials.The
second problem is the lack of adequate production in very slowly. A number of investors were making in-

the economy, and the third is the persistanceof serious uiries about investment opportunities in Zambia.
here was also evidence of some prices beginning to

imbalances in Government finances. Unless enough decline because the business sector was now able to
foreign exchange is earned, the economy will not pick import their requirements without going through a
UP. middleman. With imports being able to be paid
Ever since the fall in the price of copper, which brings promptly, the charges that were included in the prices
in 95% of the country's foreign exchange earnings, were now discontinued and the volume of revenue

and the huge rise in the price of oil, Zambia's foreign from customs, etc., was increasing. In December 1985
exchange position has gone from bad to worse. Severe the amount of revenue collected from customs duties
measures had to be taken to Improve the eonomy and sales taxes on imports reached 20.7 million K -

which is said to be very sick. Zambia was not able to compared to an average of 11.5 million K during the
meet all her obligations in respect of imports and ser- preceeding 11 months.
vices from other countries. Payment arrears had ac-

cumulted to about USS 500 million. Because of this, The basic strategy for 1986 was to build on the foun-
Zambia's credit worthiness had been eroded and all dation already laid. In particular, the Government

the export guarantee facilities which she used to enjoy policy was aimed at:

are no longer available. (a) promoting the growth of non-mineral exports as

quickly as possible;
While there has been a drop in export earnings, foreign (b)/i mobilising additional resources from outside;
exchange earnings, etc., on the other hand, there has (c) promoting domestic production;
been a growth in the popula.tion at the rate of 3%. This d) containing the pressures on prices;
added to the unemploymentproblems and the Gross e) stabilising the exchange rate; and
Domestic Product per capita fell from USS 404.1 in f) lowering interest rates.
1983 to USS 319.8 in 1984.

In the face of these conditions, something had to be As mentioned above, due to the introduction of the
auction system and its effects on the prices in thedone. It was a well-known fact that the kwacha was

over-valued. It had to find its true level. The auction country, the Minister of Finance had a very difficult

system was thought to be the answer. It is one of the task in introducing tax measures in the Budget. The
Governmentcould not give substantial wage raises to

bravest economic gambles that any African country employees because it could not afford to do so, nor
has taken said The Economist. could the parastatals and private sector. Wage in-
From October 1985, the Zambian kwacha was de- creases could also lead to price increases. Therefore,
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the Governmentdecided to grant relief in the form of up from 1 January 1986 on a two tier basis: (a) An
tax reductions and tax exemptions. inducement allowance designated in U.S. dollars

which will be remittableon a monthly basis and an

end of contract gratuity also designated in U.S.
TAX MEASURES dollars calculatedat 25% of the inducementallow-

ance earned during the contract. The maximum
1. In order to alleviate the burden on fixed income inducementallowancewill be USS 550 per month.

earners, especially pensioners, the Government These will be tax-free. (b) A local salary which will
declared that income received by these taxpayers be taxable.
not exceeding2,400 K per yearwouldbe exempted
from tax. 8. Personal tax. As seen from the above paragraph,

2. To help those employeeswho had been compulso-
there are two types of employees: those who re-

ceive inducement allowances and those who do
rily retired and to assist them to settle down on the Since the inducement allowance is tax-freeland and find other sources of livelihood; the ben-

not.
there will be a loss in revenue. In order to recoupefits paid by way of ex-gratiapayments,compensa- part of this loss it was decided to have two taxtion for loss of office or employment,and terminal schedules, i.e. higher rates for those who receive

benefits were to be tax-free on the frst 10,000K. inducement allowances and lower rates for those
3. To encourage employees to build houses and re- who do not. This will also satisfy the employees

lieve the employer of the responsibilityof finding who do not receive the allowance because the
accommodations,which are n very short supply, lower rate will reduce their tax by almost 18% of
it was decided to treat as tax-free the housing al- the amount of tax presently payable.
lowance paid by the employer to owner-occupier The schedules are as follows:
employees. This is restricted to the first 10,O0OK
or 50% of the taxable emoluments, whichever is Thosewho remit Thosewhodo not remit
less. Since mortgage interest paid is also free of
tax, the employee has the option to choose be-

Taxable income Rate Taxable income Rate

tween the amount of housing allowance or the
First 2,000 K 10% First 2,000 K 5%

mortgage interest. next 3,500K 25% next 3,500K 15%
next 4,500K 40% next 4,500K 25%

4. In view of the high cost of maintainingmotor vehi- next 5,500K 55% next 5,500K 35%
cles it was also decided that allowances up to a next 6,500K 65% next 6,500K 45%
maximumof 12,000K per annum, granted in place next 8,000 K 70% next 8,000 K 55%
of a car, will not be taxable. This is a major relief next 10,000K 60%
because the previous tax-free allowance was only Excess 75% Excess 65%
720 K per annum.

5. Terminal benefits payable to a public officer (civil Although the inducement allowance is tax-free in
the hands of the employees, that amount that isservants) at retirement will be tax-free up to a
payable by the employer is not allowed deduc-maximum of 10,000K. as a

tion from his income for tax purposes. This is one
6. Child allowance. The tax-free allowance in respect way of discouragingthe employmentofexpatriates

of each child has been increased from 325 K per and retaining only those who are essential and
annum to 330 K per annum. But, to appease the cannot be replaced by locally qualified persons.
agitation by some married women who complain 9. Company tax. There has been a change in taxthat it is unfair to grant this relief to the husbands, policy in relation to taxing profits. Toit has been decided to divide this allowance be- company
tween husband and wife. Where the man or the encourage manufacturersand producers the com-

woman alone is working, he or she will claim the any rate of tax has been reduced from 50% to
5%. Those who are producers of services haveallowance. their tax rate reduced from 50% to 45%. This is a

7. Inducement allowance. Expatriates recruited for way of allowingmore liquidityand profits to manu-

employment in Zambia had been granted ex- facturers to enable them to renvest the additional
change control permission to remit 1/3 of their resources in furtherproduction,expansionand job
monthly emoluments, subject to a maximum of creation.
833.33 K per month. Since the auction system 10. Capital allowances motor vehicles. The pricesbegan there has been an increase in prices and at

on

of motor vehicles have increased tremendously,the same time a sharp drop in the value of the
but the amount allowed for capital allowances iskwacha. In order to remit the same amount of

income as previously, the employee must now ob- only 9000 K. It has been decided to increase this
amount to 25,000K per annum.tain a large amount of kwacha. The rate which was

2.30K per U.S. dollar on 30 September 1985 is 11. Property transfer tax. A property transfer tax was

today over 7 K per U.S. dollar. This reduces the introduced in 1984, fixing the rate at 2.5% of the
remittance greatly. In fairness to such employees value of the property involved. This is now in-
it has been decided that new contracts be drawn creased to 5%.
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12. Education levy. The rate was 200 K for each com- As mentioned earlier, the biggest problem facing the
pany incorporated in Zambia. This is now in- country is the serious lack of foreign exchange. The
creased to 1,000 K per annum. However, where a drop in the price of copperand also the drop in produc-
companyhas a turnoverof not more than 20,000 K tion has seriously affected the economy because the
per annum the levy will be only 500 K. mines produce nearly 95% of the foreign exchange. It

is therefore necessary to turn to other sources than
13. CompaniesAct: prescribedfees. The fees charged mineral exports.

under the Companies Act have been unchanged
since 1965. To keep in line with the high cost of To encourageexports, an Export DevelopmentBoard

services and the wide range of services providedby has been set up. The main function of the Board will

the Government it has been decided to raise the be to advise exporters on the markets available for

fees as follows: their products and any other issues relevant to the
business of exporting

(i) Registration of Company
The fee is raised from 0.25 K to 5.00 K for Secondly, action has been taken to streamline the sys-

every 200 K; but the minimum fee for registra- tem of drawbackswhich allow exporters to claim back

tion will be 100 K instead of 10 K. the duty paid on imported materials used in the pro-

(ii) Increase in Share Capital duction of export items.

The fee is to go up from 0.25 K to 5.00 K for Thirdly, the Government will encourage the exports
every 200 K or portion thereof. of non-traditional exports. Encouragement will also

(iii) For a Certificate of Incorporation be given to tourism as a means of earning foreign
Increased from 0.50 K to 20.00 K. exchange. There are plans to extend the capacity in

(iV) Registration of an altered Memorandum of two of the biggest hotels at a cost of about 175 mil-
Association lion K. Other tourist lodges, private hotels and motels
Increased from 1.00 K to 20.00 K. are also being improved and expanded. The favoura-

(v) For registration of Change of Name ble exchange rate under the auction system should be
Increased from 1.00 K to 100.00K. attractive to tourists.

(vi) For change of CompanyName and publication
of same Although great hardships have been caused by the

Increased from 1.50 K to 150.00 K. auction system there are signs that the economyof the

(vii) For Registration of a Document, etc. country will pick up. There have been generous loans

Increased from 0.50 K to 20.00 K. granted by countries who feel that Zambia has taken

(vill)For inspection of registers the correct measures on the road to recovery. The

Increased from 0.10 K to 5.00 K. hardships that have been caused by the auction system
have been compared by Dr Kaunda to a patient's

14. Customs duty. The only changes were those relat- reaction when given medicine which makes him un-

ing to penalties for late payment, the minimum comfortable before recovering. But recovery is as-

rate of duty and the duty on motor vehicles. sured and the discomfort, it is hoped, will only last a

(a) The penalty for late payment has been in- short time. We have to export or we perish said Dr
creased from 5% of the tax due to 10%. Kaunda and it is the hope of everyone that we export

(b) The minimum rate has been increased from and survive. The accent in 1986 will therefore be on

10% to 15%. expanding exports.
(c) The existing rates on duty for passenger cars

has been changed to a new formula to lower
the duty with a view toward reducing the price
of cars imported to Zambia.

15. Excise tax. So far the duties have been levied on

the basis of specific rates. In circumstancesofinfla-
tion this has the effect of depressing revenue by Conference Announcement

making it less responsive to price level. To rectify The U.S.A. Branch of the International Fiscal Associa-
this it has been decided that excise duties be con- tion will hold its 1987 Annual Meetingin Miami, Florida
verted to an ad valorem base in order to increase on 12 and 13 February. The Meeting will be headquar-
tax elasticity. The only exceptionwill be the tax on tered at the luxurious Sonesta Beach Hotel and Tennis

petroleum prodcts which will remain as at pre- Club on Key Biscayne, and will feature a two-day semi-

sent. With this as the basis the duties on portable nar with internationally known speakers on Interna-

spirits, clear beer, sugar, soft drinks, etc., have tional Tax Planning in the wake ot U.S. tax reform.

been changed. The prices of petroleum products For reservations and information, contact:

have also been increased. All these measureshope Jason Warner
to increase the revenue by 35.3 million K. Fowler, White, Burnett, Hurley,

Banick & Strickroot, P.A.
16. Sales tax. There is only one change. The tax on 25 West Flagler Street, 5th Floor

telecommunication and related services is now Miami FL 33130
10% - this is being increased to 15. The increase Telephone: (305) 358-6550
in revenue is expected to be about 6.0 million K.
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CA\ADA:
f

1 DraftGuidelineson

InternationalTransfer
1 Pricing1

By Allan R. Lanthier

I. INTRODUCTION4- In March 1986, Revenue Canada issued a draft information circular enti-
tled International Transfer Pricing and Other International Transac-
tions (referred to in this paper as the Draft Circularor the Circular).Allan R. Lanthier is a partner with
The Draft Circular describes Revenue Canada's administrativeArthur Young, Clarkson Gordon, approach

Montreal. He practices in the areas of to the treatment of international transfer pricing of goods and services in
corporate and personal taxation for transactions between related parties. In preparing the Circular, the au-
domestic and international clients, thorities placed considerable reliance on the 1979 report of the OECD
and has been a consultant to the Ca- Committee on Fiscal Affairs on Transfer Pricing and MultinationalEn-
nadian federal government on taxa-
tion matters. terprises (herein referred to as the 1979 OECD report).'
Mr. Lanthier has lectured on taxation Earlier drafts had been distributed,commencingin 1983, to certain indus-
at McGill University and Concordia
University, Montreal, is a contributorto try groups and interested taxpayers,2and were also reviewed by a commit-
the Prentice-HallTax Service Income tee of the Tax Advisory Council on Tax Administration.3 The Draft
Taxation tn Canada, and has au- Circular reflects various comments and criticisms received in respect of
thored taxation articles in various jour- those earlier drafts. While Revenue Canada had indicated that the Circu-
nals,, including the Bulletn for Interna- lar would be finalized and issued by June 1986, this process has apparentlytional Fiscal Documentation, The Ca-

been delayed as a result of additional representations from taxpayers. Itnadian Tax Journal, The CanarlianCA
Magazine,and The Tax Executive. appears likely that, if and when the Circular is issued in final form, any

further changes will not be of a substantive nature.

Contents Information circulars and interpretation bulletins which are issued by
Revenue Canada reflect its views and interpretations,and do not have the

I INTRODUCTION force of law.4 As commented on below, certain of the positionsoutlined
II. THE CANADIIANCLIIMATE in the Circular may lack clear legal support, and certain taxpayers may
III. THE STATUTORYFRAMEWORK ultimately wish to challenge these positions, either with the assessing

branch of Revenue Canada or in the courts.
IV. GENERALPRICING

CONSIDERATIONS
What s a reasonablearm's length After a brief discusson of the general Canadian climate in respect of
price international transferpricing transactionsand of the statutory framework,The principleo separate transactions

this paper reviews and comments on the positions taken by Revenue '

V TRANSFERSOFGOODS Canada in the Draft Circular.
Comparablle,uncontrolledprice
Cost plus and resale prce methods
Other methods
The Indalex decision I. It is understood that Revenue Canada also made considerable reference to intercompanyValue for duty regulations issued under section 482 of the United States Internal Revenue Code in formulating its

VI. TRANSFERSOFSERVICES position. However, a specific reference to those regulations which had been included in an earlier

Managementor administration draft has since been deleted.

servces 2. The reader should refer to Canada: Transfer Pricing Issues, N. Boidman, 38 Bulletin for
Researchand development Internationl Fiscal Documentation819,1985 for an excellent analysisof an earlier draft and of related
Useof intangibles developments in certain other jurisdictions.

3. The Tax AdvisoryCouncil on Tax Administrationwas formed by the federal MinisterofNational
Vil. OTHER MATTERS Revenue during 1985 in response to public criticism of certain of Revenue Canada's assessing and

Taxationo the non-resident
Financingarrangements collection practices.. The Council is composed of tax practitioners and individual taxpayers and its

mandateis to advise RevenueCanadaon matters related to the administrationof the IncomeTax Act:

Vill. CONCLUDINGCOMMENTS 4. There is a trend, however, for the Canadian courts to refer to such documents as external aids,
as in Nowegijick v. The Queen (83 DTC 5041), a decision of the Supreme Court of Canada.,
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II. THE CANADIANCLIMATE rentals, royalties, transportation charges and fees for
other services.

The subject of transfer pricing is of course receiving Subsection69(2) provides in general terms that, where
increasing attention around the world, and Canada the amount that a Canadian taxpayer has paid or
has not been immune to this trend. In the late 1970s, agreed to pay to a related non-resident exceeds the
Revenue Canada recognized the need to formalize
and improve its review and verification procedures

amount that would have been reasonable in the cir-

related to international transfer pricing transactions,
cumstances if the non-resident person and the tax-

had been dealing at arm's length, the reasona-
and a group was established in its specialized audit payer

ble amount shall, for the purpose of computing the
division with this mandate. Internal guidelines were Canadian taxpayer's income, be deemed to have been
developedwith respect tothe audit of transfer pricing the amount that was paid or payable therefor. The
issues, and training sessions for Revenue Canada per- companion provision in subsection 69(3) provides for
sonnel were held across the country. Industry-related a similaradjustmentto the computationofthe Canadi-
pricing guidelines were developed for certain indus- taxpayer's incomewhere the amount it has received
tries (e.g. oil and pharmaceuticals)in conjunctionwith

an

from a related non-residentis less than the reasonable
the United States Internal Revenue Service. Other amount.7
measures adopted by Revenue Canada included the
simultaneous examination program, whereby audits As noted above, the more general provisions of sub-
of multinational enterprises are conducted by Reve- section 69(1) utilize a fair market value test, as op-
nue Canada in conjunction with foreign tax adminis- posed to the reasonable arm's length test set out in

trations, and the use of specialistson a consultingbasis subsections 69(2) and (3). It would seem that, under
for audits of certain industries that are particularly the general principle of interpretation that, in the

complex.5 event of any inconsistency,the more specificprovision
should prevail, the test which should be relevant in

Notwithstandingthe above, RevenueCanada has con- most internationalpricing situations is the reasonable
tinued to encounter difficulties in many situations in- arm's length test rather than fair market value. Reve-

volving internationalpricing. The statutoryprovisions nue Canada appears to now accept the predominance
in the Canadian IncomeTax Act6 are briefand provide of subsections 69(2) and (3), and, accordingly, the
little guidance; nor has the limited Canadian jurispru- reasonable arm's length test (paragraph 4 of Draft
dence in the international pricing area been of much Circular).S
assistance. In addition, the great variety of trading Other provisions of the Act which may be appliable
patterns and commercial practices has hampered the in particular situations include section 67 and subsec-
search for reliable third party data. Finally, Revenue tion 245(1) (which deny deductions for an expenseCanada has often encountereddifficulties in obtaining the that the reasonable
information from foreign parent companies or af- except to extent expense was

in the circumstances, or if the expense would undulv
filiates of Canadian taxpayers. Revenue Canada's

or artificially reduce income), subsections 15(1),56(2)frustrations are illustrated by the somewhat plaintive
statement in the final paragraphof the 1983 draft circu-
lar (since deleted) that:

5. These initiatives by Revenue Canada have been summarized in A

This Circular will of course be amended or withdrawn Revenue Canada Perspective on International Taxation: Transfer Pricing
in the event that its relevance is reduced by either and Related Issues, a paper presented by John R. Robertson to the 1982

amendment of the pertinent legislation or significant Annual Conference of the Canadian Tax Foundation.

jurisprudenceunder the current law. 6. S.C. 1970-71-72, c. 63, as amended, herein referred to as the Act.
7. Subsections69(2) and (3) of the Act are as follows:

(2) Where a taxpayer has paid or agreed to pay to a non-resident

While Revenue Canada may be encounteringcertain person with whom he was not dealingat arm's length as price, rental,

difficulties in respect of international pricing, its re- royalty or other payment for or for the use or reproduction of any

solve remains firm, and multinational enterprises property, or as consideration for the carriage of goods or passengers
or for any other services, an amount greater than the amount (in this

should recognize that the Canadian authorities are subsection referred to as the reasonable amount) that would have

increasingly taking an aggressive assessing stance in been reasonable in the circumstances if the non-resident person and

this area. the taxpayerhad been dealingat arm's length, the reasonableamount

shall, for the purpose of computing the taxpayer's income under this
Part, be deemed to have been the amount that was paid or payable
therefor.

III. THE STATUTORYFRAMEWORK (3) Where a non-resident person has neither paid nor agreed to pay
to a taxpayer with whom he was not dealing at arm's length as price,

The statutorvprovisions in the Act are relativelybrief rental, royalty or other payment for or for the use or reproduction of
consideration for the carriage of goodsand straightforward. Subsection 69(1) of the Act ap-

any property, or as or passen-
gers or for other services, the amount that would have been reasona-

plies where a taxpayer has acquired or disposed of ble in the circumstances if the non-resident person and the taxpayer

anything in a non-arm's length transaction at an had been dealing at arm's length, that amount shall, for the purpose

amount which differs from fair market value. How- of computing the taxpayer's income under this Part, be deemed to

ever, subsections69(2) and (3) apply more specifically
have been received or receivable by the taxpayer therefor.

8. This representsa reversal from the initial draft circular issued in 1983
to paymentsbetween a Canadian taxpayer and a non- which stated that, in the Department'sview, transfer prices for imported
resident with whom the taxpayer was not dealing at goods were subject to both subsections69(1) and 69(2), and exports to both

arm's length, in transactions involving product prices, subsections69(1) and 69(3).
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and 245(2) (direct and indirect benefits conferred on arm's length and may mean fair market value oranother
shareholders or other parties), and Part XIII (tax on amount cependingon the circumstances in a particular
income from Canada of non-residentpersons). case. The presumption iS that a reasonablearm's length

price would be fair market value but, for example, if a

particularsupplierwere attemptingto increasehis share
of a market, he might temporarily establish an arm's

IV. GENERAL PRICING CONSIDERATIONS length price that was below the current fair market
value. Normally the most persuasive evidence of fair

What is a reasonable arm's length price market value or reasonable arm's length price is from
the market to which the transfer is being made, as

The Draft Circularnotes in paragraph7 that the arm's opposed to the home market of the supplier (especially
length principle in the context of transactions be-

in the case of the transfer of goods).
tween related parties means that each such transaction
should be carried out under terms and at a price that The principle of separate transactions

one could reasonably have expected in similar cir-
cumstances (similar product or service, market, credit The Draft Circular notes that the Act applies to each

terms, reliability of supply and other pertinent cir- transaction between related parties anc accordingly,
cumstances) had the parties been dealing at arm's in analyzing intercompany transactions, that Revenue

length and that, in applying this principle, Revenue Canada will.apply the reasonablearm's length test on

Canada endorses and follows the same basic methods a transaction-by-transactionbasis (paragraph53). This
as those set out in the 1979 OECD report. principle of separate transactions has two aspects,

both of which evoked considerablecriticism in respectThe question remains, however, as to what in fact of earlier drafts.
constitutesa reasonableamount for purposesofsub-
sections 69(2) and (3) of the Act, and whether there is The first aspect of the transaction-by-transactionap-
any differencebetween this test and the conceptof fair proach is that taxpayers are expected to justify inter-
market value. There appears to be no reported Cana- companyprices based on specific transactions,and not

dian case on point, and in practice it is often considered on a general allocation of group profits in proportion
that there is little i f any difference between the two to some type of pre-determinedcriteriasuch as respec-
terms. For instance, in the 1986 decisionof the Federal tive costs or turnover. Some would argue that, where

Court - Trial Division in lndalex Limited v. The an intra-group pricing policy results in the Canadian

Queen,9 Madame Justice Reed noted that: taxpayer earning an acceptable proportion of group
income, the transfer prices for specific products or

Whether an expense reasonable in the circumstances services should by definition be viewed as satisfyingfor the purposes of section 67 and subsection 69(2) the reasonablearm's length test. Whether the Canadi-
requires the same test as fair market value in subsec-
tion 69(1)(a) has not been raied. They have been an courts would ultimately agree with such a proposi-
treated by counsel as raising identical considerations. ton

.

s uncertain. It should be noted that the 1979
OECD does endorse these ofglobal

Notwithstandingthe above, it is evident that there will report not types
methods. l Conceptual issues aside, the practicaldffi-

be situations where the same result will not be ob- culty in finding reliable third party data, and the conse-
tained under the two tests. The term fair market quential requirement in such circumstances to revert
value has generally beer accepted as being the high- to other methods (discussedbelow) for determining
est price obtainable in an open and unrestricted mar- a reasonable arm's length price, means that relative
ket, between informed, prudent parties dealing at profitability will, as a matter of practice, remain an
arm's length and under no compulsion to act.i Con- mportant considerationin many internationalpricing
sider this concept of fair market value, for example, in transactions in Canada.
the context of a Canadian taxpayer which decides to

expand its tradingoperations in the Far East and estab- A second aspect of the principle of separate transac-

lishes an offshore subsidiary for this purpose. To assist tions is that, to the extent possible, taxpayers are en-

the subsidiary in establishingits markets, the Canadian couraged to design their intercompany pricing such

taxpayer establishes a transfer price more favorable that (for example) a product is transferredat a reason-

than that which it charges to unrelatedparties in more able arm's length price for the product itself and, if

establishedmarkets. It is arguable that, n this particu- there are also services being provided, these are iden-
lar situation, the concept of fair market value (highest tified as a separate transfer and are subject to a sepa-
obtainable price) would not be appropriate and that a rate evaluation and intercompanycharge. This clean

reasonable arm's length price would be below fair price approach is set out in paragraph 8 of the Draft
market value. Circular. If the foregoing is not practical, then the

Circular notes that the taxpayershould be prepared to
The Draft Circular acknowledges that there may be provide, in a comprehensive statement of intercom-
circumstanceswhere the two tests differ. Paragraph 5
of the Circular provides as follows:

9. 86 DTC 6039, discussed below under The Indalex Decision.
The term reasonable arm's length prce n ths Crcu- 10. See for example the decision of the Supreme Court of British Colum-
lar means the amount, as described in the legislation, bia n Minister of Finance v. Mann Estate, (1972) 5 WWR 23, affirmed
that would have been reasonable in the circumstances (1974) CTC 222(S.C.C.)
if the parties to the transaction had been dealing at li. Paragraph 14 of 1979 OECD report.
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pany pricing policy, the basis on which transfer prices Comparable,uncontrolledprice
are establishedworldwide, including a thorough func-
tional analysis of the activities and contributions of The Circularnotes that the com-garable,uncontrolled
each group member, which should refer to factors price (a price established in tlae same market and
such as technical assistance, access to technology, re- crcumstances by parties who are dealing at arm's
ward for economicrisk and financingassistance (para- length) is the primary method in the view of Revenue
graph 9 of.Circular). Canada, of other tax administrations, and of the

OECD (paragraph 12 of Draft Circular). As noted in
While Revenue Canada has been criticized in respect the 1979 OECD report, such transactionsmay include
of the clean price provisionsof the Circular, certain sales involving the particular taxpayer, provided one
comments should be made in its defense. First, the of the members to the transaction is an unrelated
Circular encourages, but does not insist on, the clean party.price approach. Second, the position set out in the
Circular generally accords with that included in the The Circular admits that application of this method
1979 OECD report.'2 Finally, a somewhat ominous tends to be restricted by the difficulty in establishing
threat in the 1983 draft ciular to the effect that other that the product involved, the market, the credit

approaches might lead to double taxation in Canada terms, reliability of supply and other pertinent cir-
has now been deleted.,3 cumstances, are indeed comparable. Paragraph 12 of

the Circular also notes that, if this method is to be
Certain planningpoints arise when consideringthe use used, variations in the respectivecircumstancesshould
of a comprehensiveversus clean price approach (not- be minor or capable of quantificationon some reason-

withstandingRevenue Canada'sexpressedpreference able basis; also, that the use of the method precludes
for the latter). First, most royaltiesand service charges the allocation of related product development costs,
paid by a Canadian taxpayer to a non-residentwill, as overhead or royalties unless such charges are also
discussed further below, result in the application of made to unrelated parties which have paid the same
Canadian tax to the non-resident under Part XIII of price.
the Act, whereas the same non-residentwill normally
be exempt from Canadian taxation in respect of any

Where appropriatecomparablesare not available and

profit on the sale of product to the Canadian tax- the taxpayer must revert to any other methods de-

payer.14 It may accordingly be possible to reduce the scribed below, the Circular recommends that a

Canadian tax burden to the non-resident in certain thorough functional analysis of the activities and con-

circumstances by implementing a comprehensive ap.
tributions of all group members be carried out which

proach wherein any royalty or service charges would would identify and evaluate, with respect to a given
ie eliminated. product or product line, the role and contribution of

each member, including the economic risks assumed
A second planning point is more in the nature of a and the degree of responsibility for engineering and

pitfall to be avoided. For example,considera situation production, ongoing rsearch, administration, mar-

where a Canadian taxpayer imports a product from a keting, etc. (paragraph 13 of Circular).
related non-residentat a price which is arguablyabove
that which a non-related purchaser would pay, but at Cost-plus and resale price methods
the game time pays a favorable royalty rate to the
related party. While one might argue that the transfer The secondary methods for determining a reasonable
rice for the product is a reasonablearm's length price arm's length price as set out in the Draft Circular
aaving regard to all the circumstancesand particularly (consistent with the 1979 OECD report) are the cost-
to the favorable royalty rate, the danger is that subsec- plus and resale price methods (cost-plus calculationstion 69(2) might apply to adjust the product -rice to starting with the transferor's cost of the goods and
the Canadian taxpayer without a corresponcing ad- adding an appropriatemark-up, and resaleprice calcu-
justment in respect of the favorable royalty rate. Not- lations working backwardsfrom the transferee'seven-
withstanding the deletions of paragraphs 66 and 67 tual resale price and subtracting therefrom an appro-originally included in the 1983 draft 15 it would there- priate margin profit).fore be prudent to avoid such situations whenever

or gross

possible.
12. Paragraph 19 of 1979 OECD report.
13. Paragraphs 66 and 67 of the 1983 draft stated in part that There is

V. TRANSFERSOF GOODS no explicit or implicit offset in the Canadian system; a taxpayercannot, for

example, explain his high import prices by reference to favourable royalty
In setting intercompany prices for the purchase and rates., and that the clean price approach,whereineach type ofintra-group

to separate .

sale of goods (including raw materials, semi-finished
transfer would be identified and subject evaluation, .will
minimize the risk that a multinationalgroup may suffer double taxation in

products and components and finished goods), the respect of its Canadian operations.
Draft Circular outlines the following alternatives: 14. Assuming that the activities of the non-residentdo not constitute the
o Comparable, uncontrolledprice carrying on of business in Canada, either based on the facts or within the

o Cost-plus extended meaning in section 253 of the Act or, in the alternative, that the

o Resale price
exempting provisions of the business profits section of any applicable
treaty are applicable.0000o Other methods 15. Supra footnote 13.
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Paragraph 15 of the Circular notes that, under the particular product would effectively be apportioned
cost-plus method, cost must be computed in accord- amongst the group members according to the relative
ance with generally accepted accountingprinciples or value and importance of the functions performed by
normal accountingpractices in the industry in Canada, each. While this reference has been deleted, the Circu-
even though some other computationofcostmay be lar does (as noted further above) recommend that a

acceptable in the foreigncountry. The same paragraph functional analyss of the activities of all group mem-
notes that, in determiningcost, Revenue Canada will bers be carried out wheneverappropriatecomparables
not recognize depreciation based on replacement or are not available, and where the taxpayer must there-
current market value of capital property used in the fore revert to any of the other methods discussed in
manufacturing process. Finally, it is noted that the the Circular (cost-plus, resale price or other). It re-
method for determining cost will impact the reasona- mains the common practice of many assessors n Rev-
bleness of a particular mark-up. For instances, if cost enue Canada to consider a functional analysis or bot-
includes only direct production costs, an appropriate tom line approach for testing the validity of specific
mark-upwould be an amount that is sufficient to cover pricing practices, in situationswhere valid arm's length
normal indirect overhead and general and administra- comparablessimply cannot be identified.
tive expenses in addition to a reasonable profit con-

tribution, whereas a lower mark-upwould be indicated
if a full absorption costing method is used.

The Indalex decision

The Circular notes that the resale price approach is the Is this basic premise - that one should refer to the
most appropriate method in those cases where no comparable, uncontrolled price method whenever
arm's length comparablesare available and where the feasible - valid under Canadian tax law As indicated
purchaser adds relatively little value to theproduct, 9reviously, the jurisprudence is scarce and provides
and suggests that, the greater the valueof the functions ittle guidance. The answer may turn in part on

performed by the purchaser, the more difficult it will whether the Canadian courts would ultimately accept
be to determine an appropriate transfer price by the position put forward in the Circular that subsec-
backtrackingunder this method. tions 69(2) and (3) effectively require the application

of the transaction-by-transaction approach, as op-
Other methods posed to more general methods involving overall pro-

fitability of the Canadian taxpayer.
Paragraph 17 of the Draft Circular states that, consis- The recent decision of the Federal Court - Trial Divi-
tent with the recommendationsof the OECD, other sion in Indalext7 providessome long-awaitedguidance
methods may be employed in support of the above in the area of international transfer pricing, including
three.methodsor in circumstanceswhere none of the the use of the comparable,uncontrolledprice method.
methods is appropriate. In that case, Indalex Limited (Indalex), a Canadian

had purchased aluminum billet from PillarThe 1979 OECD report sets out several typesofother taxpayer,
International Services Limited (Pillar), a companymethods which might be considered, including com- established n Bermuda. Indalex and Pillar bothparable profits (comparison of an enterprise's overall were

controlled by a company resident in the United King-performance wth that of other similar enterprises in dom. While Indalex and Pillar were therefore relatedthe same or similar circumstances), and comparable parties for Canadian tax purposes, there was a signifi-yields (comparison of return on capital with that of
cant minority interest in Incalex (apparently 42%).j8enterprisescarrying on similar activitiesand requiring Pillar purchased aluminumfrom an unrelated Canadi-the same kind of capital investment).16The Draft Cir-
an supplier and sold to Indalex (Pillar also fulfilled acular does not refer to any of the foregoing methods, similar purchasing function for affiliates in other juris-and instead suggests a somewhat confusing check- dictions, such as the United Kingdom and Germany).point approach. Paragraph 18 of the Circular states Pillar invoiced Indalex the same price which it paid thethat, under this approach, a transfer price might be arm's length Canadian supplier; however, certain dis-required to satisfy, within reasonable limits, criteria counts from the Canadian supplier were retained bybased on the following four check-points: Pillar, and Revenue Canada contended inter alia that,

o Cost of direct materiais having regard to these discounts, the price paid by
o Full cost of production Indalex to Pillar was not reasonable in the cir-
o Value as a replacementpart cumstances as required by section 67 and subsection0000o Value as a fraction of the market value of the 69(2) of the Act.

whole product
It is difficult to understandexactly what RevenueCan- 16. Paragraphs70 to 75 of 1979 OECD report Atthe sametime, the 1979
ada has in mind by the above, and it is understoodthat OECD report emphasized that all such approaches have considerable

this particular section of the Draft Circular is to be problemsandshould be used withcareand,asnotedabove(supra footnote

clarified. I 1 and related commentary), did not endorse global methods whereby
group profits are allocated to each member based on some type of internal

Earlier drafts of the Circularhad referred to functional criteria, such as respective costs or turnover.

analysis as a possible other method and had noted 17. Supra footnote 9.
18. The Court did not appear to give any weight to the question of the

that, under this approach, the ultimate profit from a minority nterest in arriving at ts decision.
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The Court first noted that the price paid to the arm's arm's length price for purposes of the Act. Revenue

length supplier by Pillar was negotiated on a market- Canada states that, while value for duty under the

by-market basis (Canada, the United Kingdom and current provisionsof the Canada Customs Act resem-

Germany being separate markets). In reviewing the bles that outlined in the Circular and may now be

question of a reasonable arm's length amount, the closer to transferprices acceptablefor income tax pur-
Court then turned to arm's length comparables, but poses than has been the case in the past, differences

essentially could find none. While two other indepen- do remain, and that it is under no obligation to accept
dent purchaserswere identified,each was dismissedas value for duty in the income tax context (paragraph20
a valid market comparable on the basis that Indalex of Draft Circular).
purchased three times as much product as the two

other companies combined and, in addition, on the
basis that one of the companies was in considerable VI. TRANSFERSOF SERVICES
financial difficulty during the years in question. The
Court accepted th 'position that the closest arm's As a separate section, the Draft Circular provides
length comparable therefore related to transactions detailed comments with respect to the following
between Pillar and the Canadian supplier, and then categories of services:
essentially relied on other methods to determine o Managementor administration
what adjustment if any should be made for purposes o Research and developmentof equatingan Indalex purchase from Pillar, to a Pillar The us of intangibles
purchase from the Canadian supplier.

o

As a general comment, Revenue Canada notes that it
Revenue Canada adduced expert evidence to the ef-
fect that the reasonableness of the price charged to

s concerned that a Canadian taxpayer not absorb the

Indalex by Pillar could be reviewed with reference to
same charge twice, once as an element of transfer

the profit margin which Pillar earned on such sales pricing for a specific product and again as a separate
relative to mark-ups received by arm's length firms charge for services, for instance under intercompany
performingsimilar functions, or alternativelycould be royalty or cost sharing arrangements (paragraphs 1

ascertained by indirect comparison to the return on
and 51 of Draft Circular).

investment. The indirect method had been chosen be-
cause of the uniquenessof the situation, and relative Managementor administrationservices
rates of returns of banks and utility companies were

reviewed as having risk factors comparable to Pillar. In dealing with management or administration ser-

MadameJustice Reed concluded that this analysis was vices, the Draft Circular generally concentrates on

.. .useful as a bottom line approach. . ., but was benefit and allocation matters (discussed below), and
not convinced that the analysis, in and of itself, de- is not particularly expansive in respect of acceptable
monstrated a lack of reasonableness. methods for establishing the quantum of a reasonable

intercompany charge for such services. The implica-
The taxpayer had argued that the additional amount tion is taat, except with respect to royalty rates,
it paid to Pillar (being the amounts of the discounts in charges for such services should relate to a sharing of
question) were justified on the basis of certain centralizedcosts on some acceptable basis, and not to
economic benefits which flowed to it as a result of the the arm's length price which would be paid between
arrangement. After questioning the significance of unrelated enterprses. The author would submit that
these alleged benefits, the Court concluded that the this emphasison a cost-orientedrather than open mar-

taxpayer had not discharged the burden of proof on it ket approach will, in certain circumstances,be incon-
to demonstratethat the price it paid was reasonable in sistent with the reasonable arm's length test set out in
the circumstances. While the judgment is not entirely subsections 69(2) and (3) of the Act; neither does it
clear on this point, it appears that the Court adjusted accord with the general approach of the 1979 OECD
the purchaseprice to disallowan amount equal to 80o report, or with commentsincludedin the supplemental
of the discounts. OECD report issued in 1984.19
The Indalex decision essentially supports certain of Central management or administrative expenses are

the positions taken in the Draft Circular,but illustrates categorized as follows in the Circular:
the difficulties which one so often encounters in prac-
tice. The Court did first refer to arm's length compar- (1) Expenses that are incurredby the parent company
ables but, finding none on which it could rely, was in ts custodial capacity, i.e. as a shareholder

essentially required to decide the issue using other managing its investments in subsidiaries rather

methods. It is understood that an appeal has been than in the provisionofservices (the Circularnotes

filed with the Federal Court of Appeal, and additional that such expenses should be borne by the parent
clarificationmay accordinglybe forthcoming. directly),.20

Value for duty 19. A report on The Allocation of Central Management and Service
Costs was prepared by the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs and

included in the 1984 publicationTransferPricingand MultinationalEnter-

The value established for Canadian import duty pur- prises: Three Taxation Issues

poses often differs from that accepted as a reasonable 20. The proposition that custodial services should be borne directly by
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(2) Expenses that are clearly incurred for the benefit The second guideline in the Circular relates to alloca-
of a single company in the group; and tion. It is noted that an allocation of shared costs

(3) Expenses that are incurred for shared services and should be based on a comprehensive review of the
facilities for the benefit of a number of companies central expenses carried out in advance of the alloca-
in the group. tion, and that the basis used must be available for

The Circularstates that the only category that presents
examinationby RevenueCanada before the allocation

an allocation problem is that described in (3) above will be accepted. An exampleof an acceptablemethod

and, in addressingthe situationwherecentrahzedcosts
outlined in the Draft Circular would be an allocation

are paid by a non-resident person, provides two based on an estimate of actual time spent on duties

guidelines for the allocation of such costs to a related performed for each entity. The Circular notes that,
Canadian taxpayer. Firstly, the Canadian taxpayer

while the basis of allocation may not be reviewedeach

must be in a position to derive a real benefit from year by the taxpayer, such reviews should be made at

the services (e.g. expenses should not be allocated intervals of not more than two or three years, and the

which represent a duplication of services already pro- taxpayer should provide an analysis of any relevant

vided by Canadian personnel); secondly, any alloca- changes for the year in question back to the most

tion should be based on a comprehensivereview of the recent comprehensive review (paragraph 25 of Draft

central expenses involved (paragraphs 24 and 25 of Circular).
Draft Circular). Revenue Canada's preference for an allocation based

With respect to the requirement that the Canadian on an advance comprehensive review held at regular
taxpayer derive a real benefit from the services, the intervals, while understandable, is not a requirement
general position outlined in the Circular appears

under the Act. Under Canadian tax law, the burden

reasonable and is really only a restatementof the gen-
of proof is on the taxpayer to demonstrate that the

eral income earning test which applies to most de. Minister's assessment is incorrect,22 and if a transfer

ductions under the Act. The problemwhich invariably pricing issue is ultimately litigated in the courts, the

arises, however, is how one demonstratesa connection onus will be on the taxpayer to demonstrate that the

between central services and activities carried out by reasonable arm's length test has been met. While a

the headquarters of a multinational group, and the comprehensive review carried out in advance of the

benefit therefrom (immediate or future) to the Cana- allocation would of course be useful to the taxpayer in

dian taxpayer. Stated in another manner, where does such a situation, it is unlikely that a decision would

one draw the line betweencustodial expenses incurred turn on this point in and of itself.

by a non-resident parent company for its own benefit, Three other issues should be noted in respect of man-
and costs for central co-ordination and control incur- agementor administrationcharges-mark-ups,alloca-
red at least in part for the benefit of other membersof tion of non-deductibleexpenses, and Part XIII consid-
the group erations- each of which s discussed below.
The author would suggest that Revenue Canada's as- The questionof rnark-upson managementand admin-
sessing practice in the past has often been too restric- istration fees has been a contentious issue in Canada
tive in determiningwhich control and supervisory ex- for sorne tirne. However, Interpretation Bulletin IT-
penses do in fact benefit various group members. For 468 was published by Revenue Canada in final form
exarnple, it is understoodthat certain DistrictTaxation during 1981 and notes that:
Offices of Revenue Canada have at times proposed
that the following functions of a non-resident parent In considering the reasonablenessof the fee or charge
company should be considered as general supervisory for purposes of section 67 and subsection 69(2), the

services performed for its own benefit: Department is prepared to recognize a reasonable

mark-up or profit on specific expenses incurred by the
o Determination of compensation for personnel of non-resident in performing the services for the benefit

the Canadian subsidiary, including benefit and of the Canadian payer.

pension plans. The Draft Circular on the other hand takes a some-
o Attendanceat directors' meetingsof the Canadian what different (and non-descript)approach by stating,

subsidiary at paragraph 27, that:
o Investigation of new markets and products which

may be located in Canada, or activities relating to Generally, there is no profit element in shared costs

establishing production facilities in or sourcing charged to Canadian branches and subsidiaries. How-

sales to Canada. ever, the Department has seen examples where a

reasonable mark-up on charges for services from a non-
o Involvement in financing for expansion of Canadi- resident related company which is in the business of

an facilities, including visits to Can'adian bankers.
o On ste assessment of operations in Canada and

specific problem solving. the parent company accords with the general rationale adopted in certain
decisions in other jurisdictions, for example the decision of the United

The above-type of assessing posture is in certain in- Kingdom Court of Appeal n Robinson v. Scott Bader Co. Ltd , (1981)
stances contrary to the recommendatonsof the 1979 STC 436; also, the decision of the United States Court of Claims n Young

OECD report,
' and it is to be hoped that Revenue

& Rubicam, Inc. v. the United States, 69-1 U.S. T.C. paragraph 9404.
21. See for example paragraphs 158 and 159 of 1979 OECD report.

Canada will adopt a more balanced approach in future 22 See for example the 1948 decision of the Supreme Court of Canada
in applying the guidelines of the Draft Circular. in Johnston v. Ministerof National Revenue (3 DTC 1182).
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providing such services has been made and the total the Draft Circular addresses the situation where such
charge has been allowed as a deduction under Part I. services are performed centrally and results are made

The question of mark-ups is of course only one aspect
available for the benefit or potential benefit of various

of the more fundamentalquestion discussed above as
members of the corporate group. A separate section

to whetheran open market approach for valuing inter- entitled use of intangibles (discussedbelow) reviews

company management or administration charges the situation where the company carrying on the re-

wou d not be more consistent with the provisions of search and development retains the benefits there-

the Act. In any event, it is suggested that Revenue from.

Canada should address the apparentcontradictionbe- The Circular provides little guidance with respect to
tween Interpretation Bulletin IT-468 and the Draft allocationof research and developmentcarried out for
Circular before the Circular is issued in final form. the direct benefit of various group members, noting

not to
A second issue relates to the inclusion in an overall simply that it is possible specify any preferable

method, and that the methodutilizedshould be appro-
mnagement or administration charge, of an alloca- priate to the circumstancesin each case. The Circular
tion for expenses which would not have been deducti- is somewhat more lucid on the question of mark-ups,ble by the Canadian taxpayer had they been paid di- and distinguishes between situations where research
rectly (for example, certain club dues or capital costs, and development is treated as a cost center as op-depreciation which is not based on the Canadian posed to a profit center. With respect to the former,
statutory scheme set out in the Act, etc.). The 1983 the Circular notes that, if the arrangement is in the
draft circular had included a comment that, where a nature of a cost-sharingarrangementwhere resources
fee for a managementor administrationservice consti-

are pooled for convenienceor economy and each par-tutes a reimbursementof specific expenses, any por- ticipant bears its fair share of the net cost in return for
tion of the fee charged to a Canadian taxpayer waich

a share of the usable results of the research and de-
relates to the foregoing types of non-deductible ex- velopment, there would be no mark-up or profit. The
penses would in turn be disallowed as a deduction. Circular goes on to state that, if on the other hand the
The current Draft Circular is silent on this issue. How- facility is treated as a profit center, then the amount
ever, certain authors have argued in the past that any charged to the Canadian taxpayer would be based
attempt by Revenue Canada to disallow a portion of

on

a reasonablearm's length price, which normallywould
a managementor administrationfee with reference to not exceed a fair share of the research and develop-the nature of underlying costs would be incorrect and ment expenses marked up at a reasonable rate.
would reflect a misunderstandingof the legal relation-
ship as principal rather than agent where a foreign There appears to be little basis in the Act to support
parent company performs services and charges an the position in the Circular that the deductibilityof a

amount to a Canadian subsidiary.23 mark-up turns on whether the research and develop-
ment facility is, further to an internal business deci-

A third and final issue arises with respect to possible
Part XIII tax on the non-resident. Under Part XIII of
the Act, a non-resident of Canada is generally taxed 23. For example, see Boidman, supra footnote 2, p 417.

at a flat rate of 25% (subject to reduction by treaty) 24. The application of Part XIII tax to management or administration

on the receipt of prescribedamounts from a Canadian fees or other prescribed types of income may in certain circumstances

taxpayer.24The full amount of managementor admin- result in additional provincial corporate income taxes to the Canadian
in the province of Ontario, if the carries business in

istration charges is subject to these provisions, unless
taxpayer taxpayer on

that province. It should also be noted that where payments which might
the amount represents a reimbursement of a specific otherwise be taxable under Part XIII ofthe Act are made to a non-resident

expense incurred by the non-resident for the benefit person who carries on business in Canada and the payments may reasona-

of the payer, or alternativelywas paid to an unrelated bly be attributed to that business, the non-resident may be subject to the

non-resident for a service performed in the ordinary general provisionsof Part I rather than Part XIII (Regulation805(1) to the

Act). However, unless the person rnaking the payments is authorized by
course of a business carried on by the non-resident.2 Revenue Canada (under Regulation 805(2)) to make such payments with-

However, the Draft Circular notes that most modern out any deduction under Part XIII, he may be personally liable if the

incorne tax treaties including the 1980 Canada-United non-resident recipient is subsequently found not to have been carrying on

States convention, do not require hat management
business in Canada.
25. Subsection 212(4) of the Act.

fees be treated as anythingother than a componentof 26. It should be noted that, notwithstandingpossible ultimate exemption
industrial, commercialor business profits. Therefore, by treaty, and in the absence of obtaining a waiver from Revenue Canada,
such amounts are normally taxable only in the home a 15% retention requirement may apply under Regulation 105 of the Act

jurisdiction of the recipient (except in the particular in respect of payments to a non-resident person for services rendered in
Canada (a similar 9% retention requirement may apply under Regulation

situation where the amounts can reasonably be attri- 1015R8 to the Quebec Taxation Act where such services are rendered in
buted to a permanentestablishmentof the recipient in the province of Quebec) These amounts would then be refunded when

the other Jurisdiction), and that the previous impor- the non-residentfiles Canadian tax returns and establishes that no ultimate

tance of the Part XIII question to management fees liability exists. While Revenue Canada holds to the view that his retention

has been greatly reduced.26 requirementapplies notwithstandingpossible treaty exemption, one could

argue that this view is not consistent with the decision of the Tax Review
Board in The National Indian Brotherhoodv. Minister of National Reve-

Reseach and development
nue (75 DTC 110). This decision was reversed on appeal to the Federal
Court - Trial Division (78 DTC 6488)); however, the Court found in that

appeal that the taxpayerdid not qualify for the exemption sought, and was

Under the heading of research and development, therefore not required to specifically address the retention issue.
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sion, treated as a cost or profit center. The position guidelines for Canada and that, while this would cer-
also seems inconsistentwith the 1979 OECD report.27 tainly minimize disputes between taxpayers and the
The issue may, however, be academic. Most payments tax authorities as well as competent authority prob-
or reimbursements to non-residents in respect of re- lems, Canada had certain reservations, including the
search and development are taxable to the non-resi- tendency of such rates to be arbitrary and to become
dent under Part XIII of the Act. However, an impor- obsolete as businessconditionschange. These reserva-
tant exception applies for payments made under a tions are consistentwith the 1979 OECD report, which
bona fide cost-sharing arrangement, under which the noted (at paragraph 16) that safe haven rates could
person making the payment shares research and de- open up an undesrable scope for tax avoidance and
velopmentexpenses on a reasonable basis with one or that the report would make no recommendation on
more non-residentpersons, in exchange for an interest this topic.
in the results of the research and development.28 It
appears that any mark-up may endanger this exemp-

Revenue Canada does have certain unofficial bench-
tion (and the Draft Circular so indicates at paragraph

marks or safe haven rates which are applied as a matter

36) and, as a matter of practice, such mark-upsshould of assessing practice in certain circumstances. For

normally be avoided. example, the 1982 paper noted above stated that Rev-
enue Canada does not question royaltesof 6% or less
on patented pharmaceutical products. In addition, it

Use of intangibles is understood that Revenue Canada is attempting at
this time to develop safe haven ranges for commsson

Paragraphs 37 to 44 of the Draft Circular address the rates on sales of pulp and is consulting with the pulp
situation where a particular company carrying on re- and paper industry in this regard.
search and development retains the benefits there-
from, and access to the knowledge is provided to other
group members through licensing agreements. Such VII. OTHER MATTERS
arrangementsmay include a wide range of items, such
as patents, inventions,formulae, processesand similar
types of intellectual property, trademarks, trade Taxationof the non-resident

names, brand names, franchises, licenses,specialcom-
Where result of Revenue Canada tax audit ofmercial or industrial information and expertise,

as a a

copyrights and exclusivity rights.29 internationalpricing transactions, it is determinedthat
the income of the Canadian taxpayer should be ad-

The Circular notes that, ideally, intra-group royalty justed, a secondary issue which arises is whether any
rates should be determined wth reference to arm's excess price charged by (or deficient price received
length comparables. At the same time, it acknow- from) the non-resident, should be viewed as a benefit
ledges (at paragraph 42) that many multinational
groups market their products entirely through
ranches and subsidiaries, with the result that arm's 27. For example, paragraph 119 of the 1979 OECD report states in part
length comparables will often not exist. The Circular as follows:

suggests that, in that event, one should draw compari-
It is considered that, to the extent that the enterprisecarryingout the
research is relieved of risk because it could rely on its costs being met

sons with royalty rates in the same or a similar indus- by the participating members of the group, then any profit mark-up
try, and that the following items might be relevant in should not take account of such risk and ought to be limited to a

determiningan acceptable royalty rate: reward for its activities in organizing and mafiaging the relevant
research project or projects. But it seems difficult to accept that there

o Prevailing rates in the industry. would often be cases of genuine cost sharing arrangements in the
o00 Terms of the license, including geographic limita- arm's length situation. Accordingly, it would usually be right to look

tions and exclusivity rights. for a profit mark-up in cases of cost contribution arrangements.
o Singularity of the invention and the period for Also, paragraph 120 states that:

The treatment for tax purposes of contributionspaid to a separatelywhich it is likely to remain unique. incorporated research entity by associatedenterprises is also a matter
o Technicalassistance, trademarksand know-how to be considered. It would carry out research in the interest of other

provided along with access to the patent. members and would not use the results of the R&D for its own

o Profits anticipated by the licensee. purposes. It seems, therefore, that such research enterprises would

00 to costs a mark-
o Benefits to the licensor arising from sharing infor- ordinarily be required and allowed charge plus profit

up to reflect their efforts at organizing and managing the research.
mation on the experience of the licensee. 28. Subparagraph212(1)(d)(viii)of the Act. For RevenueCanada'sviews

n this regard, see Interpretation Bulletin IT-303,paragraphs 29 to 32While the above types of general guidelinesmay be of inclusive. It will often be prudent to carefully structure such arrangements
some use to taxpayers in certain situations,what might to ensure that the legal relationshipof partnershipdoes not arise and that
be more helpful would be the setting of safe haven various potential concerns are thereby avoided (such as whether each

rates which .Revenue Canada would undertake to not group member might, by virtue of ts participation in the partnership, be
considered to be carryng on business through a permanent establishment

challenge. The possible use of such rates was discussed n the jurisdiction in which the research and development activities are
n a papergiven by a seniorofficial of RevenueCanada centralized).
at the 1982 Annual Conference of the Canadian Tax 29. Subject to limited and specific exceptions, a non-resident of Canada

Foundation.30In that paper, it was noted that Revenue issubject to taxnder Part XIII of the Act on receipt of such amountspaid
Canada was considering whether it might be possible by a Canadian taxpayer, assuming the paymentsdo not relate to a business

to develop standard international safe haven
carried on in Canada by the non-resident (supra footnote 24).
30. See Robertson, supra footnote 5, pp 777-778
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'xable to the non-resident under the provisions of The stakes in the internationalpricing area are high to

Pm XIII of the Act.31 Paragraph46 of the Draft Circu- both the taxpayer and the Canadian tax administra-
lar indicates that, in such circumstances, relief from tion, and can be expected to increase. Canada's most

additional taxation under Part XIII may be considered important trading partner is the United States and,
if the monies are returned to the Canadian taxpayer. further to the proposed United States tax reform33

(and resulting decreases in corporate tax rates in that
As a matter of practice, assessors from Revenue Can- country), there will be an incentive in many Canada-
ada do in fact often forgo any Part XIII assessment in United States cross-border situations for profit to be
consideration for an undertaking that appropriate re- earned in the U.S. On the one hand, U.S. parent
paymentsbe made within a reasonableperiodof time. companies of Canadian subsidiarieswill often wish to

repatriate the maximumpossible amountsto the Unit-

Financingarrangements ed States through transfer pricing mechanisms in view
of the higher Canadian corporate tax rates. Similarly,

There are various technicalprovisionsin the Act which it will often be preferable for U.S. subsidiariesof Ca-
deal with interest on loans and other indebtedness to nadian parent companies to earn the maximum possi-
or from non-residents, certain of which provide that ble proportion of group profit.34
interest be charged at a reasonable rate or at a Having regard to all the above, what appears certain
prescribed rate.32 The Draft Circular does not spe- is that further disputes will find their way to the Cana-
cifically deal with intercompanyinterestcharges,other dian Courts, and thaijudicialclarificationof certain of
than to note that credit terms and financing arrange- the positions taken in the Draft Circular will be forth-
ments are among the factors which should be consi-
dered in evaluating intercompanyprices. coming.

VIII. CONCLUDINGCOMMENTS

As discussed above, the legislative provisions in the
Canadian Act are brief and, subject to the recent In-
dalex decision, the jurisprudence has provided little

guidance. The development of a Draft Circular is
therefore to be welcomed by Canadian taxpayers and
their advisors. At the same time, certain limitations
remain.

First, while Revenue Canada generally endorses the
1979 OECD report, what has been set out in the Draft
Circular is a summaryof certain pricing guidelinesand
practiceswhich the Canadianauthorites intend to fol-

low, and a more useful approach might have been to 31. Subsection 15(1), 56(2), and 245(2) and paragraph 214(3)(a) of the

provide a detailed listing, by xception, of those por- Act. Alternatively, liability to the non-resident might arise under the

tions of the 1979 OECD report which Revenue Cana- general provisions of Part I in those unusual situations where the amount

da does not endorse. Also, certain of the positions
n question reasonably related to a business carried on in Canada (supra
footnote 24). Also note that in the recent Indalex decision (supra footnote

taken in the Draft Circular do not have clear legal 9) the Court found that, although the relevant provisions of subsection

support based on the specific provisions of the Act, 245(2) lacked clarity, the intention of the Canadian Parliament was clear

and may ultimately be challenged by taxpayers. Fi- that the excess price in question should be taxed as a benefit to the

nally, the lack of valid, arm's length comparableswill non-residentand, in accordancewith the demise of the strict interpretation
rule and the substitution of the plain meaning or modern rule (that

mean that both taxpayers and the tax authorities will words are to be read in their entire context and in their grammatical and

often have to revert to other methods, including ordinary sense harmoniouslywith the scheme and object ofthe legislation,
functionalanalysisor relative profitability. In the final and the intention of Parliament), that the amounts in question were prop-

analysis, reasonable transfer pricing remains very erly taxableditsocuthsseiononf-rceesritdaeinnto.f32. For a these provisions,see Canada: The 1982
much a question of fact to be determinedon a case bY Changes to the Taxation of International Income A.R. Lanthier, 37

case basis according to the particular circumstances. Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation4, pp. 172-173 and 175.

Indeed,paragraph10 of the Draft Circularstates that: 33. The Tax Reform Act of 1986.
34. In this second situation, the application of United States withholding

The quantum of income taxed in Canada should be tax at a rate of 10% on direct dividends paid tothe Canadian parent may
consistent with the real rofit contributionof the Cana- still result in a less onerous tax burden than would have applied in many
dian taxpayers involvec, based on the economic func- circumstanceshad the profits been earned directly by the Canadian parent.
tions performedand risks assumed by them. This result It should be noted that this general preference for earning profitsin the

is achieved when non-arm's length transactions with United States could diminish were Canada to implement a smilar reform

non-residentsare consistentlymade at reasonablearm's and thereby reduce the corporate tax rate differential between the two

length prices. The determination of reasonable arm's countries. In this regard, Canadian Finance Minister Micheal Wilson an-

length prices, while necessarilysomewhtsubjective, is
nounced by press release of 18 July 1986 that, in view of the proposed
United States reform, the Canadian government intends to proceed with

neverthelessa question of fact, and therefore each tax- a review of options for comprehensive tax reform in Canada, and that

payer'ssituationmust be exaninedon its own particular officials of the Canadian Department of Finance have been instructed to

crcumstancesand merits. examine such options and report to the Minister in the autumn.
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U.S.A.:

- Taxationof Intercorporate
TransferPricing:

I

A ManagementResponsibility
1

By GuenterSchindler

I. INTRODUCTION

Multinational corporations pose challenges of unusual dimensions. Of
these, the taxation of intercorporate transfers is one of the most complex.
Transactions between relatedentities, U.S. and foreign, are subject to

GuenterSchindlerisPresidentofSchindler intensive IRS scrutiny under Revenue Code Section 4821 (Section482).
Associates, tax economists based n The pricing rules under this section are frequently rnisunderstood; the
Washington, D.C. consequeneesof these misunderstandingsmanifest themselvesyears after
German born, Dr. Schindler received his the fact during tax audits.
B.A. from the Universityof Wisconsin, and
his Ph.D. fromthe UniversityofStrasbourg, Problems witl the rules and IRS enforcement are a top management
France He was a tax analyst for Tax Foun- concern and create a tax planningdilemma. Expert economistscan reduce

dation, tax planner for Mobil Corporation, uncertainty for corporate management through proper consideration of
and industryeconomistforthe U.S Internal economic factors in transfer pricing determinations. An economic study
Revenue Service for nine years, before also promotes a corporate dialogue between management and the tax

starting his highly specialized tax consult- function to guard against costly IRS audits.
ing business. His firm assists multinational
corporations in designing, monitoring and II. BACKGROUND
defending intercompany pricing against
scrutinybyfiscalauthorities, e.g. U.S. IRS. Death and taxes are said to be certain. For U.S. companieswith interna-

tional operations, IRS scrutiny under Revenue Code Section 482 is an
He is a frequent speaker at tax confer-
ences. His writings have appeared in Tax additional certainty. Audits of transactions between corporations and

Notes, the International Tax Journal, the their controlled foreign operationshave given rise to millionsof dollars in
Tax ManagementInternationalJournal, In- additional tax payments.
vestmentUSA, and the Bulletin for Interna-
tional Fiscal Documentation. Only 94 words long,2 Section 482 is complex in that it addresses several

policy issues at once: tax avoidance, assignmentof income, general deduc-
tion theories, and notions about clear and proper reflection of income.
The purpose of the law is t place intercompany sales of tangible and

intangible property and performanceof servces on a parity with transac-

tions involving unrelated parties, or at arm's length.
Treasury Regulations3 interpreting Section 482 provide three methods to

arrive at an arm's length price: the Comparable Uncontrolled Price, the
1. Internel Rcvcnuc Code of 1954. Section Resale Price, and the Cost-Plus Methods.
482: 'Allocation of Incoe and Dcductions
among Taxpayers A ComparableUncontrolledPrice is determinedby comparingsales where
2. In the case of two or more organizations. the buyers and the sellers are not related through corporate affiliation -

irados or businesses (whether or not incorpo-
rated, whether or not organized in the United an uncontrolled sale.
States, and whether or not affiliated) owned or

A Resale Price is determined by comparing controlled and uncontrolled
controlled dircctly or indirectly by the same in-
terests, the Secretary may ditribute, apportion resales of products to establish an acceptablegross profit percentage . The
or allocate gross income, deductions, credits, or resale price method iS the most applicable when no processing or further
allowances between or among such organza- product formulation is provided.
tions, trades or businesses, if hc determines that

such distribution. apprtionmentor allocation is A Cost-Plus percentage is determined by comparing the mark-up on the
necessary in order to prevent evasion of taxes or cost of goods sold in uncontrolledsales. The cost-plusmethod applies best
clearly to reflect the ncome of any such organiza- when manufacturing is involved.
tions, trades or businesses. Section 482. Co,)1-

plete Internal Revente Code of 1954; Prentce The Regulatonsrequre that these three methods the Pricing Compara--

Hall. 3 September 1982, Ed.: p. 25,474-B. bility Standard be applied in their stated order. The Resale Price can be-

3. Commerce Clearing House, Inc. Income
7ax Regulations, its of 15 March 1983, Vol. 2. used only if there is no comparable uncontrolled transaction. The Cost-

1.482-2(e)(I)(ii) Plus Method can be used only if the first two methods do not apply.
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These three pricingmethodscannot alwaysbe applied. IRS approval would be helpful (66%).
Some transactionsare not duplicated in the open mar-

Concerning the audits themselves, the Schindler Sur-
ket place. Examples are the sale of crude oil and iron found that than half (52%) of the reported
ore, which are sold mainly in-housedue to the vertical vey more

integration of the industries. Another example is the ssues were resolved at the IRS examination level and
were

transfer of intangibles. Rarely will a company sell its nearly 60% resolved using other than the arm's
one were re-

manufacturingor marketing know-how to both a sub- length standard. Less than third (28%)
solved using the Comparable Uncontrolled Price

sidiary and an unrelated competitor. Method.
Arm's length transactions may appear to be similar,
yet they are often economically different in terms of O

underlying facts and crcumstances. Differences af- III. A TAX PLANNINGDILEMMA

fecting price are those of quality, quantity, terms of
sale, and the market in which the sale takes place. The transfer pricing rules are complex, confusing,and

According to the Regulations, differences must be at times inappropriate. Inconsistentand unpredictable
isolated and quantified to permit pricing adjustments IRS enforcement of the rules adds to the uncertainty
necessary to arrive at accuratecomparisons.Adjusting surroundingtheir interpretation. Management'splan-
for these differencesinvolves subjectivejudgmentand ning efforts are frustrated by the complexities of the
creates the potential for disagreements. rules and the unpredictability of IRS enforcement,
The pricing comparability standard must be used un- creating real problems.
less the taxpayer can prove that some other method is
more approprate, considering all facts and cir- Lack ofcomparables
cumstances. Problems with the transfer pricing rules
trouble corporations, tax administrators and the The recent House Hearings on Tax Reform9 recog-
Courts alike. Many observers have questioned the ef- nized,,A recurrentproblem is the absenceofcomBar-
fectivenessof the arm's length approach of the Reg- able arm's length transactionsbetween unrelated par-
ulations under Section 482. Efforts to apply the arm's ties, and the inconsistent results of attempting to im-

length standard highlight the discrepancybetween the pose an arm's length concept in the absenceofcompar-
rules and reality. ables

Recognizing the problems with the prescrbed pricing The shortcomingsof the arm's length pricing standard
methods, Treasury Regulations4 offer an alternative oare compounded by its outmoded vew of business
to the comparable pricing standard, a poorly defined operations. The pricing standard attempts to place
fourth method described simply as Any Other intercorporafe transactions on an as if unrelated
Reasonable Method.5 The lack of specific guidelines basis. Multinational corporations don't operate as
for this alternative method has become a major obsta- ifS, they are unrelated to their foreign subsidiaries.
cle for corporate tax planners. The law views subsidiarycorporations as totally sepa-

- -

Despite the lack of specific guidelines, the fourth
rate legally as well as economically from their

method is playing an increasing role in resolving trans- parent corporation, as well as from other subsidares
of the parent. Although composed of legally separatefer pricing disputes at both audit and appeals levels.

The profit split (between parent corporation and C

foreign subsidiaries) has emerged as one of the most 4. Ibid., 1.482-2(e)(I)(iii)

widely used fourth methods. Even the Courts have 5. When the Regulationswere released, Stanley Surrey, then Undersec-

relied on the profit split approach to resolve issues too retary of the Treasury, s:id: 'Aw:reness exists of the narrow focus of the

cifficult to fit into the pricing comparabilitystandard.
three comparable pricing methods. To the extent feasible we [Treasury]
will make the fourth method broader in its application and clarify its

The Tax Court, in its 1985 decision on Eli Lilly & Co. relation to the other three approaches. To this date. no further clarifica-

(84 T.C. No. 65), specificallyemphasizedthe method tions have been developed.
most widely recognizedby the Courts is the reasonable 6. The use of the profitsplitmethodisexploredinSchindlertindHender-

profit split approach, as a fourth method. son, lntercorporateTransfer Pricing: The Role of the FunctionallyDeter-
mined Profit Split Explored. Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documenta-

Profits are the real issue in transfer pricing cases, and ton, Vol. 39 No. 3, March 1985. pp II)8-l 12.
1. Duerr, Tax Allocations and International Business. The Con-

5hould be treated as such. The profit split meets the
-

ference Board, 1972.
arm's length standard through profit comparisons, - Burns, How IRS Applies the IntercompanyPricing Rules of Section

thereby escaping the constraints of the pricing com- 482: A Corporate Survey. 52 J. Tax 31)8 (1980)

parability standard. - General Accounting Office. ' IRS Could Better Protect U.S. Tax
Interests in Determining the Inconeof MultinationalCorporations.

The audit experience of international companies has September 1981 (GAO Report).

repeatedly been studied by the private sector and the
- Departmentof the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, 1RS Exami-

an Effective Administrationof Section 482 Reg-government.7The most recent corporate survey, con-
nation Data Reveal

ducted in 1985 by Schindler Associates,8 confirmed
ulations. Report to the AssociateCommissioner(Operations)by the

AssistantCommissioner(Examinations),April 1984(IRSReport).
that the arm's length standard is not easy to apply 8. Schindler and Henderson, lntercorporate Transfer Pricing: 1985

(76o) and even the IRS is not able to follow its own Survey of Section 482 Audits Tax Notes, Vol. 29 No. I I, 16 December

rules (63%). The Regulations need clearer language 1985, pp 1171-1177 (SchindlerSurvey).
9. Report of the Committeeon Waysand Means, House of Representa-

(85%) and an administrative procedure for advance tives, on H R 3838, Section V, Title VI(D)(2), pp 423-424.
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entities, multinational corporations operate as manufacturingoperations in Puerto Rico, examin-
economic units. Cost minimization and economies of ers were instructed to develop the cases on a pre-
scale dictate that one entity perform functions or ser- determinedcost-plus basis. This approach allowed
vices on behalf of the corporate group. Purchasing, for little consideration of operating differences
administration and research and development are from one company to another.
examples of services best centralized. - Eli Lilly (84 T.C. No. 65) was subjected to the

Insistence on arm's length price comparisons fails to cost-plus pricing method for tax years beginning
recognize the operating realities of multinationals. 1971. The com gany has used the resale price

method dictatec by previous litigation with the
IRS. The change in pricing method led to 9 more

No singleprice years of litigation and another substantial tax as-

sessment. Just because the IRS imposes one trans-

The three prescribedpricing methods under the Regu- fer pricing method in the course of an audit does
lations are used to determinethe arm's length price. not prevent it from imposinganotherduring a sub-
In the open market place, between willing buyers and sequent audit.

willing sellers, a range of arm's length prices exists. Even the Courts seem arbitrary in their comparisons.Considerable price variations may be the result of In the U.S. Steel Case, the Tax Court rejected the
differences in sales volume, turnover rates, promo- reliance on comparisonswith transactionsbetween un-
tional incentives, and consumeracceptance.The .com- related parties in favor of a more appropriate basis.
parable pricing standard fails to recognize that dealing The Second Circuit Court, in reversing the Tax Court
at arm's length often results in a price range, not a decision, used the subsidiary's transactionswith unre-
single price. lated parties, amounting to a mere 5% of sales, to

determine transfer pricing for transactionswith its pa-
Uncertainty rent corporation, covering 95% of the subsidiary's

total sales.
The methods for establishingan arm's length price are

complex and burdensome; the selection of compara- Unfairness
bles and adjustment factors (for level of market, prod-
uct leadership, advertising and marketing expense) In any income allocation dispute with the IRS, the
requires subjective judgment. The discretionary au-

taxpayer must prove the IRS allocation to be un-

thority of the IRS is so broad and unpredictable that reasonable, arbitrary and capricious. The corporationinternational corporations invariably remain exposed
to transfer pricing adjustments.

must further prove its pricing methods and pricing
adjustmentsto be the most appropriateunder the Reg-

IRS audits do not occur until years after the fact. The ulations. The IRS does not have to support its income
audit process itself may last for two or more years. allocations to that same extent.

Contesting IRS determinations through appeal and Whenever a taxpayer sues for a refund, the burden of
litigation can add ten years of continuingdisquiet. For proof includes determining the amount of the refund
all this time, the only certainties taxpayers know are claimed. A taxpayer may lose his case in whole or in
tax assessments, penalties, and legal fees.

part for failure to prove, for example, the proper
Transfer pricing rationale is often overturned under amount of allocation, or the proper royalty rate.

audit. Disargreements with the IRS over the proper Facing this burden of proof has been a strong induce-

interpretationofthe Regulationshave led to litigation, ment for corporations to settle transfer pricing dis-
where even the Courts have expresseddifficulty inter- putes at the audit level.

preting the rules. 'c'

Although some disputes are settled in the Courts- IV. ROLE OF ECONOMISTS
making the details public - the majority of transfer
pricing issues is settled through negotiations between Economists expert in international taxation can assist
the corporate tax function and Revenue agents. De- corporatemanagementto assure that economiefactors
tails surroundingthese settlementsdo not reach public underlying intercorporate transactions are properlydomain, providing no planning assistance for other considered in transfer pricing determinations. Trans-
corporations. The lack of uniform 1RS enforcement fer pricing is not purely tax motivated. Operating ob-
causes additional uncertainty for the taxpayer. jectives as well as relevant economic facts and cir-

cumstancesweigh heavily in management'spricingde-

Arbitraryelements terminations to controlled foreign operations.
Corporations have different management styles and

The IRS has broad power and discretion in determin-
ing the need forand the amount of income allocations.
It has not been consistent in its application of the 10. See, for example, DuPont, 608 F. 2d 445 (Ct. Cl 1979); PPG Indus-

transfer pricing rules. tries, 55 T.C. 928,1970; Lufkin Industries,468 F. 2d 805 (5th Circuit 1972),
rev'g 30 T.C.M. 400,1971.

For the industry-wide audit of pharmaceutical 11. 617 F.2d. 942 (2d. Cir. 1980), rcv'g 36 T.C.M. 586 (1977).-
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operating goals. Examples of objectives that direct.ly through audit and appeal processes. The importance
impact on the pricing and profits of multinationalcor- of economic analysis is reflected in the testimony of

porations are market penetration,establishingmarket expert economists in transfer pricing cases brought to

position, and development of world markets. Pricing litigation.
of goods and services between related entities must

reflect underlying economic realities. Failure on the V. FUNCTIONALANALYSIS/PROFITSPLIT

part of management to understand the tax conse- The best use for the skills of a tax economist is in the

quences of transfer pricing results in costly adjust- development of a functional analysis. The functional

ments to taxable income. analysis is a careful review of the entire corporate
operation, based on a workingknowledgeof the indus-

The IRS employs economists to advise audit teams try and the particularcorporation under examination.
with transfer pricing cases and with the development It permits due consideration of each corporate
of arm's length comparables. The role of IRS member's involvement in terms of capital, labor, and
economists is frequently confined to quantifying dif- exposure to economic risk. The analysis evaluates
ferences in fact and circumstanceswith transactonsn economicallysignificantfunctions that give rise to pro-
the open market place. Their analyses of underlying fits. Some are performed by ndividuals such as sales,
economic facts are used to determine the appropriate- engineering and accounting services; others are per-
ness, if not the amount, of ncome allocations. formed by capitai (machines) and by intangibles, such

as the know-how for using the machinesor for the sale
The significance of the role of economists within the of the product.
IRS is reflected not only in the magnitude of the allo- The basic issue addressed in Section 482 is which coun-
cations they have developed, but also in ther decen try may tax what portion of the profits earned by two
tralization and expansion into field offices. The Reve- or more related entities dealing wth one another. The
nue Manual has recently been revised, making refer- problem is to ascertain if related parties have reported
rals to economistsmandatory above a certain tax defi- the profits earned through controlled transactions
ciency. without shifting income.

The IRS is not alone in recognizing the contribution While the Regulations are mute on the subject, the
of economists. The GAO Report specifically recom- IRS recognizes the role of the functional analysis as a

mended that the IRS uses its economists more exten- fourth method. The Manual3 directs its personnel to

sively to ensure better applicationof Section 482 in its evaluate the respective functonsperformedwithin the
audits. The IRS Report asserted more frequent in- corporate group. The Manual states that all, or virtu-
volvement of economists with the development of ally all Section 482 cases can be reduced to seven basic
these issues. questions:
Prompted by the IRS' success with its economists, - What was done

corporate management has sought assistance from - What economically significant function was per,
economists expert in the taxation of intercorporate formed
transfer pricing. Economistsexamine issues outside of - What economic risk was assumed
tax or transfer pricing considerationsto help corpora-

- Who performed each function and assumed each

tions plan or defend transfer pricing rationale. risk
Economistscan help establish pricing systems that re- - What is the economic value of each function per-
flect the realities of the industry and the market place, formed by each party
giving management greater certainty that its transfer - Are there any valuable intangibles used

pricing can withstand IRS scrutiny. - Who developed the intangibles and are they being
paid for their use

The benefit of usng independent economic experts These questions do not easily elicit satisfactoryinvolves more than a working knowledge of the rules
and the problems under Section 482. Outside experts

answers. In the context of the arm's length pricing
encourage a dialogue between corporatemanagement

standard, the functional analysis is limited to quantify-
and the tax function. Tying corporate objectives to ing differences in fact and circumstances that distin-

their tax consequences is essential for a defendable guish related from unrelated transactions. It is also the

transfer pricing rationale. economist's most effectik,e tool to offer an alternative
to the three comparable pricing methods prescribed

Outside counsel can perform an important role in the by the rules. Economic analysis can develop or assess

planning phase. Involvement of a tax economist with transfer pricing rationale when transactions are not

the establishment of transfer pricing can serve as a duplcated in the open market. The functionalanalysis
deterrent against IRS assessments. In cases in which looks past tax motives to consider the economic facts
additional assessmentsare being imposed, this type of underlying intercorporate transactions.

prior planning provides strong support for the tax-
The functional analysis focuses not so much on the

payer's position.12Proper documentatonof intercom- detailed methodologyor the shortcomingsof the arm's
pany transfer pricing rationale helps defend against length standard, but on the reasonablenessof the pro-IRS adjustments.

12. See Donnelly, 'Eliminating Uncertainty in Dcaling with Section
In addition to helping management develop defenda- 482, The InternationalTax Journal, Vol. 12 No. 3, Summer 1986.

ble transfer pricing, economists assist corporations 13. Internal Revenue Manual, at IRM 5233, S. 523.8 (The Manual).
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fit distribution. The necessary understanding of the but subdivide it into comparableand parallel
significanceof the transfers and the role played by the uncontrolled prices. Create a second reasonable
different corporate entities does not become diluted price method to include the present Resale, Cost-
by an exhaustivesearch for an arm's length price com- Plus and Other Methods, without a priority of
parison. The objective is to determine if the amount application requirement.
of income retained by a related entity is equal to the (2) Provide three safe harbor provisions to assure IRS
amount it would have earned had the members of the acceptance of intercorporate transfer pricing. To
corporategroupdealtwith each otheratarm's length. overturn transfer pricing in compliance with the

The functional analysis has been singularly successful safe harbor provision, the IRS would bear the bur-

in resolving transfer pricing issues. It offers corporate
den of proof.

management an opportunity to avoid the hazards of The Schindler Survey concluded that reform of the
litigation, which are potentially more costly than the transfer pricing rules was needed, and made several
tax issue itself in terms of the time and energy in- specific recommendations.
volved, and the threat of making public relevant cor-

porate data.
- Treasury should revise its transfer pricing rules to

include other than the arm's length standard.
The effectiveness of this approach, however, hinges - Treasury should define more clearly the other
on understanding the economic significance of the reasonable method.
functions performed by each party. The Revenue - Treasury should include the functionally deter-
Manual acknowledges that the functional analysis is mined profit split under the fourth method.
complex and niay require the involvement of an - Treasuryshould include IRS in the burden ofproof
economist. This approach requires an economic study requirements.
and analysis normally outside of the expertise and - Corporationsshould continue to plan carefullyand
knowledge of the corporate tax function or revenue document their transfer pricing
agents. It should therefore be developed by an - Corporationsshould include the tax consequences
economist familiar with the taxation of intercorporate in planning their intercorporate transfer pricing.
transactions. - Corporationsshould involve expert economists to

assure proper considerationof economic factors in
VI. NEEDFORREFORM transfer pricing determinations.
The comparabilitypricing standard and the realities of Japan has recently adopted transfer pricing legisla-intercorporate transactions are difficult to reconcile. tion6 without the shortcomingsof Section 482.
The Revenue Manual, the IRS in practice, and the
Courts offer relief from the constraints imposed by the The Japanese transfer pricing law is designed to be
strict price comparabilitystandard. So should the Reg- neutral in its effect on international economic ac-

ulations. tivities. The law relies on the arm's length pricing
standard, but allows for a reasonable range of prices.Reform in this area has repeatedly been suggested. There is no priority of application rule among the

The recent growth of American business interests three pricing methods. In situations where these pric-abroad and the increasing presence of foreign opera- ing methods cannot be applied, other reasonable
tions in the United Statesgivenew urgency to the need methods, including a profit split, are provided.for expanded guidelines. Expansion of the Regula-
tions would eliminate the inconsistent IRS enforce- The law offers guidelines to minimize excessive and
ment of Section 482. costly administrativeburdens on the taxpayer, includ-

ing a system for advance approval of taxpayers' trans-
The GAO Report, in recommending improved IRS fer pricingenforcement of Section 482, argued for reform. More
recently the Unitary Taxation Working Group4 was It appears that Japan once more has adopted a West-
critical of the application of the arm's length standard ern concept, but not without perfecting it first.
to multinational corporations. In April 1986, the
American Bar Association5 suggested changes in the VII. CONCLUSION
transfer pricing rules. The taxation of intercorporate transactions.presentsa

The ABA Recommendationproposes two major revi- dilemma for management of internationalcorpora-
sions: tions. The tax consequences of transfer pricing be-
(1) Retain the comparableuncontrolledprice method, tween U.S. taxpayers and their related foreign opera-

tions are shrouded in uncertainty.14. Dexter, 'A Connent on the Unitary WorkingGroup'sDeliberations
and Product Tax Notes. Vol. 29 No. 4.28 Octobcr 1985: p. 425. More specific guidelines are needed to reduce corpo-15. American Bar Association, 'Administrative Recommendation No.

1968-8, Committee oi Affiliated aid Related Corporations, 15 April rate frustration tn establishing transfer pricing
1986 (The ABA Recomnendation). rationale. Expert taxcounselcan assure properconsid-
16. As presented at the International Tax nslitute, Inc.. 25th Aniiver- eration of economic factors in planning nternational
sary Seninar: Conpetent Authorities front Six Countries: 2 June 1986 operations. A corporate dialogue between manage-
ii New York. The Japanese Section was presented by Toshihiro Kiribuchi.

ment and the tax function, and properdocumentation,
Deputy Conimissioner (International Affairs), National Tax Administra-

tion, Japan The Special Taxation Measures Law, Section 66-5. became are essential for an effective defense against IRS as-

effective April 1986. sessments.
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Ik_ ER_A\ DS:

TransferPricing
By Peter Dekker

Mr. Peter Dekker is a partner of Caron and Stevens, lawyers and tax advisors,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. He graduated from Leiden University in 1974 (civil
law) and from Tilburg Hogeschool in 1978 (tax law) Caron and Stevens is the
Amsterdamoffice of Baker & McKenzie.

INTRODUCTION ments in capital assets - is not granted with respect to
investments in capital assets which have been pur-

In Dutch domestic tax law there are no specific (statu- chased or otherwise acquired from affiliated com-

tory) provisionsdealing with transactionsbetween re- panies as defined.2 This provision was introduced to
lated companies unlike, notably, the United States deny the allowance on transfers of capital assets be-
(IRC, sec. 482) and the Federal Republicof Germany. tween related enterprises for no purpose other than
The Federal Republic, in fact, has introducedadminis- obtaining (for the second time) the benefit of the al-
trative principles containing elaborate rules pursuant lowance subsidy. The tax inspector may grant an

to which the German tax authorities-mustdetermine exemption if the transfer takes place for bona fide
whether or not intercompany transactions have met business reasons.

the arm's length test (Circularof 23 February 1983, of
the Ministry of Finance of the Federal Republic). Furthermore, the transfer pricing issue is limited by

the general doctrine that the Revenue may not
Under Dutch tax law, however, the principle is com evaluate the soundness of the business decisions as

monly accepted that prices for the sale of goods and such. In combining the general doctrine and the sta-

rendering of services between affiliated companies tutes quoted above, one comes to the basic conclusion
should be calculated on an arm's length basis, i.e. that the Dutch Revenue must accept any method of
determined as if the companieswere entirely indepen- intercompanytransferpricing adopted by the multina-
dent parties. tional enterprise operating abroad and in the Nether-

lands, unless the Revenue is able to establish that the
method of intercompany transfer pricing applied by

LEGAL BASIS the multinationalenterprise results in an indirectprofit
distribution by its Dutch associated enterprise.

The legal basis for the arm's length principle is found
in two statutory provisions which both contain basic I. Article 10 of the Corporate Income Tax Act reads as follows:

concepts of Dutch tax law. The following items shall not be deductible from profit:

Article 7 of the Dutch Income Tax Act 1964:
a. direct or indirect distributionsofprofit, regardlessofdescription

and form, that are not covered by Article 9;
Profit is the amount of total gains that, regardless of b. distributionsnot coming within Article9 that are made pursuant

description and form, are derived from business. to the articlesofassociation, foundationcharterofsimilarinstru-
ments, unless said distributions are in the nature of business

Article 10(a) of the Corporate Income Tax Act 1969: costs;
c. interest on entrance fees of a cooperative society, interest on

In computing the profit the following items shall not be shares in a guarantee fund, and, in general, any compensation
deductible: for capital contributions by incorporators, shareholders, mem-

(a) direct or indirect distributionsof profits, regardless bers, participants or persons entitled to participation, as such;
of description or form, subject to the exceptions d. the corporate tax as well as any form of tax imposed outside the

mentioned in article 9. Realm according to profit, if an arrangementfor the purpose of

preventing double taxation is applicable to the taxpayer;
One of the very rare instances in which the law con- e. dividend tax and games of chance tax imposed because of profits
tains a specific provision dealing with intercompany earned.

relationscan be found in article23(d) of the Corporate 2. Affiliated companies, as defined in Article 23(d) of the Corporate

Income Tax Act. This provision stipulates that the
Income Tax Act, are companies which own or have owned in the last five

years, directly or indirectly, at least one third ofthe nominal paid-in capital
allowancesubsidy- a tax incentive to stimulate invest- in the other company.
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ECONOMICPROBLEM place under conditions differing from those existing
between independent enterprises. Whereas, for tax

Often tax specialists forget that transfer pricing is es- purposes, the prices charged in such transactions be-
sentially an economic question. In establishing the tween associated enterprises (the intercompany trans-

proper method of intercompanypricing, the multina- fer prices) should nevertheless be in conformity with
tional enterprise has to take into account all possible those which would be charged between independent
economic factors, of which tax liability is but one of enterprises as provided in article 9(1) of the OECD
many. Model Double Taxation Convention on Income and

Consequently, if the multinationalenterprise is able to
on Capital in the arm's length principle.

establish that its method of intercompany pricing is In order to determine precisely whether a particular
based on sound economicprinciples,and that, regard- transfer price conforms to the arm's length principle
less of the outcome, the method is applied throughout requiresdirect reference to prices in comparabletrans-
the enterprise, both in dealings with associated enter- actions between enterprises independent of each
prises and in dealings with unrelated parties, it will be other.
difficult for the Dutch Revenue to successfully chal-
lenge the transfer pricing methodologyof the multina- This method is frequently referred to as the compar-
tional enterprise. able uncontrolled price method and is, in principle,

the most appropriate and, in theory, the easiest
method to use. However, in the daily practice of a

THE ARM'S LENGTH PRINCIPLE multinational enterprise with numerous transactions
between associated enterprises, the existence of a

Although the arm's length principle is a commonly comparable uncontrolled price tends to be a myth
accepted principle of Dutch tax law, there is no con- because such evidence is rarely available,or is imprac-
sensus of opinion as to its precise meaning or to the ticable to collect, or there is an argument about

method of determining an arm's length price in any
whether the prices quoted are comparableor not.

given case. Even the concept of affiliated companies The achievement of the OECD reports is that theylacks a clear definition. The most one can say is that
recognize this fact and provide numberof guidelinesthe closer the relation between two companies, the a

for the establishment of other methods which may be
more attention is given to their mutual transactions. used to obtain the theoretical arm's length price. The

The Dutch Revenue has formally accepted the rules main broad methods of ascertaining arm's length
and recommendations of the OECD reports. The prices in non-arm's length situations described in the

1979 OECD report are as follows:Dutch Law Courts also take into consideration the
OECD rules and recommendations before making (i) Adopting with any necessary modification the un-
their decisions. controlled market price for the same or similar

The Report of the OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs goods, or adopting or adapting the prices of the

of 1979, Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enter- same or similar goods to independentthird parties
prises, deals, in general, with the tax consequences

- the comparable uncontrolled price method.

of transactions between members of a multinational (ii) Taking the price at which the goods are sold by the

enterprise.That Report was followedup by the Report connected purchaser to independent customers

of 1984 dealing with three specific taxation issues in and subtracting a mark-up to arrive at the arm's

connection with transfer pricing and multinationalen- length price for the sale by the original vendor -

terprises, and by an EEC Directive on the exchange the resale price method.

of information and mutual assistance in order to com- (iii) Taking the vendor's cost and adding an appropri-
bat tax fraud, and avoid abusive transfer pricing. ate mark-up to arrive at the arm's length price for

the sale by the original vendor and thus for the
-

These Reports have resulted in recommendations to purchase by the reseller the cost-plus method.
(iv) Any other methodwhich is found to be acceptable.the governments of the OECD Member States that

their tax administrations take several factors into ac- As stated above, the price comparisonmethod is often
count when reviewing and, if necessary, adjusting not practicable in the absence of comparable transac-
transfer prices between associated enterprises for the tions with third parties. The cost-plus method or the
purposes of determiningtaxable profits. These factors resale price method both use standard profit margins
include the considerationsand methods set out in the to find the applicable price.
report of 1979 for arriving at arm's length prices when In practice this frequently leads to confusion as to
goods, technology, trademarks and services are pro- what factors will determine the proper arm's lengthvided or supplied or loans are granted between as- price. Therefore, it is felt both by taxpayers and manysociated enterprises. tax inspectors in the Netherlands, that these methods

In making this recommendation,the OECD has recog-
are, despite their objective appearance, rather arbit-

nized the fact that transactions between associated rary and subjective guidelines.
enterprises (i.e. between parent and subsidiary com- For this reason it seems that the Dutch authorities
panies or companiesunder common control) may take have no intention of introducing statutory provisions
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or general guidelines,simlar to the GuidingPrincples The amount of the reallocated profit will be taxed at

ofthe British Inland Revenue issued in 1981. It should, the ordinary tax rates and, subsequently, will be

however, be noted that on 25 April 1985, the Dutch deemed to have been distributed - a so-called con-

Ministry of Finance issued a Circular containing ad- structive dividend. The constructive dividend will
ministrative guidelines with respect to the tax treat- then be subject to the dividend withholding tax.

ment of certain activities within multinational enter-

prses. The Crcularprovdes guidelineson the alloca-
tion of central managementcosts, as well as guidelines CASE LAW
on the taxation of support, preparatory and auxiliary
activities.3 As stated in the second paragraph of the arm's length

principle, in general, the OECD reports may be used
as guidelines for determining intercompany transfer

DUTCHPRACTICE prices acceptable to Dutch tax inspectors. However,
two differencesexist between the arm's length princi-

Dutch tax law grants the multinational enterprise full ple of the OECD and the Dutch interpretationof this
freedom in selecting the method of transfer pricing principle.
which it deems most appropriate for itself as a group Under Dutch tax law, the Revenue may only adjust
or for its Dutch associated enterprise as an individual transfer prices on the basis of the arm's
taxpayer. There are very few published court cases ntercompany

concerning disputes between the Dutch Revenue and length principle if the parent company is aware that
the intercompany pricing is advantageous to its sub-

a multinational enterprise about the method of inter- sidiary or vice versa.
company transfer pricing applied by the multinational
enterprise. Furthermore, according to the OECD report, com-

panies may be consdered to be associated if one of
However, this fact should not be interpreted as an them has the leadershipof the other or supervises the
indication that the Dutch Revenue rarely opposes the other company. In Dutch law a similar concept does
intercompany transfer pricing method employed by not exst.
the enterprise. It only proves that intercompanytrans-
fer pricing issues are usually settled by the taxpayer The judgment of the tax authorities will depend, in
and the Revenue out of court. large part, on the factual crcumstances of each case.

some very rare
The compromise is seldom the result of an application Consequently,just quoting of the deci-

sions may not be very enlightening. However, to giveof one of the gudelines referred to above, but rather general idea about the reasoning applied by the
the result of bargaining.

a

Dutch courts, some recent cases which dealt with
In view of the enormous difficulties pertaining to the transactions between a Dutch company and an as-

establishment of arm's length prces n specific cases, sociated company located n a tax haven jurisdiction
the Dutch tax authorities do not readily attempt, as a will be mentioned.

rule, to reallocateprofits in a purely domesticcontext,
i.e. between related companies resident in the Nether- CourtofThe Hague, 13 June 1984, BNB 1986/13
lands. There is an exception, however, where profits An Agreementbetweenaffiliatedenterpriseswhereby
are shifted to an affiliated domestic loss company. the extent of the work to be done is not determined in
In dealingwith transactionsbetween residentand non- advance, and the enterprise which performs this work
resident companies, the Dutch authorities tend to in- can count on a fixed income determned in advance, is
tervene when the foreign company is established in a equal to and has to be considered in the same way as

low tax country. The Dutch authorities are also the performance of work in labor production. Fixed

exhibiting an increasing interest in intercompany income contracts for undefined work between af-

transactions, particularly when the companies in- filiated companies are treated as labor contracts. In
volved are residents of high tax countries. such cases it is not uncommon practice for the enter-

Remarkably enough, prices calculated by the head prise performing this knd of work to make a profit
to a percentage costs.

office and the foreign permanentestablishmentare, in equal fixed of the production In
the event that the principal runs the full risk concern-

practice, examined with even more scrutiny and are the duties performed by the associated enterprise,
more often subject to criticism than are prices calcu- ng

lated between related companies.
a profit margin for the associated enterprise of 1% of
the costs is reasonable. The amount paid on top of this

Where transactions with companies in low tax coun- percentage is considered to be part of the profit of the
tries are involved, the arm's length test is, in principle, principal.
fully applied. Unjustified benefits under cover of in-
creased or decreased prices granted to foreign af- CourtofThe Hague, 22 January1982, BNB 1983/109
filiated companies (whether they are parent, sister or In this case, The Hague Court ruled that a commission
even more remotely related companies) are reinte- of 7.5% of the purchase price for the associated pur-grated in the taxable income of the Dutch company.
Unsupportedexpenses, fees or commissionsare disre- 3. Circular letter No. 084-2737,25 April 1985, of the Under-Ministerof

garded in computing taxable income. Finance. See European Taxation, April 1986, page 103.
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chasing enterprise was reasonable because the enter- MEANSOF AVOIDINGDOUBLETAXATION
prise concerneddid not have to maintain stock and did
not require suppliers' credit. The amount in excess of If, as a result of the decision of a Dutch Tax Court or

the 7.5% was considered to be a hidden capital con- a compromise reached between the taxpayer and the
tribution by the parent company to its subsidiary (i.e. Revenue concerning the adjustment of intercompany
re-adjusted to the taxable income of the Dutch parent transfer prices, the taxable income of the Dutch tax-

company). payer is (nationally) increased, the enterprise may at-

tempt to avoid the resulting double taxation through
CourtofAmsterdam,15 November1985 the so-called mutuai agreement procedure (amicable
A parent company, engaged in the trading of fish, procedure)provided for in most modern tax treaties.

In theory, double taxation occurs when another as-established an Antilleansubsidiarywhich acted as pur- sociated enterprise of the multinational enter-
chasing/selling center for many companies n the same

group, including two Dutch subsidiaries. prise already recorded the same income and paid tax
on it.

The Court ruled that the taxpayer is free to choose any Under the mutuai agreement procedure, if theconvenient corporate structure and that this has to be com-

accepted by the tax inspector. The Court considered panies involved in the dispute are situated in countries

application of the arm's length doctrine, the only rele- which have concluded a tax treaty with the Nether-

vant issue, and it found that there was no evidencethat lands, the victim may request the tax administrationto

prices realized by the Antilleansubsidiarydid not meet attempt to negotiate a settlement with the competent
authorities of the other State(s) to avoid double taxa-that criterion. tion.

CourtofThe Hague, 10 May 1984, BNB 1986/8 Where no tax treaty is in effect, double taxation seems

inevitable.
Taxpayer leases motion pictures, of which the rights
are obtained from its U.S. parent company, and paid Even where a tax treaty exists, however, the amicable
from the rentals a certain percentage to this U.S. com- procedure between competent tax authorities is sel-
pany. The Court ruled that the taxpayer had made it dom used and the limitations of such procedures are

sufficientlyclear that, in case of contractingwith unre- well known. Sometimes the time limits for starting the
lated motion picture lease offices, the percentage process have expired by the time the reallocation ac-

would not be lower than the one paid. tion is brought to the knowledge of the resident tax-

payer. More importantly, the amicable procedure,
which is a troublesome and time consuming affair,

ADVANCERULINGS does not oblige the competentauthoritiesof the coun-

tries involved to reach a compromise in order to avoid
When a resident company wishes to ascertain whether double taxation.
the proposed conditionsof intercompany transactions
are acceptable to the Dutch tax authorities, it may
apply for an advance tax ruling. In practice, tax rulings
are frequently requested and obtained with respect to CONCLUSIONthe taxable profit of Dutch companies which are part
of an international group and act as finance com- Transfer pricing remains an undeveloped area of the
panies, patent holding companies, holding companies law in the Netherlands. Most cases are handled inde-
or service companies. pendently and are not of universal application. Ad-

Rulings are legally binding agreements between the vance tax rulings are frequently requested and ob-

taxpayer and the tax inspector. These rulings may be tained. Intercompany transfer pricing issues are usu-

granted for a period of three to five years. They may ally settled by the taxpayer and the Revenue out of
be renewed, unless the circumstances have changed Court. The Dutch Revenue has formally accepted the
materially. rules and recommendationsof the OECD reports.
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JAPAK:

TheNew IntercompanyPricingRules
By Dean A. Yoost, TakashiWatanabeand NancyFox-Moore

The Japanese Diet passed legislation in March of 1986 prise cooperative associations. It does not include
and Japan joinedwith the majorityof the international partnershpsor individuals.

trading powers and adopted intercompany transfer
pricing rules applicable to cross-border transactions Foreign juridical persons
between related parties. The new rules apply to corpo- A foreign juridical person is a juridical entity which is
rations whose accounting year begins on or after 1 established under the laws of a foreign country and
April 1986. does not have its main office in Japan.
Although the law was fashioned after existing laws,
the Japanese law is open to interpretation by the Affiliated persons
Japanese National Tax Administration(NTA).-It is To determine if two juridical persons are affiliated,
actuallyquite premature to speculate as to how the law thepersonsmustmeetoneofthefollowingthresholds:will be enforced by the NTA as the provisions are not

specific and the interpretative rules have not been (a) There is at least 50% ownership of one juridical
issued. This article therefore only seeks to guide one person by the other. The 50% test will be satisfied

through the law and highlight the general principlesof if the person, directly or indirectly, owns 50% or

the law. more of the total number of shares (voting and

In essence, the law provides that transactionsbetween non-voting) in the other person.
A special relationship must exist between the

affiliated juridical persons must be conducted at an (b)
two Juridical persons. The definition of specialarm's length price. If transactions are not conducted relationship is critical in determiningwhich trans-

at an arm's length price, the NTA has the authority to actions fall within the purviewof the law where the
restructure the transactionfor tax purposes as if it had 50% stock ownership test is not met. In fact, a
been. special relationshipmay exist without any stock

ownership at all in the other person.
TYPESOF TRANSACTIONSGOVERNEDBY A special relationship will exist in the following
THE LAW cases:

The new law applies to international transactions in- (1) 50% or more of the officers of the company are or

were employeesor officersof the othercompany.volving the sale or purchase of tangible personalprop- (2) The representative director of the company is or
erty and other transactions. It is believed that the employee officerof the other
NTA will seek to enforce the law for any and all types

was an or company.

of international transactions and has purposely not (3) A substantialpercentageof a company'soperating
transactions are with the second company.included any limitations. There is growing concern as (4) A substantial percentage of the company's out-

to how the NTA will apply this law to industrieswhih standing loans which are necessary to the com-
traditionally have not been affected by intercompany pany's operations have been borrowed from or
transfer pricing laws (e.g. financial services, securities guaranteed by the second company.industry, etc.).

The NTA is anticipated to issue a Circular which will
Domestic transactions are not considered within the further define the time limits for the special relation-
scope of the new law. ship test and definitions as to what will be considered

a substantial percentage.
PERSONSTO WHOMTHE LAWWILLAPPLY

Transactionsbetween a juridical person and a foreign
affiliated juridicalperson fall within the purviewof the Dean Yoost is C.P.A. and a U.S. tax partner with Coopers &
law. Lybrand and the chief operatingofficerof Chuo Coopersand

Lybrand Consulting in Tokyo
Juridical persons Takashi Watanabe is a tax managerwith Chuo Coopers and

Juridical persons include corporations, corporations Lybrand Consulting in Tokyo
in the public interest such as incorporatedassociations Nancy Fox-Moore is a lawyer and tax specialist with Chuo
or foundations, and cooperative associations such as Coopers and Lybrand Consulting in Tokyo
agricultural cooperative associations or small enter-
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TRANSACTIONSCONDUCTEDATAN ARM'S However, the law becomes vague in its application to
LENGTHPRICE transactions other than those involving the sale or

purchase of inventory. Under the law, all other trans-
The law is straightforwardand clear concerning trans- actions must be transacted at an arm's length price.
actions involving the sale or purchase of inventory. The arm's length price may be determined under the
Basically, it provides that the arm's length price is to methods discussed aboye or another method can be
be determined under one of three methods- the com- used if these methods are not feasible. The law pro-
parable uncontrolled price method (CUP), the re- vides no detail or clue as to what the NTA will agree
sale price method, or the cost 9lus method. There is is a reasonable or similar method. An Enforcement
no priority in the application o' these three methods. Order, which was issued in this regard, shed very little
If none of these three methods can be utilized, a light on the NTA's expectations. It is generally be-
reasonable method may be applied. The three lieved that the NTA will look to U.S. precedent in this
methods are defined in the law as follows: area to determine what is a reasonable method.

(a) Comparable uncontrolled price method (CUP)
The CUP method is the a- lication of the price-

which would have been paic etween a buyer and ENFORCEMENTAND INFORMATION

a seller who are unrelated, where the sale or pur-
COLLECTION

chase of inventory iS the same type of inventory as
The law provides three provisionsthe inventory in the foreign affiliated transaction new separate re-

and where the circumstances are similar. garding information collection: the presumption pro-
vision; provision on foreign-based information; and(b) Resale price method - Under the resale price the provision information Theseprovisionsmethod, a normal profit margin is deducted on returns.
have been included to aid in the collection of data andfrom the resale price to an unrelated party of mer-

chandise similar to that which is sold or purchased to insure smooth audits.

in the foreign affiliated transaction.
(c) Cost plus method- The cost plus method requires Presumption provision

a normal mark-up to be added to the purchasing, Briefly, when the necessary documents are not pro-
manufacturingor other costs of the inventory pur- vided by a taxpayer, the NTA is authorized to use the
chased or sold. gross margin ration of other corporationsengaged in

the same type of businessactivity to calculate the arm's
length price. The price calculated is presumed valid
andthe burden of proof is substantiallyshifted to the

EJRODFA\ taxpayer to prove otherwise.

Provs,on on foregn-based rnformaton

This provision authorizes the NTA to require the rele-

TAXA-0\ vant corporation to endeavor to obtain foreign-based
information. The NTA has stated that if a corporation
is not able to obtain the information, they will rely on

information exchange programs between the other
countries' tax authorities.

ArticlesbytheBureau'steamof internationaltaxspecialists, Provision on information returns
and its networkofocaltaxexperts. Corporationsare now required to file a periodic infor-

mation return on their foreign affiliatedcorporation(s)
and the current state of their transactions.

Developmentsand trends in European tax law

News in brie, court rulings, case notes CONCLUSION

EECtaxdevelopments The new law provides the NTA with a frameworkand
the authority to police intercompany transfer pricing
transactions. As the law is in its developmentalstages,
the NTA is in a pivotal position to determine the

L Furtherdetaisandfreesamplesfrom: overall focus and effect the law will have on interna-

,F[al[] INTERNATIONALBUREAUOF FISCAL tional transactions.
I DOCUMENTATION

17 Sarphatistraat124- P.O. Box 20237-
1OOOHEAmsterdam-theNetherlands
Tel.: 020-267726 Telex: 13217 intax nl
Cables: Forintax Telefax:020-22 8658
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AUS-RA_ A:

ForeignTaxCredits

By Don Orrock

Donald C. Orrock B.Com, FCA, ACIS is a chartered accoun-

tant with over 30 years experience in the profession,
specializing in the taxation area. He is the President of the
Australian Branch of the International Fiscal Associationand
a former State Councillorof the Taxation Instituteof Australia.
Mr. Orrock is a partner with the firm of Charles J. Berg &

- Partners, Sydney, Australia.
lii-4

Until 30 June 1987, income derived by an Australian entitlement in that trust estate was derived from
resident from a source in a foreign country and taxed another amount of income (called the primary
in that country will be exempt from Australianincome amount) which was subject to foreign tax. Where the
tax. The only exceptons are all foreign-source divi- amount of incom the beneficiary receives is reduced
dends and interest and royalties derived in countries because of the payment of foreign tax on the primary
with which Australia has a double tax treaty. Austra- amount, the beneficiary is entitled to a credit for that
lan residents deriving these forms of foreign-source foreign tax.

income are able to claim a credit against their Austra- Australian tax s imposed on the gross amount of any
lian tax for the foreign tax paid. foreign income derived, including any foreign taxes

As from 1 July 1987 a new system will operate, sub- paid on that income. Where foreign taxes have been

stituting a credit for foreign tax paid on all foreign- paid on underlyingforeign related company income in

source income. Foreign-source income derived by an respect of foreign dividends, the amount of dividend
Australian residentafter 1 July 1987 (or if a substituted subject to Australian tax is grossed up by the amount

accounting period applies, the first day of the period of the foreign taxes paid on the underlying related

substituted for the year commencing 1 July 1987) will company income.
no longer be exempt from Australian income tax. To The foreign source of incomewill be traceable through
qualify for the credit the foreign tax must actuallyhave partnership deem
been paid.

a or trust estate to a partner or

beneficiary deriving that income to have derived it
A foreign tax credit will be allowed for foreign taxes from.that foreign source.

on income, profits or gains (whether income or capi- Foreign income derived by an Australian resident
tal), in respect of foreign-source dividends between from carrying on a foreign business must be converted
related companies, taxes on the underlying company to Australian dollars at the average exchange rate
profits, or taxes subject to a double tax treaty. These applicable during the time the income was derived.
taxes may be federal, state or local. Unitary tax or Foreign taxes must be converted at the exchange rate
similar taxes are specificallyexclded from the foreign applicable at the time the tax is paid. Other foreign
tax credit system. income (and foreign taxes thereon) must be converted
A foreign tax credit will be allowed to a taxpayer in at the exchange rate on the day n which that income

respectof foreign incomewhere the foreign tax on that is remitted to Australia, or if not remitted, at the end
income was paid: of the year.

(i) by another person under an agreement with that

person or under the law relating to that tax; INCOMEFROM OVERSEASEMPLOYMENT
(ii) by a trust estate in which the taxpayer is a be-

neficiary; An exemption from Australian tax will continue to
(iii) by a partnershipin which the taxpayer is a partner; apply for foreign earnings of persons engaged in
(iv) by deduction (i.e. withholding tax); or foreign service for a continuousperiod of not less than
(v) by the taxpayer's spouse. 365 days. A part exemption will apply to foreign earn-

A credit is also allowed to the beneficiary of a trust ings of a person on foreign service for a continuous
estate where the beneficiary's foreign-source income period of less than 365 days but not less than 91 days.
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The foreign earnings must be subject to tax in the
country of source and that foreign tax must be paid or Exampleof credit for underlyingforeign tax on foreign-the Commissionermust be satisfied it will be paid. sourcedividends

100% owned foreign company subsidiary of an Australian com-

DIVIDENDSAND CLAIMSFORFOREIGN pany receives a dividend from the foreign subsidiary on the

UNDERLYINGTAX following basis:
Foreign company net taxable profit $ 2,000

Foreign dividends received by a taxpayer are to be Foreign tax thereon (at 30%) 600
Available distributable profit 1 400

grossed up by the foreign taxes, including any with-
holding tax, paid in resect of such dividends. This Dividend distributed to Australian company 1,000
grossed up amount will e included in the taxpayer's Foreign dividend withholding tax (at 15%) 150
assessable income. A credit for the foreign taxes paid, $ 850

including withholding tax, will be allowed as stated Gross up for foreign dividend withholding tax paid 150
above. Gross up for underlying tax applying to dividend

1,000
Where an Australian company receives a foreign divi- ( 1,400

x 600) -- 429

dend from a related foreign company, under certain Amount included in Australian assessable income $1,429
circumstances a foreign tax credit will be allowed in
respect of foreign underlying taxes paid on the profits Australian tax thereon (at 49%) 7OO

out of which the dividend was paid. Foreign tax credits - withholding tax $150
underlyingtax 429 579-

A foreign company is related to an Australian com- Australian tax payable $ 11
pany where it meets the following tests:

(a) The Australian company has a voting interest in
the foreign company of at least 10% of the voting apply separately in relation to those two classes ofshares of the foreign company; or income.

(b) The Australian company has at least 10% voting
interest in a foreign company, which in turn has at Interest is broadly defined and includes a payment in
least a 10% voting interest in another foreign com- the nature of interest in respect of:

pany and the Australian company has, directly or

/!}
) money lent, advances or deposits;indirectly, at least a 5% voting interest in those b) credit given or

foreign companies, then all such foreign com- ) form of'debt
panies, regardlessof in which tier of the chain they

any or liability.
fall, will be related foreign companies. Interest does not include

For the purposes of foreign tax credits a company will (a) interest derived by the person from a transaction
be either an Australian company or a foreign com- directly related to active conduct of a trade or

pany. An Australian company is a company that is a business;
resident of Australia. A foreign company is a company (b) nterest derived by carrying on a banking business
that is not a resident of Australia. or some other business the income of which is

The underlying tax in relation to a dividend paid by a (c)
principally

derived
derived

by
from the lending

from
of
related

money; or
interest a company a com-

company, means tax payable by the company on the pany where the interest income did not exceed
profits out of which the dividend is paid. 10% of the total profits derived by the company
Provided the dividend is paid by a foreign company or during the year of income or the precedingyear as

companies meeting specified tests as to their relation- applicable.
ship to the Australian company a credit will be availa- Where a foreign company derives net interest income
ble for the underlying foreign tax paid in respect of amounting to a minimum of 10% of its total profits, it
those dividends. is deemed to have an interest pool. Dividends paid by
The amount tobe includedin thecompany'sassessable that foreign company, to an amount not exceeding the
income, in respect of foreign dividends for which a amount of the interest pool, will be deemed to be
credit is allowed for underlying foreign taxes paid, will interest income derived by the Australian company
be grossed up by the amount of those underlying receiving the dividends.

foreign taxes.

CALCULATIONOF FOREIGNTAX CREDIT
INTERESTINCOME

The foreign tax credit system will be operated on an

Interest income constitutes a separate class of income aggregate basis as opposed to a per country basis. This
and will be subject to special provisions in respect of results in the total amountof foreign tax paid in respect
the foreign tax credit system. Where a taxpayerderives of foreign income classes derived in all foreign coun-

foreign income which includes interest income and tries being aggregated to ascertain whether a taxpayer
other income, the foreign tax credit provisions will is entitled to a credit against Australian tax payable.
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The exceptions to this rule of aggregation are in re- by transfer to a group company. The grouping tests for

spect to a claim for foreign-sourcelosses and claims for companies are the same as those under the group loss
credit for foreign taxes transferred within group com- provisions of the Income Tax AssessmentAct. Group
panies. companies are basically wholly owned parent sub-

Where: sidiary and fellow subsidiary relationships.

(a) the assessable income of a resident taxpayer in- A companywith excess foreign tax creditsmay transfer

cludes foreign income; and those excess credits to another companygroupedwith

(b) the taxpayer has paid foreign tax in respect of that it by giving written notice to the Commissioner of

foreign income for which he was personally liable Taxation.

(as mentioned above). In order for the group company to be able to utilise
the transferred foreign tax crdit, the group company

The taxpayer is entitled to a credit equal to the lesser must derive foreign income of the same class and be
of: liable for and have paid foreign taxes in respect of that

(a) the amount of that foreign tax, reduced in accord- foreign income. Where the group company s exempt
ance with any credit, rebate, remission or deduc- from foreign tax in respect of foreign income (e.g. by
tion available to the taxpayer under the law relat- virtue of double tax treaty permanent establishment

ing to that tax; or provision) that income will not be available to allow a

(b) the amountof the Australiantax payable in respect credit for any foreign tax credit transferred from a

of the foreign income (ascertainedby applying the group company.

average rate of Australian tax to the adjusted net

foreign income reduced by any rebate relating ex-

clusively to the foreign income). TAXSPARING

It has been recognised that certain foreign countries,
FOREIGN-SOURCELOSSESAND EXCESS in order to encourage investment in their country,
CREDITS allow income derived therein by foreign investors to

be exempt from tax or the tax thereon reduced. In

Foreign-source losses will not be available for deduc- order to preserve this incentive a tax sparingprovision
tion against Australan-sourceincome. has been included in the foreign tax provisions.

Foreign-source losses incurred during the 7 years pre- The effect is to allow as a credit, tax deliberately
ceding the commencement of foreign tax credits and foregoneby a foreign taxing authority. The foreign tax

foreign-source losses in future years will be available credit provisions deem the foreign tax foregone to

to be set off against foreign-sourceincome of the same have been paid by the taxpayer. The relevant foreign
branch or activity in that foreign country. income is grossed up by the amountof deemed foreign

tax paid and the grossed up amount is included in the
Losses in relation to interest may only be allowed taxpayer's assessable income.
against future interest income from the same source.

Australian losses may be carried forwardfor deduction
from future Australian profits or, by election of the INTERACTIONWITHDOUBLETAX TREATIES

taxpayer, may be deducted from foreign-source in-
come in the year the loss is incurred. Problems may exist in obtaining tax credits in Austra-

lia for underlying foreign taxes paid in respect of divi-
It is important to note that foreign-source losses are dends received from foreign companies resident in
only deductible against foreign income from the same certain countries with which Australia has double tax
source. A foreign source is defined as: treaties. For example, the Australian/ItalianConven-

(a) a business carried on by the taxpayerat or through tion, in the Protocol thereto, states that a credit for
a permanent establishment, in a foreign country; foreign taxes paid in respect of dividends shall not
or include tax paid in respect of the profits out of which

(b) any other business, commercial or investment ac- the dividend is paid (the underlying tax).
tivitycarriedon the taxpayerin a foreigncountry. Although the Australian legislation allows a credit in

Therefore a taxpayer is denied a deduction for foreign respect of this underlying tax, the provisionsof a dou-
losses against foreign income from another country; ble tax treaty specificallyprevail over Australian taxa-

another business, commercial or investment activity tion provisions. Care will be required to ensure that in
carried on in the same foreign country; or another deriving foreign-sourceincomefrom certain countries,
permanentestablishmentin the same foreigncountry. the double tax treaty with that country does not limit

the ability to claim a full foreign tax credit.
This will apply to both carried forward and current

year foreign losses.

Excess unutilised foreign tax credits are not available CONCLUSIONS
to be carried forward to future income years. These
excesscreditsmay only be utilised in the year incurred, 1. The inability to offset foreign tax losses from one
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source against foreign income of another source A problem may arise in obtaining a foreign tax
may require consideration to be given to the man- credit against the Australian tax for the U.S. tax
nerin which foreign business is conducted. Where paid in respect of this income by virtue of the fact
foreign business is conducted through more than that no tax credit is allowed for unitary tax. The
one permanentestablishment in the same country definition of unitary tax means tax imposed by
considerationmay be given to conductingall busi- a law of a foreign country, being a law which, for
ness through one permanent establishment. the purposes of taxing income, profits or gans of

2. A claim for a credit for part of the tax paid in a a company derived from sources within that coun-

foreign country may be permanently lost if a de- try, takes into account, or is entitled to take into
duction is not available n the foreign country on account, income losses, outgoingsor assets of the
the same basis on which it is available for Austra- company . . . derived, incurredor situated outside
lian tax purposes. that country . . .. This would appear to include

3. The abihty to transfer excess foreign tax credits to the U.S. tax payable in the situation above. The
other group companies will improve the ability to Argentine tax would be allowed as a credit. Urgent
more fully utilise all foreign tax credits. Therefore planning would be required to sidestep this prob-review may be required of the group shareholding lem.
structures. 8. Australian companies with New Zealand opera-4. Derivation of more than one class of foreign in- tions face special issues in seeking to fully utilise
come from several sources may result in payment the higher New Zealand taxes as credits in Austra-
of Australian tax on foreign income while foreign lia. This may require a change in the existing cor-
tax credits are unutilised. porate structure or financing arrangements.

5. Records will have to be maintainedwhen receiving 9. Possible changes to corporate structures become
foreign-source dividends and distributions from mor likely in the case of Australian companies
partnershipsand trusts to permit calculationof any with operations in South East Asia and Oceania.
underlying foreign taxes or foreign taxes paid by The mix of high and low tax rates in these regionsthe partnership or trustee of the trust estate. makes the choice of corporatevehicle and its loca-

6. Details of foreign dividends received establishing tion criticial to the maximising of foreign tax cre-
that such dividendswere not paid from an interest dits.
pool will need to be maintained. 10. Australian companieswith extensive internatinal

7. It is possible for a company or an individual to be operations may find it advantageous to move off-
a dual resident of Australiaand anothercountry at shore to a low tax country leaving the Australian
the same time for taxation purposes. Even where operations as a subsidiaryof the new international
a double tax treaty exists between the two coun- structure.
tries, it does not always provide a basis for deter- 11. Operations in foreign Iow tax rate countries could
mining that the company or individual is nly a well be conducted through a subsidiary in that
resident of one of the countries (e.g Australia/ country to defer Australian tax liability on the
U.S. Double Tax Treaty in relation to companies). foreign profits.
A company may be, for example, a dual resdent 12. Foreign companies using Australia as a base for
where it is incorporated in Australia,but managed their South East Asian activitiesshould reconsider
and controlled in the U.S.A. If the company de- the advisability of using the Australian company
rived income from a source, in say Argentina, it as a holding company for investments in sub-
will be subject to tax in Australia and the U.S.A. sidiaries in that area.
as both countries tax their residentson their world-
wide income.

ERRATUM

In the article Taxation of Rental Property Income in Burkina
Faso, by Mr. Lawrence Rupley, published in the July 1986 issue,
the first sentence of paragraph 2, page 299, beginning, For
1985, . should state:

For 1985, the effective tax rate on rental income was 100%:
Burkina residential tenants were allowed to live rent-free for the
year, while all commercial or other organization tenants were

required to pay all rents directly to the Government rather than to
the owners of the rental properties.

i
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The InternationalBureauofFiscalDocume

TheTaxTreatme
CONTENTS:

Introductionto tax issuesconnectedwith transferpricingand multinationalenterprises

Full text-inEnglish-of the countries.'nationallawsand regulationson transferprices

The majorInternationalOrganizations'documentson transferpricing, includingthe OECD

reportsof 1979 and 1984

Comparativestudyofthevariousnationalsystemson the one hand, and the OECD-reportson

the other.

The main sectionwillconsistof in-depthdiscussionsofcountry-by-countrysurveysof transfer

pricing lawswrittenby outstandingexpertsusingactualcases from theirdailypracticeto

illustratethe pointsof law. In 1987, this bookwillcontainchapterscovering:
Australia by Dr. PaulDominic

Belgium by Prof. I. ClaeysBoaert

Canada by Mr. NathanBoidman

France by Mr. Jean-ClaudeGoldsmith

F.R. Germany by Mr. FriedhelmJacob

Italy by Prof. GuglielmoMaisto

Japan by Mr. ToshioMiyatake
The Netherlands by Mr. M.J. Ellis

Switzerland by Mr. D. Lthi
-

TheU.K. by Mr. M.H. Collins

The U.S.A. by Ms. MerylSilver

and probablySweden

The bookwillbesupplementedin 1988 byotherEuropeanand the majorAfrican,Asianand

LatinAmericancountries.

AVAILABLEinsummer1987.

PREPUBLICATIONPRICE:
1,100Dfl. (normally1,200Dfl.) including1987supplementation.
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WILHELMINAA. COMELLO DepartmentHead, InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation
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regulationsand case law

methodsof arm's lengthpricing-

methodsofprice adjustmentsand correspondingadjustments-

specifictransactions(saleand use of tangibleproperty, transferof intangibleproperty,-

services, loans, cost-sharingand cost-fundingagreements);

specificsectors (banking,pharmaceuticals,etc.)-

non-taxaspects (foreignexchangecontrol, etc.)-

transferpricing rules in the tax treaties-

complianceand litigationaspects (authorityto make adjustments,burdenofproof, special-

audit techriques,exchangeof information,mutualagreementprocedures,etc.)

TEXTSOF RELEVANTPROVISIONSIN LAWS,-

REGULATIONSANDTREATIES(in English)
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TI-AILA\ID:

TransferPricingProvisions,Rulingsand
CaseLaw
By Montri HongskrailersandK.S. Jap

1. The arm's lengthprincipleand inter-company
pricing

The arm's length rule specifies that all transactions
between the headquarters and an affiliate or among
the affiliates thmselvesshould be done as if all these
entities were distinct and separate enterprises. All

Mr. Montri Hongskrailers pre- pricing and other treatment should be charged and
sently heads his own international documented in the same way as it would be charged
law firm, Montri & Associates Law and documentd to a distinct and separate enterpriseOffices, Bangkok. Previously, he

was associated with Coopers and engaging in the same or similar activities under the

Lybrand, Bangkok, Thailand. He same or similarconditionsand dealingwholly indepen-
is correspondent for the Bulletin dently of each other.
for Thailand and is a regular con-

tributor.
Transfer pricing is a means by which profits can be
siphonedout of Thailandwithoutpaying tax. By trans-

ferring the profits to the hadquarters in the form of
inflated prices on goods sold to an affiliate in Thailand,
the company reduces the profits of the branch or sub-
sidiary or other affiliate locatedin Thailandand avoids
the profit tax. This also transfers profits to the head-

quarters, without paying taxes on remitted profits.
This practice is widespread among foreign multina-

*... tional companies in Thailand.

Mr. Jap s a prncpal research as-

sociate for the International Thai tax law.has a provision to guard against this
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, practice. Section 65bis(7) of the Revenue CodeAmsterdam and provides special
expertiseconcerningthe Asian re- specifies that the assessment officer has the power to

llh gion. establish cost prices of imported goods by comparison
with the cost price of the goods of the same category
and type which are delivered to another country. It is
very difficult, however, to put this -9ower into practice
since cost prces n the world market are either non-

A. INTRODUCTION existent or not easily identifiable.

The aim of this article is to present the arm's length In some cases, the affiliate exportsgoods to the parent
principle and inter-company pricing provisions, rul- company at a price lower than the marketprice so that
ings and case law in Thailand. more profit maybe attributed to the parent company

and less profit i's left for the branch or subsidiary. This
With respect to transfer pricing etc. the following was also avods tax in the host country. There is also a
stated:' provision to prevent this practice. Section 65bis(4) of

the RevenueCode empowers the assessmentofficer to
establish prices at the market value on the date of

1. In 37 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation 8 (1983) at transfer if he believes that goods are transferred,with-
361-364, a Working Paper was reproducedwhich was presentedat the 12th out justifiable grounds, at a price lower than the mar-

Meeting of the Study Group on Asian Tax Administrationand Research ket value.
(SGATAR), 7-12 June 1982 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The subject of
the Working Paper is entitled: Recent Developmentand Problems Relat-

ing to the Taxation of Multinational Companies in Thailand. Specific
topics covered in this Working Paper were further elaborated in: Thai-

land: Loss Companies,38Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation 2. Transferof inventorybetweenparentand
(1984) at 249-250. Thailand: Taxation of Royalties, License Fees, Etc., subsidiarycompanies
Paid to Non-Resident Licensors, 38 Bulletin for International Fiscal
Documentation(1984) at 501-503. Anothercommonpractice of multinationalcompanies
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(MNCs) in avoiding taxesis to transfer inventoryfrom owned and used by the same companyshall be allowed
the subsidiary to the parent companywithoutcompen- as expenses. Moreover, Section 65ter(11) specifically
sation or charges. This can be done under the disguise prohibits deduction of interest on capital, reserves or
of sending samples or goods for advertising pur- funds of the company.
poses. In effect, this is a transfer of profit from the
subsidiary to the headquarter company. Other than 4. Allocationof overhead expenses
inventory, the objects of transfer could be in the form
of services Fendered without charge or money lent Strictly speaking, under Thai tax laws, overhead ex-

without interest. Thai tax law has a provision to pre- penses of the headquartersmay not be deducted from
vent this practice, Section 65bis(4). Therein it states profits of the branch. This is because Section 65ter(14)
that in the case where, without justifiable grounds, of the Revenue Code prohibits deduction of any ex-

property is transferred,a service is rendered,or money penses not exclusively expencled for the purpose of
is lent without any compensationi service charge or business in Thailand. In auditing foreign MNCs, one

interest, or with compensation, service charge or in- quite often finds that profits are reduced for the pur-
terest in an amount lower than the market value, the pose of avoiding taxes, by deducting expenses such as

assessmentofficer has the power to assess the compen-
research and administrationexpendituresof the com-

sation, service charge or interest at the rnarket value pany headquarters from the profit of the branch. In
on the date of transfer, rendering of the service or this case not only is corporate income tax avoided, but

lending. also personal income tax. This s because expenses
claimed as administration and research expenditures
of the headquarters include salaries of executives

3. Bankingandtransferof funds across working in a branch in Thailand. Since the salaries are
internationalboundaries- Garneringeffect not paid in Thailand, it is not possible to withhold

Another way to avoid paying tax in a high tax country taxes from these salaries.
is to gather funds in the form ofaloan to the subsidiary The deduction of research and administration expen-in the country where the tax is high. Interest would be ditures of the headquarters from the profits of the
charged to the subsidiary, thereby reducingthetaxable permanent establishments located in Thailand, how-
profit of the subsidiary. However, VNCs must con- ever, is allowed if the company is incorporated in a
sider the country's withholding tax on interst remitted country with which Thailandhas signed an Agreementabroad. In the case of Thailand, interest paid to a for the Avoidanceof DoubleTaxation. This is because
foreign company is subject to a 25% tax rate. Thus it the Article concerning business profits in the Agree-is worthwhile to keep funds in the form ofloans to the ment usually allows these expenses as deductions,subsidiary in Thailand since corporate income tax in whether they are incurred in Thailand or elsewhere.
Thailand is 40% on profit and 25% on profit remitted
abroad. For exarnple, if the interest is 13 1,000,000, tax However, in the treatise above, the problems do not

on the interest is B 250,000 but the profit of the sub- cover those affected by the paymentor not of the Thai

sidiaz:y would be reduced by B 1,000,000 nd tax on business tax (sales tax) as well as the rulings and Su-
profit would be reduced by 13 400,000 plus reduction preme Court decisions relating to the transfer pricing
of tax on remitted profit of 13 150,000 (25% x provisions under the corporate income tax, business

600,000). Therefore, the net gain in tax is B 300,000. tax and import duty laws. These topics will be elabo-
rated later. However, the general calculation of the

Example: taxable income under the corporate income tax is set
out first, before proceedingto the rulingsand SupremeProfit remitted as interest Court decisions under the corporate income tax, busi-

profit 1,000,000
ness tax and customs duty with respect to transfer

25% withholding tax 250,000 pricing.
profit remitted 750,000

Profit remitted as dividends B. CORPORATEINCOME TAX

profit 1,000,000 1. Calculationof taxable income
40% corporate tax 400,000
profit remitted 600,000 All companiesand similar entitis (legal partnerships)25% withholding tax 150,000 registered under Thai law, or which are incorporatedprofit remitted 450,000 under a foreign law and carry on business in Thailand

However, this may only be done in the case where the are subject to the corporate income tax governed by
the Thai Revenue Code of 1938, as amended.MNCs have subsidiaries in Thailand, not when a

branch exises. This is because the headquarters and Resident companies of Thailand are subject to corpo-the branch are considered the same company by the rate income tax on their world-wide income. Section
laws of Thailand, thus, the company would be paying 65 of the Revenue Code provides that the income
interest to itself. Therefore, deduction of the interest subject to corporate income tax shall be the net profits
violates Section 65ter(10) of the Revenue Code which arising from or in consequenceof the business carried
specifies that no consideration for the properties on in an accounting period.
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Non-residentcompaniesofThailandare subject to the 1985. In determining the net profits, usual business

corporate income tax levied on Thai source income expenses and depreciation allowances are allowed as

only. deductions.

Secton 66 of the Revenue Code rovides that com- An income tax return must be filed within 150 days
panies and partnershipsestablishec under foreign laws after the end of the taxpayer's accounting year. Any
and carrying on a business (multinationalcompanies) fiscal year may be selected in lieu of a calendar year.
in various countries including Thailand are taxed on The corporate income tax is imposed the
their net profits arising from or in consequenceof their

on gross

business carried on in Thailand. receipts or gross sales instead of net profits in the

following cases:

The term net profits arising from the businesscarried (i) the carryingon of a businessof international trans-

on in Thailandmeans, the net profits arising from the portation of goods and persons (Section 67); and

business activities which a taxpayer derives directly (ii) any de jure company or partnership failing to file

from profit-seeking. The term net profits arising in a return, or failing to keep the accounts required
consequence of the business carried on in Thailand by the Thai Revenue Code, or failing to produce
applies to profits not arising directly from the primary accounts required by the assessment officer (Sec-
business activity of the company, but purely from tion 71).
sideline activities not related to the business of the

In the case of a business for international transporta-
company. tion, the taxable profit is 3% of the gross receipts. In

Where income will be regarded as profits arising in the latter case (ii), the taxable profit is com-guted at

consequence of the business of the company is deter- the rate of 5% on the aggregate of either t ie gross
mined by case law. In the SupremeCourt decision No. receipts or the gross sales.

456-457/2509, it was ruled that, where a comoany Effective as of 7 April 1986, the RevenueDepartment
owned land and buildings and later sold these for a

profit, the company is required to include such profit
issued Instruction PAW No. 13/2529 (1986) requiring

n computing its corporate income tax amount. This is a company or legal partnership incorporated under

because the originalpurchaseof the land and buildings foreign law and a) carrying on a business in Thailand,

was a business activity within the objectives of the b) carryingon a business in variouscountries including

company and, thus, when they were sold, and profits Thailand, or c) deemed to be carrying on a business in

were realized, the gain is to be regarded as profits
Thailand because an employee, agent or representa-

arising in consequenceof the businessof the company.
tive is in Thailand carrying on a business and thereby
earning income or profit in Thailand (hereinafter re-

In another Suprerne Court decision No. 1274/2497 it ferred to as said company), will pay corporate in-

was ruled that a foreign company which had a branch come tax on the net profits basis and not on a 5% of

carrying on mining operations in Thailand, receiving gross receipts basis as previously practised in some

interest on bonds from abroad in accordancewith the cases under (ii) above.

objective of the company, was not required to pay The details of the Revenue Department Instruction
corporate income tax on that interest. Such income
was not considered profits arising from or in conse-

No. PAW 13/2529, dated 7 April 1986, re: Paymentof

quence of the business carried on in Thailand. ncome tax by a companyor legal partnership incorpo-
rated underThai law or under foreign law and carryng

The definition of carrying on a business in Thailand is on business in Thailand under Sections 66 and 76bis of

very broad, and includes the following: the RevenueCode of 1938, as amended,shall be hand-

If a de jure company or partnership incorporatedunder led as hereinafter set forth:

foreign law has an employee, representative or inter- a. The said Company must pay corporate income tax

mediary in Thailand for carrying on its business and from the net profit and must file a tax return within 150

thereby derives income or gains n Thailand, such de days from the last day of its accountingperiod together
jure company or partnership shall be deemed to be with a balance sheet, business account, and a profit and

carrying on a business in Thailand, and such employee, loss statement certified by an auditor.
representative or intermediary, whether a natural or b. The net profit which to pay corporate income
legal person, shall, insofar as the said income or gains

on

are concerned, be deemed to be the agent of the said
tax shall be calculated by including the income arising

de jure company or partnershipand shall have the duty
from or in consequence of their business carried on in

and liability to file a return and pay corporate income
Thailand during the accountingperiod less the expenses

tax (Section 76 bis).
not disallowed under Section 65 ter(14) of the Revenue
Code.

Consequently,corporate income tax may be levied on Any payment made by a branch office in Thailand to its
either the net profits basis or the gross receipt basis. head office or another branch office in another foreign

country as compensation for assistance or services ren-

dered to the business of a branch office in Thailand, in
2. Net profits versus gross receipts basis order to have these charges treated as expenses (within

the meaning of the Revenue Code) for purposes of
The corporate income tax is imposedon the net profits calculatingnet profits, they must provideclearevidence
of the business derived during the taxable calendar that said payments were made. Clear evidence would

year or fiscal year on the accrual basis as of 1 January be records showing that:
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1) the assistance or services were rendered in relation such asset transferred,service renderedor money lent,
to the business of the branch office in Thailand; on the basis of the market value prevailingon the date

2) the results of research and development were of transfer, renderingof service or grantingof the loan
utilized by the Thai branch office; (effective as from 1 January 1979 by Emergency De-

3) the expenses have not already been deducted as
cree Amending Act (No. 5) 1978).expensesby the headofficeoranotherbranchoffice

in computation of their net profit; Section 65bis(7) of the Revenue Code provides that
4) expensesshared by the Thai branch office are deter- the cost price of imported goods may be determined

mined based by means of generally accepted ac- by the assessmentofficer upon comparisonwith goodscounting principles applied similarly and consis- of a similar nature and kind imported by other coun-
tently to a branch office in another country. tries.

All the expense payments and accounting methods
employed must be certified by the foreign competent a. Rulings
authority or person appointed by the Thai Revenue
Department. The Revenue Department has issued the following

rulings related to Section 65bis(4).Expensesnot considered to be deductible by the branch
office in Thailand are: the exclusive expenses made by (i) Ruling Gor. Kor. 0804/23574 datedthe head office or another foreign branch office in con- 23 April 1979nection with e.g office rents, water and electricity,
stationery, sundries, depreciation and depletion of The company receives interest from a loan granted to

materials and tools (Departmental Instruction No. its affiliatedcompanieswithin a group of companiesas

PAW 14/2529, dated 30 June 1986). well as interest from money deposited with the com-

c. Said Company can file corporate tax returns and mercial bank. Both payments are deemed to be in-

pay tax on 5% of the gross receipt only if the Director- come from the company's direct business and it shall
General of the Revenue Departmentconsiders thatsaid be added to any other income of the company for

Company has proved its inability to otherwise ascertain purposes of calculating the corporate income tax in
net profits and allowsor orderssaidCompany to file the accordance with Section 65 of the Revenue Code.
tax return in a form to be prescribed by the Director-
General. If the company's objective was also to grant loans

to
d. In case said Company filed a return and paidcorpo- generally and companies in its group specifically it

shall be deemed to be a business matter and it shall be
rate income tax on gross receipts before receiving a- treated those companies regularly actingproval of the Director-General,as mentioned in No. 3 as as a com-

above, by using or modifying the form prescribed by the mercial bank.
Director-General for other returns, it shall be deemed Consequently, the interest from the loan shall be sub-
that said Company failed to file the corporate income Ject to the business tax in business category No. 12 of
tax return in the form prescribed by the Director-Gen- the Business Tax Schedule. However, the interest re-eral.

ceived from the money deposited with the commercial
e. In case said Company filed the return and paid bank shall not be deemed to be income from business
corporate ncome tax, as mentioned in No. 4, above, regularly conducted and similar to that of a commer-the Assessment Officer shall assess tax in accordance cial bank because the company of the group receivingwith the rules mentioned in Nos. 1 and 2, above. If said
Company has no evidence to prove its expenses, said the loan did not intend to carry on a business similar

Company shall be deemed to have the following ex- to that of a bank. As a result, no business tax was

penses: payable on the interest from the deposits.
1. In case said Company enga8ed in a hire-of-work

business, the standard deducton is 70% of thegross
income. (ii) Ruling Gor. Kor. 0804/13499dated

2. In case said Company engaged in a trading busi- 13 July 1979
ness, the standard deduction is 80% of the gross The company intends to rent a machine for five years
income. for his clients. The rent is about the price of the

f. Any regulations, orders, rulings or practices con- machine plus 15% interest per annum. When the ren-

trary to Instruction PAW 13/1986of 7 April 1986 are no tal contract expires, the company will have received
longer in force. the rent which is equal to the price of the machineplus

its profits. The company wants to sell the machine at
less than the market price because the company has

C. ARM'S LENGTH TRANSACTION already received sufficient profit from this machine.
Issue: is the sales price of this machine less than the
market price Is it subject to change under Section1. On corporate income tax provisions 65bis(4) of the Revenue Code

Section 65bis(4) Thai Revenue Code 1938, as The ruling stated that the companyhad not transferred
amended, provides that, in the case where proprerty the machine at less than the market price according to
iS transferred, services are rendered or money is lent Section 65bis(4) of the Revenue Code. It is believed
without justifiable grounds and for compensation, or that the companycan sell the machineaccordingto the
for compensation less than the market price, the as- market price based upon the condition of the machine
sessment officer is authorized to assess the value of at the date of the transfer, notwithstanding the fact
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that the company received profit in the form of rent Business Tax Schedule of the Revenue Code. The
from the machine, plus interest. business tax is collected from manufacturers, impor-

ters and exporters as weil as some traders (e.g. sellers

(iii)Ruling Gor. Kor. 0804/22599dated of books, documents or printed materials; gold,
8 November 1979 diamonds, secondhand articles), while retailers are

The company produces goods. The goods produced exempt. In addition, business tax is collected from the
are of shoddy quality. The company decides to sell the sale of securities, services rendered (contractors, ad-

processed goods at less than the market price. The vertisers, warehousing, hotel, restaurants, letting of

company may do so because of the evidence of the property, transportation, banking, insurance, sale of
circumstances. If the company wants to destroy the immovable properties, brokerage businesses, photo
processed goods, the company may do so, taking into studios, hair studios, steam bath parlors, etc.).
account the generally accepted accounting principles. Studies have been conducted in Thailand to determine
In both cases, the attitude is not contrary to Section if the business tax should be replacedby a value added

65bis(4) of the Revenue Code. tax. The conclusion is that Thailand is not ready to
introduce a value added tax, yet.

(iv)Ruling Gor. Kor. 0804/8896dated
22 May 1980 2. On business tax provisionsThe company wants to lease a machine to a limited

partnership for 5 years. The price is 2 million Baht.
The rent is fixed at 52,988 Baht per month, calculated a. Assessment

at the price of the machine divided by 60, plus the Section 87bis(3) to (7) of the Revenue Code provides
operating profit based on the interest rate of 20% per the authority for the assessment officer to assess a

annum. The lease contract includes the option to pur- business tax. According to Section 87bis(3) to (7) the
chase the machine at a lower price than the book value assessment officer may:
which is 10,000 Baht. This price might be higher or

(i) fix the selling price of goods by comparisonwith a
lower than the market price prevailingon the date the

comparable market selling price, on the same or
sale is made. If the machine is sold to the lessee at the nearly the same day, for the same categoryor kind
price of 10,000 Baht, whereas the market price at that of goods or by comparisonwith the world market
time is 200,000 Baht, the transfer is deemed to be at

less than the market price on the date the transferwas (ii) fix
price;

the receipts from the letting of
made and assessment in accordance with Section gross property

rent property
65bis(4) of the Revenue Code shall occur.

by comparison with the which such
should normally obtain;

(v) Ruling Gor. Kor. 0802/13409dated (iii)fix the gross receipts which a person engaged in
business should have received in the event goods

25 September 1984 are sold for less than a reasonable selling price
A Thai company and a foreign company are in a joint because there is control or a relationship with re-
venture to construct a project for the Department of gard to capital or managementbetween the person
Public Works. After the project was completed, the engaged in business and the purchases;
joint venture suffered a loss and was in debt with the (iv) fix the price of property or services on the basis of
financing bank. As a result, the joint venture had to the market price on the date of the transfer of
borrow money from their partners without interest.

property or rendering of the services, or if the
The questionwas, is the loan from the partnerswithout consideration is less than the market price without
interest in compliance with Section 65bis(4) of the sufficient reason;
Revenue Code or not. (v) fix gross receipts upon consideration of the living
The Revenue Department ruled that the said loan is condition or conductof the person engaged in busi-

not contrary to Section65bis(4)of the RevenueCode. ness, or business statistics of the person engaged
in business himself or another person engaged in

There is no ruling on Section 65bis(7) of the Revenue similar business, or upon consideration of other
Code. principles which reasonably indicate the gross re-

b. Supreme Court decisions ceipts.

There are no Supreme Court decision on Section b. Rulings
65bis(4) and (7) of the Revenue Code.

There are no rulings on Section 87bis(3) to (7) of the
Revenue Code.

c. Business tax
c. Supreme Court decisions

The business tax is governedby Chapter IV of the Thai (i) Case 812/19
Revenue Code of 1938, as amended, and its imple- The plaintiff is a sole distributorwho has importedand
menting regulations. assembled motorcars in Thailand. The foreign motor-

The business tax is a gross receipt turnover tax im- car producerordered the plaintiff to sell the motorcars

posed on various categories of business listed in the to company A which was a former sole distributor.
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The plaintiffmust set the price of the motorcars,which Director-Generalof Customs may, from time to time,
are sold to company A, in accordance with the price specify the average market value for any category of
which is set by the foreign motorcar producer. This goods. Such value shall be deemed to be the value for
price has been set close to the cost price and the assessment of duty on the specified category of goods
wholesale price sold by the plaintiff, which in turn is instead of the actual market value as from the date of
quite different from the retail price of company A. specification, until cancelled or modified by a sub-
What is the selling price of the motorcar to calculate sequent specification.
the gross receipt for the business tax and the corporate The notice of the specification shall be made in theincome tax Government Gazette.
The assessment officer cannot take the price at which
the motorcar is sold by company A to be the market 2. Rulingprice and cannot set the new selling price and gross
receipts to increase the business tax and corporate There are no rulings on Section 9 of the CustomsTariffincome tax assessments. Decree.

(ii) Case 211/25
The transferof any good by sale at a price substantially 3. Supreme Court Decision
lower than the market price cannot be deemed to be
the actual value of the good on the day of transfer. The (a) Case 902/25
assessment officer is empowered to fix the market The liability to pay customs duty on imported motor-

price under the Revenue Code on business tax (Sec- cars shall be incurred from the date on which the
tion 87bis(6)) import took place. The calculationof the duty shall be

in accordance with the nature and value of the motor-

(iii) Case 55222 car and correspond to the customs duty at the time the
l-f the plaintiff has filed an incorrect business return, plaintiff imported the motorcar. The value of the
the assessment officer may examine the plaintiff's motorcar shall be calculated in accordance with the
gross receipts as data for use in fixing the actual and cash wholesale price of the motorcarnot including the
correct gross receipts according to Sction 87bis(7) of stamp duty.
the Revenue Code.

The law does not limit the officer to only the present E. TAXATIONOF FOREIGNRESPRESENTATIVEyear's gross receipts if the assessment officer judges OFFICESthat in any one year the person engaged in the business
has filed an incorrect or mistaken business return On 30 June 1986, the Revenue Department issued thewhich affects the amount of tax to be paid. The assess- DepartmentalAnnouncementclarifying the corporatement officer is empowered to determine the gross re-

ncome tax and the business tax. payable under theceipts of the person engaged in business in that year. Revenue Code by representative oftices doing busi-

(iv) Case 798/21
ness in Thailand. The following tax liability situations

The assessment officer of the Revenue Department
are set out.

must apply the standard rules to a plaintiff company 1) In case a respresentative office is doing business
which has filed a business return using the percentage procuring merchandise and exporting it under the
of sales method and compare this with the gross re- instruction of its foreign head office, it shall be
ceipts of company R which is in the same area, deemed that the exported merchandise is sold in
having the same number of office rooms and the same Thailand at the market price prevailing on the
numberofofficers and workers. The Revenue Depart- export date and is so deemed as part of the mer-

ment may send competentofficials to check and verify chandise price to be added as income for purposes
the daily grand total gross receipts of R company at of the corporate income tax for the accounting
the beginning of a given month, in the middle and at period in which the merchandise is exported in
the end of that month to ascertain the average compu- accordance with Section 70 ter of the Revenue
tation and average monthly receipts to serve as a stan- Code, except in the case mentioned under 2)
dard for establishing the company's gross receipts for below.
use in the collection of retroactive taxes based on the 2) The same as under 1) above, but the head office is
gross receipts computation according to the proce- located in a country with which Thailand has andures and principles laid down by the Revenue De- effective comprehensive income tax treaty. The
partment. representativeoffice shall not be deemed to be the

permanent establishment of the head office
D. CUSTOMS DUTY (foreign company or legal partnership) and shall

not be subject to the corporate income tax and
1. On customs duty provisions business tax in Thailand.

Section 9 of the CustomsTariff Decree provides that, 3) A representativeoffice renders various services to
for goods subject to an ad valorem rate of duty, the its head office, either by performing quality and
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quantitycontrol of merchandisepurchasedorrent- where said representativeoffice is located, within

ed for production purposes in Thailand, dis- 30 days from the date of commencing business

seminatingdata or information over the new mer- operations. If it fails to registerwithin the specified
chandse or service of the head office - including period of tme it is subject to the business tax plus
reporting on business developments in Thailand a penaltyof2 times the business tax accruedduring
solely to its head office and not rendering such the period not registered or Baht 200 per month,
services to third parties. In addition, the represen- whichever is larger. In addition, it shall be subject
tative office receives only support funds from the to a surcharge of 1.5% per month, or a fraction of

head office to cover the expenses of the represen- the business tax payable and may also be prose-
tative office. The receipts or income so derved by cuted under criminal statutes.

the respresentativeoffice from its head office shall
not be deemed receipts or income for purposes of 6) .The same as under 1) and 3) above, but if the

the corporate income tax or business tax. merchandise exported is subject to the business
the representativeoffice must pay business tax

4) The same as under3) above, but the representative
tax,
under Category 1, Sale of Goods of the Business

office renders services to third parties. No matter Tax Schedule. They must also pay a municipal
whether said services are paid for or not, it shall surcharge at the rate of 10% of the business tax
be deemed that the representative office s doing amount payable.
business in Thailand and must include all income
or receipts derived from rendering all services
when computing the net profits for purposesof the 7) Any alien who works in a representative office

corporate income tax and the business tax. The doing business in Thailand, receivnga salary, pad
either inside or outside Thailand, shall be subject

taxes are levied at the rate of 3% of the gross
recepts under BusinessTax Category No. 4, hire- to individual income tax under Section 41(1) of the

of-work, of the Business Tax Schedule. In addi- Revenue Code. This tax shall be based on the time

tion, they must pay a municipal surcharge at the spent working in Thailand. The representativeof-

rate of 10% of the business tax amount payable.
fice paying the salary is required to withhold indi-
vidual income tax at source and remit the tax

5) The same as under 4) above, the representative amount to the Officer within 7 days from the date

office must apply for a business registration at the the salary was paid pursuant to Section 50(1) of the

District Office or at the Area Revenue Office Revenue Code.
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SRAEL:

TheTerritorialScopeof IncomeTaxwithSpecial
Referenceto the 1984Amendment
By Arye Lapidoth

Admittedly, there are attractions in seeking to impose
Professor A. Lapidoth is the regular correspondent for the the tax on the incomesof residents in the Colony where-
Bulletin for Israel. He is professor at Bar-lian University, soever arising, and whether remitted to the Colony or

Ramat Gan, Israel. Prof. Lapidoth is the author of, inter alia, not, and we are aware that tax has been so imposed in
The useofestimationfor theassessmentoftaxablebusiness more than one instance. We feei, however, that the

income, 1977 (a joint publication of the Harvard School complicationsand difficulties which necessarily accom-

International Tax Program and the International Bureau of pany this method of taxation are so great that, in the
Fiscal Documentation) special circumstancesof a comparativelysmall commu-

nity, it is in the best interests of a Colony to limit the
scope of the Income Tax charge to income which arises

The 1984 amendment of s. 5(1) of the Israel Income in the Colony or is brought into the Colony
Tax Ordinance,effective as of 1 July 1984,' reflects the The basic provisionwhich was introduced in 1941 (nowgrowing tendency to depart fron the conceptof irnpos- s. 2 of the Income Tax Ordinance) has never been
ing the tax liability on the basis of the source of expressly replaced by the principle of residency or
income. The purpose of this paper is to consider the nationality. The phrase income accruing in, derived
development of the source method adopted by Is- from, or receivec in Israel, has been interpreted byraeli law for determining the territorial scope of in- the Courts of Law as meaning that a taxpayer will be
come tax, with special reference to the 1984 amend- liable to tax if he has income from a source which is
ment. situated in Israel, or if he receives in Israel income

from a source wherever situated (i.e. even outside
HISTORICALBACKGROUND Israel).4 In principle, the taxpayer's nationality or res-

idence has remained irrelevant.
When, in 1941, income tax was first introduced into
Israel (at that time Palestine, under the British Man-
date) neither residency nor nationality had been THE DEVELOPMENTOFTHE SOURCE
adopted as basic principles for determiningthe territo- PRINCIPLE
rial scope of income tax. Instead, the Income Tax
Ordinancesought to impose the tax on income accru- The principle of source has been considerablymod-
ing in, derived from, or received in Israel . ified, by limiting the tax liability of non-residents on

The reasons for preferring the principle of the the one hand, and by extending the tax liability of
source of income to that of the personal status of Israeli residents (or, in certain cases, Israeli nationals)
the taxpayer were stated in the Report of the Inter- on the other hand.

departmental Committee on Income Tax in the Col- As noted, the source principle has basically re-
onies not Possessing ResponsibleGovernment.2The mained unchanged, but in effect it has been substan-
Model Appendix 1 of the Report is the one upon tially eroded. The modification of the principle has
which the Income Tax Ordinance, 1941, was based. been carried out by two methods.
With regard to the scope of income tax, the Report
states:3 One method has been to introduce provisions, under

which, in certain cases, income, though having its ori-
After careful considerationwe have come to the conclu- gin outside Israel (and presumably also not remitted
sion that the most appropriate scheme for the Colonies to Israel), and hence non-taxable, shall nevertheless
generally is one which imposes tax upon income which be deemed to be income accrued in or derived fromeither has its origin in the Colony, or, while having its Israel. Some of those provisions have been introducedorigin outside the Colony, is received in the Colony.
The adoption of this straight-forward rule does not re-

sult in anything more than the taxation of income that
comes within the Colonial jurisdiction;moreover, it not I. Income Tax Ordinance (Amendment No. 59) Law, 5744-1984, Sefer
only avoids the various difficulties inherent in an In- Ha-Chukkim No. 1107 of 23 February 1984, p. 56. See also Income Tax

come Tax code under which the amount to be charged
Rules (Deduction of Certain Expenses) (Amendment No. 2), 5744-1984,
Kovetz Ha-Takanot, No. 4690, of 21 August 1984, p. 2378.

depends in part upon whether the person is resident or 2. Cmd 1788.
non-resident, but also reduces the problems arising out 3. Ibid, p. 5.
of double taxation of ncome to comparatively small 4. The nterpretationofthecourtshascausedsome controversybecause
dimensions. the word source does not appear in the wording of s. 2.
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to fili a gap and assume the nature of anti-avoidance would not be able to change its mind before three years
legislation. In some of the deeming provisions the have elapsed, unless granted permissionby the Minister

test of residency,or nationalityhas been expressly of Finance.

mentioned. (2) A body of persons with control and managementof
the business exercised in Israel.
(A free translation from the Hebrew text).

RESIDENCYUSEDAS A BASISFORIMPOSING An individualor a body of persons not included in the
CAPITALGAINSTAX definition of an Israeli resident are regarded as

foreign residents (or non-residents). It follows
An example of using the residency criterion in the that the two definitions are mutually exclusive.
Income Tax Ordinance is s. 90, relating to capital gains The tests of control and managementfor definingtax. The Income Tax Ordinance,which was modelled company's (and other bodies of persons) residency
on the British tax system, originally did not tax capital

a

are accumulative and not alternative. The Treasurygains, but only income of a revenue nature. Capital would have preferred the tests to be alternative, but
gains tax was first introducedby the Israeli Parliament
(Knesset) in 1952. (In 1962 captal gains tax was ntro- apparently did not succeed in amending the definition

n this respect. It may be of interest to note that, in a
duced in the U.K.) The capital gans tax was very
limited in scope in 1952. Gradually it has been ex-

more recent definition of a resident company (and
other bodies of persons), for the purpose of a law

tended. In that new legislation the Israeli Legislature
adopted the residence test, or the place where the mposng a tax on property, which was enacted as a

asset sold is situated. provisionalmeasuren 1985, those two tests have been
used as alternatives. The definition in that law in-

S. 89(b) provides that capital gain shall be deemed to cludes, inter alia, a body of persons the control or

have been accrued or derived from Israel, whether the management of whose business is exercised in the re-

sale was executed in Israel or outside Israel in any one gion (meaning the occupied territories) by an indi-
of the two following cases: vidual who is an Israeli resident, whether directly or

/1/ the seller
seller

is non-resident,
Israeli resident;

but the is situated Non-residents have been granted various exemptions
the s an indirectly.

a asset
in Israel, or the asset is situated outside Israel, but and reliefs. For example: s. 10 of the Income Tax
the asset sold constituted a right in respect of an Ordinance provides that
asset situated in Israel, directly or indirectly (e.g. tax shall not be payable in respect of any income arisingshares in a holding company which owns an asset outside Israel and received therein by any person who
in Israel). is in Israel for some temporarypurposeand not with the

It may be of interest to note that estate duty, which intent to establish his residence therein and who has not

was introduced into Israel in 1949, was also levied actually resided in Israel at one or more times for a

according to the principle of the deceased's residency period equal in whole t six months in a tax year.

as well as the principle of the location of the property. Another example is s. 14A of the Ordinance, which
Where the deceasedwas an Israeli resident his estate, provides that a company, the control and management
for estate duty purposes, included all his property of whose business are exercised abroad, which re-

wherever situated. Where the deceased was a foreign ceived in Israel income accrued or derived abroad,
resident, the tax was levied on his property situated in may apply to the Minister of Finance for a relief and
Israel.5When the Likudparty came to power in Israel, the Minister is empowered to reduce its rate of tax to

it moved the Knesset (the Israeli Parliament) to a maximum of 15%. In special cases the Minister is
abolish estate duty. In 1981 the Estate Duty Law, empoweredto exempt the company from tax entirely.
5709-1949, was abolished and since then there has Israel is also a party to numerous tax treaties for the
been no estate duty in Israel.6 avoidance of double taxation.7

DEFINITIONOF A RESIDENTAND COUNTERACTINGTAXAVOIDANCEBY USING
A NON-RESIDENT THE OCCUPIEDTERRITORIESAS A TAXHAVEN

When applied to an individual, a resident has been Another example of using the personal attachment to

defined as an individual who resides in Israel except the state (rather than the source principle) is s. 3A
for such temporary absences as may seem reasonable of the Income Tax Ordinance. S. 3A was added in
to the Assessing Officer and not inconsistentwith the
claim of such individual to be resident in Israel. 5. For more details see A. Lapidoth, Ter'ritorial Limits of Fiscal Au-

When applied to a body of personsa residentis defined thorities on Succession and Wealth Taxes, Israeli report to the 22nd

Congress of I.F.A., Studies on International Fiscal Law. vol LIII, part 11,
as follows: p. 207.

6. Estate Duty (Abolishment) Law, 5741-1981, Sefer Ha-ChukkimNo.

(1) A body of persons registered in Israel, having its 1015 of 3 April 1981, p 160, s. I.
main activity in Israel; provided that, if it is registered 7. For an example of exempting a British company from Israeli tax

as a foreign company, it shall be regarded as an Israeli because of the tax treaty with the United Kingdom see C.A. 196/65, 19

resident only if it so requested. Once so requested, it Piskei Din (Part 3), p 349.
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order to counteract tax avoidance schemes which used non-resident, whose employer is also a non-resident,
the occupied territories as a tax haven. It lays down, provided that the non-resident employee stayed in
inter alia, that the income of an Israeli national accru- Israel, during one tax year, not more than 90 days (not
ing in, derived from or received in the occupied ter- necessarily consecutively) and the income did not ex-
ritories shall be deemed to have been accrued in, de- ceed a certain amount. On 23 July 1986 a Bill amend-
rived from or received in Israel. ing the Income Tax Ordinance (Amendment No. 69)

Law, 5746-1986, was published (in Hatzaot ChokNo.
Israeli national is defined as in the NationalityLaw, 1791, of 23 July 1986, p. 258). The Bill includes a
5712-1952 or it is a company resident in Israel. proposal to replace thepresent outdated amount of

IL 50,000 by NS 5,000 (about USS 3,333). It is also
On 11 July 1984 the Land AppreciationTax Law was proposed linking the amount to the cost of living index.
amended with a view to applying the provisions of the The requirement that the employer also should be aLaw to transactions in land in the occupied territories non-resident, in order that the non-residentemployeecarried out by Israelis. An Israeli national who sells or benefit from the exemption, added by Incomepurchases real property situated in the occupied ter- nay was

Tax Ordinance (Amendment No. 21) Law, 5735-ritories shall be deemed to sell or purchase real prop- 1975.c
erty situated in Israel.8 The term Israeli national, in
this context, has been defined as: (1) a person who is S. 5(3) deals with an Israeli resident employeeworking
registered,,ormust be registered, in the Israeli popula- abroad for an Israeli resident employer. During the
tion registry; and (2) body of persons resident in Israel. first 4 years after leaving Israel the Israeli resident will
The terms bodyofpersons and residenthave been be liable to pay tax in Israel and his employment
given the same definition as in the Income Tax Ordi- income shall be deemed to be derived from Israel.
nance. Where the employer is the State of Israel (or other

public body specified in the provision) there is no

four-year limit. The Ministerof Finance has been em-

THE SHALLBE DEEMEDTO PROVISIONSOF powered to determine what is a public body for the
SS. 4 AND 5 OF THE INCOMETAX ORDINANCE purposes of s. 5(3).

The erosion of the concept of source began a few Presumablyafter 4 years the link of the Israeli-resident
a pre-years after the introduction of income tax in 1941. employee with his home country is weakened,

sumption which is not valid where his employer is the
The first case (now stipulated by s. 4 of the Income State of Israel or other public body.
Tax Ordinance) was introduced in 1945. If a product The deeming provision of s. 5(3) may cause doubleis exported out of Israel the full profits arising from taxation because the Israeli resident working abroadthe sale of the product shall be deemed to have been will most probably have to pay tax in the countryaccrued or derived in Israel, regardless of the place where he carries out his work. Since Israel does notwhere the contract was made. The purpose of s. 4 was have tax treaties with all countries, such Israeli resi-
apparently to fill a gap used for a scheme of avoidance dent will be entitled to a unilateral tax relief.under which the Israeli exporter will receive a small
profit while the main profit arising from the export will S. 5(4) deals with payments of interest (including lin-
be artificially received by a foreign agent. Specific kage differentials), rentals and royalties, made by the
legislation to counteract tax avoidance through trans- State or an Israeli resident. Such payments shall be
fer pricing manipulation is common also in tax systems deemed to have been derived from Israel and hence
of other countries.9 charged to tax by the recipient, even though the

source of the paymentsmay not be in Israel, and theThe main shall be deemed to cases have been laid recipient did not receive them in Israel. For exam-down in s. 5 of the Income Tax Ordinance. S. 5 ays ple, a non-resident supplier who gives credit to hisdown four cases, in which income shall be deemed to Israeli customer will have to pay tax (deducted athave been derived from Israel, without prejudice to source) upon the payment of interest.
any law regarding the territorial scope of tax. S. 5(1)
deals with business income (including income from There are certain exceptions to the rule. Also, the
profession or vocation): ss. 5(2) and 5(3) deal with Minister of Finance is empowered to grant a special
employment income and s. 5(4) deals with interest, exemption in respect ofpaymentsmade for chartering
rental and royalties. aircraft or ships for international transport as well as

interest paid on loans for purchasing such aircraft orThe 1984 amendment concerned s. 5(1). Hence, it ships.may be more convenient to deal with the other para-
graphs of s. 5 first.

Ss. 5(2) and (3) deal with employment income. Under
s. 5(2) employmentincomeof either an Israeli resident
or a non-residentshall be deemed to have been derived 8. S. 16A, added by Appreciation Tax (Amendment No. 15) Law,
from Israel (and hence taxable) if the work was carried 5744-1984, Sefer Ha-ChukkimNo. 1121 of 11 July 1984, p. 179.

9. See, forexample, David R. Davies, Principlesof InternationalDoubleout in Israel. There is only one proviso, i.e. the provi- Taxation Relief. London, Sweet and Maxwell, 1985, p 1 l, 1.14.
sion will not apply where the said work was done by a 10. Sefer Ha-Chukkim, No. 756 of 31 January 1975, p. 42.
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S. 5(1) OF THE INCOMETAX ORDINANCE the definition of residency, for VAT purposes, by a

S. 5(1) was first enacted in 1946. Under the original
definition similar to the one used for income tax pur-

wording it stated that the wholeof the incomederived poses. See Value Added Tax (Amendment No.6)
by any person in respect of gains or profits from any

Law, 5746-1986, passed by the Knesset on 5 August
1986 (not yet published).trade or business shall be deemed to be derived from

Israel if the control and managementof such trade or As far as income tax is concerned, on 23 July 1986 a

blue print published, including the Bill amendingbusiness is exercised in Israel .

was

the IncomeTax Ordinance(AmendmentNo. 69) Law,
It may be of interest to note that, until 1978, the onlY 5746-1986 (Hatzaot Chok No. 1791 of 23 July 1986, p.
definition of resident company (including other 258). The Bill proposes to amend the definition of
bodies of persons)was a company, the control and residency of a company (and other bodies of per-
managementofwhose6usiness is exercised in Israel. sons) by empowerng the Minster of Finance to

The accumulatedeffect of both s. 5(1) and the defini- specify the circumstances which will imply the exist-

tion of resident company was that, as far as a com- ence of management and control, thus helping the

pany is concerned, the charge to tax on business in- Revenue to establish the place of the company.
come was in effect determined in accordance with

residency. However, in 1978 the definition of resident THE 1984 AMENDMENT

company was extended to cover a company registered S. 5(1) of the Income Tax Ordinance further
in Israel and having its main activity in Israel.H

was ex-

tended in 1984. The amendment, which came into
The curious result is that the question whether a com- effect as of 1 July 1984, is popularly known as the

pany will be taxed in Israel because of its Israeli resi- professors' amendment. This is because it has re-

dency will depend upon the criteron used for deter- moved the opportunitieswhich the academicstaff had

mining its residency. If it is regarded as a resident to escape Israeli tax when, while on their sabbaticals,
because the management and control of its business they were employed by foreign universities abroad
are exercised in Israel then its income will be deemed and the salary received by them was spent abroad.
to have been derived from Israel and hence taxable. They therefore claimed that the income was neither

If, on the other hand, it has been classified as resident received in Israel nor was it accrued in or derived
because it is registered in Israel and has its main activ- from Israel. The Treasury denied that the amend-

ity in Israel, being a resident by itself will not render ment was aimed at taxing the professors' remuneration
the company liable to Israeli tax. Its liability will be during their sabbaticals. The purpose of the amend-
determined by the basic principle of source, subject ment, the Treasury claimed, was conceptual.
to any specific tax reliefs. In any case, the effect of the amendment has been to

There is scarcely any reported case where the Israeli further erode the source method.

courts of law were faced with the problem of defining The drafting technique used for extending the deem-

residence of a company for income tax purposes. In a ing clause in s. 5(1) was the introductionof an exten-

fairly recent case the Court had to decide whether a sive definition for the term vocation. Until the 1984

company acting outside Israel was resident in Israel. amendment vocation was defined only as profes-
The company was registered in Israel, but there was sion and any other vocation which is not business.

ample evidence that its main activity, as well as the Now it also includes the following:
management of its business, were outside Israel. (a) vocation- whether the income derved from the

Hence, it was decided that the company was not an vocation is charged to tax under s. 2(1) or s. 2(2);
. Israeli resident.2 (b) vocation engaged by any person abroad shall not

It is probable that the courts would follow the British be regarded as different from the vocationengaged
case law on the interpretation of the phrase control by him in Israel only because in Israel the income

and managementofthe company'sbusinessfor deter- from the same vocation was charged under s. 2(1)
mining the company's residence.t3 However, there i whereas abroad it was charged under s. 2(2) or vice

a growing tendency in Israeli courts of law to seek versa;

guidance in American decisions. An interesting illus- (c) a person engaged abroad in the same vocaton that

tration is the decision of the Supreme Court in C.A. he performedn Israel shall be regardedas ordinar-

389/82,14 which involved the question what was the ily performing the same vocation in Israel as long

residency of a German company for the purposes of as he is an Israeli resident.

the Israeli Value Added Tax Law, 1975. Although the To paraphrase the new defnition one has to begin at

definition of residency for VAT purposes is different the end. An Israeli resident will be liable to pay tax in

from the definition of resident company for income Israel on income which he derives from a profession
tax law, it may be of interest to note that the Court or vocation carried out by him abroad (including
declined to apply, to the VAT case before it, the test 11. Income Tax Ordinance (AmendmentNo. 32) Law, 5738-1978, Seler
of company residence for income tax purposes, as laid Ha-Chukkim No. 910 of 22 August 1978, p. 216. For the full definition of

down in British case law. The Court found support for a company resident see supra.

its decision in American Law, which was brought by 12. Criminal Appeal 123183CollectionofCivil Decisions.Vo\. 12,p. 291 .

the Court for the sake of comparison. 13. Fora summaryof the British law on residenceof companiessee David

R. Davies, ibid, p. 16, 2.03.

A recent amendment of the VAT Law has replaced 14. Piskei Din, Vol. 37 (Part I), p. 572.
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employment income) if the profession or vocation are plied, the taxpayerwas entitled to the exemption.The
the same as the one performed by him in Israel. A Court, however, did not accept the interpretation
vocation will not cease to be regarded as the same only suggested by the Treasury.
because the taxpayerwas self-employed in Israel (had It appears that the Supreme Court was ready to accept
income charged under s. 2(1)), whereas abroad he was that those tests, which had been laid down by the
an employee (had income charged under s. 2(2), or British Courts of law, should be followed before 1965.
vice versa. The question, however, remained whether the tests

The meaning of s. 5(1)(c) is not clear, and may give should continue to be applied after the enactment of
rise to various problems of interpretation. For exam- s. 5(2) in 1965. The Court decided that the new test,
ple: does it merely lay down an irrebuttablepresump- the place where the work is performed, which has
tion that as long as a resident of Israel performsabroad been laid down in s. 5(2), is an exclusive test. Although
the same vocation that he performs in Israel he is s. 5 opens with the phrase without prejudice to any
regarded as ordinarily performing that vocation in provisions of the law regarding the scope of tax, it is

Israel, and hence he comes within the ambit of s, clear that as far as employment income is concerned,
5(1) Or, does it perhaps say that s. 5(1), as far as the legislature intended to replace the British tests by
vocation is concerned, applies only to Israeli residents the new test. The old tests should not be used after
as long as they are residents,excludingnon-residents 1965.t6

It is not altogetherclear how, if at all, the 1984 amend- It is not clear whether the same attitude would be

ment will affect the tax liability of a non-resident. The adapted towards the interpretationof s. 4(1)(C) which

answers to those questions may be linked to another was introduced in 1984.

problem which may arise, i.e. whether the new test, SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONintroduced by the 1984 amendment, is exclusive. That
iS, does the new test exclude the tests which have been The source method for determining the liability to
used for determining the scope of tax under the tax in the Israeli tax system was not adopted inadver-
source method S. 5 opens with the phrase without tently. It was preferred to the taxpayer's personal at-
prejudice to any provision of the law regarding the tachment to the State, after careful consideration,be-
scope of tax. It thereforeseems to follow that the new cause it was thought to be more suitable to the condi-
tests laid down in s. 5 are in addition to the old tests. tions of Israel's economy in 1941 (Palestine, under the
However, a similar question arose in C.A. 289/68t5 British Mandate).Those conditionshavechangedcon-
and the Supreme Court was apparently of a different siderably and it is most doubtful whether the source
opinion. method is still suitable.
The issue in that case was, what is the correct interpre- The need to modify the source method has not es-
tation of s. 5(2) of the Income Tax Ordinance as intro- caped the Legislature. For the last 40 years the law has
duced in 1965 S. 5(2) looks to the situs of the work to been increasingly amended, mostly by introducingdetermine whether employment income is charged Is- deeming provisions, with a view to modifying the
raeli income tax. Furthermore, s. 5(2) exempts from source doctrine. Many amendments have in effect
tax, since 1975, a non-residentemployeeemployed bY sought to impose the tax on the basis of the taxpayer's
a non-residentemployer),who stays in Israel less than personal attachment to the State, mainly resorting to
90 days in a given tax year, his income not exceeding the test of residency. The tendency culminated in
a certain amount. The taxpayer in C.A. 289/68, an the 1984 amendment, which extended the tax liabilityIsraeli company named Giora Godik International of an Israeli resident on professional income abroad.
Productions (1965) Ltd., employed 5 non-resident
experts for less than 90 days in a tax year and paid each One can understand the reluctanceof the Legislature,
of them less than the maximumsalary exemption from especially in the tax area, to depart from a well estab-
tax under s. 5(2). The Treasury argued that the com- lished basic concept and expressly replace it by an

pany had to deduct tax at source since the employment entirely different concept. The reluctance is greatly
ncome was not exempted from tax. The Treasury's due to the fear that the draftsman might not foresee

argument was that the liability to tax of the employ- all the possible consequencesof the change and fail to

ment income was not based on s. 5(2), but on the tests guard against unexpected loopholes. In the present
used for the source method which is the basis of the case, however, the Legislature appears to have been

scope of tax under s. 3, i.e. income accrued in, de- overcautious. The numerous deeming provisions
rived from, or received in Israel. Those tests, as ap- have resulted in a cumbersomeset of rules which make

plied to employmentincome, were not theplacewhere it hard to determine the state of the law.
the work is performed, but rather the place of the It is time to reassess the concept of source with a
contract or the place of the payment. Therefore, the view to replacing it by residency.The law in this tax
Treasury argued, there was no need to invoke s. 5(2), area should be made simpler and clearer, and also
and consequently the taxpayer could not benefit from brought more in line with the 1977 model conven-
the exemption granted under s. 5(2). According to tion for the avoidance of double taxation recom-
that argument,which, it is submitted, is well grounded mended by the OECD.
on the literal interpretation of s. 5(2), the deeming
provisions were not intended to derogate from the 15. C.A. 289/68,23 Piskei Din (Part I), p 36.
general principle of source. If and when s. 5(2) ap- 16. See also C.A. 36/69, 23 Piskei Din(Part 11), p. 295.
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U.S.A.'. tions in the pool of ncome subject to apportionment
if the corporationdoing business in California is consi-

TheNewCalifornia
dered to be engaged in a single economic enterprise
with the other corporations. Under the new law, a

qualified taxpayer may elect to determine its income

UnitaryTaxLaw in California pursuant to a water's:edge election
that excludes most foreign corporations from the uni-
tary group. A qualifed taxpayer is defined as a bank

By Roy E. Crawfordand W. Scott Thomas or corporation that consents to the taking of deposi-
tions of key domestic corporate officials regarding in-

tercompanypricing and that agrees that dividendswill
be treated as business income when paid (a) by a more

(1960) and a LL.B. at the Stanford than 50% owned subsidiaryn the same general line of
University Law School (1963). He business, or (b) from any corporation that is either a
was a member of the Board of
Editors of the Stanford Law Re- significantsource of supply or customer. Significant
view. He is a partner in the firm of is defined as 15% or more of input or output.
Brobeck, Pheger and Harrison,
San Francisco, California. Mr. The election is made by contract with the Franchise

C/ I Crawford opeolallzeo In taxatlon Tax-Board tri the original returnfr aa year and requires
, /, matters, with emphasis on state the consent of every affiliated bank or corporation

and local taxation. He is a member subject to tax. The contract will be for a 10-year'.,- - of the American Bar Association
(Chairman, State and Local Tax period, and will automatically be renewed annually
Committee, Taxation Section, unless notice of non-renewal is given. The election

' 1979-1981; Member Joint Task may be changed during the running 10-year period
Force on InterstateTaxationof De- only with the permission of the Board, which is em-
positories (1978 to present)); as

well as of the Tax Committee of powered to impose conditions to its approval, includ-
the California State Bar Associa- ing the reporting of income in the year in which the

Mr. Crawford (47) received a B.S. tion and he is Certified Specialist election is changed.
from the Wharton School of Fi- (Taxation) at the California State
nance, Universityof Pennsylvania Bar Association.

A. Electionfee

The water's-edge election requires the annual pay-
ment of an election fee, which ln effect is in the nature
of an additional tax. The amount is equal to .03%
(three bsis points) of the sum of the taxpayer's
California property and payroll in the income year

Mr. Thomas is a tax partner in the ending during calendar year 1986, plus sales in the

San Francisco law firm of current income year. Intangibles are not included in
Brobeck, Phleger and Harrison. the property factor, but income from intangibles is
He s chair-elect of the California included in the sales factor. The election fee may be
State Bar Taxation Section and an reduced, but not below .01% (one basis point) of
adjunct professorof tax law at the

currentproperty,payroll, and sales by reducing the tax
University of San Francisco. Dur-
ng 1974-75he was a research as- base by new California investmentand new California
sociateat the InternationalBureau payroll expense accumulated after 1 January 1988.
of Fiscal Documentation n Since the minimum fee is based on current property
Amsterdam. and payroll, it is possible that the .01% minimum fee

could exceed the .03% base fee. The fee will not be
imposed for an income year in which the taxpayer has

On 5 September 1986, Governor Deukmejian signed losses both in a domesticand in a worldwidecombina-
Senate Bill (S.B.) 85, which provides corporations tion.

doing business in California an election to file a com- Unlike the CaliforniaUniform Division of Income for
bined unitary tax return excludingmost foreign corpo- Tax PurposesAct, the bill does not provide for modifi-
rations. As a result of last minute scrambling seeking cation of the apportionment formula -rovisions used
a political compromise, many of the details in the bill to calculate the election fee to provic e a reasonable
did not receive careful legislativescrutiny. This article property,outlines the principal provisions of the bill and de-

rreasure of payroll or sales when distortions
arise. Thus, for example, agencies of foreign banks

scribes some of the problem areas. that engage in large dollar volume, Iow spread pur-
chases and sales of overnight funds from other banks,

1. WATER'S-EDGEELECTION where the normal spread may range from 6 to 12 basis
points, will find that the election fee will range from

Under existing law, a corporation doing business in 25% to 50% of gross profit. Either the law will have
California is required to file a combined unitary tax to be modified, placing the FranchiseTax Board con-

return including both foreign and domestic corpora- sent to accountingfor these revenueson a more realis-
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tic basis (such as by only reporting the spread as in- E. Validityofelectionfee
come), or these activities moved to another state, for
the election fee will exceed net income from such Litigation is pendingover the constitutionalityofcom-

activities. bining foreign parents with U.S. subsidiaries for taxa-
ble years prior to the effective date of S.B. 85. If the

B. Corporationsincludedin thewater's-edge courts ultimately hold that California may not include

group foreign parents (and foreign subsidiaries of foreign
parents) in a unitary tax return, it seems likely that the

Corporations in the water's-edgegroup include banks election fee imposed to avoid worldwide combination
and corporationseligible to file a federal consolidated will also be invalid.

return (which includesboth domesticcorporationsand
certain Canadian and Mexican corporattons), domes-
tic international sales corporations (DISCs), foreign

2. PARTIALEXCLUSIONOF FOREIGN-SOURCE

sales corporations (FSCs), foreign and domestic cor-
DIVIDENDS

porations with more than 20% of their property, Domestic corporations had complained that earlier
payroll, and sales in the United States, U.S. corpora- versions of water's-edge bills in the California legisla-tions having more than 80% of their business outside
the U.S. (so-called 80-20 corporations, but the Board

ture favored foreign-based multinationals, because
exclusion from a unitary return of foreign subsidiariesis directed to study and report prior to 1 March 1987 of domestic corporationswould cause dividends fromthe equity of this treatment), export trade corpora- the foreign subsidiaries to be subject to tax, whiletions, and deemed subsidiariesof foreign banks and dividends paid by U.S. subsidiaries to foreign parentscorporations having a U.S. branch, but having less

than 20% of their property, payroll, and sales in the may not be taxed by the country in which the foreign
U.S. (the income of the deemed subsidiary being parent was located. S.B. 85 provides a partial exemp-

tion from taxation of foreign-sourcedividends.
equal to income reported for federal income tax pur-
poses). Also included are controlled foreign corpora- An extremely complex mechanism seeks to provide
tions to the extent of the ratio of Subpart F income to for a basic deductionof 75% of dividends from foreign
earnings and profits. corporations more than 50% owned. In an effort to

The corporations listed above will be included in a encourage job development in California, to the ex-

tent that the percentage of foreign ayroll to total
water's-edge group only if they would be included in payroll increases from the base perioc 1984-1986, the
a combined unitary tax return under existing law. The of excluded foreign dividends will de-intent of the law is not to change the rules for determin- percentage

while the percentage of excluded foreign divi-
ing whether a corporation is engaged in a unitary busi- crease,

dends will increase where the foreign payroll percen-ness with the other entities in the water's-edgegroup. tage decreases.
If an affiliatedgroup is engaged in two or more untary
businesses all affiliated taxpayers must still consent to
the water's-edge election. A. Interestoffset

Under existing law, the interest offset provision of
C. Corporationsexcludedfrom thewater's-edge Revenue and Taxation Code (R&T) 24344 would

group operate to disallow as a business deduction interest
expense incurred in an amount equal to dividend in-

Foreign corporations, other than those includible come not subject to apportionment. S.B. 85 amends
above, are excluded from the water's-edge group. R&T 24344 to provide that there will be no interest
U.S. possession corporations are also excluded. offset attributable to dividends deductible under new

R&T 24411. However, the conference committee
added a new subsection (c) to R&T 24344 that statesD. Deemedsubsidiary interest expense incurred for purposes of foreign in-

Many questions arise in determining the separate in- vestments may be offset against dvidends deductible
under Section 24411. It is not clear whether this new

come of a deemed subsidiaryof a foreign corporation. subsection (c) applies only to new borrowingsafter theTo the extent that federal law differs from state law effective date of the bill, and whether a direct tracingand an election is available under federal law, will of borrowing to foreign investment is required to in-
taxpayers be able to make an election different from voke the interest offset.that used for federal purposes It appears that deemed
subsidiaries will be entitled to a net operating loss
deduction not available to regular corporations: will B. Otherproblems
carryovers from prior years be allowed Where federal
law differs from state law, as for example in computing 1. Section 24425 of the California Revenue and Tax-
bad debt and depreciation deductions, how are open- ation Code disallows expenses incurred to earn non-

ing balances determined A water's-edge election taxable income. This section has been applied to disal-
might be made, not to avoid worldwide combination, low interest and other expenses where non-taxable
but to qualify for a net operating loss deduction. dividend income is received. Great Western Financial
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Corp. v. Franchise Tax Board, 4 C3d1 (1971). S.B. 85 an election may convert full exempt foreign-source
is silent on the effect of new 24411 on 24425. It might dividends to partially or fully taxable dividends, and

be presumed that R&T 24425 would not apply; other- since the election can be revoked at best only nine

wise, the amendmentto R&T24344would be hollow. years in the future, a corporation must be fully confi-

The issue requires clarification. dent in its ability to predict changes in its operations
and in the worldwide economy over the next decade

2. The deduction is available only to dividends paid before making an election.
by more than 50% owned subsidiaries. It is possible to

have unitary dividend income from foreign sub- The bill does not address the question whether a cor-

sidiaries less than 50% owned and thus not eligible for poratin can re-elect to file on a water's-edge basis

unitary combination.No policy reason is readily appa- subsequent to termination of an election. If a re-elec-

rent why unitary dividend income from less than 50% tion would be allowed, a corporationshould terminate

owned subsidiaries not combned should be fully in- the'election at the end of the first year.
cluded in apportionable income, while unitary divi- Election by foreign-based taxpayers may be indicated
dend income from more than 50% owned subsidiaries where substantial new investment in California ex-
not combined should be subject to a 75% deduction. pected to produce start-up losses for a perid of years
3. The adjustment scheme involving foreign payroll will be incurred, where the expense of complyingwith

will produce inequities wth the passage of time. For worldwide combnation is excessive, or where distor-

example, a corporationwith no foreignpayroll in 1984- tions in computation of worldwide income as a result

1986 will never qualify for any foreign dividenddeduc- of such factors as changes in the exchange rate exist.

tion. Foreign-based taxpayers with less than 20% of their
business n the United States may Want to consider the

4. S.B. 85 does not contain any transition rules with availability of the net operating loss deduction and
respect to accumulatedearnings and profits of foregn other consequencesof substitutionof substantive fed-
subsidiaries derived in years where a worldwide uni- eral tax law for existing California tax law.
tary tax return was filed. If the Board follows a last in,
first out method of determining the earnngs and pro- Both foreign and domestc taxpayers should consider

fits out of which dividends are paid (as it dit when requesting a private ruling from the Franchise Tax

R&T 25106 was added to the Code fully exempting Board if uncertaintycontinues to exist on an issue that

dividends from a combined subsidiary), dividends might influence the decision whether to elect.

which may be paid tax-free before 1988 may be par- Domestic corporations must, in particular, do some

tially or fully taxable when paid after 1987. soul searchng before making the water's-edge elec-
tion. Clarification of the uncertainties involving

3. OTHERPROVISIONS
24344 and 24425 should be obtained before an elec-
tion is made.

S.B. 85 provides for the filing with the Franchise Tax b. Should dividends be pad in 1986, as dividends in

Board of a domestic disclosure spreadsheet compara- a base period affect calculation of the 24411 deduc-

ble to the one proposed ih S.1974 in the United States tion In general, a larger base perod dividend reduces

Senate. Other provisions prescribe penalties for non- the potential disallowance resulting from an increased

compliance with inforraton reporting requirements. foreign payroll factor, while reducng the amount of

In an effort to reduce the expected tax loss from adop- foreign dividends eligible for 100% deduction. Each

tion of a domestic water's-edge election, S.B. 85 corporationmust evaluate their own particularexperi-
makes changes to substantive tax law that will produce

ence and prospects. Federal income tax consequences

replacement revenue, dealingwith accrual of vacation may well dominate.

pay, installmentreportingof income, and computation Pending clarification of the accountng rules of pay-
of bad debts under the reservemethod by corporations ment of dividendsout of incomeearned in a worldwide
other than financial institutions. combinationyear, t may be advisable to pay dividends

from such income prior to 1988.

4. PLANNING c. Should foreign payroll be increased in 1986 In

general, the greater the foreign payroll in 1986, the

a. Should a corporation make a water's-edge elec- greater the amountof foreign-sourcedividendsdeduc-

tion Since the election can cost a very substantial fee, tible in subsequent years.
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BOTSWANA:

Why Rate Reductionsare not a Substitute for
InflationAdjustmentof the Personal Income
Tax Base

By Parthasarathi Shome and Alfred H. Dalton*

Table 1
Mr. Parthasarathi Shome is currently Economist, Fiscal Af-
fairs Department, International Monetary Fund. He has Botswana: Percentage rates of tax applicable to

served as Professor of Economics at American University, personal incomes, 1980-81 to 1984-85

Washington, D.C., Academic Visitor at London School of
Economics,and Visiting Fellow at AustralianNational Univer-
sity and Delhi School of Economics. Taxable income' 1984-85

in pula 1980-83 1983-84 etseq.
Mr. Alfred H. Dalton is a member of the Panel of Fiscal
Experts, International Monetary Fund, and ex-DeputyChair- First 1 ,000 10 5 5

man of the U.K. Board of Inland Revenue. Nexl 2,000 10 10 10
Next 4,000 20 17.5 15

Next 4,000 30 27.5 25
' Next 6,000 40 37.5 35

1. INTRODUCTION Next 6,000 50 37.5 35
Next 2,000

'

50 50 45

Quite a few countries have recently reduced the top
Next 18,000 60 50 45
Next 2,000 60 60 55

marginal tax rates of personal income, sometimes Next 18,000 65 60 55
known as supply-side tax reform. These changes Remainder 65 60 60
have been made primarily on efficiency grounds; re-

ducing the complexity in the tax structure which arises
Sources: Appendix I, and Income Tax (Amendment)Act, 1984.

from a proliferation of marginal rates would, in turn,
improve administration, reduce evasion, possibly not 1. Taxable ncorre s total ncome, less the appropria!e household

affect revenue adversely, and might even allow an allowance and any other deductionsue (insurance,.interest,education,

across-the-boardscaling down of marginal rates in the and medical allowances).

medium term.

In 1983-84, Botswana reduced its top marginal rate
in the schedules, but it iS be noted thatfrom 65% to 60% and modified some of the other rate to apart

marginal rates as well (Appendix I).' It was found from the reduction in the maximum rate from 65% to

during a recent International Monetary Fund (IMF) 60%, the changes hardly reflect inflation over the

tax mission to that country that this reduction,coupled period. To take just one example, if the bands for the

with the effects of fiscal drag,2 while having been first 7,000 P of taxable income in 1980-81- up to which

introducedon efficiencygrounds,have had an anomal- the tax rate did not exceed 20% - were fully indexed,
ous distributional impact in favor of the top income a taxable income of nearly 11,000 P would have to be

groups. In what follows, an analysis of this finding is reached in 1984-85 before a marginal tax rate of 20%

presented. would apply.3 But, in fact, a rate of 25% applies in the
latter year within the taxable income band of 7,000 P
to 11,000 P.

2. COMBINEDEFFECTOF FISCALDRAG
AND REDUCTIONIN MARGINALTAXRATES

' Views expressed represent the opinions of the authors and, unless

In Botswana, because householdexemptions from the otherwise indicated, should not be interpreted as official Fund views.

personal income tax have not been increased in line
1. A further change in the rate schedules was introduced in 1984-85,

rates top rate
with inflation, the proportion liable to tax has been

mainly decreasing the marginal while maintaining the of

60/, however, for a higher incorne band (Table l).
increasing steadily in recent years. The exemptions 2. Fiscal drag or bracket creep can be defined as the problem of

were unchanged for the period July 1980 to July 1984, individuals finding themselves in higher ncome tax brackets as a result of

and the rates of tax and rate bands also were stationary inflation even when their real incomes might have remained the same or

even declined.
until the rate schedule was eased in 1983-84 and again 3. The figure of 11,000 P is derived by applying a multiple of 1.56 to

in 1984-85, in which year exemptions were also in- 7,000 Pcorrespondingto the increase in the CPI.from August 1980(= 100)
creased by some 11%. Table 1 sets out these changes to August 1984 ( = 155:6).
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Since household exemptions have not increased and Chart 1
taxable income bands not revised in line with inflation, Botswana: Effect of fiscal drag on average tax rates,
the effective ratesof tax on personal incomes increased
sharply over recent years, except for very large in- 1980/81-1983/84

comes which benefited from the reduction in the
maximum rate from 65% to 60%. The scale of this Average tax rates

fiscal drag can be seen fr'om Table 2 which compares 60

the average rate of tax on specimen incomes of a '-

married taxpayer in 1980-81 with average rates on the 50

same real incomes in 1983-84. Chart 1 demonstrates
the incidence effect of the fiscal drag more clearly.

40

5/
It can be seen that the incidenceon the very top income 3O ,

.

brackets has been favorable while it has been adverse . /
to the majorityof taxpayers. The average tax rates for 20 / Year 1980/81,

all taxable incomes up to 50,000 P increased while
10

,Z
. .__-Year 1983/84

those of incomes of 60,000 P and above fell. Since the '

latter group contains only 40 taxpayers approxi- /,'
mately,4 it can be argued that a small upper ncome O

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

group gained, while the majorityof the taxpayerswere

affected adversely. Thus, even though, from an effi- Real gross income

ciency point of view, bringing down the marginal tax
rates has been considered importantand such a change
in the rate schedule has been enacted, the effect of the
fiscal drag must have been to neutralize the effect

APPENDIX I
for most taxpayers.

Table 3
Table 2 Botswana: Changes in marginal rates of

Botswana: Changes in average tax rates between personal income
1980-81 and 1983-84 on constant real incomes

Taxpayableup
Grossincome Equivalent Approximate Taxableincome Rateof tax Taxwithinband toendofband

1980-81 Averagetax income1983-84 Averagetax numberof (in pula) (in %) (inpula) (inpula)
(in thousands rate 1980-81 (in thousands rate 1983-84 assessmentsn

ofpula) (n%) ofpula)1 (in %) incomeband2 1980-81 and

subsequentyears
4 1.0 5.7 2.8 5,000

First 3,000 10 300
6 4.0 8.6 6.9 2,800

Next 4,000 20 800 1,100'
8 7.2 11.4 10.8 2,700

Next 4,000 30 1,200 2,300
10 9.8 14.3 13.7 2,000

Next 6,000 40 2,400 4,700
12 12.7 17.2 17.5 900

Next 8,000 50 4,000 8,700
14 15.1 20.0 20.4 800

Next 20,000 60 12,000 20,700
16 17.9 22.9 22.5 600

Exceeding45,000 65 -- --

20 22.3 28.6 26.4 550

30 31.8 42.9 34.2 600
1983-84and

40 38.9 , 57.2 40.1 210

50 43.2 71.4 44.1 70 subsequentyears
First 1,000 5 50

60 46.9 85.7 46.7 35
Next 2,000 10 200 250

70 49.2 100.0 48.6 20
Next 4,000 17.5 700 950

80 51.4 114.3 50.0

} Next 4,000 27.5 1,100 2,050
100 54.1 142.9 52.3 jk 20

Next 12,000 37.5 4,500 6,550
Over 100 Over 142.9 --

Next 20,000 50 10,000 16,550

Exceeding43,000 60 -- --

Sources: Appendix Il, and staff estimates.

Source: Income Tax (Amendment)Act, 1980,1983.
1. The 1980-81 money incomeswere multiplied by 1.429, reflecting the

rise in the CPI between August 1980 and August 1983. 1. For the purpose of the exercise, only 1980-81 and 1983-84

2. These numbers of assessmentsin each income band are based on schedules are presented here. It may be of interest to note that a further

a distribution prepared by the Central Statistical Office (CSO) of the change in the rate scheduleswas introduced in 1984-85, mainly decreas-

16,700 assessments made in 1983-84. This distribution is not by. gross ing the marginal rates while maintaining the top rate of 60% for incomes

income, but by taxable income (i.e. gross income, less the household of over 63,000 P (see Table 1 ).
deduction and any other deductionsdue). For the purpose of computing
the numbers shown in this column, taxable jncomes have been grossed
up by the household allowance to convert them to a distributionof gross
incomes. 4. As seen from the last column of Table 2.
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3. CONCLUDINGOBSERVATIONS It may be worthwhile mentioning that the above inci-
dence exercise, the procedure for which is presented

It is ofsome importance to note that even when margi- in Appendix II, could be performed for any reform
nal rates with respect to taxable income are reduced ackage involving decreases in marginal tax rates be-
across-the-board as in Botswana (Table 1), adverse ore it is recommended, if equity is a stated objective.
incidence effects might still result (Chart 1) in the Further, from available figures or calculations regard-
absence of full indexation. Clearly, reduction of tax ing the number of taxpayers or assessments in each
rates may be an inadequatecompensationfor bracket income band, it is also possible to obtain an idea about
creep. Depending upon the rates of tax rate reduc- the numbers of individualsdistributionallyaffected in
tions, there may be over-compensation,or under-com- either direction by such changes. In other words, the
pensation, reflecting the structure of the tax base. It exercise could be used as a simple check to gauge the
would be only a coincidence if everybody was justly likely incidence of a supply-side oriented tax reform.
compensated. Only full indexation would achieve this
goal.

APPENDIX 11 Table 5

Table 4 Botswana:Average rates of personal income tax
for a married taxpayer, 1983-84

Botswana: Average rates of personal income tax
for a married taxpayer, 1980-81 1

Gross
income in Equivalent

Gross Taxable 1980-81 incomein Taxable Average
ncome income2 Tax3 Average tax terms 1983-84' income2 Tax3 tax rate
(in pula) (in pula) (in pula) rate (in %) (in pula) (in pula) (inpula) (inpula) (in %)

4,000 400 40 = 40 1.0 4,000 5,720 2,120 50+ 110= 160 2.8
6,000 2,400 240 = 240 4.0 6,000 8,570 4,970 250 + 345 = 595 6.9
8,000 4,400 300 + 280 = 580 7.2 8,000 11,430 7,830 950 + 228 = 1,178 10.3

10,000 6,400 300 + 680 = 980 9.8 10,000 14,290 10,690 950+ 1,015= 1,965 13.7
12,000 8,400 1,100 + 420 = 1,520 12.7 12,000 17,150 13,550 2,050 + 956 = 3,006 17.5
14,000 10,400 1,100+ 1,020= 2,120 15.1 14,000 20,000 16,410 2,050 + 2,029 = 4,079 20.4
16,000 12,400 2,300 + 560 = 2,860 17.9 16,000 22,860 19,260 2,050 + 3,098 = 5,148 22.5
18,000 14,400 2,300 + 1,360 = 3,660 20.3 18,000 25,720 22,120 2,050 + 4,170 = 6,220 24.2
20,000 16,400 2,300 + 2,160 = 4,460 22.3 20,000 28,580 24,980 6,550 + 990 = 7,540 26.4
25,000 21,400 4,700 + 2,200 = 6,900 27.6 25,000 35,730 32,130 6,550+ 4,565=11,115 31.1
30,000 26,400 8,700 + 840 = 9,540 318 30,000 42,870 39,270 6,550 + 8,135 = 4,685 34.2
35,000 31,400 8,700 + 3,840 = 12,540 35.7 35,000 50,020 46,420 16,550 + 2,052 = 18,602 37.2
40,000 36,400 8,700 + 6.840 = 15,540 38.9 40,000 57,160 53,560 16,550 + 6,336 = 22,886 40. 1
45,000 41,,400 8,700 + 9,840 = 18,540 41.2 45,000 64,310 60,710 16,550+ 10,626=27,176 42.3
50,000 46,400 20,700+ 910=21,610 43.2 50,000 71,450 67,850 16,550 + 14,910= 31,460 44.1
60,000 56,400 20,700 + 7,410=28,110 46.9 60,000 85,740 82,140 16,550 + 23,484 = 40,034 46.7
70,000 66,400 20,700 + 13,910 = 34,610 49.2 70,000 100,030 96,430 16,550 + 32,052 = 48,602 48.6
80,000 76,400 20,700+20,410=41,110 51.4 80,000 114,320 110,720 16,550 + 40,632 = 57,182 50.0
90,000 86,400 20,700 + 26,910 = 47,610 52.9 90,000 128,610 125,010 16,550+ 49,206 = 65,756 51.4

100,000 96,400 20,700 + 33,410 = 54,110 54.1 100,000 142,900 139,300 16,550 + 57,780 = 74,330 52.3

Sources: Appendix I, and staf estimales. Sources Appendix I, and staff estimates.

1. All figures are rounded to the tens for calculations of both years. 1. The irst column multiplied by 1.429, as obtained rom lhe consumer
2. Gross income minus 3,600 P, the latter being the married taxpayer's price index.
allowance in 1980-81. 2. The second column minus3,600 P, the married taxpayer'sallowance
3 The rate schedule presented in Appendix l is applied to taxable in 1983-84. In 1984-85, this allowance was increased to 4,000 P.
income. 3. The rate schedule is applied from Appendix I.
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/\ \ -4\A-O\A 7 \V-7(8C I/A) -- SCA_ASSO'CA-'O\

ResolutionsXLIFA Congress,NewYork 1986

SUBJECTI attributable to the period during which the asset re-

TransferofAssets into and out of mained in the departure country, Thus, when the
transfer occurs between two credit countries, the first

a TaxingJurisdiction
one makes no claim to levy tax on the gain, whereas,
if the transfer occurs from a country with a territorial

Resolution(originalversion: French) or exemption system (exemption country) to a credit
the available credit cannot always prevent

The XL Congress of IFA meeting in New York, as a country,
the double taxation which may result from aggregatingresult of its discussions, arrived at the partial taxation in the departure country and total

FOLLOWINGFINDINGS, taxation in the country of entry. In ths respect, it was

also noted that, by virtue of the consistent application1. The physical and, non-physical transfer of assets, of their own tax rules throughout, the credit countries
currentor fixed, between tax jurisdictions,whetheror benefit from the tax sacrifice which may have been
not they are the result of a legal transfer of property, made by the departurecountry for the developmentof
may give rise, sometimes even in a third country, to its economy, unless special rules provide otherwise.
taxtion in the absence of real profits. This is mainly
the case where, as a result of the transfer, accrued 5. The discussionshighlightedthe particularsituation

appreciation is recognised although no realisation has where the business of a permanentestablishmentof a

occurred. Such taxation jeopardises tax neutrality, foreign company is contributed in return for shares in

having an undesirable impact on business decisions, a subsidiary in the country of the permanentestablish-
and 'hampers free physical and legal circulation of ment. Irrespective of whether the taxation method in

goods even among countries in the process of integra- either country is the credit or the exemption system,
tion. The reason for this lies in the concern of the the taxation of the accrued appreciation should be
countries that taxable substance which they consider deferred in such a way that the right to taxation is
as attributable to them would be removed from their safeguarded, until the appreciation is effectively
control and would ultimately escape taxation. realised.

2. These problemsare aggravatedwhen the outgoing On the basis of these findings the XL Congress of IFA
and incoming valuations, which are, respectively, the in the present stage of the study of these problems,
measureof the accrued appreciationfor the departure
country and which supply, for the countryof entry, the RECOMMENDSTHAT:

basis for the ultimate taxation of capital gain and for I. To the extent that the right of the departurecoun-
amortization, are not the same. During the debates, it
appeared that, whereas the departure country gener-

try to tax apreciationwhich has accrued under its

ally aplies, for its valuation, the arm's length criteri- jurisdiction is recognised:
on, the country of entry uses other methods, such as (a) taxaton should be deferred until realisation;

this can be achieved for example by providinghistorical cost reduced by amortization. This prevents for equal to the accruedappreciation,
an equitable sharingof taxable substance between the

a reserve

such reserve to be dissolved upon disposal of
two countries and may lead to double taxation. the goods, to amortizable goods,or, as as

3. The examples which have been dealt with in the amortizationprogresses;
discussions have shown that these distortions may be (b) the outgoing and incoming valuations should,
particularlydisturbing in the case of short-term estab- to the extent possible, be fixed by applying the

lishments, such as constructionplants and maritimeoil same criterion, which should be the arm's

rigs. length principle;
4. It appeared, first from the report, then in the dis- II. These objectives may sometimes be achieved in-

cussions, that these problems are of little interest to ternally, by administrativeand judicial interpreta-
those countries which, both in their internal law and tion on the basis of general principles of tax law,
n their treaties, apply worldwdetaxationwith a credit and, internationally, by mutuai agreement proce-
relief system (creditcountries).For those countries, dures. Time lags between taxation in the two coun-

as a rule, there is taxation only when the transfer tries may, as recalled by the resolutionsof the 1981
occurs between legal entities. Then these countries tax XXXVth Congress in Berlin, requirewaiver of the
the entire capital gain, even that part of it which is statute of limitations. In cases that cannot be so
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ruled upon, legislation should be amended to (b) In determining currency profits or losses,
satisfy the above objectives, either by harmonized losses should be attributed to and allowable in
unilateral measures, particularly among countries respect of those transactions to which they re-

in the processof integration,by meansofdirectives late and accordinglyno loss should remain un-

or model provisions,or by supplementing,prefer- relieved.
ably on the basis of additional provisions in the 3. Actual exchange rates should be used to determine
model conventions, the double taxation avoidance the value in the home country currency of divi-
treaties. dends when paid and foreign taxes when suffered,

III. In all these respects, it is desirable that this re- provided no hardship is suffered as a result.

search subject be further pursued in future IFA 4. Governments and Revenue authorities should

works. Particularlymergersand other similarcross
have regard to accounting standards and practices

border reorganisationswould be a worthwhilesub-
in developing laws and administrativerules in this

ject for IFA. field.
5. The importanceof the imparity principle as being

based on sound business practice should be recog-
nised. Where currency hedging is involved, gains
should not be taxed until both sides of the transac-
tion have been completed. If such a conceptcannot

SUBJECTII be reduced to statutory terms, the taxpayershould
CurrencyFluctuationsand International be permitted to make a series of irrevocable elec-
DoubleTaxation tions, whereby for timing purposes two or more

transactions would be linked together.Resolution(originalversion) 6. For withholding tax purposes the amount of in-
terest paid under an interest swap should be a

TAKING NOTE of twenty-five National Reports and the single net amount and not the two gross amounts
General Report as published in Cahiers Volume of interest.
LXXIb and

TAKING FURTHER NOTE of the discussions held during
the Congress on 9 September 1986 in which it was

generally accepted that
(a) there is a need for much greater certainty and

consistency in the taxationofcurrencyfluctuations
(b) all countries should work towards a uniform sys-

tem for the taxation of currency gains and losses, nthereby lessening the risk of double or otherwise CororateTaxatio
excessive taxation

in Latin America(c) there were great difficulties in finding solutions for
the many problems identified in this area which
were increasing with the wide variety of financial
instruments now in use,

RECOGNIZINGTHAT
Taxation of Income

new legislative proposals such as those put forward in
the U.S.A. and Australia, while useful in reducing the Taxationof Divdends, Interest, Royatiesand Branch Profits

scope of the problem, do not provide a complete solu-
tion and include negative elements such as the charac- Taxes on Goods, Sevicesand Transactions

terization of currency gains and losses as deemed in-
Investment Incentives

terest,

RECOMMENDS Tax Treaties (full texts in English)

1. The OECD and other international organisations Bbliography
should be encouraged to continue their study of
the whole area of currency gains and losses and in

particular of questions relating to timing, charac-
terization, attribution and source with a view to

achieving international uniformity. They should Furtherdetailsand free samplesfrom:
be asked to use theirbest endeavoursto discourage INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL
the characterizationof currencygains and losses as -ML DOCUMENTATION
deemed interest. Countries shall also bear this Sarphatistraat124 P.O. Box 20237- -

point in mind in any bilateral treaty negotiations. 1000 HE Amsterdam-the Netherlands
'.92. (a) Where it still exists,, the distinction between Tel.: 020 - 26 77 26 Telex: 13217 intax nl

capital and revenueborrowingsor loans should ' i!1@ Cables: Forintax

be removed
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I

Alfred Bhler
Dr. iur. Dr. rer. pol.
1923-1986

In Memoriam
Dr. Alfred Bhler, the Iongtime Liechtenstein correspondent of
the Bulletin, suddenly passed away in July 1986 at the age of 63. 3 ]For many years he was an active member of I.F.A. He had an -- - ---- - -

international law office in Vaduz. His clients from commerce and

industry, some of which were operating multinationally,profited /

greatly from his knowledgeof internationaltaxation. His law office ,-

and lus trust company will be continued by his associates. '

He was also an eminentmemberofthe LiechtensteinBar. Through
various publications in the field of corporate law he contributed to
the development of LiechtensteinLaw.

As a very good person and a strong personality he is very much
missed by his family and associates.

IN MEMORIAM: tem and closes with the conclusionthat Poland isopen and ready to

accept foreign investment.
Alfred Bhler, Dr. iur. Dr. rer. pol. .................. 541

Dr. Erwin Spiro:
REPUBLICOF SOUTH AFRICA: THE INCOME TAX LAW40TH ANNIVERSARYEDITION ..................... 543
SINCE THE SECOND WORLD WAR 574.................

Prof. Dr. Sijbren Cnossen: The authorprovides an overviewof the major changes in the South
TAX HARMONIZATIONIN THE EUROPEAN Africantax systemsinceWorldWar II. He discussestheshifttoward
COMMUNITY ...................................545 direct taxation, the growth in the use of tax treaties, and the most
This papersurveysand evaluatestax structuredevelopmentsin the importantcourtdecisions in this time period.
EC from its inception in 1957until thepresenttime. Theauthor looks Charles D. Toy:at trends in the total level and overall compositionof tax revenues

and examinesdevelopments in the field of product taxes, e.g. the PEOPLE'S REPUBLICOF CHINA: NEW PROVISIONS
eliminationof customsduties, the introductionof a commonvalue- ENCOURAGINGFOREIGN INVESTMENT ............ 579
addedtax, and the harmonizationofexciseduties. Prof. Dr. Cnossen On 11 October 1986 the State Councilof the People's Republicof

also discussestaxeson incomeand profitsas well as socialsecurity China enacted new laws to encourage foreign nvestment. Mr. Toy
contributions.He closeswitha theoreticaloverviewof tax structures reviewsthe major featuresof thisAct and mentions its interplaywith

in a broader social and politicalcontext. the newly formedworkinggroupwhichs to superviselocalgovem-
ment implementationof the new policies.

J.C. Goldsmith:
Prof. Umesh Kumar:SUMMARYOF RULES APPLICABLETO TRANSFER
LESOTHO: 1986/87 BUDGET: SOME PRELIMINARYPRICING IN FRANCE .............................564
OBSERVATIONS 581Mr. Goldsmithdiscusses the interpretationofArticles57 and 238-A ...................... .........

of the GeneralTax Codeof France. HetakesArticle57 and dissects The MilitaryCouncilapproveda new Budgetfor 1986whichis briefly
the majorclausesas theyhavebeen definedby the FrenchAdminis- outlined. While the Budget is important, it is the author'sunderlying
tration in the implementingadministratveinstructions. Article 238-A commentaryon thehigh tax, inflationarysituationthat is of note. The

is treated more generally author mentions many of the ills faced by developing ntions and
closes with a request for a task force for a thorough review of the

CONFERENCEDIARY ............................568 system.
Prof. Dr. Apoloniusz Kostecki: BIBLIOGRAPHY .................................583
POLAND:THE TRENDS IN TAXATION OF FOREIGN - Books 583..............................

ENTERPRISES(1945-1986) ........................569 Loose-leafservices ... ............... 588-

The authordiscussestheebb and flowoftreatmentofforegnenter- LIST OF AUTHORS 590..............................

prises in Poland as a result of political shifts. He explains how the
economicgoalsof societyare implementedthrough the taxing sys- CUMULATIVE INDEX ............................. 591
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Dieser Artikel vermittelt einen berblickund unternimmteine Bewer- fiscales au sein des CommunautsEuropennes depuis leur cra-
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40th AnniversaryEdition
The Bulletin for International Fiscal Documenta- tants, multinational enterprises and individuals.
tion celebrates its 40th anniversary with this De- The in-house staff of 25 lawyers and economists
cember 1986 edition. Since its inception in 1938, from 12 countries is prepared to answer questions
the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation of a factual nature for almost all the countries of
intended to publish a periodical. In April of 1940 the world. The information stored by the Bureau
the first issue was ready in proof when the Nether- will soon be available to interested parties by com-
lands were invaded. It would be five years before puter.
the Netherlands were liberated and another year The Bureau is under leadershipand withbefore the Bulletin could be published. now new

this change the Bulletin is moving forward. Con-
The original intent of the Bulletin was to provide stant and constructive contact is being maintained
a forum for: with almost every nation of the world in order to
1. a general review of new fiscal legislation; identify new trends and important changes in taxa-
2. a general review of new fiscal jurisdiction, if of tion. With these intensifiec contacts the Bulletin is

international importance; bringing the news more rapidly to the public
3. a general review of new fiscal literature; forum. The Bulletin wants to be responsive to the
4. a review of treaties and conventionsconcluded needs of its subscribers. The editors of the Bulletin

between several states; are interested in hearing the subscribers' com-
5. contributionsrelative to comparative law; ments concerning subjects that should be discus-
6. a list of new acquisitions otthe Bureau's li- sed.

brary;
7. a dictionary of fiscal law in 4 languages; Last month the Bulletin focused on transfer pric-
8. a review of the subjects on which the Bureau ing. (The Bureau will be providing a loose-leaf

has given information; and service on this topic in the summer of 1987.) This

9. informationpublishedby the InternationalAs- month we are providing a major review of the
harmonization trends of the European Communi-sociation for Public Finance and Fiscal Law.
ty.

During the past 40 years these goals have been
January will provide articles covering:achieved, although some of these through other

publications and services of the Bureau. 1 the Branch Profits Tax in the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 (U.S.A.) by Dick Hammer and Bill

European Taxation, for instance, provides up-to- Rohrer;
date reviews of new European fiscal legislation, 2. the Freedom of a State to Legislate in Fiscal
treaties and conventionsconcluded by the Europe- Matters by Dr. Asif Qureshi;
an States, and a guest forum for discussion of 3. the Treatment of Branches and Foreign Com-
major topics of nterest to the tax specialist. panies in Peru by Tomas O. Buckley, Carlos
The Bureau's library makes every effort to,acquire Enrique Llontop Chavani and Manuel

all the latest books, periodicalsand news sheets on
Eduardo Francesqui;

4. the Nature of VAT, a review of VAT theoret-taxation from whatever country, in whatever lan-
ically and in practice by J.C. Holland; and

guage. These new acquisitions, which are listed
5. the Major Features of Corporate Profit Taxeseach month in the Bulletin, are circulated to the

research staff and then placed on file. Any person
in Selected Developing Countries by Jitendra

interested in the use of the library, with 20,000 Modi.

books on taxation and hundredsof fiscal and finan- With advanced computer facilities in the Bureau
cial periodicals, is invited to visit the Muider- we expect to expand our coverage and deliver an

poort. The 4-language fiscal dictionary was aban- even more applicable product to the subscribers.
doned many years ago. In its place the Bureau has The Bulletin has provided the broadest, most in-
developed a Tax Glossary (published in the Bulle- depth and complete coverage of international tax
tin) containing definitions or all of the tax terms developments or 40 years and, with your assist-
that have become known to the Bureau. A new ance, t shall continue to be the authoritative
edition is currently being completed. source for the international practitioner.
The Bulletin rarely provides book reviews and has
not published reviews of the subjects on which the Sincerely yours,
Bureau has given information since the early is-
sues. However, providing information on tax mat- D.A. van Waardenburg D.J. Olmstead
ters is an expanding task of the Bureau's informa-
tion service for governments, tax advisors, accoun- Editor-in-chief Managing Editor
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TaxHarmonizationin theEuropean
Community
By Sijbren Cnossen

I. INTRODUCTION

According to folk wisdom, people joined in matrimony tend to look more \ 4*'.- \
like each other as time passes by. There is a presumption that this should
also happen to the tax structures of the member states of a common

\3,

market, such as the European Community (EC). As barriers to trade and .J

factor movements are broken down, individual economies become more

closely integrated. As a result, the nature and size of the major tax bases
should become more aligned and with it the various tax handles to which

i
individual taxes are attached. Moreover, increasedcompetition in product iAand factor markets may enhance rivalry in taxation. By definition, dis-
criminatory border taxes, such as import duties, are prohibited in the
Common Market. As border controls are further relaxed, effective prod- Sijbren Cnossen s Professor of Taxation

uct tax rates of adjoining states and, by extension, of the whole Common and Dean of the Economics Faculty of
Erasmus UniversityRotterdam.This article

Market might move closer to the Community's average. Furthermore, is based on a paper presentedat the Inter-
differences in factor tax treatmentshould induce capital to move to coun- national Seminar n Public Economics on

tries with lower rates, whichshould act as a brake on too great a divergency Tax Coordination in the EuropeanCommu-
in tax levels of individual Member States. Although differences in lan- nity held at Rotterdam, August 22-24,

guage and cultural traditions are importantbarriers, over time substantial 1985. The author is editor of the Seminar's
proceedings which have been published

differentials in the taxation of labor income might induce people to vote by Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers,
with their feet. Discretionary action, whether jointly or unlaterally, may Deventer, The Netherlands. He is grateful
accelerate these trends. to Emile a Campo, Ken Messere, Carl

Shoup and other participants in the Semi-

Against this background, this paper surveys and evaluates tax structure nar for their perceptive comments on an

developments in the EC from its rnception in 1957 until the present time. earlier draft of this paper. Whatever faults

The second section looks at trends in the total level and overall composi- remain are his own.

tion of tax revenues. General contemporary influences have resulted in
significant increases in tax burdens, particularlyof the income taxes and
social security contributions.The third section examines developmentsin Contents
the field of product taxes: the eliminationof customs duties, the introduc-
tion of a commonvalue-addedtax, and the harmonizationof excise duties. I INTRODUCTION
From the beginning, the fear of export subsidies or import taxes hidden
in internal product tax Systems has been of overriding concern in the

II. LEVELS OFTAXATION
A. Increase in total tax ratios

Community. The fourth secton reviews taxes on income and profits and B. Overall compositionof tax revenues

social security contributionswhich have received much less attention, but
which may become more important if equity and administrationcome to III. COORDINATIONOFPRODUCTTAXES

the fore as major areas of common concern. Finally, a concludingsection A. Abolitionof customsduties
B. Introductionof commonvalue-added

considers the tax structure developments in the light of tax theory and tax

attempts to place them in a broader social and political context. It argues C. Excisetaxdevelopments
that greater uniformity of tax systems is not necessarily conducive to the

D. Removalofbordercontrolsand
non-tariffbarriers

formation of a good community, just as closer resemblance in mat-

rimony is not a litmus test for a happy marriage. IV. COORDINATIONOFINCOMETAXES
A. Approximationof corporationtaxes

Tax revenue statistics, coveringcentral, provincial,and local governments B. Individualincome taxes

have been drawn from publications of the Organisation for Economic
C. Social securitycontributions
D. Removalof non-tax barriers

Co-operation and Development (OECD).J The term tax ratio is used to

express tax revenues (includingsocial security contributions)as a percen-
V. SUMMARYAND EVALUATION

tage of gross domestic product (GDP) at market prices, while the term
A. Summaryofsurvey
B. Theoryoftaxcoordinationand

tax share is defined as the ercentage contribution of a particular tax to assgnment
total tax revenues. Throug1out the paper, brief references are made to C. Concludingremarks

the tax situation in the United States (U.S.) that has a comparable large APPENDIX
market and that faces similar fiscal coordination issues as the EC. In 1983,
the populations of the Member States of the EC totaled 320 million and BIBLIOGRAPHY

their GDPs USS 2,500 billion, yielding a per capita income of USS 7,800.
In the same year, the U.S. had 235 million inhabitants, its GDP was 1. For a note on the conceptual and practicalUSS 3,200 billion, and its per capita income USS 13,600. Detailed data pitfalls in making international comparisons of
are shown in an Appendix. tax levels, see Messere and Owens (1985).
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II. LEVELS OF TAXATION and the rise of participatory democracy strengthened
these trends.

Total tax levels have increased significantly in all Table 1
Member States during the period under review. An EC: Total tax revenuesas percentageofgrossdomesticproduct
examinationof the overallcompositionof tax revenues

indicates that this development is mainly attributable Countrya 1983 1975 1965 1955b Tax Marginal

to increases in income taxes and social security con-
buoy- tax

ratiod
tributions. Referencesare made to explanatoryfactors ancy

ratioc
for these trends.

European
Communitye 39.7 34.7 30.4 28.9 1.37 41.9

A. Increase in total tax ratios
Netherlands 47.3 43.6 33.6 26.3 1.50 50.5

From 1955 to 1983, total levels of taxation in all EC Denmark 46.2 41.4 29.9 23.4 1.63 48.8

Member States rose at historically unprecedented Belgium 45.4 41.1 30.8 24.0 1.59 49.1

rates, as shown in Table 1. The weighted tax ratio for
the EC as a whole increasedfrom29 to 40 in the period

France 44.6 37.4 35.0 32.4 1.31 45.9

under review, or at an average rate of 0.4 percentage
Luxembourg 42.5 36.7 30.5 .. 1.47 45.0

Italy 40.6 29.0 27.3 30.5 1.53 41.6
points per annum. By comparison, the tax ratio in the
U.S. increased on average by 0.2 points per annum Ireland 39.2 31.6 26.0 22.5 1.54 40.1
from 24 to 29, positioning it at the same level in 1983 United Kingdom 37.8 35.5 30.6 29.8 1.27 38.8
as was the EC in 1955. In 1983, three EC Member Germany 37.4 36.0 31.6 30.8 1.25 39.6
States collected 45-47% of GDP in the form of tax
revenue. In six other countries the ratio varied from Greece 32.9 24.6 20.6 18.6 1.63 33.7

37 to 45. In later years, the tax ratio appears to be Portugal 32.9 24.7 18.4 15.4 1.83 33.6

leveling off in the high-tax states (Messere, 1983). The Spain 27.2 19.6 14.7 .. 1.91 28.0

figures suggest that the tax ratios of individual coun- UnitedStates 29.0 29.6 26.3 23.6 1.13 29.7
tries moved closer to the Community's average.2 For
three recent members- Greece, Portugal and Spain-
that are distinctly less industrialized than most other Notes: a. Listed in descendingorder of total tax revenue to GDP ratio

in 1983.
states, the tax ratio was 33 or less iri 1983, but the rate b. Provisional estimates.
of increase since 1975 was greater than in other Percentage increase in taxes divided by percentage. c.

' Member States. increase in GDP for the period 1965-83.
d. Increase in taxes divided by increase in GDP, expressed

Basically, as pointed out in the public finance litera- in percent for the period 1965-83.

ture, the reasons for the acceptance of high levels of e. Weighted averages.

taxation must be sought on the expenditureside of the Sources: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

budget, as epitomizedin Wagner's law of the expand- (1985), Tables 3 and 113; 1955 figures for France and Greece:
idem (1966)

ing scale of state activity.3A detailed explanation of
the underlyingforces is beyond the scopeof this paper,
but some broad economic, social and political factors A similar set of general contemporary influences has

may be noted. Majorupheavals,such as the two world probably been at work on the tax side of the budget in
wars and the great depression, interrupted the steady the various Member States of the Community. The
path of fiscal development and facilitated the accept- re-assessment of the role of the state involved the
ance of a larger role of the public sector (Peacock and acceptance of higher levels of taxation than before.
Wiseman, 1961). Moreover, these events profoundly This and the effectivespread of representativegovern-
affected cultural values and social philosophies,result- ment made it possible to place greater reliance on

ing in, among other things, an increased effective de- ta.xpayer cooperation and voluntary compliance.
mand for income redistribution through the budget. Moreover, as economic development proceeded, the

Following the last war, high levels of defense expendi- nature and accessibility of the various tax bases
tures were replaced by increased public outlays on changed and with it the tax handles to which individual
economic rehabilitation and, subsequently, transfer taxes are attached. Economies became highly
programs for the aged, sick, unemployed and other monetizedwith virtually all incomeand output movng
less privileged groups. No doubt, universal suffrage through the market. The size of production and dis-

tribution establishments increased and employment
became more concentrated. At the same time, busi-

2. The coefficient of variation (the standard deviation divided by the ness accounting practices improved and government
unweighted average, in percent) fell from 23.1 in 1965 to 15.7 in 1983.

collection and assessmentmethods were modernized.
Broadly, the ranking n terms of total tax to GDP ratio altered little
between 1955 and 1983. The Spearman coefficient is 0.685 with a signifi- Withholdingtechniques,of paramountimportancefor
cance at the 95% level. Weighted tax ratios are computed by converting the successful administration of the income tax and
absolute figures for tax collections and domestic products denoted in na- social securityschemes,were introducedin most coun-
tional currencies into figures denoted in U.S. dollars. tries. In short, the two major tax bases income and-

3. This and the following paragraph draw heavily on Musgrave (1969),
Chapter 5. For a recent analysis of expendituregrowth in industrial coun- consumption- could be broadened considerably and
tries, see also Tanzi (1986). hence their revenue productivity increased. To be
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sure, the emergence of large underground economies ted non-tax revenue rato for the EC was 4.8 in 1982
(Tanzi, 1982) may have helped to check these in- against 6.2 for the U.S.4 If these ratios are added to
creases in some Member States. the total tax revenue ratios, the weightedaveragepub-
As has been noted before (Goode, 1968), the feasibil- lic sector burden in the EC is one and a quarter
ty of diverting a rising share of GDP to the public

times that in the U.S. Apparently, political resistance

sector through taxation may be explained by the high
to public spending and heav taxes and charges is

rates of economic growth in the Community, particu- stronger in the U.S. than in the EC. Lately, however,
there is a growing awareness in the Communtyof the

larly in the earlier years. As per capita income n- disincentive effects associated with excessivelycreased, nearly quintupling in nominal terms since gener-
1965 (see Appendix), the proportion of income re-

ous entitlementprograms and high marginal tax rates,

quired for food and shelter diminished. Hence, it may
as well as the stimulus that high taxes give to under-

be postulated, the ability-to-pay for public sector ground economic activities (De Clercq, 1985; Tanzi,
outays increased. Table 1 shows two measures of the 1986; OECD, 1986a).
change in total tax revenue to GDP. First, the tax

buoyancy ratio denotes the relationship between the B. Overall compositionof tax revenues

percentage increase in total tax revenue to the percen-
tage increase in GDP. This ratio is above 1 in all EC The time trend of economic, social and political forces
Member States. Particularly high figures are shown sketched above may now be extended to broad
for the high-tax countries and the low-tax countries. categories of taxation: product taxes, income taxes,
Secondly, the marginal tax ratio measures the fraction social securitycontributions,propertyand other taxes.
of the increase in GDP absorbed by taxes. This ratio Thus, the pervasive rise of egalitarianism has been a

is particularlyhigh in the high-tax states, but not in the driving force behind the increased use of the progres-
low-tax countries.

-

The unprecedented increase in the size of the public
4. In 1982, non-tax revenue ratios for individual Member States were

Ireland: 7 2; United Kingdom: 7 I; Denmark 6 8; Netherlands: 6.7; Ger-
sector in the EC has not been matched in the U.S. many: 6.5; Luxembourg (1981): 6.0; France: 3.3; Greece: 3.1; Belgium:
Whereas the weighted tax ratio in the EC was 16% 2.6; Spain (1981): 2.3; and Italy: 2.0. In addition, of course, aspects such

ahead of the U.S. ratio in 1965, the difference had as the extent of tax expenditures (doing things through the tax side rather
than the expenditure side of the budget), public borrowing and the effect

grown to 37% in 1983. This image is altered little when of undergroundeconomies have to be taken into account in evaluating the
non-tax revenues are taken into account. The weigh- size of the public sector.

Table 2
EC: Compositionof total tax revenues

Countrya Product taxes Income taxes Social security Propertyand
contributions other taxes

1983 1975 1965 1983 1975 1965 1983 1975 1965 1983 1975 1965

As percentageof Gross Domestic Product

EuropeanCommunityb 1 1.1 9.9 10.8 12.4 10.7 8.4 13.6 11.8 8.1 2.6 2.3 3.1

Netherlands 11.4 10.5 9.6 13.0 15.2 12.0 21.3 16.7 10.3 1.6 1 2 1.7
Denmark 16.5 13.9 12.2 25.4 24.4 13.7 1.8 1.0 1.6 2.5 2. 1 2.4

Belgium 12.0 10.9 11.4 18.6 16.1 8.5 13.9 13.1 9.7 0.9 1.0 1.2

France 12.9 12.3 13.4 7.9 6.6 5.6 19.6 15.3 11.9 4.2 3.2 4.1

Luxembourg 10.1 7.6 7.6 18.9 15.8 10.9 10.6 11.1 9.9 2.9 2.2 2.1

Italy 9.5 8.5 10.8 14.9 6.2 4.9 14.6 13.3 9.3 1.6 1.0 2.3

Ireland 18.1 14.7 13.7 13.0 9.5 6.7 5.8 4.4 1.7 2.3 3.0 3.9
United Kingdom 11.3 9.0 10.1 14.6 15.8 11.3 6.7 6.2 4.7 5.2 4.5 4.5
Germany 10.3 9.7 10.4 12.5 12.4 10.7 13.3 12.3 8.5 1.3 1.6 2.0

Greece 14.3 11.9 10.7 5.4 3.4 2.0 11.7 6.7 5.5 1.5 2.6 2.4
Portugal 14.4 10.1 8.2 8.1 4.3 4.5 8.5 8.5 4.0 1.9 1.8 1.7

Spain 6.5 4.7 6.0 7. 1 4.3 3.6 12.2 9.3 4.2 1.4 1.3 0.9

UnitedStates 5.2 5.5 5.8 12.4 13.0 12.2 8.3 7.3 4.3 3.1 3.8 4.0

Notes a. Listed in descending order of total tax revenue to GDP ratio in 1983.
b. Weighted averages.

Source: Organisationfor EconomicCo-operationand Development(1985): Table 24 (heading5000), Table 8 (heading 1000), Table 14 (heading 2000),
and the difference between the figures shown in Table 1 of this paper and the sum of the figures shown in this table for product taxes, income
taxes and social security contributions.
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sive income tax as the best available indicator of These trends were much less pronounced in the U.S.
economicpower and social status. Similarly, the grow- Although the ratio for social security contributions
ing sense of social responsibility for the welfare of nearly doubled, it remained well below the EC aver-

individuals has resulted in greater reliance on social age. Moreover, the income tax ratio rose only slightly
security contributions to finance related transfer pro- and the product tax ratio dropped some 10%.
grams. At the same time, these social and political An issu'e which has preoccupied the Community from
factors should have diminished the relative role of time to time (Neumark, 1963; Deringer, 1964; Fre-
product taxes whose burden distribution is generally dersdorf, 1978) is the properbalance betweendirect
perceived as regressive with respect to income. and indirect taxes. (For this purpose, direct taxes are

Generally, this line of reasoning is borne out by the defined to include the individual income tax, the cor-

figures shown in Table 2. The weighted product tax poration tax, social security contributions from
ratio in the EC rose only slightly from just below 11 in employers and employees, and various taxes on prop-
1965 to just above 11 in 1983. In viewof the substantial erty; indirect taxes, on the other hand, comprise the
increase of 31% in the overall tax ratio, this implies value-added tax, excises, and customs duties.) As a

that the share of product taxes in total tax revenue closer economic union developed, it was argued, tax
declined. Substantial increases in the product tax ratio harmonization would be facilitated if Member States
took place in Denmark (that has one of the highest tax were to align their direct/indirect-tax ratios in the
buoyancy ratios of all Member States), Luxembourg, meantime. Direct-tax Member States should reduce
Ireland, and the low-tax countries, Greece and Por- their reliance on the income taxes and social security
tugal.-As expected, the ratios of the income taxes and contributions,while indirect-taxstates should put less
social security contributions rose markedly. For the emphasis on revenues from the value-added tax and
income taxes, the weighted average ratio increasedby excuses. Whatever the merits of this line of thought,
48%, and for social security contributionsthe increase such a trend can hardly be discerned from Table 2. In
was 68%; both figures are well above the rise in the 1965, the Netherlands,Luxembourg,the UnitedKing-
overall tax ratio. For the income taxes, above average dom and Germany were direct-tax countries, in the
increases in the ratios were recorded in Denmark, sense that their direct-tax ratio exceeded the Commu-
Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy, Ireland, Greece, Por- nity's (unweighted) average ratio. The first two coun-

tugal and Spain. In the Netherlands, Ireland, Greece, tries had clearly maintained that status in 1983, but
Portugal and Spain, revenuesfrom social securitycon- had been joined by Belgium, Italy and Spain.
tributions increased by more than 68%.

i III. COORDINATIONOF PRODUCT TAXES

Table 3 The formation of a true common product market was

EC: Importanceof customs duties revenue the most essential objective of the Treaty of Rome.
This meant that the Community should ensure bothCountrya 1983 1975 1965
the free movement of goods and equality of competi-

As percentageof Gross Domestic Product tion. Firstly, this involved the elimination of all re-

EuropeanCommunityb 0.5 0.6 1.1 maining customs duties and the establishment of a

common external tariff. Secondly, the complementary
Portugal 1.4 2.4 3.8 goal of equality of competition meant that Member

Belgium 0.9 0.6 1.3 States shuld not be allowed to use their internalprod-
Greece 1.4 2.2 uct taxes, such as sales taxes and excises, to discrimi-
Spain 0.7 0.8 1.0 nate against goods from other MemberStates. To this
Ireland 0.6 0.5 0.8 end, unequivocalborder tax adjustmentsbased on the
Netherlands 0.6 0.7 2.2 destination principle were required. But these adjust-

ments implied that border controls could not be dis-
United Kingdom 0.4 0.5 1.0 pensed with forthwith, leaving the Community with
Germany 0.4 0.4 0.7 the task of removing customs posts.Italy 0.3 0.1 0.7
Denmark 0.3 0.4 0.8
France 0.2 0.2 0.6 A. Abolitionof customs duties
Luxembourg 0.1 .. 0.1

One of the foremost objectivesof the Treaty of RomeUnitedStates 0.3 0.2 O.2
was the creation of a true customs union in which all
dutieson importsand exportswould be prohibitedand

Notes: a. In descendingorder of customs duties revenue to GDP ratio abolished and a common customs tariff adopted within 1983.
b. Weighted averages. respect to third countries. Essentially, this goal was

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development achieved in 1968, 18 months ahead of schedule, al-
(1985), country tables (heading 5123). though, as discussed below, various infringements

linger on. Not surprisingly,therefore, the revenue role
of customsdutiesgreatlydecreased in the periodunder
review. As shown in Table 3, the weighted ratio was
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halved between 1965 and 1983; the coefficient of vari- had as its sole purpose the promotion of the domestic
ation decreased from 80% to 69%. In the latter year, production of such products. More generally, the
on average, the duties contributed some 1% to total Court has not taken a constructionist attitude to the
tax revenues. Above or below average ratios in some prohibitionof discrimination,but extended its author-
MemberStates simply mean that more or less external ity beyond a literal examinationof the national la'w, to

imports enter through them. The revenue role of cus- the nature and economic effects of the tax, the actual
toms duties in Portugal, Greece and Spain should de- characteristics of the product, the economic cir-
crease further as these countries' tariffs are har- cumstancesof a particular industry, as well as the uses

monized with that of the Community. to which the proceeds are put.
The loss of revenue from the elimination of internal When in doubt, the Court has chosen to favor the
tariffs in the EC might have been made up by an imported product by ruling that it should not be taxed
increase in the common external tariff. This did not at a rate higher than the lowest rate applicable to a

happen, however, because various general import similar domestic-product (Case 148/77). Furthermore
duty reductions were negotiated among industrial in a number of cases (7/68; 51/74), the Court has ruled
countries under the auspices of the General Agree- that Member States are not permitted to tax exports
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), lowering tariff more heavily than goods destined for the domestic
levels on non-agriculturalgoods from some 15% in the market.
1950s to about 5% now. As a result, the revenue role Finally, a review of the various cases suggests that theof customs duties in the EC and the U.S. moved closer Court does not ever seem to have taken the view that
together. In the industrial world, customs duties have

an action which offends the Treaty becomes less offen-become a minor source of revenue. In the EC, pro- sive if it is widelypractised(Easson, 1980, para. 16).ceeds from customs duties collected by the Member
States are paid into the common fund as they are

consideredpart of the Community'sown resources, B. Introductionof common value-addedtax

along with receipts from agricultural levies and a 1.4%
charge on a uniformly determined value-added tax The founding fathers of the Community clearly
base (Council, 1972, as amended). realized that the removal of tariffs, quotas, subsidies

and other customs barriers would not create a truly
For the internal market, Article 3(a) of the Treaty common market, if Member States were allowed to
requires the elimination not only of customs duties, maintain or restore through their internal tax systems
but also of quantitative restrictionson the import and the discriminatorytreatmentof trade with other mem-

export of goods, and of all other measures having bers (Sullivan, 1967). In addition to the prohibitionof
equivalent effect. The EuropeanCourt ofJustice, call- customs duties, Article 95 therefore prescribes that
ed upon to rule on this provision, has broadly inter- no MemberState shall impose, directly or indirectly,
preted the meaningof this clause. Thus, in Dassonville on the products of other Member States any internal

ase 8/74), the Court declared that ... all trading taxation of any kind in excess of that imposed directly
rules enacted by member states which are capable of or indirectlyon similardomesticproducts.This provi-
hindering, directly or indirectly, actually or poten- sion reinforces the ban on customs duties, prohibiting
tially, intracommunity trade are to be considered as the impositionof discriminatorytaxes having the same

measures having an effect equivalent to quantitative effect (see above) and, more broadly, seeks to ensure
restrictions. Derogations from the Article are to be conditions of free competition between Community
construed strictly, i.e. subject only to those permitted products by removing distortions emanating from na-
under Article 36 for reasons of public morality, public tional tax systems.
policy, public security, and the protection of health.
Similarly, strict interpretationshave been accorded to

As succeedingarticles make plain, free competitionof

the prohibition upon charges having an equivalentef- goods crossing intra-Communityborders is sought to

fect. Ths, the Court has declared invalid the imposi-
be achieved through the unequivocal application of

tion of various fees and charges for the issue of import
the destinationprinciplewhichholds that goodsshould

licenses, unloading at borders, the compilation of be taxed at the rate prevailing in the country in which

statistics, and public health, phytosanitaryand veter- they are consumed rather than at that in the country
nary inspections carried out at internal borders upon

in which they are produced(origin principle).To place
imported or exported products.5 mports on an equal tax footing as domesticgoods, the

destination principle entails border tax adjustments
To be sure, Article 17(3) permits Member States to under which previously imposed taxes on exports are

convert a customs duty formerly imposed for the pur- fully rebated and compensatory taxes are placed on

pose of raising revenue into a non-discriminatoryex- imports equivalent to the internal taxes on domestic
cise tax on the same product, but even then the Court goods. As a result, internal taxes do not distort the
willlook beyond its mere form and have regard to the relative costs between home-produced and foreign-
substance of the new tax. For example, in Capolongo made products. Hence, they are neutral with respect
(Case 77/72), the Court ruled invalid the impositionof to manufacturing location decisions, an efficiency re-

an excise tax on cardboard and cellulose containers,
whether imported or domesticallyproduced, the pro- 5. For a detailed description and analysis on which these paragraphs
ceeds of which were paid into a publiccorporationthat draw, see Easson (1980), paras 9-23, and the literature cited there
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quirement that is one of the fundamentalprinciplesof payable in succeedingstages. ln the case of registered
the Treaty. traders, the effective tax rate would always be deter-

mined at the retail stage where imports and domestic
Non-discriminatoryborder tax adjustmentscould not

products would be treated alike.
be applied unambiguouslyunder the cumulative turn-
over taxes that were levied in all but one of the six As shown in Table 4,9 MemberStates introduced the
original Member States at the time the Treaty was commonvalue-addedtax between 1967 and 1973. Por-
signed in 1957, because the amounts of the export tugal and Spain followed in 1986 and the introduction
rebates and the compensatoryimport taxes depended date for Greecehas been set for 1987. The value-added
not only on the rate of tax, but also on such unknown tax has become an important source of revenue, con-
factors as the number of times a product had been tributing on average 17% to total tax revenues, or
traded and the amount of value added in various 6.6% of GDP. The revenue role differs widely in var-

stages. Therefore, border tax adjustments had to be ious Member States ranging from 5.1% of GDP in
computed on the basis of estimated average rates that Luxembourgwhich imposes a comparativelylow stan-
might incorporateprotectionisticelements. To imple- dard rate of 12o, to 9.8o of GDP in Denmarkwhich
ment a proper system of border tax adjustments,Arti- applies a high, single rate of 22%. The ranking of the
cle 99 placed a mandatory call upon the EC Commis- tax ratios is not necessarily the same as that of the
sion to submit proposlsfor the harmonizationof turn- standard tax rates, because all MemberStates, except
over taxes, excises, and similar forms of internal taxa- Denmark, also levy reduced and some increased rates
tion. of value-added tax on different categories of goods
The harmonizationof the various turnover taxes was and services. Ireland, for example, has the highest
pursued through the Community-wideadoption of a standard rate, but its GDP ratio ranks third, because

destination-based, tax credit type of value-added tax a broad range of goods and services are zero-rated, as

extending through the retail stage. The tax credit is the case in the United Kingdom. Reportedly, in

mechanism, permitting sellers a full credit for taxes Italy which also has a high standard rate, a substantial

invoiced by suppliers, ensured that export rebates part of the value-added tax is evaded (Pedone, 1981,
could be ascertaned unambiguously. Furthermore, P. 35). Judging by the increase in the spread of the

the value-added tax treated imports in the same way standard rates, the once expressedgoal of rate approx-
as domestic goods by taxing the former at the same imation has become more elusive. The coefficient of
rate and allowing such tax to be offset against the tax variation increased from 21.5 to 26.3.

Table 4
EC: Role of value-added taxes

Countrya YearVAT StandardVAT rateb Receiptsas percentof

introduced 1986 YearVAT Gross DomesticProduct

introduced 1983 Year Year 1965
VAT+1 VAT-1

EuropeanCommunityc 17.1 12.6 6.6 4.6

Denmark 1967 22 10 9.8 6.8 3.0 2.7

France 1968 18.6 16.7 9.1 9.7 8.2 8.1

Ireland 1972 23 16.4 8.3 5.1 4.3 1.5

Belgium 1971 19 16 7.6 6.9 7.4 6.5

Netherlands 1969 19 12 7.0 5.5 5.5 4.2

Germany 1968 14 10 6.4 5.7 5.0 5.2

Italy 1973 18 12 6. 1 4.9 3.2 3.5

United Kingdom 1973 15 10 5.2 3.2 2.2 1.8

Luxembourg 1970 12 8 5.1 4.1 3.0 3.8

Greeced - - - 5.0 - 2.3

Portugale 1986 16 16 4.7 -

Spain' 1986 12 12 3.3 - 3.3

UnitedStatesg - 4-8 - 2.0 - 1.2

Notes: a. Listed in descending order of value-added tax revenue to GDP ratio in 1983.
b. Rates are exclusive of value-added tax.
c. Weighted averages for GDP ratios.
d. Revenue figures refer to turnover and manufacturerssales taxes.

e. Revenue figures refer to previously imposed wholesale tax.

f. Revenue figures refer to previously imposed turnover tax.

g. Refers to retail sales taxes levied by 45 states and the District of Columbia.
Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development, RevenueStatistics, various years, Table 28 (heading 5100)
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Table 5
EC: Importanceof excise tax revenues

Countrya Petroleum
Total Tobacco Alcohol products Otherb

1983 1965 1983 1965 1983 1965 1983 1965 1983 1965

As percentageof Gross Domestic Product
EuropeanCommunity 3.2 4.7 0.8 1.4 0.5 0.7 1.6 1.9 0.2 0.5

Ireland 8.0 10.2 1.7 4.1 2.6 2.9 2.7 2.5 0.2 0.1
Denmark 5.7 7.8 1.1 .. 1.1 .. 1.1 .. 1.1 ..

United Kingdom 4.7 6.6 1 2 2.8 1.2 1.7 2.0 2.0 - -

Luxembourg 4.3 3.0 ..................

Italy 3.3 5.5 0.7 1.4 0.1 0.2 2.2 2.5 0.3 1.4

Germny 2.7 3.5 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.6 1.4 1.6 0.1 0.3
Netherlands 2.6 2.7 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.1 0.1 0.1

Belgium 2.4 2.5 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.5 1.2 1.3 0.1 0.1
France 2.4 3.8 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.2 1 5 2.0 0.2 0.8

UnitedStates 2.0 3.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 O.7 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.8

Notes a. In descending order of total excise tax revenue to GDP ratio in 1983.
b. Excluding revenues from special exciseson the purchaseof automobiles(which are subject to highervalue-added tax rates elsewhere)and

user charges in Ireland, Denmark, United Kingdom, the Netherlands and the United States. However, these revenues are included in total
excse tax revenues.

c. Weighted averages.
Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (1985), country tables, headings 5121 and 5122.

It may be surmized that the value-added tax has be- tobacco, alcohol and mineral oil. The tobacco excise
come a mainstay of the revenue structures of various ratio dropped sharply, but the other two ratios de-
MemberStates, recisely because agreement has been creased too. A similar trend occurred in the U.S.,
reached on a uniform basis of assessment.Derogations suggesting that some common influences have been at
from this basis are not permitted, implying that the tax work. Awareness of the harmful effects of smoking
base is not subjected to the usual national political has resulted in a decline of per capita tobacco con-

forces of erosion. (Admittedly, Ireland and the United sumption. Per capita consumption of alcohol, on the
Kingdom still retain a zero rate for certain domestic other hand, doubled in the period under review as

products, but eventually this rate has to be phased social bans on drinking were relaxed and retail outlet

out.) There is a weak presumption, therefore, that policies liberalized (Cnossen, 1981). To cushion the
Member States may exploit the value-added tax base effects of majorprice increases in mineraloil products,
more fully than that of other taxes, thus enlarging the the real value of the related excises declined more

role and scope of their public sector. Some evidence sharply (Tait and Morgan, 1980). With the exception
for this propositionmay be found in the increase in the of part of the duty on cigarettes, most excises are

average standard rate by 4.5 percentage points, or specific. In the absence of periodic discretionary ad-
36% ofthe averagestartingrate. Moreover, the weigh- justments, therefore, inflation has eroded their real
ted ratio of sales tax receipts to GDP since 1965 in- value. Furthermore, several EC Member States are

creased by 43%, well in excess of the increase in the major producers of wine, beer and spirits, creating
total tax ratio of 31%. Although nearly all govern- political pressures to keep duties low.
ments professed that the changeover to the value- Although Article 99 of the Treaty of Rome mentions
added tax would be revenue-neutral,on average, rev- excises in the same breath as sales taxes as primeenues increased by 24% after the change.6 The reve- candidatesfor harmonization,so far progress has been
nue role of the retail sales taxes that are levied in 45 excruciatingly slow. A working party was established
out of 50 states (and the District of Columbia) in the

as early as 1960 and the Neumark Report (1963, p.U.S. is much more modest than that of the value- 127) emphasized that excises should be harmonized in
added tax in the EC.7 with the sales but it was until 1972 thatstep tax, not

the EC Commission issued a framework-directiveout-
C. Excise tax developments lining the features of a possible harmonizationpolicy.

The Commissionclassified the excises in the Member

Developments in the excise tax field have been diffe- States into four main groups:
rent from those of the value-added tax. As shown in
Table 5, excise revenues decreased on average from 6 For a view that the value-added tax did not necessarily ncrease

see
some 5% of GDP in 1965 to about 3% in 1983. Ninety government spending, Stockfish (1985).

7. For a survey and analysis of sales taxes in OECD membercountries,
percent of such revenues derives from three products: see Cnossen (1983c).
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(1) Harmonized excises to be levied in all Member and calvados. Since the cereal distillates were all im-
States on tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, ported, in effect the excisestructuresof thesecountries
and petroleum products; agreement on common favored domestic products, although there was no

definitions for the various bases of assessment open discrimination on the basis of origin. Similarly,
should be followed by rate unification. Denmark had a separate rate for akqavit, which was

(2) Excises, e.g. on matches, playing cards, and taxed at only two-thirds the rate imposed on brandy,
gramophone records, to be incorporated in in- gin, rum and whisky, which were mostly imported.
creased value-added tax rates, and thereby elimi- Upon complaints filed by the EC Commission, the
nated; of course, this begged the question of the Court of Justice (Cases 168-171/78) ruled that all these
eventual removal of border controls. products stood n a competitive relationship to each

(3) Excises, e.g. on entertainment and betting, that other. Hence, the non-discriminationprincipleof Ar-

might be retained because they do not involve ticle 95 implied that the tax on an imported product
border tax adjustments or affect trade between could not exceed the tax on a comparable domestic
Member States. product. In another case (55/79), it was held that Ire-

(4) Excises to be abolished,because their contribution land discriminated against imported products by af-
to revenue is negligible,because they are levied on fording Irish producerspreferential treatmentwith re-

products importedfrom developingcountries (e.g. gard to the time limits for payment of the excises. The
coffee), or because they are in large part a raw United Kingdom lost its case (170/78) against the Com-
material for industry (e.g. sugar). mission on the relative tax burdens to be imposed on

From the beginning, the concern has mainly been with wine and beer. The Commissiontook the view that the

the traditional excises on tobacco products, alcoholic ratio of the two excises should not exceed that of the

beverages, and petroleumproducts (and related taxes alcoholic strength of an average table wine and the

on motoring). Since nearly all these products are pro- most popular beer. This pointed to a ratio of 3 : 1,
cessed n large manufacturingestablishmentsthat are since table wine is typically 11% alcohol by volume

integrated forward with the export stage, the applica- and beer about 3.5%.

tion of proper border tax adjustments has not een a Although the Court's decisions may have eliminated
problem, but rather the focus has been on infringe- the most obvious forms of discrimination, considera-
ments of the non-discriminationprinciple of Article ble differences continue to exist in the level and the
95.8 According to the Commission (1980, pp. 31 and structureof the various excises on alcoholicdrinks. As
57), the symbiotic relationship between national in- shown in Table 6, duty levels are particularly high in
dustries and national excises has resulted in excise Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom. Further-
structures that discriminate against products of other more, Italy (and Greece) do not levy a wine excise at
MemberStates. And in the same ven, real or feigned all and Germany confines its excise to sparklingwine.
concern with national social and health policies gen- National vinicultures are further protected by rate

erally result in preferential treatmentof domesticpro- structure distinctions between wine from fresh grapes
duction. and fruits, ordinary and fortified wines, and still and

Until a few years ago, for instance, France and Italy
imposed substantially higher excises on spirits made 8. For analysis of the non-discriminationprinciple of Article 95,an see

from cereals, such as gin, whisky and vodka, than on Easson (1980), paras 23-66. For a description of excise tax harmonization,
spirits distilled from wine, such as cognac, armagnac also paras 218-51.

Table 6
EC: Examples of excise taxes, March 1985

MemberState 20 cigarettesa 1 liter of beer 1 liter of wine 0.75literof 1 liter of
40% spirits premiumpetrol

In European Currency Units

Ireland 1.14 (75) 1.14 2.74 7.84 0.36
Denmark 1.96 (87) 0.65 1.35 9.58 0.28
United Kingdom 1.25 (75) 0.70 1.60 7.70 0.29

Luxembourg 0.54 (67) 0.06 0.13 2.54 0.20

Italy 0.57 (72) 0.18 - 0.75 0.49

Germany 1.02 (74) 0.07 - 3.43 0.23
Netherlands 0.74 (72) 0.23 0.33 3.79 0.28

Belgium 0.73 (71) 0.13 0.33 3.78 0.25
France 0.31 (75) 0.03 0.03 3.37 0.36

Unweightedaverage 0.92 (74) 0.35 0.93 4.75 0.30

Note: a. Figures in parentheses indicate the proportion of excise and value-added tax in consumer price of the most popular price category of

cigarettes.
Source: Commissionof the European Communities(1985)
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sparkling wines. In vain the Commissionhas attempt- (salt, matches, playing cards). Judged by their con-
ed to reach agreementon common bases of assessment tribution to GDP, it is surprising that these excises
and collection, let alone the different rate structures. have not been eliminated long ago; the yield of most
Basically, harmonization is still where it stood in 1972 does not exceed 1/10 of 1% of GDP. They might be
when the Commission formulated as points of depar- harmonized spontaneously if border controls for the
ture: (a) all Member States to impose some excise on major excises were removed (Cnossen, 1983b).
wines; (b) spirits to be taxed on tile basis of alcoholic
strength; (c) both wine and beer to be taxed by volume
(possibly at different rates within as well as between

D. Removalofbordercontrolsandnon-tariff

the two categories); and (d) tax on beer to be assessed barriers

at the product stage rather than on the wort which The abolition of customs duties, the adoption ofrequires discretion in the taxation of imports. a

common value-added tax with approprate border tax
More progress has been made with the harmonization adjustments, and some small steps toward excise har-
of the various tobacco excises, possibly because most monization have had little, if any, effect on the re-
raw tobacco is imported, production is highly concen- moval of internal border controls. Customs posts,
trated, cost differentialsare small, and there is a wide- mainly engaged in collecting and rebating national
spread consensus on the harmful effects of smoking. taxes, still straddle nearly every nternal frontier. As
Common definitions of manufactured tobacco prod- the Deringer Report (1964) prophetically observed
ucts have been agreed upon (an importantprerequste more than 20 years ago: On this basis, it will still be
for excise harmonization), as well as a phased reduc- necessary in twenty years' tme to open one's case
tion ofthe specific element (a fixed monetary amount between Emmerich and Arnhem, Wasserbillig and
per weight unit) in the excise (allegedly favoring ex- Trier, between Erquelines and Jeumont, between
pensive imported blond tobaccos), from 5-75% in Strassbourg and Kehl, Ventimiglia and Menton, to
1972, to 5-55% in 1977, and further to 10-35% as prove to customs that one has not wrapped cigars
proposed in 1980. Eventually a target ratio of 20% is inside one's pyjamas.
envisaged, resulting in a predominantly ad valorem To prevent this prophecy from having another 20regime. But agreementwill probably be hard to reach.

years' validity, the EC Commission(1985) has recentlyThe ratio of specific to total tax is 5 in southern EC- submitted White Paper with large number of clearcountries, but above 40 in most northern Member a a

and concise proposals (together with a detailed time-States. Here, tax principle and politics are clearly at table for action) for removingphysical, technical, andloggerheads. Retail prces of representativebrands of fiscal barriers between the MemberStates. Fiscal bar-cigarettesdiffer considerablyin the EC, but this should riers comprise the border controls to implement theprimarily be attributed to the differences in quality. border tax adjustments for the value-added tax andEffective tax rates (defined as the sum of excse and the excises. To eliminate these controls for the value-value-added tax, expressed as a percentageof the tax- added tax, initially a deferred payment system is to beinclusive retail price) lie within the fairly narrow range introduced under which export rebates are granted onof 67-75%, excepting Denmark (Table 5). the basis of documentary evidence and the collection
In contrast, progress in harmonizing the taxes on of the compensatoryimport tax s shifted inland to the

motoring has been very slow. The Commission has first production or distribution stage. In a following
attempted in vain to reach agreementon a draft direc- phase - marking a major departure from earlier insis-
tive for a uniform basis of assessment for the fuel tence on the adoption of the origin principle- a Com-
excises. Also it has submittedproposals to the Council munity-wide destination principle would be main-
of Ministers to eliminate any double taxation of rnotor tained by mutual recognition of each Member State's
vehicles, to standardize national systems of taxes on tax credits shown on exporters' invoices, balances
lorries, to exempt the temporary importation of cer- being settled through a common clearing house. For
tain meansof transport,and to standardizethe tax-free the excises, border controls would become unneces-

adrnission of fuel in fuel tanks. Thus far only the draft sary by linking national systems of excise suspension.
directive exempting 50 liters of fuel in motor verhicle
tanks has been approved, although the harmonization If fiscal barriers are removed by shifting border tax
of the excises on diesel oil and liquified petroleumgas, adjustments to books of account and linking the
as well as the exemptionsand special-purposereduced bonded warehouse systems for excisable products in
rates applied in sorne Member States, is of special individual Member States, cross-border shopping
importance (Commission, 1980). Except in Italy and would become advantageous if tax rates differed
Luxembourg, petrol excises are fairly closely aligned widely, especially between adjoining Member States.
in the EC, ranging from 0.23 ECU in Germany to 0.36 Some 40 million people in the EC live along intra-
ECU in France and Ireland (Table 6). Community borders. The abolition of customs posts

might have unacceptable revenue consequences, the
The Commissionhas not issued any specific directives Commission believes, if some approximationof rates
for the harmonizationof the nuisance excises levied in were not achieved. With the exception of Denmark
various Member States: for revenue purposes (sugar, and Ireland, this should be possible if the revenue
soft drinks), as proxies for taxpaying capacity (con- picture for the value-added taxes and the excises is
sumer durables, cosmetics), or as relics of the past consideredjointly. Variationsin the totalyieldofthese
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two major indirect taxes are considerablysmaller than port were adopted in the Commission's (1967) Pro-

variations in the yield of either tax category. gramme for the Harmonisation of Direct Taxes. It

Costs having the same effect as customs duties would, envisaged the liberalization of capital movements,
others through the introduction of the

of course, continue to divide the Community if diffe- among same

of corporation based upon broadly similar
rent product regulations and standards for health or

type tax,
methodsof assessmentand rates. .Beyond this, a single

safety reasons, environmental or consumer protec- comprehensiveindividual income tax should be intro-
tion, that effectiyely impede entry, are permitted to duced which, however, would continue to differ from
remain in place.9 To remove these technical,non-tariff one MemberState to anotherfor a long time to come.

barriers, the Commission(1985) proposes to accept as

the guiding principle that if a product is lawfully man-

ufactured and marketed in one Member State, it A. Approximationof corporationtaxes

should be allowed to be sold freely throughout the

Community. Essential health and safety requirements Table 7 shows the various corporation tax systems in

should be harmonized, as weil as industrial standards the EC, related tax ratios, effectivestandard tax rates,
in the fields of technology and telecommunications, the extent to which corporation taxes are integrated
construction, and the productionof foodstuffs. Furth- with individual income taxes, and dividend withhold-

ermore, public procurement, which covers a sizeable ing rates. Since the Treaty of Rome, 7 MemberStates

art of each Member State's GDP, should be have introduced an imputation system that permits
iberalized and the Community'srestrictivepolicieson shareholders a partial or full credit (if local taxes are

state ids vigorously enforced. Finally, physical bar. not taken into account) for the corporation tax that

riers would be done away with through the implemen- can be attributed to the dividends received by them.

tation of the single administrative (customs) docu- Three members - Luxembourg, the Netherlands and

ment, the coordination of immigration policies and Spain- still regard the corporationas an entity entirely
the adopton of common public health standards, the separate from its shareholders and consequently tax

liberalization of the transport quota system and the distributed profits again in the hands of shareholders
enforcementof common protective measures relating (classicalsystem). Like Germanyunder its imputation
to terrorism, drugs and crime. system, Portugal has a split-rate system under which a

lower rate of tax is levied on distributed profits, and
Greece's corporation tax permits a deduction for divi-

IV. COORDINATIONOF INCOMETAXES dends from taxable profits, as is commonly done for
interest. The United States has a classical system of

Although the founding fathers of the EC were con- corporation tax.10
cerned chiefly with the removal of competitivedistor- In 1983, the weighted average corporation tax ratio
tions in product markets, the free movement of per- was 2.6 in the EC, up from 2.1 in 1965. Apart from a

sons, services and capital is also one of the fundamen- possible relative, rise in corporate profits and rate in-
tal aims of the Treaty of Rome. Accordingto Title III, several special factors have influenced
such free movement includes freedom of establish- creases, may

these developments. In the Netherlands, for instance,
ment, the abolitionof restrictionson the movementof incorporation rules were substantially liberalized in
capital belonging to residents of other Member States 1970 and nearlyhalfofcorporationtax revenuederives
and of discriminationbased on the nationality or resi- from natural gas operations. The general rise in the
dence of persons or firms. It was recognized that, as ratios since 1975 contrasts with earlier research (Con-
with product taxes, differences in income taxes might rad, 1974) that concluded that corporation taxes were
distort competitiveconditions. Therefore, Article 220 declining of due to erosion of the tax
requires that Member States enter into negotiations

a source revenue

base (tax incentives), increased capital-intensity of
with a view to abolishing any double taxation of resi- manufacturing(higher initial write-offs), and a shift in
dents and firms of other MemberStates. Furthermore, economies to service industries (largerwage bills). On
Article 221 provides that Member States shall accord the other hand, this trend is clearly observable in the
nationals of other States the same treatment as their U.S. where the corporation tax ratio decreased from
own nationals with respect to the participation in the 4.2 in 1965 to 1.6 in 1983, because of numerousspecial
capital of companies or firms. concessionsto industry. The increased revenue impor-
As the NeumarkReport (1963) stood at the beginning tance of the corporation tax levied in various U.S.

of the formation of an integrated product market, so states was more than offset by the declining impor-
the Segr Report (1966) stands at the cradle of the tance of the federal tax.

establishmentof an integratedcapitalmarket. Accord- For imputationcountries,corporation tax ratios differ
ing to the Report, tax considerationsshould not influ- widely in the EC, ranging from 1.4 in Denmark that
ence the choice of investment location, or the choice
between direct and branch investment. International 9. For an analysis of the various non-tariff barriers in the EC whose

double taxation of investment income, various tax in. removal is desirable for completingthe internal market, see Pelkmansand

centives, and the differential treatment of non-resi- Vanheukelen (1986)
10. For a description and analysis of the various corporation tax systems

dent and corporate investmentswere identified as the in the EC and other industrial countries, see Cnossen (1983a, 1984). For

chief obstacles to the free movement of capital. Many an early treatment of the international implications, also Sato and Bird

of the recommendationsof the Segr Committee Re- (1975), and for the classic analysis, McLure (1979)
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Table 7
EC: Role of corporation taxes

Countrya Revenuesas Statutory Tax credit Dividend
percentof GDP tax rateb.c.d as percentof withholding

1983 1975 1965 statutorytax ratee rate

EuropeanCommunity 2.6 1.9 2. 1

A. ImputationSystem
United Kingdom 4.1 2.2 2.2 52 39.6 0/15
Italy 3.8 1.8 1.9 40.5 34.2(100) 0/30
Belgium 2.7 3.0 1.9 45 49.9 15
France 1.9 2.0 1.8 50 50 0/25

Germany 1.9 1.6 2.5 63.3/46.7 64.1(100) 5/25
Ireland 1.5 1.5 2.4 50 42.9 0
Denmark 1.4 1.3 1.4 40 37.5 15

B. OtherSystems
Luxembourg 7.4 5.7 3.4 47.3 - 0/15
Netherlands' 2.9 3.4 2.7 43 - 0/25
Spain 1.3 1.4 1.4 35 - 10/18
Greeceg 0.8 0.9 0.4 48.5 - 25/42
Portugal ...... 52/40 10/15-

UnitedStates'.h 1.6 3.2 4.2 50.3 - 30

Notes: a. Listed in descending order of corporation ax revenue to GDP ratio in 1983.
b. In computing the total standard rate:

(i) local corporationtax rates (on an average basis if differentiated)are includd in Germany, Italy, Luxembourg,and the United States,
(ii) surchargesor surtaxes are included in Italy, Luxembourg, and Portugal,
(iii) the statutory tax-exclusive local tax rates in Germany and Luxembourg have been converted to tax-inclusive rates as follows:

ti=te/('+te) where ti is the tax-inclusive rate and te the tax-exclusive rate;
(iv) local taxes on corporate profits are deductible n computing taxable profits for the national corporation tax in Germany, Italy,

Luxembourg, and the United States; the effective total corporation tax rate then equals rs(100-ti)+ti where ts is the statutory national
tax rate and ti the (effective) tax-inclusive local tax rate.

c. Some countries levy higher corporation tax rates on specified mining (petroleum) companies (Netherlands, Spain), higher rates on non-
resident companies (Belgium), or lower rales on manufacturing and processing operations (Ireland).

d. Lower corporation tax rates on small profits or, sometimes, small corporalions are levied in Belgium, Ireland, Luxembourg, Portugal, the
United Kingdom, and the United States.

e. Figures in parentheses indicate tax credit percentageswithout taking account o local taxes.
f. The Netherlands, France, and the United States exempt a small amount of dividend income in the shareholder'shands.
g. Atthe shareholder'soption, dividend income is exempt.
h. In addition to the regular corporation tax, a tax of 15%, called an add-on minimum tax, is imposed on preference items.

Sources: Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development (1985), Table 12, Cnossen (1984); and Berger (1985)

levies a low rate of 40% on company profits, to 4.1 in turn, which incorporate the effects of inflation and
the United Kingdom where the rate is 52%. In com- interest rates, ranged from a low of 5% in Italy to

paring these ratios with those of other systems of cor- almost 18% in Germany. These figures indicate that
poratlon tax, it should be noted that the yields of the the need to coordinate the systems of taxing company
imputationsystems include the creditable income tax profits and distributions, as weil as the removal of

portion, whereas other systems, of course, leave the various non-tax barriers, are at least as important as

income tax out of account. Substantial differences in the case of the sales taxes and excises (also
exist also in the rates of tax credit permitted under Neumark, 1963).
imputationsystems, ranging from 34% of the corpora-
tion tax rate in Italy to 64% in Germany. Similarly, In line with its 1967 Programme, the Commission di-
withholding rates on distributed profits differ widely. rected its attention first to the choce of the most

Although the corporation tax is not a major source of appropriate type of corporation tax, focusingspecifi-
revenue in any EC Member State, even corporations cally on reducing the so-called economicdouble taxa-

that pay little or no tax are still subjected to all its tion of dividends arising under the classical system,
complexities, attendant compliance costs and excess and the coordinationof the systemsof withholdingtax

burdens, causing a substantial misallocation of re- charged on dividends. In 1975, the Commission issued
sources in Member States themselves, as well as a draft directive calling for the adoption of an imputa-
throughout the Community. Evidence for this may be tion system with a normal, single rate of corporaton
found in a recent study (Kopits, 1982) dealing with tax ranging from 45% to 55%, togetherwith a 45-55%
factor prices in industrial countries. Based on 1978 income tax credit on grossed-up dividends. Whether

data, the study estimated that required rates of re- directly or through a subsidiary, source countries
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should extend their Lax credit to shareholders in other Furthermore, as pointed out by Messere (1983), the
Member States and bear its cost through a so-called sharp rise in the ncome tax ratio between 1965 and
clearing-house mechanism. Furthermore, dividend 1975 should probably be attributed to uncorrected fis-
withholding tax rates were to be set at a uniform rate cal drag. With incomes growing in real terms, tax-
of 25%. The draft directive got stranded in the Euro- payers were pushed into higher brackets. This effect
pean Parliament (1979), however, which argued that was exacerbated by inflation which lowered real in-
it made little sense to harmonizecorporation tax rates come brackets and eroded the real value of tax allow-
and the tax treatmentof profit distributionsas long as, ances. The income tax ratio has also been pushed up
possibly large, differences in the rules for computing by a switch in aid to families from tax allowances to
taxable company income continued to exist between cash transfers, as well as by limitations in various
Member States. This will be the subject of a White Member States on the deductibility of mortgage in-
Paper which the Commission intends to publish terest, especially for second homes. From 1975 on-

shortly. wards, on the otherhand, the upwardeffect of inflatio-
nary fiscal drag was substantially offset by automatic
rate adjustments (indexation) and discretionaryB. Individual income taxes
changes in most Member States, except Italy and to a

For reasons broadly explaind earlier, the role of the lesser extent Belgium and Spain (OECD, 1986c).
individual income tax in the tax structureof the various Similarly, the switch from joint to separate taxation of

Member States has greatly increased in importance in two-earner couples may have slowed down the in-

recent decades. As shown in Table 8, the weighted
crease in the ratio. Last but not least, the increase in
social security contributions, which in most Member

average income tax ratio rose from 6.4 in 1965 to 9.8 States deductible in computing taxable incomein 1983, or by 53%. Apart from the wide acceptance
are

of income as the most equitable tax base, various ad- (Table 9), must have acted as a brake on the rising
income tax ratio.ministrative and technical reasons account for the

prominentplace of the income tax. Thus, the universal
expansionof wagewithholdingschemes in conjunction Even a perfunctory glance at one of the tax summary
with the concentration of employment in larger and handbooks issued by various accounting firms indi-
betterorganizedproductionunits has made PAYE the cates that the determinationof taxable income and the

mainstay of income tax revenues. Like the value- rate structures that are applied differ greatly from one

added tax, the income tax has become less visible, Member State to another. Numerous special allow-

reducing taxpayer resistance. In the Netherlands, for ances and credits exist for small and unincorporated
instance, wage withholding now accounts for 82% of firms. Capital gains, not arising in the course of busi-
income tax collections against 49% in 1965. ness, eitherare not taxableor are subject to a preferen-

Table 8
EC: Role of individual income taxes

Countrya Revenueas Effective Rate band 1983
percentofGDP tax rate 1984b

1983 1975 1965 Single people Two-child family
EuropeanCommunityc 9.8 8.8 6.4

Denmark 24.0 23.1 12.4 39.6 33.8 14.4 -39.6

Belgium 15.9 13.1 6.3 21.4 13.6 17 -72d

Ireland 11.6 8.0 4.3 25.9 15.6 25 -65

Luxembourg 11.6 10.1 7.6 17.3 2.6 12 -57d
Italy 11.3 4.4 3.0 17.4 14.0 18 -65

Germany 10.6 10.8 8.2 17.6 10.7 22 -56d
United Kingdom 10.5 13.6 9. 1 22.1 17.6 30 -60
Netherlands 10.1 11.8 9.3 11.8 9.3 17 -72
France 6.0 4.6 3.7 7.7 0.0 5 -65d

Spain 5.8 2.8 2.1 13.4 8.9 15.72-65
Greece 4.3 2.3 1.5 3.3 1.7 11 -63.4d

Portugal ...... 7.1 6.0 4 -80

UnitedStates 10.8 9.8 8.0 22.9 15.2 11 -50d

Notes: a. In descending order of income tax revenue to GDP ratio in 1983.
b. Imposed on average earnings of an adult full-time productionworker in the manufacturingsector after making allowancefor standard tax

reliefs unrelated to the actual expenses incurred by taxpayers.
c. Weighted averages.
d. Countries with zero-rated first brackets.

Sources: Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development: (1985), Table 10, (1986a), Table 1; and (1986b), Table 1.10.
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Table 9
EC: Role of social security contributions

Country Revenuesas percentof Gross DomesticProduct Effective Deductible
rate emplo- from
yees' income.

Total Employees Employers Otherb contribution
1983 1965 1983 1965 1983 1965 1983 1965 1984C

European
Communityd 13.6 8.1 4.5 2.7 8.2 4.9 1.0 0.5

Netherlands 21.3 10.3 9.4 5.1 8.4 4.2 3.5 1.0 27.4 Yese
France 19.6 11.9 5.2 2.3 13.0 8.9 1.4 0.7 14.8 Yes
Italy 14.6 .. 2.9 .. 10.4 .. 1.3 .. 9.5 Yes

Belgium 13.9 9.7 4.8 2.7 7.9 6.3 1.2 0.7 12.1 Yes
Germany 13.3 8.5 5.9 3.7 7.2 4.6 0.2 0.2 16.8 Yes'
Spain 12.2 4.2 2.4 1.0 9.1 3.2 0.7 - 6.0 Yes

Greece 11.7 .. 5.0 .. 5.0 .. 1.7 .. 13.2 Yes
Luxembourg 10.6 9.9 4.5 3.6 5.5 5.7 0.6 0.6 12.2 Yes
Portugal 8.5 4.0 3.3 1.6 5.0 2.4 0.2 - 11.5 Yes

United Kingdom 6.7 4.7 3.1 2.2 3.5 2.3 0.1 0.2 9.0 No
Ireland 5.8 1.7 2.1 0.8 3.7 0.9 - - 8.5 Fixed
Denmark 1.8 1.6 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.5 - - 5.5 Yesg

UnitedStates 8.3 4.3 3.2 1.7 4.9 2.5 0.2 O. 1 6.7 No

Notes: a. In descending order of social security contributions to GDP ratio in 1983.
b. Self-employed or non-employed and unallocable receipts. Does not include voluntary contributions to government and/or compulsory

contributions to the private sector. See Part C of OECD (1985) on the financing of social security benefits.
c. Expressed as a percentageof gross earnings of two-child families. This percentage is the same as for single people, except in Denmark

(6.2) and Greece (13.3)
d. Weighted averages.
e. Except health insurance contributions.
f. Subject to a ceiling.
g. If within heading 2100 of OECD classification.

Sources: Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development: (1985), Tables 16 and 18, (1986a), Table 3, and (1986b), Table 1.6.

tial rate. Furthermore, there are substantial differ- envisaged a single comprehensive personal inome
ences in various deductions and personal allowances, tax, but in the same breath it was stated that such a tax

the aggregationor separate taxation of family income, would differ from one Member State to another for a

the initial and maximum rate of tax, and the compara- long time to come. Apparently,considerationsofcom-

ble income brackets to which they are applied (for a petitive distortions on account of wage-tax-induced
full treatment, see OECD, 1986b). Consequently, the labor costs, the free movement of workers and execu-

effective tax rate applicable to a single person earning tives, as well as the requirements of a free capital
the average industrial wage of a Member State may market, did not feature as prominently in the income

range from as little as 3% of his earnings in Greece to tax field as in other areas of taxation. More recently,
nearly 26% in Ireland.1' Similarly, when deductions the Fredersdorf Report (1978) concluded that it was

are made for family benefits, a married couple with not essential to harmonize the income tax. More fun-
two children may pay no tax in France but 18% in the damentally,Burke (1979), then a memberof the Com-
United Kingdom. Not surprisingly, income tax ratios mission, stated: it s not our ambition to harmonise
range from 4 in Greece to 16 in Belgium. the personal income tax in general, which is an impor-
In view of the overriding concern with ensuring the tant instrumentof national policy and should be left to

free movementof goods and to a lesser extent capital,
the Member States even when the Community
achieves a much higher degree of integration than at

the harmonization of the individual ncome tax has
received far less attention than the proper coordina- present.
tion of the product taxes and the corporation tax. To However, a notable exception has always been made
be sure, varous committees (e.g. Neumark, 1963) for the (wage) income tax of frontier and migrant
have advocated the introduction of a similar type of
global income tax with a similar bracket structure (but
not similar rates) and in its Programme for the Har-

11. The effective tax rate is 40% n Denmark, but since this country in
effect has integrated the social security contributionswith the incorne tax,

monisation of Direct Taxes, the Commission (1967) the figure is not comparable with those in other Member States.
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workers. Although double taxation both in the resi- is not perceived as necessaryor considered feasible at

dent state (where the employee would have his home the present stage. The issues involved are probably
and family) and the source state (where he derives even more intractablepoliticallythan in the case of the
income from employment) is generally avoided under individual income tax. Again, an exception has been
tax agreements, troublesome questions remain with made for the taxation of social security benefits of
respect to the (non-)aggregationof income, applicable frontier and migrant workers. To ensure that they are

rates, deductions and allowances. Various cases, for treated the same as residents, the Community has
instance, Sotgiu (Case 152/73), involving the denial of attempted to provide for the aggregationof qualifying
allowances for non-resident family members, have periods and for the payment of benefits to persons
been referred to the European Court of Justice which anywhere in the Community. Double taxation is
has considered that a rule based upon residence may avoided under bilateral agreements.
conceal a discrimination based upon nationality. But
granting an allowance to a non-resident worker may
involve a double concession if the same allowance is D. Removal of non-taxbarriers
extended by the resident country. Generally, full tax-
ation in the resident country with a credit for tax paid The Commission (1985) believes that the economies
in the source country would be the solution. of scale offered by a' large common market cannot be

reaped readily if variousobstacles to industrialcooper-
ation remain in place. National laws and administra-

C. Social securitycontributions tive practiceshamper the developmentof cross-border
activities by companies of different Member States.

Revenues from social security contributions rose as For this purpose, the European Economic Interest
sharply between 1965 and 1983 as revenues from the Grouping, governed by Community legislation, is
individual income tax with which they are usually being set up and a proposed statute for a European
closely associated. The base on which both levies are Company has been put up for a Council decision.
imposed is often the same. Generally, employees' so- Furthermore, national legislation on limited com-
cial security contributionsare withheld along with the panies will be coordinated and the legal position of
wage tax that forms a prepaymentfor the income tax. branches and subsidiariesclarified. The acquisition of
The major differencebetween the two levies concerns holdings in companies in other Member States and
the rate structureand the assumed tax burdendistribu- cross-bordermergers are to be facilitated. In turn, of
tion. Social security contributions are payable on the these proposalshave tax aspects that well
first unit of earnings. Based on the insurance

course, may
be the most importantobstacle to eventualagreement.

philosophy, moreover, rates are usually proportional So far anyway, fear of revenue loss, either directly or
and vanish beyond a prescribed income ceiling.12 Ig- through emigration of companies to lower-tax
noring benefits, therefore, the burden distribution Member States, have stalled progress.should be regressive.

In the Commission'sview, the liberalizationof finan-
As shown in Table 9, the weighted average ratio of cial services would be a necessaryadjunct to achievingtotal social security contributions in the EC was 13.6

greater industrial cooperation and integration. Fi-
in 1983. This is nearly 40% above the average income nancial products provided by the banking and nsur-
tax ratio of 9.8. The Netherlands and France, which

ance sectors should move as freely as physical prod-adhere strongly to the insurance view, collect some ucts. Harmonizationmeasures in this area should be
20% of GDP in the form of social security contribu- based on the principleof home-countrycontrol, but
tions. In Ireland and the United Kingdom, on the standards of financial stability, accounting rules, and
other hand, ratios are respectively 6 and 7. In Den- rules of supervision should be coordinated. Similar
mark, contributions are virtually indistinguishable coordinating activities are developed in the areas of
from the individual income tax with which they are securities, savings contracts, consumer credits, etc.
nearly fully integrated. Beyond this, measures are planned to open up new

Employers' contributions, usually significantlyhigher service areas in informationmarketingand audiovisual
than employees' contributions, have increased at a services.
somewhatgreater rate than employees'contributions. Nearly complete free movement of employees has ai-
possibly because they are even less visible and their ready been achieved. Only government posts may be
incidence is even more uncertain. Employers' con- reserved for nationals. However, cumbersome ad-
tributions are particularly high in Italy and France ministrative procedures relating to residency permits
where they account for over 40% of the wage bill for

are still in effect and the rights of establishmentfor the
an average worker (OECD, 1983). As a percentageof self-employed are constrained by wide differences in
gross earnings, employees' contributions range from vocational and professionalqualifications. For univer-
6% in Spain to 27% in the Netherlands (Table 9).13 sities the mutual recognition of degrees and diplmas
Although the Treaty of Rome envisages some approx-
imationof social policiesand the Commission'sSocial
Action Programme (1974) mentions social security 12. For arguments that most indstrial countries have moved away from

the insuranceprinciple to the perception that contributionsare just another
contributions and the benefits they are meant to fi- tax, see Messere (1983)
nance, generally harmonizationof the various systems 13. See footnote 11.
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is envisaged. The mobility of students will be promot- the individual income tax of shareholdersremain; theyed through the establishmentof a Communityscholar- should distort capital movements. Tax liability for the
ship scheme. individual income tax is based on residence and rates

are applied to a global income concept without, how-
ever, tax administrations in different Member States

V. SUMMARYAND EVALUATION being able effectively to reach income earned abroad.
There are many practical problems in processing ex-

In conclusion,there remainsthe questionofevaluating changes of information and a common stand on the
the EC's efforts to coordinate and harmonize the tax treatment of income arising outside the Community
systems of its Member States in the light of the theory has not been developed. Generally, the same appliesof tax coordination and assignment and the special to social security contributions. Infringements on tax
institutional context in which the Community takes neutrality between Member States are largely ironed
shape. out through bilateral agreements for the avoidance of

double taxation and special arrangements are ham-
A. Summary of survey mered out for frontier and migrant workers.

This paper has shown that the role and scope of the Clearly, the founding fathers of the EC were foremost
public sector in the various Member States of the EC concerned with the removal of competitivedistortions
s very large indeed. The weighted total tax ratio aver- in product markets. In their view these were caused by
ages 40% of GDP. If non-tax revenues and other indirect taxes which therefore should be harmonized
sources of finance are taken into account, on average, in the interest of the Common Market. Apparently,
close to half of the Member States' income may be the eventual removal of border controls as the most
allocated through the budget mechanism. As recog- visible indication that the Common Market did not
nized in the Treaty of Rome, these figures emphasize have the characteristics of a domestic market was
that it is clearly to the mutual advantage of the foremost in their minds. To be sure, the free move-

Member States to agree on common tax rules for effi- ment of capital and persons is also an explicitobjective
cient trade and factor utilization and fair entitlement of the Treaty, but the approximation of the relating
of revenues. Such rules become more urgent as the EC direct taxes is required only to the extent that they
moves closer to a confederation,a joining of indepen- directly affect the establishmentor functioningof the
dent jurisdictions for limited common purposes, n- Common Market. The distinction between direct and
cluding the completion of the Common Market and indirect taxes that was made may havebeen influenced
beyond that the creation of a monetary and economic by naive views on incidence and the belief that distor-
union. tions in factor markets would not affect product mar-

kets.Substantial progress has been made in coordinating
various product taxes. Customs duties have been
abolished, some remaining quantitative restrictions B. Theory of tax coordinationand assignment
are being phased out, and charges having an equiva-
lent effect are prohibited. Furthermore,a destination- As Musgrave (1983) points out, the wish or necessity
based common value-added tax with appropriate bor- to establish intra-Community rules of good tax man-

der tax adjustments has been introduced. Little prog- ners arises from the contingency to deal with tax bur-
ress has been made in the excise field, but some forms den exports and tax base flights. In the absence of an

of blatant discriminationhave been prohibited by the operational framework for basing taxes on the benefit
European Court of Justice which is increasinglyestab- ,principle (they would then represent cost-reducing
lishing itselfas a truly supra-nationalinstitution. Possi- payments for intermediategoods supplied by govern-
bly substantial non-tariff barriers that may be com- ment), two criteria may be postulatedor tax coordina-
pared to charges having equivalent effect as customs tion. The first basic rule, deeplyanchored in the Treaty
duties remain. Technically, however, it should be pos- of Rome, is tax neutrality: Member States should
sible to removebordercontrols fully by shiftingborder (re-)arrange their tax systems in such a way that the
tax adjustments for the value-added tax to books of free flow of trade and factors is not distorted. More
account and by providing for a Community-widesys- positively, tax coordination and harmonization is re-

tem of excise suspension. As evidenced by the enor- quired for creating a more favourable environment
mous growth of intra-Community trade, substantial for stimulating enterprise, competition and trade
progress has been made towards the objective of the (Commission, 1985). The second, and really prior,
free movement of goods based on the principle of requirement, to which much less thought has been
non-dscrimination. given, is that entitlementsto, or property rights in, tax

bases should be established, based on the allegianceThere is little, if anything, to report on the coordina- residency principle, and the territorialitytion of the income taxes and social security contribu-
or or source

tions. Source Member States cling to their traditional principle. To be sure, trade-offs must be made and
administrativeconsiderationsshould be taken into ac-

rights to fully tax the profits of foreign-ownedcorpo- count.
rate activities. Substantial differences in the computa-
tion of the tax base, the rate structures, and the degree Based on Musgrave's criteria of efficient resource

to which the corporation tax is (not) integrated with mobilizationand fair entitlement, the followingprinci-
1986 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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ples of tax coordination and assignment, modified to cide with territorial borders. This applies not only
suit EC arrangements,may be formulated. to the wage income tax, but also to social security

contributions. However, efficiency losses may

(1) In analogy to the case for free trade, Community occur to the extent that such taxes affect product
welfare was promoted following the abolition of prices. Furthermore,tax burdensmay be imported
import and customsdutiesbetweenMemberStates if, in the absence of nationality requirements, the

and the establishmentof a commonexternal tariff. poor move to countries with generous social secu-

This prevents tax burden export, made feasible if rity benefits. In analogy to cross-bordershoppers,
the demandand supply for tradedgoods is inelastic special arrangementsare required for frontier and

and exchange rates are fixed. Moreover, there is a migrant workers.

strong case for allocatingthe import tax base or the (5) Since the capital base is highly mobile, special
proceeds from import duties to the Community. coordination efforts are required in the field of
Harmonized import duties imposed and retained cor.poration taxes and capital income covered by
by the Member State through which goods enter indvidualincometaxes. Distortinglocationeffects

the Communitywould give rise to inefficienciesin of tax differentialsbetween Member States would
resource utilization. Of course, some destination- be avoded under the allegiance (residency) rule,
based inter-treasury transfer system would also but, as Musgrave (1983) points out, for this ap-
achieve tax neutrality, as do present arrangements proach to be effective, it must be assumed that

under which import duties are collected by na- MemberStates are in fact able to reach the income

tional customsacministrations,but remitted to the and profits of their residents in other Member

Community. Eventually, a common customs ser- States. If not, the territorialityprinciple has to be

vice operating only at external frontiers may be used, but to secure Community-wideefficiency in

envsaged. the location of resource use, it is then necessary to

(2) In view of the very high tax rates, the case for require uniform bases of assessment and rates a-

harmonizing the excises on tobacco products and cross Member States. This is increasingly being
alcoholicbeveragesis also urgentifbordercontrols appreciatedwith respect to the corporation tax.

are to be abolished. Arguably, the proposedcom- (6) No such in rem solution is available for personal
mon customs service might also be charged with ncome taxes with progressive rates. A com-

the administrationof these major excises as Com- prehensive personal tax can be pursued under the

munity sources of revenue. Linking systems of ex- allegiance rule only if all income can be reached
cise suspension seems to require close control of effectively and a full credit is given for all income
retail outlets which may not always be feasible. As taxes paid in other MemberStates. But this implies
regards oil and natural gas deposits, thus far a full exchange of information pertaining to n-

Member States have jealously guarded their pat- come tax liabilities and compliance control at

rimony (as have U.S. states). In the EC, tax-inclu- Community level, so close that the contours of a

sive export prices are permitted, provided owner central tax administrationemerge. Moreover, the

Member States charge their own consumers and non-wastableforeign tax credit means that capital-
producers the same tax-inclusiveprice. Therefore, exporting states are held hostage by capital-im-
inefficiencies in the provision of public services porting states. The requirementof a Community-
financed by the additional revenues are accepted. level personal income tax becomes more urgent if

(3) Tax neutralityrequires that relativeprices between the corporation tax is to be integrated with the

home-produced and foreign-made goods should income tax. In the absence of a central tax admin-

not be distorted, establishing the case for precise istration, the base of the personal income tax will
border tax adjustments under the various value- not be truly global and it will not be possible to use

added taxes. When border controls are abolished, the tax to secure inter-individual redistributional
some inter-treasuryclearing-housearrangement is objectives on a Community-widebasis.

necessary if the destination principle is retained. (7) Little, if any, coordination is required for benefit
To minimize tax base flight through cross-border taxes and user charges that are closely attached to

shopping, some approximationof the value-added residency and territorialitycharacteristics.In view

tax rates of adjoining Member States would be of the inherent immobilityof the base, this is also

desirable and use taxes on (registered) durable true of property taxes.

consumer goods may have to be introduced. But
as evidencedby the experiencewith state and pro- Judging by the theory of tax coordinationand assign-
vincial retail sales taxes in the U.S. and Canada, ment, the Commission's tax harmonization efforts
there is no compelling reason why the sales tax seem to be on the right track. Technically, border
base should be ceded to the Community. controls can be removed without substantial further

(4) Less coordination is required for those tax bases adjustments to the various indirect tax systems. A
that have low intra-Communitymobility. Taxeson genuine single product market without internal cus-

employment income, representing by far the toms posts is within reach and the main focus should
largest share of total income, are inherently less be shifted to the removal of non-tariff barriers, such
open to tax base flight and burden export than as regulations and standards, government procure-
import duties and excises. Mobility is restrainedby ment policies and subsidies. Furthermore,as indicated
language and cultural barriers, which largely coin- by the Commission'sactivities, the closeralignmentof
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company tax burdens to ensure fair competition and political preferences that should not be ignored. It
eliminate tax-induced capital movements is rightly may be that after the removal of border controls, the

given high priority. Coordinationof wage income tax- introduction of a destination-based clearing mech-
ation and social security contributions, as well as pro- anism for rate-differentiated value-added taxes and

gressive income taxation, if really desired, might be excises, and the approximationof the variouscorpora-
left to a later stage, following the creation of a monet- tion tax systems, the EC tax coordinationprocess has

ary and economic union. In the meantime, work been carried as far as it should go. Individuals in
should proceed on the approximationof legal require- Member States are entitled to their national identity,
ments and licensing procedures. cultural values, and the desire to spend as much of

their own tax revenue on national goals, including
C. Concluding remarks redistribution, as they see fit. The Member States are

in no sense the creation of the Community,but rather

As the Commission (1980) recognizes, tax sovereignty shuld retain at least as independent an existence as

is one of the basiccomponentsofnationalsovereignty. the Community.seeks to achieve.14 Under this view,
Difficulties in the field of tax harmonizationare com- efficiency losses, likely to be borne anyway by the

pounded by deep-rooteddifferences in economic and Member State incurring them, may be an acceptable
social structures, different perceptions on the role of price to pay for retaining national diversity and au-

taxation, differences in the acceptability of various tonomy. It is this new sense of realism that is the

taxes, the technical complexity of tax harmonization, distinguishingcharactersticof the latest Commission's

and complicationsarising from furtherenlargementof White Paper (1985), which repeatedly asserts that the

the Community. These difficulties are magnified as general thrust of the Commission'sapproach will be to

national monetary policies become more losely move away from the conceptof harmonization,under-

aligned, thereby increasing the weight on tax (and stood as uniformity, towards that of mutual recogni-
expenditure) policies for short-term stabilization and tion and equivalence.
long-term structural adjustments in individual
Member States.

14. For an excellent review of recent thinkingon issues of federal finance
More generally, differences in tax systems did not suggesting that the process of reaching decisions s as important as or

come about at random, but rather reflect social and possibly more important than their substance, see Bird (1984).

APPENDIX

European Communityand United States:

Gross Domestic Product, population and per capita income, 1983 and 1965

Countrya Gross DomesticProduct Population Per capita incomeb

(In billionsofU.S. dollars) (In millions) (In U.S. dollars)
1983 1965 1983 1965 1983 1965

EuropeanCommunity 2,483.8 458.8 320.4 293.3 7,752 1,564

Germany 653.1 114.8 61.4 58.6 10,633 1,959
France 516.3 97.9 54.4 48.8 9,486 2,007
United Kingdom 454.9 100.3 56.4 54.3 8,069 1,846
Italy 352.8 62.6 56.8 52.0 6,209 1,204
Spain 158.8 23.3 38.2 32.1 4,155 726

Netherlands 132.0 19.7 14.4 12.3 9,191 1,603
Belgium 81.9 16.8 9.9 9.5 8,314 1,778
Denmark 56.4 10.2 5.1 4.8 11,020 2,141
Greece 34.8 6.0 9.8 8.6 3,534 700

Portugal 20.7 3.7 10.1 9.2 2,056 408

Ireland 18.0 2.7 3.5 2.9 5,118 935

Luxembourg 4.0 0.7 0.4 0.3 10,954 2,118

UnitedStates 3,195.1 658.4 234.5 194.2 13,626 3,390

Notes: a. In descending order of GDP size in 1983.
b. Figures may not exactlyequal GDP divided by populationbecauseof rounding, ln interpreting the value figures, allowanceshould be made

for the fact that the exchange rates that have been used are but snapshots for 1983 and 1965.
Source: Computed from Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (1985): Tables 32,34,36and 37.
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I. INTRODUCTION - Chairman of the IBA/SBL Working Group on Mergers, Acquisi-
tions and Takeovers (1984-1986)

Like all western countries,French law providesfor the Member of the IBA Council (1980-1986) and Treasurer of the-

adjustment to arm's length of transnational transac- IBA (1980-1982)
tions between related undertakings, with special em- - Member of the InternationalAcademy of Estate and Trust Law

phasis on transactions with base companies located (to date)
in tax haven jurisdictions (see Section 1 of Instruction
of 4 May 1973).

most groupsThe applicable provisions - in so far as they are not Formerly,
affected

only
by

the
anti-transfer-pricing

sizeable multinational
while

superseded by similar treaty provisions- are basically
were measures,
the Administrationnow also keeps an eye on middle

contained in two articles of the General Tax Code
(CGI), an older one, Article 57, and a more recent

size undertakings conducting international transac-
tions.

one, Article 238-A, and implementingadministrative
Instructions (Instructions). In this article, we will briely analyze Articles 57 and

238-A CGI and review the basic transferpricingimpli-Article 57 lays down the rules generally applicable to cations of the main kinds of inter-companies transac-
transfer pricing. tions which may expose groups to tax adjustments.
Article 238-A is specificallydirected against payments The commentsmade are primarily by reference to the
made to persons or entities located in tax havens and Administration'simplementingInstructionsrelated to
Article 57, as amended, extends to transactions with Articles 57 and 238-A.
such personsor entitieseven if unrelated to the French
undertaking involved.

The rules followedby the French Administration(Ad- II. TRANSACTIONSBETWEENRELATED
ministration) in applying and carrying out the adjust- UNDERTAKINGS:ARTICLE57 CGI
ment are - in addition to those expressed in its Instruc-
tions - those of the 1979 OECD Report on Transfer
Pricingand MultinationalEnterprises. In otherwords, 2.1 Article 57 CGI

the provisions of that Report are, in practice, also
taken into account and combined with those of the Article 57 CGI provides as follows:
Instructionsby the Administration. In assessing income tax due by undertakingswhich are

Reference should also be made incidentally to such controlled by or which control enterprises established
outside France, the income which is indirectly transfer-

concept of general scope as abnormalact ofmanage- red to the latter, either by increasing or decreasingment evolved by the Conseil d'Etat, the French purchase or sales prices, or by any other means, shall
highest administrativeCourt. be restored to the trading results shown in the accounts.

The French transfer pricing system is one in which The same procedure is followed with respect to under-

adjustment is made, not on the basis of fixed norms takings which are controlledby an enterpriseor a group
of enterprisesalso controllingundertakingslocated out-

like under Section 482 of the U.S. Tax Code, but side France.
through a determination of transfer pricing by refer-
ence to the circumstancesof each specific case. The condition of control or dependence is not required

when the beneficiary of the transfer is established in a

The purpose of this article is to offer a simple summary country or a territory with a privileged tax status as

of the French rules applicable in respect of transfer defined in Article 238-A, paragraph 2 of this Code

pricing, and to highlight the most salient points of the (Article 90, paragraph II of the 1982 Finance Act).
network of means which are available to the Adminis- Should specific data not be available for making the
tration in order to. straighten out transactions indi- adjustments provided in the foregoing paragraph, the

rectly effecting a cross-borderdiversion of profits. taxable profits are determinableby way of comparison
1986 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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with the profits of similar undertakings normally man- - the payment of excessive royalties or assistance
aged. fees;

Article 57 CGI has been implemented through two
- Iow interest or interest free loans;

Instructions from the Administration,namely Instruc-
- waivers of claims, including in particular waivers

tions 4-A-2-73 of 4 May 1973 and 4-A-5-83 of 15 April of interest on loans;
1983. - the granting of an advantage out of proportion

with the services rendered as a consideration.

2.2 Comments Article 57 stems from the broad concept of abnormal
managementact (acte anormal degestion) which ap-

2.2.1 For Article 57 to be applicable, the Administra- plies generally to all undertakings.The abnormalman-

tion must currently prove: agement act is defined by the Conseil d'Etat, by
reference to Article 39 CGI relating to th detinition

That the French undertaking' is controlled by or of business profits, as one which charges an expense
-

controls a foreign undertaking or that both are or a loss to the account of an undertaking or which
controlled by a tnird undertakingor by a group or deprives the latter of due receipts, without that act
a consortium. If, however, the foreignundertaking being justified by the operation of the business (CE,is established in a tax haven as defined under Arti- 15 January 1965, No. 62009).cle 238-A (see below) the Administrationdoes not
have to prove control in order to avail itself of 2.2.4 As above indicated, it is for the Administration
Article 57. to give evidence of the non-arm's length nature of the
That the transaction involved has not been con- transaction, the transfer of profits then being

-

pre-cluded on an arm's length basis. sumed.
This latter proof entails a rebuttable presumption of The French undertaking may always prove that the
transferof profits abroad against the French undertak- advantages granted to a foreign undertaking responding. to real business requirementsand do not stem from an

intent to avoid French tax.
2.2.2 Control of one undertaking by the other

Article 57 specifies that the adjustmentto arm's lengthThe term control is not defined by Article 57. Ac- is to be made by reference to the data specifically
cording to the French Administrationand the Conseil related to the case of the undertaking audited, and
d'Etat, the relation of dependencebetween two com- that it is only if such data are not available that a

panies may be legal or merely de facto. The defini- comparison with similar undertakings normally oper-tion of a relationshipentailing the applicabilityof Ar- ated may be made (CE, 23 November 1960, req. No.
ticle 57 should be understood broadly and may be 48570).
revealed by: In its implementing Instruction, the Administration

() Legalcontrol: specifies that the adjustment by reference to the
specificdata of the undertakingaudited is the common

A French undertaking is deemed to be controlled by law method applicable to adjustment to arm's length
a foreign undertakingwhere the latter holds a prepon- of transactions carried out by French undertakings. Itderant portion of the French company'ssharesofstock indicates further that the comparison with indepen-
or where it holds the absolutemajorityofvoting rights dent undertakingscarrying on the same activities mayin shareholders' meetings or where, directly or indi- be made on an arbitrarybasis, for instanceby applyingrectly, it exercises in the French company functions the profits/turnover ratio of competitors (CE, 23
carrying decisive authority. March 1953, req. No. 753262).
(ii) De facto control: Any amounts restored to profits in pursuanceof Arti-

cle 57 are treated like profits made available to share-
De facto control may be establishedby reference to holders otherwise than by the means of a distribution
any fact, including the existence of a contractual re- decided by the shareholders' meeting, thus excludinglatonship. the benefit of the avoir fiscal.
There exists an ample set of decisions of the Conseil
d'Etat related to the determination of de facto 2.3 ApplicationofArticle57 CGI to specific types
control, a number of which are quoted, by way of of transactions
example, in the implementing Instruction of the Ad- 2.3.1 Salesministration.

Transfer pricing by the means of inter-companysales
2.2.3 Transfer of profits abroad

Article 57 is aimed at preventing the cross-border 1. An undertakingmay be an individualenterpriseorpartnershipaswell

transfer of orofits achieved through an increase or a as a company.

reductionof purchaseor sales prices or through other 2 It may be noted that this approach is somewhatdifferent from that of
the OECD Report (paragraph 11 and following) which refers primarily toneans. Such othermeans as quoted in he Adminis- the comparable uncontrolled price method, i.e by direct reference to

trator's Instruction, comprise, in particular: prices in comparable transactions between unrelated enterprises.
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may be achieved either by increasing the prices or by the amount of the net profits retained by the French
decreasingthe sales pricesofthe French undertaking. undertaking, after such royalties and fees, below the

level of profits normally made by French independentIn its Instruction of 4 May 1973, the Administration
indicated that the arm's length price is, in general, the competitors. (See administrativeInstructionof 4 May

price at which the foreign manufacturersells the kind
1973 and CE, 3 August 1942, req. No. 65810.)

of products involved to independentpurchasers- such Royalties paid are also adjustable where they dupli-
price obtainable, as the case may be, through French cate the compensation for group research expenses
customs authorities- and that the entire set of transac- which are already payable to the lcensorby the means

tions of the Group of companies involved, including of an increase of the price of goods or products which
the French subsidiary, should be considered. he supplies to the French undertaking.
In making its determination the Administrationis cur- The advantages granted by the French undertaking,
rently confronted with two obstacles formed, on the e.g. by providingmarketingor advertisingservices, to

one hand by the difficulty of identifying the products the licensor or performer, as the case may be, of tech-
involved for the purpose of comparing them to similar nical or management assistance, should also be taken

productsmarketedby independentcompaniesand, on into account in appraising the position.
the otherhand, by the fact that the foreign undertaking
escapes investigation except by the means of mutual The fact that the rate of the inter-company royalties
administrative assistance and/or concurrent audits in or payment thereof was approved by tne Ministry of

pursuanceof an applicabletreatyor a specialinter-Ad- Industry, or other governmental authorities, in re-

ministrations arrangement. sponse to an application made in pursuance of legal
requirements for submission, say, of license agree-

However, the Administrationadmitted that a strict ments, should not be disregardedby, but is not binding
applicationof CGI, Article 57 might interferewith the upon the tax inspector applying Article 57.
establishmentand operation of foreign sales branches
or subsidiaries and jeopardize French exports. As a

result, the following rules are applied by the French 2.3.3 Loans and waivers of claims

tax authorities: 2.3.3.1 Loans
o Where a French company exports goods through Loans carrying no interest or low interest, made by a

a foreign distributingbranchor subsidiary, it must, French undertaking, are adjustable in pursuance of
in its financial records, make a distinctionbetween Article 57.
manufacturingprofits and sales profits. In princi-
ple, the sales profits are to be attributed to the In this connection like in others, the Administration

foreign branch or subsidiary and, consequently, adheres to the general principle established by the

are not subject to French tax. 1979 OECD Reporton TransferPricing, underwhich:

o Where the French company reduces its margin to Once it has been establshed that an intra-group loan

meet competition on a foreign market, the tax exists the general principle to be followed is that the

authoritiesmay decide not to apply Article 57 and, loan should bear interest if interest would have been

on the contrary, may even permit the French com- charged in similar circumstances in a transaction be-
tween unrelated parties (No. 192, p. 90)

pany to sell its products at a privilegedprice, even

at cost. (See also Note of the Administrationof 31 If adjustment is made, an amount corresponding to

August 1959, BOCD 1959-II-893.) the excess of normal interest rate on the interest rate
to to

0 In the opposite case of sales to a French undertak- actually applied is be restored the French under-

ing controlled by a foreign company, the prime taking's profits.
reference is to the margin granted to the French The normal interest rate to be retained as reference is

distributingcompany. the averageinterest rate appliedby the Bankof France

(see Instruction of 4 May 1973 and CE, 21 October
2.3.2 Payment of excessive royalties or fees 1970, req. No. 71071) or, as the case may be, the rate

Tax inspectors applying Article 57 have to determine of the interestpaid in respectof the amountsborrowed

if the royaltiesand technicalor managementassstance by the French undertaking itself. (CE, 7 November

fees paid by the French undertaking are legitimate 1963, req. No. 57183.)
and if they actually correspond to services actually The French undertaking will escape adjustment if it

supplied by the foreign undertaking. proves that it obtained some advantages against the

Services actually supplied should, with regard to
low-interest rate - or no-interest loan granted to the

royalties, be understood as meaning the supply of val- related foreign undertaking. This is so, for instance,
when the foreign undertaking had itself guaranteeduable patents, trademarks, know-how or other intan-
banking obtained by its French subsidiary (CE, 13

gible rights normally compensated by the payment of

royalties. January 1967, req. No. 68139) or where the loss of
interest incurred by the French lending undertaking is

The rate of royalties or fees paid should be in accord- compensated by the benefit of increased sales profits
ance with the currently prevailing norms and their obtained through the foreign undertaking(CE, 2 June
amount should not be so abnormallyhigh as to reduce 1982, req. No. 23342).
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On the other hand, the fact that the foreign undertak- Reference is also made in the Instruction of 4 May
ing to which the French company made a no-interest 1973 to a possible pro rated apportionment by refer-
loan to a subsidiary in difficulty is no proof by itself ence to the respective assets of the companies in-
that the French company was acting in its own self-in- volved.
terest (RM Longuet 26 May 1980 - JO Deb. AN p.
2126).

III. PAYMENTSMADETO INDIVIDUALSOR
2.3.3.2 Waivers of claims COMPANIESDOMICILEDOR ESTABLISHED

The loss correspondingto a waiver of claim is deducti- INATAXHAVENCOUNTRY:ART. 238-ACGI

bleonlyifit constitutesa normal act of management.
The general status of waivers of claims under French 3.1 Article 238-A CGI

tax law has been defined over the last few years by a
Article 238-A CGI, provides follows:number of major decisions of the Conseil d'Etat. as

Interest, arrears and other proceeds of bonds, claims,The doctrine thus evolved by the Conseil d'Etat deposits and guarantees, royalties in consideration of
extends to waivers of claims by French undertakings the assignment or license of patents, trade-marks, pro-
on foreign related undertakings. cess or manufacturing/formulasand other similar rights
It is based on a distinction between waivers of claims or the compensation for services, paid or owed by an

individual or an entity domiciled or established inmade for commercialreasons- i.e. within the scope of France individuals entities domiciled estab-to or or
a normal business relationshipor in order to preserve lished in a foreign State or in a territorysituated outside
the foreign subsidiary's position on the market (In- France and there submitted to a privileged tax status,
struction of 22 August 1983, No. 26) - or, otherwise, are not deductible in assessing tax unless the debtor
for financialreasons. proves that the disbursements involved correspond to

If made for commercial reasons, the corresponding
real transactionsand are not abnormalorexaggerated.

loss is always deductible; if made for financial reasons, In applyingof the paragraph, an individual or company
deduction of the loss by the French undertaking is is deemed to be subject to a privileged tax status in a

allowed only up to the amount of the net loss of the foreign country or territory if, under that status, he/it

foreign subsidiary. pays no tax or is liable to taxes on profits or income at
a substantially lower rate than in France.

Generally, the Conseil d'Etat rejects the deduction The provisionsof the first paragraph also extend to anyof losses corresponding to too frequent waivers of made an with a financial institution
claims (CE 14 March 1984, req. No. 35030). payment to account

established in one of the States or territories to which
reference is made in that same paragraph.2.3.4 Apportionmentof Group's overhead expenses

Such apportionment is related to similar services di-
rectly or indirectly rendered by one company of a 3.2 Comments
Group - generally the parent - to the other.

It raises, as this is well known, some of the most 3.2.1 Article 238-A establishes a rebuttable resump-
difficult problems in respect of transfer pricing on ac- tion that payments made to parties locatec in a tax

count of the absence of any definite means permitting haven country or territory are not made on an arm's
appraisal to what extent the services are actually ren- length basis and are, accordingly, not deductible.
dered to the specific subsidiary and are accordingly The Administration, in its Instruction of 26 June 1975
deductible in the accounts of such subsidiary or, and a further administrative Note of 9 October 1975,rather, benefits to the Group as a whole. has, for the purpose of Article 238-A but, on a general
Anotherproblem, to which the administrativeInstruc- basis, defined the concept of tax haven through the
tion of 4 May 1973 bears specific reference, is the notion of privileged tax status to which Article
contribution by a French company to the expenses of 238-A CGI bears reference.
its foreign subsidiaries, including joint subsidiaries The Administration has provided, as a practical rule,formed with another French company. that a privileged tax status is deemed to exist if the
The apportionmenton a lump-sumbasis of costs incur- taxes actually paid in the foreign country involved are

red for the common benefit of French and foreign one third less than the correspondingFrench taxes, or,
undertakings has been recognized in some instances if a tax on profits, is applied at a rate at least one third

(see CE 18 April 1966, req. No. 63621), but is, in any lower than the French corporation tax.

case, excluded in respect of transactions with com- In the Note of 9 October 1975, the Administrationhas
panies located in tax havens. established a list of 41 countries considered as provid-
According to the Administration the least questiona- ing a privileged tax status, which list is said to be
ble methodwhich has also been approvedby the Con- non-exhaustive. (It may be noted that, among those
seil d'Etat (CE, 25 Aprl 1980, No. 45089) is to appor- countries, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Jersey and
tion costs among affiliated companies in proportion to Guernsey are the only ones situated in Western
turnovers. Europe.)
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Article 238-A totally shifts the burden of proof on the approach to the problem, what is largely inspired by
taxpayer thereby reinforcingthe means of action avail- the 1979 OECD Reoort, is quite comparable to the
able to the Administration against abusive transfer approach of most o the other developed countries
pricing. This is why, in the Instructionof26 June 1975, with special emphasis on transactionswith base com-

the Administration recommends that tax inspectors panies located in recognized tax havens.
use Article 238-A rather than Article 57 CGI.

Concurrently, with a continued reinforcementof the
In order to rebut the presumptionlaid down by Article means to combat tax evasion and tax avoidance, there
238-A, the taxpayer has to prove that the payments exists in France at this time a trend to give increased
challengedcorrespond to realtransactionsand are not guarantees to taxpayers for a proper and reasonable
unusual or exaggerated. He must even go as far as to applicationof the law, regarding in particular the bur-

prove the existence and performance of the transac- den of proof and the production of evidence.
tion to which the paymentrelates, the mere production In this respect report has recently been made bya anof documents- e.g. contracts- being deemed insuffi- ad hoc committee (Commission Aicardi) thecient in this regard as any such documents are as well

to
French Government in respect of the relations be-

presumed to be fraudulent.
tween the Administration and the taxpayer. This re-

port contains no statement regarding transfer pricing,
IV. CONCLUSIONS except for a reference to the determination in each

specific instance of the existence of a privileged tax
This short review of the main rules applicable to trans- status as defined in Article238-A CGI, which is worth
fer pricing under French law shows that the French mentioning.
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O_A\ :3:

TheTrendsinTaxationofForeign
Enterprises(1945-1986)
By Professor Dr. Apoloniusz Kostecki

1. The term foreign enterprises may cause some People'sRepublicuntil the end of 1945. Moreover,
misunderstanding.In this article, it will be used - with that system was the starting point for the creation
some reservation - to define the term introduced in of the tax system of the Polish People's Republic.
the Law of 2 July 1982. ' The term foreign enterprise
refers to legal entities domiciled abroad, owned by 2. The tax system of interwar Poland taxed all enter-
Polish and non-Polish citizens domiciled abroad, as prises equally, irrespectiveof their place of permanent
well as partnerships established by those entities that residence or where their capital was invested. Con-
carry out any economic activity within the territory of sequently, no articular tax preferences were granted
the Polish People's Republic. The above-mentioned in the case of oreign capitalinvestmentsnor was the
reservation results, to some extent, from the retro- taxation discriminatoryagainst any foreign legal enter-
spective character of this article where the concept of prises. This is to be stressed particularly in view of the
foreign enterprise does not always comply with the significant role played by foreign capital in the
legal definition limiting its economic activty to enter- economie system of interwar Poland. In 1933, foreig-
prises in industry services, trade, export of the enter- ners controlled 68% of the capital of all companies
prises' products and services, as well as the importa- active in Poland at that time. However, the direct
tion ofgoods to provide for the needsofthe enterprise. economic activity performed by foreign enterprises
Nevertheless, the economic activity carried out by was considerably smaller and showed a tendency to
these enterprises is of primary importance to this arti- decline. In 1930 foreign joint-stock companies owned
cle. This article will present trends in taxation of in- 13.6% of all capital, invested in Poland, but by 1936 it
come derived by foreign enterprises of non-socialist was barely 6.7%.3
countries. Such taxation will be discussed in relation
to a number of economic, social and political issues. The principleof equal taxation ofdomesticand foreign
These issues have been taken into consideration to enterprises is representedby the income tax applied in

formulate the respective regulations which define the interwar Poland and effective until the end of 1945.4

legal status of foreign enterprises and determine the That tax will also serve as an example for later regula-
tions. A characteristic feature was that it related noteconomic activities which may be carried out in the
only to individuals, but also to legal entities. However,territory of a socialist country. The enterprises are

expected to stimulate productionand increase services this was a disputed theory.5 Foreign individuals were

offered to the domestic market as well as introduce liable to taxation only on their income derived in the

modern technology and business organizations into Polish territory from the sources of income as pre-
scribed by the law such as ownershipof real estate, thethe national economy. of industrial and trade enterprises andmanagement

Two distinct periods can be seen in the development employment. This was on condition that they stayed
of the principles of taxation concerning foreign indi- in the territory of Poland for a period not exceeding
viduals and legal entities in the Polish People'sRepub-
lic.

In the first period (1946-1972) the uniform principles I The Law of 6 July 1982 on articles concerning the performance of

of taxation were applied to all foreign enterprses irre-
activities by foreign individuals and legal entities in the field of small-scale
production in the territory of the Polish People's Republic (Dziennik

spective of their activity or their legal status. In the Ustaw No. 19 item 146, amendments: Dziennik Ustaw 1983 No. 42 item
second period (1973-1986) taxation was divided in its 187, Dziennik Ustaw 1985 No. 2 item 12, uniform text: Dziennik Ustaw

emphasis: first, according to the kind of economic 1985 No. 13 item 58)

activity (1973-1975) and second, according to the legal
2 Compare Z. Landau, J. Tomaszewski, Economy of Interwar Poland

status. An explanation of the principles of taxation
1918-1939, Vol. IlI. The Big Crisis (1930-1935), 1982, page 96 and K.
Ostrowski, Financial Policy n Prewar Poland, 1958, pages 37-43.

which existed n interwar Poland(1918-1939)will pre- 3. Z. Landau, J. Tomaszewski, Foreign Capital in Poland 1918-1939,
cede the presentationof these two periods. This is for Materiais and Documents, 1964, page 15

two reasons: 4. The Law of 16 July 1920 on State income tax, according to the last
uniform text of 1935 (Dziennik Ustaw 1936 No. 2 item 6, amendments:

1. to accentuate the contrast, and Dziennik Ustaw 1938 No. 26 item 226, Dziennik Ustaw 1939 No. 89 item

2. to point out that basic provisions of the interwar 566, Dziennik Ustaw 1944 No. 9 item 46 and Dziennik Ustaw 1944 No. 15

Poland tax system, which had been bindinguntil
item 87).
5 Compare J. Zdzitowiecki, The Concept of Income n the Polish In-

early September 1939, were effective in thePolish come Tax, 1939, pages 21-22.
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one year. If they remained longer than one year, they duced later by th Polish People's Republic. The
were liable to taxation on their entire income including change in the political system after the Second World
that derived outside the territory of Poland. Foreign War influenced the structure of income taxes to favor

legal entities acted under the same principles. The the socialized sector of the economy. Foreign enter-

location of their management would determine their prises were of little importance in Poland at that time

tax liability, in accordance with the stipulations of since the majorityof businesseshad been nationalized.

Article 1(5) of the Income Tax Law. Thus, those legal The two norm-setting acts (i.e. the Decree Law of 8
entities whose managementwas locatedwithin Poland January 194613 and the Decree Law of 25 October
were liable to tax on their world-wide income, i.e. 194814 on income tax) regulated taxation of income in

income derived from all the sourceswhether in Poland the socialized and non-socialized sectors of the

or abroad. Whereas legal entitieswhich had their man- economy decidedly in favor of the former one. This

agement located abroad (i.e. foreign legal entities) created an inconvenient situation for foreign enter-

were liable to taxation only on income derived in the prises since those regulations were aimed against
territory of Poland and only from sources such as in- economic activities of a private, capitalistic character.

dustrial and trade enterprises, as well as ownership of Some of the basic distinctionswith the former regula-
real estate or claims secured on real estate. tions should be mentioned.

There was one exception to the principle of equal The new income tax structure, as well as the later

taxation of foreign and Polish legal entities: i.e. foreign ones, introduceddifferentprinciplesof taxation which

entities were subject to special stamp duties on the varied according to the character of the enterprises
transfer of their capital to Poland in the form of share and, in respect of non-socializedenterprises (discrimi-
capital and on other capital, e.g. bond loans. Another nated against in certain periods of time), also accord-

circumstance of equal taxation of both foreign and ing to the sources of the income. Discriminationwas

domestic companies is the double taxation of profits, observed in the Income Tax Law of 1946 when the

i.e. first, on the income derived by the enterprise and maximum tax rate of 65% was fixed for the non-

second on income drived by its partners or the share- socialized sector. For private, capitalistic enterprises
holders. The effects of such double taxationwere miti_ the rate increased to 80%. The same norm-settingact

gated by application of a lower income tax rate for stipulated that the tax levied on cooperativesmust not

legal entities than for individuals. The result was that exceed 1/3 of their balance sheet profit while the tax

legal entities were liable for tax amounting to a applied to state enterprises was a maximum 10% of

maximum35% of income, while the tax burden levied profit. The different treatmentof the various forms of

on individuals amounted to 50% of their income.6 enterprises (i.e. private, cooperative or state) was in-
troduced in the schedules o the Income Tax Law of

However, the princiole of equal taxation as discussed 1948, together with a two-stage income tax burden.
above only appearec to create an advantageoussitua- Taxation of income ofparticularentities was the first
tion for foreignenterprises. In fact, their incomeswere stage, and taxation o total income the second. In
liable to international double taxation because of accordance with the theory that income tax functions
the relatively small number of countries which had as an instrumentagainst private, capitalistcproperty,
signed a tax treaty with Poland. This was the reason these enterpriseswere subject to the heaviest tax bur-
why only a few foreign enterprises were prepared to den. A similar income tax structure can be found in
carry out direct economicactivity in interwarPoland.7 the Decree Law of 26 October 1950. 15 There the tax
In the period between 1918-1939 Poland signed only regulations were supposed to play an important role
five international tax treaties. These were: Czechoslo- in the anti-capitalist battle. 6 From that tirne for-
vakia in 19258; Hungary in 19289; the Free City of ward, the socialized sector was regulated by separate
Gdansk in 19291; Austria in 193211; and Germany in norm setting acts. It should be mentioned that the Law
1923'2 (cancelled, however, in 1934). of 16 October 1972,17 on income tax, discontinued

The principles for the avoidance of double taxation
were sometimesthe subject to trade treatiesconcluded 6. In some regions of Poland a communal supplementamounting to 5%

by Poland. This occurredwith France, Denmark,Fin- of the income derived might have been applied.
land and the Netherlands.

7. M. Waluga, Taxation of Foreign Units of Economy in Poland 1918-
1939, Finance 1984 No. 10.

These tax treatieseliminateddouble taxation to a great 8 Agreement on Avoidance of Double Taxation in the Field of Direct
State Taxes of 23 April 1925 (Dziennik Ustaw 1926 No. 14 item 83).

extent. Income derived from industrial and trade en- 9. Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation in the Field of
terpriseswas subject to tax in the countryof residence. Direct State Taxesof22 May 1928(DziennikUstaw 1931 No. 75 item 604).
When such activity was carried out in territories of 10. Dziennik Ustaw 1934 No. 49 item 472.

both contracting countries, the tax was levied on in- 11. Agreement on Avoidance of Double Taxation in the Field of Direct

come sourced to the taxingcountry. Dividendspaid by Taxes and on Legal Assistance in respect of Tributes of 22 April 1932

companieswere taxable in the country of residence of (Dziennik Ustaw 1933 No. 91 item 704).
12. Not published.

the recipient. Income derived from real estate or other 13. Dziennik Ustaw No. 2 tem 14.

property was subject to tax only in the country where 14. Dziennik Ustaw No. 53 item 414.

such real estate or other property was located. 15. Dziennik Ustaw No. 49 item 450.
16. Compare S. Kolakowski, Taxation of Non-socialized Economy (Ag-
riculture Excluded), Financesin the Polish People's Republic in 1944-1960,

3. The tax system for foreign enterprisesof interwar 1964, page 374.

Poland served as a general gude for regulatons intro- 17. Dziennik Ustaw No. 53 item 339.
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two-stage taxation but maintained the schedular rate of 30% was granted in respect of income derived
character of the income tax. This resulted in the tax from patent royalties, license fees, trademark and
tables being subject to continuousamendments. ,8 The copyright royalties, as well as from the leasingof films,
highest tax rate ever applied was 85% of incomewhich interest from loans, dividendsand other income distri-
was obligatory for many years. buted by legal entities. In this manner double taxation

of profits was mitigated. Moreover, the possibility ofAll successive income tax systems, beginningwith the further tax reductions for individual partnersIncome Tax Law of 1972, treat foreign enterprisesno was an-

less severely than domestic enterprises engaged in ticipated. A lump sum tax consisting of income plus
economic activities of a private, capitalistic nature.

turnover tax made a particular form of preference
Moreover, the atmosphere was utterly unfavorable applicable. This existed in the case of income derived
for such enterpriseswith a few exceptions such as the by foreign air navigation enterprises not exempted

from tax (10%) or income derived from entertainmenttime following the social-politicalchanges of October and sport activities organized by Polish enterprises1956.
(12%).

With respect to the taxation of income earned by The year 1976 was a turning point in the treatment offoreign enterprises, the principleof equality was main-
foreign enterprises, with the introductionof new prin-tained within acceptable limits. The principle of a li-
ciples in taxation. The taxation of foreign enterprisesmited tax duty on incomeearned in the territoryof the started to be differentiated not merely by the kind ofPolish People's Republic from specified sources has business in which they were engaged, but also accord-been gradually increased and, apart from the sources ing to their legal status.included in the limited tax duty in interwar Poland, in

1946 it applied to income from patents, inventionsand It was characteristicof this time that the legal status of
productionmethods, royaltiesand license fees. In 1948 foreign enterprises be defined by the indirect method
income from the sale of property and property rights or regulation. This meant that minor acts of law
and the sale of interest in an enterprise, except for granted permission to engage in a specific business
shares, were included. Income from reinsurance by within Poland. In this way the legal status was defined
Polish insurance companies was added in 1950. And with regard to:
in 1972, all kinds of income derived by foreign enter- (a) agencies of foreign enterprises2oprises in the territory of Poland were included in the (b) the companies directly active in the field of handi-limited tax duty. crafts, domestic trade, catering and hotel services
The income tax regulationsof 1946 contain an element as well as other productionand service activities,2
of discrimination aainst foreign enterprises because and
they only allowed aomestic entities to exempt income (c) joint ventures.22
from partnership's rights and dividends from tax. By At this time joint ventures began to appear. Foreign1948 the non-socializeddomestic enter)rises were de-

enterprises, as well as associations and organizationsprived of this privilege. Also noted is t lat, in relation of the Polish emigrants carrying on activities outsideto foreign individuals staying in Poland the period of of Poland could now become partners with certainexemption from a world-wide tax liability was limited domesticenterprises.These domesticenterpriseswereto 6 months. This has become a permanent feature of either State-owned or social organizations which hadthe Polish tax system. Generally, the need to treat been granted permission to become partners in a jointforeign enterprises differently than domestic enter-

prises carrying on economic activity of a private,
venture.

capitalistic nature had not been perceived during the The wide variety of activities carried out by foreign
eriod between 1946 and 1972. This may have been enterprises as well as their new legal status was re-
ecause there was no opportunityfor the expansionof flected in the newly developingprinciplesoftaxation.
economicactivity in the territoryof Poland during this
period.

18. Structure of that tax table was amended by virtue of the Law of 18

4. The change in the tax policy in relation to foreign December 1976 (Dziennik Ustaw No 40 item 231), see 31 Bulletin p 559

enterpriseswas gradually revealed in the early 70's as (1977).
19. The Rulingofthe MinisterofFinance of 2 November 1973 ontaxation

the need to introduce new technology increased. of individuals living or being domiciled abroad who derive income in the

territory of the Polish People's Republic (Dziennik Ustaw No. 46 item
As a result of this change, the Minister of Finance, 274)
acting under the authority of Article 20(2) of the In- 20. The Ruling of the Minister of Finance of 6 February 1976 on condi-

come Tax Law of 1972, granted foreign enterprises a tions, mode and the State agencies authorized to grant foreign individuals

numberof preferencesby the end of 1973. 19 In particu- and legal entities rights for establishingagenciesconductingbusinessin the
of the Polish People's Repubic (Dziennik UstawNo. l 1 item 63,

lar, he had exempted from tax income derived from Territory
amendment: Dziennik Ustaw 1984 No. 26 item 133).

trade when all business transactions were conducted 21. The Ruling of the Minister of Finance of 14 May 1976 on granting
through Polish trade enterprises. Further based upon foreign individuals and legal entities permissions for conducting certan

the reciprocity principle, income derived by sea and kinds of business (Dziennik Ustaw No. 19 item 123, amendment: Dziennik
1978 No. 31 item 135)air navigation enterprses was exempted from taxa-

Ustaw
22. The Instruction of the Ministryof Finance of 26 May 1976 on permis-

tion. The highest level of income tax burden applicable sions granted to partnershipsof mixed capital to carry out certain turnover

to foreign enterpriseswas fixed at 50%. A preferential activity in the field of foreign currency (Monitor Polski No. 25 tem 1 10).
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As a result of the amendmentof the Income Tax Law breach of the license's stipulations. Provisions in the

of 197223 foreign enterprises were taxed at a rate of Law govern the activities of the foreign enterprise
50% on income derived in Poland. This constituted a when registered as either foreign enterprise or en-

remarkable preference when compared with the pro- terprise with foreign capital participation, the latter

gressive taxation applied to domestic enterprises having all the characteristicsof a joint venture. Polish

which had a maximum rate of 65%. Moreover, by enterpriseseligible to participateare: State enterprises
virtue of the Ruling by the Minister of Finance on 23 of small production;cooperatives;social organizations
May 1977,24 the number of special preferences was or domestic private enterprises; individuals; domestic

increased by the addition of an exemption from tax on partnerships;and producers' associations. The impor-
income derived from handicrafts, catering and other tant point is that the foreign as well as the Polish

services, and trade by foreign enterprisesfor a period enterprises are free to choose an appropriate legal
of two years, with regard to hotel services, the period form for the enterprise. The only limitation refers to

was 3 years. In 1985,25 the 3-year exemption period the nature of their activity. That is, they are to work

was extended to include all other activities. If the tax in small-scale production, i.e. manufacturing goods,
exemption is not utilized, the income tax assessment rendering services, selling and exporting their own

iS based on the lowest tax schedule. The handicrafts products and services and, lastly, mporting goods to

enjoyed particular preference with respect to the in- fulfill needs of their own production.
come derived from export activity, i.e. 5% of the turn- Foreign enterprises which represent the foreign en-
over was deducted from the total amount of income terprise type are subject to taxation according to the
tax and turnover tax. However, the total tax was not

to be lower than 1% of the export turnover value. provsons commonly applied to the non-socialized
sector. The provisions concerning the taxation of

Also, based on the reciprocityprinciple, an exemption foreign enterprises were inserted into the Law of
was introduced for foreign enterprises which derived 1982 as stated above, however, this is in conjunction
interest on loans granted to domestic enterprises. with the proper authorization by the Minister of Fi-

30

Income earned by foreign agencieswas subject to tax- nance.

ation in accordance with the principles commonly in These actions were a reflection of a tendency to act

use. This is n contrast to the above-discussed independently in a misguided attempt to provide
categories of entities which were granted special pre- foreign companies with sufficient guarantees. How-
ferences. On the otherhand, jointventureswith Polish ever, the legal rules comprising those provisionswere

capital amounting to over 50% of the capital stock in abolished soon and their contents have been incorpo-
total have been recognized as domestic enterprises rated into the Income Tax Law of 1972 commonly n

and, consequently, their ncome was subject to tax at use under the terms of uniform wording of 1983.3
a rate of65%, as determinedby special regulations.26

Pursuant to these provisions, the tax applicable to

Limited liability joint ventures came into existence by such companies is to be assessed upon their income

virtue of a decision by the Council of Ministers on 7 exceeding 160,000 zloties according to the basic tax

February 1979.27 As stated above, only State-owned table of progressive tax rates, which range from 20%

enterprises (i.e. State and cooperative enterprises) up to 85%, 2 with respective tax reductions applied.
have been allowed to participate in such joint ven- This is an evident privilege granted to foreign enter-

tures. The State-owned share must be at least 51% of prises. However, certain important limitationsas pro-

the capital stock. Foreign individualsand legal entities vided by the Law must not be ignored, i.e. the

have been accepted as partners. The businesses were minimum income tax rate may not be lower than 50%

supposed to be manufacturinggoods for the domestic
market and for export. Modern technology and mod- 23. Dziennik Ustaw 1976 No. 40 item 231.
ern production systems were to be employed. These 24. The Rulingof the Minister of Finance of 23 May 1977 on ta'xation of

companieshave been subject to tax provisionsapplica- foreign individuals and legal entities (Dziennik Ustaw No. 18 item 71,

ble to State enterprises and have paid income tax as amendments: Dziennik Ustaw 1979 No. 8 item 49 and Dziennik Ustaw

stated above.28 The possibility of exemption from in- 1981 No. 28 item 148).
25. Dziennik Ustaw 1981 No. 28 item 148.

come tax for a period of 3 years from the date of 26. The decisionof the Council of Ministersof 24 January 1973 on income

establishing the enterprise has also been provided on tax on certain companies in a socialized economy (Monitor Polsk No. 4

the condition that at least one-thirdof income is re-in- item 27).

vested. 27. Decision of the Council of Ministrs of 7 February 1979 on establish-

ing and conducting businesses with participation of foreign capital in the

The modification of the legal status of foreign enter- Polish People's Republic (Monitor Polski No. 4 item 36)

prises engaged in small-scale production, as provided 28. Circular of the Minister of Finance of 30 August 1979 on the enter-

by Law in 1982,29 llrought about furtherchanges in the prises with participation of foreign capital and on settlement of their
accounts with the budget (Dziennik Urzedowy of the Ministry of Finance

tax code. Through the passage of new laws, foreign No. 11 item 25).
enterprises have been granted a solid legal basis for 29. See annotationsNo. 1.

their businesses. For example, businesses have been 30. The Ruling of the Minister of Finance of 15 November 1982 on

granted licenses to act for a period of twenty years
income tax levied on certain foreign units of economy (Dziennik Ustaw
No. 36 item 237).

and, in cases justifiedby a need to amortize the invest- 31. Dziennik Ustaw No. 43 item 192.

ment, even up to 40 years. These licenses may be 32. Since 1985 the range of rate has been limited at 10% -80% of income

cancelled only in the case of a breach of the law or a Dziennik Ustaw No. 12 item 51)
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of the income derived. The Disposition of 29 July a period of 2 years from the date of starting their
198333 provides for a reduction of the taxable base as activity. The parts of profit spent on building or as-

follows: 20% on the incomederived from sale ofgoods sembling is still exempt after a lapse of this period.
which reduce importation; and 10% on income de-
rived from goods or services supplied to farmersassist- 5. Recapitulationof the principles of taxation of in-
ing them in theirwork, which enhancefoodproduction come derived by foreign enterprises in Poland as ac-

as well as from manufacturingmedicai equipmentand complished above results in a question about the pur-
means for plant preservation. pose of differentiatingthe provisionsconcerning taxa-

A preference of a special kind is represented by the tion of companies in accordance with their citizen-

total tax exemption granted to foreign enterprises for ship. This is because the effect of such an operation
a period of 3 years from the date of starting their has always been, more or less, tax discrimination

activity provided, however, that at least 1/3 of their against certain categories of companies. The argu-

income will be spent on building or assembling in ments based upon the theory that the tax allowances

relation to their business. In other cases, such allow- granted to foreign enterprises are intended to neu-

tralize the effects of double taxation, as had been
ance will be granted as per the code, i.e. up to the 50% claimed in the period of interwar Poland. In fact, thisof the sums spent on building and assembling, as a

is greatly weakenedin light of the significantreduction from the income tax due. 34 argument
number of tax treaties signed with countries of diffe-

The joint ventures, as defined by the Law of 1982, are rent political systems within the period of 1970-1985.
subject to taxation, as stated above, if they have ob- The agreements are similar to the OECD Draft Con-
tained the status of a legal entity. Otherwise, they are vention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation with
subject to taxation at a rate of 50% of their income, respect to taxes on income and capital. From this it
the same as foreign enterpriseswhich are not covered appears that the best method is to support uniform
by the Law of 1982. conditions for all enterprises irrespective of their

The Law of 23 February 198635 on joint ventures (li- citizenship.This is the reason why the attempt to tax

mited liability or joint-stock companies) is proof of a foreign enterprisesunder the same law as for domestic

desire to have the legal status of foreign enterprises enterprisesshould be highly appreciated.The attempt
active in Poland regulated by law. The number of the to treat equally all enterprises irrespective of their

economic sector, should also be noted. This has al-
foreign enterprisess not limited. However, their part- ready become a rule of law in relation to Polish agricul-ner's share is limited in accordance with the principle
that the Polish partner's share should amount to over

ture.

50% of the total capital stock. Joint ventures of this
type are being recognized as legal companies in the
socialized economy. This accounts fot the fact that
provisions pertaining to their economic activity have 33. The Ruling of the Council of Ministers of 29 July 1983 on reduction
been determined in comparatively detailed manner. of income tax levied on the income derived by enterprises with participa-
These companies are not limited to the field of small- tions of foreign capital which have obtained status of legal entity and on

scale production alone. the income derived by foreign enterprises, as well as on tax allowances

granted on the grounds of investments (Dziennik Ustaw No. 43 item 194

These joint ventures are taxed according to the same amendments: Dziennik Ustaw No 60 item 307).

provisions applied to State-ownedcom anies. 36 How. 34. Compare the Law.af 19 December 1975 on tax allowances granted,
due to the investment process (Dziennik Ustaw No. 45 item 230), as well

ever, the Law of 1986 has settled some c eviations from
as the Ruling of the Council of Ministers of 17 December 1984 on tax

these principles. In particular, the tax rate is set at allowancesgranted due to the nvestment process (Dziennik Ustaw No. 60

50%, whereas the commonly binding tax rate was item 307)
65%. Moreover, the tax rate may be further de- 35. The Law of 23 April 1986 on companies with participation of foreign

creased, namely by 0.40% for each percentage point capital (Dziennik Ustaw No. 17 item 88).
36. The Law of 26 February 1982 on taxation of a socialized economyof total sales earned by export. The essential point is (Dziennik Ustaw No. 7 item 55, uniform text: Dziennik Ustaw 1986 No. 8

that these companies are exempt from income tax for item 45).
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REUB_IC O-- SOU-- A--::{ CA:

, he Income Tax Law since the

SecondWorld War
By Dr. Erwin Spiro LL.D. (h.c.)

INCOME TAX - A CREATIONOF STATUTORY The Act deals specificallywith certain activities, such
LAW as insurance, mnng, shipping and farming. Both

natural persons and companies, as defined in the Act,
Like any tax or similar levy, etc., the income tax in are subject to the normal tax. However, there are

South Africa is based on statutory law. The first In- some differences. Furthermore, the rate of normal tax
come Tax Act of the Union of South Africa - which is progressive in the case of a natural person, although
became a Republic in 1961 - was passed by Parliament it does become fixed when a certain amount is ex-

in 1914 (Act No. 28 of 1914). That Act was based on ceeded, whereas the rate is fixed throughout in the
the Income Tax Assessment Act of New South Wales case of a public company. Objections may be raised
of 1895 (59 Victoria, 15). In this context income concerningassessments. If the objectionsare rejected
meant gains or profits. The 1914 Act was replaced an appealmay be made to a speciallyconstitutedcourt.

by the Income Tax (Consolidation)Act of 1917 (Act
No. 41 of 1917). Income was no longer defined as

This court's judgementmay also be appealed,but only
meaning gains or profits. The Act also introduced a

on a question of law, to the provincial division of the

super tax and a dividend tax. The rate of tax was now Supreme Court or, in certain instances, directly to the

to be fixed annually by Parliament, but the amending Appellate Division. A special section of the Act deals
with tax avoidance. There is also a provision for a

annual Acts were not confined to the incidenceof the
rate alone. The 1917 Act was replaced by the Income non-resident shareholders' tax on dividends declared

Tax Acts of 1925 (Act No. 40 of 1925) and of 1941 (Act by public companies, and an undistributedprofits tax

No. 31 of 1941), respectively. The 1941 Act was re- covering public companies. The Act also creates a

placed by the Income Tax Act of 1962 (Act No. 58 of system which apportions the taxable income and in-

1962). All taxpayers in South Africa are taxed on the come subject to super tax of private companiesamong

basis of the (principal) Income Tax No. 58 of 1962, as
the shareholdersaccording to the right of each to par-

amended. Therefore, any description of the develop- ticipate in the income and profits of the company.
Husbandand wife are subject to normal income tax on

ment of the South African income tax law for the last

forty years must begin with the 1941 Act. the total of their respective taxable incomes, married

personspaying less tax than married ones in respectof
the same amounts. There is also a provincial income

A BRIEFOUTLINEOF THE INCOMETAXLAW tax.

FORTYYEARSAGO
Shift towards ndirect taxation

The income tax, still referred to as the normal tax, is
not basedon taxableincome,but on receiptsor accru- An income tax is generally held to be a direct tax. In
als which yield a taxable amount after a number 1968, however, the Franszen Commission of Enquiry
of eliminations. This position may be summarized as into Fiscal and Monetary Policy in South Africa2 re-

follows: the total amountwhetherin cash or otherwise, commended a shift of emphasis in the direction of
received by or accrued to or in favor of any person, indrect taxation through the introduction of a sales

excluding recepts or accruals of a capital nature, in tax. Dr. Diederichs, then Minister of Finance, en-

any year or period assessable from any source within dorsed this view in his 1969 Budget speech, pointing
or deemed to be within the Union, including such out that it reflected a general development.3Canada,
items as income received or accrued as a result of as well as Norway and New Zealand although still
services rendered or to be rendered, constitutesgross preferring an income tax as based on the taxpayer's
income. The deduction from gross income of any
amounts exempt from normal tax will yield income.
The amunt remaining after the deduction from the 1. See Spiro The Receipt or Accrual Basis of the South African Income

income by any person of all the amounts-- other than Tax in (1973) 6 C1LSA 199-224.
2. First Report November 1968, RP 24/1969 26, 148 and 152.abatements - allowed to be deducted is taxable in-
3. See also Leif Mutn On the Developmentof Income Taxation since

come. Finally, taxable amount is the amount remain- WorldWar I, InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation,Amsterdam

ing after deductingfrom any taxable incomeany abate- 1967, 76 and Prof. Dr. Schomlders,TurnoverTaxes, InternationalBureau

ment allowed. of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam 1966, 9.
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ability to pay, recognized the importance of a sales the activities of the owner in relation to his land up to

tax. Likewise the British Chancellorof the Exchequer, the time of deciding to sell it in whole or part; the hght
Mr. Jenkins, mentioned in his 1968 Budget speech which such activities throw on the owner's ipse dixitSas

various reasons for indirect taxation being the most
to intention; where the owner sub-divides the land, the

appropriate source for Government revenue. He planning, extent, duration, nature, degree, organiza-
tion and marketing operations of the enterprise'; and

added that indirect taxation, to some extent, left the the relationship of all this to the ordinary commercial
public the choice to spend or save. In South Africa, concept of carrying on a business or embarking on a

however, the Sales .Tax No. 103 of 1978 did not take scheme for profit. Those considerations are not indi-
effect until 28 June 1978. The sales tax has already vidually decisive and the list is not exhaustive. From the
been instrumental in allowing the Government to totality of the facts one enquires whether it can be said

grant a number of important income tax concessions. that the owner had crossed the Rubicon and gone over

The Margo Report will probably endorse this policy. to the business, or embarked on a scheme, of selling
such land for profit, using the landas his stock-in-trade.

As may here be mentioned,according to a Cape Town
Standingcommissionof inquiryinto taxation

newspaper dated 11 June 1986, the Johannesburgpolicy Stock Exchange asked the Margo Commission to de-
fine income and capital gain, pointing out that, in the

There is a standingcommissionof inquiry into taxation United States of America, an asset held for more than
policy to advise the Minister of Finance whenever six months is of a capital nature.
required.

If an expense is incurred to acquire a capital asset for
a business, it is a non-deductible capital expenditureMargo Commission even if it is paid in annual installments. If, however,
the expense is part of the cost incidental to the perfor-The present socio-economic circumstances in South mance of the income-producingoperation (as distin-

Africa have made the appointmentofyet anothercom- guished from the equipment of the income-earningmission of inquiry into the tax structure of the Repub- structure), then it is a deductible expenditure. This is
lic of South Africa necessary to secure a tax system true even if paid in a lump sum,6 provided the expen-capable of contributing significantly to the long-term diture is sufficientlyclosely connectedwith,7 or covrs
socio-economic development of the South African concomitants of,8 those income-producingcommunity. The Commission, chaired by Mr. Justice necessary

operations.Margo, has a wide-ranging mandate. After having
worked diligentlyover the past fifteen months it is now

reaching a conclusion. In this March 1986 Budget Source

speech Mr. Barend du Plessis, the Ministerof Finance,
expressed his expectation that the final report would The basis of liability for income tax in South Africa is
be submitted later in the year. The Minister said he not residence, but the source of the receipt or accrual.
would await the Margo Commission's report before The rationale is that a country which produces wealth

introducing far-reachingchanges in the tax structure. by virtue of its natural resources or the activitiesof its
inhabitants is entitled to a share of that wealth wher-
ever the recipient of it may live. Double taxation

SOMEFAMOUSGUIDELINESPRONOUNCEDBy agreements avoid hardships.
THE APPELLATEDIVISION However, there is again no statutory definition of

Capital v. revenue 4. 1975(4) SA 177 (A), at 202G-203 in principle.
5. The ipse dixit of the taxpayerand his credibilityhave to be considered

One of the most crucial problems in the South African with great care, however much he is in an unenviable position of having
income tax law is the capital or revenue nature of a the onus to prove that the decision of the Commissionerfor Inland Reve-

nue is wrong, Malan v. Kommissarisvan Binnelandselnkomste 1983(3) SAreceipt, accrual or expense. An accrual or receipt of a 1 (A) (unanimous),at 18-19, per Rabie CJ.
capital nature is ordinarily not subject to the tax 6 New State Areas Limited v. Commissionerfor Inland Revenue 1946
whereas an expense of a capital nature ordinarilydoes AD 610, at627, perWatermeyerCJ, Secretaryfor Inland Revenuev. Cadac
not qualify as a deduction. There is no statutorydefini- Engineering Works (Pry) Ltd. 1965(2) SA 511 (A), at 522 per Ogilvie
tion. ThompsonJA, as he then was; Palabora Mining Co. v. Secretaryfor Inland

Revenue 1973 (3) SA 819 (A) (unanimous),at 833F, per OgilvieThompson
Holmes, JA, in Natal Estates Ltd. v. Secretary for C

Inland Revenue,4a unanimousdecision, stated: 1. Port Elizabeth Electric Tramway Co. v. Commissioner for Inland
Revenue 1946 CPD 241, at 245 per Watermeyer AJP, as he then was. See

In deciding whether a case is one of realizing a capital also the unanimous decisions in Commissioner for Inland Revenue v.

asset or of carrying on a business or embarking upon a Nemojim 1983(4) SA 935 (A), at 947G, H, per Corbett JA and Commis-
v.scheme of selling land for profit, one must think one's sioner for Inland Revenue Standard Bank of South Africa 1985(4) SA

at per
way through all of the particular facts of each case.

485 (A), 498 G, Corbett JA (important, sometimes overriding,
of the expenditure and what the expenditure

Important considerations include, inter alia, the inten-
factors are the purpose
actually effects)

tion of the owner, both at the time of buying the land 8. Joffre & Co. Ltd. v. Commissionerfor Inland Revenue 1946 AD 157,
and when selling it (for his intention may have changed at 163, per Watermeyer CJ and see Stone v. Secretaryfor Inland Revenue
in the interim); the objects of the owner, if a company, 1974(3) SA 584(A)(unanimous),at594, per Corbett AJA,ashethenwas
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source. The leading case is still Commissionerfor In- that effect or that may become one of the taxpayer's
land Revenue v. Lever Bros. and Another.9 In the main purposes when he subsequently implements the
words of Chief Justice Watermeyer, source is not the scheme. In such a case, the tax avoidance provision
quarter whence the receipts or accruals come, but becomes applicable, provided the other requirements
their originating cause. That originating cause is the are fulfilled. Finally, since the tax avoidanceprovision
work the taxpayer has done in order to earn the re- is clearly directed at defeating tax avoidanceschemes,
ceipts or accruals; it may take the form of personal it does not impose a new tax. ,6

exertion, mental or physical or it may take the form of
employmentofcapital eitherby using it to earn income
or by lending its use to someone else. 10 Once the Double taxation agreements

originating cause has been ascertained, it must be 1o-
cated, and if it occurred in the Republic of South In an increasing number of instances, the Republicof

South Africa has entered into double taxation agree-Africa, the receipts or accruals may be subject to in-
ments with other countries. These agreements relate

come tax. either to income in general or are confined to sea and
air transport. General income tax treaties have been

Tax avoidance concluded with:

In Commissionerfor InlandRevenue v. Louw, 11 t
'

was
Botswana, Bophuthatswana, Canada, Ciskei, Gam-
bia, Grenada, Mauritius, Seychelles, Sierra Leone,

held that the incorporationof the practice of consult- Federal Republic of Germany, Israel, Lesotho,
ing engineers and the rights and obligations created Malawi, the Netherlands, South West Africa, Swazi-
under the scheme of incorporation did not reveal an land, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, Transkei,
abnormality, reference was made to the summariza-
tion of the tax avoidance provisionn12 by Chief Justice Uganda, the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland,

the United States f America, Venda, Zambia and
Ogilvie Thompson in Secretary for Inland Revenue v. Zimbabwe.
Geustyn, Forsyth & Joubert.,3 According to this sum- Sea and air transport treaties exist with:
marization, the application of the provision presup- Belgium, Brazil, China, Denmark, Finland, France,
poses: Greece, Ireland and Italy.
(a) a transaction,operationor scheme entered into or

carried out;
(b) which has the effect of avoiding or postponing BRIEF REVIEW OF THE MAJOR CHANGES

liability for tax on income or reducing the amount

thereof; and which, Abolitionof provincial income tax
(c) in the opinionof the Secretaryfor InlandRevenue,

with regard to the circumstancesunder which the The provincial income tax is abolished in 1957 for
transaction, operationor scheme was entered into companies and 1971 for natural persons.
or carried out -

(i) was entered into or carried out by means or in
a manner which would not normally be Abolitionof super tax

employed in the entering into or carrying out
of a transaction, operation or scheme of the The super tax, previously payable by individuals,was

nature of the transaction,operationor scheme abolished in 1960.
in question; or

(ii) has created rights or obligations which would Abolitionof apportionmentsystem
not normallybe createdbetweenpersonsdeal-
ing at arm's length under a transaction,opera- In 1952 the apportionmentsystem was abolishd with
tion or scheme of the nature of the transaction, one exception. When the shareholderwas a company
operation or scheme in question; and that registered carrying business in the Union,

(d) the avoidance, -ostponement or reduction of the
not nor on

then the apportionment system was retained for the
amount of such -iability14 was, in the opinionof the of the non-residentshareholders'tax. In 1961
Secretary, the sole or one of the main purposes of purposes

the apportionment system was completely abolished;
the transaction, operation or scheme. Once it is private companies were not subject to the flat rate.
proved that the transaction, operation or scheme
in issue would result in the avoidance, postpone- 9. 1946 AD 441.
ment or reduction of tax, it is, until the contrary is 10. Ibid., at 450, per WatermeyerCJ.

proved, presumed that the sole purpose was the 11. 1983(3) SA 551 (A) (unanimous), per Corbett JA, at 575C.

avoidance,postponementor reductionof tax. Sub- 12. Ibid., at 568-9. The Secretary for Inland Revenue there referred to is

ject to this presum,tion, all the four requisites now the Commissionerfor Inland Revenue.

must co-exst n orcer to justify the Secretary in 13. 1971(3) (A) SA 567 (A) (unanimous), at 571E-572A.

invoking the provision.
14. The extension to any other law administered by the Commissioner
for Inland Revenue in the Income Tax (Amendment)Act No. 121 of 1978
will be discussed later.

As held in Ovenstone v. Secretary for Inland Reve- 15. 1980(2) SA 721 (A) (unanimous), at 732D, E, per Trollip JA.
nue,

,5 even if the purpose or effect of a scheme when 16. Glen Anil Development Corporation Ltd. Secretary for Inlandv.

formulated was not to avoid tax liability, it may have Revenue 1975(4) SA 715 (A), at 727H, per Botha JA.
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Decedent's estate In the case of employees, as defined, the employer
withholds from the employee's remuneration certan

Since 1961, person includes the estate of a deceased amounts calculated in accordance with the deduction
person. tables. These sums are paid to the Commissioner for

Inland Revenuewithin a certain time. This tax is refer-
Abatementsv. rebates red to as the employees' tax.

Because a person's ability to pay tax decreasesaccord- Personswho are not within the definitionof employees
ing to the sze of his family, medical expenses,etc., the pay a provisional tax. The tax is ordinarilypayablein
State has assisted the taxpayer either by granting re- two installments:one half of the estimated tax liability
bates ec ual to the tax or by providing abatements of for the year in question which must not be lower than
the taxale income. An abatementseems to be a great- that reflected in the last assessment is to be paid be-
er concession than a rebate as marginal rates rise. If, tween the last day of February and the 31st of August
however, the abatement is reduced as income in- and the other half is to be paid not later than the last
creases, it will not unduly favor the higher income day of February. In some instances a third installment
groups. The system of abatementsprevailed from 1914 may be required. Beginning with the 1986 tax year,
to 1940, to be replaced, in 1941, by one of rebates. The taxpayers over the age of 65 whose taxable incomesdo
1971 Income Tax Act reinstated the system of abate- not exceed R20,000per annum and who are not direc-
ments, but, since 1980, the system of rebates has pre- tors of companies nor derive income from a trade,
vailed again. business, profession or farming, are exempted from

the obligation to pay provisional tax.

Fringe benefits
Further appeal to Supreme Court

The Income Tax Act No. 121 of 1984 amended the
Income Tax Act No. 58 of 1962 to include a schedule Judgements rendered by the special court before 8
dealing with benefits or advantagesderived by reason October 1976 for hearing income tax appeals could be
of employment or the holding of any office. This appealed only on a question of law by way of a stated
schedule s known by the more popular titles: Perks, case. An appeal lies now on both fact and law. The
Fringe Benefits or Remuneration In Kind. The requisite procedure has also been simplified.
schedule aims to establish uniform rules for the deter-
mination of the value in question and equal treatment Undistributedprofits taxfor all regardless of status, standing or the nature of
the respective offices or employment. The cost to the In 1951 the undistributedprofits tax was abolished. Inemployer is the basis for the valuation of benefits in 1955 the tax was reinstated for public companies andkind, and no value may be placed on certain less cost- extended to private companies well; althougheffective benefits. as

abolished again for public companies in 1960, the un-
distributed profits tax was later reimposed on divi-

Tax avoidance dends and foreign incomeof publiccompaniesin 1969.
The present position may be summarized as follows:

The requisite purpose of the avoidance or the post- The undistributd profits tax is calculated on the
ponement of liability for the payment of any tax, duty amount by which the distributable income of theor levy imposed by the Income Tax Act or the reduc- com-

tion of the amount of such liability has been extended iany exceeds the amount of the dividends distributed

under the Income Tax (Amendment) Act No. 121 of y it during the specified period at the rate of 331/3%
of the distributable balance. Only companies which1978 to any other law administered by the Commis-
are South African or carry on business in the Republicsioner for Inland Revenue - that is the Estate Duty be liable for undistributed profits Certainmay tax.Act, TransferDuty Act, Stamp Duty Act, Marketable companiesare exempt, including: associationsbenefi-Securities Act and Sales Tax. Furthermore, the In- cial to the public, close corporations (which will be

come Tax (Amendment)Act No. 121 of 1984 extends dealt with below), companieswith foreign sharehold-the tax avoiding section (Section 103 of the Income non-Republic companies carrying business inTax Act No. 58 of 1962, as amended) to close corpora-
ers, on

the Republic,companieswhose reservesdo not exceedtions.
R50,000or 40% of the paid-upcapital, and companies
whoseprofitsdo not exceed5% of the paid-upcapital.

Amountsto be deductedorwithheldby employers
andprovisionalpaymentsin respectofnormaltax Non-residentshareholders' tax

Prior to l March 1963, income tax in South Africa was As a result of the apportionmentsystem (see above),paid on the income of the previous year. the liability for the non-residentshareholders' tax was
The current system, pay-as-you-earn(PAYE), was enlarged in 1960 and 1961. As its name implies, the tax
proposed as early as 1955, but did not become law is levied on a non-resident shareholderof a companyuntil 1 March 1963. It works as follows: of the Republic or of a company carrying on business
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in the Republic. With regard to holders of bearer which, in the opinion of the Commissionerfor Inland
script, however, they need not be residentsoutside the Revenue, is inadequate. Of the many exemptions, the

Republic. The tax which is effective from 22 March following may be mentioned:
1967 amounts to 15% of the dividend in question, the
taxpayers' ability to pay being irrelevant. Many excep-

The donations tax is not levied/assessed on property
tions, exemptions and restrictions prevent the seem- given by the donor to, or for the benefit of, hs spouse

ingly far reachingdefinitions of company and divi- who is not separated from him (as the Act still reads:

dend from attracting the tax in all instances. under a judicial order or notarial deed of separa-
tion). Gifts to a spouse under a contract (antenuptial,
postnuptial or in terms of the Matrimonial Property

Close corporations Act No. 88 of 198417) are also exempt.

Close corporations, introducedby the Close Corpora- Casual gifts not exceedingR5,000 per annum (subject
tions Act, No. 69 of 1984, effective 1 January 1985, are

to certain special provisions)are exempt as are gifts to

meant for smaller businessmen. While close corpora-
or for the benefit of the donor's children, provided

tions are considered legal entities the relationshipbe- they do not exceed the sum arrived at by multiplying
tween their membersand creditors is akin to a partner- R20,000 by the number of children of the donor who

ship. Close corporationsare taxed in the same manner
are alive on the date of donation (subject again to

as companies with 2 exceptions. First, dividends re-
certain special provisions). Bona fide maintenance

ceived by the close corporation are taxed while in the payments which appear to the Commissioner for In-

corporation'spossession,but are subject to the deduc- land Revenue to be reasonable are also exempt.
tion of one-third thereof (like in the case of an indi- The tax is at progressiveblock rates, the block exceed-
vidual). Second, dividends distributed to the share- ing R90,000 being taxable at the rate of 25%. The
holders by the close corporation will not be taxable. donor is liable for the tax; however, if he fails to pay
However,while dvidendsdeclaredby a close corpora- the tax within the prescribed period (ordinarily 3
tion will not be subject to normal tax, they will be months), he and the donee become jointly and sever-

subject to a non-resident shareholders' tax if the ally liable for the tax.
member is not ordinarily resident in the Republic.
Where a companyat any time during the yearof assess- Non-residentstax on interest
ment is converted into a close corporation or vice
versa, it is regarded for assessmentpurposes as a close In 1967 the Legislatureintroduced a non-residentstax

corporationfor the full year. If at the end of the assess- on interest. This is a tax of 10% on interest accruing
ment period preceding the date of conversion a com- to any natural person or the estate of any person who,
pany which has been converted into a close corpora- at his death, was not a residentof the Republic.Where
tion has profits which would have constituted divi- such interest is also subject to normal tax, the taxpayer
dends had been distributed to the shareholdersby way enjoys a rebate of the non-residentstax on interestnot
of a liquidation dividend, the company is deemed on exceedingthe normal tax attributableto that interest.
the date of conversion to have made a distribution of
such profits to the corporation and the corporation is Exemptions from the non-residents tax on interest

subject to normal tax on such amount. The rate of tax
include: interest from the Government, the South Af-

will be limited to 10% and will be determined sepa-
rican Transport Services, the provincial administra-

rately without taking into account assessed losses. tions, local authorities, the Local Authorities Loan

Fund, the Electricity Supply Commission, the South
African Reserve Bank, the South African Broadcast-

Gift tax ing Corporation,and the DevelopmentBankofSouth-
ern Africa. Other exemptions apply to interest on

Prior to 1955 a taxpayer could reduce his income tax money borrowedoutside the Republicand not used or

by donating a portion of his estate and spreading his intended to be used for the purposeof producinggross
income over a number of taxpayers. If the donor tax- income, and interest payable in the Republic on

payer survived 5 years after the gift, his estate was money lent therein by a person who has a permanent
reduced for death duties. In 1955 donations tax was place of business in the Republic. Finally, interest on

introduced as part of the Income Tax Act, and the any bill of exchange or promissory note for the pur-
time limit during which donations attracted death chase price of goods imported into the Re iublic, pro-
dutieswas removed. The donations tax is levied on the vided the bill or note has been certifiec through a

cumulativetaxablevalue of all propertygiven directly, registered banking institution or the South African

indirectlyor in trust, by a person ordinarily resident in Reserve Bank.
the Republicor by a company (includinga close corpo-
ration) registered, managed or controlled in the Re-

public. A donation includes not only gratuitous trans-
ters of propertyand waiversor renunciationsof rights, 17. See Meyerowitz and Spiro The Taxpayer's Permanent Volume on

but also transfers of property for a consideration Income Tax (loose-leaf) 1655.
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--O_=_'S REU3L C OF Cl-- \A: meter per year where developmentfees are paid
or coveredseparately.The exception for ventures

New Provisions in urban areas will exclude many enterprises from
the scope of benefits granted, but the use of ex-

EncouragingForeign press amounts in the discussion of land use fees
payable will give much clearer guidance to eligible

Investment
ventures in calculating land use costs and, just as

importantly, in determiningthe means by which to
finance such costs.

By Charles D. Toy* - Export Enterprisesand TechnologicallyAdvanced
Enterprises are given priority in obtaining water,

The State Council of the People's Republic of China electricity, transportationservices, and communi-
cation facilities needed for production and opera-

promulgated on 11 October 1986 new Provisions for tion. Furthermore, fees charged for such utilities
the Encouragement of Foreign Investment (the and services are to be computed in accordance
Foreign Investment Provisions), effective on the with the standards for local state enterprises. It
date of promulgation. should be noted that the Regulations for the Im-

Intended to address some of the problems voiced by plementationof the Law of the People's Republic
foreign investors in China, the Foreign Investment of China on Joint Venture Using Chinese and

Provisionscover a range of matters and are applicable Foreign Investment (the Joint Venture Imple-
in part to all Chinese-foreign equity joint ventures, menting Regulations) already provide for the

Chinese-foreign cooperative ventures and wholly lower level of fees for all Chinese-foreign equity
foreign-ownedenterprises (collectivelycalled Enter- joint ventures.

prises with Foreign Investment under the Foreign - Export Enterprisesand TechnologicallyAdvanced

Investment Provisions). Certain of such Enterprises Enterprises are given priority in respect of loans

with Foreign Investment are specially identified and for short-termworkingcapital needs, a new benefit

receive more preferential treatment. In particular, for eligible enterprises.
production enterpriseswhose productsare in the main - ExportEnterprisesand TechnologicallyAdvanced

exported and which have foreign exchange surpluses Enterprises are not subject to the 10% tax on re-

(after deduction of all foreign exchange expenditures patriation of profits by foreign joint venture

and remittance abroad of profits) are defined as Ex- partners, which is a new benefit for such enter-

port Enterprises, and production enterprises prises located outside of the Special Economic

supplied with advanced technology by the foreign in- Zones (the SpecialEconomicZoneshave provided
vestors thereto and engaged in developing new prod- the same benefit to all Enterprises with Foreign
ucts or upgrading and replacing products, resulting in Investment since 1984).
generation of foreign exchange, are defined as - Export Enterprises which export 70% or more of

TechnologicallyAdvanced Enterprises. their products in any tax year may pay income tax
at one-half the normal rate. For el'gible Chinese-

Express benefits of the Foreign InvestmentProvisions foreign equity joint ventures, this special benefit
include new guidelines for Enterprises with Foreign to
Investment in areas such as compensationfor staff and appears provide an indefinte extension of the

cur-

workers, land use fees, utilities and service fees, short- 3-year, 50% reduction already allowed under
rent law.

term financing, income and other taxation, export and Export Enterprises in the Special EconomicZones-

import licensing, foreign exchange, bureaucratic de-

lays and Government intervention,and independence
or Economic and Technological Development
Zones eligible to pay income tax at the maximum

of management. Specifically: rate of 15% may pay income tax at a maximum

ExportEnterprisesand TechnologicallyAdvanced rate of only 10%, provided that they export 70%-

Enterprises are exempted from the payment of or more of theirproducts in the respective tax year.
subsidiesheretoforerequired to be paid to Chinese - Technologically Advanced Enterprises are

staff and workers, except that funds must still be granted a flat 3-year period of payment of income

paid and/or set aside to pay for labor insurance, tax at one-half the normal rate, commencing on

welfare costs and housing subsidies for such staff expiration of any exemption or reduction period
and workers. This exemption should lower labor for which such enterprises are eligible under cur-

costs for eligible Enterprises with Foreign Invest- rent law (Chinese-foreignequity joint venturesare

ment, although labor insurance, welfare and hous- usually eligible for a 2-year income tax holiday,
ing subsidy payments typically constitute the followed by a 3-year reduction of income tax rates

largest amounts, other than basic wages, in com- at one-half of the normal rates, all commencing
pensation paid to Chinese labor. with the first profit-makingyear).
Land use fees for Export Enterprises and-

Technologcally Advanced Enterprises outside
* Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays and Handler, American Attorneys at

busy urban sectors of large cities are fixed at Law, Hong Kong and Beijing
I. RMB is a Chinese monetary unit. RMB is a phonetic translation of

relatively low levels - 5 to 20 RMB' per square the name of the monetary unit of the People's Republic of China. This

meter per year, or as little as 3 RMB per square monetary unit is approximately3.7 RMB to US$1.
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Foreign investrs reinvesting, fr not less than 5 tive localities. Local districts and departmentsare-

years, profits which otherwise might be remitted also called upon to curb the indiscriminantlevy of
outside China will be given a refund of income charges on enterprises, and Enterprises with
taxes paid on reinvestedamounts.This is an expan- Foreign Investment that do encounter unreasona-
sion of the concept already included in the Joint ble charges are permitted to refuse payment and
Venture Income Tax Law, which provides that to appeal any such charges, right up to the State
40% of such reinvested amounts will be refunded Economic Commission.
to the foreign investor in the respective Chinese- - Enterpriseswith Foreign Investmentqualifyingfor
foreign equity joint venture. the particular benefits applicable only to Export
Most export products of Enterpriseswith Foreign Enterprises or Technologically Advanced Enter--

Investment are exempted from the Consolidated prises must be so certified, by both the foreign
Industrialand CommercialTax. The JointVenture economic and trade departments where such en-

ImplementingRegulationsprovide a similar bene- terprises are located and other relevant depart-
fit, subject only to Ministry of Finance approval, ments. Such certification can apparently be ob-
for Chinese-foreignequity joint ventures. tained on the basis of anticipated circumstances,
Import license requirements are lifted for Enter- but failure actually to qualify as an Export Enter--

prises with Foreign Investmentimportingmachin- prise or a Technologically Advanced Enterprise
ery and equipment,productionvehicles, raw mate- will result in a requirement that the respective
rials, fuel, bulk parts, spareparts, componentparts Enterprise with Foreign Investment make up in
and fittings needed to carry out export contracts. the relevant followingyear all taxes and fees inap-
This simplificationofproceduresmay be beneficial propriately reduced or exempted.
to eligible Enterprises with Foreign Investment,
but appears difficult to implementin the case of all The Foreign InvestmentProvisionsgive evidence that

such enterpriseswhich producenot only for export China's State Council is serious about improving in-

but for domestic sale in China as well, since the vestment conditions for foreign investors in China.

necessary allocation of imported goods or mate- However, the thresholds of eligibility for many of the

rials (between those to be used in export produc- new benefits provided may be so high as to give the

tion and those to be used in productionfor domes- Foreign Investment Provisions little practical effect.

tic sales) is not likely to be obvious at the time of Moreover, as with many new laws, regulations and

import. provisions designed to encourage new or continued

Enterprises with Foreign Investment may, under investmentactivity, the true test of effectiveness is not
-

the supervisionof foreignexchangecontroldepart- in the substance of the benefits outlined, but in the

ments, adjust foreign exchange surpluses and de- implementation of what often appears to be already
ficits among each other. This provision assumes

clear and express language in the respective legislation
the existence of enterpriseswith foreign exchange itself. The reiterationof certain benefits already avail-

surpluses willing to enter into adjustmentarrange-
able to certain kinds of Enterprises with Foreign In-

ments. Such enterprisesmay exist, but perhapsnot vestmentunderscoresthe reality that some such enter-

in sufficient numbers or with surpluses adequate prises are not now receivingbenefits to which they are

to solve the foreign exchangeproblemsof any sub- presumablyentitled.

stantial number of other enterprises. Perhaps just as important as the promulgation of the
Relevantexaminationand approvalauthoritiesare Foreign Investment Provisions is the formation of a-

required to render decisions with respect to the special foreign investment working group, consisting
approval of Enterprises with Foreign Investment of senior officials from key Central Government or-

within 3 months from the date of receipt of docu- ganizations, includingthe State PlanningCommission,
ments submitted for approval. This mandate reit- the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and
erates an almost identicalprovisionset forth in the Trade, the People's Bank of China, the State Admin-
Joint Venture ImplementingRegulations and ap- istration for Exchange Control, and the State Admin-

plicable to all Chinese-foreign equity joint ven- istration for Industry and Commerce. The working
tures. group is supposed to establish foreign investment

Enterpriseswith Foreign Investmentare expressly policies and to supervise local governmentimplemen--

granted the right to determine their own produc- tation of such policies.
tion and operation plans, to raise and use funds, In any event, to take full advantageof the benefits set
to purchaseproductionmaterials, to sell products, forth in the Foreign Investment Provisions, foreign
to determine the forms and levels of wages, investors should be prepared for detailed discussions
bonuses and allowances for their employees, to with their Chinese counterparts in all negotiationson

determine their organizational structure and per- contracts documenting their relationship. In particu-
sonnel system, to employ or dismiss senior man- lar, all joint venture and other contracts should spell
agementpersonnel, to increaseor dismissstaff and out concretely and carefully how the respectiveenter-

workers, and to recruit and employ technical and prises do or will qualify for the new special benefits

managerialpersonnel and workers in their respec- provided,and specifypreciselywhat such benefitsare.
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ESO--0:

1986/87 Budget: Some Preliminary
Observations
By Umesh Kumar

tives to implement its nationalpolicy regardingspacingProfessorUmesh Kumar is Dean of the Facultyof Law at the National of births between one child and the subsequentones.
University of Lesotho. He has been acting as Rapporteur for the
International Bureau of Fiscal Documentationsince 1983. In any case, there appears to be no justification for

failing to increase abatements in respect of dependent
children. However, as regards other dependents, indi-
vidual abatements have been increased. The abate-
ment goes up to Ml80 (previously Ml20), for each

The Military Council has now approved a Budget of dependentsubject to a maximum of M540 (previously
M463.3 million' for the financial year beginning 1 M360). S.6(3), which basically affects low income

April 1986 to 31 March 1987. The expenditure is to be groups, has also been amended to providesome relief.
financed by the Customs Union2 revenue of M147 mil- After abatements and other admissible deductions, if
lion, individualand corporate income and withholding the taxable incomeofa person does not exceed Ml,800
taxes of M24 million, sales tax of M31.3 million and (previously Ml,200), then he would not be liable to

miscellaneous local charges and fees of M41 million. tax. If his taxable income exceeds Ml,800, but not

M93.6 million are anticipated grants from foreign M2,400 (previouslyMl,700), he would be liable to pay
donors and another M50.47 are anticipatedconcessio- tax equal to one fifth of that which exceeds Ml,800.
nary overseas loans. A deficit of M78.2 million would S.22(1)(i)has also been amended. The first M240 (pre-
be covered largely by commercialborrowing from the viously MlOO) of interest earned on savings deposits
local market. are now exempt from income tax.

The national debt takes M76.8millionby way of repay- The loss of revenue caused by jncreasing these per-
ment of principal and interest. Education receives sonal reliefs has been offset by increasing the rate of
close to M35 million; agriculture - M16.10 million; sales tax from 8% to 12%. Unlike elsewhere in the
health - M14.16 million; public works - M12.39 mil- region, only flour, milk and eggs are exempt from
lion; and interior- M10.62 million. sales tax.

The capita (development)Budgetcontemplatesan ex- The steepest increase is in the company tax rates.

penditure of M197.9 million, of which, as indicated Companies have, for the first time, been divided into

above, M143.8 rnillion would be covered by donor those that derive their income from manufacturing
grants and concessionary loans. operations and those that do not. S.2 of the Act has

been amendedand a new definitionofmanufacturingThe individual income tax rates remain unchanged. operation has been added. Manufacturing opera-The Minister of Finance has acknowledged that indi- tion has been defined to mean any processingopera-vidual taxpayers face a double jeopardy- high income tion which involves the conversion of one or more
tax rates and high inflation. And there has been only materials into a finished product. Routine assernblynominal relief. Individual abatements have been work and constructionof buildings have been specifi-raised by Order No. 10 of 1986, which has amended cally excluded from the definition. While the com-
several sections of the Income Tax Act, 1981. Under panies engaged in manufacturing would continue to
S.12(1) of the Act, individualabatement for an unmar-

pay 37.5o of their taxable profits as tax, other non-
ried person, or for one whose income is assessed sepa- manufacturing companies would now be subject to
rately from that of his spouse, goes up to Ml,200
(previously M600). In the case of a married person,
whose income is assessed together with that of his 1 The currency of Lesotho is the loti (plural: maloti) The country
spouse, individual abatement has been raised to participates n the Rand Monetary Area together with Swaziland and

M2,400 (previously Ml,200). Individual abatements South Africa and within this area there is no exchange control on the

remain unchanged as regards children. Based on the transfer of funds.

1975/80 population growth, Lesotho's population 2 Lesotho is a member to the Southern African Customs Union to-
common

seems to be growing at a rate of 2.077% per annum.
gether with Botswana, South Africa and Swaziland. A external
customs tariff is determined by South Africa in consultation with other

The employment opportunities, including the ones in members. The ncome from tariffs s divided over the participatingcoun-

South Africa, are not keepingpace with the population tries. There are, in principle, no internal barriers to trade within the

growth. Some studies3 show that they may indeed de- customs area.

3. See Kizilyalli, Options for the Lesotho Economy in the Year 2000:
cline in future. Therefore, one would have thought PerspectivePlanAlternatives, 1982, and the Third Plan Preview, Oct. 1979.
that the Government would grant suitable tax incen- Both are unpublished studies of the Government of Lesotho.
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45% (previously37.5%) of tax on their profits. It is a Union agreement that would de-emphasize the reve-

moot question whether this would indeed encourage nue distribution aspects of the treaty.
setting up of more manufacturing industries in In December 1984, final joint draft of treatyLesotho.

a a was

prepared by the Lesotho and South African experts to

Withholding tax provisions have been amended too. provide a framework for constructing and operating,
Up until now, only non-residents (as defined in the what is known as The Highlands Water Project. It

Act) were subject to withholding tax under S.90 of the involves harnessingand sale of the waters of Lesotho's
Act. The section has now been further tightened to Senqu river to South Africa, as well as, generating
prevent evasion, but there has been no change in the hydro-electric power, which may make Lesotho al-

withholdingtax rates, so far. The Ministerof Finance, most entirely self-sufficient as regards her electricity
however, has indicated in his Budget Speech that needs, besides generating substantial revenue from
henceforth even residents' income shall be subject to water sales. The project would cost roughly R2.3 bil-
a cbmpulsory tax deduction. Legal Notice 51 of 1986 lion and would be largely donor-financed.The High-
requires the Financial Institutions to deduct 10% of landsWaterProjecthas apparentlyrun into difficulties
the interest in excess of M240 on savings and deposit due to the South African insistence that the joint
accounts. It may mean, in practice, some inconveni- draft of the treaty earlier prepared be reviewed. The
ence to those residentswho are not otherwise liable to exercise has not yet been completed. The delays may
tax. They would now have to submit tax returns to get affect the financing of the project and the project
a refund. The Governmentshall also deduct 10% from revenues. It is, thus, necessary that a fresh thought be
the contract payments of any kind, whether made given to such revenue generating projects that would
under foreign aid agreementsor to transport and con- have a short gestation period.
struction contractorsor anyone else. The depreciationof the rand has added to the woes of

the Government.The hard currencycomponentof the
national debt has ballooned because the rand has fal-

COMMENTS len in value. Part of the increase in the payment of
interest and principal on the national debt is certainly

The Budget is inflationary. The fuel rates in Lesotho due to this fall. Moreover, many of the donorprojects
are about 5% higher than in the Republic of South require Lesotho to provide a matchingmalotiexpendi-
Africa (RSA). Further, compulsory third party insur- ture. A fall in value of the rand adds to the loti that
ance ayments are not required in the RSA. Since would have to be provided. One does not know the
Lesoto is landlocked and depends heavily on road extent to which the raising of taxes has contributed
transport, one wonders whether high fuel rates and directly to the fall in the value of the rand. Both Bots-
third party insurancepaymentsare not contributingto wana and Swaziland left the Rand Monetary Area
hardships and inflation. The rise in company tax rates bocause ofthe adverse effects that the fall in the value
for trading and other non-manufacturingcompanies of the rand was having on their economies. One does
profitswouldultimatelycome out ofthe pocketsof the not know whether this option was considered by the
consumers and add to the inflation. The steep sales Military Council as a way to curb inflation, limit deficit
tax, which does not exempt fresh vegetables, fruits, financing and increase taxes.
butter, cooking oil, margarine, fresh meat, fish and
sugar, is both inequitable and inflationary. Sales tax The Government is rightly worried about the evasion

affects the poor the most. The marginal reliefs offered of taxes. Professionalsand businessesare often singled
in the Budget to consumers do not compensate the out as the black sheep. However, it is well known that

common man. His total tax and inflation burden is far high tax rates and unfair tax administrationencourage
more than what it was in the last financial year. tax evasion. It is also well known that measures that

encourage voluntary compliance are most cost-effec-
There has been a drop of M17 million in the Customs tive to raise the collection of taxes. It appears to us

Union revenue. If the newspaper reports are to be that it is high time that the Government appoints a

believed, they are likely to fall further in comingyears. task force to look into the whole tax and monetary
The South African Government is reported to have structure and its implications for the economic de-
under its consideration a revision of the Customs velopment of Lesotho.
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businessesin the EEC.

for New Zealand. EUROPE (B. 106.967)
Wellington, Instituteof Policy Studies,Victoria
Universityof Wellington [foraddress,see

above], 1985.
Studiesn Taxation Policy. 182 pp. Austria France

(B.56.842)
ARBEITSTABELLENFR DEN TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: FRANCE.

SCOTT, Claudia; GOSS, Peter; Steuerpraktiker. London,ToucheRoss International, 1986.55pp

DAVIS,Howard. Stand 1. Mrz 1986. Herausgegebenvon (B. 107.037)
The incidenceof indirect taxes. GerhardKohler.
Volume 1.A discussionpaper concerningthe Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, 1986.

impactof the GST on the distributionof income. 146 pp.,352AS. Germany(DemocraticRep.)
Wellington, Instituteof Policy Studies, Victoria Ninth updatedand revisededition of a book

Universityof Wellington [foraddress,see containinga survey, in the form of charts, of tax KALIGIN,Thomas.

above], 1985. rates, tax-freeamounts, allowances,deductions, SteuerlicheAuswirkungenvon wirtschaftlichen

Studies in Taxation Policy. 85 pp incentivesand variousotheraspectsof the most Aktivittenin der DDR.

(B.56.841) importantAustrian tax laws with which the tax Einfhrungund DDR-Steuergesetze.
expert is faced in his daily work. Cologne, VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt, 1986.

SCOTT, Claudia; DAVIS, Howard. (B. 106.973) KlnerSchriftenreiheDer Rechts- und

ThegistofGST. Steuerdienst,Heft 61.240pp., 58 DM.
A briefingon the goods andservicetax. WESTERMAYER,Hans. Tax effectsof businessactivitiesin the German

Wellington, Instituteof Policy Studies,Victoria ABC des sterreichischenSteuerrechts. DemocraticRepublicwith special emphasison
Universityof Wellington [for address,see Eine gemeinverstndlicheDarstellungder the tax consequencesfor intra-Germantrade.

above], 1986. Steuern. (B. 106.987)
Studies in Taxation Policy. 79 pp 11. berarbeiteteAuflage.
(B.56.847) Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, 1986.

244 pp.,365 AS. Germany(Fed. Rep.)
BAKKER, Carl; CHRONICAN, Phil. Eleventh revisededition ofguide to various
Financialservices and the GST. aspectsoftaxes in Austrian tax law. PROBLEMEDER STEUERLICHEN
A discussionpaper. (B. 107.001) Frderungvon Forschungund Entwicklung
Wellington, Instituteof Policy Studies, Victoria Bonn, InstitutFinanzenund Steuern, 1986.
UniversityofWellington[for address,see WEILER, Franz. SchriftenreiheFinanzenund Steuern, Heft
above], 1985. So prft das Finanzamt. 124. 112 pp.,27.50DM.
Studies in Taxation Policy. 55 pp. Vorbereitung,Ablaufund Folgeneiner Analysesof German tax incentivesfor research
(B.56.846) steuerlichenBetriebsprfung. and developmentwith suggestionsforthe

4. neubearbeiteteAuflage. improvementthereof.
BEVIN, Paul. Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, 1986. (B. 106.816)
How should businessbe taxed 172 pp., 180 AS.
An examinationof defects in business taxation Fourth updatededitionof a monograph BORDEWIN,Arno;RICHTER,Heinz;
and suggestionsfor reform. explainingthe manneroftax auditsin Austria. SCHMIDER,Karl-Heinz;SOFFING,Gnter.
Wellington, Instituteof Policy Studies, Victoria The authordiscussesthe variouslegalsources, Praxis der SteuerbegnstigtenKapitalanlagen.
UniversityofWellington[for address,see the positionof the auditor, and the procedures Band XV: Das Erhaltungsmodell-Die aktuelle
above], 1985. Studies in Taxation Policy. 140 pp. before, duringandaftertheaudit. Bedeutungdes 15a EStG-Problemebei der

(B.56.843) (B.106.974) abschliessendenPrfungvon Bauherren-und
Erwerbermodellen-Dienderungendes 15

Pakistan Belgium
EStG durch das Steuerbereinigungsgesetz1986.
Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag, 1986. 189 pp.,
118 DM.

INCOMETAX. TIBERGHIEN,Albert. Practiceof tax-favouredinvestmentsin
Commentsonthe 1986 Budget. Inleiding tot het Belgisch fiscaal recht. Germany,Vol. XV, contains, interalia, a

Karachi,Ford, Rhodes, Robson,Morrow, 1986. Tweedeherwerkteuitgave. discussionof the importanceofthe legal
6pp. Antwerp, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,1986. provisionsconcerningdepreciationcompanies
(B.56.819) 518pp. and the changesof Sec. 15 of the IncomeTax

Second revisededition of monograph Law set forth by the 1986 Tax AmendmentLaw.
South-EastAsia introducingthetaxlawofBelgiumasof 1 January (B 106.854)

1986.
FISCAL ISSUES IN SOUTH-EASTASIA. (B. 107.054) DE NEDERLANDSEVESTIGING IN DE B.R.D.
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Fenedexstudiedag19 februari 1986 te Utrecht. tax laws as it does not understand the processof PapersbyD. JuchandM. Gnkelon the German
The Hague, Federation forthe Netherlands democraticcompromise. corporate income tax liabilityarisingfrom a

Export, 1986.44pp (B. 106.531) Dutch businessestablishingin Germany.
Papersby D. Juch and M. Gnkel on the German (B. 106.997)
corporateincome tax liabilityarising from a LANG, Joachim..
Dutch businessestablishingin Germany. Reformentwurfzu Grundvorschriftendes TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE:
(B. 106.997) Einkommensteuergesetzes. Netherlands.

Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1986. London, Touche Ross International, 1986.44 ppDAS NEUE GEPRGE-GESETZ. MnsteranerSymposion,BandII. 124 pp (B. 107.034)
Wortlaut -- Erluterungen- Empfehlungen. 24 DM.
BearbeitetvonDr. Thomas Kaligin. The authorproposesa reform ofprinciplesof BROUWER,J.Th.L.
Cologne,Peter DeubnerVerlag, 1986. incometaxaws.Thestartingpointisthecauseof Lij frente,levensverzekeringenfiscus.
Steuer-TelexSonderinformation.61 pp., the decline: thetax legislation,which isactually Deventer, Kluwer, 1986.
35.80 DM. toocomplicated.Legal principles,case lawand Kluwer Bedrijfswijzers.No. 7.192 pp..
Text of the new law dealingwith the taxationof constitutionalordershouldserve instead as the 34.50 Di.
partnershipsandcommentsthereon. base for the reform proposal. Monographdealingwith theconceptsofannuity
(B. 106.91I) (B. 106.532) and life insurance in connectionwith taxation

(individual income tax, net wealth tax, gift and
DEUTSCHESTEUERGESETZE. THIEL, Jochen. inheritance tax). No internationaltax aspectsare
Textausgabe. Bilanzrecht. included.
6., verbesserteund erweiterteAuflage. Handelsbilanz-Steuerbilanznach dem (B.107.046)
Stand: 15. April 1986. Bilanzrichtlinien-Gesetz.
Herne, VerlagNeue Wirtschafts-Briefe,1986. 3.,vlligneubearbeiteteAuflage GIELE, J.F.M.
I 136 pp.,38 DM. Cologne, Peter DeubnerVerlag, 1986. 298 pp., De problematiekvan de tweeverdieners.
Textbookcontainingthetextsofthe 12 most 48 DM. Deventer,Fed, 1986.
importantGerman tax laws and the This book dealswith the law on bookkeepingand Serie Belastingconsulentendagen,No. 31.
implementingregulationsthereto, up-to-dateas theannualclosingsofaccounts, afterthe 55 pp.,19.75 Dfl.
of 15 April 1986. enactmentofthe new Balance Sheet Directives. Considerationsofthe tax problemsoftwo
(B. 106.852) The book containsnumerousexamplestoclarify incomeearners in one household.

principlesandto point out uncertaintiesand (B. 107.004)
BILANZRICHTLINIEN-GESETZ. problematicprovisions. Consideration isalso
Der Leitfaden frdie Praxis. given to case law of the SupremeTax Court ZICHT OP EENVOUD.
Herausgegebenvon Peat, Marwick,Mitchell& concerningthebalanceof trade and the balance Verkorteweergavevan de hoofdpuntenvan het
CO. for tax purposes. rapport Zichtopeenvoudvan decommissie
Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1986.223pp., (B. 106.783) tot vereenvoudigingvan de Ioonbelastingende
26 DM. inkomstenbelasting,ingesteldop 20 septemberPractical highlightsofthe recentlyenacted 1985 doorde MinisterendeStaatssecretarisvan
Balance Sheet Directives. Hungary Financin.
(B. 106.851) The Hague, MinistryofFinance, 1986.31 pp.

WIRTSCHAFTLICHEASSOZIATIONEN Simplicity insightcontainsashortoverviewof
STEUERBERATER-JAHRBUCH1985/86. mitauslndischerBeteiligungenin Ungarn. the Report by the Committee to simplify the
Zugleich Berichtberden 37. Fachkongressder Budapest,UngarischeAussenhandelsbank, wage tax and the individual income tax.
Steuerberater,Kln, 28. bix 30. Oktober 1985. 1985.35pp (B. 107.006)
Herausgegebenvon Dr. R. Curtius-Hartung; Economicassociation in Hungarywith foreignDr. Norbert Herzig und Dr. Ursula Niemann. participation.English and Frencheditionsare SOCIAAL MEMO 2.
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1986. available. Juli 1986.
432 pp., 92 DM. (B. 106.994) Deventer,Kluwer, 1986.129pp., 16 Dfl.
The book contains 14 lecturesonvarious Pocketguide containinginformationon social
subjects, including: Roman Herzog: last security laws in the Netherlandseffectiveasof I
developmentsofconstitutionaljusticeon tax Ireland July 1986.
law; Norbert Herzig reservationsforobligations (B. 107.055)
from employmentcontracts;Brigitte Knobbe-

USSHER, Patric.Keuk: current legal and tax problemsofmiddle-
sized enterprises;Franz Wassermeyer: Companylawin Ireland.

OECDLondon.Sweet & Maxwell, 1986, 577 ppinvestment in personal and capital companies
andtheirincometaxtreatment;Helmut Becker: Monographon privateenterprisesin acorporate

form andabout the participationof the public in KING, J.R.
the orderly managergrowinginfluenceor

such enterprise.Semi-Statebodiesarenot dealt The OECD model firm: some extensionsanda
weakeningimportance;Helmut Krabbe: abuse with. UK illustration.
oftaxtreaties.

(B. 106.940) London, Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1986.
(B. 106.820) IFS WorkingPaper No. 88.37 pp

(B. 107.064)RAUPACH, Arndt; TlPKE, Klaus;
UELNER,Adalbert. lsle ofMan

Niedergangoder Neuordnungdes deutschen Portugal
Einkommensteuerrechts TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE:

Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1986. IsleofMan. ACTOS COMUNITRIOSEM MATRIA
MnsteranerSymposion,Band I.258 pp., London,Tout:he Ross International, 1986.35 pp. de fiscalidade.
38 DM. (B. 107.036) Lisbon, Centrode Estudos Fiscais, 1985. 380 pp.
Paperspresentedat a seminaron the occasion of Portuguesetranslationof the EC Directives.
the 50th anniversaryofthe Tax Law Instituteof (B. 106.827)
the UniversityofMnster. Raupach tracesthe Netherlands
pathsof the participantsin the declineofthe COLQUIOSOBRE O SISTEMA
German Individual IncomeTax Law, namelythe DE NEDERLANDSEVESTIGING IN DE fiscal.
legislature,thejudiciary and the administration. B.R.D. CentrodeEstudosFiscais, Comemoraaodo
Tipkepointsouttheway from ,. irregulardisorder Fenedexstudiedag19 februari 1986 te Utrecht. XX aniversario.
to regularorder,includingadismantlingoftax The Hague, FederationfortheNetherlands Lisbon, Direcao-Geraldas Contribuioese
advantages. Uelnerholdsagainst the scienceof Export, 1986.44 pp Impostos, 1984.666pp
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Compilationofcontributionsonvarious aspects UnitedKingdom INTERNATIONALof the tax system in Portugal preparedby various
authorsinhonourofthe 20th anniversaryofthe RECENTTAX PROBLEMS.
Centrode Estudos Fiscais (Fiscal Study Centre).. Current legal problems.
(B. 107.007) Edited by JacquelineDyson.. HORWATH & HORWATH INTERNATIONAL.

London, Stevens& Sons Ltd. [11 New Fetter International tax planningmanual.
MEMORIA. 2 Volumes.Lane, London], 1985. 108 pp
Volumen I1. North Ryde,CCHAustralia Limited, 1986.Five papers focussingon current tax problemsTena I: el principiode la irretroactividadde las with referenceto case law (Ramsay/Dawson £ 228.

leyes y los reglamentosenmateria tributaria. doctrine,conceptof control of a company,etc.). Loose-leafpublication in two binders. The basic
Tema 1I: efectoseconomicosy socialesdel (B. 107.012) principlesof international tax planningare set

impuestoal valor agregado. out. A country-by-countrysummaryof the tax

Montevideo, InstitutoUruguayode Estudios COX, Christopher; ROSS, Harry J. lawsofa selectionof countriesis appended,
Tributarios [Cerrito461, piso 2, Casilla Correo X Capitalgains tax on businesses. followedby the tax implicationsin case of an

73, Montevideo],1984. Practicalplanningwith examples. inward investmentandoutwardinvestmentin
X JornadasLuso-Hispano-Americanasde Secondedition. that particularcountry Thecountriescovered
EstudiosTributarios.450 pp. London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1986. 230 pp.

are: Australia,Austria, Canada,China(People's
Considerationsonthe topics, (1) the principleof Monographsettingout those rulesofcapital Rep.), Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France,
non-retroactiveapplicationof taxationby law, as gains taxwhichare particularlyrelevant to German Fed. Rep.,HongKong, India, Ireland,
well as, (2) theeconomicandsocialimpacts businesses,whetherincorporatedor Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg,
arising from the value added tax. unincorporated.The law is stated as of 1 October Malaysia, Netherlands,New Zealand,Norway,
(B. 18.409) 1985. Papua New Guinea, Singapore,South Africa,

(B. 107.011) Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,Thailand,United

Kingdom,U.S.A., Venezuela,Zimbabwe.

Spain THE FINANCE ACT 1986. (B. 107.056)
London, Butterworths, 1986. 297 pp.TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: TRANSFER OF ASSETS INTO AND
(B. 107.015)

Spain. outofataxingjurisdiction.
London,Touche Ross International, 1986.33pp FINANCE ACT 1986. XLCongrsInternationalde Droit Financieret

(B. 107.035) Chapter41. Fiscal,NewYork 1986.
Deventer, Kluwer, 1986.

HUGUETTORREMAD,Jos Ma.
London, Her Majesty'sStationeryOffice, 1986.

Cahiersde Droit Fiscal International,265 ppGuia practicade aplicacindel IVA. (B. 107.041)
Volume LXXIa. 550 pp.

Barcelona, EditorialPraxis [Via Layetana30, A summaryofeach report in English, French,
Barcelona08003], 1985. 400 pp. GAMMIE, Malcolm; BAILEY, Jeffrey. Germanand Spanish is appended.The report by
Practicalguide explainingtheapplicationof the Land taxation. thegeneral reporter, Yann Kergall, is printed in
valueaddedtax. full in the fourlanguages.National reports2 Volumes.
(B. 107.032) London,Sweet & Maxwell Limited, 1986. include: Argentina, Austria, Belgium,Brazil,

Canada, Colombia, Denmark,Finland, France,
HUGUETTORREMAD,Jos Ma.

Loose-leafpublication in two bindersprimarily GermanFed. Rep., Hong Kong, Israel, ltaly,concernedwith describing the system of United
Praxis-IVA. Luxembourg,Netherlands,Norway,Kingdom taxationas it affects land and buildings Japan,
Supuestosde aplicacinprctica. situated there. The taxescoveredinclude income Portugal,South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland,
Barcelona,Editorial Praxis [for address,see corporation capital gains capital United Kingdom, U.S.A., Uruguay.
above], 1986. 386 pp.

tax, tax, tax,
(B. 107.047)transfer tax, stamp duty and value added tax.

Complementarypublication to the value added Supplementsupdate the material.
tax guide by the same author. Practice-VAT (B. 107.023) CURRENCYFLUCTUATIONSAND
includes the texts of statutesand calculation internationaldouble taxation.

examples. KAY, John; KING, John. XLCongrsInternationalde Droit Finacieret
(B. 107.033) Taxingcurrencyfluctuations Fiscal,NewYork 1986.

The tax treatmentof foreign exchangegains and Deventer,Kluwer, 1986.
HINWEISE ZUM VERTRAGSABSCHLUSS CahiersdeDroit Fiscal International,Volumelosses.
mit EspanischenHandelsvertreternund London,The Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1985. LXXIb. 57 pp
Eigenhaendlern. IFS ReportSeries, No. 18. 73 pp

A summaryof each report in English,French,
12. berarbeiteteAufage,Stand April 1986. (B. 106.678) German and Spanish is appended.The eport by
Barcelona,Deutsche Handelskammerfr the general reporters, MarianneBurge and Paul

Spanien [Crcega,301-303,08008 Barcelona], VAT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. Farber, is printed in full in the four-languages
1986.35 pp. London,Touche Ross International, 1986. National reports include: Argentina,Australia,
Guide toconcludingcontractswith Spanish 123 pp. Austria, Belgium,Brazil, Canada, Denmark,
representativesand independenttraders. A draft Summaryof the relevant law and practiceof the Finland, France, German Fed. Rep., Hong
contract in Germanand Spanish isappended. value added tax as of 1 January 1986. Kong, Italy, Japan, Korea (Rep.), Luxembourg,
(B. 107.021) (B. 107.049) Mexico, Netherlands, Portugal, South Africa,

Sweden, United Kingdom, U.S.A., Uruguay.
MEMORIA. (B. 107.048)
Volumen II. DEVEREUX, M.P.

Tema I: el principiode la irretroactividadde las The IFS Modelof the U.K. corporationtax. BANNOCK, Graham.
leyes y los reglamentosenmateria tributaria. London, Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1986. IFS VATand small business:
Tema I1: efectoseconmicosysocialesdel WorkingPaper No. 84.80 pp Europeanexperienceand implicationsfor North

impuestoal valoragregado. (B. 107.060) America.

Montevideo, InstitutoUruguayode Estudios London, Graham Bannock& Partners Ltd. [53
Tributarios[Cerrito461, piso 2, CasillaCorreo MAYER, Colin. ClarewoodCourt, Crawford Street, London
73, Montevideo],1984. Corporationtax, financeand the cost of capital. WIH 5DF], 1986.105 pp.
X JornadasLuso-Hispano-Americanasde London, Institutefor Fiscal Studies, 1984. StudyonVAT and its application tosmall
EstudiosTributarios.450 pp. IFS WorkingPaper No. 81.40 pp businessesintheE.E.C.
Considerationson topic, the principleof Second revision of study examiningthe influence (B. 106.967)
unretroactivelyapplicationof taxation by law as of corporatetax on a firm's financial and
well ason the economicand social impactsarising investmentdecisions. RAAD, Kees van.

from the value added tax. (B. 107.058) Non-discriminationin international tax law.
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Deventer, Kluwer, 1986. CasillaCorreo73.Montevideo. 1984. Middle East
Serieson InternationalTaxation,No.6.284 pp ,

X Jornadas Luso-Hispano-Americanasde
135 Dil. EstudiosTributarios.450 pp BERSICHTBER DIE
Dissertationdefendedon 4June 1986 at the Considerationson topic, the principleof wichtigsten Gesetzesbestimnungenin den

Universityof Leyden toacquirea doctorate in unretroactivelyapplicationof taxation by law as arabischenStaaten.
law. The non-discriminationclausesof tax well as on the economicind social impactsarising Cologne,Bundesstellefr
treatiesandcommercialtreaties are consdered. from the value added tax. Aussenhandelsinformation,1986.
tB. 107.0241 tB. 18.409) Berichte und Dokumentezum auslndischen

Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht,No. 204, July
CONVENTIONON THE LAW I 986.55 pp.
applicable totrustsand their recognition. Chile Summaryofthe most importantstatutes in 21
Draft Conventionadoptedbythe Fifteenth membercountriesofthe Arab Leagueon
Session and ExplanatoryReport by Alfred E. MASSONE PARODI, Pedro. commerce,civil, economic, labour, court

von Overbeek. La reformadel impuestoa la rentaen Chile. procedures.
The Hague. Permanent Bureau of the Valparaiso, UniversidaddeValparaiso, 1986. tB.56.870)
ConferenceJavastraat2c. The Hague], 1986. 70 pp.
The HagueConferenceon private international Considerationonthetax reform in Chile with
law. 57 pp. respect tocorporateandindividual income Qatar
tB. 107.069) taxes, translated from the English version

publishedintheBulletinfor InternationalFiscal TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE:
DYER. Adair: LOON, Hans van. Docu,nentationin 1984. Quatar.
Report on trustsandanalogous institutions. IB. 18.416) London,Touche Ross International, 1986.28ppThe Hague, Permanent Bureauofthe (B. 56.849)
Conference [foraddress.see above], 1986.
The Hague Conferenceon private international Uruguayl,w. lIOpp
tB. 107.068) MEMORIA.

Volunen 11.
KING, J.R.

Tema 1: el principiode la irretroactividadde las
NORTHAMERICA

The OECD model firm: someextensionsanda leyesylos reglamentosen materia tributaria.
U.K. illustration. Tema II: efectoseconmicosysociales del
London, Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1986. Canada
IFSWorkingPaper No. 88.37 pp.

impuestoalvalor agregado.
Montevideo, Instituto UruguayodeEstudios

tB. 107.064) Tributarios,Cerrito461, piso 2, TAXATION OFCORPORATIONS

LAMBERT, Peter. PFHLER, Wilhelm.
Casilla Correo73. Montevideo. 1984. and shareholders.
X Jornadas Luso-Hispano-Americanasdc Cases and materiais.

On aggregate measuresofthe net redistribution
EstudiosTributarios.450 Edited by Brian J. Arnold; D. Keith McNair;

impact of taxationand governmentexpenditure. pp
Considerationsontopic, the principleof Claire F.L. YoungLondon, Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1986.

IFS WorkingPaper No. 87.30 pp
unretroactivelyapplicationof taxation by law as Agincourt.The Carswell Company Ltd. [2330
well as on the economicand social impacts arising Midland Ave., Agincourt,Ont.MIS lP7], 1986.

tB. 107.063) from the value added tax. 616pp.

LINDSEY, Lawrence Benjamin. tB. 18.409) Textbookon the taxationof corporationsand
shareholders,withcase law.

Simulating the responseof taxpayers tochanges IB. 107.031)
in tax rates.
Ann Arbor. UniversityMicrofilmsInternational HARRIS, Edwin C.
[300 N Zeeb Road. Ann Arbor, M 148106], 1986. MIDDLEEAST

Canadian incometaxation.
205 pp Fourthedition.
Thesissubmittedfor the degree of Doctorof Toronto. Butterworths,1986.776pp
PhilosophyatHarvard University Bahrain Revised fourth editionof a comprehensive
tB. 107.019) textbook introducingincome taxation in Canada,

TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: for both studentsandpractitioners.MARGAIRAZ,Andr; MERKLI, Roger. Bahrain. London.ToucheRoss International, tB. 107.080)La fuitedevant l'imptet les contrlesdu fisc. 1986.24pp
Paris, LibrairieGnraledeDroit et de tB. 56.851) CAR EXPENSES AND BENEFITS.
Jurisprudence. 1985.160pp 102 Ffrs. Halifax, Price Waterhouse [Toronto Dominion
Considerationson internationaltaxevasionand Building, 1791 BarringtonStreet, Halifax, N.S.
theexaminationoftaxpayers documentsbythe Israel B3J3LI],1986.56pp
taxadministration. Basic facts about automobilebenefitsand
tB. 107.027) DOING BUSINESS IN ISRAEL 1986. expenses forindividual income tax (employees

Tel Aviv, Kesselman& KesselmanCertified and self-employedpersons).
Public Accountants(Israel) 137 MontefioreSt., IB. 106.953)
Code 6520I.Tel Aviv],1986.116pp

LATINAMERICA& CARIBBEAN Descriptionof forms of businessorganization,
accountingand auditing in Israel. The tax system
and investment incentivesarealsodealtwith up U.S.A.

Argentina tilltheendof1985.
tB.56.854) ARTHUR YOUNG'S OIL AND GAS

MEMORIA. Federalincometaxation.
Volumen II. 1985 Edition.
Tema I: el principiode la irretroactividadde las Kuwait Edited by James L. Houghton.
leyes y los reglamentosenmateria tributaria. Chicago, CommerceClearing House, Inc., 1985.
Tema 1I : efectoseconmicosysocialesdel TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: 731 pp.
impuestoalvaloragregado. Kuwait. 23rdeditionofthismonographonfederal income

Montevideo, Instituto Uruguayode Estudios London,Touche Ross International, 1986.30pp taxationof oilandgas.
Tributarios,Cerrito46 I, piso 2, tB. 56.85()) IB. 106.986)
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FOREIGNSALESCORPORATION. Volumeone: IncomeTaxes 1-1564; Volume areasandactivities.

London,ArthurAndersen&Co.,1985.125pp. two: Employment,EstateandGift Taxes 2001- (B 106.944)
Text of the statute and explanationto the End.
introductionof the concept foreignsales Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1986. INDEX TO FEDERALTAX ARTICLES.

corporation. 2000 + 700 pp. Compiledby Gersham Goldstein.

(B. 106.978) (B. 106.982) Spring 1986 cumulativesupplement.
Preparedby Isa Langand Michael Lang.

1986 FEDERALTAX MANUAL. FEDERAL ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES: Boston, Warren,Gorham & Lamont, 1986.

Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1986. Code and regulationsas of March2 I, 1986. 520 pp.
Loose-leafpublication in one volume containing Includingrelated income tax provisions. (B. 106.971)
detailed informationfor filing federal income tax Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1986.
returns (individual,partnership,corporation). Annotated text of the Federal Estate and Gift 1985 PROCEEDINGSOFTHE
(B. 107.000) Taxes Codesas of21 March 1986. seventy-eighthannualconferenceon taxation

(B. 106.985) held undertheauspicesofthe NationalTax
Association-TaxInstituteofAmericaat

INTERNAL REVENUECUMULATIVE
Bulletin 1985-2, July-December. KESS, Sidney; WESTLIN, Bertil. Denver, Colorado, October 13-16,1985.

Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1985.857pp. Estateplanningguide. Columbus,NationalTax Association,Tax

Compilationof all official rulings, decisions, Including financiaiplanning Instituteof America, 1986.263pp.

executiveorders, tax treaties, and other items of Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1985. (B. 107.053)

a permanentnature,publishedin the weekly 765 pp.

bulletininthesecondhalf of 1985. (B. 106.983) REVENUEADMINISTRATION,1985.

Proceedingsofthe fifty-thirdannual meeting(B. 107.002) FOURTH REPORT OF THE COMMISSION National AssociationofTaxAdministrators,
on taxation. Reno, Nevada,June 9-12, 1985.

INTERNAL REVENUECODE. Special Taxation. Washington,Federationof Tax Administrators

Income,employment,estate andgift tax Dublin, StationeryOffice, 1985.117pp.,£5.50. [444 North Capitol Street, Washington, D.C.

provisions. Recommendationpreparedby Commissionon 20001], 1985.225pp.
Including 1985 Amendments. Taxation re local taxation and taxationofspecial (B. 107.028)

Loose-LeafServices
Receivedbetween1 and31October1986

Africa GUIDEFISCALPERMANENT France
releases490,491,492

FIDAFRICA EditionsService, Brussels. DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-DROIT
DES AFFAIRES

release 10

Fidafrica,Paris. GUIDEPRATIQUEDE FISCALITE releases 189,190,191
Tome I, release74 EditionsLgislativeset Administratives,Paris.

FISCALITEAFRICAINE.. Tome III, release63

release 16,17 CED-Samsom,Brussels. DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-FISCAL

EditionsFiduciaireFrance releases261,262,263
Afrique,Paris. Canada EditionsLgislativeset Administratives,Paris.

Australia CANADATAXLETTER FISCALITEPRATIQUE-IMPOTS
INDIRECTS

AUSTRALIANINCOMETAX- releases359,360 release32
LAWAND PRACTICE Richardde Boo, Ltd., Don Mills.
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